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THE attempt to predicate talent and
capacity of a special form of head,
and to assert that deviation from that
‘T1

_,

..’

F‘4|

.\.‘.

-

special form must indicate departure
from high excellence, appears to us un
wax-ranked

by the practical

observation

6

THE PHRENOLOGICAL

JOURNAL

[J an.

community as a whole. In the older
we sometimes see such typical re
presentation, but in the new states,
where the masses are agriculturists and
very largely made up of immigrants, it
is not to be expected.
If the reader will glance from face to‘
face of the series of newly made gover
nors that accompany these remarks he
will be impressed by the marked con
trasts in their physiognomy, and if chal
lenged to point out the “smartest"
man of them all, merely from their faces,
would doubtless show himself rather
slow in coming to a decision.
In the
calm, Well-cut features of Oliver Ames
he would note the indications of a well
press themselves in the constitution. The developed and nicely sustained body, a
greatest variety of form is met with temperament favorable to balance of
among men who are conspicuous above faculty, and a brain that works with
the rank and ﬁle of the community for little friction.
Here is a gentleman of
reﬁned tastes and much aspiration, an.
ability as the managers of the affairs be
longing to everyday life. Business men intellect that is rather broad in view
of distinction, and those in the sphere of and tolerant of differences.
He shows
political leadership, show very marked ability to consider and manage impor
points of difference, and are therefore tant affairs, especially in manufacturing
and business lines ; has much more than
the more interesting subjects for mental
ordinary ﬁnancial acumen, and could
analysis.
In scanning a group of portraits re discharge the duties that devolve upon
presenting a dozen or more of the suc— those having the guidance of important
cessful contestants, at the recent elec‘ monied interests with ease. He is grace
tions for the place of Governor in as ful, easy and courteous in manner ;can
many states of the Union, one is struck by adapt himself readily to his company,
In
These and command their good-will.
their difference in organization.
political life he would show no little
as a rule we must admit to be gentlemen
of superior calibre, especially on the side strength on account of his suave, mellow
bearing, and thus win the favor of his‘
of intellect ; but it would certainly puz
party associates.
zle the experienced critic to adjust them
In the choice of Pennsylvania, whom
all to a given standard of brain-form and
we
have set on the ﬁrst page, the reader
It
would
be
quality.
scarcely
physical
probably sees a man of no little force
a successful venture to ascribe peculiari
The photograph certainly
ties of facial expression, as well as of and power.
thought and action, to this one or that, indicates that and the engraving suggests
certain associations of iron and coal in
because
he
represents Massachusetts,
the development of such a physique and
or Delaware, or California, or Tennes
brain.
He possesses a ﬁne intellect, ad
see, in the office of the chief executive.
him
to pursuits that employ it as
who
a.
represents
A civil magistrate,
apting
par
the
chief
Bred to the
of
the
does
instrumentality.
country,
in
a
section
given
ty
law he would naturally rise in the es
not to-day, therefore, represent the pe
culiar type of mental development that teem of the community, for there are
indications of watchfulness, of a sensi
some economists may attribute to his
of men. Form, we insist, has its relation
to intellect and character, and with vari
ations of form we associate variety of
talent and disposition. Because one man
manifests more energy and efficiency in
a given direction than another, it can
not be assumed that he is superior men
tally to that other, since it may be found
that in certain directions the second may
manifest brilliant capabilities and there
throw the ﬁrst completely in the shade.
It is certain, however, that for good
judgment, discernment of the useful and
expedient, there must be a fair intellectual
development, and for energy and force
there must be associated a quality and
temper of the physical elements that ex

states
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Live regard for honor and reputation,
of reverence for the pure and noble, and
a very quick appreciation of character.
He should be remarkable for the clear

of

his intuitions

and very tenacious
Had he devoted
himself to literature he probably would
have become a. Writer whose grasp of
the essential nature and logical bearings
of the subject claiming the attention of
his pen would have made him notable.
ness

in regard

to opinion.

Ouvsn

His style as a

Speaker should be clear,
deﬁnitejand incisive ; brief yet not want
iug in ﬁnish, a quality that in writing
would be more pronounced. The height
of the head in front indicates more
kindness and humanity than are found
in men as they average, and these ele
ments exert a very marked effect in
tempering and softening the vigor and
force that belong to the basic elements

of his character.

Looking next at the Governor

Carolina. we ﬁnd evidences
telnperament with elements

of South
of an active
of strength

OF HEALTH.
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that must be exhibited sharply in his
conduct.
There are spirit and aspira~
tion that have a backing of courage
and persistence.
He has certain con
victions
with respect to honor and
reputation, and would not hear an af
His
front. or submit to depreciation.
social nature appears to bevery inﬂuen
tial, giving a. deep interest in the relations
of home and friendship, and the disposi
tion to make much of birth and family

Anus.

eminence.
The perceptive organs are
ﬁne, and there is power toreason, to com
prehend facts not only in the concrete
but in the abstract. Such a forehead
means a superior grasp of memory, and
ability to combine principles and organ
ize systems and enterprises. We think
Gov. Richardson tobe eminently adap
ted to scientiﬁc pursuits especially that
of the geologist or civil engineer.
Sweeping now across the broad ex
panse of our country let us consider for
a moment the new Governor of the
Golden State, Mr. Swift.
He impresses

THE PHRENOLOGICAL

is

is,

us at ﬁrst sight with an idea of reﬁne
ment, culture and sensitivity that scarcely
comports with the bold and rugged spirit
however,
of Californian life. There
much versatility and progressiveness be
hind those calm and thoughtful eyes,
and the mouth has an expression of em
unmistakable.
phasis and decision that
The fulness of the temples shows econ

JO URNAL

[J an.

Returning to the Atlantic sea-board
let us glance at the man who will ad
minister the civil aﬁ’airs of New Jersey
for the next two years.
Mr. Green,
as shown by the engraving, has a strong
face. The features are large, and indi
cate a temperament most favorable to
physical robustness and long life. That
heavy jaw and large neck show splen
a

8

Jomw P. RICHARDSON.

did nutritive apparatus—that all parts
of the body and brain are supplied with
abundance of blood. His mental organs
should operate with energy, and their
expression be marked with force and di
rectness. He
eminently a man of
practical intellect; clear and positive in
judgment, a shrewd, careful, economi
cal adviser, and by no means solicitous
about mere formalities in conduct and
is

omy, planning and ﬁnancial talent, taste
He should bea man
and inventiveness.
of ready resources, quick to comprehend
the nature of a situation, whether of ad
vantage or disadvantage, and as quick
to devise a method for making the best
of it. In the business world, especially
a ﬁnancial department, or in such a
profession as the law, Mr. Swift would
have made his mark.

1887.]
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speech.
We should not expect to hear habit. He must restrain the drift of his
of his dealing in the arts of blandish
disposition and cultivate moderation or
ment, or sophistry, or trying to gain a expect to break down ere his powers
point by craft and cunning.
have reached their zenith. The height
He be
lieves in a. direct, unceremonious show
of his crown shows unusual will and de
ing of the facts and letting them have termination. while in the general ex

weight in the mind of judge and
He looks at facts much as they
occur to him, and should show method
their

jury.

and Sagacity in their application.
Ism
guage appears to be well developed, giv‘
ing him readiness in expressing his views
from a stock of information on general
matters that ought to be large.

The

Governor of Tennessee is a bright,

pression we note intimation of boldness
and ambition that on occasion would
prompt him to take serious risks, and to
secure an object by a dashing stroke.
He has, we opine, a brilliant, dashing
way, not unlike that of Custer or the
late hero of the Soudan campaign-—
which is calculated to win applause and
popularity.

Joan F. Swirl‘.

Youthful man, with an Organization in
which the mental temperament shows a
He is
tendency toward dominance.
very active and excitable; surround
ings that, quicken thought and feeling
have a fascination for him, while dul
monotony are intolerable.
ness and

His nervous activity draws heavily on
the vital organs, and imposes the neces
sity of vigilance with respect to daily

The man selected by the people of
Delaware is a good type of the South
erner ; the portrait shows originality, in
dependence and eccentricity, a revival
of the old planter class. Mr. Biggs is no
admirer of the merely decorative, no
of the conventional, and
worshipper
”
probably despises the modern “dude
most heartily; yet can appreciate what
is substantially elegant and tasteful, or

10
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that glimpse of fullness on the right side
of his head in the region of Ideality is
We should take him to be
misleading.
a man who can be content with a moder
ate range of activity, and not anxious
to win a name for broad and general
He is speciﬁc in his leanings,
power.
can ﬁx attention to one line of thought,
and carry out one purpose Without feel
ing disturbed by side issues and sugges
tions that he could do something else
He ought with such a
much better.
head to show great tenacity of purpose,
He has
and patience.
deliberation,

Ronsn'r

[J an.

Some brief notes of biography must
conclude this rapid sketch of the seven
men who have won high oﬂice in the
late election contests of as many states.
OLIVER AMES is the son of the late
Oakes Ames, who it will be remembered
was a successful manufacturer
of iron
implements, and ﬁgured rather conspic
uously a few years ago in a certain Con
gressional sensation when several dis
tinguished representatives from different
parts of the Union were suspected of ac
cepting bribes for their interest in be
half of a ﬁnancial enterprise. He was

S. GREEN.

force, but little of the excitability and
that characterizes the gentle—
man of Tennessee.
He has, we think,
from the apparent development of the
side-head,
special understanding
and
management of the mechanical agents
of nature, and had he studied mechan
ics, or taken up some branch of manu
facturing industry he would probably
have shown much ability as an inventor.
His placeis with what relates to the prac
tical, substantial and definite, and in
cludes interests of a social nature.
restlessness

JOURNAL.

February 14, 1831, at East/on,
Mass, and graduated at Brown Univer
born

sity. Trained to a business life by his
father, with his brother he succeeded to
the management of the large Ames
His
Shovel Works, at North Easton.
political career began when, in 1880, he
was elected to the State Senate. He was
re-elected the following year, and in
1882, when General Butler captured the
Mr. Ames was elected
governorship,
Lieutenant Governor by the Republi
cans. Every year since then, until this,

AND SCIENCE OF HEALTH.

he has been renominated and re-elected
to the same position. His Opponent in
the recent contest, was J. F. Andrew,
son of the Well known "war-Governor"

of Massachusetts.
AMI-B A. BEAVER,

J

now Governor of

Pennsylvania, was born at Millerstown,
Perry Co., in that State, on October 21,
1837.
He is of Huguenot stock and was

educated at Jefferson College, Canons
burg, graduating in 1856, when he at
once began the study of law.
While
preparing himself for the bar, he joined

ROBERT L.

the “ Bellefonte Fencibles,” under Cap
tain Andrew G. Curtin. Young Beaver
took great delight in the Fencibles, be

proﬁcient in drill,

and upon a va
lieutenant of
Three
years
after his ad
the company.
bar,
when
the
rebellion
the
mission to
Beaver
went
into ac
out,
Lieut.
broke
his
the
under
with
company,
tive service
call,
and
the
time
expiring
months’
three
26, was mustered out of service, but
prolnptly ire-enlisted again. In October,
1861, he helped to organize the 55th
Pennsylvania Regiment, and was elect

came

cancy was elected

July

second

11

When

the call

ed

Lieutenant-colonel.

for

600,000 men came he was made

Col

onel of the Centre County regiment, the
148th, and from that time his military
He was severely
career really dates.
wounded at Chancellorsville ; but being
removed to Harrisburg took command
of Camp Curtin during the Gettysburg
crisis. He participatedin the battles from
Gettysburg to the Wilderness, from the
Potomac to Spotsylvania Court House,
and was at Cold Harbor and Gaines's
Mill. He was blown up by a shell_in

Tnwn.
front of Petersburg, and lost aleg at
Reams‘s Station, and then retired from
active service. Returning to Bellefonte
he engaged actively in law practice and
married.
He took a prominent part in
politics at once, and became well~known
as a. stump speaker in political cam
In 1880 he was the chairman
paigns.
of the Pennsylvaina. delegation to the
National Convention
at
Republican
Chicago, and was brought forward for
Vice-President, but declined
his own
State intending to put him forward for
In 1882 he received the
Governor.
it,

887.]
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nomination for ‘Governor. but owing to
a party revolt
against the so-called
“ Cameron machine,” was
defeated by
the Independent candidate.
Gen. Beaver was one of the Commis
sion to supervise the erection of the In
sane Asylum at Warren, Pa., and for
years has been President of the Board of
Trustees of the Pennsylvania State Col
lege, in Centre County—formerly Qthe
State Agricultural College, and a mem
ber of the Board of Trustees of Jefferson
College and Lincoln University (colored)
at Oxford, Penn.

J

JOURNAL
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whose descendants have ﬁgured as gov‘
eruors of South
Carolina.
Colonel
Richardson was graduated with some
distinction at the Old South Carolina
College, at Columbia, in 1849. Enter
ing the arena. of politics, he was a few
years later chosen a member of the
House of Representatives of his state
in 1856, and remained there until 1862,
when he joined the Confederate army,
serving upon the staff of General Can»
tey in the West until the war ended.
After the war Colonel Richardson re
presented Clarendon county faithfully

BENJAIIN '1‘. Bruce.

P.

who was elect
ed by the Democratic party for Gover
nor of South Carolina, was born in
Clarendon county, in that State, in the
year 1831. He has a family record of no
mean distinction, being a son of the late
Governor John P. Richardson, a great
grandson of General Richard Richard
son, who was a prominent man in the
Palmetto State both before and during
the Revolutionary war, and four of
OHN

RICHARDSON,

through all the dark and troublous
He was return
days of reconstruction.
in 1878 ; in 1880
ed to the Legislature
was elected State Treasurer, and in 1884
again received the majority vote of the
people for that oﬁice.
JOHN F. SWIFT, who has been placed
in the seat of the chief executive by the
success of the Republicans of California,
was born at Bowling Green, Kentucky,
February 28. 1829, but spent most of his

AND
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boyhood at Exeter, Illinois, whither his remarkable campaigns in the history of
father removed.
At twenty-three Mr. the country has been that of the Taylor
Swift; went to San Francisco, and he brothers, Alf and Bob as they are popu
began life there as a dealer in produce. lar known, who were nominated respec
He was successful in business, and re tively by the Republican and Democratic
tiring from it after four years, studied parties as candidates for Governor in
law and was admitted to the bar in 1856. TGDINSSB. They stumped the State speak
He was made a member of the Legisla in g and playing the violin together, thus.
ture in 1862, in 1873, and in 1877. In “arguing and ﬁddling" for support. The
1880 he
was appointed by President result proved that Bob was the more
Hayes a member of the Commission to popular man.
make a treaty with China. Mr. Swift
Robert is the son of a well known
returned two years ago from that ser minister of the Northern Methodist.
vice, after a journey around the world. Church, most of whose life has been.
He is the author of a book of travels en passed in the northwestern counties of
titled “ Going to Jericho. ”
Tennessee in preaching and farming
ROBERT STOCKTON GREEN is a native In politics he is a Prohibitionist, and at
of the state that has given him her chief one time it was suggested that he should
office having been born at the old uni make a third candidate in this curious
sersity town of Princeton, N. .. March contest, running on the Prohibition
He was sent to the college ticket in opposition to his two sons.
25, 1831.
there, then known asthe college of New Robert is about thirty-six years of age
Jersey, and completed the course of and made his beginning in politics in
Choosing law as his 1876 when he defeated Mr. Pcttibone for
study in 1850.
pursuit he was licensed to practise in Congress. His reputation as a campaign
1853, and took uphis residence in Eliza
orator was made at that time, and has
beth, Union Co. Taking some interest been well sustained since. In the can
in the political movements of the town, vass which terminated in the election of‘
he was elected City Attorney and held Howell E. Jackson to the U. S. Senate,
the office from 1857 to 1868. From 1868 Robert Taylor the candidate of East
to 1873 he was a member of the City Tennessee, lacked but three votes of being
Council of the same city. From 1862 to chosen. He has been East Tennessee's
1865 he was Surrogate of Union County,
representative in every State contest for
and Presiding Judge of Union Common the past six years, and is said to be con
spicuously the candidate of the young
Pleas Court from 1868 to 1873.
In 1873 he was appointed a member Democracy of the State.
Alfred Taylor is said to be more sedate
of the Commission Organized to prepare
and suggest. amendments to the Con and conservative than his brother. Both
stitution of the State. In 1875 he was have black eyes and dark complexions.
admitted to practise in the courts of New During the canvass the rival candidates

J

York.

In

1884

he was

elected a Representa

ﬁve to Congress from the Third District
by the Democrato party. He wasadele
gate to the National Democratic Con
ventions of 1860 and 1880. Judge Green
as a, member of the House of Represen
tatives, has served in the Committee on
Elections, and in the Committee on Pri
vate Iﬁ-Ild Claims
ROBERT L. TAYLOR. One of the most

travelled from place to place together,
and carried on their discussions of poli
tics in the form of a continued debate.
They spoke several hours daily at the
conclusion of journeys which could be
made only at the cost of much fatigue.
It is reported that in one period of sev~
enty-two hours they rested only ﬁve‘
hours. The difficulty of their campaign-v
ing will be understood when it is said
that in order to speak in Woodbury on
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Sept. 18 they were obliged first to ride
forty miles over rough country roads.
Their discussions throughout were con
ducted with true brotherly amiability,
and is described as “ a duel of principle,
The debates in the
not personality."
country districts were usually closed by
It was
.a performance
upon violins.
known in Tennessee that they were skill
ful players, and the audiences they met
.among the mountains were not willing
to let them go without an exhibition of
this very popular accomplishment.
Hon. BENJAMIN T. BIGGS, the “ Dela
ware Plowboy," was born in New Castle
County, Oct. 1, 1821. His father was
John Biggs, a farmer, born in Cecil
County, kid, but removed early in life
New
Hundred,
to Pencader
Castle
County, Del. Benjamin ﬁrst began at
tendance at the public schools of his
neighborhood, and at the age of nine
»teen years was sent to the New Jersey
Conference Seminary, where he con
tinued two years. For the following
two years he taught school, after which
time he entered the Wesleyan Univer
Upon his
sity, at Middletown, Conn.
return home he engaged in farming on
land owned by his father, and continued
to reside on the estate for nearly twenty
years, dividing his attention between
This, to him
cereal and peach culture.
was congenial employment, and the call
ing of his life, but a strong inclination,

JOURNAL.
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tooratorical exercises often drew him
into the field of literature and to take
part in the public or patriotic assemblies
of the neighborhood, and ﬁnally in pub
lic life.
In 1846 he was commissioned by Gov
ernor William Temple, Major of the
Delaware regiment which was raising
for the Mexican war, in anticipation of
a call for troops by the United States
Government.
In 1852 he was elected,
on the Whig ticket, 9. member of the
Constitutional Convention called for the
purpose of amending the State Constitu
tion. When the Whig party ceased to
exist, and was succeeded by the “ Know
Nothings," he refused to join that party
of its 'proscriptive
because
character.
In 1854 he acted with the Democratic
party, and as his former party affilia
tions did not dispose him to advocate
the doctrines of the so-called “Ameri
can," party, he has since been identi
ﬁed with the Democracy of his State.
In 1860 he was nominated Representa
tive in Congress on the Democratic
ticket, but was defeated.
In 1866, when
the Queen Ann and Kent Railroad was
in its infancy, he was made one of its
directors, and in 1874 was elected presi
dent of said road, which position he
holds at present. In 1878 he was again
nominated for Congress, was elected, and
re-elected in 1880. thus serving for two
terms. He now resides in Middletown.

___M_—
THE

MAN’S

OUTER

AND

and feelings
thoughts
stamp themselves on his counten
ance, and gradually they shape his form
and bearing. Not all observers are equal
ly quick at reading these records of the
inner life, but everybody knows more or
less of them, and sooner or later the
writing is so plain that all can read it.
If there is a convention of clergymen,
or of physicians, or of teachers in town,
there is little difficulty in picking out

INNER

MAN.

the delegates as one passes along the
The inﬂuence of the professional
street.
life in such a case is manifest in the ex
pression of face and in the manner and
movements of the whole outer man. In
a hotel rotunda it is comparatively easy
to say who are the actors, who are the
stock gamblers, who are the newspaper
reporters, and who are the commercial
travelers. In any group of persons, the
man who is of an exceptionally Winsome

AND
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spirit and kindly manner stands out in
marked contrast with one of ill-nature
and of severity of spirit.
So far all will
admit. But. not all realize that just as
an unvarying succession of similar ex

shaping and controlling one's thoughts
and feelings, which in their turn are
shaping and controlling one’s features
Even the briefest giv
and one‘s form.
ing of one‘s self to impure or ungener
ous or unlovely or unholy reﬂections or
longings tends toward an imprint of a
corresponding impression on the outer
manto be seen and read of all.
Any
thought that we should deem to our dis
credit to have known to the world is a
dangerous thought to give place to in
our innermost minds ; for it isathought
that isliable to show itself in our faces to
all the world—S. S. Times.

tends to the shaping and
stamping of the external features, so,
indulgence of
also, every momentary
thought and feeling hasa tendency thus
toimpress itself upon the entire man.
The fact that the result of this tendency
is not at once obvious in every case
makes the tendency itself none the less
But the recognition of a
real and sure.
truth like this ought to have power in
periences

‘H—

FAMILIAR

TALKS

WITH

l5

0UB

YOUNG

READERS—N0.

l8.

ACQUISITIVNESS.

N this earthly life of ours we need
many things, food, clothing, shel
ter for our bodies, and instruction and
We need
diversion
for our minds.
these things for growth, health, strength,
and nature has made us in the mind
part of our organization with faculties
that look after them. You must eat or
the body will not grow ; so you are giv
en a principle or instinctive impulse to
food ; and there are the mouth,
teeth, taste, stomach and so on, all pro
vided for changing the food into the
matter which the blood carries through
arteries and veins for nourishing the
different tissues of the body.
have al
ready told you how
Alimentiveness
works, and now point you to another
faculty that has to do with supplying our
physical needs.
Aoquisitiveness, (from two Latin words
meaning to look for, to seek) prompts us
to get, collect and keep. It has a great
deal to do with providing those things
that are necessary to us in the present
and future.
It is this faculty that stim
ulates us to work for money or any
other things that we are desirous to own.
Most of the other faculties look to it for
the means for their exercise and enjoy
A kind, generous man likes to
ment.
seek

I

help people who are in want, and he
get the money that
he intends to give them.
Some men la
bor away for years, and save up a large
amount of money which'they intend to
devote to charitable objects. Thus Be
nevolence will both stimulate Acquisi
tiveness and depend upon it for the ma
terial it would use. Many work hard to
make their homes beautiful, and to have
Some
everything that society prizes.
wantto be rich because they think they
willthen do as they please, eat and drink,
go hem and there, and enjoy themselves
This, you know,
as much asthey like.
my young companions, is a rather low
and selﬁsh idea of life, and not at all
worthy a true man or woman. In chil
dren we may expect to see Acquisitive
ness act in a selﬁsh way, because then it
has not the restraint of the higher facul
When a little fellow is given a toy
ties.
he is delighted usually to call it “ mine,”
and you may know that the boy, who is
often counting the few cents he may
have, and does not want to spend them,
has large Acquisitiveness, and is likely to
become a close, saving man.
The organ is situated in the lower part
of the side head, in front of Destructive
ness and directly over Alimentiveness.

will work hard to
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(See No. 9011 the diagram).
When large
the “temples” in front of the ear are
pretty well rounded out, and if the
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youth who grows up without proper
guidance in mind instruction, who has
not been taught to support himself, is
lazy, and prefers to lounge about and
“ enjoy himself " in games of chance or
attending theatres and “shows,” is likely
when hard pressed for the means to sup
ply his wants to purloin money or prop
erty. But it is not Acquisitiveness alone,
you see, that produces such a result.
Many a man has been led to steal and
rob, not because he was by nature any
more vicious than the average of people
around him, but because he had not the
skill. tact and industry to acquire the
comforts of life in a. proper way, and to
feel that he must save his loved ones
from cold and hunger.

In

many animals, birds and insects,
active. The squirrel
lays up a store of food for the winter ;
the crow and magpie will carry off and
secrete things; the bee works all sum—
we see this organ

DIAGRAM or

Hun.

neighboring organs are large that whole
region will be expanded and make the
head appear very wide in front.
Did you ever know a miserl y person—
one who was forever counting the cost
of everything, and when he was forced
to buy an article of necessity would
haggle and haggle to get it as cheaply
If so, you must have
as he could?
noticed how broad his head was at the
lower border of the “temples.”

Gener

ally stingy, mean, grasping people have
low, squat heads, and you know from
their faces what to expect in their char~
Sharp. pushing, businws men
have a good development of Acquisitive
ness, but the business man of great ca
pacity has large reasoning organs, Con
structiveness, Cautiousness, and other

acters.

strong elements that combine and inﬂu
ence the propensity to get.

Will Acquisitiveness make one steal?
Yes, if it is strong and not properly
checked and balanced by knowledge of
What duty requires, and by the faculties
that prompt to self -respect, obedience and
But people do not usually
kindness.
steal for the mere sake of getting money.

GEORGE Q. Carson.

LARGE Aoqumrnvnxsas.

mer to gather honey, and the spider and’
ant are great economizers. One of the
most interesting studies in natural his
tory is the exercise of Acquisitiveness by
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the lower animals, and the selﬁsh, cruel those who were conﬁned in prison into
way in which some of them act should
classes, according to the sort of crime
lead us to be watchful lest we become
they had committed, as murderers,
thieves, forgers, etc., and tried to ﬁnd if
too covetous and grasping, and forget
ful of what we owe to others. All young there were any particular region of the
head very strongly developed in these
persons need to understand the value and
classes of wicked men.
uses of money and property, and should
He became con
vinced that murderers were generally
be taught something of business habits as
a part of their education, and urged to be very large in that part we now call
Destructiveness, and he was inclined
industrious and perseverin g about earn
You may have at ﬁrst to name that organ Wurgsinn,
ing their own support.
a rich father, my boy, and think that or the instinct to kill. He found that
most thieves were large in the middle
there is no necessity of your ever work
ing; but life is so uncertain in every part of the side head, above Destructive
sphere that before you will have a ness, and so he felt himself warranted
chance to touch a cent of father’s money in saying that those vicious fellows

A Slum. TRADER.

he may be poor and dependent upon the
help of friends for your very bread.
SECRETIVENESS.
Let me give you a leaf from the his
When
tory of this organ, young folks.
Dr. Gall was collecting facts and evid
ence for his new system of the brain,
he visited all the institutions of Vienna
prisons, hospitals,
and neighborhood,
asylums, reformatories, etc., being anx
ions to get all the proofs he could for
the support of any organ he thought
He divided
that he had discovered.

A

Buns.

were prompted to steal by the organ it—
self. He called it Schlauheit, or slyness.
Later on as he came to understand better
the real nature of the organs and their
inﬂuence upon each other he gave these
and other organs more accurate names
and deﬁnitions.
Now~a-days there are many scientific
men who believe that very bad persons,
those who are so perverted or corrupt
that if they are at liberty they break the
laws constantly, and so must be keptin
prison to save other people from harm
or loss, are unfortunately constituted;
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could be kept and efforts made for their
improvement, or they at least should be
under restraint so that they could not
annoy or harm people who respected the
laws and tried to live in peace.
Now
the most intelligent among us know
that Dr. Gall and his disciples,
like
Spurzheim, Broussais, Elliotson, Combe,
Sir James Macintosh, Dr. Woodward,
Caldwell etc.,were right in this view.
You are not too youngto look into this
subject, and by studying yourselves care
fullywill soon discover what faculties
are weak as compared with others. You
already have strong impressions about
the respect in which you differ from
friends and companions.
By self-study
you will see how these differences arise,
and
can assure you that you need not
feel discouraged because you have found
that Jim or Jack
naturally quicker
in perception or has
better memory,
or more generous and kind-hearted,
or can make friends more easily, for you
can,
right earnest
you will set about
ly, make
great change in yourself in
the course of time, just as you can by
gradual practice make your muscles
stronger and more nimble.
a valuable faculty,
Secretiveness
very quickly
and you will recognize
tell
in some of your companions when
to conceal or hide
you that its use
inner thoughts and intentions, and so
to restrain the other faculties in their
Some 'people are very open
expression.
and transparent, they tell everything;
while others keep everything to them
know boys, and so do you,
selves.
they go
who have very little to say;
away from home to visit, on returning
the hardest thing for mother and
sister “to get anything out of them"
about whom they saw and what they
did. Some girls show large Secretive~
ness by the sly and artful way in which
In play they
they do common things.
will slip around very quietly and watch
cat.
There’s
fully, reminding us of
that
of
Cautiousness
shall
the organ
talk about soon that disposes one to be

/

I

orders, and the causes of vice and crimea
special subject. Dr. Gall was blamed by a
great many people, because he said that
some poor wretches had been born with
such natures, so weak, excitable. and
unbalanced, and had been badly trained
or had grown up amid such bad inﬂuen
(‘es that they could scarcely help doing
wrong.
He wanted the goverment to
provide places where these unfortunates

a
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i. e. their brains are badly shaped, having
too much substance or development in
one part and not enough in other parts.
They say that the hard criminal has a
head
that is very large in the parts
around the ear, and as it is low in the
crown it is out of shape and abnormal.
In Europe there have been exhibitions
of criminal skulls and casts in plaster of
the brains of murderers, robbers, etc.
In the fall of 1885 there was a very large
exhibition
of such criminal data in
Rome, Italy, and it became the subject
of much discussion.
Here, you see. the idea of Dr. Gall is
taken and carried to a much further ex
tent than he intended, and that by men
who make the study of insanity and dis
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lookout for danger—if it is large ;
with Secretiveness
pretty well-grown
you may depend upon it the person will
be close, watchful, cunning, and, if not
well-balanced, tricky and deceitful.
The head of the Czar of Russia looks
large at Secretiveness in the portrait; it
is very high in the crown too, like his
father's; and
think that the way he
acts about keeping himself secure from
the Nihilists, who, he thinks, wantto kill
him, shows very active Secretiveness ;
although he is anything but a timid
on the

I

man.

You like open, frank characters. So
I, but as things go in the world it is
necessary for us to be wary and pru
dent in our words and actions, other
wise we shall be constantly getting into
difficulty, injuring our own cause or
annoying some one. Too much Secre
tiveness,
on the other hand, will make
others suspicious of us, and think that
we are playing some deep game, while a
disposition to keep our own affairs to
ourselves, and to deal in those things
that bring us in contact with the world
fairly, yet with a certain degree of
Shrewdness, will command the rwpect
do

of people.

All

the animals that prey upon others,
foxes, rats, weasels,
etc., show
in their cunning and
Secretiveness
watchfulness, but those that live on grass,
herbs, fruits, etc, show little of the fac-~
ulty. The horse, ox, sheep, rabbit ap
pear to be careless of their surroundings
and the opposite of sly, because their
food is obtained with little effort.
Some
birds exhibit the quality in a really aston
A partridge that has
ishing manner.
young will delnde the hunter, leading
him away from the place where her
brood is concealed by ﬂying up in front
of him, and appearing to be wounded,
that the hunter may think her easily
cats,

'

captured.

OONSTRUCTIVENEBS.
There
that man

was a great naturalist who said
“ the cooking animal," and
is
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although you might at ﬁrst think this
not much of a compliment to your kind,
yet it will be found on reﬂection to mean
a great deal.
To cook involves the use
of many things, with a knowledge of
their application.
First a ﬁre must be
made before the cooking can be begun.
To produce ﬁre, a very easy matter now
with so many different kinds of friction
matches at hand, was in primitive times,
and especially in savage life, far from
Before men had the old iiint and
easy.
steel, with which to strike sparks that
were caught by some quick combustible,
like tinder, they had to rub two pieces of‘
wood hard together until they became
so hot that they set ﬁre to the scrapings
or dust of the wood, and when a ﬁre
was fairly started they tried to keep it
going, and one man borrowed from
another bits to start one in his own hut.
Then there was the preparation of the
meat by cutting into slices for roasting,
and although their methods were rather
rude we can imagine our early ancestors
discussing over-done and under-done
cuts with an interest not unlike that
which our modern good-feeders show.
Many animals exhibit really astonish
ing skill in building nests, and in plan
ning to catch other animals that they
kill for food, but none have ever shown
any disposition to make a ﬁre or cook.
In South Africa monkeys have been
seen to come down from the trees and
gather around a ﬁre that had been left
by an exploring party, and they seemed
to enjoy the warmth and glow, but made
no attempt to keep it going, although
plenty of fuel was close by. The chat‘
tering little fellows had been closely
watching everything the men did while
cooking their dinner, but they had not
learned the relation between the putting
on of wood and keeping up the ﬂame
and warmth.
The beaver, muskrat,
oriole, swallow, stickle-back, bee, ant,
spider, are able builders, each in its way
giving an example of the Constructive
faculty that is suited to its habits and
wants, and which is repeated by the
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same species of animal, bird or insect, in
exactly the same way year after year.
You look into the bee-hive and you will
see that all the bees make honey-comb
alike, one about as good as another ; and
the beaver erects his little dam in the
‘stream just as other beavers do, and
have done for hundreds and thousands
of years. But men use Constructiveness
in a great variety of ways, and some
have very little skill to use tools or culti
vate things.
Here you will see one who
is a genius in inventing new machines,
and there is another who is such a hung
]er that he can not handle a pen-knife

pieces and put it together

again

so that

it will go; they are fond of making
things, and when out of school will be
working with saw and hammer a good
part of the time. Their heads are broad
in the temples about where the hair be
gins to grow. Boys who are ﬂat and
narrow there have small Constructive

[J an.

ness and you may expect them to be
awkward and stiff in attempting to han
dle tools, and as a rule they don’t care
to do so.

The world is dependent upon the ex
ercise of this faculty in a very great
degree for its progress in science and
art. Just think of those wonderful in
ventions, the steam engine, the printing
press, the locomotive, the telegraph, the
sewing machine the ocean steamship—
What would we do without them‘! There
are a thousand things you could think of,
if you would stop a little while and
consider, things you wear, use, see and

THE BLAGKSIH'H

nicely in sharpening a pencil. Some
boys have a knack of doing things;
they can take an old watch or clock to

JO URNAL.

snor.

hear every day and that have become
matters of absolute necessity to peopleE
yet two or three hundred years ago they
were entirely unknown. Man’s Con
structiveness has produced them, and
so made the world richer and you and
everybody more comfortable.
Why,
how much better People to-day are
housed, and they have far more com
fortable things than the rich of three
The
storiﬁs 0f
hundred years ago'
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knights, and ladies, and castles young
people think so fascinating don’t tell
much about the gloomy, severe, cold
rooms those ﬁne people lived in, and the
coarse food they ate, and the few con
veniences in doors and out they had.
In combination with his intellect and
stimulated by his desires and growing
necessities
Constructiveness has helped
man to live everywhere and adapt him

OF HEALTH.
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ornamental they prefer such trades as
the jeweler‘s, engraver‘s, and painter‘s.
All the operations of home use Con
structiveness.
Some girls don't incline
at all to housework ; they dislike sewing,
embroidery, and other eniployments that
are considered the Special province of
women; they are wanting in this fac
ulty and in love 0 home, and are usually
I knew a young
weak in Veneration.
man when was a boy who used to spend
nearly all his time, when not at school,
in helping his mother in the housework,
and making ornaments for the rooms ;
he was very ingenious in arranging
leaves and mosses in attractive forms.
His schoolmates called him “Sissy, "
but he did not care for that. Later he
learned the jeweler’s trade and became
very skilful at it.
Mr. Gatling, the inventor of that terri
ble shooting machine, the Gatling gun,
that will ﬁre off hundreds of big bullets
a minute, and of other things, has a
very broad head in front, and does not
look at all as ferocious as his terrible
gun makes some people think he must
be.
He looks as if he were ingenious,
certainly, and his head is very large in
the organ we have been talking about,
as you all can see.

I

————N
self to all sorts of changes, and wher
are greatest there
ever his necessities
activity.
most
the
this faculty shows
kinds
of in
different
show
Individuals
the
development
to
according
genuity
of the other faculties that work with
Some like to do that
Constructiveness.
which requires a good deal of strength;
for instance black-smithing or laying
up stone work ; they have large muscles,
and large Firmness, Destructiveness and,
Others who
Combativeness.
light in frame, have not much
muscle, and are but moderate in Firm
ness, Self-esteem, and Combativeness like
work that is rather delicate. and if
they have much taste for things that are

perhaps,
are

THE CREDIT OF 1T.—-It is of course
that Gall and
everywhere confessed
Spurzheim made great advances in phy~
siological science, and their method of
unfolding the brain, instead of slidng
was a discovery of the very highest con
This has been of late years
sequence.
admitted by all authorities.
In advance
of their time they were right in pro
claiming the doctrine of the localization
of functions in the brain, and of the ef
fects of quality and quantity, and of
Temperaments in organization.
It
everywhere conceded that the brain
the organ of the mind.
“'0
.
.
.
ought to tell at a glance the great Trin—
pcralnents and their mixtures.
JOSEPH COOK.
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HOW

LIBERTY

Over the famed and honored bay
With eager eyes are seeking to know,

What have the workmen done to-day
And how—Dame Liberty grows.

GROWS.

""

As summer wanes, the throngs that go

“‘

[J an_

?”

Not alone for us will the stately dame
Hold aloft her gleaming light,
A guide to the craft of every name
Through the starless, stormy night,"
We say—and watch how Liberty grows.
Other eyes -long years from now-—
Will loving gaze on the form so grand.

The “ look-out’I over the hastening prow,
Will call-—“ Land, ho ! we’re nearing
land.

The light of Liberty grows.“

Love has made the gift sublime.
Art has made the form so grand,
'Twill withstand all tests of time,
Like to our glorious land——
Wherein true Liberty grows.

%
Q

I?
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Like thee, our wide, free land has grown.
From the eastern sea—her ﬁrst foot-rest—
She builded slowly, stone by stone,
Till her bound—is the sea on the west—
With her growth, true Liberty grows.

In Liberty’s
Evil,

temple sometimes hide

dark-browed ones who seek

her

bane ;

Or foul-mouthed plotters scheming glide
Almost within the sacred fane—
They hate to see—how Liberty grows.
And treason throws her mantle vile
About some weak but loyal son,
To mock the faithful guards and so beguile
The mass—until great wrong is done,
And so—alas—false Liberty grows.
True type art thou, 0 grand, fair dame.
Of that liberty we most revere ;
Strong and clean, high and wide of fame,
And rendering the pathway clear,
To the port where Liberty grows.

Not pride alone—love thrills the breast
As we watch the stately form
Grow up from her rocky isle of rest
Through sunshine and through storm.
Love bids us-‘ ‘See how Liberty grows."

Shed forth thy light, 0 fearless one !
W'hen night reigns o’er our world,
And smile on us as does the sun
When all his banners are unfurled

O'er the land where Liberty grows.
H128. A.
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don't see the need of your
name down for onehalf of your
subscriptions, when the moneyall comes
Your wife was but
out of your pocket.
apoor girl when you married her.”
“Oh, that‘s because a man‘s wife is
his better half ; and that is the better
As for my always
part of my giving.
really wasn’t aware of
being so liberal
Wife and have
being particularly so.
liadaway of our own for these many
years and have become so accustomed
to it that
wasn’t conscious of there be
We
ing anything singular about it.
both keep an exact account of our ex
penditures and receipts, and the one
tenth of our income above expenses is
As
Set apart for benevolent purposes.
for my wife’s being a poor girl, there
you mistake, for she was in fact very

“Why,

wife‘s

I

I

hiseye.

I

I

I

I

I

I

rich, rich in health, goodness, beauty,
common sense, intelligence and sweet
ness of disposition.
tell you married
a. fortune in my wife, worth more than
all the gold mines of California ; and it
has ever been my care to see that none
of my wife‘s wealth shall be squandered.
And now after twenty years of wedded
life
have one of the most light-hearted,
healthy, happy and joyous of women.
From our marriage day to the present
time wife and I have considered our
marrag e to be a partnership in which
the one-half of all our possessions right
fully belongs to each of us. In money
matters as in everything else one~half of
our whole income is given into her
hands to do with as she pleases."
“Well, how would such a plan work
for all women ‘P” queried Cousin Joe,
“
your wife is an uncommonly sensible
woman ; there aren’t many like her.
Now, for most women to have money in
their own hands in that manner they
would soon have it spent in a very fool
ish way."
" That would be entirely their own
business," was the rather sharp response.
“ For the woman foolishly to hoard or
foolishly spend her own rightful half is
much better than for the man to hoard
thus
foolishly or spend the whole of
selﬁshly robbing the wife of her own.
Women are wiser economists and better
managers than many men imagine but
some are too conceited and. selﬁsh to
give their wives afair trial and find out.
determined,
When married
pos
sible, to have the loveliest wife and most
charming home that this earth could
give, and trust you will pardon my con
ceit whenI say am supremely happy in
the couciousness of such attainments."
“Well, John, you do seem to have
made some lucky strikes in your life,
never tried
that’s a. fact. Of course
would work
don't think
your plan
have ofloli
Yet
well in my family.

I

the church ﬁfty dollars
worth to-night; my wife also
believes in practical love and practical
religion, and wishes her name put down
for the same amount."
After making this little practical
speech Mr. Brownly sat down amid the
admiring smiles of the assembled con
Following this were a num
gregation.
ber of other generous donations, so that
very soon the required sum for paying
off the old debt was subscribed. As the
at the
people were leaving the church
close of the meeting Mr. Brownly‘s cou
him with,
sin, Joe Benton, accosted
“Don‘t be in a. hurry, Cousin John;
am going by way of your house to-night.
As we walk along perhaps you can ex
plain how it comes that you can afford
think this
to be so liberal; not that
one hundred dollars of yours to-night so
very much, but, you see, this continual
giving a little here and a little there
amounts to a great deal in the total ; and
then—and then—”
“Well, and then, what ?” inquired Con
sin John, with a knowing twinkle in

;

LOVE
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LOVE.
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thought it would be very ﬁne if could
only get things to running in my home
as if they were oiled, as they do in
yours."
“ Let me tell
you, Joe. there is one
wonderful word that works like magic.
Sometimes
have spelled it over to my
self, and thought
of the height and
depth of its power. Now don’t think
am getting sentimental in my old days,
when tell you the word is love. Every
man is supposed to love his own wife, if
fortunate enough to have one. But in
some cases it is only a supposition, while
the truth is, the husband is being fairly
consumed with love of himself ; he is
loving his own contemptible self with so
great a love that when his wife‘s self-de
nial pleases his fancy, and her womanly
ministry is satisfyingto him, he imagines
his overweening love of self to be an
affection for her.
am only a very
practical man, and when say love an
object, whether it be wife, child, church
or state, I mean that I think myself
willing to deny self for their sakes, and
not that am ﬁlled to overﬂowing with
such a self-love that
am greedy to
‘
every surrounding good
monopolize
without giving in return.
have a
recipe for making happy homes that is
more effective than any wizard’s charm,
‘
but it is not every man who will swal
low thedose.”
“John, you always were a. queer
chap ; but can stand your queerness if
other folks can. \Vhat new recipe have

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

you ?"
“Oh, it is nothing new; it is old as
It is only
the Sermon on the Mount.
this ‘Husband. love your wifeas your
self.’ Whatever you keep for yourself
know there are
give as much to her.
some cross curmudgeons of women that
it is a wonder any man ever imagined
But still it
himself in love with them.
is their husbands duty to give them a
fair showing. But here am home, and,
so. Cousin Joe, we must ﬁnish our talk
Give the recipe to your
another time.
neighbors, and tell them to digest it in

I

I
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the practice thereof. Good night, oe."
\Vith a responsive good night, Joe
Benton went his way homeward.v When
his own house was reached and he en
tered the door-way no welcoming smile
greeted him. Only a cold supper and a
scolding on the end of his wife‘s tongue
With a half
awaited his tardy return.
dozen romping children to care for and
all her own housework to perform, with
a. frequent addition
of hired hands to
cook for, what wonder
the woman
looked haggard, and cross, and altogether~
unlovable. Joe Benton mentally contras~
ted the scene before him with the bright,
happy time that he knew his cousin
John would be enjoying in his pleas
ant parlor , beaming with the sunshine
of wife and children ; and the more he
thought the heavier grew the scow] on
his brow. In sullen silence he ate his
cold evening meal; and there was no
one in the family with sunshine enough‘
to dispel the gloom.
A disagreeable
evening was passed and when bed-time
came all were glad to forget the grim
unpleasantness in sound sleep.
But
Joe Benton’s sleep was neither sound
nor sweet, for uncomfortable dreams
haunted his pillow.
His wife seemed to‘
have taken possession of his farms and
was owner of his herd of cattle and
drove of hogs, while he was a helpless
dependent, and hadn’t a dollar of his
own only as he could coax his wife into
letting him have a little money when he
sorely needed anew pair of boots ; when
his best coat was entirely thread-bare,
she would give him barely
enough
money to buy a poor article of the kind
he wanted. Then his wife managed the
whole farming affairs and sowed wheat
where corn should have been planted,
and did everything generally to annoy
him in an exceedingly vexatious way.
When morning dawned and oe
Benton opened his eyes he almost expect
ed to see before him the little imp that
had broken his sleep with such trouble
some dreams. But the trouble was only
his invisible conscience that had arm-
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trying to arouse him ma
of duty. To quiet conscience he
offered it acompronise. And as soon as
his wife awoke he said in agentler tone
than was his wont : “Wife, mine, I have
been thinking over the past and it seems
kened and was
sense

to me that we

both have worked pretty

taking

hard these years and ought to be

you are not so
strong as you used to be, and if you
could hire help so you could be more
rested and cheery like, you would enjoy
life better and matters all around might
be pleasant-like.
never could see my
way clear to do as Cousin John does in
his affairs ; but
have concluded to give
you twenty dollars a month the year
around, if that will suit you.”
Now,
Joe Benton thought himself doing an
exceptionally generous act, and expected
his wife to smile upon him like an angel
and to overwhelm him with an outpour
ing of thankfulness ; but the only reply
was a smothered sob from the depths of
the pillows, and his wife lay by his side
crying as if her heart were breaking.
“ Well,
women
are the strangest
“
(matures ever did see!
was Joe Ben
ton’s mental ejaculation.
The well-meant, kindly tone and an
offer more generous than her stinted
life had known since girl‘hood days so
times a

little easier now

;

I

I
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deeply touched his wife‘s feelings that
she could not at first reply, but when
she calmed down enough to talk, the
husband‘s heart was fairly melted under
the tender gratefulness of her words;
and he began to feel that he had done
a more noble thing than his act of tardy
justice deserved.
Mrs. Benton might have reproached'
her husband with her broken down
health and fretful temper, but she
wisely refrained, and only sought to
brighten and cheer the days of the
future; and this morning was but the
dawning of a happier time. Joe Benton
became convinced
that practical love
was a very good thing.
And if he never
became able, like Cousin John, to love
wife and children as himself he could at
least. love them as well as a part of
'
himself.
And many a time in after years was
he heard to declare that the twenty dol
lars a month he gave his wife for spend
ing money was the luckiest investment
he ever made, for he was positively growI
ing rich in happiness. And his sunny
faced wife and cheerful home were
to him a regained paradise. All his
bargains in land and cattle were to him
as nothing compared to the household
that had become his joy and pride.
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LISSA B.

HOGFJELLEN.

on THE HIGH MOUNTAINS.

n
F any

Oscar.

mnxmcx, Kmo or Snosx.

one wishes to journey with me
up the snow-clad heights of Sognef
jellen he is welcome.
But we must
hasten,for there is no time to lose ; day
dawns and there is a long distance before
us.
Yesterday we ascended two miles
above the highest region in Lom, yet
there are still ﬁve long Norwegian miles
totravel ere we reach the coast in the
diocese of Bergen.
If we do not arrive
at our destination
before evening, we
may have a rough night of it up there

amon g the snow gubbarne.
So to horse
and away.
We must say farewell to the Saeter
nians on the quiet shores of the deep
mountain lake.
We do so with a
feeling of regret. How strange and
cheerless appeared to us at ﬁrst the
Saeter life and the Saeter homes ! How
humble their-low and dark dwellings
seemed as we entered, but so sincere and
cordial their welcome, so generous and
kindly their hospitality, that the tired
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wanderer ﬁnds real rest and comfort
among thesepure-hearted children of the
mountains.
They have given us their
best, most excellent milk, newly made
butter, fresh deer meat, and
un
tho/se
equalled Orreter that we have seen ﬁsh
ed up from the cool snow-water in the
lake below. After this excellent meal,
enjoyed with the keen appetite the moun
tain air has given us, we feel a refresh
ment and pleasure only excelled by the
delightful sleep we have on our soft bed
of fragrant, new-made hay. As we say
farewell the pretty Budjerne in their
neat national costumeare standing on
the threshold, and nod back to us their
friendly farewell, and wish their hearty
Lykke paa Reisen (good luck on the
There they stand, following
journey).
us with their eyes, until we have dis
appeared in the footpath which winds
peak.
around
the nearest mountain
Footpath it is called, but I have never
conceived before of such a riding-path.
It needs a rare race of mountain horses
to carry the rider safely forward on the
narrow way winding between the swift
ly falling waters, on which one fears
every moment to be borne away, as we
go over precipitous heights where a
few yards distant, yet twenty fathoms
down, death seems silently awaiting the
traveller.
Now we pass over the steep
est slopes where nature seems to have
delighted herself in heaping together
masses of the sharpest rocks, whereon
no ordinary horse could obtain a foot
But our fearless and sagacious
ing.
creatures, so skilfully and carefully bal
and consider
ance every movement,
their least step, that we learn to trust the
brave faithful animals, and lose our
fearas we are borne so steadily and
safely over the very edge of the most
terrible precipices. As higher we ascend
the mountain the sound of the cow-bells
and the Saeter horns gradually dies away
A sharp, cool wind
in the distance
called the “Fjeld-snow” sweeps along
the valley and soon removes even these
signs of social life and civilization. We
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have left the village far behind us. In
its majestic grandeur, in all its solemn
solitude mountain nature rises before
and around us.
The only sound that.
breaks the stillness is the roar of the
rushing Baever river ; but as higher we
ascend the mighty river narrows into
a murmuring stream, falling down a
steep and steeper precipice till transform
ed at last into a babbling brook it leaps
from stone to stone, plunging from step
to step, twisting its silvery bed into the
most fantastic and varying curves.
We have been wrapped all the morn
ing in a dense fog, but suddenly the
Fjeld-snow begins to drive all the
clouds before it and sweep them far up
the Alpine heights.
Now between the
parted clouds the blue heavens peer
forth, and over the cold, clear rocky
the
expanse
light gleams.
warm
Warmer and brighter glows the light.
The clouds break away.
Oh, what a
sightl Never, never will it leave my
Uneﬂ’aced and uneﬁ'aceable
memory.
its impression remains.
Before us rises
a great glacier called Smarstab-braee'n
(the Smarstab-lake), from whose cold
bosom springs our old, familiar Baever»
elf (river Baever) , which through so
many weary windings reaches at last the
western sea. The sun’s brighest noon»
tide rays are playing upon the shining‘
Now it ﬂashes
surface of the glacier.
as the rarest diamond; now it is as‘
clearly transparent as the purest crystal :.
now, it changes from green into blue,
like the most beautiful beryl or sapphire.
and all the varying hues are the reﬂect
ing glories, the changing shadows of the
All heaven is,
fast~ﬂoating clouds.
glowing on the glacier’s breast.
Above this sublime glacier towers a
mighty peak with the wild name of Faw
aruuken. It stands like an independent
outguard of the mountain range that is
known as Hurzmgatindarne, and form
ing the loftiest ridge of the Sogne moun
tains. The sides of the Fanarauken are
partly covered with the purest wli‘te
snow, but in other parts they are darkly

all
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shadowed gray, nearly black, investing
it with an almost spectral gloom, when
seen from its background of light green,
the color of the air always near the’
region of eternal snow. The peaks of
the Hurungatindarne, at a height of from
feet above the level
5 to 9,000 Swedish
The
of the sea, are steep and craggy.
snow fog, Heldskodden, seems to wrap
itself around these points, and when a
breeze strives to drive away these light
clouds they hurl themselves upward till
one seems to see in the bursting clouds
hovering over the peak a half-extin
gulshed, smoking volcano.
This unusual eﬂ'ect heightens the pict
Before
uresque grandeur of the scene.
us as far as the eye can reach are snow
covered plains and heights. It is the
ﬁfteenth of August ; we have now reached
We spring from our
the realm of snow.
We have
horses to throw snow-balls.
long since left behind and below us the
last, little, dwarfed birch six inches high.
The air seems suddenly cooled. It re
sembles a clear, cool spring morning in
Stockholm when the north wind blows,
but here the air is more refreshing. There
is no unpleasant rawness causing colds
One feels that health has
or debility.
We breathe
taken up her abode here.
it in with every breath. As the eye en
tranced roves over the endless, lofty
plains, so the lungs with delight inspires
the pure, exhilarating,
mountain air.
One feels in a happy yet thoughtful
mood.
Thought and emotion rise with
the ascending peaks and the expanding
scene. All is pure and peaceful and lofty
around us. The consciousness of this
is so much sweeter after the oppressive
and burdensome weight we felt when
passing through the narrow Saeter valley
with the over-hanging rocks above our
heads.

So far, far away from the busy world
where we daily move, we feel almost
separated from earthly life and suddenly
with nature’s Al
placed face to face
Here one feels his own
miahtv Creator.
But a snow
litt'ienéss and weakness.
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cloud and one is buried ; but a fog and
one loses the only slightly marked path
guiding the mountain traveller home.
have never before been so impressed
with a sense of sublime solitude.
seemed only a speck in the great uni
verse; almost lost in inﬁnity.
I have
felt something like this in a severe storm
on the lonely Atlantic, or when
have
viewed the sandy sea of the Sahara from
the pyramid of Cheops ; but the pyramid
is not so far from a cultivated region. I
could turn around and see the minarets
of Cairo, and on the sea the national
vessel, at least, was a resting place for the
had my home with
eye, and I felt as if
me surrounded by people who partici
pate in a work that furnishes me com
Here, away from
plete employment.
the crowd of humanity,I am only a mere
grain of dust upon the deep snow-drift,
where mighty nature can suddenly be
roused from her sublime rest to the most
devastating, most over-whelming fury,
swiftly shrouding the wanderer in a
snowy grave. Yet here we suffer no
want, it is rarely one meets with an ac
cident. With our abundant provisions,
our fearless guides, our strong, brave
horses, and with fresh courage and ﬁne
spirits we continue our journey. Our
good spirits are the gift of the mountain,
a kind of welcome or tribute of thanks
to the rare travellers who wend their
upward way hither.
Our caravan (for caravan we might
quite aptly call it) presents a rather pic
turesque appearance, with our horse
men in their coarse rain-cloaks, broad
rimmed hats and high boots, and the
small, long-haired
riding-horses, with
their strong limbs and heavy short-cut
manes, and the yet smaller horses that
carry our baggage in a kind of pack
saddle.
These wise and hardy Kloﬁe
horses are perhaps most worthy of our
attention, at least so seemed those that
can
followed us over the mountain.
not understand why they do not sink
under their large and henvv burdens,
which seem to cover almost their entire

I

I

I

I
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bodies; and still less can one comprehend how, so weighed down and over
laden, they can lightly leap from one
rocky plain to another, and so carefully
and resolutely help themselves up the
steep, slippery declivities and so easily
and perseveringly
wade through the
deep mountain pools we meet in our
way. The most wonderful of all is that
these Klofje horses always wish to press
forward, foremost on the way, though
the path be ever so narrow, and the
Hav
precipice at its edge ever so steep.
ing gained the front they lead the whole
caravan.
Nature seems to have given
them an instinctive purpose, guiding
them securely and jealously on. Some
thing similar to this instinct seems to
inspire the simplest dwellers of the high
valleys of Norway. Their mountain life
and their daily close companionship with
the mighty powers of nature have given
them a calm, patient reliance on some
thing higher than themselves. We met
an aged deer-hunter on the highest part
of our journey. The snows of seventy
adorn
his
winters
proudly
borne
head. As we saw him at ﬁrst he was
leaning upon his rude but sure riﬂe, im
His greeting was
movable as a. statue.
silent and earnest. He stood there ﬁrm
and immovable as ever as we vanished
from his sight. There he spends long
hours and days gaining his scanty food.
Hard-earned it seems‘ to us, but he is
content with his lot and knows no bet
ter ; the world has not lured him to dis
Not far from the highest
contentment.
point of the mountain lay a tumble
down stone but, deserted and far from
inviting, yet this is a blessed place of
refuge for travellers in rough and stormy
weather.
Never is grandest hotel in a
great city entered with such feelings of
grateful pleasure as those with which
this miserable mountain hut is taken
of by tired, frozen, and lost
possesssion
travellers.
But we need not rest here, the weather
is growing milder and the air clearer.
Midway up the mountain we saw the
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horses we ordered from Bergen.
To or
der fresh horses to meet one when as
cending the mountain is always prudent.
No one should neglect it. But our
horses seemed by no means exhausted
although we had ridden them, continu
ally ascending, six hours to-day and four
hours yesterday.
In the free, fresh air
our simple meal was prepared and eaten
and enjoyed with the keenest relish,
while our horses strolled about seeking
for moss in the crevices of the rocks.
Resting an hour we swung ourselves
into our saddles with renewed vigor.
There was still a good ﬁve-hours journey
to the coast.
\Ve had seen so much of
the grand and beautiful we thought
there could be nothing more grand and
more beautiful yet to be seen among the
But anything more mag
mountains.
niﬁcent can not be conceived than the
view from the last Houg before the de
scent begins. Before us loom the three
Tindarne
igcagatols
(the Tindarne
peaks) next the highest on the Scandi
navian peninsula.
Their towering
crests rise to a height of 9000 Swedish
feet.
They stand there as if near, but
they are still a half -day's journey distant.
Man has made his way to their base, but
no mortal has ever 'trodden their aerial
summits.
So fearfully steep are they
the snow ﬁnds no resting-place.
It
tracks the mountain wall here and there
as a vine, or hides away in some deep
lonely cleft, where the wind, the snow’s
only enemy, has lost its power. Around
the peaks of this cold gray rock light
snow-clouds play in ever-changing form,
now embracing, now vanishing, as if
suddenly driven away by an invisible
Around us still are the same tall,
hand.
dark, jagged crests of the Hurungatin
darne, alternating in picturesque change

with the broad. blinding snow-ﬁelds.
gradually e.\ panding as we approach the
widely celebrated Justedalsbraeeu—(lit~
tle inland lake). We see as yet only the
Our eyes have
outlines of the picture.
but wandered over the snow-lit heights,
but now we look down in amazement at
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a great, yawning gulf through whose
deepening darkness we see no limit, no
A wild waterfall plunges down
end.
We can not see ; we im
and whither’!
agine it rushes over a fearful precipice.
By a very favorable daylight the sway
ing sea at the bottom of this great chasm
may be clearly seen, but to-day our
peering eyes may not reach the inner
most depth of Syster Ejorden. Dazzled
by the intense sunlight we only dimly
distinguish the mysterious surgings far
the:- beneath even then before us.

" Surely it can not

be possible that we
must ride horseback down this fearful
asked or rather thought aloud
abyss '5"
to myself, as looked down into its ter
“ Yes, it certainly is,”
rible depths.
answered my polite guide with a provok
ing but trust-awakening calmness.
Iuvoluntaril y devoted a sympathetic
These rude moun
thought to my neck.
taineers are gifted with great keenness
of perception. Man may have seen my
fear in my ﬂushed face and wandering
eyes, andI determined to take cheerfully
the only path before us and happen what
would never spring from my
might
But we really were obliged to
horse.
proceed this way unless we wished to
turn back and make a long journey to
Gudbransdalen (dal-valley) and give
up all our glorious plans of travel among
the Sogne and Naero mountains and
foisake the waiting steamer, Widar,
which had our luggage and wagon on
So forward we went on the
board.
perilous and forbidding path.
\Ve came safely down to the coast just

I

I

I
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of the evening sun
were fading from our sight; but my
pen is utterly unable todescribe, the ad
venturous. neck-breaking journey. I
can scarcely even think it over now
try to remember the thrilling
when
features of the most wonderful ride I
have ever taken.
One must not be
afraid or grow dizzy easily if he would
One must have
go up Sognefjellen.
faith in the mountain horse and all will
go well.
I should like to unfold for my reader
the lovelier pictures of the lighter scenes
of my journey down Sognefjellen’s
should reveal to you
snowy heights.
the
luxuriant Fortun-dalen—(green
groves) of wild cherry trees, bearing the
richest fruit, vast ﬁelds of golden wheat
bound in ricks, or waving oats awaiting
the reaper’s scythe. I should show you
a majestic lake on whose transparent
and glowing deep the fall mountains
mirrored their beauty, leaving their fair
landscape smiling beneath the wave, a
world above, a mountain
mountain
should turn your gaze
world beneath.
upward to a little garden gaily blooming
on a rock two thousand feet above your
I will show you sublimity or
head.
as the last mild rays

I

I

I

If
beauty rising, reigning everywhere.
you will ride down the rocks between
Optun and Lyster Fjoiden, you will re
ceive an impression you will never for
A summer day on Sognefjellen,
get.
willbe to you as for me, arich and bean
tiful memory—a memory for a lifetime.
Translated by LYDIA m. MILLARD.

N
OF

says one who has
is impossible,
time
in travel among
much
spent
the mountains,fora mere description to
convey any but a. faint idea of the sub
h'mity that lines the banks of the Colo
The walls rise in
rado of the VVest.
many instances more than a mile in
feet of which is up
height, a thousand
crags;
then steep slopes
through granite
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and perpendicular cliffs rise one above
another to the summit. The gorge of
which one view is given in the illustra
tion of Muav-Canyon is black and nar
row below, red and gray and ﬂaring
above, with crags and angular projec
tions on the walls which, cut in many
places by side canyons, seem to be a vast
wilderness of rocks. The waters of the
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river rush their winding way through
the gloomy depths, plunging over steep
declivities with a mad roar, spreading
out into a placid bosom in some opening
beyond. Clouds play in the canyon, or
roll down in great masses ﬁlling the

Mimvl‘MYox,

gorge with gloom, sometimes hanging
above from wall to wall. covering the
canyon with a roof of impending storm.
Ever and anon a gust of wind sweeps
down a side gulch, making a rift in the
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clouds, and revealing the blue heavens.
In some localities volwnic evidences ac
Great quantities of cooled la
cumulate.
cinder cones are seen on
many
va and
and
then comes an abrupt
side,
either
cataract. Just Over the fall a well-deﬁn—

ON THE Commmo.

'
ed crater stands on the ver brink of the’
From this volcano vast ﬂoods
canyon.
of lava have doubtless been poured over
the canyon wall, where the cataract now
rushes. The whole north side. as far as
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can reach, is lined with the black
basalt, and high up on the opposite wall
are patches of the same material resting
on the benches, ﬁlling old alcoves and
caves.
Directly under the volcanic cone
the rocks are broken in two along a. line
which crosses the river, and the beds
have dropped 800 feet on the lower side
of the line forming a fault.
Pro. J. W. Powell, in his report on
the Colorado of the West, in referring
to the volcanic features in one of the
canyons, says : “We have no diﬂiculty
as we ﬂoat along, and I am able to ob
serve the wonderful phenomena con—
The
nected with this ﬂood of lava.

the eye

canyon was doubtless ﬁlled to a height
of 1.200 or 1,500 feet, perhaps by more
This would dam the
than one ﬂood.
water back ; and in cutting through this
great lava bed, a new channel has been
formed, sometimes on one side, some
The cooled lava,
times on the other.
being of ﬁrmer texture than the rocks of
which the walls are composed, remains
in some places ; in others a narrow chan
nel has been cut, leaving a line of basalt
on either side. It is possible that the
lava cooled faster on the sides against
the walls, and that the center ran out ;
but of this we can only conjecture.
There are other places. where almost
the whole

of the lava

is gone,

patches

of

it only being seen where it has caught
As we ﬂoat down, we can
see that it ran out into side canyons.
In
some places this basalt has a ﬁne, colum
nar structu re, often in concentric prisms,
and masses of these concentric columns
have coalesced.
In some places, when
the flow occurred, the canyon was prob
ably at about the same depth as it is now,
for we can see where the basalt has
rolled out on the sands, and, what seems
curious to me, the sands are not melted
to any appreciable
or metamorphosed
extent.
In places the bed of the river
or limestone, in other
is of sandstone
places of lava, showing that it has all
been out out again where the sandstones
on the walls.
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and limestones appear; but there is a.
little yet left where the bed is of lava."
.

,_,.,

THE SNOW-BIRD’S WELCOME.
Blithe wandtrer in the chilly air,
Flitting and ﬂuttering here and there,
Drifting above. below ;

A

cheerful life. though hard the fare,

The spirit of the snow.

Fair

guest. now loitering nchr my door,
Whose latch locks not against the poor;
I'll scatter crumbs for thee ;
For thou art welcome ever more

To share my loaf with me.
Why leave thy snug, warm nest to-day,
Its downy bed, and walls of clay
And welcome twitter sweet?
Why wander from thv home away,
Where falls the snow and sleet?
There are no berries on the tree,
No seeds unhusked. no buds for thee ;
The piping storm is rude.
Come, share my hospitality,
And cheer my solitude.
The light of summer ﬂecks thy wing;
A pleasant thought thy soft notes bring,
Sweet harbinger of peace.
Thy chirp suggests the coming spring.
Though Winter weaves his ﬂeece.
Dear visitor hopping about ;
Emblem of hope, unehilled by doubt.
A living link thou art
To all within, to all without.
To home and hearth and heart.

In

realms above the star-lit wall,
Our Father watching over all,
To thee extends his care.
He notes the cheerful snow-bird’s fall

In

the unchartcred

air.
GEORGE

w.

BUNGAY.

MEN
AND
\VomEn—The
FUTURE
boys and the irls are what the men and
women will be by and by. The good
sisters make the good wives, and the
good brothers make the good husbands
of the coming time. If you want to
know with a fair certainty what each
will be in the unaltcrable relation and

'
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solemn responsibilities of married life,
you can see it all mirrored in the life
that as child and youth they lead. The
affectionate kindness, considerate atten
tion and unselﬁsh devotion which made,
brother and sister dear to each other.
and made the home calm and beautiful,
will not have exhausted themselves when
the old home is left, but on nearer and
dearer ones will pour out their treasures
of grace and goodness—Ex.

“ A good tree
brings forth good fruit,
an evil tree evil fruit.” A good tree is
sound, clean, healthful, handsome.
An
evil tree is scraggy, loaded with vermin ;
having decayed or rotten limbs ; hollow
at the heart ; scarred by hacking, by ﬁre,
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or by other evil inﬂuences—as men are
scarred by ﬁghting, fooling and by bad
habits.

Does he smell of beer, bourbon,

or tobacco? He is like the evil tree,
which brings forth evil, his breath is
pestilential and blasts, or taints, all it
touches.
Boys and girls, you are now growing
—soon you will be clean, pure, hand
some, healthy men and women; or you
will become objects of pity or contempt,
depending on how you live, and how
You who can read must
you grow.
know what is wise and best, and what is
unwise and bad.
0, be wise and good !
s. R. WELLS.

-————N
EVOLUTHDN
‘

HE

AND

doctrine of evolution as pre
in the writings of Mr. Dar
win, and expounded in the philosophy
of Mr. Spencer, is not demonstrated or
veriﬁed science. It does not explain all
the facts presented in the phenomena of
nature, life and mind; nor has it ever
been veriﬁed by scientiﬁc experiment.
This has not, and can not be done. No
one pretends that man comes into being
now by a process of evolution from the
lower order of animals. This is cer
tainly not the present method employed
by nature in the production of man.
If nature‘s order is permanent, and her
methods uniform as science teaches, it
follows that evolution was never the
natural method.
But evolution proceeds upon the as
sumption that the effect may be greater
than its producing cause ; if it excludes
God and evolves life, mind and morals
from matter as Mr. Haeckel claims.
This theory contradicts the law of caus
ation, which is an axiom of science, and
a necessary and universal postulate of
the reason. Philosophy places it among
the necessary laws of thought, and re
gards it as an intuition.
This theory of evolution must be given
up, as it repudiates the fundamental
basis of all philosophy and science, and
sented

RELIGION.

disregards one of the necessary laws of
You can not employ logic to
thought.
prove a theory that rejects the funda
mental axioms of all logical reasoning.
This is what this theory of evolution
practically does, and is therefore placed
beyond the range of rational investiga
tion. The theory of theistic evolution
holds that God is the universal, self-ex
istent, omnipresent, Omnipotent, intelli
gent aud beneﬁcent cause of all things ;
while evolution is only a divine method.
It is the way in which God works, the
order which he observed in bringing
worlds, plants, animals and man into
existence.
This is theistic evolution,
and lays down a foundation for morals
and religion.
This theory holds to God’s existence
as Creator, Providence,
and Father;
and to man‘s relation to him as his crea
ture and child.
Here we have the ori
gin of these relations out of which all
morals and religion spring.
We can
ground religious faith, hope, obligation,
and worship upon this theory of evolu
tion.
It presents a basis for Christian
character, life, and experience;
for it
recognizes God as the universal Father.
If all religion is the out-growth of
man‘s religious nature, and our religious
faculties, are the result of a process of

‘SCIENCE OF HEALTH.
it‘

is

if

is

it is

is

the latest distinctive form.
It
the
outcome, and therefore the better per
fected ﬂower and matured fruit of all
previous religious life, growth, and ef
fort.
This
true or the doctrine of
not true. It has grown out
evolution
of the nature of the highest and noblest
race of men, and has been developed
along with the highest civilization.
wn. TUCKER, D. o.
is

is

of justice. benevolence, the social nature
and the domestic affections, as well as
religion, all resulted from the same pro~
cess of development.
Religious institutions therefore have
the same basis in man’s nature and
wants as society, the family, the state,
law, government, science and art. All
these forms of human development are
the results of evolution, and so is re
to this philosophy.
ligion, according

anything is
This being so. it follows
true, religion
true;
any thing
divine, religion
divine.
Evolution proves that Christianity
the highest form of religion, because

is

then religion has the same
foundation in man's nature as all other
institutions. If the doctrine of evolu
tion is true, reason, conscience, the sense

evolution,

in?

is
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HUXDRED
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YEARS

AGO.

waited for nobody, now nobody waits
for either time or tide.
One hundred years ago “ crooket "

to certain differences of social habit, con
venience and comfort between 1787 and

whisky was not known.
thers took theirs “

One hundred years ago wedding tours
were not fashionable.
One hundred years agothe gin best
known was not the cotton gin.
One hundred years ago farmers did not
cut their legs off with mowing machines
One hundred years ago horses which
could trot a mile in 2-14 were somewhat
scarce.

One hundred years ago there was no
train between New York and
Chicago.
One hundred years ago there were no
disputers about the impoliteness of horse
car'drivers.
One hundred years ago people did not
enjoy the inestimable pleasure of growl
ing
over gas-bills.
'
One hundred years ago every young
man was not an applicant for a position
as clerk or book-keeper, although he of
ten parted his hair in the middle.
hundred years ago kerosene
One
lamps did not explode and assist the
kitchen girl in shuttling off her mortal
fast mail

coil.

One

hundred years

ago time and tide

iii
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Our forefa
straight.”
One hundred years ago men did not
commit suicide by going up in balloons
and coming down without them.
One hundred years ago there was no
steam on the canals—even the driver on
the tow-path didn't steam up in those
days.
One hundred years ago a young wo
man did not lose caste by wetting her
hands in dish-water or rubbing the skin
oﬂ‘ her knuckles on the wash-board.
One hundred years ago the physician
who could not draw every disease from
the system by tapping a large vein
the arm, was not much of a doctor.
One hundred years ago the producer
could carry his surplus products to mar
ket on his horse.
One hundred years ago our fathers
did not light their pipes with matches,
but carried ﬁre in their pockets in the
shape of a piece of punk,
piece of steel
and a ﬂint.
One hundred years agoa public oﬁicer
or other citizen could not steal enough
to make the act respectable, and insure
the actor a prominent position in the
“ ﬁrst circles."
a

/

observer who looks on life
through a pair of glasses some
what colored with humor thus alludes

J_
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THE STATUS OF PHRENOLOGY.
while glancing over an
in search of some bio
~encyclopaxlia
graphical data relating to the illus
Recently,

trious George Combe, the writer was
.surprised to ﬁnd that the author, while
giving credit to our eminent apos
tle, and his broad researches in the ﬁeld
-of mental inquiry, yet spoke of Phren—
‘ology as a subject whosestar of popu
larity was gradually being obscured.
This, in my humble opinion, is a mis
It is true the
take, and a serious one.
science does not now occupy popular
attention in the conspicuous degree that
it once did. some forty years ago, but
the contrast, to its disciples, is a pleasing
For, whereas, Phrenology then
-one.
was advocated by many whose claims to
knowledge were the basest pretensions,
vand whose efforts resulted in more evil
than good, it now has able men to pre
sent it ; and instead of being looked up
-on as a common diversion and amuse
ment, it is viewed by men of brains and
.ability in the light of analysis and study,
and is thus being placed upon a sure,
The modern student
sound foundation.
must embrace the phrenological doctrines
of to day, in all their symmetry ; he can
not afford totake to heart that conjec
“
tural system of head-feeling” prevalent
in the days of empirics and quacks.
This, unfortunately is a great barrier-to
the progress of the science.
c As a theme of private study,
Phrenolo
During
gy is also becoming popular.
several year’s attention to this subject
the writer has frequently been surprised
at the amount of knowledge exhibited
by those who were usually reticent upon
it. And, upon one occasion, when he es
:sayed the lecturer's desk, the eager and
respectful attention paid to his expound
ing of its principles and purposes, was
.an assurance that Phrenology has not
“fallen into the innocuous desuetude”
its opponents, and enemies would have
.us believe.

The clergy, also, to whom

this god
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glven science is of the most beneﬁt, are
not backward in acknowledging
and
One of the most eloquent
claiming it.
and talented ministers in the Wilming
ton M. E. Conference, the Rev. T. O.
Ayers, (now holding an office of high
trust and importance in that ecclesiastical
body) is wont, in his sermons to make con
stant and practical reference to Phre
nology ; and, in fact, his ablest discourses
all bear the impress of a thoughtful and
studious mind, whose sphere of action
has been widened and elevated through
careful study of the science.
There is no need for despair to enter
the breasts of the followers of Gall, of
Spurzheim, and of Combe ; for how can
any impartial student not say with the
learned Austrian physician, that “ ’I7Lis
is truth, though at enmity with the
philosophy of ages."
EDWARD THOMAS TUBBS.

---Q‘e

mission

ed

rtowslis.

Had she lain dead a year instead
Of this brief space we count by hours,
We might have placed a snowy wreath
To mark the spotlessness beneath;
But now, above her fallen head
We lay a cross of passion ﬂowers.
God help, indeed, their earnest need
For whom no refuge city towers;
God give them strength in noble thought,
And lives with truth and honor fraught,
Then knowing whither sin must lead,
They need not ﬁnd earth's passion ﬂowers.
ions min-r.
. _
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A Goon \Vonsn NEVER Gnows
—Years may

OLD

pass over her head, but it

benevolenee and virtue dwell in her
heart she is as cheerful as when the
spring of life opened to her view.
When we look at a good woman we
never think of her age; she looks as
charming as when the rose of youth
ﬁrst bloomed on her cheek. That rose
has not faded yet; it will never fade.
Who does not respect and love such a
woman? We repeat she can never grow
old, and will always be an object of af
fection.
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face, to the physiognoinist,

IN
is

window to the brain, an avenue

to

The various
the mind and character.
mental states make marked impressions
upon it through the nerves that are
The careful
derived from the brain.
reader of character may thus learn
where a man was born, how he was
reared, upon whatlle has been fed, what
his capabilitims are, what his religious
notions are, and almost learn his future
There is an expression in the
destiny.
face and whole body that reveals the man.
‘What is true of the normal man, is
also true of the diseased man. There is
no lesion of the body without acorres
of the nervous sys
disease
pondiug
tem, and I think there is no wrong of
life that is not reﬂected upon the surface.
What the reader of character is to the
normal man the physician should be to
the diseased man ; he should possess the
power to look beyond these outward
signs to the seat of the morbid process;
should become conversant with all the
manifestations of disease;
outward
should know where the disease is loca
ted, its nature, extent, and probable re
sult.
The experienced physician relies
greatly upon the facial expression of his
patient in making his diagnosis and
How carefully he observes
prognosis,
the face of his patient at each visit ; how
out the general nature and
he reads

DIAGNOSIS.
severity of the attack, and how many
times one glance at the face of the sick
tells the whole story ; tells of pain,
nausea, excitement, stupor, prostration
and coming death.
There are many
ﬁne shades of expremion that must be
classiﬁed and arranged before a con
clusion can be reached, or a diagnosis
made.

To acquire a knowledge of the facial
characteristics the physician must be a
close observer ; he must be able to deter
mine between the feigned and true ex
pressions of disease ; he must befuniiliar
with the different casts of mind and cul
tivated
expressions. The
experience
gained at the bed side is of more value
to the observer than all rules or th cories.
There are many physicians who do not
use their powers of observation: they
become careless and lazy ; lct many gold
en opportunities
pass where they could
get valuable lessons, lessons that would
prove proﬁtable both to themselves and
the sick.
Many lesions so stamp them
selves upon the face of the atllicted that
he who can read these morbid signs will
not mistake. Other lesions are obscure
and can not be readily determined.
First, then, let us examine the general
aspect of the face : Tuberculosis is often
known by a delicate appearance, soft,
tender skin and long eyelashes. Scrofula
is known by the thick upper lip and
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thickened alaz of the nose in childhood ;
blue, soft, dingy looking appearance.
The anaemic pallor is very important;
it is pasty in diseases of the kidneys, and
waxy in chlorosis.
A puffy appearance
about the eyelids in a case of antenna is
suggestive of albuminuria.
A bloated, blotchy face and nose gen
erally indicates irregular habits, high
living and alcoholic drinks. Many dis
easespf the face greatly distort the feat
ures ; perhaps the most remarkable are
erysipelas, facial paralysis, etc. A sun
ken face shows exhaustion, either from
loss of sleep, great exertion, diarrhea,
indigestion, or hemorrhage. A wrinkled
face generally denotes age.
In chil
dren it is a sign of imperfect nutrition ;
in half-grown lads it shows the effect of
onanism or other bad habits. Sometimes
a prematurely wrinkled face denotes in
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and often severe attacks of disease.
Ameuorrhma, menorrhagia and chloro
sis are frequently
determined in the
female by paleness and bloodlessness.
Sudden pallor during pregnancy is a
sign of hemorrhage, abortion or fmtal
death. Sudden pallor about the nose in
scarlatina indicates cerebral complica
tions, and during the period of desqua
mation. dropsy.
Cerebral concussion from a shock or
fall is accompanied by a sudden pallor
of the face. Paleness or bloodlessness
of the lips is found in chlorosis and
marked anaemia.
Blueness of the face
and lip is found in cardiac disorders ; in
new-born children after tedious labors ;
after strangulation or suffocation, and
in some forms of lung disease. Cyano
sis is a marked example ; here, however,
the cause is congenital.
Anything that
herite'd syphilis.
prevents a free supply of oxygen to the
A staring, rigid, troubled, stupid, per blood will cause this symptom.
Yellowness of the face, or jaundice is
sistently smiling, or laughing counten
ance is found in cerebral affections. An found in connection with hepatic disor
anxious, restless, sad and despondent ex
ders. Brown patches or spots found
upon the female face are generally signs
pression is found in heart and lung dis
eases.
A woe-begone, long-faced, mo of pregnancy, menstrual irregularities,
rose, apathetic, expressionless counten
hepatic diseases, or the effects of cosmet
ics.
ancc is found in abdominal disorders.
Ringworm is found in connection
with some forms of kidney disease.
The color of the face is often sugges
Inﬂammation or determination of
tive of special disorders:
The red face, if constant, denotes blood to the brain is marked by a con
gouty and hemorrhoidal tendencies, and tracted or pinched expression about the
shows indulgence in stimulating food orbits, a. ﬂushed face, bright eyes, con
tracted pupils, an expression of excite
and too free use of alcoholic liquors.
Red ﬂushings in the face are often seen ment. Cerebral congestion is marked
by an expressionless face, dull eyes,
during the period of teething, menstrua
dilated and immobile pupils,
patient
tion and pneumonia.
Redness coming
Cereb
hebetate, and ﬁnally comatose.
and going in spots, is found in connec
tion with cerebral disorders of children ; ral softening is marked by a smooth.
dark purple redness, congestion, apo placid, expressionless countenance; the
facial tissues are soft and ﬂabby, and
plex y, and a deﬁciency of breathing pow
seem to hang or sit upon the Osseus
er, or suffocation. Bright redness shows
a tendency to' hemorrhage, hysteria and structures like a badly ﬁtting garment:
everything denotes loss of nerve power.
nervous disorders.
These symptoms are not infallible.
The hectic ﬂush, or circumscribed
yet they are suggestive. Much can be
red spot on the cheek is characteristic
of pneumonia and phthisis. Red cheeks gained if all will be diligent in observ
with marked pallor about the mouth and ing the face during attacks of disease.
w. F. CURRYER M. D.
nose show intestinal disorders. worms.
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lo-Cula-neo'us affects both the skin and
the tissues beneath, while the Cellular
is conﬁned to the cellular tissue and not
affecting the skin.
Causea—Erysipelas is of zymotic ori
gin, i. e., due to poisonous germs existing
in the atmosphere that have been absorb
ed and affect the blood; hence it is in
fectious, and with favorable conditions
may be productive of an epidemic.
When it occurs in a hospital it is likely
to extend among the patients, especially
attacking those debilitated by wounds or
Erysipelas is common in newly
{even
but from the ﬁrst to the
children,
born
is by no means common;
it
year
twentieth
year
to the
period
after this
fortieth
it‘is
disease ;but in
acute
an
as
frequent
age it occurs chieﬂy as a
more advanced
important malady.
chronic and less
that women suffer from
isofteu Said
ntly than men. Gouty p60
livers have been found to

FIRE.

suffer from
more frequently
than
others.
So alcoholicliquors. errors in
diet, and especially indigestible substan
ces, such as shell-ﬁsh and smoked, dried,
salted, canned, or otherwise preserved
meats, are said to act as exciting causes.
Violent mental emotions are also accus
ed of being occasionally the cause. and
known to have been brought on by
both anger and fear. Sometimes no
cause can be assigned for its onset, then
we have the idiopathic type, but its oc
curence
promoted by all circumstances
that tend to debilitate the body, by in
temperance, by previous disease, by low
spirits and anxiety, by insuﬂicient nour
ishment and by foul air. Formerly, when
less attention was paid to cleanliness and
ventilation,
was much more common
in hospitals and inﬁrmaries than at pre
sent.
Injuries to the skin, such as abra
sions, scratches, wounds, burns, or blis—
ters, wherever they are situated, may be
the starting point of the inﬂammation.
Symptmna—Erysipelas
ushered in
by feverishness, shivering, loss of appe
tite, nausea, headache, general mal-aise,
pain in the limbs, quick pulse and coat
ed tongue.
The inﬂammation of the
skin usually appears after these symp
toms, but sometimes
noticeable before
or simultaneously with them. The in
ﬂamed skin, in the simple variety,
a
bright red color, sometimes having a.
tinge of yellow, the redness advancing
in all directions. The outer margin is
usually irregular but sharply deﬁned,
and somewhat elevated above the healthy
tissue.
In many cases there are small
vesicles in the inﬂamed space, which
tend to run together, forming blisters of
considerable size which contain yellow
serum.
After a course of six or more days the
affection
mild begins to disappear, the
rose tint changes to a deeper or venous
hue, and gradually fades away leaving
the skin of its natural color but thicken
ed, which condition
soon modiﬁed by
is

Diffuse Cellulitis.
The Simple variety is that form of the
disease most commonly met with, andis
most frequently found affecting the face
or scalp. The Phlegmonous or Cellu

ANTHONY’S

if

disease is indicated by a pecu
liar inﬂammation of the skin,
which gives the name, from two Greek
“ The feat
words, meaning red skin.
ures common to all inﬂammation usual
ly spoken of as erysipelatous,” says Dr.
Quain, “ are fever usually preceding
the local phenomena, and an inﬂamma
tion tending to spread indeﬁnitely by
lymph spaces and lymphatic vessels of the
affected part.”
The eruption is of an
acrid ﬁery character, very troublesome,
accompanied with elevations of the scurf
skin that appear like blisters. It may
appear on any part of the body, but usu
ally attacks the skin of the face, espe
cially the cheeks.
Three varieties of Erysipelas are usu
ally described : (1) The Simple or skin
affection (2) The Phlegmonous or Cel
lulo-Cutaneous, and (3) Cellular or

is
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desquamation

skin.

It

or scaling off of the scurf

the scalp were affected the

hair

falls off, and may not bereplaced com
pletely.
Phlegmonous erysipelas is a more
severe form of the complaint, the symp~
toms of fever are more marked, and the
color of the skin in the inﬂamed region
is of a‘ dark, dusky red. the swelling also
being intense and accompanied with
painful heat and burning in the part.
In the course of a few days soft places
destruction or dis
appear indicating
organization of the cellular tissue and
sloughing of the parts.
In the form of Difuse Cellulitis the
cellular tissue beneath the skin and
between the muscles is disorganized and
thrown off in dirty looking shreds of
This process of
dead matter and pus.
for a long time,
continue
may
destruction
until the patient is completely exhaust
ed, sometimes leaving the skin only con
nected with the deeper tissues by tendon
Both
blood vessels.
ous shreds and
this variety and the Phlegmonous are
now comparatively rare and when they
occur indicate a constitutional state that
has become enfeebled by sickness, inju
In all the varieties the
ries or excesses.
thermometer indicates a rise of sev

eral

degrees

in

temperature,
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should be simple and nourishing, as in
other cases of zymotic fever, while
cleanliness of the room, bed-clothing,
and person of the patient should be en
forced; the clothing that comes in con
tract with the patient should be scalded
before being much handled.
If a wound
exists, the part about it should be kept
clean and the wounded
scrupulously
member placed in a comfortable position.
ointments, poultices
The
various
etc, are advised
iodine, silver-nitrate,
some
condemned
and
by
by other an
thorities; the tepid water applications,
however, will be found most servicea
ble when promptly used.
A few drops
of opium tincture or of a solution of
Hydrastis may be added to the water to
allay itching, although in Simple erysi
pelas the water only will be sufficient.
from erysipelas
Patients
suffering
should be isolated; for while ordinary
cases are not likely to impart contagion
to healthy persons, the occasional occur
rence of an epidemic of the disease, and
the susceptibility of some individuals to
render this measure necessary. Only
those having the care of apatient should
which
be admitted to the sick-room,
should be dry, of moderate temperature,
H. S. D.
and well ventilated.
it,
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102° to 107°.
It should be remembered that women

it
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A SURE TRADE—It
upon the cer
tainty that, the appetite once ﬁxed, can
never be broken, that those in the liquor
traﬁic build, and they have, in the very
nature of the connection between the
stomach and the mind, a very broad and
septic inﬂuences on the part of physician
wide corner-stone. They know that, with
and nurse should be observed.
the liquor made in this day, all that
Treatment—It is important to reduce
necessary for them to acquirea man’s
Tepid fomenta
the fever and pain.
to get the habit ﬁxed upon him,
estate
tions to the affected parts frequently
know, just as well, that to keep
they
and
changed are effective. Soft cloths should
necessary,
trade
good all that
their
head
The
be used for the purpose.
dies,
to
fasten the
when
a
customer
water
applica
by
should be kept cool
upon a fresh boy. They quite
appetite
well
are
protected
feet
the
tions—while
Let the understand that the boy will graduate
against becoming at all cold.
thief
spendthrift, and, ﬁnally.
stomach and bowels be regulated so that into
that
nuisance,
they
and
will
get
and
a
not
shall
disturbances from that source
borrow,
he
can
and
beg,
everything
diet
The
add to the local disorder.
a

a

is

is

is
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in conﬁnement are susceptible to erysi
pelatic attack, especially if puerperal
fever is indicated, and the utmost clean
liness and precaution with regard to
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but they take him just the same.
So much beer will run through him before he dies, and that beer he will manage somehow to pay for. He will not

steal.
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pay his butcher, baker, or tailor, but be
does manage to pay for his liquor and
that is all the liquor-seller thinks of.
PETROLEUM V. NASBY.
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upon a meat- pie, or, perhaps, a dish of
chowder or salad, at eleven or twelve
Journal, that writer points to the dan o'clock at night. A can of fruit or vege
geis that may lurk in one’s food, especi
tables is bought for a meal, and little or
ally that of the ﬂesh sorts :
A greened pickle is
nothing else eaten.
Every now and again we meet with eaten, at bed-time, by a child of six or
seven, and a. doctor's bill, asuit for dam
cases where some food has caused severe
illness in a number of persons, char
ages, or a funeral is the result.
The results are likely to be more severe
acterized by vomiting, diarrhoea, burn
ing or colicky pain, great prostration of if the dish is a very indigestible one, or if
the vital powers, cold extremities, feeble, it is taken immediately before or after a
sometimes slow and sometimes rapid, period of great emotion. as of great joy,
I have met with such
anger, or sorrow.
pulse, and occasionally a scarlatina-like
eruption, convulsions, or death. Occa a case, where three members of one fam
sionally, also, there is a metallic taste in ily ate an ordinary meal, consisting of
the mouth, with partial paral) sis of one bread and butter and cold boiled-beef
or more of the extremities. In most immediately before attending the funeral
of a relative. After returning from the
cases the prominent symptoms are vom
funeral they were all taken sick, and
iting, colicky pain, prostration, and diar
rhoea. In certain cases the cause of the vomited the meal undigested.
Others
who had eaten of the same articles were
sickness may be an indiscretion or a pe
culiar idiosyncrasy of the person, while not affected.
in others it is in some change in the food
There are, however, cases of un
eaten.
Among the indiscretions often doubted poisoning due to changes in
the food eaten.
Thus, cucumbers and
leading to such sickness we may men
tion those most likely to occur. First melons, when not fresh, are apt to bring
on diarrhma and vomiting.
and foremost, my observation has shown
Tomatoes,
over-eating of one dish to be a common bananas, and many green fruits have a
For example, a similar tendency. Commencing decom
cause of such attacks.
position in animal and vegetable food is
servant-girl, when questioned in relation
from eating ice-cream, liable to develop poisonous principles.
to her sickness
Meat which has been kept until it is ten
know it was the cream, for
said:
der or high, and ﬁsh that has become
ate all
ate nothing else for dinner.
tainted are apt to produce symptoms of
could, and then went out for the after
hot
very
and
she
day
The results of study and
a
poisoning.
was
noon.” It
afternoon,
the
during
have
conclusively
shown
experiment
warm
got quite
a
deal,
great
and
substances,
that
while
undergo
proteid
sunshine
the
in
was out
sick at evening,- Who ing spontaneous putrefactive changes
returned home
another case a child under the inﬂuence of certain low or
2
it
at
wonders
eight ounces of taﬂ’y-candy in ganisms, may develop alkaloidal poisons
ate six to
of the most virulent nature. The poisons
hour, and was made sick.
a halfmeal
has
a
been
made
formed by the decomposition of such
In other cases
a discussion of this topic by Dr. E.
H. Bartley in the N. Y. Medical
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as ﬁbrin,

albumen,

gelatin, etc..
body, the
organisms causing the decomposition,
the temperature, the conditions as to at
mospheric contact, and the time which
the decomposition has consumed. Some
products of the decomposition of proteid
bodies are innocuous, while others are
more or less poisonous ; among the lat
ter there are great variations of activity.
In view of the extraordinary activity
of these alkaloids we can easily under
stand why tainted meat or ﬁsh may pro
duce the violent attacks which we some
times see. This may explain why some
persons can not eat eggs without being
poisoned by them. Chlorine is so easily
developed from the lecithin which the
yelk contains, that some peculiar con
dition of the digestion probably develops
this poison.
In many cases thorough cooking, in
my opinion, would prevent the food from
doing any serious damage. In fact, I
see no other explanation of the occur
rence of so few cases of poisoning from
There are many families
tainted meats.
who make a practice of allowing their
meats to become slightly decomposed be
fore cooking, and yet accidents are com
paratively rare—a fact which seems to
bodies

vary with the decomposing
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show that cooking is a protection, and
because it kills the organisms.
In my
experience but few cases of poisoning
occur from recently and thoroughly
cooked food.
have known whole fami
lies to be poisoned by a beef-stew, or by
corned-beef which had been cooked for
a number of days and then left in the
same vessel.
Meats protected from the
free supply of air are more likely to be
come poisonous than those freely ex
posed.
Meat-pies, imperfectly preserved
canned foods, canned foods left in the
can a few hours or over night after
opening, meat-stews left in the pot or
vessel in which they were cooked, are
liable to cause poisonous symptoms.
It is probable that the organisms are
more active when cultivated with a lim
ited supply of air—a fact insisted upon
by Pasteur in the case of certain patho
genic bacteria.
Again, free exposure
to air destroys some of the poisons by
slow oxidation.
All canned foods should
be carefully examined before they are
prepared for the table.
A putrefactive
or foreign odor, a decided change from
the normal in color or taste, an appear
ance of decomposition, or an escape of
gas on puncturing the can, should con
demn them.

I
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WOOLEN

N

the last number of the Sanitam'an
the editor reviews scientiﬁc opinion
on the properties of wool and its ﬁtness
for clothing. He says :
Wool has long since been demonstra
ted to be a bad conductor of heat and a
Almost
powerful absorber of moisture.
a hundred years ago (Phil- Trans. 1792)
Count Rumford showed that a thermom
eter wrapped with cotton wool, and heat
ed by immersion in boiling water, took
1046 seconds to lose 135 degrees F. when
plunged in a bath of melting ice ; while
under the same circumstances when
sheep's wool was employed, 1118 seconds
elapsed before a like sinking of the ther
_

CLOTHING.
mometer took place, thus showing the
greater conducting power of cotton. and
consequently the superiority of wool for
maintaining warmth.
Pettenkofer, a few years ago (Zt. fur.
Biol. band. i. p. 185). made a series of in
teresting experiments, demonstrating the
hygroscopic power of wool compared
with linen.
He showed that linen not
only absorbs much less water, but parts
with it much more quickly.
For exam
ple : Equal surfaces of linen and ﬂannel
being exposed to the air, after being plac
ed in equal conditions of absorption, the
linen lost in 75 minutes 5.933 grammes,
and the ﬂannel only 4.858 grammes of
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sequently, and by this means chill
active
prevented. On the other hand,
exercise be taken in linen or cotton shirts,
and perspiration be induced as in the
former case, the moisture, instead of be
ing absorbed and allowed to pass off in
to the atmosphere, clings to and satur
ates the texture, which sticks to the skin,
clogs the pores, and, on leaving off ex
ercise, so rapidly cools the surface by the
loss of heat as to induce chill and dis
Moreover, ﬂannel acts as a gentle
ease.
stimulus to the skin, and thereby exer
cises a highly beneﬁcial inﬂuence in re
moving the scurf, keeping the pores open
and clean, and promoting its healthy ac
plain
tion. These differences make
alike superior
why woolen clothing
to other material in both cold and hot
weather—it meets and modiﬁes the ef
fects of the variable conditions of exer
cise and temperature. Flannels are now
manufactured in all degrees of thickness
and \t eight, and can therefore be chos
en with special reference to climate or
The objections raised against
occasion.
the use of ﬂannel are for the most part
founded on ignorance of its advantages,
prejudice, obstinacy, and bravado, which
the object of this notice to correct.
due to the
The disadvantage of ﬂannel
ordinarily washed.
way in which
By the use of boiling water, excess of
soap, rubbing and wringing, the ﬁbre be
comes smaller, harder, and less absorb
ent. To prevent such. results ﬂannels
should be dipped only in warm—never
hot—soap-suds and surged about for
few moments, and then rinsed in two or
three warm waters till the soap, with the
and then,
entirely removed
dirt,

is

water. Subsequently
the evaporation
from the linen lessened, as was to be ex
pected, as it was becoming drier; but
that from the ﬂannel continued to pass
off moderately, showing the much more
rapidly cooling effect of the linen.
The porosity of clothing—that is, the
facility with which air passes through
also a point of much importance;
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and this, too, shows the great advantage
of ﬂannel clothing. By an equal pres
sure equivalent to column of water 4.5
centime
centimetres high, an area of
tre diameter forced air through as fol
lows:
Through ﬂannel, 10.41 litres;
lamb-skin, 6.07 linen, 6.03; wash-leather
glove leather, .15.
5.37 silk fabric,4.14
It thus appears that ﬂannel, though the
the most
warmest fabric for clothing,
porous, and therefore the least liable to
retain body odors.
the ex
The most important element
traordinary degree of absorptivity of
which,
ﬂannel, and this property
above all others, gives ﬂannel its superi
ority over all other fabrics as an article
of clothing. Perspiration, sensible or in—
sensible,
at all times necessary to main
tain the equable temperature of the body
but during exercise, when perspiration
active and to such a degree as, when the
exercise ceases, to chill the body without
of such clothing as
the interposition
Will maintain due warmth despite the
evaporation from the surface, woolen
clothing demonstrates its superiority.
the moisture
Exposed to perspiration
penetrates the wool ﬁbres, distends and
lies between them, insomuch that the
amount of water absorbed and held by
into and be
absorption
hygroscopic
tween the ﬁbres may be more than equal without any rubbing or wringing what
By absorb ever, hung_up to dry
to the weight of the wool.
emit
ing the perspiration as fast as
——v>ow—-—-—
impervious
by
unrestrained
led, and,
THE CONTAGION or CONSUMPTION.—
over-clothing, allowing ittopass off into
now pretty well established that the
almost
as
fast
as
ac
It
atmosphere
the
kept poison of pulmonary consumption may
cumulateg, insensibly, the skin
of the be communicated like that of the ordi
dry’ and an equable temperature
not only during the nary diseases.
maintained.
body
perspiration, but sub
Lawson Tait, F.R.C.S., of Birming
process of active
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married, and
now the mother of two
children.
Her devoted friend had a dif
ferent and a sadder fate; for, only ﬁve
weeks after her ﬁrst visit to me in the
capacity of companion to my patient,
she herself came with the dyspeptic
symptoms which usher in the ﬁrst stage
of phthisis. During the time she was
nursing her friend, the physical signs of
incipient consumption were manifested,
and, despite all my endeavors,
ran an
almost unchecked course in less than
three months. ‘ * The former, whose
fate
had regarded as decided, re—
covered; the latter, who really sacri
ﬁced herself for her friend, died. *
Her father, mother and several brothers
and sisters were all alive and strong.
She had a grandfather and two grand
mothers alive, and no instance had oc
curred in the family of death from chest
disease or any of the usually allied affec
tions, nor in her own case was there any
point which could be indicated as a.
likely explanation for the phthisis. The
whole evidence, negative certainly, but
none the less valuable on that account,
pointed to the conclusion that
was a.
caseof phthisis derived from contagion.”

ham, England, reports an interesting
“ About three years ago there
case:
came to me a pretty, ﬂaxen-haired, blue
eyed girl of about eighteen, whose face
alone it was enough to look at to desig
She told
nate pulmonary consumption.
and so had
me her mother had died of
As
the wont of woman
one brother.
in aﬂliction, she brought a friend with
her to help her through the ordeal of a
visit, a perfect contrast to herself, tall,
stout and strong, the very picture of
health, a handsome Irish brunette, born
The two worked together
near Sligo.
at one of our Yorkshire wool mills, and
the strong contrast
would seem as
there was between them had caused their
They lodged together,
close friendship.
and until their visit to me had slept to
my custom, lat once in
gether. As
the
patient havinga room to
sisted on
herself, and, after my injunction, this
need not
rule was strictly carried out.
detail the case of the ﬁrst girl. Sufﬁce
to say that she passed through sev
eral attacks of softening, during each of
which she was attended carefully, but
not closely, by her friend, and after
these attacks she recovered completely,

it
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a

For nothing at all we will give receipt
For pleasantly warming in winter your feipt.
that the shoes or the boots you
may wear
Are polished each morning with scrupulous
cear.

This

oiling them, go without rubbers,
which sweat.
And make your feet tender through coldness

see

reason

is

First

founded

on

science,

if

know,
it's followed, relieve
And will,

you

you
of

WOW.

FEIPT.

COLD

Then

and went.
Some folks cotton stockings prefer, but they
should
Wear socks made of woolen as those are
more gould.

For

feet. like your face which in winter is
bare,

Be sure they are stout ones and perfectly

No chilblains will itch you or give younn

the are

a

ache

If,

when

tache

is

whole.
Made low in the heel. thick and broad in the
wsole.

it

a

Grow tough when exposed to the frost in

a

tight-ﬁtting boot or shoe,
Don't purchase
But get size larger or, better, get toe.

bed-time,

iced water

you'll
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And plunge your feet in it—then rub ‘em
with might
Until they grow scarlet and—probably
Wight.
Now toast ‘em awhile by the grate, and,

as a

Will

kwife.
coldblooded

That's

ﬁnd this receipt

for cold

teipt

knife

warm their cold feet on a poor, sleepy

I

guess

You'll

N. B.
Home husbands, who think they’re as sharp

murder

for

which

women wise

a

Should get a,divorce from such martial tise.

succuess.

Jssms

KERR.

____“—_
SCIENCE

.

Nathan Allen, read at
From a paper by Dr.
of the American Health Association,
1885
Toronto. Oct. 5.
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no class of men, engaged in professional
or other kinds of business, to whom ap
peals of so complex and antagonistic
a character are made for services. The
success depends much upon the educa
tion and the moral training of parties.
On the one side stands out the highest
welfare of the individual and society in
respectto health, while on the other side
the physician
tempted to make his own
interests paramount to all others.
Let us fora moment consider his posi—
tion. In choosing this profession, the
pecuniary considerations were undoubt
edly most powerful; and, then, in his
early preparations and
through his
whole course of study, compensation
for professional services has been con
The whole drift
stantly kept in mind.
of medical study, and teaching by sick
ness or from books, has express refer—
ence to the treatment and cure of dis
ease, not, as we may say, its preven
tion. Add to this the most implicit faith
that all classes generally have in drugs,
together with the crowded state of the
will be seen that the phy
profession,
sician
virtually constrained to have
an eye constantly on his business.
It
true that in medical studies, lectures
and books, a great deal
said about the
charitable aspects of the profession, and
always expected to give a large
that
amount of service to the poor.
It just to state here that the claims
of the sick poor have been most liberal
ly responded to by physicians, and that
no other profession or class of men do
is

is

it

it

is

is

'6‘

it,

the success of this science
depends mainly upon physi
cians, there is a wide difference in
the interest
which they take in
as well as the sacriﬁces which they
are willing to make for it. Let us in
quire who, and how many, of our
physicians have been actively engaged
in this reformatory work The number,
compared with the whole profession,
not large—in fact,
very small. Those
in
this
are widely scatter
work
engaged
ed both in city and country, and are
generally active with the pen and tongue,
so that they seem more numerous than
istrue,
they really are. There are,
great numbers in the medical profession
who are kindly disposedto sanitary re
in their
form, and speak highly of
time,
are un
but,
at
the
same
practice,
willing to make much sacriﬁce to ad
vance its interest.
Unlike many other reforms and good
works, there isa direct antagonism be
tween the interests of this profession and
The support of this profes
sanitation.
sion depends mainly on the cure of dis
Every step in
ease, not its prevention.
this reform diminishes more or less pro
There
no trade or
fessional income.
When a
speculation in this reform.
person has spent years in study, and
made large investments to secure a live
lihood, how can we expect he will sacri
There
probably
ﬁee these interests

TO

is

HILE
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so much for the poor as the medical
But this work of charity has
profession.
its equivalents ;—it secures to the phy
sician a stronger bold in the affection
and conﬁdence of the people, and, in
different ways tends to increase his
But to engage actively in
business.
means to prevent disease, no,t simply in
one instance, but in case of great num
bers, this is very different—it
cuts oil’
directly the support of the physician.
Such action is based upon a love of
humanity—of philanthropy—a higher
range of motive than that of giving
It appeals to
services to the sick poor.
the very highest class of motives—not
simply to save expense and relieve suf
fering, or improve health and prolong
life,
but to elevate mankind and in
crease, physically, mentally and :moral
.ly, the sum of human happiness.
Such
are the legitimate fruits of sanitary
science.
Considering the powerful pecuniary
interests of the profession, and the dis
interested motives requisite to engage
in sanitation-work, it is rather surpris
ing that so many members of the pro
fession have from time to time engaged
heartily in advancing sanitary science.
The main object must have been the
promotion of health, the diffusion of
useful knowledge, and the enlighten
ment of mankind generally in respect
In some
to the laws of health and life.
been
few instances it might have
prompted by pecuniary considerations
—the individual holding some official
position, or seeking one. But these are
Our state and mu
exceptional cases.
nicipal authorities have made such
small appropriations for public health
that the salaries offered to medical men
are not numerous or large enough to
be very attractive. In this respect Great
Britain is far ahead of us. The pro
motion of the public health has become
there a part of her government machin
ery. The whole kingdom is divided
into some ﬁfteen hundred districts, over
each of which a medical officer of health

JO URNAL
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is appointed, with salary graded accord
ing to the services rendered.
Besides this provision, and showing
the interest of the government in sani

tary matters, there are over one thou
sand inspectors of nuisance appointed,
in charge of as many districts.
This in
spection proves of great advantage, not
only directly in preventing disease, but
by dispersing information
among the
people they become helpers in the work.
The medical appointments in Great Brit
ain are made on the ground of special
training and qualiﬁcations for this kind
of work, and the same persons are con
tinued in office for years. Thus there is
a wide difference between the interest in
sanitary science in Great Britain and in
the United States.
In the former the
science receives a powerful support from
the government, and a large amount of
means is annually distributed among its
advocates. Besides, there is on the part
of the people more general intelligence
on the subject—a higher appreciation
of the beneﬁts of the science, and a
more ready disposition to co-operate in
carrying on the reform. Though the
science has been making advances in
these respects in the United States, there
Our
is much room for improvement.
national government is notydoing what
it ought for public health; neither are
the state of municipal authorities mak
ing the appropriations for it which they
should.
Most of the contributions to sanitary
This
science here have been voluntary.
reform has been carried forward by
men heartily interested in the work—
very few seeking or expecting any re
The reward for such ser
muneration.
vices does not consist in dollars and
cents, nor in the plaudits of the multi
tude, but in “the consciousness of duty
done and noble deeds performed.“
A
distinguished medical writer lately made
most important
this remark : “The
work that sanitarians are doing at the
present day is sowing seed which in
time will yield abundantharvest.”
And
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in the history of medicine was
such a combination of circumstan
ces so favorable to improvement in the
Never before has
practice of medicine.
there been such earnest inquiry made
on the part of the profession to ascertain
It has been
the true causes of disease.
found in the moral world, that in order

never
there
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to eradicate great evils, their primary
So in the
causm must be ﬁrst removed.
prevention of disease, the same course
must be taken. This accords with the
teachings of sanitary science. Leading
members of the medical profession have
here been doing noble work that must
have excellent results.

-——W——
A

DANGEROUS

1TH the hope of inﬂuencing your
medical readers not to interfere
with nature's processes, except where
there are plain indications for so doing,
would call their attention to a paper
on the administration of ergot in labor
prepared by Dr. Goodman, of Louisville,
Ky., and read at the meeting of the
Society, at
American Gynaecological

I

Baltimore in September, 1886. The paper
took ground in opposition to the general
custom, which seems to have prevailed
throughout the country for some years
past, of giving ergot in cases of labor at
the beginning of or after the third stage;
and claimed that the theory of its action
was false, and that its eﬂ’ects, instead of
being beneﬁcial, were injurious. While
there were distinguished physicians pres
ent who disagreed with the author of the
paper, and spoke rather in defence of
ergot. yet they advised its use with more
reservation than formerly, and much
of what was said in its favor referred to
the use of the drug on special occasions,
and did not pertain properly to the sub
ject under discussion, namely, the evil
arising from its indiscriminate adminis
Dr. Reamy, President of the
tration.
Society, said that ergot, in creating tonic
contraction of the unstripped muscular
ﬁbres of the uterus produced a form of
contraction different from what existed
in the normal state after labor, interfered
in the
with the natural circulation
organ, and thus tended to produce an
effect opposite to what was sought by
namely, prevention
its administration,
blood
poisoning, and
of hemorrhage,

DRUG.

subinvolution.
He went so far as tosay
that he was convinced that the adminis
tration of ergot in labor was doing more
harm for women than any other one
thing.
These are signiﬁcant statements, com
ing from the source they do, and will go
far, it is hoped, toward teaching the pre
suming man, who has acquired a little
book-learning and obtained the title of
M. D., that to interfere in all cases of
any natural process will surely result in
harm rather than in good. One of the
evil effects of the administration of er
got toward the end of the second stage
of a natural labor, not mentioned in the
discussion, isthat, by the unnatural con
traction which the drug produces it
hastily expels the placenta,
perhaps
leaving a portion of it behind, and dis
abling the womb, because of exhaustion
after its unnatural state of contraction,
from expelling such remains together
with blood clots, and thus setting up
Even should its adminis
septicaemia.
tration be delayed until after the expul
sion of the placenta a portion of that or
gan might remain undetected by the ex
perienced practitioner, and the drug hav
ing the effect of producing such unnat
ural uterine contractions would cause
the retention rather than the expulsion
of the foreign body.
Such a case we
have seen ; and when one’s wife, and the
mother of his children has thus been af
fected and snatched only from the brink
of death, he can speak feelingl y against
meddling with natural processes.

R.
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PAPERS—N0.

there—
are sick — here
every where. Few, if any, enjoy
Meet a
good health.
uninterrupted
“
friend and ask How is your health ?—
“
Is your family well i” Very well, thank
Spend
reply.
conventional
you,’I is the
an hour in conversation and you listen

EOPLE
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to a sad story of aches and pains. Is
your friend well ?—Is his family well 'i
A lady, robust in appearance, came
before the faculty of a popular sanitar
She
ium for professional examination.
that
she
understood
wanted it clearly
was not sick. Indeed, she was in per
fect health. She always had been so.
But for a few years past—and now es
pecially for the last winter—she had been
At times she
troubled with rheumatism.
was hardly able to get about. This, how
ever, did not affect her general health,
“
which, as she said at ﬁrst, was perfectl y
good." Further inquiry revealed the fact
that she was suffering from serious de
rangement of the digestive organs, of the
secretion and excretion,
organs of
of the circulatory and of the nervous
Indeed she was quite an inva—
systems.
lid and needed thorough reconstruction.
If this was an extreme case the world is
full of similar ones, in kind if not in de
Disease is the rule Health is the
gree.
Almost one hundred
rare exception.
thousand physicians and a great army of
nostrum makers and venders, apotheca
ries and chemists live, and many of
them grow rich, in our own land, by the
medication of the sick.
Much the same
state of things may be found in all civ
ilized lands.
Many eminent men in the profes
sion, witnessing the unsatisfactory re
sults of their work, have been constrain
ed to admit that their faith in drugs has
steadily declined from the beginning.
Not a few have been driven to the aban
donment of their use entirely.
Yet the
masses
cling with desperation to the
drugs. Few ever stop to inquire into
the correctness or incorrectness of the

[J an
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theory of curing disease by the aid of dis
ease-producing agencies. The boastful
assumption that it is sustained by the
experience of many centuries is sup
posed to be a triumphant vindication

of

it.

Why

is it so '1 Wrong premises lead
to wrong conclusions.
A correct prac
tice is never based on a false and irra.‘
tional theory. An untrustworthy phil
osophy of health and disease can not be
a basis for safe and reliable methods of
treating the sick. And just here a very
prevalent popular error rests.
Consider
for a moment. Health is normal.
Dis
ease is abnormal.
Health is the harmo
nious play of all the organs of the physi
cal, all the faculties of the intellectual, all
the emotions of the spiritual elements of
our delicate and wonderfully complicated
triple nature.
Disease is the inharmo
nious play of the same organs, faculties
and emotions, or of any part of them.
or inharmonious
These harmonious
manifestations are not spontaneous or
causeless.
They are definitely related
to, and always dependent upon, known
or unknown causes.
It is the province
of the true physician to trace out these
causes, to study their indications and to
guide the patient to health by removing
all disturbing inﬂuences, if within his
power, and by supplying the conditions
essential to this end. These things being
faithfully attended to nothing more is
needed butto wait for results.
Vital
life principle
force—that mysterious
breathed into man at his creation—is the
only agency that can carry on vital ac
If all things
tion in health or disease.
are favorable it will restore the equilib
rium of the organic functions without
the intervention of factitious agencies
or appliances. It maybe relied upon to
do, without jar or discord, what the
most potent drugs in the hands of any
physician, however skilful he maybe,
can never do.
J. B. GALLOWAY. M. D.
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Electricity as a Light and Mo

tolt—The recent

passage of the yacht Volta,
electricity, from Dover to

propelled by
Calais and back has awakened a great deal
of discussion and remark about the practi
cal success of electricity as a lighting or
propelling agent.
Exactly why this voyage

should have caused so much excitement we
do not know, because already many electric
launches are in use, and quite a number of
railways are run by electric motors. The
sole object of the Volta's voyage was to test
the practicability of storage batteries as a
source of power on a long water trip. In
this particular the experiment was a suc
But, so far as we know the electric
case.
motor has not for ships or cars, by which
we mean heavy work, gone in any business
meaning much beyond the toy period, that
is, the motor will move cars and ships in an
experimental way, but not in a commercial
sense.
The same diﬂlculty seems to be found
here as in the Ericsson hot-air motor.
That
motor proved in every respect admirable
where small power was needed. as in print
ing offices and the like, but when Ericsson
put it into his sea-going vessel of large size
it was not a business success. So also in
lighting we do think the public has not be
come really convinced that the electric light
is cheaper or better than gas. It is com
of
that the combustion
monly remarked
coal to run an electric light dynamo is more
costly than the burning of coal to produce
illuminating gas. Besides, it is an obvious
fact that the electrical burner and its con
necting wires have not got beyond the cru
dest and most unsightly forms—Exchange.

What

to

Poor Land May

OF HEALTH.

SCIENCE

be Made

Do.——An exchange relates: Some years
purchased a
since a prominent gentleman
It was very poor,
little farm at Atlanta, Ga.
but he established a herd of Jerseys and car
ried on the dairy business, practicing soil
ing, using lucerne, orchard grass, prickly
At the end of ﬁve years
comfrey and oats.
a committee was appointed to visit the farm
and report on the crops by the Commissioner
ol'Agricultu re of Georgia. This was accord
and ‘; report made, from which
iggly done
following facts:
bet-9d the
orchard grass was visited
of
plot
Fﬂgt' a
5;; cut from 100 square feet of

AND
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surface of average quality and the produce
weighed 96 pounds, or at the rate of 41,817
After being thoroughly
pounds per acre.
dried the weight was 21 pounds; 9147.6
Next a plot of
pounds per acre—4.57 tons.
These were sown in drills
oats was visited.
18 inches apart, and from 451 square feet
313 pounds, or 80204 pounds per acre, in.
On being dried
the green state, were cut.
the weight was 101 pounds, or 9746.5 pounds
Ina field of lucerne,
—4.87 tons—per acre.
which was a little over-ripe, from 300 square
feet was cut 95 pounds, or 13,794 per acre.
When dried this weighed 30 pounds, or 4356
pounds—2.17 tons—per acre.
The committee found that the average of
green crops would be 14 tons per acre, or
When it is consid
8.87 tons of dry fodder.
ered that at the start the land was very
poor and had been in use only about ﬁve
years. this shows what can be done in the
It is pro
way of increased productiveness.
bable that very few farms average even two
tons of dry forage per acre of the surface
The gentleman referred to has
cut over.
no patience with the talk of a poor country,
exhausted soil, etc. He says: “ The fault
The earth is more gen
is not with the soil.
Let the agricultural inter
erous than man.
Let farmers take pride
est lift up its head.
in this. the noblest of pursuits, instead of
regarding it as inferior to other vocations,
and our prosperity will be boundless."

Furniture Polish—Melt three or
four pieces of sandarac, each of the size of a
walnut, add one pint of boiled oil. and boil
While cooling, add one
together one hour.
drachm of Venice turpentine. and if too
thick, a little oil of turpentine also. Apply
this all over the furniture, and. after some
hours, rub it of! ; rub the furniture often,
without applying fresh varnish.
except
about once in two months.
The Scientiﬁc—
Amen'can, which gives us this formula, says
water does not injure this polish, and any
stain or scratch may be again covered, which
can not be done with French polish.
A

J apunese ‘Vay of Ad vertising

Books—A

bookseller in Tokio, Japan,
says the Evening Post, desiring to sell his
Wares, thus advertised them in the news
“ The advantages of our establish
papers :
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shore.
The depths range from 858 feet to
1,996 feet, so far as the soundings show,
and
quite possible and probable that
depths both greater and shallower may be
found. The average depth
about 1,940

is

it

;

-—At the December

tion an account

meeting of this institu

of an authentic

wolf-man
a

was presented by the secretary from corres
pondence that he had, personally, with mis
sionary in Northern India. This wolf-man
a

had been captured while running in the jun
wild animal.
gle on all-fours and living as
The paper of the evening wa presented by

Dr. Crothers, of Hartford, Connecticut, and
description of the phenomena of in
ebriety in relation to insanity, clearly deﬁn
ing the tendency of the habitual use of alco
holics toward permanent mental disorder.
“ No man," said the lecturer, “ can use in
toxicating liquors in excess or occasionally
without their affecting his intellect.
The
diﬁerence between the heavy drinker and
the moderate
only one of degree; you no_
was

is

tice in both, defects of memory. and increas
ing diﬂiculty in recollecting dates and
events.
A drinking man will often forget

a

a

I

is

entirely what he
doing at certain times,
and act like
man in
trance state.
have
known an instance of drinking conductor
who collected tickets while in this condi
tion, and afterward did not know anything
Another class of men will do
about it.
what they had thought of before they got
into the trance state. There are recorded
instances of men going to Europe and ﬁnd
ing themselves in Liverpool before they re
Many while in
alized what they had done.
this condition of partial insanity will pur
chase things that they are unable to pay for,
and so run into debt.
One wealthyindivid
ual, whom
know, gave $50,000 to
mis
sionary cause without at all knowing what
he was doing.
Another class, and by far
the most dangerous of all, consists of those
who commit the worst crimes while in a
state of inebriety.
The power to judge be
tween good and evil at this time seems to
be entirely obliterated from their minds, and
they run riot in murder and bloodshed.
a

a

a

ly

a

over
hundred
as to bear transportation
miles of mountain road without injury. The
boats bore the transportation without strain
'or damage, and preparations were at once
begun for lowering them 900 feet to the
The steepness of the wall was very
water.
great, being at the place selected about 41
degrees, or 42 degrees. and the descent part
over talus covered above with snow,
The
"and rocky, broken ledges lower down.
boats entered the water quite unharmed.
'The process of sheathing them. rigging the
‘tackle, and lowering them occupied four
Acouple of days were occupied in
'days.
making journeys around the walls of the
lake by boat—the only possible way—and
in examining the rocks and structures of
Next followed
‘the wall in its various parts.
The depth of the
a series of soundings.
lake considerably
exceeded the captain's
:anticipations.
though the absence of any
talus near the waterline already
thing like
the entire
indicated
deep water around

The Academy of Anthropology.

a

;

9,

8.

7,

;

a

a

Aﬂoat in a Crater—Captain C. E.
Dutton, of the U. S. Geological Survey, has
study
been recently engaged in making
of Crater Lake, in Oregon, and the latest
advices received from him show that he has
-discovered,probably, the deepest body of
Leaving Ash
fresh water in the country.
land. Oregon. on the 7th of July, his party,
escorted by ten soldiers, provided through
of the General, commanding
the courtesy
of the Columbia,
the military department
reached the brink of the wall of the lake on
the 13th, having brought with them boats
=so mounted on the running gear of wagons

feet. The descent from the water’s edge is
precipitous at 400 or 500 yards from shore,
depths of 1,500 to 1,800 feet are found all
The greatest depths
around the margin.
will probably exceed 2,000 feet, for
not
probable that the lowest point has been
touched.
The soundings already made in
as being the deepest body of fresh
dicate
water in the country—Science.

I

0,

-5,

plentiful as inalibrary
goods dispatched
as expeditiously as cannon ball;
parcels
done up with as much care as that bestowed
all de
on her husband by
loving wife
iects, such as dissipation and idleness, will
be cured in young people paying us fre
quent visits, and they will become solid
men; 10, the other advantages we offer are
too many for language to express.“

[Jan.

it

as a lottery; 2, books
as a singing girl; 8, print clear as
crystal; 4, paper tough as elephant’s hide;
customers treated as politely as by the
articles as
rival steamship companies;

ment—lI prices cheap

elegant
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They suffer from a palsy of the moral forces,
Ten out of every million people carried in
and are therefore during the time maniacs
Europe are killed or injured, and 41 out of
of the worst kind.
The fast habits and the same number in the United States.
The train that makes the fastest time in
nerve-destroying conditions of our modern
known as the “ Flying Dutch
civilization are constantly forcing men and the world
women into the borderland of insanity, and man.” It runs from London to Bristol, 11%
it will never be otherwise until men realize miles, without stop in two hours an aver
that the brain and the nerves are the most age of 59¢ miles per hour. The train be
tween Paddington and _Swindon ranks sec
sensitive parts of the body, and can not be
ond, running,r 77 miles at the rate of 58*
abused, and that this world is controlled by
miles per hour.
One train in Germany, that.
laws of cause and effect, and that they can
between Berlin and Hanover, averages 51
not use alcohol without suffering for it."
miles an hour for
distance of 152 miles.
In the course of the exercise Dr. L. M.
One train on the Canada and Paciﬁc, from
Halbrook delivered a graceful address to
Cotant-au to Ottawa. averages 50 miles for a.
the recently appointed
professors of the
short run of 78 miles.
Academy, Drs. E. P. Thwing, H. S. Dray
On the Pennsylvania
road the fastest
ton, and Professor N. Sizer, investing them
time in the United States
made by the
Dr. Edson, of “ Limited," in its run from
with the Academic gown.
Jersey City to‘
Brooklyn, commented in an interesting man
Philadelphia, 90 miles, which
makes in
ner on the paper of the evening, and illus
little less than hours, an average of 48 33-10’
trated the tendencies of the forcing methods
miles per hour.
of modern education in enfeebling the nerve
The fast train from Boston to Providence
makes the run of 44 miles without stop in
organism of the young.
Dancing Cranes.—A writer to the just hour.
The “ Limited," from New York to ChicChicago Advance thus describes a unique
incident: The last time I went hunting I ago for 25 hours averages 36} miles.
For every 100 miles of railroad in the
witnessed a scene which I had often heard
of but never seen.
It was the dance of the United States there are about twenty-ﬁve
miles of double track, sidings, etc., 19 loco
sand-hill crane. My companion was a well
motives, 621 freight cars, baggage and mail,
known hunter, and though he is a physician
ﬁnds much time—he lives in Northern Iowa and 13 passenger cars.
The total number of passengers transport
—to study the ways and haunts of wild fowl.
“Now,“ said he, "I will show you within ed in 1885, by railways in the United States,
was 312.686,641.
an hour the famous dance of the sand-hill
that each person was trans
Considering
cranes." We swept over the prairie in a
ported an average distance of 23 miles, the
way which I shall never forget; the two
sport.

lake.

All

at once two stepped out from the

crowd, faced each other, and began clap
ping their wings. jumping up and down as
All this time
Indians do fora war-dance.
they were uttering cries which boys would
understand very soon to he cries of merri
mcnt.
Their companions greeted them
with shouts of seeming laughter, and the one
jumping highest and longest was acknow
of the day. When these
ledge champion
exhausted, two others went
two became
through the same performance. We watched
for about an hour.

them

w

m1] ‘age
.

It)

m]

B"of“road
the

Statlstios.—The

.
.
.
World is 290.000 miles.

entire movement upon all the railroads was.
equivalent to 8,541,309,674 persons moved
one mile.
In the matter of passenger transportation
Massachusetts takes the lead with 53,800,
887; Pennsylvania
comes next, then New
York, Illinois7 New Jersey and Ohio.
In tonnage of freight transported during
the same time, Pennsylvania
leads with.
105,507,916 tons, which
little more thanv
one-fourth the total tonnage moved in the
United States.
New York follows, after
which comes Ohio, Illinois, New Jersey and
Indiana.
The total tonnage moved in the United
States, was 400,453,439.
a

the out-door

is

ponies seeming to enjoy

At last we came in sight of a crowd whose
noise had saluted our ears for an hour. They
were on a slope which came down near to a

Inhabitants of other Worlds.

—The Popular

Science News presents in a
late issue an article bearing on this subject,
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in which it sets forth one reason why such
bodies as the moon, Jupiter and Saturn
could not be inhabited by beings of the
same physical constitution as mankind, even
supposing that other conditions governing
existence there should be favorable, which
is not the case. The argument in question
depends on the action of gravitation at the
Thus, at
surface of these several bodies.
the moon's surface, the force of attraction
being very much less than at the earth's
surface, a being constituted like man, and
endowed with the same muscular energy,
could leap to astonishing distances. clearing

for example a three-story brick house with
the same ease that he would clear a post
and rail fence on the earth; the elephant
would become as light-footed as the deer;
a stone thrown from the hand of a thought
less boy might fall in an adjoining county
before accomplishing its mission of des

[J an.

truction

; armies could engage each other in
battle at great distances apart ; and all kinds
of labor would be greatly lightened by rea
son of the diminished weight of tools and
materials.
While this state of things might not render
human life, endowed as we have it on earth,
impossible on the moon, the opposite state
of things which would prevail on Jupiter
and Saturn would certainly render life. in
The masses of Jupiter
reality, a burden.
and Saturn being so much greater than that
of the earth. the correspondingly greater at
tractions, which they would exert, would
so impede locomotion that unless endowed

with enormously

greater muscular power
than he is gifted
with on the earth,
man would only be able to crawl along as
though his feet were weighted with lead,
while the larger animals in all probability
would be crushed by their own weight.

CULTURE

WE

HAPPINESS.

AND

CAN not persuade ourselves

that

culture has the effect of rendering a per
son discontented with life and unhappy,
although

many writers of high reputa

tion have put forth such

a doctrine.

It

is sad to reﬂect on the bitterness that
characterizes the thought
hauer, who asserts
Fowum & Wears COMPANY, Publishers.
H. S. Diur'ros', A.M., M.D., Editor.

YORK

N E \V

JANUARY,

that the more cul

tured a man is the more sensitive he be
to physical discomfort

comes

excitement.

,

In

other

more delicate machine and easily jarred

For our

subscribers, and well wishes, for all who
love the good and would have the world
advance in knowledge

in hostility to

false,

and unfortunate,
deed,

we wish abundant

prosperity

in

of the true and

for the unhappy
for all mankind, in

the

the

happiness and

year now

resolve to look less at

Let

us,

our

feet and more at the stars.

friends,

opening.

pear to conﬁrm

condi

The late al

of Ruskin to himself

lusion

New Year.

he is a

and deranged by the disturbing

1887.

1887.
to the

or mental

words,

tions that surround him.

ALL hail

of Schopen

the cynical

would

ap

German.

He wrote a few months ago in this vein :
“Life is really too disgustingly short;
one has only got one's materials together
by the time one can no more use them.

But let

me say, once

for all, in closing

this fragment of work old and new, that

I beg

my friends very earnestly never to

mind paragraphs about me in the public
papers.

My illnesses, so-called, are only
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brought on by vexation or worry (for
which said friends are often themselves

that belong to our sphere of ‘action. Cul

in

ture in our meaning is an expansion of

no small

degree

answerable), and

leave me, after a few weeks of wander

adaptation to the circumstances

better

the capabilities of thinking and acting,

ing thoughts, much the same as I was
before, only a little sadder and wiser !—
probably, if I am spared till I am 70, I

understanding

shall

reciprocities

be

as sad and wise as

to be, and

will try to

I

ever wish

keep so to the end.”

true in nature and human life, a deeper
of the sympathies and

that exist among

men, a

larger grasp of the purpose of human
civilization,

rather than the expression of the cul

joy what

tured mind that the world recognizes in

actor and work of society and individuals.

It

is the expression

a

body, that no longer

weak and broken
sustains

of

the bold, aspiring spirit of the

It

great art critic.

is the reluctant

ac

a

higher appreciation of the beautiful and

\Ve regard such language as indicative
of an unbalanced nervous condition

John Ruskin.

and eﬁ’ort,

aspiration

as evidenced

is good and pure in the

That is not culture
a onesided

;

char

that produces but

habit of looking at things,

and neglects the development
body

in

and greater capacity to en

of

the

such training may be expected to

of declining power, and

increase one's sensibility to the irregular

a protest against the ordinance of nature
Of
with respect to human function.
Schopenhauer, whose life in youth and

and uncomfortable, and render him irri
monious growth of true culture enables

age was a course of irregularity and

one to bear the trials and inflictions

knowledgement

eccentricity,

it is but reasonable to say

table, gloomy and peevish, but the har

of

his sphere with calmness, and to discern

that his pessimistic views are the natural

a hundred pleasant compensations

outcome of the confused and inharmo

in his reach for the ills

nious experiences that were his. Mo
rose, arbitrary and irritable in disposition

with

he must suffer.

_____M—.

mental development

DENTISTRY AND MEDIUINE WITH
CERTAIN PERSONAL ALLUSIONS.
THE leading dentists of the country

-—but would be pointed to rather by the

are discussing with much warmth a pro

moralist

position lately made to them to form a

he could not be taken as an example of
even,

harmonious,

as an example of the psycholo

gicai effects to be expected in one who
hasdisregarded

on

the laws of his nature

both the physical and mental side.

Our understanding of culture is that
gradual, systematic evolution of the self‘
hood that

the balance of the

preserves

mental and physical organisms, enlarges
the faculties of the mind, renders the
vision
of our
a

OF HEALTH.

.
better

clearer with

regard to the nature

with

relation
conjrnand

the world, gives us

of our powers and a

section of the International Medical Con
gress that

will

meet in Washington

next

September.

Several of these gentlemen

are opposed

to it on the ground

that

dentistry is a profession by itself, and to
associate with the doctors of medicine,

the manner proposed,

in

would be to ac

knowledge their art but a branch of the
Among those who
medical profession.
urge this view is Dr. Norman W. Kings
ley, whose prominence in his calling is
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evident from the fact that he is President
of the Dental

of the

Society

State of

[Jam

ranks of the dentists could be found
ports in every one of them; and

ex—

if in the

New York.

same grand catastrophe all the

According to a report lately published
in the Tribune, Dr. Kingsley stated at a

of certain classes were cut oﬂ’, the same
sciences could

meeting of dentists that their vocation

tists."

was not to be regarded as a specialty of

that dental students should study medi

medicine, and derived no character

; he would have dental schools
wholly distinct from medicine, and have
dentists study medicine, if they wished,

or

dignity that was particularly desirable

It was

from such an idea.

for one reason,

a profession,

tion of beneﬁcence, and also because its
mastery as a science or art involved

fully taught by den
He was not in favor of the idea
be

cine ﬁrst

after they had become dentists.

it was a voca

because

scientists

a

This pronouncement by Dr. Kingsley
coming to us through the columns of a

of many other

newspaper is suggestive of an incident.

sciences, and its resources in an equal

that occurred within ten years, and in.

considerable knowledge

In

were nearly all the arts.

degree

daily practice of dentistry could
anatomists,

physiologists,

histologists,

biologists,

the

be found

pathologists,
microscopists,

chemists, botanists, geologists and metal

author of

the

Phrenology
ously.

”

years ago

I

“Forty Years in

ﬁgured

At page

paragraph

a.

Sculpture,”

was not a mechani

Dentistry

lurgists.

which

291

not

inconspicu

of the book named,
“
Dentistry
and

headed

thus

recounts

:

“A

few

received a card of invitation

cal trade, because the dentist was not the

to be present at the special exhibition of

servile imitator of a pattern, but he was

a marble bust of an important character
at the house of the artist in New York.

constantly

called

lished principles
tions

;

upon to apply estab‘

that which

removed it farther

combined

mechanical

from

methods;

and foundation

medicine

Yet

than all
was

its

its corner-stone

were mechanics applied

by a knowledge of the various sciences
yet it required natural
quirements

;

faculties and ac

entirely distinct

had no knowledge

the artist, and as

his judgment and inventive fac

ulties must be in active exercise.
else

I

to entirely new condi

from those

in the practice of medicine.
As an indication of what dentistry
embraced Dr. Kingsley said, that if all

I

thatI

ment for the evening

I

name, and in a few moments the artist
came rushing in, with this welcome:

‘Mr. S——, you are the very man

of eighteen, he found himself aimlessly
looking at the busts in the front win~

tors, painters and sculptors “were sud

decided

simultaneously

destroyed,

those arts would not be lost; for in the

I

most hoped to see here to-night.’
He
then went on to say that when he ﬁrst
visited New York, being a bashful boy

dows of the Phrenological

and

concluded to go

before eight o'clock, the time speciﬁed.
I was admitted to the parlor and gave my

the workers in woods, metals and clays ;
moulders, porcelain workers and decora
denly

had ever seen

had another engage

ler

&

Wells.

rooms of Fow

He came in, and ﬁnally

to have an examination

written

out which made a large hole in his slen
der means.
wanted to know.’ said:

‘I

A ND
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be, ‘what

could
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follow, and you

best.

ders.

the office

ter of political

I

stood a few moments on the

thoroughfare,

crowded

then and there that

I looked

tistry.

I

and

resolved

had acquired

I took

here

I

could

up sculpture, and

some of my work.‘

is

I

so that

property

spare the time,

He then

turned .up the light and showed me a
head of the

grand

‘I

human history.
said he.

I

‘

character

best

in

owe it all to you,’

had no idea of studying den

tistry or art, and might

have followed

the plow or entered upon

some other

I

accepted your un
muscular pursuit.
expected advice, and having had my life
elevated

and broadened,

happy and thankful.‘

"

\Vhat Dr. Kingsley

I am

that so unexpectedly fell upon his shoul
Given the place of Vice-President

on the Republican

ticket more as a mat

expediency,

his recognized inﬂuence

satisﬁed,

of

because

with a power

ful wing of the party, than

would learn den

up a place, learned the

business, have succeeded; and when

53

proved not unworthy of the great trust.

me I would succeed as a dentist
and also as a sculptor. I never had
thought of pursuing either. After I left

told

it

because

was generally believed that he would be
competent to meet the responsibilities of
the Chief Executive,

fall

should the office

to him, nevertheless

crisis of civil de

trial, an extraordinary
of popular

mand and

in the hour of
sentiment,

he

showed most noble qualities of manhood
and the capabilities demanded of
ident.

Pres

a.

Perhaps among the men whom
have elevated

circumstances
Vice-Presidency

from the

of the

to the Presidency

United States, not one exhibited higher
capacity and was more successful.
profound

The

sorrow and distrust that the

shocking death of Mr. Garﬁeld awaken
said

in the re

ed throughout

the country was relieved

from the news

to an extent that is scarcely realized to

paper report, with regard to the repro

day by the courage and spirit with which

of the plastic arts by “experts
ranks of the dentists," is not with

Mr. Arthur administered the affairs of
He was an adroit politician,
a very skilful and faithful partisan,
mingling with high and low in the fur

marks we have drawn
duction

in

the

out

a positive

be convinced

basis. as the reader must

from the testimony just

quoted; and that that testimony has a
sufficiently close personal relation to
Dr. Kingsley himself to warrant its ap
in connection

pearance.

with what he so

ﬁrmly holds, with reference to the
speclabilitv of the dental profeaion.

re

IS

added

A,

Al'u'“r it

full appreciation of its dignity
Our people owe him more
and claims.
rose to a

respect

and honor

than was

awarded

death, it was premature.

tion he should have

long list of
Arthur soon fol

to the

mustv b,‘ said

his objects, but once the

En

dowed with a splendid physical organim

our-‘lead Presidents.
Grant, and he was not longin fol_
[0 wed
()l-Ches_
the mnrderedGaﬁeld.

[MY/IL?

of

therance

heavy mantle of duty fell upon him he

Asto his

UHBTEB A. ARTHUR.
Axo'rruca

the Nation.

him in, life.

,— M'—

W
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that

he

lived thirty years

longer, but his habits were not conducive

It

is well

known that he was a good liver.

Bless

to they maintenance of health.

ed with fortune he entertained in splen

did style, had a very large circle of friends
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and sought to meet the demands of soci
the

he nevertheless

upon the laws of his nature

irregularity in the times and

through
character of his eating and drinking and

in the times of his brain labor, and ﬁnally
and

dying

man. Sad is the truth; yet it should be

ur

(Bur

-

on“ ‘nu.

Quinn-loss or “Gunman Insults-r.“
be mimrercd in this dvpartnmlt. But one question
at a time, and that clearly stated, must be pm

"Ki/aim’ ,

,

"

‘natogl've
tahall
,,
him the beneﬁt of an early comideration.
Tn Oim CONTRIBUTORS. It will greatly aid the

l.

:

i

1

our
editor, and facilitate the work of the printer.
ronh'ibulora generally xhould observe the following
in~
rules when writing articles or communications
tended for publiratimiH'ritr on one side of the Kheet only. It is often
“
takes"]or compos
necessary to cut the page into
itora, and this can not be done when both ﬁfties urn
writ ten upon.
2. ll'rite clearly and distinctly. being particularly
careful in the matter of proper names and quota
lions.
3.

Don‘t write in a small hand. or in pencil. as the
milor has to read it across the arse, a distance
wishes to make
of oral" two feet. and the editor often
changes or additions.
Never roll your manuscript or paste the sheets
“ Commercial note“ size are
together. Shveta about
4.

amp

the most satisfactory

to editor and compositor.
‘t

People don like to read long stories.
5. Be brief.
many
A two-column article is read by four times in
people (is one of double that length.

6. Always write your full name and addressplain
you use apaeudonym
In at the end of your letter.
or initiuLs, write your full nunm and address also.
Wit CAN s01‘ ‘mourn/ms. 'm RETURN rmvnunu:
rnntritrutions unless the necessary postage is pro
In ALL CASES. persons who
w'dml by the writers.
should,
romm nnicatu with us through the post-ojﬁce
or
if they expect a reply, in rlofe the return poring".

If

We regret his early death,

the nation.

and feel it our duty

to point to it as

another warning for many of our pub

lic men to

heed.

iﬂauturial iguana.

(Elurrvspundenls.

J

ljlu

-

for his services to

what is better, a prepaid envelope, with their full
Personal and private matter; addressed
address.
to the Editor 1rill rel-rive his early attention if this
is done.

E. S.—You say that you are
very hearty enter," and this accounts in
great part for the skin annoyance of which
Eat to satisfy the wants of
you complain.
“

PIMPLES.—C.

the body, but avoid anything like gluttony.
Select good food and put aside articles that

Greasy,
or retard digestion.
oily substances, an excess of sugar or hut
to
tendency
ter, and coffee or tea have
interfere with the action of the stomach and
intestines, and clog the blood with matter
that can not be disposed of readily by the
Keep the skin clean.
excretory apparatus.

will disturb

too. by frequent bathing.

Monan) Inrunsns. — Quattbn,—What
person having ateeling as
the cause of
to jump or throw them
had
they
though
selves down, while standing near the edge
high building, or place
of the wall of
above the ground?
feet
ﬁfty
or
forty
due. we think, to
Amman—This feeling
of mind produced by
a sudden confusion
the new situation in which one fin<l.~vhim

is

a broken-down

trespasses,

the man

a

becoming

fruit of such

We respect

brought to survey the prosper-t
a change in
It
from a lofty elevation.
that seems
surroundings
relation to one's
at ﬁrst to set experience at fault, and the
of perception, therefore. are at
faculties

self, when

is

reaped the bitter

ably thinking all the time that his great
natural strength could endure the strain.

is

trespassed

gentleman,

Always

a

courteous

member.

He was no drunkard, no glutwu,
but immoderate and irregular in the ob
servance of hygienic proprieties, prob
told.

a

as a, loyal

ety

LJan.

a
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ﬁrst

disturbed

and

out

of co-ordination.
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b'ilr. Weight, Locality. me, in many per
sons may require time to adjust them.
selves to the new conditions. Men who
are accustomed to work at great elevations,
roofers, painters, etc. , do not as a rule suffer
from such morbid sensations, because their
faculties have become educated to the rela
tions of altitude.
What do our readers
think of this matter ?

" A S'raases
ADvss'ruasP—Questiom—I
beg to ask the editor if the articles in the
.August and September numbers of the Jous
sxt,

hearing the above title are intended
to represent the method and results of mag
How
netic treatment of nervous disease.
much of fact, and how much of ﬁction is em
ployed as a frame to the beautiful picture ? u.
1886,

Antwan—The articles illustrate certain pos
sibilities of the magnetic or as it is now
called the "hypnotic" treatment, and to
those who are familiar with the later devel
opments of hypnotism the statements of the
writer will not be considered romantic.
The reports of recent investigations, notably
those of Dr. Charcot and his associates in
Paris, remind one of the old tales of Oriental
magic. Our correspondent seems inclined
to step behind the “ green curtain" of the
)Ientorial Chamber, and we shall be frank
enough to let him into some of the secret
workings by saying that the author of " A
Strange Adventure," did exercise an imagin
ation somewhat fertile in arranging the at
aractivc drapery of her pictures, but the
bypnotised subject lives for the time in a
sphere that is created by the imagination or
suggestion of the operator.
Was-rs r0 as as Ao'raasa—I. L.—We ad
vise you to exercise your elocutionary talent
in other spheres than on the stage. You
can make it useful in readings and recita
tions that may bring you proﬁt and up
please. and save yourself from the doubts,
suspicions, anxieties and exposures to which
every woman who attempts the theatrical
That well
stage must submit herself.
known actress, )1 me. anauschek, thus says
“I have been
to girls who ask her help:

J

thirty-three
l/Il‘rri-i

time’

years

no life

llk-C

on
It-

the

stage, and

It has no

lsay

happiness.

on no time for domestic or social
3'1", time for anything but work.

pleasure"
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work, work. I was once a good pianist, but
for years I have hardly touched a piano.
1
love to draw, but there is no time, over.
All is work and travel, travel and work.
To girls who think of going on the stage,
again I say, no, no." Charlotte Cushman
used stronger language of warning, when
she was asked her opinion.
Look at lht‘
women who pose as " stars," and are so
Are they as a class to
much advertised!
be envied by any well-bred young woman ‘1
Chandra or Foam—J. B. D.—Yes, the
head does change in absolute shape through
the activity of certain organs of the brain.
You have but to study a single case atten
tively, and you will perceive some alteration
in the course of time, and the change will
be found

to bear upon the special employ
ment of the person.
A man pursuing a
vocation that requires thought and close
study, will show increased development in
the superior region of the forehead.
A
mechanic, working assiduously at his trade,

will show in the course of years an increased
This subject
breadth in the lateral parts.
is considered in the books on mental science,
and the physiological
process explained as
fully as clcarness demands.

Lsnoss as MamcmiL—F. J. M.-—'l‘he acid
properties of lemons give them an astringent
effect which is favorable toward (H't‘l't‘lllll
ing congestion in the secretory apparatus of
Further. the citric acid, unless
digestion.
it is neutralized by an excess of sugar, is
useful in overcoming
an excessive alkalin
ity that is producing dcrangcmcnts of func
tion in the assimilating organs. and conse
quently interfering with the blood circula
tion.
Lemonade. because of its acidity.
exercises a cooling influence in febrile states
and promotes nervous calm and slecp.
In
“ bilious" troubles, the plethora following
lemonade is beneﬁcial.
For
over-eating.
one with what is called bilious fcvcr a diet

of brown-bread
and restorative.

and lemonade is refreshing

SKIN DIBEABL—G. D. D.——We think from
your brief description that the trouble is a
form of dry fetter.
Should require a full
statement of your temperament, habits. food.
and daily life to understand the causes of
the disease. and to advise
its treatment.

with respect to
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@gts the

%

(.‘mnmunicnliuns are in i‘ifrll on any topic of inter
est ,' the writer's personal views, and fuels from his
upcrienre bearing on our subjects being preferred.

J

The Future of erusalem.—Ed

ucate.
Educate is the imperative duty of
those who have anything worth Leaching.
Asia presents openings in every direction for
instructors.
In the matter of correct living
there is such a lack of knowledge here that
one wonders where the teachers are to be
found.
If this city, for instance, had its
masters of drill in health tactics, could the
people during these late summer months live
such dead-and-alive lives as they do? Fe
Hospitals not a few.
ver on every hand.
One dispensary giving 40,000 prescriptions
in a year and another almost as many. Our
appeal is for sanitariums built on the hills
near the city, as they can be in these days

of progress.

For such institutions those who: would
come here to open them, would had almost
Durable white
everything needed at hand.
stone not discoloring with time, is usually
quarried in abundance out of the lot upon
which the building is to stand. A great on.
cavation for the cistern must be made, and
so the necessity for blasting out rock will
furnish the needed stone for the house.
Wheat, grapesﬂgs, olives, honey and all that
your sanitarium table needs is furnished here
at the low prices of abundance.
Before I ﬁrst visited here, in 1882, I learn
ed of a young American who spent only
eighteen dollars during a six months resi
Arabic bread,
dence, or travel, in the land.
eggs. and fruit being cheap a very small
If one must earn
sum for living is needed.
his money here the cheap rates of subsist
makc
once
low.
wages
proportionally
Money is lavished

by travellers

and wealthy

" of
Jews. and others send " piles
money for
the restorations now going on so briskly.

J erusnlcm

has been sacked
twenty-sewn
times in well-known history, and many of us
believe that the city now extending over the
west and north tablelands is destined to be
come the capital of the world. This is not so
chimerical as one may at ﬁrst think.
It is already within easy reach of Port
Said. a point which may become a disburs
Suppose, for
ing centre for all countries.
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any reason, London should lose its mercanw
tile prestige its trade might be diverted to
the shores of the eastern Mediterranean and.
Persian Gulf. It is quite possible for a city
of forty, fifty or sixty miles square to spring,
up at this focus of the world's trade-routes.
entertain that expectation. and I
Many
confess that I see nothing against it. You try
a little engineer's oﬂice~work and seewhat
a plan of central economic commerce your
compass, pencil and paper would yield.
Babylon, Nineveh and other great cities once
ﬂourished in this region,
Jerusalem, Oct. 15, 1886.
oaossm.

ls Woman the Weaker Sex.—

A lady

correspondent in a letter address
"I affirm that women are
ed to me said:
the ‘weaker sex‘ only physically." This is
a subject upon which I may be allowed to
offer some remarks that may not be unprith»
How does the capacity
able to the reader.
of woman compare with that of man P “as
she exactly the same psychological develop
ment as man? Ifnot, what are her mental.
characteristics? Is she the weaker sex 1'
If so, in what sense and to what extent? In
regard to these, together with other rela»
ted questions of importance,
the public
mind is ﬁlled with not a little fog and error.

Perhaps a few propositions. together with
some general observations. may be sugges
First I would say
tive to the reader.
that: Man and woman have appointed un
to each a special sphere in which to work.
Hence it is obvious that the answer to the
general question, Which is the weaker sex ?
is found by

a second query
answering
Which fulﬁlls their mission the more com
pletely? There are physical differences be
tween the sexes; men are stronger in mus
cle; women quicker in muscular move,—
ment; men have bold, prominent features ;
women delicate, clear cut and beautiful feat‘
ures.

Physiology and Psychology are interde
This furnishes us at least three in

pendent.
ferences.

1.
As there are physical differences. so
there are mental diﬁerences
between the
two sexes.
2, Men can be distinguished by certain
mental abilities or characteristics which are

distinctly masculine and which are beyond
the power of women to possess.
3.
Women can be distinguished by oer.

mental abilities

tain

which

men do not

AND
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SGLENCE

read and acted upon would be worth
than the price of subscription.

it

PERSONAL.

it

is

a

a

is

a

women, according to improved methods of
This, fellow-women,
remunerative work.

is

I

means progress.

'

a

Coos'r Tous'roi, the Russian novelist, was
found by recent visitor clad in peasant's
His shirt
garb and sweeping his hearth.
was soiled with mud and soot, there was
strap about his waist, and his heavy boots
After breakfast the
were coated with clay.
count and his son went to help repair
neighbor's barn, and worked all day at it.
This rough and ready character shows pride

a

a

is

more

Miss Gnaon H. Donoa, daughter of Mr.
William E. Dodge, and Mrs. Mary Nash
Agnew, wife of Dr. Cornelius it. Agnew,
have been appointed members of the New
York Board of Education. These ladies
are in every respectqualiﬁed for the import
ant duties of the position.
For years they
have been known for the energy and sagac~
ity of their efforts in educating girls and

that she
the equal of man in many lines
of work, which before,
was supposed, she

is a

a

it

In conclusion will appear that the ques~
tion of woman's relative strength or weak
ness does not depend upon whether she can
rival Webster at the forum or blacksmith
at his anvil, but whether she
the more
eﬂicient worker in her allotted sphere.
If
man
the stronger in some respects,
woman
also the stronger in other respects.
a

to im

continues

if

Social, educational and industrial privile
ges are now granted to women as never be
fore, and she ishaving an equal chance with
man to develop her tastes and unfold her
capacities, and
has already been shown

in.
the intuitive type of in
to reach truth at
sin
of inspiration, without
characteristic
followinglogical processes
-of her mind.
think she has also better
appreciation of the beautiful and sublime
in nature and art.
more apt in read
She
Of some other
ing human nature than man.
qualities of mind such as the power to dis
tinguish and appreciate color; the love of
system and order; the desire for approba
tion; the love of offspring, together with
and respect for authority,
-caution,:imitation,
she
the possessor in
higher degree than
man.

Hm'rn

prove. lts latcstissueisexceptionally good,
and any ‘one of its articles on hygiene

possem.

was unﬁt to engage
Woman possesses
tcllect.
The power
sort
,gle bound by

or

1,!
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and independence.
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Saucer. Monurr, the well known English
philanthropist, died in London on the 4th of
He was at the time of his
November last.
of the United Kingdom
death President
Band of Hope and also of the London

BTANWlX

:

a

a

a

a

mem
Temperance Hospital. He was, too,
From a Seminarlam—In
pleas
'ant letter written by
student of Drew ber of the General Council of the London
Theological Seminary, Madison N. J., to auxiliary of the United Kingdom Alliance,
member of Parliament, he suppor
and, as
—one of our assistants he says
seize this opportunity of sending to ted Sir Wilfrid Lawson's Permissive Prohibi
man of large wealth he was in
tory bill.
vyou my sincere thanks, and my brethren all
public benefactor. One of the
many ways
join heartily in their expressions of thank
noblest men of his day and generation,
fulness for the delightful and much prized
whose loss will be severely felt in all circles
privilege they have of reading the “Phreno
" as
of reform.
logical
they term it.
believe that
Phrenology were made
Ru'rnaaroan B. Hares
the only sur
part of our common school system that one viving ex-President.
There seems to be
half the troubles of life arising from the strange fatality connected with the oilice of
of vocations unsuited to person the chief Executive. During the last quarter
pursuit
Phrenology ranks to. century ten Presidents or cit-Presidents have
would be avoided.
day among the sciences that have added died. Van Buren and Tyler in 1862, Lin
in 1868, Pierce in
strength and power to the Manhood of the coin in 1865, Buchanan
aav. a. r. r.
1869. Filmore in 1874, Johnson in 1875, Gar
Nineteenth Centuryfield in 1881, Grant in 1885. and Arthur in
the December number of 1886. Is the life of
President in otllee too
[N mentioning
be
They say Mr. Cleveland
zine the weekly Truth of New exhaustive
T118 PmNOLOGlOAL Jonas“. coming stouter.
is

s

I
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WISDOM.

one thinks more highly of you than you

world of prosperity.
Be brief ; for it is with words as with sun
beams.

the more

they are condensed

the

deeper they burn.
Strangers are generally too indifferent to
both your vices and virtues to spend much
time in determining

“

your character.

worth is one honest man in so
cietv, and in the sight of God, than all the
crowned ruﬂians that ever lived."
01' more

Economy wisely directed is not only not
stingy or mean, but the thing that makes
benevolence

and generositv

possible.

Nothing is more silly than the habit some
people have in ,‘ speaking their minds." A
man of this trait

will say

the mere pleasure

a

rude

thing for

of saying it.

The true Christian is like the sun, which
pursues its noiseless truck, and everywhere
leaves the effect of its beams in a blessing
upon the world—Luther.

‘

As they. who for every slight inﬁrmity
take physio to repair their health. do rathcr
impair it; so they, who for every triﬂe are
eager to vindicate their character.
weaken it, —.lfazmz.

do rather

“ No one

can measure grief except by
(‘me never forgets the
actual experience.
bitterness of gall, having once tnsttd it ;‘but.
not having done so, laughs at the wry faces
of those who would fain forget. —Elnmre.

ww—

MIRTH.
" A little nonsense now and
then.
Is relished by tho wisest men."

Why do we always talk about putting on
and vest?
Who puts on a coat be

a coat

fore

the

stockings.

vest?

“'0

What’s

do

Gentlemanfon plank crossing stream;~
either you or I must turn back.“
Pat--~"()ch. you turn and Iwill folly yez.
Divil a bit will I turn me back to sich a.
foine gentleman.“

“Well,

will obscure a

small a misfortune

[Jan.

of yourself.“

" Think truly. and thy thought
Shall be a fruitful seed. “

llow

JOURNAL

also say shoes and
the matter with us,

anyhow '3

“Sir," said a teacher in his parting ad
dress to a distinguished ‘student, “ your fel
low students think highly of you. the tutors
and professors think highly of you: but no

Shopping in the country—Clerk:
“Nov
ma’am ; those are two articles we don‘t
keep; but the oysters, I think. you will
ﬁnd at the post-oﬂice, and bananas you can
get across the way. at the barber's."

"

he said, by way of intro
when he rose to make his maiden
“ what have we before the ’onse to
eﬂ'ort.
think we have ‘ h ‘ before the
night ‘3" “
‘cure, gentlemen." was the prompt reply ot'
Gentlemen,"

duction.

I

a witty but rude member of the opposition.

"I

suppose you have had many prominent.
men for patients," said a gentleman to a
“ Oh. yes; and I have found that
dentist.
their tongues, in most cases, resembled their
" In what respect '1" “ Because
teeth."
they have been stopped by gold."

Expectant heir of rich uncle—“ That doc
torwe had to attend Uncle John is no good.""
“ Why ?“ “ He cured the old man
and (lid
me out of a fortune.
Have to stick to drygoods for some time to come.
IIe's no

good",

i:

Ac

if
I

A
gibrargjwi
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In this department irc give short rev-inns of with
NEW BOOKS on publishers we ﬁt to send us. In "ll‘dv
reviews we seek to treat author and publisher satis»

faciorily and justly. and also to furnish our readers
with such information as shall enable them lofarm
an opinion of the desirability of any particular r”!
tune for personal ‘me. It is our wish to notice "H"
better elms of books issuing from the press, and "w
invite zmbliahr'rn to form- the Editor with rw-wut
publications. especially those related in any may to
mental and phyniologiml science.
"'0 can usually
supply any of Hum» noticed.

Hls'ronY or Wosux Swanson.
Edited by
Elizabeth Cady Stanton. Susan B. An
thony, and Matilda Joslyn Gage.
Vol III.
8V0 : Cloth. pp. 1013.
This portly volume completes the series
of a work begun several years ago under
circumstances not the most favorable by the

1881

.

-~1.\'D
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OF HEAL TH
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a

hopeful and intrepid trio of editors named ted, although those given relate mainly
in the title page. The design was to prepare to the past forty years. and comprise inven
a work that would give to the reading world
tors, statesmen, orators, lawyers, military
a fair view of the woman-sutfrage
move
and naval officers, pioneers, refonuers.
ment from its inception by a few courageous
elergymen. physicians. surgeons, teachers,
souls who believed in the equality and digni
historians. poets, journalists, artists and
ty of womanhood with manhood, and as
merchants.
Many excellent portraits add
value to the printed pages.
serted the injustice of manhood in withold
‘mg the civil rights and privileges belonging
Tun BEEOHBR BOOK or Dave is the latest
to that equality.
of its class of publications, and ﬂtly repres
The parts taken by the friends of woman's
ents one of the most eminent men in the
advancement, in the different states of the American
Its editors. Eleanor Kirk
pulpit.
Union. are recorded with much fullness. and and Caroline B. Lercw, are sufficient guar
the proceedings, of annual and other con
anty of the taste and care with which the
ventions, especially those held in Washing
selections have been made from the rich
ton are reviewed for the purpose of show
and extensive field of Mr. Beecher's utter
ing the character and spirit of the claims of ances and pennings.
Besides the illustra

spheres and manners, haye exerted
is large
The
upon our American life.
a
form
Waugh to
vo.u;ne,omi
necessan
of we:Smldzrable
"My game“

but

y

I

list

ferent

are the publishers.

Salinas, AND o-ruaa S'roimts. By
Mrs. C. .\i. LIVINGSTON. 12mo. pp. 364.
Price, $1.25. New York: National Tem

Susan's

perance Society.
right-pleasant book for.young folks.
The stories are well told, and by no means
exaggerations of the truth. while their les
sons are left to the incident in the develop
Charity. the services of
ment of the plots.
Christian love, given by faithful. earnest
hearts, whether throbbing under the cheap
working-woman or the velvet of
jacket of
lady of wealth and position, inspire the
half-dozen or more
There are
sketches.
of these sketches besides “ Susan's Sheaves."
and the interest of the reader awakened by
not likelyto flag in reading the others.
that
a

A

a

W

is

"an; Hnmnmn FAMOUS Aniline/ms.
By
Hausa AINSLIE Surrn, author of “ Great
(‘ities of the Modern Vl'orld," etc. Small
quarto: pp. 556. Cloth, price $1.50. New
York : George Routledge dz Sons.
The purpose, as averred by the writer, in
writing this neat volume, was to present a
sketches of
series of brief and interesting
the great men and women of America; de
scribing their lives in connection with the
history and growth of their country, and
in their dif
pointing out the inﬂuence they,

past and present, by their names and natal
years, that are distributed through the book.
A well-executed engraving in wood forms
the frontispiece.
Messrs. (‘assell & Company, New York,

PUBLICATIONS

‘

RECEIVED.

ELEPHANT Pleas andlnscribed Tablets in
the Museum of Academy of Natural Sciences,
Iowa, by Charles E. Putnam,
Davenport.
full examination of the origin and
Pres.
nature of these relics of ancient American
their relation to geological
people—and

A

Willard, Lillie Devereux Blake, Elizabeth
B- Harbert, Helen M. Gougar, )Ientia Tay
lor and several others of the more promin
mt advocates of woman‘s rights. One who
reads this volume will ﬁnd that in Europe
women
there are numbers of courageous
who urge their claims to recognition as im
portant factors in social life, and whose
strength is growing year by year.

tion of each day, with appropriate cleanings
from star-paper, sermon, or lecture. we are
reminded of the lives of eminent men of the

a

women to representation in the ordering of
of govern
society and the administration
ment.
The extent of this '“History” as a liter
ary venture involved a large expenditure
of time and money. yet in their earnestness
for the cause that has been so many years
identiﬁed with the names of Susan B. An—
thony and Elizabeth Cady Stanton, the edi
"This has
tors have given unreservedly.
been to us a work of love," they say, and
we can believe it. Each of the volumes is
embellished with portraits on steel. this one
having Phoebe W. CouZius. Frances E.

periods.

Tlut NATIONAL TKMPBRANOE ALMAA‘AC,
and Teetotaler's Year-Book for 1887. A con
venient and useful reminder of the passage

THE PHRENOLOGICAL

production.
Tun

COLUMBIA BICYCLE CALENDAR son
issued by the Pope Manufacturing
(30., of Boston, is an artistic miniature en
cyclopzedia on this popular modern steed.
The calendar proper is mounted upon a
back of heavy board, upon which is an
allegorical scene representing an adventur
ous modern knight of the wheel "cycling"
the globe.
A smaller picture shows a lady
tricycler, speeding along over a pleasant
country road.
1887,

CURRENT

xxonssoxs naoarvnn.

The Curr-mt Miaeellany.

Weekly.

The l'eople'n Health Journal.
'
editors.
Chicago.

Chicago.

Drs. Rogers,

Farm, Field and Shmkman;
Harvard &
Wilson Pub. Co., New York.
Harper's Hazar.
bers. taking.

Weekly.
New York.

Holiday
num
'

The .llamlfeuto. Organ of the United Soci
eties of the Shakers. Shaker Village, N. H.
?Lg

The Munufaaturer and Builder—and Quarry

Jam-Ml.

ork.

Monthly. H- N. Black, New

News,
Medical
and Sanitary
News. J. A. Thacker, A. M., M. D., edi
tor.
Cincinnati, Ohio.

National Temperance Advocate.
A
monthly digest of Temperance
move
,ments.
New York.

The

The Medical Advocate. Medicine,
Surgery.
and kindred science.
Drs. House and
Wilder, editors.
New York.
The churchmen. old representative
Protestant
Episcopal Church.

Mallory &

(70.,

New York.

of the
M. H.

Scieme and Education.
A new weekly that
begins well; its summary of current dc
velopments in scientiﬁc research
well
N. D. C. Hodges, New York.
prepared.
The Ezloctio Margarine of Foreign Literature,
for December, has edifying studies of the
Labor question, Falling in Love. Coler
i(lge,The Bul arian Situation, The Hi her
Education of Wvoman, etc. New Yor .
Limn'noott‘s .llonthlg for December is bright
and varied, having among its contributors
Mrs. F. N. Burnett, John Habberton. E.
P. Roe, Junius H. Browne, F. G. Carpen
ter.
No more serial stories, the pub
lishers announce.
A good step. Phila.

Popular Science .llonthly in the Decem
ber issue has discussions of Science and
Theology, Geology of the Atlantic Ocean,
Life in the South Sea Islands, How to
Warm our Houses, Measuring the Earth's
Surface,
Sketch of the eminent savant
Arago, and many other topics. D. Apple~
ton & Co., New York.

17w

Harper's Magan'ne for December
very
attractive number of the veteran periodi

cal, and has several nice thin
commem
oratiug Christmas.
Althoug
in lighter
vein somewhat than customary, the topics
are appropriate for holiday times. and the
illustrations rich. Gen. Lew Wallace con
tributes “The Boyhood of Christ." Mr.
Howell a farce entitled “ The Mouse
“ The Le nd of
trap,” Mr. Stoddard

Frey Bernardo."
New York.

Harper &

rotlmrs.

(Jmtm'y Magazine for December
cons icu
ously American.
The sketches of enry
Clay and his Ashland home, Abraham
Lincoln as Soldier, Lawyer and Politician,
The second day's battles at Gettysburg.
and other
"memoranda" of the Civil
War, forming more than half of the con.
tents.
These are very full
illustrated,
and so are “ Contemporary
nch Scul
“
tors." "Old Chelsea,"
and
A Litt u
)

Basinas the “Beecher Book of Days"
that has been mentioned
already, Messrs.
Cassell 8: Company have issued a Beecher
Calendar,
compiled by the same editors.
The backing of the calender is a large card
in which a ﬁnely colored portrait of Mr.
Beecher is conspicuous. and below views of
his tlrst church, and the so well known
"Plymouth," and also delightful sketches
of his birth-place,
and present country
home. The whole aﬂ'air is a very graceful

Chicago.

Cincinnati

is

THE WORLD TRAVEL Guam, late num
ber, contains very enticing descriptions of
West Indian and Mid-American scenery and
life, with extended lists of excursions, rates
and facilities for tropical
and Southern
tours.
New York.

Mind in Nature.
Popular discussions
of Psychological phenomena.
Monthly.

is
a

Tm: AMERICAN BOORBELLER'B
Christmas
number is a work of art, setting forth the
publications of its numerous patrons in all
the beauty of elaborate engraving and ele
gant type. Books, and publishers’ materials
specially appropriate for the holidays, consti
tute the bulk of its ample list.
N. R. Mon
achesi, New York.

[Jar].

is

of time, and of reformatory duty for the
people. pp_ 72_ Price’ 10 cenm
J_ N_
Steams, Agt., New York.
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various topics related to the study and
development of character.
Number one, which will be ready very
soon,
devoted to the subject
of Self-Esteem or Self-Reliance.
The right and wrong use of
the
faculty, how to determine its inﬂuence in the
character, how to culti
vate or restrain
in children, ourselves and others,
how to deal with
people, including children, servants and
others, who have this faculty,
either strong or Weak, in a marked degree.
Its relation to character
in all its hearings will be fully
considered and the subject amply
illustrated by new engravings and with
appropriate anecdotes and
incidents bearing on the subject. It can
be read with pleasure
and
proﬁt by every one.
The following numbers will
take up Consci.
entiousness, or love of justice;
Approbativeness, or love of praise;
Acquisitiveness, or love of gain, and other
topics of equal importance,
and those in which every
student of Human Nature will be
interest
ed. Each number will
be complete in itself,
and not dependent on any
other.
It
proposed to give these papers an
immense circulation,
therefore they will be published
at the low price of 10
cents a
number, and issued, at present,
quarterly at 30 cents a year. As an
inducement to subscribe we will send
the four numbers as published
to the subscribers to the
PHRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL for 25 cents.
Address all orders to

.1

a

We have commenced the publication
of
new
serial with the
above title, in which will be published
comprehensive papers on

Wells (‘0., Publishers,

753 Broadway, New

York.
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Monthly devoted to the study
man in his mental and physical
relations.
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SPECIAL OFFER

TO SUBSCRIBERS!
As a means of still further extending the circulation
very liberal offer, in payment for a little work.

of the JOURNAL,

we make the

following

TO PRESENT SUBSCRIBERS ONLY.
A

valuable and important works will be sent free to any person,
who will send one new name for one year, at regular
subscription rates, and to the new subscriber will be given either the new Phrenological Chart, or
the Phrenological Bust premium.
copy of either of the following

at the time a subscriber to the JOURNAL,

The Diseases

of Modern Life.

A

work on the Avoidable Causes of Disease.
tzmo, clo.,
By Benjamin “L Richardson.
$1.50.
520 pp.

Phil

: Its Anatomy and
By Sir Charles Bell, K. H. With
numerous Notes and Illustrations.
$1.50.

Expression
osorm'.

Three Visits to America. By Emily
I vol. 12m0, extra
Faithful].
400 pages.
cloth.

8:.

50.

A Bachelor’s Talks About Married
Lira AND THXNGS ADJACENT. By Rev. W.
Aikman,
rzmo.

D. D., author of “Life

$l. 50.

How to Read

Character.

Illustrated Hand-Book of

at

Home."

A New

Phrenology and
Physiognomy, for Students and Examiners,
with upward of 170 Engravings.
Clo., $1.25.

The Phrenologieal

Miscellany; or,

Annuals of Phrenology and Physiognomy,
from 1865 to 1873, containing over 350 illus
trations, many portraits and biographies of
personuges, together with ar
distinguished
ticles on “ How to Study Phrenology,”
“ Resemblance to Parents,” “ Bashfulness, "
“ Ditlidence,” " Stammering," ete., an elab
orate article on “The Marriage of Cousins,”
‘
“Jealousy, its Cause and Cure." Clo.,$l.50.

of
Reminiscenees
and
Spurzheim
or Gsoncz Comes. An
a Review oi the
Science of Phrenology from the period of its
Discovery by Dr. Gall to the time of the visit
of Combe.
By Hon. Nathum Cupen. With
Portraits.
1 vol. rzmo, ex. clo.
$135.

How to Educate

the Feelings and

Edited, with Notes and Illus
AFFECTXONS.
trations from the third London Edition, by
Nelson Sizer.
tzrn‘o, ex. 010.
$1. 50.

Constitution of Man.

Considered

ln

to External Objects.
Relation
The on];
iuthorized American edition.
With 20 En
gravings and a Portrait of the Author. $1.25.

wedlock; or, THE RIGHT
or

RELATIONS

THE Snxcs.
the Laws of
Disclosing
Conjugal Selection, and showing \Vho May,
and Who May Not, Marry.
By Samuel R.
Wells, with Portrait of Author.
$1. 50.

The Hygienic Hand-Book.

Intended

A

Familiar

Guide for the Sick-Room, and
with illustrations of the Hygeio-T her eutic
Movements. lzmo,3oopp.,clo.,illus.,
1.25.
as a Practical

Popular

Physiology.

Exposition of the Structures, Functions, and
Relations of the Human System and their
to the Preservation of Health.
Application
1 vol. 224 pp.
$1.25.

Remember, for each new name sent with subscription price, for one year, by a present
If the book is to be sent by mail, we must
subscriber, we will give one of the above books.
receive lo cents for mailing. To take advantage of this offer the person sending must, at the time,
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THERE is at this time on exhibition
in New York a picture that has at
tracted much interest since its ﬁrst ap
pearance in Paris, in 1881. This picture,

[WHOLE N0. 758.

1 8 8 7.

MICHAEL MUNCKALSY. THE EMINENT

§1ss7.~e“

HUNGARIAN

ARTIST.

known by the title of " Christ before
Pilate,” is a work of pre-eminent artistic
skill and aside from its impressive name
contains features, in the arrangement of
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its numerous ﬁgures, the contrast of ﬁgures strongly, and at the same time
facial expression and the variety of col
employing accessories in such a way as
oring, that could not fail to command
to enhance the effect of the main object
attention in any community. The paint
of a picture.
er, Michael Munkacsy, had won high
His knowledge of human character
reputation for artistic capabilities years will lead him to depict the nicer shades
before he attempted. so ambitious awork of expression. His pictures ought to be
as the representation of Jesus in one of alive and not a dead, cold form.
He
the last and most thrilling scenes of his would have been a ﬁne dramatist, and
wonderful life. It was, We are told, in might have taken rank on the stage, as
1869 that
Munkacs'y won his place high as he has taken elsewhere.
His head seems to be broad above and
among the great painters of Europe by
the production of “The Last Day of a about the ears, indicating force, policy,
Condemned Man,” now owned by a power. economy, prudence, courage, and
the whole attitude and manner indi
lady of Philadelphia.
cate ambition, determination, integrity,
Turning to the portrait of M. Mun
and aspiration.
kacsy we see that his face and head are thoroughness
If the
striking at ﬁrst glance, because of their hair were laid more smoothly to the
head a more elaborate analysis could be
The photograph
unusual character.
made from the likeness.
from which our likeness is taken indi
cates remarkable
ﬁneness of quality
Michael Munkacsy was born at Mun
as well as strength and intensity of or
There is an expression kacs, a small town in Austro-Hungary
ganization.
which belongs to the brave soldier, the pleasantly situated at the foot of the
on October 10,
factor_of earnest effort, as if he could Carpathian Mountains,
1844, and was left an orphan
when
meet and master opposition,
conquer
diﬂiculty, and bravely go through op scarcely three years old. His father, an
position which most men of his Weight Official in the royal Treasury, had, at the
and strength would incline to recoil outbreak of the great revolution in 1848,
All the features are strong, well joined the rebels, and during the suffer
from.
ing and trials of the ensuing war he and
set, and compact, expressing determina
tion, resolution, clearness of purpose, his wife died. Five children were left
and eﬂlciency of effort.
The eye is to the tender care of relatives, and
Michael fell to the share of an uncle,
steady and piercing, and indicates a de
ﬁnite certainty of perception ; looks into who, reduced by the sad condition of
and through; seems to take in at a the country, was compelled to apprentice
glance every fact and peculiarity of an the boy, at an early age, with a car
object. His large perceptive organs penter. At the end of six long years,
show ability
to be critical, deﬁnite, during which a great yearning for art
had awakened in the growing lad, he
precise.
We see in that forehead order, mathe shook off the disagreeable yoke, and left
his master’s workshop to enter a portrait
matical exactness, judgment of places,
colors, facts, and also the power to painter’s studio at Gyula, where he re
ceived his first instruction in drawing.
grasp a whole subject, to take into con
sideration its details and particulars. In A year later he went to Pesth, and hav—
connection with this he is a critic, close ing made a scanty living by painting
small genre scenes and portraits, con
and penetrating, especially of human
character and disposition.
He has also trived under great privations to save
large Constructiveness,
which gives enough to take him to Vienna, where he
hoped toﬁnd a master in the ingenious
power of combination, and the faculty
of treating his central or foreground
Rahl -,but the latter was hopelemly ill,
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Soon after the great success of the
powerful work just described he ﬁn
ished “The \Vounded Soldier's Tale,”
which, in some respects, is even superior
to its predecessor, and increased the fame
of the young master, who, at the end of
1871, was appointed professor at the art
school in ‘Veimar.
A sojourn in Paris,
in 1872, for the purpose of ﬁnishing- a
picture ordered from him, caused him
to
make that city his permanent resi
At Dusseldorf Munkacsy produced
dence.
Since then he has scored triumph
“The Last Day of a Condemned Man,”
after triumph, won a second~class medal
which was exhibited by the purchaser
in the Paris Salon of 1870, and won a in 1874, the medal of honor in 1878, the
\ Legion of Honor in 1877, and was made
medal.
The scene depicted in it is based upon an olliccr of the same order in 1878 ; the
Academy of Munich elected him a mem
a custom in the artist‘s native country;
three days before the execution of a her in 1881.
\Vhile the subjects of his paintings
prisoner, his friends and the public in
hitherto
had chiefly been scenes from
are
admitted
to
visit him. The
general
characteristic details of expression, for popular life in his native country, he
which this dramatic subject offers ample chose for his most remarkable work,
painted during that period, “Milton dic
occasion, are brought out with masterly
tating his Paradise Lost," which was ex
effect; the prisoner, seated at a table,
on which the cruciﬁx is placed between hibited in Paris at the Universal Exposi
This picture, well-known
two candles, seems overwhelmed with tion of 1878.
by numerous reproductions, is in the
the burden of his thoughts ; the woman
collection of the Lenox Library, New
beside him, weeping, leans against the
York city, and marks a new departure
Among the curious lookers-on
wall.
in his method of coloring, which hitherto
are little children standing on tiptoe to
catch aglimpse of the prisoner across had been of a rather sombre hue, with
the table, while the impassability of the scarcely any relief.
Other of the painter’s works are
sentry forms a vigorous contrast with
owned by Americans, suchas the “Visit
the expressions of curiosity or sympathy
painted on the faces of the group.
The tothe Baby," in the Stewart Gallery,
is
most
individualization
successful, and the “Pawnbroker’s Shop," in the Wolfe
Collection, “The Two Families," in the
the coloring of great depth.
It is gratifying to know that the gen Vanderbilt, and “The Studio," which
shows the artist and his wife in his
ius of the painter, which this work dis
Paris studio, and which is owned by Mr.
plays, was ﬁrst appreciated by an Amer
ican, then a wealthy Pittsburg' merchant,
Walters, of Baltimore.
Mr. Munkacsy says of himself:
whose intelligent faith in the yet un
never
had a master or studied painting.
known master led him to pay in advance
During various periods of my life have
for a work which would not have been
otherwise attempted, and which received been favored with the entree into the
studios of many famous artists, among
a prompt indorsement from the Paris
them Piloty and Liebel, both of Munich ;
as from that experi
Salon, as well
yet dare say none of them would ac
enced art dealer, M. Goupil, who has
tened to Dusseldorf with an offer of knowledge me as their pupil,
simply
because whatever
have done has been
thrice the sum that ‘W1 been paid for
in my own way, and if have achieved
the picture.
and soon after died. But a few months
of study there and he proceeded to
Munich, where he frequented the Acad
emy, and rapidly developed hisextraor
He won thrae prizes at
dinary talent.
competitions given out by the Hungar
and at last found him
ian government,
self supplied with the means to go to
Duseldorf, where he was especially at
tractcd by the repute of Ludwig Knaus.

“I

I

I

I

I

it has been in working out my
idea on my own lines. After all, you
know, I am merely a practical painter
and have but little knowledge and less
respect for the rules, regulations and
which some
theories
long—winded
in order that
heart
by
learn
men
young

success

they too may become artists.
“An artist must be a. child of great
was the
gladness or of great sorrow.
ﬁrst saw mv native country in
latter.
the years subsequent to the invasion of
the Russian hordes. Though born in
1844 my memory begins with the year
A
1849- It was then my mother died.
our
country,
in
famine
prevailed
great
and she succumbed, a victim to starva
tion.
Then my father was thrown into
prison for his participation in the upris
ing, where he soon died, at least so they
In the next few months there was
said.
no civil government for good or evil in

I

I

Robbers controlled the
country.
rural districts. One night they attacked
my uncle’s house and in silence, by
stealth, killed all its occupants save me.
awoke on the breast of my aunt who
was cold in death. ‘You may well im

the

I

agine that having passed through these
was not a very gay boy.
experiences
ﬁrst went to
remember once when
did not
why
me
school they asked
when
truth
the
them
told
laugh.
‘
learned
never
had
that
answered
was thoughtful in my tempera
how.’

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

When
ment and given to grubeleien.
was ap
about thirteen years of age
prenticed to a carpenter, and worked for
some years in making clothes-chests for
knew how very fond
the peasants.
those good people were of gay colors,

I

I

and used to delight them by painting
rough pictures or sketches on their
never shall forget the grati
boxes.
tude of an old Servian—you know there

I

three million Servians in
some
Hungary—whom I sent out intothe new
world with all the great and wonderful
deeds of Marko Braukovich emblazoned
on his trunk. Some years later I saw
the portrait painter Szamosy at work in

are
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Gyula.
Then it was all clear to me. I
knew what I had been dreaming about
and for what I had longed. I determined
also to become a painter, and after years
of hard labor
believe I have become
one. Of course
passed through much
of what is called suffering in the mean
time.
was often a self-elected guest at
the table d’hote of Hazard, and some
times Dame Fortune would neglect to
All of these should
place a plate for me.
not go to discourage the budding artist,
but merely to show him that the palm is
never to be obtained without struggling.”
M. Munkacsy is a tall and striking
man, aside from his face.
His hair and
beard are well sprinkled with gray. His
eyes are gray, and his voice gentle and

I

I

I

winning.

In

describing the picture which is
now the object of much consideration in
New York, a writer says: “The artist
has chosen the moment when Pilate,
confronted with the accusers of Christ,
who have brought him bound to the tri
bunal, is unable to convince himself of
The scene is beau
the prisoner's guilt.

Pilate is represented
dais, clothed in
a
raised
as seated on
white.
On either side of the Roman
governor are the Jewish judges, Phari
sees and the scribes, and at his right
is the high-priest, a superb type of the
He
haughty, imperious. fanatical Jew.
is denouncing the Saviour’s pretentious
his guilt as
claims and proclaiming
with
gestures
usurper and false prophet
of imposing yet violent enforcement.
In the centre of the picture stands the
Christ, facing, with calm, unmoved ex
pression both his accusers and his Roman
Crowding about him, pushing
judge.
him, brutally staring and sneering, are
the jeering, mocking populace, that ew
ish people who are crying aloud that
The
his blood may be upon their head.
most conspicuous ﬁgure among the mul
titude is a coarse, cruel-faced man of the
who,
with brawny, uplifted
people,
arms, and wide-open month, is in the

tifully composed.

J

act of crying

“Crucify him!

Crucify

AND SCIENCE
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him Z”
In
warrior—like

the foreground stands the
ﬁgure of a Roman soldier,
pressing back the eager crowd with his
long spear-headed lance.
All these forty
ﬁgures are crowding the outer halls of
whose grand architec
a vast building
tural construction forms a superb frame
to this

noble scene.

Through the open
glimpse of the out
Jerusalem, over which the

portico one catches

lying city of
artist has

a.

hung a curtain of

deep blue

sky-7,

Of the ﬁgure of Christ many different
opinions have been expressed—but there

OF HEALTH.

is general agreement that Munkacsy has
portrayed the face of a fanatical teacher,
an ascetic, melancholy,
morbid man
rather than one inspired with divine
powers.

A.

N exchange thus puts the truth
iutosimple words: Few men have
so cruelly abused by the partisan
None
as was John A. Logan.

This

is

our opinion.

We fail

ed to see the grandeur

of soul, the sweet
ness of disposition, the noble, digniﬁed
manner, the calm and steadfast sense of
a holy mission, in the face and bearing
of the great artist‘s central ﬁgure, and
these qualities, we had been led to believe
from the statements of New Testament
writers, were characteristic of Christ.

——-M——
J OHN
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LOGAN.

fact that he was a politician and had the
ways of a politician.
But in theface of
all this, as before said there is a univer
been
sal sorrow over the loss that the country
press
has unmistakably suffered in his death,
have been so persistently ridiculed.
He was constantly held up as one with and an earnest desire upon the part of
all to show respect to his memory.
out education, judgment or discretion.
His excellent wife was given the entire Whatis the secret of this exceptional ex
hibition of good feeling over the grave
credit of his success in the political
arena and even as the mainspring of his of one whose life was aggressive and
His life who while living had so many oppo
upon the battleﬁeld.
success
nents? We wish every man in pub
was not decked with ﬂowers, and thou
would
position
ask
sands of men would be unwilling to lic
himself
question and
an
truthfully
accept his fame as a recompense for the that
At last swer it. We wish every young man
abuse and ridicule he received.
John A. Logan died, and like a sun starting out in life would make that in
burst his character ﬂashed upon the quiry and give such reply as the facts
warrant.
The answer is that John A.
vision of both friend and foe. Through
Logan, whatever other faults he had, and
out the length and breadth of the land,
in the South as well as the North, there however much reason any of us may
has not been found a man to speak a think we had to censure him, had never
There are stained his record with oﬂicial dishonesty.
harsh word over his bier.
He was an honest man, and so warmly
thousands who are not willing to ap
there is honesty in public position appreciated
prove his political utterances;
are thousands to whom his manner was by the people, that they gather to-day
about the grave of John A. Logan, and
not pleasant, and there may be thous
vie with each other in doing honor to
ands who may greatly lament that with
The press that opposed
he
did
not
throw his memory.
his impetuous nature
him
for
in
the
fore
twenty-ﬁve
years makes the
advocacy
the
himself more to
word
HONEST
the
the
first
mass
of
great
one in the head
which
of reforms in
line
of
the
Men
who antago
inter
obituary.
are
deeply
the American people
ested; and in all the lavish praise that is nized him politically, now stand on the
platform and the key note of their eulo
being heaped about his memory none
will forget or care to hide from view the gies is that he was honest.

A.
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READERS-N0.

YOUNG

14.

VENERATION.

FEW

years ago, a man very well
because of
his great business talents, died. He had
been long deeply interested in the study
of the mind and brain, and published a
book containing his views. He accept

known in New York,

Too much attention was paid to the in
tellect, and people seemed to think that it
was only necessary to train a child‘s in
tellect, and his moral nature would take
care of itself.
This man’s name was Hecker, John
Hecker ; some of you who live near New
York may have heard of him.
think
that if you think a little you will see that
he was quite right in his idea of such one
sided education.
Suppose a boy's eyes
are kept covered with a thick cloth, and
he is made to depend upon his hearing
and touch to get along, wouldn’t his
sight become weaker and weaker and
ﬁnally be destroyed
Suppose that one
of you had been kept from books and
study from the time you were ﬁve years
old, wouldn’t you appear very ignorant

I}
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Luzon.

the phrenological
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BARON M.

system,

and was

very anxious that it should be made a
in the public
part of the instruction
He had a beautiful bust of
schools.
\Vashington made, on which the organs
were mapped off, and this organ we are
to talk about he called Godliness,
because he believed thatit had particular
ly to do with man’s belief in an over-rul
ing providence, and his worship of God.
This business man said that there was a
great want of the disposition ‘to revere and
worship God in the young people of
America ; that their heads showed a
lack of the organ, and it was in great
of the
education
the
part because
times did very little toward training chil
dren in moral and religious things, and
so did not make the moral organs grow.

going

Vnssiu'rlon AND Farm

MODERATE.

it

and silly when among people who had
been to school?
Then, how can
he
expected that a man will be kind, re
spectful, honest, good-natured, polite
and reﬁned, unless he had advantages
and training when young that made

1887.]
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organs in his brain grow that have
with those desirable qualities.
You hear it said that some people Hwere
born good,”and that’s the reason they are
so much better than the average ; but I

the

to do

you that if a boy is.‘ ‘born good"
into bad company, and has
bad training for most of the time he is
growing up, his naturally good faculties

can assure

and then gets

will

warped and changed, and his sel
ﬁsh faculties will become stronger and
stronger, and he will turn out most like
ly a careless, vicious loafer and rowdy.
There are hundreds of wicked and des
perate men in the country who were
be

OF HEAL TII.
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to man and has

been

active

in him from the beginning.
Away back
in the ages when our race is said to have
been a horde of miserable savages living
in caves or roughly constructed huts,
and using Hints for knives and round
stones for hammers, man was religious,
and he has left with the few relics that
remain of his early existence sure signs
that he believed in a Supreme Being, and
in his rude way tried to show that belief
by acts of devotion.
It is probable that
in many cases the existence of tribes of
people who lived in Europe and Amer
ica, long before the time of history,

“Own Fli'rnnn Wno Anr IN Harms."

it,

would not have been discovered at all if
it were not for their religious ceremonies,
by which they were led to build altars
and burial places for their dead, and
which are the only things they did that
have lasted to the present time.
Veneration inspires respect for age,
authority, and ‘deference toward superi
ors. If any of your companions are
ﬂippant and careless in their treatment
of their parents and other grown mem
bers of their families, depend upon
in most cases they are small or moderate
in this faculty, and there
great need
of its training and exercise.
meet

I

is

born with good heads, naturally excel
lent organs of the intellect and moral
nature, but were spoiled in growing by
neglect and careless or bad teaching.
Veneration is the chief organ in the
group of moral sentiments, and it has a
place in the brain that seems to declare
It is in the center of the top
its dignity.
line of organs, between Benevolence and
Firmness, and by its side are Hope and
Faith.
Its effect on the mind is to
awaken reverence and respect for what
and true ;
is holy,
great, venerable
hence, in its higher functions,it produces
It
the religious sentiment of worship.
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bright, quick boys very often who treat
the older ones at home in an offhand,
careless fashion ; speak to them rudely,
and pertly answer their questions with
jokes, and appear to regard them as of
little importance.
Now these boys are
not vicious at the bottom; they would
not wilfully hurt the feelings of mother
or aunt, or grandfather, and they are
ready to do any service for them, but
they have gotten into the habit of acting
so because their Veneration is not well
developed or active, and perhaps also be
cause when quite small they were allow
ed to have their own way too much, and
full obedience and respect were not de
manded of them. Little Bessie came in

JOURNAL
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her conduct in this case, but her mother‘
was very wrong in not reproving her
for the fault instead of appearing to‘
commend her. That kind of treatment
of their children is very common among
parents,
regret to say, and its natural
result is to weaken the moral sense of
their children, making them not only
disrespectful but dishonest and tricky.
An excess of Veneration may render a.
person weak in one way or another.
He may show an absurd devotion to cus
toms and practices that are old, and be
meek in iis attentions to people of'
rank and wealth. One with moderate
Firmness and Self-esteem and large Ven
eration will often be a mere tool in the
hands of the strong.
But
should
rather have too much Veneration than
not enough, if it does make me appear
ridiculous—and I advise you, my young
friends, not to be afraid of any such ef
fect in trying to improve your manners,
and to cultivate a proper religious spirit.

I

I

IDEALITY.

Leeann-v

LARGE.

MR. CLM. D.

I

and asked, “Mamma, please can
go
“ Yes,
round and see Lucy ?”
my
dear," replied the mother. “ Thank you,
mamma, I’ve been,” was the response of
the child.
This was thought to be a
smart
trick
of Bessie, and mamma
very
and papa told it to their acquaintances
as a good joke, and of course Bessie
wasn‘t kept in the dark about her smart
ness.
I think that she showed more
Conscientiousness than Veneration by

We are possessed of faculties that en
able us to appreciate, i. e., to value, esti
mate the simple qualities, such as form,
color, weight, size, etc., that make up
the objects around us, and to judge of
their relations to each other, whether
they are combined well or badly for
practical use. If you were buying a
lead pencil you would examine several,
probably to get one of the size, color,
shape and hardness or softness that
suited you.
Perhaps the thought of
beauty in the pencil might not come into
the matter ; ‘if you got one that was of a
size to suit your hand, could be cut with
out breaking off just when you were
getting it to a point, and would make a
good, black mark, that would be enough.
But if you wanted not only a pencil for
use but also one that was ornamental,
and you looked through the stationer’s
stock to ﬁnd one with gilding on the
side and a polished, metal cap, you would
be inﬂuenced by a faculty called Ideality
—that has an organ in the side of the~

1
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brain directly between Constructiveness
and Imitation.
The‘ function of this or
gan is to inspire a love of the beautiful,
graceful, nice and elegant. You may
have large Order, and like to see things
arranged in a methodical way, each of a
kind by itself, and in a certain place—
but while method is useful it is not
beauty.
The carpenter makes a frame
of rough wood for a grape-vine, and the
job is called a good one if he sets the
posts in a straight line and nails on the
strips at regular distances from each
It looks then as if it were ser
other.
viceable for the purpose, but no one
would call it pretty. Summer comes,
the vine has trailed over the frame, its
shoots winding around the strips and its
broad leaves almost covering every open
ing. Now we say “How pretty!" and
we enjoy looking at the vine-clad frame.
‘ It
pleases us, excites a higher faculty
than Order, Color and Constructiveness,
and according as that faculty is strong
or weak will beautiful things in nature
and art give us enjoyment.
Some people do not have much Ideal
ity, and they show their want of it;
they are satisﬁed with plain houses, plain
furniture, plain everything, and think
ornament and ﬁnish all nonsense be
cause they do not make things any bet
ter. Other people want everything nicely
ﬁnished ; if they buy matches will prefer
those that are cut round and nicely col
ored at the fire end to the square ones,
although the latter are just as good to
strike a. light and cost less. They want
handsome things in their houses and
will go long distances to see pictures and
They like poetry and ﬁne
sculptures.
speaking, and if well educated show a
These
great interest in good literature.
have large Ideality, and their heads are
broad between the temples at the upper
part of them, while the other class
spoke of are rather ﬂat in the same part.
Boys and girls who write compositions
that are pretty full of adjectives and
high-sounding words and poetic quota
tions, who have what we used to call a

I
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“ high-ﬂown style,” are rather big in
the Ideal faculty.
On composition day
the plain, homespun

'

fellow who hadn’t

any romance in him would get off some
thing like this :
“ Last Saturday three of us went up to
We
Deacon Sinitli‘s mill pond to fish.
had just got there when it began to rain,
and so we didn't do much fishing, but
after awhile went into the barn where
we amused ourselves
Deacon
with
Smith‘s dog, Swift—and talked about
oats, corn, potatoes and so forth until
it was dinner-time and we had to go

IDEALITY

If

MODERATE.

it had not been for the rain
think we would have caught a mess of
sunﬁsh and perch, and had a good time.”
But when Kitty Morgan got up in her
turn to read her composition we expected
to hear something like this :
“ How beautiful
the hour of twilight,
when the last gleaming rays of the sun
light up the soft, fleecy clouds in the
violet western skyl You walk along
yon quiet hill; from the deep emerald
meadows dotted with peaceful cottages
comes the soft tinkle of bells, and the
plaintive lowing of kine. As the light
home.

I

.
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“of the orb of day fades

lect and quickens every feeling of the
the stars hang
soul.
their glittering lamps in the deep
FAITH OR SPIRITUALITY.
blue vault of heaven, and our yearning
hearts can not but feel the soothing in
What would the world do without
ﬂuence of their lovely gleam. Oh, is it Faith ? In some respect it is shown by
not delightful to dwell upon the stars in everybody.
As ‘_human beings we are
the early evening time 1*"
dependent one upon another; no one
All great poets and artists are marked can live entirely to himself, and he who
by the development of this organ. Should
says that he can is a foolish talker.
it ever be the privilege of any of you to When a man goes away from his friends
visit the great centers of art in Europe and settles down on a lonely farm, and
‘you will be struck by the fact that the there lives quite alone he is for all that
marble efﬁgies of men like Shakespeare,
dependent.
He can not create his food
Milton, Cowper, Burns, Dante, Moliere,
or clothing but must trust to what the
Goethe, Buonarotti,
Raphael, Rubens,
Murillo, Titian, Beethoven, Turner,
Reynolds, are very strongly ﬁlled out
in the side-head near the front. But
_you need not go across the Atlantic to
ﬁnd the evidences I speak of, for Irving,
Poe, Cooper, Bayard Taylor, Bryant,
Drake, Peale, West, Beaufain-Irving,
Powers, and the many others who have
given honor to American literature and
art show that fulness of the upper tem
ple-region that means power to perceive
and enjoy beauty.
Cultivate your tastes; let them reﬁne
Avoid the
your lives in every way.
coarse and degraded, everything that
makes a stain or mars the soul. Don't
think that beautiful things are soft and
weakening ; properly used they will ele
vate and strengthen the best principles
of your nature.
Ideality prompts to
some of the highest enjoyments that are
Farm Lanes.
While it
possible to the human mind.
helps one’s understanding of the perfect ground will produce and the woods sup
and beautiful in the world around us, ply.
He plants his seed and expects
it also helps us to see the great beauty in it to grow and in time mature into
the world of thought in spiritual and grain. He goes into the woods to catch
moral things. The poet Percival writes : animals for their skins, and expects to
“ the walls
ﬁnd them in the traps he sets. He thus
shows
faith.
That close the universe with crystal in,
Knowledge
increases
People say “I know the seed that
Are eloquent with voices that proclaim the faith.
Unseen glories of immensity,
plant will sprout," “I know the sun
In harmonies too perfect and too high
will rise to-morrow morning,” " know
For aught but beings of celestial mould,
that it will be warm in summer," because
And speaks to man in one eternal hymn,
they have learned these things from ex
Unfading beauty and unyielding power."
perience.
Ages upon ages have passed
‘Thus Ideality speaks through the intel
and these occurrences have gone in a re

out
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and it is a universal belief
they will continue, but it is plain
out of the belief arises our expecta

gular order,

easy,

that

known

that

or confidence that they will be
the next year and the next
repeated
without limit; it is our faith that pro
jects or throws forward the facts of
Most of us
knowledge into the future.

tion,

do

not realize the bearing of such com

I

have mentioned
mon facts as those
upon the moral faculties, and it would
be better for our moral nature if we
should now and then stop to think

comfortable

71
state

of things

now

1

Besides inspiring trust and conﬁdence
in our wordlyaﬂ’airs Faith, in its work
ing with Veneration and Hope, has a
spiritual side, and leads us to believe in
a higher stage of existence that will be
ours after death ; hence it gets the name
of Spirituality.
Those who have the
organ large show a fulness in the head
outward from Veneration and back of

Imitation

(see
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diagram,
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in January
Number 17)
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awhile upon the influence of our every
day life upon the faculties of Hope,
Faith, Veneration, etc.
In our dealings with people as friends,
and neighbors. in business, in pleasure
this faculty of
we must be exercising
Faith a great deal and because we have
become so much accustomed to it we
think very little about its effect upon
What hindrances and ob
our affairs,
structions there would be if the senti
ment of trust should suddenly be want
ing in our minds, as compared with the

and they are usually known for their re
ligious belief, liberal treatment of the
statements of others, and disposition to
acceptnew discoveries and new truths.
W'hen a man has a large development
of this faculty, and his education and
home belongings have been poor he is
likelyto be easily persuaded to believe
many foolish things, and be rather su
perstitious on his religious side.
If you notice the heads of your young
friends who are very fond of reading
stories of wonderful doings, like those
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Power.

It

beautiful to see the enthusiasm
people in work that demands
self sacriﬁce and trials, like that of mis—
sionaries, for instance, who go away off
into wild countries and among savage
tribes.
They believe in the sacrednes
of their calling and trust to God for
safety and strength. There isa grandeur
about such conduct that makes us ad
mirethem.
But
believe that to all
who are earnest and sincere in doing
what comes to them, whatever their
place, Faith lends its aid and charm.
Emerson, the American writer, called
by many a philosopher, says in one of
his essays, that “the child of the dust"
that “throws himself by obedience into
the circuit of heavenly wisdom, shares
Whatever that
the secret of God.”
something of the
“secret ” may be
highest value to one who would be true
and in cultivating
as man or woman
with care the gifts of your moral and
nature, young people,
you
religious
will the sooner be abletoenjoy life and
EDITOR.
be happy.
some

I

of

is

it,

I

of life were high and unselﬁsh;
that he believed in an overruling Power
and felt that he was sustained by that
ideas

it

a pretty good development of Faith.
The men and women of history who
have been leaders in religious work,
whatever their creed, must have had
very strong Faith or Spirituality to
St.
stimulate their zeal and energy.
John and St. Paul, Ignatius, Melanc
thon, Loyola, Ursula, \Vhiteﬁeld, Ann
Lee, the founder of the Shaker Society,
were all remarkable in this respect.
But they who make light of religious
things, and are slow to believe any
thing that is new to their experience,
have but a small amount of the faculty.
think that Spirituality is very help
ful to a man, because it gives him wider
views of life and its duties than he
would have Without
and enables him
to ﬁnd higher and nobler enjoyments
than those supplied by the animal sen
If you take any great man—
ses.
mean of course a man who deserves to
be called “great" because he has done
something to make the world better and
happier-and analyze his feelings and
purposes, you will discover that his
moral nature was very active and his
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of giants and magicians, and appear to
believe in ghosts and spirits and never
tire of talking about them, you will see
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M’

CORNER

MAN.

PART I.—FEELING BLUE as: QUITS THE CORNER, TAKES A RAMBLE,
A DISCOVERY.—A MEETING OF THREE MEN WHO HAD MOTHERS,
POLITICIAN WHO WAS BORN WITHOUT PARENTS.

AND MAKES
AND A

a

a

is

it

within the na the readings, songs and accompaniments
OU may not ﬁnd
ture or limits of your power to are in progress. The music ceasing all
give credence to the following, but the eyes are turned upon him with expec
He
one of the quietest, tancy, and a string of anecdotes follow,
fact remains.
and or his powers of mimicry are at once
strangest
yet most boisterous,
quaintest men you ever met in a day‘s brought into play, when for an hour or
Crammed full of philos
more he will keep the whole room laugh
blackberrying.
ophy and science, we have known him ing at his portraitures of characters met
to lecture to audiences without notes for with.
half, and that on the
The gathering over and returning
a full hour and
most abstruse subjects. Or at times he home late—if you observe him closely—
the big tears may be seen to roll down
may be found at a social gathering sit
church mouse, while his face, as some poor woman seated in
ting as calm as
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adark doorway with a wan-faced child
nestling in her arms appeals to him for
help.

At once thoughtful

and studious, ten

passionate, philosophic, sad, quiet
and boisterous, it is needless to add that
the individual referred to is an Irishman.
legitimately permit him to exercise his
entire faculties and he is a whole man.
Cramp any one of them, and all the
others become sick.
He is named “ Our Corner Man ”
from the fact that he delights to take up
a position at any street or alley corner,

der,

and in damp weather from the highest
window near a house top. From these
he is enabled to
posts of observation
note to his satisfaction the peculiarities
of passers by—their gait, walk, swinging
of the arms ; in fact, as he himself terms
them—the character motions of moving
He loves to study human na
matters.
To him
ture in its varying moods.
Form is an universal language-every
thing has its physiology.
The ﬁrst moment we caught sight of
this man was, when a few weeks ago, he
banged the door and‘ rushed into our
publishing house. It was on aSaturday
evening that had turned out quite cold
and the gentleman himself was looking
blue. He now declares, however, that
the lights and bright faces he met in our
store, and the kind reception given him
by the editor quite cheered him up.
In fact, he found himself for the ﬁrst
time “ among phrenologists,” whom he
“ placed" him the moment eyes
alleges,
met and treated their visitor accordingly.
That night he declined to take his
stand at the corner of 14th Street and
Broadway, but on quitting our ofﬁce
suddenly dashed in the direction of the
Astor House and turned down Barclay
I; may be remarked in passing
street,
mean Barclay Street) that
don't
(we
when our friend dcsiresto make a turn
it is a thing he seldom states and never
Entering a half saloon and
discusses.
half restaurant he demanded a glass of
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“ Our Corner Man” knew
new cider.
from experiences blues meant bilious
ness.
Presently a conversation seemed
to proceed from a near compartment to
the reading-room in which our friend
had taken up his location.
The voices
were those of men and the tones gradu
ally rose till they reached a pitch of ac
clumation.
One of the persons engaged
in argument, had evidently lost his mo
ther at a recent date.
As every man
more or less loves to dwell upon the
early maternal care, the conversation
naturally reverted to mothers and their
qualities.
Instantly the notebook and pencil of
“ Our Corner Man ” was at work.
There were three disputants and one lis
tener in the room adjoining.
The latter
was a heavily set man whose hand and
arm hung loosely over the back of his
chair.
The hand could be seen dis
tinctly from between the hinge of the
door. The thumb on that hand sent a cold
shiver through the frame of our good-na
“ Gracious," he
tu:ed freind.
thought,
“what asize is that thumb-top l“ Broad,
and heavy, and thick, set with the nail
well-ﬂattened, it resembled what our fa.
cetious observer has been since pleased
to term “ ayoung drum stick.”
The
leading characteristic of the heavy man‘s
nature was at once manifest.
He was
murderously inclined and revengeful to
"
the last degree. Still Our Corner Man”
listened and pursued his writing.
It
was not long before the discussion seem
ed to ﬂag.
Here he rose and entered
the department of the contentionists.
“ Pardon me, gentlemen—as he re
could not help lis
moved his hat—but
with
some
to the different
interest
tening
descriptions you have been giving of your
I am a stranger among you,
mothers.
but have had the good fortune at one
time to possess a mother myself.”
“ You're quite welcome, sir, sit down;
what‘ll you take—a little rye ?“ suggested
a fat man who had appropriated the
broadest chair by the ﬁre.

I
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errs.”
don’t know so much about
Now,
that,” said the third man, whose nose
indicated that
might be employed oc
casionally to pick a dollar out of a key
hole, “ our doctor says that Pln-enology
all moonshine.”
“Pardon me, sir,” pursued “Our Cor
ner Man,” “ but probably your doctor
never studied the subject with as much
light as the moon supplies. If he had
he would have _seen more than his
indicates. In all probability
opinion
your physician permits his feelings to
rule the subject; whereas, Phrenology,
proper, with all the other details of sci
ence which
involves, permits only
reason to interfere with its conclusions.”
“Yes, governor, but our doctor says
that two phrenologists told him differ
ent things.”
“It depends, my friend, upon what
or whom your physician
pleased to
term a phrenologist.
Again, in particu
lar instances of the application of the
science, and where
complex tempera
ment
involved, and added to this
where an unscientiﬁc reader employed,
contradictions to fact relating to the per
Son may seem to arise; but in no in
stance where two thoroughly scientiﬁc
examiners are consulted will these be
found to disagree.”
“Well, sir, but you‘ll admit that a,
difference of opinion will not—thoughv
it

I

is

a

is

is,

“There
nothing extraordinary in
my friend,” replied our diligent note—
taker, “the science of‘ the hand, face
rightly understood, never
and head,

it

;

I”

I

if

I

if

;

order, or—as no doubt she herself used
to term it—-‘the desire to see every
thing in its place.’ ” The pale man
glanced instinctively at his own hands
and roared out: “Right again; why,
Tom,” he continued, addressing the fat
man, “my mother has been dead these
ten years and this gentleman could
never have seen her hands or eyebrows,
Now, tell
yet, it‘s exactly as he says.
reading a woman like
you what
that licks cock-ﬁghting.”

is

if,

I

I

pale-faced man at the end of the room.
“ Then that lady's forehead,
you re
member, was rather full over each eye
brow
besides,
you ever took notice
of her hands, you would have discovered
that the joints on her ﬁngers were more
or less knotty, thus indicating a love of
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never drink alco
“No, thank you,
holic liquors, and in particular to see me
swallow that beverage would only have
the effect of making you all laugh.”
“ Why, sir ?" “ Why, simply because it
would compel me towear a wry face for
three hours and—”
“Well done, by George, that’s a sharp
pun—say now you’re a good one ; just
tell us what you’ve got to say about our
mothers," said the fat man.
“ \Vell, gentlemen,” replied our friend
witha laugh—“permit me to say that
the disputant who urged that his mother
in her lifetime was noted for kindness
to the poor and giving nearly all she had
away,
say, that gentleman can re
member the form of his mother’s head
and face, he will admit that the latter
feature was rather long than wide that
her mouth, of necessity, being kind, had
in all probability the under lip promi
nent, while that point of the forehead
where the hair parted was unusually full
and high.”
“W'ell, never, Jack
exclaimed the
the man turning to his neighbor, “if that
the gentleman lived as
don’t seem as
close to my mother as did myself.”
“ Say, governor,” said the man, con
tinuing—“ what have you got in that
“ was about to ask,” pur
notebook?”
sued ‘Our Corner Man,’ lightly evad
ing the last question, “ which of you
gentlemen remarked in the course of
discussion that his mother used to con
stantly rate his father and other mem
bers of the family for misplacing house
hold articles, that
moving things
from the place where she designed they
should stay to some out-of-the-way nook
where she never could ﬁnd them readily
—the match box, for instance?"
“ I’m your huckleberry,“ said the tall,
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coming
if

from our doctor—harm
be anything
true

there

the

in

truth
your

science."
“ It is admitted, my friend ; you may
even be assured that the interests of
truth in general demand that there exist
The only claim
a diversity of opinions.
lmake is, that an opinion should rest
upon logical ground.”
“Governor,” said the fat man, “you

talklike
you.”

abook;goon;1

liketohear

I

"Well, did not intend to deliver a.
lecture when I ﬁrst spoke, but the
thought suggested itself that if a truth
demands advocating it must be so ad
vocated that it is listened to.”
And so from this the last speaker went
on further to describe to his auditors the
different peculiarities of the mothers dis
cussed.
But that silent man over there
by the door, what of him ; that one with
the enormous development of thumb
top. The thought compelled “Our Cor
ner Man ” to glance in his direction. The
fat man seeing this instantly called out:
“ Say, sir, if you please, can you tell us
anything about the mother of that there
big fellow ?" The lean man straightened.
himself bolt upright and looked with
“ Our Corner Man ” felt very
open eyes.
cold as he turned to the large man.
Disguise as he would. he perceptibly be.
trayed his misgivings.
“ Pray, sir, may ask you a question?”
“Certainly,” replied the large man,

I

“ Say, governor," whispered
grutﬂy.
the lean man in our note-taker‘s ear,
“ be careful with him, he brought down
his two men within the last ﬁve years;
one with a six-shooter at the 9th ward
in an election ﬁght two years ago. and.
the other a cowboy who he knifed in
California over a game of 081118.”
“Moses in heaven,” thought the Corner
Man, But he continued addressing the
“ Well, sir, may
ask
man of scowls.
if you remember any peculiarities or
particular traits of character in your

I
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mother? Or, probably the lady may still

live,” suggested our man timidly.

“I

never had a mother, boss,” re
turned the heavy man.
“Then am to infer from that that
you were father-less too ?"
"No doubt of it,” replied the man
with the reveugeful thumb.
“ But may I ask how you account for
your existence 1“ “(Hart you guess ?"
“ No.” “ \Vell, if
you \.' :nt to know,
“ Oh 1 a
was a foundlin‘."
foundling !”
“Yes," and the gruff man looked
daggers.
.
To argue further would have been
madness; so niutiling up his throat and
arranging his great'coat collar, with a
polite" good night," “Our Corner Man "
made a headlong dive for the street
door.
Here the little fat man called
out: “Say, governor! won't you have
a little something—if
only a glass of
beer T’
“ No, thank youQI‘ll be on
my bier
soon enough," and “ ()ur Corner Man”
'
was lost in the darkness without.

I

I

_—_M_—
BT-

TOMB.

IN SUMMER.
It is not much in this soft, golden air,
That holds no hint of storms nor thun
der-shocks.

I

and sigh, and say. “
love you, (It at ;"
Love sails smoothly on a sea so fair,

To smile,

For

And, wrapped in dreams, forgets the
sunken rocks
O‘cr which the waters glide serene
and clear.

But when the rose and gold fade from
the sky,
And chilling winds g0 wailing sadly by,
And all the summer glow of life is
out;
Ah, tell me, are you sure,
Beyond nll fear and agonizing doubt,
That Love will still endure?
A. 1..

Hull]!!
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A

DIVIDED

HE forty-ninth

REPUBLIC.—AN
Congress adjourned

without enfranchising the women
of the Republic, and many state legisla
tures, where pleas were made for justice
refused to listen to the suppliants.
The
women of the nation grow more and
more indignant over the denial of equal
Great conventions were held and
ity.
monster mass meetings took place all
over the land.
But although men had
been declaring that so soon as women
wanted to vote they would be allowed to,
they still continued to assert in the face
of all those eiforts that only a few agita
tors were making the demand.
An
enormous petition was sent to the 50th
Congress containing the signatures of
twenty millions of women praying for
suffrage, and still Senator Edmunds and
Senator Vest insisted that the best wo
men would not vote if they could.
Matters began actually to grow worse
‘for women. The more honors they car
ried off at college the less were they al
lowed to hold places of public trust or
given equal pay for equal work.
Taxes
of oppressive magnitude were imposed
on women, for a new idea had seized the
masculine brains of the country.
They
wanted to fortify our sea-coast.
The
women protested in vain ; they said they
did not want war, that they never would
permit war, and that all difﬁculties with
foreign nations, if any arose, should be
settled by arbitration.
The men paid no attention whatever
to their protests, but went right on levy
ing heavy taxes and imposing a high
tariff on foreign goods, and spending
the money in monstrous forts and brist
ling cannon that looked out over the
wide waters of the Atlantic in useless
menace.
Drunkenness,
too, increased in the
It is true that sometimes women
land.
were able to procure the passage of some
law to restrain the sale of liquors, but
the enactments were always dead letters ;
the men would not enforce the laws they
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themselves had made, and mothers saw
their sons led away and their families
broken up, and still no man heeded their
protests.
The murmurs of discontent among
women grew louder and deeper, and a
grand national council was called.
Now the great leader among women
in this time was Volumnia, a matron of
noble appearance, whose guidance the
women
When the
gladly followed.
great council met at \Vashington every
state was represented by the foremost
women of the day, and all were eager
for some radical action that should force
the men of the nation to give them a
voice in the laws.
All were assembled, and the great hall
ﬁlled to its utmost limit by eager dele
gates, when Volumnia arose to speak.
“\Vomen of America,” she said, “ we
have borne enough I \Ve have appealed
to the men to set us free. They have
refused.
We have protested against the
imposition of taxes.
They have increas
ed them.
We have implored them to
protect our homes from the curse of in
temperance. They have passed prohibi:
tion laws on one day, and permitted sa
loons to be opened the next. We are
tired of argument, entreaty and persua
sion. Patience is no longer becoming
in the women of America.
The time for
action has come.”
And this vast assemblage of women
stirred to the utmost shouted

“

I have

“ACTION

1”

to make to you,”
she continued “ the result of long study
and consultation with the profoundest
female minds of the country.
It is this :
Within the limits of this so-called Re
public there is one spot where the W0
men are free.
mean in Washington
Territory, that great state that has been
refused admission to the Union, solely
because women there are voters.
I have
communicated with the leading women
of that region ; some of them are here to
a proposal

I
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for themselves, and others are
from the sister Territory of \Vyom
ing. With their approval and aid I pro
pose that all the women of the United
States leave the East where ancient cus
toms oppress us and where old fogyism
prevails, and emigrate in a body to the
free West, the lofty heights of the moun
tains and the broad slopes on the coast of
the majestic Paciﬁc.”
Wild and tumultuous applause follow
ed this proposal, which was at once en
thusiastically adopted by the assembled
multitude, who after a few days of dis
cussion as to the means to carry out

77

of women, but Rose was lingering near
the door, Flavius seized her hand and
he drew her aside and with eyes full of
love and longing, said :
“You surely will not go, Rose; stay
and let us be married at once.”
Rose blushed, and for a moment trem
bled under his ardent gaze.
“Oh, Flavius, if it only could be,"
she whispered.
There was a stir in the crowd as some
one announced that the train was ready.
Rose started as if to go.
“ Stay, love, stay I" entreated
Flavius.
She hesitated and raised her veyes;
“
these designs dispersed to their homes to they were swimming with tears ;
“
can not,” she said,
make preparations for the greatest ex
honor before love,"
—thcn she drew a little nearer—“but
odus of modern times.
In the early spring all arrangements you can help to bring us back—obtain
were complete, and then was seen a justice 1"
She broke oil" abruptly as she heard
wonderful sight. \Vomen leaving their
homes all over the land, and marching her mother calling her name and hur
by night and by day in great armies, ried away.
Volunmia's great co-workcr was a cer
westward.
All the means of convey
ance were crowded.
The railroads were tain lady called Cecilia, and to her also
loaded with women, the boats on the there was a. trial in parting.
Her father
was elderly and inﬁrm, and although
great lakes were tlironged with them;
the Northern and Central Paciﬁc roads possessed of ample means, he depended
ran immense extra trains to convey the much on the companionship
of’ his
daughter.
For a brief moment she hesi
women to their new homes.
It must not be supposed that their de tated to leave him ; then she said sternly :
" The Roman father sacrificed his child;
parture took place without protest on
Some of them
eptha gave up his daughter at the call
the part of the men.
of his country ; then so will I leave my
were greatly dismayed when they heard
that wife and daughters were going father for the demands of my sex and of
away, and essayed remonstrauce, but humanity.”
Then despite all entreaties and expost
the women had borne so much so long
ulatir-ns and even threats, which the
always
that they were inexorable—not
men at some points vainly tried, the
without a pang, however.
Volumnia had long been a widow, and women every one departed, and after a
therefore owed allegiance to no man; few days in all the great Atlantic sea.
board, from the pine forests of Maine to
but she had a young daughter named
the wave-washed Florida Keys there was
Rose, who was as pretty as she was ac
not a. woman to be seen.
complished, and who cherished a fond
At ﬁrst most of the men pretended
ness for a young man who admired her.
that
they were glad.
of
the
exo
proposed
When he learned
“ We can go to the club whenever we
name
was
whose
Fla
dus this youth,
like," said a certain married man.
vius, hurried to the railway station,
“And no one will ﬁnd fault with us
few
before
a
moments
reaching there
The waiting‘ if we drop into a saloon," added an
thp departure of the train.

speak
here

I

J

room was

crowded with

a great

throng

other.
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“Or say that tobacco is nasty stuff,”
suggested a third.
Otherindividuals, too, were outspoken
in regard to the relief they felt.
Dr. Hammond declared that the neu
rological conditions which afflicted wo
men had always rendered them unfit
for the companionship
of intelligent
men.
Carl Schurz said that the whole thing
was a matter of indifference to him. No
one took any interest in the woman
question anyway.
John Boyle O’Reilly was relieved that
no Irish women would hereafter ask
him hard questions as to what freedom
really meant.
There was much rejoicing among the
writers also.
Mr. Howells remarked
that now he could describe New Eng
land girls just as he pleased and no one
would find fault with him; and Mr. Hen
ry James was certain that the men
would all buy the “Bostonians," which
proved so conclusively that no matter
how much of a stick a. man might be, it
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was far better for a woman to marry
him than to follow even the most bril
liant career.
On some points the rejoicing was
open. The men in Massachusetts de
clared that they were well-rid of the W0
men ; there were too many of them any
how. The members of the New York
Legislature held a caucus, irrespective
of party, and passed resolutions of con
that they would not be
gratulation
plagued with a woman's sulfrage bill.
Meantime Voluninia and her hosts
had swept across the Rocky Mountains
and taken possession of the Paciﬁc slope.
Not \Vyoming and Washington alone,
but Idaho and Montana, and all the
region between the two enfranchised
territories.
By an arrangement previously made
with the women who dwelt in these
lands the few men were sent eastward,
and in all that wide expanse of territory
there were only women to be seen.
_ (To be concluded in March.)

W———

LILLIE DEVEREUX BLAKE.

CHANGING.

ATURE

is constantly changing.
the spring-time she gently
breathes upon her ice-bound rivulets,
and lo I the fetters are loosened, and the
waters rush gaily o'er their pebbled bed.
She kisses the violets and they open
their sweet, blue eyes.
She decks her
self in a robe of emerald green, and
crowns her looks with beautiful sweet
blossoms.
She
many-tinted
scented,
startles the birds from their lethargy,
and her orchestra is ﬁlled with soul-in
Every day she un
toxicating melody.
folds new beauties. When the storm
cloud gathers upon her brow, and the
echo of her grand artillery reverberates
from hill to hill with its wonderful, daz
zling, track of light; and in the sum
mer-time, when the days are hot and
changeless, with unclouded skies, a great
change is constantly going on, as we

In

realize later, when we see autumn, robed
regal splendor,. loaded with golden
grain, and beautiful, luscious fruit, ri
pened and perfected during the very
days we thought so dull and changeless.
Perhaps at this season, more than at
any other, nature asserts her variable
mood. Sometimes we wonder at the
variety of form in which she presents
herself,
every shade of
conﬁscating
green, russet, gold, and carmine: and
even when laying off her royal diadem
she dons her robe of spotless white and
crown of sparkling jewels, she is not
Bleeping, although she seems so quietly
dormant, for in her warm breast she
cherishes the germs that are gradually
expanding and being ﬁtted for the com
mencement of an awakened life. But
with all her changing she is not prodi
gal, nothing from her vast resources is

in
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“ Carthage, once

the mighty sovereign
of the ocean, and the center of universal
commerce, which poured the riches of
all nations into her lap, now puzzles the
inquisitive traveler in his researches

after even the vestiges of her ruins.
“And Rome, the mistress of the uni
verse, which once contained whatever
was esteemed great or brilliant in human
nature,
now sunk into the ignoble
seat of whatever
esteemed mean and
infamous.
All this gives us a feeling of
insecurity, as though we were treading
upon quicksands that were ready at any
moment to engulf us in their treacherous
bosom.”
From all the changing, the decay, the
ruins, we turn away and ask
Is there
nothing abiding, nothing immovable?
Does everything change and and fade at
one touch? and to our hearts the answer
comes, “Yea, verily, earthly objects are
ﬂeeting and transitory, but beyond the
shadow land there
a world of joy and
beauty that
immutable and abideth
forever.”
To us
given the key, even
The Word of life that will unlock the
gate leading into the Eternal City.
:

is

is

it,

day the ploughman
passes back and
forth in his labors, tomorrow the plough
stands still in the furrow, or is guided
Vl‘e meet cogenial
by other hands.
to-morrow
we follow
spirits today,
them to the tomb ; they slip out of their
placm in their homes, and for a while,
there is a vacant chair.
The sables of
grief tell us the death angel has passed
that way.
Then those who love them
best follow in their footsteps.
and the
clods of the valley fall upon them; thus
we too shall fall away out of the sight
and embrace of our loved ones, as a
stone thrown into the water causes a rip
pling commotion for a season, so the rip
ples of love will play for a short time
over the spot where we went down;
then they will cease, and love itself die
too.
Others will ﬁll our vacant places,
and strangers tune the harps our hands
were wont to play.
“Who,” saith the proverb, “shall
ride from his destiny? The wing of the
bird is no security against the shaft of
the fowler, and the helmet and shield
keep not away the arrow that is poi
soned.
He who wears the greaves, the
gorget, and the coat~of-mail, holds deﬁ
ance to the storm of battle; but he
drinks and dies in the hall of banquet
too, though the
ing. What matter
eagle soars and screams among the
clouds, half way up to heaven, ﬁaunting
his proud pinions and glaring with auda
cious glance in the very eye of the sun
_death waits for him in the quiet of his
own eyrie nestling with his brood.”

The busy brain of man seems almost
exhaustless in its power to conceive and
create, yet
can build nothing that
eternal, that will not succumb to the
grinding of the wheels of time as they
roll on. All around us are ruins that
speak of wonderful power and gigantic
strength.
Colossal temples, inlaid with
precious gems, towering high towards
heaven, crumble and fall away before
the sweeping march of years.
Monuments in which the builder has
thought to rear for himself fame and
lie at our feet, a mass of
immortality,
ruins.
Illustrative of this
that ﬁne
“ Reflections on
passage in Montaignc‘s
the
Rise and
Fall of Republics :”
“ Greece, once the nurse of arts and sci
ences,
the fruitful mother of philoso
phers,law-g1vers
and heroes, now lies
prostrate under the iron yoke of ignor
ance and barbarism.

is

mechanism into agents of usefulness to
assist her in her work. While man looks
on with wonder at this perpetual mo—
tion, neither liinnaelf nor the work of
his hands is exempt from this law of
change. How quickly is the cradle of
the infant put aside for the pastimes of
youth. which are as quickly succeeded
by the bridal array, or the pall and bier.
To-day we live, to-morrow we die. T0
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is

ever wasted; strange as it may seem,
even the impurities that gather over her
bosom are changed by her mysterious
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is a ﬂowery land ; a kind
columbines and orchis;
of perpetual spring-time reigns roses and eglantine; the “ yellow cow
there, a perennial freshness and bloom slip, and the pale primrose ” of Milton’s
such as we never see under our colder “May Morning Song ; ” and all the
lovely blossoms of that sweet time :
skies. The ﬂowers may not be so beau
til'ul; in fact, they have neither the
“ When daisies pied. and violets blue,
brilliancy nor the delicacy of those in
And lady smocks all silver white,
our land, but for profusion there is 110
And cuckoo buds of yellow hue,
thing like it here. The prodigal out
Do paint the meadows with delight.”
blooming of flowers is wonderful ; they
These ﬂowers are nearly all wild, or
throng the ﬁelds, lanes and highways,
ﬁeld ﬂowers, and do not grow in gardens
and are known and seen by all. Every
at all, but are not so shy and retiring as
orchard and garden is rosy and purple
our sylvan favorites. All the so-called
with blossoms ; the primrose covers broad
hedge banks for miles as with a carpet of
bloom; the spring meadows are carpeted
with daffodils

of all kinds ;”

That come before the swallow dares, and
take

The
But

winds

of March with beauty; violets

sviidgtler than the

lids of Juno's eyes,"

and the mid-summer grainﬁelds from
one end of the land to the other are
spotted with ﬁre and gold in the scarlet
poppies and corn marigolds.
These flowers have been made so fam
iliar to us by Shakespeare and the early

Dlusms.

wood ﬂowers in England are met with
in the ﬁelds and along the hedges, and
occur in profusion.
\Vordsworth sings
"
of “ golden daffodils
“ Continuous as the stars that shine
And twinkle on the milky way,”
and the show of other ﬂowers is just
“ sheets
as lavish. Tennyson speaks of
of hyacinths."
In places it makes
the underwood as blue as the sky,
and its rank perfume loads the air.
The daisy was the favorite ﬂower
of Chaucer, who calls it the Day’s
Eye, probably for its habit of closing
its petals at night, which it also does
in rainy weather. In his “Canter
bury Tales,” he writes :

Dn'morns.

know them as we
do our own arbutus and violets, our
dandelions and buttercups. Their fra
grance breathes all along their pages—
anemones and wild hyacinths that are
“
like azure harebells for blueness : bold
poets, that we seem to

ox-lips,

and the crown imperial; lilies

“ The daisie, or els the eye of the dale ;
The emprise, and the ﬂoure of ﬂoures alle;"
and again further on :
“ To seen this Home agenst the sunny sprede
When it riseth early by the morrow,
That blissful sight softeneth all my sorrow."
Chancel-‘s daisy was the Bellis perennis,
which in America is a garden plant, but
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isabundant everywhere in Europe.
French the daisy is termed la Marguer
ite—“ a pearl," and “ hert Margaret”
is stated to be an old English appellation
for it. In Scotland it is popularly called
the gowan, and in Yorkshire it is the
bainwort, or ﬂower beloved by children.
The Christmas or Michaelmas daisies are
a species of aster ; the ox-eye daisy is the
species chrysanthemum Leuconthemum.
What a garland of incense Shakes
“
peare names in one breath in The VVin
ter‘s Tale,” as he makes Perdita say:
“ Here's ﬂowers for you :
Hot lavender. mints, savory, marjoram;
The marigold. that goes to bed with the sun,
And with him rises weeping."

As'rsn.

These are all midsummer ﬂowers. The
wild marjoram (origanum vulgare) has
become sparingly naturalized in the
United States, adventitiously introduced
It can be found occasion
from Europe.
and sunny slopes.
banks
dry
ally upon
Its ﬂowers are very pretty, appearing in
There
the months of July and August.
are about twenty-ﬁve species of the
genus enumerated, of which the most
in the gardens is the sweet
marJoi-ani a native of Barbary and Mid
dle Asia.
The showy plants known in gardens
common

as the

longto

8].

African and French marigolds

be

the genus tagetes ; the marigolds

of the poets are an entirely distinct genus
of compositue.
The old naturalists call
ed them Mary Gowles, a name from the
Anglo Saxon for another plant which
has been transfered to these probably on
'
account of a simiv‘a
of
larity
The
color.
cal- Q
pot marigold,

endula oﬂicinalz's,

a spreading plant
about a. foot high,

3'
’

with succulent,

ob
entire, strong
MAmooLu.
leaves,
snielling
is
still to be found in country gardens.
The common marigold was once used
in cookery, imparting a flavor to soups
and broths, and thus has long had a
place in the kitchen garden.
Mint is a native of Europe, though
found
in moist grounds and wash
places in this country; having strayed’
from ﬁelds and gardens, where it has
The species best known
been cultivated.
are spearmint (Mentha virid is), common
mint and garden mint. Mint, lavender,
and savory have been favorite herbs with
The
house-wives for many centuries.
leaves of mint and savory are chopped
ﬁne with sauce to eat with lamb and mut
ton, and the former enters into the com~
position of what is called mint-julep.
The gilly-ﬂower is another favorite
with the poets. Shakespeare says :
long,

" The fairest ﬂower 0' the season
Are our carnations and streaked gillyt‘lower."
“The lady's
of the same
same flower.
cer, Spenser,
in Italy, the
that of later

all silver white, ”
poet, is said to be the
The gill yﬂuwer of Chau
and Shakespeare was, as

smock

dianthus

caryophyllus;

writers and of gardeners
Much of the confusiﬁn in
mathiola.
the names of plants has doubtless arisen
from the vague use of the French terms
giroﬂee, millet, and vioieffe, which
were all applied to flowers of the pink
tribe, but in England were subsequent
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ly extended and ﬁnally restrictedto
which blossoms in April and May. The
nettle is the royal weed of Great Britain.
very different plants.
It stands guard alcng every hedgerow
The glllyﬂower grows in wet places,
suggesting our dentaria or crinkle root. and road bank in the island. It is much
The word is some times written gilli
larger and stronger than the American
nettle. It would be interesting to know
ﬂower or gilloﬂower, and is reputedly
acorruption of July ﬂower, so called how Ophelia managed them.
“ There are pansies that's for thoughts,"
from the month they blow in. Dr. Prior,
however, in his useful volume on the
The pansy is
says Ophelia to Laertes.
“Popular Names of British Plants" often referred to by the old poets. The
gives us a different version of its etymo
name isfrom the French
pensee—
He remarks “that it was formerly thought.
logy.
It is the same ﬂower as the
spelt gyllofer or gilofre, with the olong, love-in-idleness" in the “Mid Summer
from the French giroﬂee, Italian garo
Nights Dream,"
falo (M. Lat. gorioﬁlum) corrupted
"A little western ﬂower,
from the Latin Caryophyllum, and re
Before milk white; now purple with Love's
wound.
ferring to the spicy odor of the ﬂower,
And maidens call it Love-in-idleness. "
which seems to have been used in ﬂavor
ing wine and other liquors to replace
Spenser calls by the old name pounce
the more costly clove of India."
in the “Fairy Queen,"
“ Sweet Rosemaryes
The use made of the ﬂowers to impart
And fragrant violets, and Paunces trim."
aspicy ﬂavor to ale and wine is alluded
to by Chaucer in his “wife of Bath’s
And again, “The one a Paunce, the
Tale” who writes,
“ And many a clove giloﬂee
To put in ale ;”

also by Spenser, who refers to them by
“ sops in wine," which was
the name of
applied in consequence of their being
steeped in the liquor.
According to Shakespeare, in his
tragedy of Hamlet, Ophelia mane ner
garlands—
“ Of crowﬂowcrs, daisies, nettlcs and long
purples.”
Beisley tells us that the crowﬂower
is the crowfoot (Ranunculus bulbosus),
but Ellacombe says that in the time of

In the “ Shep
other a. Sweet-briar."
herd‘s Kalender“ he speaks of,
“ The pretie Paunce
And the Chcvisaunce.”

Milton refers to it as “the pancy freak’d
with jet.”
It is the viola amoena,
and is generally known among the cot
tagers of England to day as the heart’s
ease.

Ophelia gives her fennel
bines to the king :

and colum

“There's fennel for you and columbines;
There's one for you; and here‘s some [or
me.”

In “A Handful

of Pleasant Delites,”
the former is thus mentioned,;
“Fennel is for flatterers,” etc. The plant
was supposed to have many virtues,
which are well stated by Longfellow in
“The Goblet of Life "—
“ Above the lowly plants it towers,
[584,

Hum-‘s EASE.

Shakespeare the name was applied to
the “Ragged Robin” (Lychm's ﬂoscu
culi). “Long purples” are the ﬂowers of
the early purple orch is (Orchis mascula),

The fennel, with its yellow ﬂowers.
And in an earlier age than ours
“'as gifted with the wondrous powers,
Lost vision to restore.
It gave new strength and fearless mood;
And gladiators

ﬁerce and rude

AND SCIENCE

Minzled it in their daily food;
And he who battled and subdued
A wreath of fennel wore."
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among the poets. Chapman in his com
“ All Fools," 1605,
edy of
says :
?

‘t’

What’s that
columbine
No, that thankless ﬂower grows not in my
garden.
a

1887. ]

it

The “ Caltha Poetarum," 1599, speaks
of
as “the blue cornuted columbine.”
It was emblematic of forsaken lovers.
“ The columbine in tawny often taken,
Is then ascribed to such as are forsaken."
The rue was the symbol of sorry re
It was also called “ herb
membrance.
of grace,” a name appropriate on Sun
It was specially
day, as Ophelia says.
“ Milton's
in repute as an eye salve. See
Paradise Lost”.
“ Then purged with enphrasy and rue
The visual nerve, for he had much to see."

Conmnans's.

The columbine

is

a

(M—

familiar ﬂower

PROGRESS

OF

THE

HEN

F. M. COLBY.

EMANCIPATED

RACE.

Methodist Episcopal Zion, and
Meth
odist Presbyterian -— 18 in all of the
Baptist,
Methodist persuasion,
Pres
Episco
Roman Catholic,
byterian,
These are pre
pal and one Christian.
sided over by 30 colored ministers, one
colored bishop, and three white priests.
There are in the city two colored law

JOHN H. BUTLER.
representation of the working
colored men we present John H. Butler,
a publiespirited,
enterprising citizen.
There are probably a few colored work
ers who have accumulated more wealth,
but none perhaps who have shown as
great business enterprise in advancing

7

3

1

1

2
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know them."
Baltimore has 33 colored Churches,
Methodist
viz:
Afri
Episcopal,
Episcopal,
can Methodist
African

yet-s, six doctors, two dentists and a num~
ber of teachers and other professional
men, and one woman, Mrs. Frances
Harper, a native Ballimorean,
in the
lecture ﬁeld.
There are 18 Masonic
lodges, about the some number of Odd
Fellow,
and a number of temperance
The
0. Good Samaritans and
lmlges.
Daughters of Samaria own a large pub
lic hall and publish an oﬁicial organ.
“The Galilee Fishermen"
also own a
There
public hall.
an Episcopal con
tent, engaged in teaching poor children.
There are other charitable
and edu
cational enterprises, with presidents and
professors butthe laboring class is, and
must continue to be. the bone and sinew
of every nation and people, and
credi
tably represented in Maryland by the
emancipated race.

we remember that the ﬁrst
born of the freedrnen have but re
cently attained their majority, they are to
be congratulated on what they have ac
complished by way of Educational and
Christian advancement, that which ex
not possible in one
alteth a nation. It
worthy of
briefarticle to show all that
commendation; but by directing atten'
tion to what a few colored men of Balti
more have done, and are doing, for
themselves and their brethren, may cause
some one to study more closely into the
results of the different and peculiar or
through which they are
ganization
working.
“By their fruits we shall

As

a.
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He began his
upward career by mounting the ladder
as a hod-carrier, and kept going up till
he reached the President's Chair of the
Douglas Institute.
Mr. Butler was born in 1825, in Prince
George County, Maryland, on the Patux
the interests of the race.

ent river.
His father became a freeman
and ﬁnding no opportunity for school
ing his children in the country he moved
when young Butler was
to Baltimore,
about fourteen years old. Here the lad
attended a colored school during the
winter for ﬁve consecutive years, learn
ing to read, write and cipher, the sum
total of his educa
tion. He workedat
off
hod-carrying,
bearing, and brick

[Fell

Butler, and so commissioned him sutler
the 7th, which position he held till
the close of the war.
The 7th went
through many hard ﬁghts, from Florida
to Richmond.
On returning to Balti
more after the war Mr. Butler‘s first act
was the organizing of a colored joint
Stock Company, for the establishing of a
Head Quarters for the colored people of
Baltimore.
He soon raised the required
stock and was made president of the
Corporation.
The building known as “Newton In
stitute,” Number 11 Lexington St, and
which had been used as a hospital for

of

wounded

soldiers

during the war, was
purchased for about
$20,000, and was re
christened “Doug
las Institute,”
in

making in turn,
and did his work so
that
satisfactorily
he could always
ﬁnd employment;
and soon got the
posi
responsible
tion of chief porter
in the wholesale
house of Tiﬂ'any,
Ward and Co.,

JOURNAL

honor

of

Fred

Douglas. The build
ing contains two

,

which place he
held till the disso
lution of the ﬁrm,
after the breaking
out of the late war.
Jenn H.
When the Government resolved on
trying the experiment of organizing re
giments of freedmen for the army, Gen
eral McBirney was sent to Baltimore for
that purpose ; and he at once called on
Mr. Butler to assist him in the somewhat
delicate enterprise.
He rendered such
valuable service in the work of enlist
ment, that his name was prominently
presented to the War Department for a
in the Seventh Maryland
Captaincy
United States Colored Regiment. Sec
retary Stanton replied that he had no
authorityto make such appointment,
but would do the best in his power for

large halls, one of
which is occupied
five nights in the
week by the Col
ored Masons, Odd
Fellows and Tem—
The other
plars.
hall is an armory
for three colored
military organiza
tions. Mr. Butler is
Human.
still president, and holds a controlling
inﬂuence in the company, and devotes
his time principally to the management
of the property, which, from its central
location,
has become very valuable.
Mr. Butler, took a very prominent part
in organizing colored schools in Mary
land, and built, or aided in building,
about one hundred schoolhouses.
He is also an earnest Sunday School
worker, and last but not least, assisted
a few months ago in the organization of
a free Kindergarten,
the ﬁrst colored
school 0? the kind in Maryland.
It is established in one of his build
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and is conducted by Mrs. A. E.
Jones, assisted by Miss Edmonia Hedges,
who has charge of the musical depart
ones, who was trained in
ment.
Mrs.
of Boston, is
one of the Kindergartens
an intelligent, earnest teacher and tem
There ought to be
perance worker.
such a school in every locality where
there are children ; and the "American
Kindergarten " should be read by every
wide-awake educator.
lugs,

J

JOSEPH

_

S. DAVIS.

The second colored man who has been
admitted to the practice of law in Mary
land, was born at Chatham, Va., in 1860.
At the age of fifteen he entered Hamp
ton Institute and
graduated in 1878,
paying his way
by working on the
school farm, and
in
the students
0:1
dining hall.
graduating he en
gaged in teaching,
and for two years
held the position
of Principal of the
colored schools in
his native town.
In 1881 he resign
ed to accept a posi
tion oli'ered him in
the General Land
Otlice at \Vashing
ton, as examiner
osarn
of titles in con
tested land cases.
While thus em
ployed every spare moment was as
siduously devoted to the study of law,
and in three years he completed the
prescribed course laid down by the How
ard University, and received the diploma
of that Institution.
In 1885 he was admitted to practice in
the Supreme Court of the District of
Columbia;
and resigned his govern
ment clerkship to engage in the practice
Finding an
of his chosen profession.
opening in Baltimore he made applica

J
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tion and was admitted to practice in the
courts of Maryland.
His contributions to the press, and his
public addresses, show him to be an able
advocate in the cause of justice, especial
ly in helping to elevate his race by secur
ing to them their rights and privileges
under the amended Constitution.
The
following extracts from one of his public
addresses show the animus of the man :
“The history of the colored race in
America is too well-known to need any
rehearsal—the story of their servitude
and wrongs for 250 years will doubtless
read like an incredible romance to com
ing generations.
The great question
now with us is, are we, as a distinct
race of people,
playing well our
part in the great
drama of indus
trial, educational
and moral ad vancement? It is
hardly to be ex
pected that in two
decades of limit
ed
freedom we
should stand in
the full sunlight.
of prosperity ; but
are we surely and
steadilyapproach
ing that goal?
Our career as pol
iticians is a sad
one. Let us there
S. DAVIS.
fore leave all po
litical parties to take care of themselves,
and give our time and attention to in
dustrial pursuits, and thus achieve what
political preferment can not give.
“And for heaven‘s sake let us cease to
make merchandise of our rights, our
vote, the right preservative of all rights,
and let us not barter with the unscru
pulous politician.
Whatever you are,
be so from principle, and from convic'
tions of right, and you will reap the re
ward of a generous conﬁdence in you
from others. There is no use in dis

THE PHRENOLOGICAL

cussing evils unless we have a remedy.
The Irish have their Land Leagues;
the Dutch
their great brewing
and
building enterprises; and the Jews by
their mutual aid system
enable the
poorest of the Children of ‘Abraham to
become rich in this world’s goods; in
short this principle of mutual protection
seems to pervade all classes, except the
colored race in America.
“ There are
many wrongs to be rightcd
and grievances to be redressed which
can be successfully accomplished in no
other way than by organized effort.
The Brotherhood of Liberty shows that
the spirit of agitation on behalf of justice
and liberty is neither dead nor sleeping
among the colored people of Baltimore.
It shows that a few, at least, realize the
great truth that he who would be free
must himself strike the blow. Trusting
to the justice of our cause we propose to
make ourselves heard and felt.
“The tongues of Sumner, Wm. Lloyd
Garrison, Wendell Phillips and Lucretia
Mott are silent, and their mantle must
rest upon the shoulders of men and
women of our own race. John Brown’s
body lies moldering in the ground, and
Lincoln was laid low by the assassin’s
bullet.
Many a brave soldier gave
his life for universal liberty and we will
be derelict of duty if we fail to labor
unitedly in carrying out the principles
of justice and liberty for which so
many noblelives have been sacrificed.
“ One of the grandest principles of civi
lization consists in the right of every
man to choose his own associates, and
to guard with scrupulous
ﬁdelity the
Riding in
sanctity of his own fireside.
the same car, stopping at the same hotel
and dining at the same table, no more
involve the question of equality than
breathing the same air, living in the same
country or serving the same_God. \Ve
are accused of propagating a large class
In proportion to our
of criminals.
numbers and opportunities we do not
produce a larger class than any other
Infringements of rights will drive
race.
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men to deeds of violence.
Let us write
upon our banner the simple motto, ‘Our
cause is just,’ and go forth to resist op—
pression wherever found, and to lift up
the people to a truer moral, civil, and
intellectual manhood.”
REV- HARVEY JOHNSON.

The South furnishes few, if any, better
representatives of true progress of the
emancipated race than Rev Harvey
Johnson, pastor of the Union Baptist
Church of Baltimore.
He was born in
Fauquier County, Va., in the bonds of
Like many of his race he is
slavery.
somewhat sensitive on this subject—
would fain forget it. “
can only think
of it,” says he, “ with a righteous in
dignation.”
Like Paul he is truly for
getting the things that are behind and
reaching forth to the things before, and
pressing toward the mark for the prize.
He is progressive in the highest sense
of the term.
At an early age he be
came a freeman in the Lord, and with a
fearless courage, and undaunted perse
verance, has gained a well-earned repu
tation as an evangelical leader, that
many in far more favored circumstances
would be proud to possess.
He worked
his way up by his own efforts, and is a
graduate of the Wayland Seminary,
Washington, D. C. He accepted a call
as pastor of the Union Church in Octo
It then had a membership
ber, 1872.
of about 250, and now has nearly 2,200
being the largest church in the State.
And this is not all, for it has “swarm
ed," so to speak, some half dozen times;
that
has established six missions and
independent churches, all large and
prosperous, and in which many of its
former members are nowlaboring. This
wonderful success may be attributed in
part to the pastor's executive ability, and
indomitable energy as a worker; but
more, doubtless, to his true devotedness
to the Master, and implicit trust in His
promises. He does not suffer himself to
be shackled by the creeds and opinions
of men, but reads and thinks for him

I

is,
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and seeks by every means to make
better.
He invites Methodists,
Presbyterians, Disciples—any one that
claims to have a. message from God, to
occupy his pulpit, with no fear of losing
his ﬂock.
He only desires that men
and women shall rejoice in the liberty
where with Christ has made them free;
then they are privileged to worship wher
'ever they choose.
He is an ardent
temperance worker, and is connected
with several benevolent and humanita
rian institutions, and is truly a power
for good among his people and in the
community at large.
He was the ori

men

ginator of the Bap
tist State Conven
tion, and is the
father,
and
was
made the ﬁrst pres
ident of "The Mu

tual United Bro
therhood of Lib—
erty, of the United
of Amer
States
ica." the preamble
of which reads as
follows :
“ \Vlierens, It is
a Scriptural truth
that God made of
one blood all na
tions of men to
dwell on the face

of

the earth, and,

HARVEY
“\Vhereas, It is
equally true according to the Declara
tion of American Independence that all
men are endowed by their Creator with

s7‘

of this our common country."
Their consulting counsel is a shrewd,

citizens

able attorney ; and some important cases
have already been satisfactorily prose
cuted.
The Brotherhood, which is only
in its second year, will no doubt become
an important organization.

Harvey Johnson is emphatically a
practical man of large executive ability.
His sermons, to which we have listened,
are plain, commonsense talks that chil
dren can comprehend, yet possessing
deep thought and originality.
He evi
dently does not seek to make a display
of his knowledge,
but to convince
his hearers of the
truth and persuade
them to turn away
from the evil.
If
every minister in
Baltimore had
been instrumental
in the conversion
of an equal num
“ Mon
her,
the

umental City"

would unquestion
ably be a very de
sirable place for a
As it
home.
the inﬂuence
of
teaching
such
must in time have
an eﬁ’ect upon the

is,

self.
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people.

Jonuson.
PROFESSOR

SNOWDEN.

Prof. T. B. Snowden was born Octo
His
ber, 1843, at W'estminster, Md.

and that father was a slave but purchased his
rights,
inalienable
are life, liberty, and the liberty, and became a minister of the
gospel, in which capacity he labored for
pursuit of happiness. therefore—
“ Resolved, That it is the solemn- duty sixty-two years, and died respected at
The subject
of every man to seek to maintain those the ripe age of eighty-four.
of this sketch though free-born, had
rights ; and to that end be it further—
“ Resolved, That we band ourselves in
very limited educational advantages till
twenty-one years of age, when he went
to a body, to be known by the name—,
to work with the design of educating
and that the avowed purpose of said
all himself. Attended school for ﬁve con
shall be to use
Brotherhood
to secutive winters, and then engaged in
power
legal means within our
as
our
teaching, ﬁrst in Charles County, and
rights
procure and maintain
certain
among

these
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then erected a school-building in West
minster and taught in it for abouta year.
In 1870 he entered the Howard Univer
sity at Washington, and was graduated
in 1877, working his own way through.
Then after teaching one year he entered
the School of Theology in the Boston
University, and was graduated with the
He took a post
degree of B. D. in 1881.
graduate course of one year, when he
was elected professor of Systematic and
Theology in the Centenary
Practical
He still
Biblical Institute of Baltimore.
holds the chair of Theology, and is also
Prof.
ﬁnancial agent for the Institute.
Suowden has acted as delegate to several

as they have to hoard up their mil
lions, needy educational
institutions
would not be embarrassed long in their
work. It is not only foolish but wicked
for men to hide away their gold and sil
ver, which they do not need, while men
and women are perishing all around
them for want of knowledge and the
bread of life, that a wise use of their
money might bring to them.”
The Centenary is a Methodist plant,
but of a liberal kind, designed to bring
forth good fruit. If students from other
theological schools would take a post
graduate course in a Methodist Institu
tion, and Methodist
students would

gather in like man
ner from other de
nominational pas
tures, young min
isters would
go
forth with broader
views of Christi
anity, and better
armed and equip
ped for the contest
with evil. A skil
ful general closely
scans the entire
ﬁeld, and presses
service
into his
every available
force, seeking to
make allies of the
hostile tribes of the

and magazines.
The Centenary
Biblical Institute,
which was opened
in 1872 by Prof.
J. Emory Round,
is doing

a grand
work by educating
the colored youth
It
of both sexes.
is doubtless
one
best
among the

of

in the
learning
It
is a
South.
stone
three-story

[Felx

ity

Republican
State
Conventions; and
is a regular con
tributor to a num
ber of periodicals

Institutions

JOURNAL

It is not
land.
reasonable to sup
pose that John Wesley, Calvin, Luther,
Fox. or any other man had learned
there is to be learned in the Bible,
all
7
and that ministers for all time must
blindly walk in the ruts made by these
Exchange of pul
zealous reformers.
pits and exchange of thought in the
training schools will
denominational
workmen.
skilled,
master
make
The Centenary, under its energetic
and efficient President, Dr. Frysinger,

PROFESSOR Snowmm.

delightfully situated on Edmon
son and Fulton Avenues. and contains
thirtyseven rooms. There isa Printing
Department which publishes The Con
ference Journal, and The Educator, an
illustrated magazine for the School and
Home; both of which are very credit
The whole number
able publications.
edifice,

of students now under instruction is 263.
The Institution is largely dependent
on private generosity to carry out satis
factorily all its enterprises. Prof. Snow
“ If rich
den in one of his appeals says :
men had as great desire to bless human

with his nine able assistants, is doing a.
good work in sending forth reapers to
gather in the colored sheaves from the
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and distant ﬁelds of God's heritage.
It is an enduring monument
to its
founder, and a blessing to the race
DANIEL R. WILKINS.
The Second Christian Church of Balti
more, though in its infancy, bids fair to
play an important part in elevating the
Among its membership
colored race.
are some very intelligent, earnest Chris‘
tian workers; and its pastor, Daniel R.
Wilkins, is a. worthy example of the
“\Vhere there is a will
trite maxim,
He was born a slave,
there is a way.”
\Vadesboro,
Ky. \Yhen
1852,
in
March 1,
to
taken
the county
was
he
old
ﬁve years

near

seat on

court day,

and sold

by pub
to the
auction
lic
bidder,
H.
highest

D. Irvan. a mer
chant of the place.
The little slave
never again saw or
heard of his pa
rents till President

Lincoln’s proclam—
ation made him
ire-e, when he at
once set out in
search of his mo
\her and father.

long hunt,
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an opportunity to work for his board,
which he gladly accepted.l
The next
summer he hired out, and soon after
leased a few acres of land and ﬁtted up a
little cabin, and sent for his folks.
He
again attended school during the winter,
and worked hard the following summer
to get his parents comfortably situated
in their new home.
Learning that there
were good schools in Kansas where col
ored youth enjoyed
equal privileges
with whites, he accepted an odor of his
fare to Franklin County, for driving an
ox-team, in amoving outﬁt. Here. while
diligently
his studies he
prosecuting
heard the gospel
preached by Elder
Skecles, and be
came partaker of
its promises. He at
once began to ex
hort his associates
to accept Christ.
His next move was
his na
back to
tive State.
Being
strongly impressed
with the convic
tion that his life
to
work
was
the
gospel,
preach
and

desiring the
qualifications
he had the good
attainable, he en
fortune to ﬁnd
the
Bible
tered
them at the home
DAsnzi. R. WILKINS
of
Louis
College
of a sister in Con
ville, where he worked his way through,
cord, whither they had wandered hunt
ing for their scattered children, two of graduating in 1871. He labored eight
whom were never found.
To assist in years in his native state as pastor at
Paducah, and as State evangelist.
securing a home for his parents. who
Mr. \Vilkins is a diligent student of
were somewhat inﬁrm, was his next con
Bible, a clear, logical reasoner, and
the
cern.
Then an ardent desire to obtain
ﬂuent.
a
speaker ; in short, “a workman
an education so impressed him that he
not to be ashamed." He ex
that
needeth
foot,
out
on
set
guided by the North
of truth very
presses his convictions
star, and trusting in God, to ﬁnd a
school where he would be permitted to positively ; and his sermons abound in
attend.
His available assets consisted original and novel propositions, well
of pluck, energy, faith in God, and a calculated to incite attention, thought
The following are ex
blue'backed spelling book, and they and reading.
tracts from a, discourse we heard him
carried him through. In Jackson Coun
deliver on “The duty of praising each
ty, 111., he found a. colored school, and

After

a

best
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in the West a little home which I labor
;and have here a little
library which I prize very highly, but I
be condemned.
God demands praise will freely give them both to any one
from all his intelligent creatures; and who will show me the passage of scrip
expects us to praise and encourage each ture where an awakened sinner cried
other, and thus incite each other to good out ‘ What must I do i’ and was told by
works.
The little child knows when it an inspired Apostle to pray or be pray
is deserving of praise, and seeks it and ed for, for the forgiveness of his sins.
‘The effectual fervent prayer of the
expects it; and if it be cruelly withheld
the best feelings of its nature are crush
righteous man availeth much ;’ but we
ed out.
It was designed by our Creator have no right to ask God to save us
that we should go through life leaning
through prayer, while refusing to com
upon each other. W'e need each other‘s ply with the conditions laid down in his
word ; no right to expect Him to change
help. need encouragement, need occa
sionally to hear ‘Well done, good and the established law of pardon to suit our
When he tells us
faithful servant,’ when we have done notions of propriety.
to do a thing we have no right to say,
something worthy of commendation.
there is no virtue in that, and that it
There is a difference between well-earned
means something else.
for
vain
Peter said to
Flattery
ﬂattery.
and
praise,
‘
Re—
accomplishments, is like the man behind those who believed his preaching,
the bar who deals out colored-liquid
pent and be baptized for the forgive
damnation. Praise for meritorious work ness of sins.’ Paul told the unbelieving
will encourage to greater efforts. Better jailor, ‘Believe on the Lord Jesus Christ;
take the chances of killing one with the and then baptized him.
“ Ananias, divinely commissioned by
big head, then to crush out the life by
failing to recognize deeds of love and the Lord, to tell Paul what to do, did
Many a woman has not say a. word to him about faith or
acts of kindness.
after
day and year after year repentance, as he already believed and
toiled day
the
had repented, so he gave him the next
add
to
happiness of her husband,
to
‘
Arise and be baptized and wash
and at last has gone to a premature
step :
grave, broken-hearted, for lack of justly away thy sins, calling on the name of
"
merited praise by some little tokens of the Lord.’
REV. C. HEDGES.
kindly recognition from him who prom
A careful ob—
The subject of this sketch was born at
ised to love and cherish.
servance of thelittle, common courtesies Chester, N. J., in 1843. Like Paul he
of life will make of our homes a heaven was free born, not a Pharisee, the son of
a Pharisee, but a Presbyterian, son of a
on earth begun.”
he
de
Having been reared in
Presbyterian.
ordinances
the
of
In speaking
early
became a devoted fol
faith,
be
gen
very
the
are
violated
they
that
clared
“ The Pope of lower of the Master, and an earnst
erally by the Churches.
At the age of
Rome,” said he, “assumed the right to worker in the vineyard.
other,

‘
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and

keeping

the

ordinances.”

He said—“A love of praise is natural to
all,—is God-given, and hence is not to

ed hard to obtain

change God's laws and ordinances; and
reformers, instead of going back to the
plain teaching of the Apostle, have re
tained many rites of the dark ages,
believing them to be scriptural.
“To show you that I am fully convinc
ed that the churches have departed from
make
the plain teachings of God‘s law
have
this proposition in good faith.

sixteen he was graduated at the Ches
afterward
his
Soon
ter Academy.
parents moved to Newark, N. ., where
he learned the trade of smelter and as
sayer of gold and silver, at which he
worked for several years with the ﬁrm
of Alling Bros. & Co. During this time
he wasan active member of the Y. M. C.
of a Sabbath
A.., and a Superintendent

I

I

J

for

charge.

of

Baltimore,
the
Presbyter
ian Church in Be

second

it,

if

‘

§§ir
It

1//

‘NW

Rev. C.

lair, and Zion Col
ored Church at West River. In connec
tion with Grace Church he has a pa
rochial school, which in a quiet, unpre
His
tentious way is doing a noble work.
Sunday School has a corps of earnest,
able teachers ; and we noticed at its close
that every child remained to hear the
preaching; so different from many of
our aristocratic churches.
The pastor‘s sermon, to which we lis
‘

tened, was from Christ‘s words.——‘ Love
one another, as I have loved you.”
“ Without this love,” said he, “ we
can not please God and perform accept
ably our Christian duty. If we desire

a

instru-

is

largely

mental in organiz
ing Knox Church

-

it is

present

‘

is

pastor of

Grace Church, his

Though not an ex
slave his heart and
hands are in the
work of lifting up
who were
those
kept down in ser
and
ig
vitude
norance. He was

If ye love me, keep my Com
mandments.‘
God's word is of very
little good to us except as we read
hear
and practice
in our lives. “'0
may not be called on to lay down our
lives for the brethren, but we are called
upon to love them all—to love even our
“ He that
enemies, and to pray for them.
murderer,
hatcth his brother
a.
and no
murderer hath eternal life abiding,r in
him." “He that saith he loves God
whom he hath not seen, and hatcth his
brother whom he
hath seen
a. liar.”
May God help us
to
love one :in
and
othcr
bear
each other's bur
dens,
cherishing
none but kindly
feelings even to
ward those who
have wronged us."
teaching,
Such
practiced, will
make the world bet
ter. If the churches
would cease their
strife and
one,
as Jesus prayed,
then
the world
would believe. The
HEDoEs.
colored denomina
tions seem to come nearer this desired
unity than those of the whites. Why
should there be bars to separate God’s
John tells us he saw
people?
great
multitude of all nations and tribes prais
no account of separ
ing God. There
ate heavens for the different nations,
nor for high church and low.
Mr. Hedges‘ religion not conﬁned to
the pulpit.
He carries
into his home,
where
has left its impress. His three
daughters are all Christian workers,
study
and his son, Charles Sumner,
ing for the ministry.
Though the colored churches of Balti
is

ed

the blessings of God to rest upon our la
bors we must place ourselves in a posi
tion to become the recipients of his prom

it

rian Church

seven years, and
was then install
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Mr. Hedges preached at several places
student, and assisted in the or
ganization of a. church at L'tica, N. Y.,
and at Springﬁeld,
Mass.
For ﬁve years
he was pastor of Grace Church,
Pitts
burg, which he organized, and which
colored Presbyterian
was
the ﬁrst
He
Church west of tho Alleghanies.
came to Baltimore in 1873, and served
as pastor of the Madison street Presbyte

while a
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He aided a. younger brother to
college course at Lincoln Insti
tute, Pa., and afterward was graduated
himself at the same institution.
This
shows the character of the man.

school.

take a

OF’

it,
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WHY?
a

is

a

Why do the rose-tinted petals
Hide in their dew-drop
tear?
And rainbow bright of hope appear
In the cloudy sky of fear?
a

is

The rose. but
type,
symbol
Of love, that lovclier appears
When shedding its rare, sweet fragrance
To brighten earth's thorns and tears.
a

a

is

And since Life's sky must be clouded.
Thorns pierce. and the tear-drops fall,
Let rose of Love in your garden,
Life's dearest and best recall.
it

it

Let
brighten the sky o'er clouded,
Let
shine in tears’ dim mist;
And lips that murmur repining,
Be wrcathed in smiles as Love-kissed.

QM-“

CALLIE L. BONNEY.

SOME

it
is

DEFINITIONS.

a

is

Labor
life—Carlyle.
Negro—The image of God cut in ebony
—Fuller.
Irony—An insult conveyed in the form of
compliment.-—

Will-‘[1716.

is

Fansticism

religion

caricatnred.

—

Whipple.

Censure

the tax

a

of Nature—Sir

man

.

is

Art
the perfection
Thomas Browne.

payeth

to the

is

public for being eminent—Swift.
Architecture—Frozen music.
Gratitude—The memory of the heart.
Hope—The blossom of happiness.
Grief. —May be joy misunderstood. —E. B.
Browning.
Idleness
the key of beggaiy—Spurgmn.
Evil
obstruction; good
accomplish,
ment.—Margaret
Fuller.
the key to open day and the
Prayer
bolt to shut in the night—Taylor.
Education
the knowledge of how to use
the whole of one self. -Bnwh(r.
Woman
the Sunday of man.—Zl[iclzelet.
Dictionary, the exchequer of words. --Di.9
is

is

is

is

is

'raeli.

I

Laughter.—’Tis the poor man’s plaster.
Mam—Children of larger growth—Dry.
a

it

it

F eb.

Why does the fairest of roses
Bewray in its heart
thorn?
Or why
the dearest pleasure
So oft of
sorrow born?

it'

more have done a commendable work,
there still remains much to be done. Of
the 570 convicts in the Maryland Peni
tentiary more than half are Africans—so
classed.
It is true that a Chester white,
with one-sixteenth of Berkshire blood,
would not be called a black hog
he had
but a few black hairs, but the “ color
line ” of humanity
not so reckoned.
The white man
mixed up and repre—
sented in more than one way among
these convicts, however much the fact
may be sought to be avoided by pre
tended economists.
There are white
men, who would fain be called honor
able, who instead of trying to make
better citizens of the blacks that are still
fettered by ignorance and poverty, hire
them to do their dirty work—really
criminal offenses—and pay them with
poisoned whiskey.
We have witnessed
a little of this kind of training prepar
atory to voting.
Under such circumstances
surpris
ing that there are not more colored
tramps and vagabonds.
Judging from
the work being done by the churches,
the schools, the temperance organiza
tions, and the Brotherhood, with its learn
ed counsel, we predict a falling off from
the colored prison roll.
More orderly,
better organized Sunday schools are sel
dom seen, than some of the colored
schools of Baltimore.
We noticed but one thing to be criticised
in their meetings. The sexton in one of
the large densely crowded churches did
not understand, or failed to perform, his
to get so intensely
duty, by allowing
hot and close that we were tempted to
speak out in meetin’ in the ".anguage of
the immortal writer of “Oads,"—“ Oh
Sextant, give us a little fresh air l”
To be honest with all allow me, in
closing these hasty sketches, to say that
they reveal a state of things which sug
would be well for some of
gests that
our white folks to look to their laurels,
lest they be beaten by the ex-slaves in the
race of true progress.
PLEBEIAN.
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HE REDITY,

NOT

the psychological order heredity is
an influence; it is not a fatality.
It penetrates the very center of our
inner being by our instincts, race char
acteristics, physiological
impulses and
But, save in morbid cases,
enticements.
it does not so dominate the moral per
sonality as to dispossess it of itself and to
create irresponsibility. Yet, although it
be only an influence, or rather a com
bination of inﬂuences, heredity ought to
be guarded with the utmost care, com

IN

bated and repressed as far as possible,
that it may not become too heavy a
weight upon the life of our successors.

It

creates between the generations a law

of solidarity which doubles our duties
toward ourselves by adding those toward
our descendants. We are responsible in
a certain measure for them. A man
may compromise the moral soundness
in
of his children or his grandchildren
many ways, not only by a veritable and
involuntary folly which has many a
chance of transmitting itself, but by
some germ of mental malady which he
should have effectually combat/ed; by
marriage consummated in violation of
the

of a sound physiology; by
of intemperance which produce

laws

habils

perturbations, and, as it were,
depravation of the child
anticipated
the
such
it
under
conceived
conditions ;of
toil
producing
by excess
profound

may

be

FA'I'A LISM.

fatigue of the brain; or by a too com
pluisant culture of eccentric sentiments ;
by a habitual exaltation oi‘mclancholy,
in which one may be placed. like Ham
let, to sport with folly.
It is cause for
trembling to think upon all the divers
forms of responsibility
which weigh
upon us in regard to the future history
of our race. A vice, apvnchant con
tracted, may have a considerable rever
beration in that future which we shall
And, in like
not personally know.
manner, good habits, a relish for noble
and pure sentiments, a lofty cultivation
of the mind, and an assiduous discipline
of the will, may modify most happily
one‘s nature, even the temperament
which is transmissible. There is then a
power of transmitting evil which de
pends upon ourselves, a sort of original
sin, physiological or instinctive, which
we may transmit diminished
or en
feebled.
Ancestors who shall remain
unknown to their descendants, and who
themselves shall never know these, the
men of each generation, are not thereby
the less bound in regard to them by the
laws of justice and charity.
It is abso
lutely necessary that this class of consid
erations shall enter into our moral edu
cation.
We have good reasons for say
ing that amid all the influences which
affect man one of the most powerful is
the dead.
One long since passed away

93
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weighs upon us. It depends upon us
that the present, which we are fashion
ing, shall weigh with a. less heavy
weight upon our descendants. or that,
at least, we make the task less diﬂicult
than it has been made for us of amelior
ating, as far as that is possible, every
thing around us, and the moral nature

within us.
Without denying any of

these

influ

ences we have looked them in the face,
taken their measure, and after having
marked out their place in life we have
We havev en
essayed to limit them.
deavored to prove that there is in every
living being an element of individuality
which escapes the law of heredity, and
which in man exalts itself to personality.
The making man free is the end of life.
Man is then .omething more than the
of
fragile product of the interaction
He is a being dis
commercial forces.
tinct from every other being, and capa
ble of indefinite development by con
Despite all the
science and liberty.
fatalities which we encounter from with
out or which we bear within ourselves,
the biologic school has never succeeded
except by tricks of logic and analysis in
disembarrassing itself of this personal
This element, irreducible into
power.
any other, manifests itself in every free
act, which is a protestation against the
law of heredity, which suspends or sup
presses it in all the really moral circum
stances of life, which commences new
series of phenomena not forseen, which,
in ﬁne, creates responsibility by rejecting
the too facile excuses of a lazy fatalism.
It manifests itself in education-—that
which we give ourselves, and that which
we receive from others ; which last is a
double act of volition, the action of an
other's will upon our will. It shows
itself in the formation, of character,
which is in part the work of the man,
the expression of his moral life, the liv
ing history of his struggles and his trials.
It has its part in the institution of privi
leged classes, in the selection of the
courage or the merit which founds them,
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and also in the decline which drags
them down to ruin, and in which it is
rare that there are not some grave faults
or failings to note in those who compose
Finally, the most undeniable
them.
manifestation and the most notable of
this element of human personality, its
social revelation, is the very history of
Heredity all alone explains
progress.
nothing but the transmission of an ac
quired state ; the most considerable col
lection of phenomena ,of which it can
render account is civilization. that is to
say, as it has been well-defined, the bal
ance-sheet of a society at any given
moment, what it has that is solid, fixed,
in store, in a word, of ideas, of senti
ments, of institutions, its industrial capi
cal, scientiﬁc and moral.
Heredity is a
power of stability, of conservation, not
of acquisition ; it is the instrument par
excellence of civilization; it is not the
That which ex
faculty of progress.
plains progress, or the contrary, that is
to say the acquisition of a. new state, of a
new style of art, of industry, of science,
is the effect of each and all, determining
It is a
a forward march, a movement.
grand initiation which has succeeded.
The civilizations which no longer ad
vance are those which are saturated to
excess with heredity, with tradition and
So soon as effort stops,
with routine.
mobility and life cease, stagnation com
mences, decadence is near at hand. The
role of these two principles is thus
In the intellectual
sharply marked.
and social order heredity conserves; it
is liberty which creates in the struggle
The future is tor the individ
the
uals and
people who know how these
two forces unite, and harmonize them in
a durable action—the initiative faculty,

for life.

and respect for the past.
TRANSLATED BY THE LATE

J.

G- WILSON‘

DJ)"

—-——M-—__
SMALL Pox.—We know almost noth
ing of that mode of curing disease called
homeopathy ; but we have observed that
many physicians of this school are re
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markably successful when dealing with
either cholera or small-pox. They rarely
lose a case of the latter, and, under the
more skillful of their practitioners, the
patient comes through that fearful or
deal, not only without disﬁgurement,
but with quite as good, or, as beautiful'
eomplexions,

as they had before being
Dr. Wm.
attacked by the disease.
of Boston, more than
Wesselhoeft,
twenty years ago saved his patients from
the cruel pitting by keeping their faces
covered constantly by soft, double white
linen, wrung out of alcohol and water.
This was a most reasonable mode of
procedure, since the observations of
several eminent physicians have agreed
that it is the light, which acting on the
pustules, causes the pitting: and white
reﬂects the rays of light (as black absorbs
them), and alcohol applied to the skin
7
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cools,

by causing rapid evaporation.
well to know these things in
time. As long as the poor and ignorant
live amid ﬁlthy conditions, such as
obtain in the French quarter of Mou
treal and in some parts of our large
cities, so long the intelligent
and
cleanly may, if exposed, be subject to
the disease, and almost any woman but
a mother would as willingly die asre
cover with disﬁgured looks.
We know that in small-pox although
the pustules cover the entire body only
the face and the region about the ears
‘
is marked,’ because these are exposed to
to the light.
A well-ventilated room, as
little light as is consistent with this, and
a cool temperature are most desirable.
Watch the sufferer continually to pre
vent any scratching of the face, which
will surely cause disﬁgurement. x. Y.
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DIABETES.

W0 kinds of

this disease are recog

nized: diabetes mellitus, or that
with sugar in the urine, and diabetes
insipidus, or that without sugar. The
former is the more common and serious
Both kinds are accompanied
disorder.
with profuse dischages of urine.
The causes of diabetes are not well-de
ﬁned. although it is clearly enough ascer
tained that the disturbance of the renal
functions that produces it is an indica
tion of a lowered vital tone of the body,
resulting from nervous enfeeblement.
Whatever will weaken the organism in
general, such as sudden exposure to
cold or dampness, excessive indulgence
in alcoholic liquors, high-living, sexual
abuses, melancholy or prolonged grief,
excessive labor, severe injuries in the
back or head, rheumatism or gout, etc.,
will predispose to adiabetic attack. If
sugar is found in one‘s urine it does not
follow that he has diabetes, as a healthy
person may sometimes have a consider
able quantity temporarily, and it often

'
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'

appears therein as an accompaniment of
catarrh of the stomach ; but if with its
appearance there is an abnormal dis
charge of ﬂuid that persistently keeps
up, the diagnosis is rendered easy.
Symptoms.—— The early stages of the
ailment may not occasion anxiety, the
patient thinkingthat he is troubled with
indigestion or a temporary nerve dis
turbance.
There is usually constipation
of the bowels or irregular appetite and
a desire to drink. At length it is no
ticed that the visits to the water-closet
are more frequent than usual, and the
quantity of urine voided is larger. As
the disease proceeds the symptoms be
come more severe, the skin feels harsh
and dry; there is a sensation of heat
and weight at the stomach; alternate
chills and ﬂushes of heat are experi
enced, and the patient is very low~spir~
ited.
All the symptoms go on steadily,
increasing in severity; the gums be
come red, swollen and bleed from slight
pressure; the taste is depraved; the
tongue foul and red at the edges; the
strength declines, and the appetite that
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was previously voracious at length gives
way ; the lungs become swollen and the
pulse quick and weak.
The presence of sugar in the urine,
when considerable, is readily detected
by color, smell, etc., but its quantity can
only be known by chemical tests. There
are cases on record in which the dis
charge of urine reached in a day the
great amount of six gallons, for which
the quantity of food and drink seemed
totally inadequate. and thus showing a
great constitutional waste. In the aver
age case the discharge may vary from
four quarts to ten. Recovery from dia
bclcs mellitus is quite rare, although the
percentage is much greater than in
former years: When it occurs in early
youth the prospect is most. unfavorable,
as it indicates organic defects that may
not be compensated for or corrected by
any of the systemic functions.
In
adults, especially those in middle life,
if there be no serious complication with
other diseases, diabetes may run a long
course; but if the patient be afflicted
with some malady of the heart or lungs
it is likely to reach a. fatal termination
in a few weeks or months.
Treatment.— This may be summed up
in two words— suitable nourishment.
All the drugs of the schools are power
less to arrest the progress of the disease,
although many are suggested by physi
cians of experience as palliative of cer
tain of the more distressing symptoms.
Bromine is claimed by many as useful
in reducing the product of sugar and
And opium and
the quantity of urine.
to mitigate the
are
advised
phosphorus
As the disease is
nervous irritability.
characterized by an excessive waste of
nutritive principles, the chief object of
the treatment should be to supply food of
a nature that the digestive system shall
be able to compens-te for the loss, and
those elements be withheld that contrib
ute to sugar production.
Normal blood
contains a small percentage of sugar,
from 12 to 33 per cent. of its constitu
ents. which is appropriated by different
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tissues.
Its principal use appears to be
the preservation of the heat of the body.
The sugar-making or glycogenic func
tion being abnormal it has been a sub
ject of study in treating diabetic patients
to select a diet that does not contain a
large proportion of saccharine matter.
starchy foods are therefore to be eaten
very sparingly, and those fruits and veg
etables avoided that are rich in sugar.
A strictly animal diet has been tried in
many cases, but it can not long betoler
ated, conducive as it is to feverishness
of the stomach and intestines, and to
complete loss of appetite. A mixed diet
is advised, but we think that the propor
tion of ﬂesh-meats should be small.
Bread, in which the gluten of wheat is
a large constituent, and fruits and vege
tables, like cabbage, spinach, celery, let
carrots, are suitable.
tuce, cauliﬂower,
The intense thirst should be met as far
as it is possible with the exercise of dis
cretion.
Natural mineral waters that
contain sodium and potash in moderate
quantities, as those of Vichy, Carlsbad,
Apollinaris, etc., are useful. Exercise
is important, the patient being out of
doors as much as he can be ; and bath
ing—the sitz bath and wet-sheet pack—
with rubbing or massage, serve to rein
vigorate the depressed organs.

—_-—.+.—_-H.
“ Fat

I

S. D.

FAT AND FORTY.

and forty !"—that‘s what I am ;
never drank a “ cocktail" dram;

a bit of the weed I chew,—
I’spect that’s why I'm never “ blue."

Nc'er

My hair is full and fair‘s a lad's,

My

eyes are clear and keen's a shad‘s ;

Never a sick day have I known,
From cradle days to forty grown.

I'm hale and hearty. thro‘ and thro’,
With aches and pains I've nought to do
An arm that's strong and steady hand

I always

have at my command. 4

The reason for this is quite plain,
I've told it over and over again;
I let alone the poison stuff
That kills at sight, and sure enough.
P. L.

;
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won‘t stop

Good bye, dear.“

I

I

A,

it

Running up-stairs, she just stopped to
kiss Roly-Poly, the baby, and give him a
toss, returning him to Adaline's care
who had him in charge, as
was
Then she hurried off.
Saturday.
For the next two hours, there was no
busier woman in all Briarlield than Mrs.
neighbor looked in and
Beecher.
called her to the head of the stairs,
where she leaned over, her pretty brown
hair all tied up in a. sweeping-cap.
“ My! you ain't settled yet?" exclaimed
the neighbor.
“ All to rights except the spare room,"
called Mrs. Beecher over the railing.
“
always ﬁx that ﬁrst in my fall
the
observed
neighbor.
cleaning,"
“My! supposing anybody should come
and ﬁnd you all sixes and sevens!H
“ should rather be caught by chance
company than to have my family ﬁnd me
napping,” laughed little Mrs. Beecher.
This was such a new idea that the

I

ber."

Beecher’s line, she hurried off to the
large sunny room just around the hall.
Adaline was already there with the
baby, wild tosee her own things in the
new room.
uI'm going to be perfectly happy,
don’t you know,” she replied in a burst
of confidence to Roly-Poly. “ And I‘m
going to be awfully good too."
“ Um,”
said Rely-Poly. Mrs. Beecher
paused by the open door.
"It's the most beautiful place,” ran
on Adaline; “see, Roly, the sun shines
never saw
always here, and
bit in
the other room, never the leastest bit,”
she added emphatically.
The little mother‘s heart had a pang
flash the pale
just then, and like
cheeks that had greetel her at the
breakfast table every morning came
back to her now.
“Don't you ever tell, Roly," cried
Adaline, in a stage whisper, “but
used to cry in there, and wish my papa
could afford to buy a nice house where
Now prom
the sun danced all around.
a

I

last time will ever listen to the tempter.
The spare room. shall be the back cham

long."
.
But vain regrets not being in Mrs.

a

The little woman stood a moment lost
in thought, just where he left her. Then
“ That's the
she started with a laugh,

I

I

"

bye.

I

“That's all; good
you again.”

I

“ Perfectly.”

I

I

it

is

it,

He
He didn't say “Hurry, then."
was too astonished, as she never hin
dered him, when once the coat was on
and the hat in hand.
“Bless her
for
she
a woman of sense," he had
always said to himself on his unimpeded
Now here she was doing just
way.
like other women.
\Vhat could
mean?
“You say you are willing
should
arrange the house as think best?"

neighbor had nothing to say, only,
“I'll drop in again when you ain’t so
driven,” and Mrs. Beecher was free to
hurry back to her “settling up” once
‘
more.
It wasn't very attractive certainly,
this little back room with its one win
dow. And all the pretty furnishings in
the world could not make
ﬁne place.
But Mrs. Beecher, bustling around, set
ting the bureau in one corner, putting
gay rug here and a. bright sofa pillow
there, sang at her work, out of a satis
fled heart.
When
was all done, and the supply
of clean bed-linen and towels put in the
drawer ready to be arranged on the arri
val of the chance company, the little
woman gave a sigh.
“
hope John will like the change.
I'm only sorry kept Adaline in here so

a

Beecher was guilty
of button-holeing her husband, just as he
“ One
was all ready to go to his office.
moment, dear."

it

Little Mrs.

ROOM.

a

OW, John.”
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ise; don’t you ever tell, say ‘no’ real
loud.”
“No," shouted the baby.
The tears came now into the eyes of
the little woman hearing unpleasant
truths out there in the hall.
But there
was more to tell.
_“I’m a big girl,” Adaline was saying,
“I‘m company now, and I‘m going to
behave nice.
wonder
why people
don’t always do so, and give the children
who live at the house all the year round,
a good place.
Don‘t you i”
“Ar-goo," said Roly Poly.”
“I wonder so, too.” said Mrs. Beecher,
softly, with all her heart as she stole
away.

I
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"You're a wise woman,” said John,
when he came home to dinner, peering
into the spare room, “I always wonder
ed why you didn’t take this room for the
spare chamber instead of giving up that
splendid sunny one to people who only
dropped in once in a dog's age.”
“0, John ! why didn‘t you say so 'i"
“There, I’ve been
cried Mrs. Beecher.
worrying, afraid you wouldn’t like to be
diﬂ’erent from other people who always
have one handsome room.”
“I‘d rather be hospitable to my own
family ﬁrst," said John, “and give them
sunshine instead of doctor's stuﬂ’s. , It's
the best thing you've done in one spell,
Come, there's the dinner bell."
Martha.

——M

-

A LOGK TO

O a great city like New York, the
old adage—“One half the world
does not know how the other half lives,”
Fortunately
‘is peculiarly
applicable.
for the half which does not live, but.
simply exists, kindly-hearted men and
women look them up and devise ways
for the bettering of their condition._ Not
the least of these noble devisements is
the cooking-school of the present day.
A school in which little girls from every
rank in life, but especially from the poor
and lowly, are taught how to cook so as
to secure the best results for the needs
of the frail body. This “high art" is of
far more value to the human family
than any decorative craze that has de
moralized a household with dyspepsia
and gout or some of their kindred.
The men and women who are bend
ing their energies. laying down their
purses, rolling up their sleeves and don
ning aprons as teachers, riding the
hobby of “reform through the palate
advocating
hygienic
and stomach,”
Cooking-Schools, are true benefactors ;
may their number increase.
There is so much said now, and said
with a recklessness wholly inexcusable,
about the higher education of women,

THE FUTURE.
that a wrong impression is gaining
ground, the bitter fruit of which the
universal public will be obliged to eat in
the way of a still decreasing interest in
the true home. There is always room for
the home-maker; there is not room for
successful achievement in professional
lines for one-ﬁftieth of the women who
start out with the expectation of doing
great things in the business world.
Hence it is a pleasure to see the ex
periments of industrial schools of all
kinds for both boys and girls; and
especially is it gratifying to see this
sagacious look to the future which is
embodied in the cooking-school,
where
the hygienic
use of food elements is
practically taught.
Not only are young girls taught, but
there are classes for young married
ladies; in fact, older ladies are not ex
cluded, should they be convinced of the
importance of healthful diet, and reach
a realizing sense of their duties in the
highest sphere a, woman can reach—
that of being a home-maker.
The New
York Cooking-school (17 Lafayette Place)
recently celebrated its ﬁfth anniversary
with an exhibit of toothsome dishes pm
The report of this
pared by the pupils.
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work will prove interesting to those
who desire to know how to establish
similar institutions elsewhere.
W'hile the school teaches the best
methods of preparing animal food, it
does not teach the compounding of mix
tures in which condiment exceeds food
and so lays the foundation for future ail
ments of the stomach, if not of the en—
tire body.
The proper preparation of
cereal food is understandingly
taught.
The graham gems and oatmeal are so
delicious and satisfying that the meat
dishes
solute

will

cease to be considered an ab
Fruits and
necessity to life.
their uses enter
into the
largely
course of study.
In this direction
lies much good for the working'man‘s
family. When they have learned that
nutritious and economical food can also
be made desirable to the palate and pleas
ing to the eye, a large item in the social
problems of the day will have been an
swered, never again to be gainsaid.
The strong points in the curriculum of
this common-sense cooking-school, are
attractiveness,
economy, healthfulness,
and the reason why—or the chemistry
of food. In introducing the taste for
wholesome food into the houses of the
poor, the old story of the new window
curtains will be repeated. The daintily

TH.
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prepared table must have clean faces and
hands ; the clean faces and hands must
have smooth hair and smiles ; the smooth
hair and smiles, will awaken pleasant
chat; pleasant chat will create a desire
for good books; good books must have
of well-arranged
the companionship
furniture and tidy clothes; tidy clothes
draw the wearer to church, and to care
ful selection of friem s.
The importance of well-cooked food is
largely under-rated, or confounded with
mixtures which must strike terror to the
soul of the goddess of health, as they
certainly do the bodies wherein they are
consumed.
A mistaken notion prevails to the effect
that people of wealth indulge their appe
tites with the constant use of compound
ed dishes, whereas the truth is that the
intelligent rich live more simply than
“ I‘m afther
their poorer neighbors.
me
cuz
its ineself is
lavin’
place, miss,
niver ust to oatmale an apple-sass, an
crame fer me brekfass, its lashin‘s of
mate oim ust to, an its a brennin’ shame
til’ rich folks to be a settin down to the
likes of that. Oat-male an apple-sass,
howly Moses l" and this insulted, abused
Bridget is only one out of many who
bring like complaints against their sen
sible employers.
A. E.

_—M-—

CHAINED

N ancient writer

TO

tells us of a man

who was chained to a putrefying
carcass for three days, but I am going
I
to tell of something worse than that.
am going to tell of a good and beautiful
girl who is chained to a worse than rot
‘
ten carcass for life.
An English family came to America

I

live.
and settled in the town where
Thev had an unmarried daughter who
Wasyery handsome, and the peer of the
family in goodness. The parents are of
kind, and as soon as their
the grasping
daugmers reach their teens they want
them to get married, so as to lighten the
family. They do not
expenses of the

A

CARCASS.

stop at wanting their daughters to get
married, but they go so far as to courta
man and compel their (laughter to marry
him. They thus compelled adaughter,
aged eighteen, to marry an old, broken—
down, tyrannical mining operator, just
because he had a few dollars.
But that
case is not the subject of this article;
she is a younger daughter named Sadie.
One year ago Sadie was ﬁfteen years
old.
She accepted the company of a
young man to spend the Fourth of July
at a celebration.
He became smitten
with her beauty and proposed marriage,
which she declined, and afterward re
fused to accept his company. The young
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man—if I can call him man—then be
gan courting her father and mother.
He succeeded in winning their “affec

tions " and obtaining a promise of mar
riage. Sadie declined the bargain, but
her parents said she must marry him.
She then begged the young man not to
insist on marriage, for she did not love
him and she could neither be happy
with him nor make him happy. The
“thing,” miscalled man, could not see
the point and insisted on her becoming
his wife. She then declared she would
not be his wife under any circumstances,
and did all she could consistently do to
But he had
get him to dislike her.
neither sense nor manhood enough to
give up one who hated his very appear
ance. Presently it came to the point
where she must either marry him or be
turned upon the cold world homeless,
among strangers. She then consented
and the ceremony was performed, but
she refused to live with him and for
many nights had her younger sister

After the tyrannical power
was again brought to bear upon her she
lived with him a few weeks and then
After a few weeks grinding
left him.
in the mills of Sheol, she resumed living
with him as his wife. The couple passed
afew miserable months together and one
morning last August as the sun cast its
golden light over the mountain‘s brow,
Sadie was missed and sought for, but not
found.
She had gone away 100 miles to
the cabin of her sister, whose fate was
After a short time
much like her own.
the thing called her “ husband” left the
country with the avowed intention of
never returning or being heard from.
Sadie hearing of this eventually returned
home, but to her horror who should
turn up in a few weeks but her would
“ husband T’ After two more months
be
beneath the tyrants’ lash she again con
sents to live with the pumpkin-headed
thing in preference to becoming an out
with her.

'

cast in the world.
Happiness is the object of life, and our
every thought and action is to gain it.
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When happiness is destroyed what is
life i It is not worth living. Happiness
can not be outweighed by all the wealth
in the world. "l‘is better to take life
itself than to take happiness.
\Vho will
say that Sadie‘s happiness is not ruined,
at least in her present condition?
Do
what she may it is injured to some ex
tent for life.
Marriage is the union of two loving
souls. Without mutual love a union
can not exist, and therefore marriage is
impossible. The ceremony is nothing
more nor less than a form of public ac
All the ceremonies in
knowledgment.
the world will not unite two persons if
love is lacking.
If they love each other
they are already united.
Sadie is not in
reality married, and the compulsion of
her parents can not be called anything
better than forced sexual crime.
Nature
designed that those who marry shall
love, and the penalty for breaking this
law is severe.
Children born of parents
who hate each other area sad grievance
to humanity.
Parents who compel their children to
marry commit a great sin against hu
manity and God. They not'only blast
their oﬁ'springs' happiness,
but they
force upon society a class of beings that
are a curse to it. Their curses are un
numbered and untold.
The heaving
breast, the broken heart'strings, the fall
ing tears, the pallid face, the shrunken
form, the faded beauty, the injured,
diseased offspring, the wretched outcast
are curses in themselves.
Justice is
based upon the principle that we may do
whatever seems good to us, as long as
we do not infringe upon the happiness of
This is the highest possible
others.
liberty that can be given to mankind.
Justice demands that offenders against
this be punished, or, in other words,
forfeit a portion of their own liberty.
No greater transgression of liberty is
known than chaining a good, pure
woman to a. man for whom she not only
entertains no inclination, but heartily
seeksto avoid because of disgust. o. H. D.
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and the suppressed

exclamation—“And

In his mind, the
she moves.”
was
a nullity.
All
forced recantation
and
of
theologians
scientists
the learned
his
Opinions
both
considered
his day
scientiﬁcally and religiously erroneous.
all who have made
Yet‘ in our day,
with the subject
themselves familiar
wrong and what
were
know that they
yet

is,

a

it

if

it

dom arrayed against him.
Professor Morse believed that electric
ity could be made available for the trans
distant
between
mission of messages
He had demonstrated the prac
places.
ticability of his invention as fully as his
When he
private means would justify.
asked for a small appropriation
to erect
an experimental line of telegraph be
tween W'ashington and Baltimore, the
wisdom
of a distinguished
senator
prompted him to say that he would not
favor the appropriation of a single dollar
in aid of the wild project of a crazy
man.
an
But today, the world would feel
deprived for the pres
irreparable loss
ent and for all future time of the tele
graph aud of its legitimate offspring‘, the
But examples need not be
telephone.
Let every man be fully
multiplied.
in his own mind.
Ig
persuaded
nore the voice of numbers so far as
speaks contrary to enlightened convic
tions based on thorough investigations
One, with right
and clear conceptions.
better authority than a.
on his side,
million on the side of error. Admitting‘
that the voice of the majority
to be
accepted as presumptive evidence in any
controversy by no means implies that
to be recognized as ﬁnal.
The ques
not how many, or how few ac
tion
cept a doctrine, but how strong or how
weak are the proofs for or against it.
Many of the leading discoveries of mod
ern times have had to ﬁght their way to
popularity through the most determined
opposition, not unfrequently from the
is

is

is presumption for a mere handful
to set up and maintain the
cries so at variance with generally re
Is it? Well, go on.
ceived opinions."
“The wise and good men of the medi
cal profession, sustained by over-whelm
ing numbers of educated and influen
tial minds, are much less likely to he in
error than the small minority opposed
Indeed! Must we then ac
to them.”
cept the religion of Buddha because its
those
of any
adherents outnumber
other class, whether pagan or Chris
tian ? That these objections seem to be
well founded is not to be denied. But
to seem to be and to be are not always
The Gospel seemed to the
the same.
Jewish Sanhedrim to be a great heresy.
The Savior seemed to theme presump
Onlyalittle band of
tuous blasphemer.
humble and obscure adherents accepted
his teachings and recognized in him the
They were
long expected Messiah.
everywhere spoken against ; They ‘suf
fered cruel mockings and scourgings.’
They were ‘destitute, alllicted, tormen
Does any one believe that the
ted.’
is therefore untrue and the
Gospel
holy one an impostor ?
Galileo was arrested, imprisoned, and
condemned to death as a heretic, for
making known the true theory of the
He was forced to recant
solar system.
His
to save himself from execution.
recantation was made with a mental
reservation which found expression in
svigorous stamp of his foot on the earth

of people

incontrovert
taught was, and
able truth.
Christopher Columbus believed the
world to be a sphere, which might be
For this he was des
clrcumnavigated.
visionary fana
pised and ridiculed as
to
prove, and did
tic. Yet he was able
prove, the correctness of his opinions
and the falsity of the accumulated wis

is

It

UT these ideas are unpopular."
We do not deny it. \Vhat next?

2.

he

is

“
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very class of persons most beneﬁted by able climate, and that although some
medical men have given us pathological
them. If such proves to be the experi
ence of a sound, national theory of works of value, we believe that we
health, it will be but history repeating
could add some pages, at least, of im
itself. About the ﬁrst thing a new-born
portance and usefulness to their works.
The majority of women will not speak
child swallows is a dose of catnip tea.
Mrs. \Vinslow's Soothing Syrup, or its to amedical man of their physical ail
equivalent in some other form soon fol
ments with that entire freedom and un
If the child, the youth, or the reserve which is necessary to the full
lows.
adult is sick or afraid of being sick, the understanding of a chronic case of dis
ﬁrst inquiry is, whatdrug is to be swal
ease, while a woman physician of expe
lowed? Such is our education. The rIence and tact may be able to draw
doctors and the druggists, the nostrum
from her a complete history of her
makers and venders, are carefully train
It therefore
symptoms and sufferings.
ed to stand guard in its defense and seems desirable that we should meet
honestly think in doing so they become
regularly, to hear and discuss papers
public benefactors.
and the interesting cases of different
They are taught by the medical members of the society, and to consider
schools to look with contempt upon all new and improved methods of allevi
who refuse to recognize them as ora
ating suffering, restoring health, and
cles.
It they are ever so indiscreet as teaching our fellow creatures how to live.
to treat with common courtesy any who
ELIZABETH DUDLEY. m. D.
refuse to recognize them as such, they
are ostracised by medical societies as
The Senate of South Carolina has re
unworthy members. At the risk of pro cently passed a bill applying to two
fessional character they dare not hold counties, making not only the manufac
with members of other ture and sale of liquora misdemeanor,
consultations
schools, or advocates of conﬂicting opin
but requiring railway oﬂicials to keep a
ions, though wiser, better and more public record of all
packages of liquor
honorable than themselves. ‘Loaded
received, and punishing with one years
down with professional learning they imprisonment any person having liquor
are not.expected, or permitted, to be shipped to him. The bill also enjoins
that no person shall give to another a
and
beyond the metes
progressive
drink of liquor in his own dwelling
bounds established by accredited author
if it be near his place of business.
ities.
Bravo. S. 0.1
J. s. GALLOWAY, M. D.
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VVOMEN—
physicians have
been received as members of the West
End Medical Society of this city, where
they may exchange experiences and join
in discussions with professional men, it
seems desirable that medical women
should form a Society of their own,
where the other sex need not be ad
mitted. All medical women of experi
ence will agree that new complications
of diseases among women and children
arising, especially in
are constantly
this cosmopolitan town with its vari
SOCIETY
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some women

M

.RIGHT M AKES MIGHT.
Though you see no banded army,
Though you hear no canuon's rattle,
We are in a mighty contest,
We are ﬁghting II great battle.
We are few. but we are right,
And we wage the holy ﬁght,
Night and day, and day and night.

If we do not fail or falter,
If we do not sleep or slumber,
We shall win in this great contest,
Though the foe is twice our number.
This the burden of our song—
We are few, but we are strong,
And right must triumph over wrong.
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IN SCIENCE

A Remarkable "oyage—The
Intelligence?‘

of Seattle. W.

Post

'1‘., gives a very

interesting account of a sailing vessel's odd
career on the ocean:
Captain

J.

mand of the

N. Armstrong, now in com
bark Kalukaua, loading lumber

at Port Blakely for the west coast of South
America, was in Seattle the other day.
Cap
tain Armstrong will be remembered as the
commander who brought the ship Templar
from New York to San Francisco a few
ago on one of the most remarkable
After being out for
passages on record.
some time, the captain went to a foreign
port, and for some reason his crew, except
years

ing the officers. left. Finally two English
ships came in. and from them Captain Arm
strong made up a new crew. and after be
ing out four days the entire crew, including
the captain and his daughter, were taken
down with yellow fever.
The ﬁrst mate
died, and several of the sailors. Those who
had the disease less violently threw the dead
one by one.
The ship drifted
overboard,
about without a pilot or navigator for more
than a year. The captain, for two years,
was so crazy from the ravages of the fever
that he had to be chained to the deck to
He
kerp him from jumping ovtrboard.
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Days and weeks passed and the ship con
tinued on her journey.
Being so light
handed the vessel could not be properly

managed and could carry but little sail,
her progress was but slow.
consequently
After many weary months the captain re
gained his reason, and when he learned of

what his daughter had done he was grcatly
surprised, and declared that had he been
placed in the same position he could not
done better.
The hip was loaded
with general merchandise. the cargo being
insured for over $200,000.
The long ab
sence of the ship. and no tidings from her,
led the owners to believe that she, with all
hands on board, had been lost.
Imagine
their surprise whm one bright day in sum
mer the ship Templar, with her cargo all
intact, came sailing into San Francisco bay.
have

The American Farmer-City

life

has never given the best examples and illus
trations of honesty and fair dealings among
men.
\Ve read that away back in the dim
centuries of the past when Greece was in
the zenith of her glory. wlnn her arts and

civilization were foremost among the nations
of the earth, one of her purest and best (‘iti

ings to this day.

zeus. the philosopher
Diogenes. was seen
upon the street of Athens nt mid-day wilh a
burning lamp in his hand, and being asked

the year that the ship drifted
su 0nd mate and three or four of
the sailors recovered, but being out of sight

by a friend what he WnS doing with a lamp
upon the streets at noon: lighted, replied
that he was in search of an hormt man.

wears

the scars from

the chains and lush

During

about the

of land. and not
they were

understanding

navigation,

powerless to do anything with the

Finally

the (laughter regained her
One day she
but not her strength.
sent for the second mate and asked him to
She then
carry her on (leek, which he did.
ship.

reason,

for her father‘s instrum- nts, and by the
of these and her knowledge of naviga.
lion she ﬁgured out the location of the ves
sel.
She then took the charts from the
cabin and traced out a route to San Fran
cisw.
She men practically took command
ofme vessel and ordcred the second mate
crew to make
and surviving members of'the
the directions in which
sail, and gave them
w saiL Every day for months she would
take the sun and give
be carried on deck to
sent

aid

her orders.

And we are inclined to believe that even in
these enlightem (1 days of the nim tecnth
century, a wiser man than the Grecian phil
osopher might even with the nid of an elec
tric light SOJI'CII in vain in some of our great
cities for an honest man.
Not so. however,

in the country districts,

and hence it oc
curred to me that the most fitting Sllbjt ct
for your consideration at your annual gather

ing, would be the importance and dignity of
the American farmer.
He is in the broadest
sense of nationality, the truest representative
Indeed the
type of an American citizen.
American farmer proper is the most com
plete and independent sovereign that can be

found in the family of man, especially when
This is no
he owns the land he cultivates.
history of the
extravagant expression—the

the king, priests
present time,

111:‘ three

ruling-classes,
and soldiers, down to
progress

the

And at no period of the world's
has there been a time when the
of the farmer, us a factor in a

province
nation's welfare

and greatness, was more
than that of the American

[Feb.

ling house without annoying the inhabitants
To amateurs, whose workshops are almost
always located in dwelling houses, this de
vice affords
cheap and simple relief froma
a

human race, from the ancient days of Egyp
tian splendor, when the lands belonged to

aﬂirms it.
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very great annoyance.

New York Academy of Anthro
pology.—At the January meeting of this

potent for good
funnel‘
of to-day.
With his farm well
stocked, managed and paid for, he is the true

society Mr. Round, Secretary of the Na
tional Prison Association, delivered an in
teresting address on Social Wastes, as ex

tural regions of Great Britain and Continen
tal Europe, and in no section can you ﬁnd
that supreme reality which the farmers of

statistics
criminal at large cost the State
was far cheaper to
year, and
$1800
For every one
keep him in conﬁnement.
in prison there were ﬁve at large, and at the

1886.

Prevention of Noise—To

those

1.

a

:

a

is

a

who carry on any operations requiring much
simple means of
hammering or pounding.
deadening the noise of their work
great
rt licf'
Several methods have been suggest
ed, but the best are probably these
Rub
ber cushions under the legs of the work
bench. Uhamber’s Journal describing
fac
tory where the hammering of ﬁfty copper
smiths was scarcely audible

in the room be.

on this

is

inches of sand or sawdust
each keg;

laid

is

2.

a

low, their benches having under each leg
rubber cushion.
Kegs of sand or saw
dust applied in the same way.
A few
ﬁrst poured into

a board or

block

is

upon which the leg rests. and round the leg
and block
poured ﬁne dry sand or saw
Not only all noise, but all vibration
dust.
a

is

and shock.
and an ordinary
prevented;
anvil, so mounted, may be used in
dwel

a

it

a

a

a

it

a

close relation

is

or children of foreigners who
foreigners,
have inherited the evil propensities of their
parents. European governments make Amer
ica
sort of Botany Bay for some of their
worst criminals, and hundreds of despera
does come here after exhausting their law
less arts in their own country.
One step in
the course of reform should be
careful
supervision of the foreign passenger service,
through the establishment of police force,
so that every
criminal and professional
mendicant should not be permitted to land
on our shores.
Another important step in the solution of
the training of the
the problem of reform,
young and of prison inmates in branches of
The want of
of
industry.
knowledge
some useful trade
conspicuous feature
in our criminal population.
man
Give
the ability to use his hands and senses in

a

Fair,

there was

between the statistics of crime and immigm.
tion.
The best data shows that 78 per cent.
of the crime in our country
committed by

a

Greene County Agricultural

large
than to causes at home,

a

ll,

erected symbolizing the glorious sentiment
of “Liberty Enlightening the World."—
From address Qf 111‘. W'. H. H. Russ;
at

due to

a

this country as the only place on the civil
ized globe where a statue could properly be

increase was more
which there was

a

of that fact do we need, than the signiﬁcant
event of that patriotic gift by the warm
htarted people of France, who recognize

to society.
The
immigration, in
criminal element,
being found that

self-supporting branch of labor, and you will
invest him with the means of protecting

himself against vice and crime.
The system now in practice at the Elmira
Reformatory has demonstrated the truth of
this.
It brings out the man in convict and
a

when the lands are owned and burdened by
a titled nobility.
What better illustration

is

it may safely be asserted that no nation can
be truly great, prosperous
and contented

Besides, there was
year.
steady
increase of this class from year to year,
with a proportionate increase of their cost
000,000,

a

and

the cost to the country of
at $480,

the criminal class was estimated

is

tions of the farmers of those countries,

sum mentioned
a

America enjoy; the mildewed touch of
royalty. rank aristocracy and oppression are
the blightcning frosts that chill the aspira

empliﬁed in the common methods of treat
He said that according to
ing criminals.

a

citizen and sovereign of his country. In 1871
and again in 1881. it was the privilege ofyour
speaker to travel through the best agricul
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him to be a self-respecting, law observ
useful citizen ; whereas. by the com
mon method of our State prisons and peniten
tiaries. especially where convicts are bound
to hard labor that the institutions
may be
run at a proﬁt or pay their way. the prisoner
when relieved is usually the dogged, sullen
Under
villain he was before conﬁnement.
the Elmira method 80 per cent of the con
viets are redeemed; while according to ex
perts 17 per cent is the highest estimate of
the reformed under the old system.
H. S. D.

trains

ing, and

Boiler Explosions Not “Accl
dents."-In an item published by the Lon
Mr. Thomas Gray. Assist
Marine Department of the
Board of Trade, in reporting upon the work
ing of the Boiler Explosions Act. 1882. dur
ing the twelve months which ended June 30,
1886, makes it perfectly clear that boiler ex
Mr. Gray says
plosions are not accidents.
that the term “accident,” as applied to the
explosion of boilers, is a misnomer. and

don Ironmonger,
ant Secretary.

connected
adds that_the only circumstance
with many of these explosions that could be
called accidental was that they remained so
Last
long at work without exploding.
year there were more explosions than in any

four years, the total being

of the preceding
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failure." In many cases this is a matter for
real regret. for there can be no doubt that in
many factories boilers are persistently used
to the great peril of the lives of the work
long after they are known to be
This sort of logic has
positively unsafe.
a wide
application to boilers used in
America.
people.

The Laws of Friction—An

Ex

change thus epitomizes the leading princi
ples governing friction:
inﬂuenced by the
1. Friction is greatly
smoothness or roughness. hardness or soft
ness, of

the surface

rubbing against each

other.
2. It is in proportion to the pressure, or
load; that is, adouble pressure will produce
a double amount of friction, and so of any

other proportionate

The friction

increase of the load.
does not

depend upon
the extent of surface, the weight of body re
maining the same.
8.

4. The friction is greater after the bodies
have been allowed to remain for some time
at rest, in contact with each other, than

when they are ﬁrst so placed; as, for exam.
ple. a wheel turning upon gudgeons will re
quire a greater weight to start it after re
maining some hours at rest than it would at
ﬁrst.
The cause of this appears to be, that

1884-85,
the minute asperities which exist even upon
There were the smoothest bodies gradually sink into the
injured by opposite spaces, and thus hold upon each
33 lives lost and 89 persons
boiler explosions last year. Mr. Gray classi
other.
It is for the same reason that a great
ties the causes to which the explosions were
er force is required to set a body in motion
cor than to keep it in motion.
attributable asfollou‘s: Deterioration,
If about one
rosiwn, safety-valve defective, etc., 32; de
third the amount of a weight be required to
fective design or construction, 16; ignor
move that weight along in the ﬁrst instance,
ance, neglect. or carelessness of attendants,
will suﬂlce to keep it in mo
one-fourth
It is thus shown tion.
6: and miscellaneous, 8.
that 26 per cent of the total number of ex
5. The friction of axles does not depend
plosions was due to neglect 0n the part of upon their velocity; thus, a railroad car
In spite of this ss ri traveling at the rate of 20 miles an hour will
the owners of boilers.
ous negligence, Mr. Gray says, “the ver
not have been retarded by friction more
death’ which were al
than another which travels only 10 miles in
dicts of ‘accidental
returned, and generally
that time.
It appears. therefore, from the
most invariably
last three laws that the amount of friction is
without any qualiﬁcation by coroners' jur
as the pressure directly, without regard to
1'98in [am] cubes, show that explosions are
still regarded by the prrsons who sit on surface, time or velocity.
due to causes which
6. Friction is greatly diminished
by un
those juries as being
and
unless evidence of guents, and this diminution is as the nature
are beyond control.
the clearest and most conclusive kind can of the unguents, without reference to the
attempt to secure a crimi substances moving over them. The kind of
be produced’ an
be certain to end in unguent which ought to be employed de
would
nalconviction
57. as against
1883-’84.

43,

1882-’83,

41 and

45

respectively.

in
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pends principally upon the load ; it ought
to sutiice just to prevent the bodies from
The
coming in contact with each other.

JOURNAL.

fool to be
a self-conceited
either agreeable or popular anywhere, even
in his own home and family?" Neither the
deacon nor I could make an aﬁirmative an
you ever know

lighter the weight, therefore. the ﬁner and
more ﬂuid the unguent should be, and vice

swer, and we agreed that

oersa.

the case—Chicago

Are Hobbyists

POO‘JIO‘I—“Why

Disagreeable

is it that

all,profes

sional reformers make themselves personally
and repulsive?”
socially disagretable

and

asked the good deacon of a west-side church,
as-he and I were strolling down Madison
\Ve had just passed a
stre't this morning.
individual whose business
vincgar-visaged

“It is a
of a rod-hot reformer.
“
you are asking," I replied;
that
all
is
it
a
fact
profes
But
it
up.
give
sion .1 reformers are disagreeable and repul
sive, personally and s icially ?”
was

that

I

conundrum

“ Yes, it is

a fact,“

said the deacon, who

is an umiable and philanthropic gentleman
and a popular and successful man of busi
“ and I have long been trying
ness witlml;

A

[Feb.

the lawyer had

Journal

A Microscopical Record—A work
which will readily commend itself to all mi
croscopists who desire to keep a permanent
record for reference of their work from day
to day, is modeled afttr a plan suggested by
Prof. S. H. Gage, of Cornell University, at
the Chicago meeting of the American Soci
ety of Microscopists. and modiﬁed to meet
the wants of the general worker as well as
the specialist, by Chas. E. Alling. Rochester’
N.Y.
The volume contains in addition to
the numbered spaces for 500 or 1000 prepara
tions, from twenty to forty pages of paper
suitably ruled for formulae, so that they can
be referred to by number and avoid repeat
Also an
ing the details with each object.
index suﬁlciently large to catalogue each

reformer is presumably
good motive—a desire to
make people better by mitigating or abolish
ing the vices or burdtns or evil inﬂuences
or
by which they are either demoralized

preparation under both the common and sci
It can also be used. as a de
entiﬁc name.
scriptive record of the preparations of other

This good motive, one would
oppressed.
think, should have a tendency to make
him good-natured and kindly. But I have
noted many of the class carefully, and have
found that the man with a hobby is invari
ably an ill-natured and ill-mannered person.

Prices of the Record books for 500 objects
with space for formulae and index,
bound one-half Russia, spring back, $3.00

to explain

actuated

I

it.

by

a

understand it. don't pretend to be
able to explain it, and when I asked you
the question I did so for information."
A well-known lawyer residing on the
don't

West side joined us in our walk near the
bridge, and I submitted to him the deacon’s

“I, too," remarked the lawyer,
problem.
“ have noted the fact referred to, and my
explanation is that the same cause that ori
ginally makes men or women professional
reformers operates to make them more and

more disagreeable to the generality of peo
ple as they grow older and become more de
" What is
voted to their special hobbies.”
“It is
asked the deacon.
that cause?”
simply the fact that they make the mistake
of believing themselves far better and wiser
than all other people, and treat other people
accordingly,” answered the lawyer, who, as
" Did
a ﬁnality to the conversation, asked :

workers, thus cataloging

in one book

the

entire cabinet.
to 1000

to $4.00.

Our National Debt-The govern
mental indebtedness, on September 1, 1886,
including Paciﬁc
was $1,683,768,594.47:
Railroad bonds, the vast amount would be
of the sum of
augmented by the addition
$64,000,000.
In 1791 the national debt was $75,000.000.
By the war of
$127,000.000.

it lowest

it had increased to
it was $37,513,000,
In 1860. it was about

1812,

In

1835,

record.
The
$64.000,000, or $1.91 per inhabitant.
civil war cost more in a single year than
the entire expense of the government from
and in four years
the national debt to the sum of
Its
$2.756,000,000 or $78.25 per inhabitant.

Washington to Buchanan,
raised

reduction—nearly one-half in twenty years,
has never been equalled in the world's his
tory, and is highly creditable to our ﬁnan
cial management, but how about taxation
meanwhile ?
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“to the Bible for our rules of moral
conduct, and as we interpret them ac
cording

to the authority

we can

not help

of our church

our teaching toward

in

a bias

exhibiting

the faith and prac

our particular communion.”
A
statement of this kind at once suggests
tice of

the prejudice

Fonz:

87 Waus COMPANY, Publisherl.
A.M., M.D., Editor.

Drums,

H. S.

NE \v Y o R K
FEBRUARY,

IORAL

There are a few thinkers

,

old

who

utter

the opinion that the basic truth of prac
tical morality, drawn

IN SCHOOL.

THE sober people in society are be

ment, the teachings of Christ, of prophet
denominational

At

applied

of clergymen, at
teachers’ meetings and institutes, and in
the proceedings
of scientiﬁc societies
conferences

up for frequent dis
unanimously agreed on

indeed from that

rich fountain of precept and encourage

coming more and more awake to the
neoesity of moral teaching in schools
the

of contem
and the

oppositions of parish schools to public.

1887.

INSTRUCTION

and rivalries

poraneous denominations,

and apostle,

in

in

do not involve

necessarily

and may be

specialty,

a clear, commonsense

without

way

of children

the every day instruction

an essentially

impressing
These

thinkers

sec

point

the subject

comes

tarian bias.

cussion,and

it is

the sermon on the Mount and the Ten

all sides that there has been a great mis

Commandments,

take made by the directors of public edu

of morality broad enough

or ignoring moral
How to atone for this mis
and set in motion a. system of

to

as comprising a system

for human

cation in neglecting

needs, and needing

culture.

candid exposition to ﬁt it for schools of

take,

instruction that shall make of the chil
dren now in school better moral agents
than their

fathers

and

mothers, and

capable of raising the level of moral
sentiment in the community, and stem
ming

the drift of vice and dishonesty,

It

appears

many

that

to be the

conviction

of

to teach the fundamentals

of truth and virtue

and

direct

their

practice in every day life necessarily
involves religion, and here must enter a
sectarian complication that in the pres
ent

state

of

civil affairs

most serious obstaclesays the censor

of

may prove a

“ We must look,”

Orthodox

Profession,

The

the lowest

grade.

this moral

teaching

undertone

is the

of

worship of'

God, religion: and can we really separ
teaching wor

ate any method of moral

It

thy of the name from religion?
our moral

nature

close relation with

It

our being.

is the perplexing question.

but an intelligent,

is

that brings

is

us into

the divine source of
that which

reﬁnes, ennobles human

elevates,

character, and

renders it most worthy of respect and

Through

admiration.
regulating

the

control

and

influence of the moral facul

ties the other parts of the mental organ-

ism, and to a large extent the physical;
organization,

are brought into harmoni

ous adjustment

and thus made to act

with the most eiﬁcient energy.

Where—
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ever man works,

be

it in

ﬁeld

a

ties lend their stimulus to his eﬂ’ort it is

in

expressed

and ardor of his

the zeal

movements and in the higher quality of
the results.

[Feb.

ANOTHER BRAIN HOAX.

of

manual industry or in a profession that
employs the intellect, if the moral facul

JOURNAL

EVERYBODY knows that a good many

of our newspapers and some of our
literary magazines keepa “funny man”
a member of the permanent

as

staﬁ' ;

his facetions deliveries from day to day

*

or from month to month being consid

with those who

ered indispensable to the variety of the

think that it is not essential or necessary

literary bill-of-fare supplied their readers.

that sectarianism should color the moral

The

i

1i

For ourselves

g:

we are

man " is a privileged

“funny

char

children.

We

acter in the ways of his writing and in

believe that the lessons of truth,

duty,

He may
choose from the whole range of human
thought and action, it matters not what,
so long as he is funny. He is at liberty

teaching

imparted

to

virtue, charityinculcated

with true candor

and earnestness must lead the young
upward to the source of all truth,
need not be worship

and

but it

impress the principle of worship,

in the special fash

ion of ‘Presbyterian,

or
Roman Catholic. Specialism of religious
may

observance

affair, according

Episcopalian

an

be

extra-school

to the home-inﬂuence

The doctrines

or later tendencies.

of

Phrenology recognize the tendency of
of the

the culture

toward religious

moral

sentiments

devotion, and count it

but the manifestation of a law inherent

Train a child's

in man's constitution.

Veneration,

Benevolence,

tiousness, etc—and

these

Conscien
faculties

can

not be expected to operate properly with
out careful training,

any more than his

the selection

to show up the humorous

funeral or of a hanging

with jocular pen

religious

growth that will

to

hit right and left at

the intelligence

possess

well

is also at liberty

If

he

and wit of

a

principles the most ﬁrmly based.
Locke, a Poe, or Jules Verne,
be a success

may

he

in making astronomy or

chemistry or anatomy contribute

to his

“funny

man ”

humor

;

but usually the

is not a success

in handling scientiﬁc

terms.

Lately this kind of

joker

a

seems

to

have gotten very much into the medical
diagnostician

a.

as

scene,

into ﬁelds of science, and

to venture

line,

produce

He

court examination.

without use and development—and
have expression in some

points of a

the grotesque in a police

as to descry

leg-muscles would enable him to walk
you

of his topics.

and

ﬁgures

conspicuously

as

a

of serious disorders like

consumption and Bright’s disease, whole

What
then? Religion is inseparable from the

columns being devoted to the vivid de

social disposition of man, and its soften

the web of facetize about the trial of this

ing, purifying leaven in time raises the

medicine and that, and of the complete

tone of the community.

way.

If our

children

scriptions

failure of

of hypothetical

allopathy,

invalids,

eclecticism

and

and

can be impressed with the solid, basic

homoaopathy concluding with a marvel

principles of right conduct may we not

ous recital of the effects of somebody’s

leave their church connection
care of itself

1

to take

compound,
capsules,

anti-eﬁ’ervescent,
or

non-athcromatous

digastric
pads.
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and in all sorts of publica
tions, the religious as well as secular,
this kind of fun is seen, and appears to
be immensely taking, if we judge by the

Every day,

quantity of space given to it.

Some of

humorists, indeed, appear to be
rather desirous of acquiring reputation
for real capability and knowledge in the

these
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Shades of Vic d‘Azir, Camper, Riel and
Magcndie

!

and

where are ye Fritsch,

Ferrier, Benedikt, Bordier, Dalton, Char
cot,

Jackson, Carnochan,

and the rest

who tell us so much about the frontal
lobes of the brain, and their intellectual
Must you hide diminish
signiﬁcance?
ed heads before this aspiring

luminary of

department of science, where they play

the West?

a quasi literary role, notwithstanding

ers and philanthropists,

the negative assumptions that are relied

est in behalf of the moral advancement

They may
have been students to some extent in

society that you have measured and es

upon

to point their

wit.

And you, profound observ
who are so earn

of

timated the heads and crania of thou

science, and obtained public conﬁdence

sands of vicious and wicked people, and

by the display of titles and diplomas, so

determined to your satisfaction thata cer

that their travestios of fact and principle
are regarded all the more enjoyable.
must he, says the credulous,

It

unlearned

reader, that this fellow knows what he's
talking about, since he's 8. Ph. D., or
some other kind of a D.
We have been told lately about a “sci

emiﬁc” wag, who has attracted some at
tention in the West by side-splitting as
“ noble forehead ” idea.
saults upon the
He is said to hold up to universal
cule the old opinion,
character

of

the

ridi~

that the size and

front part of

bear a certain correspondence

of brain is criminal

measures for the restraint of those who
have it are essential to the peace and or
der of the community, what have you to
say now? This facetious “ savant ” of

Him

the West deﬁes you to the teeth.
you would arraign

for low intellectual

powers and depraved, even murderous
proclivities, he exalts for superior sagac

ity and ardor of feeling.

You may tell

him that the criminal is not developed

the head

naturally in the frontal but in the lateral

to the in

and occipital regions

capacity. He has discovered
“
truth ” of mental localization ; the
the
tellectual

intellectual faculties have very little to
do with the front part of the brain, but
should be assigned to the back part, the
posterior or occipital lobes: there is the
seat of honor, there is the sphere of high
What matters
thought and sentiment.
if the brow be low, receding, and the
to the orbital

hair grow down almost
A well rounded and capacious

ridges?

the thing.

tain development

and should be recognized by the state, and

Give a man that

backhead is
and he will show the World that it is 0c
ciput that tells, and 110‘? 05 frontalis

;

that the experi

ence of ages, in civilized and savage peo

ples warrants your judgment;
less he

neverthe

will rise up and reproach you with
and old world traditions,

old fogyism,

and deﬁantly
development

allege that a new type of
has come under his notice

that reverses all precedent, and makes a
great stride beyond

the old standard.

You don’t know, earnest, simple men of
science, the verbal resources of a Western

humorist,

and the cyclopedic

hold

keeps on the learning of the past
present.

Don’t get into histoils.

he

and

Think

not that he is organized like the type of
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humanity you are wont to scrutinize
with your practiced eye. He is sui gen
eris, all occipital lobe; the encephalon
he carrieshas no ﬁssure of Rolando, no

[Feb.

“ the joy of the
is yet to be
whole earth," as announced by the an

Jerusalem

cient prophet, it must not only develop
of great material
into a condition

cate the lobar division ;he has no frontal

strength, be large in the sense of a Lon
don or Paris, well built, and well gov

lobes.

erned, but its people must also show a

perpendicular

THE

ﬁssures, nothing to indi

M

FUTURE

OF

harmony of sentiment,

JERUSALEM.

purpose in the development of the pow

ACCORDING to the letter of Mr. Cros
sett, who is a missionary now in erusa

J

lem, which was published
that

city

is

in January,

likely to attain

a posi

tion of importance at no very distant
day. It is growing in numbers, and its
situation and the variety and abundance
of its natural resources, especially those

relating to food supply, should contriv
bute toward

its rapid development as a

Syrian mart. The increase of travel from
year to year via the Suez canal, and the
extension southward of Russian trade and
Russian territorial dominion must have
its effect upon Jerusalem.

Who knows

but that Russia will absorb the whole tract
of country between Persia and the Medi
terranean ere long, and set upon Mount
Olivet the cross of her State Church, re
placing the eﬁ'ete institution of Moham
med with the aggressive policy of Greek

The hope of so many of
the Hebrew faith in Europe and Ameri
ca that the ancient city will be a Jewish

Christianity?

capital again is not altogether without
encouragement in the existing state of
things, but we think that if the hope is
ever realized it will be a modern and
evolved form of Judaism that will wor
ship in the new temple, that will replace
the mosque;

and that the new order of

in its intellectual as well as
moral character will be of a type more
advanced than that we now know. If

civilization

unity of

and

I

ers belonging to their nature.

The speculations of Mr. Crossett do
not seem wildto one who reads them
with

some knowledge of the topography

of Jerusalem and the movements now in
progress there.

____M___

SPELLING

A

CHICAGO

REFORM.

teacher

has

recently

issued a pamphlet in which he urges the
need of improvement in the method of
teaching children to spell. That his ar
raignment of the old, cumbrous, unphil
osophical spelling of many of our most
common English Words is entirely just
no one will deny, and if he should suc
ceed in awakening the general attention
of the public to the matter we shall be
pleased. A few years ago there was a little
ruffle of interest in educated circles with
regard to reform in spelling, and Profs.

March,

Whitney,

and

others

quoted as supporters of it.

were

Some well

known publications advocated the prin
ciple of

dropping

sary letters,

silent and unneces

and printed a part,

if not

all, of their pages in accordance with it.
This movement seems to have lost en—
ergy, and now we hear very little of it.
On the educational—it’s most impor
tant side—economy, time, the saving of
mental eifort, are arrayed, and the claim
that it would

make two or three years

diﬂ’erence in the progress

of a child
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through a course of academic study that

plifying

now requires eight or nine years, if words

the words of our language.

If

are pronounced,
to one who

this measure have all the practical

advantages that its originator and ad vo
cator ascribes to
lars drawn

from

graphs‘

Harbor Bill

”

Mr. Lawler, of Illinois, has intro
to “test

and

of spelling," which seems
to be a measure in behalf of a method
devised by a teacher of Chicago for sim
science

a

jobbers.

Always write your full name and address plain.
use a pseudonym
at the end of your letter- If
orim'tiab, write your full name and address also.
'ro mum: muviuumu:
WI: cur NOT msa'rnm

if

i

P.——As

is

It

of

may be possible that you are
descendant of some rich Englishman whose
property has fallen into the hands of the
Crown oﬂlcers, but in spite of representa

a

heirs.

a

it

tions to the contrary by parties who are de
sirous of drawing a good fee from you,
would be very difficult matter to establish
right to any part of that property—especi

ally

considerable

time has elapsed since
rare indeed for
man to die anywhere and not have hairs
immediately on hand to claim what money
or other property he might have left.
In

England this

death.

It

particularly rare.

a

the owner‘s

Further

very uncommon thing for man
who has no near relatives not to make
more,

a

A

5. Be brief. People don‘t like to read long stories.
two~column article is read by four times as many
people as one of double that length.

J.

of the Bank of England, for default

ls

together. Sheets
the most satisfactory to editor and compositor.

Esr/m; m ENoLAnn—L.

Tn.\'r

rule we discourage the attempt of persons
residing in this country to obtain possession
of an estate that
said to be in the holding

a

4.

it

3.

Don‘t write in a small hand, or in pencil, as the
across the case, a distance
wmpositor has to read
of over two feet, and the editor often wishes to make
changes or additions.
Never roll your mnuam-ipt or paste the sheets
" Commercial note“ size are
about

if

a

2. Write clearly and distinctly, being particularly
azreful in the matter of proper names and quota
tions.

contributions unless the necessary postage is pro
IN ALL ensue, persons who
vided by the writers.
communicate with us through the post-office should,
they expect a reply, "close the return postage, or
what is better, a prepaid envelope, with their full
Personal and private matters addressed
address.
to the Editor will receive his early attention
thin
is done.

is

if

:

1. W'n'te mi one side of the shret only. It is often
necessary to out the page into “takes "for compos~
itors, and this can not be done when both sides are
written upon.

6.

of our school
far more importance

interests
of

trances trumped up by Congressional

if

umlrnts.

It wlll greatly ald the
To Ova Cox'rmnvrona.
our
editor. and facilitate the work of the printer.
contributors generally shmlld observe the following
rules when writing articles or communications in
tended for publication

ly

and

by Con

ilienturial lﬁurenu.

Is'rnazs'r,“ on“ mu.
Quins-nuns or “GENERAL
But 0m’ question
be answered in this department.
at a time, and that clearly stated, must be pro
pounded, if a ron'e.\j)orld('nt lhall (‘J-pert us to give
him the beneﬁt of an rarly consideration.

M

are

“River

than all the little creeks and shore en

it

(Lurrrsp

children

some

should begiven

a

‘Dlll'

an

(DIR

try the

as the

gress,

few thousand dol

a

duced a bill in Congress

it,

difficulties a child must en
counter in mastering the common ortho

realizes the

a

spelled as they

does not seem extravagant

is

were

of learning to spell

the process

disposition of his estate by will or
otherwise.
You may believe that the stories
told about the vast amount of unclaimed
deﬁnite
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money in the Bank of England are for the
most- part ﬁction.

with the:best operators the power is found
to vary greatly from time to time.

Carcass INOUBATOR. —J. P. —We
think much about it aside from the
opinion that raising chickens by artiﬁcial
means in this country is very much like
silk-culture; thtt proved a delusion to the
great majority who were letl by the brilliant

@ﬁl @lhaf

The

don’t

assurances of ingenious schemers to under
take it, and so it appears to be turning out
enterprise.
with the grand egg-hatching
Some of our friends who went into the busi
ness with great enthusiasm a few months
ago, thinking they had but to get an incuba
tor, light the lamp, start the battery and in
a few weeks there would be a few hundred
little yellow-legs tripping over the gravel of

their chicken yards, think very differently
now. and would like to have an opportunity
of the fellow
to ﬂatten the Acquisitiveness
who sold them the machine and promised
It is said that Mr. Hawkins, of
so much.
Mass,
a prominent poultry man,
Lancaster,
Spent over $2,000 in testing incubators, and
has rejected them altogether, concluding
after a costly experience that the natural
method is the best, and to rob mother hen

of her occupation wont pay in the number
and quality of chickens.
or L. H. S. .—In speak
LEGISLATURE—L

J

we should

ing of a legislature in general terms
of a
use a small 1, but if we were writing
as that of New York
legislature,
particular

we should deem ourselves
or Pennsylvania.
for the
warranted in using a capital letter
York
New
therefore,
The
say,
We
initial.

Legislature.
Mnsmnuo Powan.—Queation.—Can you
an
inform me whether ANY person can put
or does it lie
sleep,
mesmeric
a
into
other
0. a.
in but few.

answered this questlon
a year or so, but the
within
once
more than
public in hypnotism
the
of
interest
growing
re
naturally prompts the inquiry to be made
some
has
everybody
think
We
peatedly.
inﬂuence,
degree of mesmeric or magnetic
of cans
way
but to exercise it in the special
trance
or
sleep
the
into
ing another to fall
that
methods
and
conditions
stute requires
The ability to con
all can not command.
trol even those susceptible to the inﬂuence
few, and
on most occasions is possessed by

Amen—We have

@lm

gm

%

are invited on any topic of 1'nter
Communications
est ,' the writer's personal views, and facts from his
experience bearing on our subjects being preferred.

spiritualism Among the Shak

ers.—I

visited the Miskayuna
recently
Shakers, whose village is near this place.
Among them I saw my old friend Nehemiah
White. an aged Shaker, who has been very
a long time and without hope of re
He has for many years been an ar
covery.
dent student of Phrenology, considering it
one of the most useful of the sciences. show
Nearly ﬁfteen
ing the whole duty of man.

ill for

years ago he gave me books on the subject
He is also
and encouraged me to study it.
one of the ﬁrmest believers in Spiritualism.
He says, that he has not only seen many of
the manifestations that have occurred among
the Shakers, but. had himself a very remark
able experience, the result of an accident by

which it was for some time supposed that
Being struck on
he was instantly killed.
the head by a heavy timber, he fell to the
earth, but seemed instantly to regain his
feet, and on looking down to the ground
saw his own body lying there apparently
He saw men rush to it and bear it
lifeless.
away carefully and make efforts to restore it
to animation, and heard all their conversa
with
tion. and also saw and conversed
hours
two
about
After
dead.
friends long
he made an effort to re-enter his body, and
it seemed very diﬂicult to do so but he suc
ceeded.

to

the joy
by.

friends standing
him a vivid reality,

of the relatives
This experience

and
is to

and he entertains no
doubt of the reality of the after-life, no fear
It is not generally known
of annihilation.
with
originated
spiritualism
modern
that
these Shakers, of whom Nehemiah White is

The manifestations ﬁrst occurred in
the person of a little girl, who was controll
ed apparently by former members of the
one.

community,

who

had

died.

some of them

After that they had
many years before.
at their meetings
regularly
manifestations
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for years and through various members of
the community; and they now have thou
sands of pages of communications that were
recorded.

Finally,

after

some

previous

warning it was announced at one of the
meetings that the spirits would not manifest
themselves among the Shakers thereafter,
except occasionally; that they were going
out into the world to undertake the great
work of convincing all people of the reality
of spirit existence ; and that they, the Shak
ers, would soon hear of their work outside
of their community.
This meeting was of
remarkable interst.
The communications
and
contained many words of exhortation
and a ﬁnal affectionate
encouragement
adieu. From that time to the present there
have been very few.
It was about two
weeks after the meeting above referred to
that the mysterious rappings occurred in the
home of the Fox family, near Rochester N.Y.
The above facts

I

have

from Elder Giles

B. Avery, than whom a more clear-headed,

intelligent and honorable man can not be
found, and have written them thinking that
they

might interest some of your readers.
1‘. a. ASPISWALL,

A

M. n.

Little Mystiﬂecl—Salan,

0., De
cember 8, 1886.
Dear Mr. Editor: About
the year 1865 I was giving a course of lec
tures on Physiology and Phrenology in the
town of Damascus. Ohio. At the close of
the course a lady came to me and presented
a manuscript written in a nice. lt-gible hand,
and on the front page were written the fol
lowing words, with tine pen embellishments
surrounding it: “ Respectfully inscribed to
Dr. J. M. Hole, Salem, Ohio, by his much
interested friend. Mattie J. Morrison, of
Damascus,
Ohio."
This was the iden
tical " What All Must Be ” to be found on
page 296 of the December number of the
Jouessr. To say I highly esteem the article
would but faintly express myself.
But I so
carefully stuck it away among my books
that I had long since lost it, for good.
Upon opening the JOURNAL, I at once saw
the words and proceeded to read the poem,
all the while impressed that I had seen it
before some where, until I came to the end.
All was explained.
How you got it depen
ent sayeth not.
Kindly yours,

J.

M. noes.
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(Nora—It remains for the editor to say
merely that the poem came to our hands
straight enough ; even from the author her
self, now Mrs. Banks. through the interest
of a friend in our ottice.)

Baking Powder it is.-The

weight

of evidence is unquestionably
to the ell'ect
that baking powder prepared from soda and
put up in cans with
the name and trade-mark of a reliable maker,
cream of tartar, when

to any other
if raised
preparation.
we must have something

are greatly

to be preferred

form of bread-raising

bread is required.
to vcsiculate the dough

and make it light,

Yeast. will doubt
palatable and digestible.
less continue to be preferred by many who
are accustomed to the old methods for mak

ing bread; but yeast can not
cake. biscuits,

and various

be

used in

other kinds

of

pastry, and these must accordingly be raised
by the use of cream of tartar and soda,
soda and sour milk, or the more modern

baking powder.
There can not

be any question
that of
these agents a good baking powder is far
the best.
Its advantage is that, while com
posed of the same materials, it is carefully

mixed
neither
cess.

in

accurate

so that
proportions,
shali be in ex
While, therefore, there may be dan

acid

nor

alkali

ger of injurious effects from the use of
cream of tartar and soda when they are
bought separately and miro‘d inthe kitchen,
because of the great difficulty of getting the
proportions accurate there is none when
they are accurately

combined in a first-class,

pure baking powder.
But the choice of a baking powder should
be made with the greatest care. The major
ity of those on the market are not only of

doubtful utility for raising purposes but ac
tually dangerous for use in food.
All the
low-price powders. and powders sold with
gifts and prizes, contain alum or lime, and
hence should be avoided.
Many of those
sold at higher prices are made form impure
materials.

The question of purity in baking powders
formed a large feature of newspaper

has

discussions

recently, and eminent doctors of

philosophy have given opinions as to the
ingredients which compose many of these
articles.
The investigations have narrowed
down to the limit which awards the Royal
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Baking Powder the palm of purity, and
several of the most distinguished scientists
have testitied to their conviction that no ex
traneous or deleterious matter enters into its

The Royal Baking Powder

composition.

Company have achieved a world-wide repu
tation for the success which has marked their
preparation of cream of tartar for baking
purposes. It is indisputably shown.that they
have eliminated all elements of tartrate of
lime, alum or other impure substances, and

M_—

PERSONAL.

GENERAL Joan A. LOGAN, United States
Senator from Illinois, died at his residence
in Washington, D. 0., on the 26th of Decem
ber. at the age of nearly sixty-one years.
The cause of his death was rheumatism. He
had

been

troubled

with rheumatism

for

many years, but was not considered serious
He
1y ill until afew days before death.
County, Illinois, his
father having emigrated to this country from
Ireland. At the outbreak of the Mexican
was born

in Jackson

War

he volunteered

out

with credit.

in the service and came
He afterward studied

law. began its practice, was elected to the
Legislature of his native State, and hence
A
forward gave himself up to politics.
the civil war
hitherto,
Democrat
when
broke out he took up the cause of the Union,
and did a great deal to turn popular opin
At the time of the
ion in southern Illiniois.
ﬁrst battle of Bull Run he was a member of
after adjourn
Congress, and immediately
ment returned home, raised a regiment in
the face of powerful local prejudice. and
took the ﬁeld with the volunteer army of
the Union.
His record during the war was
ahriilizmt one. He was afterward twice
elected United States Senator from Illinois,
and was on the ticket with Mr. Blaine for
the Presidency.

Tm; asoarrr DEATH or Dn. BARKER, of
North Carolina. is a matter of much regret
world. He received
to the phrenological
training in
his medical and phrenological

[ Feb.

Edinburgh, Scotland, about forty years ago,
and after coming to America made the
South his home where his abilities soon
As a lecturer he was
gave him reputation.
clear and convincing and as an examiner
careful and exact.
No other man in the
South, we think, has done more toward
sustaining the science in the past than Dr.
.
Barker.

--——M—
WISDOM.

present to the public a hralthful and chemi
Such chemists as Henry
cally pure article.

Morton, E. G. Love. Wm. McMurtrie. and
several others have veriﬁed its superiority
and testified, through practical exp-rience,
to its excellence.
E. P. I.

JOURNAL

“Think truly, and thy thought
Shall be a. fruitful seed. “

The hand

that

achieve—Michael

I

follows

intellect

can

Angelo.

can not live with a man whose palate
has quicker sensations than his hearL—Cato.

A desire for usefulness is the fore-runner
of happiness not only here but hereafter.
Advice is like snow: the softer it falls,
the longer it dwells upon, and the deeper it
sinks into the mind—Coleridge.

No man can

be

really inﬂuential who can
Experience teaches
have something in them

not listen as well as talk.
that

all people

worth attending to.
Don’t do right unwillingly,
And stop to plan and measure:
'Tis working with the heart and soul,
That makes our duty pleasure.
Riches, power and fame can not scale the
of pride ; neither can poverty with

heights

It is the
misery escape its blasting coils.
“jack o’lantcrn" that lures its followers into
the marshes of corruption.

Nothing is easier than fault-ﬁnding. No
talent, no self-denial, no genius, no charac
ter are required to set up in the grumbling
But those who are moved by a
business.
genuine desire to do good have little time
for murmuring or complaint—Robert West.

.,___

MIRTH.
"A little nonsense

now and then,

In relished by the wisest men.“

When an idler enters the

sanctum of a

and the editor says, “Glad
” what does he mean?
see you're back

busy editor

Book agent.
in?"

“Is

the head of

to

the house
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Servant. "Yis, sorr.
He's in the library
thrying' to write a letter with his new style
graphic pen.
Wull yez come in 1'”
Book Agent (hastily).
"No ; I'll call
again.”

Aragged little urchin came to a lady's
door asking for old clothes.
She brought
him a vest and a pair of trousers, which she
thought would be a comfortable
ﬁt. The
young scrapegrace took the garments and
examined each; then. with a disconsolate
look said, “There ain't no watch-pocket l"

.

Library.

Cocm AS‘D CHOCOLATE.
A short History of
their production and use, with a full and
particular account of their properties and
the various methods of preparing them for

food.

W'ulter Baker & (‘0., Mass.
One must take a hook that has been pub
lished in the interest of a special manufac
ture cum grano poll's. as :1 rule, and there
fore. if this neat little brochure exhibits the
favorable side of cocoa as a beverage it must
be expected.
Yet an examination shows
the writer has gone to several good authori
ties and gives us a detail of the properties of
the cocoa-bean.
From Dr. Smith's well
known treatise on “ Foods." Brillut Savarin
and Boussingault, analysses are drawn with
remarks touching the value of its food ele
ments and its effects as a. stimulant.
There
is no doubt concerning the possession of nu
tritive elements by beverages properly pre

from

cocoa.

or

chocolate,

like coffee, a slow poison, and lead to the
formation of positively vicious habits. To
some constitutions
chocolate may not be
adapted, and this is readily ascertained. We
think. however. that in most cases the dis
like shown to this beverage is due to faulty
preparation, and this the publishers seek to
obviate

by including a series of recipes
which cover the general ﬁeld of cocoa uses.

Tm: Perms or Sm Jonu Suoxuso, a new
edition with preface and notes.
Edited by
Frederick A. Stokes.
Cloth, price $2.00.
New York: White, Stokes & Allen.

A tasteful volume. and ﬂtly displaying the
sprighly manner of this old-time
poet.
Sir John Suckling was to his age. two hun
dred and ﬁfty years ago, much of what

In this department we give short reviews of such
NEW BOOKS aspublishera see ﬁt to send us. In then
revizuu ue seek to treat author and publisher satis
factorily and justly, and also tofurm‘sh our readers
with such information as shall enable them to
form
an opinion of the desirability of any particular vol
umeforpersonal use. It is our win. to notice the
better clan of books issuing from the press, and we
invite publishers to favor the Editor with recent
publications, especially those related in any way to
mental and physiological science.
We can usually
supply any of those noticed.

pared
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although

they have a similar excitant effect to tea. or
coﬁee, but not to the same degree. It is prob
ably well said that the use of chocolate can
not degenerate into abuse. and thus become

Rossetti is to ours, although in a less studied
character than the modern poet.
His liveli
ness and wit had room in those days of
social latitude, for he lived in the days of
the careless and unfortuue Charles 1., and
can understand
how his songs, and
ascriptions tickled the cars of court people.
Vl'e will confess that we had not seen much
of Suckling's versvs until this volume came
under our cyvs, although often mentioned by
we

littcratcurs in connvction with poctrv of the
lively or nmmory class. as a representative of
a type that combined qualities of dnintim-ss
and grace with nrdor and humor.
Now our
library mnkcrs may thank the publishers
for supplying Sir John Suckling iu neat.
form to their army of the British poets,

whereas, hitherto, to procure “complete edi
tion except at much cost was not easy.
A.

brief yet excellent

biography of the cour
tier-poet precedes his compositions—ands
ﬁne portrait in the old style of copper-plate,
after the painting by Vandyke, is a suitable

—M_—

frontispiecc.

PUBLICATIONS RECEIVED.
or Oeuvres‘ Porous READING
as much entertainment of the sen
sational sort as can be expected for the
price, 80 cents.
No.

87

furnishes

How T0 Ksnr Youuo TILL EIGHTY is the
taking title of a little pamphlet by Levy
Simpson Elphick.
It is neither more nor
less than a score of leaves from the experi
ence of the writer himself, who appears as
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young and vi orous as most men of lift ﬁve or sixty, a though fully fourscore.
e
is a model vegetarian. and in the simple
manner of his living founds his claim to
robust old age and a happy mental state.
His life has not been an easy one by any
means. but such as may be well indicated
by his own quaint statement that he “never
saw the shadow of a sixpcnce without work
ing hard for it."
Rsron'r on CLASSIFICATION or MENTAL
DlSEASES AS A B.\sis or INTERNATIONAL STA
names or THE Ixssss made to the Belgium
Society of Medicine, by Clark Bell, Esq,
International
Delegate for North America.
This report has the merit of reducing to
something like a system the very perplexing
and numerous phases of mental disturbance,
and indicating their typical differences under
comparatively few heads.
Tim PHRENOLOGICAL MAGAZINE. London,
England, begins the year with evidences of
An excellent. paper on “Steps
vigor.
toward Perfection ” contains many apt sug
estions; and n “ Visit to the Tomb of Gall,"
is told with the heartiness of enthusiasm
A liberal sprink
and in graceful phrase.
ling of literary matter helps to ﬁll out the
L. N. Fowler,
enerally readable pages.
Tublisher.
HARPER'S MONTHLY for January has all of
its accustomed bulk and variety.
Opening
with a choice engravin of “A Creole Belle,"

detached
rom its appropriate
somewhat
place in Wnrner‘s Notes on New Orleans,
which are most richly embellished with ﬁne
wood-cutting.
Campaigning with the Cos ‘
sacks, is another well illustrated article. the
sketches being in the free. off-hand style of
The editorial chairs are
the cartoonist.
cleverly ﬁlled. and hit off scasonnblc topics
with bright comments.
Mr. (‘urris gives a
piquant account of the Bartholdi unveiling,
and scores the system of interviewing that
contributes so much to the gossip columns
of our daily newspapers.

Tm: Css'runr M/loAzms for January is a
generous specimen of that thick Monthly,
and its table of contents is more than usually
The
sprinkled with pretty solid matter.
second installment of French Sculptors fur
nishes opportunity for more admirable de
lease
signs. and Comets and Meteors will
.\ cssrs.
the lover of the grand in nature.
Nicolay and Hay continue their graphic
narrative of Abraham Lincoln’s life, and the
allied sketches of the great Gettysburg cam—
paign in another part of the number are in
Sport
teresting to the lover of war stories.
has its representative in Fencing and New
York Fencers; and political affairs 9. strik
ing series of contrasts on The Relative
Strength and Weakness of Nations.
Gonsv‘s LAnY’s Boon for January,

1887.

redeerns its promise of presenting the ﬁrst
chapters of Miss Rose Cleveland's serial
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“ Robin Adair."
Reading this install
story
ment we are led to doubt the wisdom of the
author in venturing into romance.
That it
will be made the vehicle of many ultra ideas
is evident, and is not lurking in wit.
It is
a. very grave responsibility which Gndey'a
assumes in placing before the young such
hideous
deformities
of the human form.
divinely designed and so undivinely abused.
High heels have gone out by decree of La
Dame Fashion extreme. but, having had one
sensible idea p ninded into her brains by
doctors and sulfcrers. she must needs prove
that she is still a ramp mt lunatic, by distort
ing the waist until feet and hands and
necks are double their natural size through
the enforced congestion,
which in some
cases amounts
to actu-d extravasation.
These unsightly fashion-plates
should be
rigidly dcbarred from all homes where the
parents care for the future of their daugh
ters and wards.
CURRENT

Harper’s

York.

EXCHANGES.

Young People.

Weekly.

New

Good Health.
Hygiene, morals, etc. Battle
Creek. Mich.
The Independent.
Weekly.
Religious.

New York.
Christian at Work. Weekly. J. N. Hallock.
New York.
The Western Rural andzlmerimn Slockman.
Weekly. Chicago.
The Journalist. Devoted to news ' aper men,
authors, artists. etc. Weekly.
ew York.
New
York Observer.
Old Presbyterian
Weekly. New York.
Rural New Yorker. for the suburban and
country home. Weekly. New York.
The Builder and Woodworker. for architects,
etc. Mon
cabinet-makers. stair-builders,
thly. New York.
Le Progres i'lledical. Medicine, Sur cry and
W cekly.
Bournevi le, edi
Pharmacy.
tor. Paris. France.
Pulpll Treasury. General representative of
religious thought. illustrated.
Monthly.
E. B. Treat.
New York.
Drugyiats’ Circular. Monthly.
Pharmacy,
Chernstry. and drug authority.
Wm. 0.
Allison. New York.
The American .llrdlaa-l. St. Louis, Mo. Dr.
E. Younkin has succeeded to the editor
A capable physician, he may be as
ship.
capable an editor. although an anomalous
article entitled "The Phrenologist" is one
of his ﬁrst scissorings.
The Brooklyn Magarin"v for January has a
spiciness that gives a certain element of
life to its contents, especially the new de
partment of short purgraphs entitled Sal
Mr. Beecher's sermons are a.
magundi.
regular feature of each number.
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JOHN ROACH, THE AMERICAN
R. ROACH, knon'n in the walks
of iron industry for so many
years, won his reputation by sheer hard
work and persevering energy. He is
worthy of notice now that he has been
summoned to another sphere, because
his life well illustrates the possibilities of
persevering eﬂ’ort although encompassed
with diﬂiculties, and because of his en
deavors to restore to the American ship
building interest the vigor which it pos
sessed before the late war—endeavors
which have not met with their deserved
encouragement in all respects—as the
impartial reader knows.
First considering the portrait, which is
an excellent one of the great ship
wright as he appeared in his prime, ten
years or so ago, we ﬁnd that it indicates
the possession of strength, health, endur
ance and power. That broad, deep chest,
that strong face and large, wide brain
give one an idea of momentum, energy,
and power in the direction of executive
ness.
The head isnot high in proportion
to its length and breadth, and we infer
that intellectual development and force of
character are the predominant elements
in his nature. Sympathy, sentiment,
imagination,
spirituality are not his
strongest traits. The length of the head,
from the opening of the ear forward, is
great, and the forehead is very massive,
showing intellectual grip and vigor, and
the ability to comprehend practical sub
jects from beginning to end. In work
ing out his purpose be can be master of
the situation, and when he has the right
to control he takes the control, and ex
his authority to be thoroughly
pects
respected.

Such an intellectual forehead reminds
one of a subsoil plow, which follows the
common plow, and turns its furrows
under, leaving nothing in sight but its
own work. We do not see in that head
as much brilliancy as strength.
The
large Causality, located in the upper
part of the forehead, in a line directly
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SHIP-BUILDER.

above each eye, shows planning, origin:
ating, comprehending
The
capacity.
breadth of the head at the temples
evinces mechanical ability of the ﬁrst
order, and, associated with his cast of
intellect, it would take the devising,
planning direction, rather than that of
manipulation.
The large organ of Imitation, which
gives a level appearance to the top-head,
enables him to copy and adapt readily
whatever he meets with in the world of
thought or work. He learns by experi
ence and observation, but his character
istic force is originality. His perceptive
organs, situated across the brow, are
well developed, especially those of Form,
Size, Weight, and Order.
He has also
good Calculation and a mathematical
mind.
The breadth of the head between the
ears, and a little backward of them,
shows Destructiveness,
which gives
thoroughness, eﬁiciency, and some se
verity to his character, while he has
enough Combativeness to make him
courageous and plucky. The physiog
nomy indicates strong social qualities—
the tendency to make friends, to be fond
of children and pets, and to feel at home
in the social circle. His Language is
sufficient to make him a good talker, and.
when he talks he says something, by no
means multiplying words, but driving
right home to the point.
His Mirthfulness is large in the por
trait, and it seems to us that in the circle
of his friends, in the easy hours of leis
ure, he is one of the most jovial of men.
He is not a proud, aristocratic sort of
man, but one of those whom poor men
In gen
can approach with conﬁdence.
eral. his nature is open, earnest, positive,
executive, and thoughtful ; full of origin
ality and of mechanical and business
ability.
_
From a sketch of his career, recently
published, we extract the following in
teresting notes: John Roach was an
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acteristic of Irishmen.
He spent his early boyhood at home
and was known there as a very bright
But his father’s family was so
lad.
large that he saw no chance for himself.
Besides, his robust independence could
not endure the notion that he was an
He got together
additional
burden.
enough money to buy a passage to New
York in an emigrant ship, and when
only fourteen years old, bade his home
good-bye and started for the New World.
When he landed, afteralon'g and stormy
voyage, he had a triﬂe less than three
shillings in his pocket. But he had a
big heart and a splendid constitution.
He stayed in New York a day or two
looking for work, but nobody seemed to
want him. Then he recalled that there
was a man whom he knew well, who
had once worked for his father in the
old country, in a machine-shop some
where over in New Jersey.
He found
him after a couple of weeks in the
Howell \Vorks, owned by James Allaire,
and the man got him a place at 25 cents
a day in the same shop. Both his friend
and himself were soon transferred to the
Allaire Iron Works in this city. But he
found it rather difficult to live on $1.50 a
week and was obliged to work early and
late to increase his revenues. In the
course of time the period of apprentice
ship was passed and he became a jour
neyman machinist at $9 a week. When
he ﬁnished his twenty-ﬁfth year he had
accumulated $1,200

I

it,

His
had a large family to support.
mother was a woman of good intelligence
and great industry.
He always spoke
of his mother with warm admiration and
It was her rich mind
deep reverence.
that he inherited, and her buoyant spirit
and indomitable pluck.
A typical Irish
man, he possessed in a rare degree the
of a good
keen wit, the appreciation
story, the poetic fervor and imagination,
and the native eloquence which are char

he

I

a

was

Speaking of those days, Mr. Roach
once said: “When started out in life,
I laid down a certain course of action
based upon certain
principles
which
seemed to me to be sound.
did not
conceive that I was a genius.
was
Education, as we now
very unlearned.
understand
was wholly wanting to
But believed that labor applied to
me.
natural resources was the foundation of
wealth and position.
was
working
man, or, better put,
day laborer.
made up my mind that no man in that
condition of life who failed to practice
industry and self~denial could hope to
rise out of the ranks.
It struck me as
nonsense for man to think of accom
plishing anything in this world who did
not have a deﬁnite object ahead of him,
and who was not willing to undergo all
things to attain it.
therefore, deter
mined thoroughly to understand all the
details of my business. This included
knowledge of the exact cost of every
thing, and the way to adapt every pro
duct of a shop to a. fruitful purpose.
determined to watch my opportunities
with a hawk’s eye.
determined to be
strictly honest. not only keeping the let
ter of my contracts and promises, but
satisfying everybody with whom
did
business by doing everything in reason
determined to ob
_that he might ask.
serve the laws of good morals, good
habits, to be economical in everything,
and to be untiringly industrious.
made up my mind to keep out of law
suits, and in the accomplishment
of
what
set out to do simply to defy all
opposition, and peg away at
till
faded away.”
The young man put his resolutions
into constant practice, and the $1,200
which he gathered together out of wages
of $9 week was the result of their ob
He had conceived the idea of
servance.
West
and entering upon an agri
going
cultural life. He drew $500 of his sav
ings from Mr. Allaire, and started off.
This was in 1840. Illinois was a prairie,
village of less than 5,000 souls.
Chicago

I

been born in Mitchels
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I

having

County Cork, in 1815. His father
a farmer and fairly successful, but

town,

a

Irish lad,

a
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He crossed

the Alleghanies
on the old
inclined plane. It took him a month to
reach the spot where Peoria now stands,
He bought a considerable part of the
city's present site, paid down what money
he had and wrote back to Mr. Allaire for
his remaining $700. But the shipbuilder
had been forced into bankruptcy, and
young Roach was stunned to hear that
‘his $700 was gone.
He earned enough to get back to New
York by carrying a chain with a survey
ing party. He worked as a mechanic
for several years longer and saved a few
With three of his fel_
hundred dollars.
low-workmen he went into business for
himself, starting an iron foundry. They
worried along amid diﬁiculties until his
partners wanted to get out of the con
cern. He bought them out, 'agreeing to
pay them so much a week for their in
In three years he had paid them
terest.
all off and had two of them in his em
ploy, and when thirty-six years old was
deriving a handsome proﬁt from it. He
had married a Miss Johnson some years
before and found in his wife a helpful

companion.
Mr. Roach’s prosperity was almost as
sured when a boiler burst, wrecking his
establishment and killing seven of his
men. The insurance companies refused
to pay the policies he held, on the
ground that the explosion was the result
of carelessness on the part of his engi
neers. He had several excellent con
tracts on hand, but not a penny in the
world with which to rebuild his plant
or get the materials to perform the
But he hustled around and
work.
found a friend who lent him barely
enough money to recreate the skeleton of
“ then went to some
his former plant.
brokers, showed them my contracts,
and asked for the money. They one by
was
one refused, and the last one said
a fool to ask him to risk money on such
Just then one of the men
security.
from whom
had obtained a large con
ran out and
tract passed the window.
said,
So-and-So,’
‘Mr.
called him in.

I

-

I

I

I

I
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‘this gentleman says I am a fool to ask
him to lend me money on the security
I don‘t
‘afforded by your contract.
think he has insulted me, but he cer
tainly has insulted you. Now, suppose
you prove to him that a contract from
you is worth its face value by lending
me the money yourself?’
The plan
‘
worked beautifully.
You can have all
you want, Mr. Roach,’ he said, and he
was as good as his word.”
In 1868 Mr. Roach‘s business was so
heavy that he bought the Morgan Iron
Works and began to build iron ships.
His Government work had given him a
wide acquaintance among public men,
and when the free-ship fever broke out,
he turned loose the ﬂood-gates of his
eloquence upon Congressional commit
tees and the public.
He did as much as
any one to kill the free-ship idea and to
He was hearty
expose its weaknesses.
in his advocacy of the protective tariff sys
tem and wrote and spoke to large bodies
of workingmen all over the country.
Mr. Roach‘s purchase of the Morgan
Iron Works was a business success, but
his ambition to be the head of the great
est ship-building establishment
in the
world was not satisﬁed. In 1871 the
Son & Archbdld,
plant of Kearney,
who were in reduced circumstances, at
Chester, Penn, was for sale. Mr. Roach
bought it. It had a splendid frontage
on the Delaware River and was near
to cheap coal and iron.
He added
heavily to the plant, started a rolling
mill, blast-furnaces, and every facility
for building a ship right out of the ore
and the timber.
His plant covered 120
acres and was worth $2,000,000.
In his
two establishments, here and at Chester,
3,000 men were employed,
114 iron
vessels have been sent out upon the
ocean, a business of more than $50,
has been done, and weekly
000,000
wages to the amount of $30,000 have
been distributed among American me
chanics.
Ninety per cent. of the iron
vessels now sailing under the American
ﬂag are John Roach’s work ; and yet the
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man who did all this died in deep humilia
tion, his heroic spirit broken and his
iortune largely swept away.
The fact is that his business with the
Government was a small part of his
work. He built the great compound

for the Trenton, bidding‘ $635,
or $15,000 lower than the next low

engine
000,

In 1873, out of eight new en
gines he got the contract for building
one at $120, 000, and in 1873 he built two
sloops-of-war for $580,000, on bids that
were 360.000 lower than the next low
the sectional dock
est. He constructed

est bid.

at the

Pensacola Navy Yard for

$219.

or $60,000 less than others offered
\Vhen the fourteen
to do the work for.
monitors
were ordered in
iron turreted
view of possible trouble with Spain, Mr.
Roach built four of them at aprice fixed
by the Govermnent on the same terms
In 1876 two other
for all the builders.
monitors out of ﬁve were given to him
to build. This completes his work for the
Government down to the contracts for
the Dolphin and the three new cruisers.
“
Referring to his work he once said : In
never
was the lowest bidder.
all of it
did a piece of work for the Government
never
did not save it money.
that
000,

I

I

I

I

received a favor in an illegitimate way.
All the work have done for the Gov
ernment would not keep my shipyard
running a. year."
He built the Paciﬁc Mail steamships
Tokio and Pekin. He built the City
of Paris and the Rio Janeiro for the

I

States and Brazil Steamship
United
For the Alexandre Line he
Company.
built the City of Washington and the
City of Alexandria. The Manhattan and
the Breakwater, which run along the
Southern coast line routes of the Old
are
Dominion Steamship Company,

among the results of Mr. Roach's skill.
other specimens of his work are the
Cygnus, the Sirius and the Cepheus of
He
Steamboat Company.
Iron
the
augmented the great ﬂeet of the Paciﬁc
Mail with the San osé, the San Juan
and the San Bias. The beautiful Sound

J
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steamer Pilgrim, of the Fall River Line,
is one of his most famous boats.
He was
the builder and designer of Mr. Tilden's
steam yacht, theViking, and the Utowana,
which won the Lunborg cup in 1885.
The story of Mr. Roach‘s reverses after
the Democratic Administration came in
to power has been too recently and too
fully told to need reiteration.
No one
who knew him doubted for a moment
that the embarrassmcnts which ended
finally in his business fall shortened his
life many years. \Vhen the Dolphin’s
keel was laid, John Roach was a man of
rugged health, erect in his walk, ruddy
in complexion, and he carried his load
of sixty-seven years with their hard ex
periences and incessant labors so that
one would hardly think him past his
But he was an emotional man,
prime.
keenly sensitive as to his good name,
and in the low condition
of general
business which prevailed at that time,
the forces arrayed against him were too
great. He fought hard and fast, but his
hair whitened and deep furrows cut their
way into his _brow and cheeks. And
when at last Attorney-General Garland
wrote the opinion that Mr Roach never
had any val id contract with the Govern
ment, and that he was liable for every
dollar paid him, it was too much for the
shipbuilder, and broke him down.
The immediate cause of his death was
cancer of the mouth, developed, accord
ing to the opinion of leading physicians,
by the shock of his business complica
tions and the assignment for the beneﬁt
of creditors made in July, 1885. The case
was similar to that of General Grant,
but more painful and speedy in its pro
gress, his death occuring Jan. 10th last.
In his family relations, Mr. Roach
was extremely happy.
He had four
sons and two daughters. The oldest son
died a dozen years ago. The second,
John B., is now in charge of the Works
at Chester. The third, Garrett, inherits
much of his father’s ability as a speaker.
He owned a large interest in the ﬁrm
and was his father’s right-hand man.
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AMATIVENESS.

OU and I, my youthful friends, are
'

parts of a great association called
You know that men and woSociety.
men, boys and girls make up the com
munity or place in which we live. You
know that some die every day, but then
children are born every day, so that the
number of people in the world is more
than kept up. The fact that babies are
born is simple enough, yet it is the one
upon which society rests—because the
total
failure of such
births, if such a. thing
were possible throughout
the world, would be the
total destruction of man
kind in' a little over one

band and lwife, and make a home for
themselves. They are mated, very much
. as birds are in the springtime.
think
it one of the most beautiful sights that
life gives us, to see two young people
who are well-ﬁtted for each other in age,
health and circumstances, start in life
together, with a strong, conﬁding love,
deeply intent upon pleasing each other,
and determined that sickness, poverty
and trouble shall not separate them.

I

hundred years.
Man and woman are
differently organized in
their bodies for the pur
pose of continuing the
race. They have certain
faculties of mind as well
as physical organs that
were given them by the
Creator for the express
purpose that they should
the parents of
become
new generations,
and
thus keep up the social
order.
One of these fac
ulties
is Amativeness,
which may be termed the
primary element in the
AILTIVENESS
Luzon. Fnou A CAST or was HEAD.
formation of the family
and social relations.
It inspires the par Thus, the organ of Amativeness acts in
ticular affection that brings men and an orderly, harmonious
way, and its re
women together.
\Vhen a youth of sults are a blessing to the parties con
eighteen feels himself drawn toward a cerned.
But when it acts in a dis
particular girl, and likes to be in her orderly manner, because of the want
of
society more than in company with guidance, and itis only a sort of
animal
others, it is because of the activity of excitement, then the results
are evil to
Amativeness.
If the girl shows a simi both sides.
lar preference for him, then both feel
Every boy and every girl should know
very happy, and with favoring circum
something of their physical nature, on
stances they marry, and become hus
the side of the Amative feelings, and it
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should be the duty of father or mother
to warn them early in life against getting
false ideas, and acquiring improper habits.
I have no doubt that my young readers
who are over twelve could tell me many
sad tales of the doings of some com
panion or companions who had gotten
into unnatural and impure ways of
triﬂing with what ought to be a sacred
And most of such
part of their bodies.
cases are due altogether to ignorance.

If

were instructed by his father
great danger he would run, in
following the example of some foolish
and wicked schoolfellow, it is very un
likely that he would follow it. If your
a boy

about the

my
you

ambitious boys, have not
about your duty in this
matter, go to the physician who is em
ployed by them, or to your minister and
ask for advice.
know that he will be
glad to give it to you—and perhaps save
you from a world of sorrow, if not ruin
and death.
This organ of the brain, when pro
and rightly trained,
perly understood
makes a man gallant, kind, and tender
in his treatment of women; and 9. W0
man graceful,
polite, and winning to
men.
It contributes to the most delight
ful relations of our life, when its activ
ity is in harmony with our moral and
intellectual natures, but, as those of you
know who are old enough to read the
newspapers, when it has become per»
vex-ted by bad training and the abuses of
vice, it is one of the most powerful
agents of human ruin, breaking the ties
of home. family and friendship, and
leading to crimes of every name.
My dear boys, and you, my dear girls,
learn all you can about the true nature
and inﬂuence
of this organ, and thus
protect yourselves against mistakes in
your friendships, and especially the sad,
sad mistake of personal harm through
YVhen you
wicked passions.
learn
that any companion inclines to immoral
and foul practices, avoid him or her,
unless you feel strong enough to try to
attempt a work of reform. You would
parents,
advised
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run a great risk in most cases, and it
would be better if some grownup, ma
ture friend were informed of the matter,
ashis or her advice would be likely to
have much more effect than any remons
"J
trance of yours.

CONJUGALI’I'Y.

We have

seen that Amativeness draws
and women together because of
their difference in sex, but its inﬂuence
would not be enough to complete those ties
of home-life that we think so desirable
and happy.
Animals and birds general
ly show the amative feeling. Horses,dogs
and cats, chickens and sparrows live to
gether in amixed, promiscuous way, and

men

I

Oosauoarnr AND PARI'ZSTAL Lovr: Lanes.

when a female has young ones to care
for, the father, horse, dog, cat, sparrow
or chicken does not show any particular
regard for her little ones, although it
sometimes happens that while the babies
are growing, the male dog, or cat, or
sparrow will help'take care of them, but
as soon as they can shift for themselves
he is no longer attentive to either his
mate or offspring.
There are some birds
and animals, however, who have the
disposition to choose a mate and remain
faithful for life. You know how dova
act, showing so much affection and de
votion to each other, The eagle, W0, is
said to remain with his mate for life;
and the lion is renowned for devotionto

THE PHRENOLOGICAL

the sexual relation.
In man, of course, this feeling is ex
pressed in the highest form, and some
times it appears to be active even before
Amativeness has arrived at a stage of
upon the character.
special inﬂuence
You have seen little children show it by
picking out certain of their playmates
and treating them with particular fond
“ my
ness, and speaking of each other as
wife” and “my husband.”
Some peo

[Man

apart from all other society. But those
who are weak in the faculty are not sat
isﬁed with the exclusiveness of the home
relation, and want variety of compan
ionship, although they may not do
We hear people talk about not
wrong.
caring to get married, and laughing at
those who are rather burdened with the
cares of family and household; such
persons are small in Conjugality you
may be certain' because when one is
large in this respect he usually admires
the married state, speaks very kindly of
fre
those who are happy in
and
is

These indicate the faculty
of Conjugality, or the marriage feeling,
or the disposition to have one partner in
the lioness.
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“ We wear: MARRIED in Cannon. “

is

it is

it

is

quently found in the company of those
who attend such aceremony as the illus—
tration shows. This
society’s method
you know of helping people to show and
make legal the conjugal relation, and
certainly very beautiful.
Sometimes
much overdone in the way of dress,
presents, company and expensive things
that people who really love each other
don’t care much for—or shouldn’t.
The
poet Thomson expresses a warm feeling
of this sort in the well-known lines
But happy they! the happiest of their kind!
:

it

;

if

I

ple might say that they were only imita
have watched
people, but
such play among the little folks and seen
how real on their part was the exercise
of the feeling.
The inﬂuence of this faculty varies like
we watch
that of other faculties, and
the conduct of people we can soon learn
much about this element in their social
those who have
strong, want
nature
to be married early in life, and will de~
vote themselves to wife or husband, feel
ing satisﬁed with their association even

ting grown

1887.]
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Whom gentler stars unite and in one fate,
Their hearts. their fortunes, and their beings
blend.

The location of this organ is in the
lower part of the brain an inch or so
back of the ear. and over Amativeness
(see A., January number.) and when it
is well-developed. the head is rounded
and full at the lower margin, where it
dips toward the neck.
Upon the sacredness and steadiness of
relation,
the marriage
dear
young
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She smiles, appearing as in truth she is,
Heav'n born and destined to the skies again,
Thou art not known where pleasure is
adored.

PARENTAL LOVE.

I need not spend much time in ex
plaining the action of this faculty, for
however young any of you may be, you
have seen its expression. Every cat that
has kittens, every bird with little ones
in the nest shows you the great power of
the parental instinct; and you know
that if the mother didn‘t have such a
feeling the young ones would soon die
from neglect and starvation.
The wise
Being who controls the universe has so
made the creatures that live on the
earth that those which have the weakest
offspring have the strongest parental
affection.
Have you ever found a tur
tle's egg in the sand on the bank of a
river when you were rambling in the

AIATIVENESS AND CONJUGALXTY Monsaxrn.

friends, the happiness and welfare of so
ciety depends to a greater extent than
anyof us think. It is a guide to man, a
If
restraint of passion and lawlessness.
you will consider who are the most con
tented and who give to society its real
steadinesss
and value, you will see that
they are people who live together in
sympathy and contentment and do their
utmost to make their homes and families
the dearest
Let me
place on earth.
point you to the warm lines of another
poet who saw clearly the truth of what
have just said. Cowper writes:

I

Domestic happiness, thou only bliss,
Of Paradise that has survived the fall!
In thine arms
Thou art the nurse of virtue.

SOCIAL Onolms

LARGE.

Pans.
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and on breaking
the shell
country,
found a lively little fellow who would
scramble oil", it let loose, and plunge
into the river?
have, and took much
pleasure in seeing how quickly the little
thing made itself at home in the water.
The mother turtle was not there to look

I
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as the most reﬁned of the

European

The Caribs are very poorly-en
dowed in brain, and are very ﬁerce and
savage, but they have very strong Pa
rental love. Their heads show the de
velopment, as the back part extends out
something like an acorn. and they are
generally very kind and attentive to
their children.
in the center of the back
The organ
head and low down.
Perhaps you have
noticed
little button-like projection at
the lower part of your skull just above
where the skin of the neck joins the
a bony growth called
That
scalp?
is

peoples.

is

‘.7

after the comfort of her child, and, in
fact, it was scarcely necessary, because
as soon as a young turtle hatches, it is
able to provide for itself. Turtles have
little parental instinct. The mother-hen
that has just hatched out a dozen
chickens, how proud and ﬁerce she is!
You must not go very close to her little
downy peepers7 for she might ﬂy in your
face, because of her anxiety and anger
at your presumption.
Some of the most
cruel animals, like the tiger and pan
ther, show astonishing devotion to their
young, and will not leave them when
attacked by hunters, and few intelligent

[Man
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the occipital spine. Right above that in
the margin of the brain lies the organ
we are talking about. Whenever you
ﬁnd a person with a head projecting
back in outline like'that of the picture,
you may be sure that his or her interest
in children and pets
strong.
meet
some pretty rough men at times who
don‘t appear to have much kindness or
sentiment in their nature, but let
little
child come in their way, and they are at
once melted down: they become as sim
a

it

is

if

hunters will go near such animals
they know they have very young cubs,
because they are so ﬁerce and cunning
at that time.
In men, this instinct
matters not the
beautifully shown;
race or people, as children are born to
them in the same way and are the same
helpless bits of humanity, the parents,
especially the mother, take delight in
The race that
their care and nurture.
lowest in moral sentiment and intelli
gence, may exhibit as much of this feel

'1-0Sat; Pam."

is

“ So‘Gmm
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HULL SHOWING LARGE PARENTAL IDVE.
vain.

It

seemed to the minister that he

of a kind and
sympathizing word, that he must give
up trying to make anything of him, be
cause the hardened convict would ridi
cule everything religious, and swear at
“ bothering “ him. One
the chaplain for
visited the prison,
day a gentleman
bringing in his company a little daugh
Ker but eight or nine 'years old, and as
they were going through the ward in
which the convict was conﬁned, the
warden pointed him out and said a few
words about his crime and character.
The little girl heard what was said, and,
letting go her father's hand she ran to
the prisoner, and holdingr out her hand,
am so sorry for
said, “Poor man,
you." The fellow was taken by surprise.
He looked down at the child in his ﬁerce,
cruel way, but seeing only pity and real
concern in her innocent face his look
gradually changed, and he seized her
hand and burst into tears.
From that
time his character was changed and he
became an
orderly, respectful man.
Through his love of the young his ten
der feelings, so long walled in by a cas
ing of harshness and selﬁshness, were
reached, and he yielded to efforts there—
was beyond the inﬂuence

I

after for his imprOVement~
Women have more of this feeling than
men, and their heads show a. greater de

M

\VoMArL—Therc are few wo

FACE
men who,
they have exhibited the
judgment and tact which generally com
mand a certain measure of happiness in
life, arrive at middle life without acquir
often
ing an expression of face which
no bad substitute for actual ,beauty.
Character and experience leave their
mark upon the feminine countenance
more conspicuously than time itself, and
when
woman has passed the age of
thirty her face proclaims, with increas
a daugh
ing distinctness, whether she
ter of wisdom or folly.
OF‘

is

long time, and there the chaplain, a very
earnest man. tried to reform him, and
worked over him for a year or more in

velopment as a general thing in the
place where the organ lies. This is a
perfectly natural thing, because to wo
man falls more of the care of the little
ones of our homes than to men; the
mother must sometimes undergo a great
deal of trial and sacriﬁce for her chil
dren, and she does it willingly and with
out complaint.
The man in the picture mustbe a good
father. On returning from the labors of
the day, wife and little ones are at the
door to welcome him with joy.
The
artist has given us a little scene of home
joy that is quite delightful.
A funny incident occurred to a well
known professor of Phrenology a few
He told a man who came to
years ago.
him for an examination that he had
very large Parental love, and would
make an excellent “stepmother.”
The
man laughed, and said that was quite
right, because he had eight children of
his own and had adopted eight others ;
he wanted a house full, and had them
arranged at meals so that every other
chair was occupied by one of his own‘
blood—and he was very proud of them
all. We don‘t often ﬁnd so strong an
example of the faculty as this in men.
Those who manage orphan asylums
and children's homes successfully, have
and you would expect
a good deal of
to ﬁnd the organ pretty well developed
in a good teachers head.
EDITOR.

is

who

A story

it,

it.

if

children and will do anything for
is told of an old criminal
had been sent to State prison for a

ple as
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TRINIDAD.
THE COUNTRY

“

AND

climate, delightful atmosphere and abun
dant foliage make them seem a very par
adise in comparison.
The only fear was that in undertaking
the proposed trip it would be necessary
to be content with sailing-vessel accom
Gladly did we learn that the
modations.
had demanded and
tourist
American
of a reliable, com
services
the
secured
modious steamer and so we hastened our
departure, feeling sure of comforts by

HERE

is no end to the possibilities
of a winter spent in roaming
about and over these beautiful tropic
isles,” wrote one who had visited,
sketched, and journalized through ﬁve
months of sunny weather, while New
Yorkers, and our brothers still farther
north, were wading through snow, fac
ing blinding storms, and breasting ﬁerce
winds in burdensome wraps that could
not quite bar out the chilly ﬁngers of
King Frost, not King \Vinter, for he can
be as bland as May if you know where

the way. Ugh, what a morning! N0
vember,as he is often seen iirNew York,
wore his most disagreeable face, and

to ﬁnd his May'day palace.

THE Govmmon‘s

ltesiossvs, TRINIDAD.

The sentence was unusually accepta
ble to the eyes of an invalid of whom doc—
tors had said, “There is small hope of
improvement except in a warm climate."
“\Ve will seek the tropic isles at once

before the snow ﬂies and the Ice King
reigns," said the invalid to her house
hold.
Withina week's sailing from New
York city, with its slush, and fog and a
thermometer that is rarely of the same
for three consecutive hours, lies

opinion

THE PEOPLE.

as
the Carribean Archipelago, known
“ the Lesser Antilles,” where an equable

blew his coldest breath down through
the Narrows after us. Evidently he had
been recruiting in Manitoba, but how
suave he became when we were two
days out, and how he cajoled us into leav
in g winter wraps below decks and pacing
the deck in September clothing. When at

length through “the Dragon's Mouth,”
we enter into Pavia. Gulf and are land
ed at Port of Spain we forget that it is
not the month of June, for it is June
weather with more than June Sweetness
of air, for the luxuriance of ﬂowers
sweetens every whiff of breeze that goes
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about almost as lazily as the natives do.
The buildings seem especially odd as
the character of the several successive ru
lers of Trinidad are manifest in the
forms of the buildings. The oldest, Span
ish, next French,Spanish again and last
British, with a tinge of African in the
huts of the lowly.
After many tumults
and much bloodshed the island is under
the domination of England,
the third
conqueror of this small bit of land, with
its area of only about 1700 square miles,
of which but a comparatively small pro
portion is cultivated, and that not to the
extent which is quite easily attainable.

OF
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who was an invalid in New York, issoon
engaged in sight-seeing with an avidity
and satisfaction which will ever after
give a comfortable sense of well-used
time.
One of the curious

things which puz

zles the student of nature is the velocity

of the currents which ﬂow through the
Serpent’s Mouth, or the southern open
ing into the Gulf of Paria. Trinidad is
essentially South American, in topog
raphy, vegetation, and climate, of course,
of near] y the same meridian and latitude.
\Vhile very fair drawings of the scenery,
and portraits of the natives can be ob

CLUIPS or Bumoos.

The marshy southern coast of the
island is bordered by a thicket of man
grove which reaches far out from the
true shore, ever ﬁnding in the shallow
water-a place for the rooting of its pen
Some years ago these
dant branches
mangrove thickets afforded cheap homes
for a tribe of Indians, who built huts in
the branches and lived by ﬁshing, ex
changing their surplus “catches,” with
the island inhabitants, for other need
fuls. Many of the tenantless huts still
cling to the trees.
There is so much to be seen that is
pleasing to every sense that the tourist,

tained, they all lack the spirit which de
What sweet, reviving
lights the visitor.
air, what peace and quiet,what exhaust
less perfumes, what delicious
fruits!
They spoil the palate for New York‘s
marketed oranges, bananas, and grape
fruit. Ah, you have not eaten of tropical
fruit in its perfection until you have
bought it at the garden gate of 8. Trinidad
plantation, from a sweet-voiced native,
and eaten it in the shade of a plantain
after a walk of several miles, or a row
against the tide, over the translucent
waters.
.
We shall not venture back to New
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York until March
“ It

has blown out all her
quite too delightfully

is

I

I:

is:
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The temperature in summer runs from
in winter from 7 ° to 81°,
consequently it is quite possi
ble to “ live out of doors.”

74° to 86°;

u I‘,
\ttw'i

/> .

.=

gales.
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The native inhabi tan ts
number ab0ut40,000; of East
Indian coolies there are

;

4,000; of Africans, descend
ants of
the emancipated
of native Eng
slaves, 8,000
lish families about 1,000, the

majority of whom reside in
Port of Spain, the capital of
the island. The Roman Cath

CLOCK

olic religion has the largest
number of adherents, the
Church of England ranking

Town, Tnuuum.

a

splendid here,” our Bostonian neighbor
declares. We wonder, “why do not
number of wealthy Americans organ
ize a Trinidadian-American Colony,
build pretty homes here in these na
tive groves, and feast on fresh fruits
and vegetables of their own raising
while North-winter (we shall be

next.
The people are not,
however, noted for their zealous piety,
religion being more a matter of form

is

it

is

is

obliged to coin a designation)
pre
paring for North-summer fruitage,
by freezing, raining and thawing that
part ot the earthly domain.
The soil
largely deposit brought
by the swift-ﬂowing Orinoco, hence its
richness, for
proverbially the rich
soil that migrates.

if

:

Hon. Mr. Thurnley, writing of Trin
idad some forty years ago, shortly
after the emancipation of the slaves,
said
“The island of Trinidad alone,
properly cultivated, would supply
the civilized world with sugar, and
could be made the source of vast rev
enues to Great‘ Britain.” The lazy,
easy-going natives do not appear to
dream of the Golconda over which
they walk so heedlessly. There are
strong hints of volcanic conditions
in the bubbling mud springs, and
more especially in the lake of asphalt
with
borders
‘its calm
afld seething’
Smokmg, bolstl‘ously bubblmg center-

AC°°LL1=

W0“!
is

than true experience. A little shy of
strangers the native
yet affable and
ready to grant any favors that do not
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require much exertion on his part.
The educational facilities of the island
are not as extensive as one would expect
toﬁnd after the many years of British
rule. Probably, however, that is largely
owing to the lack of enthusiasm in the
mental
make-up of the mass of the
The costumes are simple, the
people.
decrees of fashion are not tyrannical,
but the love of color which is every
where found in dark races, blooms out
in Trinidad in gay kerchiefs, bright rib
hens, and dangling, jmgling jewels;
and yet the most elaborately apparelled
damsel may not have on a pair of
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I care not for all of the summer friends,
Who troop so gay together 5
Only give me the friend, Oh, the heart's
Oh,

warm friend,

Who'll dare the wintry weather l
For the friend that we love, Oh, the faithful
friend,

Will

stay through stormy weather!
oases a. norm.

———o.-0-.4—-—-——

THE MANLY MAN will always be the
welcome man in society. Others may,
from special gifts of conversation, anec
dote, or fair exterior, befavorites for a
time, but the one who remains ﬁrmly
stockings.
The eyes of the creoles are especially ﬁxed in the regard and esteem of society,
noticeable. They lack the dangerous ﬁre is the man who has the inward graces of
of the Castilian, the laughing charm of true manhood. His welcome will never
wear out.
His family life will be
the Genoese, but have the sweet, soft,
blest.
The political community,
equally
of
which
one
catches
light
a
wooing
the social sphere, and the family will
glimpse now and then in Turkey.
appreciate such a. character and be bene
A. E.
fited by it.
He will be a constant and
efficient pattern for his children, and
they will grow up tobe the substantial
THE WINTER ROSE.
supporters of the country‘s noble insti
There is one little ﬂower that I love right
tutions.
Most of the children who be
well,
come evil or useless members of the
Our hearts are drawn together,—
community, who become the great host
’Tis my little red rose, 0 my winter rose 1
of the loose and crooked, are those that
That braves the stormy weather,
We have lived through the dark, through have loose and crooked fathers, men
who live from expediency and not prin
the gloomy days,
ciple, and who bring up their children
We'll live till sunny weather.
to the same gypsy morals.
But the
manly man will have more than the
I have ﬂowers so gay. in my fair parterre,
That bloom through summer only,—
homage of his fellows.
He will have
At the ﬁrst chilling blast they will ﬂy away the approbation of his own conscience.
And leave me sad and lonely.
He will feel at every step the unspeak
But who cares for the friend, who in sor
able luxury of knowing that he is doing
row’s hour
right, that he is fulﬁlling his manhood’s
Heeds not that we are lonely,
requirements, that he is rising toward
God, and not shrinking toward Satan.
But of thee, who hath seemed like a friend
There is no such joy this side of heaven
to me,
as that of the clean heart, for it is the
I’ll sing and cheer the dreary;
And the hopes we will raise, O my winter pure in heart that see God. The manly
man carries with him an inexhaustible
rose,
fountain of joy and peace.
Of these who’re worn and weary]
He ﬁnds in
There is hope still for you, there are bright daily experience that wisdom’s ways are
days yet,
ways of pleasantness and all her paths
For you who toil, so weary.
are peace—Howard Crosby.

__—_M—-—
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TO THE GODDESS OF LIBERTY.
Standing where the radiant morn
Was ﬁrst upon thy forehead born,
When, at the dawning of the day

Thy

foes—~as shadows—ﬂed

away,

Where ocean and the rivers meet
Around thy rock—pedestalled feet,
From distant hill and farther shore
Their deep hbations there to pour,
We welcome France—the World in thee,
Goddess by the orient sea ;
We welcome France— The World

in The!

We worship at no idol’s shrine,
Nor even, Goddess, bow at Thine;
The templed groves, profaned of old

By

heathen-worshipped

gods of gold,

Provoked the true Jehovah’s ire
To smite them with consuming fire ;
But benediction from thy brow
Bend on us here while low we bow,
And worship Him who gave us thee,
Goddess by the inurmuring sea;
And worship Him who gave us Thu.
Colossal image on the sky I
As they who saw, uplifted high,
The brazen serpent—let us not
Forget the truth, by them forgot

;

By righteousness a nation’s healed,
By right revered, by wrong repealed—
Let multitudes, that round thee draw,
Behold in thee the symbolled law,
And learn in looking up to thee
How high a thing is Liberty!
—Goddess

by the orient sea—

How high a thing is Liberty!
Majestic ﬁgure of the land,
Whose gate thou guardest, ever stand
Upon thy many-bouldered block,
The symbol of the eternal rock!
Though other stars from heaven ﬂy,
Though other light fades from the sky,
Still glow thy torch, still shine thy star,

With

quenchless ray, serene, afar,
ages yet to come shall see
How strong a thing is Liberty!

Till

-Goddess

by the eternal sea—

How strong a thing is Liberty

I

Thee, goddess, far upon the blue
Of time the sages saw, and knew
The star that led the Magi's way
To where the world’s Child-Savior lay:
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The star that lit the prophet's dreams
Was that that on thy forehead beams,
And now ﬁlls up the horoscope,
Completes the vision of their hope ;
In westward moving oer the sea
~To light the brow of Liberty;
Goddess by the shining sea—
To light the brow of Liberty.
Daughter of Heaven ! let now arise
The voice of singing to the skies,
As when upon the Eastern plain
The shepherds joined the glad refrain
Of “Peace on earth. good will to men ;"
Repeat the gladsome song, as when
The morning stars together sang,
Till heaven’s responsive echoes rang
With all the music of its spheres,
The anthem of thy coming years 1
——Goddess by the sounding sea—
The anthem of thy endless gears !
Goddess of the uplifted hand,
Of gathered robe and stature grand,
Though Art’s great triumph still is thine,
The hand that reared thee is divine;
The torch thou liftest on our sight
Filled from the word “ Let there be light,”
Oh, ne'er that torch inverted be,
Still upward light us Liberty,
Till Freedom’s summit all have trod—
The freedom of the sons of God;
Goddess glorious by the sea—
Thefreedom

of the

sons

of

God.
11. P-

snova, mo.

———b.-O-.1—_

GIRLS THAT ARE LOVABLE—Girls with
out an undesirable love of liberty and
craze for individualism ; girls who will
let themselves be guided ; irls who have
eveloped, and
the ﬁlial sentiment well
who feel the love of a daughter for the
woman who acts as their mother ; girls
who know that every day and all day
long can not be devoted to holiday-mak
ing without the intervention of duties
more or less irksome ; girls who, when
ther them, accept their roses
the can
wit fran and girlish sincerity of lea
sure, and, when they are denied, su mit
without repining to the inevitable hard
of circumstances—these are the
ship
[r s whose companionship gladdens and
oes not oppress or distract the old,
whose sweetness and ready submission to
the reasonable control of authority make
life so pleasant and their charge so light
to those whose care they are.

,
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am

I.

Here

is

Finding

protection.”

some morsel of food, she gives a sharp,

short call—the ﬁrst time she ever uttered
and the ﬁrst time the chickens ever
instantly,
heard it. They comprehend
much
and
however
its
meaning,
accept
they may be scattered from the mother,
it

if

is

is

Where? Under her brood
they run.
ing wings? No; but to her beak. Each
to be
one knows that a precious morsel
to
ﬁnd
the
place
had, and that there
hour
after
the
ﬁrst
the
within
it. And
mother has left the nest with her brood,
she will scratch and the chickens will
run to see what she has found. They
will answer her call as we have stated.
she gives the warning of danger
And
from their common foe, the hawk, one
outcry will makeevery chicken hide in
moment. Not one of them will remain
in sight. They have instantly crept
into some crevice, or under a leaf, out
of sight of hawk and man. Then the
hen cackles in alarm, and as long as she
they keep hidden; but the
continues
over, and she
moment the danger
gives forth again her motherly utter
" brings
every
ance, the ﬁrst “cluck
Shall we
chick from its hiding place.
be told that these birds, inexperienced
as they are, do not understand their
mother? that the sounds she utters are
not thoroughly intelligible to them, and
that, too, the ﬁrst time they are heard?
We think chicks are a good example
for children in respect to implicit and
instant obedience.
So much for natu
ral language.
it

is

and need no explanation.
Birds have a language which they un
derstand. We call the gabbling of geese,
the chattering of magpies, and the clat
ter of sparrows, mere racket, but there is
no doubt they communicate pretty clear
ly with each other. Dogs, cats, horses,
oxen, lions, tigers, and wolves express by
sounds ideas which they comprehend.
They m'ay be simple; but if a wolf
wants help to attack a man or a horse,
his bark expresses it to all the wolves
There is an intelligence
within hearing.
facility for commu
and
animals,
among
other,
which far sur
each
with
nicating
on the subject.
general
the
passes
belief
When the domestic hen proudly,

happily, and anxiously, steps forth from
her ﬁrst nest, with her brood of chick
" cluck,” at
ens, she gives a motherly
frequent intervals, and the chickens
seem to understand it. To them it seems
“ Come, this is the way. Here
to say,

it,

enables man to com
municate, by means of articulate
sounds, not only his
and inarticulate
thoughts, but his feelings and sentiments.
To talk is natural, but a special style of
speech is artiﬁcial and conventional.
Before and beyond speech there is a
natural language of motion, attitude, ges
ture, and expression of features. There
is also a natural language of inarticulat/e
sounds, which is common to all tribes of
men, and some of these inarticulate
sounds are made by the lower animals.
It does not
The groan is universal.
need classical learning to appreciate it.
The lowest human being on earth, the
wildest savage, appreciates it as readily
and accurately as the wisest philosopher.
The sigh is bounded by no lines geo
graphical or political. The laugh every
Even
where on the globe is the same.
animals understand this, and the groan
and sigh correspond to the voices of many
of them. The laugh is peculiar to man.
The child of the German, the Italian, the
Spaniard, the Frenchman, the African,
the Patagonian, and of the Choctaw,
cry alike. So that the groan, the sigh,
the cry, the laugh are universal lan
guage, and do not need to be learned.
They express the same wherever heard,

a

rrs ms'roav

ANGUAGE

ARTIOULATE

In

AND

ARTIFICIAL

SPEECH.

this connection we have chieﬂy to
do with articulate and artificial speech.
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Speech of some sort is natural to men.
The different tribes and nations of the
earth have languages with more or less
generic resemblance, but which, on the
whole, are different.
It seems a little
singular that any healthy, normal,
well-developed man on this planet,
should meet another man, well-endowed
with similar faculties, and they not be
able to communicate with each other;
but let them stay together and each man
will learn the other man's language.
Two lions, tigers, wolves, dogs, eagles,
hawks, geese, hens, or sparrows would
understand each other. Perhaps the dif
ferent tribes or varieties of lions, wolves,
dogs or birds might not communicate so
as to understand each other.
Let the
German and the Englishman meet, and
they will not be long together before
each will learn how to express his wants
in the other’s native language. A child
born into a family, or if adopted into
one with a language different from that
of his father and mother, will, in two
years, understand nearly anything that
is said to him, and be able to communi
cate his thoughts with more or less free
and in ﬁve years
dom and clearness;
the child may have learned ﬁve lan
guagcs, and speak each with much
facility. We who speak it do not won
der that an English child learns the
English language, or that a German
but
child learns his mother-tongue;
when a child is favored with an Eng
lish-speaking mother, a French govern
ess, a Spanish nurse, 9. German cook,
a Swedish waiter, and a Russian coach
man, we ﬁnd that he will pick up all
these languages and speak them. Elihu
Burritt, who was called “the learned
blacksmith,” learned to read ﬁfty-two
languages, by studying eight hours a.
day for many years, while he worked
on the anvil eight hours, and spent
eight hours in sleep and recreation ; but
a child, with its inexperience, and im
mature life, and without culture, can
pick up more than one language a year

[Man

for the ﬁrst ﬁve years, if it has an op
portunity.
The vowel sounds—a, e, i, o, u—are
found in all languages. When we come
to the consonants there is more of the
artiﬁcial, or conventional.
The German
ﬁnds it diﬁicult to pronounce, as the
English do, the sound represented by
the letters th. The Frenchman and the
African will give the sound of z or d
in the room of th.
WORDS

DO

NOT

MEAN

THE

SAME TO

ALL.

A

single, national language seems to
but certain it is that
all people of a given nation do not un
derstand words in the same way. There
are shades of meaning which a. man of
one temperament and organization will
apply to a word, and other persons will
understand it a. little differently, because
they diifer in their organizations.
The
word “courage ” does not mean the
same thing to a timid, craven, cowardly
person that it does to one who is brave,
generous and magnanimous.
The word
“fear" has an intensity of meaning to
one who is excessively sensitive.
But
a man who is hardy, healthy, and well
organized, recognizes in the word fear
something that is to be guarded against,
of course, but it does not excite in him
such emotions as it does in the person
organized on a more sensitive and excit
able pattern.
Love, hatred, pride, ambi
tion, beauty, elegance,_ respectability,
generosity, are words full of meaning to
those who have great strength in the men
tal elements out of which these sentiments
The words great, small, rough,
grow.
smooth, pretty, ugly, are understood
measurably by every person of common
intelligence, but what different shades
of meaning they attach to these words i
The man who is accustomed to cut
granite, or to hew logs of timber, or to
construct turnpike roads, uses the word
“smooth " with a much more limited
meaning than he does who is a steel-em
be very deﬁnite;
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graver, a silver-plater, a goldsmith, or
piano-case

a

maker.

DIFFERENT

STYLES OF SPEAKING.

The facility with which one speaks
which he thinks and feels indicates

that

function of Language, but the style
or characteristics of the language which
persons use is, of ‘course, varied and
colored according to the temperament,
strength and peculiar combination of
A man with pride and
the other traits.
steadfastness will become familiar with
all the words born of dignity, authority,
One who is severe will he
and power.
become
master of, and give special
emphasis to. the words which relate to
force, courage, severity and acrimony.
One who is social will learn all the lore
of love, friendship and affection; will
have all those adjectives at his tongue’s
end which savor of sociality, or serve to
illuminate those subjects which minister
in that domain. Those who hunger for
applause will speak eloquently. of res
pectability, of good society, of style, ele
gance, and whatever ministers to ambi
tion, and will be adepls in the use of
those words which carry the unction of

the

ﬂattery.
THE SLY AND CAUTIOUS TALKER.

A

man who is prudent and cunning
will be specially familiar with, and em
ploy with great effect, all words which re
solicitude, policy
late to fear, anxiety,
and guardedness of conduct and expres—
sion. He will learn how to shave a sub—

ject very closely without hitting it; how
to go gracefully around those crooked,
unsavory phases of life which may not be
In short, he will
laid open or exposed.
learn how to talk and say nothing; and
He will
how not to commit himself.
button-hole a man and take him to some
out-of-the-way place, and whisper sug
gestions, instead of uttering courageous
and manly facts and opinions. Another
person will drive right onward in the
Out-spoken expression of the very core
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of the subject

; will talk loudly and not
Those in whom
care who hears him.
the aesthetic prevails will be inclined to
speak of the beautiful, the sublime, and
the poetical; will incline to exaggerate
and employ the superlative degree of
To them things will be
comparison.
perfectly splendid, gorgeous and august.
Persons with less of the poetical and
will be calm, accurate,
imaginative
dry, very realistic. Their style of lan
guage will resemble a grape-vine in the
month of March, pruned close to the
trunk; while the former will have a
style resembling a grape-vine in the
month of August, with its umbrageous
foliage and laden with fruit. He knows
how to develop from the dry stick of
truth a great deal that is ﬂowing, showy
and fragrant.
Those who are strong
reasoners are inclined to use words that
are solid and ponderous.
They will be
Their language has sturdy
realities.
verbs and nouns.
Webster illustrates
this style in his masterly speech in the
Senate, in reply to Hayne, of South
Carolina.
On the other hand, those who observe
more than think, are apt to have a re
dundancy of descriptive words, which
unfold and give varied shades of mean
ing.—From “How to Teach.”

_——-M_-———

WHY WAIT 3‘ Hundreds of people who
in their very souls really do love, es
teem, reverence each other,live a barren,

chilly life, side by

side, busy, anxious,
preoccupied, letting their love go by as
a matter of course, a last year's growth,
with no present buds and blossoms. The
time is coming, they think, in some far
future, when they shall ﬁnd leisure to
enjoy each other, to stop and rest side
by side, to discover to each other these
hidden treasures which lie idle and un
used.
Alas l time ﬂies, and death steals
on, and we reiterate the complaint of
one in Scripture—“It came to pass,
while thy servant was busy hither and
thither, the man was gone."
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AN

INTERVIEW WITH

I read the story of the
wolf-reared children, Romulus and
Remus, and the founding of Rome. La
ter in India I heard that at such a place
or such another city a wolf-boy had been
seen ; but even in India, where people
and wolves are most abundant, wolf
reared children are rare. At last I have
seen and conversed with one for myself.
N school days

.

‘ WOLF-IAN .
As

i

WOLF-MAN.

high-pitched and whining tone. It was
not disagreeable or in the least calcu
lated to frighten the most timid, save by
its strangeness.
It reminded one of the
voice young children sometimes assume,
when in a half-laughing, half-crying,
teasing and petulant mood.
This man ‘was evidently between twen
ty-ﬁve and thirty years of age, of medium

FROM A SKETCH "ADE ON THE

a pillar, on a broad ver
anda in Cawnpore, a friend said to me,
“ Do
you see that strange creature t” A
step forward brought within view the
most animal human being 1 had ever
seen.
The ﬁrst impulse was to rush in
doors,' but curiosity and my friend’s
speaking held me.
" He is a wolf-reared,” he continued,

In

[Maia

<5‘

I stood near

“ and has the strangest voice.
while I speak to him.”

A

JO URNAL.

Listen

response to some simple questions

in Hindustani the Wolf-man replied in a

BM

For
height and fairly well developed.
a beggar, he was well dressed.
He was
of a dark-brown color. but not nearly so
dark as many of his country men. He
had a scanty beard and mustache with
rather
side-locks.
His hair,
heavy
though combed after no fashion, could
not be called untidy.
His teeth were
white, strong and even. He had evi
dently taken kindly to habits of per
sonal cleanliness.
His face was greatly
disﬁgured by an uneven scar from the
corner of the right eye nearly to the low
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It must have been frightfully
torn by some wild animal, and nature
had been the only surgeon to attend

erjaw.

him.

We asked him a few questions, and as
the morning was growing hot, dismissed
him with the pice he had learned to ex
pect every Saturday at my friend's house.

But we grew more and more curious
about the wolf-man, and in a day or so
sent for him.
What we learned from him was of
comparatively little moment. but it was
strange to see this creature so indelibly
marked from long companionship with
wild beasts, with bloodshot, blinking eyes;
lolling tongue, tilted head and
red,
scarred face, and yet manifesting intelli
gence, and the emotions of affection,
I could only re
grief and reverence.
gard it as curious and rare evidence that
there is that in man, however debased
his body may become, which forever
places him on a different level from the
brute.
All the wolf-man's recollections dated
“ went on all fours and
from the time he
Of that time he seemed
ate raw meat.”
He remembered
to have nothing to say.
how crooked and lame his legs were
when he was found in the jungle and
taken to the hospital, and that it was a
long time before‘ he could walk well.
Pointing to my daughter, a. rather tall
girl of ten years, he said he was about
“ Rose Sahib” found him
her size when
in the jungle, going on all fours and eat
ing raw meat," and immediately began
to indicate how this was done with a
After
perfectly natural, animal motion.
a long time in the hospita , “Rose Sa
hib” became his “ papa—mamma” and
He worked in his garden and
kept him.
attended the children when they went
He spoke of this
out for their walks.
family with much affection, his voice
grew more whining and with his cloth
he brushed supposed tears from his eyes
as he spoke of the sad day it was for him
“ papa—mamma " went to
when his
England. After this one or another of

the
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English had befriended him. but for
part he had lived in the bazar

the most

by himself.
attempted to ﬁnd out if he was capa
ble of religious emotion, and asked what
he know about God.
He comprehended
and immediately began reciting, with
folded hands and uplifted eyes some—
thing concerning God and His dwelling
More than this he did not at
place.
tempt, and at once reassumed his usual
position, with lolling tongue, eyes blink
ing like a wild beast‘s, and ﬁngers of
both hands held near his lips, like a
timid child accustomed to bite its ﬁnger
nails.
The wolf-manwas greatly pleased with
our artist’s attempt to sketch him. A
better sitter could scarcely be found. The
artist was unable to speak Hindustani,
but the wolf-man obeyed her slightest
indication asto position. As we watched
him, we could but think of an intelli
gent, kindly dog, with a human beings
power of concentration and self control.
Inquiries among the natives showed
little except a spirit of aversion for the
poor creature, though none could tell
that he was ever dangerous except on
one occasion, when he had chased and
bitten a woman, who was angrily driv
ing him from her door. The wolf-man
was best acquainted with an animal’s
method of defense, and evidently had
been provoked by what must have seem
ed to him most unreasonable prejudice.
Others told that he always licked his
jaws on seeing young children, but to a
fair observer this seems to be a mistake.
His voracious look, occasioned by his
blinking eyes and lolling tongue, did not
seem more marked in the presence of
children than at other times.
As an
eater of raw meat. and the companion
of wild beasts, bearing the inef’facable
marks of that companionship. he would
never be regarded by the Hindus, as
other than uncanny and a sort of ogre.
They give him a bit to eat, or a few pice
to avert any evil inﬂuence he might ex

I

ert

if

not propitiated.
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An elderly native teacher, who could
speak some English, happening to pass,
we inquired of him of the wolf-man’s
He knew little except
early history.
that for years there was a rumor that a
wild child, whom none could capture,
had been seen in the jungle with wolves.
Rose Sahib had succeeded in seizing him,
but all who had cared for him at that
A lady in the
time were gone away.
station had of late years been considera
bly interested in him. He asked the wolf
man some questions about her, and in
the course of our conversation, mention
After a little
ed her name several times.
pause the wolf-man began to whine and
He was fearing that the
wipe his eyes.
teacher might have told me something
“ mamma ;” she had
unfavorable of his
been very kind to him, and he would
only have her well-spoken of. A note of
inquiry addressed to her brought the
following answer.
“ I am very sorry

I can

not give you

any information about the man you write
of. I gave him food, etc., for sometime,
but he behaved very badly in every way ;
was most ungrateful, and a great drunk
ard, and I have not seen him for months.
Although he left some clothes here he
has not been near me.”
Poor wolf-man, by his very sins still
proving his manhood. We left Cawn
pore the next day, but have often ques
tioned since which were kinder to him,
the wolves who reared him, or those
humans who made him a drunkard.
mas. 1. 1.. HAUSER, Bareilly, India.

AN English surgeon who was sta
tioned in India for several years, relates
a pathetic incident of a wolf-child, that
came under his professional notice, and
is particularly interesting in connec
The
tion with Mrs. Hauser’s account.
'
surgeon writes :
“Futtehpore is a small civil station
seventy-three miles northwest of Alla
habad, and was the scene of the Nana’s
The American
ﬁrst check by Havelock.
Presbyterians had and havea mission
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there, with orphanage
attached, and
this was in my charge as civil surgeon,
in pre-mutiny days. The mission and
orphanage were presided over by the
Rev. Gopinath
Nandy, an old man,
who fell subsequently into the rebel
Moulvi's hands at Allahabad, and was
only saved from death by Brigadier
General Neil’s force.
“To this Orphanage was brought by
the police, early in 1857, a child, which
they declared had been found in a wolf’s
den among the ravines of the Jamna;
and
obey
was summoned to see it.
ed with alacrity, for here was a proof in
point of what at school we had been
taught to regard as fabulous, the suck
ling of Romulus and Remus by a wolf.
This human cub was a native child
about six or seven, ﬁlthy in aspect, dis
gusting in odor and habit, with matted
hair, and timid, suspicious face.
Mr.
Nandy told me that the child had no
speech, though not dumb; would wear
no clothes, and would eat nothing placed
before it. Its efforts to escape were in—

I

I

cessant.

" Confronted

with this wretched object
on his head, and said a
word or two of kindness in Hindustani ;
but got no response beyond a kind of
cackle. The poor child was a burden
to the Padre, who knew not how to
manage it. I recommended non-coercive
conﬁnement, with lots of straw and
blankets, and a gradual introduction to
civilized food, cooked bones being the
At my next visit I
present substitute.
found dismay on the worthy Padre‘s
face; nothing would succeed with the
wolf-cub, and the whole establishment
was upset in looking after him wander
ing about the garden. On seeing me he
ran up and seized my knees, and then
the one vocable of his language escaped
him as he looked upwards at me, and
that was “ sag." The memory of home
and home-food had dawned upon him as
he laid at my feet a handful of the weed.
Poor outcast!
again patted him, and
spoke kindly to him, but in vain; the

I placed a hand

I
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burden of his replies, or rather cackles,

difficulty: and repulsive though he still
the hint, I recommen
was in sight and odor, my heart
ded sag and rice asthe diet; and strange
yearned for the poor outcast, now fast
to say, it succeeded, and opened further dying.
At the last moment he tried to
the ﬂood-gates
of memory;
for the grasp my knees; and was evidently
word bop (father) and amma (mother) pleased when
placed my hand on his
now recurred to him.
But the diet, head, for he lay quite still, breathing
simple and nutritious as it was, proved out his life. Suddenly with a shudder
fatal to him; intractable diarrhoea set the word “sag” escaped him, and with
in and under its wasting influence, that password on his lips, he set out
affectionate docility returned.
could into the great unknown."
not get away from him except with

was sag.

Taking

I

I

-“~
A

DIVIDED

REPUBLIC.

(Concluded.

NDER

these circumstances they
made such laws as suited them.
The Territorial Legislature, consisting
wholly of women, speedily passed bills
giving women the right to vote. There
was no need to pass prohibition measures,
as the saloon-keepers: had gone East.
Peace and tranquillity prevailed through
all the borders of the feminine Republic.
There were no policemen, for there was
no disorder, but thrift, sobriety and
decorum ruled, and the days passed in
'
calm monotony.
Very different was the condition of
The men
affairs on the Eastern coast.
for a while after the departure of the
women went bravely about their voca
tions, many of them, as We have seen,
pretending that they were glad that the
women were gone. But presently signs
of a change appeared. While the saloons
did a roaring business the barber shops
were deserted—men began to say there
was no use in shaving as there were no
women to see how they looked; the
tailors also suffered, for the men grew
careless in their dress ; what was the
use of fresh linen and gorgeous cra
vats with never a pretty girl to smile at
them? \Vhite shirts rapidly gave place
to red and gray ﬂannel ones; old bats
were worn with calm indifference, even
on Fifth Avenue, and after a time men

)

went up and down
to business un
shaven, and slouchy.
Within the houses there was also a
marked change. One of the ﬁrst sources
of rejoicing among men had been that
now they would be rid of the slavery of
dusters and brooms, and after the women
were gone the houses were allowed to
As no one objected
fall into confusion.
that the curtains would be ruined, the
men smoked in drawing-room and par
lor aswell as study, and knocked the
ashes from cigar or pipe on the carpet
At the
without fearing a remonstrance.
end of some months affairs grew worse.
The amount of liquor consumed was
enormous, the police force was doubled,
and then was inefficient because it was
impossible to ﬁnd policemen who would
not drink.
Brawling was incessant;
the men had become cross and sulky,
and murderous rows were of constant
Burglaries and other vio
occurrence.
lent crimes increased and the jails were
over-crowded with inmates.
From the ﬁrst the churches had been
nearly empty, as there were no women
to attend them, and after awhile they
were all closed until the next Legisla
ture ordered that they be turned over to
the State; after which some of them
were used for sparring exhibitions, and
others were turned into gambling sa
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loons, for draw poker had become the nating convention when a favorite can
fashionable game, and men having no didate has been selected.
In the fervor of delight which follow
longer any homes gathered every night
ed all those who had'ever opposed the
at some place of amusement.
women's wishes fell into the deepest dis—
The theatres were obliged to change
their attractions and instead of comedies favor. It Wasproposed to expel from the
Senate-House Edinunds and Tucker and
or operas, feats of strength were exhibit
every other man who had voted against a
ed. The laws against prize-ﬁghting were
One member
woman
suﬂ’rage bill.
and
matches
took
repealed,
slugging
alone suggested that they be banished to
place nightly; dog ﬁghts and cocking
mains also were popular and the Madi
the Dry Tortugas with the Rev. M. D.
son Square Garden, once the scene
as attendant chaplain.
of a moral “ Wild-West," was even
Calmer counsels ultimately prevailed,
turned into an arena for bull-ﬁghts.
as it was discovered that the worst offen
It was about this time that Henry ders were now thoroughly penitent, and
Bergh, who had vainly protested against discussion followed as to what terms
some of these things, was defeated for should be offered to the Women to in
Everything was
Congress by a man who had won distinc
duce them to return.
tion by catching ﬁve hundred live rats conceded, everything accepted,
and a
and putting them into a barrel in ﬁfty deputation of the foremost men was ap
minutes. Matters went rapidly from bad pointed to convey their propositions to
toworse after this. John Sullivan was the feminine Republic.
elected President. The men were aboutto
But when these reverend seigneurs
declare war against all the world, so as to started they found that a vast array of
have a chance to use their new fortiﬁca
volunteers were ready to accompany
them, athrong that constantly increased
tions when Flavius, who hadInever ceased
to long for Rose, called a secret council at as the news spread, and the train moved
the house of Cecﬂia’s father and proposed Westward, for men left their farms, their
that a deputation should be sent with a counting houses and their stores, at the
ﬂag of truce to the women. To his joyful words, “We are going to bring
astonishment and delight the idea was back the women.”
received with wild enthusiasm, and he
Reforms in dress took place as if by
and the host were appointed a commit
magic, no man not properly attired was
permitted to join the train. The barber's
tee to lay' the question before Con
who had all disappeared, most of them
gress.
On their appearance at the Capital,
were
having become butchers,
re
discovered, and although rather out of
Senate and House of, Representatives
were hastily assembled in joint session practice, succeeded in putting heads and
to receive them, and as they entered the beards in presentable trim.
Tobacco
hall the air rang with cries and cheers.
was positively forbidden, any man de
It was with great difficulty that General tected with even an odor of smoke in
Blair, who had been chosen to preside, his garments was instantly sent to the
could put the motion, which was carried rear.
Alcoholic stimulants of all sorts
with a wild hurrah of applause, and for were also strictly prohibited, and draw
many moments thereafter the noise and poker went suddenly out of fashion.
cheering continued ; men hugged each
Meantime, in the feminine Repub
other with delight; some tore oﬁ’ their lic matters moved on serenely but it
coats to wave them in the air; many
must he confessed a little slowly.
The
wept tears of joy—in short the scene of most absolute order prevailed; the homes
were scrupulousy
enthusiasm exceeded that which is some
tidy ; the streets
of the city were always clean. The
times witnessed at a. Presidential nomi
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which was no longer
money,
for the support of police ofﬁcers
and jails, was spent in the construc
tion of schoolhonses, and other beau
tiful public buildings.
Artiﬁcers
of
all sorts had been found among the W0—
man whose natural talents had heretofore
been suppressed.
Female architects de
signed houses with innumerable closets.
Female contractors built them without
developing a female Buddensick, and
female plumbers repaired pipes and pre
sented only moderate bills.
But despite the‘ calm and peaceful
serenity that prevailed, it was not to be
denied that life was rather dull. \Vomen
who would not admit it publicly, whis—
pered to themselves that existence would
be a little gayer if there were some men
Mothers longed
to talk tooccasionally.
in secret for news from their sons;
wives dreamed of their husbands, and
young girls sighed as they thought of
lovers left at home.
Certain great advantages had un
doubtedly ﬂowed from the new order of
Women thrown wholly on
things.
their own resources had grown self
reliant, their
imposed out-door lives
A
had developed them physically.
in
had
drws
revolution
complete
taken
place; compressed waists had totally
disappeared, and loose garments were
invariably worn. For out-door labors
blouse waists,short skirts and long boots
were in fashion ; for home life graceful
and flowing ones of Grecian design
were worn. Common-sense shoes were
The schools under the care
universal.
of feminine Boards of Education were
brought to great perfection; the build
ings, large and welhventilated, offered

public

needed

ample accommodation, as over-crowd
ing was not permitted. Individual char
acter was carefully studied and each
child was trained to develop a special
Ethical instruction wasdaily given
gift.
and children were rewarded for good
conduct even more than for proficiency

in study.

Music was carefully taught, and, undis
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mayed by men, women wrote operas and
oratorios.
Free lectures were given on
all branches of knowledge by scientiﬁc
women who were supported by the State,
and debating societies met nightly for
the discussion of questions of public
policy.

Still, despite all this the women, as we
have seen, sent many a thought across
the rocky barrier that separated them
from the East, and under the leadership
of Rose some of the younger ones had
formed a league having for its object
the opening of communication with hus
bands and brothers in the masculine
Republic.
Thus matters stood when on a soft June
morning word came to the Capital from
the sentinels on the watch-towers of the
mountains, that a great horde of men
was advancing up the South Pass. Now
across this road, the most convenient to
the other world, there had been built a
wall in the center of which was a
massive gate of silver, and at this point
The
the masculine army had halted.
news of the arrival of the men occasion
ed great commotion, and a joyful host
of women started forth to meet them, so
that when Volumia and the other digni
taries of the State reached the Pass, the
heights above were ﬁlled with a great
throng of women who, recognizing in
the crowd below sons and brothers,
husbands and fathers, were waving joy
ous greetings, which were answered by
the men with every demonstration of
delight
By the order of Volumia the great
silver gate was opened, and the envoys
were admitted. They were received in
a tent of purple satin which had been
quickly erected and their leader made
haste to lay before the assembled women
the terms they proposed.
If the women would only return to
their homes the men promised that all
wage-workers should have equal pay
for equal work; that women should be
equally eligible with men to all oﬁicial
positions; that the fortiﬁcations should
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into schoolhouses; that the
control of the sale of liquors should be
in the hands of women, and that uni
versal suffrage, without regard to sex,
should be everywhere established.
\Vhen the women heard these words
they raised a chorus that was caught up
and re-echoed by the crowd outside. At
this moment, Cecilia,
who saw her
father just' behind the envoys. went
forward to embrace him, and Flavius,
taking advantage of the movement ad
vanced to where Rose stood beside her
mother.
Olasping the blushing girl by
the hand he whispered :
“ At
last, love, at last.”
Wives rushed into their husband's
be turned
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arms -,mothers kissed their sons; the men
hurried up from the Pass, the women
came down from the mountain; there
were broken
and
whispers
fervent
prayers, sobs mingled with smiles, and
bright eyes shone through tears, as loved
ones separated by the stern call of duty
were reunited.
After this there followed a mighty
movement, in prairie and forest, by
lakeside and river.
Overall the land,
homes were rebuilt, and society recon
structed.
The divided States now re
united formed a Republic where all the
people were. in reality free.
LILLIE Dnvmaaux BLAKE.
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For he would think
a matter of
right to take “ Uncle Tom's Cabin ” or
“Daniel Deronda," or some other noted
work of ﬁction, and dramatize
after
uis own fashion.
Like a man with ﬁne
ability as a story-teller, he might hear
it

it,

it,

story told—then, revise
add to
and
tell
in his own peculiar manner, using
to ﬂoat his individual thoughts.
Evidently herein was the secret of
Abraham Lincoln's peculiar style.
It
very improbable that the stories he told
were all original with him.
Some he
heard, others were incidents occurring
in his presence. Another man might
never have used these stories or inci
dents to ﬂoat certain truths, but a
story to Lincoln's mind‘ was just the
thing he wanted to illustrate ideas that
occurred to him.
Such minds as Shakespeare‘s, or Lin
coln’s, are not troubled about hunting
up “Authority,” or in giving laborious
footnotes.
They are like great generals
in time of war who appropriate what/
ever may advance their arms and cause
utilizing material for an entirelydiﬂ‘erent
purpose, then that for which
was ori
ginally intended. We often see this idea
in patent. A certain man conceives the
idea of some mechanical device. He

is
;

it

is

it

it

it

if

it

it

is,

history of the human race is like
a great chain ; the thoughts of the
present are linked to the thoughts of the
past; like the plot of a masterpiece of
composition; whether in music, poetry
or prose.
We ﬁnd in Shakespeare the thought
about a man who was born to be hung
will not be drowned. This may have
been original with the great dramatist;
that
may have come to him as spon
taneous thought, but investigation proves
to be far older than the age in which he
lived.
But
Shakespeare rediscovered
the thought and regave
to the world
he certainly deserves as much credit for
as the other mind who advanced
centuries before his time.
When we come to investigate the
mind and age of Shakespeare we ﬁnd
that he was not altogether original in
all the thought ignorantly ascribed to
him. ‘Vhat we regard as originality of
thought was not altogether his greatest
He borrowed from others who had
gift.
gone before him, apparently without the
least regard to what, to-day, would be
called plagiarism.
And herein
where
Shakespeare could not live in this age
and receive the honor of Shakespeare of
the past.

BYRON.
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have followed is that Bacon, being
a scholar and generally
recognized
as a most able man, was much more
competent to write these plays than
As we well know the
Shakespeare.
point of argument
ﬁrst to establish
your premises and from this advance to
your conclusions.
If Lord Bacon were
all they claim, and William Shakespeare
all they have represented, their case ap
pears very easy to prove but have they,
in this line of argument, covered all the
ground
Mr. Donnelly claims that he has dis
covered a cipher which
so interwoven
with the play as to make
bear witness
to the fact that Francis Bacon wrote the
Shakesperian plays.
He has procured a copy of an ancient
folio edition of these plays, or some of
them, published in 1623, “seven years
after Shakespeare‘s death.” Seven years
after his death.’ This point he passes
over without comment or concern.
To
argue this question without taking into
some consideration the character of the
two men
most absurd.
If there were
any marked peculiarity in Bacon's char
acter
was a weakness for worldly im
He wrote his works in Latin,
mortality.
because in his day
was “the thing”
todo. Latin was looked upon as the
language that would live when all others
were forgotten.
But the great Latin
tongue has fallen into disuse and the
plain and simple English, which this
great man would not deign to use, has
become the master tongue of the world.
Even in this peculiarity and vanity of
Bacon can we not read a lesson that
puts to ﬂight all the vain boasting that
he and only he could have written the
“
masterworks we label
Shakespeare"
With all Bacon’s vanity, combined
with his regard for the Latin tongue,
and his contempt for the English, the
chances are,
he wrote these plays that
he would have left them in Iatin.
But
claimed that he would not have
dared to—that he even did not dare to let
himself be known as the author
that he

it

it

is

:
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constructs it, but it is a miserable failure
and amounts to nothing.
He can go no
farther with
aban
and his purpose
doned.
Years after, another mind may
after
pick up the idea and reconstruct
his own conception
and reproduce a
most valuable instrument.
After awhile
there appears a person who
familiar
with the conception of the ﬁrst indi
vidual.
He at once makes the state
ment that the second man stole the idea
from the ﬁrst man.
Perhaps the second
man would never have produced the
perfected and valuable instrument but
for the hint derived from the ﬁrst but
certainly the world would never have
derived any pleasure or proﬁt from the
work of the man who failed to make
valuable.
Shakespeare, from all that we can
learn of him, was evidently of a cast of
mind that appropriated whatever fell in
his way
served his purpose; what
“ the one thing need
he added was just
ful” to make complete. Then he was
evidently a man without prejudice or
bias.
Likea great artist he sketched
whatever surrounded
him and would
make his picture complete, whether
was a cathedral, a castle or a hovel
—a statesman, a warrior, a fool or
He was quite indifferent to
beggar.
wordly rank or surroundings.
What
was wanted to make the composition
complete was put in what was not, in
his eyes, necessary or valuable, was
omitted.
Of late years certain people have at
tempted to prove that Francis Bacon,
and not Yvilliam Shakespeare, was the
author of the works known to us as
Shakespeare's.
Mr. Don
Conspicuous among them
These people claim
nelly of Minnesota.
that they have investigated the matter,
and that this
their conclusion.
In the ﬁrst place, truth should not fear
nor does
investigation
butinvestiga
tion should
not be conﬁned to one
The main
branch or line of thought.
line of thought these persons seem to

it
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was even glad, for the time being, to let
the world believe that \Villiam Shakes
peare was the author ; that, from behind
the door, he supplied Shakespeare with
brains; that Shakespeare was only a
“was educated
butcher’s son, who
at the Stratford village school where
of Latin
were
only the rudiments
taught.”

It seems by this that Shakespeare
knew something about Latin, even if he
Now it is
were a “butcher's son."
a great mistake for these people to
assume that because Shakespeare was
a butcher’s son, he therefore should
have been a very common, ignorant
We know that the ma
person.
jority of the ﬁrst minds of all ages
have sprung from whatjthe world re
gards a low parentage, and from un
looked for places.
Shakespeare’s father
is said to have been adealer in wool and
a “glover.”
In those days a glover
(manufacturer of gloves) was a man of
He was evidently re
good position.
for otherwise he would not
spectable,
have been able to have married one of
the descendants of the Warwicks, by
whom he inherited ﬁfty-four acres of
land, which in those days was something
of a fortune and an indication of good
social rank.
Again, to say that Bacon had anything
to fear in life, or for his name after
death, had he claimed an honorable
title to these works, or Latinized them,
is absurd.
Bacon was not a man at all
“slow” to claim for himself all he was
entitled to, and it would not be surpris
ing I think, if he were not the real author
of much that he called his own writing.
The age is too far distant to obtain
many facts, but if there is anything
conspicuous in Shakespeare’s character
it is his indifference to worldly fame.
The worldliness
on the part of one
man and the want of it in the other
is another patent point in the argument.
Mr. Donnelly asks, if it is not queer
“that Bacon never mentions the name
of Shakespeare ‘l " Nothing queer about
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this. Shakespeare was not of Bacon’s
company, and such a man as Bacon
would not be more likely to mention Wil
liam Shakespeare than a worldly en
vious man of the present day would men
tion the name of some humble fellow
citizen who was his intellwtual superior.
But these plays are full of foreign lan
As
guages ! Nothing strangein this.
show in the ﬁrst part of this article,
was not the
Shakespeare evidently
of all the material in these
author
plays, in the light we would to-day
At that time, too,
regard such things.
the continental or foreign tongues were
more common and even better-known

I

by the English people than today.
It is
evident from all that we can learn of
Shakespeare that he wasa bright, quick,
as well as able person—a person of ready
There is no need of argu
perception.
ment to prove this. With a nttle know
ledge of the Latin tongue, some Greek,
and French, and his evident gift of
language it was no wonder that he was
able to take an old foreign play and
revise it to please the age in which he
lived. Then,if he knew not the full mean
ing of the language himself it was not
difﬁcult in London to obtain assistance.
There is nothing unnatural or question
able about this.
The superior mind
needs very little knowledge of a subject
in order to utilize it.

It is said of one of our prominent
English writers, Charlotte Bronte,

I

that although she wrote much
about
society she had very little op
portunity to see society. Her superior
mind did not need to see much detail.
She grasped principles.
It is very easy
for the mind that is able to grasp princi
ples to ﬁll in details. Suppose some per
son superior asascholar, yet deﬁcient in
practical powers, should read of such a
character, would he not be apt to doubt
her ability to write so fully on a subject
that she had so little opportunity in
fact to learn about?
Suppose Edward Everett, and Abra
ham Lincoln had lived in an age when
believe,
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diﬂicult to transmit in print the
record of their lives and works, and they
should, on the same day, have appeared
on the same platform, as they did at
Gettysburg. to deliver an oration on
some grand event.
Two or three hun
dreds years pass. The grand oration
lives, but Abraham Lincoln, beingapoor
man and little-known, his name is quite
How easy it would be for
forgotten.
some learned ‘man to prove that no
such person as Abraham Lincoln could
have been the author of so grand an
oration as he delivered at Gettysburg,
and that no one but the orator and
scholar—the orator and scholar of the
agkEverett, could have prepared such
a masterpiece of oratory. Occasionally
a very young person
becomes
the
author of some masterpiece. Bryant. it
“ Thanatopsis” when
is said, wrote his
he was only sixteen years of age.
Had
Mr.
Bryant died young, or been
unable, as have been many promising
minds, to gain a. public name, it would
have been a very easy matter for some
one else to have received the credit of
Though Mr. Bryant lived
this poem.
to be an old man he never surpassed his
early effort; indeed it is the best known
of all his writings, and is one of the few
poems that will live and be the means,
more than all else he wrote, of trans
mitting his name to posterity.
But there is another direction in which
to seek important evidence—a. direction
that none of the admirers of Bacon seem
to have thought of; and that is the
evidence of Phrenology. Admitting that
we have no entirely satisfactory likeness
of these individuals we have their con
ventional portraits, and they are as un
likeas those of Daniel \Vebster and John
C. Calhoun, or Abraham Lincoln and
Edward Everett. No intelligent person,
not even a child, old enough to know
between a circle and an
the difference
octagon, would make a mistake in the
two-in designating the right one.
Bacon has a high, square head, full in
Imitation;
the region of Causalty and

it was
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and a straight nose.
Some allowance
may be made for this conventional shape,
for the reason that those ignorant of
nature, always seek to magnify the head
of a supposed great man ; and they seem
to think that they add to the personal
dignity of their hero by enlarging his
head in this region and projecting the
line of the forehead.
If they were
wiser and would pay some attention to
Phrenology they would see the im
Now, turn
propriety of this practice.
ing to the conventional head of Shakes
peare we see a head that is high and full.
more like a fullsack.
The centerfore
head is rounded-up,
the
as though
“dome of thought" was of ample capa
city and well-packed.
It is high and
full in the region of Comparison and
Human-nature.
The
head
grows
higher as we follow its lines backward—
is “ full all along the linm "-—command
ing at Firmness and Self-esteem, while
the Bacon head is quite ﬂat on top and
The Perceptives and
square behind.
Reﬁectives are well-balanced and the
side-head rounded-out in the region of
Construction; the nose is delicate and
slightly acquiline.
It should be borne in mind that these
conventional heads have come down to
us through persons unacquainted with
There was no forming of
Phrenology.
these heads “to order," to suit the con
But if
ceptions of some craniologist.
we were called upon to construct a head
of 9. Shakespeare we could scarcely
make better lines than this conven
tional head so familiar to us.
head of Bacon
The conventional
would be no more equal to the work of
Shakespeare than the head of Henry
Clay would be equal to the peculiar
labor that would be accomplished by the
Clay and Webster were
Webster head.
both able men ; but a man with Mr.
Clay’s head could not have done Mr.
Webster’s work ; neither could the
Webster head have done the Clay work.
To the non-phrenologist this argument
may not appear of much weight, but to
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minor part besides what lies still un
touched.
This investigation on their
part may stimulate a rigid inquiry into
the honest claims of Bacon, and they
may “carry the war into Africa” so
vigorously that the world may begin to

the phrenologist who has studied heads,
and familiarized himself with the public
men of the world, it is unanswerable.
The square head of Bacon would ex
eel, if it excel at all, in some special
line, and indicate the “scholar ;” it
would not have the universality of the

doubt if Bacon was not more of a mere
translator or robber than the great
original philosopher he has been repre
sented to be. Adopting the method of
argument of those who would dethrone
Shakespeare, it would not take much to
overthrow Bacon. It would however
seem better in this case to ‘let well
More than two and a
enough alone.”
half centuries have elapsed since they
ﬁgured as actors on the stage of life.
The English-speaking world is proud of
them ; and I think that it will guard the
fame'of both. We may well be proud
and glad that we have their works to
guide us.
Let their lights shine brightly and let
us gather all the wisdom that we are
able to absorb from their great store
houses.
Isaac P. Novas.

Shakespeare head.
Itis well also to note how such a
superior manasMilton regarded Shakes
peare.
Shakespeare died about 1616;
sixteen
only
years later, Milton wrote
his very complimentary
poem on the
great dramatist.
It would seem that Milton at that time
should have known something of the
man of whom he thus wrote, and been
able to have detected in him anything
of the charlatan or deceiver, and also to
have heard, by word or hint something
of any inability on the part of Shakes
peare to dothe work we credit him with.
The “ Baconites” have a dillicult task
before them. They must prove more
than
they have as yet attempted ;
what they have attempted is only a
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AN

UNWBI'ITEN

ESSAY
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HE

Professor sat in what was
as the “Brown Study,” a
room by some curious whim wholly fur
nished in brown, with here and there a
dash of gold in relief of the pervading

known

dun color.
The Professor‘s N o. 9 slippers were
elevated at an angle which made his ex
treme length of ﬁgure somewhat suggest
ive of an italicised interrogation point
—his head forming the accentuating dot.
He was engaged in obstruse speculation~
as indicated by the nervous chewing of
the tooth-pick he had brought from the
breakfast-room, and which served in
some mysterious way to the Professor’s
yearning sense in lieu of the seductive
cigar that he had formerly considered
conducive to high meditation.
But the complement which the Pro
fessor had taken to himself in the bonds

LOVE AND

MARRIAGE.

of marriage resolutely discountenanced
smoking in the'domestic kingdom, and
under the reign of his other self he had
found the sedative of tootlrpicks quite as
favorable to mental processes as the
bachelor atmosphere of blue smoke
which artistically failed to harmonize
with the Brown Study, founded under
the new dynasty.
Upon the desk of his knee the Profes
sor was jotting down in shorthand the
leading points of his essay, lecture, or
whatever might be the nature of his
study, when a soft, swift step in the outer
passage attracted his ear, and he turned
with a luminous smile toward the open
door.
There stood a small woman, attired
like the room in brown, but with ﬂecks
of dull red shimmering over her fabrics
like. sparks of ﬁre which seemed to need

I

]

—.

_“

yNow it was a little embarrassing for
the criticto be summoned to oﬂice in the
doorway with the author's chrysalis of
ysterday upon her hands. To meet the
emergency she softly wheeled about an
antique chair with a convenient central
point upon which she set the gentleman’s
tall silk hat, supported by his dress-coat,
worn in honor of asocial occasion the pre
The somewhat grotesque
vious evening.
ﬁgure was supplemented by cuffs, collar,
paraphernalia quietly gathered
from table and waste basket where they
had been absently tossed, while a pair of
shoes basking in the chimney corner
were pushed to the front of the chair
where they ﬁlled the disconnected posi
tion of one of the Professor’s periods,
marking an absent clause which the col
lector had previously picked up and
hung behind the closet door.
“Firstly, ” continued the Professor,
while his wife contemplated her essay
on the Evolution of Man, “Love is an
and other

is

“Aha! just in time, my hearty," he
called, bringing his feet down to terra
ﬁrma with ashock of matters unsubstan
“ want to read to you the points
tial.
Well, you
of my new essay on
know, the Journal of Scientiﬁc, Social
and Philosophic Thought desires me to
furnish an article on the somewhat worn
theme of Love and Marriage, and here
Observe—First
a few leaders.
are

I

date.

it

Putting himself in fresh regalia next
morning, he was oblivious to the wrecks
of yesterday‘s attire, and the careful
housewife collecting them under his very
nose was responsible for their correct
appearance upon his person at a later

I

points.

inherent quality in human nature and
will have its course in any free, unre
pressed condition of life—"
“ Or in
penal servitude,” amended his
listener ; “ as mark, for instance, the case
of the female prisoner who, from her
third-story window, contrived to spin
down messages of love on a spool of
thread to the masculine convict working
in the shops below ; drawing up, by the
same convenient go-between, his raptur
ous response of interest.”
“ Yes, yes,"
acknowledged the Profes
“ A very good
sor.
point, serving with
other illustrative anecdotes of curious
customs and habits of love-making in
various parts of the world.”
“Including the country where the
lover gets on a horse and rides down
upon a group of women seizing the
desired one by the hair and bearing her
off resisting to a jungle, where she
becomes his lawful wife unless rescued
by pursuing friends," suggested Mrs.
“ And don‘t omit the land
Professor.
where the masculine candidate for mar
riage is beaten with a club by the bride
elect, and who is rejected if he cries out
under the pounding."
"That is a land not so very far dis
tant, is
dear ?" meekly insinuated the
essayist returning to his notes. “Then
shall follow with a glowing eulogy
on the divinely ordained institution of
to be the golden
marriage, showing
link in the broken chain which
to
again unite us to our primal estate in
can not give in
the Garden of Eden.
brief the beauty and power of this senti
ment which will expand in suggestions
of the virtues requisite to the attainment
of that felicity which
co-existent with
shall cite such
the marriage relation.
lovely examples of wedded happiness as
history and private experience bring
readily to mind, rounding up the whole
with
poem of which our own blessed
be the secret inspiration-—
shall
union
an inspiration too ﬁne, my sweetheart,
to enter into the coarse ﬁber of a philo
What think you
sophical disquisition.
is

On her arm hung various articles of
masculine apparel which had been picked
up on the way between chamber and
study, the Professor having a curious
nightly custom of dissolving himself
piecemeal in his journey between these
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of this
cherie

" It

roughly

sketched

plan,

ma

7”

strikes me," said the small woman

in brown, winding and unwinding the
Professor’s necktie on her slender ﬁn
“ it strikes me I have heard—some
;

gers

thing—very like this before."
“ Oh, no doubt,” grunted the essay
“ You can hardly expect originality
ist.

I

I
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said the Professor roused to scientiﬁc
illustration.
“The most perfect chemi
cal compounds may be formed from ele
ments incomplete and unbalanced in
themselves ; and so frequently the most
inharmonious
creatures ﬁnd a higher
level in the marriage relationship.”
“But I think there must be a pre
ponderance of the positive on the higher
side if we do not get from such a. union
a. mere negative mush,”
insisted the
little Professorine, who seemed to be
taking the Professor's argument rather
“ am not
boldly in hand.
sufficiently
versed in chemical laws tosay that no
combination of imperfect elements is as
grand and wide~reaching in scope and
inﬂuence as the union of individually
complete and independent powers ; but
When
instinctively reason this way.
men—and women—seek, ﬁrst of all,
that perfect balance and poise of charac
ter which insures them individually
against the dangers of anarchy and mis
rule, why, then, under the reign of self
government, marriage will become the
divine order of which lovers and poets
dream. Until that time, it is all a blun
dering, beautiful, blissful necessity over
which we shall rhapsodize, and agonize,
and theorize, coming a little nearerI
generation by generation, to the Divine
Idea in whose image and likeness we
are, or shall be made.”
“But stay!” apologized the small
woman springing from her low seat by
the hearth, and pressing a kiss on the
Professor‘s bald Benevolence that was
inclined attentively toward her. “ Here
am I interrupting and intermeddling
with your essay on Love and Marriage
to the utter neglect of my own work,
which the author of ‘Sartor Resartus’
would call ‘A Philosophy of Clothes.’ "
And gathering up the apparel with
which she had dressed the chair she
vanished from the room, leaving the
Professor to the elaboration
of his

on a theme so universally canvassed.
suppose there is absolutely nothing
to be said—nothing that has not been
already said.”
“Well, it is true that a skeleton idea
is running aboutin human minds like
an active chameleon, taking on all sorts
of hues in the changing mental atmos
pheres which it enters,” smiled the
“ notice that a. man's
brown—eyed critic.
thought of love and marriage is largely
colored, like his image of God, by the
dye of his own attributes. It is likely to
go through various stages as the man
advances from passional to
himself
spiritual states, though in the latter it is
sometimes too attenuated and feeble to
In
make tangible expression of itself.
the majority of cases you can guessa
man's age by his frankly avowed senti
ments on the subject of love.”
put his
The Professor instinctively
hand on the bald organ of Benevolence
above his generous breadth of brow, his
slower process of thought yielding no
ready response to these quite impersonal
remarks of his curious Other Self, who
quietly contin ued—:
“ The great trouble in married life is
not the lack of wise theories about it.
It is the failure to get properly married
with one‘s self before a dual relationship
A man whose own
is undertaken.
masculine
and feminine elements of
character are not harmoniously devel
oped and mutually active and reactive
can hardly expect abiding peace and
happiness in taking to himself a woman
of equally unbalanced and unharmoni
ous nature.”
theme.
“ can not agree with you, my dear,’7
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‘HERE

is much in modern life that
tends to shorten existence and to
diminish the probability that a man or
woman will reach ninety, to say nothing
We lead more exciting
of a hundred.
and more wearing lives. It is in vain
that a person has a splendid constitution
to begin with, wears ﬂannel, or the
equivalent of ﬂannel, next to his skin,
dwells in a warm, dry house, and eats
and drinks everything that is good and
wholesome, if at the same time he habitu
ally overtaxes his strength, looks upon
his muscles as mere machinery to be
driven at high pressure, and ruthlessly
calls upon his nerves to squander their
reserve power when every other source
Men or wo
of energy is exhausted.
men who intend to be centenarians in
these days must combine something of
the old mode of life with something of
They must,
the new mode of living.
themselves
of all the
availing
while
and
sanitary
appli
discoveries
scientiﬁc
ances of the age, imitate their grandsires
in the steady and tranquil habits that
prevailed before the invention of loco
They must
motives and the telegraph.
have their eight hours of sleep regularly ;
they must have intervals of repose and

0F LONGEVITY.

in the hours of their meals, and discip
line in the ordering of the dishes of
which the meals are composed. ‘We can
not believe that anybody will ever live
to one hundred who eats a heavy dinner
every night of his life at eight o’clock.
Champagne in abundance, and Bor
deaux or Burgundy ad libitum, should
be foresworn by persons who deliberately
set before them the attaining of their hun
Neither, with such an
dredth birthday.
end in view, would the active life ot'a
politician, a lawyer, or a doctor be a
In order to reach that
sane enterprise.
distant goal there must be a training, if
not severe, at least regular and unflinch
Most of all, there must prevail
ing.
in the existence of such a person a tran
quil serenity, an unruffled calm. Neither
, generous passions nor enthusiastic ideals
must be allowed admittance.
The pulse
must never be driven up beyond a cer
tain point, either by work, by anxiety,
by fear, or by hope. At the same time,
mere stagnation will, in all probability,
never enablea person tolive to one hun
dred. There is such a thing as rusting
out as well as wearing out. If a candle
does not burn brightly enough, it does
not consume the wax with sufficient
vachncy in the daytime; they must rapidity, and goes out for want of ade
of their
It is so, no doubt,
waking quate combustion.
spend a goodly portion
air.
will
that
with
the
human
and the human
Nor
body
open
hours ‘m the
have
to
. . .
.
be
spirit.
regularity
will
sulﬁce; there
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To make yourself miserable at forty in
the wretched ambition to add a few
worthless years to your score after you
have turned seventy or eighty is surely

joyed, and he enjoys it. He is alive all
his life save when he sleeps, and he
awakes from each fresh slumber looking
the world cheerfully and courageously
a poor~spirited sort of game.
To spend in the face, and ready, and even eager.
one’s life feeling one’s pulse, looking at to be a combatant when there is a good,
one’s tongue, and asking one‘s self if one honest ﬁght, and a runner when there is
is treating one's constitution quite fairly,
a good, honorable race afoot.
He may
is not life at all.
It is to live in a hospi not live to be one hundred, but he may
tal, or, at any rate, an inﬁrmary. Still, well live to be seventy, seventy-ﬁve, or
even eighty. He may haveacareer, if not
there are some persons who are con
cold, so conspicuous, yet as active, as varied,
genitally
cautious, congenitally
It is their nature to and as restless as that, say, of Mr. Glad
congenitally calm.
take things quietly, never to be in a stone, and yet not be really old when
hurry, never to excite themselves. They time registers him among the aged.
are content to sit in an easy-chair for so “Better ﬁfty years of Europe than a
”
and better twenty
many hours, read an agreeable book for cycle of Cathay ;
so many hours, drive in a carriage for years of uncalculated
activity than the
so many hours when the weather is slow pulse and measured step of the cir
favorable, and after this manner to cumspect snail that creeps surely on to
We are not denouncing
regulate their existence by clockwork. one hundred.
They are like angels’
They may live to one hundred, they centenarians.
visits, few and far between, and they are
may live to one thousand, but in truth
they have not lived at all. The man too rare not to be welcomed. Moreover,
who really gets the best that can be got we doubt not that they deserve their
of life is the man who, with a fairly length of years. But it would be a misgood constitution to begin with, is ready fortune if it was ever thought an object
The object of
to squander it at any moment and on of life to live very long.
live,
is
to
live
life
He
live
cause.
generously,
in
a
sufficient
every occasion
Shakespeare
As
with
“Ripe
bravely.
loss
says,
no
account
of
and
proﬁt
keeps
his vital energy ; he sees work to do, and ness is all.”
London Standard.
he does it; he sees pleasure to be en

_—_M—_
DYSENTERY.‘

YSENTERY

is an inﬂammatory
affection that develops in the
mucous coat of the large intestines, and
is always accompanied with more or less
It is a more
fever of a low character.
than
most other
ailment
distressing
disorders,
because
it is usu
and
bowel

ally attended with bloody discharges it
termed “ bloody ﬂux."
is
popularly

Causes—Fifty years ago it was sup
physicians that
this disease was due to a speciﬁc poison
that found lodgment in the bowels ; and
posed by some eminent

" Right of republication reserved.

'this opinion ﬁnds conﬁrmation with the
The preval—
bacteriologists of to-day.
ence of dysentery in autumn, in cold,
moist weather following a heated term,
or in a period of hot weather that suc
ceeds a spell of very damp,rainy weather,
goes far to establish the idea that it is
one of the zymotic forms,and like cholera,
scarlatina, measles, etc., its development
is largely dependent upon constitutional
condition.
Exposure to cold and wet,
particularly when one is fatigued, in
sufficient and unwholesome food, foul
drinking water, breathing impure air, a
constipated state of the bowels, rich, high

~
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seasoned

food and

the use

ofintoxicat

ing liquors, are among the more readily
designated causes immediately produc
The most frequent
tive of an attack.
“
exciting cause is dietetic abuse ; a con
sistent vegetarian," Dr. Shew main
tains, “ never gets dysentery." And my
own observation of those who are care
ful about the selection of their food and
partake very sparingly, or not at all, of
“butcher's meat, "leads me to believe
that Dr. Shew is well-supported by the
facts.
Dysentery has two forms, the acute and

chronic, which differ mainly in degree.
Symptoms—Preceding the develop
ment of an attack in the acute form there
has been more or less trouble with the

stomach and bowels, indicated by loss
of appetite, nausea, ﬂatulence, vomiting,
The ﬁrst decided symptom is a
etc.
diarrhea accompanied, it may be, with
and usually with severe griping
pains, straining at stool, and a burning
As commonly
sensation in the rectum.
described there are ﬂashes of heat and
cold; the pulse is quick or perhaps but
little affected ; the stools at ﬁrst may be
copious and feculent, containing bits of
hardened fzeces, then becoming scanty
and consisting mainly of mucous ex
cretions and substance tinged with blood;
a dull pain is felt in the abdomen, that
ﬁnds relief after each evacuation : the
tongue is furred, and there is much
chills,

thirst.

With the advancement of the disease
calls to stool become more frequent

the

and distressing ; the pulse quickens, the
thirst is more urgent, the urine high
colored and passed in small quantities
with pain and difficulty ; the skin is hot
and dry—it may be hot only over the
abdomen while the extremities are cold,—
or there maybe a rather free perspira
tion. With the straining the rectum
may become prolapsed, and add a severe
Then the tongue may
complication.
assume a dry, glazed state, or be covered
with a dry brown fur; the abdomen
swell and be very tender, the evacua
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tions pass in bed ;a clammy, cold perspi
ration appear with cold extremities, hic
Symptoms of the
cough and delirium.
character last described have the gravest
signiﬁcance, and usually precede death ;
but when at an earlier stage of the ma]
ady, or it may be at any stage,the griping
pains and straining at the stool diminish,
and the evacuations are less frequent and
of a better character, and the fever
abates and respiration and pulse show
improvement, there is good reason for
thinking the patient out of danger, and
if advantage -be taken of the change to
sustain the favorable
symptoms by
proper hygienic applications, a relapse
would be rare.
in its milder
Treatment—Dysentery,
forms, is easily managed.
Best, a sit:
bath in tepid or cool water, an occasional
enema of tepid water, little food and
that of the blandest sort, at the same time
nutritious—animal sorts being altogether
avoided.
In the severe forms the plan
of treatment is simple, the chief object
being to keep the temperature down to
the normal standard, and thus prevent
the development of the enteric poison.
Enveloping the abdomen in wet cloths
which are to be changed as often as they
become dry, will almost always regulate
the temperature of the surface.
In some bad cases the extremities will
incline to be cold, while the head and
abdomen are very hot. The rule then
indicated is to apply hot cloths, bricks,
bottles, or sand-bags to the extremities,
and cold, wet clothes to the head and
'
abdomen.
The painful tcnesmuspr bearing down
sensation in the lower bowel is relieved
best by cold applications. Our old-school
brethren advise cold water and ice, but
think nothing is better for the purpose
than the cold hip-bath.
“Make thor
ough work in cooling the bowels, and
then the pain will cease,” a celebrated
hygienist says, but. we would advise
much care in this treatment lest the
cooling be carried too far by the powerful
means applied.
It is advisable, espe

I
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cially in giving this treatment to feeble
children. to have the feet in warm water
at the same time. After relief has been
obtained in this way a wet cloth folded
may be bound to the anus (the external
opening of the rectum) to relieve the
soreness of that part.
In the outset of the attack a thorough
enema of tepid water is a most valuable
process for relieving the intestines of
irritating matter, and counteracting the
Later on, when the
zymotic conditions.
disease has become well-established, such
difficult of
treatment is likely to
because
of the congested
application
and painful state of the rectum. At this
time it seems to me that the astringent,
corrosive effect of such injections as
lead-acetate, zinc-chloride, etc.. as ad»
vised by some, can scarcely be considered
in keeping with the claims of rational
medicine.
Pope‘s mixture, ergot, car
bolic acid, etc., may possess certain anti
septic and stimulant properties, but in the
stages of extreme weakness that such
powerful
substances are administered
am doubtful of their efficacy as com
pared with the mild and soothing inﬂu
ence of hygienic applications.

I
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Let the patient drink as much pure,
soft water as he pleases 1 in some cases,
hot water may be more agreeable than
cold, and fresh milk sipped at a tempera
ture of about 120° may be found sooth
ing to the stomach, as well as nutritious.
The diet should in all cases be free from
irritating and heating elements. Thin,
bland soups of rice, oatmeal, barley, and
wheat, with a little stewed fruit, such as
mellow apples, pears or grapes, the soft
have found in
part being taken only.
cases of children whose stomachs were
very irritable that a thin tea of Gum
Arabic could be tolerated, and was suffi
cient to sustain them until the bowels had
recovered from the inﬂammatory stage.
In dysentery, poisonous germs are
rapidly propagated in the sick room,
it is therefore very important that the
room of the patient be well-aired, and
the discharges be removed as quickly as
possible. The clothing and bedding of
the patient should be changed often, and
either washed or well-aired out of doors.
And when he is able to go about with
out discomfort moderate exercise in the
open air should be encouraged.
H. S. D.

I
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POPULAR

FALLACIES.

REGARDING THE ACTION OF

HE

general opinion of people in re
gard to the action of alcoholic
liquors is surprisingly erroneous. In the
popular estimation alcoholic liquors are
and ‘strengthening.
This
stimulating
opinion is held by even a large part of
the medical profession. In cases of great
prostration and weakness it is an every
day occurrence to prescribe whiskey or
brandy to be given freely; and many
believe that numerous lives are saved
by the use of such means. Yet there
are good reasons for believing that most
of those cases recovered in spite of the
alcoholic liquors, and not in conse
quence of taking them. In times past

ALCOHOLIC LIQUOR-B.

it

was not strange that erroneous
opinions were entertained in regard to
the action of alcohol upon the human
system. Its effects were so deceptive as
to deceive the best of people.
But in
these days, after all the experimental
researches and scientiﬁc investigations
which the action of alcohol has been
subjected to, there is no longer any ex
cuse for being deceived by the arch de
ceiver, King Alcohol.
THE FOOD FALLACY.
One of the popular fallacies in regard
to alcoholic liquors has been, and is now,
that they act as food in the system.

1887.]
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Liebig, the great chemist, developed the
theory that all alimentary substances
are capable of being arranged in two
classes, the nitrogenous and carbonace
ous; and the idea was adopted that the
nitrogenous were appropriated to the
nourishment
of the tissues, while the
carbonaceous united with oxygen by a
species of combustion resulting in the
development of animal heat and car
bonic acid gas, and hence were famil
iarly styled respiratory food.
Alcohol being one of the purest of the
carbonaceous class, and especially rich
in carbon and hydrogen, was at once
placed at the head of the list of respira
tory foods, and of supporters of animal
heat. “'hen taken into the system it
was supposed to unite rapidly with the
oxygen
received through the lungs,
evolving heat and producing carbonic
acid gas and water. Its supposed heat
ing and stimulating effects were thus ex
This explanation of its action,
plained.
although unsupported by a single ex
perimental fact, was for a time univers
It was not long, how
ally accepted.
ever, before experimenters began to
Dr.
apply their tests to this theory.
Prout, of London, ascertained by experi
ment,that the presence of alcohol in the
human body directly diminished
the
amount of carbonic acid gas exhaled
from the lungs, consequently disproving
the idea that alcohol was ox ydized in the
system. Dr. Percy and others found
that alcohol taken in a dilute form into
stomach was taken up without
the
change of composition and carried with
the blood into all the organs and struc
tures of the body and that its presence
could be easily detected by proper chemi
cal tests.
It is now conceded by all that
alcohol is eliminated from the system
unchanged by the skin, lungs and kid
neys, and the fact that a substance is
thus eliminated unchanged is generally
suﬂicient proof that it does
considered
But it has been found
not serve as food.
of
the alcohol taken
all
that not quite
from
these channels of
can be recovered
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and consequently
it has
claimed that the portion retained
is used as food and serves a useful pur
Dr. Anstie con
pose in the system.
cluded that an average-sized adult in
ordinary health was capable of retaining
about one and a half ounces or three
tablcspoonfuls of pure alcohol in the
twenty-four hours, but that if more than
this was taken it reappeared in the
evacuations
or was eliminated
un
For a long time it was
changed.
claimed that this retained alcohol under
went oxidation and evolved heat. When
this was fully demonstrated to be errone
ous, it was then assumed that its con
sumption resulted either directly or in
directly in the evolution of nerve force.
But here the test of experiment soon
showed that so far as the motor and sen
sory nerve and muscular functions are
concerned, both were diminished
in
direct ratio to the quantity of alcohol
taken. The presence of alcohol in the
blood slightly increases the frequency of
the action of the heart but diininshes its
force, giving it characters closely resem
bling the pulse of typhoid fever. The
heart, under the inﬂuence of alcohol,
loses in force in direct proportion to its
increase of frequency until by increasing
the proportion of alcohol the heart ﬁnally
stops, paraly zed. This effect was demon
strated by the experiments of Prof. Mar
tin. of the Johns Hopkins University of
Maryland, on the etfects of different pro
portions of alcohol on the action of the
heart of the dog, and by Drs. Sidney
Ringer and Harrington Simsbury to de
termine the relative strength of the dif
ferent alcohols as indicated by their in
ﬂuence on the action of the heart of the
These latter experimenters, in
frog.
their report on the action of alcohol, de
clare “ that by their direct action on the
cardiac tissue these drugs are clearly
paralyzant, and that this appears to be
the case from the outset, no stage of in
creased force of contraction preceding.”
The claim that alcohol acts as food or
increases either the force of the heart or

elimination,
been
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nervous force, must be given up as un
tenable.
As to what becomes of the
small portion of alcohol retained by the
system, it is evident that it remains to
"pickle ” the tissues, so to speak, re
straining the natural changes, promote
health and cause degeneration of organs
and tissues.
It can be detected as alco
hol in all the tissues after it has ceased
tobe excreted from the system.
It re
mains just to poison the tissues without
adding force, heat, strength, or any
thing desirable.
STIMULATIN G AND STRENGTHENING
FALLACY.
The fallacy that alcohol strengthens
and stimulates isone of the hardest of all
It has been proved by experi
to die.
ments that the taking of alcohol does
not strengthen the action of the heart,
although it quickens it. On the con
trary, it weakens the force of the heart
in proportion to the increase of the fre
The presence of alcohol in the
quency.
blood has the direct effect to weaken the
force of the heart. Prof. Martin states
as the result of his experiments on the
action of the dog’s heart that the pres
ence of two and a half parts per thousand
of absolute alcohol in the blood, almost
invariably diminishes remarkably, with
in a minute, the work done by the heart.
Prof. Martin estimates that two and a
half parts per thousand of the blood of
an adult man, weighing 150 pounds, to
be only about half an ounce, an amount
only equal to that contained in an ordi
nary glass of brandy or whiskey. Conse
quentl y to secure the presence of enough
alcohol in the blood to decidedly dimin
ish the power of the heart would only
require the taking of an ordinary glass
of whiskey or‘ brandy.
In commenting
on these experiments of Prof. Martin,
and those of Drs. Ringer and Simsbury
before alluded to, Prof. N. S. Davis,
of the Chicago Medical College, says:
the
investigations
complete
“These
series of demonstrations needed to show
the actual effects of alcohol on the car
diac as well as the vaso-motor nerves,
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and also on the direct contractibility of
the muscular structure, when supplied
with blood containing all gradations in
the relative proportion of alcohol, leav
ing no longer a refuge for the idea,
popular both in and out of the profes
sion, that alcohol in any dose is capable
of increasing, even temporarily, the force
or eﬁiciency of the heart's action.
It is
certain, therefore, that if a small propor
tion of the alcohol taken in the various
fermented and distilled liquids is re
tained in the living body, or can not
be actually reproduced in the elimina
tions within alimited time, such retained
portion is neither used for the evolution
of heat, the increase of nerve force, the
efficiency of muscular contraction, nor
yet for the quickening of muscular
movements in the processes of nutrition,
disintegration
and secretion. Conse
quently the assumption that if any part
of the alcohol taken be retained for a.
time, at least, it must from necessity be
converted into some kind of force or
energy, is not sustained by any known
facts either of scientiﬁc experiment or of
chemical experience."
WHAT IS THE EFFECT OF ALCOHOL.

But it may be asked, if alcohol really
has no stimulating effect, how it is that
it has so long been regarded as a stimu
lantt Does not the man who is weary
and exhausted feel stronger and better
after he has taken alcohol? The man
who is cold feels warmer and the man who
is oppressed with heat feels cooler after
It will be found that
taking alcohol.
ether and chloroform
when taken in
small quantities will relieve the weary
and exhausted, make one who feels cold
feel warmer and one oppressed with the
heat feel cooler. They accomplish this
by their anaesthetic effects, simply dimin
ishing the sensibility of the nerves, and
lessening the consciousness of these dis
agreeable feelings.
Alcohol does the
same thing. In regard to the effects of al
cohol Prof. Davis says, that they are
simply those of an anaesthetic and or
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Like ether and chloro
ganic sedative.
form, its presence diminishes the sensi.
bility of the nervous system and brain,
thereby rendering the individual less
conscious of all outward and exterior
This diminution of sensi
impressions.
bility, or anaesthesia, is developed in di
rect ratioto the quantity of alcohol taken,
and may be seen in all stages—from
simple exemption from all feeling of fa
tigue, pain, and idea of weight, exhibited
by ease, buoyancy, hilarity. etc., to that
of complete unconsciousness, and loss of
It is this anaesthetic
muscular power.
eﬁect of alcohol that has led to all the
popular errors and contradictory uses
which have proved so destructive to hu
It has long
man health and happiness.
been one of the noted paradoxes of hu
man action, that the same individual
would resortto the same alcoholic drink
to warm him in winter, protect him from
heat in summer, to strengthen when
weak or weary, and to soothe and cheer
when aﬂlicted in body or mind. With
these facts now before us the explana
tion of all this is apparent. The alcohol
does not relieve the individual from cold
by increasing his temperature, nor from
heat by cooling him, nor from weak
ness and exhaustion by nourishing his tis
sues, nor yet from affliction by increas
ing nerve power, but simply by dimin
ishing the sensibility of his nerve struc
tures, and thereby lessening his con
sciousness of impressions, whether from
In
cold or heat, or weariness, or pain.
other words, the presence of alcohol has
not in any degree lessened the effects of
the evils to which he is exposed, but has
diminished his consciousness of their ex
istence, and thereby impaired his judg
ment concerning the degree of their ac
tion upon him. It is the property of
alcohol to produce that sense of ease,
buoyancy and exhilaration,arising from
a moderate diminution of nerve sensibil
ity, that gives it the fascinating and delu
Bive power over the human race which
it has wielded so ruinously for centu

ries gone

by.”
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THE MEDICINAL FALLACY.

That alcohol is good medicine is a
fallacy very deeply-rooted in the popu
lar as well as the professional mind. All
the laws which prohibit the use of alco
holic liquors, as a beverage, are very
careful to make provision for the use of
of it as a medicine, and it requires a
large quantity of it to supply medicinal
demand.
Having already shown that
alcohol has no stimulating effect and
that it does not strengthen the action of
the heart, it is evident that its most com~
mon use in medicine, that for stimulat
ing and strengthening the action of the
heart, is fallacious.
How often do we
see a patient, reduced by typhoid fever,
taking all the whiskey and brandy that
can be got into him l And he generally
dies unless he has a constitution strong
enough to get well in spite of the whis
key or brandy, and then it is said that,
the whiskey or brandy saved his life!
The failing heart isstill further burdened
by the alcohol ; and there is little doubt
that whiskey and brandy have been the
means of preventing many from recov
ering from typhoid fever or other dis
eases.
In that it may be said that alco
hol asa medicine has no effect which
can not better be attained by the use of
other things.
Old King Alcohol is an
old and unmitigated humbug, and it is
time he was dethroned.
‘
n. REYNOLDS, m. D.

—_M—

USES or Eoos 1N SICKNESS. —For burns
or scalds nothing is more soothing than
the white of eggs which may be poured
or painted over the wound. It is softer
as a varnish for a burn than collodion,
and being always at hand can be ap
It is more cooling than the sweet
plied.
oil and cotton which was formerly sup
posed to be the best application to allay
It is the contact with
smarting pain.
the air which gives the extreme discom
fort experienced from the ordinary acci
dent of this kind, and anything that
excludes the air and prevents inﬂamma
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tion is the thing to be at once applied.
The egg is one of the best of aliments
in dysentery.
Beaten up slightly, and
swallowed, it tends, by its emollient
qualities, to reduce the inﬂammation of
the stomach and intestines, and by form
ing a transient coating on these organs,
to enable nature to resume her healthful
sway over a diseased body. Two, or at
most three eggs per day would be all
that is required in ordinary cases ; and
since the egg is a. concentrated form
of food, the lighter the diet otherwise
and the quieter the patient is kept, the
better for his recovery.

——M-——----“ FRUGES CONSUMERE NATL”

I

have always

loved a vegetable

*

dinner,

I

delight
In the Crécy soup or Condé on the menu of
the night ;
The Potato needs no praises, there is rapture,
too,

I

ween,

On the face of every gourmet at the mention

of the Bean ;
And, like wise Sir Henry Thompson, I can
feel my heart aglow
At the thought of all the merits of the pleas
ant Haricot.

I am

very fond of Cabbage, and the tender
Spinach

begs,

Though it isn’t quite an regle, to be served
up with poached eggs ;
Then the Cauliﬂower is charming, and the
Celery when viewed

Fresh and crisp from out the garden. or arti
ﬁcially stewed,
While surely on one esculent we're all unan
imous,

Is

there aught that’s more entrancing
thy taste—Asparagus!

than

All

must love the lively Lettuce; we have
reason, too, to bless
Crucifera: for sending us the piquant Water
cress :

Upon any list of salads let the true Tomato
stand,

With the Endive and the Beetroot

as

sup

porters on each hand ;

' On

the opening of 1;.Vegetarian Restaurant.
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There the Cucumber awaits us, and we fain
would keep alive
Both the Taragon and Chervil and insinuat
ing Chive.

There is poetry in Mushrooms, and the Len
til, too. can please,
And a thrill goes through my midriﬁ at the
thought of early Peas;
I am grateful to the Turnip and the Parsnip
looking pale;
There’s the Salsify seductive and the deli
cate Seakale ;

_

But the bard shrinks back from one task,
for no mortal ever can
Do full justice to the comfort that the Onion
is to man.

Then we hasten to the Grifﬁn, for a little
way beyond
Are the Vegetarian dining-rooms of Messrs.
Spiers and Pond ;
And the Doctors, too. are with us. men of
note in London town.
Risdon Bennett, Milner Fothergill. and also
Critchton-Browne,
They have told us very plainly that of health
we should be winners,
If we ate less meat, indulging in more vege
table dinners.

__—_

_.“v'

>.__

__. Punch.

SMOKING AND HEART DISEASE.

In a report by Dr. Frantzel, of Berlin,
on immoderate smoking
and its ef
fects upon the heart, it is skated that the
latter show themselves chieﬂy by rapid.
irregular palpitation of the heart, dis
turbances in the region of the heart,
short breath, languor, sleeplessness, etc.
Dr. Frantzel says that if the causes of
of these complaints are inquired into, it is
generally found that the patients are
great smokers. They may not smoke
cigars rich in nicotine, but full ﬂavored
cigars imported from the Havanas.
Smoking, as a rule, agrees with persons
for many years, perhaps for twenty
years and longer, although by degrees
cigars of a ﬁner ﬂavor are chosen. But
all at once, without any assignable cause
troubles are experienced with the heart,
which rapidly increase, and compel the
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sufferer to call in the help of the medi
cal man.
The age at which disturbances of the
heart becomes pronounced varies much.
It is but rare that patients are under
thirty years of age. they are mostly be
tween forty and sixty years old. Per
sons who are able to smoke full-ﬂavored
Havanas continue to do so up to their
death. If we look around among the bet
ter classes of society,who, it is well known
are the principal consumers of such
cigars, it is astonishing to ﬁnd how many
persons with advancing years discon
As a rule, aﬂ’ections of
tinue smoking.
the heart have caused them to abjure the
weed. In such cases they have found
the best cure without consulting the
If he makes up his mind
medical man.
to discontinue smoking at once, the com
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plaint frequently ceases at once; in
other instances it takes some time before
the action of the heart is restored to its
normal state.
In such cases, besides dis
continuing smoking, relief must be
sought also by regulating the diet, tak
ing only easily digestible food, abjuring
coffee, as well as by short walks, resi
dence among mountains of moderate
elevation,
and suitable interior treatment. By taking this course, all symp
toms disappear in the course of a year,
and do not reappear if the patient does
not recommence smoking.
In a third
category of cases the more acute disturb
ancm leave the patient, he feels well
and hearty, but an irregularity of the
heart, more or less pronounced, is left
behind, from which he may never re
cover.

————iN———
KEEPING THE

FEET

ANY people pile on fold upon fold
of different garments over the
hips and lower part of the body, while
the feet and legs receive very little more
protection in cold weather than in mild
Gil-ls frequently
and warm weather.
suffer exceedingly during cold weather
for lack of proper clothing on the ankles
and lower portion of the legs, while the
lower part of the body is literally made
uncomfortable with unnecessary cloth
ing. Men (especially men of declining
years) and boys neglect to protect the
legs in cold weather as much as those
parts should be protected for health and
comfort. If one has an abundance of
vitality it is not necessary to be particu
lar about protecting the limbs in cold
weather, but persons of delicate organi
zation had better employ a little more
external protection than would seem de
sirable, in order to aid and help a feeble
vitality. When a steam engine or other
dea not operate perfectly in
the careful engineer will
help the part that does not work

machine
every

part,

always
or play its part

with

ease and efficiency.

AND LEGS WARM.

I

For many years past
have found
that in cold weather it is far better for
my health and comfort, in every respect,
to clothe the legs according to the re
quirements for warmth than to go shiver
ing with the cold, and then suffer from
lameness and rheumatism.
Consequent
ly, when the mercury falls to zero,
put
on two'pairs of stockings, and overshoes.
Then, to keep the legs warm, instead of
putting on two pairs of trousers
have
a pair of the legs of old ones neatly ﬁtted
to the interior of those to be worn : and
they are kept up in the desired place by
several buttons sewed to the inner side
of the trousers, and buttonholes are
made in the extra legs to fit the buttons.
By this arrangement one can dispose of
one or two pairs of legs of old trousers
to a very satisfactory advantage.
Most
men dislike to be bundled up uncomfort
ably about the lower part of the body.
So long as the feet and legs (of man or
woman) are cold or chilly, there can be
but little comfort.
No person can sleep
well so long as the feet and legs are cold.
I have learned that it is far better for

I

I

‘

persons will ridicule this practice. Yet,
long experience assures me that, if I
want to be well and comfortable during
the day, and if I wish to have refresh
ing sleep and quiet rest, I must not try
to sleep with cold feet and chilly legs.
Sometimes, when my feet feel so uncom
fortable that
rise and
can not sleep,
put on a pair of clean, woolen socks.
never sleep in any of the garments worn
during the day. When a man removes
his woolen
undershirt
and woolen
drawers, and dons a cold, muslin night
robe, he needs an unusual amount of
vitality to keep comfortably warm. My
sleeping garments are made of good,
heavy wool ﬂannel, preciselylike a shirt
of large size, havinga wide gore on each
side, at the bottom. When
stand erect,
my night robe touches the ﬂoor.
Such
garments are inexpressibly
luxurious
for comfort, in cold weather. For warm
weather I have sleeping robes made of
canton ﬂannel, all long enough to
With such long gar
touch the ﬂoor.
ments, the feet and legs, when asleep,
will be kept comfortably warm.
If your artist should engrave my pic
ture in my night robe, you could show
the readers of the JOURNAL a beautiful
representation of aliving, breathingand
somnambulating spook.

I

I

I

I

SERENO E. TODD.

or

W————

UNREST AND NOCI'URNAL
regards most dream
representations as really representations,
since they emanate from sensorial im
pressions which, though weak, continue
during sleep. An inconvenient position
during sleep causes the representation
of painful work, perilous ascent of a

VlsloNs—Vvundt

Difﬁculty in respiration is fearful
agony caused by nightmare, the night
mare seeming to be a weight rolled upon
the chest or a horrible monster which
threatens to stifle the sleeper. An invol
untary extension of the foot is a fall
from the dizzy height of a tower.
Flying is suggested by the rhythmic
movements of respiration.
Further,
“those subjective visual and auditory
sensations which are represented in a
waking state as a luminous chaos of an
obscure visual ﬁeld, by humming and
roaring in the ears, and especially sub
jective retinal sensations, have anessen
tial role," according to Wundt. “ There
are shown to us innumerable
birds,
ﬁsh,
butterﬂies,
multicolored
pears,
ﬂowers, etc. But if there be some cu
taneous irritation, these visionsare usu
ally changed into caterpillars or beetles,
crawling over the skin of the sleeper."
The sleeper sometimes dreams of his
on the street or in society
appear-in
on
y ha] ~dressed ; the innocent cause is
found in some of the bedclothes havin
fallen oﬂ". An inconvenient position 0
the sleeper, a slight hindrance to respira
tion, or interference with the action of
the heart may be the cause of dreams
where one seeks an object without being
able to ﬁnd
or has forgotten some
thing in starting on a journey. The
movements of respiration may suggest
to the sleeper, as previously mentioned,
ﬂying, but this ﬂight may be objective,
and instead of himself ﬂying he sees an
angel descending from the heavens or a
luminous chaos where birds are swiftly
moving.
The representation of dreams havin
sensorial origin may have min led witE
them those which arise solely from the
reproduction of past memories. Parents
and friends cut oﬂ’ in the ﬂower of life
ordinarily
in dreams, because of
ap(pear
the profoun
impression which their
death or burial has made, “ hence the
opinion that the dead continue
general
uringthe night their intercourse with
the living.” This view of dreamingis
rational, and explanatory of most of the
phenomena that we are conscious of,
may lead to better understand
‘while
mg of those visions to the aslee and
half-awake
that are so extraor ' ary
as to appear at present unaccountable
except by lmputing supernatural causes
to them.
a

I

mountain, etc. A slight intercostal pain
the point of an enemy’s dagger
or the bite of an enraged dog.

it,

I

Mar.

becomes

it

me to help a feeble vitality a little, than
to require more of vital action than can
ever be realized by. way of maintaining
Con
a comfortable degree of warmth.
sequently, on some cold nights, when it
seems almost impossible to keep warm,
place a warm soapstone in my bed to
help my vital action keep my feet warm.
am aware that strong and robust

CAUSES
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Destruction by Nlt-ro-glycerine
Explosions—An “ old oil operator” in

always digs in the ground when
goes off,
and the usual area of timber felled.
Over
300 feet off in the woods,
to the right
it

1887.]

Bradford oil region rehearses in the
New York Times some facts as to glycerine
of the road, we picked up
wagon tire.
explosions which are certainly
curious: We found the tail of one horse and the hoof
“ Attending the frightful deaths that so fre
of another.
In another part of the woods
quently follow the handling of nitro-glycer
man's knee was picked up. and that was
inc in the oil regions, there is one feature all we
ever found, except Henry France’s
the mysterious nature of which is startling.
greasy cnp lying by the side of a stump and
It has puzzled scientiﬁc observation and his silver watch hanging on tree.
study. and I do not believe today that any
“ George Doran was blown to
pieces by
satisfactory explanation can be given of it. nilro-glycerine
few
explosion at Red Rock
This singular feature is the almost complete
years ago.
He was
man that weigl'ed
annihilation of matter, especially of the 200 pounds.
All that the most thorough
human body, which in a majority of cases
search ever recovered of that 200 pounds of
results from a fatal explosion of this com
ﬂesh and bone was
part of one of the poor
pound.
have noticed that in many in
mm’s feet—less than one pound.
stances.
I had a teamster in our employ Berridge, well-known oil man, wasCharles
blown
once, named Henry France. Like all men
up by nilro-glyccrinc one winter in Allegheny
of his kind in the oil-country. there was
The ground was covered with
County.
nothing either above. below, or on the earth newly fallen snow. On either side
was
that he feared.
He was in the habit of cart
high and abrupt hill only
few rods apart.
ing nitro-glycerine to any well where I Bel-ridge was
very tall man. and his
wanted to use it. and he and his partner
weight was 180 pounds._ The remains of
Warren Jack actually got so reckless in the
poor fellow were searched for carefully,
handling the deadly stnﬁ that no other help but less than 15
pounds of them could be
had would remain at work when they found.
The most curious part of the case.
knew France and Jack were coming in and one
showing how completely annihila
with a load of glycerine.
These two men >tion
accompanies an explosion of nitro-gly
were so callous to fear that they used to cerine, was
this: The greatest force of the
unload the stuff as they would a load of
always
explosive
expended
upward.
bricks. France standing in the wagon and However inﬁnitesimal
the atoms to which
throwing a can to Jack, who stood some Berridge's
body might have been reduced
feet away, and Jack catching it and placing
by this explosion, in falling back upon that
it on the ground in time to catch the next spotless snow some trace
of them must
one his companion tossed him.
have been seen, but the snow remained as
“As it takes a man with a good set of spotless as before.”
nerves even to ride in a wagon when he
A New Fuel Product. —-The Journal
knows there is nitro-glycerine under the
des Mines
authority for the statement that
seat, this manner of handling a compound
lignite, which has up to this time been little
explodes
that the slightest jar frequently
will soon become a serious
will give an idea of the sort of nerves these appreciated,
One day in 1880 France was competitor against coal.
two men had.
well known to be merely coal
Lignite
mming in with a load of glvceriue, and
a
which
of
has
quarter
a
mile
not
of
yet been completely formed,
within
was
when he
an explosion.
No one and
found in enormous masses of vege
the well we heard
ever knew how it happened, but it was one table matter, in the midst of which entire
d the most complete cases of nitro-glycerine trees may be found. In Italy there have
recently been found large beds of lignite
ever saw. We found
mihﬂaﬁon
which are almost upon the surface and can
ma, can“ that, a few cans of glycerme
a

a

a

a

a

a

the

a

a

a

a

a

I

I

the

is

is

is

is

I
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be easily exploited, and whose use has not
yet been very extensive on account of their
great distance from all means of communi

A fourth discovery. perhaps of equal
rank, was the discovery by Harvey's co
temporary, Aselli, of the laeteals that ab

Nevertheless. there are some Ital
ian railroads, especially those in Tuscany,
which are to-day using lignite as a fuel. It

sorb the chyle.
A ﬁfth discovery

cation.

is further stated that the Italian govern
ment, which possesses no coal mines within
its own territory. and which in case of war
would be entirely deprived of all means of
operating its railroads. since coal is one of
the ﬁrst things which is declared contraband
of war. is going to compel all the Italian
railroad companies to adapt the ﬁre-box of
their locomotives so that they can burn
either coal or lignite, at pleasure.
This step
will give considerable value to lignite mines,
which are abundant in Italy, particularly
those situated in the center of the peninsulas,
and
half-way between the Mediterranean
Adriatic.

Greatest Discoveries ln

Physi

ology.—Among

the greatest discoveries in
Physiology, common opinion would mention
as the foremost. the action of the heart in

discovery not origi
Harvey ; and yet
nated but consummutedby
the discovery is of so simple and obvious a

circulating the blood—a

nature that we wonder now not so much at
the ability manifested in the discovery, as at
the stupidity which permitted it to remain
so long unknown, and even to be denied and
Harvey‘s work
ridiculed when published.
on the generation of animals entitled him to

ahigher rank as a pioneer in science than
his theory of the circulation.
A for greater discovery was that of Dr.
Gall. which embraced not only the anatomy
but the functions of the brain as a mental

of discoveries of impor
of the corpuscles of the
blood and the Malpighian bodies of the kid
neys by Malpighii.
A sixth discovery considered more impor
tant and occupying a larger space in medical
literature is the cell doctrine of Schwann. a
doctrine still under discussion
and by no
tance

was

that

means a ﬁnality.
Anatomical science has few ﬁrst-class dia
coveries.
Anatomy has been a growth of
observation and description—not discovery.
Vesalius and Eustachius may be considered
the fathers of modern anatomy. and the
name of the latter is immortalized by the
Eustachian tube. which he ﬁrst recognized
and described.
But the Fallopian tubes
named after Fallopius were not his dis
covery.
They had been described long be
fore by Herophilus and others.
Eustachian
was nearly two centuries ahead of his age
in anatomy, and should be gratefully remem
bered as a struggling scientist.
His valu
able anatomical works, which he was too
poor to publish. were published one lum
dred and forty years after his death by
Lancisi.——J. R. B.—Banner of Light.

“ Full-Blood ” and “Thorough
bred.”—In popular language the terms are
When used in reference to
synonymous.
horses, there is a well-deﬁned difference be
tween them, which it would argue ignorance
to neglect.
Some writers seek to establish
a difference also when they are used in rel»
tion to sheep, and in this way:
A full

organ—a discovery twenty times as great,
we consider the superior impor
whether
tance of the brain or the greater investiga
It
ting genius neccssary t0 the discovery.

blood is one in whose veins there is no ad
mixture or strain of any other blood but the
is all that
Spanish, while a thoroughbred

easily ranks at the head of the physiologi
cal discoveries of the past centuries.
Next comes the discovery of the motor

full-blood (pure-blood

and sensory roots of the spinal nerves by
Majendie and Bell, which did not. as com
monly supposed, include the motor and sen
This was a small
sory of the spinal cord.
discovery

compared

to Gall’s

rior to Harvey's discovery
function.

but not infe

of the cardiac

and something

more.

A

sheep may

be a

would be a better
term). and yet be so deﬁcient in form or
ﬂeece as to be unﬁt for a breeder.
But a
is the outcome of a long line
thoroughbred
of ancestors, which, beginning with pure
blood, have been so consummately
molded
by man to a special purpose that this last
and ﬁnished product is, so to speak, incapa
ble of begetting or bearing a progeny differ
While these ought to be,
ent from itself.

1887.]

AND SCIENCE

with accurate men are. the deﬁnitions
two terms, in popular usage they are
not. nml are constantly misapplied.
All lions. all tigers, all animals in a state
of nature are full-bloods. pure-bloods, aver
age types of their respective races; but not
all of them are thoroughbrcds—that
is, not
all of them are so even in all their qualities
and so sound in their constitutions as to be
able to produce progeny up to the level of
and

of the

the

racastandard.

They are

weeded out by

selection ; they are ill-formed.
or
weak. or lacking in cunningand they perish
in the struggle of life, leaving the best indi
viduals behind to perpetuate the race. Un
der a state of domestication in which man
leeks to preserve all the individuals, good
and poor, he must himself conduct this se
lection of his breedeL—Ama-ican Agricul

natural

lIriaL.

“ The Stamp of Frultl‘ulness.”

—A corr-‘spmdent of the Tribune writes :
“ In a block of nursery trees there are some
lnusnnll;r vigorous. with a. strong, upright
stem and thick leading shoot, with few side
branches having a few short, thorny, hori
The vigor and varnished ap.
zontal shoots.

OF HEAL TH.
low ground alwnys
with that above."
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corresponding

closely

Treatment ‘fKerooene Lamps.

—To insure good light, the burners of pe
roleum lamps should be kept bright. If they
are allowed to become dull, the light is un
certain, and, owing to the absorption
of
heat by the darkened metal, smoke is the
result.
Once a month place the burners in
a pan. covering thcm with cold water.
to

of
quart of which a tablcspoonful
washing soda should be add d, and also a
little soup.
Boil slowly for one or two
hours, and at the end of this time pour oil!
each

the blackened water.
Then pour enough
boiling water into the pan to cover the bur
ners, adding soap and soda in the same pro
After boiling again a
portions as before.
few minutes, pour of! the water, rinse the
burners with clear hot water. an 1 rub dry
witha soft cloth.
The burners must be per
fectly dry before the wicks are introduced
Should the wicks become clogged with
the particles of dust ﬂoating in the oil, and
new ones not be desired,

they may be boiled

in vinegar and water, dried thoroughly, and
If wicks have
put back in the burners.
done duty all winter, they should be replac
ed by new ones in the spring. Nickel bur
ners may be boiled as well as brass ones.
Time spent in the care of lamps is never
wasted.
The paper roses, guelder roses,
so popular for dcco
and chrysanthemums,
rative purposes, are admirable for placing
in the lamp chimneys to keep out the dust
during the day, and the wicks should be
turned a little below the rim of the burner,
to prevent exudation of the oil.

pearance of these trees cause them to be the
ﬁrst selected, and occasionally n purchaser
Ircures all ofthis sort and is pleased accord
ingly. not realizing that the selection is the
Such a tree invariably
worst in all respects.
has a root like a carrot, with few if any hor
The future efforts of such a
izontal roots.
tree, if it survives. is to form a new leader
shoot and a new taproot. it being a near de
Our improved
scendant of the wild type.
fruits are the result of long and favored cul
A New Giant—The tallest man of
tivation, and the indication of improvement,
modern times has appeared at the London
is manifest in a ﬁner organization, just as we
Pavilion. He is an Austrian named Winkel
choose a Jersey instead of a vow of the bi
meier,
and his height is 8 feet 9 inches, one
experience
thirty
years’
80,
from
son type.
in orchard-growing, I have found that a tree foot more than that of Chang. the Chinese
Winkelmeier was born at Freidburg,
giant.
with many side-branches, inclining some
near Salsbnrg. upper Austria, in 1865.
He
what in dmop, and slender, feathery oﬂ
the
of
children,
is
of
a
of
ﬁve
and
family
youngest
body
strength
shoots with a moderate
stature.
but slight inclination to upright growth, is none of whom are of abnormal
relied upon for proﬁt; it His ﬁngers span two octaves on a piano,
‘be tree that can be
fruitfnlncss, and will not and the stretch of his arms is enormous.
has the stamp of
He showed no extraordinary growth up to
class of trees can be
This
disappoint.
trans
the age of fourteen. but since then he has
ﬁne spreading
having
safely,
many
planted
been growing rapidly.
of the part be
roots, the form and Po'smon
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but we ﬁnd the disposi

tion to view the whole matter through
old spectacles

as conspicuous

as

in

the

book to which allusion was made above.

He takes the very old classiﬁcation—
Sanguine, Bilious,

Nervous, Lymphatic

—as the basis of his observations,

and

labors to create an orderly series of

typa

H. S. DRAYTON, A.M., M.D., Editor.

NEW YORK,
STEWART

tics of the temperaments, on the contrary,
are deﬁnite, few, and readily observed."

If therebe

1887.

of

THE TEMPERAMENTS.

ON

NOT long since we had occasion to ex

such deﬁniteness and fewnes

temperamental

the

Lincoln

President
page

an eminent English surgeon, and noted

he quotes Dr.

with some surprise that in his study of

nomy

tendencies to disease

he

as

as

“lymphatic,” on

when just before, on page 67,

amine a volume of lectures prepared by

constitutional

characteristics,

how could he describe such a man
68,

of

the

phlegmatic

Pritchard for the physiog
lymphatic, thus: “The

(lymphatic) temperament

is

MARCH,

notwith

standing the sanguine assurance in the
Preface that “ The physical characteris—

Courn'v, Publishers.

Fowum & WaLLs

it,

and conditions of men with

or white

mentioned the important subject of tem

distinguished

perament with hesitation, leading

hair, light grey eyes, a pallid, unhealthy

us to

he regarded it as an indetermi

whiteness of skin, which

is

infer that

by light, sandy

nate ﬁeld in fact, saying practically that
the ordinary physician would not ﬁnd

of hair,

much real advantage in the attempt to

of energy in the functions

;

small

almost bereft

blood-vessels,

a

weak,

slow pulse, cold surface, general defect
both of ani

guage used that the writer had used

life.”
It seems to us
that the author of “ Our Temperaments "

in his examination

could not have ever seen a portrait of

suspected

rather old spectacles
it,

of

from the lan

and that was one reason for his

ﬁnding

so little

Now

a fresh

of value.
under our
and

hand

somely printed, with the attractive title
of

“Our

and

their

Temperaments;

their

teaching.

”

It

bears

study

is

indicated by the letters F. R.

C. S. on the title page.
pleasant

He has certainly

book, and gathered

made

a

within

its covers a considerable

as to place

he

amount

of data bearing upon types and relations

would not
a mistake

that phenomenally

gaunt,

dark-visaged and energetic
man among his illustrations of the “ lym

dark-haired.
phatic.”

Long

the

name of an Edinburgh surgeon, whose
standing

Mr. Lincoln, otherwise

have made so extraordinary

book comes

gracefully arranged

eyes,

mal and physical

ago

American

took the ground
of

the

Bilious,

temperaments
Nervous

imperfect, because

phrenologists

that the classiﬁcation
into

Sanguine,

and Lymphatic was

in

its assumed rela—

tions to certain systems of organs

it

We

explore it.

did

not fully represent the whole constitu

AND
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of physical man

; and further, they
A LEAFLET FROM PLATO.
that this nomenclature was mis
THE philomphy of Plato has always
leading from a physiological point of
impressed strongly the philosophical
view ; that such
terms as “bilious," doctrines,
of the Christian era.
Even to
"nervous," and “lymphatic,” were day there exist
schools of thought in
rather representative of abnormal or
which the teachings of this great disci
morbid conditions than of healthy and
ple of Socrates are
discussed and

tion

claimed

normal.

The

quoted

of the

analysis

“lymphatic ” certainly
phase of health at all.

does

not ﬁt a

The difﬁculty found in differentiating
types and su b-types by experienced medi
zists was

largely traceable to this fact,

which we

think

reﬂective

observer

becomes apparent to the
after a little study.
that the Scottish

And we are surprised

author does not mark it.

work,

The

however, as a whole, shows far more of
reading

than of original observation.

And as a compilation of what

many

and British writers of past

Continental

and present time have incidentally,
set purpose,
ment,

or of

said concerning tempera

it has value.

A

few elements of

openly

In

accepted.

religion

his opinions have

exercised great inﬂuence because of their
regard for truth and justice,

profound

and probably

also because

of the ten

dency to triple division that he shows in
every department of discussion.

In

the

study of being, he was as much a realist
as Aristotle,

yet his point of observation

is for the most part a moral one, whence
his naturally strong, religious sentiments
led him

to

look upward

toward

the

source of all things and discourse of vir
tue,

truth,

the

beautiful

Plato grasped the

idea

and

good.

of man‘s mental

constitution with a ﬁrmer hand than any
other

of the ancients—this

for

reason

his

is another

inﬂuence

upon

the

illustration by word and picture are in
troduced at the end of the book; those

thought of later time.

by word are for the most part the brief

son, which he regards as divine and im

and unanalytical descriptions of the bio

mortal,

graphical

writer;

while the pictures

have been derived
painting,

from

and are more

old models of
becoming

an

album of art than a sober treatise of a
scientiﬁc

character, wherein

it

is to be

Three grand ele

ments enter into this constitution,

called
ing.

a sensuous principle,
appetite,

Under

rea

or what is

and passion

the word

or: feel
soul, he includes

the power that manifests itself through
will, reﬂection, thinking, judgment, de
sire, and aversion,

hope, fear, love and

expected that a sharp application of the

other mental dispositions.

writer‘s principles will be made, and the

is united

“ As the
soul

reader obtain new and practical informa

to the body, so both exert on
each other a reciprocal inﬂuence; the

tion concerning the subject matter of the

soul commands

treatise.

There is merit in

the endeavor

to use old tools and render them effec
tive, but it were

better, we think, that

one avail himself of the latest and best in

the body, but. on the

other hand is commanded by the body.
All the states, however, of the one and of
the other resolve themselves intoa single
consciousness,

struments and prove himselfaworkman

and they therefore, all
bear reference to one and the same sub

in the forefront of modern psychology.

ject."

,

Y
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his discussion of reason, Plato re

In

fers not only the intellect, but also the

Mar.

; eating and drink
ing and sexual pleasure ﬁll up their

tened upon the earth

These men do not under

moral sentiments to it as a general class,

whole lives.

an error, as we know to-day, but which

stand the dignity of their immortal

was

and

by metaphysicians

accepted

employed in their works as late as our
generation.

Of the anatomical connec

enjoy

souls

enduring
Their agreeable feelings are
shadows.
Their pleasures are

and never

pure and

pleasure.

only

although

mixed with pains.

that the

like Pythagoras
thinking principle resided in the head,
while the feelings and appetites lay in

with those men, whose chief endeavors
are limited to the satisfaction of their am

the body.

revenge.

tion of mind he was ignorant,
'
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he

In

believed

so many particulars

the analyses of

the action or function of certain pow
ers

of the soul

or faculties

by Plato approximate

ventured

those of phren

ologists, that it is not presumptuous

for

The same is the case

bition, their love of power, and desire of

It

only where reason is
known ill all her dignity, where a sin
is

cere interest in justice and truth pre
vails, that a true, pure and enduring en
joyment is to be found

;

acomplete har

mony of all sensations and feelings

light of his physiological discoveries, re
duced to clear and well-founded proposi

used

the

tions

views of

the great

Greek

Von Struve, of Heidelberg,
in an article published forty years
that an examination of Plato's phil

all

the powers

said

subjection

osophy

that he had discovered

be

of the soul

must

be

into due proportion and under

brought

shows

. .

to their due relations;

according

thinker.
ago,

a

;

union of all the powers of the soul. .
“The soul and the body must both

us to say that Dr. Gall, aided by the

to reason, and they must be

regulated and strengthened by activity.
The desires and emotions should

suffer

how intimate was the relation of the

neither through want of gratification nor

mind to the body, since he enumerates

through satiety, in order that they may

“ A propen
among the animal feelings
sity for nourishing and sustaining the

disturb its functions in acquiring knowl

body (Alimentiveness),

edgeof things.

and the instinct

not,

ill

either case, disquiet reason and

Theinlperfection

. . . .

(Amativeness)
among the former, those which have re

of the soul consists in the want of those

lation to strength of mind, and the de

nature

sire of honor and precedence (Self-es
teem and love of Approbation).”
Quot

ward improving it are chieﬂy self-knowl—

ing the translated words of the philoso

and

of

propagation

;

we have this admirable

pher

on the characteristic

inﬂuence

and

homily,
of the

higher

sentiments, and animal

sities

“Those men who pursue only sen

:

propen

sual pleasure and wealth continue upon
the lowest level of humanity.
gards, like those

Their re

of the brute, are fas

proportions

edge,

and subordinations

has appointed.
training,

increase of information
of the

sentiments.

be removed

through in

improvement

Ignorance will
struction,

which

The means to

and want

of self-knowledge

by the means of discipline.”

\Vith this trifling exhibit of Plato‘s
doctrine

of the mind

easy to see how

ﬂuence

before us,

it

is

strong would be his in

upon the progressive

physiolo
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gist
tian

and metaphysician, and why Chris
thought was colored by his ideas of

truth and

virtue.

I'r.”—From

a

“I have

of! in a prairie region

young woman was

a

living who rarely saw

a specimen

letterre
The

taken much pleasure

very rich in soul.

of the

She was poor,
but rich,

very poor, in this world's goods,

cently received we quote the above.
writer says also
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current medium of exchange.

-——-—0-.-o-.4—

“Cur-r moan

OF HEALTH.

She was a subscriber

to

the PHRBNOLOGIOAL JOURNAL, and had to go
or send to a post-office that was several miles

the JOURNAL; 1‘s s it is a valuable
" We are
and useful magazine to anybody.

tailed

sorry for the man or woman whose pecuni

earnings of her labor the little sum required

sry condition is so low that two dollars can

to renew her subscription.

in reading

not be afforded

to secure what

has been of

value and use for a year or more.
times that condition absolutely

Some.

occurs. but

we must believe it to be exceedingly

rare.

That which has practical value and

use in

distance to get the monthly
one year

to the publisher
to take

it?"

to save

numbers.
from

Did she write
that she “ could not aﬁord

scarcely.

A

letter came one

day written in an earnest hand.

nal," it was “more

of, it enables one to do certain

She must have it, and the money

he

would be

gests

a loser

by letting

that

go; it sug

or points the way to certain economi

cal methods.
expense.

A

and may

thus save time and

paragraph

may contain a hint

and with

words that brought tears to the eyes of the
reader. She “ could not do without the Jour

some way represents money; when availed
things

She

the scanty

gold,"

than

precious

enclosed

to pay the next year's subscription had been
obtained by the sale of her beautiful hair.
ever the editor

of this magazine

If

harbored

the selﬁsh wish that he were a millionaire it

that will clear away a thick fog of uncer

was then, that he mightgive the JOURNAL to

tainty and error in which the reader has
An
been wandering for months or years.

a hundred

article may change entirely the course of a
life. and give hope and success where failure

were working patiently

Far

of

the people of the

cheer

along

them or encourage

place,

with little to

the

hope

of a

better condition.

I

iﬂcntﬁrinl
.
1811mm.
W'riie on one side of the sheet only.
It is oflen
'
necessary to cut the page into “takes “for compositors, and this can not be done when both sides are
written upon.
’
‘2. Write clearly and distinctly. being particularly
careful in the matter of proper names and quota
lions.

or “Gzxmi. lit-rum.‘ on“ mu.
Qurs'noxs
But one question
be answered in this department.
at a time, and that clearly stated, must be pro
shall expect us to pit!
pounded, if a correspondent
him the beneﬁt of an early conn'deralion.

fmdedfur publication

:

It will greatly aid the
To Ova com-mamas.
editor. andfacilitalc the work of the printer, if our
vontn'butors generally should observe the following
in
rules when writing article! or communication;

3. Don't write in a small hand. or in pencil, as the
rwross the case, a distance
compositor has to read
of over two feet, and the editor often wishes to make
changes or additions.
i
(

(lurrrspnndrnts.

orpnste the sheet:
4. Never roll your manuscript
together. Sheets about “ Cmnmercial note" size are
the most satisfactory to editor and compositor.
5.

@ur

an

l.

|

@ur

.

and despondency

had been the rule.

thousand

land, who in their poor and obscure

Be brief.

People don't like to read long stories.
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A twomlunm article is read by four times as many
people as one of double that length.
6. Always write your full name and ruidress plain
ly ut the and of your letter. Ifyou use a pseudonym
or initials, write your full name and address also.
Wn CAN nor UNDERTAKI 'ro BETH-‘RNUNAVAILABLE
contributions unless the necessary postage is pro
vided by the writers.
IN ALL 0mm, persons who
communicate with us through the port-omce should,
they expect a reply, indose the return postage, or
what is better, a prepaid envelope, with their full
address.
Personal and private matters addressed
to the Editor will receive his early attention
this
is done.

if

if

WouAn Am) MAN lN'i-xLLsorUALn.—Mrs.
A.

S.——This
subject has occupied a large
Mill,
space in the discussions of the day.
Spencer, Lewes, Huxley and others have

of scientiﬁc inquiry.
In
Anthropological Review (French),

made it a matter
Broca’s

have been published that are based
reasons.
We do not
physiological
regard women, as a class, equal to men in
To say so would be to
power of intellect.
deny the evidences of science, art and indus

opinions
upon

try, and to ignore the effects of long ages of
Man has had the advantage of
subjection.
being favored by law and custom from the
And it is but natural
beginning of history.
that his organization on the side of intellect
and executive talent should be the stronger.
But let women have equal rights in all re
spects with men. we believe that in time, and
with the stimulating inﬂuences of modern

civilization, they will reach man's level.
Why not? The author of “The Ways of
Women" considers this subject from its
various
was

sides, and concludes

appointed

helpmate
properly
~ equality

to be

that

woman

the companion

and

of man, and her endowments
developed would give her the
that such an ordinance

implies.

GALL AND Sruaznxnu‘s Warrmoa—T. B.
Gall and Spurzheim published
"
their “ Memoir of Doctrine that had been
presented to the French Institute, and also
T.-—Drs.

the comments on the Notes of the Institute
Next a great work was
Committee. in 1809.
projected of which two volumes were pre
pared conjointly, and two volumes published

This is “ The Anatomy
and Physiology of the Nervous System in
General, and of the Brain in Particular."
The Memoir and the latter work are in
Later, Gall published alone the
French.
by Gall separately.
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work in six volumes which was translated
into English, and still has considerable circu
lation, and also a critical discussion of the
Dr. Spurz
Functions of the Ccrebcllum.
heiui's list of books on the subjects relating
to Phrenology is long; for instance: The
Physiognomicul System of Drs. Gall and
Spurzhcim; Outline of the System; ATrea
tise on Insanity, all of which were first pub
lished in England; then, Philosophical FA
say on the Moral and Intellectual Nature of
Man; Of the Brain in its Anatomical rela
tions—these in French; later came Phren
ology in connection with the study of Physi
ognomy: Phrenology, or the Doctrine of
Mental
Phenomena; Philosophical Cate»
chism of the Natural Laws of Man; Anat
omy of the Brain, with a general View of
the Nervous System; Elementary Principles
of Education.
You also ask the names of writers against
Phrenology, who in their day were promi
nent.
The few that I can mention just now
are Lelut and Garnicr, Roget, John Gor
don, Sir Wm. Hamilton, Sewell, and Mr.
Lewes.
Prof. Bain's Metaphysical treatise
is one of the latest outcomes

unfriendly spirit, although
tain important

that show

he makes

an
cer

concessions.

NEW Lovas.—_B. C. V.—There is a great
deal of the irrational in the expression that
writers
reiterate about love
being eternal. and aﬁection once bestowed
can never ﬁnd a parallel later.
The organi
zation has to do with this matter in a most
sentimental

A woman endowed with
way.
strong Amativeness and Conjugality, having
made choice of the man she would have for

marked

if disappointed after a period of
courtship, by his leaving her, would be likely
to feel keenly for a time the mortiﬂcation
and grief of such desertion ; but in time her
desire for the marital relation would assert
itself, and with favoring circumstances
a
new intimacy with some man would develop.
A woman organized similarly, whose moral
a husband.

are inﬂuential. if her accepted
lover died would be more deeply grieved;
her feelings would have the added impress
sentiments

of a spiritual idea that the loved one had
gone to heaven and after a time, were she
faithful to his love. they would be united in
the new life.
This thought would be more
likely than any other to prevent one from en
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tertaining a new love and its consequence
of marriage.
On the intellectual side mar
riage is mainlya matter of individual ﬁtness
and expediency, and from such considera
tions it might be repeated several times.
Vsnoci'rr or Emcrmcrrv.---G.

V. M.—The

data given in the PHRENOLOGIOALJOURNAL re
lating to the speed of currents in wires used
for telegraphic messages. are but approxi
mate estimates. The velocity depends upon
the electro-motive force. according to Ohm's

well-known law. Where the resistahce is the
least the speed is greatest.
Johnson gives
the speed of lightning as 250,000 miles a
second, while the rate usually stated for
electricity in afrce medium is about the
same as that of light or 185,000 miles.
Elec
tricify like all other forces is subject to con
d'nions of cause and the medium of trans
mission.

Tsuzoasrnm—A.
C.—We
think that
is too young to put a boy at such
an occupation as telegraph
lle
operator.
ought to be well established in the funda
mental branches of an English education,
and be well developed physically.
If he
could be taught the art, Wllllc pursuing his
studies, without confining him indoors too
much it would be well enough, but at that
to
age a boyis not suﬂlciently developed
endure much nervous strain.
At sixteen
or seventeen he would be old enough to be
placed at the instrument as a business.
thirteen

Exams-nous a!

CORRESPONDENOR.—M.

E. (‘.—A printed chart, or the list of the
organs with their degrees of development,
can not be given in the case of a delinea
lion made from photographic views of the
head, because it is necessary that the ex
aminer should make his estimates of the
If
organs severally from the living hcid.
you will write for the circular known as
"
the
Mirror of the Mind," you will obtain
full information on this department of prac
ticul Phrenology.

% @lrﬂ

glam

gm

Communications are invited on any topic of inter
,' the writer's personal view‘, and fuels from his
erpen'ence bearing on our subject: being preferred.

at

“ The Noble Forehead Fallacy.”
—Under the above caption

an

article

is go

1.67

I

ing the rounds of the press.
From it
make the following excerpts, which. viewed
in the light of true mental science, are
surely astounding:
“it is popularly supposed that the high fore~
head is essential to a good brain, and intellectual
superiority is usually associated with the concep.
tion of n. ‘twostoried
brow.’ Dr. Wm. H. Mays
combats this idea in the "'estern Lancet. He says;
‘The size of the forehead depends much on the
line of growth of the hair that limits it. A man
may have what is cnlledu. low forehead : but if the
hair could be removed to the height of four or ﬁve
inches, the same individual would present as ﬂue
a specimen of the traditional ‘nohle forehead '
as.
could he Wished, 9, perfect ‘dome of thought.
The truth is, the front part of the brain has very
little to do with the intellectual process. It is the
posterior lobes of the brain with which the higher
faculties of the mind are associated."
Phrenological students will find much in
the above for criticism.
According to my

experience, the writer attempts to handle a
subject of which he knows little; and in his
closing sentence deals a blow at a science of
which he knows less.
One might almost be
tempted to accuse him of seeking to found
another system of investigation, although he
assuredly borrows from the disciples of Gall
the only really important idea he presents:
that certain sections of the brain
are devoted
to certain mental faculties.
No one will op
pose the proposition advanced in the first
sentence.
I believe that phrenologists
always, in their investigations,
make due

for hair growing down the frontal
region; and as this part of the craniuniis
always judged by the relative size of the
organs there located, little needs to be said
in regard thereto.
But to say that the
Hfrontal brain has little to do with the in
tellectual process.” and to assign that func
allowance

tion to the posterior
that every

sertion

science will

lobes is to make an as
lover of true mental

be found eager and ready to
A striking argument is found in
disprove.
the fact that the frontal brain assumes its
greatest development in men.
Beginning
with the lowest types of animal life and

ascending steadily upward. we ﬁnd at each
step a reach forward in the development of
frontal lobes, until their largest manifesta
tion, both in brain

and

the corresponding

in the highest order of
civilized beings.
One of the best illustra
tions of this fact is found in Prof. Sizer’s (le_
“ Facial Anglo,”
scriptions of the
given. I
faculties,

is shown

believe, in the latter part of his interesting
“ Forty
of personal reminiscences,

book

Years in Phrenology." This point will be
found to be demonstrated in perfect accor
dance with fact and reason.
The merest tyro in phrenological science,
knows that the reasoning powers are as
signed to the frontal portion of the brain,
and the domestic faculties to the posterior;
and years of careful observation have proved
Disease
the correctness of this classiﬁcation.
or injuries which affect that part of the
cerebrum lying beneath the frontal bone
always produces like symptoms as regards
cerebral disturbance; and the same is neces
sarily true when the seat of disease or injury
is the occipital lobe.
Our writers have re
corded many authentic cases, and the subject
of phrenic pathology has become one which
offers great results to the student.
However, the utter fallacy of Dr. Mays’
views are readily detected by any careful ob
server

or reader;

and detailed

article

and to enter into a long
of refutation would be

useless, in the present state of public en
lightenment on the subject of brain develop
ment.
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The reply is so simple, and the idea
so palpably false that “he who

advanced,

runs may read."

anwaan

'raonus

TUBBB.

Early Glimpses at Human Na

[Man

this little girl was large and well de
veloped above the cars, and prominent es
pecially in the region of Firmness. On com
of

paring this head with some of his neighbors,
who were noted for their Firmncss, Com
bativeness and Destructiveness, he found the
formation of the craniums,

same peculiar

The difference in size of different indivi~
dual beads was also noticed but he could
not at that time have given any explanation
of the different sizes of heads and their gen
eral outlines. The writer however reasoned,
after looking at and studying different
heads, that there must be an organ of ﬁrm
ness, or stubbornness

as he then called it.

Then again he found individuals that
were always grumbling and fretting, whose
wives could not do anything right, or where
there was generally a wrong motive ascribed
to everything done that did not please them;
and after comparing these individuals he
found that the head was not well developed
in the region of Ad hesiveness. and Philopro
genitiveness, that the social group was de
ﬂcient generally (of course he did not know
much about the social group then, or any
other group, as he was scarcely more than a
boy), and he reasoned that want of fullness
in the back head was a sign of churlishness
and disagreeableness. These signs appeared
to me as I grew older to be well founded, and

I

with Phrenol

ture—Before

when

to know

from one of our large cities to board during
She was only eleven years of
the summer.
age and unusually bright and smart for her

ogy the matter was thoroughly cleared. up,
andI found that I had been on the right
track and of course I was the more ready to
believe that Gall and Spurzheim were right.
a. L. Davis, Tracy. Minn.

She knew more about housework,
perhaps, than many a young miss just out
of her teens ; but she had a very high tem
and vicious when
per, was destructive

subscription to the PHRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL
I am some distance from the
has expired.
city, but as soon as I can get down will re

the writer was old enough
there was any such science as
Phrenology, his parents took a little girl

age.

things did not go to suit her; would quar
rel the whole day long with her playmates
She was a
and was very hard to control.
puzzle to all around hei, yet she had many
No one could be more
redeeming qualities.
obliging, if she wished to be. She was quick
to learn and took a great interest in all
things she saw around her; was a great
observer and wanted to know the whys and
wherefores.

For the ﬁrst time in his life the writer
began then to compare the heads of differ
He noticed that the head
ent individuals.

became acquainted

All old

DlScIple.—Gcntlemen

:

My

Don‘t fail to
new my subscription for 1887.
send the January number, as we can’t afford
to do without the JOURNAL.
Mrs. F. says
we must drop some other papers, but we
can not drop the JOURNAL.
It is an ever
welcome friend and guest, in our household
its teachings
our success.

;

have been the foundation of

We adopted it as our rule of
in 1848, when Prof. Fowler came to
Chicago(we resided there at that time). Prof.
F. stirred that city as it never had been be
fore.
He called out very large audiences,
and he delivered some twenty lectures with

life,

AND
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the most learned and inﬂuential of the city.
no abatement of interest to the last; that
course of lectures was the ﬁrst we ever
We heard them all,
heard on Phrenology.
and gladly accepted the science. obtained
and charts, and nine years afterward

books

That dates
were on the road as a lecturer.
an important event in our history.
Yours Fraterually.
A. W. Ftownxs.

Adrian. Mich.

Wm

7"

PERSONAL.
Enwsnn Livmos'ros Yomnss. the well
known representative of advanced science,
and editor of the Popular Science Monthly,
died January.
He was sixty-ﬁve years old and had spent
When a child his sight was al
a busy life.
most lost. and although he recovered the use
of his eyes, they were permanently injured.
Much of his study was devoted to chemistry
His “ Class Book of Chemis
and physics.
try." published in 1852. enjoyed a wide pop
ularity. as did also his " Handbook of
“
Household Science," and the International
At one
science Series." which he planned.
time. he was professor of chemistry in Anti
och College, but during the greater part of
his career he was connected with the pub
lishing house 01' D. Appleton & Co.. as
their scientiﬁc editor.
Mansnau. P. WILDIB. the well-known au
thority in ﬂowers and fruits. died in Dor
chester. Mass. December 16th, at the age of
Although nearly all his life a Bos
88 years.
ton merchant. Mr. Wilder devoted a great
deal of his time to horticultural pursuits, in
which he achieved success and enviable dis
He had been president of the
tinction.
Society, and
Horticultural
Massachusetts
was president of the American Pomological
Society from its organization till the time of
his death.

He organized many societies and

He
assisted in founding many institutions.
His
England
the
New
of
was also president
It is not
toric and Genealogical Society.

many months ago that Mr. Wilder was in
the oﬂice of the PHRENOLOGICAL Joomunand
appeared as an active. spirited man of sixty
years 01- 50, rather than near ninety.
Miss _\i.\-r||.n.\

Joussos

has just died in

169

London. one hundred and sixteen years old.
Eighty-nine years ago her intended husband
died suddenly and she made a will giving
her entire fortune to the Military Hospital
and directing that “ Love killed her ” should
be engraved on her tombstone.
Evidently
a case of the survival 01’ the ﬁttest!
Miss ELAINE Goomu: has entered the
list of those rather ambitious women who
would attempt to civilize the Indians. She
has gone among the Sioux at the lower Brulé
agency in Dakota. having prepared herself
by a course of study at General Armstrong's
School at Hampton.

-——-—M——
WISDOM.

“Think truly and thy thought
Shall be a fruitful sec.“

Activity. and not despondency is the true
to misfortune—Lowell.

counterpoise

Reformers look small in the eyes of the
world. because they are so far in advance.

Economy in our aﬂairs has the same ef
fect upou fortunes that good breeding has on

our conversation.
Too much idleness . I have observed. ﬁlls
up aman's time much more completely. and
leaves him less his own master, than any
sort of employment whatsoeven—Burke.
Tired muscle and weary brain are not so
utter weariness and
life. yet mixed with fear of
death. which is the lot of those who have
made pleasure their one aim in life.
hard

to bear as that

loathing

of

Every man takes care that his neighbor
But a day comes when
shall not cheat him.
he begins to care that he do not cheat his
He has
Then all goes well.
neighbor.
changed his market-cart

into

a chariot

of the

Sill].

Books are yours.
Within whose silent chambers treasure lies
Preserved from age to age; more precious
far.

Than that accumulated store of gold
And Orient gems which, for a day of need,
The Sultan hides deep in ancestral tombs.
These vhoards of truth you can unlock at
will.— ii'ardmortlt
\
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MIRTH.
“ A little nonsense now and then,

In relished

“ What's in
was

heard to

itihrary.

by the wisest men."

a name 'r" a recent

exclaimr“ Why.

traveler

about

the

hottest country on the globe is Chili."

An elderly minister at a social party
where the young people were dancing, be
ing asked if he danced, replied, “ No, I am
not educated at that end."

“ Sam. why am senators like de ﬂshes ?"
don't meddle wid de subjec‘, Pomp."
“W’y. don't you see, nigger—because dey

“I

am fond of de-bate."

“When Idle." said Mrs Fishwacker. “

I

want to be buried in the good, old-fashioned
style, and not burned to ashes in one of
those creameries you hear of."

Willie—“ Mamma. you ain't going to
give all that puddin' to Tommy, are you ?”
Mamma—" No, Willie, dear; it is for
you."
Willie—“Oh,

A

what a little bite! ”

to an ad
vertisement extolling the virtues of a new
“ direc
sort of infants‘ feeding bottle, with
contemporary

calls attention

tions for using" that wind up as follows:
“ When the baby has done drinking, it
must be unscrewed
say under a tap.“

and laid in a cool place,
Poor baby i

“ Are you having

much practice now ?"
asked an old doctor of a young beginner.
“ Yes, sir; a great deal, thank y u." " Xh,

Iam

glad to hear it.
practice particularly ?"

In

what line is your
“ Well. sir, partic

ularly l'l economy."
The World says that the woman's bustle
The World is mistaken.
Itis the
must go.
The bustle must
woman that must go.
follow.—— Germantmon Journal.
We must sadly confess that such is the
mode of procedure woman is bent upon.
Mary—Stop your ﬂattery. now, or I shall
hold my hands to my ears. John—(wishing
to be complimentary)—Ah, your lovely
hands are too small.
Customer (in restaurant).—“ Waiter. isn't
it strange that I should ﬁnd several ﬂies in
my soup?"
Waiter (somewhat
amazed).—“ It am
strange fer a iac‘. sah, fer dis season ob de
yeah."

In this department we give short review: of such
New Books (is publishers aeeﬁt to send us. In these
reviews we seek to treat author and publisher satin
factorily and justly, and also to furnish our readers
with such information as shall enable them to form
an opinion of the desirability of any mﬂicularml
ume forpersonal use. It is our vrish to notice the
better clau of books issuing from thepreu, and we
invite publishers to favor the Editor with recent
publications.
especially those related in any way to
mental and physiological science.
We can usually
supply any of those noticed.

A

SKETCH 0? ‘ma LII-‘B or APoLLoNrUs, of
Tyana, or the First Ten Decades of our
Era.
By Daniel M. Tredwell; pp. 354;
8vo. Cloth.
New York: Frederick 'I‘red
well.
Several lives of this remarkable man have
been written at diﬂ'erent times, but so far as
we know. this is the only one within reach of
the general public. Brief notices of him can
be found in various encyclopedias
and bi
dictionaries.
but they merely
ographical
state who. and not what he was.
From the
preface, we learn that. this sketch—for it is
really nothing more—is the outcome of a
challenge publicly made by a clergyman
the production of a record of the life,

for

my

lugs and doings of any personage, who lived
" so well attested and by so
1800 years ago
witnesses
reliable
as is that of our
many
Savior in the account of Matthew."

Mr. Tredwi ll accepted the challenge, and
Apollonius. who was born
in
Tyana, a city of (Yappadocia, in the year one
of our era. who spent the most of the 95
years of his life in travels. that extend from
India to Spain. teaching the doctrine of the
Stoics much as he had received them, but in
a reformatory
spirit, insisting that virtue
and true piety are the only foundations of
selected

happiness.

He was a strict

vegetarian.

re

fusing to shed blood for sacriﬁce to the god.
and wore no clothing the making of which
involved the killing of animals.
For about
50 years he was accompanied

by Darnis,

to whose record

on his travels
the world is in

debted for much that is known of him.

He

was not an enthusiast, but a philosopher, of
whom Voltaire says history has not re
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proached

with an equivocal
“ 0 ye immortal

action.

His

prayer was,
whatever

gods, grant us
you shall judge ﬁt and proper to

bestowed and of which we may not be
undeserving."
His disciples deiﬁed him, claiming for him
divine paternity, and that messengers of
Apollo sang at his birth; that he wrought
many miracles, and in one instance at least

be

raised the dead.

Not the least valuable part of the book is
the notes that are numerous and instructive,
showing a research and erudition unex
pected in an author of whom so little is
known —but his interesting book is want
ing in one thing, an index.
Cums-r

Umiutn:

His

Huvssn

AND

By Anna J. John
son, author of “ The Healing Voice."
“Faith Healing,” “ Christian Science,"
“ Healing by Prayer," and whatever else it

Esa'rnn Arraaamo.

may be termed. is a procedure

that

appears

to have found a hold in many intelligent
minds, and bids fair yet to be a competitor
of no mean dimensions with the man of ex
in many of our cities
tracts and tinctures.
chapels or meeting-rooms are run in the in
“ gospel "
terest of what might be called
We know of two or three large
churches in this city where large assemblies
may be seen two or three times a week. and
“ faith cure" are
where the principles of
advocated, and applied to the invalids who
oﬂer themselves as subiects for the peculiar
That wonderful cures arise from
treatment.
Testi
such treatment we may not deny.
mony comes from the most respectable quar
ters that " the prayer of faith "and anointing
with oil have healed the sick. No good
physician will deny the power of trust or
conﬁdence in helping his treatment to pro
medicine.

Some au
duce the eﬂ‘ect that is desired.
as to say that unless

thorities even go so far

the patient have conﬁdence in the physician
and the medicine administered it is useless
The mind is greater than the
to prescribe.
body, and exercises a wonderful power upon

But
it even when diseased or exhausted.
the author of the book under notice tells us
that all true light. life and health are the
gift of the spirit of God as revealed in Christ,
and that men must understand the will of
God and His laws, and live in accordance to
them.
How Christ unveils the high spirit
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ual truths that come from above Mrs.
ohn
son endeavors to show, and insists that it is
the dominance of the animal in people that
prevents them from understanding and liv
ing in the simple lines of Christian duty.
She finds in the signs or constellations
of
the Zodiac certain representative types that
have a close relation to man, and proceeds

with

a peculiar
analysis of each of them
that suggests something of the ingenuity of
a modern astrologer, although her imagina

tion is stimulated
several instances

In
by religious ardor.
we fail to see a logical

connection

between her predications
and
the stellar forms; and can not help thinking
that in her zeal Mrs. Johnson deems herself
warranted in appropriating for her purpose

in the universe—and
anything
why not
the stars, so ready a type of spiritual

-——W—

illumination.

PUBLICATIONS RECEIVED.
MAMMA'B S'roaias roa LI'l‘l‘LE PEOPLE, by
Laura J. Rittenhouse,
are excellent little
tales in their way.
Being published by the
National Temperance Society, they have of
course certain lvSSOIJS to inculcate about the
wrongness of drinking things that will in
are of the
who possess
courage and manhood to a good degree in
their little heads; but there is little of the
unreal in the inci lents described.
The boy
who would not lend his goats to the beer
seller, although he wanted the bright half
dollars offered. and the combative urchin,
toxicate.

good

Most

deeds

of

of the stories

little

fellows,

who‘went at a school-fellow and pommelled
him soundly for striking “ little Willie," are
met with almost anywhere now that there
are mothers. who solicitiously teach their
children about duty and honor.
J. N.
Stearns, Agent. New York.
Tan Sousos or ma MISSISSIPPI.
A re
print from Scum, detailing the report of a
recent exploration of the Itasca lake region,
organized
by Messrs. Ivisiou. Blakeman,
Taylor& 00., of New York. for the purpose
of settling certain questions with regard to
the relations
Itasca and

of form, elevation, drainage of
lakes, and also to ascertain

Elk

the value of the claims of certain former ex
The re ort of the chief of the ex
plorers.
opewell Clarke, is given
pedition, Mr.
with much detail, and several maps accom
pany it.
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pamphlet sent by

Mr. L. C. Van’t Ward contains a very in
teresting account of this far North-West
country, and carefully detailed information
for miners, tourists, emigrants, agricultur
ists, etc. In many respects there is much
similarity between the Southern region of
Alaska and the British possession adjoining.
CURRENT

EXCIIA NGES

New York Oboe/oer:
New York.
gan.

RECEIVED.

Old Presbyterian

or

Illustrated Graphic News: Stirring and Gos
Cincinnati, Ohio.
sipy.
Medical Summary: Paragraphs and brieflets
for physicians of all sorts. Philadelphia.

Literary News: An eclectic
rent literature.

Illustrated.

review of cur

New York.

The Woman’s Magazine: Sphere the Rela
tion of Woman to Industry, art, literature,
charity and reform.
Brattleboro. Vt.
Publishers’ Weekly.
The Publishers‘ Annual
Summary number is a convent indao for
reference, and shows enterprise in its ar
rangement.
TIM P
le's Health Journal:
A practical
mon
y that has such good features that
it should be encouraged.
Drs. Rogers,
editors. Chicago, Ill.

Christian Thought for February has: “ The
Mission of Music to Mind and Heart," by
Prof. B.C. Blodgett; “ The Labor Problem
and the Churches," by W.G. Moody ; “The
Labor Troubles and the Sabbath Law,” by
“ The Laborer not a
C. F. Deems;
" and “
Commodity,
Views and Reviews.”
Wilbur B. Ketcham, New York.
Lippincott’a for February is evidently gain
The complete novel idea suits the
ing.
popular taste, and we think will be imi
tated by other monthlies.
Besides the
“ Self-made Man," the following
heads are
noticeable:
A Day with the President,
Mere Egotism, Rothenburg Felicity, The
Golden Age (poem), Our Actors and their
Preferences,
Two Ways of Telling a
Story (a satire), and Our Monthly Gossip.
The Mmora Monthly:
Otﬁcial organ of
the Hebrew order of the B’nc B‘rith, deals
chieﬂy of course with topics of interest to
the members of that important
associa
tion.
Papers of an inviting character to
the general reader occur here and there in
the pages.
In the February number
“ Pages from the Life of
Moses Mendels
sohn," is the leading article, with a bean
tiful photo print as frontispiece.
B. E.

Peixotto, New York.

The Eclectic Magazine of Foreign Literature
for February gleans from the better
sources such matter as this: Goethe and
Philosophy, The Fall of an Island, The
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Character of Shelley, France as it Is and
Was, Dreams, Confederation—The Sol
vent of the Eastern Question, Christianity
as the Absolute Religion. Lazarus
to
Dives, The Matterhorn and Its "ictims,
and other inviting titles.
New York.
The Homilett‘o Review for February comes to
us with a pretty full review section, and
much variety in its sermonic and other
departments.
Among the topics discussed
are : How Can the Pulpit best Counteract
the Inﬂuence
of Modern Skepticism?
The Best Methods of Getting Church
Members to Work, The Church in the
Catacombs,
The Sphere of the Pulpit,
Possibilities and Revelations of the Future
State, The Doubter,
Evangelizing Me
etc., etc. Funk & Wagnalls, New
tlhodlf,
’or .

The Popular Science Monthly for February
has a notable article on "The Laws of
Habit." by a Harvard professor, that
shows progress in that rather conservative
institution, so far as metaphysical doctrine
is concerned.
But that professor has
awakened lately to a personal intert st in
psychical
henomena.
Further we would
mention,
he South
African Diamond
Mines, Science and Morals, Some Points
on the Land Question, Massage, A Sketch
and Portrait of Charles C. Abbott, the
Naturalist; and avariety of miscellaneous
items.
D. Appleton & Co., New York.
The Oentuvy Magazine for February opens
with a ﬁne portrait of Dr. James McCosh,
in which the Scottish lineaments are strik
ing, and follows up the froutispiece with
a sketch of Nassau,
as a midwinter re
sort. “Abraham Lincoln " is rich in remi
niscences and illustrations. The Oldest
Church in London will please the archreol
Father Taylor and Oratory, The
ogist.
Stars, Recent Discoveries
of Works of
Art in Rome, The Relative Strength and
Weakness of Nations, Lee’s Invasion of
Pennsylvania. are among those topics
that to us give this number a peculiar in
terest.

Harper's Magazine for February has three
serial stories, four richly illustrated de
scriptive articles, besides its strongly sus
tained
editorial departments.
Of the
titles we would mention: “Moose Hunting
by Jack-light," " The Arcadian Land, ” a
raphic description
of the broad and
evel district south and west of Bayou
Teche,Louisiana; "Campaigning with the
“ The Wish." a
Cossacks,”
poem of
Cowleys. ﬁnely illustrated; “Narka, " a
story of Russian life.
The Editor's Easy
Chair has something practical to so on a
very urgent topic of the day : Why omes
tic Service
is Distasteful
to American
women ; and the Editor's Study canvasses
some of the points of our leading story
writers.
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Complete Manual of Phrenolog-y
Physiognomy for the People, by
Prof. Nelson Sizer, the Phrenological
Examiner at the oﬁice of Fowler &;
Wells 00., and Dr. H. S. Drayton, the
Editor of the Phrenological Journal,
and.

covering comprehensively the whole
subject of character-reading so simpli
ﬁed as to be of great interest, easily
understood, and of practical value
to all. It will aid 1r. choosin and
governing servants, training chi dren,
and deciding whom to trust in all the
aﬁ‘airs of life. In less than 18 months
30,000 were published. It is a large
8V0 vol., containing 200 pp., and 200
illus. Price: paper 400.; ex. ed. 010., 1.?
$3512& Wells (,0..Pnbfish0rs. 775 Broadway, LY
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THE late Rev.
Congressman, l
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REV. J. HYAT'I‘ SMITH.
Hyatt Smith, ex- liant, witty and companionable man.
Not a great preacher—not noticeable for
. eta, was a bril-
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scholarship—he was an attractive and
popular speaker and a welcome guest at
the ﬁreside.
A short time before his
death he thought seriously of devoting
himself entirely to lyceum lecturing.
He was not gifted with superior business
He could earn money but he
ability.
did not know how to use it to the best
advantage; and ﬁnding himself poor in
purse he hoped by entering the lecture
ﬁeld that he could reap a richer compen
sation than the pulpit could afford for his
service as a preacher, and that while doing
good to his fellowmen as a. platform
teacher, reaching a larger constituency of
hearers, and impressing their minds with
lessons of morality and piety, he would
at the same time be able to earn a sum
suﬂicient to place himself beyond the
embarrassment of debt, and secure a
revenue that would support his family
handsomely.
He was considering, only a few weeks
before he died, a new method of interest
ing audiences at lyceum-lecture enter
tainments.
His plan was to ﬁnd a good
story-‘teller to accompany him to his ap
pointments, and on reaching the platform
one of the two should tell a story and
take his seat.
Immediately the other
should rise and respond in a similar
strain, by telling a storyto match the one
that had been told by the speaker who
him—each one speaking ten
preceded
or ﬁfteen minutes in turn, until the time
for closing.
The Rev. J. Hyatt Smith was born in
Saratoga County, in the State of New
His
York, about sixty-two years ago.
father removed to Detroit, Michigan,
when he was a boy. His youth was
somewhat varied, until he ecncluded to
After a course of
study for the ministry.
preparation he was licensed as a Baptist
preacher in Albany, N. Y., in 1848.
He afterwards held charges in Pough
keepsie, Cleveland, Ohio, Buffalo, New
York, Philadelphia, and for many years
he was a pastor of a Baptist church on
He had the
Lee Avenue, Brooklyn.
pastoral care of a Congregational church
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in Brooklyn at the time of his death.
He was the author of three or four
books—one of which, entitled “ The Open
Door," became a subject of long and
In that book the
bitter controversy.
author discussed the questions of “ Bap
tism” and “Close communion.”
His
opinions on those questions excited a.
vast deal of comment and criticism, and
made him widely known to the religious
world.
During the three years and a
half of his ministry in the Erie street
Cleveland,
Ohio, he
Baptist church,
increased the membership from twelve
to three hundred and ﬁfty.
Hundreds
were brought
into the Washington
street church, Buffalo, during the ﬁve
years of his pastorate there. He was
seven years pastor of the Eleventh
church,
street
Baptist
Philadelphia,
where he endeared himself to his people
and greatly strengthened the church.
The Boston Traveler, speaking of one
of Mr. Smith’s works, said that it de
served a. place in the library with Spen
cer‘s Fairy Queen and Bunyan’s Pil
He had been abroad,
grim’s Progress.
and one of his most interesting lectures
gave an account of his travels in the
East.
His “Snow Ball " sermon to
Little Folks hasbcen a source of pleasure
and proﬁt to thousands of children.
One of his most popular lectures was
entitled “Parlor Lions and Platform
He was a frank, fearless, impul
Mice.“
sive speaker, and in his happiest moods
was often truly eloquent.
He seldom
wrote his discourses, trusting to what
the lawyers call a “brief” and the
of his emotional nature.
inspiration
His sermons and speeches were not in
frequently
unique pieces of literary
mosaic work with propositions and prin
ciples laid down here. anecdotes and
reminiscenses dove-tailed there; with
logic, and philosophy. with wit, humor,
pathos and poetry, and the ﬁne gold of
delicate and tender sympathy.
His
emest and unpretentious manner in
the pulpit——his off-hand greetings in the
street and shop, his democratic habits of
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dress and address, his inexhaustible

fund

and mirth, and his overﬂow
ing tenderness of heart, made him a great
favorite with the few who knew him
intimately and with the masses also.
His experience in the store of trade, in
the bank as a clerk, on the stage as an
amateur actor. in the political arena and
of anecdote

in Congress, gave him great opportu
for the study of human charac

nities
ter.

G. W. BUNGAY.

It

nearly ten years since Mr. Smith
following description of his
Phrenology written, and it will be seen,
we think, by those who knew him, that
the points then made by the examiner
were veriﬁed in his life :
This gentleman has a head measuring
had

is

the

twenty-three and a quarter inches, which
is decidedly large, sufficiently
so for a
man weighing
180 lbs. but since his
weight is only 140 he is 40 lbs. too light,
and were it not for the fact that he is re
markably wiry and enduring he would
have been worn out and laid away long
The lung power and the circula
ago.
power
tory
being good they furnish viv
ifying principles, but he ought to have
a little more digestive power so that he
can convert food into nutrition more
abundantly.
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he may follow fugitive thoughts and
collateral interwindings,
he will bring
them all back to the channel.
His Mirthfulness is immensely de
veloped, and if he had been trained to be
a comic actor he would have taken the
palm from almost any one to-day in that
It is said, “There is but one
domain.
step from the sublime to the ridiculous ;”
certainly the organs which recognize
congruity and incongruity—viz. , Causal
ity and Mirthfulnes, are side by side,
and the funny people, the wits of the
world have been known to have large
Causality as well as large Mirthfulness.
Dr. Franklin
was pre-eminently
de
veloped in that direction, and the form
of this head in that respect is very much

like Franklin’s.
_
He is acritic, and sometimes it is diffi
cult for him to avoid overhauling clumsy
statements and awkward remarks, even
when he is not called upon by the cir
cumstances to do it ; and he is obliged
sometimes to restrain himself from strik
ing out against that which is susceptible
of ridicule or contempt.
Absurdity
seems tohim extremely absurd ; it is so
glaring that he can hardly let it alone,
and if he were an editor he would be
thrusting sharp sticks at a great many
of his brethren, and would make his
paper, if not 9. Toledo Blade, at least a
sharp one.

He has the power of Imitation, so that
Not only has he a large brain but he
he is able to adapt himself to anybody,
has sensibility, quickness of feeling and
and make the action and the word
intensity of being, and if he is kept ex
co-ordinate.
cited he seems to takewing as some birds
His sympathy is almost too strong for
He has strong imagi
do when pressed.
nation, but that is not the strong point of his own comfort ; he carries the troubles
his mind. His Causality qualiﬁes him to of other people too much. His Venera
understand the philosophy of facts; he tion is large and he has a profound
sense of whatever is great or sacred ; and
reasons soundly, squarely, and strongly,
and when he is conscious that he has a though his Imitation and Mirthfulness
may often take the helm and ride in a.
logical basis he feels strong.
very undigniﬁed manner, his Venera
mathematical
and
would
;
He is very
systemize everything; he draws paral— tion is still a strong and deep-toned ele
lels when he can and always has in his ment in his nature ; and whenever he
thought an objective point, a thing to be meets greatness or goodness, especially
both combined, he pays a tribute that is
reached, an object to be wrought out,
profound,and would feel ashamed of him
and he does not lose Sight of it ; although
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self to hold back one jot or tittle of the
just merit of anybody.
His Firmness is_enormously developed ;
his persistency is not often matched ; he
can be led by his sympathies, his affec
tions, by his reason and judgment, but he
can not be driven. He feels an inclination
to take responsibility and power squarely;
does not ask leave to be or to do and to
suffer, is willing to work his way ; when
achild he never wanted help; did not
like to be led by the hand.
He has ambition, but it is not vanity;
it is the love of success—the desire to
come out ahead, and when his best
friends say that he can not succeed or
achieve he likes to disappoint them, and
enjoys it better than he would to tri
He has large
umph over an enemy.
Continuity; hence, is persistent; can
stick to a line of investigation, and
though he may seem to wander into
collateral ﬁelds he comes back to the
original purpose.
He is very strong in the social disposi
tions; loves ardently; is fraternal, and
would be a good friend. He is paternal,
fond of children and women, conse
quently wherever he goes he makes
many friends; and people who come
near him understand him ; hence, he has
a great many fast friends, those who
would ﬁght for him if necessary.
Combativeness is large enough to
make him a little pugnacious, and his
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Destructiveness is sufficient to make him
severe, but he doubtless has steered clear
When
of mere personal controversy.
he is engaged in any public cause and
has given himself to it he works with
vigor ; when he feels that he is sustain
ing somebody, some sentiment or some
idea or cause, he can work for it with a
great deal more freedom than if it were
a mere personal matter; he feels rather
ashamed to make a quarrel personal;
hence, as a lawyer, he would struggle for
a client a great deal harder than if the
cause were his own.
He has notlarge enough Secretiveness,
and the community knows his faults;
he does not have anything to conceal,
and feels that the safest way to get along
is to talk right out and live openly and
have no concealments.
His Language is large enough to serve
him wherever and whenever it may be
required, and in public spealdng he never
thinks of the words; he simply follows a
line of thought, and lets the words
crystallize around it ; we may say in this
that his illustrations originate
respect
in Imagination and Comparison and en
able him to talk as rapidly as if he saw
the great panorama and only had to
look at the scenes and describe them.
Imagination paints the scene, and Com
parison enables him to select the most
appropriate.
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FRIENDSHIP.

OMETHING

more is needed besides
faculties of Inhabitiveness,
Conjugality and Parental Love to draw
people together into communities. If only
the interests of the family and the home,
which these are directly concerned in,
were the object of life you would expect
people to be scattered here and there in
little family groups, and between those
who were not related by rather close ties
of blood there would be little intercourse
these

for the purposes of trade or per
haps to gratify the feeling of benevolence.
What we know of society as it is would
not exist—because that really depends
upon a feeling or faculty beyond those
have just named, and although some
writers have tried to show that society, or
the coming together of families and peo
ple into communities, towns, cities, is a
sort of out-growth for the purposes of
mutual protection and advantage, and

except
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scarcely more than the exercise of a com
mon-sense view of their circumstances
think that you will
would lead to.
have ﬁnished
believe with me before
this talk that something more than the

I

Baowx um Sin-m.

I

“ ALwn's Toes-nun,"

ward
meet

1??

a boy or girl the ﬁrst time you
them, and feel a real delight in

their society, although in disposition and
appearance they may not be at all attract
Then you
ive to other young people.
see persons who are almost all the time
quarreling about something, yet seem to
wanttobe in each other‘s society as much
as they can be.
If any one should in
terfere when they appeared to be ready
“
"
to
pitch into each other and with tooth
and nail decide their difference, he would
be likely to ﬁnd himself made their com
mon object of attack. Some people are
naturally quarrelsome and really enjoy
a war of words, and they will ﬁnd asso
ciates who don‘t seem to be affected by
their repeated outbreaks of ill-temper.
The Irish are very quick-tempered and
quarrelsome; the Spanish are hot and
snappish, yet these two races are very
I have
in their friendships.
warm
known two Irishmen to squabble bitterly
one day, and the next day when one

misfortune the other
desire for personal advantage, or selﬁsh met with a serious
together.
holds
people
gratiﬁcation
There are a great many who seek the
society of others even though they know
that they will lose by it. People who do
not really like each other, and for good
practical reasons, appear to like to live
together, just as a dog will sometimes
cling to a man who treats him cruelly,
If associ
and can not be coaxed away.
ation between man and man were depen
dent upon their desire for mutual advan
tage this could not be. No, the faculty
of Friendship, or Adhesiveness as it is
often called, reminding you of the force
you read about in the school-books called
“oohesion," draws people together who
have no family ties between them ; they
may be entire strangers and of different.
races, yet seek each other’s fellowship and
affection. The feeling then can exist in
great strength entirely apart from all the
LAM: Fmnmsmp. Miss II. I).
other social feelings, although it may
went
to him and offered every
straight
of
and
family
the
ties
help to strengthen
had
to
he
thing
help him.
kindred.
Then again we see people who have
Among young people it acts with great
force.

You

sometimes are drawn

to

little moral feeling, very little kindness
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or sympathy,

may be even mean and
greedy in their conduct, yet are fond of
society and take every chance to be in
A hermit or re
the company of others.
cluse may be gentle and tender-hearted
and express a great desire to do the world
good, yet, living apart from the world, be
prevented from doing the good he talks
about.
If Benevolence and sympathy
had so much to do with drawing people
together in society he could scarcely be
a hermit.
But such persons are usually

weak in the feeling of Adhesiveness con
heads are not wide in
the back part, but narrow and cramped
in the region that borders on Inhabitive
ness and Parental Love.
(See Division
in Diagram of the Organs, January
Those whose attachments are
number.)
who
make friends readily and
strong,
keep them, have full, round heads in the
have described.
They who
part that
are changeable, forget their friends,when
long _time,
separated from them for
and take up with new acquaintances
only to be indifferent after a little while,
arewanting in this feeling. You may
know a. person who has strong by his
he shakes
action when in company
hands in a warm, earnest way, and Ilikes
pleased by their
to caress his intimates;
is

;

it

a

I

3

stitutionally; their

it

is

it
is

.

W

5

Purunss
go together in herds, like horses, bison,
wolves, and cattle, have it. We have a
dog that shows his Adhesiveness in a very
striking way. When any one of the
family has been absent from home for
a few days and returns, he can not at
ﬁrst contain himself for joy; but after
circling round and round, jumping over
chairs and tables, barking and whining
for a few minutes he will go and lay his
head in the lap of the returned one, and
a hand isplaeed on the back of his
head, he will close his eyes and remain
almost motionless for sometime, as
profoundly enjoying the attention.
You know how parrots act.
They
are very sociable birds.
have thought
that their habit of inviting each other to
rub the back of their heads,
an indica
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and walking each with an arm encir
not un
cling the other‘s waist, and
usual to see them with their heads in
contact at the back part.
Animals show the feeling also, wild
animals as well as tame, and those that

I

‘
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their
attentions
returns
notice and
warmly.
It pleasant to see how this faculty
works in young persons, girls especially.
If two are together who have strong,
they are fond of embracing each other,

v),
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tion of the activity of their organ of
Friendship. One day I was up in the
Zoological Garden of Central Park. and
while looking at the monkeys, I saw one
run to another, touch him with a paw,
and then bend down his head.
The
other looked at him for a moment and
then deliberately went to work with both
hands in the hair of his brother.
At
first I thought that it was a good in
stance of the action of Friendship; per
haps it was in part, but I soon discov
ered that it was a procedure quite com
mon with monkeys, who are annoyed
of too many
by the companionship

179

his associations with people.
He is not
a home-maker, but dependent upon
other people for anything akin to home.
Such boys are fond of reading books of
adventure; they admire cow-boys, and

-ﬂeas.
LOVE OF HOME.

Lam:

lNKABlTlVENl-LSB-

MR. Goscnsn'.

a

is

is,

bold explorers, and if allowed the bent of
their caprices, are likely to form bad
habits. Like dog's, wherever they enjoy
themselves, ﬁnd welcome companions,
there they like to stay, and as such influ
ences are not self-restraining, like those
that belong to home, they may take on
habits of vice and recklessness.
Can
you name a really bad boy - who is fond
of his home I
\Ve read in the news
papers of youthful law-breakers, boys of
sixteen or seventeen who deliberately set
to work to rob, and pilfer, and destroy—
a terrible career at any time of life—and
when they are questioned it is found
that they have not known what a home
but have lived mostly in the streets,
and been loose and reckless vagabonds.
This faculty does a great deal toward
forming what
called
community or
settlement. The inﬂuence of Friendship
directly toward keeping people togeth
er, as
shall show you later, but think
that Inhabitiveness
the feeling that es
is

I

I

is

Home 1 What a world of tender senti
ment is contained in this simple word
How many interests cluster around it!
In the brain we ﬁnd a center. close to the
centers of Parental Love and Friendship,
that has a special relation to the faculty
of Inhabitiveness or Love of Home. A
fair consideration of the necessities that
grow out of the exercise of man's other
instincts, especially the social ones, would
convince any one of the importance of a
settled place to him, where he can live in
quiet retirement. enjoy the comforts of
life, and make provision for the health
and education of his children.
In the
young this feeling soon shows itself
rather strongly ; the little boy no sooner
begins to run about than he wants his
own place at the table, his little chair, his
own bed to sleep in, and tobe regarded
as of some importance in the household ;
then the circumstances of home make
the deepest impression, and in old age
they are dwelt upon with great pleasure.
It seems to me very unfortunate for a.
young man to be lacking 'in this faculty,
because it has so strong an inﬂuence
toward making him steady in his con
duct. One who has no attachment to
home, is disposed to lead a wandering,
All places are alike to
life.
restless
him, and whether he shall stay more in
upon
one than in another, depends
what he ﬁnds to do. and the effect of
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pecially makes a community ﬁxed and
Some thinkers have disputed
lasting.
the necessity for a faculty of this kind,
saying that Friendship and the family
relation are at the bottom of the conduct
we ascribe to it; but
can not under
stand how the action in this respect of
many birds and animals can be ac
counted for. There are all those we call
“migratory ” birds, thatgo South on the
approach of Winter and come North in
the spring; most of them return to the
same places year after year, and will
even build their nests in the same tree.
The oriole, the martin, blue-bird, wild
pigeon, and robin, love one place, and

I
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home, and

will

stay
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there when

the

family that took care of it from its birth
We sometimes come across
hasgone.
who
have lived in one little town
people
or village until they were gray, and
never gone ﬁfty miles from home. I
have known those who had never seen
New York, although within a. few hours
ride of this great city. They were not
wanting in intelligence; they liked to
read and hear about the doings in the
city, and often thought that they would
but somehow they never
go and see
You look at such
got fairly started.
and you see at once
people‘s heads
that they are great home-lovers; the
it,
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Home-loving people are patriotic and
There are the Swiss and the Nor
loyal.
wegians, and Scotch, always renowned
for their patriotism
they are large, as a
class, in Inhabitiveness,
and how rc—
;

it

a

is

is

and snow were not strong enough to
drive him away from the spot he loved.
Animals generally show this instinct,
the wild as well as the domestic—but in
There
a great deal
different degrees.
of difference between a. (logand a cat, as
Adog much more
most of you know.
intelligent than cat but will go readily
was born
away from the house where
and had lived many years when the
But a
people to whom itis attached go.
cling-ing fondness for the old
cat has

back part of the head projects right out,
like a knob almost, at Inhabitivenem.
A
short time ago heard a man say that he
had not slept away from home a single
night in twenty years although he often
went on little trips for business purposes,
yet he always managed to get home be
fore midnight.
He felt as he could not
sleep in a “strange bed.”

I

if

cling to it. The robin often remains
North through the winter as the frost
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markable they have been for devotion to
home and country, as you may know by
reading their history. The poor Poles,
who have suffered so much from oppres
sion and wrong from the strong and
greedy nations that surround them, are
another example of the inﬂuence of this

faculty.
The portrait of Mr. Goschen, a promi
nent member of the British parliament,
shows a good development of the home
A liberal in politics he is
sentiment.
nevertheless somarked in his loyalty to
England, and so averse to anything that
savor-s of division in the structure of the
Empire that he is found in alliance with
the Tories in the discussion of Irish
affairs.
There’s an “economic side" to this
as the philoso
study of Inhabitiveness,
pher might say, that shows the wis
dom of the Being who planned the or
It is because of this
ganismof man.
faculty that all parts of the earth are
settled; its inﬂuence makes the Esqui
maux contented with his ice-hut and the
African satisﬁed that his smoking-hot jun
gle is the most delightful place in the
It adapts men to the land in
world.
You goto a distant
which they live.
friend,
and you ﬁnd him
a
visit
town to
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living on the edge of a dusty street, with
perhaps a pond of stagnant water in the
back lot, and rickety, unpainted build
ings on both sides, and everything about,
appearing to you straggling and uninvit
You say: “ don’t see how you
ing.
can live here. I couldn’t. ”
He opens
his eyes widely in surprise, and says,
“ Why,
think it’s very pleasant.
like it.” His Inhabitiveness makes it at
tractive to him just as the same faculty
in you makes your abiding place agreea—
ble to you. But there are places that are
known to be unhealthful and repulsive
in many ways, yet people will persist in
living in them, all the time aware that it
would be better to get somewhere else,
because somehow they can not make up
their minds to move from the old house.
If we were all disposed tofollow the lead
of reason, and choose for our home the
country that had the best soil and climate,
and other natural conveniences for liv
ing, certain parts of the world would be
overcrowded, and parts that are now
pretty-well ﬁlled up, like New England
and the great Northern plains of China,
In
would be without an inhabitant.
habitivenoss, you see, plays a great part
in the distribution of the human race
over the globe.
EDITOR.
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HEREDITY

AND

ITS

LIMITATIONS.

dowed above his fellows and gifted with
a nature beyond that of his progenitors.
The author herself almost says as much:
“ We like to think that there must have
“
ATURE disavows Heredity and
stock that
hacks at it with a two-edge been honor and virtue in the
she
ashoot,"
candidly
sent
forth
such
sword.” We ﬁnd this startling afilrma
her ex
adds
then
and
acknowledges;
a
biography,
tion on the ﬁrst page of
“ Yet
we
unﬂinchingly:
planation
Daniel
of
published a few months ago,
know
of
a. certainty that the gods were
is
It
hero.
Revolutionary
Morgan, the
no denial that Heredity
no denial, however, of the fact that we there.“ There is
has
its place and office; but only that
of
and
qualities
bodies
our
all inherit
to the common life. When
mindand temper from ourancestors, but these relate
is
exceptional work, there is a.
there
simply a declaration that when an emer
than that which produces
law
for the purpose higher
gency arises, there arises
to achieve it.
individual
the
en
of meeting it an heroic personage

“We have come to feel Heredity a fate,
and inevitable as Fate ; yet her inheritance
is out-grown."-—Hra. Herndon‘s Income.
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The great men, the master souls that
have at one time and another ﬂedged
themselves upon this earth, appear as so
many witnesses to the truth of this dec
laration.
We instinctively recognize
those rare individuals who impart to us
new modes of thought; who lift or drive
us from the prescribed ways of thinking
and doing; who inspire to nobler action,
and so make over anew the world about
them, as envoys from ahigher region
The ancients
come on this errand.
voiced this conviction in unequivocal lan
guage; and classic story in every climate
has described the founders of common
wealths, the reformers of national in
stitutions, and the teachers of superior
knowledge, as the sons of God. Romu
lus, Theseus, Orpheus, Plato, and Py
thagoras, great above their fellows,
were thus translated to divinity.
how
These remarkable personages,
ever, do not always appear at our mo
When the wagon
ments of necessity.
had become deeply bemired through the
of the driver, Hercules did
carelessness
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One, deadly fangs and rattles set to
warn.
Our days, our deeds, all we achieve and
are,
Lay folded in our infancy ; the things

Of good or ill we choose while yet un
born."
There ismore than mother‘s milk, even
with lessons given at the mother’s knee,
to determine quality of character.
The
thoughts, desires, purposes—every ele
ment of her being that has become active
in her former life, all unite to form the
child's nature; and this with great def
initeness. A trait of the disposition, a
feature, a redundant toe or ﬁnger, has
been engrafted upon a family stock, and
continued for many generations.
Every
individual in respect to bodily confor
mation and mental tendencies,is very
certain to be what the ancestral inﬂuence
We ﬁnd him fair or
has determined.
brown of complexion, tall or short of
stature, spare or corpulent of body, seri
ous or triﬂing in disposition, studious or
\Ve may
superﬁcial in habit of mind.
forecast with tolerable accuracy, from
knowing the parentage, the probable
conditions of mental and corporeal vigor,
the moral proclivities, the peculiarities
of taste, temper and character.
He
redity determines the probable duration
of life, the stature and physical propor
tions, and frequently the mental apti

not come at his supplication torelieve
the over-taxed oxen. “Put your own
shoulder to the wheel,” cried the god;
“it will betime enough for me then.”
We may be assured that however much
nature may hack at Heredity when it
interposes as a superhuman lethargy to
check a proper activity, she will always
tudes.
employ it in all the operations of'life.
The Koran treats of fate—a Kismet
The universal law holds good that like
Thom-bushes
the limits of which may not be over
will produce its like.
Like the old compacts of hu
yield no grapes, and thistles no ﬁgs. The passed.
fathers eat sour grapes and the children’s man beings with the tempter, it is a de
A poet of our own cree written with the blood. The con
teeth are set on edge.
it:
has
expressed
day
ditions include the infant in the inexor
“By blood and brains we are predestinate able sentence.
The Asiatic despot con
Each to his own course: and unaware
siders the children of the felon as alike
therefore
guilty with him, and consigns them to
The heart's blind wish and inmost coun
a common death.
Our jurisprudence in
sellor
this respect may be more benign, but in
man
is
his
own
for
tides;
and
times
Makes
our convictions the many among us are
fate.
hardly less sweeping.
and
star!
Nativity is horoscope
“ It
often appears in a family,” says
One innocent egg encloses song and
Emerson, “as if all the qualities of the
wings:
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were potted in several jars— gard to the nuptial alliances 0f kindred,
quality in each son or and some writers have gone so far as to
daughter of the house, and sometimes the declare them unphysiological and incest
unmixed temperament, the rank, unmit
uous.
We are required by them to be
lieve in the existence and operation of a
igated elixir, the family vice, is drawn
off in a separate
individual, and the moral law upon this subject, which was
others are proportionally relieved. We never known by prophet or patriarch.
sometimes see a change of expression in They overlook the fact that a conjugal
our companion, and say—his father, or relation which would be physiologically
his mother, comes to the windows of his objectionable between persons near of
kin, would be equally so between indi
eyes. and sometimes a remote relative.
In different hours a man represents viduals of similar psychic and bodily
each of several of his ancestors, as if there conditions, who were of different families.
were seven or eight of us rolled up in If this were not so we might presume
that some instinct in nature would be
each man’s skin—seven or eight ances
progenitors
some

ruling

tors at least—and they constitute the
variety of notes for that new piece of
At the corner of
music which his life is.
the street you read the possibility of
each passenger in the facial angle, in
the complexion, in the depth of his eye.
His parentage determines it. ”
This inheritance is exhibited in more
In exam~
than general characteristics.
ples where a father has changed his pur
suits. employments, mode of living, or
even religious belief, the children born
at the different periods have exhibited
analogous diversities of taste and disposi
tion, sometimes almost as great as if
they belonged to other families. The
very moodsas well as mental conditions
are often thus ﬁxed from the ﬁrst dawn
“Thy father
of embryonic existence.
must have been drunk,” said Diogenes
to the silly youth. Indeed, the propen
sity for alcoholic drink, with its peculiar
accompaniments has been known to en
tail itself; thus perpetuating the sins of the
fathers upon the children for genera.
tions, and even extinguishing the lineage
What is more noteworthy,
outright.
the desire for liquor, when not satiated
has been transmitted by a mother, and
excitement of a few
the emotional
has shaped the entire
duration
moments
outline of a child’s nature
Theorists have suggested methods by
which to substract the pernicious elements
humanity.
A mass of
from the sum of
in re
accumulated
literature has been

present and create a mutual repugnance.
The simple fact of kinship, it is therefore
evident, does not constitute any such
source of evil. The experience of the
world, as shown by history is entirely
favorable to such intermarriage.
The
races which have most practiced it ex
hibit no material deterioration of physi
cal stamina, but have generally advanced
in civilization ;while exogamous peoples
are often of a low type and barbarous.
It is a fact, nevertheless, that there ex
ists in the customs of the various
countries an indifference in other res
pects, which is to be deprecated.
More
heed is taken of social usage and eccle
siastical canons than of more vital
considerations.
Some
scruples may
be
entertained
in
regard to race,
family, or personal matters, but few
care to make further inquiry. There ap'
pears to be a total disregard to inherited
idiosyncrasies and their possible trans
mission. Many would scoff at a pro
bride who would attempt to
spective
ascertain such facts, regarding her as
coarse, and without proper delicacy and
maidenly modesty.
A man who should
be tenacious in such respects, they would
mark as unpractical and visionary. What
is usually described as marrying well
relates chieﬂy to wealth and social posi'
tion, but has too little reference to those
matters which are paramount in their im
portance to human welfare.
For examplkcrime can often be traced
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to a source among the progenitors of the
criminal, sometimes to a physical cause,
but more frequently to their moral obli
There are hereditary criminals,
quity.
born of convicts, or oi'ancestry, whose
criminal impulses may have been re
pressed by the law or may have been in
dulged, but without a criminal conviction.
(See
here,

Forum, Vol.

11., p. 263.)

Right

intermarriage produces its most
pernicious results. A nuptial alliance
of such persons or with them, is likely to
be a breeding source for criminals, and
whether their unworthy acts are of a
character that will bring upon them the
condign punishment of law, or of that
“ Society”
more acceptable form tha
tolerates or even applauds, the moral de
generacy is all the same, and the likeli
hood of its transmission to the coming
generation.
Some have proposed to interfere by
law, or equivalent restrictions, toprevent
Very much
the ill-organized relations.
can be pleaded in favor of this severity.
The progeny of shiftless and criminal
parents are always with us, and we are
unable to do them the good which we
might, because of their unfortunate
inheritance.
The multitude of heredi
tary tramps is increasing in proportions
Our prisons
that occasion much alarm.
and poorhouses abound with inmates
whose heritage was of the same charac
ter.
The inordinate use of alcoholic
drinks operates directly to recruit the
army of criminals and paupers. It has
been conclusively shown that our lower
courts are chieﬂy necessary for the pur
resulting from
pose of trying offenses
The sons of the alcohol
this cause.
drinker are tainted in all their blood,
and their imperfect vital inheritance
renders them morally weak in their
behalf, and to prevent others from simi
lar calamity, our Legislatures are be
sieged for statutes to prohibit the trafﬁc

in spirituous liquors.
Doubtless there should be no nuptial

union with individuals thus contamin
ated with imbecility and moral depravity.
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We ought to go farther, and hesitate in
regard to the mating of persons of repug
nant natures.
The dove may not be
wedded to a hawk, nor the eagle to any
reptile or quadruped.
Hybrids of every
sort are in many departures from the
order of the universe.
We have little
toleration for the bat, with its bird-like
wings and mouse’s
body.
Conjugal
alliances between individuals of diverse
blood and temper are very certain to be
proliﬁc of evil and to be incapable of
becoming vholy and sacred.
The proper rule, however, would be
very diﬁicult to lay down or enforce.
Obscure physical
causes
operate to
modify and even to reverse the principles
which we imagine incontrovertible.
The gifted and illustrious are most often
Only the inferior and medi
childless.
ocre are very certain of progeny.
There
exists a curious analogy between human
beings and fruit trees.
The varieties
which are carefully tended will produce
luscious fruit, but only withered and
seeds; while the common
shrunken
stocks that often have but little care
will yield a coarse and superior product,
but the seeds will be large and plump,
and every one of them capable of germi
nating and becoming a thrifty tree.
More than this—occasionally some of the
fruitage itself will excel the rest, and
attain a superior lusciousness, approach
ing and perhaps rivaling the more
favored varieties. Injlike manner, there
are brilliant exceptions in the various
families of plebeian humankind.
Mar
riages which are productive of disorder
and misery to those immediately con
cerned will sometimes bring forth indi
viduals of rare merit and excellence.
Indeed, we can not withhold the humili—
ating acknowledgement that very much
of what is generally regarded as superior
culture and perfection, is really a physi
cal if not also a moral deterioration,
which Wlll. eventually debase the lineage,
and if not recruited by some collateral
intermingling with a family of better
vital stamina, will extinguish it outright.
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This complicates a matter which might
steal, his ‘master
promptly
replied :
“ Aye, and to be
otherwise have been considered plain.
whipped for it.” The
It becomes a serious question, therefore, plea that Heredity is as fate to deter
whether many of those who have been mine character and conduct will always
held in low estimation, and even been be decided in the same way.
socially
When Mahomet was four years old,
proscribed, are not endowed
with qualities of nature and character it is related that the angel Gabriel came
which may not be safely omitted from to him as he was at play with other lit
the sum total of our improved human
tle boys, and taking him aside cut open
ity. We should act therefore prudently
his bosom and wrung out from his heart
and as appears right to us, but difﬁ
the blood which contained the seed of
dently—in full consciousness that our sin. “ How shall a man escape from his
has its limitations, which ancestors 1" asks Emerson ; “ or draw off
knowledge
a superior law and a diviner wisdom from his veins the black drop which he
transcend.
drew from his father’s or his mother’s
The serious defect in the current notion life i'" The philosopher of Concord will
in regard to Heredity comes from the accept no dogma of Heredity as supreme
Behind
scientiﬁc
materialism which pervades above free will and conscience.
every individual, he declares, closes or
it.
Physicaljand physiological consider
ations are uppermost.
We are treated ganization; before him, opens liberty—
the better, the best.
Man is not the au
to surfeit with conjectural
erudition
tomatic representative of his ancestry
about brain-structure, cell development,
and the various corporeal accidents. and the conditions which exist about
No power can make the past
A science, if we must call it so, which him.
other than that it has been ; but every
has no higher source, will never become
It will not cease a floun intelligent effort may be employed with
philosophic.
Its chief deduction reasonable conﬁdence to make the fu
dering in the mire.
will constitute our bodily structure an ture different from what it otherwise
would be. By that effort man becomes
invincible fate which we may not escape
or overcome.
By such reasoning our the creator of his regenerated selfhood.
entire nature can be little else than an He works voluntarily, and if we may
elaborate grouping of chemical elements use the word, supernaturally. By the
and properties, capable of a. precise transforming of his character morally
arithmetical computation, and all moral the direct inﬂuence and casual energy
and spiritual qualities are but the acci also operate to clear oﬂ“ the perversions
dents of molecular arrangements.
The of Heredity and renovate the whole
nature by infusing the higher qualities
fatalism of the Moslem is not more abso
of being itself.
What will thus appear
lute and inexorable.
The common instincts of men repel to the superficial observer as a new crea
such notions.
The moral conviction of tion outright will be known to the clear
the civilized world utterly repudiates sighted witness as the evolution of the
them. We are all of us conscious of the person or more truly himself.
The hu
ability to act as we choose, and of our man inheritance which had seemed be'
if we do wrong. fore to constitute the man in his entirety
blameworthiness
Whatever may be the intensity of the is manifest in its true relation as extra
hereditary impulsion, it does not exoner
neous to the real personality which has
Common
now both subjected and assimilated it.
ate
from responsibility.
In the book entitled Mrs. Herndon’:
sense accepts it only in possible extenu
Income a conspicuous example of this
ation of an offense, but not asan ac
Meg is a woman
‘Vhen the slave of Zeno kind is portrayed.
quittal.
unknown period
had
for
an
him
ancestry
decreed
to
whose
fate
tkht
pleaded

_
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consisted of social outlaws and inveter
and who had herself been
reared under conditions
thoroughly
suited to make her reckless and proﬂi
She became proﬁcient in her les
gate.
swear, lie and steal
sons, and would
with a facility acquired from long and
Beating and threaten
steady practice.
ing were her girlhood's experience.
and without doubt provi
Fortunately,
dentially, for this is a story from actual
occurrences, she had once, during her
immature girlhood, obtained a single
glimpes of abetter wayof living, and had
preserved it in mind during those fearful
years, hoping that somehow there might
be opportunity, even for one like herself,
to escape and rise above the evil life.
Even under temptation and despair she
abandoned;
and
refused to become
ﬁnally after passing through the most
terrible ordeals and perils, she is at
length redeemed from all those evils
and entanglements of early training,
This seems
race, and circumstance.
incredible;
yet every reader wishes
and hopes that it is true. Human
instinctively against
revolts
nature
every dogmatic utterance of hopeless
We never believe in
degradation.
the existence of reprobates except when
we are enfeebled in vital energy and
moral force.
It is not well, however, to regard the
These ex
matter on the one side only.
amples of individuals who have cast off
an inherited mental ataxia and become
They
good and true, are but sporadic.
seem to be sure to prove that ancestral
heritage is by no means so potent as to
constitute an irresistible fatality, com‘
pelling us to virtue or vice as by an iron
Is it not possible, however, and
law.
even likely, that there were impressions
made somewhere in the course of the
nativity, from some source that has
been overlooked ?
This woman, Meg, is represented as
surrounded and involved by all manner
of woful conditions, with all the inher
ited propensities of a depraved and vaga
ate criminals,
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bond race. She could have no salva
tion, except “as by ﬁre." Yet, if she
had been wholly and unqualiﬁedly evil,
she must have been totally and abso
lutely unsusceptible of better inﬂuence,
and that ﬁre would then have effected
her total destruction.
There seems, how—
ever, to have been possible redeeming
traits in her parents.
Her father, bad as
he was, had a certain disposition
for
useful industry, and this she, too, pos
sessed.
She was willing to work, and
though her errors were hard to retrieve,
no woman that will cheerfully do honest
work is ever wholly lost. Meg, too, had
a mother, who is barely mentioned, but
who seems to have been of a stock that
was less restricted. So there were possi
bilities for her, even in the lowest abyss ;
and by the energising of these she was to
outgrow her foul inheritance.
\Voman
like, she anticipated this deliverance
from the aid of a lover’s affection and
a husband's encouragement.
Instead,
however. she encountered the most ter.
rible deception ; yet, in spite of her
despair, she held fast her integrity.
Though “she had been and done noth
ing but evil,” and though fate repeatedly
involved her in seemingly hopeless difﬁ
culty, her terrible trials were her pu rify
ing ﬁre.
She came forth from them
worthy, true and good. She had not
only outgrown her own evil inheritance,
but her boy, who had been tainted still
further from the pernicious infusion of a.
viler fatherhood, was also redeemed.
The Twelve Disciples, it is recorded,
put the question to their Master : “ Who
sinned,this man or his parents, that he
should have been born blind?”
And
‘‘
the answer was :
Neither he nor they l “
An admonition to look deeper than com
mon causality or circumstance.
Ances
tral inﬂuence, and even the personal ex
perience anterior to this mode of exist
ence, may not account for individual
blemish or other peculiarity.
The law
which governs all is intelligence itself.
It transcends the varying conditions of
ﬂesh and blood. It is absolute order
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ﬁtness, and therefore, never opera
tive to perpetuate that which is aberrant
and morbific.
There is no law of evil
anywhere.
Wherever evil appears, it is
only as secondary ; the imperfect form or
else a perversion of the good, having a
subordinate oﬂice and never of perma
nent duration.
It is protean in shape
because it is not a principle of unity.
‘Vhat are called somewhat erroneously
the laws of nature, are constantly oper
ating to remove and repair the perver
sions which have been introduced into
lineages by ill habits, vice and other
accidents.
The principle of life and
health, being positive in all the world of
nature, is active to resist morbid inﬂu
ences in the human body, to neutralize
their results and heal the injuries; nor
does it yield till it has been completely
If this be so, where the
overpowered.
matter comes within the range of our
observation, certainly we may believe in
a more effective energy in that depart
ment of our being, which is beyond
common human exploring.
Very often, that which is manifest to
our purblind vision as evil, may be the
source and matrix of preponderant good.
Even in the matter under consideration,
the offspring of an unhappy nuptial
union may be great, noble and ener
getic. The higher law of our life is
itself always active to this end, and fully
able to relieve usfrom whatever of fatal
ity may exist in heritage and circum
Even though born blind, so to
stance.
speak, it enables a Divine operation to
open our eyes to a world and universe,
which many who are seemingly more
favored, do not descry ; and the debased,
nature, which came to us
corporeal
from our progenitors, it will transform
into the similitude of the more excellent.
“We have come to feel Heredity a fate.
and inevitable as fate,” says Mrs. Hem
don _- "yet her inheritanceisoutgrown."
There seem to be many human beings
of whom it may truly be said, that they
to the measure of men.
do not come up
that prevail among
very diseases
and
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them, the epidemics that thin out their
number, the indiﬂ'erenee and apathy
which they exhibit toward everything
that is not meat or money, are so many
manifestations bf a degraded heredity.
It is the province of the higher soul to
put these conditions into the background
and to make life worth the living by
developing its value. This means more
than theovercoming of evil ; it is no less
than its actual assimilation and its trans
formation into the higher good. The
old geologic nature. which the remoter
past has conferred, its reptilian quali
ties, even its brutal sensualism and
treachery are to be converted into the
higher intellectual and spiritual endow
ments, which belong to us by virtueof
our nobler heritage from the interior
life. For we may count ourselves pos
sessors of a double inheritance—one
from the earth and the other from
“ The soul is a bird,"
heaven.
says the
Hindusage; “it comes in at one win
(low, we know not whence, and ﬂies out
at another, we know not whither."
We shall be wiser when we compre
hend these matters more intelligently,
and adapt our action
accordingly.
Neither men nor nature will be crowded
in the compass of a limited imagination.
If the future, indeed, moulds the past
into its own material and quality, then
much that we regard as useless and even
productive of harm, will be found to be
superlatively useful and necessary. All
vices are but virtues, perverted from
their proper place and function.
It is
not unlikely that more intelligent action
and less arbitrary repression may show
us greater facility for improvement
than our contracted vision apprehends.
Doubtless, the impracticability
which
precludes the elimination of undesirable
from further influence in a
elements
family line, is not unfortunate after all.
There is a Providence, a law of combina
tions, analogous to that of chemistry,
that contemplates as wholesome and
beneﬁcial what we regard as evil and
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“ What God hath cleansed,
pernicious.
not
thou mayst
esteem as common or
unholy."
Heredity is accordingly no arbitrary
power shaping our career nor is it a
Nemesis pursuing us to our doors. We
come into existence as our mothers pro
duced us, our nature freighted with
qualities which had been accumulated
from a long line of ancestry. The Bud
dha says, that the deeds committed in the
prior modes of existence also determine
our present physical condition and ca.
reer. At any rate, every one feels in
stinctively that he did not begin here.
He animates a body with a shape and
contour, which was the property of an
cestors, and in his action and conscious
thinln'ng, they seem often to have incar
nated themselves anew. This Heredity
constitutes the grand work of his career,
but there exists no suﬁicient reason for it
to dominate the rearing of the super
structure.
Fate isitself limited; and the
conditions of nature are not impassable.
“Whoever has had experience of the
declares,
moral sentiment,” Emerson
“ can not choose but believe in unlim
ited deeds.”
Heredity comes to its limits
when the human will exerts its freedom.
The will is free when it casts off the
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bondage of corrupt nature and moral im
This freedom is of necessity
becility.
conditional by intelligence and knowl
An ignorant or ill-cultured man
edge.
is always in subjection to his tempera
ment and physical nature, to his circum
stances, to all who know more and think
more profoundly than he. The truth is
our liberator.
Its engrafting into our
consciousness renders it an essential
principle of our nature.
Powerful as Heredity may be, its dura
tion is circumscribed by the limitation of
corporeal existence. If its dominion is
terminated by the dissolving of the body,
it is also transcended by the higher in
tellect asserting its own supremacy over
the natural and even the physical regions
of our nature. “ We know,” says Paul,
“that if our temporary, earthly house
should be dissolved, we have a perma
nent abode eternal in the heavens, and
we desire not to be divested of it ; but en
dowed—that the mortal may be surpassed
" To the many
by the life.
Heredity, and
with it the corporeal nature, constitutes
an imperious destiny, 9. wall inclosing
them on every side; but the noble and
the intelligent go from the top of that
wall into the complete life.
ALEXANDER WILDER.

—-—M_-—
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number of this magazine a
view of the Grand Canyon of the
Colorado river was given, and some ac
count of the wonderful country through
As yet that
which that river penetrates.
country is by no means well-known to
the pioneer and explorer, and fresh dis
coveries are made by those who have
the boldness to venture into the vast
and rugged wildernm so far from white
settlements. There are families or tribes
of Indians living in many parts that
have rarely seen the face of a white man.
Powell, in his interesting book, speaks
of visiting some of these Indians, and
noting their peculiar customs, which in

ON

THE

COLORADO.

dicate a more nearly primitive state of
mental development than isshown by
any of the American aborigines with
whom we are familiar.
During rain and cold weather these
people live inshelters made of boughs
or bark of the cedar which they strip off
in long shreds.
In that climate most- of
the year is dry and warm, and at such
time they do not carefor shelter.
Clear
ing a small circular space of ground,
they bank it around with brush and
sand, and wallow in it during the day,
and huddle together in a heap at night,
men, women, and children, buckskin,
rags and sand. They wear very little
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clothing,
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not ‘needing

it in the

lovely

climate.

moluitain side gmw wild fruits,
and native grains upon which they
The oose, the fruit of
mainly subsist.
the Yucca, or Spanish bayonet, is rich,
and not unlike the paw-paw of the val
They eat it raw,an(l also
ley of the Ohio.
They gather the fruits
roasted in ashes.
of a cactus plant, which is rich and lus
On the

nuts

cious, and eat them as grapes, or, after
expressing the juice, make the dry pulp
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the coals aglow and the seeds and
The old women are
tray from burning.
very skilful in this work ; they roll the
seeds to one side of the tray as they are
roasted, and the coals to the other ; then
,q'rind the cooked seeds int/0 ﬁne ﬂour,
and make cakes and mush. For a mill
they use a large ﬂat rock, such as is
shown in one corner of the accompany
ing engraving, and another small cylin<
drical one in their hands. They sit on
the ground, hold the rock between the
keep

INDIANS or ‘run COLORADO CANYON.

into cakes, and save them for winter;
while the juice, they drink about the
camp-ﬁres.
They gather the seeds of many plants,
as sunﬂowers, golden-ﬁlls, and grasses.
For this purpose they have large conical
baskets, which hold two or more bmhc‘s.
with a quantity of
Thgv put the
red-hot coals into a willow tray, and l)_\'
tossing them,
rapidly and (IQ-‘($101151)’

ﬁll their cups with seeds,
making a hopper to the mill with their
dusky legs, and grind by pushing thc
There is very lit—
seeds across the rock.
tlc large gamc in the country; but ruli
bits are plentiful, which they shoot with
arrows, and occasionally take with ncts.
In the autumn, when other things, in
*he line of eatables fail, they eat gray
feet and legs,

hoppers.
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THE SINGERS OF THE SOUL.
‘The storehouse of the mind is full of thought,
That never to the halting tongue is taught;
And ﬂoods of song ﬂoat outward on the tide,
‘Then

backward through
softly glide ;

their

While

through the aisles,
steps and slow,

with measured

The

0r

channels

singers of the soul pass to and fro ;
down some sunny slope with twinkling
feet,

Bind fast their ﬂuttering,

ganzy wings, and

then

Ask them to teach their sonnets to thy pen!

In

vain ; we've tried them, and have listened

long
For one wild note of rapture, one sweet song
Mute were the voices we had thought

so

sweet,

And stayed by sadness were those twinkling
feet.

Are dancing to a measure soft and sweet.
Could captive Judah sing her Zion songs
sings a song, ’twould thrill us with
While brooding by the river o'er her wrongs ?
delight,
'Alas! her silent harps the willows graced.
:Could we but catch the metre in its ﬂight ;.
While by the stream her sorrowing children
-One rouses all ambition’s
'One

slumbering ﬁres,
.And ﬁlls us with a thousand mad desires;
Another soothes us with a tender strain,
.And bids the troubled

heart be calm again.

And can we call each singer at our will,
As we would bid the octan’s waves be still?
If it should please them they may dance and

paced.

Their tears were mingled

with Euphrates

tide.
While on their trembling lips the sweet notes
died.

In vain their captors plead for one wild
strain,

For

Or they may pass us by on silent wing.

one sweet song of Zion—plead in vain.
The notes of freedom came notat command;

Oh, who can tell whence come those mystic

Her harps were

sing,

sprites
Bearing their store of sorrows and delights,
Whose mellow voices wake the silent soul,

And through

its gloom

their stirring an

'neath

oppression’s

Sing on. ye voices of the soul, your songs!
We pause to listen and forget our wrongs;
And though we may not grasp the’wildering

thems roll?

strain,

Cans‘t thou not capture

them and bid them

Bay

Whence

silcnt

hand.

they have come, and whither do

Nor catch the measure of the sweet refrain,
Still all our lives are sweetened by those lays,
Our hearts uplifted in a hymn of praise.
ALMEDA cos-ramp.

they stray ?

_-_m<e_—
JACOB

MELTON.

EV. JACOB MELTON

THE

GREAT

is one of

the noted preachers and eccentric

characters of the great Southwest-a
region proliﬁc in the production of such
material, the accounts of whose oddities
are viewed with the eye of increduhty in
East.
the cultured and conventional
Such pictures are generally regarded as
the exaggerated sketehings of the verbal
cartoonist.
The subject of my sketch
ﬁrst parted his eyelids in a log~cabin in
East Tennessee sixty-one years ago by
Before weaning time, he
the watch.

BACKWOODS

PREACHER.

was thrown into an ox wagon, along;
with other household equipments, and
driven toward the setting sun.
Passing
safely the terrors of land, Water, and
swamp fever, the family ﬁnally rested
on the wild, fertile banks of the Ruba
deaux, in South Missouri, where they
drove down stakes and shoved up a
cabin.
There Jacob sprang up and
blossomed into manhood.
There was
much in his early years which prophe
sied future eminence.
He had excellent;
lung power from his earliest sprouting

AND SCIENCE OF HEALTH.
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time, splendid lungs, robust physique,
big head, and great intellectual activity.
He was eager to learn in early youth,
especially when Madam Nature kept
schoolHe was exceedingly alert in all
his movements, especially toward the
maternal in patches, hazel woods, and
He had a wonderful
‘possum thickets.
innate faculty for judging human na
ture, and never missed judgment, es
pecially on his mother, who frequently
threatened to “ beat him to death," but
usually
compromised
by laughing
heartily at the freaks of mischief which
she had vowed to punish with the for
midable “ hickory.” When Jacob was
fourteen years old his father made the
long journey from which he never re
turned Jacob mourned the loss with
all the grief he could command and then
centered on his mother a double affec
tion. “ do love my mother," he would
often say, “and it pleases me so very
much when
hear her tell the clean
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A peddler taught him the letters which
constituted the combination to the grand
safe of knowledge.
He soon learned to
yoke the letters together and make words
with them. The mists of mystery which
surrounded the old family Bible soon
cleared away~~or rather dispersed—the
latter term suiting Jacob better, not be
cause he delighted to ﬂourish big words,
but for the reason that cleared away
wan too miggestiv'e of new ground.
His
faculty for acquiring knowledge

;

was
prodigious-—it especially appeared so to
his mother, who could neither read nor
write, and kept her eyes close in front of
her feet when going the mechanical
round of her household duties.
He I)’
came a close reader so close that then
was little room in his time for pursuits
in which his mother delighted to see him
engaged.
The plow accumulated too
much rust; the roots crept too securely
in the new ground, and the weeds made
too much riot in tho corn-rows; all those
'
truth."
lamentable circumstances were viewcd
A pioneer phrcnologist mamined by Jacob with a provoking air of in
Jacob‘s head—“Firmness, Self-esteem, diﬁ'erence. He would take long walks
Destructiveness, hands, Conscientious
in the wildwood, listening to the talk of
ness,
ears. Combativeues,
Causality,
the winds, the whisperings of the brer ac,
nose, Comparison,
Perceptives, Venera
and the inspiring songs of birds but the
tion, joints, Ideality, Sublimity, Lan
tracing of the corn-rows to and fro, ill‘!
guage, and feet all large. Whata grand cry of the festive crow, or thequick, dull
equipment“ said the phrenologist with thump of the roots against his shins,
enthusiasm. “ You will make the devil furnished
nothing inspiring, nothing
rejoice greatly, or give him immense which satisﬁed the hunger of his mind
trouble in the future, justas you will or the thirst of his son]. A few standard
choose.”
works fell into his hands, and remained
Jacob was an earnest lad, whether he wheretheyfell. Dr. Channingquickencd
was breaking a yoke of calves, or in
his religious faculties, and literalizcd
dulgingin an outburst of anger.
He his mind and heart; Orville Dewey in
was
sometimes exceedingly
profane.
his rich, impressive rhetoric deepened his
Sunday schools were scarce, and roots in Oonscientiousness, nationalized his llll
the new
grmtnd innumerable.
The pulses, and inspired him with a noble
“ II‘ akc,
prophesy of ultimate humanity.
neighbors would often remark,
What an attractive picture, noble and
hung early, a mighty big preacher
shore."
inspiring,
just
almost pathetic, the view of
will be lost,
this
of
a
uncouth,
possession
poor,
in
spelling
backwoods boy, liv
He came
With
he
in
ing
these
ulti
the
reader.
lowest
a
sphere,
grappling with
bookand
mately unlocked the door leading to thclargest destiny, far from the centers
great”- riches, in his opinion, than those of culture, and inspired with no motive
revealed by the magic lamp of Aladdin. save the innate promptings and crying,

I

;

I

is:

J
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irrepressible instincts of his nature 1 He
was seeking light which his surround
ings never had permitted him to behold.
He was longing for a sphere of action
about which he knew nothing except
from the dreams and representations of
The mental heat,
his restless faculties.
the high aspiration, thedaringinquiry of
some remote ancestor, had crept unob—
served through his '_immediate progeni
tors, and now were springing up, blaz
ing out and dominating the mind and
heart of this poor, friendless backwoods
-

boy.
a

s

1r

a

a

Time passed on and took Jacob along.
One day, when twenty-four years and
two days old, he was seated near the
front door of his humble hut, enjoying
a feast of his favorite Channing ; he had
just risen from a feast of pork and sweet
The golden sunshine streamed
potatoes.
“ but
through the leafy sitter of a large
ternut,” fell down in patches and, pieced
with various sloped pieces of shade,
spread out a broad crazy-quilt of light and
Two
shadow in front of the dwelling.
well-fed dogs made semicircles of their
bodies at the foot of the “butternut ;”
and, at brief intervals, varied their doz
ing monotony with quick snaps at the
“June
flies and blundermg
vexing
hugs.” Suddenly atumultuous clatter
in g of hoofs was heard and a few seconds
later, a large, ﬁery horse, which had de
from the highway, bounded
ﬂccted
toward the house, leaped the yard fence
and dumped his master in a bruised
The dozing
heap in front of the door.
dogs sprang up instantly, dropped their
jaws apart, and threw out two resound
ing bellows, and made a quick grab at
Jacob at once
the deposited horseman.
leaped from the but, and sending his
right boot against the ribs of the vicious
animals interrupted their inhospitable
demonstrations. The bruised and stunned
horseman was carried into the cabin and
It was soon as
placed on the best bed.
certained that with the exception of a
strained. wrist, fractured ankle, bruised
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head, and broken "spare rib," that his
The man was ten
injuries were slight.
derl y nursed and convalescence proceed
ed with little interruption.
The stranger
was about sixty years of age and was as
fine a specimen of physical manhood as
nature generally puts on exhibition.
His mental equipments even surpassed
his physical accomplishments.
and as
hissaddle-bags contained a number of
books for which Jacob had long hun
gered, the bond of sympathy between
them was soon welded never to break.
One day, while Jacob sat reading, the
old man lay eyeing him critically for a
long while. Finally, he said : “Jacob,
I see a strong point of resemblance be
tween you and myself—our
heads are
much alike.
But yours is larger than
mine between the cars. You will have
elephantine capacity for goml, oralion's
strength for evil.”
This pleased Jacob
A few moments later the old
greatly.
man said: “There is another point of
resemblance
observe
distinctly.”

I

“XVhat is that?” eagerly inquired
Jacob. “Our No. 9 feet," was the reply.

It was soon learned that they were
uncle and nephew.
He was a brother
whom
acob’s mother
had- not seen
since she was an infant.
am no
akin to you, sister," the old man said
one day.
“There is no resemblance,
whatever between us, no more than be
tween the horse and the giraffe.
Jacob
and I, however, are of the same identi—
cal blood.”
One day, while the uncle and nephew
were strolling in the wood, the former
said, “ We are uncle and nephew, but
want now to establish a still nearer
want us to be brothers
relationship.
in spirit, brothers in Christ.
I came into
this wild country to help drive out
Satan and establish the reign of good. Go
with me as my lieutenant.
am a man
learned in sciences, in languages; but

J

“I

I

I

I

you have a learning which my faculties
could never gather; you have a power
which schools can never give ; can not
even improve.
Go with me."
Here

AND
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was the

opportunity for which all of
Jacob's years of thought and unaided
study had prepared him.
They
start
the
following week.
“Jaoob," said the good mother. when
they were
become of
become of
off and
’tendcd to.

about starting, “what will
the corn-crop?
What will
the hogs?
They will stray
become
wild if they ain't
The red sow an’ her pigs
ain't been up for two weeks, au’”——
“ Don‘t bother us, sister,“
said the old
man, giving her a rollof money. “ We
have other harvests to look after.“
Two hundred dollars quieted the good,
weak mother, and compensated for her
distra in giving up her son.
I‘

i

o

o

0

Jacob was as successful in the hunt
for souls as in youth he had been in his
hunts for ooons and ‘possums.
He once
ploughed the fields successfully; just as
thoroughly as he would now plough
the hearts and soulsof men.
He once
bestowed black eyes on his schoolmates
when occzmion dictated; he would now
encounter Satan, and direct the samo
energy, redoubled by the co-operation of
religious real, in defacing his physiog
nomy.
Everywhere that meetings
were held the young man's eloquence,
enforced by his powerful rnimal organ
imtion, thrilled the people as if they
heard a blast from Gabriel’s trumpet.
Old veterans, who had grown hand and
gray in the long service of Satan, re
nounced their allegiance and rallied to
elevated by the young
the standard
backwoodsman.
Nothing could daunt
his courage, nothing dampen his zeal,
nothing deter either the fervor of his
spirit, or the strength and energy of his
The hard school in
good right arm.
nurtured, prepaied
been
had
which he
him for any encounter, either intellec
tual. spiritual,

or Physlml

While holding a revival

on Dry Fork,
years
several
ago, he
in
the noise of
by
much
disturbed
was
in the
some whiskey-inspired rul‘fians
A mild reprimand
rear of the building,

South Misouri,
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missed
ﬁre.
Finally the ' preacher
halted; a threatening light leaped to lus
eyes.
you fellers don‘t stop in
stantly,” he exclaimed, in a voice of
thunder,
will come back there, and
revolutionize your features until your
parents won’t know you."
A drunkcn
jecr followed.
The preachers two hun
dred and thirty pounds of bone and
muscle became a concentrated cyclone
instantly.
He darted for the young
men like a lion making for its prey.
One who attempted to draw a pistol
was slapped across three benches; the
two others were pitched through the
window, and a fourth was kicked ipto a
drunken, unconscious heap beyond the
The preacher then coolly
door-step.
“There's jest
returned to the pulpit.
lots of the devil‘s cheap strikers,” said
“ who must feel the
he,
weightofa good
big boot before they are capable of feel
ing Divine grace."
At another time, a great, swaggcring,
impudent infidel forced himself in front
of Jacob and began. a violent tirade
against Christ and the apostles, calling
them clmrlatans, liars, cheats and frauds.
Jacob's big list soon damned up the
source whence issued the strcain of
As efforts were being made
blasphemy.
to restore the infidel to consciousness,
he coolly remarked : ‘ ‘ have respect and
sympathy for the lowest geutlclnunly
doubtcr, and for the brutal, ignorant
rullian. I have the only kind of argu
ment he can understand.
I try to make
a. hand in whatever part of the Lord‘s
vineyard I am placed."
The above are only two illustrations of
scores of like adventures.
He is ready
for any work which the occasion fur
nishes.
Disliuguishtxl preachers, lillcd
with astonishment at his eloquence and
power, have asked : “\Nlzy don‘t you
(seek a wider sphere—why not go East to
the large cities?”
“Boston has her
scientific religion," is his reply, “fur
nished by Joseph
Cook and "ﬁlms:
Brooklyn has her literature of grace by
Beecher—all
other
cities
have the

“If

“I

I
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preaching!‘ which their tastes and wants
demand, and the backwoods has aeob.”
\Vhile his mental capacity is universal,
His
his work is nevertheless provincial.
sermons are frequently a solid block of
lordly compressed wisdom. Such max

J

ims as the following ﬂow spontaneously
from his lips:
“Oommonsense is religion and phil
osophy biled down and all the froth
skimmed off.
“ If people would spend as much time
in looking for the good in man as they
do for the evil, how beautiful this old
world would soon be in their eyes. How
it would sweeten our bitter thoughts.

JOURNAL

The millenium would then not be an
unsubstautial dream.
“There is more good than evil in
man. but the latter is always raisin‘ a
big row and callin’ attention to itself.
“ I'd rather be a little, simple beggar
child in the presence of Jesus Christ
than to be Jay Gould.
“The obscure entrance to our good
favor is often our true interests; the
double door is our self-conceit.
“A man who seeks the badges of reli
gion and neglects good works, wrestles
with the devil and gives him under

holts."

M__

IULES
is an original; his
novelty.
Strange to
say Jules Verne, who lived for many
years in Paris, whose books are read
wherever literature is known, has care
fully avoided every opportunity to make
his own personality as popular as his
works.
His writings are so peculiar
that they can not well be compared with
All his
the works of other writers.
books treats. similar class of topics, yet
they never become dull or uninterest
There are always
ing to the reader.
new circles in the inﬁnite regions of
heaven and earth into which we are
initiated; there are new combinations
of powers and elements. new characters
and groups of persons that are put into
activity, and a wealth of imagination,
which introduces us to things of sur
His
prising and magniﬁcent relations.
adventurous travels in story to known
and unknown worlds show an exhaust
knowl
less fund of material—extensive
new
science,
of
old
and
geogra
of
edge
phy, geology, astronomy, mechanism,
mathematics, and modern invention.
Verne studies the material world in the

author

[Apn'l

J. I.

N. JOHNSTON.

‘

VERNE.

show of discovering new facts of chronol
ogy and solving the most dillieult prob
lems.
This evident realism is one side
of his literary character. Next, he vaults
into the inﬁnite, and begins a wild dance
with meteors and nebulae -, there his
phantasy carries him into excesses and
impossibilities; he jumps through ﬂood
and ﬁre, and ﬂies from one point to
another, mixing phenomena confusedly
Jules Verne‘s motive is to
together.
combine the real and known with the
ideal and romantic.
If it is allowable to
speak in paradoxes we say——t.he author
is a modern representative of the phan
tasms of materialism ; his talent txmesses
an extreme dualism, which would erect
upon the resultsof science the logic of
the imposible.
We have heard many of his readers
say, “ he does not teach, he confuses ;"
but those who speak in this manner may
not understand Verne‘s power of ab
straction, or be able to see the bonds be
tween real knowledge
and scientiﬁc
dreams. The more we study his works
the more we are led to admire his bold~
ness and the spirit that animates his beau
tiful realistic fables.
he
The student who
light of its newest investigations;
takes naked facts, analyses and combines reads them should remember that Jules
them; he counts with them; makes a Verne is neither mathematician, nor as

books—a
THIS
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to the Atlantic, a cold globe with the re
mains of organic and human life, or
claim in that di
rection, buta novelist, who knows much s weep in a balloon over the inaccessible
and sprinkles it here and there after the desert and mcphitic swamps of Africa.
manner of an elegant conversationist.
Jules Verne was born at Nantes, Feb
He converses about travels to the ruary 8, 1828; was educated in his na
moon and around the moon, to the tive town, and' subsequently went to
center of the earth, 20,000 miles under Paris to studyfor the legal profession.
the see. around the world, about trips to This became distasteful because a lean
the iceﬁelds of the North and South, and ing toward literature was developed in
the atmosphere of that center of art and
about investigations in thoroughly un
known zones, and dramasin the clouds. culture, and he commenced writing in
For tbise expeditions he has created a the dramatic line. A comedy of his, in

tronomcr, nor
treatises,

an author of scientiﬁc

making no

JULIs

of heroic adventurers, and be
stowed upon them spiritual and bodily
powers of wonderful dimensions which
enable them toendure and overcome
class

everything.
pictures in his
The most effective
books are the representations of celestial,
terrestrial, and maritime scenerics. His
descriptions are always grand ; it is the
same if we wonder with him over the
or if we look into
moon-landscain-s,
with a
that fathomlcss-decp cavern
have]
or
bottom,
its
mighty ocean on

Visasn.

entitled “Les Pailles Rompus"
Contract), was performed
Broken
[The
in 1850.
This was
at the Gymnasium
followed by “Onze Jours de Siege"
(Eleven Days of Siege), that was pro
duced at the Vaudeville, and later sev
eral comic operas found their way from
his pen to the stage, and had a brief
His fume rests mainly upon
notoriety.
his romances, the character of which
has been already considered. The ﬁrst of
these appeared in 1863, under the titleof
“Cinq Scmuiuesen Ballon," (Five \‘Vccks
verse,
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in aBalloon). and it proved so successful
that the author was led to write a num
her of siniilarlxmks, mostof which art-fa
milian' to English readers through trans
“ A Journey to the
lation. For inst-nice,
Center of the Earth," “Twenty Thon
sand League; Under the Seas," “From
the Earth to the Moon," “Around the
\Vorld in Eighty Days." “Dr. Ox's Expe~
rimrnts," “The Mysterious
Island."
“The Survivors of the Chancellor."
“Michael Sh‘ogofi', the Courier 0f the
Czar," “Hector Servudas; or, The Ca
reer of a Comet," etc.
In the portrait the peculiar spirit,
sprightliness and dash of his writings are
noticed at once.
There is the readiness

JOURNAL
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of the mental tempermnent with a gpmd
hocking of the motive and vital. There is
iwreoptive talent with largehingnztqo
and memory.
The head is very large
III the upper temporal region, and at the
sun'- time rises to a good height.
He is
a natural son of art. and must. yield to
of estheties or he
the fzw-inutions
wretched.
The power of imagim'ition
is shown by the development of Identity
and Suhlimity.
He is a hold, pushing,
inquirer, ambitious, and persistent, im
His true ﬁeld
pulsive and impatient.
is in the artistic domain ; whether as p: wt,
painter or writer of imaginative. works
he had startﬁl in life he would
have
shown great ability.

b-r‘»
THE DECAY OF THE

NEGRO

ago. before the life of any
man now living. slavery \vas_in
The very
augnrated in this country.
year the Pilgrims landed in Massiwhu
setts was distinguished by an element in
society now gone out forever—the ser
A
vice of enslaved people in the South.
been
in
all
of
it
has
periods
reproach
But henwforwanl
American history.
slavery is no longer known. There is
no set-vile race in this countrj’.
To this platitudc. all the more signifi
cant for the reason that it can he called
so, we will add the other trite saying
that: the negro element is gone with the
social departure of the colored race from
the homes of the whites—from societyso
called, and is gone apparently forever.
\Ye no longer see slaves prnnunently
attached to households of whites as we
might have seen them thirty yearsngm
\Vith the departure of the negro eh,
ment from society, as regarded in its
home aspect, have gone two or three
of the
1. The inﬂuence
phenomena:

ONG

black race upon children g'rowing‘and
nearly grown; 2. The peculiar trznli~
tions, and I may say superstitions‘ of
upon the facile
the blacks ingrufted
minds of young whites who lived South ;

ELEMENT

IN CIVILIZATION’.

and, 3. The singular religious features
cherished and imported by the black
race.

With

these

religious principles

and views have in like manner gone
the songs of the negroes, their planta
tion melodies, love dittics, home carols.
the peculiar songsnnd chorus style of
minstrelsy, long
prevalent. and yet

lingering amongour Sunday-school mu
sical scm‘es.
These thinqs are, as we say. departing.
The black race is attempting to as‘mnlu
the education and manners of the whites,
and is fast being absorbed in soeietv in
the same way thata spoonful of sag-air is
absorbed in :2 cup of tea—not. to he lost
to the sensibilities, though not min-.1]
further permeating society than to
ﬂavor and modify society relations he
twmn two such divcrsmces
He is-hcre
still, with his tall hat- and his white
wristbands, posing as a minister, work‘
ing as a waiter, educating- himsr-lf in
the colored seminary _-onlyos :r mnlnlto,
really :icromplishingr any serious effect‘.
in solid manners.
This is an anomalous state. The In
dian rrn'iainsim
Indian to the day of
hisdrnth, generation after generation.
He will not. be absorbed into society nor
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Nov.
'

principal called on
1‘HEcess bringing with him
01

one of my largest girls.

before met.

I

-~-oo»
A

3d.

me at re
the mother

\Ve had not

knew by the smirk

he

tried to restrain as he introduced us that
something was unusual in the call. As
soon as the woman was seated beside me
Mrs.
he bowed himself hastily away.
C. has seen some forty years, is of large
stature and with an uncertain expres
I should never
sion of countenance.
trust her honor or truth. Something
tells me intuitively that her life is
She began quite a
thoroughly wrong.
about my not knowing that. I
“ one very wonderful scholar in my

speech
had

I informed
school. a perfect genius.”
her that I should like to know whom it
“ \Vhy it‘s my
might be. She replied.
Mary; Ifhought you didn’f know it."

what is she so gifted?" I asked.
what? How very ignorant you
"Hist be not to have discovered be
fore this‘. \Vhy, she is a great math
ematician, for one thing; her father
spends an hour with her every night
won
over her arithmetic, and it’s
has
he
after
learns
she
how
derful
slate,
the
worked out all the examples on
knew
all off.”
She then repeats them
and
memory
Marv had a retentive
quickly.
very
caught an explanation

"In
“In

I

With him are dying out, as fast as
they can, his type of emotional religion
in white congregations;
his style of
music from popular melodies ; his super
stitious or highly Eastern tone ofthought
from schohuship——felt
tangihly in the
past generations but now destined to
extinction.
The East of the European
Continent——middle Europe itself—has
come to our shores ; it indoctrinates us
with facts; and facts rather than fcel
ings shall be our immediate affection in
the days to come.
The days of emotion
are forever gone.
HENRY CLARK.
fast.

~

TEACIIER’S

DIARY.

“Is it in this particular you consider
her a genius ‘I "
asked.
“ Dear,
no! she is just as bright in
everything else ; her spelling and all her
lessons are just as readily learned ; and
then she is so quick at doing ingenious

I

“ That is
to
encouraging
you," I replied; “ but pupils that are
taught independence in thought become
things.”

by it the best and strongest."

She turned upon me like a viper. “
knew you were no teacher at all—not {it
for my .llary to have, anyway.
won
der the school-board keeps you in so
long; they say you can whiﬂle the
board around by a word."
made no reply. The scholars had by
I was so
this time come in from recess.
taken off my guard by astonishment at
such an unjust charge that I turned
dcudly pale; my assistant came to me
and put her arm around me and led me
It was but for a
to an open window.
moment; then I called the classes as
usual. I kept trying to think how I had
wrongly influenced the school-board,
even while I was giving my best expla
nations, and decided that the charge
I felt insulted
was wholly unfounded.
on my own ground, and without just
cause, and resolved, however I might feel
would treat the visitor
that
about
to her
handsomely and never refer to

I

I

I

it

_-
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take on social habits repugnant to him
and his race.
He dies out. He does
not. savor society,
nor remain distinct
from white people in the midst of white
society. He does not want to be civilized.
The negro does.
He does not want to
affiliate and associate with the white.
The negro would gladly do so.
What we know about the negro there
fore should be discovered now, before
his representatives depart forever.
No
large importation of his kind are likely
to be made from Congo—no pure stock
He is going
to remain unsullied here.

it,

1887.]

cases of failure came up before
Mrs. C. touched my elbow,
visitors.
“ You must excuse her,” she said, “ for
her father was out of town last night,
couldu’t help her."
and
“Children should learn self-depend
ence,”
replied, glad of the opportunity
to enforce a needed lesson to the mother.
“ She does not need help on so simple a
lesson. Look at this long row of boys
I‘ll warrant very few of
and girls.

‘I

I

just such

I

I

them have had help.”
“ They have, bet you."
put the question to the class—how

;

I

I

it

I

I

is

is

it

it

it,

ex
next as if not noticing, to cover
My
all
right.
pecting at last to make
pupils had many times understood that
was not neglect ofduty on their
where
would not be disgrace, but
there
part
kindly help to lift them afterward over
This applied only when
the difficulty.

it

swered, and began the lesson. Questions
were answered readily until it came to
Mary. She, poor child. though usually
Well-posted, blundered sadly. Supposing
it cmbarrasmnent, I passed on to the

if

have visitors, that everybody may see
” Just
what a wonderful girl she is
before
us.
seats
the
then the class occupied
“ \Vhat have they come for,” she asked ;
“ just to listen to what I have to say 't”
“The five minutes are up,” I an

A girl

had asked a sister to pronounce and
deﬁne a word.
“\Vhat a silly teacher you are,” the
visitor put in. “ know better they are
a pack ofliars, just wheedling you."
The boys caught the words and grew
angry enough, but my smile reassured
them and brought no reply.
She left me
to persecute
the primary teacher in a
similar way, after vainly endeavoring to
persuade me to show up her Mattie on
all the interesting occasions.
Miss A. was notso cordial, she returned
her threals of expulsion from the school
by inviting her “visitor just to march out
of the school-room, school-board or no
school-board, and informed her that
when her advice was needed she would
call for it.
saw the rage the teacher
was in when a few minutes afterward
she marched with noisy tread the length
of my room. \Vhen she had learned
how
had been treated, too, she cooled
off and went back to her work. This
v;sit has spoiled two girls for all the rest
of the term
fear. They are impu
dent and untruthful, and perverse gen
Miss A. wont bear
from her
erally.
charge and has given her asevere whip
think the chastisement belongs
ping.
to the mother instead.
have taken
Mary kindly apart—she
naturally a
pretty good girl—and showed her the
nature of the trouble, and hidden her to be
a. good, womanly girl, and not to allow
herself to be spoiled by her mother‘s
mistaken ambition.
It
not right to
punish children for another person‘s
sin, even
bea mother.
L. R. DE WOLF.

M

*

Our ears, so ready, loo. to list
“'ln-n dark rcporls bi-gin.
Could hear sad truths of self. no doubt,
From still, small voice within.
And oh! our lips that help to crush
The lives they still might win.
Have all they well can do. God knows,
To pray for strength within.
a

“I

many had received help on this lesson

But only one hand was raised.

I

I

talk ?" I sent one class to the recita
tion-room and gave mine ﬁve minutes
want
to study—she launched in,
of my Mary's
you, in consideration
talents and her father's being a. mem
ber of the school-board (he was only
to promote her
the hired accountant);
and set her above her mates when you

[April

I

damage. It would he a good discipline
to my naturally hasty temper and give
it a rebuff that might help me in the
So I graciously answered her
future.
further questions, entertained her with
pictures from my desk, and hoped I had
about done with her. But no, she was
gaining fresh courage to hit me again.
“I came in on an errand," she began ;
“cau’t you keep the classes away while
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DECLINE 0F

SCIENCE OF HEALTH

POPULATION

IN RURAL

stated the appearances of
decline,
and having
shown by statistics that these appear
ances are not misleading, it remains to
treat of the cause or causes.
The human race is augmenting. Mas
sachusetts as a State is gaining in inhabi
tanm, and
why should the ,country

IIAVING
such a

They
towns be losing in population?
once outnumbered in residents, the cities;
now, they are outnumbered.
What
changed the balance ?
The causes may be clamiﬂed as the
natural and the moral.
For some forty
years the country has been realizing the
results of a railroad
These
system.
follow the valleys, the banks of streams,
and have their termini in cities and
large places. They have been rivals of
the old town centers, which were usually
built on the hills. Along the line of
these roads new villages have sprung up,
the centers of population.
changing
Manufacturing, where it did not elect to
depend
upon water power, has moved
into or toward the cities.
Immigrants
often prefer the larger place, and where
they can associate with the greatest num
her of their own nation or class.
The
W'est has become a powerful competitor
(and so has Canada), of the New Eng
land farmer in supplying New England
nmrkets. The hills naturally wash and
lose some of their soil.
The ash left
from the burning of the primitive forest
has all been taken up into grains and
The roots of once great trees
grasses.
which held up the turf of lower meadows,
which fed a growth that made pretty
good hay, have all rotted down.
The
ability to hoe, shovel, or do any heavy,
severe work, has perhaps depreciated.
The disposition certainly has. It would
be easy to state other natural causes and
to specify in details, as to how they had
all operated to cause large places to be
come larger, making thinner at the same
a 59,; AWL and
ticles l and 2.
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time the residences of the hill, and the
smaller towns.
Several papers have kindly noticed the
series I am writing; among them The
New England Farmer, of September 18,
1886, has an article so piquant and in
structive, that
feel justiﬁed in bring
ing into it my own discussion :
“ The storyof the shield with two
sides,
over which an antiquated dispute arose,
is frequently suggested
by evenLs in
modern life. The latest reminder of it is
in the last Homestead, which boxes the
ears of Dr. Blackwell for saying:

I

‘

Our farm-houses are falling into de
cay, our cultivated ﬁelds are abandoned,
our pastures are growing up in thickets.
Farms can be bought for less than the
cost of their stone walls.
All over our
breezy bills, from Martha's Vineyard to
Berkshire, our vigorous, intelligent Yan
kee yeomanry are melting away like
winter snowdrifts.‘
" The paper quotes census statistics to
prove that the value of the farms and
farm buildings in New England is in~
creasing, and advises the venerable doc
for to post himself on the subject he is
talking about, before he undertakes to
run down New England agriculture.
“ Now it is an
indisputable fact that in
some sections of New England the facts
are very much as Dr. Blackwell states.
The writer of this has taken many drives
with older persons among the most on
chanting scenery, the most fascinating
hills and valleys, and has been shown
great numbers of old ‘cellar-holes,’ and
schoolhouses unoccupied or with only a
few scholars, where ‘there used to be
from forty to sixty every winter when
was a boy.’
Fields of young pines are
also pointed out where ‘ I used to drive
oxen to plough ‘when a boy,’ or where
the former owner used to cut an annual
crop of hay. A recent magazine article
written by Rev. L. Holmes, of Charlton,
Muss, says;
‘_Wliether the pastor, the sportsman,

I
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the physician, or anyone else is walking
or driving about in one of these towns,
he is constantly meeting clumps of trees
that once manifestly surrounded a house,
walls and pieces of fence that quietly
bear the same tender testimony, entire
excavations or partly-filled portions, or
a piece of wall still standing ; in respect
to all of which the exclamation is made,
The ob
“Another old cellar-hole!"
server can see ungainly stretches, un
sightly distances between houses, young
forest trees growing on old furrows closed
roads and others yet barely open, almost
grown over. Although the primitive
woods are gone, the tall trees leveled, a
kind of scrubby growth is spreading
wider and wider.‘
‘A middle-aged man may remember
when, in his town, at the center, per
chance, there was, for those days, a large
The landlord
hotel.
respectable

and

could afford to provide amply for man
and beast for election days, for weddings,
for sojourncrs, for parties, and the
Teach
coming of the thundering stage.
ms were examined there, caucuses held,
and sometimes the ordaining council
met at that place. The public house
in many
has departed, or dwindled,
cases, into a little miserable, rum~selling

For the four or six horses, a
creaking wagon drawn by one horse
suﬁices to carry the mail bags and pas
stand.

senger, should there be one.‘
“ But turn the shield. What says the
other side i The census shows that New
England agriculture is prosperous on
The number of farms in
the whole.
twenty years has increased 3,200 and the
The
value has increased $104,500,000.
tons,
200,000
increased
hay crop has
the potato crop a million and a quarter
of bushels, and the amount of butter
Market gardening
18,000.000 pounds.
has wonderfully developed through the
springing up and prosperity of thou
sands of manufacturing villages.
“ These contradictions are explained,
partly due to the wonderful advance in
labor-saving machines, -by which one

[April

man can do as much as ten could for
merly, and partly to the more scientiﬁc
methods which lead to more intense
cultivation of smaller tracts. Dr. Loring
says:
‘
The decadence of New England farm
ing, therefore, means that the farmers
of these six States have learned their
business and understand what land to oc
cupy, and what land to cultivate, and
what toaloandon and avoid.
And while
they have left their remote hillside
homes for acres lying near the large
towns and cities, they have by no means
proclaimed that the earth has ceased to
make a liberal return to the industrious
and judicious husbandman
in New

England.’
“ The

villages have grown larger at the
expense of many hill towns and places
remote from railroads, which are indis
putably on the retrograde.
The half
truth, however, is as misleading as the
falsehood.
See both sides of the shield
and know the whole truth.”
Massachusetts has been comparatively
becoming more and more a manufactur
It seems, that in twenty years
ing State.
the number of farms has increased only
3,200, which would amount to only an
average of 160 per year.
It is admitted
that people have “left their remote hill
side homes.”
The editor of the Farmer
“ It is an
says:
indisputable fact that
in some sections of New England the
facts are very much as Dr. Blackwell
states.”
And further on, “The villages
have grown larger at the expense of
many hill towns and places remote from
railroads, which are indisputably on the
WVe
will remember his
retrograde."
amiable and classic suggestion so well
placed concerning the shield, yet turn
ing it to see both sides we do not dis~
cover that he or Dr. Loring alter the
have been obliged to take,
dismal view
“of many hill towns,“ or any ﬁgures

I

in Article 2.
2. Now I approach the closing part
of my work. and more unwelcome than
In mere de
any preceding portion.
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scriptions of what appears to be fact, in unforgiving. sullen, queer, whatever
arithmetical
let it
proofs, in setting down the accusation or insinuation,
natural forces. we are not summoned to be investigated.
admitted as far as
‘When we enter the moral true, if true at all. and the rest resented.
criticise.
real m, we may be obliged to say matters We must not need to have people come
might have been better had human
from the city to tell us how pleasing
agency been employed at its best. Still,
are our landscapes, hov: salubrious our
it is here we can do good, or. at least.
atmosphere. how pure is country milk,
manifest our affection and interest, the how desirable are fresh vegetables. how
intensity of our desire to be useful. We roomy the houses; of the native lovel iness
will study brevity.
of the daughter, the manly ﬁgure of the
\Vith the first change in the flow of son. We will know these things our
\Ve will
selves and appreciate them.
population. why should not the suffering
towns have excited themselves to coun
welcome boarders to unoccupied rooms,
teract? Cities endeavor to make them
and see that the matron of the country
They extend side— house has help enough. \Ve will patro
selves
attractive.
walks. dig sewers, erect lamps, lay out nize the local paper, the teacher of music,
parks. pave streets. patronize art. found the reading circle, village improvement:
('Ollstt‘llct a swimming pool for boys. one
asylums and hospitals. inaugurate mag
niﬁcent supplies of water, and do many for girls: arrange grottoes in groves, put
other things to serve and content the handsome boats into ponds. build a good
present inhabitants, increase fame and town-hall, invite lectures. and live full.
attract persons to come and dwell among rounded. commanding lives.
If any one, any son of the town re
them.
The large villages, as far as
"isils it, to see what memorial he may
they can, do likewise.
Behold these emaciated towns. They rear, what remembrance bestow, he is to
be warmly greeted,
frankly honored.
have intelligent and every way worthy
citizens among them, possessing local Variety farming for these towns, the
greatest variety feasible.
Everything is
patriotism and every virtue. deploring
to be raised that will grow in the eli
the desolation spreading around them,
Farming, gardening. ﬂower cul
who certainly are not included in any mate.
deserved general censure.
Nor are any ture, all kinds of grain, earlier growths,
later growths; cattle,
held responsible by my reasoning for
swine,
sheep,
“'hen we have done goats. and even donkeys shall receive
impossibilities.
Let us grow
what we can we may nobly rest; not ‘the mcst fostering care.
believe a greater and still Wood. flax and hemp ; put every old pas
before.
greater number will have eyes opened ture on its best behavior. each swamp
and hearts warmed to regloril' y the dear and muck hole. A farmer should live
old towns, now shrunk and shrinking. almost entirely front his own farm in
Such a work would indirectly beneﬁt stead of the grocery store and apothecary
the large towns or cities.
His wife need not be extremely
shop.
These 142 towns need to be aroused to anxious concerning the newest thing in
remove any taint of a bad name that. millinery.
may rest at all upon any of them.
I have known a man come froma
If
accused of being penurious, or slow or
lower to a higher town for rest and
dull, or quarrelsome, or obstinate; of health, and because the land was cheap,
cultivating inﬁdelity‘ and irreligion; of and after finding
how Sunday was
vexing teachers. annoying and starving
passed, how rum was sold, how odd and
murmuring against faithful falsely independent some chose. to render
ministers,
town officers, neglecting the beautiful ; of themselves. gather his family about him
seeming too reticent. or squeamish, or
and ﬂee back. much faster than Lot
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Persons who
went out of Sodom.
drudge, drudge for money. are not likely
to become very rich, or to enjoy what
Persons who can not over
they have.
look a misstep in another, forgive an un
fortunate debtor or be animated only at
another‘s expense, have not all the de
velopment they are capable of. Develop
ment, unfolding,
reaching and rising
toward perfection are the greatest affairs
in country or city.
The farmer who would deny his family
a team to attend church or singing
school, is not so near the kingdom of
The farmer
heaven as he ought tobe.
who makes the care of stock a constant
excuse for not going where he is needed,
while he is seen to be able to leave home
when he pleases, is teaching others to
The husband
render false excuses.
man in quite comfortable circumstances
who will not give more than ten dollars
a year for religion and all other general
is not so public-spirited as he
causes,
The owner of a farm who
might be.
takes advantage of his independence to
is discouraging
be intractable,
good
society. If the possessors of real estate
in hill towns want property to rise,
want new comers, let them advertise as
they do in the West and Southwest ;
then hail those that come.
A town can
afford asmall park just as well as a city
can a common, or Uncle Sam a Yellow
stone.
WVhei-e nature has done so much,v
why should man be niggardly? ‘Why
should not farmers‘ children have ponies
to ride 2
Is the country, the special place where
birds sing, where the sweetest odors
ﬂoat, to be solemn, strange, unsocial?
The open sun-risings and sunsets are en
Admire them, 0 ye children
trancing.
of the soil l Lift up your eyes at night
to the unobstructed heavens.
Consider
yourselves collegians, students inevitably
of botany, mineralogy, poetry, scientists,
Talk enthusiastically of
art-students.
the loveliness of childhood, the beauty
of woman, the ideals of youth, the worth
of man, the lessons of history.
Organ
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your neighborhoods into circles of
attraction.
Ye dwell among the
head-springs of society. Beautify them.
With you arise the rills which feed the
cities.
Let them be clear and brilliant.
Put away excessive, relentless toil as a
kind of blasphemy. It doth not enrich.
Fathers on the hills! If any of you
have minds so deﬁcient in spirituality as
to tend to atheism, I implore you not to
whisper fundamental
(loubls to your
ize

endless

sons.

Cultivate

faith,

hope, cheerful

Find out all the advantages of
your situation. Exert yourselves to de
tain, employ and charm the oncoming
generation, to win back the absconding,
to render your clear heights the holy
ness.

places of delight to which abundance
shall retire, where crowned success shall
surely spend its last days, travelers love
to saunter. philosophers walk, and the
denizens of cities make the whole sum
mer pilgrimage.
Save choice produc
tions for yourselves, your guests, and
the home market; but of self-respect let
it be no longer said, one must go to the
city to get the best from the country.
Humbly and truly glorify yourselves,
your schools, your churches, your bless
ings, your advantages, and ye shall be
Look after the health of your
gloriﬁed.
girls, conspire that they be suitably
married, exalt home, honor mother
hood; make not thy son a mere pack
horse.
See that he may grow up a
gentleman.
He may apprehend both
work and manners. He and his father
should know how to assist in the house,
as well as on the farm.
Have all the
papers and magazines and books you
need.
They do not tend to poverty. To
raise the nicest stock is important, but to
rear perfect men and women is sublime.
L. HOLMES.

—M_

._-. .- . t _

One reality is worth a score of expec
tations. Daily hopes that, fgnisfaluus
like, elude, are confusing and often on
tice us in false directions.
Followir. in
the steady light of a lesser star affoi s a.
fuller degree of satisfaction than all bril
liant will~o‘-the—wisp journeys.
Mrs. Oberholtzer.
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new buildings, and if you mentioned it
to them~ to the trustees, or to the teach
crs. they would point to the windows
and consider that a suflicient answer to
any criticism you might make as to
In those days—is it much
ventilation.
better now ?—if you entered one of the
public schoolhouses at, say, ten o‘clock
in the morning, especially of a still,
dull day, you would immediately be met

at the outside door and on the stairway,
by as much pestilent atmosphere as you
would be able to withstand, and if this
were the case outside, what was it inside
where teachers and scholars were at
Work, and where they must necessarily
spend seven or eight hours out of twenty
four? In all the schools it was the cus
tom then—is it now ?——for the scholars to
sit in the schoplroom at noon and eat
their lunch before going down to the
tried inef
playground for a romp.
the teach
to
get
fectuall y in many cases
to
to their
go
scholars
ers to allow their
to
throw
an
opportunity
play—give them
and
get
lungs
their
from
air
off the foul
eating
oxygen—before
of
supply
a fresh
lunch; but the teachers were afraid of

I

interfering with their customary practice
or were afraid their patrons would ﬁnd
fault with them. I ﬁnally persuaded
one lady teacher, a, little more independ
ent than the rest, to try the experiment
with her highest class—for one day only
—-and after promising- sevcral times to
do it and neglecting it, she ﬁnally tried
it and a revolution was wrought in the
old practice in that school- I visited the
school a few days after and immediately

the girls‘ faces in
on my entrance,
that class, as well as the teacher's, were
illuminated
with a welcoming smile.
Taking my seat on the platform the
teacher came up to thank me in llCI' own
name and on the part of her class for
the lesson I had taught them ; HllK.‘ said
the girls were delighted with the vhunge.
that they enjoyed their lunches now as
they never had before and that they all
felt very grateful to me for making‘ the
She also said she was so
suggestion.
well-pleased with it that she was gradu
ally adopting it for all her classes.
was in hopes the seed sown there might
generate and bear fruit in other schools,

I

but has it i’
And in the evening schools,
seen thirty and forty men and
packed like herrings in :1. small
room, all in their work clothes,

I

have
boys
class

more
or less dirty. and all breathing over
again the stuﬂ’ they were exlinling from
It
each other‘s lungs—rank poison.
was a. question with me whether the
price they were paying for the little
knowledge which they would acquire
under such circumstances was not more
than it was worth.
In one of the bank parlors of the city
was once talking with the president on
this subject, and the cashier, who was
writing at his desk, jumped up and said,
“ Now know what is the matter with
am sending them to a pri
my boys.
vate school kept by aclergyman who has
The
some eight or ten boys in all.
school room is a back parlor in a. house

I

I

I

on a. twenty foot lot, and—necessarily
where the boys
small—with a stove in
are kept from nine in the morning till
When my boys
three in the afternoon.
come home, they look pale, have no up
petite, complain of headache and some
times have an attack of vomiting before
they seem to get any relief, and now

I

I

was for a
time a school—officer in the city of
New York and having been a sort of
endeavored
student of sanitary matters,
to
upon the
things
impress
other
among
teachers the importance of fresh air in
their schoolrooms and its effect on the
health of their scholars. The architect
of the schoolhouses did not then con
sider the subject of ventilation in their

years ago

it,

OME forty

5'03

know the reason."
there.

think.

Burlington, N.

I
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do you consider the most
eyes T‘ was asked of
an old gentleman who is known for his
study of human nature.
beautiful
“THAT

“ Well, they‘re very scarcef’

said

the

old gentleman, letting his eyes wander
over the half-dozen faces before him.
“ Not one here has got the ideal eye.
It‘s a perfect violet or a velvet brown, as
Violet eyes
soft and gentle as a. doe’s.
don’t mean deep blue
are very rare.
Babies
eyes, but genuine purple eyes.
have them sometimes, but I‘ve seen only
one or two women with them, and never
They denote too perfect a char
a man.

I

acter for that—gentleness, intelligence,
'Ihese
devotion and boundless faith.
virtues aren’t often found in one person.
“Brown eyes? Yes, they are plenti
ful, and physically, perhaps, the most
I think
beautiful eyes in the world.
they come next to violet eyes when they
are light enough to read feeling in them.
They
Dark brown eyes are too deep.
seldom mirror the heart feelings, but are
ﬁne to look at."
“Gray eyes are the most common in
the world; so what in general do they
characterize in the opinion of the eye
ologist ?" asked a youth with a pair of
blue-gray eyes.
" \Yell, there are a hundred different
kind of gray eyes, you know," said the
old gentleman,
“Yours are one kind
and mine another.
People haven't be

IS

LIFE

“ Is life worth living 2" Ask of him
\Vho toils both d y and night
To make a little home for those
So dear unto his sight.

“ Is life worth living?"
Ask of her
Who, crowned with widow's weeds
Doth ﬁnd snpremest happiness
In kind and noble deeds.

[April

EYES.

0F

come advanced enough to have more
than four or live colors to apply to eyes ;
so anythat are not blue, or black, or
brown, or hazel, are called gray.
You
seldom see a real stupid person with
gray eyes ; but the genuine gray~—tl1ut
is always found- among highly intellec
tual people.
Steel-gray eyes with large
pupils denote intense feeling ; blue-gray
eyes are generally among people with
kindly hearts. You neverﬁnd :1 real
mean spirit behind a. pair of blue~gray
eyes.

“ I’ve made a study of real blue eyes,"
“ They denote quickness
he continued.
of thought, and generally line physical
development, when they are large and
About ninetenths of our on
bright.
gineers, railroad brakemen, light-house

and army
many others
selected
for physical perfection, have
Very few blue-eyed people
blue eyes.
are color-blind or near-sighted.
“Hazel eyes denote musical ability
and grace of person. They are very
pretty eyes, too, and then there are real
green eyes. They are not so scarce as is
generally supposed. but I haven't made
a close study of them, or of yellow eyes
either. I hear the latter are very fash
shouldn‘t
ionable, but
imagine a
person would have a nice
ycllo\\'-e_ved
disposition." because they are more or
lCSt-i indicative of bald-head.
policomen.

keepers,

and

navy

otiicr-rs.

cadets,

and

I

WORTH

LIVING.

" Is life worth living 1'“ Ask again
Of those whose highest him
Is to assist tin-ll‘ fellow man.
Without one lhoughl of fame.

" is life

worth living'."

Ah. dear frii nil!
p'ople tell :
A better quotation far is this—
" Is life worth living well ?"
Let

‘.hvse good
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ANIMAL MAGNETISM

AS
“
hypnotism,"
DO not. like the term
I will
and hence use the old name.
relate an experience in my own family,
in which this marvellous force, used for
a holy purpose, with faith in its whole
somenes, all in the strong tide of mater
nal atfection, worked its wonderful cili
Here, let me say, that inasmuch
ciency.
as it is a power for good, it is doubtless
also a power for evil when exercised for
an evil purpose. Simple-hearted Fred
erika Bremer, in her story of Nina,
makes the strong, observant Edna de
tect an evil exercise of the kind upon the
gentle, innocent Nina, and she drives
the guilty, traitorous man from her pres
Hundreds
ence as a reptile that he was.
of impressionable girls succumb to an in
ﬂuence they are powerless to resist.
My son Alvin, something like twelve
years old, was rejoicing in the din of
powder, so dear to the boy on the Fourth
He had made what he designed
of July.
for a burning mountain of wet powder,
and having applied a match to ignite it
without effect, he poured dry powder
from a ﬂask he held in his hand. but
some little spark was latent in the heap,
which exploded, and ignited the ﬂask as
we“,
The result was terrible, and the
I lifted
ham] was dreadfully shattered.
the bed, and while wait
him upon
ing for a
hood,

physician in

cast aside

all my

the

neighbor
selﬁsm

distressed

A
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(‘URATIVE

FORCE.

make the magnetic
Soon Dr. Livingston appeared,
“ I
and examined the hand.
must re
move one, if not two of the ﬁngers," he
“ No—-no, doctor,” I cried,
said.
“don’t
do it; splinter them up, they can be saved;
proceeded

to

passes.

I

am sure they can.”
The doctor, examined the patient, eyes
and pulse, and asked, “ Is he asleep ?"
“ Oh, yes, he will not cry or move; do
not fear."
“ Can you
keep him as he is T‘
“ Certainly, all his pain is soothed as
you see."
to dress the
The doctor, proceeded
wounded hand, more than once com
menting on his apparent freedom from
pain, and with tender thoughtfulness
helped me put him into bed.
I prepared myself for long nights of
The weather was very hot,
watching.
and the good,f:iithful doctor, by his gentle,
unremitting attention, suggested a fear
of the worst.
I never left the poor boy,
I soothed the rest
not even an hour.
lCSSlless of pain and fever, by repeating
the magnetic power which never failed
of their effect.
The tips of the ﬁngers
were just visible under the bandages,
and I resorted to a. process of my own to
avoid gangrene, by many times in an
hour touching them with a solution of
At ﬁrst my heart sank
salt and vinegar.

within

me to see them black and puffed,

THE PHRENOLOGIC‘AL
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it

if

it

it,

a

My heart has ached to see a. child
in the face, under
screaming—purple
the ill-magnetic nervousness of
mother
who had not learned this divine procem.
Many and many a time has such a mother
“ Just
brought her child to me, saying,
and
will be
lay your hand upon
still,” and assuredly
would settle down
to infantile sweetness.
Mothers do not half understand the
full functions of maternity,
they do
not spontaneously resort to this healing
A gentle pressure over the
process.
eyes, a soft, warm hand passed down
the spinal column, the little foot or
hand tenderly held are of magic power.
Often what
called “temper," a vio
lent and unnatural shrieking about
little hindrances may be allayed by this
almost marvellous force, and thus the
child be saved from many an after
year of violence.
Every person has more or less of this
magnetism—not always wholesome in
kind; and much of the experience
in households may be traced to the
good or ill magnetic quality of its in
mates; hence, the propriety of separate
beds, and the reasons why some persons,
can never be together without a quarrel.
Many of the charges of sorcery and
Witchcraft may be traced to this, at the
time, unknown element. Pitiful as the
history of the Salem witchcraft
was
not all fraud, nor all a delusion: the
unhappy Paris children, bred in the
gloom of
pathless wilderness, were
without doubt most sensitive to what
seemed malignant
influence to them,
and in the presence of certain persons
feltas
pins and needles were being
thrust into them.
am sensitive in the
same way; but fortunately have been
able to master it.
Mrs. Horace Greeley,
who held conventional rules in con‘
it

is

I

is

I

I

is

is

:

I

it,

I

pose.

is
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Much of the dis
this simple process.
cordant and tiresome experiences of the
nursery may be made to give way to
this healing process, provided the mother
has the self-control requisite for the pur

a

but at length this grew to be less apparent.
In all my care and watching I was
faithfully attended by my good, devoted
Bridget, who could hardly be persuaded
to leave me to my anxious watching.
Ah! there is nothing ﬁner or sweeter
than an Irish heart. No sacriﬁce is too
great to be made where its atfectzions are
enlisted.
One night Alvin was more restless
than ordinary, his head burning hot, and
his throat dry from thirst, and the feet
grew cold. Bridget seeing this took them
iniher warm, generous, Irish hands while
soothed him with magnetism, when, to
my utter horror, in that dark midnight, I
saw her fall upon the ﬂoor in strong
I made no outcry, but
convulsions.
simply laid my hand upon her head, and
with impulsive prayers to God, and ten
der words to her, soon saw her open her
eyes, and recover.
‘We are wonderfully and mysteriously
made.
After long, long effort, of days
if not weeks, the black tips of the wound
ed ﬁngers put on a faint tinge of red—
and the discolored blood escaped by the
bandages. This was followed by the
first signs of amendment.
shall never forget the pleasure the
doctor evinced, as the case tended to re
covery, and his joy when, upon remov—
ing:the bandage, the hand, presented little
blemish—no stiffness of joint, or loss of
function.
Then comes of course, a bill for such
faithful, tender service, which bill was
named
never presented ; and when
the reply was in character with the pre
ceding goodness
no bill, madam—I have
“There
This
the ﬁrst exhibi
been learning.
ever witnessed,
tion of magnetic force
and
am more than repaid.”
a. help and bless
This subtle force
ing to every rightly constituted mother.
A child, restless from teething may be
to sleep by it—and in its un
soothed
conscious struggle for life, and growth
and comfort, many a period of irritation
involved, which may be banished by
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was known more than once to
spring from her seat and take one the
opposite site of the room, exclaiming as
“ can’t sit near you-—-your
she did so,
sphere is disagreeable to me."
\Vomen of large brain are apt to be
suspected of a. malign power, by their
weaker and more superstitious neigh
bors.
It is well-known that some per
sons go out of the body, as it were, and
become visible to persons at a distance ;
and so well-established is this fact. that
a theory of a stellar body has gained
ground.
am strongly leaning
to
ward what is known as spiritualism,
and but for a. certain cowardice and rev
erenee should give some considerable
timeto it.
It may be that those of a
decided magnetic organization are gift
“
ed, also, with the power of
discussing

tempt,

I

I

spirits.”
Not long since, after going to my
room, locking the door as usual, I saw
one of my sons, whom I had left read
ing in a room below, enter my room, and
turn to the open door leading to the
room in which his daughters slept.

“They

are asleep---and D. is better,"
said, supposing he was uneasy at
a slight indisposition of the latter. He
made no reply, but went across the
room and looked out of the window.
Surprised at this silence I jumped out
of bed, and laid my hand on his arm.
There was nothing tangible there.
Going to the hall the door was locked.
Then I went down the stairs to ﬁnd
had left him early in
him reading as

I

I

the evening.

This is not an unusual experience, I
apprehend; and the appearance of this
Simulacrum or stellar body may have
given rise to many a tragedy of sorcery

and witchcraft.

well-known that Kepler, in the
of his profound studies and discov
using all the
cries, was for seven years
inﬂuence which his character and his
to save
great learning commanded
‘his
bemg
mother
endowed
noblv
from
as awiteh.
Great
bum'ed at the stake
It

midst

is
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intellect has its magnetism—as witness
the power of Iago over the credulous
Moor; and again that of the cruel

Philip II. over poor, sinister,
Mary of England.

wicked

Some persons have so strong and
sullen a magnetism of the earth earthly,
that they gather the atoms of earth
about them and "walk” when they
ought to be quietly sleeping in their
graves. Now such persons are strongly
magnetic—but
not of a wholesome
kind.
let those of an ill~regulated
life and strong passions forbear to use
this Divine force of magnetism—and
those who possess this power accept it

with reverence, if not with a holy fear ;
for they do, for the time being, absorb
the soul of another into themselves;
they hold the issues of life in abeyance,
and are as it were, gods.

What newspaper reporters and infe
rior novelists dignify with the name of
love, is nothing less than this animal
force misdirected.
W'ere my subjectone
to justify a moral,
would warn my sex
against an inﬂuence which may be Di—
vine and may be devilish.
ELIZABETH OAKES SMITH.

I

~

N

or Busnssss. —
British Medical Journal a con

THE Immm'rmos

In

the

tributor, Mr. Snell, gives the result of
certain investigations
undertaken
to
ascertain the inﬂuence upon offspring
of the marriage of blind people. In
every instance, to inquiries as to sight
and
the formation
of
the
eyes
of the children, he was assured that
the vision was perfect and the ocular
condition normal.
A similar answer
was returned to questions respect-ing
The
hearing and bodily deformities.
latter were absent and hearing
was
always stated to be good.
These results are somewhat at vari
ance with those recorded by other ob
servers. Magnus investigated fourteen
instances of married couples in whom
one or both were born blind, or became
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blind at an early age, and found that,
of
out of thirty-four children begotten

marriages eight, 23.5 per cent.,
were either blind or weak sighted. He
mentions, moreover, that a man who
had lost his sight by inﬂammation imme
diately after birth, had two children af

these

Fuchs
fected with undeveloped eyes.
a
with
states that he was acquainted
atrophy
physician who had congenital
of the right eye, and whose father had
when a
lost an eye by irido-cyclitis
He

child.

says, also, that the connec

tion of the eye-disease between father
and child is indubitable, for Deutchmann
obtained analogous results in hi ex
perimems on animals.
form
The author gives in tabular
families,
various
the facts regarding the
in
sixteen in number, in which his
the
that
admits
He
quiries were made.
numbers are too small to be anything
than an instalment to an interesting
else

escape

portion of births.
managers of blind

[April

to
the workers are very much
that,
notwithstanding
wedlock, and this
in consequence of the small wages they
can earn, marriage is much discour
aged.

01’ these couples who were both blind,
after excluding the recently married,
there are three, and only one has chil
dren (two). One young man has had
two blind wives, and neither has borne
children to live; triplets by the ﬁrst
birth.
after
immediately
wife died
wives,
with
sighted
men
ten
There are
one whose wife had
and, excluding
ceased to bear children before his blind
ness came on, there are left nine with
twenty-six children between them, or
Adding to
less than three per family.
blind
couples
this number the three
with two children, there are a total of

twelve, with twenty-eight children, or
two and one-third per family. It would
almost seem, therefore, that, though

W

Another point will hardly
notice, and that is the small pro

inquiry.

JOURNAL

The experience of
is that
institutions

prone to marry, such marriages are less
Farr placed the
than usually fruitful.
number of children per wife in Eng
land at 5.2.

CANCER.

uterus are usually the seat of disease,
while in men the mouth, lips, stomach,
and liver are more often subject to it
think, we
Here,
than other organs.
us to
that
may
guide
a
suggestion
have
a true solution of the origin of cancer
in most cases. Whatever in the life and
state
habits of a person contributes to perma
condu—
company the disease, would be
nent inﬂammation in a part may, with
cases.
cive to its cure in very many
favoring conditions of place, employ
are disposed to consider
Physiologists
ment, surroundings, produce the malig
all
like
cancer an obscure affection, and
nant cell or neoplasm that slowly or
obscure affections, if treated at all, the
it rapidly converts healthy tissue into foul
procedure must be thorough; hence
and poisonous substance.
is that many of the most eminent look
Causes—Among the exciting causes
to surgery as affording the best means
of cancer there may be enumerated a
of treatment.
invaded low condition of the bodily functions ;
The parts most frequently
mucous with its accompaniment of a. poor cir
are the secreting glands and
diet, pas
surfaces;
in women the breast and culation, a poor. innutritious

T

this disease is

popular dread of
and I
sufliciently well-founded,
medical
a
as
it
am far from regarding
a proper
bu gbear ; yet it seems to me that
precau
such
and
nature,
view of its
constitutional
the
to
tions as are adapted
ac
that is supposed to precede and

HE

I
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the physician to
or
of
carelessness
day are the results
An
sufferer.
the
of
neglect on the part
injury to a soft part, like the female
has been received, and even the

breast7

treatment has not been thought
necwv; a local inﬂammation has
m exist for months and
been pelirnjtted
little incon
and because it gave
.
.vears.
scarcely any attention was
simplest

venience.

it

a

is

it is

a

is

ﬁ

examination of the diseased tissues will
A hard tumor
reveal the cancer-cell.
located in the breast may lie there for
years apparently without change, and
without occasioning uneasiness, and
nally begin to grow, become very pain
ful and soon threaten life. A breast
cancer has a knotty, lobulated surface,
sunken
with obstructed glands, and
ramifying
veins
enlarged
nipple with
through the tissue, not unlike a crab’s
the appearance of these
legs.
the ancients to name the
led
that
veins
a

of

At length the skin changes to
variety.
a red or livid appearance and the state
of the tumor from an indolent to a pain
ful one. The development may be very
slow, but the constant progress that a
one of the in
cancemus tumor shows
If there be
dications of its character.
peculiar burning, shooting pain, and the
skin have a dusky, purple hue, with a
likely that the
puckered appearance,
a microscopic
and
malignant,
tumor
it
is

attributed to its foggy and damp at

mosphere.
The cancer germ, some say, may re
main in the system for years, as an in
herited taint, and not make its appear
anee until a blow on the face or else
where produces a local expression.
A large proportion of fatal cases that

is

it,

alence of smoking, especially cigarette
smoking, which exposes the mouth to di
rect contact with the poisonous constitu
ents of the tobacco and other substances
Living
used in cigarette manufacture.
in a. low, damp quarter, especially of a
city, is regarded by some as a cause.
London is said to be one of the most
healthful cities in the world, so far as a
low rate of mortality can show, yet it has
the highest fatality from cancer, which

discovery as possible.
Symptoms—A description of cancer
may be given in the following terms: A
scarcely noticeable at ﬁrst,
growth that
be of the hard or schirrus
especially

if

being regarded as a salient example.
French and English physicians con
demn tobacco as a cause of most cases of
cancer of the mouth and tongue, the in
crease of the number of applicants for
treatment being associated with the prev

uted to functional weaknesses, often expe
woman, and delicacy had
rienced by
much to do with the failure to consult a
Many
was too late.
physician, until
tumors that develop in the breast and
give occasion for alarm are not cancer
ous, and may be cured by simple means;
but generally any obscure growth in a
hard or soft, accompanied
gland, that
with tenderness or pain, should be ex
amined by a physician, as soon after its

is

stoppage of natural discharges, es
pecially those habitual to women, and
unnatural discharges, such as those
from piles or abscesses.
Besides these,
causes of a more local character may be
mentioned—such as blows, excessive
pressure, tight-lacing, the use of tobacco,
especially in smoking, and other irri
tant things : eating high seasonings habit
ually, like mustard, ginger, curry, etc.
The idea that mental worry may be a
cause has grown stronger of late, the
caseof Mr. John Roach, the shipbuilder,

come under the eye

until the virulent growth had
paid to
ﬁrmly established itself, and poisoned
the system. Two of the writer's friends
come in this category of neglect, one of
rapidly
dead, and the other
whom
sinking under the drain made upon her
vitality by the disease. In both of these
cases the growing disorder was attrib
is

;

the

is
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sional excitemen ts, morbid anxieties oc
casioned by business or domestic trouble

It
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carcinus, which means a crab.
Cancer of the stomach may follow a

disease

in the
intimated
Treatment—As
beginning of this article, we believe in
the curability of cancerous affections.
Given time enough, with such facilities as
hygiene now commands, no case should
Taken in its early
be discouraging.
growth, even in
malignant
the
stages

it,

predisposition
a case of constitutional
This is said, we
may be arrested.
know, at the risk of an indictment for
quackery by a large and respectable class
in the medical profession, but it is said
because our personal observation war
and not because we share the
rants
tendency of the hygienic school to re
In
gard no disease as necessarily fatal.
of
malignant
cases
the
of
most
cities
our
or benign tumors are treated surgically,
and surgeons appear to think that when
tumor has been removed and the

is

I

is

it

a demon
patient entirely recovers,
stration that the abnormal development
The eminent Dr.
was not cancerous.
“The
“Surgery”:
in
his
says
Gross
science of the nineteenth century must
its
confess, with shame and confusion,
utter inability to offer even any rational
suggestion for the relief of this class of
affections.”
Doctor Patterson, Sir James Paget,
Druitt, Mayo, and other authors, furnish
similar testimony on the side of the
knife. Paget in reviewal of an experi
by any other
ence scarcely exceeded
“ not aware
British surgeon, says, he
of a single case of recovery; and as to
the inﬂuence of an operation in prolong
believe that the removal of
ing life,
the local disease makw no material dif
ference in the average duration of life.”
But from another source we have a
different expression of opinion, founded
too, on the evidences of professional ob
servation, and to which impartiality and
candor direct attention. Professor Hel
muth, in his recent treatise on surgery,
writes “ Even our opponents cannot de
ny that instances have occurred in which
well-authenticated cases of cancer have
selected
been cured by the properly
We do not pre
homceopathic remedy.
tend to assert that all malignant tumors
medication;
are amenable to internal

but we do claim that in nearly every
instance the suﬂ’erings can be mitigated,
cam a radical cure
and in some
eﬁ‘ected."

If,

as some claim,

a local
cancer
due to irritation or injury, al
though the patient may have the cancer
ous diathesis, its early treatment should
The disease should be
be remedial.
attacked locally by such applications as
may operate best for the stoppage of the
development of the peculiar organism
that breaks down and destroys healthy
tissue, and the patient should eat such
food, and live in every respect, so that
his vital functions hall be as nearly
perfect in their action as possible. and
his blood be pure.
disease

is

of the stomach.

[April

:

blow upon the epigastrium or long-con
tinued excesses in eating and drinking.
Hereditary predisposition has much to do
with its development in the majority of
instances, although it is in general a
life.
Beginning
disease of advanced
with uneasiness, eructations, heartburn,
vomiting and other symptoms that ac
company indigestion, it may not be sus
pected fora long time by the patient,
and the diagnosis be far from positive.
After atime the signs become marked
and, besides those of indigestion, there
is more or less vomiting of dark-colored
coffee-gmunds, or
matter resembling
chocolate. Severe shooting pains are
felt in the back and loins; such pains
being much increased after eating, and
food taken into the stomach may so irri
tate the inﬂamed coats that it is at once
thrown out. When a hard tumor can
befelt, which changes its position ac
cording as the stomach is empty or con
tains food, and it is painful on pressure,
then the fact is determined beyond
doubt. The site of the morbid growth
is traceable by indications that would
occupy too much space by their recital
here: the parts, however, usually at
tacked are the lower and upper openings

a
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The early application of the knife, or
caustic, or acid, or galvanic battery may
remove or destroy the cancer, but a cure
by surgical methods is confessedly so
rare, but twelve or ﬁfteen per cent under
the most favorable circumstances, that the
relief to be expected from such means by
the average patient is but temporary.
Dr. Paine, a homuaopathist like Prof.
Helmuth,
believes that his experience
warrants him in saying that by the use
of a combination of the iodide and car
bolate of lime in the small doses of his
school, fully ﬁfty per cent. of the cases of
schirrus of the breast would be cured, “if
the treatment can be instituted early,”
which means before the disease has be
come constitutional.
Soft cancers of the encephaloid (brain
like) and colloid (jelly-like) forms, are
more rapid in their development than
those of the schirrus
variety; but, if
treated early, as good results may be ex
pected as in the early treatment of the
hard forms. The rapid growth of soft
cancers is due to the penetration of the
healthy tissue by the malignant ﬂuids of
the tumor, so that in a short time the
border of the diseased nucleus is lost in
the inﬁltrated and inﬂamed ﬂesh sur
rounding it.
All the precautions for the develop
mentor removal of any morbid taint,
hereditary or acquired should be taken.
Proper bathing, out-of-door exercise,
healthful dress, nutritious food are es
As regards the last,
sential particulars.
care should be exercised in selecting
articles that are not only easy of assimi
lation but do not excite or heat. Hence,
the vegetarian dietary is valuable to the
patient. Dr. Iambe has shown with
much clearness the benign effects of
vegetable food and pure soft water in
mitigating the disease, and Dr. Shew is
of opinion that such a diet in modera
tion is preferable to surgical interfer
The poisonous cells or germs of
ence.
neutralized or dis
the tumor may be
lotions.
Galvan ism,
tmyed by antiseptic
locally,
is helpful
cases applied

insome
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in reducing

inﬂammation.
A corres
pondent of the writer, Dr. E. G. Cook,
of Detroit, Michigan, mentioned in a
letter written a. year ago the successful
treatment of two cases of uterine tumor,
in one of which the growth had attained
alarming size. The diet prescribed was
strict in its prohibition of articles con
taining an excess of starch; while the
treatment otherwise had for its object the
prevention of blood poison.
Five years ago the writer became in—
terested in a method of treating tumors
that was discovered by a physician of
prominence in Brooklyn, N. Y., and
its success in several cases of tumors that
were regarded as malignant, led him to
announce it to the readers of the PERE
NOLOGICAL, with the result of application
from two or three for trial of the treat
ment. I am informed that in a case of
schirrus of the breast the effect was be
yond expectation, as the growth was
considerable, and three years
have
passed since its removal, with no reap
pearance to awaken apprehension in
the patient. No knife is used but merely
a preparation of wood-sorrel or the oxalis
acetosella, which is applied tothe tumor,
and operates as a mild caustic, destroying
gradually the outer borders of the ab
normal growth, and in most instances
occasioning little pain, until the mass of
the cancroid or epithelial ulcer is de
tached from the adjacent tissue.
In
connection with the local application the
purest and most nutritious diet isadvised,
and the patient warned against all de
pressing inﬂuences that may arise from
H. S. D.
personal or social habits.
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RED N osa—The
Church of England Temperancc Chron
icle states that the following appeared
THE

ALCOHOLIC

among the miscellaneous advertisements
in a recent issue of the Irish Times:
"How to change the color of an Alco
holic Red Nose—Recipe, which is effec
tual in nine cases out of ten. may be had
‘
by sending postal order for 10s. to K,’
738, this oﬁice.” There is a very watchful
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worker in Dublin in the person of Mr.
T. Wilson Fair, the energetic Honora
ble Secretary of the Dublin Total Abstin
ence Society. So it is not a matter for
surprise that the quaint advertisement
above quoted was immediately followed
by this: “How to Change the Color of

A

YOUNG

ANALYST

JOURNAL
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an Alcoholic Red Nose. —Don’t waste
10s.
Call over to the Coffee Palace. 6
Townsend street, and in 99 cases out of
100, if you sign the pledge and keep it,
your nose will assume its natural shape
and colon—Alcoholic Red Nose Curing,
6

0N

Townsend

street,

Dublin."

ADULTEBATIONS.

WRITER

in Chambers’s Journal
copper in the last bottle of pickles.
With
illustrates in a lively, taking style However, you’re all right now.
Having an analyst in the family, at any rate
the tendencies of adulteration.
you sha’n't be poisoned without knowing
given his son a course in chemistry
and provided the apparatus he ﬁnds his it. I'll let you know what you are eat
This fellow—" and
ambitious provings an unending source ing and drinking.
he patted the microscope affectionately
of trouble to the family. One day, show
—“ will tell you all about it.”
ing the slides of his microscopic out
And it did. From that day forth
ﬁt to his father, and among them a sec
have never enjoyed a meal, and I never
tion of a frog’s leg and a piece of a diseased
I have always
potato, the old gentleman wants to expect to do so again.
know what practical beauty frogs’ legs been particular to deal at respectable
establishments, and to pay a fair price,
and diseased potatoes have.
can't say’ we do much in frog’s in the hope of insuring a good article.
have, or had, a very tolerable appetite,
legs," he said, “but there are lots of
things adulterated with potato. Flour and till that dreadful microscope came
and arrow-root, and butter and cocoa, into the house used to get a good deal
And the of enjoyment out of life. But now all
and—and—a heap of things.
potato‘s just as likely to be diseased as is changed. My analyst began by under
Now, if
not. It may be, anyhow, and there you mining my faith in our baker.
there was one of our tradesmen in
are! If you don‘t know what diseased
whom, more than another. I had conﬁ
potato looks like, you're done."
"A pleasant lookout," I replied, “if dence, it was the baker, who supplied
half a dozen of the commonest articles what seemed to me a good, solid, satisfy
of food are habitually adulterated.”
ing article, with no nonsense about it.
“Bless you, that‘s nothing,” he re But one day. shortly after the conversa
“If that was all, there wouldn’t sion I have recorded, my analyst re
plied,
be much harm done.
There are a jolly marked at breakfast time : “We had a
sight worse adulterations than that. In turn at bread yesterday at the laboratory
fact, pretty nearly everything‘s adulter
—examined
ﬁve samples, and found
ated and some of *em with rank poisons."
three of ‘em adulterated.
And do you
know "—holding up a piece of our own
“Rank poisons! That‘s manslaugh
bread and smelling
it critically—“
ter 2"
“ Oh no; it isn‘t."v he calmly rejoined. rather
fancy this of ours is rather
“Of course they don’t put in enough dicky."
“ Nonsense l" cried, “it’s
And if ,you ﬁnd
to kill you right off.
very good
something disagreeing with you, you bread—capital bread 2”
“You may think so,” he continued,
can‘t swear what it is. It may be the
nux-vomica in the beer; but it is just calmly, “ but you are not an analyst.
shall take a sample of this to the labora
as likely to be entrmoa. in the water, or

I

“I

I

I

I

I

I

“Ahem!”

I

said,

“

If

that's the case

we‘ll change our baker. I'm not going
to pay for a mixture of potatoes and
But as for
water and call it bread.
alum. that's all nonsense. If they put

in we should taste it.
"Oh. no, you wouldn’t.

that

in bread it

When alum

and forms
sulphate of potash, an aperient salt. It
disagrees with you, of course, but you
don’t taste it. As for changing your
baker, the next fellow you tried might
be a jolly sight worse: he might put in
bone—dust, or plaster of Paris, or sul
phate of copper. And besides, half the
adulterations are in the ﬂour already
before it reaches the baker. Of course
that doesn‘t prevent his doing a little
more on his own account."
And with that the matter dropped, so
far as the bread was concerned ; but my
conﬁdence was rudely shaken.
is put

D

Q

Q

I

decomposes

i

i

*

G

But
had again put my foot down.
late.
I had even forbidden
my analyst, under penalty of forfeiture
of his pocket money for several months
to come, telling us anything whatever
about the food we eat or the drink we
imbibe: but the mischief was done. I
have lost my conﬁdence in my fellow
man, and still more in my fellowman's
may try, in an imperfect
productions’
household. I may
way, to protect our
it was too

I

I

I

—-—M——

THE ARMY or PHYBICIANS.——In
are
cent directory of the physicians of the
United States the total number
given
as 85,671, of whom 83,239 are males and
This makes the ratio of
2,432 females.
physicians to population about one in
650, allowing for the increase in popula
tion since the last United States census.
Maryland the most crowded State, hav
ing but 329 people for each physician.
Other crowded States are Colorado, 341
Indiana. 396; Oregon, 353. All the re

;

it takes up a great deal more
so you don‘t get

is

additions

water than it ought,
your proper weight.”

I

is

eat my hat."
“ Better not make rash
promises. I‘ll
take a good big sample, and you shall
have my report on it to-night.”
On his return home in the evening he
began: “I’ve been having a go-in at
your bread. It's not pure, of course;
but there isn’t very much the matter
with it. There’s a little potato and a little
rice and a little alum; and with those

it,

I‘ll

if

“Take it. by all means. But if you
ﬁnd anything Wrong about that bread

give the strictest orders that none but
the reﬁnedest of sugar shall be admitted
into our store cupboard; but who is to
answer for the man who makes the jam
and the marmalade, or the other man
who makes the Madeira cakes and the
three-cornered tarts? And how muchis
there that we have not heard?
have
silenced my anal yst's lips. it is true: but
there is also a. language of the eyes, and
still more a. language of the nose, and
when, with a scornful tip-tilt of the lat
ter, he says, “No, thank you," to any
thing, my appetite is destroyed for that
meal. I can‘t take a pill or black draught
without my disordered imagination pic
turing my chemist “ pestling a. poisoned
poison" behind his counter.
can't
even eat a new laid egg or crack a. nut
without wondering what it is adulterated
with. This is morbid, no doubt.
am
quite aware that it is morbid, but I can’t
help it. I am like Governor Sancho in
the island of Barataria; my choicest
dishes are whisked away from me—or
rendered nauseous, which is as bad—at
the bidding of a grim being, who calls
himself Analytic Science. He may not
know anything about
or he may be
lying; but meanwhile he has spoiled my
appetite, and the dish may go away un
tasted for me.
Truly, a little knowledge
a. danger
ous thing. The moral of my painful
story
obvious.
intend to bring up
the rest of my family,
to
possible,
occupations involving no knowledge
whatever.

I

you shall have my report upon

it."
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maining States are above 400.
New
Mexico has relatively fewer physicians
than any other State or Territory, with
1,494 people to each medical man.
The
other States and Territories coming
above 1,000 are Utah, 1,035 ; North Caro
lina, 1,029; South Carolina, 1,084. Ohio

JO URNAL
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has 502 and Kentucky, 551. There are
relatively more physicians in Ohio than
in either Maine, New Hampshire, Massa
chusetts, Connecticut,
Rhode Island,
New York, New Jersey or Pennsylva
nia, and more on the Paciﬁc Coast than
on the Atlantic.

~—-——W-__
NATURA L

LAWS

ELIEVERS in

the supremacy of
natural law aiﬁrm that it is impos
“ Great First Cause,” or
sible that the
“The Great Unknown " (whichever
they may prefer to call it or him) can
change the action of natural law in any
given case, and that. were it possible,
the idea of a Supreme Being so far ﬁnite
as ever to ﬁnd it necessary to suspend
the action of His own laws, is simply ab
surd. On the other hand, believers in
revealed religion, in view of the Bible
record of miracles, claim that it is ri
diculous tosupposea God who is a slave
to his own laws, that he has the power,
and exercises the right, to suspend and
nullify at will. While it is not possible
that both parties are right, is it not proba
ble that both are wrong?
The force of electricity and the laws
governing the movements of electrical
currents have doubtless been existent
since the universe was formed, but this
mysterious and subtle force and its
adaptability to human needs, had not
been discovered until these late days.
Is it then unreasonable to suppose that
there exist spiritual laws or forces, of
which, in the limited condition of our
knowledge we are unable to conceive,
which being acted upon by a superior
intelligence would produce what we call
miracles without any violation of what
we call natural

laws?

The boy tosses the ball upward, and
when, through the action of the laws of
gravitation, it has descended to within a
few feet of the ground he catches it.
No one will claim that the law of gravi
tation is violated or annulled by the re

AND

MIBACLES.

sult; it

is simply the interposition of in
telligent force. And what more reasons
ble than to infer that the Divine intelli
gence so exercises His power in shaping
the results of the action of His laws?
We drive our ships against the wind ;
we ascend into the air in spite of the law
of gravitation; we calm the waters
about a ship through the use of oil, and
all without violating any law. Must we
then say that, in order to the perform
ance of miracles, God must exercise the
despotic power of annulling His own
laws? Or, need we ﬂy to the other ex
treme and say that all miracles are iin
possibilities because in their mode of ac‘
tion they are beyond our limited know
ledge of law ?
Nay, we force the steam to do our
will; we bid the lightning carry our
we light our houses and
messages;
streets with an intangible element, and
it but shows our knowledge and appli
cation of the forces of nature.
So the
Divine, having all intelligence and all
power, causes the laws that He hasor
dained to do His will ; and the miracles
that have created so much discussion
are no more in opposition to law than
are the great inventions of the age.
JAMES PERRIGO.

M

*

Patiently, patiently, day by day, ‘
The artist toils at his task alwav :
Touching it here and giving it there
A line more soft, or a hue more fair :
Till, little by little, the picture grows,
And at last the cold dull canvas glows
With lite and beauty. and forms of grace
That ever more in the world have place.
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NOTES
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SCIENCE

Taste and Smell—Their Inter

ference—Scientiﬁc

us that
we can distinguish only some six varieties
of substances by taste. These are the bit
ter, sour, sweet, saline, alkaline. and metal

men inform

lic.

Others enumerate simply the sweets
acids and salines as the four va
rieties of savors we are able to distin
guish.
The rapidity with which different sub
stances may be perceived and appreciated
by the sense of taste varies greatly. For ex
ample. salt ranks highest on the list. It
can be tasted in 0.17 of a second after its ap
plication.
Quinine, on the other hand, with
a much more persistent ﬂavor. requires
0.258 of a second for its appreciation by
taste. The salt taste is often a negative one
as regards enjoyment of food. We know it
rather by its absence than by its presence.
Sours and sweets come certainly within the
range of taste, but as regards gastronomy it
is really very ditiicult to urge that the sa
vors play a high part in enhancing our dain
and hitters,

tics.

“'e

have

ring every

acquired

sensation

a

about

habit

of refer

the

mouth to
taste. whereas, in reality, smell has more to
do with the matter than is really believed.

Even in the case of sweets and sums, it can
hardly be denied that these are to be distin
of smell,
guished more by a combination
taste and touch than by taste alone.
Again,
we discriminate degrees of sourncss by smell
in a ready fashion, and such degrees may be
tested and distinguished by the more deli
cate smell when taste lags wofully behind in
the

work of discrimination. Per-chance it
pure sweet savor that taste has the

is the

right to assume as its special province.
Yet, as has been pointed out, “lengthened
" will soon
sweetness long drawn out
weary
the palate unless it is linked to some other
ﬂavor in the distinction of which smell may

Children will weary of plain
the ﬂavored candy attracts
them more powerfully: and this is a proof
that it is to smell. and to
of the argument
the higher sense of
that
tasting.
its aid in
play a part.

sugar.

while

gratiﬁcation is due
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The Mystery of Magic Mirrors
EXplalllﬂl—The famous magic mirrors
of Japan and China are circular in form,
from

with

three to twelve
a

inches

thick rim around

he

in diameter,
edge. They
of copper and

are made from a composition
tin, the reflecting surface being more or less
convex.
On the back are raised designs—
birds, ﬂowers, dragons, geometric patterns,
or

and myths—and
the
lies in the fact, that when
the rays of the sun are reﬂected from the
polished face on a wall or screen the ﬁgures
Japanese

scenes

magical property

are plainly visible in bright lines on a darker
though the back of the mirror is en

ground,

tirely hidden from the light.
centuries, attempts at explanation

For

many
have been

made. but it has remained for Messrs Ayr
ton & Perry, English electricians, to demon
strate the real cause of the curious phenom
Their tests have shown that in the

enon.

convexing process the thinner parts of the
mirror become slightly more rounded than
the thicker—a tendency which is increased
by an expansive action
of the polishing
mixture—and this gives an imperceptible ir
regularity to the surface which becomes ap
parent in the reﬂection.

Eight Conclusions About Pota

toes.—“ After

many years of experiment
ing," says Mr. E. Hersey, “ I have reached
1. Whole potatoes will
eight conclusions:
produce a crop a week or ten days earlier
than those which are divided.
2. Small.
whole potatoes will produce results as good,
if not better, than large ones. 3. The seed
one to plant, because it
starts with more vigor and produces more
4. A large piece is
and larger potatoes.
end is the better

better, on ordinary soil. than small pieces
5. Potatoes
or eyes.
with sprouts long
enough to break off in planting are not so
good as those with eyes advanced just

vigor. (l. The form
enough to indicate
can not. as a rule. be changed by planting
form.
7. Two
particular
any
distinct
varieties wont mix in the same hill. 8. The
more we investigate the scab the less we

know about it."
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Organization of the Agricul
ture Department-4m. A. A. Cro

zier writes the following to the Prairie
Fdrmer: “ There is a good deal of misunder
standing

as to what the department

misdirected

consequently

eﬁorts

is, and

regarding

This is a brief outline:
proposed changes.
The department controls forty acres in the
city of Washington. owned by the Govern
ment; a leased farm of about seven acres
outside of the city, used for experiments on
cattle diseases; a plantation near Charles
ton, S. C., devoted to tea culture, and sev
eral quarantine stations in different parts of
the country.
contain the

The grounds in Washington
buildings, greenhouses,

main

and an aboretum or
garden,
propagating
About two hun
park of about 20 acres.
dred persons are employed. chieﬂy in eleven
divisions: Seeds, garden and grounds, en
'tomology (including a silk section), statis
tics, chemistry, botany (including a myco
logical section), miscroscopy, forestry, ani
mal industry (called a bureau). Ornithology,
and pomology. In the last division the only
of an
thing yet done is the appointment
agent, who is collecting information in vari
The department
ous parts of the country.
has considerable pomological material, such
as colored

plaster-casts

plates and colored

of fruits, which has been shown at various

A place is needed where this
expositions.
material can be brought together and ar
ranged. and where information may be col
lected, and frequent bulletins prepared on
the condition of the fruit crop.
insutﬁcient means as yet to do

There is
this.

For

one-half of
probably
divi
of
the
botanical
the correspondence
sion of the Department of Agriculture has
related to grasses wanted in diﬁerent parts
the last ﬁve

years.

of the country

Numerous
and seeds of

for cultivation.

species have been described,
Several
the more promising distributed.
bulletins have been issued on the subject,
one of which is used as a textbook in agri

cultural colleges.

lllodern lron lnferlon—Most

of

the iron of recent make mats and wears
away much more rapidly than samples made
forty or ﬁfty years ago. This deterioration
arises from the fact that it contains more

impurities than

formerly.

The common
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iron of to-day is ﬁlled with slag, and looks
coarse and ﬁbrous when rusted or worn.
Fifty years ago the iron made in the United
States was largely charcoal iron, and was
much purer and better than the same grades
made at the present day.

Curious

and

searches—At

Valuable

a recent

meeting

Re
of the

Academy of Medicine, M. Brouardel made
known some curious and interesting facts
concerning the dead body of a girl. aged 22,
which was discovered in a cellar under a
heap of straw.
The body had lain there
about a year, and was in a perfect state of
mummiﬂcation.
One of the limbs was
shown at the meeting: it was thoroughly
dessicated ; the tissues were hardened and
gave a sound when struck. M. M. Brown
del and Andouard attribute this mummiﬁca
tion to the dryness of the soil on which the
dead body had been placed; but the most im
portant factors were ﬁve diﬁerent species of
acarina which deposited the débn'a of the
envelopes of their eggs and carapace among
the dust that covered the dry tissues of the
M. Mégnin has proved that, by
body.
studying the generations of acarina which
have been at work on the dead body, the
date of death can be ascertained.
This en
tomologist, by examining the débria of scar
‘ms in a child‘s corpse, ascertained that death
occurred two years previously; and a judi
cial inquiry conﬁrmed this statement.
M.
Brouardel described the order of succes
sion of the diﬁerent species of acarina which
worked on the dead body of the young girl,
also the work of destruction accomplished
by each separate species; the gentles (larva
of ﬁles), Den-master sarcophagus, Laticrua,
and Lucina oanaoerina. One species absorbs
the ﬂuids, another consumes the fatty acids.
When a species has ﬁnished its work, it dies
on the dead body or is devoured

by a suc

Each generation in sum
ceeding species.
mer time lives from six weeks to two months.
In a recent case of murder M. Mégnin es
tablished with precision the exact date of
the burial of the human remains discovered
Among the remains, a par
in the garden.
ticular kind of ant was observed which is
never found in soil recently disturbed ; also
the debris of acarina, known as weep/tag!“
eahinocowts, which also furnished a chronic.
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logical indication; portions of a bulb of a
lily furnished further proof.
Two years
must have elapsed in order that the bulb
should undergo the alterations it presented.

“'hat

a Five-Acre
Garden
Farm Produces-Professor L. B.
Arnold, who lives within three miles of
Rochester, England, owns and cultivates a
little farm of ﬁve acres. These ﬁve acres,
Professor Arnold says, yield him, with com
paratively little attention, a good living.
Last year his corn crop gave him 2870, his
potato crop yielded him but $37, because
the potatoes were scabby.
The net pro
ceeds of forty hens were $40. The acre of
newly-set raspberries
gave him $125, the
root crop $60, and the apple crop 8200.
Besides all this, he adds, from, $10 to $75,
worth of little incomes from the garden,
fruit, crop, bees. etc. This account does not
include cow food in the form of grass, fod
der, corn, etc., amounting to enough to
keep one cow half the year. All this makes
He keeps
about $700, from the ﬁve acres.
but one cow. wholly on the soiling system,
there being not a rod of pasture on the
place. The cow isa proﬁtable member of
the concern, and if men with families would
realise the value of such an animal. and
could believe that a cow and a pasture are
not necessarily inseparable. far more family
One acre is in apple
cows would be kept.
trees, one or two in corn. manured in part
by poultry manure; one to raspberries
(Doolittle), grown chieﬂy for drying. It
takes about 25 to 3% quarts of berries for a
The usual gar
pound of evaporated fruit.
are growing in abundance.—
den crops
Horticultural Timea.

Source of “lords in the English
Language—By actual enumeration of
the words contained in the best dictionaries.
it has been ascertained that 18,880 English
are of

Saxon origin and 29,854 of
In consequence of the
origin.
popular nature of the Teutonic words in the
language, the Saxon element largely pre
ponderates in the works of our greatest
The pronouns. numerals, preposi
writers.
tions. and auxiliary verbs, the names of the
words

classical

elements and
the

heavenly

their

changes. of the season,
bodies, the divisions of time,
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the features of natural scenery, the organs
of the body, the modes of bodily action and
posture, the commonest animals, the words
used in earliest childhood, the ordinary
terms of trafilc,

words in
of kindred, the
mind, terms of
pleasantry, satire. contempt, indignation, in
vective and anger are, for the most part, of
Saxon origin. Words indicating a more ad
vanced civilization and complex feelings,
and most of the terms employed in art.
science, mental and moral philosophy are of
classical origin.
The English language,
the constituent

proverbs. the designation
simpler emotions of the

which is now spoken by nearly one-hundred
the earth's inhabitants,
is in its

millions of

vocabulary one of the most heterogeneous
that ever existed.
There is, perhaps, no
language so full of words, evidently derived
from the most distant sources, as English.

of the globe seems to have
brought some of its verbal manufactures to
the intellectual market of England; Latin,
Greek, Hebrew, Celtic, Saxon,
Danish,
Every country

French, Spanish,
Italian, German—nay,
even Hindustani, Malay, and Chinese words
are mixed together in the English diction
ary.

Mending Broken Llmbs.—The
farmer can apply one of the methods now
common in surgery, if he have a little skill,
when one of his animals has broken a limb.
For large animals, strips of paper should be
dipped in a thin paste made of calcined
plaster of Paris, which soon sets and makes

still, permanent bandage, holding the
bone in place till it heals.
The
animal. a horse or a cow, should be held in
slings to prevent injury to the limb by vio
lent motion.
The broken legs of small
animals, as sheep or fowls, require only to

a

broken

be brought

into proper

position and bound

with strips of wet plaster paper until
ﬂciently strong bandage is made.
ering of clothis then put on and

a

A

suf
cov

secured
or tied with a tape or
The paper soon dries and becomes

with a few stitches,
string.
hard and still.

Nothing more need be done
in a quiet. dark place
restrain too much movement.
A little

but keep the animal
to

movement
ﬂammation

does no harm,
needed

healing of the bone.

but

to produce

excites
union

in
and
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tained toward some individual, who en

joys a

of popular

degree

reputation,

on

account of his capability in the practical
channels of mental science, but we have

known personal feelings to be the under
lying motor of many sharp assaults.
However,
Phrenology from its an
nouncement
get
Fowum & Wzus Cournw, Publishers.
H. S. Drums‘, A.M.. M.D., Editor.

NE yv Y 0 R K
APRIL,

A

WORD

ON

for the ambitious disbeliever, and we

expect that it will be detraction’s shining
mark for years to come, by reason of its
very relation to the highest property of

,

1887.

THE

human nature.

A

OTHER

has served as a noble tar

SIDE.

THE friends of Phrenology, those es
pecially who are recent accessions to the

number or two back we had occa

sion to note an endeavor to reconstruct
the organ of mind upon a postulate that
has found

in certain circles,

support

its direct subversion of

notwithstanding

ranks of the faithful, are rather sensi

the doctrine of function held by leading

tive to any criticisms

the science

psychologists and anthropologists.

to its integ

allusion is to the attempt to transfer the

of

that may appear prejudicial

rity.

On

this account

we

frequently

Our

receive requests to answer the attack of

honor to the occipital
lobes and to decry the popular belief in

this or that writer, who incidentally or

the mental

seat of intellectual

value of a large forehead.

by special design, has thought it expe

Now

dient to decry the doctrine or profession

pondent

of Phrenology.

tion that appeared recently in the Albany,

The most of these as

sailants offer objections,
any

ground for their
that

print,

nuts"

are

as to be

such

if

they specify

appearance in
ancient

“chest

thoroughly worm-eaten,

and which at once declare the want of
physiological

learning on the part of the

writers.
The others are usually persons who
have taken up some new speculation in
psychology,
amination
opportunity

and after a rather hasty ex

think it will aﬂ'ord them an
to get a little conspicuity by

making it the basis of an assault on the
system

of Gall and Spurzheim.

We will not say that in
there may be personal

some

cases

bitterness enter

we

are

requested

to give attention

by a corres
to a declara

N. Y. Evening Post, and which is un
on our side of brain ques

mistakeably

tions, as the following extract evidences

“To

:

show whither we are drifting,” the

writer
from

“

says,
a

before
Society,

very

we

copy the

interesting

the

Albany

in

January,

Hun, of this city

following

‘paper

County
by

Dr.

read

Medical

Henry

:

‘

During the past ﬁfteen years great pro
gress has been made in the study of cerebral
localization. and it seems probable that in
the immediate

future the whole cerebral

cortex will be mapped

out into small areas;

being associated with a deﬁnite and
distinct mode of mental action, depending
on the peripheral connections of the nerve
each
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ﬁbreswhieh terminate in that particular area.’
“The brain is divided intodifferent 0r
gans, each organ devoted to a different
use.
One portion of the brain enables
us to see things ; another to hear things;
another to feel things. Destroy the in
tegrity of these organs and you destroy

hearing and feeling. This is just
what Spurzheim taught sixty years ago,
and got jeers for his reward.
It is just
what Prof. Fowler, the celebrated phre
nologist has been teaching for over forty
years, receiving for his reward the ap
plause of the people and the ridicule of
"
the old-line doctors in the State.’

sight,

M—

We doubt whether any other man of
modern times, in the Christian
can be named

who

great an inﬂuence

Hisaudience was

was published

after Sunday

for

many

so

years, but

that was a small fraction of the audience
the vast expanse of

spread throughout

the United States, that dwelt with atten
tive interest on his words.

Wherever,

that of the death of Mr. Beecher.

He

years, of an age when sudden

and his great sympathy
for all who were struggling against op
pressive burdens of any form, political,
moral

or social, gave

him a

ality had become so interblended with
the sentiment of the intelligent, patriotic,
earnest-minded of society in all parts of

the world's orators.

as ad

of the

inner life of men, of their feelings, hopes

death may be expected, but his individu

And then, we all

of the

knowledge

nence that was unmistakable

the country, that it seemed as if his must

a hearing.

The genuineness and naturalness

and longings,

were accustomed to hear of him

a

great one that listened to him Sunday

Henry Ward Beecher found

the great American public than

be a life perpetual.

of

writings, as the late pastor of Plymouth

an event that would more profoundly

in

upon all classes

Church, Brooklyn.

man, his wonderful

was old

ministry

exercised so

people through his pulpit utterances and

an event of the highest signiﬁcance has
occurred. We could scarcely think of

impras

has

indeed, the English language is spoken,

BEECHER DEAD.
SINCE our last number
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preemi
among

He believed that everything on earth
was for the use and beneﬁt of man;
that all the institutions,
ordinances,
civilizations,

of the past and present,

were designed by the Almighty Father

after

for the education and elevation of man,

Sunday, but also going here and there,

and to help him to live and labor in the

dressing

his own people Sunday

in the \Vest or South, in the North and
East giving

instruction from the lecture

platform,
frequently joining in some
demonstration in behalf of reform or of

political measure demanded
time, and always so fresh, zeal

some great
by the
ous,

inspiring,

that failure of power,

decadence of body,

anything that savors

that intimates the near.
11$ of the last scene in the drama, of
mortal life, was not thought of in Mr,
of the weakness

Beecher’s

career

great workshop of God‘s own establish
ment.
teach

He was in the
that

institutions,

lead

good men

of

make

those who

the best

churches,

and that

the true way to make a grand

and holy

States,

fabric of nationality is to commence at
the bottom with the masses, laboring to
inspire them with the love of God, of
each other, of intelligence and true living.

We

will

not

say

Mr.

how much

Beecher owed to his knowledge of men
tal science for his great capabilities

;

he
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was one of its early and most earnest

in this country; and

advocates

left

has
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side of man,

in training

affections and intellect, he

the appetites,

on record sufficient testimony of his re‘

declared the spiritual

gard for it—in his frequent use of the

more real, and natural to men, and with

and in his applica

of the reasoning

writers

in making

of phrenological

He had his

the passions and propensities of men in
their daily life.

convictions

Mr. Beecher was not afraid of

the

it,

welcomed every new development,

its spiritual

intuition

application.

make spiritual

for a character

discerned

He sought

to

truths real and practical

in the lives of men. and in the elevation

earnest

BEECHEB.

and sincere, for

life ﬁlled out in all

usefulnw

the measure of activity and

progress of science; he closely studied
and with singular

well~rounded.

WARD

of an audience the sources

his faults, like

than he; but for a mind well—matured,

No man was more suc

of good or evil conduct.

weaknesses,

all men, and no one knew them better

cessful than he in sending home to the

HENRY

was ex

perienced.

clear the action of

and comprehending
impersonal

interests,

so many unselﬁsh,
he

without

is

tion

it a greater degree of enjoyment

a

terms of Phrenolog'y,

more and

became

a

peer almost in modern history, and his

sudden

departure

from

the

scene of

forty years’ incessant labor on the 8th of
March, in the seventy-fourth
age.

A

later

generation

year of his

than this,
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will calmly view his part in the
great events of the past thirty years,

of political

will,

obscured by selﬁshness, can not legislate

that

as we

dare to say, award him a

high niche among America’s great men,
as a leader of thought, in the discumion
startling, revolutionary

of new,

tions, as an inﬂuence in moral

ques
and re

ligious life, as a guide of moral senti
ment to the great mass of the sober,
of our people.

earnest-minded

-——MQ~——
LEGISLATION.

CORRUPT

A smoanoanso

state

of political

in the struggle of divers parties

jobbery,

for a United

States

Senatorship,

should arouse the indignation

that

of every

worthy of the name American.
YVeeks were frittered away in petty

man

strifes

in

and out of the legislative halls,

and the demagogue who would wear the
employed

toga Senatorial

all the skill

and power of long experience as a poli
tician, distributing money and liberal
offers of patronage

here and there, as a

for

it,’~

be Senator must pay

appears to have become

a rule

for the observance of every man who is
politically ambitious; and with what
consequence!

and

wisely for the people; it is folly to ex

millionaires and would-be-million
aires to consider with perfect fairness
the needs of the great mass of our popu
pect

lation,

and so long as such a class of

men are sent to Washington

by the

voters of

the

must expect

monopoly,

jobbery and Acquisitiveness

we

States

When Mr. Matthew Arnold
this

country,

the possible

against

interests and

harm

institutions

was in

to warn

sought

he

us

to our best
through

the
“
of
numbers ;" we have less

inﬂuence

to fear from that source than from the
pernicious tendency now so conspicuous

of dollars.
-———-O.-o.Q———

A MISTAKE UNEXPLAINED.—An

unac'

countable error in the March number
was not noticed until after the printed
sheets were

in the bindery.

The article

of Mr. Noyes has the strange heading of

matter of course.

“ Who wants to

questions is shortened

to get the lion’s share in public measures.

has lately fur

the world a spectacle

nished

Men of narrow abilities, whose view

We have but to glance

“Shakespeare

“ Byron

”

should be

ular substitution,
Byron
of

Byron,“—whereas,

U&

“ Bacon.“

since

does not occur once

the article.

It may

A

sing

the name

of

in the course

be the compositor

at the men who sit in the places, once

or proof-reader

considered devoted tohonor and duty, to
see how far money and promises of

fascinating verse of the author of “Man

place

will go

to change the character

of

One

a body once the pride of a nation.
by one the tall, strong men have retired,

had been reading

the

fredj‘and his name lingered in memory
to the exclusion of every other com~
mencing with B. As for the editor, it is
long since he has read anything of‘
Byron that it may be he had almost for»

so

until on the ﬁngers of one hand we can
count the greatness that remains, the

gotten how the poet’s name was spelled,

majority being persons who would

and hastily concluded, when Bacon was

of as candi

uppermost in mind, that every name be
ginning with B and having ﬁve letters

great

never have been

thought

dates for such a position had they no
money to support their brazen etfrontery.

must spell Bacon.

2. W'rite clearly and distinctly]. being particularly
careful in the matter of proper names and quota
tiom.
8. Don't write in a mall hand, or in pencil, as the

i

it

across the case. a distance
compositor has to read
of over two feet, and the editor often wishes to make
changes or add ti on.

or paste the sheets
4. Never roll your manuscript
“ Commercial note" size are
together. Sheets about
the most satisfactory to editor and compositor.
People don't like to read long stories.
by four times as many
people as one of double that length.
5. Be brief.

A two-column article is read

6. Always write your full name and addreavplain
you use a pseudonym
at the end of your letter.
or initials, write your full name and address also.
W1: on: NU!‘ uunnn'rsax T0 nmuau UNAVAILABLE
contributions unless the neccssu ry postage is pro
IN ALL CASES. persons who
vided by the writers.
I];

If

communicate with us through the post-oﬂlce should.
they expect a reply, inclose the return postage, or
what is better, a prepaid envelope, with their full
Personal and private matters addreascd
address.
‘o the Editor will receive hin early attention this

WWW
if

if

is

done.

DR.

A.—Wc

did not, ﬁnd

is

Ovim-imxmua
'the likeness in your letter and can not there
fore speak with its aid, but from your de
particu
scription infer that your nature

is
a

a

a.

is

decided want
larly sensitive. and there
physician
For
-of Hope and Self-esteem.
that.
thus constituted to build himself up so
assurance, checrfulness and serenity shall
diﬂicult
be inﬂuential in his character,

Of
personality than to the msterin medics.
course you should exercise your best discre
physician's
tion in selecting remedies, but
personality will have more eﬂicacy than his

Your constituency, to
more prescriptions.
use the political term, trust you. so a mani
will increase
festation of self - conﬁdcncc
heal.
to
your power
BASHFUI.‘.\'ESS.—-A.

H. M.-—Y0u ought to be

business that brings you in contact. with
When a pcrson‘s
different. sorts of men.
intent on carrying out certain entcn
mind
prises. his subsistence and that of his fam
ily being dependent upon his success, he is
in

likely in time to overcome, to

good degree.
diﬁidcnce and backwardness that may at
Brace
ﬁrst have been very embarrassing.
missionary,social
in
religious,
up; take part
movements‘; become responsible for some
there be
things in such connections. and
will be developed
any backbone in you
to the improvement

of your conduct.

Pvmrvmo THE B|.oon.--Interested Reader.
—You are right. in thinking that. diet has
Good
great deal to do with this matter.
food and pure air are in fact. the two grand

a

lvril ten upon.

a

It is often
1. Write on one side of the shed only.
“
necessary to cut the page into takes “for compos~
itors, and this can not be done when both sides are

if

for publication

:

if

To Om! cos'x'mnu'rons. It will greatly aid the
our
editor, and facilitate the work of the printer,
contributors generally should observe the follmring
in
rules when writing articles or cmmnunications

a

if

it

on“ mu.

Ix'rnnrzs-r,"

is

"Oman.

is

or

But one question
be answered in this department.
at a time, and that clearly stated, must be pm
a correspondent shall expect us to give
pounded,
him the beneﬁt of an early consideratimi.

a

Quisnoss

(lurrrspnndrnis.

thing. yet much can be done through deter
You should lay a
mination and patience.
the
moral
change you
for
good foundation
If your
desire by making the body robust.
health
strong enough to bear occasional
strains and emergencies wiLhout exhaus
and
tion those large organs of Cautiousness
Conscientiousness will not rob the smaller
ones of their share of vitality, and your
resolution to resist the dominance of the
large ones will be the better supplemented
Cultivate the
by the needed strength.
people.
sanguine
of
society
good-natured.
and endeavor to acquire some of their case
Trust more to your
and scltsatistaction.

a

@ur

an

tended
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A thousand times better
promoting causes.
than any of the much advertised hitters and
In Dr. Page's “Natural Cure "
altcrativcs.
you will ﬁnd suggestions on this topic. and
“ Diet Question,”
Dodds'
cents.
25
but
costing
pamphlet

also

in

Mrs.

a

AND
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Tax Worms

m

or

SCIENCE

PHREXOLUGICAL An

—Prof. B.—You are not the ﬁrst to
for a bibliography of Phrenology. and

‘rnoas
ask

had the matter under consideration
There are diﬂiculties in the
way of obtaining a complete list. One being
the fact that many treatises and essays that
were published years ago are inaccessible.
Another, that some writers published in pe
riodicals that are either extinct, or the old
ﬁles in which their articles appeared. are not
to be bad. There are the once thriving
Phrenological magazines of Florence. Paris,
London, and other European cities. of which
we know not how to procure a single num
of Fos
There are the lecture-courses
ber.
we have

for some time.

sati.

Broussais,

Scheve

and

other

distin

guished men. of which but fragments are
available.
If a complete bibliography were possible,
it would surprise our friends by its extent.
and we opine that skeptics would be amazed
if not confounded by the literary wealth of
the doctrine that has been so many times
“ exploded.”
Mist) A " Foaoa" on A: “ Earn-v."—

I. T.

A.——W'e

hold

the opinion that

mind in its essential

nature is an

or something

operates

that

the

" entity"

the
through
How the connoo

brain and nervous system.
tion is brought. about can not be explained.
The claim of some physiologists, that mind

or thought is a product of an organic chemi
cal action going on in the body, seems to
us no nearer approach to a solution of the
matter, for how such a’ chemical action
could evolve an immaterial result like feel
ing. sentiment. reason etc., is a question
that the analyst ﬁnds unanswentble.
Adis
tinguished chemist, a friend of the editor,
after some years of special research into
the structure of the brain, acknowledged
that he had obtained no result that gave
him tl‘c siightest; light on the evolution of
: and, although

skeptical
view of
phrenological
" You know as
their manifestation, said,
much about this matter as anybody."
mental phenomena

with regard to the

BAwNm_-L. D. IL—If

you have a ﬁle
handy, and will look

onhe PBRRNOLOGIUAL
year or so, you will ﬁnd two or three
mm and perhaps a full article on this
In brief, baldness may be due to in
topic,
undue heat of the head,
hailed predisposal,
back a
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or

to scalp diseases. Its tr. atment should he
hygienic. keeping the scalp clean, un.l pro
moting the circulation in the hair follicles.

Oils.

pomadcs,

much

brushing,

especially
than

with wire brushes, are more harmful
helpful.

Q's“

to

gas

%.

Clmmsm'oa tions: are invited on any topic of inter
est : the writer's personal views, and facts from hil
erlwrienre bearing on our subjects being preﬂrred.

A Huggestlon to Railroad Mam

agel'tl—A

correspondent

of The Republi

ran, Bnrnesville. O. ,is an earnest advocate of
mental science, and we infer from this ex
tract that the editor of that newspaper is also.
Railroad dimstem for the last six months.
both in number and magnitude, have been
beyond all precedent, and thousands are

But,
frightened from car-riding altogether.
as in all disorders, either moral or political,
everybody prescribes what they conceive to
be the proper remedy, and while many must
The
be wrong some one must be right.
Barnesville Republican has struck the one,

which, in our judgment, is the right one:
that the operatives of all railroads should be
tested by a good, competent phrenologist as
to their ﬁtness for the position they are to
This is the remedy, and the only
occupy.
remedy. that ever will. or ever can, coun
But, says some one in
teract the disorder.
a high place. some one with a plug hat on.
Well,
believe Phrcnology is a humbug.
all right; we knew you believed that. but
As faraa a man
belief amounts ‘to nothing.
has investigated. he knows ; further than
this he has no ﬁght to guess; but if he will

I

persist in guessing, some one can guess the
opposite, then each one will have one
chance in two of being right.
Gall, the founder of the science of Phre
nology, made the important discovery that
the mind did not act as a unit ; that only a
portion of the brain was used for a given
purpose,- for instance, the organ of Chlt‘llltt‘
tion is used in counting and for no other
sprinkles its
purposc ; that Marvelousness
possessor with ghost feathers. but never
counts any; ‘then commenced the great
work of ﬁnding out the particular function
of each particular organ.

This was worked
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a

if

if

a

in‘

railroad corporations thus grope their way
the dark at such fearful cost to them
selves and at the expense of other people's
lives, when Phrenology selects the right
Every man con
man forthe right place.
railroad should be well de
nected with
veloped in the organs of Cautiousness and
he has large caution
(‘.onscientiousness;
he will be very careful of his own life, and.
due amount of
at the same time he has
(‘onscientiousness the same care will be ex
Now there are but two
tended to others.

the more

?

of Phrenology.
ble way

Which

is

is

is

is

a

is

ﬁtted
man
ways of ﬁnding out whether
occupy
to
he
position
the
for
by nature
by the try-rule, the other
or not; one
by the scientiﬁc principles of the science

J.

sensi

R.

Subscriber—A lady
in Rochester, N. Y., complains of
late number of the
of
the non-receipt
JOURNAL,
for which she
PIIRENOLOGIOAL
“ hope
subscriber, and goes on to say;
to me
for
seems
neglect on your part,
as
soon
read
it.
without
can not do
lndlgnant

it

I

I

it

it a
is

I

is

a

residing

I

ossihle, and then measure the time
an
sha be obliged to wait before receivin
ease
and will on
seems so lon
other,
to write me and explain why the elay ?"
p

;

it

1

as

is

a

progressive na
being of an independent,
that
to movements
ture gave attention
attracted the attention of advanced minds.
One of her experiments was the celebrated
“ Brook Farm ” enterprise. Later. in asso
ciation with E. W. Farnham, she labored

for prison

reform

did

and

a

good

work

among the women of Sing Sing prison.
Next she taught school in the South. About
1850 she went to California and there lived

until her death.
Her book, called

“ Years of Experi

a most interest
lately published,
ing volume. giving a record of her life as
servant
governess, teacher,
schoolgirl,

ence,"

is

why not use it all ? Then they could dispense
with their little tassels of blue. green and
pink..for the phrenologist would pick out
the color-blind in less time than it would
Look at the pres
take to make the test.
ent system of conducting railroad affairs:
Here is a man who hails from nowhere, or
from everywhere; he applies for employ
ment on the road; they consult a little
Well, they try him, and
among themselves.
keep on trying him, until, through his in
cautious habits or wilful neglect, a train
load of people is ground up and their
charred bones are found among the burn
This is the
ing debris of the wrecked train.
Why will
try-rule.
of
the
result
legitimate

well
Bruce Kirby. who
known to many of the PHBENOIDGIOAL read
"
ers through her treatise on “ Transmission
or the inﬂuence of heredity, died at her
residence in Santa Cruz, (321.. Feb. 27th
last.
She was in the sixty-ninth year of a
Born in Bristol. Eng. she came
busy life.
to this country when
young woman, and

of Sing Sing prison
matron
(under Mrs. Farnham). California pioneer,
wife,
mother and
nurse,
professional
Perhaps the most interesting part
friend.
that relating to
to the general reader
the Brook Farm community, where her
associates were such men as George Ripley.
“'illiarn
George
Nathaniel Hawthorne.
Curtis, and Charles Dana. Margaret Fuller.
to whom Mrs. Kirby (then Miss Bruce) be

assistant

is

we ureinformed that rlilrolds are now re
fusing to hire all applicants who are color
science,
blind.
rI‘hey are using a part of ‘the

PERSONAL.

Mrs. Georgiana

attached, was also a mem
ber.
Mics. Mam‘ Mass. the widow of Horace
Mann, the eminent educator and disciple of
Plains.
George Combe, died at Jamaica
came devotedly

Mass, in February last.
She was a sister of the wife of Nathaniel
Hawthorne. In Mr. Mann's labor for the
course of American education she rendered
after his
much valuable assistance—and
that
appeared
the
biography
wrote
death
Later, she pub
about twenty years ago.
little volume on cookery with the
lished
title “ Christianity in the Kitchen."
a

upon by a host of men of great minds, all
These
along the line. for a hundred years.
men, having ﬁnished their great work, he
queathed it as a legacy for the beneﬁt of all
mankind. Phrenology was the ﬁrst to make
known the existence of color-blindness, and

[April

a
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‘Ml——
WISDOM.

a“

thy thought
Shall be a fruitful seed."
Knowledge comes of learning well

“Think truly

tained, unfruitful else.—Dante.

re
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laboratory of life each new comer
the old experiments,
and laughs
weeps for himself.

In the
repeats
and

will believe only what he can
comprehend must have a very long
or a very short creed—Gallon.

He that
fully
head

The higher the culture, the deeper toned
morality of a man. the kecner hislsense
of the evils that afflict society—Dram.

the

The good thoughts, words and actions of
mankind are the sparkling gems that shine
so brightly, cheering their pathway.
Of each we ask, “ Can life bear worse
than this?"
Aye—answer weary lips and tired eyes,
To violent sorrows solace nature grants;
Worse than the world’s supremest agonies
Are all its empty blanks—its hopeless
wants.

———-.—.-.—_
" A little

nonsense now and then.
is relished by the wisest men."

exclaimed

the henpecked

“ \Vhen all is said and done;

man,

Hush ! Papa is reading his paper. Do
not disturb him, for the daily paper is the
" great educator of the people." He has llu
ished his murders, outrages, and minor hor
rors. and is now in the midst of some juicy
details of the latest scandals.
Be silent or
you may interrupt his education.—Ll_']"ev
a

would
young

gentleman."

Dealcr.—“Yes ma’am. What kind of a
head would you like.”
Young Woman.—“ I'm not particular,
only it must be a material
him sick at his stomach."

that won't

make

Two old men lamenting the changes that
have taken place.
First Old Man (sadly)—
“I can not enjoy myself now, as I could
I can't eat half as
when I was a boy.
much."
Second Old

Man.—“

I can not eat

as much

when l was a boy, but I re
a wise provision.”
as
rather
that
gard
" Why so .9"
haven't got half as much to
“Because
now as

I could

I

eat."

aim of the author of this
treatise is “to impart practical instruction
in the reporting style of the American Pit
man Phonography."
As a practicil repor
tier he

brings much experience
of the lessons.

to bear in

the arrangement

‘Tis better to have loved and lost,
Than to have loved and won !"

Young Woman (to dealer).—“I
like to look at canes, please—for

Tna Rama-rise S'rru: or SHORTHAND.
A
Complete Textbook on American Phonog
Fourth edi
By Eldon Moran.
raphy.
tion.
St. Louis.
Christian Publishing
Company.
The modest

MIRTH.

“ Ah me!"

In this department we give short reviews of such
Nxw Boon as publishers see ﬁt to send us. In these
reviews we seek to treat author and publisher autis
jactorily andjuslly, and also ioftu'm'sh our readers
with such information as nlmll enable them to form
an opinion of the desirability of any particularvol
ume/orpenonal use. It is our wish to notice the
belter class 0)‘ book: issuing from the In-eu, and we
invite publishers to favor the Edi lor with recent
publicalimw, especially those related in any way to
mental and physiological
science.
We can usually
mpply any of those noticed.

Perhaps a
little improvement might be suggested in
the engraving of the phonographic
outlines
in some of the exercises, but as a rule they
are clear and legible.
The idea of repre.
senting phonography as written in practice.
is certainly a good one, although for the stu
dent who uses the book without a teacher,
there may occur some trouble at times in its
_

exact reading.
A considerable amount of useful informa
tion is supplied in the course of the lessons

with regard

to the practical

amanuensis,

legislative,

duties of the
law and platform
reporter, and many hints on minor items
that a stenographer is sure to ﬁnd of ser
vice.

llaRALns
Eastertide

or

EAs'rniL—A
by Dora Read

poem of
Goodale, with

new

designs of City-sparrows and Victoria
blossoms, white doves, and blossoming
apricot, swallows skimming over white
daisies, chipping-birds and pussy_willow.

By Fidelia Bridges.
This delightful souvenir of the gracious
Church season of Easter is a fresh product
of the enterprise of Messrs. White, Stokes
& Allen, of New York. The poem ﬂttingly
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describes hc_:entiment of springtime
and
its accou panimeuts of bursting buds, rarly
ﬂowers and bird-joy, while the illustrations
are charming eifccts of coloring and correct
drawing. Besides the letter press a fac
simile of the author’s manuscript is given—
a pretty conceit in itself.
Ssvim'rn

BIENNIAL

Baron, of

SHOPPELL'S Momma Houses.
Number 5
containsa variety of neatly drawn designs
for dwelling houses, from the simple one
storv and attic to the elaborate villa, besides
designs for stables and carriage houses, a
railroad station, the plotting of a garden,
and notes on plumbing. draining, seaside
from
cottages, and a very interesting essa
Viollet Le Duc’s. "Habitat-ions of Ian in
all Ages.” Price in paper, folio, $1.00. R.
W. Shoppell, New York.

Cooxmo r01: INVALIDS- By Thomas J.
Murray, author of 50 Soups, 50 Salads
50cts. New York,
etc.; pp, 32, boards,
White, Stokes 86 Allen.
In this convenient little collection of re

cipes we h-tve

an attempt. on the part

ofa

skilled cook, to supply the need of the sick
nutrition .
We can
room for appropriate
not. say that Mr. Murrey has shown the ex
rience and ability of a Letheby or a
othergill in this respect ; for some of his
menu would not accord with a stomach de
pressed and anaemic, or in the irritable
stages of typhoidal weakness; as an aid to
the dietetic advice of a physician or a help to

the trained nurse, however, there is much
that is helpful, especially in the pages dc,
voted to gruels and toasts.

CURRENT EXCHANGES RECEIVED.
Western Plowman: Agricultural and liter
J. M. Ware, Moline. Ill.
ary.
Book Chat : Notes and comments on recent
Monthly. New York.
literature.
The Bunker’: Magazine and Statistical Regio
ter: A. S. Balles, editor. New York.
New York Tribune:
Daily and weeklv edi
tions.
Tribune Association.
New York.
The Cultivator and Country Gentleman : As
and well-managed as ever. Albany,
usefYul

cmnati.

American Inventor: Organ of the National
Association of American Inventors. J. S.
Zerbe. Cincinnati.
American;

Abounds in popular

data in art. science, mechanics,
etc. New York, Munn dz ()0.

and

to voluntary habits and ractices that Hill!
tata against the physica
integrity. and not
to experience that can be grouped under the
heading of necessity.

[April

Cincinnati Medical News and Ult'm'cal Brief,
etc. Dr. J. A. Thacker, editor, etc. Cin

the Trus

Treasurer of the
Illinois Southern Hospital for the Insane, at
A comprehensive
Anna, Oct 1st, 1886.
statement of the management of a large in
stitution, received from Dr. H. Wardner,
A cursory examina
the superintendent.
tion. conﬁrms two views given elsewhere
that the causes of insanity are due chieﬂ
tees, Superintendent

JOURNAL

weekly.

The National Temperance Advocate:
Organ
of the National Temperance Society. “As
strong as ever on the old line of prohibi
tion.
New York.
The Hahnema-nnian Monthly; Leading organ
of the homoeopathic school of medicine in
America. Drs. Dudley and James, edi
Philadelphia, Pa.
tors.

Christian Advocate .' An improved stand
is apparent in late numbers on the liquor
question and patentmedicine
advertising,
which we should be glad to see emulated
by other lead'ln church papers.
Phillips

17w

8:

Hunt, New

ork.

Monthly Magazine for March
Keuyon's Wife,
a novel;
contains:
Confessions of a Reformed Huniorist,
Insurance,
Policy of
The
Was
it
Worth While ? Rent and Taxes, General
John A. Logan.” Philadelphia.
Dr. Benjamin, a New Jer
The Sanitarium
sey physician, tells some facts regarding
house ventilation that ought to be known
Lt'ppincott‘a

and acted upon by housekeepers every
Dr. I}. is evidently more inclined
where.
to practical benevolence than fee-getting.
A. N. Bell, M. D., editor, New York.

The International Standard : Devoted to
preservation and perfection of the Anglo
and measures, and the dis
Saxon
cussion weights
an dissemination of the wisdom
contained in the great pyramid of Jee'zeh,
D ' subjects to most people
Egypt.
made positive y attractive.
Published in
Cleveland, 0.

P

ular Science Monthly, (D. Ap leton &
.) for March, discusses : Are lgailroads
Public Enemies? Birds and their Daily
Bread, Higher Education of Women, The
Habits and Family History of Centena
Clocks, Com
rians, Celebrated
live
Psychology, Genius and Mental
isease.
and has an appreciative sketch of the late
editor, Dr. E. L. Youmans.
comes with its March
number
loaded
with richly decorated
wares of the following brands:
The
New York Police Department, Dwelling

Harprr’c Mntthly,

in Paris, The Rivalries of Mr. Toby Gil
lam, Russia of To-da , The South Revis
ited, S ringhaven, a
rial ; A Louisiana
antation of the Old Regime, ctc.,
Sugar
The to ice largely possess a current inter
est.

ew

York.

i\

,

W

ill’

“71
.F

i.
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Devoted

CHILD-CULTURE.
of Parents, Kimlergarinors.

to the interests

and Pri

mal-y Teachers.

“__Q.L

This magazine (formerly the American Kindergarten) especially con
riders the mental, moral and social culture of young children.
Every
- question involved in this subject is discussed
in these pages. There
are valuable magazines devoted to the health interests and welfare
of babies; others are devoted to the entertainment of children, but
this magazine enters a new ﬁeld. It is a pioneer in a land about
which there has been much questioning and anxiety. “ How shall
teach my child to see things correctly—to hear accurately—to speak
gently—to obey implicitly—to repeat truthfully—to Walk gracefully——
to sit naturally—to eat properly—to play healthfully—to dress taste
fully—to treat all persons considerately—to act promptly—to behave
at all times, and in all places decorously—to treat his parents court
that my
eously ? In fact, what must do, and how best can do
children may grow up noble in principle, pure in thought, charming
in manner and happy in disposition.” These questions assail every
guardian of a little child, but more especially the mothers’ and
'

these pages a ﬂood of

light on these and other

I
l

is

it

is

'

a

is

f‘

is

The department
questions, relating to the training of their children.
in
COUNCIL”
to
and
their
comments.
inquiries
open
of MOTHER’s
PRIMARY TEACHERS will be beneﬁted, not only by a general consider
ation of the subject, but by the detailed experience of successful teach
,
ers in this department of schoolwork.
KINDERGARTNERS will ﬁnd every line of the magazine of use to
them. Especial consideration will be given to this phase-of Child
Instructions and suggestions as to the use of material, the
Cultu-re.
best methods for the home, the small school, or the large mission
now being occupied by teachers of this class,
ﬁeld of work which
are given by experienced Kindergartners.
Every one responsible for the proper training of children, from the
period of infancy to youth, should be reader of this magazine.
included with
OHILDREN’s
SUPPLEMENT,
separately bound,
the
in
Animal
which are given lessons on
Kingdom,
each number,
Kindergarten. work, Recitations, Skeleton-stories, and other matter
which will interest the little ones, and be found a further aid to
the work, the whole constituting a double magazine of great value to
intended.
the class for whom
10 cents a number. . AGENTS WANTED.
Terms $1.00 per year.
Address, Fowler & Wells (30., Publishers, 775 Broadway, New York.

'

will ﬁnd in

"sham

teachers.
MOTHERS

it,

I

I

_w win‘, '
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ability

knowl

to gather and remember

edge are remarkable traits; and he has

capacity in the way of criti

wonderful

verity, and

_

yet

he

[May
Secretiveness

has

like

enough to hide it ; his force is more

implacably

that of screw power, which

cism and the ability to read character

but noiselessly premcs onward

like a book, and these come

sults, than it is like the blows of a ham

from the

We sometimes.

mer that makes a racket.

mother’s side.

His Language is opulent and select; he

to its re

use a phrase that a man has remarkable

can say as much as ought to be said, and

carrying power; we can say it of this

say it in a way that will touch the mark

person

;

this does not so much mean the

every time; riﬂeinen speak of hitting the

carrying of knowledge, although he can

there are some men whose

do that, but the mechanical, financial,

talk is like

a charge of shot ; it peppers

executive and judicious

the whole

target and perhaps escapes

which mass the talent and hold it where

bull’s eye;

the bull’s
talks

in

eye

entirely;

another

man

way that hits the bull’s eye

a

it

can give

steady

a.

loaded

to a point and hurts where it hits, or

a relentless antagonist;

blesses, according to what it is.

an advocate,

reasoning

power;

but his talent is in the knowledge

of

men, the power to know character, the

ability to gather and understand
and to be in possession

knows; and then

he

facts,

always of what
the

power of ex

a

He goes

must be a wily opponent and

; he

as

alawyer,

for instance, as
he

would bring

all his knowledge to bear upon a given
point, and might be cool in his state
ment of

He

it,

He

excellent

pressure, or

outburst if required.

mighty

and nothing else, and it all concentrates

has

characteristics

because he feels strong.

has too much

head for his body,

and, therefore, not an atom of vitality to
waste on mere noise and bluster,

His

or

in

high from the

anyway.

ables him to converge all his knowledge

opening of the ear

to a cutting point.

terly Firmness, strong Self-esteem, good

how it widens from the outer corner of
the eye backward,

along the line where

the frame of the spectacles
is great

Calculation,

knows

There

Con

remarkable

to put everything

structiveness, ability
he

runs.

such as

into a combination

;

hence he has mas
and

Conscientiousness

Cautiousness.

These keep him in a state of poise,

and

save loss of power, physical and mental.

His Veneration and Benevolence
well-developed;

he must be

his spirit, although

settled

That massive upper lip

;

He has a very broad head; observe

head

is

pression which we have mentioned en

seem

kindly in

and positive.

that stanch and

nose; those

might result in a locomotive, or printa

well-balanced

newspaper, or do any other great work,

yet concentrated cheek-bones, outward

large

to a ﬁnal result;

Acquisitiveness

must be eminent in ﬁnancial

He
and

is very

and

questions.

broad at Destructiveness

Combativeness, and

high

at

the

crown, resembling the father side; hence
is a’ power wherever he acts.

He

has se

from

the nose,

and

show power, conserva'

tive qualities, persistency and dignity.
The only weak part of the faceis his
small chin, but we fancy that

partly

owing in appearance to the decay and
shortening

of his teeth; a man who

is

then he has

is

all parts contributing

strong,

seventy-ﬁve years of age, and more, may
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have a face an

inch shorter than he had
That face means

young.

when he was

dignity,

friendship,

stability,

patience

and it means integ

and conservatism,

rity, uprightness, principle, and it means
also self-control.

The reader will observe that the open
ing of the ear is pretty low,

and as the

brain above and about the ear shows that
the head is
he has a

very broad.

we may say that

strong hold on life

small a body its vital

so

conserved,

even with

;

resources are

and he is likely to live, if he

kill

work, many
life
power that would enable him todo a
great deal of work before he would suc
doesn't

himself

with

years longer : at any rate he has the

his head being
for his body he has

cumb ;

so

large

been

to

much

too

inclined

over-work.
That

is a busy brain

head: that is a man
such self-poise as is

;

that is a clear

of might, and with
rarely met with.

His social nature is decidedly strong.
He has strong religious feeling, talent
for science, and
his

and
make

him

literature, and affairs,

side-head

is large enough

to

a ﬁnancier and manufacturer,

and master of matters that interest States
and

individuals;

besides he isso orderly,

in thought and work,

and systematics]
that he is able to

bring his power

in a way that commands
awakens fear.

to bear

respect

We believe he

and

is true to

his friends, and a very strong opponent
to that which he dislikes, or to that he
believes ought to be opposed.
N. 8.
One of the most remarkable men on
the continent of Europe today, a man
who has risen into prominence both on ac
count of his political opposition to the
measures of the German

Chancellor and
because of great capacities, is Herr Wind
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thorst, the leader of the Center Party in
the German Parliament.
Advanced in
age, older by years than Bismarck, he is
nevertheless fresh and active in body and
mind, able to remain all day at the sit—
tings of the Reichstag and make a two
or three hours‘ speech ﬁlled with hard
logical reasoning and statistical data.
He was born November 12, 1812, at
the little town of Meppen, Hanover ; of a
somewhat distinguished family, of the
old Catholic faith, and of ample means.
He studied law in Goettingen and Heidel
berg, and then practiced it for a short
time, until appointed Presiding Counsel
lor of the Consistory of Osnabruck.
Hanover was then an independent king
dom, cherishing
dreams of greatness.
From 1849 to 1866 Windthorst was a
member of the Hanoverian House of
Delegates, and in 1851 he was elected
its president.
He was tendered the port
folio of Justice in the Cabinet and exer
cised the functions of this important
office, with several interruptions,
till
1865, then resigning
on account of a
difference with King George as tothe
best way for Hanoverto meet the gather
ing storm-cloud of the Austro~Prussian
war. The battle of Sadowa was fought,
and Hanover saw its splendid little army
demolished in the battleﬁeld of Langen
salza and at the treaty of Prague poor
King George, blind in more senses than
one, was left in the lurch by Austria and
Franco alike, and saw his sovereignty
swept away by King William.
Despair
ing, broken-hearted, this king left the
land over which his forefathers had
ruled for a thousand years, and went
into banishment and death.
It was at
this time that Windthorst achieved a
national reputation. He it was who was
selected by King George as his champion
to defend his claims to the vast- royal
domain and treasures against Prussia.
And what slice the blind monarch ﬁnally
obtained out of that mass of wealth,

known in history

as the Guelph Fund,
was secured through this little indomit
able man, Herr Windthorst.
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The year 1867 saw him elected to the
Prussian House of Deputies and then to
He has sat there ever
the Reichstag.
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always to the matter under discussion,
and never makes misstatements
When
he desires to repay an injury in kind he
never becomes abusive or gross, but by
a clever innuendo, a veiled phrase, he
covers his man with confusion and ex
He has scored
poses him to derision.
his greatest oratorical triumphs during
those years when the religious contmt
raged at its ﬁercest ; when the privileges
which he and his party cherish were
exposed to the ﬁerce assaults of the Gov
ernment. "
As the portrait shows, he has a large,
welldeveloped head, the intellectual re
gion being greatly developed, while the
moral organs are evidently very inﬂuen
tial, giving him evenness, poise, and
As one
power of original conception.
who has seen him, says: “He has a noble
head; a broad expanse of brow, two
piercing brown eyes, whose gleaming is
but partially concealed by the gold-rim
med spectacles, and the fluffy white
hair, giving an air of originality to the
entire face.” In body he is small, and
by no means attractive; his head im
parting an appearance of disproportion,
because of its large size; yet his health
and endurance seem in no wise to suffer
because of such association; a fact, pro
bably due to the orderly and temperate
life that Herr \Viudthorst has pursued
from an early age.

since, one of its most conspicuous mem
the estimation of many,
In a coun
next to Bismarck, the ablest.
try where eloquence is a rare guest,
where the gift of ﬂuent, electric speech is
but seldom granted, the oratorical emi
nence of the man alone was enough to
make him a shining light in the young
and untried parliament.
The “Little
Excellency," as he is dubbed, has been
since 1871 the leader of the Centrum,
otherwise known as the Clerical or Ultra
montane Party, and under his leadership
these formerly scattered forces have be
come the most powerful ally or foe of the
Government, as the case might be. He
has shown himself to be more than the
peer of Bismarck in parliamentarian tac
tics, has known how to marshal and de
ploy his small army with consummate
skill, and has never wasted his powder.
“When Windthorst rises to speak,
everybody is on the alert, for everybody
knows that he has something to say
worth listening to ; that he and his party
have taken a stand on some question or
other, and that with good reasoning a
mass of valuable data is to come forth,
bers, and, in

shedding new light on some mooted
point. The Speaker never has to call
him to order, for he is ever polite, sticks
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AND

not afraid of their faces."
to the study of the word of

God, what-could be more fascin
ating than the study of the human face?
In repose how sweet to gaze upon it!
The far-away look, speaking of immor
tality ; thepeaceof soul; the holy aspira
tions shadowing the fulﬁlment thereof,
when the dust has returned to dust!
Time was when Phrenology and physi
ognomy were looked upon with distrust
by many who professed to be followers
of the one in whom are “hid all the

PHBENOLOGY.

treasures of wisdom and knowledge."
Happily that day is passing or has
passed away.
_
The ardent lover of the science rests
assured that the day when it shall take
its place at the head of the scientiﬁc
It recommends
world is not fardistant.
itself; with it we are armed against
deceit, fraud, hypocrisy; with Jeremiah
we can say, “Be not afraid of their
faces.” Look out in the great world_
How multitudinous the characters—n0
two faces alike. See the changing ex

1
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pressions; the cunning, the fraud, the
joy, the sorrow ! Each face is a printed
volume. telling its own history: happy
is that one who has the power to lift the
In every
covers and to read each page.
station a knowledge of the science is
The pleader at the bar
necessary.
The preacher,
needs it : the physician.
as he adapts the word to the people,
sees in their faces a reﬂection of his
sentiment. and doubly useful is he who
can read and answer their mental ob
jections, and can catch the inspiration
of the soul that echoes in a still, small
May
voice the sentiments he expresses.
this not be the secret of the orator's
inspiration where soul
power—modern
to soul — the magnetic subtle
speaks
current that vibrates and ﬁlls with rapt
ure the heart of the truly sympathetic
A certain knowledge of it is
speaker?
necemary to the proper regulation of
home life: too many parents look upon
their children as if there were no differ
ences of temperament or disposition of
They never
power, mental or physical.
seem to recognize the fact that this one
is to be compelled to do its duty and

drawn by the enticing
Treat them all alike and
you make some, and at the same time
An understanding of
umnake others.
the science is necessary to the instructor
of youth ; recognize the mental diﬂ’er
euces, suit instruction to capability, and
you have the secret of successful educa
Jeremiah, the writer of the words
tion.
already quoted, was evidently a physi
intimately
oguomist, a phrenologist,
acquainted with the failings as well as
His
the virtues of the human race.
reliance upon the word of the Lord,
and his knowledge of human nature, led
him throughout life to act as if he feared
that one is to be
voice

of love.

no one.

'

Looking beneath the surface of the
threat made by an enemy he saw the
Cautiousness that would prevent ‘the
His
carrying out of the evil words.
his
was
small:
annihilation
of
dread
Sublimity led him to look above what

man could do.
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With

Self-esteem

mea

and with Firmness
strongly marked he pursues, without
turning aside, the round of his checkered
life. Venerution and Hope, the former to
give allegiance to God, the latter buoy
ancy to his drooping spirit amid the con
ﬁicts for truth and righteousness, consti
tute him the grand lender, the fearless
man of God. His Perreptives and Reﬂec
tivcs must have been singularly well-bal
anced; seeing the “ tactics " of the enemy
he had the power to act so as to thwart
their cherished and treacherous plans.
\Vith Perceptivt-s largely ll] the ascend
ant and with ferhlc reflective power a.
man is apprised of danger, but has little
power to thwart or escape it; with good
Reliectives and evenly balanced Percep
tives, with good Secretiveness and Con
structivcness, Jeremiah like, he will take
in the situation and. if a way of escape is
not at hand, it will be found.
The Bible is the friend of Phrenology.
Does not Paul look down into the very
soul of his hearers to-day 7 Does he not
reveal the hidden meanness—the motives
of the sinner? \Vhat phreuologist can
reveal him in his matchless delineatious
0f the animal-man ? Who can surpass‘
his efforts as he rises to the sublimity of
world? Our souls are
the spiritual
thrilled as he depicts the fruitage of Hope,

gerly developed

There are
Spirituality and Veneration.
two sciences necessary to our happiness
here and hereafter. The science of Divine
things (we have this in the revealed word)
and the science of human nature or
Phrenology. Given these two requisites
and man is being prepared for both
To know God and man is to
worlds.
know all things. Look into thyself, look
out to God, and thou art happy; this
should be the aim and end of all.
ARTHUR M. GROWDEN.

—-—-—M——_—

The character that is unable to resist
temptation or unwilling to perform its
duty faithfully is not more beautiful
than a ﬁgure that can not support its
own weight—D.
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COMBATIVENESS.

HERE

is something harsh-looking

in this word.

You know what

combat means—ﬁght, opposition, strife,
and might, very naturally, think that it
is not quite wise to claim that we have a
faculty in the mind, or an organ in the
brain, that leads us to quarrel and con
tend. You will remember that along
back when we were talking about some
of the organs, like Destructiveness and
Secretiveness, I told you how many of
the names first given to mental faculties
were suggested by their stronger or over
excited action ; that Dr. Gall made some
mistakes, thinking that what was really
an unnatural action or expression of
certain organs was their normal charac
ter. Because he found men who had
very large Secretiveness, as we term it
now, and were generally very close and
sly in conduct and speech, he named the
faculty Cunning; and the cases of very
strong Self-esteem appeared to convince
him that pride was a suitable term for
it.
hope that you all who have read
the “Talks” so far, remember what I
have said about the proper action of
faculties so that you can see the differ
ence between that and their influence
when they have been badly trained or
permitted to become too strong.
We could have a better name than
Combativeness, but it is not easy to ﬁnd
one that will be exactly right—and show
Some
just how the faculty operates.
think that Defensivness is better, but
the idea of defense is scarcely suﬁicient
to carry all that the organ has in the
way of function ; we should add the ele
ment of boldness in opposition that stim
ulates the opposition to energetic conduct
and goes forward in the assertion of per
We learn much of the
sonal right.
from its association
faculty
this
nature of
with other faculties that have their cen
There
ters in the back part of the brain.
it lies close to the social feelings, and to

Cautiousness, Secretiveness and Destruc
tiveness,
and this fact hints that man
must assert and defend his interests of
home, family and friends—if he would
enjoy them. vIn savage life the neces
sity of defending such interest, is much
greater than in the kindly relations that
we enjoy, who are living in the light of
modern civilization ; and in savage life,
too, there is greater need for struggle to
get the common means of subsistence.
The Indian who roams over the great
wilderness of the Northwest and on the
rugged mountain sides, must make long
journeys, often expose himself to danger
and endure weariness and
to get

I
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for wife and children.

Then, too,
in having a reputa
tion for deeds of courage and daring; to
be a great warrior and hunter is the
chief object of the savage boy's future.
Thus Combativeness is kept in a state of
excitement and it works more with the
lower appetites and propensities, with
food

the savage delights

A ND SCIENCE

the animal nature, and shows its rudest
side.

You see in many of the animals this
kind of action on the part of the faculty ;
and it is natural enough with them be
cause their instincts are for the most
A dog is
part those of se1f~protection

the bantam-cock;
you know how vain
and pugnacious he is.
I had a little
Spanish fellow, when I was a boy of
ﬁfteen,
that was apet.
He did not
weigh more than three pounds, yet if a
neighbor's Shanghai or Brahma rooster
came near he would at once ﬂy at him
and never g've up the battle until either
the enemy was driven out of the yard
or he himself was taken away.
The development of Comoativeness,
when large, gives a shape to the baek
head that you can not help seeing; it
makes it look full and square, back of
the ears ; you notice the eﬁ'ect of it even
when a person has his hat on, and if
you have an opportunity to compare
two men, one who has the organ large
with one who has it small, you can‘t
help seeing a great difference in the way
they walk and act. The looks of such
men when they are Wearing stove-pipe
hats, are a great deal like what we see in
the engraving,
especially if the man
with large Combativeness has worn his
hat some time, and the rim has gotten
out of shape.
The inﬂuence of the fac

B.
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ulty when it controls the mind
spirit is evident in the manner;

SIALL.

and
the
“combative”y man walks ﬁrmly, his
feet are planted in an emphatic way,
in short, abrupt
the motion of his head
lines, and he speaks up as
he meant
to be heard, and accents
his words
His body carried in a swag‘
strongly.
that tells you he
way
gel-ing
not afraid
he has good deal of
of opposition, and
Firmness and Self-esteem, there's an ex

if

is

a

one of the best examples of combative
A dog will at
ness that we can ﬁnd.
no
when
provoked,
tack anything
matter how much bigger and stronger.
Lion hunters say that the lion is afraid
of a man and will not attack him open
ly, and shows the cautious, cunning
qualities of his species whenever near an
animal that is a match for him——like a
tiger, or bull. or elephant. But a dog
will go at a lion or a tiger and try to
Some birds have the
drive him off.
faculty in a. marked degree also, and
show it sometimes in an amusing way.
I have seen a little bird attack a hawk
in the air ; the king-bird will do this and
so worry the hawk that he will be glad
to get away from his little tormentor.
Canaries and sparrows are not wanting
in boldness, and mocking-birds are very
plucky ‘in driving away intruders upon
I need not mention
their privileges.

is,

SIR H.
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pression in his face, that declares he is
not to be triﬂed with.
In the pose of the head and expression
of Mr. Montgomery, there are evidences
of strong Combativeness, and you can
see that the head is rather full just back
He is em
of the upper part of the ear.
platic and plucky, and well-suited to a
place where many demands are made
upon one’s time and services, and that
often by fussy persons. There is on the
other hand but little of the expression of
pugnacity in the face of Sir Henry Hol
land. He is a firm man, no doubt, but
fond of peace, and disinclined to any
thing like fighting.
Combativeness helps a man to make
his way in places where he meets with
E)!"
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when haul at work, each for his own
you would think sometimes that
they were anxious to get at each other
for a rough and-tumble ﬁght—whereas
they were only doing their best to win
in an intellectual combat. In the illus
tration you see a contest between two
their
is
amused
gentlemen;
spirit
through Combativeness, but the dispute
is carried on in adigniﬂed manner ; it is
a. battle of logic and reason—where this
organ performs a really grand part.
Wherever exposure to changes is to be
expected-~-as in military life, in travel
that takes one amid strange people, es
pecially savage or barbarous races; in
explorations to the far North; in mimion
ary life, where suffering is to be en
countered and unexpected difficulties
to be overcome, a good share of Com
It helps to
bativeness is necessary.
bring out a man's moral and religious
sentiments, and make them living
forces for good in the world. One may
be kind,
good-natured, reverential,
honest, yet timid, backward, irresolute,
and weak, and so of little use in his
side,

own circle and to the world.
Give
him strong Combativeness, with its
i

audacity and spirit, and he is no longer
an inactive or namby-pamby man, but
ardent and spirited, and not afraid to
take hold of the work and duty that
falls to him.
If any of you are of a quarrelsome

Tan: Coua'rmus

Disru'rl.

In

some kinds of business
opposition.
there is almost constant strife of a moral
Take the business of the lawyer,
kind.
for instance. He is required to settle quar
rels or disputes, and he must have a good
deal of boldness to get along well.

he undertakes to try a case in the
court-room, he has to meet opposition
there from the lawyer who has been en
gaged by “the other side“ as they say.
Trying a case may be a very respectable
thing, but if you should see lawyers

When

nature, peppery, easy to take offense
and fly up, remember that such a dis
position belongs more toterrier-dogs
than to young men and women, and that
you should try to restrain it by eultivat~
ing your normal feelings, your polite
ness and good-nature.
Avoid all occa
sions of squabbling and petty disagree
ment ; they are mean and vulgar.
When you are likely to ﬂy into a pas
sion, count twenty before you speak, keep
your mouth closed tightly, and exert
yourself to be calm, by the reﬂection that
self-control is one of the greatest means
of self-development and of triumph.
On the other hand, those of you who
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wanting in courage and boldness
should try to make their Combativeness
more active—by taking part in debates
and discussions, at school, and in society,
are
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and doing things for others that force
them to assume responsibility and go
where a little courage is demanded.
EDITOR.

——M——
DIVORCE

lish

shame:

I

and

jeering

the

nobility calling

commonality, “Yes
am bad, but you are much worse!"

back to the

QUESTION.

A

it

it.

home means something more than the
abiding place of husband and wife and
children, else it means but little. The
vital meaning of the home is in the bar
monious and helpful relations existing
between its members.
The actual condi
tions may fall very far below the ideal
standard, and yet the home may be tol
erable, and may yield advantages that
should not be lightly thrown away.
But when selﬁshness or crime have shut
out those gentle influences which we
associate with the name of home, then
to insist upon the inviolability of the
marriage tie, is to put a high price upon
our conventions ; and unspeakable evils
may as often be the result, as they are
the cause, of domestic infelicities.
The unwilling members of unhappy
homes are simply domestic anarchists,
slayers, in some degree, of the national
life, for the home-circle is the nation in
miniature.
The proper business of law
is to protect and to assist justice.
Inzits
simple, direct application to evils
is
generally as eﬂ’ectual as any superﬁcial
treatment can be with intricate and
deeply involved matters.
It does, in a
measure, protect the community from
the depredations of thieves, the nuisance
of drunkards, by locking them up;
does protect wives and children from
the tyrannies of husbands, by granting
separations but when its arms lengthen
to reach the more intricate facts of social
life
becomes weak and inoperative in
proportion as
assumes arbitrary con
trol over those conditions, which are so
organic and logical asto mark the de
velopment of the human race.
We see
this in ineffectual
prohibition, anti-di
vorce, and all laws proscribing to some
extent the natural liberties of the people;
it

general sentiment in regard to
dealing with the divorce question
seems to be in favor of a sort of legal
surgery—the cutting oﬂ’ of marriage
licenses, and the cutting out of divorce
privileges from statute books. But the
sage physician—to carry our simile fur
ther—will declare it a case for constitu
tional treatment;
will say that this
clamor for divorce is but a symptom of
unwholesome condition; and that the
revolt of unhappy parties is not without
some hopeful indication.
At least, we
may believe that the litigants look for a
better state—and that is something.
No
fact in the complex machinery of our
civilimtion stands by itself, but all facts
are related, and depend upon each other
and upon antecedent conditions.
To
legislate away the privilege of divorce
may be an easy matter, but the causes
that lead up to this demand are not to
be so summarily disposed of; and to
stop the current of an evil involves the
danger that it may make channels of
every crevice and pollute more social
territory.
Statisticians, who prove to a nicety
that the number of divorces in different
communities is in exact ratio with the
laxity or stringency of their divorce
laws, have a laborious way of demon
strating a self-evident. fact. What we
desire to know is whether, in those socie
ties where it is more difficult to procure
divorces, the moral atmosphere is cor
respondingly pure and the marital obli
gations are more sacredly regarded.
As if to answer this most pertinent in
quiry comes the horrible story of Eng

;
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people, nor laws to prevent the tumbling
down of wornout social structures, but
new erections, new conditions that will
answer and occupy the forces of human
development.
So much for a general survey and an-'
swer to this question, as it is popularly
But this has been
comprehended.
merely winnowing the chaﬂ’ to get at
the wheat.
We do not pretend to limit
the functions of law, or point out its
particular errors, any more than we enter
into considerations of the intricate de
tails of the evil with a view to its correc
tion. For that is being done right along
Without successful results by statisticians
and legislative bodies.
What we mean
to show is not so much the evil of di
vorce as the meaning and causes of it.
It seems to us that with a nation so
radically superior to other nations, in
point of individual progressiveness and
individual liberty, this phenomenon of
evil has a deeper signiﬁcance, as proving
either that there is no positive check to
periodical moral decline in greater op
for development, or that
portunities
this revolt against unsuitable
unions
marks an awakening to a better concep
tion of the true ends of marriage.
hold this latter view.
For I am not by
any means prepared to say that the in
crease of divorces here is a sweeping ar<
gument for our depravity.
So far from
indeed, that
hold the demand for
divorces rather as a strong, though some
what blind effort, of the live part of the
nation toward those new conditions for
which certain national stages of growth
are ripe, and which various social evils
warningly indicate.
Conditions and people of the old world
compared with those of the new, will
lustrate and support this opinion.
In
little originality and
Europe there
thought-ferment
in the mass, because
there
little individual freedom and re
sponsibility; that
the root of their
conservatism.
They can not reason
themselves into the desirability of new
conditions, because their reason
com
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.and when we study the conditions of
nations where this sort of paternal gov
‘
-ernment is actually enforced we see how
entirely subversive are the laws of their
declared ends.
The way the divorce problem is dealt
with by legislators and moralists, is
a striking example of the universal ten
dency to receive easy plausibilities, to
accept phenomena for principles, and
clap its handiest, readiest solution there
vOIL
By a curious misapprehension of
the subject, writers upon social science
are apt to recite a long train of evils as
resultants of the divorce privilege.
One
of our best writers, Dr. Woolsey, says
this: “But whether we are to decay
and lose our present political power, de
pends upon our ability to keep family
life pure and simple."
Thus he and
popular moralists point to the old Ro
mans as examples, believing that their
rigid virtue and simplicity sustained
their greatness until divorces
were
when" immorality,
granted,
reckless
living, enervation, national weakness
and ﬁnal ruin followed in its wake.
Now this fallacy is apparent. If, as
history tells us, for ﬁve hundred years
the Romans did not take advantage of a
loose divorce law which then existed,
and in the next period made them still
looser to suit the exigencies of their
growing immorality, it follows that di
vorces were not a cause, but merely one
of the indications of their demoralized
state.
The same may be said of divorces
to-day. When there is a demand for
them, then the real destroyers of home
and society, licentiousness, corruption,
idleness, and ill-conditions
producing
these, are in advance; and divorces are
merely one of the warning indications
Now
of a needed social regeneration.
to apply the remedy of an anti-divorce
law for the protection of society and
state is like putting iron bands around
We all
worm-eaten, crumbling houses.
know the necessity of keeping family
life pure and simple. But what we need
to that end is neither moralizing to the

it,
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consequently
sity of bread-winning,
they have nothing to do with it. That
is the nature of the old world's stability.
The business of living occupies the
average European more than the busi
nes of life. They give less thought to
the manner than to the means. So they
content
themselves with almost any
condition that makes existence only
possible and tolerable. Men and women
marry to this purpose although the

true end of marriage—the highest hap
pines and development of the individ
of better races,
ual, the propagation
of
wholly
cementing
society—be
and the
countries,
the
Southern
In
prostrated.
where marriage ties are most strictly
preserved. the people have little healthy
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intellectual and moral organization are
least progressive.
In Germany where
the secular Government
has its way of
making sure home-foundations by keep
ing the indiscriminate mechanism of a
bureaucratic system at work investigat—
ing the right to a marriage license, the
villages are full of illegitimate chil
dren. This is what laws strained past
their original functions of protection
and justice can do at most—maintain an
appearance of order and stability, while
in reality the process of demoraliza
tion and decay goes on more insidiously
in proportion as there is no free intelli
and no vol
gence to take cognizance of
Average marriages
untary resistance.
are matters of business or necessity;
the man must have a housekeeper, the
Average homes
woman a homemaker.
are mere roofs and storehouses of acq uisi
tion.
Children are objects of instinctive
and obligatory solicitude rather than wel
come bonds of love, and pledges of high
Harmony in the
moral responsibility.
a happy accident. No one
home-circle
dreams of its being a matter of personal
effort, or of physiological aﬂinity.
They
know only the law of the land.
Samples of the result we may see any
day at Castle Garden—-men with stolid,
brutish countenances, telling their own
tale of habituated selﬁshness and gross
abuse of prerogative; and women de
jected, careworn, vigilant only in swift
obedience and stupid, drilled devotion.
Their children, according as male and
female, are small types of each parent,
inured still further by example to a life
secure
of injustice and strife. This
homelife, based on laws of preven
Men
tion, and on laws of protection.
licenses with
can get no marriage
out certain qualiﬁcations, and so they
dispense with such costly formalities.
Men know the moneyed difficulty of ob
taining divorces, and are more cruel and
selfish, getting the best in their gross
conception that can be out of an unalter
able situation; careless, too, of appear
ances in their knowledge of man's so
is

paratively unused faculty.
The mass is
into whatever improvements
science and civilization may bring, and
moved along a little by its necessity.
But they do not move things; things
Individual growth and de
‘‘move them.
velopment to the extent of shaping so
ciety, or the destiny of their country, is
only to be found in the superior few
who are at the head of nations and virtu
ally compose its power. We can scarce
ly say Germany is great because Ger
mans are, but rather because Bismarck
is, or Luther or Goethe was.
Except in
a physical sense, composing the trunk
and labor power of the nation, the peo
are
ple have no recognized existence,
politically and socially mere automatons.
Such a condition can not quickly pro
duce a better.
It means comparative
stagnation, the inaction of all powers
but those daily exercised for the main
tenance of life and the meager enjoy
ment of it.
Hence that common state
which can neither be called progress nor
stability, and which it is a misnomer to
dignify by the name of stability. The
idea of making divorce less difficult, if
at all entertained, is entertained as im
possible. Law is as custom, and custom
is as reverenced as the Supreme law.
Social speculation, domestic idealization,
has nothing to do with their hard neces
forced
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eastern counties of Ohio, settled mainly
by emigrants from Connecticut, and
said to contain a purer New England

1

1

a

is

1

is

it

is

it

stock than can be found in the entire
be in parts of Maine,
country, unless
to
the ratio of divorces to marriages
In Ashtabula County, among
11.18.
the farming people originally from New
to 8.5. But in Gallia
England,
County, peopled with Welshmen and
Southerners the ratio
to 50.
only
This shows that wherever the New Eng
lander is, whether in his native States or
in those of
promiscuous and foreign
and amid comparatively
population,
foreign inﬂuence and ideas, he preserves
his peculiar characteristics.
That these
characteristics are not morally unsound
or bad
proved by the fact that while
the foreign and mixed elements in our
country
conspicuous for the positive
vices and crimes against society, such as
drunkennms. cruelty, licentiousness, sui
cide and murder, the New Englander

is

is

,

a

it

it

conspicuous only for divorces and cer
tain slight divergences from the proper
path, which indicate the speculative, and
at most, erratic tendency of pronounced
individuality accustomed to indepen
dence, more than anything else.
Com
pare the social atmosphere of New York,
Chicago. Cincinnati or San Francisco,
with that of Boston, or any New Eng
land town, and
will be found that
divorces do not indicate the worst of all
If they ﬁnd their matri
conditions.
monial alliance a disappointment and a
mistake they will not conﬁrm
year by
show of integrity by
year to parade
violating the sacred intent of harmony
and happiness. Keep the word though
you sacriﬁce the spirit. has always been
the last charge of truckling minds, never
the foundation of truth, reason, and
growth; and, therefore, least of all a
characteristic of the New England spirit
that produced an Emerson and a Chan
ning.
If now
argued that Americans,
those
superior
conditions
possessing
which foster high ideals should also
possess the ability to prevent matrimo
nial ruptures from incompatibility of
temper and kindred causes, by a mutual

it

is

is

it

it,

is

is

is

it

endurance. and be grateful: while all
the time the husband’s life foreshows
their boy’s life, and the daughter shall
be like unto the mother.
must be
Before proceeding further
remarked that so far as‘ divorces obtained
in :Europe. they are the indications of
They
disease and privileges of wealth.
are not, as here, indications of liberty,
but merely of money-power bribing the
law which binds less forti'matc ones.
Under our institutions all men, not a
few superior men, determine the'nation's
Vital questions af
general character.
fecting their constitution are laid before
law-mak
the people, and everywhere
ing a responsible, and legitimate con
cern. Men and women in every sphere of
life delight in self-imposed activity and
no class
independent enterprise. There
re
of leisure. The ﬁrst result of this,
volt against anything that appears re
They will have
strictive or binding.
free life as they have fresh airl Any
but so much as a
be
thing short of
voluntary compliance with necessity,
irksome and will, by some means or
other, he speedily overleaped. The bur
den of our subject, divorce, furnishes
“ Something must be done,"
examples.
cry the alarmists, pointing to divorce
courts as the ﬁrst doors to be closed.
Our statisticians show us that divorce
most common in New England—the
center or our intellectual life. In one
year the total number of divorces were
2,113—a larger ratio in proportion to the
population than in France during the
In the
worst days of the Revolution.
Western Rwerve, comprising the North

[Mar

is

it,

Women are shown the
cial immunity.
disgrace of divorce, and made submis—
sive through mother-love that sees only
the immediate eﬂ'ect of cutting loose from
tyranny. So she endures all, as the law
becomes a mental and spiritual
wills
wreck in the last hope that children will
reap the reward of her sacriﬁces and her
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adjustment of disposition, and by supe
rior forbearance,
I answer that they
have not yet reached that state of per
fection and self-knowledge.
They are
on the road thereto, but that Utopia of
humanity is not yet. Present intelli
is just high
gence and development
enough to form ideals, and not high
enough to mold our actual conditions
into the likenws of our best concep
tions.

This impatience of restraint as the
common legacy of liberty, is not conﬁned
to the domestic sphere, but manifests it—
self in every avenue of American life.
If comprehended aright and its great
purpose isanticipated with helpful, well
directed measures, it will result in the
busy reconstruction of a. wider plane of
social and moral life. That is the end
for which men and women light uncon
sicously together in their characteristic
ways.
Npne but the philosopher knows
what they want.
They are simply dis~
satisﬁed with things as they are, because
they do not answer present social needs ;
because further, they do not suffice to
bring out and realize the true American
idea of thingsas they should be—higher,
more equally sufﬁcient to the needs of
every individual. One-half the nation,
its women, needs a legitimate, recog
That is the
nized channel of activity.
ﬁrst demand now expressed in all social
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evils; but especially in all hasty mar
riages and divorce. Activity will absorb
all tendencies to light, dangerous associa
tions. Women, sure of being able to
maintain themselves by their own in
dustry, and thereby gain social recogni
prone to con
tion and honor, will be 1
tract early and ill-considered marriages.
Truly our great need is for pure home
life ; but our homes can only be built by
just such men and women as are at
hand. Our marriages are as good as
our politics ; as our religion ; as our
commerce. It is bad that no political
movement can take place without bribery
and corruption ; but it is something that
we hear of the ticket-scratcher and of
Volumes of unreason
citizen’s leagues
and dogma issue from our churches, and
volumes of profanity are thundered
And so, out of
back by angry scoﬁ'ers.
all this domestic revolt and clamor about
divorces, we see in our popular litera
ture, and hear in our every day talk some
thing that shows that there is a general
awakening of interest in regard to the
great physical and moral facts, which
determine the ﬁtness of men and women
for entering the marriage relation. Very
crude and tentative are some of ,the
methods advanced for purifying domes
tic life, but it is much that we have come
to seethat there is need of precautionary
BERTHA A. ZEDI WINKLER.
111888111‘83.

-——M——
BEECHEB

AND

HE following

succinct statement,
although taken from a newspaper
of very large circulation, the New York
Herald, (March 13th), will be fresh to
many of the JOURNAL readers.
“Nelson Sizer, professor of mental
of
science in the American Institute
Phrenology, in an interesting critical
estimate of Mr. Beecher’s mental quali
ties from a phrenological point of view,
said:

‘Henry Ward Beecher was a genius.
His faculties were extraordinarily well~
balanced and

his physical

and mental

PHRENOLOGY.
powers were prodigious.
His father was
brave, hardy and earnest; his mother
was a natural poet and artist, and he
took his ﬁne imagination from her and
his thunder and courage from hisfather.
His head was twenty-three inches, his
body weighed over two hundred and
twenty pounds and fed his brain abun
dantl y and gave him his masterly talent
for much and easy work. He had the
ﬁnest quality of brain of any man in the
United States, and knew how to take
care of both his body and his brain.
“When Dr. Spurzheim came over
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from Europe to teach the new science of
Phrenology there was much opposition
to him, and after 'his death Phrenology
was ﬁercely discussed and ridiculed all

In Amherst College
over the country.
it was sought to demolish the science by
getting Henry Ward Beecher to take
the negative side of the debate on the
‘
question, Is Phrenology entitled to the
name of science ?‘ But even though a
young student, Mr. Beecher was not a
superﬁcial man and he resolved to study
up the subject. So he sent to Boston by
stage for the works of Spurzheim and
Combe, intending to post himself from
the opposition standpoint.
But he found
so much in the books that he asked for
more time, and ﬁnally got the debate
Then he deliv
postponed two weeks.
ered a speech in favor of Phrenology
that astonished the college and the town.
‘After the debate young Beecher
asked a classmate, named Fowler, if he
would not like to read his books on
Phrenology. The young man said he
would, and from that time the name
Fowler and Phrenology became wedded.
Thus it was that Henry Ward Beecher
gave the science in America one of its
most ardent adherents.
‘
Mr. Beecher’s chief ability lies in the
discussion of talent, character and dis
In that ﬁeld his knowledge of
position.
Phrenology is the key to his power over

JO URN AL
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men, for then he talks directly to fac
‘
ulty, and as he goes from grave to gay,
from lively to severe,’ men feel touched
in their strongest and weakest points,
and imagine
that he
knows them
through and through.
‘Mr. Beecher once said to the late
Samuel R. Wells,
were the owner
of an island and had all the books, ap
paratuses and appliances, tools to culti
vate the soil, manufacture,
cook and
carry on life's aﬂ’airs in comfort and re
ﬁnement, and on some dark night pirates
should come and burn my books, mu
sical instruments, works of art, furni
ture, tools and machinery, and leave me
the land and the empty barns and house,
should be, in respect to the successful
carrying on of my affairs, in very much
the same plight that I should be as a
preacher if Phrenology and all that it
has taught me of man, his character,
his wants and his improvement, were
blotted from my mind.’
‘On another occasion he said :‘All
my life long have been in the habit of
using Phrenology as that which solves
the practical phenomena of life.
re
gard it as far more useful, practical and
sensible than any other system of men
tal philosophy
which has yet been
evolved.
Certainly, Phrenology has in
troduced mental philosophy to the com~
mon people.‘ ”

‘If I

I

I

I

——W_——
MEASUREMENT‘.
mensely beyond the reach of the ﬁnest
unaided eye—and not feel a wish that
some such services were rendered to
indeed, easier tocon
Phrenology. It
jecture than to certify why so little has
hitherto been done in efforts to render
these services.
It can not be the dim
culties which stand in the way.
The
human head
not an object which,
either by its magnitude or its minute
ness, its ﬂexibility or its irregularity, de
ﬁes either the application of instruments
or the powers of calculation.
It seems.
is,

HEAI)

is

ON

answer to inquiries
OR
respecting measurements of the
head in order to obtain an approximate
result showing the volume, we republish
essential parts of an essay by the late
Mr. James Straton, of Aberdeen, that
contain very valuable suggestions to
practical phrenologists and to anthro
pologists.
[Ed. P. J.
It is surely impossible to contemplate
the amazing accuracy which instrumen
tal measure has imparted to many de
partments of science,—an accuracy im
a general

It

is

of

shall we say

1?)

may be—( rather must be,
that the extensively prac
tised, forgetting their early difficulties
when experience has rendered
very
little mathematical aid sufficient for
their individual use, become reconciled
to acquired habits, and think little more
those
which they have
difficulties
Yet, such
ceased to feel.
not always
value.

Pom-rs or
;

for, that the ordinary speciﬁ
of size and proportion are all
but intolerably painful, vague, and per
fact publicly
plexing to some minds,
recorded by friendly hands with much
ability‘, and much more bitterness than
eomports with beauty in philosophical
disquisition. Stand the matter how
may, this much will be readily admitted,
that the increasingly rigid requirements
of scientiﬁc minds, the changing social
arrangements, the progress of individual
improvement,—in short, the interests of
all (except the unprincipled quack) call
the case

is,

Musununrr

it

is
a

cations

it

some uniform scale,
in terms of deﬁnite known

by

be measured

and expressed
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for the utmost precision in estimating
and recording size, which
in the na
ture of the case, practicable.
Believing that improvement was possi
ble,
have attempted
to some extent,
and the results obtained have either com‘
pleted the delusion, or conﬁrmed my
conjectures.
propose, in the subsequent pages,——
First, to show how the human head, or
cranium, may be measured by very sim
ple means, and with an approximation
to mathematical accuracy, sufficient for'

on 'n-ls SKULL.

purposes. Second, to graduate
indicating the average size, the
average range, and the extreme ranges
of size which have been found among
the various races of men.
After measuring the head as a whole,
and determining its place in the scale of'
size,
propose, in the third place, to
measure the whole in separate parts;
and, fourthly, to determine the relative
size of those parts in equally balanced
practical
a scale,

heads.

The principal aim, in measuring sep
to furnish the eye of the
arate parts,
is

size

I

in

which are so obvious to the eye can not

HEAL TH.

I

impossible that those differences
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observer with a more deﬁnite range or
standard whereby to estimate the more
minute portions-the individual organs.
have, therefore, attempted instrumen
tal measure to the least possible extent
for that
only, which would be useful
The principal object in view,
purpose.
throughout, is to remove perplexing un
certainties, in attaching a meaning to
the language of the masters, and there
by to impart a proper degree of conﬁ
dence to the student, and, to the more
advanced, an uniformity in the estimat
ing and recording of size and propor
tions, which I believe has hitherto been
unnecessarily difﬁcult to attain.
The shape of the human head, or
cranium, may be described as partly
cubical, and partly spherical. The latter
seems to the eye to predominate so
much, that, previous to an extensive
series of measurements, it might readily
be supposed that spherical was the only
measure likely to approach accuracy.
This mode was proposed in the Phreno
logical Journal, vol. viii., p. 403, and
two examples are quoted, which give
I have no
results very near the truth.
doubt of the examples being correct, but
they are exceptions to a rule so general,
that,according to my experience, ninety
ﬁve cases at least in each hundred give
results varying from 15 to 40 cubic
The following
inches below the truth.
are specimens of the results which I have
obtained :—

I

Spher. Proof
160
114
117
150
103
136
Greenacr
Eustache..... 115
15')‘

Thurtell . . . . .. 161
87
Ann Ross.....
Clara Flshen. 94
.. 188
Linn.....

I

Referring

Spher.

Cordonnier... 189

Rev. Mr. M...
Allan . . . . . . . ..
Mclnnes . . . . ..
Adam . . . . . ..

to nature

146
116
116
116

Proof’
180
165
148
135
140

for further proof,

pass from spherical measureas unsuit

able for our purpose.
MEASUREMENT

The head
any degree
quantity of
receiver of
mode is, of
convenient,

IN WATER.

or skull may be measured to
of accuracy, by making the
water which it displaces in a
This
known dimensions.
course, inapplicable, or in
inmost cases, for the living

JOURNAL
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but as it gives a standard proof
wherewith to test the accuracy of every
other mode, and can be easily applied to
head,

skulls and plaster casts, the following is
given as a simple and convenient means
of obtaining proofs.
The receiver [8 constructed as nearly
square as possible, 10 inches long, 10
inches broad, and 8 inches deep, inside.
One of the sides is a plate of glass, all
the other parts are of deal (pine) well
saturated with paint.
On the plate of
scale,
glass is ﬁxed a perpendicular
divided into inches and tenths of an
inch.
The 0, or zero of the scale, is about
ﬁve inches from the bottom of the re
ceiver, inside, which is accurately ﬁlled
with water up to the 0 point before the
o
object be immersed.
In taking measurements the head or
skull must be put into the water, with
the top lowermost, till the surface of the
water touches the articulation of the
nasal and frontal bones. and enters the
From the given
opening of both ears.
dimensions of the receiver, it will be ob
vious that each inch which the water
rises on the scale corresponds to 100
and each
e. 10
+ 10),
cubic inches
tenth to ten cubic inches. The use of a
verm'er would give single inches, or
even tenths of an inch, with equal ac
curacy, but a practised eye will ﬁnd the
aid of the vernier unnecessary. It is by
such means that all the proofs quoted in
the following pages have been obtained.
(1'.
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THE CRANIUM.

To simplify the speciﬁcations which
will be submitted for investigation as
we proceed, we may here enumerate the
different points and lines to and- from
which the measurements are taken, and
note their places on the several parts of
the cranium.
The accompanying plate represents a
skull, on which the lines and points are
marked.
The anatomical parts are briefly the
following-—

AND SCIENCE OF HEALTH.
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Bonita—O the occipital, P the parie
tal, Fthe frontal, N the nasal, M the
molar, S the sphenoid, and T the tem
poral.
SUTURES—The Lambdoidal articula
the occipital with the parietal bones,
from 3 to a, and to the temporal from
thence down wards.
The Sagittal unites the superior mar
.gins of the parietal bones, along the
line 3, 15, 14.
The Squamous joins the temporal
bones to the sphenoid and the lower
margin of the parietals.
The Coronal touches the sphenoid at
each side, and ‘unites the frontal to the
parietal bones.
The Transverse connects the frontal
with the nasal at 22, with the malar
at 19, and others more deeply seated.
tes

POINTS OF‘ MEASUREMENT.

spine.
2.
Posterior margin of P at half the
distance from a to 4.
3.
Termination of the sagittal suture
at the occipital bone.
4.
Middle of the posterior margins of
the parietal bones.
5.
Middle of the straight line from 2
1.

Occipital

to 7.
6.
7.

External opening of the ear.
Middle of a straight line from

6

to 12.

On a straight line joining 7 and 28
place—
8.
Equidistant from 7 and 9, and
9.
Equidistant from 28 and the parie
tal bone.
11.
Middle of the line from 4 to 12.
12.
Centers of ossification of the
parietal bones.
13.
On the middle line of F, equidis
tant from 14 and 22.
14.
Middle of the coronal suture.
15.
Middle of the sagittal suture.
16.
Half the shortest line from 12 to
the sagittal suture,
19.
One third the horizontal line from
35 to 12.
22.
Nasal vertex
transverse suture.

or middle

of

the
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23.

Internal angular

28.

Commencement of the temporal

processes

of F.

ridge.
29.

Junction

angular
30.
32.

of M with the external

processes of

F.

Center of the forehead.
Middle of the line joining 29 and

35.
35.
Centers of ossiﬁcation of F.
The numbers selected to indicate the
points of measurement, though not in
regular
series,
answer our purpose
equally well, and have also the advan
tage of being related to subjacent parts
of the brain.

GENERAL DIRECTIONS.
The speciﬁed points of measurement

will generally be found to correspond
nearly with the centers or margins of
phrenological organs, but such is not
For
necessarily or uniformly the case.
our present purpose the anatomical
points are to be adhered to, without re
ference to the phrenological organs.
In some cases local irregularities of
surface occur at some of the points,
most frequently at 3 and 19. These are
tobe avoided or allowed for in taking
measurements.
The best examples to begin with are
skulls or ﬁnely executed casts, which
show the articulations, etc., distinctly.
The most difficult are plaster casts of
heads.
If these have muses of stucco
representing hair, it is impossible to
measure them accurately.
The following may besuggested to be
ginners as an easy mode of preparing
to measure :—
a suitable cast or
Having selected
skull, mark with a pencil or hit of chalk
the points 4, 12, 29, and 35; join these
by lines, and mark the points 11, 19,
and 32. Finish the pointing in the fol
lowing order :—1, 3, 15, 30, 22, 23, 28,
7, 2, 5, 8, 9.

It will readily be understood that, in
taking the measurements which will be
proposed as we proceed, an ordinary de
Accuracy
gree of precision is requisite.
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within the tenth of an inch is essential.
The numbers being all used in evolving
cubic results, an error which might ap
pear triﬂing in itself may assume seri
ously vitiating importance, when multi
plied to the extent unavoidable in the
speciﬁed calculations.
In measuring, the callipers are the
only instruments required. In practice
have found the time and labor very
much abridged by a peculiar construc
It has a scale
tion of the instrument.
attached, on which the inches and
tenths, “imperial standard," are mark
ed the full length; these can be accurate
ly read as soon as the instrument is ad~
justed to the intended points of meas
urement.
CUBIC MEASURE.

or cranium, may be
cube, with a
as
an
irregular
measured.
degree of accuracy all but perfect.
The average, length, breadth, and
height can be deduced from a number of
measurements—the more the better for
precision; but the fewest by which the

The human

head,

requisite accuracy is attained is the best
for practical utility.
think myself warranted by a series
of experiments, which it is impossible to
detail in any reasonable number of
pages, to submit the following, as a for
mula which fulﬁls the essential condi

I

tions of suﬁicient
and applicability

accuracy, simplicity,
to every variety of

case.
TO FIND THE AVERAGE.

measurements
the
Breadth—Add
from Mo 5, 7 to 7,8t0 8,and from 9 to 9;

divide the sum by 4 ; the quotient is the
average breadth.
Length—The measurement from 3 to
30 is the average length.
Height. —Add the measurements from
6 to 16, from 1 to 3, and from 22 to 13 ;
divide the sum by 3 , the quotient is the
average height.
Multiply the height by the breadth,
The
and the product by the length.
Measure.
the
Cubic
represents
result

[May

EXAMPLE—R. R. Rev—Pacer. 190.
as’,
5~4+6'4+6'2+5'4=23'4-4-4 mass Breadth...
5-ci-a-2+2-6-11-4=;=3-e Height...- 3'8
'190
8'04
190
,

From swao

........

2221)

.. Length.... 84

88920
177840

Cubic inches . . . . . . . ..... .. 186'7830

TABLE OF CUBIC MEASURE.
'
lird’th. Hei‘gh.
Heads.
5'8
Dr. Gall . . . . .. . . . . . . .. 8'9
5'5
8'9
Rev. Mr. M.
.
.
5'0
.. .. 8'8
R. B Sheridan.
6'2
F. Cordonnier . . . . . .. 4'
Rajah Ra. R0) ..
8'8
6'8
5'8
M.
D
4'
French
Mr Goss. . . . . . . . . . . . 4'
5'2_
5'4
Robert Owen . . . . . . . . 87
8'7
5'6
Horace Smith.
5'1
Ann
.. . . . . .. 8'8
82
5'1‘
Clara Fisher... -.
. . 8'6
5'8
ustaclieu

IURDERIHS.
Hare . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
Burke . . . . . . ..
...
Grecnucre. . .
Courvozier . . . . . . . . ..
...
Thurtcll. .

Cub.

L‘n'h. M. Proof.
170
114
7'5
7'7
7'8
7'2
8'4
7.6
8‘4
7'6
7'7
8'6
7‘
7'7

165
165
178
185
176
175
152
160
112
114
155

165
166
180'
190
178
178
155
168.
114
117
155

8'8
8'4
8'8
8'8
8'7
8'8

5'8
8'8
8'8
6'
8'8
8'9

7'7
7'8
7.8
7'7
7'6
7'8

180
148
1&
176
187
181

131'
148
188
180
190
182'

BKULIL
8'6
Robert Burns. . .. .
Dr. Spurzheim . .. . 8'7
8'8
La. F0ntuine....
Swift . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 8'8
King Robert Bruce. . 8'4
Gen. Wurmser . . . . .. 82
Mil. of Vienna .. . .. 8'8

8'8
8'6
8'6
8'8
8'4
8'8
4'9

7'6
7.
7'6
7'2
7'1
6-9
6'4

148
148
179
1w
1%
118
94

148
148
180'
1!!)
13)
118

8'2
8'2
. 2‘8
. 8'4
. 8'8
Chinese Assassin.
A nes Clark . . . . . . . .. 8.
C atham Convict. . . 8'2
Buchanan. . . . . . . . . .. 8'1
NATIONAL.

8.
8'8
4'8
8'4
8'1
8'
8'4
5'1

6'9
7'1
6'9
7.8
6'5
6'7
7.8
7'1

110
1%)
98
128
109
99
13)
114

110'
1%)

Icelenden.
Celt

8'2
8.
8'8
8.2
4'6
8.8
4'8
8'2
8.6
8'
8'
4'8
8'1
4'8

6'8
7'6
6.6
6'7
6'8
6.8
6'8
6'8
7.
7.1
7.
6'8
8'6
6'8
7'
7'4
6'9
6'8
8.8
7'2
8'8
6'4
6'8
6'8

110
117
112
118
84
98
108
108
126
110
108
88
92
101
121
117
98
96
87
104
89
88
118
108

Dean . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

W

CBIIXIAL

Ha2;:a.rt.............
Bellingharn

Grilllths.
Tardy . . . . . .

8'1
. ‘3'1
. 3'2
. 8'8
2'8
8‘
8'1
.. 8'2
Papuan Islander. . . . 3'2
8'1
New Holland ChieL.
New Zealander . . . . . . 8'1
.. 2'9
Moor . . . . . . . . . .
8'2
‘Peruvian. . .
8.1
N "1'0- . . .
.
8.8
As umtec. . ..
8'1
.
.
.
..
. ..
Mozambique
Cal‘l're Female . . . . . . 8'
Esquimaux . . . . . . . . . . 8'
N. American Indian. 8'
Carib . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8'
Peruvian . . . . .. . . . . 2'9
. 2'9
Brazil Indian
.. 8'1
Chilese . . . . . ..
Araucanian . . . . . . . . . 8'1

Swiss . . . . . . . . . .
Ancient Greek.
Circassian. . . ..
Chinese . . . .
Hindou . . . . . .
Native 01 Java.

48

8'1
4'6
4.7
8'
4'8
8.8
4'6
8'2
8'2

M

180
112
1t!)
13)
118
110'
1:!)
118
118
84
1(1)
1%
110
13)
112
110
88
(I)
111
129

19

99
92
89
106
82
88
108
1(B

The examples given in the Table have
likely to be

been selected from those most
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familiar or accessible to phrenologists in
this country.
The majority of the casts

245

ly near for practical purposes, and suf
ﬁciently simple to be applicable to all

from O'Neil of Edinburgh. They
fully described in the Phrenologi
cal Journal, "The System of Phi-eno
logy," by Mr. Combe, and other leading
works on the science.
Other casts of
the same ﬁgures will probably differ
slightly in some of the measures—will
are

cases.

are

A nearer approach to fractional accur
acy may easily be made, with the same
formula, by those who think it desirable.
No extraordinary care has been exer
cise] in preparing the Table.
Fh‘actions
beyond the ﬁrst decimal place have
been dropped. and the cubic dimensions
are expressed in the nearest integers. In
short, the aim has been to exhibit such
results as the student may readily obtain,
after sufficient practice has given an or
dinary degree in accuracy of executing
the measurements and calculation.

certainly do so, indeed, except taken
with great care from the same mould ;
but such difference will not affect the
main question in hand namely, the ap
proximation of the proposed measure
ment to the proof obtained in water.
This,
respectfully submit, is sufficient

M

I

‘

COMING

OF

THE

I feel

And myriads of humbler birds
The minor parts shall take.

within my veins
The coming of the Spring;
The singing birds within my heart
Have now begun to sing! ;

The summer blossoms, now,
Beneath the buds are stirred—
The rustling of the future leaves
I almost think I've heard.

Come from the balmy groves,—
Delicious south winds bow !

Aromas of the fruits
Are rushing like a ﬂood;
The odors from the rose of June
Are coursing through my blood!

The little plants now wait for you.
Beneath the wintry snow !
We soon again shall hear
The cooing of the dove;
And Spring shall with her magic wand,
Attune our hearts to love.

Through wintry blasts to sing,
May songs of joy swell from your heart!
This coming of the Spring !

SEES

of
Vick’s
Magazine gives some of his ex
periences in the Island of Jamaica, with
a description of the life and scenery of
that old Spanish settlement. It
teresting to most of us to read of
tries that possess the character of
aavalism, or the remains of an old
zation blending with the modern,
case

GRACE

——o>o-o¢—~—
ONE

with nearly everything

call.

resounding
*
a:

Sad souls who were not tuned

CORRESPONDENT

the

Spring’s
It

The modest little cuckoo’s song
The lower notes shall hear.

WHAT

The waters teem with life—
The rivers swell and fall ;
The mighty depths of ocean move

At

The soaring lark’s high notes
Shall pierce the quivering air;

The oriole and thrush
To song shall now awake—

QPRING.

is in
coun
Medi

civili
as is

West

IN

JAMAICA.

a. noun.

-

Indian. In Jamaica there is enough of
the romantic in the character of the peo
ple, their manner of life and in the nat
ural scenery to please visitors from the
North. Kingston, the leading city of
Jamaica, all have heard of. “ Then there
is Spanish Town or St.
ago de la Vega
which is situated near the banks of the
Rio Cobre, about ﬁve miles from Passage
Fort and Port Henderson, near the sea

J
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drive of ten miles will
the town of Mandeville,
which
beautifully situated on a flat or
table land, at an elevation of 2,150 feet
above the level of the sea, and especially
adapted by nature to those persons who
are seeking change for health or recrea
tion. The tourist
well repaid by tak
ing a short drive of eight miles out of
the village, which brings him to the top
of Spur Tree Hill; and there he \vit
nesses one of the grandest sights in trop
n-nl scenery; spread out before him are

or harbor of Kingston; and from the
time of the conquest, with the exception
of one period, has been, till lately, the
capital of Jamaica; it owes its name to
Louis, the eldest son of Christopher
Columbus, who was created Marquis of
La Vega; it formerly contained a fort,
a monastery, a convent, and a theatre,
but no external remains of these are
now to be found; since the removal of
the seat of government to Kingston it
has but few objects of interest to the
The parish church, or cntlic
stranger.

minates, and

bring

a.

to
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CACTUS Pum'rs 1s GARDEN, Kmos'mn,

dral, contains some monuments and ac~
cessories which may form a study for
the archaeologist.
The Irrigation Works
are also worthy of a visit. The Govern
ment or King's house, which became va
cant on the removal of the Government,
is now occupied by a government train
ing college and a theological seminary.
Twelve miles farther, by rail, brings us
to Old Harbor, a seaport of no particular
interest to the tourists, so we proceed to
Porus, a small village at the foot of the
Manchester hills; here the railway ter
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the plains of St. Elizabeth, a vast panor
ama; there are those far-famed graz
ing pens, where some of the best racing

studs are bred. These grand park proper
ties, with their undulating slopes and ﬁne
old trees, form some of the most beauti
ful landscapes in the island. There are
also many very pleasant walks and
drives in the vicinity of the town.
A
mail-coach, accommodating four pas
sengers, runs to and from Kingston tri
From this place we proceed
weekly.
by conveyance to Santa Cruz.
The

AlVD
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Cruz mountains form a range
standing unconnectedly by itself, extend
ing its length from north to south: the
highest point is Potsdam, about 2,500
feet above sea level, and is said to be the
healthiest and most salubrious spot for
invalids in Jamaica. There are a few
natural curiosities in the vicinity, such
as the Y. S. Falls, the Lover’s Leap and
the Peru Cave, and scenery quite sutﬁ
cient to engage the attention of artists for
many weeks together. Through Laco

Santa

OF HEALTH.

great taste and cost, bearing evidence of
that great storezof wealth that was avail
The statue of the Lady
able in the past.
of Rose Hill (in Trelawney) is here ; tra~
dition says she murdered ﬁve husbands,
A most
and ﬁnally she was strangled.
remarkable thing is the vein of the mar
ble at the neck of the statue, it having
the aplxmrance of the mark a rope would
make in strangulation, and this mark
was not visible when the statue was first
erected.
The serene atmosphere and ad

Talz Y. S. FALLS.

via we arrive at the Oopse estate, in the
interior of the parish of Hanover, where
is one of the model sugar manufactories
of the island, and also the celebrated
pens of

Knoekalva

Ramble.
Haughton Grove and Shettlewood. The
Christmas prize oxen are mostly taken
Montego Bay, the
from Knockalva.
extreme north-eastern town of the island,
spring of
is blessed with a never-failing
The parish church
the purest water.
mar
here contains many monumental
bles, tablets and mortuary mementos of

grazing

24

Jnuuwi.

mirably clean

streets, together with a
well -supplied market, make Montego
Bay a pleasant and interesting enough
town to spend a'week at in “doing
a
maica as a Tourist.”
The journey from
Montego Bay, along thesea coast passing
through Falmouth to St. Ann’s Bay, will
be somewhat
But the
monotonous.
traveler will be amyly repaid by taking a
drive from St. Ann's Bay to an elevated
spot, a little beyond Ochio Rio‘s, which
includes the Roaring River, with its falls.
There are also other objects of interest

J

~
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such as the Columbus and Bull Rock
Caves, and the Light Hole, and another
Cave in the Dry Harbor mountains near
by. One special feature on the pen and
estate pasture lands is the valuable Pi
mento tree; thus the beauties of the
There is noth
place are characteristic.
of
massive rocks
ing of the bold grandeur
in
their
native garb
rocks
towering upon
for the scenes are all more or less gradu
ally receding, and the tree foliage inter
spersed everywhere takes off every sharp
line which might elsewhere appear.
From St. Ann’s Bay, we again make for
the interior, and arrive at the Moneague,
a small village at the foot of Mount
Diablo, noted for its picturesque scenery
and views of singular beauty. A few
miles farther is Ewarton, the term
of railway
inus of a new branch
from
Spanish Town; thence, passing
through the Mount Diablo tunnel and
skirting the dams of the Irrigation
\Vorks at the Bog Walk, we arrive at
Spanish Town, and in an hour's time
can return to Kingston.
“ A few words in regard to routes and

JOURNAL
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methods of travel may interest intending
visitors to our island. The best time
for northern travelers to come to Ja
Steamers
maica is early in November.
of the Atlas Line run direct from New
York to Kingston, and make the passage
in six to six and a half days, with ex
Hotel
cellent accommodations and fare.
charges are about two dollars and a half
Tram-cars traverse the main
a day.
streets and outskirts of Kingston.
“The Port Royal Mountains and
Cinchona can only be reached by car
riage to Gordon Town, where mountain
ponies are hired at eight shillings, two
dollars a day. There are ﬁfty miles of
railway from Kingston to Porus, where
a mail coach connects for Brooks‘ Hotel,
Mandeville, Spur Tree Hill, Santa Cruz,
etc.
From Lacovia to Montego Bay the
distance must be passed by hired convey
ance; from Montego Bay to Ft. Ann's
Bay by mail coach, and in the same
manner from St. Ann‘s Bay to Mon
eague and Ewarton, and thence by a
short branch of railway to Spanish

Town."

——*M—_
“ A DARLING.”

sharp. I‘m anxious for you to see my
wife and child."
“ Only one child ?" asked the other.
“ Only one—a daughter," came the an
“ She’s a darling, I do
swer, tenderly.
assure you.“

And then they parted, the stranger in
the city getting into a street-car bound
for the Park. whither he desired to go.
After a blOCK or two, a group of ﬁve
girls entered the car: they were all

is,

:

I

young, and evidently belonged to fami
lies of wealth and culture, that
intel
lectual culture~as they conversed well.
Each carried
decorated lunch-basket;
each was attired in a becoming spring
suit. Doubtless, they, too, were going
to the Park for a spring pic-nic.
They
seemed very happy and amiable, until
the car again stopped, this time letting
in a pale-faced girl of about eleven, and
a sick ‘boy of about eight. These chil
dren were shabbily dressed, and upon
their faces there were looks of distress
mingled with some expectancy.
\Vere
they, too, on their way to the Park?
The gentleman thought so; so did the
group of girls, for he heard one of them
say, with a look of disdain
“
suppose those raganiuflinsare on an
excursion, too."
a

friends who had been parted
for years met in a crowded city
The one who lived in
thoroughfare.
his
way to meet a pr
the city was on
Aftera few
engagement.
ing business
:
he
said
of
delight,
expressions
“ \Vell, I’m oﬁ’. I'm sorry, but it can’t
will look for you to-morrow
behelped.
Remember, at two o‘clock,
at dinner.

I

WO old

AND
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toleave my door if I
to look like that.
Would you i"
This from another girl.
“
No indeed ! But thereisnoaccount
think there ought to
ing for tastes.
be a special line of cars for the lower
.
clases.”
All this conversation went on in a low
tone, but the gentleman had heard it.
Had the poor girl, too? He glanced at
the pale face, and saw tears glistening
in her eyes. Then he looked at the group
of ﬁnely-dressed girls, who had moved
as far from the plebeian as the limits of
the car would allow.
He was angry.
He longed to tell them that they were
vain and heartless, as they drew their
costly trappings closer about them, as if
fearful of contact with poverty's children.
Just then an exclamation, “Why,
there is Nettie ! wonder where she is go
ing f" caused him to look out toward the
corner, where a sweet-faced young girl
to the car - driver.
beckoning
stood
When she entered the car she was
warmly greeted by the ﬁve, and they
They
made room for her beside them.
were profuse in their exclamations and

I shouldn’t want

had

I

questions.

“ Where are you going f” asked one.
“Oh, what lovely ﬂowers! vWhom
are they for ?" questioned another.

“I'm on my way to Belle Clark's.
She‘s sick you know, and the ﬂowers are
for her."
She answered both questions at once,
and then glancing toward the door of
the car, she saw the pale girl looking
wistfully at her. She smiled at the child,
a tender look beaming from her beauti
ful eyes; and then, forgetting that she,
too, wore a handsome skirt and costly
jacket, and that her shapely hands were
covered with well-ﬁtting gloves, she left
her seat and crossed over to the little
ones, and laid one hand caremingly on
the boy‘s thin cheek as she asked of the
sister :
"The little boyis sick, is he not ‘I And

heis your brother,
80 to you."

1 am

sure: he clings
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It seemed hard for the girl to answer,
but ﬁnally she said :
“ Yes, miss; he's sick.
Freddy‘s never
Yes, miss, he's my brother.
been well.
We’re goin’ to the Park to see if it won‘t
make Freddy better.”

“ I am glad you are going,” the young
girl replied in a low voice meant for no
one's ears except those of the child ad
feel sure it will do him
good ; it is lovely there, with the spring
ﬂowers all in bloom.
But where is your
lunch ? You ought to have a lunch after
so long a ride.”
Over the little girl's face came a flush.
"Yes, miss, mebbe we ought to, for
Freddy's sake; but you see, we didn’t
have any lunch to bring.
Tim—he's
our brother—he saved these pennies pur
pose so’s‘Freddy could ride to the Park
and back. I guess mebbe Freddy‘ll for
get about bein‘ hungry when he gets to
the beautiful Park."
Were there tears in the kind girl's
Yes, there cer
eyes as she listened?
tainly were; and very soon she asked
the girl where they lived, and wrote the
address down in a tablet, which she took
from a bag upon her arm.
After riding a few blocks the pretty
girl left the car, but she had not left the
little ones comfortless.
Half the bou
quet of violets and hyacinths
were
clasped in the sister’s hand, while the
sick boy, with radiant face held in his
hand a package, from which he helped
himself now and then, saying to his sis
ter in a jubilant whisper :
“ She said we could eat ’em all—
every one—when we got to the Park.
What made her so sweet and good to us ?
She didn‘t call us ragamuffins, and
wasn't ‘fraid to have her dress touch
ours? And she called me ‘a dear,’ she did.
What made her, Sue t"
And Sue whispered back :
“ guess it's ‘cause she’s beautiful as
_
well as her clothes—beautiful inside, you
dressed.

“I

I

know 2"

The gcntleman‘s ears served him well.

He heard Sue’s whisper, and thought

:
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“ Yes, the child is right ; the lovely
young girl is beautiful inside—beautiful
in spirit. She is one of the Lord’s own.
Bless her

!”

When the Park was reached the five
girls hurried out with laughter and
Then the gentleman lifted
merry talk.
the little boy in his arms and carried him
out of the car, across the road and into
the green, sweet smelling Park, the sister
with heart full of gratitude following. It
was he who paid for a nice ride for them.
in the goat carriage. He also treated
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them to oyster soup at the park restaurant.
At two o'clock the next day the two
gentlemen, as agreed, met again.
“This is my wife," the host said, in
“ and this,” as
troducing a comely lady,
a young girl of ﬁfteen entered the par
lor, “ is my daughter, Nettie.”
" Ah 2" thought the guest, as he ex
tended his hand in cordial
greeting,
“this is the dear girl whom I met yes
terday in the street-car.
don’t wonder
her father calls her a darling, and no
mistake, bless her I”

I

—————M——
UNIVERSAL

domain of thought is far-reach~
ing; yet there is more beyond, and
man with his massive intellect is des
tined to explore the vast ﬁelds of uni
versal science. The mists and clouds of
error and superstition are now scattering
to the four winds of the earth before a
civilization that surpasses anything the
world has ever seen. The decadence of
art and literature, and the loss of 700,000
volumes during the Dark Ages, are, in
one view, to be regretted as barriers in
the way of human progress; but they are
more than counterbalanced by the in
ventive genius of the nineteenth century.
The laws of nature are certainly better
understood than ever before—~unless his
tory is repeating itself—and we who have
gathered up fragments of knowledge
from the history of the past have much
Our
more to hope for in the future.
knowledge has heretofore been largely
mixed with error; but, by diligent re
search and patient investigation, nature
has yielded her secrets to such an alarm
ing extent that we may hope for a true
science and a true philosophy to be es
tablished on the earth, and that all the
laws upon which our Well-being depends
The de
may be perfectly understood.
mands of our nature bring us into inti
mate relations with this active world of
wonders, which moves along by unva
rying laws, and our experience, if we

KNOWLEDGE.

give attention to
will make us ac
quainted with these laws.
The terms of this subject lead us to
consider the present state of advance
ment in knowledge, and the possibilities
of unprecedented attainments in the fu
ture. Three or four centuries ago our‘
ancestors were little better than barba
rians, and farther back ‘the Scandina
vians, that overran
the middle and
south of Europe, were almost degraded to
Among the Christian world
savagery.
there were the imperfectly
developed
elements of religious faith that needed
the agency of time for their perfect de
velopment and dissemination among the
nations of the earth. The philosophies
of Plato and Aristotle ran in devious
channels down through succeeding ages,
but they were the products of a dis
eased
imagination—mere
speculations
upon one side of the great problems of
life, lacking the ballast of Christian ele
ments to bring them to the medium
from which one may see the coincidence
of science and revelation.
Let us turn the page
history and
see how strange were the ﬁrst notions
that led to the great discoveries of
For a long time the philoso
science.
phy of combustion and heat seemed to be
settled upon the hypothesis of caloric,
but this could never be made susceptible
to demonstration.
It was very consist
of

0!‘

HE

it,

DATA

a.
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cut

with the law of

cause and effect. but
at demonstration this
could not be harmo
nized with any known laws.
This served, however, to awaken re
search and investigation in the direction
of a true solution. The next advance
was the hypothesis of phlogiston which
mumed the existence of a rare ethereal
principle which existed in all bodim
capable of burning, and that in the act
of combustion phlogiston escaped, and
that the burning was caused by its es
cape.
The tendency of those earlier
times was to materialize all the forces of
nature because the scientists wanted to
take a stand on one side or the other of
the great line that di\ided realism and
idealism, and
refer
all
phenomena
wholly to the one or the other.
Within the last century demonstra
tion has shown that the forces of nature
are immaterial and that they are inher
ent in matter and persistent. So, for the
ﬁrst time, science is about to take her
stand on the line between the great com
batting sides of realism and idealism and
show her dependence alike on both for
the solution of the great problems of

in any attempt
suppowd
cause

life.

Knowledge
this wonderful
activities.
and the

is power and it has given
impulse to the world’s

The age of Fire, Evolution
Correlation of Forces are almost

words, especially among that
that may be termed intelligent.
‘Within the last century the age of Iron
has so monopolized the civilized world
that roads of iron, traveled by iron
steeds which drag whole townships after
them and ou'tstrip the birds, have become
'
our commonest highways.
A large part of our knowledge as
sumes the character of the historical as
regards its invention, butisnevertheless
scientiﬁc as regards the nature of its
We thus have the experience
subjects.
of a large part of mankind as supplying
Evi
the place of our own.experience.
deuce, then, as an instrument of logic,
is a source of knowledge more fruitful
household

class
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than our physical senses.
With the
demonstrated facts of our present knowl
edge We may reason by an inductive
process to the universality of their appli
cation. The book of nature is complete
and perfect, and the evolution from the
pages of this volume will add to our
stock of acquired knowledge.
From the resent standpoint the out
look is promising, and presents a grand
prospect of the undiscovered that lies
just beyond the borders of the present
state of advancement.
Each science is
adding a liberal share to our present
date for unsurpassed attainments.
The
records of antiquity are enabling men
to explore the mysteries of gone~by gen
erations, while chemistry and hilosophy
are simplifying the laws of li e and dis
pelling,r the mysteries that constituted its
intricate problems.
D. N. CURTIS.

———M—

" Houssr

" ViLLAisY.-—A Boston
Weekly
publishes the following incident : As reveal
ing a profound faith in the trustworthiness
of Phrenology, the following case leaves
little to be desired.
The obsorvation'was
made by Captain
Kthledy in command
of one of Her .‘Iajesty‘s ships upon the
Paciﬁc coast. It shows an unusual split
ting up of the moral sensibilities when a man
can practice villainy, and at the same time
have the honesty to own that it is villainy.
Writing' of San Blas the captain says:
I fear the morality of this place is at a
very low ebb. On one occasion I gave a
passage to an individual residing not a hun
dred miles off.
This man had been to San
Francisco on special business, and was
He told me he had done
returning home.
pretty well, and showed me. with great
pride and satisfaction, a number of labels
to be pasted on cigar-boxes. the snid cigars
being manufactured on his premises.
Every well-known Havana brand was
represented,
havin
been
very exactly
forged in San Francisco, so that. as be ex
plained. his customers could be supplied
with the best article at the shortest notice,
and at the lowest possible price.
Besides these. he had a. large collection
of assorted wine-labels. facsimiles of the
most famous brands, to be placed on his
own bottles containing the most abominable
compound.
On in
asking him if he considered this
to be honest, he said,
style 0
dealing
“ Well, Captain, fact is, when I was in
Cal
ifornia I went to n phrenologist, who exam
imed my head carefully for some time
without remark ; at last he exclaimed ”—
“ Why, air, on must be a scoundrell"
And the man a (led, with ingenious candor.
am a scoundrel."

“I
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to write shorthand one must ﬁrst learn
phoiiog'raphy.
As a vocation shorthand writing has
generally been associated with courts of
law, legislative bodies, and the news
paper oﬁice. Its function in each and
all of these is well-known. More re
cently the business house has found it
valuable, and it is astonishing how rap
idly it has grown in favor in this con
nection. At present no business con
cern of any importance can do without
its letter-writer, which makes a lively
demand all the time for the less proﬁ
cient stenographers.
coextensive with
the spread of shorthand in the commer
cial world has been that of the writing
machine, and the two now progress side
by side.
In the olden time the court re
porter transcribed his notes laboriously
by hand, and court and counsel were
obliged to await the time or pleasure of

is

1st,

is

Jan.

the transcriber.
In this age the “ takes"
of one session are cleverly printed in
clear-cut, typewritten text for the sitting
of the following day. If shorthand, be
fore the advent of the typewriter, facili
tated the operations of law, who can is
timate the present saving of time and
expense? What clouds of litigation it
now assists to clear away! The type
writer is also to be heard clicking in the
newspaper office; lately the telegraph
operator has adopted
and nightly re
duces to plain print the tedious pres
which formerly were the
despatehes
bane of his existence—the speed of his
work being only limited by the skill of
the sender at the farther end of the line.
The above
but a haclmeyed descrip
tion of the more familiar uses of short
hand, but there
more to be said.
Its
widening.
scope
Concurrently with
its spread in business operations has been
its introduction in other and almost un
thought of circles of activity.
The author employs
more and more
either personally or through an amanu
ensis, who
equipped with a writing
machine, of course; and when the “glow
of composition ” makes ideas troop in for
utterance, no “ﬁne frenzy” can discon
cert his gifted secretary, cr render futile
the faeile pen, but the master’s every
thought
faithfully recorded. The his
torian all loaded with facts and ﬁgures,
taps the signal bell, and his scribe ap
It
the trouble of but a few
pears.
hours to dictate thousands of words, and
the principal
then ready for more re
search. And best of all, the copy thus
by typewriter,
prepared,
legible in
the extreme, and agreeable alike to
author, compositor
and proof-reader.
We doubt not the compositor, when
speaking well of his fellowmen, adds a
word of praise for the typewriter
Life insurance
business conducted
is

that abbreviated longhand (say:

Dr. Sr: Yrs reed etc.,) does to the full
text.
Shorlhaiid is condensed phonog
To write abbreviated longhand
raphy.
one must know it in extanso ,' likewise

MANY.

if

S a skilful attainment acquired by
self-instruction or in the schools,
art adopted by
as a literary-mechanical
many as a profession, as a kind of lager
demain cultivated by unwearied prac
tice, shorthand occupies an unique place
among the world's work—its trades,
professions and accomplishments.
Some reader may ask, what is short
hand?
Phonography and shorthand
a great
have been used synoiiymously
its deriva
deal, and phonography—as
To be
tion implies—is sound writing.
more explicit, it is writing by a scheme
of characters, with only the sounds of
language for its basis, and not by al
phabet, the letters of which are incon
sistent in sound and illogical in their
application, partly for historical, and in
Practical
part for imaginary reasons.
shorthand is not phonography pure and
simple; it bears the same relation to it

THE

is

SHORTHAND
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largely through correspondence with the
home office, intercourse being had with
representatives in all quarters of the
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The stenographic department of
insurance companies is a dis
tinct and important one; and in sum
marizing the remarkable development of
life insurance in the last decade, we
think shorthand should be acknowledged
a factor, and given due credit.
The preacher sometimes writes his ser
mons in the mystic characters, and if he
A
can insure legibility, much is gained.
glance takes in whole phrases and para
graphs, and his discourse possesses many
of the elements of impromptu utterance.
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globe.

grown, but great credit can not attach to

the great

the plan of study pursued, when perhaps

where lawyers and real es
tate men congregate, is not entirely ten
anted unless it holds one or two stenog
raphers (ladies perhaps) who, with type
writer and shorthand skill, make them
And
selves vastly useful in their sphere.
the latest departure we have noted in
this connection is the locating of a short
hand writer in the corridors of the hotels
in the larger cities, where side by side
with the telegraph operator the writing
machine may be heard clicking at the
instance and for the convenience of the
busy traveller and guest.
The common aim of the system-makers,
it would seem, has been to educate the
public to think that shorthand was a
phonetic method of language representa
tion, and as such easy to acquire ; taln'ng
the ground that a scientiﬁc scheme of
writing would appeal more strongly for
The phonetic idea is
popular support.
; it is logical; as
of
comprehension
easy
a discovery it deserves to take rank with
Then it has been stated
the greatest.
that the mere principles of phonography
can be understood after two or three
hours study: and more recently an in
structor advertises to teach shorthand in
twelve hours.
Does it not seem that
shorthand ought to be the accomplish
ment of the many, if it can be acquired
in so short time ?
At the same time shorthand is the vo
All these efforts to
cation of the few.
make a knowledge of it more general
seem not to have been entirely success
Certainly the practice of it has
ful.

presented.

To sum up, practical shorthand has
for the few because it is a difficult,
and at ﬁrst an uninteresting study, and
the self-taught have been unable to sift
the wheat from the chaff of the average
because it requires more or
textbook;
less natural aptitude and dogged perse
verance to conquer it ; because if taught
at school they are befogged with the
“ correspondence style,” or mere
theory,
and too many teachers are but class
room phonographers ; because the proﬁt
of teaching has been so great that mounte
banks have engaged in
and the illiter
ate have been encouraged to study the
art. Too many have been taught to
write, but seldom to read, and too many
been

it,

An office-block,

not more than ﬁve in ﬁfty have suc
ceededl Outside of those who fail for
physical and intellectual reasons are
those who accomplish next to nothing,
because of the non-practical
character
of the instruction given.
A two or three
hours‘ examination of phonography
is
but a superﬁcial view of the subject; it
does not furnish the practice essential to
success.
A child can instantly smash a
watch, but it takes an artist a long while
to put it together again.
True, shorthand is difficult of attain
ment; granted, it has but few points of
comparison with the trade of the artisan
or with language study, (there being an
element of speed not involved in the lat
her) but partakes somewhat of the charac
ter of both: admitted, that the teacher has
more to contend with than the professor
of Greek 0: the master-mechanic; what
then? There are many difficult things
to be encountered in this world, but the
ability and ingenuity of men has over
come them. What professor of languages’
what master of
apprentices, would
be satisfied with the measure of‘ success
which follows the teaching of short
hand? Therefore it must be inferred
that there is something radically wrong
in the way shorthand has heretofore been
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invention as related to the art, and at
the same time present an orderly ar
It must not
rangement of the same.
be a treatise upon orthography; it need
not wander off into spelling-reform.
-It
should seek to impart the salient points
of necessary principles in Ia direct, con
cise manner.
An important requisite of a practical
that
be made in
plan of instruction
teresting—even entertaining.
The hard
est part of teaching shorthand
to ex~
cite and maintain the interest of the
pupil; to keep up his courage when
difficulties appear. Hence, the method
of the future should combine amuse
ment with instruction;
must exhibit
to the scholar the amenities as well as
the difficulties of the study.
If the in
terest
aroused and retained, the battle
half won.
All the essential principles,
divided
into lessons, can not be made to comprise
over twenty reasonable tasks for students
of ordinary ability.
This arrangement
should, of course, be orderly and pro
gressive. Daily study of from two to
three hours, according to such a division
of the subject, will enable the average
inquirer to acquire a working knowl
edge of the art in three or four months
time.
Instruction to be truly practical can
not give too great prominence to reading
Much shorthand
as well as writing.
text for reading practice should be pro
vided in the ﬂuent style common to
The best
swiftly written stenogra-phy.
reading practice can not be derived from
the geometrical shorthand of the text
books; the ﬂowing outlines of the
" should
stenography of “commerce
al
ways be given the preference.
Then again“ word—signs” and natural
phrases should be introduced in this pro
The sim
posed plan at the very start.
ple consonant strokes should be accom
panied by simple word-signs; when the
hooks and other appendages are added,
have the pupil take on word-signs with
hooks and kindred appendages: and so
is

'

if

enticed into it without thought as to
whether they were ﬁtted for the profes
sion, or whether the same would be con
genial, if a. working knowledge was ever
gained ; so that after all, the majority of
those now following the business are
the ones who neither attempted a twelve
hour method nor dallied with the style
of slow writing, but rather ploughed
into business-like shorthand in a business
like manner—studied early and late—
reaped reward from repeated disappoint
ment, and ﬁnally achieved success not
because of the merits of any system, but
as the result of healthy endeavor, and
largely because they were born to write
'
shorthand.
It is obvious that shorthand thus ac
quired must be for the few, and the in
tent of this article is to brieﬂy outline a
method by which it may be for the many.
Half of what the new procedure ought
to be has been already foreshadowed in
this statement of what ought not to be.
The teaching of shorthand has become
an established branch of the profession,
and it is for the teacher we politely sub
mit the following: In 1882 there were
over 340 teachers of shorthand in the
United States, and nearly 12,500 stu
dents; about 10,000 of whom were in
the schools and colleges, and the remain
der taking lessons by mail. Many prac
tical stenographers occupied their even
ing hours teaching, and we doubt not
they magnified their otﬁce ; but the
record of results gives ample hint that
there is room for improvement in the
As a recent writer
methods employed.
has said, “ What is wanted is not a new
and better system, but a better teaching
of the old system."
The first question commonly asked by
the prospective shorthander is——“How
long will it taketo learn it ?” A method
of instruction, to reach desired results in
the shortest time consistent with the im
portance of the subject. must be shorn
of all redundant, impracticable features ;
it must contain the pith of the textbooks.
the essence of all re'mnt discovery and
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the course. The power of
pupil in knowledge of word—signs
should strengthen with his strength in
other directions.
They are the most
valued accessory of swift writing; a
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on through

particular

the

of effort; recommend
and illustrate only sensible rules of pro
cedure; give common-sense advice from
the point of view of the practical and
practicing stenographer, and so accom
plish, in hot, the object of shorthand
endeavor—an efficient, bread-winning
I
knowledge of stenography.
BATES TORREY.

practical method of instruction should
store them in the mind for use when the
time for rapid writing arrives.
To conclude, this plan should give
especial prominence to those principles of

difficulty; it should direct

to

a proper sequence

He

MARY’S

NLY

a year ago, there was a little

child, the most angelic child I had
ever known, who came to see me every
day and often many times a day. He
would sit by my table when I wrote, and
he would Write, too, in his curious little
He was interested in what
characters.
He seemed most
ever I was doing.
loyal] y devoted to me; always askingjo
go with me whenever he saw me, hug
ging me so tight ‘I never could or would
I
him or refuse his request.
release
never saw a face whose ethereal beauty
I have never seen any
surpassed his.
one of mature age showing more court
esy, gentleness and grace, than this lit
He had
tle child of only three years.
the keenest sense of humor, the dainti
est way of asking, and the mos t artless,

way of thanking you for the
When he left me, he al
least favor.
“ Kiss me Billerard,” for
said,
ways
Billerard he always called me. With

graceful

his mother‘s grace and nobleness of
manner, he had his father’s great musi
cal gift.
The last time he came he sang

for me

I

:

have a Fnder in de promised land,
When my Fader tells me I must doe

To meet him in de promised land.

A few days after, his Father called
The little fel
him—and he has gone.
low has left a loss in my life that nothing
I long for one more glimpse
quite rills.

I

saw beaming through the
of the face
Christmas tree last year ; want to hear
“ Billerard Kiss me.“
him say once more,

I

VISIONS.
There is no being in the world that ever
speaks or acts perfectly unconsciously
and naturally save a bright, happy child
whose best feelings have never been re
When such a child offers you
pressed.
his friendship, and clings to you, there is
something worth loving in you.
“ I know how you feel,” said
Mary,
“ about little
Percy." Mary has been
spending the afternoon with me. “Thirty
ﬁve years ago to-day,” she said, “ just
such a joy was taken out of my life. My
little sister was very lovely, with golden
hair, deep blue eyes—such awise little
thing and only three years old, yet so af
fectionate, gentle and cunning, that‘
felt before her must always do my best.
was ashamed to show any impatience
or irritability in her presence.
Her
pure, beautiful life, was a great help to
How many little songs she sang,
me.
how many bright things she said.
thought she would be my companion
through life—but she was so soon, so
suddenly taken from us. She knew she
was going.
It was the ﬁrst had seen
or thought of death. Her eyes were so
clear and bright, as if she were looking
joyfully off into some happy world whose
shore she saw before she reached it.
knew she had not gone off into any
dark unknown. My mother said, ‘ Hat
tie has gone home.’
Gone home l
could not quite comprehend it.
How
often
longed once more to rock her to
sleep in my little chair or to hug her in
was then all the child mother
my arms.

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I
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I

lay on my bed,
had not seen her,
my sister approached my bedside and
looked into my face serenely and grate
fully, as
she would say, as far as a
face could say,
am content
come
to greet you and to thank you; do not
grieve for me,’ and she vanished as she
came.
From that time, felt that she
knew how much
longed to see her, and
how faithfully
would keep the trust
conﬁded in me.
am an uneducated woman, but
believe in the Bible.
love and trust in
the promise of God, and
am grateful
have had these three visions of my lost
friends to comfort me. Death has never
had the least terror to me since
saw
my little sister.
think of going to
Heaven just as
think of going to any
‘

I

“That night as
grieving because

I

I

called out,
mother, mother father’s come to see
the baby.’ She came quickly at my call,
but he was gone.
did not reason
about
or doubt about it—I felt
had
seen my father.
Years after,
was
very sick in bed, my sister was [terribly
burned by a sudden explosion, and in a
short time must die.
could not see her
to say farewell; but
sent her word
would be a mother to her children.
She died, thankful for that, and deeply
regretting that she could not haveseen
me once more.

I

I

ﬁed, so pleased he seemed.

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

lying on my bed,

was

in my own house one afternoon.
By
my side was my little boy, only two
days old. My mother and nurse had
said, lie still and rest; we will go into
the other room; you can have a good
But was not at all sleepy.
sleep.
lay
there in supreme content wishing my
father could only have lived to have
seen my boy when, as
by some sudden
impulse,
looked toward the door of
the room and there, coming toward me
in the same dress he wore when
last
saw him, was my father.
He worea
green coat,
remember. He approached
the bed, and bending over, looked into
the face of the child and smiled, so sat-is—

I

I

Two years after

I

to

if

the

it

moment Hattie
take me closer
than ever to her heart. She let me think
I was helping her and taking care of her.
When she made cake, I made a cake,
when she made bread
moulded my lit
tle loaf ; when she made pies,
had my
little rolling-pin to make my pies just
like hers.
“We lived in a very old fashioned
house. I was making, one afternoon, a
little pie. In‘order to get to the pantry
where the sugar was stored
had to go
outside and cross a little open space.
had ﬁlled my pie with berries ;
wanted
more sugar and as I stepped out into
the open space I was only thinking of
looked up, and in the
my pie, and yet
air I saw my sister—my own little sister,
so beautiful and bright.
I was so startl
ed, yet delighted,
called out pointing
‘
0 mother I mother i do look i
upward,
look! Hattie has come back I’ My
mother looked up and fell back and
swooned away. The doctor was called ;
he asked what had happened ; I told him
what
saw, and how my mother had
‘
looked up and fallen.
If she gets well,
child,’ he said, ‘ never say anything about
it to your mother.’ It was days before my
mother was herself again ; her right arm
was partially paralyzed,and it never quite
recovered its old strength.
This face of
my sister, as I saw it then, was far more
real, more vividly impressed upon my
mind, than any face of any living friend.
If was an artist I could now paint it
perfectly ; every line
can see dis
I wish I could only tell you
tinctly.
how real it is.
I do not wonder about
or doubt about it;
know saw it.
My mother never spoke of
again un
til years after sat by the cradle of my
little boy—then she said, one day, that
little face, as we saw
years ago, was
the most perfect picture she had in her
soul no trace of
ever faded from her
recollection.
“
lost my father a year before was
married.
He had often said he hoped
he might live to see
child of mine.
seemed

[May
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had left, and from

died, mother
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at once there silently glided in and stood
beside her bed, her lover.
On his face
there was a wistful, tendenlook, as if a.
he was
greeting and a parting—and
gone.
She soon had tidings that he had died
that night at ten o’clock.
Another friend, who was early left an
orphan, had taught for some time a
school in a small town.
The income
from this was her only means of sup
port. There was only one room in the
place suitable for her school. This she
had used for some time and secured for
weeks to come.
The quarter of ten weeks was half
time, to take my place at the sick-bed. through.
The room was a pleasant one
But felt that the boy was so very, very and she was very happy in her school.
ill that any change, just then, might One day the landlord came to tell her
excite him and bring on delirium or she must give up the room in two weeks
death. Hardly able to keep my weary as he had another use for it. He was
prepared as quite positive and peremptory about it.
eyes open another hour,
usual for a long night of watching. The
It would break up her school and cut
physician said that the morrow might
off her income. There was no place to
determine whether life or death would go, and she grieved night and day at
In the night the boy the disappointment. But, there came to
be the result.
tomedrestlessly about. I was thinking her the strongest possible impression
how long will my strength hold out—
in these noiseless, voiceless words as she
“ Do not grieve any
when at midnight there came to me as
was grieving most :
quietly and as really as friend ever came,
more—all will be right." As if at the
‘
You command of a superior power, from
the boy's mother, and said to me.
The that moment, she grieved no more, be
may rest, \Villie will get well.’
boy was soon quietly sleeping, and after
lieving that all would be right in the end.
When In just two weeks from that time the
that I had a long peaceful rest.
I awoke the boy's fever was gone; he landlord, then in health, suddenly died,
looked at me and said.
think my and she kept the school as long as she
mother has been here, hasn't she?
wished.
saw her bending over me.’
The boy
have been told by those I must be
lieve, that they have been impelled sud
soon after recovered."
Another friend of mine, a. very noble, denly, as if by telegram unseen, to go to
lovable woman, was once ‘engaged to some spot immediately, where they have
one she had long loved.
They had met one who has so hoped for and
planned for a happy life together, when
helped them, they have been lifted up
he was called away to join the army.
out of some despairing strait of circum—
“
He there received a wound, resulting in stance.
was in my mother's home
fever, and ending in hopeless one night,” said a gentleman; “it was
brain
He was confined in a private growing late and there was a. storm
insanity.
outside. The glowing ﬁre was in front of
One night, just at ten o‘clock,
retreat.
sat in dress
me, a book in my hand.
as she lay thinking of some papers'she
The
ing gown and slippers reading.
must prepare in the morning ‘for some
moiety of which she was secretary, all comfort and cheer within was a pleas

do not think of it as a
country.
of ghos .”
Mary was sent for, to come home;
some one was waiting to see her, and
another friend, soon after, came in, and
we continued the same subject. She said:
"A few years ago I had been taking
care of a little, sick boy, whose mother
He had been
had died a year before.
visiting me and was taken sick witha
He was a wilful, impetuous,
fever.
positive little fellow, and he would let
no one do anything for him, no one
My husband
watch over him but me.
began to feel that I was losing strength
—that I must have some one, part of the
other
land

I

I
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I
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lin, weighed down

by the prewure of
greatevents, their bearing and issue were
often clearly
unfolded
in midnight
dreams. These days of dreams and
visions are over, say some, “They were
Bible times." Bible times! Bible times
began long before Bethlehem’s star-lit
morning, and they will not end when
the evening stars shall sing together
Time's last goodnight.
Over our heads still the same angels
hover, and above them still the Great
All Father guides and directs their swift
healing, helping wings.

LYDIA

M. MILLARD.
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SPOILING CHILDREN.—“
try so hard
to make my children
happy,’ said a
mother, one day, with a sigh in despair
at her eﬂ’orts.
Stop trying,’ exclaimed
a practical friend at her elbow
‘do as
a neighbor of mine does.’
And how
that?’ she asked.
‘Why, she simply
lets
her children grow and develop
naturally, only directing their-growth
She has always thrown them
properly.
as far as practicable upon their own re
sources; and taught them to wait upon
themselves.
When she returns home
from an absence, they wait but one
thing—their mother's kiss. \Vhatever
bestowed when
bought for them
the needed time comes.
Nothing ex
allowed them at night, and
citing
they go to bed and sleep in a wholesome
mental staﬁz that insures restful slum
ber.
They are taught to love nature;
nothing so mean as a lie,
that there
nor anything so miserable as disobedi
ence, and that good health, and good
temper comes from plain food, plenty of
”
sleep, and being
Let
child learn early that future
worth the sacriﬁce of a momen
good
tary pleasure that will not bring lasting
is

I I
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I
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from country to country, pleading from
throne to throne, came a'voice in
dream, “ God will give thee the keys of
the gates of the ocean.” And unto Frank

is a

I

ant contrast to the storm without.
heard the wind moaning through the
trees, and
was so
I.was heartily glad
had reached the most
comfortable.
interesting portion of my book, when
must leave
all at once I felt that
and go immediately to the house of a
friend more than half a mile away.
You are crazy,_ Edward,’ said my
mother, ‘to goout such a night in this
blinding storm to see anyone. The
falling and even you might
snow
felt that
must
lose your way.‘ But
go.
never remember having so strong
an impression before.
Almost blinded
did lose my way a little,
by the snow
went on beyond my friend’s
and
house, when
heard a young girl’s
voice near, feebly moaning and crying.
She had lost her way and had wandered
far from her home, and was almost ex
hausted when
found her.
took her
was all we could
to my friend‘s and
do to restore her exhausted strength.
not found her just then she
Had
would soon have fallen, chilled and
paralyzed by the cold. Her life was
have never forgotten the
saved, and
incident.”
believe that great inven
tions and discoveries have not so often
originated and progressed, from repeated
observations or multiplied
probabili
ties, as from inward impeling intuitions
resistlessly urging the discoverer to press
through a legion of obstacles, outreach
ing conjectures and defying enterprise
No mere tradition, history or
itself.
the judg
probability gave Columbus
ment to divine, the intrepidity to face
the mysteries of the perilous deep—nor
gave they him the granite faith, the
iron purpose, toseek until he found that
Western
world.
For eighteen long
years before he breasted the ocean wave,
inspiring, prophetic voices, came to him
across the river of Time, as clear and
real as the song of the tropical bird
came at last, with golden wing, fresh
plumed from the unseen nearing shore
of the land of his dreams. Unto him at
night, when foolsore and weary, begging
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drugs are curatives, some well-de
ﬁned relation must exist between
them and the diseases they cure, or are
The task of showing
supposed to cure.
what this relation is, must devolve upon
those who use them, or who advocate
their use.
any one is sick, because he
or she has not taken drugs, or remains
sick for the same reason, the rational
oonclusion is that he ought to take them

If

well.
But no advocate of drug-taking of any

and get

pretensions

to intelligence

and

sound

judgment, claims that the want of drugs,
or abstinence from them, is ever properly
to be considered as entitled to a place
among the causes of disease. People get
sick from bad habits of living; they eat
and drink, breathe and sleep, work and
rest, and do many other things without
any regard to the physical, mental or
moral laws to which they are subject.
W'hatever is the style of their set, or of the
clique or coterie to which they belong,
no matter how high or how low it may
be in the social scale is accepted as a
rule of thought and of action. If this
rule prescribed the use of alcohol or
tobacco; of opium, betelnut 0r hasheesh;
of tea, coffee or 00008 ; 0f cayenne Pepper
or mustard ; of animal-ﬂesh or animal
fais; of Ovgtgrs, clams, frogs or any other
article offood ; drink or dissipation, it is
is defended with a seal
used 1 and its use

8.

worthy of a better cause. The same re
mark applies with equal force to the use,
and defence of the use, of drug medi
cines. It has not been and can not be
proved that the sick need them, or are at
all the better for using them. What is,
and has been taken as proof of their
utility, will not bear the test of critical
observation or of sound logical reasoning.
Is it here claimed that people take medi
cal prescriptions and get well? People
also get well without taking them.
Many take them and get worse. Chronic
invalids
abound
who
know—whose
medical advisers have told them—that
their afflictions have been greatly aggra
vated, if not wholly caused, by what was
at the time considered scientiﬁc medica
tion.
Every careful student of the
nature and causes of disease well knows
that the victims of indigestion, of inebri
ety, of insomnia, of insanity and of a
long list of functional and organic dis
turbances may trace the origin of their
physical and mental troubles to the use
of drugs, for the removal of ailments
which, with reasonably good nursing,
might have been
more successfully
removed. Who dares to assert that the
slave to alcohol, to opium, or to tobacco,
to chloral, bromide, cocaine or any
other like thing would not be greatly
the better for never having used them,
even if it is undeniable that at the time
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the results appeared to justify their use?
The history of such enslavement, in no
small proportion of cases, points to the
administration of these drugs profession
ally, as the ﬁrst step toward the fearful
If
goal where all is wreck and ruin.
the wise and good men of the profession
could be induced to inform themselves
more fully, and could ﬁx a just estimate
upon the results of their work in undesir
able directions, could they with an
approving conscience assume the fearful
responsibility that attaches to it? Many
of them, as will hereafter appear, have
shown increasing wealmess of faith, and
have given it expression in language
that can not be misunderstood or misin
terpreted. The changes so- constantly
taking place in medical theories, and in
medical practice, illustrate the shallow
ness of the boast that medicine is a
science.
The principles of all true
science are immutable.
The assumed
facts of medicine are constantly under
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No intelligent physi
going mutations.
cian would now wish, if he dared, or dare
if he wished, to go back to the ideas and
methods of ﬁfty or even twenty-ﬁve
years since, much less to those of ﬁve
hundred or a thousand years.
In a
single decade of what is called “pro
g'ress” we shall hear the practice of the
present styled old and stale. The theory
'of cure by the use of drugs continues to
enchain the professional and the non
“New remedies "
professional masses.
are introduced and heralded as reliable
speciﬁcs for almost all the disorders to
which ﬂesh is heir. They are adopted,
trusted and used. They are eulogized by
medical societies, and spread broadcast
by the aid of medical literature.
It
seems as if nothing can be successfully
urged against them. But in a few years,
or at most a few decades of years, they
drop out of use if not out of memory
Such is the history of medical progress.
J. s. GALLOWAY, M. n.

——-M———
TEMPERATURE

AND

HEALTH IN DWELLING

ROM The Sanitarian we take the
following practical suggestions in a
most important branch of home hygiene,
and are indebted also to the kindness of
Dr. Bell, the editor, for the use of the
illustrations :
What is generally called a cold is
always produced by some change of
temperature, with or without moisture,
to which a part or the whole of the per
One is more apt
son has been exposed.
to take cold if a part and not the entire
body be exposed to a low temperature.
Dampness adds greatly to the power of a
a low temperature to produce a cold.
The most healthful temperature for
the human body to live in is about 70°
Fahr. In a slowly moving atmosphere
at 70° Fahr. a person can not take cold ;
buta. change of 10° Fahn, especially if
it is sudden, is often suﬁicent to cause
one to take cold.
The foregoing are undeniable truths,

HOUSES.

on physiology, chemistry,
and
Their importance and the
physics.
practical application of them, especially
in the prevention and treatment of dis
eases of the respiratory organs we will
now consider.
A few years ago began making some
observations and experiments on the cir
culation and temperature of air in rooms,
with results which appear to me to be of
practical importance.
The conditions of temperature and cir
culation of air vary greatly in rooms,
especially those that are in use.
Fig. 1 gives results of experiments in
a room ten feet high, twelve feet wide,
and twenty feet long, with a good stove
and steady ﬁre. Three-story brick house,
south front, twelve rooms, warm cellar.
Outdoor temperature 24° Fahr. By ex
amination of Fig. 1, it willbe seen that
when the center of a room is 78“ Fahn,
four feet from the window it may be 70°
based

I
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minutes), a diti'crcnce in the room of 38°
Fain‘.
in Fig_ 2, a vertical section of same
room, it will be seen that while the head
75°

Fahr. the

feet

may be in

50‘1

wW/WWW/zg

is

isin

though
be below zero.
Cold air at a
high speed striking a child directly on
bare throat or breast can seldom fail to
produce some dreadful disease.
On a
very cold day, in some of the wooden
houses inhabited by poor people with
many children and little time to look after
them, children may often be found sit
ting on the ﬂoor in a temperature of 38°
Falm, or standing with nose against
window-pane at 20° Falr, when the
mothcr
washing or ironing in 65°
Fahr. These people gent-rally have but
one ﬁre in the house, and that in 9.0001(
stove, which can not heat the tloor at all,
while cold drafts come from every other
room, and especialLv from the stairway.
In churches and theatres the galleries
70°
will be 85° to£10° when the ﬂoor
Fahr;
then the opening of a door or
very injurious, and going out
window
the
air
at 10° or 20° Fahr. also
into
causes a dangerous strain on the sys
it

Fahr., one foot from window 54° Falm,
and at window 40° Fahr. (no doors or
windows having been open for thirty
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What must be the eﬁ’ect on a
Fahr.
person who removes his warm boots and
wears slippers, or the one that lies down
to sleep on such a ﬂoor? Many do thest2
very things, however.
shows an everyday occurrence
Fig.
among thousands, yes, millions of peo
ple. A child three or four years old, from
playing near a stove or on a nurse's lap,
in a temperature of 70° or 80° Fahrt,
perhaps in a sweat, goes boa window and

without any change of clothing
or protection, for half an hour or more,
in a temperature anywhere from 30° to
55Q Fahr.
How such a thing can occur
without resulting in croup or pneumonia
must be marvellous to any one who
studies the subject even casually.
a small
In many instances there
crack or opening either under the sash
or a; the side’ and almost always at the
junction of the upper and lower sash,
passing into the
where a strewn of air
as
the outside air,
cold
nearly as

the principle already given,
is

TF.’

In viewof

seems to me that this

astriking

state

of ati'airs, and perhaps no principles of
hygiene are so grossly violated as these.
No wonder the death list in Philadelphia
single year reaches the dread
alone in
ful sum of one thousand from pneu
monia and about four hundred from
diseases
in most
croup (preventable
a

>\|

wmf40°
|\\

it

\\

tem.

wlNDoW

mom

is

It
also somewhat remarkable
that the subject has not before been
written up in medical works. The ther
mometry of hygiene and the sick-room
a fruitful ﬁeld for cultivation.
cases).

is

is

is

stands,
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FT. lL'IROM

WINDOW

TEMP. 70°

Fahn, or
goes to the window,
possibly to scratch in the beautiful frost—
work on the glass, a change sometimes
of 40° Fahr. This explains why people
take cold
more
in the
frequently
house than they do out of doors. In
fact,
do not believe that people will
they
take cold by habitually going out
exercise and are properly clothed.
will be seen
By reference to Fig.
that when the ﬁrst ﬂoor was as low as
48° and 50° Fahn, the second ﬂoor was
65° Fahn, and all the second ﬂoor room
it

4

if
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it

20°
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it
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was of a more eve' tempermure.
This
owing, of coursi7 to the cold under the
ﬁrst ﬂoor, and the neat 90° Fahr., under
the second.
It shows why the sick
should be,
possmle, in the second story,
over a room that
heated, and why re
lapses occur when patients are permitted
to come downstairs,
The contrast
greater in many instances than shown
in the figure, which represents a grade
of houses better than the medium.
Most of the foregoing experiments may
ue performed as follows: Take one and
a half dozen thermometers
(common
Japanned tin cases), set them in water
very cold, 33Q Fahia, and well-stirred;
ascertain the difference in the register,
any, and note
by pasting alittle slip of
near the
paper with the correction on
Then place the thermometers all
top.
in water at 1200 Fahr., well-stirred, and
correct as before; then in water at
Falm, and correct. These corrections
will render them suﬁ'iciently accurate for
Lay six of them
practical purposes.
across the ﬂoor, or, better, on blocks
one half an inch high, in a row, equal~
distant one from the other, extending
from wall to wall;
then stretch a
string or wire across the room in the
same vertical plane as the row of ther
mometers, and hang another row on
right above the ﬁrst; stretch another
row across in the same plane at ceiling.
You will then have three horizontal
rows and six vertical rows
Wait thirty
minutes, then read off the temperatures,
and record them on a piece of paper to
represent the vertical section of room.
Any number of such sections may be
made in a room, and should be made to
include windows and doors as a. main
feature. Temperature of windows can
very easily be taken by placing or hang—
ing thermometers on the sash.
It clear from what has been stated
thatto keep well, or to treat diseases,
especially of the respiratory organs, such
as pneumonia,
croup, pleurisy,
bron
chitis, coryza, etc., we should keep an
even temperature of about 70° Fahr.
is

it may be seen
that it is easy to be exposed in ﬁve sec
onds to a change of 40° Fahn, a circum
stance that can never occur out of doors.
In open air the temperature is nearly the
same from head to foot, and changes
much more slowly than in the house.
A child gets off the bed and sits on the
ﬂoor, a change of 10° Falm, it may be
to cuts,

if

By reference

way
~—‘

is
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The thermometer should be on a level
with the patient's head and near by; a
good way is to hang it on the bedpost
at the head of the bed, and the mercury
should not be allowed to fall below 68°
Falm, or rise above 740 Fahr. If the
the whole room can
floor is warm,
A bed should not be
easily be kept so.
If it can not be in
against a cold wall.
the middle of the room, it should not be
near a window or door, and should al
ways be pulled out from the wall six
inches or more. so that the cold air,
which always descends along a wall,
can have room to drop to they floor
without ﬂowing over the bed. A great
many cases of rheumut ism and neural
gia come from sitting near a window.
I have often tried lecturing parents
and nurses about the importance of
keeping children away from windows,
but it is very often impossible to have
the instructions obeyed.
\Vindows
are very attractive to children, espe
cially when the weather is too severe
for them to play out. Any woman‘s

mind would

be dreadfully
strained
who has her housekeeping to attend
to if she were compelled to keep her
eyes constantly on a number of chil
dren, even if she could compel them
to obey when detected.

Some years ago I devised a contri
vance to protect children fron1.the
death-dealing windows in cold weath
er, which has given me, as well as
parents, much satisfaction.
Itis sim
ply a fendrrof metal (also made of wood)
as shown
in Fig. 5, about three feet
high, and extending out from the win
dow ﬁfteen or twenty inches. In some
have had these screens
families where
arranged to the windows for one or two
years, I have reduced the medical atten

I

very greatly, as my books will
In Canada many of the dwelling
houses have a double sash, glass about
four orﬁve inches apart, a very good
device, and one that diminishes the coal
They are a little unhandy to
bill also,
dance
show.

keep

clean

About

two thousand cubic

air is needed per hour for
individual in a room, and when

feet of fresh
each

no fresh-air

registers are provided, can
through the key-holes
and cracks around doors and windows,
making necessarily strong and danger
ous droughts.
The only resource left
the physician, therefore, is the making
of strenuous efforts to have people keep
away from the dangerous places.
Leav—
ing bedroom doors ajar or windows
slightly raised in cold weather is some

only besupplied

70° 75°

86889
'5
Q

''

times dangerous, on account of draughts,
and though it may be occasionally
necessary, it generally
requires more
knowledge of sanitary science than is
possessed by the masses.
On being called to see a case, I rarely
ﬁnd a thermometer in the sick-room ; its
importance is not realized by the laity (or
the profession).
If there is one about, it
is out of doors, or often good for nothing.
The amount of ignorance in regard to
the thermometer is remarkable.
often
ﬁnd people using one that is broken, and
working against the pressure of the at

I
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dollars for medicine more freely than
twenty-five cents for a thermometer,
that might save ten times that amount.
No one can tell by his own feelings
whether a room
warm or cold, for
often you will see two persons contend
too
ing in the same room, one that
warm, and the other that
too cool.
It obvious that we can not regulate
for invalids or others by our own feel
ings. The only unerring guide isthe
silent, sensitive little column of mer
The more rooms that are kept
cury.
heated in a house the less draughts
will be found.
Especially heat the
will not take much more coal,
halls
and will avoid forcing your heaters
or stoves, and enable you to keep easy
tires
keep the cold air from under the
is

Once a
mosphere instead of a vacuum.
lady said to me on my second visit:
“ Doctor,
don’t see as that theomiter is
and
any good; I’ve been a-watchin’
had to use more coal to keep the room
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gist might
warm than afore got it;
the money away.”
as well a-throwed
Still, lam in the habit of ordering
thermometer with the ﬁrst prescription,
though many would apparently pay ﬁve

is

if

Fla.

5.

it

house also. The study of this subject
shows not only the varied principles
that lie at the foundation of success
ful practice, but also the importance
of the collateral sciences to medical
And
believed that
education.
even the few suggestions of this paper,
properly applied, would reduce the
amount of sickness and death consequent
upon the habitual neglect of easy precau
tions.
I). BENJAMIN, M. 1)., Camden,

N.

J.
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a syn
shall give herein
opsis of several papers read by men
eminent in science at a late meeting of
the Association of Scientists of the Con
gress of Nancy, France, on the subject of

ance,

AT

NANCY,

FRANCE-

*

and a host of other phenomena,

including mind cure, faith-cure, etc.
In France for number of years
a

HYPNOTISM

the

'

it

it

is

is

it

is

subject of hypnotism has received very
much attention from the most eminent
of
her physicians, and the results of their
wise,
be
perhaps
may
It
hypnotism.
meant by this investigations have developed as much
ﬁrst, to deﬁne what
was used to denote interest among medical men as the mind
term. Formerly
cure, faith-cure, and prayer-cure
have
caused by the action
the sleep which
and
the
laity
Christians
here.
among
of one person through magnetic passes
this interest that at the recent
So great
or will-power on another person. More
of
Scientists at Nancy no less
Congress
mind~
has come to include
recently
were read on various
nine
papers
than
clairvoy
reading, thought-transference.
Indeed, there
phases of this subject.
of the marvelous and
the
has
stage
passed
Society
of
Read before the Anthropological
inexplicable, to that of psychology and
New York by Di. L. Holbrook, M. D.
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I am largely
experimental physiology.
indebtedto the French Journal (1 ’Hy
giene for the material of this synopsis.
I. Dr. A. Voisin related his observa
tions upon acute mental alienation treat
ed and cured by hypnotism.

II. Dr. Edgar Berillon in studying the
relation between the hypnotic and the
wakeful state concludes that we have
demonstrated the possibility of obtaining
in a person hypnotized a disassociation
of phenomena which in the normal state
appear to be inseparable. We have gained
the power of control over the action of
a subject whatever his natural habit of
mind or‘streng'th of will may be.
In the third paper Monsieur
Liégeois, Professor of Law at Nancy,
presented the following summary of the
question in its hearings upon civil and
criminal jurisprudence.
1.
It is possible to develop in certain
personsa state of artiﬁcal somnambulism
analogous to but not the same as natural
somnambulism.
2.
The subject of artiﬁcial somnam
bulism is entirely under control of the
operator, not only physically but ment
ally and obeys all his commands without
objection, however absurd they may be.
3. The subject is made the victim of
all manner of hallucinations and ug
gestions, and these are imposed upon
him in the most realistic and absolute
manner.
4. The subject may be reduced to a.
condition in which he is incapable of de
fending himself against criminal vio
lence, and the most wicked acts com
mitted against him leave no impression
upon his memory after he has been re

III.

called to his normal state.
5. The memory of the occurrence ef
faced by a return to the normal state
may be revived by a new hypnotic sleep,
and in this state the subject may give to
friends or to justice such information as
may be necessary for the detection and
punishment of the guilty person or per
sons.
6

The subject

_

may receive sugges
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tions tending to the commission of any
given crime or misdemeanor after the
lapse of several hours or days, and he
will endeavor to commit the specified
act at the appointed time witha. fatal
certainty.
7. In such cases the perpetrator of the
guilty act should be considered irre
sponsible before the law. and he alone
who suggested the act should be pun
ished.

False testimony in civil or criminal
falsehoods in writing, public
or private, may be induced by hypnotic
suggestions.
9. Justice has not the right to cause
any one to be placed in the hypnotic
state in order to obtain confessions or
accusations which the person would re
fuse to give in the normal state.
10. If an accused person or the vic
tim of a crime demands to be hypnotized
in order to be able to give testimony
which he believes would be favorable to
his cause, such demand should be ac
8.

cases and

ceeded to.

The same rule applies to all civil
that may
have been entered into under hypnotic
inﬂuence.
12. It applies also to donations and to
wills made when the donor is hypno
11.

acts, contracts and obligations,

tized.
13. With certain persons the greater
partlof the hypnotic suggestions of which
we have spoken, and particularly
sug
gestions tending to the performance of
speciﬁc acts, may be communicated not
only while the subject is in the hypnotic
state, but also in a state of apparent
wakefulness.
14. We recommend all persons never
to allow themselves to be hypnotized ex
cept in the presence of a. chosen witness.
in whom they have entire conﬁdence.
The most serious risks may result from
neglect of this precaution.
IV. In the fourth paper, M. Burot,
Professor at the Naval School of Roch
t'or, spoke of the change of personal
identity, and referred to a case of multi

\
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“2. During the hypnotic sleep the
suggestions have more power.
They
make
more profound and durable
is

It possible in many cases
impression.
by repeating them many times to develop
the faculty of attention in‘ subjects
hitherto intractable, to correct had ten
dencies, and to recall to virtue spirits
which would otherwise be hopelesly
lost.

is

do not
not

it

I

“3. In conclusion, he said:
to aﬁirm that while

hesitate

it

it

it

desirable to practice hypnotism
upon
is
healthy and well-organized minds,
justiﬁable from the point of view of peda
gogy to deal thus with subjects bad,
is
But even here
vicious or diseased.
to be discreetly resorted to, only or es
pecially in cases where other pedagogic
means have failed, and
[is to be prac
ticed only under the direction of a com
petent and experienced person.”
the reserve of M.
Notwithstanding
Blum, professor of philosophy at the
Lycée of St. Omer, who “could not

;

a

readily accept a method involving the
moral liberty of the child,“ and in spite
of the objections of the same nature
formulated at the Academy of Moral
distinguished
and Political Science by
jurist, M. Desjarnins, MM. Liegeois,
en—
Leclere and Ladame emphatically
dorsed the conclusions of M. Berillon.
The President, M. Hement, continued
the discussion in the following words:
“Without doubt education should re
spect the personality of the human soul
should not regard the child as an
should do
automaton, but
may and
a defective being
for the lunatic, who
and for the child who
an incomplete

it

is

it

is

to place the hand upon its fore
to speak gently but with precision
and patience.
“1. In the treatment of children im
incapable of the
pulsive, refractory,
least attention or application, manifest
ing an irresistable tendency toward bad
instincts, we think there can be no ob
jection to the induction of the hypnotic
late

head,

is

is

it

:

it

it

is

3

is,

ple identity observed by Dr. Bourru and
by himself upon a hystero-epileptic sub
ject. The point of especial interest in
this communication, is that the operator
may transfer the subject at will to any
previous epoch of his life, at which there
may have occurred any striking phe
nomena, physical or psychical.
In such
cases there
he adds, a constant and
necessary relation between the physical
and mental state of the subject.
V. Dr. Bernhcim, of the faculty of the
University, Nancy, read an elaborate
amaurosis and
paper upon hysterical
suggestive amaurosis (decay of sight from
paralysis of optic nerve) which appears
in full in No. of the new Review of
and Thera
Hypnotism,
Experimental
peutic. He closes with the following re
sume:
amaurosis has no
Hysterical
physical location.
It exists neither in
the retina, nor in the optic nerve, nor in
the cortical center of vision.
It real,
but
exists only in the imagination of
the subject.
VI. Liebeault, of Nancy, communi
cated the result of hypnotic treatment in
77 cases of incontinnence of urine, the
patients being adults and children over
three years of age, and concluded in
these words: “By means of hypnotic
suggestion during induced sleep,
often possible to re-establish the dis
turbed harmony of the functions in a
manner to avoid this affection in the
case of children and adults, and the
same treatment applies to the aged who
are subject to the same inﬁrmity.
VII. In the section of pedagogy, pre
sided over by M. Felix Hement, a most
instructive discussion arose regarding
hypnotic suggestion from the point of
view of pedagogy. Dr. Edouard Beril
lon, who led this discussion, formulated
the following conclusions
“ In the treatment of children merely
indolent, indocile, or mediocre, we may
limit ourselves to verbal suggestions in
the wakcful state.
To make this eﬁ’ec
tual
necessary to inspire in the
child the most perfect conﬁdence, to iso
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all that is of a natureto correct
former and to develop the latter.
If the hypnotizer fails to conﬁne his
power within wise limits, if he abuses
he injures the being whom he should
beneﬁt, the law
there to punish him
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“The hypnotic suggestion in relation to

the

the spiritualistic

if

doctrine of Descartes."

According to the learned writer the hyp
notic suggestion as taught at Nancy,

is

it,

being,

in full accord with the doctrine of Des

it
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a

is

2.

3.

it

is

5.

it

is

is

it
is

it

it
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is
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3.

a

2.
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is

is
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cartes, who admits
radical difference
between man and animal.
as
The follow
punishes the meanest of male
ing are his conclusions:
factors.
It possible to hypnotize animals
"The benevolent establishments of
to cause them to sleep, but
not pos
HM. Boujean and de Metz for the bene
sible to suggest ideas to them, not even
ﬁt of abandoned and vicious children
proixed upon the same principle as that to monkey, by means of mimicry, al
though these animals imitate so well all
They assume, to a cer
of hypnotism.
only possible to
tain degree, the mastery of the individ our movements. It
They do in a modify the habits of animals.
ual will and conscience.
In the caseof a human being, the
moral sense what the gardener does
physically when he trains and supports hypnotization suspends the action of
those faculties which are necessaryto
the feeble branch upon a white and sun
The tree receives under the maintenance of consciousness. The
warmed wall.
the greatest
thus transformed into an au
subject
these conditions
possible
also tomaton.
amount of heat and light,
Professor Bernheim admits the ex
shielded against storms, and, in conse
istence of psychical phenomena and of
quence, instead of bearing inferior, col
bears a phenomena purely cerebral.
orles, bitter or tasteless fruit,
4. Animals do not speak; they are
delicious and nourishing kind, the honor
not even in a self-conscious state; they
and delight of the table. In like man
preserve, therefore, indefinitely the new
ner the true educator supports and trains
his
and
success
and
habits which have been imparted to
mind.
the human
them.
that only justifies the means.
“ Let
Children born vicious may be mod
be understood, in conclusion,
that we are not discussing a method of itied by hypnotization, by calming their
impulses and by rendering them atten
education for all, but a treatment, a cura
tive to instruction.
The spiritualistic
ﬁve process, applicable to weak or vic
Further,
to be ob
philosophy may well accept the proposi
ious natures.
tion emanating from Nancy to intervene
served that hypnotism can not be suc
with hypnotization in the education of
who
de
all
by
may
cessfully employed
and should be limited children born vicious.
sire to do so;
IX. The following the substance of
to
chosen few who are worthy the
name of educators, and of physicians of a communication from Dr. Jules Luys of
We do not accept without dis— the Biological Society under the title,
the soul.
crimination a person to treat a child “The effect of certain substances at adis
tance upon hysterical somnambulists."
physically ill, why then should we sum
The hypnotized subject acquires by
to treat
mon without care the one who
virtue
of the hypnotic state a sensitive
those morally unsound?
neas
to
certain substances at a distance.
of
the
idea
willingly
hyp
accept
These
substances,
derived partly
where
the
in
cases
notic treatment
from
the
mineral
and
from the
his
Such
partly
inability.
confesses
teacher
of
vegetable
de
determine
various
re
kingdom,
to
me
the
point
seems
treatment
the organism, such as con—
actions
upon
moral
orthopaady."
genuine
a
of
parture
VIII, In the same section of pedagogy, vulsions, paralysis, hallucinations, etc.
The effects vary with the point of
note upon
Dr. Netter, of Nancy, read
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contact, and with the side on which they
are made to approach.
4. The
result of these experiments
upon the nervous system indicates the
possibility of a new method of treatment
for maladies of the nervous system.
By a series of instantaneous photo
graphs the eﬁ'ect of the same substances
presented alternately on the right and
left side has been shown. On the one
side joy, gaiety, laughter, are expressed,
on the other, fear, and in certain cases,
the most violent terror.
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We thus present a clear and impartial
summary of the present state of the
It seems to me
question of hypnotism.
to be full of interest and may lead stu
dents of our own land to enter into the
study of this object from the point of
view of science. We have had enough
of this study from the point of view of
the speculator, with its absurd exhibi
tions which amuse but do not beneﬁt.
Let us enter heartily upon the higher
plane of this great subject.

‘M—

A

LEAF FROM

WENT out directly after breakfast,
left many “chores ”in
though
the house waiting to be done. There
was one thing, however, more important
than all—to get myself harmonized.
Sometimes a glimpse of the pumpkin

I

patch lying in the September sun will do
will tell you how. Said ﬁeld is
this.
enclosed with a wall, every stone of
which is embroidered with lichens in the
softest mostharmonious tints—the greens,
and greys, and browns, that our decora
Next,
tive-art associations usesomuch.
it has a border of dainty purple asters,
growing in luxuriant clusters, and in
vivid contrast are scattered the brilliant
To see this picture often
orange globes.
makes me forget myself for an instant,
am
fills me with enthusiasm, and lo !
came
cured of whatever ailed me when
out of the house. It is not easy to tell
“ well,"
what is the matter when we are
think perhaps the
yet, are not well.
secret of this condition is that the
dominated
by the
soul
is unduly
body; the balance is lost. The spirit
needsa tonic; and a breath of fresh air, a
glance at a beautiful sight, distant hills,
a breadth of sea, furnish the desired ex
This accounts for the sud~
hilaration.

I

I

I

I

den change of feeling one often experi
One scarcely
ences in leaving the house.
clears the doorstep before he is a differ
It seems astonishing. but
ent creature.
it is really so. A bird with its wings

A

LETTER.

tied, and the same bird free to speed
away into the sweet sunny air, are dif
ferent creatures. The wings represent
With our cares for the body
the soul.
bound.
Sometimes
the soul becomes
with a little opportunity for expansion it
burstsiits bonds, and then we are happy——
No matter where the body is
are cured.
if the soul be free. If the soul be in a
condition to soar, the lips will sing songs

in

a dungeon.

morning I took Thor
for a companion,
walk among the cliffs of

This particular
eau’s

“Walden”

and went for a
roamed about
my “seaside resort."
rather discontentedly for awhile, but the
soon
exquisite world of out'of-doors
awakened my enthusiasm—en
theos
(God in us)—and the house began to
went out
recede.
Before
was not
only in the house, but the house was in
me; or, perhaps, to speak more ac
was carry
curately, was a partof me.
ing it around as a snail carries its shell.
The divine part getting breathing space
gained strength rapidly, and the shell
dissolved by a true magic, and was felt
no more.
I tooa up Thoreau and opened at this
sentence: “If the day and the night
are such that you greet them with joy,
and life emits a fragrance like ﬂowers
and sweet-scented herbs : is more elastic,
more starry, more immortal —that is
is not
your success." This success

I

I

I

I
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incompatible with the earning where
withal to eat and drink and wear; but
no life that is greedy, selﬁsh, vain, un
And the
loving, emits a fragrance.’
tenderest, most sensitive life, too much
overborne and overladen, may lose the
and the
sense of the day’s sweetness,
Again read: “The
night's starriness.
true
harvest of my daily life is
inde
as
and
intangible
somewhat
scribable as the tints of morning or
evening. It is a little star-dust caught.
have
asegment of the rainbow which
clutched. The rest of the day is spent
in visible gains; in nourishing that
which must soon go to dust, with the
purple asters, and the grass of the ﬁeld,
but this something which nourishes the
soul; this bit of manna that we have
found through the virtue of clear eyes
and attentive looking, this repays us for
the task of breathing, and redeems the
Alas for the day
day from mnlidness.

I

I
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when one‘s spirit gets not its part of the
gain.
All the rest is but chaﬂ’. To go
on feeding and housing the material of
what good is it?
“ He is blessed who is assureil that the
animal is dying out in him day by day,
and the divine being established. ” So
reassured, confronted,
refreshed with
serenity and smiles I went'back to my
house, and its working spirit no longer
took part in the burdens, and they were
for that reason not burdens.
What
ﬁancé would mind the daily tasks, ex
pecting her lover with the evening?
The spirit goes in advance and is love
making all day. So I, whether baking,
or ironing or mending, felt myself sur
rounded by the universal love—in other
words
was attuned to the universal
harmony, and was no longer conscious
of myself as a separate, jarring discord
ant individuality.
Masai. F. BUTTS.

I

——-—M—_

“COMFORTABLE

” HOUSES

AND

COLDS.

HE

relation of fresh air and out-of
door life to health, and freedom
bronchial disorders, is illustrated

cold. We swam the Tennessee River
after midnight, when the mercury was
at zero, and among ﬂoating ice, and
from
came out with our clothes, to our arm
by a correspondent of the Germantown
pits, frozen like sheet iron, and then
Telegraph, who relates some rather try
marched till morning.
In the cold win
ing war experiences, as follows:
I served through the war in the Fifth ter of 1863-64, we were in the mountain
ous country of East Tennessee, where it
Ohio Cavalry, beginning at Shiloh, and
is as cold as Ohio.
We were there from
ending my service with the march to the
sea.
We were an active regiment, November until March, without any
tents or shelter of any kind, moving
always at the front, and therefore always
with tents every day, and sleeping in a ditferent
remarkably unencumbered
We were exposed to all place every night, with a temperature
and comforts.
Many a time frequently below zero.
Weathers and all seasons.
I have, with my comrades, ridden
we were rained on for a. week or more.
upon the skirmish line when I could
When the sun came out the next week
or the week after, it dried us. Many a not lift a cartridge out of my box, nor
have been
time long after dark, after a march in even pick up a carbine cap.
on night pickets, mounted, when the
rain and mud all day, we have been ﬁled
pickets had to be relieved every ﬁfteen
into miry woods, where we slept in the
minutes, because if left longer the men
rain, with the water washing between us
not load and ﬁre. But we never
could
I have seen men
and our blankets.
the slightest cold, nor did I ever
caught
with
their
hair
morning
wake in the
see in times of cold and exposure a sol
frozen in the mud. But none of us caught

I
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Man

an animal of large discourse,

;

a

Looking before and after:
and whichever way he looks his ultimate.
home—his whence and whither—is
garden. We claim as our allies the re
ligions of the East with their testimony
to the sacrednessof all life the Brahmo
Roman
Somaj
churches;
the chief
Fathers of the church; Trappists with
their longevity and freedom from disease;
the Salvation Army with its prohibition
of alcohol and tobacco, and its recent
week of self-denial; the Shakers of the
United States and our venerable friend
Elder Evans; the Bible Christians of
Salford and Pennsylvania with their
frugal discipline and honorable history.
In the Church of England Lent once
more applied to its high purpose, not by
Let us hope that Dr.
one party 0111
of that “ wrong~headed
Chcyne‘s rebu
rt of our reformation, where
has
Egen despis‘d and ridicnl'd into a total
"
neglect (see my Mod'icus Cibi, 1880, p.
76) may cease to he deserved.
In a word, that most powerful motive
of the noblest minds, speaks loudlv on
our behalf. On our platform Caidinal
and General Booth, Mr. Spur
Manning
geon am our Buddhist fellow-subjects,
would be alike welcome ;nor would they
compromise an
rinciple by joining us.
In practice, lybelieve, they are ours
already.
Our May meetings are often
made possible by the generosity
with
which various religious communities
open their balls to us, and
think that
their conﬁdence
seldom or never
is

it

I

is

a

it

I

growth of vegetarianism, and cites many
strong evidences for his opinion.
To me, confess,
was a joyful sur
prise to ﬁnd science exactly conﬁrming
these venerable traditions and aspirations.

istry and ‘experience teach that fruit,
nuts, grain, and pulse, with roots, leaves,
ﬂowers and stems of vegetables, form a
perfect human diet.
Economy (Carey
in 1837) teaches that, as mankind mul
tiplies, animal substances are superseded
by vegetable or mineral.
Hence sooner
or later—it
a mere question of time“
the
whole cultivable earth must of
tilled as garden. That the
necessityebelongs to Vegetarianism
future
the
authoritative prophecy (1878) of Dr. A.
Beketotf, himself not a Vegetarian.
Taking a world-wide survey, ﬁnding in
the Old World ﬂesh-eating on a large
scale almost conﬁned to the townsfolk of
Great Britain and Ireland, he concludes
that sooner or later we too must bow to
this necessary law.

e .

I

it,

is

VEGETARIANISM IN THE FUTURE—A
writer in the Dietetic Reformer writes
in a vein of conﬁdence regarding the

Anatomy and physiology teach that
man
naturally frugivorous.
Chem

is

I

dier with a cold.
did catch
But
one cold in the army, and I never
had such a one before or since. It came
from excessive comfort, or what seemed
comfortto us. We were at Camp Davies,
Miss, the southern outpost of the great
fortress of Corinth. Having been there
some months, we began to build neat
log cabins, with openings for doors and
windows; no glass or doors, of course.
One of our mess being a young brick
layer, we thought to surpass our neigh
bors in style and comfort, and we sent
for brick, and he built us a large chim
ney and ﬁreplace, and we built a good
ﬁre. That settled us.
Four of us had
to gotothe hospital with tremendous
colds on our chests and in our heads.
We never had such heat'y colds in our
lives. This was about the middle of our
three years of service, and before and
after that I never saw an exposed sol
dier with a cold. (Of course a few days
after our cabin was ﬁnished we got
I believe all soldiers
marching orders.)
will hear me out that in active cam
paigns, where there was exposure to the
weather, no one had a cold. And come
in my experience in Col
to think of
orado and Utah, in recent years, never
saw an Indian with a cold, though they
stand more exposure than our cattle do.
It our hot rooms that give us our colds.
If a person would camp out from fall
till spring, exposed to the weather of
severe winter, he would never take a
cold, pleurisy, or pneumonia, and would
be absolutely free from them.
But when
you are in Rome you must do as the
Romans do and take warm rooms and
ANDREW VAN BIBBER.
colds.
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betrayed.
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SCIENCE

The Dreams ofthe Blind—A

pa

per read before the biological section of the
Science Association. at its last
American
meeting. was on "The Dreams of the Blind,"

The object of the
the extreme age at
which a child may become blind and yet.
lose all memory of the visible world, so that
The author
it no longer sees in its dreams.
said: Almost all dreams of normal per

by Dr. Joseph Jastrow.
paper was to determine

sons are sight dreams, and a dream is often
The blind are de
spoken of as a vision.

prived of this most important sense: but if

they have not been born blind, they may re
member enough of what they have seen to
enable them to imagine how things look,
and when the imagination has free play in
sleep, to picture themselves as if in full pos
Physiologists
session of all their senses.
would explain this by saying, that during
the years in which they saw, a certain part.
of the brain has become educated to receive
and interpret all these messages which the
eye sends, and that when this part. of the
brain acts spontaneously in sleep, the person
Such a portion of the
dreams of seeing.
brain would be called the sight-center.

If

now we ﬁnd out the latest age at which

blindness may set in and yet the person keep
on dreaming of seeing. we shnll ﬁnd out the
For
time it takes for this sight to develop.
this purpose about 200 blind persons of both
sexes were questioned at the institutions for
the blind in Philadelphia and Baltimore, and

it was found that those who became blind
before their ﬁfth year never dreamed of see
ing; of those whose sight was lost between
the ﬁfth and seventh year, some did and
some did not see in their dreams; while
all whose eyesight was destroyed after the
seventh year had quite as vivid dream-vie
The ﬁfth to the
ions as seeing people.
seventh year is thus shown to be the critical

This period corresponds with the
which the authorities assign as the limit
at which a child becoming deaf will also be
come dumb. and also with the age of one‘s
It
earliest continuous memory of one‘s self.
to note that blind persons
is interesting
dream quite as frequently as normal people,
and that with those who do not see in their
period.

age

AND
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hearing plays the principal part.
When dreaming of home, for instance, they
will hear their father's voice or their sister
singing, and perhaps will feel the familiar
objects in the room, and thus know they are

dreams

at home.

The Proposed Rocky Mountain
Railway Tunnel—A project is on'
foot. for tunneling
the “ Great Divide."
The Divide is the Rocky Mountains, and
the point proposed to be tunneled is under
Gray's Peak, which rises no less than 14,
441 feet above the level of the sea.

At

4,441

below the Peak, by tunneling from
east to west for 25 000 feet direct, commu
nication would be opened between the val
lays on the Atlantic slope and those on the

feet

This would shorten the dis
between_Denver,
in Colorado,
and
Salt Lake City, in Utah, and consequently
the distance between the Missouri river, say

Paciﬁc side.
tance

at St. Louis, and San Francisco, nearly 300
miles; and there would be little more re
quired in the way of ascending or descend
Part of the
ing or tunneling mountains.
work has already been accomplished.
The

country from the Missouri to the foot of the
Rockies rises gradually in rolling prairie,
till an elevation is reached to 5,200 feet
above the sea level.
The Rockies rise at
various places to a height exceeding 11.000
feet. Of the twenty most famous passes,
only seven are below 10,000 feet, while ﬁve
are upward of 12,000 feet, and one, the Ar
gentine, is 13,000 feet. 0f the 78 impor
tant towns in Colorado, only twelve are be
low 5,000 feet. ten are over 10.000 feet, and
Passes at such a height are
to ordinary traﬂlc, and
from the Atlantic
to the

one is 14,000 feet.

of course a barrier

railways
Paciﬁc have in consequence made detours
of hundreds of miles, leaving rich plains
lying on the western slopes of the great
snowy range practically cut. off from Den
ver and the markets
of the East.
The
point from which it is proposed to tunnel is
sixty miles due west from Denver. and al
though one of the highest peaks, it is by far
the narrowest in the great backbone of the
American continent.

the
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The Transcontinental Balloon

Voyage—The

in the
largest balloon
to the San
Francisco

world,

according
Chronicle, has recently been built in that
It has a
city by Mr. A. P. Van Tassel.
capacity of 150,000 cubic feet of gas, and
has been constructed for the special pur
pose of enabling the well-known aeronaut to
undertake a journey across the continent,
from ocean to ocean. The height from the
ﬂoor of the wicker car to the top of the gas
reservoir

is 119 feet, and of the dilated res
The envelope is made
68 feet.

ervoir alone

ex
ﬁnely woven cloth, manufactured
pressly for the purpose, and is varnished, as
The
usual, in order to make it gas tight.
car has accommodation for fifteen persons.
of

is about twenty-one feet in circumference,
and the sides are thirty-four inches high.

It

The supporting ropes are kept in place by
Hydrogen gas
the usual “eoncentrics."
The
will be used for inﬂating the balloon.
cost of the structure is $6,000. Mr. Van
Tassel has had considerable experience in
aerial traveling,
having crossed the Wichita
Mountains,

15,000

feet above the sea level.
than

His present attempt is more ambitious

A careful study of
any he has yet made.
leads him to believe
the aerial currents
that by seeking the proper stratum of air he
eastward at high speed,
can be carried
The greatest
possibly 100 miles an hour.
difllculty will probably be due to the Rocky
Mountains, which modify the movements
of the air currents over a large area of the
continent.

It

is expected

that the voyage

will be begun some time about the 1st of
July. Should it survive the trip, the giant
balloon will be taken back to San Francisco,
where it will be placed on exhibition.

The New 0ptleal Glass—We
from

learn

the American Monthly

Microsumicat
Journal, that at the meeting of the Royal Mi
croscopical Society, on Nov. 10, 1886, Mr.

T. Myall, jr., called attention to

an apochro
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plied to it with both axial and oblique illu~
mination.
Mr. Powell's eye-piece had a
magnifying power of 40 diameters per 0e,
and even under this severe test the new ob

This eye
jective did not break down.
piece was higher than the highcst in the
Zeiss series, which is only 27. The formula
of the Powell lens was less complex than
Dr.
the Zeiss, fewer lenses being employed.
Dallinger, the preident of the society, said
that he had had the opportunity of examin
ing the new lens of Mr. Powell, and was
He had
quite astonished at its deﬁnition.
had the opportunity of examining very care
fully a set of the new lenses by Zeiss, and
was pefectly convinced
of the immense
gain they would be to the microseopist so
long as they were made by the best makers.

A Delicate Instrument.

-A French

has been devised of such sen
sitiveness that it will even denote, by a de
thermometer

of the index needle of nearly two
the entrance of a person into the
room where it is placed, and by putting the
hand near the bulb the needle is deﬂected
the whole extent of the graduated arc. The
apparatus consists of a bent tube, carrying
at one end a bulb which is coated externally
with lamp-black.
The tube is ﬁlled toa
certain extent with mercury. and is sup
ported by arms pivoting on a steel knife
blade.
Just above the pivot is ﬁxed an in
dex needle which moves across a graduated
arc ; and beneath the pivot hangs a rod, to
which is attached by friction a small weight

ﬂection
inches,

that serves to balance

the needle so as to

cause it to point to zero on the are.
When
the temperature rises, be it ever so slightly,
the heat being absorbed by the lamp-black
dilates
mercury

the air in the bulb

forward.

and drives the
The center of gravity of

the apparatus being thus displaced,
needle will immediately
turn toward

right—and when, on the contrary, the tem
perature decreases, the needle will point

matic objective work cut by Powell 8: Le
They had procured some of the new
land.

toward the left.

kind of optical glass from Java and made

is always singular.
Cut bias. and not cut on the bias.

1-2 inch homogeneous

immersion

a

objective

The objective which
compared
favorably
they manufactured
with those of Zeiss. The instrument was
upon exhibition, and stood well tests ap
on their own formula.

the
the

Words ()ﬂen Rimmed—Acoustics
Come to see me, and not come

and

see

me.
Bursted
rect.

is not elegant and is rarely cor
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Almost, with a negative, is ridiculous.
“Almost nothing " is absurd.
The burden of a song means the refrain or

In

1840

273

“ Dr.” Koch, a German
charlatan,

createdra great sensation by announcing the
discovery of the leviathan of Job, which he
chorus, not its sense or meaning.
. called the Missourium, from the State where
Bountiful applies to persons, not to things, _ it was found.
It turned out, however, to be
and has no reference
to quantity.
nothing but a mastodon
prcposterously
Aﬂ'nble only applies when speaking
manner of superiors to iufcriors.

of the

“Methinks is formed by the impersonal
think. meaningr seem, and the dutive
me; nndis literally rendered, It scemsto me."
Admire should not be followed with the
inﬁnitive.
Never say, as many do, “ I
should admire to go with you," etc. This
error is singularly fashionable just now.
Allude is now frequently misused when a
verb

thing is named,
should
at in a

spoken of or described.

It

only be used when anything is hinted
playful or passing manner.

Scientiﬁc Hoaxem—Tne

great

les

which Cuvicr taught the world was,
that many races of animals were entirely ex
tinct, and that nature’s chain of existence
had not one, but many missing links.
From
his recognition of that'fact the science of
But the
paheontology may be said to date.
carnivorous nature of the mastodon was too
fascinating an absurdity to be so casily
killed, and it continued to appear at inter
vals.
As late as 1835 we ﬁnd a New Eng
land medical
professor writing as if it were
an unquestionable
fact.
The giant theory
lingered still longer, and even yet can not be
considered entirely extinct among the un
learued.
The dictum that the superstitions
of one age are but the science of preceding
in the
ages receives
ample conﬁrmation
history of this subject.
Not longer ago
son

than

1846

a

mastodon

skeleton

was

in New Orleans as that of a
The cranium was made of raw
giant.
hide, fantastic wooden
teeth were ﬁtted
in the jaws, all missing parts were restored
after the human model, and the whole raised
upon the hind legs.
It certainly conveyed
the notion of “a hideous, diabolical
giant,"
and was no doubt responsible
for many
As a sad commentary on the
nightmares.

exhibited

state

of

the

medical

profession

time, it may
that the exhibitor was perfectly

Southwest

at that

his belief. and
these

to support

full of physicians’
were human bones.

a trunk

in

the

be added
honest in

his faith, he had
certiﬁcates

that

mountel.

Koch had added an extra dozen
or more joints to the backbone and ribs to
the chest, turned the tusks outward into a
semicircle, and converted the animuljnto an
monster which anchored itself to
trees by means of its sickle-shaped
tusks
and then peacefully slumbered on the bosom
of the-waves.
Like the Sibcrians, he found
interesting conﬁrmations of his views in the
book of Job, that refuge of perplexed mon
aquatic

Koch took his leviathan to
London. where it was purchased by the
British Museum, and rcconverted
into a.
mastodon by Professor Owen, who at once
recognized its true nature—Scribner’: Mag

mer-makers.

an'ne.

A Simple Test for Arsenic In
Wall Paper—A simple and easily ap
plied test for arsenic in wall paper has blell
devised by Mr. F. F. Grcnstted.
No up
paratus is needed beyond an ordinary gas
jet which is turned down to quite a pin
point. until the flame is wholly blue ; when
this has been done. a strip of the paper
suspected to contain arsenic is cut one-six
teenth of an inch wide, and an inch or two

Directly the
long.
brought into contact
the gas—ﬂame. a grey
senic will be seen in

edge of this paper is
with the outer edge of
coloration,

due to ar

the same.

The paper

alittle, and the fumes that are
given off will be found to have a strong gar
he like odor, due to the vapor of arscnious
Take the paper away from the ﬂame,
acid.
is burned

and look at the

will

be

charred

end—the

colored a bronze-red,

carbon
this is copper

by the carbon; being now away
from the flame in a ﬁne state of division,
the copper is slightly oxidized by the air,
reduced

and on placing the

charred

end a second

time, not too far into the flame, the ﬂame
will now be colored green by the copper.
By this simple means it is possible to form
an opinion without an apparatus and with
out leaving the room as to whether any wall
paper contains arsenic, for copper arseniaie
is commonly used in coloring wall papers.—

Brit. Med. Journal.
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not have learned the function of asin—
gle primary

Some persons are

faculty.

so organized that they grasp

truth intui

tively, spontaneously, and that, too, with‘
out having

or why.
well

much ability to explain how

Such may ﬁnd their intuitions

for their own' common

enough

place uses, but when they attempt to ap

ply them
Fowum 8: WELLS Courszw, Publishers.
H. S. DRAY'I‘ON, A.M., M.D., Editor.

cal deﬁniteness in their

NEW YORK,
MAY,

1887.

THE study of mental

science is the

that

procedure

Two men

makes failure inevitable.

STUDY OF PRINCIPLES FUN
DAMENTAL.

THE

to the experiences of other peo

ple there is a want of systematic, practi
on

looking at a picture in an art-gallery
will form different opinions concerning
its meaning.
Should they state those
opinions

how would

“

the “intuitive

thinker explain the diﬂ’erent

processes

Surely,

most profound of the studies that may be

by which

taken up, yet its treatment by people of

to do it would requires

average education would lead one who

the

sought instruction

the exer

the special functions of the intellectual

un

faculties and also a knowledge of the
laws governing their association with

cise of faculties, to

regarding

think it

is easy to

derstand their nature, and no particular
preparation

is necessary to grasp their

modes of association.
quired

of

study

up the

to begin

numbers

: to

\Vhen a boy takes

arithmetic

he

is

re

with the rudiments of

learn their simple combina

tions in addition, subtraction, multiplica
tion

and division.

open the textbook

Should

his teacher

at the rule of three,

they were reached?

principles

of

knowledge

of simple perception, of

each other and with the faculties of the
sentiments.

The cultivated

student

of

mental science could analyze those opin
ions, point out the leading

motives in

each, and show the effect of certain dom

inant faculties in their formulation.

We must begin with principles

and

know their meaning thoroughly before

or percentage, and expect him to com

we can resolve a scientiﬁc

mence there and go on understandingly,

any kind, and so long as a man fails to

that teacher would be set down as unﬁt

see the scientiﬁc

for his place, and one such complaint
well-founded would put him in danger

phenomena, so long will the operations

of losing it.

But in

the consideration of

questions as to how the mind operates in
the production

of

feeling,

perception,

character

problem
of

of

mental

of mind he obscure to him or merely a
ﬁeld for guessing.

In

the higher de

partments of thinking, especially that of
cultured

and reﬁned

minds, there will

may be complex in their nature, one is ap

enough for the most
skilful of phrenologists or psychologists to

parently expected toshow himself a com

exert their trained faculties to the utmost;

petent judge, oﬂ’-ha.nd, although he may

but in the ordinary range of life the

reasoning, desire, fear, etc., processes that

always be room
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play of function is comparatively
ple; the manifestations

sim
more

proceed
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The revelation of the existence of pois
onous

in the air

organisms

that,

al

directly from primary sources; there is

though invisible, had interfered with the

less cross-action, less of the inter-relation

successful treatment of surgical diseases,

of faculty that colors and modiﬁes ex.

has led to extensive researches for the

and consequently

pression,

the student

of mind éan dissect a case with

will

sions

conﬁ

believing that his ﬁnal conclu

dence,

N.

No otherdepartment

of human science

twenty-ﬁve years has made a
step in advance, than surgery

through

the use of antiseptics.

unconsciousness

tality

but it had little

great discovery,

was a

to pro

of pain while a

was being performed,

diﬁicult operation

etfect

The ap‘

chloroform, or ether,

plication of
duce

in reducing the suffering

and fa

following the surgeon's knife.

or

amputation

the removal

An

of a subcu

tumor was still attended with
no bandaging would avert;

taneous

dangers that

a brave man who would

and he was

attempt to remove
required deep

morbid growths

that

cutting and delicate manip

But the advent of Lister-ism

ulation.

with its sprays and

washes of ﬂuid des

of thelminute

tructive

that set up

eries.

on

There has been a disposition

the part of some enthusiasts to magnify
the morbid effects of germs, and to assert

even that animal life is a constant strug
gle with insidious,

malignant

bacteria or bacilli,

which

forms of

are

always

present in the air in greater or less num
bers and

through

ﬁnd their way into the body
the avenues of respiration

the alimentary canal.

and

The idea of health

by some of the bacteriolo

is expressed

gists in terms like this

:

A sound

physi

cal condition is but a state of physiologi
cal dominance over the invading parasite.

While we can not believe that to
well, is merely to have escaped

be

the at

tacks of a great army of ﬂoating inﬁni
tesimals, all eager to make

‘‘

mince—meat

"

of us, yet there is so much truth in the

in wounds and

alleged effects of these minute things in

putrefaction

exposed to the air. changed the as

pect

of modern
surgeons

Koch have im

and

spores or germs,

sores

better

into existence, to which observ

like Pasteur

parted dignity by their valuable discov

in the past
longer

and a

new department of biological science has
ers

THE FUTURE 0F MEDICINE.

the nature and

development of such organisms,
sprung

be accurate.

_

purpose of ascertaining

There are no

surgery.
to-day

than

were Sir

Astley Cooper, Liston, Dupuytren,

Mott,

producing

disease,

that

the sooner we

make ourselves acquainted with their na

All

ture the better.
whatever

their

infectious diseases,

name, the zymotes, or

McClelland, so far as skill in the use of

putrefactive disorders, are generally ac

instruments is concerned; but the opera

cepted

tor of today, with his solutions of carbolic

t'ever, measles,

acid or mercuric-bichoride
proceed

at hand, can

calmly and with such delibera
case requires, introducing

tion as the
scalpel and

ﬁnger where

the old surgeon

considered it death to venture.

as the

work of germs.

Yellow

diphtheria, small-pox, fe

vers of the typhoidal class, cholera, etc.,
recede before the efforts of the sanitarian
to cleanse and

men.

purify the habitations of

Consumption,

the dread accom

paniment of civilization, and battling the
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skill of physicians of
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genera

morbiﬁc condition—a theory not far re

tions, has been shown to be of aparasitic

moved from the germ theory of disease.

nature and dependent upon conditions

And their plan of treatment had for
object the assistance of nature in

best

late

favorable to the development of a special

The peculiar virus of diphtheria

germ.

struggle

against disease—by

its
its

cleansing

may lurk in the water of well and cis

applications and appropriate feeding, ex

tern, as may the germs of cholera

ercises,

and
or

The spore of yellow-fever

typhus.

small-pox may be carried in the clothing
or the hair.

It

is claimed that the mi

‘

etc.

The practice of medicine, or rather of
of the physician,

now

has advantages

that should bear wonderful

fruit in

the

nute cause of that pest of river and lake

suppression of common diseases, and the‘

settlements, intermittent fever, has been

promotion of community

discovered.

the variety of antiseptic materials at com

What
these

inference

is the rational

developments

not that diseases
the presence

of science?

mand and the excellent

Is it

dietetic rules of the hygienist

in the blood and tissues of

And

elements?

pernicious

from

are due to

generally

we not

are

in claiming that the antiseptic meth
ods of surgery provide us with a clue to

safe

their treatment?

In

that have

or vegetable organisms
an

found

into

entrance

our

bodies,

With

apparatus

and

contagion

of every form, whether in the air or in
water,

whether

bacillus,

bacterium

or

coccus, should be destroyed or made in
capable

of injury.

—0.0-.0—

'romcco sucrose in PUBLIC.

ﬁne we should aim

to neutralize and destroy the little ani
mal

health.

IN reply to the question whether we
think it becoming to smoke in the pub
lic

streets we answer

here that we can

using the best means for that purpose ;
and, for the restoration of strength and

not understand how any man, who lays

tone to the blood that the ravages made

concile such behavior with such a claim.

in

To many non-smokers the smoke and
odor of burning tobacco aredisagreeable ;

the tissues by these often tremendous

ly energetic organisms

have impaired,

we should have recourse to the best hy
gienic aids.

Do we

need more than an

tiseptics and nutrition?

It

seems

to us that the tendency

of

modern medicine as exempliﬁed by our
best physicians is strong

in

the direction

of more sanitation and less drugs.

And

claim to reﬁnement and courtesy, can re

to some, offensive to the degree

of intol

Every intelligent man knows
this, and with the knowledge should per

erance.

ceive the impropriety

of forcing a disa~

greeable and offensive thing upon others,
as must be the case when

public.

one smokes in

One would think from the care

cigar and

what is that but the practical acceptance

less assumption of the average

of the views long ago declared by hy

cigarette smoker, that his darling habit

gienists with regard to the prevention of

gave him privileges that do not belong to

disease?

Trall,

Shew,

Johnson,

and

others in Europe and America, regard
ed sickness or disease

the part of the

as an

effort on

system to throw off a

nonsmokers—whether

men or women

that he can puff the pungent
his tobacco roll into the faces
as he

;

vapor of
of people,

likes, and in waiting-rooms

and

SCIENCE OF HEALTH.

The

ing fumes.

the ‘air with suffocat

idea of breathing vapor

that has been drawn into a man's mouth

his nostrils

through

contemplate, and
smoker compels
his cigar

in

discharged

great

part

is not pleasant to

yet

that

what

is

a

us to do when he sucks

in our

neighborhood.

forhisclothing and breath never betray

In

ed the least tobacco odor.

our question how

answer to

he managed to avoid

every disagreeable consequence

of his

habit he said, with a

smile,“I

have a

place upstairs where

smoke at certain

timm, and

I

then

and

should, perhaps. never have known

it,

ﬁll

public parlors
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make a change of my dress

never smoke in any
other part of the house. "

patrons may not be seen from
when taking their regular or
irregular drams.
Why is this? Is
from an ethical point of view
more

IIOW YOU LIVE.
“ IF you want to grow lean,
cadaverous,

screens

before going out.

that their

glass of beer or

whiskey than to smoke a cigar?
between

for society

the two,

it‘

well

any moral dis

it

tinction

is

whether or not there

would

of the drinker, and

burn his tobacco behind ground

blinds.

worthless

Some one has said that

boys.”

however,

is

ing,

glass or

are useful because they

"cigarettes
oil’

be

the smoker would fol

low the example
wooden

But

The process of

kill
kill

slow, and its public ex

M—

and unlovely, excite yourself continually
about matters you know nothing

about.

Accuse other people of wrong-doing

in

cessantlyand you will ﬁnd but little time
see any

to

wish

here

wrong
and

men of irritable

will live longer

If such

in

now

We

yourself.

inform

to

they only keep cool.

men want to die, we have noth

ing to say; snarling will kill about
quick as anything we know.”

In

all

that they

dispositions

if

shameful act to drink

a

a

it,

the street

I

liquor saloons generally have
at their windows and doors so

The

as

this emphatic style a contemporary

highly objectionable. We
heartily wish that the police were an

well taken, as the experience of every

thorized to arrest every boy who

one in middle life will conﬁrm.

in

one feature

any rate.

seen

the street, and thus abate

of the smoking nuisance at
in Germany

They do this

where the Kaiser has a keen regard to

health of the future recruit for that

army by which
the peace

he wishes

to

preserve

of Europe.

No, we think that

a

the

gentleman, how

admonishes his readers.

His points are
Living

subserviently to the selﬁsh feelings must
;

smoking

is

is

hibition

the irrita

disordered mind depresses

and de

lower the whole organization
ted,

grades the physical

functions.

Heart,

stomach, liver, kidneys, can not do their
normal work under such mental condi
tions.

They need the stimulus of buoy

ancy,

cheerfulness

and

enthusiasm.

cordial people are as a rule, stout and well.

or give occasion for disapproval

in any company.

A

reverend

gentle

that good-natured,

hearty,

It
sheer folly to encourage a sullen,
carping, irritable, terrier-like habit. One
is

places,

weakness in public

is

Hence,

parade his appetital

it

ever much he likes to smoke, would never

may be unfortunate, subject to daily vex
ations, but

pipe.

We

makes the situation worse

to worry and brood over

it,

told us that he was fond of

a

we knew well, once

it

man of New York, one of rare delicacy
and culture, whom

whereas by

THE PHRENOLOGICAL

exercising the faculties of faith, hope, de
termination,

will the

and even that of wit, he

easier adapt himself to the situa

The moral, religious and aesthetic ele
of making our life pleasant, and he who
does not

People are much more ready to help a

in

in trouble.
sodden - faced

your woe-begone,

bring them into

way, robs himself

means of enjoyment
powerful

use at

;

rejects the most

helps toward his advancement
I

tions.

it

8. Don't write in a small hand, or in pencil, as the
across the case, a distance
compositor has to read
of over twofeet, and the editor often wishes to make
changes or additions.
or paste the sheets
4. Never roll your manuscript
“ Commercial note" size are
together. Sheets about
the most satisfactory to editor and compositor.
People don't like to read lopg stories.
5. Be brief.
two-column article is read byfour times as many
people as one of double that length.

A

6. Always write your full name and address plain
ly at the end of your letter. lfyou use apseudonym
or initials, write your full name and address also.
We can NOT mums-us: 'ro ns'ruml UNAVAILABLE
contributions unless the necessary postage is pro

LN ALL cum, persons who
aided by the writers.
communicate with us through the post-oﬂlce should.
they expect a reply, inclose the return postage. or
what is better, a prepaid envelope, with their full
Personal and private matters addressed
address.
this
to the Editor will receive his early attention

if

if

a

present to uphold the dignity and
value of true medical practice.
The quack
phrenologist can scatter a great amount of
and

seed in many places that will sprout and
crop of error, prejudice and con
tempt before the true teacher has an oppor

yield

tunity to reveal the character of the sowing,
and attempt to uproot the vicious growth.
You know. as every lecturer in the ﬁeld
knows, the obstacles such men put in the
way of the honest, well informed and use
ful practitioner of Phreuology. and you mis
understood our meaning
you supposed
that our allusion to “cheap examiners”
was
ﬂing at any man who was intelli
gently aud honorably working in a sphere

if

1.

Write on one side of the sheet only. It isoften
necessary to cut the page into “ talces ”for compos
itors, and this can not be done when both sides are
written upon.
2. W'rite clearly and distinctly, being particularly
careful in the matter of proper names and quota

the profession of medicine, because every
community in the land has its settled physi
cian who
slandiug rebuke to the quacks.
a

if

To OUR com-mamas. It will greatly aid the
our
editor, and facilitate the work of the printer,
contributors generally should observe the following
rules when writing articles or communications in
tended for publication .

of people might have been
little too
sweeping, but we felt warranted in our
earnestness by the trouble they cause all
earnest workers.
They do more harm to
Phrenology than the quack-doctor does to

is

if

Qums'rioss or “Gasman Iu'nmzs'r,“ osu mu.
But one question
be answered in this department.
at a time, and that clearly stated, must be pro
a correspondent shall expect us to give
pounded,
him the beneﬁt of an early consideration.

I{.—Our
QUAOK PURENOLOGlSTB.—Pr0f.
reference to that class of men who go about
the country pretending to be phrenological
examiners and practicing upon the credulily

is

@urrespnudenls.

times

a

@ur

in

all

of the best

in true manhood.

martyr.

is done.

some

a

than

[MU

ments are given us for the very purpose

tion, and the easier ﬁnd ways of relief.
patient, cheerful man when

JOURNAL

where his charges were necessarily adapted
to the purses of the people who were his
subjects.
Esra-ms

m

ENGLAND.—Ml'8.

H.-—You

have probably learned before this time of
the breaking up by police authority of the
great swindle called the

Claim Agency."
tion

was thus

“ British American

Very emphatic conﬁrma
to what was said

given

a
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while ago in this department regarding for
tunes held by the British Government in

frr

heirs. Judging by the number
received from readers of the
Pnaaxowelcsi.
we should be led to think
that there were hundreds of such fortunes.
and it would be an easy thing to prove the
heirship. The “ Company " that had been
practicing upon the conﬁdence of the public
played its swindling game with skill, but a
little reﬂection should have shown to most
of the persons who were baited with its
advertisements and circulars that a. large
fortune to be lying in the vaults of a Gov
ernment treasury for default of heirs isa
very improbable thing to-day.
waiting
of

letters

H01‘ Hume—S. N. H.—'l‘he peculiar
phenomenon you describe is due, we think,
to a nervous condition that has occasioned a
It may
strange sensitiveness of the skin.
be referred, in other words, to an electrical
excitement of the skin. It is certainly a
very interesting case. See a good physician
about the tant'a volum or consult the editor
Your succm with uHeads
personally.
and Faces" is encouraging
but we have
similar reports from nearly all our agents.

Exaactsn or ran Psaosr'nvas—J. D.—
By mingling with the world of out-doors,
and noting what passes you will exercise
the faculties of observation.
After a day's
activity take pencil and paper and write
out as fully as you can the incidents of the
day, what you have seen and heard, the
names, appearance and actual

talk of those

with whom you have come in contact.
This method will stimulate the perceptive
Organs. and in time impart a more deﬁnite
mode of action to them.
Cums-rs

AND

Coma—W. H.

P.—Ex

posure to a tropical sun darkens the skin.
A white man who emigrates t0 the Amazon
country or the sources of the Congo, would
well-browned face and hands.

in time have

Should he have children born there of a
white wife they would take on a brown or
swarthy complexion—but the descendants

whites in a tropical climate
The Arabs of the
would not become black.
African deserts are not black, and there are
races in the interior of Africa that are not
black like the pure negro, although they
for ages.
have lived there

279

FOUL BRBATIL—J. M. Can—Your trouble
is probably a form of nasal catarrh. aggm
vated by stomach disorder.
Make your
eating

as clean

and

simple

possible,

as

avoiding everything that disturbs digestion.
Use tepid water for the nose, being careful
about acid or salty solutions,
which are
irritating to the mucous membrane. Out~of
door life. which gives healthful play to the
breathing organs, is helpful to throw off the
effete matter that causes the annoyance.

Saaooosour—I.
W. B.—There is much
in Dr. Buchanan's
theory. but we
are of opinion that it has not reached that
stage of practical deﬁnition that adapts it to
the use of the world.
The views of Dr. B.
truth

are so broad and comprehensive that much
are necessary to
study and observation
obtain a clear apprehension of the principles
on which his system is based.

B.—Wc

Naw ZaaLANnaa—W.

can

not

give you the address of Mr. Frazer. We
have been informed that he is traveling and
lecturing on his special topics in the country.

_——M——
PERSONAL.

MIDDLEBBX 00., N. J. . claims four big men,
in the Acker brothers; big in years, height
William is 88 years old. six
and weight.
feet three inches in height, and weighs 250
pounds; Henry is 81, six feet four,,and
weighs 270; Samuel is 79. six feet ﬁve, and
weighs 225: Theodore is 78. six feet six.
All are in excel
and weighs 280 pounds.
lent health.

Miss Cnanno-rrn Dumas. who died in
New York lately at the age of ninety-five,
was a good artist and retained her faculties
and eyesight till the last. Her pictures of
on porcelain
ﬂowers and her miniatures
until she had passed the
were excellent;
age of ‘eighty-five there was no falling off of
her artistic
paralysis

power; then
rendered

a

slight stroke

execution

of

somewhat

diﬂicult.

WISDOM.

of unmixed

"Think truly. and thy thought
Shall be a fruitful Seed.“
Kindness—a language which the dumb
can speak. and the deaf can understand.—
Home.
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sich I'll leastwise l'arn you manners enough
not to leave the doors wide open behind
you'd been borned an’ raised in
ye, as

a

if

80 live, so act, that every hour
May die as dies the natural ﬂower,
That every word and every deed
May bear within itself the seed
of future good in future need.

saw-mill."

"All ﬂesh
If this be

grass," the prophet
ween,
true,

is

man, rest is sweet, and

rest; to the pleasure
is oft-times
seeker, even rest is weariness, and his ac
labor

pleasures are only a mockery
the emptiness of his life.

The grass of which some men were made
\Vas very, very green.

of

Milli

it‘

i

Every human soul has the germ of some
ﬂowers within, and they would open
they
could only ﬁnd sunshine and free air to

\Ve learn words by rote, but not their
that must be paid for with our
lifeblood, and printed in the subtle ﬁbers
of our nerves.— George Eliot.

meaning;

em.

MIRTH.

MADBIGALB Arm

"A

are they

called

pa ?"

pyramids,

pic
Georgie, who was looking at
of those wonders of Egypt.
“They
are called pyramids, my son, because, you
a

asked
ture

see, they appear amid the general desolation
of the desert."

it

I

it

I

it

is

“Ileft my umbrella here last
Stranger:
?" Shopkeeper:
“]
Where
night.
don't know.” “ Why, you said could leave
"Yes, but
here."
didn't say you'd
ﬁnd
when you came back.”

pupil.

a

back thar an‘ shet that air door,”
Kansas schoolmaster to
tardy
"Et kain’t l‘arn ye grammar an‘
1

“Go
bawled

“

Sweetheart,

the year

sweet

With fragrance of the rose
That bends before your feet
As to the gale that blows.
And love like bird quavers one low word,
Sweetheart, to the garden place;
And across the glow comes an echo low—
Sweetheart ’—yonr face!
a

Dutchman around the corner."
a

a

it

a

I

a

While was standing in drug-store yes
terday
negro boy came in and asked for
The pharmacist, in order to
some quinine.
“ Is
for
get at the size of the dose, asked:
“ it's for
“
No,"
said
the
boy,
an adult?"

March Wind. An April Carol, A Glow
Worm, With
Rose, Apple Blossoms, A
Bunch of Quatrains. A Persian Dancing
Girl, The Book-Hunter, Love's Season, In
Parenthesis. A Bundle of Letters, A Rhyme
fer Priscilla, To Cupid, Engaged, An Un
tutored Mind, Breezes of Morning, A Butter
ﬂy in Wall Street, When Twilight Comes, A
Swell.
If, for the pudding's proof, we should cite
verse from “ A Mad
one or two, perhaps
"
would show something of the au
rigal
thor’s quality
a

is

it

is

“Why

cheek the breeze of May. How various the
conceits,
glance at the titles will disclose.
For instance: Morning Mist, Summer, The
a

am graduated.”

“ H‘ml" grunted bluﬁ Uncle John, “so
our old thermometer out in the barn; but
what
good for ?”

:

Annabelle. "you

a

said
me,

‘

congratulate

I

“Uncle John,"
must

By Frank Demp

:

little nonsense now and then,
Is relished by the wisest men."

ATOHES.

mo., fancy paper., $1.00
New York White, Stokes & Allen.
Gayly ﬂows the poet's muse in these
verses.
They have the ﬂavor of the fresh
spring buds, and as we read we feel on our
ster Sherman.

is

it

if

is

Look within. Within
the foundation
will ever bubble up
thou
of good, and
wilt ever dig—M. Aurelius Antoninua.

In this department we give short reviews of such
New Books as publishers see ﬁt to send us. In these
reviews we seclc to treat author and publisher satia
factorily andjustly, and also to furnish our reader:
with such information as shall enable them to form
an opinion of the desirability of any particular vol
ume for personal use. It is our wish [0 notice the
better class of books issuing from. the press, and 1m
invite publishers to favor the Editor with recent
publications, especially those related in any way to
mental and physiological
science.
ll": can usually
supply any of those noticed.
8

is

Not having enough of sunshine
expand in.
what ails the world-“Hrs. Child.

.1

customed

said,

I

To the laboring

JOURNAL
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Sweetheart, the year grows old;
Upon the meadows brown
down.
a bird whispers one pure

Sweetheart. to the cooling air ;
And the breezes sure, waft an echo pure,
‘
Sweetheart '—your hair 1"
And then this, with its lively, piquant
measure, from “ A Bundle of Letters:”
“ Loosen the silken band
Round the square bundle, and
See what a dainty hand
Scribbled to ﬁll it
Full of facetious chat:
Fancy how long she sat
Moulding the bullets that
Came with each billet.
b

‘I

Q

.

Criss-cross the writing goes,
Rapturous rhyme and prose,
Words which I don't suppose
'

Look

very large in

Books on the ‘ologies‘;
Then there's a tiny frieze
Full of sweets in a squeeze,
Worked on the margin. "

Good

work

this,

from the deeper,
poet—genius

;

and

pathetic

a pleasing
relief
measures of your

it lightens and cheers.

By
Joan Anxms AND Tnouas Jarranson.
Author of “ The
William O. Stoddard.
Life of George Washington," etc. 12 mo.,
New York: White Stokes &
pp. 358.
Allen.
Mr. Stoddard adds to the list of his popu
lar histories two important names by the
publication
the leading

Two great po
are embraced in one cover,

of this volume.

litical opponents

representatives

281

est from beginning to end. In the introduc
tory chapters of John Adams the author
has given us a picture of the patriotic spirit

And forests waving gold,
The stars look. trembling.

And love like
word,

OF HEAL TH

of two great par

earnestly, and sometimes
ﬁercely, for supremacy in the affairs of gov
ernment, yet both staunchly loyal to the
Without any
principles of natural liberty.
ties that contested

effort at ﬁne writing the stories of their birth,
from
early life, education, advancement

of New England in the few years prior to
the opening of the Revolutionary War, and
when his attention is given to Jefferson
Mr. Stoddard brieﬂy describes the character
of the Southern people, and the effect of
such hot shot as Patrick Henry’s declara
tions in the Virginia House of Burgesses on
the hot blood of those who scorned to yield a
slavish obedience to the oppressive measures

of the obstinate British King.
Our young men can read such a book as
this with attention; it is capitally adapted
for circulation among them.
Tar: Tt'amso or ‘m: Wax-an. By Mary
Dwinell Chellis.
Author of "Miss Belin
da‘s Friends,“ “From Father to Son,"
etc.
12 mo. pp. 342. Cloth.
Price $1.25.
New York: The National Temperance
Society.

The writer of this new story is a special
ist; her books are the product of a mind set
upon the demonstration
by common inci
dents of life; of the evil wrought by intem
She. is full of zeal in a cause that
perance.
possesses the esteem of every lover of good
ness, truth and order, in public and private
life.

Whenever
her name appears on the
title-page of a new volume we expect to read
another chapter in the career of an unfor
tunate victim of a corrupted appetite.
In

the “ Turning of the Wheel"
her principles;
or subordinate

she is true to

but they have an incidental
her leading mo
application;

tive is a study of economics and certain
phases of the labor question.
She contrasts two families, in the begin
ning. amid the busy scenes of farm-life—one

“ forehanded."
the other in
prosperous,
debt, depressed and dissatisfied; and nar
rates a pleasant tale of the energy and in

dustry of a daughter and son who sought in
the factory and machine-shop
to extricate
She
their father from his embarrassments
weaves in theories

bearing

upon

the

uls

of capital and labor, but with such
that a dootrinntu're would probably
simplicity
their
had
loaded
until
country
stage to stage
'
exclaim,
“This woman doesn't know the
them with its highest honors are clearly,
philosophy of the great questions she deals
simply told; but their relation to the great
with," because words of thundering sound
events that led to the building of our nation.
and dry technicalities have no place in her
and the impartial yet vivid narrative of those
She gives us pic
unpresuming reasoning.
events, render both biographies full of inter
tion

_
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tures of life in the home of the mechanic and
shows how patience. ambition and the mind
work to render men “ lucky " in the com
Perhaps it is expedient to
monest relation.
so many different love-matches
as appear in the course of the story but it
seems to us that they do not add to the value
introduce

of the book as suitable
young people.

for the reading of

Wnl'ra, S'rorqts & ALLEN, of New
York, send us a little handbook on the
“ Draw Poker," by John W. Kel
game of
ler, with a treatise in the same covers on
“ Progressive Poker." While this may be of
much use to a large class in society—we are
told that many of our “best people” are
very fond of poker—we are radical enough
to say that we do not approve such a form
We have observed that
of amusement.
Masses.

stakes real or nominal. do heighten the in
terest of the game, and that young people
value the stake feature—and
especially

further it appears to us that the popularity
of poker is due in a great degree to the
use of the "chips." We certainly prefer
amusements that do not associate ideas of
gain whether nominal or real but are merely
social contests in which wit and intelligence
are factors.

Oonms’s Possum. READlNG.
S. Ogilvie & Co. New
30 cents.
ouaasn'r

York.

No.

88.

J.

Price,

Paper.

axonmoas rmoarvan.

The Woman’s Magazine is growing. Brat
tleboro. Vt.
The Platoni-vt .- An exponent of Philosophic
Truth. Osceola, Mo.
World

Travel

Monthly.
New York.

Gazette:

Travel Company.

World

Com-ant:
Literary and Insurance
Monthly; very neat. Cincinnati.
Le Progres Medical : Weekly. Journal of
Paris, France.
Medicine and Surgery.
The

Herald of Health shows improvement;
brieﬁets

York.

of counsel are excellent.

the

New

Vegetarian Messenger.‘ Or an of the Ve e
tarian Society of Englan . Ludgate Hill,

London.

Good Health: Becomes stronger in its pre-‘
scriptions of hygiene, with age. Battle
Creek, Mich.

Cultivator and Country Gentleman: Old and
reliable weekly in matters agricultural.
Albany, New York.
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The Eclectic Magazine, of Foreign Litera
ture:
The gleamings for April relate to
living topics for the most part.
Phrenologieal Magazine : This expression of
English interest in human science is well
sustained.
L. N. Fowler. London.

American

Art Journal:

Weekly.

Criti

cises and comments on what is “going
on" in the world of music. New York.

The Puhpit Treasury.‘
With its sermonic
and other matters one of the most valuable
of preachers‘ aids. E. B. Treat. New

York.

St. Nicholas: April.
Much fun and note
little sound talk for the little folks, with
several pretty pictures of real and fanciful
Century 00., New York.
design.
The Swiss Gross. ﬁlls excellent]
the scientiﬁc
place for which it is designe . Its articles
are short and made interesting to all. but
especially to members of the Agassiz asso
ciation whose interests it represents.

Harper‘; Magazine. for May. will lease its
“ The Southern @teway "
many readers.
of the Alleghanies. depicts a very attrac
tive region. both the writer's pen and the
artist's pencil are effectively
employed;
"The Comcdie Francaise" is also ﬁnely
illustrated;” "Through the Caucasus."
transports us to Russia. with its ru ged
" How Workingmen
easant life.
we
in Europe and America," is a practical
“
Mexi
argument in political economy.
can Notes." “Back from the Frozen
Pole," are all good pieces of writing.
Harper & Brothers, New York.
The Popular Science
Monthly, for April,
contains a variety of reading in which
would ﬁnd interest.
nearly everybody
Such topics as these can
their own
weight as to quality: Brain-Forcing in
Childhood 7. The History of a Delusion, in
which the old story of Casper Hauser
is riddled; Astronomy with an Opera
Glass; Social and Physiological Ine ualit ';
Infection and Disinfection; On llelo y
in Speech : Bird-Migration; The Scientiﬁc
Age; On the True Aim of Physiology:

Rustic Superstition; Sketch of Leo
es
with a portrait.
D. Appleton &
‘0., New
zuereux.

York.

Lippirwott's Monthly has a complete novel
as the ﬁrst part of the April number.
It
is entitled “ Douglas Douane;" “ Bel
vian Bohemia," is a sketch of the literary
and artistic society of London, with
ncer,
limpses of Wm. Black, Herbert S
ilbert. George Eliot, Carlyle.
{uskim
Will Carle
George Boughton, etc.. etc.
ton’s " Experiences of a Public Lecturer;"
“ Social Life at Princeton.“ “ The Mys
tery of Cro-a tan;" "A Spring Song." are’
among other features worth the mention

J.

B. Lippincott 00.. Philadelphia.
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utlful Hands

Delightfully’

Fraerant.
The host for the complexion. “ A balm for the Skin.” Economical.
It wears to thinness of a wafer. Pears‘ Soap Is for sale
throughout the United Slates and in “IL parts of
the world. and its praises are heard and echoed everywhere.
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Devoted to the interests

of Parents, Kindergartners, and Pr!

man-y Teachers.

This magazine (formerly the American Kindergarten) especially con
tiders the mental, moral and social culture of young children.
Every
question involved in this subject is discussed in these pages. Theri
are valuable magazines devoted to the health interests and welfare
of babies ; others are devoted to the entertainment of children, but
this magazine enters a new ﬁeld. It is a pioneer in a land about
which there has been much questioning and anxiety. “ How shall
teach my child to see things correctly—to hear accurately—to speak
gently—to obey implicitly—to repeat truthfully—to walk gracefully—
to sit naturally—to eat properly—to play healthfully—to dress taste
fully—to treat all persons considerately—to act promptly—to behave
at all times, and in all places decorously—to treat his parents court
that my
eously ? In fact, what must do, and how best can'I do
in
children may grow up noble
principle, pure in thought, charming
in manner and happy in disposition." These questions assail every
little child, but more especially the mothers and
guardian of

I

a

it,

I

will ﬁnd in

these pages a ﬂood of

light on these and other

relating to the training of their children.
The department
“ MoTHER’s in COUNCIL”
open to their inquiries and comments.

J

teachers.
MOTHERS

5
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is
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PRIMARY TEACHERS will be beneﬁted, not only by a general consider
ation of the subject, but by the detailed experience of successful teach
~
ers in this department of schoolwork.
KINDERGARTNERS will ﬁnd every line of the magazine of use to
them. Especial consideration will be given to this phase of Child
Culture. Instructions and suggestions as to the use of material, the
best methods for the home, the small school, or the large mission
now being occupied by teachers of this class.
ﬁeld of work which
.
are given by experienced Kindergartners.
Every one responsible for the proper training of children, from th
period of infancy to youth, should be a reader of this magazine.
included with
OHILDREN’s
SUPPLEMENT,
separately bound,
each number, in which are given lessons on the Animal Kingdom,
Kindergarten work, Recitations, Skeleton-stories, and other matter
which will interest the little ones, and be found a further aid to
the work, the whole constituting a double magazine of great value to
intended.
the class for Whom
AGENTS WANTED.
10 cents a number.
Terms $1.00 per year.
Address, Fowler & Wells 00., Publishers, 77 Broadway, New York
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SAMUEL SAHUELS, THE WELL-KNOWN
O arrange a racing match in which
two yachts must sail across the At
lantic in the uncertain weather of March
seems like a foolhardy undertaking, but
that is what the owners of the yachts
Dauntless and Coronet did, and found
two of our most able sesman ready to
second their boldness and to command
A most thrill
the crafts during the race.
ing aﬂ’air it proved. for weather of the
most severe and tempestuous character
was encountered by the sloops. Yet so
well were they managed and so fast did
they sail that the race takes the ﬁrst place
in the history of American yachts. The
Coronet made the unexampled time of
14 days 23 and 1-2, hours while the Daunt
less sailed 328 miles in one day, exceeding
the best day's sail of the Coronet by 37
miles. The Dauntless appears to have
been beset by the worse weather, but
kept resolutely on in spite of the ﬁerce
winds and pounding seas. Her chief
officer was a man whose ﬁfty years of
sea-life had rendered him fearless and
equal to every nautical emergency.
It is interesting at. this time to recall an
incidentithat occurred as far back as
1859, in which Capt. Samuels and one of
our most distinguished phrenological oh
servers were the leading actors. The
clipper sl'ip “Dreadnaught," of which
Capt. Samuels had been the master from
the time she was launched in 1854, had
earned a considerable reputation for her
quick passages. and in the summer of
1859, on the way from Liverpool with
253 passengers, the crew, which was al
most entirely composed of new hands,
mutinied. and for two or three days the
officers and passengers were in greatjeop
Only the coolness and prompt
ardy.
conduct of the Captain succeeded in
quelling a. well-devised conspiracy by a
large body of armed and desperate men,
and bringing the vessel with its passen
gers and valuable freight safely to port.
The story of the mutiny isjtold by Sam
uels himself in a. vivid style in his recent

‘

[J une

SEA-CAPTAIN.

book, ‘From the Forecastle to the Cabin."
Three days after the arrival of the
Drcadnaught at New York, Capt. Sam
uels with two or three friends, stepped
into the office of Fowler & Wells. He
was entirely unknown to those in charge
of the business, and Prof. Sizer, who was
requested to make an examination of his
head, had not the slightest idea of the be
longings of the party; yet in reading the
organization from its express signs by
the aid of scientiﬁc rules, made a most
'
telling hit. The following is a. copy of
the st/enographer's report of the examin
ation as made at the time :
“You have a strongly marked vital
You have a good body
temperament.
which manufactures blood and nourish
ment for the brain and for labor rapidly_
You need an occupation that will work
off steam pretty fast. in order to preserve
your health. If you were to undertake
to live easily and do but little either
with the brain or with the hands and
yet. live generously, you would become
fat and liable to inﬂammatory diseases,
apoplexy, and the like; but if you will
be in the open air and knock about in
the strife of business, and work off your
vitality, you may maintain your health
to a good old age.
You belong to a
long-lived family on one side. or both,
and, if you will live properly, you will
be likely to endure to about seventy-ﬁve
or eighty, and carry with you farther
down the stream of life than most men
do, your youthfulness and vigor.
“
You are known for strong social im
pulses; you are fond of your friends,
and live for them as much as for your
self. You almost deify woman. and if
you had children you would think they
were almost angelic; still, you might
not always exercise patience toward them
or even toward the woman you would
love. You are not remarkably patient
when you are in a hurry, if your course
of action is crossed ; still you are patient
and loving when not hurried or annoyed.

1887.]
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is sharp and generally; beyond that, or inside oi
Combativeness
which
indicates
developed,
courage that, you think a man‘s calculations
fully
of action, a disposition and efforts must do the rest.
and promptness
and to
“You aim to do what is honest and
to meet and master difficulty
fair, and especially that which is manly
repel assaults and aggressions.
“Your Destructiveness makes you and honorable. You believe but little
that can not be accounted for; are not
thorough but not cruel. Your secretive
inclined to accept all that many people
116$ is not large—you are a. frank, open
man, disposed to speak your believe in connection with spiritual sub
hearted
thoughts and act out your purposes jects. You are more of anaturalist than
without a great deal of concealment or a metaphysician, are governed more by
You are more apt to be philosophy than by faith.
deception.
“You judge well of character, and
blunt than you are to be too reserved.
“You are known for your independ rarely make a mistake in your ﬁrst opiu
ence, for a disposition to make your ion of strangers.
Your Benevolence is
mark in your own way. You dislike to large, and leads you to sympathize read
ily with those who suffer. You are kind
be subjected to dictation and restraint
You can be per hearted, and when a man is down, you
from any quarter.
Your aim to help him up; but as long as he
suaded more easily than driven.
pride of character, your ﬁrmness of has health and energy, you feel that it
is his business to do what he can.
You
purpose, independence and energy qual
never give to a man that is idle, disso
ify you to take a controlling place in soci
ety, and to lead OH’ in busines: to be lute and lazy, if you know it; but those
who try and then fail, you help as far as
master of your own affairs and to super
You would you are able to; especially you would
intend the affairs of others.
help widows and children and those
do well as a public oﬁicer, as a mayor,
legislator, justice of the peace, register who could not well help themselves.
“You have business talent in refer
You are not only
of deeds, or sheriff.
able to look after the ordinary affairs of ence to merchandising, lands, operating
your own business and life. but you can in stocks and property of various kinds ;
in other words, you have strong practi
understand and direct public affairs
cal common-sense, which may be turned
as well.
“Your mind is sharp, ready, prompt, in almost any direction to advantage.
“You would appreciate whatever is
and positive, and your feelings lead you
if you want to build a
mechanical;
to independence of action. You are re
house you understand how you want
spectful, almost reverential, especially
toward that which is sacred; still, you everything done, and are able to super
are not inclined to submit unduly to inteud and criticise it. You have a fac
anybody, but your Veneration leads you ulty for managing men and controlling
to be polite and respectful rather than to their dispositions, either in public bodies
or in a private capacity.
You might
be subordinate.
_
“Your Hope is not large; still you preside over a. stormy convention or, as
have conﬁdence in your own plans, and one of the speakers, govern your side,
through these plans and energetic eﬂ’ort and palliate the other. In other words,
you have confidence in your future suc
you understand the motives and disposi
tions of men well, and rarely meet a.
cess ; but you never expect much where
you do not put forth effort. You have stranger that you do not decide about
but little conﬁdence in luck and chance. how to manage him; then you are
You believe in Providence so far that genial, friendly, warm-blooded, respect
you can trust to the weather, to the re
ful and polite; and those who can be
volving seasons, and to natural law affected by politeness. by aﬂ’ability, by
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friendly

dispositions,

by practical

ground, and it seems to turn out gener
people think very well of you,
or at least so far as to allow you to lead
them.
“ You have not a speculative intellect
—it. is much more practical. You seldom
or
seek remote causes and consequences.
to reﬁne and double-refine an argument,
but you strike for that which is palpable,

ally that
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and see that every person was working
to advantage and had the right material
to work with.
You can bring “order
out of chaos,” and keep your business so
that you can understand
though to
others
may seem mixed up.
"You have talent for talking. and,
had you been trained to a profession
requiring public speaking, you would
have succeeded well.
As a lawyer, for
example. you could carry all the facts in
it.

the

sense, you can meet them on their own
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From"The [crusade to the Clhim"

Tax DREADNAUGHT.

is

probable and easily understood, and that
which most naturally rises out of the
subject, and nine times in ten you are
correct.
You could conduct a large
business which was full of details, and
which required personal attention all
about the establishment.
You are quick
to see when anything
going wrong, or
being improperly managed. You would
look after the waste, and wear, and luss_

your mind and apply them to the case
pertinently, and you would generally
be able to carry your point where the
chances were equal.
You have the
magnetism which would sway a jury
and conciliate the court.
You would
do well as a superintendent of a rail~
road, or contractor for constructing
roads, bridges, buildings. and the like.
You can hardly content yourself to be

AND SCIENCE
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narrowed down to a single channel of
prescribed duty and effort. You want
elbow room, and can make business for
If you were thrown out of
yourself.
everything you had ever done, to-day,
in three months you would have found
out something you could prosecute with
success and respectability.
“ You are known for social power, for
bravery, and thoroughness, for inde
pendence and willpower, for respect,
for power of criticism, for practical judg.
ment, and for an independent, frank
cast of mind and character.
You are
distinguished for your courage and self
relianee, and had you been the com
mander of the ship Dreadnaught, which
arrived at this port three days ago, you
would have pursued much the same
course with the mutineers as did Capt.
Samuels.
“Subject—I am Capt. Samuels him
self.
I am sorry you
“Eraminen—Ah!
mentioned it just yet, but since you
will say no more."
have done so,

I

Samuel Samucls was born in Philadel
At the age of
phia, March 14, 1822.
thirteen he became dissatisﬁed with his
home relations and with his head full of
the wonders of the world ran away and
went on board a vessel as cabimboy.
Two years later he tried to learn a. trade,
but his roving nature made the contine
ment of an apprenticeship intolerable,
and, after serving two years he took
“ French leave,‘~ and went to sea again.
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In

his book, published by llarpeniz Broth
which is a stirring narrative
of personal experience, he tells how he
began at the very bottom of a sailors ca.
reer and passed through all its hardships
before he reached the top of his profes
sion as captain of a crack Liverpool
packet, and later became known as the
most popular and successful commander
of American dccpwutcr racing.Ir yachts.
He was beaten, starved, and robbed ; he
learned his seamuuship at the rope‘s end;
he was taught to lic. steal, drink and
ﬁght: he deserted in almost every port
that he touched ; he sailed on almost
every kind of ship, to almost every part
of the world; he was repeatedlydruggcd
and “shanghniixl ;" he was more than
once in jail. There could hardly he a
better lesson for a boy who wants to run
away to son, or hnvc his own way in the
world, than the cnriychuptcrs of this an
mbiography, crowded as they are with
sutl’ering, violcnceand crime. Sumuels
however, had some strong traits of man
1y character, for in midst of the worst
associations, and, so
or as his book
shows, without much outside inﬂuence
he developed an ambition to rise.
\Vith
the help of a. friendly captain and the
captain's wife he lean-nod enough of
navigation ZLlltl mathematics to secure a
berth as second-nude.
liInti-rprisc, dar
ing, ingenuity and a good knowledge of
the sailors unnperanncnt did the rest for
his advancement; and a happy marriage
at the age of twenty-three seems to have
completed his renovation.
ers recently.

W

FAlIllLLUl TALKS WITH OUR

YOUNG RE.\l)ERS.—No. 18.

cAU'riot'sNEss.

NOVV ask your attention, my young
friends, to the consideration of a
faculty which is one of those most gener
ally used by people of all classes and con
You know that the exercise of
ditions.
a faculty is dependent upon “circum
as we call them, and a man
may be so placed that he does not need
stances,"

to use more than half or two-thirds of
the faculties and organs that belong to
For instance, a pri
the human mind.
vate soldier in the army has a daily rou
tine to go through.
He gets up in the
morning at the sound of the drum, and
joins his squad or company for the drill.
Then he goes to breakfast. After that,
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there is more drilling, or evolutions on a
larger scale than those of a single com
Then comes dinner, and during
pany.
the afternoon he may have simple duties
to perform that relate to his uniform,
his weapons and equipments, with a lit
Then
tle leisure to do as he pleases.
there is the call to supper, and not long
after that the signal for retiring and
“lights out." Sucha life in camp or
barracks is very one-sided and machine
like; the soldier must yield complete
obedience,
and everything is provided
for him; he has little care and no re
sponsibility, except todo ashe is ordered.

CAUTIOUSNESS—MODERATE.

M n. Dasnv.

Now, as the exercise of faculties depends
stimulation, and the necessity for
providing for oneself is one of the
strongest of stimuli, the soldier evidently
lacks an important condition in brain
and mind action, and there may be but
little use of organs like these: Self-es
teem, Inhabitiveness. Hope, Spirituality
Ideal ity, Sublimity, Agreeableness. Caus
ality, Tune, Constructiveness,
Alimen
tiveness, Calculation, Eventnality, “lit,
and others, because his simple everyday
duties do not bring occasions that excite
them particularly. Hence it is that the
upon
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common soldier becomes in time little
more than a human machine.
A man
who has a business that keeps his eyes
and ears on the alert, and his reasoning
powers in constant exercise, like a mer
chant, a lawyer or a physician,
will
improve in mental ability, and become a
“ smarter” man from year to year, but
he may not use some of his faculties
much,like Secretiveness, Ideality, Friend
ship, Veneration,
Inhabitiveness
and
others, and of course the want of their
inﬂuence in his character will be seen.
We speak of “ well-balanced " people,
and they are those whose faculties in gen
eral are exercised ; they are pretty well
organized on the intellectual side, in the
moral and social regions, and have
enough of the physical and selﬁsh ele
ments to value the “ creature comforts"
of life. They like to study and think;
they have respect for the good and true,
are fond of home and friends, and have
more or less of desire to get ahead in the
world—to make a fortune and be inde
pendent. F or a balanced organization
in mature life it is necessary that you
should, as young people, put yourself in
a place where all parts of your brain
will be made active and any one set of
organs will not have a special chance to
get the better of the others; and so you
ought to try to keep them all in a har
monious state, each influencing the
others in a steady, even way.
Some of
the faculties will be naturally stronger
than others. and show their superiority
in circumstances that favor their action;
but if one can arrange his daily life so
that he can avoid things that arouse the
stronger feelings and affections
that
make trouble for him, he will in time
train those that he wants to be stronger
and have more to do with his affairs,
Sometimes boys, who give their parents
much anxiety on account of their ﬁery
tempers, get into places with men of
quiet, orderly ways, and in the course of
ﬁve or six years they become so changed
in disposition that they astonish their
friends.
The effect of being associated
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tive this faculty
in children—the time
when
most needed because of their
weak intellectsand inexperience! When
any sign of danger
noticed by little
child, how he screams and runs from
You see a fat, lazy-going fellow, lag
ging along the sidc.valk and careless of
the brisk people who ﬁnd him in their
way when they wish to pass along.
“ mad dog and, dear
Somebody shouts
me, what a change comes over him!
His logs of legs move as
they were
stimulated by a galvanic battery and he
is

if

!"

!

it

a

is

with a stead y. even-goin g, orderly master
for years is pretty sure to show itself in
a young person‘s life, and it is a blessing
to a boy or girl who is fractious, excita
ble and high-tempered, to get into such
You can see for yourselves
a relation.
that they need discipline and regulation
in their early life, or they must grow
For a hot-headed
worse and worse.
wilful boy or girl to be with people of
irritable. fretful temper all the time
would be as bad training as they could
have. and I wish you to realize the fact,
and to avoid as much as you can, in
school and everywhere else, associates
'
that arouse and bring out the “bail
elements in your character.
Now come to speak of Cautionsness
this time—one of the faculties given us
by the Creator for the purpose of protect
ing and saving us from trouble that we
might make, or be exposed to. As a
writer has said : In defending his home
and family the excited organs of Com
bativeness and Destructiveness might
push a man upon his enemy‘s weapons
or ﬂing him under his feet, or he might
stay on his own premises until his enemy
came and hurled deadly missiles through
But to guard him against
the windows.
such conduct he has a vigilant sentinel
in the organism of mind that gives him
warning of danger, and leads him to
and take care of himself.
prepare for
The center in the brain where this sen<
close to that of Combative
tinel lives,
ness, being just in front of the upper
and there
seems
border of that organ
to look over the domain of those faculties
generally that in a state of excitement,
and uncontrolled, would drive one into
extreme danger and embarrassment.
need not say that we are, as human
beings, subject to harmful things of one
Our life
kind or another constantly.
there were
full of uncertainties, and
nothing in the line of a feeling or quality
to make us watchful, fearful, careful, we
thousand
should “come to grief” in
that
man
would
is
probable
ways, and
Consider
how
ac
be very shortlived.
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jumps along with great agility to get to
a place of safety; runs into the ﬁrst
doorway that he sees. and only looks
around when he thinks himself out of
the way of the dreaded beast.
No other organ acts more promptly,
seen
and its inﬂuence, when strong,
in almost everything that a person does.
It “ whisperstoAcquisitiveness of future
want, of losses and poverty; admonishes
Approbativeness to beware of such so
warn
ciety as will bring disgrace;
Parental Love to incite the mother to
watch against all evil to her child;

it

it

a

if

is

I

:
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Hope and Spirituality, and do not
exercise their intellects much.
A man may be very much frightened,
and yet be prudent and wise in his ac
tion, because he does not allow the in
stinct of fear to get the better of his judg
ment. You know that when people are
struck with a panic they are reckless and
headlong, and may rush blindly into the
Fires have occurred in
jaws of death.
theatres and schools, and the suddenness
of the cry “ Fire !” has thrown'the whole
assembly of people or the children into a
state of terror, and all commenced to
crowd and push each other wildly, pre
venting escape and causing a hundred
deaths and great sorrow, where alitﬂe
ate

"Ont Com: is. Mun“;

3

l'r‘s JOLLY 1“

is

it

is

is

coolness and order would have saved
every one.
It seems to me that no fac
ulty so quickly makes a fool of us as ex—
cited Cautiousness, and what
intended
for a kind purpose
made a source of
much harm because
not regulated.
Now and then we meet with people
whose Cautiousness
small, and then
the trouble with their character
of a.
very different sort they haven't fear or
watchfulness enough in their composi
tion and, unless well-trained intellectu
ally and well organized morally, makeu
great deal of trouble for themselves and
is

;

it if

it.

when any little grievance or disappoint
ment occurs they magnify
and talk as
they had nothing more to live for and
was useless to try to get along.
Many
suicides are the consequence of allowing
this feeling to get the nurtcry of the
mind
and some people have killed
themselves for really small reasons.
Some little thing has excited their fear,
and they have gone on worrying and
fretting until everything seemed black
and blue in the present and the future,
and they thought that death would be a
relief. Suicides usually'ha‘
but moder
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is

stands at the elbow of Hope, true to its
location in the head, to suggest the ne
cessity of laying a solid foundation for
anticipation, and frequently casts shad
ows on the bright images which Hope
creates; it stimulates the intellect to
make such investigations as will minister
to the well-being of the individual, and
plan such a course as will give security
to the possessor."
When very strong Cuutiousness is a
drawback in the character because it
renders one too fearfuLover-anxious, and
disposed conjure to up all sorts of misgiv
ings, and to imagine that trouble lurks
on every side.
People with the faculty
over-active easily have the “blues ;”
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others.

They

SCIENCE

over-venturesoinc;

are

will run too many risks in business, and
to danger rashly.
themselves
They are very dashing as soldiers if they
have Combativenem and Love of praise.
You remember how heedless Charles
XII. of Sweden was of cannon-balls and
He had very
bullets when in battle‘?
small Cautiousness, and did not know
Custer, who
what fear was. General
was killed while ﬁghting the Indians in
the mountains of the far West, had no
great amount of the faculty; and Mr.
Denby, of Indiana, who has lately been
appointed Minister to China, does not
appear to be very much marked that
way. He served in the late war and
infer. from the manner in which he acted
as a soldier and officer, that he was no
fearful, timorous man.
Mr. Crenshaw, the collector of Inter
nal Revenue for Georgia has large Cau
tiousness, and should be a careful, pru
The expremion of his face
dent oﬂicer.
is in keeping with this characteristic;

expose

I

even anxious, and
as something

he looks solicitous,

does not take responsibility

lightly carried.
the fancy sketch of our artist we
have a scene that is not uncommon in
Many of
summer days at the seaside.
A
you know of similar occurrences.
to be

In

family has gone to the beach for a bath

OF HEAL TH.
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ing spree, the young folks have speedily
gotten on their bathing duds and run,
screaming with delight, into the foam—
ing tide, but mamma is timid and hesitat
ing, and hangs back. Her husband
draws her toward the water with difﬁ
culty, and the children wonder why
mamma is afraid when everybody thinks
it “so nice.” Well, there is some gcod
cause for her fear; she has heard of
many accidents at the bathing resorts;
people being drowned in the very sight
of their friends, and even when among
them. Perhaps modesty has its effect in
supporting Cautiousness, because most
people do not look very nice in bathing
rig, especially after they have soaked
the costume.
One word more, and must close our
interview this time. You should be
careful how you excite this feeling in
others, especially little children.
Don’t
play, or rather prey, on their fears.
Some boys think it fun to scare those
This is altogether wrong;
who are timid.
it is cruel. You who are brave and self
assured naturally can not realize how
much the timid suffer when frightened.
You will do really good work if you
encourage your over-cautious associates
to be stronger and try to subdue their

I

sensitiveness.
EDITOR.
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8.

THE LUTHERAN CHURCH.

MONG

the most prominent of the
in
leaders of the reformation
Germany was Martin Luther. Born of
humble parentage in Eisleben, Saxony,
in 1483, he was educated for the law;
but after having taken the degrees of A.
M., and Doctor of Philosophy, circum
stances oocurred that turned his thoughts
to the consideration of religious matters,
and he became a monk in an Augustine
Here he
convent, at Erfurt, in 1505.
the
time in
spending
years,
three
lived
such discipline

as

tended

to

mortify

the

; in the study of the Bible, and the‘
works of the “fathers,” especially those
of Augustine.
He was ordained as priest
in 1507, and soon after accepted a pro
fessorship in the University of Witten
At this time, and for long after,
burg.
Luther was in accord with the Roman

ﬂesh

church, although his teaching showed
such originality of thought as to awaken
attention and cause the rector of the
University to remark, “This monk will
puzzle our doctors and bring in a new
doctrine."
There was evidently a work
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ing in his inner consciousness that even
On the occasion
he did not understand.
of a visit to Rome, he climbed on his
knees, as was the custom of devotees,
the scala santa opposite the Lateran
church, but hearing, as he said, an in
ward voice constantly repeating “The
just shall live by faith.’7
In 1517 the Pope, in order to raise
money to pay for the completion of St.
Peter's church, issued permission for the
sale of indulgences that should exoner
ate the purchaser from the penalty due
A Dominican friar,
to transgressions.
named Tetzel, appeared in Germany,
terms the
preaching in unmeasured
power of the Pope to forgive all sins,
and the efficacy of these indulgences.
This aroused Luther‘s' Combativeness,
and the spirit of reform that had so long
lain dormant was awakened. He formu
lated his opposition in what are known
as his 95 Theses, or Aﬂirmations, and
posted them on the door of the church
at Wittenburg, challenging criticism,
and proposing

to defend them against

all attacks. Thus began the war be
tween Luther and the Pope.
It is not my province in this article to
follow the details of this conﬂict, but
rather to show what grew out of it.
Once cut loose from the idea that the
and with eyes
Pope was infallible,
opened to see errors in the doctrines of
the church, Luther was impelled to set
forth his own beliefs. the germs of
which appeared in his 95 Theses, and he,
as well as the community at large, was
surprised to see how readily they were
embraced by hundreds who had been
As
supposed to be devoted churchmen.
studied, reasoned, preached and
he
taught, his mental vision was cleared
and his labors resulted in establishing
a branch of the church on what he be
lieved to be scriptural foundation.
In 1530 Charles V. summoned the
princes and leading men of Germany to
a Council or Diet at Augsburg, with a
view, among other things, to harmonize
if possible the existing religious diﬂicul
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In furtherance of this end he re
quired the Protestants to present a
statement of the points of doctrine in
which they were at variance with the
Catholics.
At a conference during the previous
year the followers of Luther had agreed
upon certain articles of faith or belief
that were mostly of a doctrinal nature.
These were reconsidered by a. committee
appointed for the purpose, and supple
mented by others, many of which were
more practical, and at the request of
John, the Elector of Saxony, laid before
him at Tirgan. With these as a founda
tion, Melancthon prepared a document,
to be presented at Augsburg in response
to the requirements of the Emperor, that
he called an “apology,” but the Diet
named it the Augsburg Confesion.
Luther was not present at the Diet,
being then in disfavor with the ruling
powers, and although it is believed he
was consulted in the preparation of the
confession, and gave it his approbation,
it bears unmistakable
marks of the
character of Melancthon in its calmness
and conciliatory spirit.
A reply to this
paper was made, which Melancthon dis
cussed in a spirit of love and harmony.
The Confession contained twenty-eight
articles of faith, doctrine and practice,
and, signed by six Protestant princes and
the representatives of two free cities,
was presented to and read before the
Emperor and the Diet, June 25, 1530,
and was supposed to be a complete dec—
laration of the Protestant body, then
known as the “Evangelical Church,”
for it was not until after this time that
the name Lutheran was ﬁrst applied to
it in derision by Eek, a doctor of theol
ogy and bitter opponent of Luther,
against whom he had obtained
the
Pope's bill of condemnation.
Although prepared by himself, Me
lancthon did not look upon the Augs
burg Confession as unalterable or bind
ing, and with a view to see greater
harmony among Protestants, he soon
began to rewrite some of the articles, as
ties.
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he said, to

further

explain them, and, in

published his Confessio Variata
that differed with the Confession in

1540,

several

was this
on the
lord's supper. in which he endeavored
to so state the matter as to make it ac
to Lutherans,
who held the
ceptable
doctrine of a corporeal presence of Christ
in the bread and wine, or Transubstanti
who believed in a
ah'on, to Calvinists,
spiritual real presence thereof, and to the
followers of the Swiss reformer Zwingle,
who differed with both and believed the
bread and wine used at the Eucharist
were only emblems of the body and
blood of Christ. He was unsuccessful
in his attempt at unity, and only suc
ceeded in gaining the disfavor and abuse
of that portion of the church that insisted
on adherence to the unaltered Confes
sion; but as the original copies of that
Confession, both in German and Latin,
are no longer extant some questions re
lative thereto, must remain unsettled.
Nevertheless the controversy gave rise
to that branch of the church known as
“Reformed.”
I should state that besides the Augs
burg confession, or in connection there
thereof, are
with. or in explanation
what are known as the three general
creeds, the Apology for the Confession,
Luther’s Catechisms, the Amalcald Ar
Formula,
ticles, and
the Concordiw
which. together with a preface signed by
51 princes and otﬁcers, representatives
of 35 cities, were issued in one volume
in 1580, under the name of the Book of
Concord, which has remained the ex
ponent of the Lutheran faith.
Luther was not an organizer as was
Calvin, but some plan for church gov
The idea of
ernment was necessary.
of Bishops was
succession
apostolic
the case

respects.

in regard

Especially
to

Article

10,

but the ruling princes as
Bishops. appointed Episcopal
officers who were to visit the churches
and have a general supervision thereof.
The Severance of church and State did
to Luther as to
not seem so necessary
abandoned,

Supreme
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Calvin, and in several of the European
countries, and especially in Denmark,
Norway and Sweden, the Lutheran is the
established church.
Ritualism and im
ages were to an extent preserved.
In
Germany, church government is exer
cised by Consistories or Councils com
posed of ministers and laymen, and of
snperintendants appointed by the Gov~
ernment.
The rules relative to church
membership are much less stringent
than in most Calvinistic churches, and
in countries in which it is the established
religion, none are compelled to accept
the faith or to attend religious services.
The main points of belief held by
Lutherans, may be stated brieﬂy as fol
lows: The Bible is the word of God, and
the only absolute rule of life, faith and
doctrine.
W'hatever is not found there
in is left to individual reason and con
science. \Vhile no power of church or
State can relieve from the obligations
the Bible imposes, neither has it author
ity to dictate obligatory rules, as to mat
ters in relation to which it is silent.
Creeds in themselves are not vital, but
as they are the exponents of the truths
set forth in the Bible, those who will not
subscribe to them are held to reject the
Bible teachings.
The Sabbath of the Jews is abolished,
but the observance of the Lord‘s day on
the ﬁrst day of the week is of apostolic
institution.
Many controversies have
arisen on this question, but prominent
theologians of the church, hold in ac
cordance with Bible teachings, that one
day in seven was set apart at the crea
tion of the world for rest from labor,
and the performance of religious duties.
Baptism is necessary to salvation, not
so much however the actual perform
ance of the rite as the belief in it as a
sacrament.
They hold with the Nicene
Creed that there is “one baptism for the
remission of sins.”
Infant baptism is
approved, but the salvation of those
dying unbaptized is not questioned—not
because of their personal innocence, but
by the effects of the redemption through
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Of the Eucharist they hold that
Christ.
the presenceof Christ at the Lord’s supper
is not of a physical or earthly nature;
and while they deny that the body and
blood of Christ are literally present in
the bread and wine, they hold that they
are present in some supernatural and
mysterious way, a sacramental union of
which cognizance can be had by the
reason only and not by the senses.
The doctrine of the Trinity is received
by the Lutherans mainly as it is taught
They hold the dual
by the Catholics.
nature of Christ, the human and divine,
and that while they are in a manner in
separable their attributes are entirely sep
arate, and consequently the divine Christ
may be where the human is not.
On the questions of original sin,
the atonement, immortality and future
reward and punishments. the Lutherans
and Calvinists are mainly in accord;
their principal points of difference being :
1. Baptismal regeneration and ordinary
neceisity of baptism for regeneration ;
2. The real presence of Christ‘s
body
and blood “in, with and under” the
bread and wine, but distinct from tran
substantiation; 3. The union of the hu
man and divine natures of Christ, so
that his humanity is conditionally om
nipresent as well as his divinity, and con
sequently, really and truly present at the
Communion; 4. Universal vocation, or
calling, of all men to salvation, with a
possibility of a total and ﬁnal fall from
grace ; total depravity and slavery of the
human will, and unconditional salva
tion of the predestinated elect.
In the'United States there were many
Lutherans among the earliest settlers,
and they now rank as third or fourth in
Their inﬂuence
the list of Protestants.
is not in proportion to their numbers,
which may be accounted for from want
of proper organization. and the fact that
in but a small proportion of the churches
are the services in English ; Lutheran
ism being preached in this country in
thirteen different languages, viz.: Eng
lish, German, Swedish, Danish, Nor
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wegian, Icelandic, Finnish, Bohemian,
Polish, French, Servian, Slavonian and

Wendian.
The ﬁrst Lutheran emigrants came
from Holland to New York in 1621—
but were not allowed by the Dutch to

establish a church organization.
In 1636
a second body came and settled on the
In 1710 many
banks of the Delaware.
Lutheran refugees settled on the banks
of the Hudson, where large grants of
land were given them, but which were
subsequently taken away in what is be
lieved to have been a dishonwt manners
For a long time most of the settle
ments of Lutherans were without settled
pastors and lacking in organization, but
they adhered ﬁrmly to their religious
In 1742 came Henry Melchior
tenets.
Muhlenburg,
sometimes called the pa
triarch of Lutheranism in America, who

in establishing the denomina
tion on a ﬁrmer foundation ; but it was
not until 1748 that any concurrent ac
tion by the different churches was had.
In this year the German Evangelical
Lutheran Ministeriui'n, of Pennsylvania,
was formed in Philadelphia,
composed
of ministers and lay members. This was
followed by the establishment of synods
in different sections, but no General
Synod was established until 1820.
Even now there is not a complete or
ganization of Lutheran churches, many
prefering not to be members of the Gen
eral Synod, although nearly all agree
that “the doctrines of the unaltered
Augsburg Confession, in its original
succeeded

sense, as throughout

in conformity with

the pure truth, of which God’s word is
the only rule, should be the basis ;" they
admit that the other confessions of the
Lutheran church are of
Evangelical
necessity, pure and scriptural.
acknowledge no speciﬁc
Lutherans
form of church government, but for the
most part have one in which the main
principles of Presbyterianism and Con
gregationalism are blended. Three ju
dicatories are generally acknowledged,
the council of each individual congrega
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ALL

LIFE

The blue-eyed violet of the glen and grove,
Spring‘s sweetest offering, is a thought of

God ;
A tiny poem whispering of His love
And making eloquent the soulless clod.

yMag

A shining pebble in the river's bed,
That scarcely makes a ripple where it lays,
teach a lesson worthy to be read
all who murmur at the world's dull
ways.
sofft

our
and

plain,
Take to their generous hearts the dew and
sleet,

And uncomplaining greet

the autumnal

ﬁlled with elements of power
Which only wait the chemistry of thought
To make them known, and fill each passing
hour
With wonders mightier than the past e'er
wrought.
Earth,

is

The world

air, and ocean, teem with life un
se

follows

:

Synod . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
United Synod—South ..
Synodical Conference. .
General Council . . . . . . ..
Indopendnnt Synod . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
General

Total . . . . . _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Of Lutheran apers and eriodicals
there are publisied in Eng ish 42, in
German 53, Norwegian 22, Swedish 9,
Danish 4, Finnish 2, Icelandic 2. Their

educational institutions comprise 19 the
‘cal seminaries, 26 colleges, 27 clas
ol
sica seminaries, and 12 seminaries for
LESTER A. ROBERTS.
young ladies.

BEAUTIFUL.
To read the lessons Nature's works dis
close.

We walk with faltering feet and downcast
eyes

Through God's vast treasurehouse of
truth and love,
And feel not half the heavenly harmonies
That ﬂoat around us from the realms
above.

We think too meanly of the world without,
Too little of the wondrous world within.

each, and wrapped about
O'er canopied
By the deal‘ love that knows no storms or
sin.

or bats men grope their way
thro‘ life,
Dazed by the light their lamps of wisdom
give,
Are all absorbed in petty cares and strife;
Heart starved, in poverty of soul they live.
Like

moles

thus? Since God such bounteous
store
Has spread before us, why not use
all?
sit like beggars starving at the door
Wgvy here plenty smiles, nor heed his gener
one call
Why

it

rain.

there are 3,990 ministers, 7,573 congre
gations, and 930,830 communicants.
are divided as
The communicants

—.

Undreamed of by the sages of our time—
Its subtle links pass not before the screen
On which are shadowed all our hopes
sublime.

if

We might see more
we were not so blinded
By lusts of earth, its pomps and ﬂeeting

shows;

And richer grow in soul, were we so minded

?

The

green moss we tread beneath
eet,
waving grass that carpets hill

.

IS

All life is beautiful ; the humhlest ﬂower,
That cheers the dusty highway with its
smiles.
Has something in it of a heavenly power
That oft my heart of weariness beguiles.

The

Church in America, as given in “ Stall‘s
Lutheran Year Book,” for 1887, we learn

is

ti0n,the district synod.composed of all the
ministers and one lay representative
tion in the district,
from each cong
y, synod council, or
and a general
conference, whose powers are mostl
of
In the synodical
an advisory nature.
conference the
vernment is partly Con
gregational andopartly despotic, but the
has auto—
pastor of each congregation
cratic powers.
The majority of Lutheran churches
are united to one of the four great bodies,
viz: The Evangelical Lutheran Synodi
cal Conference, of North America; the
General Council; the General S
0d,
and the Southern General Synodyn but
there are several churches that are not
united with any of these great bodies.
From the latest statistics of the Lutheran
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Oh, could our souls but rise above the din
Of the world’s discord, lose its greed of
gain,
Then
we turn to the great world

might
wit
in
And dwell where order, peace and beauty
reign.

Then should we trace in everything we see
The love that gives us whatsoe’er we need,
And feel our souls grow large in liberty,
The liberty that makes us free indeed.
nxLLE Bnsn.
Belm'dere

Seminary, New Jersey.
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J.
HIS

will note

;

the ﬁrst of

is health, bodily

which

requires to be treated with manly energy

we

and courage.

That is a regular soldier’s nose, and
backs it up, the broad

vigor, vital

power, working force, a strong hold on
life and a willingness

[J une

W. LOWBER, A. M. PH. D.

portrait has some marked incli

cations
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see how the face

cheek bone and breadth of head running

to put forth effort.

The brain is broad at the base. showing

backward

courage, enterprise, force of character,

development is always related to a large

‘

from the cheekbone

;

such

‘.

ll
-"

1

{II
/!

w

7/’?
/ 57

Jean W. Lownzn.

economy,
and the

self-control

and

prudence,

ability to cut his bigness and

work his way without help where earnest
duty and hard work are required.
As a
boy he used to play with heavy things,
and to struggle with boys larger than
himself

; he

has a relish for overcoming,

for meeting and mastering that which

A. M. PB. D.

chest and that kind of physical
ment

and enterprise

develop

which seeks

to

exercise itself.

He would like argument as a. lawyer
or legislator; he would like large busi
ness in the ﬁeld of industrial effort ; he
enjoys

the

machinery

sight

and sale

and whatever

of heavy

of apparatus
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to large

related

is

stirs his manhood

and

physical

tangible

A

heavy weights.

and carefully let it

swing a locomotive

hold of

down into the

ambition

ship would feed

Now what

great work done.

of morality,

or enterprise

and

prompt

He has mechanical

practical.

talent and artistic

taste, and these would aid him

in think

ing and stating his thoughts

he would

;

would weave

in particulars so that they would

seem

consecutive and methodical and natural,
and yet get as much of history and fact
on one

many

pageas

get on three;

would

a good writer
his

consequently

work, sustained, urged and

intellectual

will

character,

is backed up by

him to laugh at diﬂiculties

ready,

like his mother’s, in

emphasized as it must be by his force of

intelligence,

elements of earnest force which

these
lead

he

his dinner till it got cold to

he has

ever

a.

in his mentality, and

certain factors
would delay

that could

derrick

is

get more matter on a page,

mighty

as

and apparatus that can lift

machinery

see such

in things

much

so

nothing

but

machinery,

delicate

His intellect
tuitive,

work

and ﬁne, such as watch

nice

and

and heavy

He may appreciate that which

work.
is

results
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and to

mock at impediments.

which will

always carry inﬂuence

If he

seem to be ﬁnal.

he would

a lawyer

were

for
into a few curt

be remarkable

condensing a whole case

and terse sentences; and his summing

is clear and sharp and

up would be inﬂuential, and would seem

well-poised;

to supplement and supercede whatever

is always

gathering his own facts he
sure of his premises, and from

had been said and done before.

these he

reasons logically,

His intellect

His Language

clear.

seem
is

and

or mysti

faculty of

wonderful

complications

making

but

a

he has

031;

clearly

He is not mythical

directly.

open and

full and rich,

a. peculiar grip in his statements.
He has a cordial sympathy, affection

friendship

degree

combined

with

pleasant

;

his relations to society are

and mellow;

but people

learn that he has executive ability
that he backs up his inﬂuence
plans and exertions, and

soon
and

with his

will have

a lead

ingfplace in the ﬁeld of endeavor. He is
anxious

to please;

is willing to serve;

of governing; consequently
will wield inﬂuence like an elder

is capable
be

brother,
sense,

making himself,

in

a.

People who meet him and hear
and statement,

will

have a

ibly, and

will

the probabilities of desired re-_
be very decided.

If

he were

educated for it by training and experi

a good

of Agreeableness and reﬁnement

consequently

siasm.

has hopefulness and enthu

his thought

sults

have

and

he

feeling that the subject is stated plaus

and direct, and he must

pertinent

Reverence and Spirit

He has strong
uality;

certain

servant of alland yet master of all.

ence he would

make a good chairman

of a Committee of Ways and Means in a
legislative body; he would provide

for

every objection and prepare for every
emergency, and though

he has a world

of force he has a great deal of good hu
mor and mellowness and pleasantness in
his manner.

will

He can say

“No” which

abrupt;
in a way that will not

be very decided and yet not

it will

be uttered

wound and hurt, and seem to be uttered
from the necessities

of the case.

If

he

were a judge on the bench, his chargu
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would be so fair and reasonable that he
would not show partisanship; he would
be considered

He

just and reasonable.

is well-qualiﬁed

because

to make friends,

he can treat those that he dis

agrees with, in a way that
ate

them personally.

will not alien

He

is a natural

teacher and capable of being master of
he
people and of aﬂ'airs, and as a boy
was always a leader and yet not auto
cratic ; he governs by way of suggestion,
and yet the suggestions are so reasona
ble and

are stated

with such apparent

fairness that both sides will co-operate
and accept his view of the case.
He is a natural student; would excel

in

science,

in languages, and literature,

and will carry in his memory whatever
he may acquire in the line of scholar
ship, and utter it in a way that will show
that he understands his position and
knows how to state it admirably.

N.

5.

Prof. Lowber was born in Nelson
He is
County, Ky., August 30, 1847.
178
pounds,
5 feet 9% inches high, weighs
and has a head measuring 23 inches in
His early years were
circumference.
spent on a farm, and of necessity he
handled the plow and hoe for suste
nance; but, from his boyhood, he has
been ambitious of intellectual and moral
improvement in all that tends to ennoble
and elevate human nature. In addition
to the ordinary books of the country
school, others on art, science, philoso
phy and religion were sought after and
their contents devoured with avidity;
his inheritance
so that, notwithstanding
of poverty, his large, active brain, sus

tained by an excellent physical constitu
tion, enabled him soon to overcome
every obstacle to his ambition, and
placed him in circumstances to enter
systematically on a course of education.
Much of the expense at college must be
met by manual labor, but not withstand
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iiig this his progress was rapid
when only in the junior class,

[June
so that,
he was

by the president of the college
to teach a class in Greek, as the Greek
professor had recommended him as the
most thorough in that language of any
Indeed, he
student in the University.
in
every de
excel
to
it
a
point
has made
takes
up. For
he
that
of
study
partment
months before his graduation he stood
In linguist
at the front in every study.
ic acquirements he has made much pr0~
gress, having studied some seventeen
different languages and is able to speak
some of them with considerable facility.
Prof. Lowber, is a graduate of Butler
University, Indianapolis, Indiana, hav
selected

ing taken there the degrees of B. A. and
M. A. He is also a classical graduate of
the College of the Bible, of Kentucky
He studied as a postgrad
University.
uate in a number of Eastern universi
In 1880 he passed the examina
ties.
for
the degree of Doctor of Philos
tion

The ex
ophy, in Syracuse University.
amination lasted twenty-ﬁve hours, and
his examiner, Dr. Bennett, thus speaks
“The examination was thor
of him:
ough, and revealed a thoroughness and
comprehensiveness of scholarship which
justly entitles him to this high honor."
Since completing his college studies

twelve years in the
class-room as teacher, having held many
positions from that of teacher in the
public school up to president of a col
lege; and while devoting himself mainly
to the ministry he has had several calls
to the presidency of colleges, and is now
frequently called on to deliver the an

he has spent some

nual address at some institution of learn
ing.

Prof. Lowber, is also an ardent tem
in
perance advocate, and interested
of
movements
nearly all the temperance
have
been
addresses
his
and
the day,
His reputation
highly complimented.
is such that he has been invited from
England to enter the lecture-ﬁeld and
devote his time to the subject of temper‘
ance in that country.

Though amply endowed by nature and
education for varied professional pur
suits, Prof. Lowber‘s chosen lifework is
the Christian ministry.
In his youth he
became connected
with the “Christian
Churah ” or “_ Disciples, ” and, like the
late President Garﬁeld,
retained his
'
He
connection with that denomination.
has written much for religious papers.
having been co-editor and proprietor of
the Apostolic Church, and since that pe~
riodical was consolidated with the Apos
tolic Guide, has been a member of the
“Guide Publishing Company" and as
sociate editor of that widely circulated
His contributions are of a
weekly.
high order; and exhibited ready com
mand of his educational resources. He
is also one of the able contributors
to
the religio-scientiﬁc journal the Scien
tijic Arena, the organ of the Substantial
edited by Dr. A. Wilford
Philosophy,
Hall, its founder, who thus writes of his
abilities : “ He became an early contrib
utor to the Microcosm, and his terse and
elegantly written philosophical papers
we are proud to point to still as among
the ﬁnest specimens of logical reasoning
"
to be found in those volumes.
As a preacher, Prof. Lowber has met
with marked ‘success both as evangelist
and pastor.
He was for several years
pastor of a church in Scranton, Penn.
and during his residence there became
president of the Pennsylvania Christian
He is now pastor of the
Conference.
ﬁrst Christian Church of Paducah, Ky.,
wealthiest in the
State, and is meeting with constant suc
cess in carrying forward the work so
signally inaugurated by his late distin
guished
predecessor, Elder George A.
Flower.
In the lecture ﬁeld Prof. Lowber's
He handles
success has been gratifying.
the subjects of art, poetry, philosophy
and history with great facility, and his
services in these directions are in fre
quent demand. Aesthetics, as a depart
ment of philosophy,
has for him many
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Mental science, as developed in the
works of the phrenologists, has been with
Prof. Lowber an interesting and in
structive study. Early in youth, Combe's
“
work on the Constitution of Man" fell
into his hands, of which he says:
“It
inﬂuence on my
has had a wonderful
life: it is one of the best works in the
language.” He has always accepted and
advocated the doctrines of Phrenology,
and, when resident in the city of Louis
ville, Ky., was president of a scientiﬁc
society, in which the advancement of
this science was a leading characteristic.
He thinks Phrenology should be taught
in all our schools.
He has taken much interest in the
Chautauqua movement from the begin
ning and will probably he graduated this
year with six seals, expecting in a few
He is
years to reach the highest order.
also a member of the American Insti
tute of Christian
and is
Philosophy,
keeping up with its work. In all these
departments of study and work every
thing is so systematized that he has no
His ad
trouble with their prosecution.
dresses are generally published and fre
quently copied into a number of papers.
M. C.

———-—M——

T.

GENERAL JOHN A. LOGAN.
Slowly, silent and sorrowing,
They lay the brave hero to rest,
The dew-damp of death on his forehead,
And his cold hands crossing his breast.
No more the call of his country
Can stir his bold heart in its pride,
No more the bugle notes wake him
At the head of his column to ride.

one of the largest and

charms.
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Sleep. patriot. Honor reveres thee,
Thy name is the nations, not thine ;
Thy fame shall live on and forever,

As the stars

M

the ﬁrmament shine.
o. 0. counts.

a

There can be no high civility without
Civilization depends
deep morality.
on morality.
Everything good in a
This rule
higher.
man leans on what
holds in small as in great.
is
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DORMANT ABILITY.

and drove them as vigorously as we
saw women in
would able horses.
Germany cutting ﬁelds of grain, and I’ll
tell you how they did it. They stooped
down and took a little wisp of the grain
in their left hands and whacked it off
with a sickle swung in their right.
\Vomen in America have a better time
than anybody in the world ; they have
so much done for them they don’t know
what to ask.”
It may be true‘ that we do not know
what to ask, therefore most of us have

I

no personal requests to prefer. Equal
room for development, and standing
ground, which we are able to occupy, is

it

!

;

;

Sisters, let us henceforth

Clarionwoiced for purity.

be
S.

L. O.

is

is

it,

if

Whether we plow, or cut the grain
Whether we move with joy or pain,

;

I

is

I

if

tunity.
Men have a better chance to develop
We admit
in outer light than women.
the freedom of our almost equal educa
\Ve have come up
tional advantages.
as a sex from the centuries of darkness
and thank you, our brothers, for extend
ing a helping hand. Yet, as some of you
“ never satisﬁed.”
would say, we are
This dissatisfaction is not a peculiarity
Ambition is the center of
of sex.
strength around which the human race
revolves.
Contentment was never the
We must be up and
nucleus of power.
doing While it is day, for the night
conieth wherein no man can work.
Recently a friend of mine just re
turned from Europe, a talented pro
fessor and author by the way, said, in
of his travels,“ If
relating incidents
some of our American women who are
clamoring for fuller rights had seen the
sights did in rural districts of Germany
and Switzerland they would never open
saw a Swiss
their mouths again.
peasant have his wife and daughter
hitched to a. plow, while he held the lines

all that the boldest have required, and
from a general standpoint one sex is as
near contentment as the other. 4' The
humdrum
of mechanical
monotony
to any
physical action is debilitating
person of ordinary mental status if there
is no live energy behind it, no expanse
and no broader space
of thought beside
to be reached beyond.
Whether we are men or women there
great work for us to do. It
true,
men hold the balance of power, but
equally true,
women would arouse
from the stupor engendered by inaction,
they would hold the balance of inﬂuence.
\Ve are arousing, brothers Have you
heard the trump of the Woman’s Chris
tian Temperance Union’! We are will
ing to take the_ monotony of the house
or plow
to besilent when
you choose
there
no need to speak but we are not
willing to allow the cry of the rising
generation for purer air, purer surround
ings and purer mental culture go un
heard and unanswered, while we have
voice to swell the chorus.
We are the mothers, the country's
arm of dormant ability.
We are dis
satisﬁed—not with our sex, not with our
political position, ‘but with our personal
inaction during the growth of wrong.
If men in their struggle for maintenance
and power failed to keep the foot-way
clean we feel we should have left our
and swept the
parlors and kitchens
streets, puriﬁed the air, drinks and
speech of the land, for which we were
training our children before we turned
them out.
The mutual inertia of centuries which
might have debilitated the powers of our
Our God—
progeny, was not our right.
to encourage and
given privilege
promulgate purity.
is

conception can not fathom
the amount of brain power which
about us, the waiting
lies dormant
ability which the masses of time cover
while it awaits the sunshine of oppor

is
a

UMAN

‘
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OUR
vPART

IL—WHEREIN THE

STRUGGLES

MAN

MAKES

AND TRIUMPHS, AND

A

meeting described in
our last paper, and resulting so
happily in practical demonstrations of
truth, has induced Our Corner Man to put
But the obli
on his thinking cap again.
gations which genuine thought imposes,
lie in so many and varying channels,
that this time it has sorely puzzled our
erratic philosopher in what manner and

HE convivial

to set his compass, and on what
One thing is certain—he
has been traveling a great deal of late.
But that is a. way with him—the man
positively can not avoid it.
A few nights ago, instead of wrapping
himself in a woolen rug and taking a
Pullman sleeper, in response to an invi
tation from an old Philadelphia friend
to come and visit at his, the friend's, new
home, the man partook of a late heavy
supper, went instantly to bed, and re
fashion

point to steer.

solved to

visit England.

The journey was accomplished in less
Now, whether the
than three hours.
do with the Mac
to
fellow had anything
that mar
or
whether
cable,
ksy-Bennett
velous conductor had anything to do
with him,

is a matter that can

MAN.
CLEAN

UNCONSCIOUSLY

FRIENDS.

be argued

philosophy with all
and time. The fact
due deliberation
stands—that our man not only accom
plished the Atlantic journey, attended as
it is with ocean terrors and storm embar
rasments, but he managed by some un
accountable means to set himself down
out by speculative

in the old university city of Oxford.
Yes, there, sure enough, stood good
Madam Clithroe’s oﬂice, as of old, only
a short walk from the Magdalene Bridge
And,
and close upon Jesus College.
com
with
wonted
within the office, seated
lit
excellent
lady’s
that
poeure, reclined
old
the
was
window
In
tle husband.
the
sign—
“
adam Clithroe, Practical Phre
nologist for the Universities of Oxford
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BREAST

OF

IT,

\‘INDICATES

EXPOSES
88KB!

HIS

OLD

and Ca|nbridge,”——familiar enough.
‘‘
Gracious ! Mr. Cornerman, how came
you here in that garb, and so early, too ?
Dear, dear me, and we expect some
lady visitors at any moment !” It was
9.30 A. M.
But the good woman stopped short in
her surprise, and, gazing intently at him
for a few moments, burst out laughing.
This induced—in fact imposed upon Mr.
Clithroe the duty of laughing, too, and
right heartily did the little gentleman
join in the merriment.
For the first time their visitor's eyes
were impelled to travel slowly over his
raiment, and then, and not till then, did
he discover an appearance put in, in the
To be brief he
absence of full attire.
arrived at the oflice in his night dress
and slippers.
In some confusion, accompanied by
blushes—for
the man is
unumbered
sensitive—he pleaded in extenuation that
the sun in England rose about ﬁve and
a half hours before deeming it expedient
his beneﬁcent rays over the
to shed
American metropolis.
This argument, being at one and the
time scientiﬁc and conclusive,
same
though void of the remotest reference to
late suppers, seemed to satisfy amply the
good Madam, and she accordingly ush
ered her visitor into the consulting room
inquiring as they went the
adjoining,
reason for his early call.
The man explained that he had been
by the American
suddenly requested
Institute of Phrenology, at New York, to
give another account of himself; and,
finding that he had either lost or mis
laid the chart and phrenological analy
sis of character which she had vouch
safed him in 1874, and which ever since
had proved so proliﬁc of fruitful issues,
he just “thought that it might fall with
in the range of probability" that she still
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our Corner Man, “and be as
have kept my
Sured of three things:

I

turned

I I

I

;

I

it

I

I

.

'

is

I

;

I

if

is

I

it,

I

I

I

3,

is

See, in the copy of
carried through.
marked
which
analysis, the organ
would indicate small, and were to ex
amine you now,
should be forced to
indite ﬁve for Continuity. This number,
you are aware, would place the organ as
fairly large. Indeed am glad to see
sir—glad to see it," repeated the little
lady with emphasis.
“You are quite correct, Madam,” re

I

here, twelyie years ago,
to your promise,
have
been
faithful
you
which declares in a side note on my
Register”—pointing to the book—“ that
you will never again attempt or under
take anything not intended to be rigidly

your last visit

if

I

I

I

I

I

you eternally carry about with you;
don’t know,
and your third—well
was going to say two, but shouldn’t be
at all alarmed to ﬁnd you at six corners
at once. But stay,—allow me for a mo
ment.”
Here the Madam rose, and, placing
her foreﬁnger upon the organ of Continu ity on our triend’s cranium, exclaimed,
“ No, it’s not quite as supposed.
see,
sir, she continued, folding her arms and
looking straight at the man, “that since

a

I

is

;

i”

you are just named as you ought to be
“ Isuppose so," was the humble and
and the man again
subdued reply
glanced at his slippers.
“ Well, sir. your first name
sugges
feel certain you
tion of wings, and
must have ﬂown here; your second,

“Five shillings, then:
charged you
ten for the first, and this will be half
that amount," saying which, Madam
Clithroe sat herself down to write, com
menting upon the entries aloud as she
indited each sentence.
“You share four temperaments," she
said; “the active, nervous, bilions, san
guine; and please remember that air
for you
as necessary as food—plenty
of air.
A
“ Your large nostrils denote a full
lung 0apa.city,'and the dipping nasal
wing between, good birth and daring.
Your Language has developed since
last saw you, as well as Mirthfulness;
so
quite expect you to be guilty of pun
ning before you leave here. Speaking
of Language,
presume by this time
great lecturer, writer,
you are either
or a queen’s counsel—which 7”
“Yes, Madam,
you must know,
have slightly graduated in the ﬁrst two
but, as regards the latter—J keep my
own counsel.”
“ Well, well—if
didn’t think it.
However, as that’s a good one, I'll for
give you." Here the man glanced again
at his nightdress and slippers, and fail
ing to repress a. smile, took in the pegs
on the oﬁice door, in the hope that an
overcoat might possibly hang there and
be owned by his host,
you please," said
“Attend to me,
Madam, looking up, and pursuing her re—
marks: “Your Perceptives,l see arelarge
and always have been, particularly In
dividuality, Order and Form. Color
not so full; you would make a better
sculptor than artist—you could chisel
better than paint—”
“Pardon me, Madam,” returned the
“ but
little confused,
think
man not
a

I

a

if

i"

is,

“I

[J une

promise am glad beyond measure
did
and that
owe you more than
can
ever repay."
“Well, well!" returned his hostess,
“No compliments, please.
hastily.
suppose you desire acopy of this analysis
—is that
i”
“ If you please."
so

;

retained on her books a “copy of said
analysis.”
“ Yes, no doubt I have it. Do you re
call the mogth ?“
think," said the man, “it was in
No, it was in September—here
August.
No. 116,432 and under folio F.,
it
Mr. Daedalus Man ysides Cornerman."
“Well
said the good-natured little
lady, looking up with surprise: then
throwing herself down into a chair with
ever
an expression of decided relief—“
man as you!
met so extraordinary
Do you know,” she pursued, “that
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there

must be a slight mistake

I

I

at chisel
make the

;

feel assured
should
in the world, and——”
don't refer ito chwting
“Dear me,
people—please understand me.”
“Oh, pardon me; but have been so
accustomed to hear the phrase and suffer
ed from the practice in Chicago that—"
“ That you really don’t mean what you
say,” said the little lady laughing.
“To proceed: Human-Nature, Caus
ality and Comparison are all numbered
6 or decidedly large, in you ; so of
course you would be a natural phrenol
ogist whether you liked the science or
no. Your Human Nature enables you
almostto perceive in sleep the motives of
a person standing over you. Awake,
ing

poorest hand

I

I

you instinctively feel, so to speak, or
handle people‘s thoughts without their
knowing it. Your Causality it was, that
led you to be so ardent a student of John
Stuart Mill when I ﬁrst knew you, and
no doubt by this time you have sought
out, dug into, and analyzed every known
science."
“ You are
have been
right, Madam,
a warm student of science ; further, my
eldest little boy is named after the great
thinker you refer to."
“It don’t at all surprise me," re
marked Madam, as she wrote on.
“
see that your Imitation and Con
structiveness are both large, so that with
other faculties already named, you would
have made a prominent actor or success
ful inventor. As to your Ideality and
Sublimity, the latter is so full that I feel
bound to place it at six and one-half;
this is a dangerous size, but with Caus
ality so large, you will doubtles be en
abled to keep your poetry and ideals in
check. Your Parental Love is large ;
and-—if I might refer to Conjugality '1"
said Madam, glancing up.
But some
thing like a tear that trembled in the
man‘s eye forbade a reference to it.
“As to your friends and enemies,
fear you will make a great many of the
latter, if Secretiveness be not more de
Your Language and Com
veloped,

I

I

I
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bativeness being large, the one impels
you to speak out, and the other to op
Your few friends, however, will
pose.
die by you, and you by them. You will
please remember ," continued the amia
ble lady, rising and handing Our Corner
Man a new chart and the written analy
sis, “that
have not referred aloud to
one-half your qualiﬁcations, nor to any
of your numerous sins. I have only in
dicated and commented upon a few of
the prominent organs."
Without revealing his slippers, the man
bowed as gracefully as possible, accepted
the papers and paid his ﬁve shillings.
“ And now
pray tell me," said his ex
aminer, with a smile which only the
lavish heritage of nature could bestow,
“what have you been doing with your
self for the past twelve years. But ﬁrst
take a chair please, and don't stand like
that l"
The man, with trembling voice and a
look of abstraction awakened by his
utter hopelessness of attire begged that,
before Seating himself, his hostess would
kindly inquire of her husband if the
latter was “just then using his morn
ing-gown.” Her eyes ﬁlling with mer
riment, while her face retained a stolid
ity as grave as a coffin-lid, the excellent
woman stepped into the next room and
presently appeared with the desired
garment.
Not a word of justification for so un
warrantable a request as the one just
made escaped Our Corner Man, as he
hurriedly placed himself inside the fab
ric, and with a sigh of relief threw him
self into a chair, Where he posed like an
Ottoman Turk. Then without a. scin
tilla. of apprehension
he proceeded to
relate his adventures.
As may readily
be imagined these were solemn and sad,
joyous and altogether numerous.
But amid the phases of life encoun
tered, the many obligations created, and
the gradually augmenting duties to be
yet performed, the man assured
his
bearer, with no common emphasis, of
the gratitude he owed three prominent

I

'phrenologists, viz.: Prof. L. N. Fowler,
'of American and English celebrity, the
good lady herself, and Mr. Odell, of
London.

“Pray
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only proved another leading

I

’

a

dur
ing one of that gentleman’s lecturing
tours in Ireland.”
“ And when,
pray, by Mr. Odell ?"

I

I

I

“I

i-

o

u

‘

“ Yah, yah, yum, " exclaimed the
man, waking up with a start, and driv
ing his knuckles into his eyes as if with
a determination of excluding the light.
“ Yes,” he
aloud, “

ten years old, and

“When
was in my twenty-ninth
year, and three years later than you
had examined me."
"Did you ﬁnd any difference in the
analysis of character, verbally or writ
ten, of these three examinations?”
“Not that remember—in fact, why
I came to believe so strongly in Phrenol
ogy and Physiognomy was because of
the near agreement of the analyses re
ferred to. Of course," continued the
man, “my Perceptives were not so
prominent at the date, when Mr. Fowler
conducted his examination as when
ﬁrst met you Madam; nor were Lan
guage, Casuality, Human-Nature, Com
parison and other organs so fully devel
oped; but, Mr. Fowler really foretold
the more ample analysis given by you ;
which fact, to my mind, was conclusive
proof of his greatness in the profession.”
“ \Vhat of Mr. Odell i"
saw no points of contrast in the
examination,
save in his method of
Certainly he
wording the analysis.
placed my Continuity at 4, or medium,
whereas you gave it 3. This, however,

Phreno

logical truth—that by exercise an organ
may develop.”
" You are right, sir, and am
pleased
to hear you say”—

when were you examined by

Prof. Fowler?"
“ Before I was

[June

soliloquized

there

nothing more beautiful than the sweet
reality of truth; and now I am more
convinced than ever of the propriety of
making public my latest and most utili
is

tarian proverb, viz. : ‘If you forget a
point of import, impress its bearings on
the brain, and retire in your slippers
with a heavy meal within.’ ” '
_
“But you may not after all have hit
the truth,” we one day ventured to sug
the public should doubt it,"
gest.
returned the philosopher, “they are free
to bear the expense of a public examina
tion, and I shall most willingly submit to
the ordeal.
One condition, however,”
said the speaker with quiet force; “the
examiner must be known, and of ac
knowledged repute."
“Then your method of retiring to rest
as you say is against hygienic law !"
“Hygiene to the winds, sir i" roared the
man; “what’s hygiene in the balance
against a nobler truth, combined with
the terrors engendered by running from
an editor with a club at your heels?

“If

ST. TOMS.

-———M ——
WONDERFUL

TRIPLETS,

N 1858, when the portraits 0n the next
page were taken and they were seven
ty years old, we published the following .
“ In the portraits before us, several
facts should be noted. What ﬁrm, strong,
substantial, general organizations, indi
cative of long-lived, healthy ancestry!
Three children at one birth capable of
becoming thus strong in body and in
character, and living to be seventy, with

a

AGED

70

IN

1858.

fair promise of ﬁfteen years more,

must have had hardy, healthy parents.
to them at all, shows great
vitality, but three such as these, are a
wonder.
“ The resemblance in their phrenolog
ical development is quite as striking as
that of their features. The foreheads ap
pear to retreat, though they are quite
The organs aboutthe brows being
high.

To give birth

1887.]
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large, give them clearncss of mind, prac
tical talent, memory of events and expe

power to manage business and
understand what is going on around
They should beknown for strong
them.
common-sense and soundness of judg
ment. The height of their heads from
shows very strong
the eyes upward
and thorough
Firniness, Self-reliance
and strong, re
sentiment
ness, good moral
the
width of their
while
feeling;
ligious
riences,

Stan. Hmzuum'r LUDDINGTON.
Dian, Aosn 87, 1875.

Suns

length of life we allotted to them ﬁfteen
years, or eighty-ﬁve years; Mrs. Ludding
ton lived seventeen, Mrs. Grinnell eigh
teen,and the stronger one, Mrs. Bushnell,
twenty-ﬁve years, an average of ninety
years, or five years in excess of our esti
mate.

were born at Goshen, Conn,
1788, Mrs. Luddington had
one child, Mrs. Grinnell four, and Mrs.
nine.
All three spent the
Bushnell
They

March

26,

HoRLsun-r
BUSHNELL.
Dino, AGID 05, 1883.

heads shows energy, economy, ingenu
ity, Order and general executiveness.
“The two ﬁgures at our right hand
appear to have a little more vital and
motive power, while the left hand one
But
shows nervousness and excitability.
behold those large cheek-bones, those
strong and well-set chins, those ﬁrm and
welldeﬁned mouths—especially the one
in the center—behold also, the fulness of
the cheeks across the region of the
lower jaw—and then ﬁnd a parallel of
their age in any one family, if possible."
In our prophecy as to their probable
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SUSAN Hvnnm‘n'r Gimmsu.
Dim), AGED 88, 1876.

most of their married lives on farms in
Pennsylvania, and at no great distance
from each other. Until very old their
personal resemblance was very striking.
Mrs. Grinnell and Mrs. Bushnell espe
cially being so much alike that friends
would often mistake one for the other.
They were always known for their active,
industrious habits---this fact itself having
much to do with their health and lon
When long past seventy their
gevity.
minds were sound, and they showed
much interest in general affairs and the
routine of the household.
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mind acts upon the body through
states of intellect,
its threefold
sensibilities and will. The intellect may
excite sensations, or it may suspend them
altogether. The celebrated John Hun
“ I am conﬁdent that can fix
ter, says :
my attention to any part until I have a
sensation in that part.“ I am not yet
old enough to wear glasses, but think of
the time when I may be; and, at this
moment, have a sensation on the nose
where the spectacles would naturally
The inﬂuence of the intellect upon
rest.
sensation will account for the visions of
Martin Luther. On one occasion, Luther
was engaged in prayer in his chamber;
and, while he was contemplating the suf
ferings and death of Christ, there sud
denly appeared on the wall a vision of
Christ, with his wounds, looking down
upon him. As Christ appears to us only
in his word, Luther attributed the Vision
to a juggling of the devil.
Science now
explains that which was mysterious to
There are
the great German reformer.
some persons who imagine they see all
that they think, and this is a very dan
Their imaginations
gerous condition.
become, to them, revelations, and they
are sometimes substituted for even the
Bible itself. They are simply examples
of automatic cerebral action excited by
ideas vividly present in the mind.
The great inﬂuence of attention upon
the sensory ganglia. is shown in the abil
ity to recall a visual impression after a
long interval of time. Sir Isaac Newton
says that he once looked at the sun for
He then went
a. short time in a mirror.
into a dark room, and, by thought, could
have the spectrum return.
By intrud
ing his fancy upon them he could have
the light and colors as vivid as when he

I

had just looked at the sun. Finally he
had to shut himself up in a dark room to
from the sun;
divert his imagination
for if he thought of lnm, the image
would return, although he was in the
Erasmus once visited Sir Thomas
dark.

THE

MIND

AND

BODY.—N0.

2.

Moore, who was a ﬁrm believer in the
real presence in the Lord’s Supper,
Moore tried to convert his friend to this
belief and assured him that he would be
convinced of its truth by unquestionable
evidence. Erasmus
on
leaving the
house of Moore borrowed his pony and,
being well-pleased with
did not return
it; but sent the following lines
“ Should you tire walking
This hot summer tide,
Believe your staff's Dobbin
And straightway you'll ride."

It
an axiom in science, that every
part of the body sympathizes with the
mind, for whatever affects the mind af
fects also the body.
Sir Francis D'As—
sisi, one day when exhausted by fasting
and prayer, imagined that God ordered
him to open the Bible that he might
therein learn his will. The book was
opened three times and every time at
description of Christ’s suffering.
The
pious monk regarded this as a sign that
he should realize the Saviour’s sufferings
more vividly than he ever had before.
He carried this so far that he suffered
pain in his hands and feet, which re
sulted in inﬂammation, and ﬁnally in ul~
ceration.
Emotion and will produce a wonderful
inﬂuence upon the corporeal organiza
tion. A’person may be very hungry,
and receive intelligence which renders
him unable to eat at all. A man may
have an important speech to prepare
which causes fasting some time before its
An old woman, who was
delivery.
caught one night stealing fuel, said to
the man who caught her, “Heaven
grant that you may never know again
the blessing of being warm.”
The man
complained of cold the next day, which
got worse and worse until he died.
Science fully recognizes the inﬂuence of
grief in blanching the hair.
The dark
hair of the beautiful queen of France be—
came white in one night.
Deadly fear
outwent time and blanched at once her

a

INFLUENCE

:

RECIPROCAL

it,
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The human will is the highest ele
hair.
ment of the mind. It is in the image of
God, and free, because God is free.
The
inﬂuence of the will upon the body is
very great, because it inﬂuences all the
other elements of the mind, and they
also inﬂuence
the body. The proper
cultivation of the human will is the most
important thing in life, both to the body
and to the spirit.
That the inﬂuence of the mind upon
the body in the cure of disease is very
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It is
great can not at all be questioned.
evident that psychopathy, as well as
physical remedies, should be employed
A little more at
in the cure of disease.
will
the wild en
allay
to
science
tention
thusiasm manifested in some parts of the
country with regard to faith cure estab
lishments.
The medical profemion also
would be more successful if greater at
tention was given to the study of the
mind and its relation to the body.
J. w. LOWBER, PH. 0.

-_H——
'l‘RU’l‘ll FULX ESS.

DEEM

it a pleasure to meet a
That
perfectly truthful person.
some really truthful peo
are
there
ple in the world I fully believe: and
if the ancient cynic Diogenes were
living in the electric light of the
present day, even he might be made to
rejoice in the ﬁnding of an honest man,
and truthful.
By a truthful person I do not mean
unpleasant
one of those exceedingly
beings who boast that they always aim
to speak exactly what they think and
mean
many
then
because of their
otf
ﬁnd
a
falling
speedily
thoughts,
among their friends; nor yet the simple
minded person who, without discre
tion or sense, with open-mouthed won

gins

to wlhtsoever
utterance
But
his innocent brain.
among common, intelligent people how
many are there that come up to the stan
dard of perfect truth?
have beloved friends who, if it were
even so much as hinted that they were
untruthful in any degree,
considered
would become highly indignant and
think a. gross insult had been done them.
But, hiding behind the pen would ven
ture to give a few delicate hints to them
and to myself.
For, who among us can
castthe ﬁrst stone, claiming to be im
maculate in this matter 9
A temptation to slightly exaggerate, or
misrepresent is frequently yielded to;

der,

passes

within

I

I

or sometimes in a company an unfavor~
able something is said that we know to
be untrue, perhaps only a small matter

of
apparently, a slight prevarication
truth, and it passes uncorrected ; our
silence has given ament, and we too have
untruthful.
And even so great

become

‘a wrong as a hurtful
slander has been conveyed in so slight
a way as the elevating of an eye-brow, a
look, a sardonic smile. I am not mean
ing those persons who habitually tell
falsehoods and prevaricate, taking what
ever may appear to be expedient for the
right ; but those who at heart love truth,
yet sometimes permit themselves tocare
lessly stray beyond the path of rectitude ;
and not heeding the fact that a thing oft
indulged in, whether good or bad, soon
fastens itself upon us asa habit. Habits
of this sort affect not only the eternal
welfare of the individual himself, but
their inﬂuence is felt to make lasting
I was ﬁrst
impressions upon others.
made to think deeply of the great beauty
of truthfulness by being associated for a
time witha person of exceptionable integ
rity of character. To always speak the

clear truth had become with him a ﬁxed
habit, and the influences of so lovely 9.
habit soon made itself felt. inspiring
others with feelings of trust and reliance
in what he said and did ; and creating in
them a desire to go and do likewise.
No
one need be unkind in the maintenance

of truth ; for truthfulness and kindness
go hand in hand : and he who speaks tru
because he loves truth and
1y, simply

T0

MOTHER

" At

home, at sea. or passed to heaven,

i

.

‘

With kindly hands and thrifty care
Our mother makes our home-life fair.
Her lively urchins win a smile,
By play so free from feint or guile,
And in the medley of our fun Our father joins when sermon's done.
The mom is greeted with a psalm,
And prayer unites at even’s calm.

And learning's cares, and life’s strange fears.
Another hears the mystic call;
Childhood becomes “ the past" to all.
The memories dear are stored away,
But earnest work bars out the play.

M.

B.

One to the south where palmtrees wave,
One more is shrined in bloom-decked grave;

With angels passed she wing-and-wing
Beyond

the skies their songs to sing.

And those she left see threads of grey
About their temples warning stray,
And strength of youth is waning fast :
They note the length’ning shadows cast
As life’s strange sun toward the west
Declines and gives sweet thoughts of rest.
White-winged Columba A-nimqe
Doth willing bear their griefs away.

M

MATHEMATICALLY

OME ﬁfty years ago or

so Messrs.
Blanchard,
publishers in
Philadelphia at that time, were about to
bring out an American edition of Young's
Trigonometry, and deeming it desirable
to have an American editor, applied to
the leading mathematicians of the coun
try for advice; and they all united in
recommending one J. D. Williams, of

&

bricklayer.
New York, a journeyman
stereotyped the book for them, conse

§

§

And now to thee, 0 mother, mine,
I say—believe thy household shrine
(Whose vacant chairs but mock thine eyes)
In counterpart beyond the skies—
Will be thine own, and thou, and he—
Who walketh by thy side will see
The weary feet of those who roam
Come safe to rest in that fair home.
Apart—“ from home," by earth’s decree,
From parting—“ home” for aye to be.

0CCASIONAL.

Lea

S.

BIRTHDAY.

70th

*

One goes beyond the borderland;
Another joins the home-nest band ;
And stature comes to all with years

Then one seeks out another home.
‘They bid adieu as others roam,

ing truthful.

One to the east beside the sea,
One to the west on prairie lea;

_

Our household band still numbers seven."
But now my heart full comprehends
The truth that with the quaint tale blends,
As backward turn time's leaves—I see
A many change, for mine and me.

‘

[J use

right, will also speak with kindness of
spirit. Let us cultivate the virtue of be

HER

OK

In childhood's days 1 wond‘ring read
The words an artless maiden said:

I
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MRS. A.

sumss.
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NOTES.
ONE-SIDED.

quently saw a good deal of Williams.
who, as a mathematician, was the peer of
anyone in the country, but who, out
side of that one subject, was a man far
below mediocrity.
By trade he was a
mason, but he was not competent to do
the simplest piece of mason-work.
I
found this out by employing him to re
build a very simple furnace and having
afterward to employ a competent person
to do the work over after him. This goes

AND wIENCE OF HEALTH
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to show. however, that one faculty may
of all the
be cultivated at the expense
others.
OF OBSERVATION.

Army officers, who have

been stationed
great Western plains. have told
us in their reports, of the wonderful
skill of the professed Indian trailer.
I quote the following from one of these
reports: "The most extraordinary skill
that is exhibited
in this part of the
country, either by the white man or the
red native is in the practice of trailing.
Here it may be accounted an art as
much as music, painting or sculpture in
the East.
The Indian trapper that is a
shrewd trailer is a man of close obser
vation,
quick perception and prompt
action.
I have ridden several hundred
miles with an experienced guide and
trailer, whom
interrogated upon many
Nearly
points in the practice of his art.
all the tracks I saw, either old or new,
as a novice in the art, I questioned him
about.
We crossed the track of an
Indian pony. My guide followed the
‘
It is a
track a few miles and then said:
stray black horse. with a long bushy
tail, nearly starved to death ; has a split
on the

I
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hoof of the left fore-foot and goes very
lame, and he passed here early this
morning.‘
Astonished and incredulous
I asked him his reasons for asserting
these particulars so positively from only
observing the tracks of the animal, when
he replied:
‘It was a stray horse be
cause it did not go in a straight line;
his tail was long, for he dragged it over
the snow; in brushing against a bush he
left some of his hair, which shows its
color.
He was hungry, for in going
along he has nipped at those high, dry
weeds, which horses seldom eat unless
nearly starved. The ﬁssure of the left
forefoot, left also its track and the
depth of the indentation shows the de
gree of his lameness; and his tracks
show he was here this morning when
Numer
the snow was hard with frost."
ous other instances are related of the
wonderful skill of these trailers in the
habit of observation, which will appear
the more astonishing the less one has
cultivated the faculties, which may
very properly be regarded as some of the
most useful to be cultivated in the
schoolroom.

—Q.O-.O——

J.

a. R. .

HEREDITY.
a public exhibition of New York‘
City is the material representation
of a criminal, pictured ﬁrst in the act of
stealing, then in the act of murder, and
ﬁnally on the gallows taking the farewell
look of the world and his mother.
Never
in all my life was the law of heredity so
And
deeply impresed upon my mind.

N

I gazed

at this picture taken from real
could not but think that God had
fenced in the violent heart and placed
about the whole race a law of tremend
ous potency.
Here was the counterfeit
presentment of two natures—a mother
and ason.
Upon the face of the son was
the expression which a skilful student
could see on the face of the mother, and
in the whole physiological make-up of
88

life

I

this family there was evident weakness
overpowered by an inefficient moral na
ture, strong passions and appetites.
This
story has countless applications in the
world.
Our virtues and our sins recur
in the lives of our progeny. By our
conduct we lift ourselvesinto joy or sink
into misery. The restless heart writes its
struggles on the face, and we read the
history of a criminal as easily by his eye
as we tell a lame man by his halt.
In
Ohio, on the streets of Ashtabula, can be
seen a man in good health, who never
tasted a drop of liquor, reeling along as
he journeys to and from his place of
business. A cripple, whose very appear
ance would repel one, and yet call forth
our sympathy, who sells matches and
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other merchandise to support himself,
walks the streets of Cincinnati 9. sad i1
Re
lustration of the law of heredity.
cently, while in Canton, N. ., I was
struckzwith the constitutional obstinacy
learned that the whole
of a child.
family was one of like disposition as far
This law ob
back as two generations.
tains in every department of life. It sits
enthroned as the arbiter of our destiny,
and, in the language of Bulwer Lytton, it
can be compared to nature herself, busy
continually upon a pale and shadowy
woof. Into our life is woven many an~
cestral characteristics, and human pro
gress and a pre-eminent civilization are
As rivers
assured because of this law.
emptying their waters into the oceans
materially change and modify the color
and quality, so the good and the bad in
the individual change the physical, in
tellectual and spiritual condition of the
It was once held as a theory that
race.
individual life is isolated, and that there
could be no law by which genius as well
as other human characteristics could be
transmitted; but the very forgotten dead,
like Hamlet’s ghost, stalk the streets re
minding us of that thought of A. H.

J

I

.

Clough:
" Young children

'

gather as their own
The harvest which the dead had sown;
The dead, forgotten and unknown."

The law of heredity makes the very
sepulchers burst their cerements and
open their marble jaws, yielding to us
the vices and sins which we would have
gladly buried in eternal oblivion.
The application of this law is seen in
the physical constitution of man. The
tottering frame, the palsied organism,
the internal deformities and the variety
of ills which flesh is heir to, are in many
cases traceable to wrong action.
The
effect of disobedience to every law of
life is seen in the history of every gener
ation. Genius, intellectual and moral
superiority, blossom from families of
strong, mental and moral constitution.
R. WV. Emerson and H. W’. Beecher
were the ﬂowers of a. family-plant which,
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in the centuries, received a proper de
velopment along the line of natural en
dowment.
As in the vegetable so in
the animal, good fruit can only come
from healthy stock. The terrible dis‘
ease generally known as consumption,
but particularly as phthisis, is traceable
to an exposure of a strong or weak or
Hence, thousands of innocent
ganism.
children grow up to be men and women
with the phantom skeletons of their an
cestors staring them in the face, and the
disease itself, like a cankerous
worm,
feeding upon their very vitality.
And
so it is with venereal diseases which sap
the very fountains of life polluting the
races for many generations.
The indi
rect inﬂuence of bad habits upon the
secure condition and growth of the body
is seen in the weak specimens of children
mothers nurse into a brief existence._
Drunkenness has not only the effect to
corrupt the blood and brutalize the man
himself, but it has also been known to
deform children. Sensuality has wrecked
as many homes as any other vicious
habit, and intemperance, in every sense
of the word, has been the downfall of
national as well as individual life. The
thought that intermarriage will obviate
many blunders of youth and eradicate
many an evil is but the dream of an un
wise man. And how often has it been
found that this argument has been, when
carried into effect, the means of transport
ing the evil beyond the circumference
of expectation, multiplying instead of
remedying it.
The further application of this law in
the realm of spirit is of equal importance.
We are not only the portraits of our
parents in a physical sense, having their
peculiarity of feature, weight and height,
differing in some things, but we resem
ble them in mental as well as moral
characteristics.
Our talk and laugh are

identical; modes of work, habit of eat
ing and general conduct of life are sim
ilar.
Our temper of mind is inherited as
well as ﬁne perceptive powers, good
memories, excellent reasoning facultia,
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Aweak and strong will are hereditary.
Into this nineteenth century have come
the
vices
of all the by-gone gener
ations, and the work of reform is tedi
ously slow because we can not arrive at
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the best

plan of elevating humanity.
Realizing the power of this law of her
edity we shall not solve the problem of
universal civilization until we obey the
laws of life.
J. 0. F. GRUMBINE.

-——H——
LEADING

ELEMENTS

HERE

IN

are few subjects about which
so much has been written as the
“ Society " of the National Capital. The
daily and the weekly papers, and the
monthly magazines, great and small,
have been for years, and are still, harp
ing on this great topic—at least made
\Ve
great by the attention paid to it.
suppose that what all these writers con
sider the “society" of a place must be
those few fortunate or unfortunate
in
dividuals who have the time and means
to attend all the “high-toned” recep
tions and lead the most unnatural lives
To this class Washington, in
possible.
the winter, is what the noted watering
places are in the summer, a matrimonial
market; a place where the young miss
makes her entry into “society," and
where she expects to meet her partner
for life ; where there is one round of re
ceptions and entertainments, with late
hours and nervous excitement.
The
greater portion of this class are itinerant,
and many of them never see the citsr a
Yet, strange to say, they
second winter.
seem to constitute the “society " of the
Capital City of this great nation.
This is on the surface.
Down deeper
is the real and true society of the place,
which will compare favorably with the
society of any other city in the land.
Not so much wealth as in the great busi
ness centers of the country, for there is
not the opportunity for such fortunes,
but the culture is here;
will not say
superior, but it is at least quite equal to
And when the out
the best in the land.
side world begins to understand the pe
culiar formation of the society of the
Capital they will readily understand why

I

this should be.

WASHINGTON SOCIETY.
The clerical force forms an important
element in the general society of the city,
and well represents the principle of lo
cal or State representation.
Formerly
the employes of the government were
from any State; no special pains were
taken to have the appointments equally
divided ; but in later years the common
sense plan was adopted
of having the
clerkships, under the general govern
ment, regulated by the representation;
the greater the population of a State the
greater her representation to Congress,
and the greater her number of Congress
men the greater her proportion of clerks.
The outside world hears all sorts of
stories about the clerks, male and female.
Of course the ill report travels faster
and is generally better received than the
Mr. Peck, of I’eck‘s Sun,
good report.
came to Washington a few years ago,
and while here he wrote some letters to
his paper. He admitted that he came
with a rather biased feeling, especially
in regard to the ladies of the Treasury.
He had heard all sorts of bad things
about them. A visit to the great build
ing, where so many are employed,
changed his mind, and
do not think
the ladies of the Treasury, and of the de
partments generally, ever received a
more just and favorable compliment
than they received from him. He met
them face to face, saw what manner of
women they were ; then he did them jus
tice, simple justice.
He had been led to
depreciate them, but on seeing them at
their desks he praised them in terms that
were positive and bore no uncertain
sound. With the women so with the
men. Of course out of the thousands
here employed there must be a few

I
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every thousand men there are sure to be
certain percentage of weak and ill
But there is one thing
balanced ones.
about
a clerk be a “dude, "
even
"
he attends to his duties his “dudeness
will not, at least oﬁicially, count against
him. We know that in all society there
apt to be the young man who
foolish
in the line of dress, but with advancing
years generally comes a sobering-up and
a. feeling of shame at being made the
butt of society at large
the sensible
qualities in his nature come more and
more to the front and he comes down to
a plainer, neater dress.
speak of the clerks because they form
so large a percentage of the general so
and while speaking of them
ciety
would go a, little further and let the citi
zen at home know a little more about his
representatives here. One might say the
city
one large school. Here are two
or three large institutions of learning—
law and medicine—that hold ahigh rep
utation all over the country.
These
schools accommodate themselves to the
hours of the clerk.
During the day he
His evenings are gen
must be at work.
erally his own. (Just at present they
are not, as in some of the large depart
ments they are working night as well as
day.)
Whatever beneﬁts the clerk, whatever
raises his standard raises his worth to the
He does not get any more
Government.
pay, so the more worldly man may say,
“ Why do
The intellect of the manre
“
must satisfy
plies, My mind craves it.
the intellect.” The outside man may ask,
“ Wherein the Government proﬁts
A
in the searching of
good illustration
the medical records for pension cases.
These men work for a small salary
for
salary as they receive you could
such
hardly expect to obtain a man skilfnl in
anatomy and physiology, as skilfnl as
the average doctors of the land. It
would be hardly reasonable to advertise
for men familiar with anatomy and phy
a.

siolog'y to work for their small pay. Yet
in
hundred men on such work you
will ﬁnd twenty-ﬁve or thirty medical
students, to say nothing of students of
laiv.
A man
case to search.
given
He
must cover the demand.
He pours over
old records, book after book.
Finally
he comes to
statement of the case.
It
in the technical language of the doc
tor who treated the case and
all Greek
to him.
He knows not whether he has
obtained the
information or not.
He has not studied medicine, but some
of his fellow clerks have, so he goes to
them for information.
The medical stu
dent freely imparts his knowledge and
gives him the beneﬁt of his extra nights‘
labor and toil to master the medical
knowledge of the age.
When the outside world hear all the
idle stories of the clerks, male and fe~
male, here in Washington, let them hear
these facts in mind, and
think they
will have a higher opinion than ever be
fore of the citizens who here do the na
tion’s work.
Could they see them at
their desks by day and at their studies by
night (women as well as men),
do not
think they would ﬁnd fault with them,
but on the contrary estimate them high
Apart from these are special stu
ly.
dents in every branch of knowledge
known to man.
Washington
one
The “ soci
great intellectual center.
ety,” known only to the outside world,
knows as little of these students whom
meets daily on the streets as
does of
the North pole.
the old society, the peo
Then there
ple who are in business here they have
their quiet places, and know or care lit
tle of the hotel “society," which comes
They are
and goes with Congress.
much like the quiet and solid people of
any other place. They like to have the
makes busi
winter crowd here because
ness better, but apart from this they have
not that they have
little thought for
any special dislike for it;
simply
outside of their sphere.
a

for out of

a

It would be
so,
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is

“ dudes” and “ bummer-s."
most strange if it were not
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the interests of all, civilians as well as
It has accumulated sufficient
oﬁicials.
“ oiﬁcial," or
for itself a very stately
to
make
money
of
formed
the
society
_the
yet modest home. It has started under
the higher otﬁcials of the army and navy.
At the National .Capital, there may be most auspicious circumstances and bids
The merely fair to be a very important factor in the
said to be no plutocracy.
Its membership
monied men are not sufficiently in force society of W'ashington.
to
this
city, but
conﬁned
even
not
here to form a very powerful factor of
In its place we have scattered over the whole country and
exclusive society.
now in
\Vealth is not perhaps over the world. It
the army and navy.
“ Other the hands of good men, and
con
barred out, nor rudely set aside.
bids
things being equal," wealth is no more tinued under wise management
despised here than elsewhere, but it is fair to have a good inﬂuence upon
not in sufﬁcient force to rule the day. Washington and do more to unite the
other cities, wealth, especially the different interests than any social organ~
Of course such an
older wealthy families, is powerful from ization yet attempted.
the length of time people have held their organization will meet with some opposi
tion but the tendency of the age seems
position. The few rich, even in pluto
cratic circles, are not people of any spe to be in this direction. A social demand
like the country fair brings
created
cial inﬂuence in society. It is the long
holding of a position, being well-known, people together, but unlike the country
exclusive
not for the mass
that gives social power. At the Capital fair
there are :few monied interests; there but for the kindred spirits and so long
as we must have something to regulate
fore. the wealth here is insigniﬁcant
would seem that an
compared with the large business centers or assist society,
of the country. The Congressional in organization like this was at least not
H uence is socially, in some instanccs,very
very objectionable.
One can not in a short article comment
powerful. But the trouble with the
greater part of this element is that it is ad libitum and take up all the social
all_the while undergoing such changes branches of a large or even small city
that there is not stability enough aboutit. still, in passing, one might refer to the
The headquarters of the army and Masonic branch which in Washington
navy is naturally here. The officials holds quite a social rank. Here resides
the ranking Mason of the world, and
may be changed, but still the great cen
tral organization remains. It may be may even go further and say, the mason
Yet
even reduced to a skeleton, but like a of all masons, General Albert Pike.
skeleton regiment it remains an organ
aside from him are many others, who in
: ed power. So,under the circumstances, any community would be regarded as
it is no wonder that the army and navy “illustrious.” The Masonic element
form a strong social element, probably strong in the district and naturally holds
Indeed, all the
the most potent at the Capital.
Recent
a strong social position.
“ fraternities ” are well
ly, however, a sort of compromise or re
popular
repre
forming of the lines has taken place. A sented here, and when we come to con
sider the elements congregated from all
new organization known as the“Cos
mos Club " has been formed.
parts of the Union, and from even many
parts of the world,
Some very popular men, and I may
quite natural that
It is such a state of society should exist.
say families, are at the head of it.
The army and
The Hebrew element
also large here;
not exclusive as to class.
in
but do sober, patriotic, business-like and philo
represented
navy are well
The object sophical,
pursues the even tenor of its
not form the whole society.
to
be
to
unite
with
way
quiet independence that
the organizationjeems
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to say, “we are here to stay.”
has advanced. We no longer
world
The
dread the proscription of the past. We
have done our part toward showing the
world that “it is better to love than to
hate;”it is better to agree to disagree
”
and to dwell in “peace and harmony
the
of
rather than follow the examples
past and attempt to force your brother to
The experience of the
be like yourself.

seems

world has proved this to be impractical.
In some future day mankind may
agree theologically, but that day is far
oﬂ"; and until it does come we had better
exercise charity toward all men; this
exercise of charity on our part will go
greatly toward the solution of the prob
lem of the ideal utopia. When the
reader picks up a daily and reads all
”
about the “Society news here, let him
bearin mind that what is thus designated
isnot all the society of Washington; it is

only

a part, and a very superﬁcial part
Go deeper and you ﬁnd a more

at that.

natural condition—a society that any city
might be proud of ; substantial, quiet and
1. r. NOYES.
reﬁned.
Washington, D. C.

WOBLDLY PRIDE.
One day

I

heard a bishop preach

What every bishop's bound to teach—
The sin of worldly pride;
That, dwelling in this world of lies,
We ought to shun its vanities—
And much good talk beside.
Next day I saw the bishop ride,
A liv’ried coachman at his side,
A tiger up behind;

I

And, as watched the equipage,
The bishop's pious verbiage
Somewhat confused my mind.

I saw

the bishop's carriage pass

Another of its own proud class,
Wherein a duchess sat.
Mark you with what a lowly bow
His lordship lifts from off his brow
His sacerdotal hatl
At the next corner, down the street,
The bishop‘s carriage chanced to meet
A wretched garbage cart;
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His lordship’s horse, through fearor pride,
From the low object quickly shied,
Making the prelate start.
How testily, in language tart.
The barefoot owner of the cart
The bishop now doth chide,
And tells her with unwonted heat.
That she should not obstruct the street
Wherein her betters ride.
Then, leaning back with virtuous air,
He leaves the poor girl standing there,
Uncertain where to walk.
And thus the pious prelate’s ride
Taught me the sin of worldly pride
Far better than his talk.
sisnor coxs.

—-——M———

How CHARACTER TELIS.—During the
recent session of the New York Confer
ence at

Kingston, N. Y., Bishop Fowler,

in his Easter sermon, said: “After all,
there is nothing in this world but char
acter,"and this great truth he illustrated
by a graphic picture of the days of the
war, when Lee and his generals met on
one of the streets of Chambersburg, Pa..,
and after consultation decided to march
A
to Gettysburg instead of Harrisburg.
from
the
conversation
heard
farmer’s boy
a second—story window, and then follow
ing the column, to see that they took the
road to Gettysburg, he hastened to a tele—
graph office and telegraphed to Gover
nor Curtin, saying that Lee had gone to
Gettysburg. Curtin sent for the boy, who
was taken to him by a special engine, at
the rate of ninety-ﬁve miles an hour.
As they stood around him, the Governor
said

:

“ I would give my right hand to know
that this lad tells the truth."
A corporal at headquarters knew the
“ Governor Curtin, I
boy, and said :
know that boy. I lived in the same
neighborhood, and I know it is absolute
1y impossible for him to lie 1 There is
not a drop of false blood in his veins !”
In ﬁve minutes the news went to head
quarters, and ﬁfteen minutes from that
time the troops were pushing on toward
Gettysburg. —C hrist'ian Advocate.
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sedative

drugs

are doing their

part in

is

a

is

this fearful work.
Thousands—tens of
thousands—trace
in the clearest lines
their decline and utter ruin to the time
when, by professional advice or other
wise, they were induced to use narcotic
drugs to relieve pain by destroying the
natural sensibility of nerves given us as
a security against the violation of physi
cal laws. Very many of the popular
tonics, tinctures, bitters, sirups and ex
tracts are an eiﬁcient help in the same
If, sometimes, they seem to
direction.
tone up an enfeebled stomach and pro
mote digestion, this
a small compensa
tion for the abject enslavement to the
drug, for the burning thirst for alcohol
which, thus implanted, entails upon so
many victims life of unutterable wretch
edness and a death without hope of bet
ter things beyond. The most vivid im
agination can not paint this picture in
colors too dark or too deep.
Morphia,
arsenic, strychnia,
veratrum,
chloral,
phosphorus, camphor, belladonna, qui
nia and a long array of other drugs
are scattering their course with nervous
“ Legion.” May
disorders whose name
not be well to pause and consider
whether the possible good
a sufficient
offset to the positive evil following such
practice? We shall see hereafter that
both unnecessary and un
drugging
wise that
people get well while using
drugs, they can much better get well
is

is

is

it

if

is

Who
would be much less perilous?
dares to say he can do this? Who?
Every physician knows but too well,
that his prescriptions are liable to disap
results. quite
Undesirable
point him.
contrary to his designs and wishes, not
unfrequently follow theiradministration.
The retrospect of his life-work
marred by the memory of much that he
that he
would gladly forget, much
were possi
would rejoice to undo,
The
ble,
Take a single illustration.
opium habit has subjected, to an enslav
ing and degrading appetite an army of
con
This army
wretched victims.
stantly recruiting its forces from the sick
room. No one yields to its insatiable
cravings with a clear conception of the
living death he is ensuring to himself.
chloral, bromide and the whole list of

4.

if

is,

is

T‘

is,

claim that, contrary
to the teachings of observation
and
and experience, sickness never
never can be cured by the use of drugs
not essential to
Not at all. To do so
Drug medica
the defense of our ideas.
tion
as a natural sequence, followed
by results varying from apparently very
Could the
gocxl to manifestly very bad.
medical attendant, with unerring cer
tainty, ﬁx the exact point between these
extremes at which his patient will be
landed,-drug taking and drug giving

;

0 you then
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Some may think the
without their use.
proof is not suﬂicient. Let it be so. They,
not we, are responsible for their opinions
and for the consequences of conﬁding
in them.
It is worthy of a thought that, even in
cases where no manifest evil follows,
vital functions may be impaired, vital
force diminished and a decline of health
inaugurated to be sooner or later devel
oped in the form of active disease errone
ously referred to causes which otherwise
might have proved imperative, or com
paratively harmless.
The evils caused by this class of drugs,
though as much more noticeable as the
drugs are more deadly, may not in the
aggregate be worse than those following
in the wake of the milder, which are
In all
therefore considered safer ones.
civilized lands people abound who think
it necessary to medicate for every triﬂ
ing ailment. Such persons are, or think
they are, constantly ill. If drugs were
really curative they, above all others,
ought to enjoy the best health and reach
Every careful
the greatest longevity.
observer knows that such is not the case.
The evils of medication keep pace with
The masses conﬁde in
its prevalence.
the skill and the judgment of their pro
fmional adviser, many of whom cling
to old ideas and old methods because
they have been taught to do so. The
thought of adopting a practice in full
harmony with a sound philosophy of life
and health ﬁnds no lodgment in their
Entangled in the meshes of old
minds.
ideas they conclude the evils, of which
they can not fail to be cognizant, are the
fruits of unskilful practice rather than
of the essential nature of the agents em
ployed and the manner of their use.
That a full dose of their reputed cura
tives in many cases is fatal to a person
in health they'very well know; that the
same doze given in sickness could prove
equally fatal they can not deny. Much
or little disturbs vital'action in a degree
corresponding to its quantity when taken
in health.
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Who can say the same is less true in
Is it reasonable to suppose
that, when the results of taking the
larger quantity are the same, a smaller
portion will prove injurious in health
but salutary in sickness?
Is the penalty of violating a natural
law suspended for our beneﬁt merely be
cause we chose to violate other natural
sickness‘?

laws? If the cabalistic prescription of a
scientiﬁc practitioner makes any one sick
the just inference is that some physical
law is violated in taking it. Sickness in
any form is but disturbance in the vital
economy resulting from violated law.
Laws are more the less binding, be
of such disturbance,
cause
whether
caused by arsenic or aconite, belladonna
or bromine, cocculus or colchicum, dig
italis or damiana, fool’s parsley or fox
glove, gamboge 0r gelseminum, helle
bore or hyoscyamus, indigo or iodine,
jalap or juglans, kalniia or kousso, lead
or lobelia, monkshood or morphia, nic
otine or nux-vomica, opium or oxalic
acid, prussicacid or pulsatilla, quinine
or quicksilver,
rhubarb
or ratsbane,
tartar-emetic or tobacco, urtica or ustil
ago, valerian or veratrum, wolfsbane or
woorari, xanthochymus or xylote, yew
or yellow wash, zinc or zizyphus or any
other agent ﬁnding a place and an hon
orable name in the most approved
harmacopcea.

J.

s. GALLOWAY,

m. D.

_—_-.->_—
SECOND-HAND
Booxs AND INFECTIOUS
DISEASES.—In the Third Biennial Report
of the Health Board of the State of Iowa
for 1885, Mr. H. H. Clark reports, as the
result of an inquiry made among about
four hundred physicians, as tojthe occur
rence of the communication
of conta

gious disease by second-hand
school
books, that no case of such conveyance
has been found, the nearest thing to it
being a. statement from Dr. Christian, of
Wyandotte, Mich., of a case of scarlet
fever communicated from one person to
another through the medium of a novel.
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EMERGENCIES.
The hunter. stumbling. headlong fell!
A smothered shriek ran through the dell.

No human hand to help was there,
But piteous barkings ﬁlled the air.

[See page

MERGENCY

is a wider word than
Peril there may be
accident.
without disaster, alarm without mishap.
Next to absence of body, presence of
With a
mind is desirable in danger.
and a
horse
a
street,
frightened
crowded
drunken driver, you soon have work for
the ambulance-surgeon or the coroner.
A panic-stricken audience in a. place of
materials for a
amusement furnishes
tragedy; but a burst of music from the
orchestra, or one loud, hearty laugh, at
the critical instant, may quench the
frenzy as quickly as Water quenches ﬁre.
Fear is the ﬁrst foe we meet; fear,
“that makes the seated heart knock at
the ribs” and the “two eyes like stars
start from their spheres and each partic
ular hair to stand on end." On the
other hand, as Plautus says, “Courage
in danger is half the battle."
But fear is born of ignorance, and
The
ﬁnds its antidote in knowledge.
wise man often asks himself, “What
He
should
do in such an emergency?"
anticipates in thought what he may
He is fore
meet any hour in reality.
A Charles
warned and so forearmed.
town fireman had a little daughter who
He told
attended a large city school.
her to sit quietly in her seat and not
rush into a crowd if there should happen
to be an alarm of ﬁre in the building.
Just such an emergency arose and she
alone remained in her seat, serene amid
the panic.
On being asked, after the
peril was past, the secret of her courage,
she told how her father had prepared
her for it. Daniel Webster gained a
case by preparing a timid, nervous wit
ness to meet the opposing council, Rufus
He told him of his personal
Choate.
appearance, voice, gestures and menac
ing attitude, but also told him not to be
at all afraid, or take the least notice of
his strange ways. He obeyed. He calm

I
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ly answered questions; baffled the belig
erant lawyer by his self-possession, and,
holding the key of the situation, gained
for Webster the verdict.
Everyone,
young and old, should be taught what
todoin danger. “First aid to the injured”
is very important,
but the study of
emergencies is even more imperative.

It is humane to care for the victims of
an accident, but it is a grander thing to
avert the calamity.
On a railroad near Boston two trains
One
were to meet at a certain switch.
had the right of way; the second must
take the siding and wait. The switch
man had hardly opened the turn-out,
when he saw the express coming at full
Tech
speed in the opposite direction.
nically, he had no right to disobey in
structions, but he had a sober, level
head, and saw, in a ﬂash, that if that
switch was left open the accommodation
train would be but half-way 0n the
turn out when the express would tel
There was an
escope its very center!
A hundred lives, perhaps,
emergency.
were hanging on the decision of the
moment.
Obey or disobey? He was a
common Irishman—no, he was an un
common one. He never had read in
Carlyle, that, “in necessity we are
FREE," but he acted as if he had. He
He thereby shifted
shifted the switch!
There was now one
the responsibility.
straight line, and on that one track two
trains were approaching in opposite di
Both
remained.
rections. A- minute
engines were reversed. The collision
was inevitable, but the engines and bag
A broken leg
gage cars took its force.
and perhaps $5,000 for repairs of the en
gines were all the loss the road in
curred.
What do you think they did
with Pat? Turned him out for disobedi
Not at all. They told
ence of orders?
him that he was to have the position as
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He was to have, in
an annual gift of
his
to
wages,
addition
This after all was
a thousand dollars.’
but a commonsense view of the matter.
Sa
Knowledge fortiﬁes against fear.
gacity or good judgment is even more
valuable. That is what Pat inherited, or
It enabled him with a
had cultivated.
glance to estimate the distance of each

long

as he lived.

smell and the lively touch.
It is the in
terpreter of all riddles, the surmounter
of all obstacles, useful at all times, in all
Talent is power and tact is skill;
places.
talent is wealth, but tact is ready money:
talent knows what to do, but tact knows
how to do it. For all the practical pur
poses of life tact carries it against talent
ten to one.“

Tan HUNTER'B

train from the switch, the relative speed
of each, the time at which the slower
train would reach the turn-out, and to
weigh the comparative results of one dis
Tact is more
aster with that of another.
It is the life of all
than a. sixth sense.
the senses combined, “the open eye, the
quick ear, the judging taste, the keen

[June

FALL.

Why prepare for emergencies ?—Be
cause life was never so perilous as now.

As civilization becomes more complex
and elaborate. danger to life increases.
Not only has the race become numeri
cally large but more and more migra
tory. The perils of travel by land and
sea, from elemental and from accidental
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causes, from disease and violence, are in
creasing as the tide of migration deepens
and widens.
increases, destructive
As knowledge
Deadly poisons
agencies are multiplied.
are cheap, concentrated, portable and
They are given with
accessible to all.
malignant intent, or taken with suicidal.
Carelessness in pharmacy, and negli
gence in nursing result in frequent
deaths, where no timely help is had.
This, too, is an age of machinery.
in every way, as the
Men are mutilated

of accident insurance companies
New explosives, like dynamite,
and new motive powers like electricity,
are fresh sources of danger to life and
limb.
Again, as civil lit'e develops at the
expense of rural, and millions are massed
in centers, like London and New York,
reports

show.

many of them crowded into tenement
houses, there are perils peculiar to such
conditions that need not now be enumer
ated.

The haste with which everything is to
done is another fruitful cause of acci
“VVe are born in a hurry, we
dents.
live in ahurry, we die in a hurry and are
driven to Greenwood on atrot.” Again
and again, boys and men are crushed
be

ferry boat and the drop be
wish to save a. few seconds of
time.
So at railway crossings, on street
This hurry and
cars and elsewhere.
worry are but the expression of national
Insanity issaid to be the
nervousness.
price we pay for modern civilization.

between

a.

cause they

Racial tendencies, climatic and electric
inﬂuences, the stimulus of individual lib
erty and political ambitions, the excite
ment of our speculative business life, the
forcing processes of education, the repres
of an artiﬁcial so
sive conventionalities
and old much
in
young
stiﬂe
that
ciety
that is normal and healthful, unphysio
logical food, dress and amusements—all
these are some of the sources of neuras
thenia.
While insanity is on the in
of mental insta
crease, the borderland
bility is widening every year, beginning
with insomnia and neuralgia, and ending
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with epilepsy or madness. It is not an
appetizing fact to know that conductors
of railway trains, or commanders of
steamers on river and ocean, are in
some cases victims of the alcoholic
trance, really
somnambulists, uncon
scious of their acts.
During the summer
of 1886 four different victims of this dis
ease started in different ships for Europe,
and woke at sea. or in Liverpool to ﬁnd
themselves far from home, they knew not
how or why.
Is not this a clue to some
unexplained suicides? May it not also
have a startling suggestiveness in the
study of casualties?
Preparatory Studies—Anatomy and
physiology are indispensable to an intel
of the matter be
ligent understanding
fore us.
Some knowledge of hygiene,
sanitary science and chemistry, will aid
the students in treating accidents and give
him boldness in‘ emergencies. At the
“ a little knowl
same time, it is true that
edge is a dangerous thing,” without com
mon sense.
The ﬁrst gate of Busyrane
bore the inscription
“Be bold," the
second, “ Be bold, be bold and ever
morebebold,”and the third wisely added
" Be not too bold !" Competent medical
or surgical assistance should always be
summoned at the earliest moment when
the case appears serious.
E. P. TrlWiNG M.D.

—M——-—-—TEA AND COFFEE 'ro CHILDREN.—
Against the practice of giving tea. and
cotfee to children we can not speak too
Childhood is the period when
strongly.
nervous
activity is at its greatest.
the
Reﬂex action, co-ordination of muscles,
and the special senses are all under a
special course of training.
The nervous
system is pushed to its utmost capacity.
In little people nothing- but harm can
come from the use of such cerebral stim
ulants as tea. and coffee.
Let physicians
and teachers be aggressive in its prohibi
Let them educate the families with
tion.
whom they come in contact that such
practice is evil.
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COLIC.

NDER the term enteralgia,or colic,
are grouped those morbid condi
tions of the intestines that render the in
testinal nerves very irritable,and areindi;
cated by sharp, irregular pain, accompa
nied in most cases with diarrhoea and
vomiting, yet without fever. The two
general types of colic include—(1) that
due to undigested or indigestible matter
or other irritating substances in the bow
els, and (2) that due to abnormal irrita
bility of the intestinal nerves. In many
cases the suffer-i ng endured by the colicky
person is the result of the combina
tion of the two causes; but in the great
majority, especially youngr cases, colic of
the ﬁrst type is a local disturbance, and
to this I shall devote my remarks.
Causes.—The leading cause is undi
gested food which ferments and, the re
sultant-gas being locked up in the folds
of intestine, irritates the nervous tissue.
Such articles as salted or smoked meats,
old or spoiled food, unripe fruit, especial
ly that which has hard kernels or seeds,
fat pork, shell-ﬁsh, rich cake and pastry,
fresh and doughy or sour bread or bis
cuit, improperly prepared vegetables like
turnips, beans, etc.,
cabbage,
potatoes,
pickles, salads, icewcream, are proliﬁc of
attacks. overeating, with its tendency
to crowd the bowels and interfere with
their normal assimilation of food, maybe
Long con
expected to produce colic.
also is a fruitful
tinued constipation
source of the disorder. The “wind colic”
of children is caused by constipated bow
els,_tlie retained [wees preventing the es
cape of gaseous products of digestion
which gradually distend the part of in
testine where they lodge and so excite
severe pains. Exposure to cold, may be
a cause of colic, and so may fatigue from
severe labor; in the latter case it is due
mainly to the want of blood in the ner
\Vorms
vous tissue of the intestines.
may also be a cause of the irritation.
Symptoms. —The characteristic indica
tion of colic is pain in the abdomen, be

ginning in the region of the umbilicus,
and spreading to other parts, until it may
in volve not only the colon, from which the
term is derived, but the whole abdomen.
It is remitting, comes and goes, with peri
ods of varying intensity, but is usually
severe and sometimes becomes intolerable.
The bowels are, as a rule, distended, and
the muscles, contracting with the spasms,
feel like knots or balls. There is no fe
ver, but, on the contrary, the skin feels
cold and is covered with a cold perspira
tion—the pulse being little altered or
When
may be infrequent and small.
the disorder follows irritating substances
like unripe fruit, or hard and indigestible
things, there is usually vomiting and
diarrhoea. In children the bowels may
be costive at ﬁrst and then offensive
stools occur, becoming very loose. In
that form which is called bilious colic
there precedes—or is connected with the
attack—a disturbance of the liver, which
manifests itself by stomach disorder, a
bad taste in the mouth, want of appetite,
more or less nausea, yellow fur on the
tongue, etc. During the attack the pain
is very sharp, the vomited matter is mixed
with bile, and the bowels move freely.
The attack may be very short or con
tinue for several days ; it usually ceases
all at once leaving a sensation of sore
ness.
Of course, if persistent, colic be
comes a serious affair. and may lead to
inﬂammation of the coats of the intes~
tines and peritonitis, but with proper at
tention in the outset, little danger may
be comprehended.
Treatment—This, in a case of ordi
nary colic is simple, and consists ﬁrst,
in relieving the stomach and bowels of
the thing or things that have produced
the disturbance, one or two full enemas
of warm water will usually effect this.
Warm water swallowed freely will aid to
produce vomiting; a tablespoonful
of
mustard or of common salt in a glass of
tepid water, is useful in the same direc
tion. If the spasms continue, it is well
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in these methods until we are permanent relief can be expected unless
that the stomach and intestines the bowels have been rid of the abnormal
are clear of the offending matter.
Hot substances that have produced the dis
fomentations, or cloths wrung out of hot order.
water, placed on the abdomen, are ser
In some cases, that are due to constipa
viceable in relieving the pain; where tion or a constricted state of the bowels,
these can not be promptly administered,
warm water may fail to give the desired
mustard may be applied in the ordinary relief from pain ; for these, tepid or cold
way, or by the neater use of a ﬂat sponge. water is usually found to be suitable, and
A full warm bath has its virtue as a should be administered by injections and
remedy, which should be accompanied
hip or sitz baths, as the leading processes.
with hard rubbing.
I have great conﬁ Whenever the hip or sitz bath is em

to persist
assured

dence in massage for the subduing

of

colic pains, as well as of almost every
other. form of nerve irritability ; but no

ployed, the abdomen and back of the pa
tient should be thoroughly rubbed, and
the muscles well-manipulated.
H. s. D.

—-_0>o-.4—
INEBRIE'I'Y

AND

ITS CUBE.

HILE

the increased culture and it is a moral disorder which the victim
intelligence of the race drives can control at will, or a wicked habit
out the coarser and more repulsive that he can continue or put away at his
symptoms of inebriety, the mortality is own pleasure. This theory of inebriety
increased, and alcohol is more used for is theoretical, and embodies the same er
its narcotic properties and to quiet pain. ror which follows every new advance of
Inebriety is more concealed today, and thought—namely, explaining all human
is followed by more allied diseases, and action from some moral or theological
is more maniacal, suicidal, and impul standpoint. Thus the phenomenon of
sive. Pneumonia, Bright's disease, heart insanity was explained as a possession
disease,
are some of the of the devil, and the victims were sup
appoplexy,
names given to the fatal cases of inebri
posed to enter into a compact with evil
ety. From all exact study we ﬁnd that spirits, voluntarily. The remedy was
Public attention
the causes of inebriety are physical, and severe punishment.
can be traced to clear, tangible forces. was occupied for ages in persecuting
and punishing the insane and epileptics
The furthest study in this direction es
on
this theory of their causation.
Law,
tablishes this fact beyond doubt, and
religion, government, and public senti
reveals vast stretches of unknown causes
ment, all failed in the cure and preven
and conditions entering into inebriety.
tion by this means, and these diseases
awaiting some future discovery.
went on unchecked, simply because the
In the Cure of Inebriefy there is prob
ably more agitation and interest than real causes were unknown.
Inebriety is regarded in the same way
ever before.
The efforts of societies and
parties, of the pulpit and rostrum, with as wickedness, and the same means are
urged as a remedy. Over ﬁfty thousand
books and papers from
the increasing
inebriates were sent to jail in 1886, and
the pres, have never been more active
Yet reports show that in punished as wilful and voluntary
than today.
Armies of moralists and
and that more drunkards.
ebriety is increasing
temperance people are pledging and
Spirits are made and consumed every
All the temperance efforts and praying the inebriate to stop drinking,
year.
and exercise his will, and be temperate
legal means for the cure and prevention
and well again.
Yet all such efforts
of inebriety are based on the theory that

'
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fail and often tend to increase the very
condition which they seek to remedy.
They fail because they are based on a
false assumption of the causes, and not
on any accurate study of the , history or
real condition of the patient. A new
era is dawning for the inebriate.
His
condition,
diseased
and the need
of
special medical care in special surround
is
a truth that is spreading
ing-s
slowly and surely in all directions.
Not far away in the future inebriety
will be regarded as small-pox cases
are now in every community.
The
inebriate will be forced to go into quar—
antine and be treated for his malady un
til he recovers. The delusion that he
can stop at will because he says so will
Public sentiment will not
pass away.
permit the victim to grow into chronic
stages; the army of moderate and peri—
odic drinkers will be forced to dissap
pear, and the saloons which they have
supported will close in obedience to a
higher law than any prohibition sent
iment.
Public sennment will realize that every
inebriate is not only diseased but dan
gerous to society, to himself and all his
surroundings, and demand legal guardi
anship and restriction of personal liberty
until he recovers. When these poor
victims realize that society will not toler
ate their presence or allow them personal
liberty in this state, they will seek help
and aid before they reach extreme
stages.

This is the teaching‘ of modern science,
—to check the disease at the beginning,
to seize the poor waif on the street and
the rich man‘s son, who are just at the
beginning of inebriety, and force them
into conditions of health and sobriety, to
save the one from becoming a prey on
society and a burden to the producer
and tax-payer, and the other from de
stroying society and himself and leaving
a. tide of misery and sorrow that will
continue long after. When society shall
realize and act on these facts, the great
centers of pauperism and criminality will
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be broken up. This will be accomplished
by the establishment of work-house hos
pitals, where the inebriate can be treated
and restrained.
Such places must be lo

in the country, removed from large
cities and towns, and conducted on a
military basis. They must have all the
best appliances and remedial means to
build up and restore the debilitated vic—
tim. They should be military training
hospitals, where all the surroundings
are under the exact care of the physician,
and every condition of life is regulated
with steady uniformity.
Besides the
medicinal and hygienic treatment, there
should be educational and industrial
training, and each one should be em
ployed, both in body and mind, every
day. He should be placed in a condition
for the best culture and building up of
the entire man.
Every defect of body
and mind should be antagonized and
remedied as far as possible. Each case
should be an object of study to ascertain
the real state and the means to strengthen
and improve it. These hospitals should
be built and conducted entirely from the
license fund or the taxes on the sale of
spirits. They should, in a large meas
ure, be self-supporting from the labor of
the inmates, and independent
of the
tax-payers.
These places would most
naturally divide into three distinct grades.
The ﬁrst class of hospitals should be for
recent cases, where the inmates can be
committed by the courts, or voluntarily
commit themselves for one or two years.
The second class should receive chronic
cases for longer terms of treatment—
from one to three years. The third class
should be for the incurables, or those who
give no reasonable promise of restora
tion. The time should be from ﬁve to
ten years and life. The latter class
should be thoroughly organized into
cated

military habits of life and work, and
kept in the best conditions of forced
healthy living. Employment and men‘
tal occupation should be carried out;
literally as a stimulus to strengthen the
body and mind.
Where it was possible
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practical working of a military hospital
is a reality, based on evidence constantly
his family and friends or held in trust
Every prison, penitenti
accumulating.
for him. He should be encouraged to ary, or hospital, every asylum or home
healthy work and living by all possible where inebriates come under care and
restraint bring such evidence.
means and surroundings.
The semi
They
show that such a method of treatment,
chronic cases should be treated substan
combining the varied experiences of all
tially the same way, only occupation
and training of the mind and body these institutions can be made practical,
should be more suited to the wants of and is the only scientiﬁc way of solving
The amusements should also this problem. To banish the still and
each case.
saloon does not prevent inebriety or cure
be of a sanitary character.
The recent cases should have the same the inebriate; it only changes the direc
But quaran
ﬁlling the mind with tion of the drink current.
exact discipline,
new
thoughts, and suited tine the inebriate in a hospital as one
new duties and
suffering from contagious disease, and
to build up the exhausted, overworked
the victim is cured, the spread of the
man, as well as the gormand and under
All persons should pay disease is prevented, and a knowledge of
worked idler.
the causes ascertained, from which the
for their care if possible, and be required
remedies can be known and applied.
to render some service which would be
These hospitals To punish the inebriate as a criminal
credited on their bills.
can not cure his inebriety, but it always
should be literally quarantine stations,
where the inebriate can be housed and uuﬁts him for living a temperate, healthy
life hereafter. To attempt a cure by
protected and society saved from the los
faith and prayer is to depend on false
ses following his career.
If ten thousand poor chronic inebriates hopes, the failure of which is followed
could be taken from New York and
To attempt
by increased degeneration.
placed in such hospitals, and made self
any form of treatment without knowing
supporting, who could estimate the gain any other fact except that the victim
to society, to morals, to the tax-payer,
drinks to excess is always to blunder
This can and will and fail.
and to civilization?
If ten thou
be done in the near future.
The time has cometo recognize the
cases of inebriety
sand semi-chronic
physical conditions which enter into all
could be taken from New York and
cases of inebriety, and to apply exact
quarantined two or ﬁve years in such remedies along the line of nature’s laws
military hospitals, and made to pay for and forces.
'1‘. D. CROTHERS, M.D.
“ Walnut Lodge,” Hartford, Conn.
their care by labor, who could estimate
how many would be returned to health
and temperate living again ?—who could
Bovnm TUBERCULOSIS.—Our contem
estimate the relief from sorrow, misery,
Science, makes a paper on this
will
also
This
porary,
losses?
wretchedness, and
,
ten subject lately read and discussed in the
be a reality a little farther on.
New York Academy of Medicine, by Dr.
thousand recent cases of inebriety could
in Beane, the subject of some very sensible
be taken out of their surroundings
New York and placed in these hospitals, comments, which we freely reproduce.
The paper called special attention to the
where forced conditions of the highest
degree of health and vigor are main— prevalence of consumption in cattle, and
to the danger of human beings contract
tained, a large percentage would recov
er.
The gain to society and the World ing the disease through the milk and
To prevent
would be beyond all computation. Now meat of infected animals.
of
sale
and
use
such
milk
and meat,
the
and
the
propositions
these
each one of
the rewards

a sum

to pay for care, should be turned over to

W.
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it,

;

is

He loves the pure, and sweet and good,
Who relish best his simple food;
He bids them eat for strength and use.5
“ Yon rake
always too profuse ”—
Says Dr. Diet, sadly.

sick, and asks for him,
When one
Comes Dr. Diet gently in,
And brings in counsel him to see
Old Dr. Quiet—they agree,
As doctors should. serenely.

is

;

clear
His step
light his eye
plump, but not from beer;
His cheek
80 fresh and hearty; yet I'm told
You couldn’t guess how very old—

;

a

;

;

;

,

Welcome he gets at doors too few
Though goes he there, kindness to do
To save the young from griping aches,
That follow eating sugared cakes;
To save the old from fevers grim
From pains that wrench each nether limb
'
He proffcrs counsel calmly.
is

DIET.

This good man has
curious smile
He knows that in a little while
Of bile and gout they'll grumble.

Proclaiming here and there his creed,
Of eating plain and simple.

;

is

DOCTOR

Of Dr. Diet. who's not heard
In terms polite and phrase absurd?
A goodly man, of goodly deed,

is

They will, with
slaughterers as a. class.
out any compunction whatever, kill and
sell the most diseased animals, and do
not hesitate to put upon the market even
the ﬂesh of new-born calves, and of those
that have died with disease.
It will be
an expensive matter, our contemporary
concludes, to station a competent veteri
nary surgeon at each of the slaughter
houses in the great cities ; but the inter
ests of the public health demand
and
they should be kept there continuously.
Our hygienic friends, who consider
milk unwholesome, may point to such
facts as these as strong evidence in their
favor. One who visits a slaughtering
place and notes the condition of many
of the animals—especially
beef-cattle—
not likely to feel encour
killed there
aged as a ﬂesh-eater and they may also
advise all who would avoid the dangers
indicated, by the prevalence of disease in
animals whose ﬂesh
commonly used
as food, to refrain from eating butcher's
stuff altogether.
is

there is but one way—namely, by a rigid
inspection of the cows at the stables
where they are kept, and 0f the carcas
ses at the slaughter houses before the
viscera are removed.
Tuberculous milk can not be distin
guished from that which is not tubercul
ous, and the most thorough expert ex
amination of the meat of a tuberculous
animal will not suffice to exclude such
meat from the market, unless the inspec
tor can also examine the lungs and other
internal organs in which the disease man
ifests itself.
The cowstables being situ
ated, for the most part, in the country,
the inspection of these should be per
formed by officers of the State Board of
Health, while the slaughter-houses,being
in the cities, should be rigidly watched
by experienced veterinarians, who should
be on duty continuously at these slaugh
ter-houses, in order that no single ani
mal can be sold for meat unless it has
been examined.
No conﬁdence can be placed in the
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always fresh and cheery.

if

I

;

Yet

must tell,
But best for all,
Is Dr. D., when we are well;
His wise commands all should obey,
And comfort take from day to day
With mind alert and full of vim,
With body sound from core to rim,
Make life sunlit and happy.
ELL. 1). RAXTON

For those who dote on dishes rich,
0n liver stews and greasy ﬂitch;
For those who stuﬁ, and drink and spree,
And at big dinners like to be—
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NOTES IN SCIENCE AND INDUSTRY.
Robnrlte—A

A number of

New Explosive.—

experiments were conducted
works of Messrs. Heenan &

at the
Froude. ItIanchester, with a new explosive,
called “ roburite,“ which is manufactured in
lately

Germany, and is about to be introduced into
this country for use in blasting operations.
The composition and process of manufacture
of this explosive are kept secret, but we un
derstand that. it. consists of two non-explo
and perfectly harmless substances, of

sive

a nature that they may be stored or
transported without special precautions or
such

These two substances may be
mixed together when required, and, in com
bination, become roburite. a yellowish com
pound, which will bear rough handling with
We understand that an intense heat
mfety.
In order to prove
isnecessary to explode it.
this, the explosive was placed, in the experi
ments in question, between two plates which
were freely rubbed together and hammered ;
and a small quantity thrown upon a tire was
merely consumed, without exploding.
In order to obtain an idea of the explosive
eti'ectiveness of robnrite. eight ounces 0f_the
explosive were placed one. plate of the very
restrictions.

best steel.
by one-half
about

This plate was
inch thick,

one foot

diameter,

three feet square
a bulge of

and

and three and a

deep was caused by the explo
sion.
Twelve ounces of the explosive were
then placed on a cast iron plate, six inches
thick. and
weighing nearly three tons.
After the explosion the plate was found to be
broken transversely.
Unlike dynamite, ro
burite is said to be in no way affected by vary
and if duly protected
ing temperatures,
against dump, it may be kept for years in
any climate, without its etl‘lcicncy becoming
in any way impaired.
It is also claimed by
half inches

the manufacturers

that roburite

has an ex

greater than dynamite by at
least twenty-ﬁve per cent.
In exploding, ro
burite does not produce noxious gases. and.
therefore, may be used without intermission.
while the poisonous gases given off by dyna
mite often necessitate the stoppage of work,
in some cases for a considerable time.
This
new explosive is applicable for use in mines

plosive

force

and quarries. and for torpedoes and blasting
operations generally—Industries.

Sources

of Ivory—Mammoth

tusks

of ivory occasionally come to this country
from Siberia ; but as these have been lying
exposed for centuries, and probably for thou
sands of years. and often buried in ice, the
"nature" has gone out of them, and they
are not ﬁt for the cutler's use. The teeth of
are used in
the walrus and hippopotamus
considerable quantity. and being of suitable
size, are used whole for expensive carved
handles.

Ivory of the best quality comes from the
coast of Africa, under the names of

west

Cameroon, Angola and Gaboon ivory. This
is brought down from the interior, and re
tains a large proportion of the fat or gela
tine. from the fact. probably, that it is more
In this state it is
recently from the animal.
called" green ivory." It is more translucent
and not so white as the Egyptian and other
kinds, called “ white "' ivory, that have been

found lying

a longer time and in a more
sandy region. and exposed to the heat of the
sun until the animal matter has disappeared.

Some time ago,

Home and Farm
the appended recipe for washing
clothes with kerosene, and now says it re
ceived for the same letters of thanks from
published

“hundreds
land :"

of

tired

women

all over the

" For one bar of soap use three tablespoon
fuls of coal-oil, such as you use in the lamp.
For a family of ﬁve or six, put enough water
in the boiler to boil the clothes, add two
tablespoonfuls of coal-oil and two-thirds of
a bar of soap, or its equivalent of soft-soap,
let it come to a boil; wet your cleanest
clothes in cold water or warmed enough for
It wristbands are very dirty, a lit
comfort.
tle soap may be rubbed on them; put them in
the boiling water and boil ﬁfteen or twenty
While they are boiling wet the
minutes.
next boilerful, and if very dirty, add another
The last boil
spoonful of oil and more soap.
It
er will not need any more oil or soap.
takes about as much soap as the ordinary
After
way, but it is all put in the boiler.
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boiling suds rinse as usual. Two things re
plenty of soap in boiling
member—have
water, and have it boiling when the clothes

former case it is the mark of a superior in
telligence : in the latter, it may be produced
by such sustained labor as every man of

are put in.

If you fail the ﬁrst time. try, try
In a few
will
be sure to like it.
you
again:
weeks it will be seen that the clothes have

It may also
genius is compelled to endure.
be developed
by nervous disease. In a
whole race, there are inﬂuences. not depend

We
been through a new bleaching process.
have washed this way nearly a year—long
enough to test it—and our clothes look nice

ing on the individual, but acting upon all
that contribute to the perfection of intelli

and white."

Artiﬁcial Wintergreen—In

the

opinion of the editor of the American Drug
gist, the supply of the natural oilof winter
green or birch will soon cease to be of any
commercial
importance. since the artiﬁcial
product (salicylate of methyl.) to which ref
erence was made recently in these columns,
is now being prepared of such good and uni
form quality that it will undoubtedly re
Moreover, the arti
place the natural oil.
ﬁcial article can be produced at a cost below
that at which the natural oil can be distilled
This adds but another to the
proﬁtably.
long list of extracts that are prepared by
chemistry, and take the place of natural pro
Acids, fusil-oil, coal-tar are rich
ducts.
sources of many so-called fruit essences, ﬁa
vorings, etc. Yet our legislatures are not
asked to interfere with their sale, as in the
case of oleomurgarine

butter.

Brain - Volume and Intelli

gence.—Dr. Adolph Bloch
in the Revue d’Anthropologie

has published
a memoir on

the relations existing between intelligence
He
the volume of the brain in man.
concludes that while there is no absolute re
and

lation, for very intelligent persons may have
a small brain, the conditions, which make
the brain to be larger or smaller are mani
fold. The volume of the encephalus may be
related to the size, to the weight of the body
and to the muscular power; and the brain
itself may become voluminous in the race
and the individual. according to the degree
of intellectual activity. The most impor
tant factor in the degree of the intelligence
of the individual is the quality of the cere
bral cell; and that is determined by the
or excita
greater or less impressionability
bility of that structure regarded as the sub
stratum of intelligence.
This impressiona
bility may be native or acquired.
In the

gence and the selection of remarkable men.
The kind and degree of intelligence are also
variable according to races; but in no case
can the volume of the brain alone constitute
the principal factor of intelligence.

Glacial Action in East Afr-la.

-—Mr. H. E. O’Neill. British counsel at Mo
zambique, ina description of Eastern Africa
the Zambesi and Rovuma rivers,
speaks of the frequency with which one en
counters cvidence of glacial action as a very
between

point to the traveler in that coun
met with it,” he says, “upon
the Namuli range, in the Inagu Hills, and
again much’nearer the coast, among a small
block of hills called the Tugni. You see it
in the smooth, dome-shaped
everywhere
tops and polished precipitous sides of the
hills of the country, but the clearest evi
dence is afforded by the more striking spec
tacle of huge detached blocks lying across
the summits of peaks—blocks many tons in
weight, which could never have been car
ried there by any other known physical
agency than that of ice."
interesting
try.

“

I have

Why Seal-Skin Garments are

Dean—Few

skins are less attractive than
this at ﬁrst, as the fur is entirely covered
and hidden by the dull gray-brown and griz

zled overhair.
This has to be removed, and
it is an operation requiring patience and
skill. The unhairing is effected by warmth
and moisture, which softens the roots of the
overhair and enables it to be pulled out. or
by shaving the inner side very thin, which
cuts oﬁf the roots of the hair, which peue
trate deeply, and leaves untouched those of
the fur, which are very superﬁcial.
Which
ever method is employed, the hair must be
taken off uniformly or the fur will never lie
smoothly but always have a rumpled look;
and this can never be corrected by any sub—
This will explain to
sequent treatment.
some extent the cause of the high price of
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jackets and
oi the different

cloaks, and also the
prices one hears of, as
sgood many skins are more or less spoilt in
the dressing.
Another cause, too, is the

seal-skin
cause

of the dye, and the workmanship
The liquid color is put
employed in its use.
on with a brush, and the points of the stand
ing fur carefully covered; the skin is then
rolled up, fur inside. and then after a little
The dry dye is
time, hung up and dried.
then removed. and a further coat applied,
dried, removed and so on till the requisite
One or two of these
shade is obtained.
costs are laid on thick and pressed down to
the roots of the fur. making what is called
the ground. From eight to twelve coats are
No won
needed to produce a good color.
der a ﬁrst class seal-skin is expensive ; it is
just as true now as ever it was, but in these
days of universal cheapncss one is apt to
forget that, if you want a really good thing
you must pay a good price.
quality

The

Intelligent

IBbOIﬁ—A

Mechanic's

group of gentlemen

were

dis

cussing the necessity of brain labor in some
life vocations. and after allusions had been
made to several well-known citizens who
were successful and prominent in their pro
fessions, one of the speakers, himself a re
tired merchant and inﬂuential politician, de
clared that Blank, naming a draftsman and
inventor employed in a large machine-tool
manure-story, did more brain labor than any
other man in the city.
Some examples
were cited of well—known mechanics, and
the conclusion was reached that intelligent
labor required as much solid.
mechanical
thinking as any other way.
The intelligent mechanic is not a mere
walking machine ; materials are not always
plastic; they are sometimes perverse, and
are re
and calm consideration
judgment
The parts of
quired in their management.
a machine, however closely planned. do not
come

together

unaided

and

naturally,

as

converge in a saucer of vinegar;
" the
it requires head work to “assemble
of
any kind. and now-a
‘parts of a machine
days when mechanical work requires an ac
and a nicety of di
curacy of proportions
eyestones

mensions

such

as

were not dreamed

of a

mechanic who is not
generation ago, the
will surely get left.—[Ex.
brainy in his line
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Pollution of Rain “'ater.~

The

atmosphere, says the Royal Commission on
the Domestic
Water Supply of
Great

Britain,

is

the

recipient

of

vast

aggre

of impurity, derived partly
from the respiration of animals, partly from
the combustion of enormous quantities
of
fuel. and partly from excremental dust, the
ﬁne particles
of which. in dry weather.
become suspended in the air to the extent,
over the area of this country. of hundreds of
tons, and remain there for weeks until
washed out by rain.
Thus rain is in reality
water which has washed as more or less dirty
It is laden with mineral and
atmosphere.
dust, zymotic germs, and
excrementitious
the products of animal and vegetable decay
and putrefaction.
A halt-pint of rain water
condenses out of about 3,378 cubic feet of
air, and thus in drinking a tumbler of water,
impurities which would only gain access to
the lungs in about eight days, may be
swallowed
at once.
On the roofs of dwell
ings this rain water, which is after all the
only source of our water-supply, meets with
soot and dust, and on the ﬁelds of manure
and all sorts of impurities, which it carries
down into wells, streams and rivers.
These
sources in their turn are liable to be further
contaminated
by soakings or inﬁltrations
from ccsspools and privies, and also on a
gate quantities

larger
and

scale

by the land

refuse of towns,

rivers,

drainage,

by dead ﬁsh and

composing

sewage

which ﬂow into our
animals

and

de

weeds.

Composition

of a Ton oi'CoaL—

There is more in a heap

of coal

than most

persons are aware of.

Besides gas, a ton'ot
gas-coal will yield 1.500 pounds of coke, 20
gallons of amonia water, and 140 pounds of
Destructive distillation ot the coal
coal tar.
tar gives 69.6 pounds of pitch, 17 pounds of
of heavy oils, 9.5
14 pounds
creosote.
pounds naphtha yellow, 6.8 pounds of naph
thaline, 4.75 pounds of napthol, 2.25 pounds
of alizarine,
1.5 pounds

2.4 pounds of solvent naphtha,
of phenol, 1.1 pounds of aniline,

of toluidine, 0.46 pounds of an
thracene, and 0.9 pound of toluene.
From
the last named substance is obtained the
which is
product known as saccharine,

0.77 pound

said to be230
cane sugar.

times

as sweet as the best
'
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Imitation

Glass.

,Gronnd

— A

method
of "blinding" a win
coarse
dow, or rendering the panes of glass im
pervious to sight, though not impervious to
light, is to paint it with a thin coat of paint.
A much better method, however, and one

which will render the glass apparently of
the same appearance as if it had been
ground or “sand-blasted," is the follow
ing: Dissolve ﬁfty parts of sandaric and
thirty parts of mastic in 500 parts of ether,
and add to the solution such an amount of
benzine that a portion of the liquid, when
spread upon the glass, will leave, after dry

ing. a dull uniform coat, causing the glass
When the solution
to appear as if ground.
is to be applied, it is advisable that the win

[June

horizontal position.
If
the liquid may be sp_
plied by a spray apparatus. taking care that
no more is applied at a time than can dry at
once. Finally, where a sufficient cost has
been produced, a spray of benzine may be
passed over it to give it more uniformity.—
dow

be

laid in

a

this is not possible,

Amen‘oan Druggist

To Take out Wine, and all

Kinds of Fruit Stains from Table

Linen—Dissolve two ounces of chloride
of lime in one pint of water, stirring until
there are no lumps.
Dissolve also two
ounces of sal-soda in one pint of warm
water.
Mix together and let it stand until
clear.
Then pour into a bottle and cork
tight. When used add one-third clear water.
summer. There is new life in the streets;
the increased travel, the throng-ing
destrians,

indicate

fresh

activity

growth in the great metropolis.

pe
and

‘We are

hopeful that the change it has been nec

‘‘

essary to make
KNOTHYELF.
.

l

F
g

~

new enterprises have been projected:
day seems

;

the

the spirit

breathe seems to challenge us to
“Act, act in the living present."

NEW YORK,
AT

to demand them

that pervades the atmosphere which we

Fowum &: Wanna Conrsm'. Publishers.
H. S. DRAYTON, AJL, M.D., Editor.

JUNE,

will prove advantageous

New responsibilities have been assumed,

Our work, indeed,

1887.

is

taking a broader

range, and to disregard the signs

of the

times would be prejudicial to our cause,
and a. loss to the community of much

“775.”

AFTER weeks of preparation

with its

moral
“

and physical

beneﬁt.

Here

at

plumbers, machinists and all the hurry,

with a closer approach to the cen~
ter of business traiﬁc in this part of New

worry and fatigue incident to the re

York

array of carpenters. painters,

confused

of the

moval

large and miscellaneous

stock of books, material and apparatus

from

a place that had been

rendezvous

for seven

our general

years, behold us

drawing a long breath in new quarters.
Nature is smiling in her fresh garment
of green
breezes

;

the warm breath of Southern

heralds

the

near approach

of

775,”

city, we hope to realize more than

ever before the usefulness

of the work
inaugurated by Gall and Spurzheim, and

to further every effort that has the peace
and prosperity of men in view.
There
is a great amount

of error, skepticism,

duplicity and opposition in the way

of

the earnest minister of the true and good,

but he should

remember

that

there is

AND SCIENCE OF HEAL TH.
of honesty, faith,

amount

:

“ Earth is full of
But also full of God."

sin,

declaring a truth that should and
strengthen

does

the heart and hand of him

who labors for his fellow-men.
of the sympa

thy and co-operation

of every

it

is

reader in our humanitarian
at all savoring

J OURNAL

work

'2‘

be assured

And

of presumption to

express the feeling that our work

is

May we not

en

and humanitarian character

7

nobled by motives and objects of a high

L
t

Welcome, therefore, are all our friends
to

775.”

CENTURY

SKULIS

AND

MODERN.

Is

the

Journal

of

the

The lower portions of the brain, be

ing the parts which specially preside
over the selﬁsh propensities, or the so
called inferior functions, and which give
breadth to the head, being called into ac
less as education and civilization
advance, have failed to grow as rapidly
as other and more exercised portions of
the brain; hence the non-increase in the
width of our skulls."

tivity

-———+o~.*————
SEVENTH

From the fact that our skulls have
not gained in width,
follows that this
gain in capacity of 3.7 cubic inches
due
to increase in their height and length,
which, bearing in mind the plan of de
velopment of the brain, implies an in
crease in size of the upper and the an
terior parts of the brain—the exact parts
which, on a priori grounds we should
expect to increase by education and civ
ilization, since these parts of the brain
specially preside over the moral and in
tellectual functions.
is

As one says

capacity 3.7 cubic

it

endurance and sympathy awaiting him,
and ready to encourage him in the way.

has gained in cranial
inches.

3.

also a great

329

2.
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American
is

an article
Medical Association there
by Dr. C. F. Dight, Professor in the
American Medical College, in Beirut,

The views of Dr. Dight on the devel
opment of the brain in civilization

rep

resent the general opinion of anthropol

Syria, which contains an interesting ac
count of the examination of a collection
of human skulls, stored in the old mon

ogists today, and ﬁnd strong conﬁrma

astery of Mar Saba, which stands in the

races that are

Kedron Valley, midway between

ment of the frontal

J

eru

measurements that

It

living.

is

may be made of barbarous and civilized
the develop

and parietal lobes

that distinguishes the modern European
or Caucasian

type of race above other

races, and the relation

of that develop

and moral sentiment
of mental physiology.
cause

is

ment to type and product of intellect
one of the causes

Without such a

Dr. Dight and all other observers

would not be able to explain in so deﬁ
style such phenomena as he has

nite

observed in those old crania

rian monastery.

of the Sy

There may be

a

:

it

if

“Comparing the average measure
ments of these skulls with the present
average measurements of skulls of the
the
same race (the Caucasian), and
above measurements are taken as the
average of the race at that time (and
persons of their rank at that time should
have skulls above, rather than below the
follows
average), Dr. Dight says that
skull,
the
Caucasian
ours,
has,
That
or
thirteen
fourteen
cen
during the past
turiw, increased in horizontal circum
inches, and to a less extent
ference 1.72
not at all in width, and
and
in height,

a

salem and the Dead Sea.

1.

tion in comparative

mar

gin of doubt concerning small divisions
of the central

convolutions,

but there
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can be little question about regions and
exercise of function.
their particular

When the early

apostles

of Phrenology

demonstrated the important

duty of the

brain in man’s activities to be his instru
ment of thought, the science of the world

out any profession

[June
of secrecy.

be

that people who

sure it is not expected

are not interested personally

Pry in

busybody or Paul

the

To

will

regard to

\Ve say

a man’s private affairs.

play

to the

curious, impertinent fellow who puts his
nose into our own matters,

“ Keep your

was greatly enriched, and when out of
that fact naturally enough grew the sec

distance,”

ond almost equally great fact of organic
centers of special function, the world was

mon right that we should be free from

“Mind your own business,"

recognizing

it simply

a.

matter of com

not so ready to accept it. Now, how
ever, observation and reason combine to

espionage in what concerns ourselves.

render it incontestible, and its applica
tion has solved a hundred problems in

despotism,

human conduct and character, making,
indeed, the psychical nature of man as
a subject

much

of exact study as his

OR

cruelty and ignorance,

IN SECRET 80
CIETIES.
TWO

when

men found it necessary to band together
under the most solemn pledges to pro
tect themselves against

injustice and op

pression—or to make a united endeavor
the rights and privileges that

tosecure

__-——M___

physical constitution.

A POINT

Secret societies are a relic of the era of

In

were withheld by tyrannical rulers.

this day of schools, newspapers and free
thought it is not at all necessary for men

have no serious objection to “se
cret societies "—provided that they are
not anarchistic, communistic, ultra-so

to meet

cialistic, or devices of unhappy, envious
people who dislike honest industry and

other furtively if they have some griev

WE

spend mcst of their time in troubling
those who are willing to earn their bread
and butter.

for

We think that it is

a “secret

duty for

possible

society” to do ﬁrst-class

its members and society—on the

principle of not letting the left hand
know what the right hand does ; and oc
casions may arise in the life of acom
whose

munity when instrumentalities,

nature is concealed for a time from pub
lic notice, become quite essential to suc
cess
pose.

in carrying out
As

a whole,

some beneﬁcial

however,

we

pur

think

“secrecy” unnecessary to the accom
plishment

of a proper object.

A

mer

business, a
chant can conduct a large
with
lawyer manage an important trust

bers,

in dark, out-of-the-way cham
have a system of pass-words, hand

grips and salutations,

the Government.

with

ance to adjust

and accost each

They

or any creature of government.
can organize,
matter

of

hire

a

complaint,

hall, discuss
circulate

the
pam

”
phlets or an “organ devoted to the ex
plication of their views, assail the seats

of authority with petitions and memo
rials, and so work up a tide of sentiment

in their favor among the people at large.

If their

complaints be well-founded,

and

they work shoulder to shoulder, before
long their inﬂuence on public thought
becomes

considerable, and the

world is

disposed

demands.

political

to lend an ear to their

aw

Truth and virtue love the light; in the
clear sunshine

they appear resplendent

AND SCIENCE OF HEALTH.
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and attractive.

Morality

devices of subterfuge,

not the

needs

or clandestine ma

With

neuver for its assertion.

an open

ﬁeld and the world for an audience stern
integrity is sure to win.

If the

good cit

331

to the committee on membership.

benevolence

not be

can

urged

But
as

a

great reason for doing that which is not
to be seen of men, because
proportion

the vaster

of charitable

work in com
organizations,

izens in any community

are subject to

munities is done through

the capricious

of the vicious

churches especially, and it is of a broad,

dominion

it is the consequence of their lack of en
ergy in the contest for political control.

For

some organizations

tractive

there is an at

glamor in secrecy.

Men with

large Secretiveness, large Caution, mod
erate Combativeness

and a tendency to

by reason of low nutritive

melancholia,

liberal character, while the charity of the
secret

order is mainly of the close, for

If

ourselves sort.

a man wishes to dis

in behalf of the poor,
there are institutions right at hand whose
pense spare money

management

is

open to his inspection

and whose facilities will make his dollars

capacity, may lean toward secret associ

go farther than he, unaided, could make

ations—while men of abounding vitality,
strong individualism and force of char

them go.

acter, do not as a rule see the expediency

lect by study and discussion,

concealed dealings in social

of hidden,

If

a man desires to improve his intel

scientiﬁc

and literary societies

there are
that he

Very few of this class are
found in the membership of the secret

can join and ﬁnd in them more abund

orders whose names are familiar to us.

furnished

They do not perceive how their ends can
in any sense be promoted by an alliance

As for social advantages, friendly inti
macies, while it is claimed that the hard
and-fast ties of such organizations have

or civil life.

with

a professedly secret society.

We have met

those who expressed an

enthusiastic approval
such fraternities
Odd Fellows,

ant facilities for his purpose than may be
by any secret organization.

in them their best warrant for existence,

of membership in

we think that in the association of Chris

or the

tian duties, and in those relations of hu

as the Masonic

claiming

helped

man sympathy that draw congenial souls

and we

together, there may be as much enjoy

that it

them much in matters ﬁnancial

;

know successful men who have no mem

ment and satisfaction as it is possible for

bership in such orders.

men and women to experience.

Very likely if the roll were called of
our rich men the number who would re
“ Are you
spond “Yes” to the question
a member of a secret society i" would be
a small minority—for we suspect that
the more

popular of such

societies

make

benevolence so prominent a feature that

eagerly watches his growing
bank-account and would be rich is not

he

who

likely to oﬂ‘er his name for acceptance

.___+>~¢_

DIFFERENT

A

KINDS

OF THIEYES.

correspondent asks: “What is the
difference between a horse-thief and a
money-thief i”
We answer, ﬁrst, they are alike in this,
that they are guilty of the crime of steal
ing, but a horse-thief is considered a
more dangerous criminal than a money
thief, because the opportunities are so
great for the stealing of a horse, and then

THE PHRENOLOGIC'AL

a

it,

it

a

a

;

;

it

her wagon, go into the door-yard, with
people standing or sitting at the win
dows, and jerk oﬁ’ a pair of blue stock
ings which might perhaps be out at toe
and heel and run to her wagon and
drive off; the whole town knew that
that was her peculiarity, and
was sup
posed that she had inherited, in some
way, a morbid tendency to steal blue
stockings.
The wife of :1.Governor of one of our
States, forty years ago, who was rich in
her own right, and her husband was
wealthy, would go into stores where she
was shopping and ﬁll her pockets with
the cheapest kind of stockings, and any
thing she could get into her pocket
things she would not wear or use and
when she reached home would empty
her pockets and throw the articles on the
kitchen ﬂoor. Her servants expected a
treat every time she came back from a
tour of shopping. She bought nice goods
for herself, and was able to buy all she
wanted, but she had
desire, perhaps an
uncontrollable one, to steal whatever she‘
could carry away, regardless of its na
ture or uses, and she did not want them
and would not use them. An arrange
ment was made by the Governor with
the merchants where she was accustomed
to trade, to see what she might take and
charge them to her account, and he
would pay the bill.
A young gentleman about thirty years
ago, the son of a Presbyterian Doctor of
Divinity, and college-bred young man,
had a trick or impulse to steal one slip
per belonging to alady; he did not want
a pair. He would take one of his moth
er’s slippers, or his wife’s, and though
she might ask him about
and though
he would help hunt for
he would fur
nish the money to buy another pair, and
watch for chance to steal one of them
and hide
away down cellar or up in
the attic where he would never look at
again. Walking in Brooklyn, N. Y.,
one bright afternoon, he saw lady cross
ing the street ahead of him. who had a
neat pair of slippers on her feet. He ran
a

if
a

a

;

;

;

if

;

;

a

it,

whereas the iron would hold him in
check.
There are many kinds of thievin
There are some persons that will steal
only that which can be eaten, fruit, es
pecially water - melons, raisins, things
about the house ; they are affected or in
ﬂuenced to steal by Aliinentiveness.
A-nother person will not steal something
to eat, but will steal a beautiful ribbon,
or a bit of jewelry, or some decoration ;
they are affected by their Ideality; an
other will steal something to decorate the
person, then Ideality and Approbative
ness combine, and Acquisitiveness steals
to gratify them.
We knew a man who would steal noth
ing but money ; it was understood by all
his friends that if money were left where
but a
he could get at it he would take
silk handkerchief, a piece of silk or vel
vet cloth, or gold watch, probably even
water-melons and chickens would be safe
in his society. An old darkey said' that
“ ‘ligion would keep a colored pusson
from stealing eberyting except water
millyuns or chick’ns.”
There are book-thieves they will steal
nothing but books; the intellect in this
case being hungry for information makes
the restraining faculties subordinate to
the desire for books on the same prin
ciple that a man who likes opium or
he can, or the
whiskey will steal these
means to buy them; appetite being the
ostensible object.
There was a lady in Connecticut who
had, we suppose, an inherited tendency
her husband was
to steal blue stockings
perhaps was as well
a well-to-do farmer
and
oﬁ' as any man in town
she were
yard where
driving past
washing
was hanging out, in broad daylight, at
mid-afternoon, she would jump out of

[June

it

the horse helps to take the man away
from the consequences of his crime. If
a man were to steal a ton of pig-iron it
would be more of a burden than a bless
ing, but if he could steal a horse worth
a ton of pig-iron, or twenty tons of pig
iron, the horse would help him get away,

JOURNAL

it
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A

a

it,

is

is

is

is

;"

:

a

up behind her, and as she lifted her foot enic treatment will be taught. A con
he whipped one of them off. She scream
vention was called, and met in St. Louis,
in which seventeen States and a number
ed, of course, and he was arrested and
taken before the court, and his father of large cities were represented. It was
and‘ mother were summoned from the there decided that the time had come
city of Albany to' Brooklyn to testify to for the founding of school of this sort,
and that St. Louis was a suitable place
the fact that that had been a peculiarity
for its location. After considerable de
of his from childhood, to steal one slip
liberation the following name was se
The judge regarded it as an im
per.
lected,
as sufficiently comprehensive in
derived
from
inﬂuence
hereditary
pulse
and not as a crime, but he ﬁned him ten its meaning and easily understood by the
“The St. Louis Hygienic
dollars for the rude assault to the lady, masses; viz.
College of Physicians and Surgeons.”
admonished and discharged him.
Let us ask our friend if these thieves It was also agreed that the degree to be
we have described are not different from conferred should be the time-honored
the term “doctor " signifying
each other as their motives were based on “M. D.
a teacher, and “medicine " any sub
different faculties, one on Alimentive
stance or agent that
ness or appetite, one on Ideality, another
employed in the
treatment of disease.
one on more parsi
on Approbativeness;
The college, which
now about to be
mony, and that one stole money. To
intended to be national in
the man who stole the slipper and the chartered,
woman who stole the blue stockings it character rather than local, and to afford
is difficult to assign any cause except an facilities for a thorough medical educa
tion for men and women. It
hereditary one. It is known that some
expected
that
inherit
a
for
appetite
arrangements will be completed for
passionate
persons
strawberries, another for cheese, another
its opening about the ﬁrst of October,
for coffee, and we know a lady who got this year. The full course of studies re
achance at six-months old to smoke a quired under the charter will take all
pipe; and she is seventy-three and is of three years (there being a term of six
So there is a difference
smoking still.
months in each year) for its completion—
in thieves ; those who steal for gain, those
though, for those who do not desire to go
exercise into practice, a special course, without
who wickedly steal as we call
their Acquisitiveness inordinately, just graduation, will be arranged. Circulars
as a man exercises Destructiveness and
with full particulars will soon be issued.
Combativeness inordinately who assaults There should be an institution of this
people, or as another may exercise Ali
character in the East also. The suspen
mentiveness in an abnormal, excessive sion of the school organized by Dr. Trall
way, and incur the penalty of broken
The result of so many
was unfortunate.
Yes, thieves are dif
physiological law.
years of earnest labor by that brave man
ferent; tyrants are diﬂ‘erent; cowards should not have been permitted to drop
are different; quarrelsome men quarrel
out of existence. We hope that the St.
in different ways, and a harp of a thou
Louis undertaking will prove successful
sand strings can get out of tune in ways enough in a short time to spur Eastern
N. S.
not
few.
hygienists to action and the founding at
an early day of a medical school here
HYGIE‘SIC COLLEGE IN THE WEST. that will be a credit to progressive medi
cine.

-——D.-OI.G-———

To an honest mind the

best perquisites

of a place are the advantages
man of doing good.

it

a

is

Maxv of the readers of the PHRENO
LOGICAL will be pleased to know that
there
a movement among the friends
of hygienic medicine for establishing
college in which the principles of hygi.

gives a
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H‘
F-hP

mturial
If with tape-line and callipers we can
obtain data that will enable us to come with
in two or three cubic inches every time, we
do well. and Mr. Straton's rule accomplishes
We think that Dr. Barker must have
that.

or
WE CAN not!‘ rmmm'raan 'no na'ruan UNAVAILABLE
necessary postage is pro
contributions unless the
In
ALL casm, persons who
writers.
the
by
oided
the post-oﬂlcc should,
through
us
with
communicate
postage, or
they expect a reply, inclose the return
envelope, with their full
what is better, a prepaid
Personal and private matters addressed
address.
personally will receive his early at
Editor
the
to
is done.
this
tention

i

I

if

WWW
is

can
HEAD MnAsonnnax'ra—T. B. T.—We
to
likely
that
method
to
any
not rcfcr you
that of Mr. Stra
than
results
better
produce
ton, which was published in the last month's
Jonnnsn. As you know, to
PHRENOLOGXOAL

is

it

a

solid as the living
measure so irregular
dit’ﬁcultics, and
head involves many
an exact quan
nimply impossible to obtain

it

a

is

is

it

that. phrenologists would ﬁnd
vantage to adopt the method.

to their ad

PROFESSIONAL ADAPTATIOX.—w. J. M.—
“ Hu
The illustration to which you refer in
a

a

is

sketch to illustrate
more
certain organic devel
the appearance of
portrait from life. As you
opment than
child's head, and one
see,
represents
To give an opinion of
rather exaggerated.

man Science,”

value on the important point. you have men
tioned could not be predicated fairly 0! such
We need an organization much
head.
a

nearer maturity—as might be indicated in
boy or girl at fourteen or ﬁfteen years of
A child of six or seven will furnish
age.
some indices of its future line of growth,
but temperament and organs may be much
altered in the course of eight or ten years.

HEAVY Emma—T. B. T.—You will ﬁnd
references to the recorded weights of heavy
brains in almost all the standard works‘ on
Flint’s,
Carpenters.
physiology—Dalton’s,
etc. The lists given of course embrace but
few eminent. persons, on account of the ob
encounters
when he
physiologist
jection
would make an autopsy on the body of dis~
The latest big and heavy
tinguished man.
brain that came under the surgeon's notice
was Tnrgcnieﬂ’s the celebrated writer, that
weighed according to report, over 65 ounces.
a

ly

If

making

the mean dimen
desirable for
close accuracy
estimates, we think
comparative
and obtaining

a

together. Sheets
and compositor.
the most satisfactory to editor
to read long stories.
like
People don't
5. Be brief.
many
A two-column. article is read by four times as
length.
people as one of double that
address plain
6. Always write your full name and
you use a pseudonym
at the end of your letter.
initials, write your full no me and address also.

sions—yet

a

4.

8.

written upon.
being particularly
2. Write clearly and distinctly,
names and quota
careful in the matter of proper
tiom.
as the
Don‘t write in a small hand, or in pencil,
case, a distance
compositor has to read it across the
wishes to make
of over two feet, and the editor often
changes or additions.
or paste the sheets
Never roll your manuscript
“ Commercial note" size are
about

urements

it

for publication

It is often
1. W'rite on one side of the sheet only.
compos
necessary to cut the page into “takes"for
are
itors, and this can not be done when both sides

thus obtain factors enough for calculating the
area. The reason that Straton’s method has
probably due to the
not become general.
in taking the meas
required
and
care
time

a

rules
tended

:

if

It will greatly aid the
To Oon. oon'rmnu'rons.
our
editor, and facilitate the work of the printer,
the following
contributors generally should observe
in‘
when writing articles or communications

had Mr. Straton’s system in mind when he
told you about. his method, but your recol
would be far from satisfactory
lection of
trial were made. because you can not

it

if

“ GENERAL In'rnnns'r,“ ONLY WILL
QUESTIONS or
But one question
department.
this
in
be answered
at a time, and that clearly stated, must be pro
a correspondent shall expect us to give
oounded,
him the beneﬁt of an early consideration.

if

tlnrrtsgnmltnts.

a

‘Ga

(191w

tity.
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Gnow'riL—J. N. L.—Y0u have
of the ccreals—-wheat, corn. oats,
barley, for the nutrition and repair of the
body, besides milk, eggs, lean beef, mutton,
FOOD FOR

the range

game, fish, poultry, in moderation; and
also many kinds of vegetables—potatoes,
parsnips, cauliﬂower, lettuce, celery,turnips,
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grow older. if you live rightly for health.
Some remain

short

because the food

Where lime
stone abounds, animals and men grow tall
and bony.
In other regions, where wheat
land must be fed with lime to make the crop
stand up and contain

the proper elements
and animals

pears, contain valuable elements of tissue
building; and so do many of the fruits. but

for bone growth, the people

of them may be termed aids to diges
Look
tion rather than food components.
into any good work on hygiene and you will
ﬁnd suggestions for your use.

smoother.

most

Ussrur. Booxs.-—G.—The editor appreci
of the Minnesota
the kind feelings
school superintendent, who says in a letter,
“ You deserve the earnest thanks of every
well~wisher of humanity for the excellent
books you are publishing." He may not
know that hereabouts there are certain per
sons blatantly professing to be working for
“ reform " in literature who would suppress
if they could the very books that he
welcomes so cordially as beneficent to
We can not but think that such
the public.
“ reformers ” are active in the interest of a
class of men who derive beneﬁt from the
misfortunes of individuals—those who get
into vicious ways through ignorance or evil
Books that are preventive of
example.
vice and crime, should be widely circulated.
Candor must acknowledge this, and we
hope that Eastern legislatures will be wise
enough to see how useful such books are,
and disappoint the misguided or mischiev
ous lobbyist who urges special legislation in
ates

this respect.

Too TALL—Editor
run—How may one

J

PHRBNOLOGIOAL ova
stop growing tall?
am ﬁve feet eight inches high, and am just
sixteen years old. I am already as tall as
either my father or mother, and am very
slender.

I

How should one live to get stouter

and no taller?

AMELIA.

Amuren—W'e have forty letters about
being short, where we get one from a person
Some run
who is afraid of being too tall.
up quickly and then stop growing; another
grows slowly until he is thirty. We know
a man who was six feet high at thirty years
of age. and he started and grew three inches
You are as tall now as you are likely
more.
naturally grow stouter as you
go be, and will

they

too little of lime.

eat contains

have

smaller

bones, and

are shorter

People are becoming

and

too short.

Be ye an exception !

ﬁght“

glam gus

are invited on any topic of inter
Communications
the writer‘s personal views, and facts front his
experience bearing on our subject: being preferred.

at ;

Political and Territorial Great

ness.—If

the English statesmen were wise

they would read the lesson of comparative
territory and proﬁt by it. In ancient times,
the great empires in comparison with this
Great
age were conﬁned to small territory.
thoughts. great deeds were accomplished in
these small

territories.
Great thoughts and
in the
great deeds have been accomplished
small territory of Great Britain.
But the

What was relatively a
territory in times past is no
longer such; what was an immense private
fortune. years and centuries ago is no longer
considered very large.
Things are not large
literally, but relatively; they are large or
small by comparison.
The rapidly moving
The discov
years are changing all things.
ery of large tracts of thinly settled territory,
inhabited
only by a few rude tribes, has
wrought a great revolution in this line.
The civilized world, as it has gained
knowledge of such territory, has taken pos
session of it and thereby enlarged its sphere.
We have a fine illustration of this in the
movement inaugurated
The
by Portugal.
territory was small. Yet centuries ago it
would have been relatively large. The
country had possessions in the wilds of
South America. The Court moved there and
laid the foundation of a new empire in the
large territory of Brazil.
Great Britain has out-grown her narrow
She is circumscribed.
territory.
Yet in the
times are changing.

good-sized

Eastern hemisphere she has vast possessions.
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of Australia is in size
If the
about the same as the United States.
leading inﬂuences of Great Britain could be
prevailed upon to imitate Portugal—move
the seat of government to Australia and

'The island continent

leave the narrow British Isles as the colony
or possession, the great kingdom may yet
Now is her oppor
have a grand future.

tunity.

If

her statesmen

are wise it would seem
A country like
see it.

would
should have a large territory
Britain
Great
and should occupy it not as a mere colony,
that

but

they

Govern

of its central

as the real seat

it can expand and respond to
the mighty inﬂuence of growth from within
—a growth thoroughly in harmony with the

ment, when

government,

and to the manor born.

1.

r.

N.

Personal Experience—I
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‘

I am resolved that Phrenol
entire audience.
“
want
not
shall
ogy
for advocates in My
Maryland," although I notice that she has
but one name on the list of graduates of the
American Institute of Phrenology.
5. a. LAYIAN.
Yours in truth,

‘NO—_—
PERSONAL.

or
IR
Conexmss
Ax In'rsnna'rrosar.
nBRIa'rr.—The Council of the English so
ciety on the study of Inebriety, have ar
ranged for an International Congress to be
held at Westminister Hall, in London. July
A large number of
5th and 6th of this year.
physicians, will take part in
distinguished
Dr. T.D. Crothers, of Hart_
the discussions.
of the American
ford, who is Chairman
Committee, and Drs. L. D. Mason and E. 0.
Mann will present papers.

will relate
Phrenology,
in
some part of my experience
eﬁorts to
hoping to encourage others in their
I ﬁrst heard of the
learn and use its truths.
subject when a small bov,but having no books
on the subject, learned nothing at the time.
At thirteen years of age my head was exam
of
ined and I was then convinced of the truth

Tun late Dr. Livingston, according to Mr.
Henry M. Stanley, was a total abstainer from
intoxicating beverages during his residence
in Africa; and Mr. Stanley says, that. he
himself, during three and a half years in that
hot land, did not drink ten tablespoonfuls of
spirituous liquors, and was nine months in
the wildest parts of equatorial Africa with

the science.

out a symptom

I

had heard of the Plmrmo
had never seen a copy,
Baltimore,
and coming across the magazine in
studied
afterward
and
it,
bought
in 1881,
could get. In
carefully all the numbers
bought the best works obtainable on
1883

LOGICAL

J ooasaubnt
I

I

I

Phrenology and physiognomy, and visited
the Art Gallery, Smithsonian Institution. Na
tional Museum, Army Medical Museum and
to
Rogues Gallery in Washington, in order
of
men
and
portraits
skulls,
busts
the
study

I

spent parts of the
and women of history.
had
years '83 and ’84 in practicing what I
learned, and in trying to learn more; mean
while accepted a position to teach, and am

still engaged at it.

I ﬁnd

a good ﬁeld

for applying the science

in the schoolroom, and believe that a teach
er will improve himself 30 per cent. for his
work by learning how to measure each pu

I was recently requested
pils organization.
to deliver a course of lectures on Ph-renology
did, and
and make examinations, which
succeeded in converting many to the science.

I

I

was challenged

also to make examinations

blindfold, and did so to the satisfaction of the

of disease.

DR. ORAN R. Gaoss, who died in February
last, was one of those quiet, retiring men,
who may be little known beyond the sphere
of their special activities. yet in that sphere
are recognized as possessing very eminent
Dr.
qualities of intellect and disposition.
Gross was highly esteemed as a physician,
and a successful author of musical composi
Prof. J. J. Watson. in an apprecia
tions.
sketch published recently,
obituary
speaks of him as one whose “beautiful voice
much toward the enjoyment oi
contributed
to call him
hundreds, who were proud

tive

friend.”

J

B. EADS.—Tlll5 great inventor,
was announced on the 8th of
death
whose
March last, is a good example of what can
be attained by continued application in one
Captain Eads, like a majority of
direction.
AMES

scientists of the
He had a
poor.
strong ambition, however. at the age of thir
teen to obtain the kind of knowledge which

the great

inventors

world, began

and

life very

would beneﬁt him in after years. ‘While

AND. SCENCE
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very young he found employment in a dry
goods house at St. Louis, where his parents
resided, and his leisure moments were all
taken in the study of mechanics.
He ob
tained some excellent books on natural phil

osophy from his employer, and from these
obtained the real foundation

of an education

in practical engineering that, in after years,
through a wide experience, was greatly ex
tended, and which bore fruits that must, for
centuries to come, stand as monuments to
his genius.

-0

WISDOM.
“Think truly and thy thought
Shall be a fruitful seed.“
Confucius declared that a man's character
not by the number of times that
he fails, but by the number of times that he
lifts himself up.

is decided

To try to do other work than that to
God has adapted us, is simply to
break and ruin some of God's tools and
leave our work undone.
which

Great is the art of beginning, but greater
the art is of ending;
Many a poem is marred by a superﬂuous

verse.
In all meanness there is a deﬁcit of intel
lect as well as of heart. and even the clever
ness of avarice is but the cunning of imbe
cility.—Bulwer-Lgtton.
base fellow sees in anyone, what
ever the excelleneies, only the defects and‘
faults.
A swine notices only the mud and
The

mire in the pond that bears the lotus.—
Hindoo ( Ka'vilamrtnkupa).

habit of faltering

The

and

insincerity so habitual that they really do
not know whether they speak the truth or
not.--C'ardz'1ml Manning.
We pass for what we are. and we prosper
or fail by what we are. There are men who
may dare much and will be justified in their
are

But it is because they know they
in their place. As long as I am in my

place

I am

safe.

.
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" A little nonsense now and then,
Is relished by the wisest men."

A “ grinding
hand-organ

monopoly
men.

:"

A

Union of the

There is no rule for beauty; this enables
every man to have a better-looking
wife
than any of his neighbors.
He (at a Boston musicale): "What a
glorious interpretation!” She, "Yes, Mr.
Waldo, I call that good ﬁddling."
Mamma: “ Gracious, child! What on
earth are you doing?" Little Lady: “ I am
watering the flowers on mamma‘s new bon
net. They looked so dreadfully dry."—
Free Press.

Buxom widow : “ Do you understand the
of ﬂowers, Dr. Crusty?" Dr.
language
“No, ma‘am."
Crusty (an old bachelor):
Widow : “ You don't know if yellow means
jealousy?" Dr. Crusty: "No, ma‘am. Yel
low means billionsness."

A little Buﬂ’alo girl was not feeling
well and it was thought that she might be
about to have the chicken-pox. She went
to bed laughing at the idea, but early the
next morning went into her parents’ room,
looking very serious, and said: “ Yes, it is
chicken-pox, papa; I found a feddar in the
bed."—New York Sun.
Machinery has reached a great state of
We recently, says an exchange,
perfection.
saw some burnt peas put into the hopper of
a coﬂ'ee mill, and in less than two minutes
they were occupying a place in a grocery
window, labelled, “ Fine Old Mocha.”

distinguish

ing and concealing, and putting forward the
edge of the truth instead of showing boldly
the full face of it, at last leads men into an

daring.

OF HEALTH

gull

alibi-erg.

v

In this department we give short reviews of such
Nxw Boons aspublishers see ﬁt to send us. In these
reviews we seek to treat author and publisher satis
faelo'rily and justly, and also to furnish our readers
with such information as shall enable them to form
an opinion of the desirability of any particularvol»
time for personal use. It is our Irish to notice the
better class of books i881ling from the press, and we
invite publishers to favor the Editor with recent
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publications, especially those related in any way to
mental and physiological
We can usually
science.
supply any of those noticed.

By authority
HISTORY or SALT LAKE CITY.
of the city council. and under the uper
vision of a committee appointed by the
Edward W. Tul~
council and author,
8vo. Star Printing Company.
lidge.
America is the land of startling develop
ments in every branch of her peculiar civili
The mixed and unmixed elements
zation.
of her population seem to possess extraor
dinary and varied characteristics that show
the impression of a strange vitality or stim
ulus imparted, it may be, by the very climate
or atmosphere of mountain or plain where
those elements are located.
One of the
most remarkable developments in her life
civil and religious is the Mormon communi
ty; it has been the wonder of economists
and moralists; the sphinx of the orthodox
philosopher.
Perhaps no human system
presents a more complex study than the
rise and progress of Mormomism, and he
who would attempt to analyze it must be no
litterateur,
common
no looker-on
by the

The history of Salt Lake City in
way.
volves the history of the people who found_
ed it, and the review of a grand plan of
Mr. Tullidge. to whom the
colonization.
chief merit of preparing this bulky volume
is due, has ﬁlled important places in the
community and been closely related to
many critical passages in its life during the
past twenty or more years. Hence he Writes
from the point of view of personal experi
ence, of one who has a liberal knowledge of

It is but natural
the inside of his subject.
that he should indicate a partial. defensive
feeling for the system he describes; yet Mr.
Tullidge has been found among the more
zealous of those who would reform the Mor
mon fabric and give it a character adapted
to the principles, civil and religious, that be
long to our nationality.
The mass of the volume is devoted to the
details of the interference of the United
in Utah aﬁ‘airs. and to
States Government
that
measures and counter-measures
marked that interference during the
A series of well-written
past thirty years.
biographies of the chief men of the Mormon
the

have

Church, and an appendix

setting forth the

[June

characterof the journalism of the city, and
also its educational,
features

add

value

associative and business
and

completeness

to

the text.
Over forty admirable engravings
on steel represent the men prominent in the
religious and secular affairs of Utah. all of
them as a rule expressing that spirit of ﬁrm
self-conﬁdence
that has distin
the administration of Mormon af
fairs t'rom the beginning.
ness

and

guished

NATURAL LAW

is

Henry Wood.

THE Bnsmsss WORLD.
By
16mo, pp., 222.
Boston:

Lee and Shepard.

Law reigns
matter

everywhere.
animate or inanimate

No

sphere of
is free of the

We recognize eﬁects as
operation of law.
the positive consequents of causes, whether
moral or physical,

and with the causes given

eﬁects may be measured by the careful ob:
server or indicated with a degree of accur

Here is one leading phase in the oper,
acy.
ation of law, and from it as a starting point
we may proceed to the development
of a
chain of operations in any domain of human
life.
Mr. Wood has but applied the princi
ples of scientiﬁc philosophy to the social and
economic topics that command the earnest
attention of the civilized world to-day.
He
endeavors to show that the disorders, abuses
and irritation abounding in diﬁerent walks

of life, especially in the ﬁeld of labor, are the
product of the disregard of moral
and physical laws.
He reasons with the
conviction of a truthful, conscientious man,
and explains in clear terms certain condi.
tions in the distribution of wealth that are a
puzzle and irritation to the greedy socialist
and discontented
son of toil. We think
that Mr. Wood’s views are for the most part
sound, and we commend him for the opti
mistic bias that runs through his pages.
lf
there were less grumbling and more honest
attention to one's own aﬁ‘airs the general
state of society would vastly improve, and
a happier moral feeling abound.
The law
of fair dealing, the law of industry, the law
of kindness, if observed, would enhance the
wealth and health of all, and ere long bring
about that era longed for, described in the
quotation from Emerson—
“ And each shall care for others
And each to each shall bend;
To the poor a noble brother.
To the good an equal friend."
natural
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Tax luts'raarnn S'raawsnaav CoL-rums'n—
Containing the history, sexuality. ﬁeld and
garden culture of strawberries, forcing or
pot-culture—how to grow from seed. hy
birdizing, and all other information neces
sary to enable everybody to raise their
own strawberries, together with a descrip
.
tion of new varieties and a list of the best
of the old sorts.

Fully

illustrated.

By

Andrew S. Fuller, author of thc “ Grape
Culturist," “ Practical Forestry," etc. 0.
Judd 00.. N. Y. Flexible cloth, 25 cents.

The above, copied from the title page,
gives a good idea of design and contents of
this book. We wrote twenty-ﬁve years ago a
notice of the ﬁrst edition thereof, and we are
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its consideration has been bestowed, for the
most part. on topics that have a lively inter
est for medical men to day.
Among these
are Diabetes Mellitus, Asiatic Cholera, Yel

low Fever and Mediterranean
Fever, Diph
theria, Spinal Meningitis, Bromide of Poms
Cerebral
sium,
Anzemia,
Chronic Nasal
Tape-worm, Massage, Alcohol in
Diarrhea, Medical Reform, Hy
gienc in the Public Schools, Successful
Hysterectomy,
Delusions of Inebriety, Elec
tricity in Medicine, etc.
Many of the more important papers con
tributed to or read before the association
Catarrh,

Chronic

are given at length or in abstract, and the
more striking features of their discussion
The volume is a useful book
glad to know that its advent awakened an - are included.
to the practising physician
whatever
interest in strawberry culture that has never
his
color, because it supplies so much of the es
ﬂagged.
So far as regards the modes of culture, sential experience of men, whose high abil
is but little new in this edition, the
subject having been fully considered in the
other.
The chapter on “What varieties to

there

plant” will doubtless meet with criticism.
Some will look in vain for the name of
their favorite among the approved kinds,
Many are
for it is impossible to please all.
with seedlings, hoping to
experimenting
produce a better berry than is known, and
they may succeed; but there is no
reason why inferior kinds should be put up
on the market with great ﬂourish of trump_
we hope

ets merely

because

they are new.

If

the

which the author does not name’
were at
with perhaps a few exceptions.
once swept out of existence and none others
allowed to take their places. unless they
were really better, it would be a good thing
for all concerned.
TRANSACTIONS or rm; NATIONAL EOLRO‘I'IO
varieties

Assoom'rioiv,
of the United
MEDlCAL
States, for the year 1886-87,
including

of the sixteenth annual
the proceedings
meeting, held at the city of Atlanta, Ga,
June,

1886.

8vo., pp.,

466.

We have received this neatly arranged
report of the doings of an energetic body of
medical practitioners from the secretary,
and ﬁnd it worthy a careful examination.
A5 a full index accompanies the volume. one
has no trouble in obtaining a realizing sense

by the National Eclectic
year, and in noting the fact that

of the work done
in its last

ity in medicine is unquestioned,

and whose
best thoughts were developed by the earnest
spirit that pervaded the discussion of the
ories and methods at Atlanta. A portrait of
the late president
of the association, Dr.
Henry B. Piper, of Tyrone, Pa., is a ﬁtting
frontispiece of the volume.

~———§o

PUBLICATIONS

RECEIVED.

Tar. NATIONAL Tsmrraauon Socuc'rv has
just published several one-page hand-bills
entitled: Is it Right? The Motherof Crimes.
Governors of States on Prohibition—Maine,
Rhode Island, Kansas and Iowa.
Appeal to
The Colored race. The Cup-Bearer (Illus
Senator Reagan, of Texas, on Pro
trated).
hibition. The Price of Blood. How to Save
Price, $1.00 per thousand; post
the Boys.
J. N.
age 30 cts. extra on a thousand.
Steams. Publishing Agent, 58 Reade Street,
New York.
Tm: Disoovrnr or 'rna NATURE OR Paoxi;
By “Inveni
m'rr. Cans: or INSANITY.
endus.”
England; paper. pp. 87. Price
25 cts.

The writer of this claims that he has
found a deformity or malformation of the
neck and shoulders to be invariably associ
atcd with insanity, and its degree of exag
gerution indicates the stage of the mental
disorder, and feels warranted in believing,
that the mental disorder is dependent upon
This deformity has
the physical distortion.
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an inﬂuence upon the walk and attitude of a
person, imparting a peculiar manner that is
unmistakable to one who has had a little ex
of luuatics.
erience in the observation
gome alicnists may grant the physical mal
formation, but deemit an effect not the cause
Yet “ Inveniendus ” appears
of insanity.
a pamphlet that is not
written
have
us
to
to
without interest to the student of insanityand
to many who deem themselves acquainted
with the phenomena of a disordered mind,
there are points in his laboriously written cs
say that are worth more than passing notice.
ouaaas'r Exouamss.
Christian at Work.‘ Weekly. J. N. Hal
lock, New York.
Prairie Farmer: Weekly. For the farm, or

Orange Judd, editor.
chard and ﬁreside.
Chicago.
Christian Herald and Sign; of Our Times.
Weekly. Good religious matter for the
reading of all classes. Bible House, N. Y.
Wallwe‘a Monthly, which is devoted to do
mesticated animal nature, supplies infor
and to farmers in
mation to stockmen
'
general.
St. Nicholas for May, delightsome as ever to
the young mind, has here and there whole
some reading from experienced writers.
For instance, Historic Girls, An Only
Daughter. Child Sketches. from George
Eliot. \Ve notice that the publishers
must have some “war” stuﬂ among its
pages.
Lippincott’s Monthly comes witha novel en
titled The Deserter; following that, Some
Experiences of a Reporter, Social Life at
Vassar, Book Notes, etc., The “ novel"
idea, while it adds to the bulk of the
monthly, appears to reduce the variety of
the May list of contents considerably.
Scribner‘;
Magazine for May has for its
frontispiecc a view of an iron-clad belon that is
ing to the Italian navy; followin
article
an interesting and well-illustratet
on, “ The Development of the
Tide, “ he
next isa poem entitled, “The Steamship"
of North America,” and “An
Forests
Be
Ocean Graveyard” are illustrated.
“ Unpublished
sides these a collection of
- Letters of Thackeray," “ The Story of a
New York House,” and “ An Irish Wild
Flower," will please the reader.
The Popular Science
Monthly, now con
ducted by W. J. Youmans, brother of the
late editor. and for Years his editorial as
sistant, has in the lay number, the fol
lowing notablc topics: The Natural Ver
The Sun's Heat,
sue the Sn crnatural,
Megalithic ll onuments, Inﬂuence of Snow
Masses on the Planets. llygiene as a Basis
of Morals, Hats as a Cause of Baldness, A
Sketch of James Ferguson, with a portrait.
The old progressive s irit of the
moutl%y.
D. App eton and Co.,N.
is sustained.
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The May number of Harper's, includes a dis
cussion on the Recent Movement in South
ern Literature, The Three Tetons, Acting
and Actors or comments and reminiscen
ces relating to the French drama, mainly,
'I‘hrou iii the Caucasus, The American
Masti . all of which topics are profusely
illustrated in the excellent manner of lh
-

magazine.

The Erleotic Magazine of Foreign Literature
for May has—Wealth and the \Vorking
Classes, The Effects of Civilization on
Women, Home Rule and Imperial Unity,
The Joy of Living, The Genesis of the Ele
ments, The True Story of “Pickwick,”
General Lee, The Minds of Savages. and
these papers with a well-selected
miscel
lany form the leading features.
Home-Knowledge
is a fresh candidate for
public patronage, and as it relates to the
subject of health, for the most part. and
treats that in a sim le pleasant style, it
he editor, Dr. R. A.
will ﬁnd readers.
Gunn, is a gentleman of much profes
sional and social ex eriencc and compe
tent to judge the nee s of people.
“'e no
tice within the covers sundry advertise
ments of medicines allied more or less to
Price, $2.00 a year.
the name of Gunn.

New York.

Journal of Reconstruction: Late

number
contains
much
infommtion relating to
foods and nutritive processes.
Some of
the articles from professional
sources ap
pear a little extra technical and slilled; but
this may be due to the inexperience
of the
writers as authors. Specially good features
are the itemized departments of Medical
Pro rcss and Microscopy.
H. Gunning,
M. ., editor, New York.

J.

Dress." is the short title of a new magazine
to be issued in May. It is to be devoted to
the discussion of the practical and the
beautiful in women’s and children's cloth
ing. physical culture, hygienic and kin
dred subjects, and is to be conducted by
Annie Jenness Miller, well-known as a lee
turer upon ideal or correct dress.
The
galllixson
or .

& Hobron 00., Publishers, New

The Century has an unusual variet of read
ing in its May number. as will :- seen in
the following topics drawn from the index:

Washington Irving; Findin
Pharaoh.
Pharaoh the Oppressor, and his Daughter
in the Light of their Monuments. Zweibak
or Notes of a Professional Exile; The
Hundrcdth Man—VI. Amiel. Among the
Apaches, The ,Chcm‘stry of Foods and
Nutrition, Personal Recollections of Louis
Blane, Abraham Lincoln—continuation,
Keats, The Campaign
for Chattanooga,
on the Civil War, etc., and
Memoranda
also much seasouable comment in the edi
torial departments.
Century 00., N. 1.

AMERICAN INSTITUTE OFPHRENOLOGY.
Institute Extra.
Devoted to the Interests

of the American Institute of Phrenology.
MARCH.

[1

887.

Tun Ansmcss Ins'rrru'rs or Pnssnonoov was chartered in 1866, but before
that time many classes in Phrenology had been taught, and as a result of such
brief courses of instruction a few excellent and successful workers had entered the
Others had managed to take alesson or two, simply that they might be able
ﬁeld.
to say that they had received instruction from us, and thus secure the conﬁdence
of the public. Some of these did poor work which was a damage to the subject
and to those who were supposed to have been their teachers. Accordingly the
leading friends of Phreuology, deprecating the lack of knowledge on the pirt of
some who were lecturing, resolved to establish a Normal Institute, in order that
the public couldbe supplied with lecturers and examiners who had enjoyed oppor
hmities for instruction in the principles and practice of Phrenological science, and
applied for an act incorporating the AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF PHRNOLOGY, which
was passed by the Legislature of the State of New York, April 20, 1866, with the
right to hold real estate to the amount of one hundred thousand dollars; tocollect
and keep for public exhibition amuseum of busts, casts, skulls, and portraits illus
trat'mg Phrenology and Physiology ; to instruct pupils, grant diplomas, etc.
0. FOWLER Wmus, Vice-President.
NELSON Sxznn, President.
HENRY S. DRAYTON, A. M., M. D., Secretary.
By action of the Board of Trustees, the FOWLER 8c Wsus COMPANY has been
appointed ﬁnancial and business agent. All communications should be addressed,
FOWLER & WELLS 00., 753 BROADWAY, New YORK.

CLOSING

EXERCISES OF

1886

OPENING ADDRESS BY Mr. N. SIZER.
Fanzsns or rm: cuss or 1886:

We have
reached the time to complete the work of
We have a
our last meeting for this term.
custom :which has been kept for a ﬁfth of
to
to exchange congratulations,
talk a little to each other face to face at the
closing. and in accordance with that custom
a century,

it to-day, regretting meanwhile
the excellent timber belonging
of
that some
some six or eight members,
to the class,
have found it necessary to return to their
homes earlier than this closing day, and we
shall have to content ourselves to ﬁnish our
we continue

work in their absence.

We will ask Mrs. Wells, the Vice-Presi
Institute, to offer such remarks
dent Of the
to (10, after which Dr.
as she may desire
will follow, and
Secretary,
the

Drayton,

AND PROGRAMME OF

perhaps

I

may say something,

1887.
then the class

will speak if they desire to do so and thus
ﬁll our programme.
Mrs. Wells will now
speak :

MRS. WELLS ADDRESS.
Anniversary meetings of diﬁcrent associa
tions and Institutions are very numerous at
this season of the your in our country, and
of late years we have heard much of Con
teunials and Scmi-ccntennials.
Last year,

in 1885—we called it a Semi-centennial jubi
I
lee, reporting and illustrating it in the Amcrican Phrcnological Journal, it being the ﬁt
tieth year since my brothers, Orson Squire
and Lorenzo Niles Fowler, began their itiner.
ancy as phrenological
lecturers, in 1835.
The ﬁrst class in Phrenology was taught
by me, in 1885, ﬁfty years ago last year, in
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Ludlowville, Tompkins Co. , New York, and
vthat was the year when my head was exam
ined and chart marked by my brother L. N .,

lecturer and advocate thereof, and that
tleman was one of her coadjutors or to ow
ers and nearly as noted as she was.
My brothers‘ lectures in Clinton Hall cre
from which time my study of the science
ated a great excitement in those days, and
began, and my ﬁrst efforts in examinations
were made; the ﬁrst being July 5, 1835. of people took sides for and against the subject,
a Theoloeieal student, now Rev. Joel Wake
causing many discussions. and much ridi
settled and still doing
cule came from the negative
side. The
astoral
man. D.
Y. I friends were warm friends, who brought in
duty at Painted Post, Steuben Co.,
in Ithica their friends for examinations and also skulls
also made many examinations
One morn
Tompkins Co., the last part of 1835 and the to test our ability to read them.
first part of January, 1836.
ing ayoun man named E. P. Hurlbut, af
terward
This year—1886—is another semi-centen
he was a
udge Hurlbut—and
nial, being the ﬁftieth earsince my brothers
good man. too—read in the morning paper
ew York City for the that Stephen Burroughs was in town. and
opened an otilce in
of heads and delineation of when passing our office on his way to his
examination
own oﬂice called to tell us of the fact, and
character phrenologieally.
At ﬁrst L. N. came and o ened an oﬂice that it Would be well to obtain a cast of the
ark Row. the head of that noted man, and also a chart of
in the Spring of 1836, on
his head for publication.
So earnest was he
next door north of the old Park Theatre,
since destroyed by ﬁre, which then stood on that on his return at night from his ofﬁce. he
Park Row opposite to where the General called to inquire if his suggestion had been
Post Office now stands. at the lower end acted upon. He found the cast of Bur
of City Ball Park. A few weeks later roughs on the shelf. where it remains to this
0. S. came. and L. N. joined him. and our day. and had the satisfaction of seeing his
oﬂice was opened at 135 Nassau Street, in chart and written description,
which were
Clinton Hall, on the southwest corner of afterward published in the Phrenobgioal Al
This year of manac and Journal.
Nassau and Beekman Streets.
of that event.
Mr. IIurlbut discussed Phrenology at his
1886 is the Semi-centennial
Those were notable days.
A hall for pub boarding house with some wealthy young
lic lecturers was over our heads, and there men who thought they knew all that was
worth studying, and was ridiculed for his
my brothers lectured, and many interestin
occurrences took place which served as lan - credulity. At length they consented to al
low Mr. Fowler to examine th ir heads. if
marks in Phrenology. Lectures were given
Mr. Hurlbut would invite him there, and if
free. and collections taken to defray the ex
he was
correct. in his delineations they
penses of hall, etc., and the public examina
tions which followed the close of each even
promised to believe. but when the test came
iugs lecture afforded topics for warm dis
they charged Mr. Hurlbut with having told
L. N. about them, and for several weeks in
missions and brought many persons for ex
At one of those sisted upon it ; but ﬁnally became convinc
aminations in the oflice.
ed that he had not.
One of the young men
lectures agentleman was chosen as a sub
was told that his love of fast horses was very
ject for examination. of whom among other
things it was stated that Conscientiousnesﬁ
strong and he was probably to be seen on
was small, and although his large Benevo
Bloomingdale Road. (then the racing course)
lence led him to do many kind acts, yet. he behinda fast trotter every pleasant dov—
was literally true—and so on of them
did not have, as most people do, a sense of
When invited at “iiiich
a .
duly, of right and Urong.
One evening, in the Spring of 1837. O. S.
the close of the delineation to state to the au
was invited to the Astor House to examine
dience as to its correctness. he remarked that
it was all just as the lecturer had said except a party of young men who were entire
in one statement. and he knew that Mr. strangers to him. (See l’rc-noZogical Journal,
Fowler could not know who or what, he was pp. 312-’13 and ’14, vol. IV.)
For several years in those early davs. I
except by the inferences he drew from that
“ It has duringr the delinea
examination.
kept a diary of notable occurrences, and on
tion been said that I am made for a deep looking it over ﬁnd mention made of the
thinker, a close reasoner, a public speaker,
time when Dr. McClellan was brought. to
a all of which is true, but, when Mr. Fowler
our house for an examination.
IIe hid ridi
said Conscieutiousness was small he made a culed Phrenology, and so these friends
"
for," said he. (with empha
brought him in, with the understaudinr: that
great mistake,
he was not to speak till after the examina
sis), “ never did rt wrong act in my laj‘e."
After a moment of silence the audience
tion was through, for they brought him as
roared with laughter, they saw the point, for
a test for themselves, as well as hoping Iw
would be converted, and yet, they knew
large Conscientiousness is a self-accuser, but
his was too small for that.
there was one thing they could not reconcile
That was in the days of Fanny Wright, a nor did they see how it could be done. It
woman noted for her inﬁdel views. and a was with regard to the organ of Language,
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ADDRESS BY DR. DRAYTON.
said that upon Occasions
Ihave frequently
the students: privilege to
is
it
sort,
of this

if

come to it then.

it

another Semi-centennial.
when
Journal and
I’hrenvwgﬁ'al
Mr'srel any was started.
In my talks to the class I have already
told you of a few of its vicissitudes, and you
have. wilhin the last months, had an op
portunity to judge something of the change
that has been wrought in half a century.
This Institute has been in existence twenty
years and next year it will be of age—twenty
one years old, t've age at which a man can
vote: Let us hope some great beneﬁt may

a

mark

American

a

will

the

a

great fuss. gurgle, gurgle. gurgle—whereas
uses the right
one with large Language
word to express his thoughts. and that is
more like pouring water out of a pitcher."
He also told him that With his very large
Benevolence. Destructiveness. Locality. Con
structiveness. and all the Perccptives large,
he was capable of becoming an unmally
excellent surgeon. thus giving pleasure to
Benevolence by relieving pain through De
structiveness. which caused it, and his
Locality aided or told him just where to cut
so as to avoid veins, arteries. etc.
Dr. McClellan. the greatest surgeon of his
day. became a firm believer and advocate
of Phrenology. and for the rest of his life
was one of our best friends.
Thus you see something how Phrenolog
stood ﬁfty years ago. Compare then wit 1
now.
Since then Phrenology has been the
theme of thought and labor, has been dis
seminated to the “ ends of the earth.“ has
exerted an inﬂuence over many thousands
of lives of men and women in America and
other countries.
Next year, 1887, will mark the Semi-cen
tennial of my advent in New York and join
ing my brothers in this good work. 1888

a

his knowledge

it

could: not kee

himself, therefore must e a rest talker
—not because of a large organ 0 Lan uage,
for that was small when compare with
some of the other organs. therefore he would
have to talk more to say the same things,
and my brother used this expression, " It is
with you as with a full jug, turned upside
down. with the stopper out, and it makes a
to

I

was that he

oust us on the ﬂoor; and if you please, you
may continue to tell more of those good
stories that were told by some of you last
night.
A thought occurred to me this morning
on my way to the office. and I have been so
bus since that nothing else has presented
itse f that seems better fitted for a moment's
consideration; that thought is the old
roverb—“No man is great to his valet."
reatncss is necessary to understand great
ness. Present a great truth or principle to
a
rson of fair intelligence, yet with no
on ture. and what may you expect?
He
will not appreciate
in its breadth, in its
comprehensiveness. no matter what may be
the principle.
Although
were some
well known and frequently
thing that
talked about, yet culture. education, mental
expansion. would be necessary to compre
hend
in its various applications.
We
often hear men talking about education;
and what a variety of opinion they express.
Take the laborer on the street, or tle aver
he
age mechanic;
satisﬁed with but
small amount of mental development and
considers that quite suﬂicicnt for all the
purposes in life. Now when we collie to
Consider any great subject—of course
in
clude
Phrenology—us our acquaintance
with
increases. our comprehension
of
were grow up with it.
broadens. and we as
When the traveler on the sea
approach
ing Vera Cruz, and
about
hundred
nnlcs distant.
be in the day time. and
the sun
westering. his attention
called
toaglittering point in the dislnucv. some
thing that looms up star-like and alone. As
the vessel goes on toward the port. that
glitteringr point loses its sharpness, but grad
ually dull outline unfolds itself. and after
awhile
great mountain
fully revealed
that looms up in grander, more majestic
That
the famous OriZaba,
proportions.
and
hope. gcntlcnn-n. that most of von
came here with
view of l’hrcnologv soine
what like that of the traveler ns'he ap
proaches Vera Cruz~gnzing upon
use
glittering point. fascinating and attractive,
and developing wilh yourincreasinginform
ation into
grand, colossal struciure. the
fabric of scientific truth that you believe to
be worthy of your most earnest regard.
Now trust that
do not mistake ing this
matter, and shall expect in the course of the
afternoon to hear you express opinions that
will confirm this impression.
Simply word more of admonition per
haps
altogether unnecessary, yet
al
ways feel that
incumbent
upon me to
add something of counsel that you can take
away; an Idkll,
nothing more. and even
though
be an idea that you have fre
quently thought upon.
urge that
May
you will be earnest in the presentation of
this subject.
If you believe
the con

I

which they thought small, and yet he was a
great talker.
I was called to take the notes and write
Brother began by telling
it out afterward.
him that his brain was large and his tem
perament very active, that his perceptive
organs were all large and enabled and dis
posed him to gain a great deal of knowledge‘
he must
and with his large Adhesivencss
The general inference
have many friends.
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turn myself wrong side out, as we do
sack of wht at to give you every
pocket,
kernel of what we think, and know, and
lemon
seems to me like squeezing
feel,
the hundred and tirst time to get anything
remember how
more to say; but. when
feel that
of the subject,
much there
certainly no lack in the subject,
there
have nothing more to say. but rather in
to speak.
(rail
the one who
the twen
Mrs. Wells tells you that this
tieth year of the lnstitute. andl may add
session of the
the twenty-second
this
American Institute of Phrenology now clos
ing. as there have been two b'utnmer ses
were in at the be
Mrs. Wells and
sions.
ginning. and Dr. Drayton Ithink, was one
he was in the first
of the ﬁrst students;
in the latest, but trust
class. nd now he
not the last class.
You have come from every side of the
world. We have four from California, and
since we began to teach classes. but before
the Institute was incorporated, that was an
unknown land. We have two from Canada,
Pennsylvania has shed her sons down upon
us like a quiver full of arrows as she gener

y

l

a ;

MR. N. SIZER.

BELOVED FRIENDS :—After talking to you
for two months. after standing before you
hundred hours and trying to
more than

is

is

I

I
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sin
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ADDRESS

well represented, as
ally does. and Ohio
was
boy, was
usual. which State, when
land of bears and silence and shadow.
Boston has honored us with one pupil; the
culture of Boston doesn't quite equal the
necessity, and they have to come to New
Kansas also sends
York for this fornt of
us one student, and though last but not
least, Australia sends her representative son,
graduate of her University, and we bid
him God-speed as he hears our diploma, as
testimoni
of faithful instruction. back to
his native land, to teach Phrenology, where
teaching we trust, will meet with an ample
So you come from all
harvest of reward.
over the world. brethren, we greet you as
friends, coming to us as strangers, we bid
you welcome. and send you away as friends,
as brethren beloved, members of like preci
ous faith, laden indeed with all we are able
truths re
to give you. facts. arguments.
specting the central subject of human in
quiry. 11am -ly. mental life and mental law.
The world calls itself educated when
has studied the laws of the planetary system,
of the earth. and of the
the composition
forces which nature reveals.
Men study the
human body. they subject
in health and
in disease to the inquisition of the micro
scope, tlt
study the human being as high
as the eyes. and until Phrenology bl gan to
stir up the public and teach that the brain
means something as well as the liver, and
stomach. and lungs. very little study was
devoted to that part of the human organism
located above the eyes; hr. in was an un
known land. Now ottr critics of the medi
cal world are trying to re-discover the true
mental philosophy by various methods;
they are trying by vivisection to localize
mental powerin the brain. and
they could
only manage to find out by their extraneous
methods where each impulse has its
right
in the brain. they would call it,
suppose,
the new I’hrenology, they would re-dheover
it, and would give Gall and Spurzheim. per
haps. the credit of having used the wtrd
Phrenology. They want to find out what
that thinks. and feels, and enjoy», and
suffers. and how and by what means brain
develops mind and character; they try
on dogs; they have made some progress on
the human race, and we suppose that after
series of years and experiments. guided
perhaps by the phrenological
investigations,
they may be able to discover a good many
of the local forces in the brain; we hope
thev will do it; but we believe that Phren
the only correct method of
ology to-day
the human
comprehending
intellect and
hutnan emotion
we believe that a well in
structed Phrenologist can take twenty men
in
dark room and examine each one and
the party shall know each man that
under
the hands of the examiner not a word being
spoken except inthe delineation of the char

a

here have
been confirmed and strengthened by what
has been said to you, tlten, when you discuss
this subject in any way, in any ﬁeld. with
any one, be earnest in its presentation.
Emerson says. that a truth gathers force
0
.proportion as there is a man behind it.
when you present this, feel that you are the
man presenting it, that you are the man be
tell.
hind it_and ntake
There
good story told of a Southern
Methodist minister who, when his Confer
ence was discussing the text “Feed my
Lambs.” said, "Gentlemen. what has been
very good in
said already on this subject
can adda word or
think
its way, but
lind in my
two that all will appreciate.
farmer that there are three
experience as
very important things to be considered in
the matter of feeding lambs; first, to give
in the second place to
them good stuff
ace
them a little at time, and in the third give
to them warm." Gentlemen, yott
to give
have in Phrenology good stuff, and should
with those who
remember in discussing
are not your equals in the matter of ac
better to give
quaintance with it. that
little at a time. and not to over
them
whelm them with big-sounding words and
phrases. great breadth of argument or
great mass of facts, but a little ‘at a time,
and in your earnestness, to give it warm.

a

victions that you have brought

a
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my ﬁst clinched, and ready to ward off and
pay back if the man should rise on me; and
two years afterwards I found out that two
or three men that had drawn up close to the
platform as if to hear better, came there to
defend me in case the fellow did rise on me,
Stab-‘s
because he had just come from
prison, after serving a seven years’ sentence
for manslaughter;
the worst. man in the
State of New Jersey at that time; but I de
clined to examine his head. I told the audi
ence I preferred not to say what I thought
was true, and I would be obliged to him if
he would retire ; and he left; and he did not
while
hear of it till two years afterwards
lecturing two hundred miles distant.
As it regards the teaching and the teacher
Iwish to say (that which you alreadyknow)
that you have had as teacher two who have
borne the burden and heat of the day for
half a century; we wear no professional
insignia. we are neither L. L.D., nor 1). 1)..
but we have done what we could and are
satisﬁed that we have done our best. You
have had six physicians as lecturers, which
shows that some physicians believe in I’hren
You have had one Congregational
ology.
minister as a lecturer, you have had one
lawyer, who is also a doctor. and a minister
who is also a doctor. and there are none but
Mrs. Wells and myself who boast of no
titles or rather bear none; consequently you
have been taught bv eople who understand
You have
some things besides hrenology.
had two men lecture to you who were expert
in the treatment of mental dis ase, insanity.
Dr. Buttolph is second to no man to-day on
earth in his experience of. and knowled e
e
the treatment of insanity.
respectin
has been
the subject as long as Mrs.Wells
have been in Phrenology, about ﬁfty
and
friend of ours
years, and he were not
we would say he
one of the best men
And then Dr. Buttolph carried 0. S.
living.er through small-pox, forty sixty-years
Fow
ago sitting by his bedside and nursing him
If 0. S. Fowler has done any im
through.
portant service to the world, Dr. Buttolph
And Dr.
saved him for his future work.
ears
Ordronaux
lawyer, and for many
he has been the state commissioner of una
cy of the state of New York, thus in one
sense the master of all the lunatic as lums
in the state, so that whoever asks you doc
tors believe in Prenology, you can say that
you happ'ln to know several that do. And
then we have had three doctors as members
of the class we generally have one or two
the ranks of the class are pretty
ministers
full of teachers as rule, this year
no ex
stu
ception, and we have one lawyer as
dent perhaps one lawyer for such
client
sufficient.
And so, brethren, we have
age
on our part we have
rejoiced
together
a

is

f

a

is

is

a

a

a
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he had large Continuity, andhe was sure he
hadn't; they contradicted him point blank,
\nd told him that we were right and he was
wrong.- and he came back to tell us. We
had marked Conscientousness _large, and
an evidence that
we told him that was
was largely devel
'
mother of his faculties
I
l
l _ Dd as an evidence also that _Lrontinu
not
rest until he had
could
ggtgwgsalargei he
ﬁxed the thing all right.
come back and
afraid’ gentlemen, to tell the
Do not be

world what you think; you need not tell it
all. I have examined hLﬂdS sometimes with

;

of ten minutes on the part of any member
of the class; and I haven't been obliged to
ask them to come at. ten o’clock, sharp ; I
have always found them waiting, and have
apologized if I happened to be ﬁve minutes
late myself by having somebody under my
hands at the office whom I could not
This promptness
decently dismiss early.
makes me believe that you will be earnest
in the work that is before you. Let me say
to you in all earnestness and sincerity, you
may now stand up and face the entire world.
learned and unlearned,
and profess to de
scribe character by the temperamental con
stitution and by the organization of the
brain, and if they criticise and carp at you.
you may feel that on are the central ﬁgure
of that group, an master of the situation.
Sometimes people will say this or that isn't
the case, that you are in the wron . A man
in Tolland, Connecticut, in 184 , walked
four miles to have me examine his head; I
described him as possessed of acertain or an
large. it was Continuity; and he sai it
wasn’t, it was moderate.
There happened
to be two other Phrenologists in the hotel,
one was In associate. Mr. Buell, and the
other was i‘ r. Gibbs, formerly my associate;
one of them came into the room, and I said,
“See how large such an organ is," not nam
ing Continuity. and then I named over four
or ﬁve, and he marked Continuity asI did.
Pretty soon Mr. Gibbs came in and did the
same thing—there were three of us coincid
He
ing against the judgment of himself.
walked home to Tolland four miles. and two
days afterward he trudged all the way back
to Rockville to tell us he had been all over
town telling his neighbors and friends that
we hitit right except in one point, we said

5
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It may not be so accurate it likeness,
mentally, as a photographic instrument
might- give of the outer man, but if we can
describe character so that people who know
the man will know who it is when they do
not see the person, and that has been done
rnany a time, it is the best method of read
ing mind that the world has found hitherto.
I want to say a word to you about the at
iehdance upon these instructions—in a class
31' twenty-rive
or thirty people, there is
gtna-rally one or two who were born late
and have always been behind about half an
hour; but since this class commenced, there
hasn't been, to my knowledge, a tardiness

octet.
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shall know them.“
A clergyman took a vacation in the highlands of
Scotland, and thought he would go iishing. so pur
chased a line pole and elegant outfit.
i-le cast in
his hook with great expectation,
but caught noth
in
after patiently holding his gilded tbait and
po 0 for several hours, he turned away from the
stream in dissapointment.
A poorly clad boy,
having an undressed saplin for a pole, and rough
twine for a line, stood near
with a large string
of fish; the clergyman asked “ well my lad, how is
it that you have caught so many fish and have
caught none, have been diligent all day?“ “\Yeel.“
said the lad, who had evidently been watching his
reverend neighbor, “ye maun na show yersel to
em.“
How true it is that men have been dissa
pointed because they did not fully realize the Di
vive promise “ye shall be fishers of men,“ the
princi .le reason of their failure being that they
shower themselves to the
instead of hiding
behind the cross and spea people
ing the plain truth. So,
brethcrn, let us show u our subject. and hide our
selves and our faults
we can, and demonstrate
truth by our acts.
We are not above the science
we teach, and should be willing to say “ Come. let
us reason together." By our honest efforts let us
show peo.le that we res
ct them and love the
truth, an we will gain heir respect and confi
dence.
owe the ap reciation of ameth
To Phrenology
er‘s prayers and counsels, an can now see why it
was so necessary that should receive in early life
the impressions that now cling to so tenaciously.
Had the influences been different, niv mind might
have been bent in a different and
ess desirable
direction, and with the same firm determination
would have held out to the last.
To this few weeks instruction do
owe an ack
nowledgement of a reconciliation in my own mind
to the development
Phrenoio
accords to my
can now see w
own faculties.
secretiveness
in
large and yet in some ways
am not secretive;
that cantiousness is not small and yet is only man
ifested in certain ways; that combativenesa
is not
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The more knowledge the evil minded man
applied.
has, the more harm he can and will do. Those of
the truth concernin
us who wish to disseminate
the Science of Man and his relations to himself an
that “ the lll‘ld is
remember
may
his fellow beings,
the world,“ that it is broad, and the peoile are
knowledge
which is wisdom.
Ve can
eager for that
not all preach like Paul, nor cairwe all leave a
field like (tall, Spurz
name in the phrenological
heim, Combe, Fowler, Wells, and last, but to us,
not least, our beloved and faithful senior tutor,
Sizer, from whom', alas we must partl
Professor
The genial face of the earnest instructor will ever
be remembered with pleasure.
The future may prove to be as bright as the past
is pleasant, but whatever befalls us'let us remem
ber that “ Honesty is the best policy,“ be strong
in the right, honoring the profession we have
chosen.
Our actions and appearance will have
much to do with our success in our work; people
will criticise us and magnifv our faults, we must
therefore, brethern, avoid the shallow trickery and
deceit which appear to be the stock in ‘trade of
some who are now in the ‘field. It is gratifying to
know these pretenders are not graduates of the
Such men
“American Institute of Phrenology._“
are soon found out, their career, as it ought to be,
work
show
narrow and brief. Let our conduct and
that we are worthy of confidence and respect,
and we and our work will be accepted and honored.
Fellow students, let us go forward,
notseekini
ant
simply to gratify the selfish propensities
and honest
baser faculties, but show by our
in
ourselves
that
we
are
cultivating the
efforts
higher and better faculties in regard to which we
farther,
and be re
Our exam ie will go
teach.
we ractice what we preach.
membered longer
Some of us have a litt 0 experience in the field,
and have had a taste of the bitter and the sweet.
It is not all smooth sailing before us. We are to
meet our fellow man in all his peculiar phases.
Our profession is not free from the intrigues and
deceptions of cunning men who will try to
entrgg
us. Submit to no blindfold test- until we have
more ex -rience; we now need both the hands and
eyes to iscerii whether the finely developed head
we are examining has an equally fine and well-bal
with proper nutritive
anced body to furnish

may be allowed one word about.

tising ourselves as graduates of the American In
stitute n Phrenology, in large and showy letters,
to this say, “ No!“ let us be modest: we may none
of us prove to be a necessity to the succexa of the
science, or as bright and shining lights in its ser
vice. This Institute can not, nor does it undertake
to make great scholars and orators of us; it aims
to teach ll-ll that it knows of Phrcnulology but doc-s
It is just and honorable in us
not give us genius.
to speak in iraise of it, and ever give to it due re
‘ct, as in iat case the honor will reflect on us.
get it not be said of us that our words and work
lack moral tone; not that we should assume iiety
without its true inwardness.
People are not ilind
to the indications of character, although th' -y may
know little or nothing of Phrenologv.
Rest as
sured our motives can not be bid; if "they are noble
“By their fruits ye
we need not blazon the fact.

I

if’

criticism.
What are we here for 9 You can each answer
Whatever the incentive, we
that for yourselves.
hope it is laudable, and has in viowu. noble pur
ise, whether you are going into the lecture field,
ehind the counter, to plead at the bar, minister
to the sick, speak the living truth from the pulpit,
or follow the plow, you will find that the two
months spent in this Institute will be of great
value to you. Like all knowledge, that which you
unad visedly
have gained here will be dangerous

ow,

I

ADDRESS BY 11. F ORVIS.
Fr'LLow S'rcoi-zxrsz Your friendly partiality in
CliUOeilli'; me to lead in the speaking, at these our
closing exercises, awakens my grateful thanks,
but may not justify your skill as character read
you have made.
Never
are in the selection
have expressed an
theless, as our preceptors
of’ the class in the
honest pride in the
cscr'ibing character, i suppose
art of judging and tproticiency
it bec 'iliCb‘me to submit to your mandate without

if

light
After the delivery of the Diplomas we
will ask the students to speak, and first call
on Mr. Orvis, of Wisconsin.

We must be alert, not suspicious, lest
support.
we misjudge; we must be honest and frank in ex
amination, but if’ in iublic it would be offensive to
the subjeot to say w iat in truth we would be war
ranted in saying, we may courteously decline to
dolinctae
the candidates developenients.
Fiat
Some phrenologists seem
ter)’ is to be avoided.
disimsod to give every candidate a desirable char
acter,
)ecially when the examination is iublic;
stating iat the subject would succeed in the pro
fession of’ law or medicine, forgi'rtting
that there
are other callings, not considered
professional,
which are quite as honorable and useful. A man
to he a gmid farmer has to be something more
than a mere laboring man: he ought to be able to
analyze the soil so that he may plant with a view
to adaptability and future profit.
Sometimes an
over-anxiety to please a patron mav mislead us;
out-side pressure may be brought to bear to influ
ence our verdict. Make up your mind what is true
of a sub‘ect and what properly may be said of
him, an say it plainly.
In private examinations
'011can “magnify your calling “ by kindly point
in'r out defects and showing how to remedy them.

t

tried to do our very best in your behalf ; you
have treated us with constant kindness and
courtesy, and we shall remenihcr your faces,
your names, your placcs of residence; we
shall follow with int rest. and hope and ex
pectation. the pathway you make, and we
trust it shall be a pathway of virtue and
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large and yet by its peculiar development i am
argumenutivc but not quzirrclsoine.
And now my dear fellow students, we must say
farewell: tosome of us it will be the lust time. if
we should hereafter meet in our fields of labor let
the grasp of the fraternal hand be strong. 1 can
say for one, “ is not the whole land before us. If
thou wilt take the left hand, then I will go to the
right: or if thou depart to the right hand, then I
will go to the left.“

In conclusion 1 will not mention each one of our
esteemed professors and instructors; they have
each [manifested a good will to dcnl fairly and gave
us all they could in the time allotted to each ; our
only regret is that the time could not have been
longer, but let us, following their example, try to
instruct whoever and wlicnevcr we can with
equal zeal and earnestness, not forzctting that we
are likely to be criticised, sometimes perhaps
justly,
sometimes unjustly, remember that
“ To errand
is human; to forgive divine.“
ADDRESS BY A. J. CORFMAN, M. D.
Pnomsons, CLASSIATLQ, LADIES AND (li-zs'ru-zlics:
As time rolls on, each succeeding WZLVQ brings
intuactivo life Iiunibcrlcss human beings to min
vle with each other and grapple Wllll conflicting
fortune; to butt lo against opposition and thus be.
come living elements in the great drama. of life.
It is vitally important that each individual
should be fully dccidcd in the choice of his voca

tion, and properly undcrstand his capacity for
accomplishing the end for which his talents and
energy are called into action; that he may suc
cessfully dohis part in fulfilling his lfllhs'liill of life.
it is the i 'npcratlve duty of curry lover of noble
principles to apply his powers to discover the ne
eessities of the age in which he lives : search vigi
lantly for truth, and, whenever found, bear t
bl‘d.vely on ward,
As ouch of us wish to be governed by the best
principles let us consider our ininicdintc surround
in;-'-- see what. we arc, and what are our future
pr- re-pi'i'lﬁ and resixinsibilities.
\\ 0. ﬁnd that we are students of the American
Institute 0| l’lirenologv of New York.
15 it not a delightful thought. is it not a great
privilege to realize that we are the favored ones
who. this afternoon, enjoy the benediction of this

Insti t late?
And in it not a solemn responsibility to be sent
forth as representatives of the great principles

and science of Phrenology, which are here taught
with distinguished ability, and demonstrated with
artistic skill ?
Rare privileges have we en'oycd, sitting in the
resence of professors who inve discoursed so
reclv. so deﬁnitely, and so truly on the beautiful
Science of l'hrenology, the formation and compo
sition of the human b<dy, the arrangement and
notion of its many organs, the vitalizers and de
pressors which act upon lb, the forms of disease
which taint and destroy both body and mind ; and
many other things which combine to make the
true Phrenologist and physiciainall emanating
from a college teaching: mental science.
This assertion might be denounced by many who
are prejudiced, but honest and misguided, yet it
is none the less true.
Phrenolozy, like many other subjects, has only
It is either_ right' or wrong.‘ true'
two sides to it.
or false. If true, its revelations will be consistent,
unchangcable.
If fiilse, its teach
harmonious and
Although
in-rs are inconsistent and uncertain.
are many, and their
enemies
secret
and
foes
05.3"
powerful,
verv
it only acts
combined inﬂuence is

of _lircnology. It can not
torctzird the progress
nor
mm. the beauties of the science,
is founded. overturnthe
Revolutions
pr]ind 165 upon which
' pi rn and demolish the institutions of man,
mil.i
to atoms the strongest ediﬁces he
6
may “1:92,.
- but truth is immortal and will stand
“Mai-(26:; of matter and the crush of worlds."
of this college may takearecess;
th'lllieexercises
I

i

it
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the teachers of it wishing tobe relieved from ex.
cessive toil may Utkf'lbllllll‘c rctired position ; but
the great work they have coinnicuccd can not
The trutlh tlicy have promulgated
stop.
can
not lie dormant.
They will find supportcrs in dif
ferent parts of the world, who will keep the fires
burning, and the bright light of l’lirenology will
shine forth in all its resplendent purity until it
will illuminate over ' portion of Nicicty.
Fellow students,
would say to you, be honest,
be firm, stand by the college you represent; stand
by and defend the riiiciples you profess.
Kind Professors, l’otfcr you the well-earned tri
bute of a. student's approbation, receive my heart
felt thanks, and may we ever remain sincere
friends.

ADDRESS OF HENRY \'. HANAN.
REsPi-x'ricn TEACHERS Asp cussmi'ri-tsz
The art
inz: hour has come, and with it u fcclingof Nit ncss
that “'t' must. part, and one of gliidncss that we
have coin ilctcd this course of instruction.
My mini is full of the subjects upon which we
have been taught, and vct l have not the least
idea tlnit I can now POtlllLt‘ thc full cxtcnt of the
instruction which we hiu'c rcccivcd hcrc.
The
thoughts and incidents \\ liich linvc l'ullcn upon our
cars, and ixissid before our minds, will bc cou
stautly recurring to us all through life.
We can never forget the principles which have
been so well prcscntcd by our woi thy iiisti iii-tors,
and so thoroughlv illustraitcd
by these pu‘tniits,
castsiind skulls, all of which sci-in vlvilicil with ncw
life wlicn viewed from ii. phrcnologiciil shiiiilpoint.
Fellow students, this pcriod will mark ugrciit
change in our lives; it is our duty, as wcll as
our privilczc. to tllwwt‘llllllU-tt‘ this most hcnoll
cial knowledge for thc good of nuiiikind, \\ lictlier
in private conversation or in the lecture l‘cld, or
from tlic pulpit.
Let us watch ninukind the true
naturc of their powers, of the relation of persons to
each othcr, to nature, and also to the Creator and
Savior Of all.
Nearly fifty years of study and experience has
taught our venerated senior instructor that men
'encrally under-ruin their talents and over-rate
heir morals and religious nnturc; hence the need
of teaching them this fact, and that cvcry faculty
is given them by the' Creator, and that the legit
miite object or means for its gratification also
Exists; and thercforc the existence of any fucnlt
is proof of the existence of a Illt‘i'lllh for its grntil cation and vice versa. Thus we have natural ap
itite, and food exists for its gratification.
“e
have u. desire to ac nire, and prope: ty exists
which may be obtainei for its gratification. We
have social ull'cction. and society exists as its coun
tcrpnrt. We have a. love of the beautiful and
beauty exists.
“ Vt‘llt‘l'llllﬂll “ thus proves the existence of a.
“ S iirituality,"
God and our duty to worship him.
in regard to its natura. functions,
considered
proves the necessity ofs belief in the infinite, un
seen and incomprehensible.
" Hope “ oves the reasonableness of
expecting
“ Conscientiousncss
is desirable.
that wide
teaches that men should be just and righteous.
“ Benevolence “ proves that men should be kind
and generous toward all.
The happiness of an individual increases in pro
rtlon to the degree of exercise and dcvelo ment
blending
in
of all the faculties, harmoniously
their action ; hence. it is to one‘s highest personal
interest to thus exercise and dcvolopiill.
These principles of phrcnology I have long rec
ngnizcd and have regarded the analysis of the or
gans and the supremacy of the moral sentiments
of
as one of the bcst aids to the understanding
the Holy Scriptures.
some
to
enter
day,
ministry
the
and
As I cxpcct,
taught at the Ameri
have now given the
subljccts
ogy, some years of study,
can Institute of l’lircno
I can most heartily recomend them to all who .
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have already entered or who expcct to enter, that
noble calling, as an invaluable aid to success.
You, my worthy teacher, have my thanks for
your instructions, and all who are cngagcd in the
of truth have my sincere desire for
dissemination
their success.

ADDRESS BY BENJAMIN F. LOOMIS.
TEACHERS, STI'DEXTR. Fmssps: I look upon Phre
A
nologv as the. true basis of all mcntal science.
knowledge
of which, with Christianity, places
laws
of
and
being
the
his
with
my
in
harm
man
with the world.
when we study mental life in all its phases,
from the lowest insect up to the. perfect man, we
see that cvcry being has an organism adapted to
its own ment-Ll conditions.
When we look upon the multitude of people that
throng our busy strccts. wc sec that there are no
And if it be true that
two who are formed alike.
wc are governed by the laws of the universe,
there have bocn no two alikc since the creation.
But as all things are governed by universal laws,
we may learn to understand them by proper atten
tion and study.
For when we
The mind is not an exception.
consider the different shades of mentality, and
arrange and classify thcm in their proper order,
we 300 that the mind is constructed HVSIGIIIZIIIC
Every man
allv ina rising scale of intelligence.
has an object in life; there is a vacancv for each
onc to till. And I know of no better method to aid
men in ﬁnding and filling their proper ilaccs than
to make these facts clcar to the um crstanding
of the people by applying the principles of

Phrcnology.

I’O‘ZH'brothers, my parting words are these, Let
us bccarnest in our work, and endeavor to scat
ter the truths we have learned while together.
And if anyone brings upa new truth in science,
knowing
let us give him hearty encouragement,
that new truths have seldom been received with

fttvnl'.
Let us not be sceptical toward anything, for all
But let us ress
sciences blend harmoniously.
onward and upward in the pathway of ruth
immortal.
the
life
toward
In conclusion, I would say, our teachers have
spared no pains in unfolding to us the scienceof
Phrenology and kindred studies, and I hope sm
cerely that they will long be spared to instruct
others from year to year; that the world may
become rich in the wisdom which they are so able

to impart.

ADDRESS BY
Rasrmnp Tmcmms

R.

J.

BARRE'I'I‘.

AND FELLOW STUDENTS!
Our course is now ended and we are soon to bid
farewell to each other and prepare to go our sev
cral ways. Yet what e‘re betides us for good or
evil, 1 think this is an epoch in our life's history
that we can never for a moment forget.
I know of no act in my previous life that I can
recall with the same degree of pride and pleasure
as the ﬁrst steps I took towards coming to this

Institute.

There was a time, ﬁve years ago, when I r&
gardcd this advent as amonﬂ the impossibilities.
Butas time wore on, and I lbecame more infatu
ated with the subject, the thought of coming to
New York and taking a course in this Institute
gradually fastened itself on my mind both asleep
and awake, until atlast I began to think seriously
of overcoming the many difficulties that lay in
my way. Idared not consult my friends and well
wishers on the matter ; on the contrary, I fou ht
shy of them on the subjcct, for the reason t at
they considered it a hobby of mine to be tabooed,
and myself to be pitied for indulging in it.
This itself was one of the principal reasons I had
for wishing to come here. As I could not recon
cile myself to the popular current, neither could I
resist being carried on with it : hence I resolved to
separate myself from it for a time at least, and
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apply myself with those whose teachings harmon
ized with my VirWS. and gain strength from them
suilicicnt to hear me on and ixissibly assist a
wcakcr brother.
But the longest night has an end, and at last the
morning dawned when I was able to come to New
York and join the Institute class of ‘86, and there
drink of the knowledge“ that I might seek in vain
to ilnd elsewhere.
My wildest flights of fancy of ﬁve years ago
have at last been realized: but that realization
has shown what a boundless ficld of study the sub
And, brothers, what more important
jcct affords.
subject of study can we engage in than the study
of man?
Its imlmrtancc can not he over-esti
mated when we consider man placed here for a
purpose, endowed with boundless capabilities, yet
rcduced to such pitiablc condition as to envy the
beasts of the. field the pleasures they enjoy.
Let us endeavor not only to live pcrfcct lives
ourselves, but also lend a helping hand to those
that are tottering around us, and teach them
whcrcin true happiness consists: and when we
reach the end and lay down our yoke. we can look
back on our lives with a feeling of duty done.
I acknowledge myself indebted to the faculty
for their many kindnesses to me. and wish them
the success and prosperity that their noble clIorts
deserve.

ADDRESS BY AMOS E. KL'NDERD.
Wom'nv Iss'rnuc'roas AND FELLOW S'rrpss'rs: A
feeling of sadness rests upon my mind as the last
irccious moment arrives to spend here together.
light weeks ago we came together as strangers,
to-day we
not as strangers, but as friends,
and as brct part,
iron in our common cause, Phrcnology.
This science has been ridiculcd by the wise and
the otherwise: and mostly by the otherwise. It
has been called the science of foolishness bv some
and bumpology by others : but the father of Phre
nology was not a fool.
Dr. Gall was an eminent
physician and was not a teacher of bnmpology.
Some tell us that Phrenology will soon be a thing
of the past. No, my friends, but rather will it be
taught in the public schools, wherever civilization
prevails. It teaches us our own defects and guides
us to self improvement.
The careful student of
can read his fellowmen and know how
Phrenologtyl'
Now, my brethren, be
to relate
imself to them.
not afraid of ridicule by those who are ignorant of
the first principles of Phrenology: but go forth
teaching your fellowmen that which is invaluable
to them.
Do your duty toward the science as
aduatcs of the American Institute of Phrenologv.
on are working in a good cause, and never flag in
your efforts or allow yourself to be divertedjrom
your course.
ADDRESS BY FRANK HUMBLE.
Won'rmr Tucmms AND Cuissnucras: This is an
When we look back on the past
age of rogress.
and re cct for a single moment upon ancient and
modern facilities we "are led to exclaim: “ What
a wonderful change!
The whole moral and intellectual world has
been and is now undergoing a process of evolution.
What at one time was dark and unsolved by the
most patient thinkers is now plainly and elcarl '
by
the school-boy.
comprehended
Physica
science, mechanism. and art. illustrate wonderful
rogress.
But to all these we add the science of
he mind. Notlong since, the fundamental princi
ples of this great and noble branch of science
were understood by few men ; but are now spread
far and wide. When we meet the thronging mul
titudes of mankind; seemingly so much alike, yet
different characters; we are
each representing
led to say, what a wonderful science this is, that
when in the hands of the careful mani ulator the
marked characteristics of each indivi ual can be
'
distinctly )ointed out.
Let us tien not forget the founders of Phre
nology, but ever cherish their names, to be hand
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Surely nothing will

morrow.”
And now. as our hands meet in a farewell clasp,
my wish is that you all may have abundant suc
cess, and that we shall meet in a brighter and
better sphere when this life is ended.
ADDRESS BY MR. PALLISTER.
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was returnin
TEACHERS AND STUDENTS when
Exhibition in 1876,
homo from the Centennial
a written
called on Prof. Sizer and obtained
phrenological
description of character.
there
is
not
a.
who
had been
am sure
ife, who could have
with me all my person
acquainted
described my character with anything like the
which Prof. Sizer did. He described
minuteness
my weak points and strong ones a great deal bet
tcr than could have described them myself. And
know myself, and human nature, the
um more
am convinccd that he was right.
more
in Phrenology,_but
this
nevi-r did disbelieve
made my faith in it stronger.
first thought of
It is tcn years, or more, since
but circumstances
coming to attend tlieliist-it-ute;
have not favored me that way until this year.
have been here and passed
And now that
through the course of instruction do not regret
that. have availed myself of the opportunity of
attending the American Institute of PhronUlUg-y_
think the time and money well spent, supposing
should never make aceiit- out of l‘hreiiology',
ButI think there are several ways in which it can
be made to pay, and to be profitable, botii to my.
self and others
We are
Now, we have met for the last time.
about to separate, and carry influences with us,
evil,
wherever we go. Let us take
for good or
heed what our influences are, for “as we sow, so
shall we reap."
shall remember with pleasure the time we have
_

I

-

e»

higher state of civilization.

enable one to improve himself so much or succeed
in lifc so well as a knowledge of himself.
This
knowledge Phrcnology givcs him as nothing else
can.
Classmates, Our field of labor is great. Yet let
us ever kccp in our minds the a.\ioin, “First, im
prove yourself today, and then your friend to‘

'

of

0;";
‘i’

it")

-ate

n. HULL.

DEAR TEACHERS AND ('LAFHMATESZ It would be
ungrateful of me. indeed, if did not at this our
parting hour express my regards for you all and
niyappreciation of the instruction have received.
be worth of the friendships
hope
have
maye in attend‘iince of this class.
formed WIll
My follow workers, do not let us undervalue
our cause. Surely weare engaged in the greatest
study that can interest the mind of man, the
study of mind.
Since
commenced the study of Phrenologya
new world of thought and understanding has
opened to my mind.
Phrenology thought that
Bcfore
understood
w as wholly depraved, but since,
mankind
have
learncd that each faculty is good and in itsniitur
give-i
al action
conclude that man in
pleasure,
his normal condition seeks liglitratlier than dark
nests and good rather than evil.
l’hi'cnoloiry teaches us that by the cultivation
or trainiiigof the superior facultics the human
race can be raised from misery and sin to it much

I

Rssrxc'rsn TEACHERS AND FELLOW S'rcnizwrs: On
session, I am impressed with
two kinds of feelings, a sad one on accout of the
mutual
regards which have
those
of
severance
sprung up between us, rendering my stay amon
vou, although so far distant from my native lan ,
oth agreeable and profitable, entirely removing
any thoughts of strangeness and absorbing me in
those brotherly ties which Ibelieve always char
of the Institute.
acterize the
ier hand, I experience a feeling of
On the ot €raduates
having
had the opportunit ' of becom
casure in
ng acquainted with the vast amount o knowledge
which the Phrenological Institute is capable of at’
fording' : both by the collection of busts, \aintings
and skulls contained in the museum and t ic difi'cr
ent phases of mental science as expounded by
those veterans on the subject, as may be found on
the staff of its professors and teachers.
Bv their aid we have had inanyof those windows
through which character reveals itself, made sub
ordinate to our observation, removing what was
once doubt and uncertainty, and displaying in its
place a goal of success to which we may arrive by
perseverance in our studies. and when we consider
the importance of the subject with which we are
connected. it will, I believe, he found of suﬁlcient
extensiveness to call forth our best individual
efforts, and that, I feel assured from the interest
which has been manifested by each student, will
be but a grateful tribute for the knowledge which
has been imparted to us.
In lw'iking over the names and reading the“ biog
foot
ra. )hies of those heroes who have left their
prints on the sands of time,“ we are struck with
cliarai_-terizi;-cl
their
that has
the perseverance.
conduct, often leading them to live lives of self
sacrifice to the cause which they have expoused,
thus enabling them by their patience and skill to
force their way to success and raising their names
to honor.
_
.
is essential to all
Now, since this devotedness
success, does it not come home to the student of
human nature with double force since upon the
romnlgation of its teachings are human beings to
* raised in the scale of creation.
No observer of human nature can go long with
out being impressed with the want of some definite
course to pursue in the placing of society in its
several departments on a more substantial founda
tion, r'iving it something more than chance, which
has hitherto been the ruling element, to reach that
success in life, which hinges entirely upon the
rtieular calling or profession
adoption of that
which best suits t eir individual capacity.
inﬂuence, we believe, can be
regenerative
This
exert“! by an application. of mental science, since
it treats (31’those laws which govern mental mani
fegtauofh
and that too in such a practical way
may gather gems-riot‘ truth at
that he who wishes_life,
furnishing us with beacons
,
through
evervﬁw
danger
fraught rocks and shoals
of
which tail
whip“ lie below, on which have perished many
‘is tcmpcstuous voyage, who
000m‘. bar-qua‘- Un life
would have been carried
the aid of this science
Lam of’ Ll\lIll..lI.-lt)l1 to suc
btl
in me resistless
.
)fllJr.
.
1.
crowning importance
the
this
ml‘lmd. Pgudents, sure. nerve us for the strife to
am
"tv'ivill
an Jcc
for a strife it, Wm assuredly
truths;
its

this, the close of the
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be, for Phrenology, like every glorious truth, will
have oppi isition from certain quarters, but whether
we are called to labor under fair Ame-rica‘s skies or
Australia‘s Southern cross, may it be our undivided
effort to raise such a superstruction to this noble
science as will bless future generations.
Gaming love by virtue, for this will last
When life's lone footed race is o‘cr
And this when airthly joys are past,
Will cheer us to a brighter shore.
With these few remarks
wish you farewell.

n.

ed down from generation to generation with ma,.,
We shoud all endeavor fully to
niﬁed influence.
understand its teachings that they may
o the
ciously applied in everyday life. Muchbegudi
crime and misery of to-day might be easily pre
vented were the teachings of Plirenology more
closely adhered to.
In conclusion, fellow students, do not cast your
books aside as the ser ient casts of! his last year’s
skin never to resume it: but strive to promulgate
this science by your daily life, and apply it in
your business and rofession.
Let your motto
‘ever be, “Let the lig t shine."
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And the pleasure, as well as
3 nt here together.
proiit, we have had in listening to those, who
are so able to teach us out of their long experience.
Our motive in the practice of Phrcnology, should
be not only to bcuclit ourselves, but also to enoble

man.
There is a possibility for man, by proper training
But
and culture, to attain t.» a high standard.
when his. passions are unrcgniatcd they lead him
down to a low grade,
Pnrcnology is well adapted to the training of
hiimin nature. It treats" of all man's mental facul
its
B
ties, passions, emotions, and aspirations.
aid a person may know how to cultivate t 1cm;
where cultivation is necessary, and restrain where
restraint is required.
So piiren iltuy. in its application to human cul
ture may be applied to the intellectual, moral,
and religious nature of man, as well as to the
lower faculties, and be a means to elevate man to
the true [Msltinll which is his privilege to occupy
as the image of God, and ruler of the lower orders
of’ creation.

ADDRESS BY MR. LOMISON.
TEACHERS AND (.lcxssnxrss. DEAR Fmnsns: The
time has come when we must part, probably we
shill never have the pleasure of seeing each other
a ain, yet memory will often recall the “many
pﬁasant hours we have spent together at The
American institute of Phrcnology.“ “"e have
a course of instruction which, if
completed
properly used, will serve us in any avocation or
sphere of life. its inllucncncc and importance can
not be too fully realized or too highly appreciated.
It awakens new fields of thought upon every hand,
and inspires us with love for the good and the
beautiful; it tends to elevate us above mere ani
mal instincts, and fits us for the highest and best
We extend
purposes for which we were intended.
our heartfelt thanks to all of our able instructors
who have so well imparted to us the ample stores
of their acquired knowledge with the benefit of
their long years of experience. This should stimu
late us as we go forth in the fulfillment of our
Fellow students may
duties in this noble cause.
your hopes be realized in extending this science of
We should all work for the beneﬁt and
the mind.
improvement of mankind, and in no calling can we
better work, or achieve more good than in the
science of Phrenology.

ADDRESS BY V. P. ENGLISH.
AND FELLOW S'rcoics'rsz
Won'mv Iss'rnuc'rons
The physical organs of all animals are strength
ened, and developed by judicious exercise.
The great strength acquired by athletes in all
ages, has been secured by vigorous exertions ; not
by a few spasmodic efforts, but by a series of
endeavors.
Those re
wise and lonrr continued
nownctl for skill, endurance, and success in rowing,
skating, and lifting, have
running, swimming,
secured their proficiency by earnest and well
directed efforts.
The woni'ierful speed attained
by the American trotting horse is the result of
iaticnt, vigorous, earnest training day after day.
n the absence of exercise the deterioration is just
as marked.
If you should carry your arm in a
sling for a few wet-ks, it would become perceptibly
weaker.
In a few months the decrease in its
strength would be plainly indicated.
At the end of
several years it would become a helpless append
age, and of no more use in defending ytmrself from
It is just so with
an assault than adagger of wax.
our mental faculties. They may be strengthened
and developed by the proper exercise, and will just
If you
as surely deteriorate through neglect.
would become skilled in music, you must patiently
practice day after day for a long time.
\Vould you become eloquent and move vast
‘our
audiences at will ? Then you must exercise
Henry
When
ard
faculties industriously.
Beecher was a young man, living in the country,
it was his custom to make the woods ring with

l
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the explosion of vowels and the repetition of ex
tracts from favorite authors. Behold the result!
Patrick Henry was in the habit of making
speeches to the boxes and barrels in a country
grocery. A great nation bears witness to his
achievements.
reason profoundly?
Then think
you
Would
A Newton, a llarvey, :5
deeply and earnestly.
Galileo was not thi- result of chance nor the work
An oak, with all its strength and
of a day.
randeur, is not the production of a single ni ht.
mushroon may be. American history fairly
Poverty
teems with examples of self-made men.
The sons of p031‘
is often a blessing in disguise.
men are the intelligent and successful leadcrsof
American civilization. Witness Franklin, Web
ster, Lincoln, Grant. and a host of others. At first
thought this might seem strange; but viewing it
)lain that
more carefully, it becomes
e sons 0 poor men
it could not be otherwise. T perfectly
are compelled to take the exercise iiecesstryto
develop their organizations. The position of the
rich man is like the weights of a clock immedi
ately after winding. His ancestors have wound
him tip, and all he has todo is to run down, and the
rapidity with which some of them accomplish the
font is wonderful.
The poor man‘s son is at the bottom and must
wind himself up, and the very exertion of the
winding is what makes him a man of power.
Our worth ' instructor, Prof. Sizer, did not hap
pen to reae his present desirable position as one
of the great leaders in making known to the world
the teachings of Phrenology. He wound himself
up. The scientific researches of Mr. I')ra_vt»onand
Dr. Sizer. have cost them many a weary hour of
patient investigation. Dr. Buttolph and Dr. Ord
roneaux did not make their valuable additions to
the best means of treating the insane. by walking
the street and leadin_.,r a )oodle by a fancy string.
Dr. Gunn did not gain lus ability to perform
those intescsting and instructive experimentsin
mcsmei'ism by loaflng in a beer saloon.
But. ladies and gentlemen, for the best example
we must look still further. An example
in which
gentleness has rivaled age, cxcclledthe
femine
pluck, energy, and tlt'icl'illilliltlt'lll of the sterner
sex. The clinging persistence in the support of the
JOURNAL, the maintaining of the oilice under cir
that would have dii-couiaged a heart
cumstances
less brave, thodevoted and watchful tenderness
at the sick-bed of a brother, are a few among the
many instances that render her a true heroine.
Long may she live as a guiding star to future
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classes.
Fellow students, the purposes of our coming
tmgether in the American Institute of Phrenology,
are accomplished.
The hand-shaking will soon be
over, and we will separate to our different homes,
perhaps never to meet again on earth.
But the memories of our class will be a bright
star in the skies of’ our history. Here our efforts
have been united.
Now our vays will lead in dif
ferent- dii'ections.
But wherever may be our field
of action, let us remember that success depends
upon our own efforts.
That our struggles will
strengthen and develop our manhood whether
otherwise a success or not.
Let us ever walk and conduct ourselves as just
and u )right students of science, remembering that
the first great element of success is action, the
second is action. ; the third is ACTION.

ADDRESS BY JOHN E. KRAMER.
PROFESSORS .mo FnLtow-S'rvoit-N'rs : At. the close
of this course of instruction in the science of
Phrenology it becomesa pleasant and "re-cable
task to ex )ress our grateful thanks for t e work
accomplis ied under the guidance of our worthy
The cost of our instruction is a very
professors.
trifling consideration compared
with our gain.
Vl’hen we consider
the wonders achieved by the
human mind, the ( uestion confronts us: What do
we know of man?
ence the wisdom of the apho
rism “ Man, know thyself."
As we have been looking out from within, trying
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to solve the problem of man‘s destiny, the time
has now come to look from without to the un
Ignorance is our chief enemv.
knu'an within.
Frir-l\\l~'-, let us be honest in the pursuit of truth.
At the door of doubt that sacred word isborn,
trulh. We wants. more earnest and zealous re
rd for the human race to aid it to wander
eights of purity and nobility of life. Brcthren,
the licld we are about to enter involves ucwduties
of a. more responsible bearing than u e are accus
tomed to know: that is, the propigation of the
science of Phrenology, and I hope we will all be
faithful and
to our trust in aiding men,
cqiunl
drcn on earth ; fora. single utter
women and chi
ance of ours may shape the whole action or W nurse
of a. life. and we will stand credited or blanicd for
what we help to make man or society. As the
al habet of letters is the Curllvrbtunc in the licld
literature, so Phrenology is the foundation and
corner stone of the sclenccs, for a knowledge of
the human mind imparts to us its tendencies and
enables us to determine our place and msilion in
the labor of life, since "The proper study of man
kind is man."
It becomcsa labor of love and gratitude to speak
of our immortal Hall and Spurzhcim, who lcl't a
legacy to the world that shall endure with time.
Though dead they still live with us and are of us.
“'0 sympathize with their struggles and l‘l‘JHlt'G
in their triumphs
A true knowledge of our beloved science will
awaken in our minds a broader range of inquiry
inthe ﬁeld of thought. In the family circle, in
our business, in thesehool room. and in our courts
of justice, our jurors, lawyers and judges will
find it invaluable.
It. has been also of
rent service in the treat
ment of the insane: in short, it can he made ser
every
in
department of human lifc. The
viceable
light! once sought- 1 now bchold, and it will make
mv life more happy and useful.
‘bear ciassnutt-es , our )lcasant and sociable
gatherings have made indelible imprints upon our
memory that time can not clface.
ADDRESS

BY MR. CLARK.

Won'nn' lss'rm'c'rons .mn DEAR (_'I.ARSMATF.Bor
Man is endowed
‘rm: XSSTITL'TE or Pnmzsomoi':
with ever unfolding faculties that constitute him
of endless improve
an intelligence suscti'ptible

ment.

Through the science of Phrcnolngy we perceive
that theut‘reator has bestowed dclinite qualities
on the human mind and on external objects, and
established certain relations between them. It is
the misunderstlmdin;._r of the laws of nature that
of
prevents him from attaining to perfection
stature and harmony of function. It is only as he
It
abuses the laws of his nature that. he sull'crs.
is our duty as Phrenologists to teach him how to
make the most of his natural talent to enjoy the
life he sometimes thinks is a burden.
Nowhere do we perceive the human mind in
structed and its )owcr exercised in a degree at all
approaching to t ieir capability. At the present
moment no class of society is systematically m
structed in the constitution of the mind and body,
or the laws controlling and governing their action!
Vl’hen we consider the natural su remucy of the
moral sentiments, and the princip e that the ac
tivitv of the faculties is the source of pleasure—
that‘ the higher the power the more intense the
delight—that the moral and intellectual faculties
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are the natural fountain of
all
enjoymentilthen
thc more it will appear necccessary
t at man
should In‘ inslructml ill the scllflll'cuf Phrcnology,
as this is lhc source through which he may be
mndc to understand the laws of his nature.
Finally, lct us consider that “ the earth is the
Lord'suud the fullness thcrcof,“nnd every man
is ulll‘ brothcr, and the greater the benefit we can
bestow lnc ;_"l‘(‘.tl0‘l°
the reward.
Let. our IllHll-l in‘: Livc, so that when the body
'
dies our work shall be immortal.

RESOLUTIONS

BY THE CLASS.

llavim: complctcd the course of instruction in
lhc Anicrican ln~l ilute ol’ l‘hrcliolo:_'_\', the class of
1m}, adopt the following resolutions :
i. That, am the stud)’ of mind in its various man
ifestation, is one of lhc mutt important MIUJOPLS to
which man can turn his attention, We recommend
all who are e.Lrnc.~tI_vseeking truth. to study l’hre
lining)’ as the uni)‘ M'lt‘llt‘t‘ giving an accurate
analysis of mental phenomena.
2. That we have found the American Institute of
Phrcnolmrv an invnluuhlc aid in the prim-Chum! of
study lll all hranchcs of UJllllI‘HlIlIHL'H‘ZLI research,
and deem the advnnuiges it oll'crs to he unequalled.
3. That we tcndcr our heart-felt thanks to our
learned and exp-ricnccd teachers who have faith
fully labored in imparting to us this valuable
knowledge.
F. TRACY, New York,
Jun-s it. S'rnntnvo. Canada,
Ilrzxnr V. Hum, Kansas,
Com. on Resolutions.

J.

Richard J. Barrett, California.
W'm. Brimble-(‘oinhc, Australia.
Harry K. Cusscl, Prunsylvania.
Perry Clark. California,

A. J. (‘orfman, M. 1)., Ohio.
V. P. English, Lawyer, Ohio.
Henry V. Ilnnun, Kansas.
llcrbcrt II. Hull. Pennsylvania.
Frank Humble, Ohio.
Amos E. Kundcrd, Indiana.
John E. Kramer, New York.
Win. A. LOl'llisun, Pennsylvania.
Bcuj. F, Lonmis, (,‘iilifornia.
Ilicl F. Orviss, \Visconsin.
Lcﬂ‘crts M. Powell. M. 1)., New York.
Gco. \V. Rhone, Pennsylvania.
Jus. R. Sterling, Canada,
Jas. I. Taylor, Pennsylvania.
John F. Tracy, New York.
John P. Wild, Massachusetts.
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rsons in distant States to ascertain if “Prof.
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Fairbanks, c. 3* ........ ..New York .......... Him
Fairiield, John . . . . . . . .Pennsylvania . . . . . . . . .1876
Fariss, F. A . . . . . . . . . . . . .Virginia
. . . . . . . . . . .1835
. . . . . .Iillnois . . . . . . . . .lﬁl, 1834
Ferry, A. L . . .
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Fleiseli, Jacob . . . . . . . . . .Ohio . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1870
Foster, Felix . . . . . .Mississippi . . . . . . . . . .1870
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THE AMERICAN

An Act to incorporate “ THE AMERICAN 1N STI
TUTE 0F PHRENOLOGY,” Passed

April 2.’),1866.
The People of the State of New York, represent
ed in Senate and Assci'nbly, do enact ns follows:
Section 1. Amos Dean, Esq., IIora-ce (_ireely,
Samuel ()sgorxl, D.D., A. Oakcy Ilall, Esq., Russell
T. Trail, M. 1)., Henry I_)e.\'ter, Samuel R. Wells,
Edward I’. Fowler, M. D., Nelson Sizer, Lester A.
are hereby consti
Roberts and their XLSSOClZLtQS,
by the name of “THE
tuted a body corporate
AMERICAN

INSTITUTE

OF I’HRENOLOGY,“

for

the purpose of promoting instruction in all depart
ments of learniin,r connected therewith, and for
collecting and preserving Crania, Casts, Busts and
of the ditfcrcnt Races,
other
representations
Tribes and Families of men.
Section 2. The said corporation may hold real
estate and personal estate to the amount of one
dollars, and the funds and
hundred thousand
properties thereof shall not be used for any other
purposes than those declared in the ﬁrst section

of this Act.

Section 3. The said Henry Dexter, Samuel R.
Wells, Edward I’. Fowler, )1. D., Nelson Sizer, and
Lester A. Roberts are hereby appointed Trustees
of said incorixn‘ation, with power to [ill vacancies
No less than three Trustees shall
in the Board.
constitute a quorum for the transaction of busi

ness.
Section 4. It shall be lawful for the Board of
Trustees to appoint Lecturers and such other in
structors as they may deem necessary and ad vis
able, subject to removal when found expedient
and necessary, by a vote of two-thirds of the
members constituting said Board; but no such
shall be made until the applicant
appointment
shall have passed a personal examination before
the Board.
Section 5. The Society shall keep for free public
exhibition at all proper times, such collections of
Skulls, Busts, Casts, Paintings and other things
therewith,
as they may obtain.
They
connected
shall give, by a competent person or Ix-rsons, a
course of not less than six free lectures in each
and every year, and shall have annuallya class

for instruction in Practical Phrenology, to which
shall be admitted gratuitously at least one stu
dent from each Public School in the L‘ity of New
York.
section 6. The corporation shall possess the
powers and be subject to the provisions of Chap~
ter 18, of part 1, of the Revised Statues, so far as

applicable.
Section 7.
ately.

This Act shall

take
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THE FACULTY OF INSTRUCTION.
Among those who have been engaged as lec
turers in connection with the Institute for many
years, we may mention the following :

Nelson Sizer, the chief Examiner in the ofﬁce of
Fowler & \Vells for thirty-eight years, lectures on
the Theory and Practice of l’hrenology and Physi
ognomy.

II. S. Drayton, A. M., editor of Tm: Panxsonooi
CAL JOURNAL, treats of Mental Science and its re
lations to Physiology and Metaphysics.
Mrs. Charlotte Fowler Wells lectures on the
History and Progress of Phrenolog ' in America.
Nelson B, Sizer, M. D., Anatomy, Physiology and
Diseases of Body and Brain.

John Ordronaux, M. D., LL. 1),, late State Com
missioner of Lunacy, lectures on Insanity and
urisprudcnce,

J

Robert A. Gunn,

M,

D., Magnetism

and

Psy

Clluli‘igy.

-——Elocution
Public Simaking.

and Vocal Culture in relation to

ADVICE FOR STUDENTS
In coming‘ to New York you should purchasea
through ticket if possible, and if you have a trunk
or valise which you do not need on the way,gct
it checked, and thus save care.
Students should prepare the means for payment
of tuition and their necessary expenses during
their stay in New York, before they come. Those
who can do it should bring their funds in dralts,
then they are not subject to the danger of losing
their money on the way. Those who bring money
can have it deposited
in bank while here, thus
preventing the possibility of los.
We advise students, after buying their passage
tickets, to have only so much money within reach
as will pay their current expenses
on the way
here. The balance, if not in form of dratt, should
be sewed into a pocket in the nndergarmcnt.
Nor
should students inform strangers who they are,
where they came from, where they are going. or
their business in New York. For in all large cities
there are always men on the look-out for strangers
whose business it is to employ some cunning de_
vice to rob them.
On landim,r at Jersey City from the West or
South, retain your baugage check—pay no atten
tion to agents on the train—and come to our oﬂice,
153 Broadway, corner Eighth Street. 11"you come
into the city in the night, go to the Sinclair
House, Broadway, corner of Eighth Street, directly
opposite

our ollice.

ROOMS AND BOARD.
Boarding can always be obtained near the Insti
tute at moderate prices. From four to ﬁve dollars
a week usually cover the expense.
Sometimes
hygienic students club togetherand take rooms,
and procure their own food to suit thomsclves.
We take special pains to aid students to and
desirable quarters. and to facilitate any purchases
which they may wish to make, or give them direc
tions as to places of interest to be visited, and the
proper way to make their stay in the city safe,
pleasant and instructive.

THE AMERICAN

INTIT UTE OF PHRENOLOGY.

AMERICAN INSTITUTE
The Session of 1887 will open on the
There is but. 0)’

OF PHRENOLOGY.

FIRST TUESDAY OF SEPTEMBER.
E SI'ESION during the year.

This is the only Institution of the kind in the world where a course of thorough and
practical instruction in Phrcnology is ivcn. and nowhere else can be found such facili
ties as are possessed by the American nstitute of Phrcnology, consisting of a large cabi
net of skulls—human and animal—with busts, casts, portraits, anatomical
preparations,
skeletons. plates. models, etc.

THE COURSE OF INSTRUCTION.
This consists of more than one hundred lectures and lessons covering a term of
weeks—one lesson being given each morning and two during the afternoon.

TOPICS.

I.

GENERAL PRINCIPLES.

The philosophy of the organic constitu
and
tion, its relation to mind. character,
motive ; mental philosophy, or the efforts of
the best thinkers in all ages to ﬁnd out the
laws and operations of the mind and give
their speculations the form of science.

II. TEMPERAMEXT,

indicating quality and giving tone and
peculiarity to mental manifestation. also as
atl'ccting the choice of occupation; the law
of harmony and heredity as connected with
relation; what constitutes a
the marriage
proper combination of temperaments with
to hcalth. long life, tendency to
reference
talent, virtue and vice.
as

III. PIIRENOLOGY.

ltil-ntd development explained; the true
mode of eatimatingr charac'cr according to
Phrcnolozical principles‘: (‘omparntivc Phrc
nolngy. the dcvclopmcnt and pcculiaritics of
1h,- ~3mm,“
kingdom. hints toward thcir
gradation in the scale of b ingr from thc low
est to the higllcst ; the facial angle, cnihody
in: curious and intcrcstim: acts rclativc to
the qualities and habits of animals. tending
to show that disposition is accordingr to
instinct and reason ; the
org nization ;
Phrcnology of crime; imb ‘cili'ty and idiocy,
causes and management: the elements of
force, energy.
industry. perseverance; the
governing and aspiringr
roups; the division
h-tween the intcllcctua . spiritual. and ani
mal regions of the brain. and how to ascer
tain this in the livingr head; the memory,
how to dr-velop and improve it: the reason
ing faculties and the part they play in civili
zation; location of the organs of the brain.
how to estimate their size, absolute and
relative.

IV. PHYSIOGNOMY.

V.

Six

History oi Phrenology in
America and Europe,

and the struggles and sacriﬁces of its pio
neers in disseminating its principles. especi
ally in this country; and its enriching in
ﬂuence on education,
literature.
domestic
life, government, morality and religion.

VI. ET IINOLOG Y.

The races and tribcs of men, their peculi
arities. and how to judge of nativityof race;
especially how to dctcct infullibly the skulls
of the several colored races.

"II.

DISSECTION

of the human brain;
microscopic illustrations of diﬁcrent parts
of the systcm in health and disease.
and

demonstration

"Ill.

Anatomy and Physiology.

The brain and ncrvous system : the bones
and muscles; how to maintain bodily vigor
and thc proper support of the brain; recip
rocal iniluclr'c of brain and body; respira
tion; circulation; digcstion; growth and
dccay of the body; exercise;
sunlight;

sleep.

IX. Objections

to Phrcnology,

physiological. practical
or rcligious, will be considcred; how the
skull enlarges to give room for the growing
brain; the frontal sinus; loss or injury of
the brain; thickness of the skull; fatalism,
materialism. moral responsibility.
etc.
whether

X.

anatomical.

Phrcnology and Religion.

The moral hearings of Phrcnology, and a
correct physiology: its relation to relic-ion;
home training of the young as applied to

education

and virtue.

XI. CHOICE OF OCCUPATIONS

Special attention will be given to this
The relations between the brain and the branch of the subject; what organizations
lace. and between one part of the system and are adapted to the different professions and
another as indicating character, talent, and pursuits. and how to put “ the right man in
peculiarities, voice, Walk, expression, etc.
the right place."

THE AMERICAN INST] T UTE 0F PHRENOLOGY.
Phrenology
and Marriage. ties or portions of the general build
XII.
16

The right relation

of the sexes: what

herited from the father

mental and temperamental
qualities
are
adapted to a happy union and a healthy
its laws
OlIspriug, and why.

XIII.

Natural Language of the
Faculties.

are in-_

or from the mother.

XVIII. INSANITY,

and peculiarities: the faculties in
which different persons are mostlikely to
be insane, and how to detect it in a person.

XIX. IDIOCY.

The attitudes,

motions, carriage of the
style of speech growing out of the its causes and how to avoid them; its pe
activity of the different organs, and how to culiarities and how to understand them;
how to detect it where the head is well
read character thereby.
formed.
head,

XIV. EXAMINATIONS

of heads explained; practical experiments;
heads examined by each of the students,
who will be thoroughly trained and in
structed how to make examinations private
and publicly; especially training in the ex
amination of skulls.

XV. HYGIENE.

XX. ELOCUTION.
How to cultivate the voice; eloquence,
how to attain the art; careful instruction in
readin
and speaking with a view to success
in the ﬁxture-ﬁeld.

XXI. IIOIV T0 LECTURE.

The best methods of presenting Phrenol
How to take care of the body as to dress, ogv and Physiology to the public: how to
rest, recreation, food diet, right and wrong obtain audiences and how to hold and in»
struct them; general business management
habits ; what food is best for persons of dif
in connection with the lecture-ﬁeld.
ferent temperaments
and pursuits ; what
food tends to make one fat or lean; what
Review and Examination.
feeds brain and muscle ; stimulants, their
on all points relating to the
Questions
nature and abuse, what to avoid, and why. subject, which
may be proposed by the stu
in turn, students will be
dents answered;
XVI. PSYCHOLDGY.
examined on the topics taught who will
Under this head, mcsmerism and clair give in their own words their-knowledge of
voyance will be explained, and the laws dis the subject.
cussed on which they are supposed to de

XXII.

pend.

XXIII.

XVII. HEREDITY.

How to Apply Phrenol

ogy practically in reading character by the
combinations of faculties, and how to assign
The law of inheritance in general and in to each person the true ﬁeld of effort in edu
particular; resemblance to parents, how to cation, business. social adaptation. and, in
determine which parent a person resembles; short, how to make life a success and its
what features of face, what classes of facui opportunities the means of happiness.

I
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Forty Years in Phrenolog '. By Nelson Sizer. Illustrated
S. R. “'ells. Illustrated
How to Read Character.
Constitution of Man. By Geor e Coinbe
New Physiognomy. By 'S. R.
ells. 1,000 Illustrations
Choice of Pursuits. By Nelson Sizer. Illustrated
Popular Physiology. By R. T. Trail. M. D.
Phrenological Bust. By Fowler 4: ‘Veils

1.60

Il l5l l

:

:
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it

is

it-

the aim of the instructors to transfer to students, so far as
Finally,
is possible,
all the knowledge of Anthropology which
experience in the practice of their pro
long to qualify students to take their places
fession has enabled them to acquire—in
wor
in this manimproving ﬁeld of usefulness.
the works most useful to be studied by those who
TEXT-BO0KS.—Among
wish to master Phrenology, we recommend the following “ S'rnnnxrs SET," which will
be sent by express for $10, when all are ordered at one time
Brain and Mind a Text-Book. By Drayton dz McNiell - $150

25

25
00
75
00
00

is

is

a

N. B.-—If
person already has one or more of the above books, he may order, in
place of it, any other work of our publication of equal price.
TERMS—The cost of tuition for the full course, including di loma, for ladies and
Incidental expenses in New York, including board, need
gentlemen,
reduced to $50.
not cost more than $35. We aid students in getting good places to board.
desirable that all who intend to be students should send in their names at an
It
early day. For additional information address, FOWLER 85 WELLS Co., 753 Broadway, N. Y.

AAIERICAN INSTITUTE

uTHE AMERICAN INSTI
TUTE OF PHBENOUOGY," Passed
April 20,1865.

The people of the State of New York, represent
ed in Senate and Assembly, do enact as follows:
Section 1. Amos Dean, Esq, Horace Greeley,
Samuel Osgood, D.D., A. Oakey Hail, Esq, Russell
T. Trail, M. D., Henry Dexter, Samuel R. Wells,
Edward P. Fowler, M.I)., Nelson Sizer, Lester A.
Roberts and their associates, are hereby consti
tuted a body corporate by the name of “ THE

AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF PHRENOLOGY,“i'or

the purpose of promoting instruction in all do
partments of learning connected therewith, and
for collecting and preserving Crania, Casts, Busts,
and other representations of the diﬂ’erent Races,
Tribes, and Families of men.

Section 2. The said corporation may hold real
estate, and personal estate to the amount 0! one
hundred thousand dollars, and the funds and
properties thereof shall not bensed for any other
purposes than those declared in the ﬁrst section of
this Act.
Section 3. The said Henry Dexter, Samuel R.
Wells, Edward P. Fowler, M.D., Nelson Sizer, and
Lester A. Roberts are hereby appointed Trustees
of ssicl corporation, with power to ﬁll vacancies
in the Board.
No less than three Trustees shall
constitute a quorum for the transaction of busi
ness.
Section 4. It shall be lawful for the Board of
Trustees to appoint Lecturers and such other in

ltructors as they may deem necessary and advis
able, subject to removal when found expedient
and necessary.
by a vote of two-thirds of the
memlcrs constituting said Board; but no such
appointment shall be made until the applicant
.5.

shall have passed a personal examination before
the Board.
Section
The Society shall keep (or free public
exhibition at all proper times, such collections of
Skulls, Busts, Casts. Paintings, and other things

Section
ately.

THE

7.

1,

6.

connected therewith, as they may obtain. They
shall give, by a competent
person or persons, a
course of not less than six free lectures in
each
and every year, and shall have annually
a class
(or instruction in Practical Phrenology, to
which
shall be admitted gratuitously at least one
stu
dent from each Public School in the City
of New
York.
Section
The corporation shall possess the
powers and be subject to the 'provisions
of Chap
ter 18, part
o! the Revised Statutes, so far as
applicable.

This Act shall take eﬂ’ect immedi

FACULTY OF INSTRUCTION.

Among those who have been engaged as
lec
turers in connection with the Institute for
many
years, we may mention the
following:

Nelson Sizer, the chief Examiner in the_oﬂice of
Fowler
Wells for thirty-eight years, lectures on
the Theory and Practice of Phrenology and Physi
ognom y.
H. S. Drnyton.

M.D., editor of the Puasxonool
Science and its re
lstions to Physiology and Metaphysics.
Mrs. Charlotte Fowler Wells lectures on the His
tory and Progress of Phrenology in America.
Nelson B. Sizer, M.D.. Anatomy, Physiology, and
Diseases of Body and Brain.
John Ordronaux, ili.D., LL.D., late State Com
missioner of Lunacy, lectures on Insanity and
Jurisprudence.
Robert A. Gnnn, M.D., Magnetism and Psy

cu. Jonsssn, treats of Mental

chology.
Rev. A. Cusliing Dill, Elocution and |Vocal
ture in relation to Public Speaking.

Cui

ADVICE FOR STUDENTS.
in coming to New York you should purchase a
through ticket
possible, and if you have a trunk
or valisc which you do not need on the way, get it
checked, and thus save care.
Students should prepare the means for payment
of tuition and their necessary expenses during
their stay in New York, before they come. Those
who can do it should bring their funds in drafts,
then they are not subject to the danger of losing
their money on the way. Those who bring money
can have it deposited in bank while hare, thus pre
venting the possibility of loss.
We advise students after buying their passage
tickets, to have only so much money within reach
as will pay their current expenses on the way
here. The balance,
not in form of draft, should
be sewed into a pocket in the undergarment.
Nor
should students inform strangers who they are,
where they come from, where they are going, or
their businessin New York. For in all large cities
there are always men on the lookout for strangers,
whose business it is to employ some cunning de
vice to rob them.
On landing at Jersey City from the West or
South, retain your baggage check—pay no
atten
tion to agents on the train—and come to our omce,
775 Broadway, above Ninth street. If you come
into the city in the night, go to the St. Nicholas
Hotel, 713 Broadway, corner Washington
Place.
two blocks from our oﬂice.
it

An Act to incorporate
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ROOMS AND BOARD.
Boarding can always be obtained near the Insti
tute at moderate prices.
From four to ﬁve dollars
a week usually cover the expense. Sometimes
hygienic students club together and take rooms
and procure their own food to suit themselves.
We take special pains to aid students to ﬁnd
desirable quarters and to tacilitatelany purchases
which they may wish to make, or give them direc
tions as to places of interest to be visited, and the
proper way to make their stay in the city safe,
pleasant, and instructive.
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THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE
HEALTH IN NEW YORK.

We believe New York, with its present modern
improvements for cleanliness and ventilation, is
as healthy a place as there isin the land, unless it
And most of our students
be some mountain-top.
not only maintain their health perfectly, but gain
during the course sometimes ten pounds in weight.

OUTFIT.
Our reply is,
Some ask us in respect to outfit.
that one
u spend from fifty dollars to two hun
dred dollars proﬁtably, in the way of outﬁt, or can
start with a very little, and add to it as he has
A man can start with
means and feels disposed.
nothing but his hands and his tongue to work
with. He may start with ten dollars in the way

of apparatus and material, but he would do better
with fifty dollars.
Those who contemplate visiting the city for the
purpose of attending the Institute, will do well to
cut out and bring this article in their pocket for
reference when about to reach New York, so as to
avoid confusion and mistakes.
SECOND COURSE STUDENTS.
of the value of the Institute
course, We may mention that nearly every year
one or more students return to take a second
course, which is afforded to them at a nominal
sum, and we notice the marked diiference in
second-year students, especially after they have
been in the field, and learned to make practical
their knowledge.
As an evidence

FE ES REDUCED.
The terms of instruction were three years since
ﬁfty dollars to all, instead
reduced, making-them
of a hundred dollars for men and seventy-fl ve for
women, as formerly.

FIELD NOTES.
So many of our students are making a good
mark as lecturers, or in the other professions, that
we can not find room for extended notices of
them.
In the session of the American Institute of Phre
nology, just closed, there were a number who
experience in the
have already had a successful
field.

Prof. Morris, who graduated ten years ago and
took another diploma four years ago, was present
again this year with his wife, in order that she
might have the benefit of this preparation for ac
tive ﬁeld work. They remained in this city until
the holiday season was over, when they resumed
work in the larger cities of the North west, begin
ning with Minneapolis, which they have taken by
storm, and we bespeak for them a hearty recep
tion wherever they may appear.
Dr. Duncan McDonald, class of ‘67, has had his
attention somewhat diverted by real estate inier
sets, but is still in the ﬁeld a large part of his
time on the Paciﬁc coast.
Professor W. Windsor and his wife have been in
the ﬁeld working with a great degree of success
for some years, and, at the close of the Institute,

OF
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went to Texas, where they are meeting with suc
cess. Will go from Texas to the Southwest on an
extended tour.
Rev. Mr. Growden, of Tennessee. class of ‘88. re
ports great aid in his ministerial work through a
better understanding of human nature as applied

to individual peculiarities of character.
Rev. Dr. Hunter, of Canada, class of PE, having
charge of a large church, does not ﬁnd much
leisure to lecture on Mental Science, but his head
and heart are in the work of brain culture and the
improvement of human character.
L. C. Bateman, class of ‘70, continues to confine
his work to New England, which he :[lnds to be
ample territory.
Prof. W. Hatﬁeld has been lecturing in the cen
tral and northern parts of England with success.
He sailed for home the day of the closing exer
cises of the Institute, and we beepeak for hima
good word wherever he may go. He is intelligent
,
and an earnest worker.
Prof. Haskell, a. graduate of ‘85, accompanied by
G. B. Gctchell, of the last class, has gone to St.
Louis; from there they will work out into various
parts of the State.
Prof. H. E. Foster, who has had an ethos in
Louisville, Ky., for some time, is now in the field
and is stirring up business, and meeting with
success.

Professor Ira Guilford. of the
has worked in Michigan and the
in Maryland, and is pushing the
there and in Delaware, sending

class of '71, who
West, has settled
work vigorously
large orders for

“ Heads and Faces."
Prof. W. G. Alexander, of ‘84, is in Utah. and
during the past year was unprecedeutedly success
ful ; he is now doing a larger business than ever.
and we have heard a rumor that he is about to be
married. We wish to be prompt in 'tendering our
hearty congratulations.
Dr. B. F. Pratt, of the class of ‘75, is in .\'e—
braska, and reports business very encouraging;
says the political excitement had little or no effect
on his business, which speaks well for his presen
tation of the subject.
Prof. V. P. English, of the class of ‘88, is in Kan
sas, and meeting with much encouragement, and
having a very prosperous season.
F. W. S. Langmaid, of the class of ‘87. attended
a part of the present session of the Institute, and
has goneto Manchester, N. H.. for a few weeks.
lecture and do professional
where
he will
work.

H. E. Swain, of the class of ‘70, is working in
New England, and making large sales of “ Heads
and Faces,“ which is a staple work with him
now.
Perry L. Nichols, of the class of ‘87, has been
doing a good work in the Normal school at Val
paralso, ind., and has entered upon the study of
law.

Prof. S. F. De Vere, of the class of ‘87, is again
in Pennsylvania, where he is meeting with suc
In addition to his professional work, he
cess.
makes a specialty of teaching classes, in which he
is very successful.
Rev. A. C. Dill, of the class of ‘83, is in charge of
In addition to
a congregation in New Jersey.

THE AMERICAN
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writing for the PHREN'OLDGICAL Joniuua. this
year he gave instruction to the class most ac
ceptably.
Dr. Campbell. of the class of ‘ T. is still in Can
ads. but writes us that he proposes to visit the
South during the winter.
James Mason. of the class of ‘8). is in British
North America. and. judging from the orders re
ceived for charts. is doing a very good business.
Rev. George A. Lee is in charge of a church in
Ohio. and sends frequent orders for our publica
tions. for which he acts as agent.
Mr. W.
Beard. of the class of ‘87. attended
the class of ‘88. and is in the field in Virginia.
Mr. Albert Bousch. of '87. also attended this year.
and is at present in Arkansas. where he reports

J.

busineg good.
Prof. Edgar C. Beall islocated in Cincinnati. do
ing oﬂice professional work. and delivering an oc
casional lecture.
Miss M. L. Moran. class of ‘85. has an oﬂlce In
Newark. N. J.. and gives lectures and parlor talks.
)fr. Hummel. class of ‘76. continues his work in
Pennsylvania and Ohio. His years of experience
have added to his success.
A. Wallace Mason. class of ‘74. is attending Med
ical College again this winter. and his business in
Toronto continues in charge of his wife.
Dr. F. W. Oliver. class of ‘85. is in Iowa still.
The local papers publish strong words of approval

of his work.
Dr. Jan. F. Danter. class of ‘70. gave us a. call a
short time since. He is practicing medicine in
Canada. but expresses himself as still interested
in Phrenology.
Geo. W. Button. class of ‘87, reports a live inter
est in the subject in the far West. where he is do
ing a good business.
R. G. Maxwell. class of '8']. has been for some
time in New England. Has just returned to North
Carolina. where he will work this winter.

19

Paul Howard. class of ‘85. is in the ﬁeld; at last
accounts in New Jersey.
L. E. Waterman. class of '70. is pushing his
"Ideal Fountain Pen " with great success.
A. ll. Wait. class of ‘8;. after being out of the
ﬁeld for some time. has taken up the work again.
W. P. Underwood, class of ‘88. is working suc
cessfully in Missouri.
He was born into a family
of brain. of reform and progress. and his good
work and success are assured by inheritance and
by personal

power.
Mrs. Ida V. Davis. of the class of ‘88. after lec
turing successfully for a. time in New Jersey. has
gone to Minnesota. where she is doing well and
gaining both business and professional experience.
Dr. U. E. Traer is lecturing in Iowa. He has

sold out his health institution. and will give his
entire attention to phrenological work.
B. Harris. class of ‘88. obtains many subscrib
ers for the Jomuui. in Texas. and is thus spread
ing Phrenology by word and deed.
David M. King. of the class of '67. has been lec
turing in the regular course in the Business College

J.

Ohio. thus bringing Phrenology be
fore those who are to take the lead in the business
Nothing better could be done for the
world.

of Cleveland.

students in such an institution.
U. J. Hoffman. of the class of ‘1'4.being associate
principal of Hayward Collegiate Institute. makes
his worthy work a means of great good. Every
teacher should understand the science of mind as
revealed by Phrenology. Mr. Hoffman has written
a most valuable work : “ The Science of Mind Ap
plied to Teaching." as the outcome of his course
of instruction in the Institute. Fowler & Wells
00.. Publishers.
Howell B. Parker. of the class of ‘i5. ‘80. and ‘85
is teaching in Georgia.
He is admirably well
posted and well equipped for his work. and we
and pat
bespeak for him respect. confidence.

—M-——
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PHRENOLOGY

The pr
is much more rapid
ess of
Phrenology
and its in uence more
settl
and permanent than
Those who
ple at large generally suppose.
are given it attention and have read and had
its beneﬁts applied to themselves and children in
the selection of occupations. and in the training
and
idin
of them. have settled down to a
solid
lief n its necessity and utility and the
are using it somewhat as we use many other In
on im rovements; we forget that they are new
and st lwonder how we could get along without
them. Men who write a good deal want the foun
lain pen and
has a pencil in his pocket.
everybody
People forty
years 0 age come to us and talk
about Phrenology. and have no memory when it
was not understood in their family and believed.
and seem astonished that anybody
should
be
wanting in information on the subject. But there
is more real. solid work done in studying and ap
plying Phrsnology to the wants of
to-day
people
than there has ever been before. and
boss who
requisite
the
talent
and
information
for
pub
have
lic lecturing and examination are securing good
success. Occasionally a man who does not suc
coed in anything may try Phrenology and not
make it a very prosperous or attractive business.
but that is true in respect to other pursuits. We
have a clients
in New York and vicinity which
is large and re labia. and
bring their boys
and cirls to us for, exam parents
nation before they ad
vance very far in their alucational career and be

ronage.

DYING

OUT‘!

they attempt to select anything for their
future pursuit. and though we sometimes feel the
of the responsibility when people say.
“ Whatever you say. the boy will be put at." and
yet when the parents add. "You have already
placed four of my bovs in pursuits that are as
varied as jewelry and blacksmithing and they are
all succeeding and happy in their occupations."
e and rejoice in doing
then we take fresh cour
the service which the pub ic seeks.
in the list of names of graduates. if we felt at
liberty to state particulars as to their success.
measured as commercial success is. by the in
come. it would astonlsh those who think that
is d ing out or wonder that it is not
Phrenoltfysad.
already
hink of a young man happy in the
receipt of ten dollars per week in a store. yearn
ing to use his education tobetter advantage. psy
ing ﬁfty dollars and using six weeks of his time for
a course of instruction in Phrenology. starting
out and within three years mastering an income
of more than $5.00) a year. There have been few
in all the hundreds who have graduated who have
not doubled their power of inﬂuence in business
and in the management of
ople. or as teachers
enhanced their usefulness
ar ely. or who have
gone into the lecture ﬁeld and ave not done bet
ter than they had ever done before in that to
which they had been devoted. and many of the
students have succeeded far beyond their most
fore

burden

sanguine

hopes.

AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF PHRENOLOGY.
The session of
There is but

1889

will

open on the

ONE SESSION

FIRST TUESDAY OF SEPTEMBER.

during the year.

No private instruction, or by mail.

This is the only institution of the kind in the world where a course of thorough and
practical instruction in Phrenology is given, and nowhere else can be found such facilities
as are possessed by the American Institute of Phrenology, consisting of a large cabinet of
skulls—human and animal—with busts, casts, portraits, anatomical preparations, skeletons.
plates, models. etc., and some teachers of ﬁfty years‘ experience.

THE COURSE OF INSTRUCTION.
This consists of more than one hundred lectures and lessons covering a term of
‘Weeks—one lesson being given each morning, and two during the afternoon.

TOPICS EMBODIED

GENERAL PRINCIPLES.

Six

IN THE COURSE.

The philosophy of the organic constitution, its re
lal ion to mind, character, and motive; mental philosophy, or the efforts of the best think
ers in all ages to ﬁnd out the laws and operations of the mind and give their speculations
the form of science.
Superiority of Phrenology over every other system.
TEMPERAMENT, as indicating quality and giving tone and peculiarity to
mental manifestation, also as affecting the choice of occupation; the law of harmony and
heredity as connected with the marriage relation; what constitutes a proper combination of
temperaments with reference to health, long life, tendency to talent, virtue, and vice. The
subject will be large] y illustrated by subjects of real life before the class. Extended drilling
of the students on this important topic.
PHRENOLOGY. Mental development explained; the true mode of estimating
to phrenological principles; Comparative Phrenology, the development
character accordin
and peculiarities o the animal kingdom; the facial angle. embodying curious and interest
ing facts relative to the qualities and habits of the animals; instinct and reason; the
Phrenology of crime; imbecility and idiocy; the elements of force, energy, industry.
the governing and aspiring groups; the division between the intellectual,
perseverance;
spiritual, and animal regions of the brain, and how to ascertain this in the livin head; the
memory, how to develop and improve it ; location of the organs of the brain, iow to esti
mate their size, absolute and relative.
PHYSIOGNOMY. The relations between the brain and the face, and between
one part of the system and another as indicating character, talent, and peculiarities, voice.
walk, expression, etc.

HISTORY OF PHBENOLOGY IN AMERICA AND EUROPE,

its principles, especially in
and the struggles and sacriﬁces of its pioneers in disseminating
and its enriching inﬂuence on education, literature, domestic life, govern
this
ment,country;
more ity. and religion.
E'I‘HNOLOGY. The races and tribes of men, their peculiarities, and how to judge
of nativity of race; especially how to detect infallibly the skulls of the several colored races.
and demonstration of the human brain; microscopic illustrations of
different parts of the system in health and disease.
v
The brain and nervous system ; the
AND
how to maintain bodily vigor and the proper support of the brain
bones and muscles;
reciprocal inﬂuence of brain and body; respiration; circulation; digestion; growth and
decay of the body; exercise; sunlight; sleep.
anatomical,
whether
physiological,
TO
practical, or religious, will be considered; how the skull enlarges to give room for the
growing brain; the frontal sinus ; loss or injury of the brain; thickness of the skull;
fatalism, materialism, moral responsibility, etc.
The moral bearings of Phrenology,
AN D
and a correct physiology ; their relation to religion; home training of the young as applied
to education and virtue.
Special attention will be given to this
OCCUPATIONS.

DISSECTION
ANATOMY

OBJECTIONS

PHRENOLOGY
CHOICE OF

PHYSIOLOGY.

PHRENOLOGY,
RELIGION.

0F PHRENOLOG

l',

THE ,MIFP/C‘AN INS TITUTII
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branch of the subject; what organizations
are adapted to the diﬂerent professions
pursuits, and how to put “ the right man in the right place," in actual life.

and

PHRENOLOG" AND MARRIAGE.

The right relation of the sexes;
qualities are adapted to happy union and
healthy off
a

a

what mental and temperamental
spring, and why.

NATURAL LANGUAGE OF THE FACULTIES.

The attitudes, mo
tions. carriage of the head, style of speech growing out of the activity of the different or
guns. and how to read character thereby.

EXAMINATIONS

by

7

of heads explained; practical experiments
heads examined
who will be thoroughly trained and instructed how to make exami
nations privately and publicly; especially training in the examination of skulls.
each of the students,

HYGIENE.

;

is

How to take care of the body as to dress, rest, recreation, food diet,
best for persons of different temperaments and pur
right and wrong habits; what food
suits; what food tends to make one fat or lean; what feeds brain or muscle
stimulants,
their nature and abuse, what to avoid and why.

PSYCHOLOGY.

and the

Under this head, mesmerism and clairvoyance will
laws discussed on which they are supposed to depend.

HEREDIT".

be explained,

The law of inheritance in general and in particular; resemblance
which parent a person resembles; what features of face, what
of the general build are inherited from the father or from the

to parents, how to determine
classes of faculties or portions
mother.

INSANITY,

its laws and peculiarities; the faculties in which different persons are
in person.
likely to be insane, and how to detect

IDIOC",

a

it

most

it

is

its causes and how to avoid them; its peculiarities and how to understand
them; how to detect
where the head
well-formed.

ELOCI‘TION.

art;

a

How to cultivate the voice; eloquence, how to attain the
careful instruction in reading and speaking with
view to success in the lecture ﬁeld.
t

REVIE‘V AND EXAMINATION.
by

sub'ect, which may be proposed
the students,
ine on the topics taught, who wil give in their
No recitations or memorizing will be required.

and Physi
em; general

Questions on all points relating to the
answered
in turn, students will be exam
own words their knowledge of the subject.
;

;

The best methods of presenting Phrenolo
how to obtain audiences and how to hold and instruct
in connection with the lecture ﬁeld.

y

HOW TO LECTURE.

ology to the public
business management

APPLY PHRENOLOGY
s

a

HOW’ TO
practically in reading character by the
combinations of faculties, and how to assi 7n to each person the true ﬁeld of effort in educa
tion, business, social adaptation,
ort, how to make life
and, in
success and its opportu
nities the means of happiness.

FINALLY,

a

a

is

it

is

it

the aim of the instructors to transfer to students, so far as
all the knowledge of Anthropology which
long experience in the practice of their
word, to qualify students to take inﬂuential
profession has enabled them to acquire—in
places in this man-improving ﬁeld of usefulness.

possible,

TEXTBOOKSt—Among

the works most useful to be studied by those who wish
Phrenology, we recommend the following “ S'runau'r's Sa'r," which will be sent
express for $10, when all are ordered at one time
:
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Brain and Mind;
Textbook.
McNielI By Drayton
Forty Years in Phrenology.
By helson Sizer. Illustrated
How to Read Character.
By S. B. Wells. Illustrated
Constitution of Man. By Geo
Combo
New
By s. It.
ells. 1,000 Illustrations
Physiognomy.
Choice
Nelson Sizer. Illustrated of Pursui s.
Popular Physiology.
R. T. Trall, llLl).
Phrsnolo ical Bust. By Fowler
Wells
Heads an Faces. How to Study Them.
Sizer
Drayton

.

by

to master

It

is

is

it,

a

N. B.—If
person already has one or more of the above books, he may order, in place
any other work of our publication of equal price.
TERMS.—-The cost of tuition for the full course, including diploma, for ladies and
reduced to 850.
Incidental expenses in New York, includin board, need
gentlemen,
not cost more than $85.
We aid students in getting good rooms or places to oard.
desirable that all who intend to be students should send in their names at an early
For further information address, Fowum & Wants 00., 775 Broadway, New Yo rk.
day.
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“Gems

From
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Clubbing for 1887 .—For the accommo
dation of our readers and friends we have made
arrangements for the combining of other publica
tions with our popular and useful magazine as
follows: The subscription price of the Punt-30m
ICAL OL'RSAL AND scnzse n or Hmurn is $2.00; and
any of the following may be iticlutltxl at the prices
given.
Names sent for the JUL‘ RNAL with either of these
will count on l’remiun List, and to Agents the
same as though sent singly.

Kindergarten.”—

This is a large box divided into several compart
ments consisting of material and instructions for
the most interesting and pleasing of Kindergar
including weaving, embroidery,
ten occupations,
ring-laying and stickJaying, has a beautiful cover,
the little
will delight children, and especially
girls, who will be greatly pleased with it. It is
for home occupation. and
expressly
prepared
wherever there is a family of little girls and
it is supplied com
‘boys, this should be sent for.
plate by mail postpaid from this office for $1.00.

J

Eclectic Magazine.
Atlantic Monthly...
Llppincott’s Mag...
Harper's liionthly..
"
. Weekly...
“
Bazar .. ..
" Young People
The Century Mag...
st. Nicholas ....... ..
. Popular Sci. Mon...
i Godey‘s Lady‘sBook
l Arthur's Home Mag.
Rural New Yorker. .
Scribner‘s Magazine

25 ,Ubserver, new sub-.$'.' ‘25
40 The Beacon . . . . . . . .. 1 60
bull’honetic
Journal... 1 if)
ltl'l'he Pansy . . . . . . . . .. P6
85'BabyLand . . . . . . . . .. 45
3"»Peti'rson‘s Mag..... 1 fit
TOINorth Am. ‘leviewn. 4 20
GUITribune, Weekly.... 1 10
~- Semi“
2'
L'O‘Times, Weekly . . . . ..
{It
"
{It
'i‘OSun.
. . . . ..
“ & l’rem 9'
60;“Yorld,
1.’.
85-’Country Gentleman
75 Herald, \Veekly. . . ..
tli
It’
Cosmopolitan . . . . .
50 Prairie Farmer. . . . .
llemorest’s Mag.. ..
60 lllus. Chris‘n \V‘kly.
2"
Home Journal . . . . ..
(i0 ‘Veekly \\'itness.
9"
10 Poultry World . . . . ..
Am. Agriculturist..
9'
10 Gardeners‘
54'
Monthly
Wide Awake . . . . . . ..
Our Little Men and
Herald of Health. . . 8)
Women . . . . . . . . . ..
lb
85_N. E. Jour. Educa..
Our Little Ones. . . ..
00
25;The School Journal.
(.‘ritlc . . . . . . . . . . .. ‘ BO‘IPop. Educator . . . . ..
7'»
Brooklyn Magazine.
60
60 (‘hristian Union" ..
The Independent....
be (‘hristian at ‘Work.
60
7;‘)Laws of Life . . . . . . ..
Am. Kindergarten. .
35
Cassell‘s Fain. Mag.
50
Graphic.
2.’),Cincinnati
10,:Good Housekeeping
10
Baby Hood . . . . ..
4
3
2
8
3
8
1
3
2

2

2 1
1

2 2

l

2 3 1 2 2

l

2

1 1

2

1 1 4

l

2 1 1 1 2 2
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To the Unemployed who are not. ashamed
to make money by hard work. and prefer to pug
their own way rather than to depend upon the ac
cumulation of other people's industry. We have a
splendid opportunity awaiting you in the sale of
our valuable Subscription Books. You have run!
of books that “sell themselves,“ but neither you
nor anybody else ever saw such a book. Our books
.are as popular as really valuable books can be
But the people do not call our agents out
made.
of bed in the dead of night to buy them. No, our
_a;_'elii,s sell our books. That is what we employ
them for. To the plucky and industrious we give
.liberal terms. that they may be well paid for
their labor. But for those who are too proud to
sell good literature to the people, or too lazy to
mow it to them, or ttmiaint-hearted to answer an
To all those
‘objection, we have no employment.
who know what it means to sell books, and are
happy in the conquest of good reading over indif~
The only condition for obtaining. the above h-~
ference, anda bad literary taste we have profitable din-tion is that the person ordering shall sub—
mmployment which can be secured at once. Now scribe for, or be a snbscri her to the Pnansounn-iii.
Send for our Jormun. its» Scmscn or HEALTH, then any num
is the time to secure your agency.
list of Agent‘s books, with terms.
ber of the above. publications may be ordered.
(‘hart and Bust Premiums are otfered to new suh~
scrlbers to the JUt'RNAL as above. Make up your
list and send on the amount, saving time. money.
at
for
children
Education
Business
risk. and tri mhle. Agents can often offer the
home.
In many families will be found children
above ci'nnbitnttinn to advantage. Address all or
in their teens, who know nothing about counting
ders to Fowmcn & Wants 00.. Publishers. 1'53
money or making change, while in other families Broadway.
N. Y.
the children are familiar with the current coins.
training.
To
education
and
'This isa matter of
facilitate this. educational toy money has been
patented. This consists of imitation coin in heavy
The Laws of Life. for 188". enters upon
c trdboard, made expressly for this purpose. on
which are printed accurate representations of the its thirtieth year, and is the oldest Health Jottt“
not in the world. It is con
various coins used in the United States. This nal in America.
money will constitutea most fascinating toy with ducted by the physicians of the Sanatoritm at
Dansville. N. Y.. and in its pages are presented the
which children can play store, and unconscious]
results of years of experience in treating the sick
t-az-n the art of rapidly counting money and mak
ing change.
About $15.00 dollars of this money is without resort to medica tion. The Art ofl‘reven
tion
or How to Keep ‘Yell, is one of its funda~
put ip in abeautit'ul box. containing eight small
mental principles. The Laws of Life is designed
trays, and sent to any address by mail, postpaid
for 25 cents. Parents who would furnish their for Family Use and is in no sense a medical our
nal. Its statonwnts are made in plain language.
whildt’t’ll with an interesting and useful occupa
and it aims to teach old and young alike what
tion during the coming winter days and evenings,
and how
Mailed from this oﬂlceon they need to know about themselves,
should send for this.
receipt of price. We will send a box free to an)‘ they can attain to long, healthful and happy lives.
The price has been reduced to $1.00 a year
boyor girl who will send the name of one new
Sanatorium Publishing (‘0 ., Dansville, N. Y.
subscriber for 1887.

C.

F.

Wm,

Nlmox

H. S. Damr'rox,

Srzmz,

FOl/VLER

(5’

Tlmnx,

from. and Bus. Manager.

Secretary.

Vite-President.

President.

ALBERT

PVELLS

CO.

On February 29, 1884, the F0 W'LER & WELLS CO. was incorporated un
der the laws of the State of New York as a Joint Stock Cmnpany, for the prose
cation of the business heretofore carried on by the ﬁrm of FOWLER & ll'ELLS.
The change of name involves no change in the nature and object of the
business, or in its general management. All remittances should be made pay
FOWLER & VVELIS CO.
able to the order of
The Subscription Price of the PHRINOIDGICAL
Jornuur.

some:

him

Hm'm

OI‘

is $2.00 a year,

payable in advance, or $3.15 when premiums of
fared are sent to subscribers.

Money, when sent by mail, should be in the form
Orders, Postal Notes, Express

Money

Orders, Drafts on New Ym-k, or Registered

Letters.

of Money

All Postmasters

are required

to Register

letters

to do so.

whenever requested

sllvﬂ' or other coin

not be sent by mail,

should

as it is almost sure to wear a hole in the envelope

ers to the PHRINOLOGlOAL
new or old, alike.

Postage-Stamps

ofa dollar.

will be received for fractional
The larger stamps are preferred,

theyshould never be stuck to the letters, and should
always be sent

of

Change

in

sheets ,' that is, not torn apart.
address

post—"pice

can be made by

giving the old as well as the new address, but not
In'thmlt this

information.

m'ved the ﬁrst

of

of

Letters

Notice

theprecedi'ng

Inquiry

be m

month.

years

J ()URNAL,

whether

is to increase

our sub

oil'ering

premiums

scription

list. and it has been decided that a

change of plan will be better; therefore, our
new rule will be as follows :
subscribers

only,

we will

To

new yearly

oﬂ'er either

the

and to old subscrib

crs who send us one new name with their
own. we
miums

will

give

either

of the book pro

oﬂ’crcd'on another page.

to be entitled

In

order

to one of the book premiums,

be that of a new sub
scriber. and the person sending it must be a
The premium
subscriber to the JOURNAL.

the name sent must

an answer otl'ercd to new subscribers are the most at
return
and be tractive that could be presented, while the
postage,
for
to persons sending new
address
you offers we make

lhould a'uclosc stamp
sure andgive name

should

several

Of course our object in

bust or chart premium,

and be lost.
parts

New BURL—For

011!’

we have been oﬂering premiums to subscrib

‘requesting

amlfull

even/time

names are very liberal, and include a selec
tion
from many choice volumes.
We are
to Fowler 1!
"ell: 00., and not to any person connected with conﬁdent this plan will meet the approval
the oﬂlte. In this way only canprompt and careful of our friends. and we invite their co-opera
tion in extending the circulation of the
attention be centred.
write.

All Letters should

be addressed

For each new name sent by an
Chart, etc., may be JOURNAL.
old subscriber,
we will give one of the
this
books.
In
quite an addition can
way
Agents Wanted, for the Pumomoxcn. 0mm“.
onc's library without expense.
and our Book Publications, to whom liberal terms be made to
The price of the JOURNAL will remain tho
will be given.
same,
$2.15 with the premium.
Our Premium List, giving
Any Book, Periodical,

ordered from this oﬂlcc at Ihlblish ers‘ prices.

J

complete descrip

tions of the

Premium

oﬂ’ered to subscribers, sent

on application.

Our DeacrlptlVQ
0] “Books

for

Catalogues or our New List
will be sent to any address

Women"

on receipt of stampfor postage,

FOWLER

WELLS

753

[10. Publishers.

Broadway, New York.

Our New Calendar [or 1887.--we haveiasuad
for 1886one of the most attractive Calendars eva
It consists of our new Phrenologlcal
published.
Chart reduced one halt in size printed in beautiful
lithographic colors on line card board, cut out to
the shape of the head, with a. Calendar for cad:
month of the year and an explanation of the fac
ulues, etc. As a. wall or mantel ornament, it wil
prove very attractive, as well as useful.
Will be
lent. by mail for 10 cents.

DEP AR TMENT.

P UBLISHERS’
Physical Culture—We have just printed

“ Physical Culture, for Home and School, Scien
Dowd, of the
tide and Practical," by Prof. D. L.
this city.
Home School for Physical Culture in
physical
This is the latest book published on
basis on
culture It is written from a practical
simple that
scientiﬁc principles, and is yet so
is an en
children can understand it. Prof. Dowd
his whole
thusiast in this work. and has devoted
illustrated, and
attention to it. The work is fully
to that
addition
in
of
interest
points
many
covers
the answer
of purely physical exercise, including
continually being
ing of many questions that are
kinds of exercise,
asked in regard to the various
In the de
health.
and conditions affecting the
rules are
special
exercise.
to
devoted
partment
ol.’ every muscle in the
given for the development
physical culture
body, aids for the complexion,
exercise,
oi’ the voice, deep breathing. dumb-bell
nearly 80 illustrations,
etc. The work includes
will be sent by mail postpaid on receipt of
and
price. $1.50.

Page.
Natural Cure—This work, by Dr.

Good Time—It is always a good time to
this is agood time to canvass for our
good-and
do
publications, the winter is passed, spring business
circulation, old
has begun, money is in active
on
scores are being settled up and everything is
a
the move, therefore agents ﬁnd the springtime
Our books are
favorable season for canvassing.
of a peculiar character and of interest to the
reader at all times and under all circumstances.
They are not for winter more than for summer;
indeed, in some rspects the summer olIeri better
opportunitim for studying human nature in its
various phases than in winter when people are
closely housed at home. We want the services of
both local and canvassing agents, intelligent,
women,
wide-awake. active and earnest man and
who will sell our publications in their own neigh
borhood, as they have an opportunity of doing so.
or if they wish to take up a special work, push its
sale vigorously, and give their exclusive time to
it, we are willing to pay them liberally for such
Our special term will be sent on ap
services.
plication.

time, has now
which was out 01’ print for a short
The new edition is on ﬁne,
been republished.
heavy paper presenting a beautiful appearance.
sale. It is de
The work has already had a wide
persons all'ectcd
voted especially to the cure of
disease,
with consumption, constipation. Bright‘s
rheumatism, ctc.. and is a health manual for the
showing how sickness originates and how
people,

A

Child-Culture is the name under which
"
"The American Kindergarten makes its appear

ance for the month of April. This is vastly better
than the former title. and certainly more appr0~
priate for an American publication as “child
culture " is a literal translation of the German
word “ kindergarten.” The publishers have done
They announce that
well to make the change.

there will be no radical diilerence in the make up
We note among the contribu
of the magazine.
tors the familiar names of those who have made
Fanny L. Armstrong, the author of the former numbers interesting and instructive.
editor of
The term “Child-culture" is very clearly explain‘
“Children of the Bible,“ is associate
organ of the ed by Prof. Nelson Sizer, Prof. Partridge tells par
oilicial
The
Board."
“Our Bulletin
Union, ents and teachers howto train children to be cour
Texas Woman's Christian Temperance
“
ageous: Jennie Chappell continues her Auntio's
published in Texas.
notions about children" in which she talks about
The New York College of Magnetics, “ Nice Children." The kindergarten presents an
street, New York, and other paper on the study of form with other
located at 39 West 27th
the laws of this matters oi’ moment to kindergartners and other
chartered January 28, 1887,under
the instructors.
State, has l'or its purpose the teaching oi’
“
Mothers will be pleased with Mothers in Coun—
nature, such as general magnet

postpaid
to prevent it. It is sent by mail
receipt of price, $1.00.

on

higher forces of
sunlight, electricity, magnetic massage,
ics,
reﬁned
chemical potencies, water, air, and other
to human up
agencies, and their application
building and cure. The discoveries and works of
college shows that
Dr. Babbitt, the dean of this
therapeutics of light,
he is titted to explain the
color, nervous and psychic energy, and other
are
subtle forces in which our medical colleges
in harmo
this
and
uninformed,
quite
generally
ny with phrenological and physiological science.
degree
The diploma, 0! this institution confers the
The ﬁrst course
of D. M., Doctor of Magnetics.
of ten weeks, commences on April 5th.

cil " as many matters relative to their important
let
mission are discussed ; one of the best of the
ters in this department is from May P. Staﬂord.
“
Teachers in
on “ Biclrering among children."I
" receives a good “ word in season “ from
Council
W. E. Partridge. on the importance of a thorough
acquaintance with the physical condition 0! pupils.
especially in regard to sight and hearing, previous
to examination for assignment to classes. Several
other teachers make relevant remarks and sug
gestions which are of interest to all educators of
young children. The editorials, are as usual short
and to the point; Uncle Sam is taken sharply to

task for some of the distributions of his Seed
at Washington. The magazine, while
Warehouse
devoted to theimportant beginning of that all-im
many times in the varied and attrac
interested
work, the culture of young children, con
tive advertisement of Pear‘s Soap, which has portant
worthy of the perusal of thinkin:
thoughts
tains
many
for
pages
the
Jonas“.
of
covered one
$1.00 per year. 10 cents per
months, and undoubtedly many of them have people everywhere.
Fowler & Wells 00., publishers. 173
We number.
become users oi’ this excellent toilet soap.
Broadway, New York.
would recommend a trial of it.

Pears‘ Soap—Our readers must have been
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RemovaL—lve wish to call attention again
Child-Culture.—-We have decided to con
to the fact that we are about to remove our place tinue the publication of the AIZRICAX Knmn
oaa'rxs, and Pnnnnv Tucunn under a new name,
of business, to 775 Broadway, between 9th and 10th
viz., (‘mtn-cuuri'nx. It is believed that the scope
making
streets. In
this change, we place our and inﬂuence of the magazine will be very greatly
selves in what is probably the busiest portion of enlarged by such a change of its name.
The
Broadway, directly opposite the dry goods store English term of child culture meaning to the
English-speaking people, all that Kindergarten
of Denning 8: (20., formerly Stewart‘s.
We shall
does to the German, and much more. The char
be very glad to welcome our friends and subscrib
acter of the magazine will not be materially
ers, who will find it convenient
to give us a call. changed, but it will be our aim to serve the inter~
ests of all persons who have the care of children
Our publishing oﬁlcc will be pleasant. and we shall
from the period of infancy to youth, whether in
have an admirable opportunity for displaying our
the home or school.
Its sphere will therefore em
large and interesting cabinet of Phrenoiogical brace cspccially the mental, moral, and social
Specimens, including crania, casts. bust-portraits, culture of children, and physical training so far
etc., representing many hundreds of men and as itis related to these. It will beopen to the prac
tical discussions of all questions bearing on these
women of the past and present, noted and notori
The field is of large extent, and one that
topics.
ousz all are catalogued, and free to the inspection
is occupied by no other magazine, and its import
of visitors daily.
On account of this removal we ance must be conceded at once, for nothing can
be more important to society than the culture
are offering our publications at greatly reduced
that is given to the young child. We will send
good
offer
will
hold
until
This
the
first
of
prices.
the magazine three months free to any mother of
May. Catalogue of reduced price will be send to young children, or to any primary teacher, who
will send us the names of twenty-five intelligent
any address on receipt of application.
mothers of young children. We wish the names
account'of
re
Books at low prices—0n
of those who read, and who would be likely to
moval we are now offering our books to our sub
become interested in our magazine, from seeing
scribers and others at a reduction.
Some of them,
We trust our
the prospectus, or a sample copy
as will be seen from a partial list published on an
readers will be careful in making up lists of
the regular price.
other page, about one-half
names for us. We would like one list from each
These ofl'ers are only good till the 1st of May, at neighborhood
and when possible, the name of
which time we shall be thoroughly settled and some one who would be likely to act as agent.
ready for regular business in our new store.
Our
A Special Oman—As a special ind uceuu-nt
complete catalogue showing reduced rates will be
for new subscribers to the PHRENQLOUICAL JOl'R
sent on application.
NAL, we have decided tooifer the balance of this
Fifteen cents a poumL—We are now mak year, beginning with the May number, for $1.00
giving two numbers free. This will give new
ing a great offer of selling reading matter by the
subscribers a chance to try it, and it will give our
pound. That is, we are otYering 10 pounds of the
old friends a favorable opportunity of introducing
back numbers of the PHRKNOLOGICAL Jonas“. and
it, for there are very few who would decline to
Hsaurn,
for
These
are
Sctzxcs of
selected
$1.50.
subscribe
for a journal of the character of this,
from an accumulation of old numbers which have
when it could be obtained for $1.00. Will not our
been kept for binding, and to complete sets ; but
friends make an effort to interest others at this
nowas we are about to'remove, we must reduce
time?
our stock.
This gives a grand opportunity for
reading
matter. The most of the
obtaining cheap
T0)’ Money—We have been Oil'ering for
articles published in our magazines are as fresh
the past few months, Toy Money, in which we have
It has proved to be a very
and interesting after ten years, as when
first become interested.
written.
There is but little more gain to us, valuable means of entertainment and instruction.
counting the trouble and care, in selling these at it is sold in a handsome box, containing what rcp
of the
this price, than in selling for waste paper, but we rescnts $15.00, in the various denominations
realize the good that is likely to come from the United States, dollars, quarters, dimes, etc., and
reading of the JOURNALé, and it is hoped this may
It will facilitate the training
is sold for 25 cents.
be the. means of increasing an interest in the sub
of children in the knowledge of handling money
ject. It offers a favorable opportunity to those readily, and assists them in the pastime of “ play
interested for doing some Phrenological Mission
ing store " which all boys and girls enjoy. Parents
ary work.
It is suggested that persons club will make no mistake in sending for the Toy
together. Three, by paying 50 cents, each would
Money.
secure a large amount of reading matter for a
Vick’s Floral Guide—Is a publication of
small sum.
interest.
it contains two colored
wonderful
Books for Teachers. ~Wc have published
plates. hundreds of illustrations, nearly ‘200pages
a complete list of publications
adapted to the with instructions in garden and flower culture,
lists of seeds, etc. It is sent at 10 cents per copy.
wants of teachers which will be sent on appli
Address, James Vick, Rochester, N. Y.
cation

.
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(formerly American

Child-Culture

Kin

dergarten) is ﬁlling its place in periodical litera
ture most acceptably, to show the scope of it,
we publish the following titles oi’ the most im
portant papers found in it.
No.

Animal Kingdom. Lion
In Snrrwlm.—The
Ring-laying. Skeleton Story. The Black,
smith Shop. The Owl. Winter Evening Talb
Children‘s Fashions
For Very Little People.
Fully Illustrated.
Poems i'or Recitation.

Tige-r.

No. 7.-—MABCB.

l—Ssmlsnn.

your Sons and Daughters. An.
Punishment of Children. Teaching Vocal Mu
about Children, Claims of the
Notions
Auntie‘s
in October, No
sic to Young Children, continued
Hints to a Parent.
Child, No. 1. (Serial).
Child Culture. A Unseen
vember, January and March.
Study of Form. Physics in the Kindergarten. A
1.
Mothers,
No.
with
Talks
Child's Study of Art.
Talk with Mothers in Council. A Mother‘s Opin
First Duty of a. Mother. Educational Needs of ions. Bashfulness. Primary Teachcr‘s Association.
Silent reading.
Young Children.
ALcsson in Punishment. Partition. VerbPractice.
No. 2-Oc'rosss.
Teach your Child True
The New Education.
Be polite

Home Inﬂuence in Early Development, continued
An Expe
in November, December and January.
rimentiuTeachlng.
Paternal Duty. Cultivation
Principles of the Kindergarten
oi’ language.
A Stitch 'in
Kindergarten Material.
System.
Time. Talks with Mothers, No’. 2. Corporal Pun
Exercises for
One-Sided Education.
ishment.
Study of Nature and School
the Imagination.
work.
Relations of Parents and Teacher.
No. S—Novmss.

to

Meanings.

Kingdom, Armadillo
Weaving Paper (U. S. Flag). Skel
Recitations. Type Letters. mater
Evening Talks. The. Eagle. For Very Little
People.
Children's Fashions. Fully Illustrated.
Isv SUPPLEMENTS—Annual

and Mauls.
eton Story.

No. 8.—April.

An
What is Child-Culture!
Our New Name.
Notions, Nice Children, No. 2. (Sm-Sal).
Teach your Child to be Courageous. Study of
Ar
a
Training.
0!
Child
Form. Architecture. AHintto’l‘eachers. Lying
The
Learning to Read.
Exercise
tist. The Wonder Box. Home Kindergarten. The to Children. Bickering among Children.
Animal Laisons. Letters from Prof.
Relation of in Number.
Council Room. Teaching Notation.
Biclmell on the “Skilled Teachers in Primary
Parent and School.
Editorial.
A Stray Minute Lesson.
Grades.”
History, Man, Kinder
In Smnaumsr—Natural
Miscellany.
for
recita
Poems
Story.
Work,
Skeleton
garten
IN Surrnnxswa—Animal Kingdom, Camel. Gi~
The Acorn's Wish. Fully illustrated.
tions.
Kindergarten
Story. Poems.
Skeleton
rali'e.
No. 4—Dscmmsn.
Embroidery. The Condor. Bees. For Very Little
Easter Flowers. Children‘s Fashions.
The Science oi‘ Hand Culture. The Wonder Box People.
Fully Illustrated.
Again. Ring Laying. Have Faith in Your Daugh
A Bit of Educational Cant.
Overheard.
ters.
The price places this within the reach of all who
Good Enough tor the are interested—only
Teaching Word-Forms.
$1.00 a year. or 10c. a norm
Baby. A New Reformation.
ber. Either or all the above will be sent on re
History, Monkeys.
ceipt of price. Address Fowler & Wells Co_,Pub
IN SoPPLEunNr—Natnml
lishers. 758 Broadway, New York.
Poems for recitation. Little
Stories.
Skeleton
Builders. Christmas for our pets. Children's
The Hayward Collegian—This is the
Fashions. Fully illustrated.
name of the paper edited by Prof. U. J. Hoffman,
No. Humans Nnimsn,
in the interest 01.’his school at Fairﬁeld. 111. It
Mutual Intercourse of Children. Teaching Vocal contains much that is oi’ interest. The last num
in ber has an article on the Purpose of Education, by
Home Inﬂuence
Music to Young Children.
Dangerous Habits. Study Mr. Hoﬂ'man, and those who have raid his “Sci
Early Development.
of Form. One Teacher's Success. The Books Our ence of the Mind Applied to Teaching," will readily
Children Read. Letters from Mothers. Develop
understand that this has the true ring to it. It is
Hints from aTeacher. The published quarterly at only 25 cents a year.
ment of Faculties.
Resolutions.
New Year.

Is SurrLsxnsr—NatnralHistory.

Supple

Jack

with sticks by Kindergarten method).
Chil
Poems for recitation. Evenings at Home.
dren‘sFashious, etc. Fully illustrated.
(spelled

No. 6—Fnnnouw.

Teach the Child Artist
The Minister's Children.
Teaching Children the use
toWork for Reward.
A Parent‘s Dilemma.
'\i’ Money. Spelling-Reform.
Study of Form. Harsh
‘he Little Children.
In
A'l‘eacher‘s Inﬂuence.
lords. Bashtulness.
Sly-Hints, No. 4. Ai‘l’ectation
ldental Teaching.
in Speech.

Auntie’s

Lovett‘s

Guide to Fruit

Culture—As

an evidence of the advances being made in horti—
culture and the nursery business, we take pleas
sure in referring to Lovett‘s Guide to Fruit Cul
ture for 1887. This is abook of seventy pages.
elegantly printed and illustrated throughout
with the addition of a chromo-lithograph cover,
plates of fruit.
and eight or ten tine colored
Every lover of horticulture would be interested,
even though they had not the ground on which to
plant trees, and certainly every owner of a rod oi
It will be mailed to
land would find it proﬁtable.
Ad
any of our readers on receipt of ten cents.
dress, Little Silver. N.

J.

C. F. WxLLs,

Nelson 8mm,

H. S. Dnsrron.

Vice- President.

President.

ALBERT'TURNBR,

Secretary.

FOWLER

(‘5*

Treas. and Bus. Manager.

WELLS

CO.

On February 29, 1884, the FOWLER & WELLS CO. was incorporated un
der the laws of the State of New York as a Joint Stock Company, for the prose
cation of the business heretofore carried on by theﬁrm of Ft) WLER if: WELLS.
The change of name involves no change in the nature and object of the
business, or in its general management.
All remittances should be made pay
able to the order of
FOWLER & WELLS CO.
The Subsrciption Price of the PnnlxowolcsL
Jorauz. um Some: or HIALTB is $2.00 a year,
payable in advance,

or $2.15 when premiums

lercd are sent to subscribers.
published at ‘1.00a yearor

of

CHILD-CULTURE

ts

10 cents per number.

Journal. at 92.50 per year.
Money, when sent by mail, should be in the form
of Money Orders, Postal Notes, Erpress Money
clubbed with the

Orders, Drafts on New York. or Registered Letters.

are required to Register

All Postmasters

rhenevcr requested

letters

to do so.

Silver or other coin should not be sent by mail,
as it is almost sure to wear a hole in the envelope
and be lost.

will be received for fractional

Postage-Stamps

The larger stamps are preferred;

Wl‘iS of a dollar.

theyshould never be stuck to the letters, and should

in

ultmys be sent
Change

of

sheets;

post-oﬂlce

that is, not torn apart.
address

can

be made by

giving the old as well as the new address, but not
without

this informati'm.

ceivedthe ﬁrst

of

Letters of
thrmlll inclose
sureand give

Notice

the preceding

Inquiry

should

be re

month.

requesting

an

answer

for return postage, and be
name and full address every time you
stamp

write.

All Letters

should be addressed

to Fowler (2

Wells 60., and not to any person connected

with

the oﬁlce. in this way only can prompt and careful
attention be secured.

Any Book,

Periodical, Chart.

etc., may be

ordered from this oﬂ‘lco at Publishers‘ prices.
Agents Wanted, for the Pa RENOLOGlCAL onnlul.

J

and our Book Publications, to whom liberal terms
trill begiven.

our Premium List, giving complete descrip

tions of the Premiums ojfered
on application.

to subscribers,

Fowler & Wells

Publishers,

sent

Our Descriptive Catalogue» or our new List
“
“ will be sent
to any address
Of Books for W'omen
on receipt of xta mps for postage.
775

(10.,

Broadway, New York.

Our Moving Day, 1887.
Today begins the month or May.
.
Ah, me! it ls our moving (lay,
And so from 0!! their many shelves
Are lifted by some lusty elves
The planter heads of many men.
And from the shades of " Edit den "
Come skulls of heroea, pirates, knaves,
Saintly folk, and paasion's slaves,
Murderer‘s heads stand row and row
And grinning idiots plainly show
How small the brain some have, who claim
The name at man, " What's In a. name?“
Here all our grandest poets reign
And gifted women too will delgn
To let the passing crowd look down
Upon their charms, without a. frown,
Most ancient. sages, warriors bold,
Spendthrifm. and those who hoard their gold,
The dull and greedy ones who feasting sit,
The keen satirlst and the ready wit,
The clown, who makes all listeners laugh,
And that poor wait the “Booby Colt,"
Each has, along the wall, his place,
Each has, in truth, a bell-tale lace.
Grim old Demosthenes sits with his peers
Who wake the world to laughter and to tears,
Beecher, with brother priests, a. goodly host,
Attract of all the gazer‘s eyes, the most.
Artists and sculptors from all cllmea,
Logiclans of most ancient times,
And all the world‘s inventors wlld ;
And a. strange, precocious child,
An Indian Prince, a German King.
Some human birds who lit" to sing
The Red man of the forest wild
And Alric's son, from home begulled,
Or ﬁerce gorilla'a mammoth jawo,
Or face no pure that one must pause
And think upon “the face divine,"
And learn to read its every line.
Ah, me l they all must get away
From this old home on moving day
Come. dust their crowns, and onward bear
In our new home they all must share,
That students loitering every day
May gaze upon the vast array
0! heads from all the world convened,
For helpful wisdom may be gleaned,
From all these mutee that cuulber shelves, A.
For some are like—so like—ourselves.

L

P UBLLSHERS‘ DEPARTMENT.
A Journalistic

opinion—The

PHBENOLOGIOAL JOURNAL is one of the most
valuable exchanges that comes to this oﬂice.
Replete each month with valuable, enter‘
taining,

and

instructive

literature,

it is

carefully read and followed from beginning
to end. All people in this broad land
should be readers of the PHRENOLOGIOAL

Our New Store—Before

this number of

the JOURNAL is in the hands of our readers, we will
be well settled in our new store where we shall be
glad to see our friends.
Our arrangement of

ofﬂces, rooms for phrenological
examinations,
etc., will be convenient and pleasant. We shall

also have a. good opportunity for the display of
our fine collection of phrenological specimens
In addition to this, we are located in the midst of
the active business interests of the city.
On the
JOURNAL and from its pages prepare and opposite side of the street,
will be found the im
instruct themselves how best to enjoy
the; mense establishment of E. J. Denning & Co., suc
cessors to the house of A. T. Stewart & 00.; on the
blessings of this life—77w Cour-ant, Cincin
block below is John Daniels <9:Son‘s large house
nati, 0.
where ladies find their wants so very general],
Above us, the dry-goods house of
' Phrenology
Court—The Herald supplied.
James McCreery & Co., so well-known for the reli
of Albany, Oregon, says:
ability of their goods, especially silks and other
Prof. Morris was subpoenaed yesterday to standard dress goods, also the Methodist Book
give evidence regarding the question of the Concern with its large interests, the Packard
sanity of George Plamonden, a young man Business College, and other houses well-known to
the local trade.
Within less than a. block isGr-aee
The profes
aged 19, on trial for larceny.
Church, with its chimes to greet our ears, and in
sor, after being duly sworn, in a few words the same block on 4th ave. will be
found our
friends of The Health Food Co.
gave a good deal of light upon the subject,
Among the public institutions in our neighbor
not only of the boy's condition. but as to the
hood is the Astor Library, the Mercantile Library
causes which led to that kind of insanity
and Cooper Union with its great school. The
and how it could be prevented.
His further Bible House with its numerous interests of church
testimony was objected to. The introduc and missionary work, the American Institute. the
tion of evidence from the point of view of Historical Society, etc. The cross~town cars as
well as the Broadway,
4th are. lines and
the
Phrenology in court is something new but
elevated railroad stations are near us. We wish
at the same time practical, and Phrenology, to
repeat the invitation already given, to visit our
if properly applied to the examination of rooms, and to say, that our friends will be wel
criminals, might save the co'unty and State come and every possible attention will be given
them in their examination of the cabinet by an
.a large sum in the way of expenses. and
swering such inquiries as they may wish to make.
still better if applied in childhood by parents It will be found a proﬁtable
place in which to rest
and teachers would lessen the number of an hour while out shopping.
criminals to be tried.
An Agent Writes—I have sold all the
Prof. Morris is a graduate of the Ameri
“Heads and Faces," and they have given universal
can Institute of Phrenology. and an earnest satisfaction. They are as shining lights—yes—as
lanterns to the feet of those that are wandering in
worker.
a. state of darkness on the subject. In many cums
promised to take the book back and refund the
The Phi-etiological onrnnl has Imoney
if not satisfactory after reading carefully.
no peer in this country as an educator and I have not been able to get any back.
When
“ I can‘t do
without it.“ One
promoter of human happiness and long life asked, the answer is:
man. about 45 years old, with a. little more than
through the principles it teaches and the ordinary
intelligence, says; "I have read Fowler‘s
information imprinted on its pages. Every works on Phrenology, but I have learned more
number discusses living questions and ex from this little book than I did from them. In
fact, it is one of the best books. and one of the com
pounds vital facts to its readers and the
pletest advertisements that I ever saw."
Why
world. We can not enjoy life without its so, said I? “I never looked
at it in that light,
monthly visits.
said he. I do not mean it in the ordinary sense
Dr. Adolphus, of the Georgia Eckctic of advertisement; but it is a little gem, giving out
sparks of light from every page, touching on so
Medical Journal, is responsible
for the
many grand and important subjects, it sets amau
above.
tothinking, and makes him want to read othe
books that he never thought of before."
This is
Time Extended.—We have decided to in keeping with the popularity of this great work
extend the time of our low price offers to the which has met with a. sale of 25,000 copies in a lit
let of June. Send for our low price-list it you tle more than one year. If you want to make
have not seen it.
money take hold of this and push it.

in
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Agents

Wanted-We

desire the services

of the right kind of people as agcn ts for our publi
cations. The variety of books we have to offer
will enable each person to select that which they
can canvass to the best advantage.
Some, espe
cially those who are interested, succeed best in
making up good list of names for the PHRENOLOGI
cu. Jocaxmn, others will find CHILD‘CULTURE
just
the thing; their love for children giving them
enthusiasm in working for them ; some do better
with high-priced books, like New Physiognomy;
or. the Science of a New Life: the Emphatic Dia
glott. etc.; others succeed
better in handling

low-priced books, like Heads and Faces, and some
of our other publications.
Elocution and Oratory
can be sold to the professional
class.
Our terms
to agents will be sent on application.

Books at

Low Prices—We

have decided

to continue our olfer of books at low prices for 2!)
days longer, in this way clearing out the stock of
books left on hand bearing old imprints, and there
fore all offers made, which werefannounced to ex
pire the lst of May, will be extended to the 1st of
June, at which time these will be positively with
drawn, and our books
regular rates.

will be sold only at the

Child-Culture.—The

Dress Reform.—The interest in Dress
Reform in behalf of women and children is cer
tainly increasing, and in a practical way. There
are few now, except the ultra-fashionable, per
haps, who do not give more or less attention to
the matter of health in relation of dress, and
therefore all will be interested in the advertise
ment of Mrs. A. Fletcher, No. 6 East 14th street,
New York, which appears in this number of the
JOURNAL.
Mrs. Fletcher has for many years done
very much to promote this reform by manufac
turing and offering for sale an excellent class of
garments ata price that all can afford to pay.
Child-Culture opens for May with a keen
article under the title of “ A Stranger,“ by Prof.
U. J. Hoffman. It is “ the boy " who has ceased to
be an infant and has become a stranger in his
own home. An Auntie‘s Notions About Children
treats, in this number, of "Infant Prodigies." A
charming story in the "Kindergarten Department “
tells of (mercies Alba from the cradle to the mon
arch‘s reign in the forest.
Study of Form is con
tinued.
In “Mothers in Council,"tlietlrstinstal
ment of a serial Talk on the “Beginnings of
Beauty " opens the Department.
Several mothers
contribute articles. “ Teachers in Council“ is full
of hints of value. The same familiar names which
are proof of good things in store are there.
Alto
gether it is a valuable
wide-awake
magazine.
The little people will “ cry for it,“ without doubt.
The lessons on animal history are so simply
written that any ten-year-old can master their
contents.
The two separate magazines. which are
yet one, present an acceptable idea. as the chil
dren can have theirs and enjoy it, while the elders
are left in peace to peruse their share.
Only $1.00 per year, 10 cents per number.
Fow
er & Wells Co., Publishers, 775 Broadway, N. Y.

“wedlock or Right

change

in name of

of the

in good order.
You have my
thanks for your promptness in sending it. I with
hold saying as much in its favor as l ought, but it
is a work that every young man and woman ought
to own. If such were the case, much unhappiness

and discoutentedness
would be avoided.
I enjoy
reading books that bear on sacred subjects, and I
think the best thing that can be done for the ris
ing generation
is to teach them of their own ex
istence.
Hoping you will continue in your good
work, I remain, very truly yours,“ 0. n. c.

Wanted—We

wish

to

secure

a few

clean and perfect copies of the October number
of the l’nassouxncALJouaxu. for 1874,tocomplete
tiles for binding.
If any of our readers have this
among their back numbers, and are willing to dis
pose of them. we will pay til cents for them
sent
to us in good condition, or we will send any 50 cent
book selected from our catalogue in exchange.

llaud-Mills—Wc

our magazine devoted to the interests of those
who have the care of children. has been very gen
erally approved, and it is likely to achieve great
success in its special field. The ﬁrst number in
its new form presents a very attractive
appear
ance.

Relation

Sexes, was received

it‘

Physical Culture for Home and School,
Scientiﬁc and Practical.
By Prof. D. L. Dowd.
With 80 illustrations.
In speaking of this new
work, the New York World says: This is one of
the most sensible books we have met on the
subject of physical culture. It is written with
directness and simplicity. and the exercises
it
prescribes are such as can be performed by any
one in his own house.
It aims at symmetry of
development, beauty, health and longevity, not
at giadiatorial perversion of muscle, which tends
to brutality, ugliness and destruction.
Prof.
Dowd‘s system extends to every part of the body,
not excluding even the vocal organs and the
muscles of the face.
We doubt not that any
person, not organically imperfect or diseased,
who should follow the directions given in this
book, would attain perfect health and never
require the aid of a physician. One of the great
est needs in the American education to-day is
physical bnlture, and just the kind of physical
culture that Prof. Dowd recommends,
teaches
and exempliﬁes.
A system like his ought to be
introduced into every school, public and private,
and taught in connection with elementary physi
ology. In this way young persons would not only
be rendered healthy, but they would come to re
spect their bodies and refrain from abusing them
by diet, dissipation or laziness.
How much vice
isdue to the want of physical culture !
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have

for many years

sold to our friends, who are interested, a Hand
Mill for preparing
cracked wheat and for grinding
graham ﬂour. Of course these mills would not
answer for the preparation of large quantities,
but many who live in isolated places have found
them of great service.
We have just received a
letter from a lady in Ohio, saying. “ The Hand
Mill was promptly received, and gives perfect
satisfaction in every respect.“ The price is $2.50.
\

P UBLISHERS'
Good Crops Guaranteed—Keep planting
seed and with judicious watering the crop
will come. Constant dropping 01'water will wear
“Make a note on‘t,” and keep in
away a. rock.
mind that The H. l’. Hubbard Co. are the best
advertising agency extant and can save you lots
of trouble and money. They are judicious ml
vertising agents
and experts and save
their
customers
money by having their oﬂice in New
Haven, Conn. They rent largo spaces and promi
nent positions in numerous host papers at whole
sale rates, which is proﬁtable to their customers.
Prices bring the business and business brings the
low prices they oﬂer.
Make a- note of this fact
Don‘t expect your advertisement to bear fruit in
one night.
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The Bammmn,

u. Family Hotel, with Turkish
Baths, Bi and 83 Columbia. Hei"hts, Brooklyn, N
Y. Three minutes’ walk froml‘ulton Ferry.

Susanna W. Dodds‘ MJL, and Mary Dodds,
Washington Ave.
2821}
M.D.,Hygienlc
St. Louis. Mo. Physicians.
A l
acute and chronic
treated without medicine.
Send for circular.

dim.

The New York Medical College and Hospital
ron Worn-1s. and Romeo
or .
370128!)

thic Dispensary for
21‘ West Mth Street. New

and Children.

Annie Smith, 11.0.,

13:. E. 104th

St, City

Auger & Martin, Prlnters,
40 Clinton Place, New York.
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We publish 400 letters from prominent
men and ﬁrms which are
convincing.
For book of references, and specimen of
work, address,

American
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Allow Your Clothing,
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MATERIAL
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Drawers
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bing, twisting,
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ress RefonmiCom
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Woodwork

or

Paint,

separate or in one.
Scarlet and white all
wool. Henvy&light
merino. Samples of
material sent on n
GARKENTS~V0st nnd

Prlce, $2.25.
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DRESS
REFORM
ALPHA
..

Machine

.

York ()ﬂice. 237 Broad“!

SPECIAL NOTICE—Readers will oblige Me Pub—
Iisheni if they will state. when writing to any ofour
advertisers. that the advertisement was seen in the
PHBENOIDGICAL Jounrun

.‘

is the

only double-case
Writing Machine
that produces each letter by a single ﬁnger
and thus fully economizes time and
ftgokc,
:1 or.
15,000
are in daily
use, nnd are becoming immensely popular for
their Durability, Speed and Manl

New
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COCOA

Join

way.

Pyle's

that

large

people,

have learned

Pearline,

used as

each package, saves

wreck
army

who

that

of

from

James

directed

time, labor,

on

rub

bing, wear, and tear.

Your Clothes are worn out more
washing

than wearing.

It

is

by

to your

advantage to try Pear-line.

JAMES PYLE, New York
iFor

sale by all grocers.

C.

F. WELLS,

Nmsox Slzm,

President.

H. S. Dnn'rou,

Vice- President.

ALnxm‘ TURNER,
Treas. and Bus. .ll'annger.

Secretary.

FOWLER

("9”

WELLS

CO.

On February 29, 1884, the FOWLER & W'ELLS CO. was incorporated un
der the laws of the State of New York as a Joint Stock Company, for the prose
cution of the business heretofore carried on by the ﬁrm of Ft) W LER & WELLS.
The change of name involves no change in the nature and object of the
business, or in its general management.
All remittances should be made pay
able to the order of
FOWLER & WELLS CO.

no Subarciption Prlco of the Pmumonoowhl.
Joullu. Am) Scnnzcn or Hum-u is 32.00 a year,
payable in advance, or $2.15 when premiums
to subscribers.

[ered are sent

published at $1.000

0/

CHILD-CULTURE

is

year or 10 cents per number.

J owns“.

Clubbed with the

at $2.50per year.
Money, when. sent by mail, should be in the form
of Money Orders, Postal Notes, Erprelu Money
Orders, Drafts on New York, or Registered
All Postmsters

are required

whenever requested

Letters.

tov Register

letters

to do so.

Silver or other coin should not be sent by mail,
sure to weara hole in the envelope

bait is almost

Postage-Stamps
ports of a dollar.

will be received for fractional
The larger stamps are preferred,‘

theyshould never be stuck to the letters, and should
always be sent

in

sheets,‘ that is, not torn apart.
address

of post-oﬂlce

can

be made by

giving the old as well as the new address, but not
without

Notice

this information.

ceived the ﬁrst

of

Letters of
lhould inclose

the preceding

Inquiry

should

be re

month.

requesting

an

answer

stamp for return postage, and be

mre and give name and

full

address every time you

write.

All Letters should

be addressed

to Fowler 1t

Wells 00., and not to any person. connected

with

the oﬂlce. In this way only can prompt and core/id
attention be secured.

Any Book, Perlodicul,

Chm-t, etc., may be

Ordered from this oﬂlce at Publishers‘
Agents

prices.

Wanted, for the PunsmoLoolcAL

Jomuun

and our Book Publications, to whom liberal terms
will be given.

Our Premium List, giving complete descrip
tions of the Premiums oﬂered to'subsm'ibers, sent
on application.
0m- Descriptive Catalogues or our new
List
“
“ will
be sent to any address
0! Books for Women
01l-receipt of stamps for postage.

Fowler
775

8:

Wells 00., Publishers,

Broadway, New York.

Rlll0.—FOI‘

several

ers to the PHRENOLOGlOAL JOURNAL,

years

whether

new or old, alike.

Of course our object. in

offering

premiums

is to increase

scription

list. and it has been decided ‘that a

change of plan will be better;
new rule will be as follows:
subscribers

only,

we

bust or chart. premium,

our sub

therefore, our

To

new yearly

will oﬁer

either

the

and to old subscrib

crs who send us one new name with their
own, we

and be lost.

Change

our New

we have been oﬂering premiums to subscrib

miums

will

give

oﬂered

either

on another

of the book pre
page.

In

order

to be entitled to one of the book premiums,
be that of a new sub
scriber. and the person sending it must be a.
subscriber to the JOURNAL.
The premiums
offered to new subscribers are the most at
the name sent must.

lractive
oll'ers

that.

we

could be presented, while the

make

to persons sending new
names are very liberal, and include a selec
tion from many choice volumes.
We are

conﬁdent this plan will meet the approval
of our friends, and we invite their co-opera
tion in extending the circulation of the
JOURNAL.
For each new name sent by an
old subscriber, we will give one of the
books.
In this way quite an addition can
be made to one’s library without expense.

The price of the JOURNAL will remain tho
same, $2.15 with the premium.
Our New Calendar for 1887PW0 have issued
for 1887one of the most. attractive Calendars ever
It; conslsts of our new Phrenologiml
published.
Chart. reduced one half in Pizeprlnted in beautiful
lithographic colors on ﬁne curd board, cut out. to
the shape of the head, with a. Calendar for each
month of the your and an explanation of the loo
ultles, etc. As a wall or muntelornameut, it will
prove very attractive, as well as useful.
Will b.
nut by mad for 10 cents.

DEPAR TEN T.
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The Library of liuman-Nsture.—The

in

terruption of our business incident to the removal
of our oﬂice, has interfered with bringing out
some of our publications quite unfortunately, and
this is especially the case with the Library of Hu
man-Nature. We have dated it from the second
The
quarter of the year instead of the ﬁrst.
first number has been mailed to our subscribers
and those who have ordered it, and should have
reached all before this. We trust there will be no
further delay or irregularity’ in the publication of
it, and we hope to'_‘have the interest and inﬂu
ence of the JOURNAL subscribers in extending its
circulation. It will not be well to suppose that
because it is cheap it will not be interesting
and useful; remember that the regular price of
the four numbers is but thirty cents, and it is of
fered to yearly subscribers of the JOURNAL at
twenty-five cents. The first number, devoted to
Self-Reliance, or Self-esteem, its uses and Culture
in Human Character, contains on the cover page
a portrait of Captain Samuels, the celebrated cap
tain of the Dreadnaught, and more recently of the
Dauuiless. Among the portraits in the reading
matter pages are Captain Charles L. Cooper, Pro
feasor Blllroth, surgeon ; General Wilcox, Marquis
of Hartington, Sir Michael Hicks-Beach, Marquis
of Londonderry : Francis E. Willard, P. M. Arthur,
Chief of Brotherhood of Engineers; Robert Gar
ret, Phineas C. Lounsbury, Governor of Connecti
cut, and others.

Have You Read “Heads and Faces” f—If
not, you should send for it at once. it is the book
of the season, attracting wide-spread attention,
and its popularity is increasing.
The summer
months offer a favorable time for the study of
Human-Nature, rendering the book especially in
teresting. It contains more matter than is found
oftentimes in at least five books that sell for $1.00
each.
Besides it has 200 illustrations, and it is
sold and sent by mail postpaid for 40 cents in pa
per ; cloth edition, $1.00.
Our New Store—We are now fully set
tied in our new place of business, and while we ex
pected the change would be an improvement, we
are agreeably surprised.
in fact, the location is
more favorable than we had expected.
The store
is light, airy and pleasant, as well as centrally lo
cated. We cordially inviteour friends and traders
tocallon us, where they will find our extensive
and growing cabinet carefully arranged for their
inspection, with competent persons in attendance
who will answer all inquiries made relating to the

subject. Our professional department is open for
examinations, where advantage may be taken of
Professor Sizer‘s skill and experience in the de
lineation of character.

Child-Culture, for June. will attract many

with the title of its luader—“ Pleasant
Voices in Children." "An Auntie‘s Notions about
Children," in this fourth paper tells some very
plain truths about "Troublesome Childrem" “ Our
Unprotected Girls" is excellent; “ Paternal Tact "
gives a needed lesson to careless
fathers. The
Kindergarten department treats of form,taking up
polygons
and triangles.
In Mothers in Council,
A Lady Physician follows up her May article on
the“Beginnings of Beauty " with a second paper
which may let in some light on the dark subject of
objectionable and preventable plainness of person.
Bedtime Talks with the little ones, has a true
mother-ring to it; it is no make-believe; a genuine
mother wrote it- Teachers in Council is replete.
with good things for use in the schooiroom. Solo
mon had not in all his realm such an ingenious
school mar-mas hides behind some of thesegioms dc
plume, or he would not have said, " There is noth
ing new under the sun,“ for they develop some new
plan of teaching every day in the week.
We hope
Camp-Comes: will meet the success it deserves;
it is wide-awake and earnest—truly valuable to
mothers and teachers.
Published at the low price
of 10 cents a number, or $1.00 per year. Fowler 8
Wells 00., publishers, 775 Broadway, New York.
readers

Sensible—The Worker, of Detroit, Michi
gan, says: While temperance people have been
going to the utmost extreme in their opposition to

alcohol and everything containing it, even in the
most moderate
degree, another and if possible
more baneful, because more insidious enemy to
the human race, has been slowly but surely work
ing its way into the very heart‘s core of society.
People who ‘would not on any account allow the
mildest of malt liquor—or the pure juice of the
grape, or the juices of fruits of any kind ferment
ed or even unfermented,
to enter their houses
will allow gentlemen :(f) to fumigate their apart
ments with the ﬁlthy fumes of tobacco smoke, and
provide pots to hold the disgusting saliva of chew
ers ,of “ the weed" in prominent places, in their
apartments. Worse ; ladim and
most elegant
temperance ladies too, who affect to “ see no harm
in tobacco,“ because it don‘t make men beat their
wives and murder their babies, do not scruplc to
press their dainty lips to those of a man—husband
of course-whose lips are siobbered with tobacco
juice. Ughl Is it not about time that some one
undertook to show up this abominable monster of
We think it is.
tobacco in its true lightf
All who want to get a correct idea as to the t4!
rible effects which are brought about by the use
of tobacco should read “fl‘obacco ; its eﬂects on
By Dr. Wm. (A. Alcott.
the Human System."
Price, 25 cents. This is a capital book to put into
the hands of persons who desire to break up the
habit but find it hard to do so. It shows how to
do so effectually.

A New Sanitarium—We have received
circulars announcing the opening of a new sani,
tarium by Dr. Ross, at Cornwall on the Hudson,
Orange Co. N. Y. Mr. and Mrs. Ross are widely
Now Ready—After a good deal of un
and favorably known in Hygienic circles, and with avoidable delay, “ How to Teach Vocal Music “ is
the beautiful location and extended facilities they in from the bindery, and all advance orders have
been filled.
will undoubtedly receive a large patronage.

P UBLISHERS‘ DEPAR Tlim'N T.
Storekeeping.— The Oﬁa, a business pa
per published in this city, says : “In view of the
fact that the vast majority off men who engage in
business fail in their enterprises, it is fair to sup
pose that directions might begiven which, if p-op
erly observed, would save some of the disasters
which the commercial reports of the country an
nualiy‘record.
The author of the volume “ How
to Keep a Store," commenced business upwards of
ﬁfty years ago in a village store in Burks 00., Pa_
He was then in his fourteenth year. Eight years
later, he had removed to Philadelphia, and ob
tained a situation in one of the largest retail dry
goods houses it that city In 1842he came to New
York under an
ier and general

engagement as book-keeper, cash
office manager in a dry goods job
In 1847, he commenced business for
‘bing house.
himself, and in 1&4 he retired from business, hav
He remained out of
ing acquired a competency.
business, however, only a short period of time, but
during that interval, he prepared the manuscript

A New Edition.

3

“ Man in

Genesis

and

Geology " has been out of print for some time, but
an increased interest in the subject and demand
for the book has led to the publication of another
This is now ready. This work published
edition.
a few years since was written by the late Joseph
P. Thompson, of the Broadway Tabernacle Church
in this city.
Itis a masterly presentation of this
subject. and will certainly prove of interest, both
to Biblical and Scientiﬁc students and thinkers.
To place the book more easily within the reach of
all, the price of the new edition has been reduced
to 75 cents, on receipt of which amount it will be
sent by mail postpaid.

Forty Lessons for 10 Cents—We wish
to call the attention of our readers to a very val
uabie little pamphlet just published “ FORTY Las
soss 1N Pl'NC‘l‘l'ATlON AND Csri'rsns,“ containing
concise rules with exercises for practice, and sold
at the low price of 10 cents, a sum which hardly
for the volume under review. Afterwards he was more than pays for the blank paper. It is pro
engaged with A. '1‘. Stewart & Co., and is at pres posed that every one shall be informed on the
ent with Cheney Bros, the well-known manufac subject, and there is certainly no excuse for not
'turers of American silks, and has charge of their knowing how to write correctly in this respect at
Let every reader of the PHRENOLOOICAL
New York store at the present time. We have least.
given these particulars concerning Mr. Terry's life Jociuui. send 10 cents in stamps for a copy of this.
and experience to indicate his qualiﬁcations for Address this oﬁice.
the preparation of such a book. He has passed
through several ﬁnancial crises, which have oc
Church Furniture—The furnishing of
curred during the time that he has been in active churches has become a special: business, and
business life, and by force of circumstances has is conﬁned in the main to afew leading ﬁrms,
The book is eminently among the most prominent of whom is J.& R.
long been a. close observer.
practical. At the outset, the selection of abusi
Lamb, 59 Carmine street, this city. These gentle
ness is considered, following which is a chapter on men make an exclusive specialty of this line of
the choice of locality. Buying a stock of goods, business, including everything—pulpits, chairs,
obtaining credit on purchases, examining, mark stained-glass
windows,
fonts, tablets,
banners
ing and arranging goods, are then successfully etc., in a wide range of style and price, from the.
Advertising
a
business
is
next
consid
discussed.
very richest and best to that which comes within
ered, after which the employment of clerks, the the reacn of those who are not prepared to give
art of selling goods, and replenishing stock and high prices.
Our readers who are interested
Deprecia
settling for purchases are considered.
should send to the above for their handbook. and
tion of goods is next presented, and losses by ﬁre, they may depend on getting value received for
‘theft, etc, are afterwards taken up. Account money spent with them.
keeping is not neglected, and is discussed in a way
“ Secular Thought"—in
to show that the author is fully cognizant of the
of
speaking
importance of the art, and at the same time in “The Anatomy of Expression,“ says : HThis able
timately acquainted with the details of practice. book of Sir Charles Bell has always been consid
Expenses, co-partnerships and insolvency are like ered a standard work on the subject of which it
The book is written in an attrac
wise discussed.
treats ; and since the time at which it was writ
tive style and holds its interest from beginning to ten, has passed through some scores of editions.
end. An appendix is devoted to mercantile prob It is full of sound information upon a topic which
lems, in which the reader ﬁnds some nuts to crack has, perhaps, a greater amount of interest attach
‘that are of interest on account of their practical ingtolt now than it ever had before, in conse'
application." Price, $1.50. Address this ofﬂce.
quence of the new light which evolution has
thrown upon it, and kindred topics.
The edition.
before us is certainly one of the best that have
Houses—Mr. William T. Comstock, who been issued. Itis beautifully gotten up, printed on
makes a specialty of architectural works, has very excellent paper, and admirably illustrated.
Mr. Price only $1.00. This house is entitled to great
moved from Astor Place to 28 Warren street.
Comstock‘s name has become familiar to our read
credit for the series of good books which it issues.
ers from his continred advertising through the
“ Llnene ” is the Trade-Mark Name of
columns of our JOURNAL, andall who are interest
ed, either as builders or house-owners, should send a. new collar advertised in this number of the
Send to them for illustrated catalogue
JOURNAL.
to M r. Comstock for his catalogue and announce
'
and mention Phrenological Journal.
ments.
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The Hammam,

a Family Hotel, with Turkish

American Writing
New

Peeled
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Vest and Drawers
separate or in one.
Scarlet and white all
wool. Heavy&light
merino. Samples of
material sent on n
lliua’tion. READ AIZ'EUNION UNDER
OARHENTS-Nost and
Drawers in one.Bqui
oise,Emancipation,
.
ressReform&Com
fortjvaists. Corded
W'azsts a Specialty.
Shoulder
»
Price, 82.25.
Brace and Corset combined. 0b
Stocking
Supporters, Sani
stetric Bal dagesﬁhouhlvr
my Napkins, etc. New Illustrated Catalogue Pm.
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COCOA

Co,

York 0lilce, 287 Broadway

CRACKERS.

EQUIPOISE.

The only perfect Cracker made. A plain, whole
Ourvwater cracker made light, tender and
Wheat:
Far better in every
CPIQP by manipulation only.
respect for every one than any Graham Cracker
eye!‘ HIE-dc. Children thrive on them and dyspep
tics arc cured by using them.

WHEATEN

.TheMmM-wh
f

in the world. Oooked
These and other pro
perfectly in two minutes.
ducts are manufactured from wheat mm which
Our complete
the outer hull has been removed.
circulars and price lists sent on application.
Address. Health Food Co .744th Ave. New York.

TO MAKE

ANJ SELL PURE INK.

will start any enterprising man or woman
$2
in a most roﬂtable business in the man
ufacture and sale 0 ink for writing and stamping.
Agents wanted in every cit and town in the coun
try, and exclusive contro of desired districts
"lven. The colors furnished are Black, Violet,
had and Green, and are warranted to make a
of any
pure ink which will not corrode.
ful informa
one color, with circular containingSample
tion as to process of manufacture, sent on receipt
Circular, without sample, free on up
of 25 cents.
plication. Address:
'
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St., N. Y.

is

a

ability.
We publish 400 letters from prominent
men and ﬁrms which are convincm .
For book of references, and specimen of
work, address,
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Annie Smith, M.D., 135 E. 104th St... City.
Auger & Martin Printers,
40 Clinton Place, New York.
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f!- ‘g;

only double-case Writing Machine
single ﬁnger
that produces each letter by
stroke, and thus fully cconomizes time and
labor.
are in daily
15,000
use, and are becoming immensely p0 ular for
ani
their Durability, Speed and

The New York Medical College and Hospital
thic Dispensary for
ms. Womzs, and Homeo
21 West 54th Street, New
and Children.
gorpen
or .

Mrs. A. Fletcher,

-

.

f
STANDS

HE No.

Susanna. W. Dodds, M.D., and Mary Dodds,
M.D.,Hygienic Ph sicians, 2826Washington Ave,
St. Louis, Mo. A diseases, acute and chronic
Send for circular.
treated without medicine.
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Baths, BI and 83 Columbia Hei 'hts, Brooklyn,- N.
Y. hree m inutea' walk from ulton Ferry.

REFORM
DRESS
ALPHA

with;
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CARDS.

SPECIAL NOTICE—Readers will oblige the Pub
lisherx if they will state, when writing to any of our
advertisers, that the advertisement was seen in the
PHRENOIDGICAL Jonas“.

‘F .I,

‘L
‘

ﬂour. containing all the nutritive qualities with
They will send
out the bran of irritating parts.
free to any our readers pamphlets giving full
descriptions of their various food productions,
Address, No. 74 Fourth Ave.

BUSINESS

a,.rW 51m’.. 1
.15‘.
‘qr-‘pissing
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Food

Health

The

perfect
company continues the manulact uring of
adults.
foods for all classes, either children or
“ Wheatena,“
sick or well. Their new food, called
rapidly in
prespared in a. special manner is being
troduced and very widely used as a breakfast
It is not only wholesome, nutritious, and
cereal.
palatable, but it possesses this great merit, it can
Their
be prepared for the table in two minutes.
Gra
peeled wheat crackers are the perfection of
being made from peeled wheat
ham crackers,
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WALPOLE DYE a CHEMICAL WORKS.
Street, F0 sion, Mass.
44

Oliver

AD VER TISEMEN TS.

SSOCMION
WHAT IS IT?
It is an incorporated body, with a paid-up capital of $250,000 of Merchants,
Doctors, Chemists; Book, Newspaper and Magazine Publishers, who manufacture
and supply. Books, Magazine, Newspapers, Medecines, Medical Appliances, etc.,
at WHOLESALE PRICES to those who become members of the Association.
ADVANTAGES T0 MEMBERS:
Each Member receives on payment of $2.00 a copy of our MEDICAL AND LIT
ERARY REFERENCE MANUAL and one year subcsription to the Hons KNOWLEDGE
MAGAZINE and a

CERTIFICATE OF MEMBERSHIP
in the Home Knowledge Association
all beneﬁts.

In

for one year, which entitles the members

to

this way

YOU CAN SAVE MONEY.
For instance: The regular price of Grant's Memoirs is $7.00; to members of
the Home Knowledge Association the‘ same books cost only $3.75.
Note what a
saving in this single instance. Like examples could be cited almost without num
ber, by which Members save money.

HOW TO BECOME A MEMBER:
Send two dollars to the Home Knowledge Association, 45 East 22d street, New
York, when you will receive a Certiﬁcate of Membership, the Medical and Liter
ary Reference Manual and the Home Knowledge Magazine, each month for one
year.

DO YOU
that this is an unparalled

REALIZE

offer?

REFERENCE MANUAL is a large quarto, 12 x 9 inches, illustrated, and
more than the Membership fee.
It contains a splendid treatise on the
much
worth
cause and prevention of diseases, a description of all books furnished to members,
and a list of newspaper and magazine from which to made selections at Associa
tion prices. The Home Knowledge Magazine is ﬁlled each month with contribu
tions by the best known writers in the country.
The

Write for terms ; there is no
Managers wanted in every State and County.
business requiring absolutely no capital that will bring you in a steady income
nearly so large and easily as being a Manager for HOME KNOWLEDGE
ASSOCIATION, 45 East 22nd Street, New York.

AD VER TZSEMENTS

FORTY

.

Punctuation

IIIESSONS
Capitals.

and

With exercises for practice, prepared by Milton Quay, Teacher of English in
Pingry School, Elizabeth, N. J. Price, only 10 cents, hardly the price of the paper.

the

The design of this book is to furnish exercises and drill-work in Punctuation and
Capitalization for schools and home instruction.
Among even educated men correct
punctuation, if ever known, may be classed as one of the lost arts. In it the pupils of
our schools are deﬁcient and careless, and their work too often grows from bad to worse,
until, when they leave school, no more attempts are made, or their MSS. look all the
worse for the attempts.
Probably every pupil in the grammar grades has been taught the rules found in this
book, and often required to commit them to memory; but does he apply them? In
nothing is the statement more true than in this work,—that the pupil learns to "do by
doing." If he is required to punctuate, and to do it correctly, as here outlined, and these
lessons are made a daily exercise, the results will be permanent.
Not only is it adapted
to, and useful for pupils, but every one who would know how to write properly in these
important particulars should procure it.
The rules are concise and the practice ample and of a most interesting character.
Price, only 10 cents in stamps. Send for it. Address, Fowler & Wells (10., Pub

llsllerl, 775 Broadway, New York.

NEW EDITION NOW READY.

Men in
The

PRICE REDUCED.

Genesis and

in Geology;

Biblical Account, of Man’s Creation.

Tested by Scientiﬁc Theories of his Origin and Antiquity.
By Rev, J05, P.
Thompson, D.D., L.L.D. 121110. Extra cloth, price 75 cents.
This work has been out of print for some time, and to meet a constant and in
creasing demand for it a new edition has been printed and is now ready.
It is a
masterly presentation of the subject and when ﬁrst published had a very large
sale.

Every one who would

be well-informed

on the subject, should procure and

read this most interesting work.

That the work may be within the reach of all, the price of the new edition has
and it will be sent by mail Postpaid on receipt

been reduced from $1.00 to 75 cents,

of price.
Address,

Fowler d: Wells 00., Publishers,

‘775

Broadway, N. Y.
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people, who from

sensible, economical
experience

large

wreck

package, saves

time, labor,

1who wishes to avoid the annoyances of laundering
should have husband and sons provided with the‘
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LinenmCollars and C'uﬁs.

Reversible, and Finished on both sides alike.

on

Always elegant,

J us

rub

washing

are

comfortable

and

easily

Id‘

sizes and styles.

fretting, no worry, but clean linen always

worn out more by r “N;y.

than wearing.

It
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Sample collar and pair of cuﬂs sent on recei to!
six cents. Name size. illustrated catalogue ree.
Ten Collar‘, or ﬁve pairs of (,‘uﬂ'a, sold a! atom
for 25 cm is.

to your

advantage to try Pearline.

REVERSIBLE COLLAR

’—

JAMES PYLE, New York.
For

.

Unrivallod for chespness, as the reversible prin-‘
cl lo makes one collar equal to two.
lth standing and turn-down in all desirable

bing, wear, and tear.

Your Clothes

AND BOYS

E"ERY “(IUSEWII'I‘I

James;

directed

“$53233

mum, Angelo, Blphul, Murillo

27’ liltyjtrm,

sale by all grocers.
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nmzsﬁii

made from Quills. Soft,
Circular size, pliable and absolutelyunbreakable. No cnseings required.
Attach
directly
to
by
sewing
the seam
TPRFSSQBDO.
thrnuﬂh the leather
$8.00. Newspaper size, $44.00.
bone.
Fol BALI EVIIY'HIIL Tar n.
our “Type-setting msy,prinhxldi
rectionu. Send 2 cent stamp
cARDsi'or (‘stain no of presses, type
cams, etc., to ructory, KELS Y & CO. Mcriden is pleasantly located on Reading Heights, with
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OUR HEAL'I‘HFUL

l

HODIE

of city and country. A healthful
climate, dry, invigorating air, pure, soft spring
Iuvaiids can
water, and great home comforts.
We lead with
enter our Suuimrian at any time.
“A
our scientiﬁc methods of treatment. Send stamp
Mmut— Peoplewho ﬁn): "It
i '— sin-mmn] mmmeme
jbr SnAW for circulars. Address,
—_ x NIf. shouldrem!theadrerluc
D., Reading, Pa.
mm“. mu!he prrprlmll to look
>A. SMITH. M.
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GTOCIIFG 00.. Lowell.
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for theMath" trade-marker:
M‘ ‘9"
Send to SHAW
{orPun-Paid l'urcei Lin.

$2500

$500rice

$1.
. (‘0mstot-k,

Wm.

6Ast0r I’:., New York.
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miss;

with Bills of Materials.
Paper Portfolio,
Estimates of Cost.
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i
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PARK

R. LAMBTN. Y.
59 Carmine St.

Church Furniture, Pul its, Chairs,
Stained Glass Win own
Fonts, Tablets, etc., Silk, S.S. banners
Send for-free handbook.

simumum

AT CORN\VALL-ON-'I‘HE~HU

DSON.

A

most delightful Summer and Winter Home.
Located in a. ﬁne woodland
The grand Hudson river is in full view for 20
park, 800 feet above the river.
Superb scenery, magnificent mountain views, good roads, fine drives,
miles.
bracing air, pure water, no malaria; home‘like, restful resort. Cheerful, newly
furnished rooms; careful Medical and Surgical Attention; moliere baths, best in
Massage: Swedish movements;
the world:
Electricity; Scientiﬁc treatment.
Special attention to diseases of women and Rectal Diseases by Prof. Rysn‘s im
Address,
proved Brinkerhoff system.

'W'-

F- Ross, M_D-, Manager,

as above
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Park Sanitarium
Walter’s
Wernersville, Berks Co., Pa.

and bracing, water
The best located of all Sanitariums; air dry
'Open all the year.
Its treatment in
beautiful.
indescribnbly
scenery
living springs,
pure and soft from
taught and ad
regularly
Movement-Cure,
Massage.
varieties, the
We
eludes baths of many
sun-bathing.
of
system
excellent
an
ministered; but if possible more important,
all
for
Treatment
day.
Sunshiny
Pennsylvania on every
have Florida right here in
Bath. as constructed by Dr. Rob
Solarium
the
regard
We
forms of Chronic Ailments.
in the wa of bathing known.
ert Walter, superior to anything
Prices reducet for the winter.
Terms very moderate.
D., as above.
information,
Address for further

ROBERT WALTER);

Hygiean Home.
Dr. F. Wilson Hurd’s Highland
THE WESLEY WATER-CURE,
WATER GAP.
'
AT DELAWARE

Address LXPERIMENT MILLS P. 0., Pa.
no‘ malaria ; consumption rare. \Ve receive
locality,
healthful
very successful b Dr.
Situated in a. most beautiful “and
Rectal diseases a specialty, Treatment
No cutting or incision.
cases ever month in the year. little or no pain or delay from business.
with
method,
Brinkerho s new
‘

A NEW VAPOR BATH

Turkish, with commodi
without the defects, of both Russian and
The advantages the
Includinv the ‘'00d qualities,
_brain. direction),
I
cabinet, aﬂording relief to the exhausted
are readily
immediate
my
Ous plun e and new y-invented
under
(constructed
"Cabinet"
my
using
in
atien t erives
of this nature, both in this countrv and throughout
by many who have used apgliancesconstructed. 1 have also a neat ordinary tub. which
ever
steam.
is is the first bath of the ki l'l
achiowledﬁled
medicated or sulphur'ztted
Euro .
any desired style of bath, including
enab es the patient to procure
Superior mnni nlators supplied to )atieuts who prefer
baths.
the
on app ication.
Superior massage with or without
ecialty.
Terms
n.s
of Catarrh
treatment at their homes. Chronic cases
MRS. \ . M. GEORGE, 316 W. 35th St.. New York.
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Editor.
Jerome B. Howard, eight

NY PERSON
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a sound and practical

knowledge

of

is of real
pages of
travel,
reading,
A 24- _:e monthly, containing
without
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in
every
use
in
Shorthund
beauti uily engraved Phonetic
un
The authentic exponent of the Ben
without
time
and
number.
valuable
of
waste
$1.50 per an
Pittman System of Phrenolozy;
Ad
Specimen copy sent free.
labor,
ﬁnd
will
necessary
num, in advance.
Paosoownxc INSTITUTE, Cincinnati, 0

__‘f

dress, Tun

_________

PHONOGRAPHYil
HUNETIC SHORT HAND

Self-taught. Send for Catalo‘. Adm-ea,
The Phonozraphlc Institute. Cincinnati.
How to Feed the

Bahil: appy. With Health
To Make Her Henlthyund
By C. E. Page. M. D. Fourth edition.
Hints.
revised and enlarged.

50c.; ex. clo., 75c.

the German language, one that

“GERMAN SIMPLIiiliD"

eminently suited to every requirement.

is published in two editions: (1.) For self-instruction,
_ It
in in numbers (with keys), at was. each. (2.) Asubchool
keys), bound
$1.25. For sale by
. on recei t of n1, b
no se ers’; Sl’lil, pOShPllindcloth,
n
Elduéonéwiltlhout
PROF. A. KNOFLACH, i... Nassau
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Unbreakable ZYLONITE COMES.

BEST I)’ THE WORLD.
BARBER,
FINE.

POCKET

Tn:

N's-noun.
'rnn Across

AND

0mm or ‘mos: unonmo ma
Visisu'. Um‘rr or

cu. BILIIVIRB

Evssonu

“That the all may be one as thou, Father, art
in thee, that the also may be one in
in me, and
us; that the world may be] eve that thou has
sent me."
;

MADE IN DRESSING.

The Church Union.

We would recommend No. 1761)‘ all coarse teeth
or 1781 coarse and fine teeth, as the best comb
ever made for ladies who have a very thick headJof
hair to use.
Will not break under any circum

CONTRIBUTING ED ITO

stances
JOSEPH T. DURYEA, D. D.
Zylonite is a unique invention of a strange com
HOWARD CROSBY, D. .
bination of materials into an almost unbreakable
J. HYA'l'l‘ SMITH. D. D.
substance, which has now come into general use
REV. THOMAS MELlSH, D. D.
for numerous toilet articles, such
as Combs,
C. C. SALTER, D. D.
Brushes, Mirrors, Napkin Rings. Umbrella Handles
EDW. P. INGERSOLL, D. D.
Oioveand Shoe Buttoners, and a large varietyo
REV. ANSON G. CHESTER, D. D.
other novelties.
It takes any color, and is so beautiful in its orig
Annual subscription, 75 cents. 20,000 copies of
inaiity, as to be used as
and for decora
The Church Union is the least number that has
tion ‘in
variety. T Klaques
ese goods can now be been mailed at any issue for the past thirty-three
obiame‘ igreat.
in most stores in the countr asweii as mouths—several
times this number has been in
large cities.
The dressing combs can
purchas
at
retail
from
7
Zylo
cents
each
to
bOcents.
ed
nite combs are the most durable, the shed dirt
rather than catch and hold it like rub r combs;
the are cheap, handsome, pleasant to the touch.
AGATE MEASURE.
a best Combs for cleanliness,
durability and
.
per line not
looks are the ZYLONITE.
lo Insertion . .
Si
"
If you wish ladies‘ Comb. ask for Zylonlte Comb Twe re Months . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..20 "
“
No. 1761. If for Gents, ask for 178).
OF THE CHURCH UNION,"
OFFICE
Round Combs for Children, all colors.
33Esstﬂd Street, N. Y. City.

RATES,

. .
.
.

'1'

"K'ﬁVERTISING

"

mont n.
One pair of ZyloniteCuifs, costing 40 cents, with
proper care in huttoning, will last six months
pair of linen Cuil’s washed twice a
worn daily.
week for six months, at lowest rates
cents)_ cost
The same applies to
in $1.56 for washing alone.
(8

FREE OF

P

Zy onite Collars.
Address GEORGE CLEMENT & Co.,
88 E. 22d St., N. Y.

OSTAGE.

GEORGE CLEMENT
00.. 83 East
lzagjaddresslng
Street New York, at the following prices:
Gents Collars 200. for - . . -z $1.10-—$2.00D0
“
" Cuffs, 40c. for - - - 220-400
.
"
- - 35-1330
Ladies Collars, 150. for
“
"
- - Cuﬂ's,
30c. for
1.70-3.00
REM lT BLPOSTAL ORDER.
THE NEW YORK AMERICAN, one of
thc largesthandsomest, and best week
lv ncwspa ers in the country, will be
sent FREE T'WO MON HS to any one who, before
1887, will send the addresses of not less
Sept.
renders —- only one from a fam
than 30 newspa
Addrcss HE AMERICAN, 88 E. 2d Street,
Y.
&

little book of fifty pages bya practical clock
fixer. that positively teaches any one of common
sense to adjust, clean, and keep in order their own
clocks,
It teaches you how to find what stops the
Clock and teaches you the remedy.
Clock ﬁxing
is much easier learned than most people suppose,
Ind none who read this book carefully ever fail to
It will save many times its cost in one
learn.
llngie year. Price THIRTY CENTS per single
copy. It is the only work of the kind ever pub
lished. Send and get a copy, and it will be the last
money your clock will ever cost you.
Address J.
C. BAKER, 88 East 22d street, N. Y. City.

lonite Collars and Cuffs are really a. blessing
to humanity. For in smaller cities and countr
to get a Collar an
towns, it is utterly
.
Cuff properl laundriineigossible
The Zylon to Collars and CuiTs are always span
and with a little care will keep so for
clean

6 6

UNIVERSAL OLUBK ADJUSTER

last.

0 6

‘

.

1

The photograph is cabinet size, and worth a for
tune to an dyspeptic in a chronic state of depres
sion, as we
as to the most sanguine development
of
Apéiélloproiirgnintivaness.
ess
.
ranni
Cannon UNION N. Y.
City, with so cents encios'ed.

For half a century this country has been trying
to invent Collars and Cuffs that would be an im
rovcment on linen. Hundreds of thousands of
sollars have been spent, and it is accomplished at

A

0

months.

Destined to be the UNIVERSAL COLLAR
of the future.

r

CsN'rs—

fl.

30

WI WILL BKND
The most fascinating
and mar-velour study of
nature—
a photograph of two live little "NIGS, “ picked
up on the street going to school in an Ohio town—
ever produced by any artist in this country or any
of the old masters, together with the Cnuscs
Union on trial three months to any address.
We
hope all interested in the cause will supply their
numerous friends. whether airead
interested or
not. 11,000 is the lowest number
mailed copies
of any issue in the last three years, and ten

success of ZyloniteCollars and Cui'fs—
Factory running day and night—Made for
Ladies, Misses, Gentlemen and Boys.

Phenomenal

Z

—Fox

A

Z'YLON'I'I‘E.

'

a

One of the best stories
you can read, and ES
other splendid stories, and an immense amount of
other reading matter in the Nzw Yon: AIIIJCAN,
12 weeks for only 20 cents. Sam is copies free.
Address Tn: AIERICAN, New York
ity.
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The Great $1 Weekly Agricultural

Paper.

The Practical Farmer

Thirty-two years old and the leading, weekl agricultural journal of the coun
We want to put it into thousands of new ands for six weeks, and you shall
try.
have it for six weeks for 10 cents in 1 or 2-cent U. S. postage stamps. It contains:

Agricultural—General farm topics,
practical and timely, pertaining to the
whole farm.
Stock—Plenty of help to aid the far
mer and stockman in making the most

Home Clrcle.—Instructive and in
teresting reading for the ﬁreside circle.
Something that you will like, we feel
‘
certain.

of their herds.

will amuse and instruct the

Dalry.-Do

you want to know how
to make your butter bring you the most
We tell you how.
money?
"eterlnary—Answers to questions
from our subscribers by the State Veter

inary Surgeon of Pennsylvania.

HortlculturaL—How

to raise large
fruit and small fruit. Hints on ﬂower
How to make the
gardens and lawns.
farm beautiful as well as remunerative.
Garden—Have you a good garden?
If yes, we will tell you how to improve
it; if no, we will tell you how to make

You ought

to have one.
farmer should raise
Most of them do in a happy
poultry.
go-lucky kind of way. We can give you
good advice in the matter.
are learning
Apiary—Many farmers
'
From week
bees.
of
value
the money
how this
hints
valuable
give
we
to week
can
work
farm
the
of
branch
growing

one.

Poultry—Every

be carried on successfully.
Every one of these Departments con
tain the best thoughts of the ablest writ

ers on the respective subjects, besides the
experience of practical farmers, the last
is the best.
Commercial—Full market reports
from the leading trade centers of the
Tells the farmer where and
country.
when to sell to the best advantage.

Youths’ Department—Just

what

boys and

Amusement
girls is a hard problem.
and instruction don’t go together often,
\Ve think
so young people imagine.
they do in this Department, and are will
ing to leave it to them.

Miscellaneous—Here we publish
lots of farm miscellany, crowded out of
the other farm departments proper. Too
good to be lost, so it is found here.
Hygiene—The farm is generally
considered the healthiest spot in the wide
world. So ’tis. But even it can be
made healthier, and we tell you how.
Housekeepers.

——How

to do

the

right thing, in the right place, at the
right time and in the right manner, both
in the kitchen and the sitting-room.
Practical hints to help the tired house
wife and lighten her burden.
Here are 14 Departments, every one
necessary, every one of interest and
every one carefully edited, so as to place
the best thoughts and results in such
form as to be of the greatest service to
you. \Ve are certain you will ﬁnd it of
value, and will stay by us after a. Six
It is suited to all parts of
weeks trial.
Every farmer, North,
the country.
South, East and West, will ﬁnd it indis
pensable. Six weeks for 10 cents.
Address,

THE FARMER COMPANY,
Philadelphia, Pa
1420 Chestnut Street,

U.

S. Postage Stamps are legal tender

with

us.
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and best preparatlun fur
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and comfortable.

SOAP
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The best for the complexion. “
balm for the Skin.”
wears lo thinness of a wafer.
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SHAVING.
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leaves the Skin smuoth.clean,mnl

1/_

lOOyears
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Binding.
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Price,
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BROADWAY.

“Quiconque a une trop haute idée de la force et de la justesse de ses i-aisonne
mens pour se croire obligé de les soumettre a une experience mille et 11111161.015
répétée ne perfectionnera jamais la physiologie du cerveau."-—GALL.

“I

regard Phrenolog'y as the only system of mental philosophy which can be
said to indicate with anything like clearness and precision, nian‘s mixed moral and
intellectual nature, and as the only guide short of revelation for educating him in
harmony with his faculties, as a, being of power ; with his wants, as a creature 0f
necessity; and with his duties, as an agent responsible to his Maker and amen
able to the laws declared by the all-wise Providence.”—JOHN
BELL, M. D.

“To Phrenolog'y may be justly conceded the grand merit of having‘ forced the
inductive method of inquiry into mental philosophy, and thus laid the permanent
foundations of a true mental science.”—Encyclopwdia Britannica, 8th Edition
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AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF PHRENOLOGY.
The Annual Session

Opens the

First Tuesday of September,

1886.

True is the only institution in the world where a course of thorough and practical
instruction in Phrenology is given, or where can be found such facilities as are possessed
by the American Institute of Phrenology, consisting of skulls, busts, casts, portraits,
anatomical

Tm;

preparations,

skeletons,

plates, models, etc.

COURSE
consists of more than a hundred lectures and lessons
or. Ins'rnuorron'
a term of eight weeks; one lesson being given each morning, mid-day and after

covering
noon during the term.

TOPICS

General Principles.--The

ophy of the organic constitution,
in mind, character and motive.

Temperaments,

as

philos

its relation

to

:

Choice

of Occupations,

and

bow

ut “ the right man in the ri ht place."

hrenology and llarlgaga—The

of the sexes; what mental
and temperamental qualities are adapted to
a happy union and healthy offspring, and

indicating quality right relation

and giving peculiarity to mental manifesta
tion, also as affecting the choice of occupa
tion; the law of harmony and lheredity as
relation;
with the
connected
arriage
or health, long life,
proper temperaments
talent, virtue and vice.
Phrenology. -— Mental development
explained; the true mode of estimating char
acter; comparative
and its
phrenology
meanin .

wh

Natu ral Language of the Facul
ties, and how to read character thereby.

Examination of heads explained;
heads examined by each of the students,
how to
who will be thoroughly trained
make examinations privately and publicly.
Hyglene.—How to take care of the
Phrenology in Eu body as to dress, rest, creation, food, diet,
Hisgor‘y
rope
an America, and its enriching ri ht and wrong habits.
inﬂuence on education, literature, domestic
this head, mes
'syehologyn—Undu
overnment, morality and religion.
life,
merism and clairvoyance will be explained,
lnology.—The races and tribes of and the laws discussed on which they are
men, and how to judge of nativity of race;
su
osed to depend.
especially how to detect infallibly the' skulls
eredityu—The law of inheritance in
of the several colored races.
general and in particular; how to determine
Anatomy and Physiology—The which parent 9. person resembles.
brain and nervous system ; reciprocal inﬂu
Insanity. its laws and peculiarities;
ence of brain and body: dissection of brain.
the faculties in which different persons are
0bjections to
h e n o‘ ogy, most likely to be insane.
‘
anatomical,
whether
Idlocy, its causes and how to avoid
physiologica , prac
tical or religious; loss or injury of the brain; them; proper treatment of the imbecile.
thickness of skull ; Ifatalism, materialism,
Elocution. — How to cultivate the
moral responsibility, etc.
voice ; eloquence, how to attain the art.
How to Lecture—The best methods
renology and Rellg'lon.—The
of presenting Phrenology and Physiology to
moral bearings of Phrenology; its relation
the public, and how to secure success.
0 religion, education and virtue.

of

E

P r

Ph

Finally, it is the aim of the instructors to transfer to students all the knowledge of
Anthropology which a long experience in the practice of their profession has enabled
them to acquire—in a word, to qualify students to take their places in this man-improving
ﬁeld of usefulness.
the works most useful to be studied by those who
TEXT-B()0KS.—Among
“
wish to master Phrenolo y, we recommend the following S'rnnan'r’s Sis-r," which wi‘l
one
time
:
at
ordered
all
are
be sent by express for $1 , when
Brain and Mind; a Text-Book,
$1.50 New Physiognomy. By S. R. Wells, $5.00
1.75
Forty Years in Phrenolo n, By N. Sizer, 1.50 Choice of Pursuits. By N. Sizer,
By R. T. Trall. 1.25
How to Read Character.
y S. R. Wells, 1.25 Popular
Physiognomly.
Bust.
yFo wler& Wells, 1.00
1.50 Phrenological
By G. Combe,
Constitution of Man.
The openin_ exercises will be held at 2 o'clock an. the ﬁrst Tuesday of September,
and it is desirab e that all students be present at that time.
_
is for gentlemen
Terms.—-The cost of tuition for the full course including
diploma,
York,
inc uding board, need not
and also for ladies, $50. Incidental expenses in New
cost more than $35.
For any additional information, address

FOWLER & WELLS 00.,

775

Broadway, New York.
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of April
1887.
Nearly thirty years
was in his prime,
when
he
heard
ago,
himlecture in village in Herkimer C0.,
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GODFREY SAxE—the poet, lawJOHN_
3'", editor and lecturer, was buried in
Greenwood Cemetery, on the afternoon
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THE PHRENOLOGICAL

New York. He had two topics. One was
“The Money King,” the other “ Poetry
and Poets.” He had traveled all day,
by stage and rail, and was weary, but a
cup of tea and the magnetic presence of
appreciating friends put him in the
mood of speaking with spirit and with
force. His lectures (he gave two at one
entertainment) were elegant and pol
ished specimens of wit and elegance.
Touches of wit, humor, pathos and phil
osophy kept his auditors wide—awake for
two hours or more.
Mr. Saxe wrote stories and poetry
long before he attempted to air his speech
in public on the lecture platform. He
sprang on the back of his Pegasus with
sportful Sagacity, pricking the ﬂanks of
his winged steed with the spur of his
wit. The readers of his comic verses and
essays were inclined to encourage him
with cheers when he ascended the ﬂow
ery mountain singing his happy songs.
As a lecturer, when he delivered his
“Money King,” he overmastered the
dignity of the coldest critic, and discom
posed the gravity of the most fastidious
Mr. Griswold,
fogy in the audience.
whom Mr. Saxe spoke of as “the dry
nurse of the poets,” speaks as follows of
“John G.
the subject of this sketch:
Saxe was born in Highgate, Franklin
00., Vermont, on the 2d of June, 1816.
His youth was passed in rural occupa
tions until he was seventeen years of
age, when be determined tostudy one of
the liberal professions, and with this in
view he entered the grammar school at
St. Albans, and after the usual prelimi
nary course in the college at Middlebury,
Vt., he was graduated a bachelor of arts

He subsequent
the summer of 1839.
read law at Lockport, New York, and
at St. Albans, Vt., and was admitted to
the bar at the latter place in September,

in

ly

1843.”

“ I remember," said the critic, “ that
when Mr. Saxe was in college, he was
well-known for his manly character,
good sense, genial humor, and for an
undergraduate large acquaintance with

JOURNAL
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“ Besides writing with such
delightful point and facility,” observed a

literature.

friend of his, “he is one of the best conver
sationalists, and wastes more wit in a day
than would set up a ‘Yankee Punch,’
He is a
or a score of ‘ Yankee Doodles.’
good, general scholar well-read in the
best English authors, and, besides his
comical composition s, haszproduced many
pieces of
grace and tenderness that
evince a genuine poetic feeling and

ability.”

At the close of the lecture, to which I
alluded in the beginning of this sketch,
I met him with others at the ﬁreside of a
friend.
The Atlantic Monthly was the
text of his ﬁreside discourse, in which he
referred to the article on Douglass er
rald which had just appeared in that
magazine.
Mr. Saxe was a well-formed man over
six feet in height, of commanding but
pleasant presence. He had a fulLrouud,
baritone voice. his accent was clean cut
and distinct, and his gesticulation grace
ful and natural.
His dark brown hair
was thin in front, a prophesy of baldnes
to come; his forehead broad and high,
showing a ﬁne development of the poetic
and perceptive faculties; eyes blue and
electric.
Mr. Saxe excelled as a writer in burles
que, satire, humor, and wit—the expres—
sion of faculties on the conﬁnes of ideality
and comparison ; indeed his mental make
up embraced the domain of eloquence and
poetry—the region of brain to which the
world is indebted for many of the ﬁnest
specimens of lyrical expression, and
which has furnished from the times of
Juvenal much of the noblest and most
beautiful illustration of creative energy.
His verse is witty, nervous, brilliant and
generally carefully ﬁnished.
Here is a
specimen of his command of language!
“ Singing through the
forests,
Battling over ridges ;
Shooting under arches.
Rumbling over bridges ;
Whizzing through the mountains,
Buzzing o’er the vale,

J
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Bless me, this is pleasant,
Riding on a rail.
The entire composition is an echo and
description of a crowded railroad car.
The longest of his productions is en
titled, “Progress. a Satire.” His “ New
Rape of the Lock." written in 1847, and
his “Proud Miss McBride,“ written the
year following, are in the vein of Hood,
full of verbal felicities, laughing humor,
and touches of pathos.
Mr. Saxe secured a competence by his
labors as a writer and lecturer; his law
For
practice was not of much account.
several years he was a contributor to the
columns of the New York Ledger,
Harper’s Monthly, the Atlantic, and
other publications.
During the last five
years of his life he lived in Albany, the
unhappy victim of mental and physi
From 1869 to 1881 he
cal depression.
lived in Brooklyn. but his life was over
shadowed by great affliction and sorrow,
for it was there he lost his wife and
three daughters.
After their death he
lived the life of asad and broken hearted
man, refusing the consolation of friends
who desired to visit him. The reader
can imagine, better than I can describe,
his great grief, when I state that ﬁrst his
wife died; shortly after his daughter
Inura. died, two months after his daugh
ter Hattie died, a little later his daughter
Sarah died. Thus bereft he went to Al
bany to live with his son Theodore, who
died three weeks after the arrival of his
Utterly sorrow - stricken, he
father.
moved
to the residence of his son
Charles, where he died on the Slst day
of March. About twelve years ago Mr.
Saxe was the victim of a railroad acci
dent. The shock given by the upsettingot'
the train, which brought him to death's
door, had a disastrous effect upon his
sensitive and nervous nature, and that
was the beginning of an illness, result
in ﬁts of melancholia.
The following sonnet, written by Mr.
Saxe many years ago, will be a ﬁtting

ing
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to this sketch.
"
reavement
:

close

It

is entitled

“Be

Nay, weep not, dearest, though the child
be dead,

He lives again in Heaven's unclouded
life
other angels that have early ﬂed
From those dark scenes of sorrow, sin
and strife.
Nay, weep not, dearest,
though thy
yearning love
W'ould proudly keep for earth its fairest
flowers,
And e‘cn deny to brighter worlds above
The few that deck this dreary world of
ours ;
Though much it seems a wonder and a

“'ith

wine

That one so loved should be so early lost,
And hallqwed tears may unforbidden
flow

‘

To mourn the blossom that we cherished
most,

Yet all is well, God‘s good design to see,
That where our treasure is our hearts
may

be.

w. BUNGAY.

GEORGE

_

-—~

>0~~0<

-

A Golden Rule of Three.
“ Lovs ALL, 'rnusr FEW, no WRONG 'ro norm.”
Love all, aye, all!
Not only those who love, but those who
hate.

No less will do, would you fulﬁll the great
Commandment,
test of heart regenerate
In Christ.
Love all.
Trust few, but few !
Not all who seem your friends are such at
heart ;

Fair courtesy is oft a useful art.
" Most men are bad." Act thou a prudent
part,

And trust but few.

“Bear

and

Do wrong to none!
forbcar!" a maxim good and

grand.

The bravest he who can himself commend,

who,

fearing
hand.

sin, restrains

his heart

Do wrong to none.

and

11. A. s.
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most eminent men, the thought occurs
at this time, what progress will it make
and what beneﬁcial results will ﬂow
from it in the future?
Since the days of Gall, Spurzheim and
Combe, much has been written upon
this fascinating subject, elucidating, its
practical utility, and it is cheering to
note the spirit of investigation that has
been manifested on all sides.
A rare
spirit of observation is paramount to all
theories in regard to this man-unfolding
science.
How worthily did the immor
tal Gall rise superior to the anatomists
of his time, who ridiculed, his system by
defending his mental philosophy in an
array of facts drawn from nature that
was overwhelmingly convincing 1 And
learned
when
some
metaphysician
would ﬁre at him some abstruse reason
ing, he invariably retort/ed with the
axiom: “No diﬂiculty whatever can
destroy a fact." So the founder of our
science has taught us a lesson of patient
observation :1 thousand times and more
repeated on man and brute animals.
The gifted Spurzheiin and the learned
Combe were also famous and shining
lights in the promulgation of the princi
Their master-pieces
ples of Phrenology.
of wisdom and scientiﬁc research will
live as long as the English language.
The progress therefore which Phrenol
ogy will make depends upon its advo
cates putting forth earnest endeavors in
searching the vast laboratory of nature,
in bringing forth more facts, in order to
show the masses the practicability of the
new mental philosophy.
.
Every city should possess a phrenolo
gical cabinet of specimens, and certainly
every academy of science in the land
should have on exhibition human and
animal crania in order to promote a
spirit of observation, thus teaching men
and woman to know more of themselves,
by studying anatomy, physiology and

anthropology.
God-speed the day when
active measures will be taken to educate
our children in the science of the human
mind.
know men who are called
great, because they understand ant life
and bee life, and have produced volumes
upon their habits.
know men who are
called great who worship homes, who
write about the stars, who roam the
woods seeking birds-nests, collecting
ﬂowers, insects or shells.
know men
who are called great who lecture upon
icebergs and rocks, but greater far is he
who is a profound student of human
nature, who studies Man, the image of
God. He who studies the intricacies of
the human brain and mind , yes, he who
shall do these things well, occupies a
position which no other ﬁeld can afford.
It remains for those who have been ed
ucated as practical phrenologists to ‘go
forward with real and earnestness, win
ning converts to the great cause, and
thus implanting ideas of right that will
grow and blossom and bear fruit that
will beneﬁt mankind.
Phrenology is not an old science, and
in its infancy it foretells of greatnex
which is sure to come in its manhood
and old age, if its followers continue un
The
interruptedly their investigations.
beneﬁcial results which are to be felt
in the near future are many and great.
Unborn millions yet to come will study
and be wiser than we.
They will read
Temperament, and consequently Char
acter at glance! They will read predis
position to disease; they will look through
and through the human soul; and the
minutiae, the details of human life will
be unfolded
by master-brains and e10
quent tongue. Qh, shall we not labor
in the ﬁeld more zealously while
yet
Let us fol~
day and the night afar oﬂ’
low in the footsteps of those grown gray
in the service, who have contributed to
human science so much that
beauti
ful, useful and eminently practical.
DR. F. w. OLIVER.
it

T being no longer questioned as to
the truth of Phrenology by the
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YOUNG

PRINCIPLES—SPECIALTY

T

is but natural to think that such
marked differences of character as
have been pointing out in our past in
terviews must have something to do with
the appearance of the persons in whom
Not one of you, my
they are found.
am sure, expects to see
young friends,
the same kind of a look in the faces of

I

I

two men, one being kind, happy, good
natured in disposition, the other sharp,
You feel
and complaining.
gloomy
drawn at once toward the ﬁrst, before he
has opened his mouth, while you wish
to avoid the second as soon as you have
You all have learned pretty
seen him.

1:

READERS—N0.
OF

19.

FUNCTIONS.

other way; is too free with his money
He hasn't enough
and don't save any.
Acquisitivcness for his good. Mr. Brown
is quarrelsome ; takes ﬁre at every little
thing and seems ready to ﬁght every
body. He has too much Combutiveness.
Mr. Snyder is a weak, timid fellow, swal
lows an insult, and keeps out of the way
when there's any quarrelling, and don't
“ He isn‘t
stand up for his rights.
half
a man," you say, and it is because he

early that the way in which people look
and act depends upon something behind
—a something called mind.
This mind is not a simple thing, like a
nail, but is compound, made of many
In ﬁne carpenter-work, such as
parts.
you can see in the cabin of any of the

elegant steamboats that sail on the Hud
son, or Ohio, or Mississippi river, there
are pieces of diﬂ'erent sizes and kinds,
each used for a particular purpose—for
So in the mind there
use or ornament.
are many parts of ditl'erent kinds. They
are called faculties, and are all as nec
mssary, as the pieces in the woodwork, to

But many of
make the mind complete.these facultes we have been examining,
and you must by this time have a good
idea of their different influence on our
conduct and how important they are to
character.

How many of

I

these faculties there are

can not say, but upward of
altogether
forty have been carefully deﬁned ashav
ing special qualities and effects—and in
your companionship with brothers, sis
leis, friends and all, you soon discover
who has more of this or that, because it
is shown clearly in the way they talk and
act.
Mr. Smith, you say, is stingy and
afraid to spend a cent—he has very strong
Mr. Jones is just the
Acquisitiveness.

An A'rriucrivs FACE.

hasn‘t the pluck Combativeness gives
one when it is strong.
Then there’s
Mr. Thompson who is great on joking;
makes puns and tells funny stories, and
sets es'erybody laughing— while
Mr.
White is very solemn, never sees the
point of a hit, and thinks jokes silly gab
One has the faculty of \Vit pretty
ble.
active and the other is wanting.
So
might go on through the whole list and
illustrate what the great English poet
means by saying that men “play many

I
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parts,” and show why they have so many
sides to their character.

Like the ﬁfty or more strings of the
piano, each of the faculties has its own

A Rar'rusivn FACE .
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in some way from every one else.
You
are familiar with the “word-game,” I
am sure, that gives a pleasant and use
ful entertainment to a company of old
or young persons.
A word like climate
is taken, for instance; only seven let
ters, yet with two or more of these seven
letters you can spell ﬁfty common words,
besides arranging the letters themselves
in over ﬁve thousand different ways.
Thus you see if we had but seven mental
faculties it would be possible to have a
considerable variety of character in any
But when it comes to the
community.
consideration of thirty or forty organs
and faculties working together, some
strong and some weak, some educated
and others uneducated, you will certain
ly see that the variety of character they
produce is beyond all estimation.
The brain is the organ through which
should say that
the mind acts; but if
every one of these forty organs of the
mind used the whole brain every time it
was in operation, you would be likely to

I

sound or note, but the piano strings must
be well tuned or they will not sound
clearly and harmoniously when struck
So the faculties of
by the performer.
the mind must be trained and brought
into activity by education and associ
ation with each other, if they are to
show harmony and balance in the
They, in their combina
character.
tion or working,r together, make char
acter, and it is according to the excess
or overaction of this or that one that
individuals have their peculiarities.
“ People are
Perhaps you will say,
all so diti'erent; we don‘t see any two
alike; can it be that only forty facul
ties can make all these differences T‘
If you have gone so far
Yes, indeed.
in arithmetic as to understand the va
rious combinations a certain number
of things can be made to form, you
will, after a little thought, see that
even twenty-ﬁve faculties, affecting
Vml or run HUMAN BRAIN Saowixo Convene-nose.
each other in all the diﬂ'erent degrees
think that to be a very odd thing, be
of strength of which they are capable,
can 'e they are so different in their na
of
each
the
disposition
render
would
person in a hundred millions diﬂ’erent ture, . 'nl might ask me why we don't
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for breathing

and diges-'
tion as well as for pumping blood through
the arteries and veins, instead of having
a special apparatus for each of those bod
ily functions ? But I should not say that
It was possible for the Cre
is the case.
ator to have made the nose serve for
hearing as well as smelling, but he did
use the heart

A
not ; and

Cut

11

particular parts of the brain.
Here is a picture of the human brain
—what a curious looking thingl you
Yes, it is very curiously or
may say.
Did you ever see the brain of
ganized.
a rabbit or squirrel ? Of course it is very
much smaller than that of man, but the
most interesting part of it is its smooth—
Instead
ness, as shown in the picture,
of having a surface that is folded and
corrugated, you see that is quite smooth.
Now look at the other picture, which is
You see it has a
that of a cat‘s brain.
surface that is divided quite regularly
into folds. What does this mean ? Sim—
ply this, that the cat is much more
intelligent than the squirrel, has more
mind, more faculties, is more highly or
be given

Baum.

in setting up the whole machin

ery of the body he gave to this muscle,
that nerve and that bone a certain kind
of work

or duty and no other, and did

do the
So in the
work of a nerve or bone.
economy, as we say, of the brain it has
been found that it is made in a strungclv
outer parts being
complex fashion—the
folded or plaited together, divisions ruli
ning here and there in all directions, and
the whole arrangement suggesting that

not design that a muscle should

it is a compound organ, made up

of many

parts to ﬁt the many parts of the mind.

Thousands of years ago learned men be
lieved that the brain was divided to suit
the faculties of the mind as they under
stood them, but it was not until within
a hundred years that the fact was really
proved, and special parts discovered by
experience and study to be the centers
of the faculties of the intellect, the feel
think you can
iDg-S and sentiments.
understand now quite well why the func
tions we have been talking about should

I

A Squmnn‘s

BRAIN.

ganized. Turn back to the human brain
and you see at once that the surface is
very much more divided up than the
cat's brain, und if you were to examine
the brains of dogs, horses, and such
monkeys as the orang-outang or chim
panzee you would ﬁnd them more con
voluted—that‘s the term given to this
peculiar structure of the brain—than the
cat's brain, but not so much as man’s.
These folds are made up of layers of
nervous matter, two kinds—ﬁbers, which
are white, delicate threads, so ﬁne that a
good microscope is necessary to give afair
idea of them, and gray cells, which are
very small, butso numerous that the color
The more folds and the deeper
into the brain they go the more of these
gray cells there are ; and it is claimed

is distinct.
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that strength of mind and power of ,born with us, which makes us like our
knowledge depends upon them. I am parents, and will always show somehow
in our life no matter what our education
not able to explain why this is so, any
We look like our
more than I could explain why the food and surroundings.
you eat turns into hair in the scalp and parents and are known to belong to such
into nails at the ﬁnger-ends, but it is true, and such a family because we have the
in a general way, that the more brain a features, the eyes, nose, mouth, chin,
man has the more intelligent and smart cheeks, forehead, hair, etc., that belong
to that family.
Itis a law of nature
he is. You expect a big man to be stronger
than a. small man, don't you ? Sometimes that we should have certain family
\Vould you not
a small man is very strong for his size—— types of face and form.
and you will ﬁnd a reason for it in his think it strange that a human child
should not resemble his father and mother
solid, hard muscles, and habits of exer
when the young of animals resemble
cise; but if a big man comes along with
their parents? We may be more like
good hard muscles, that have been used
one parent than the other, and most of
to exercise and gymnastics, the small
man wouldn‘t stand much of a chance us are more strongly marked by features
in a wrestling match. So large-brained
and traits belonging to one side. To ask
men, as a class, have more ability than \Vhy, opens a branch of scientiﬁc study
that is very extensive and very interest
the smaltbrained.
and which you ought, before you
ing,
PECULIARITY.
AND
INHERITANOE
are
much older, to know something
have already pointed out several
In the treatises on physiology
about.
things that have to do with the growth
and
heredity
you will ﬁnd instruction
dif
of
its
the
exercise
and
of the brain
to it.
ferent parts, or organs, and which go a relating
If we'are like our fathers and mothers
great way toward explaining why some
in
appearance and disposition we must
people who have large heads don’t ap
have
the mental ‘constitution that is
pear to be good for much, and are really
theirs,
and that through the brain must
not so clever and useful as many with
indication of its kind.
some
know
give
Food
and
heads by no means as large.
of
the
descent
or
inheritance
of
a
quality
have
companions
habits and every-day
that four people show in a marked way.
much to do with making us clear-head
ed, active, good-natured, and useful men First, there is the great-grandmother,
then her son, next grandson and then
and women ; we can not help being af
suppose the great
great-grandson.
fected, more or less, by our ways of liv
it
from
her father, who
got
grandmother
ing and our society. Some learned per
man, accord
economical
was
a
prudent,
or
quick,
sons believe that we are slow
accounts,
and
then
gave it to
all
to
ing
learning,
speaking
in our thinking and
This
is a dis
quality
her
descendents.
been
edu
have
we
and doing because
and
it
is
shown
money,
to
save
position
have
and
way,
in
that
trained
cated and
them,
of
the
all
lower
of
heads
in
the
that
believe
Some
habit.
into
the
gotten
part of the “temples,” or the side-head
a man is good or bad because he has been
brought up well or badly ; if bad, he in front of the ear, being plump and

I

I

I

must have had wicked and low surround
ings, and so couldn‘t help going into evil
don’t believe that our charac—
ways.
tors are dependent upon our education,
our training, our companions altogether,
but that our brains and bodies have a
special condition or constitution that is

I

The celebrated Adams family,
round.
of whom you have read so much in the
history of our nation — John Adams,
ohu Quincy Adams, and Charles Fran
for
cis Adams were all distinguished
ﬁrmness, independence, self-reliance and
emphasis. These traits are seen in their

J
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and speeches very plainly. _ body with healthful blood ; the brain,
Well, their heads are alike, the crown that requires live or six times as much
being high and massed in that part where blood as any other organ, gets all it
needs, and its organs therefore being ful
the organs of Firmness and Self-reliance
ly sustained, his mind acts with prompt
are believed to lie.
As a rule, I think that we inherit the ness and ease. But a sickly man can not
stronger organs and characteristics of our give the brain all the blood necessary
for the free action of every part, and the
parents, and if we do not in some respects
large, strong organs have a tendency to
show as much of this or that one partic
take the full share, leaving the small and
ularly it is because we have inherited an
other strong faculty from one parent weaker to take up with the very insulti
that has a. restraining inﬂuence upon the cient leavings. This makes it bad for the
strong faculty or faculties that we have man ; he ﬁnds it very hard to think and
Be
inherited from the other parent.
speak as he would, and if he is engaged
in work that requires a. great deal of
sides, our health, the condition of our
thinking and study it is done only at the
body has a great deal to do with the ac
tion of our faculties.
A weakly, sickly cost of much weariness and pain.
constitution can not give strong facultia
You should remember that a sound
the support they need to act in a free and
body is a very important thing to brain
vigorous manner ; hence in such a case and mind, and unless one is really strong
the character will most likely appear to and healthy his mind is not expected
be one-sided, peculiar and odd.
A man to be in all respects sound, well-balanced
in good health, with a vigorous stomach, and equal to all the occasions that would
lungs and heart, supplies all parts of his naturally fall to him in life. EDITOR.
writings

—-—H--—-A

HER

SUMMER

ON PUGET

days’ steady sailing
we touched at
Victoria, Port Townsend (the port entry
into the sound) and ﬁnally reach our des~
ﬁnation, Seattle, the following morning.
This town is situated on Elliott Bay, one
of the best harbors of the sound. Our first
view was of “a city set on a hill," sur
rounded on three sides by illimitable for
“ beats the restless
mt, and at its foot
pulse of the ocean as it reaches it with
its majestic Puget Sound,“ so named for
an oﬂicer in Vancouver's
expedition in
“ Mediter
Seward
the
and
called
by
1792.
ranean of the West.”
A carriage soon rolled us away through
Front street, which overlooks the water,
out into the suburbs where city and
country are strangely blended. White
clover
grew everywhere ; ferns and
wild blackberries were in wildest profu'
sion up to the very doors, and the air
was heavy with the fragrance of ﬂowers,
three

from San Francisco

SOUND.

ﬁrs and cedars.
Stumps, logs and a few
remaining trees showed that but recently
this part of the city had been reclaimed
from the forest, while only a little
further on one might become lost in the
woods within half a mile of home.
Here we determined to remain for a
time, surrounded by all this wealth of
luxurious verdure, and enabled by loca
tion to have an unobstructed view of bay
and sound and every craft of every
kind which passed to and fro coming
within our range of vision. On the 0p
posite shore the ﬁr trees grow quite to
the water's edge, while beyond, away to
the south, eighty miles distant, is Mt.
Rainier, 14,444 feet high, only appearing
to be just beyond the head of the bay,
and perfectly white from base to peak
the whole season through.
To the west
is the low range of the Olympic Moun
tain, also wearing a mantle of snow,
while at our feet in the ﬂower garden
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proudly lifted above their companions,
regardless of their charred and blﬂCK
ened trunks, as though defying the de
structive agencies which sought to level
them to the earth. Suddenly we come
upon a little lake, appropriately called
the Lake of the W'ilderness, whose trans
parent surface reﬂects the nnmberless
sentinels which shield it from view and
soften the sharp outlines by an occasion
al ripple.
Surely they have done their
work well, for until the steam-engine
penetrated the forest one might have
passed within a few feet of it without be
ing aware of its existence. Some of the
party got off here and boarded the train
again on our return with a goodly sup
ply of trout. The way in many places
is lined with vivid red berries growing
on low bushes, alternating with the pure
waxen white of the syringia, and the
trees are as full of moss as the ground is
of ferns, the thickest places being lit
erally covered with
while long fest
oons depend from the branches remind
ing one of Florida scenes.
Suddenly asuccession of quick, sharp
notes from the engine. which echoed
and re-echoed through the woods, caused
us to look ahead three deer standing on
the track just in front of us gazed in
wonder at the approaching
open-eyed
train and then plunged into the forest.
The scenery around the mines
very
romantic.
At the Black Diamond mines
another lake, similar to the Lake of the
Wilderness, and in close proximity
a
cranberry marsh and numerous springs
of clear cold water.
By the seventh of July all the sur
rounding beauty was obscured by the
smoke from the forest ﬁres which are set
out as soon as the spring rains cease, to
burn over ground which the owner in
tends clearing, and then left to go on in
their work of destruction until autumn
rains extinguish them. The sun either
looks like a piece of old tin suspended
aloft, or
not seen at all, and by the
seventeenth the smoke was so dense that
vessels were unable to land without the
is

is

grow magniﬁcent old-fashioned ﬂowers,
such as our grandmothers grew—large
in all their various
velvety pansies
hues, each one of which seemed to be
looking directly at you with its one eye,
sweet-Williams and honeysuckles, dahlias
and peonies, pinks and fuchsias, and
hosts of other ﬂowers ; while in the very
midst of these grew, now and then a
fern, as if to remind them that they had
not wholly given possession to what was
once their unbounded right, just as the
Indians strolling about the streets pro
claim the fact that existence can not be
denied them even though their paler
brothers are in possession of the soil.
The most important industries of the
Territory are the production of coal and
The only railroad of Seattle
lumber.
leads to the coal mines forty miles dis
tant. It was on a trip to these mines
that we ﬁrst saw the effects of the Hrise
and fall” of Seattle. The end of the bay
extending beyond the town is “staked
out” into city lots—as though there were
not land enough to build on! These
lots are fenced as it were with piles
driven in and strips of timber nailed on,
which distinctly mark the streets; but
alas for human aspirations, they are not
in demand. One man more enterprising
than his fellow creatures took a claim
about a. mile and a half from shore and
has a house on stilts as a monument of
his ambition, which has, however, been
diverted into other channels, for the
Such is the ef
claim is now deserted.
fects of a “boom."
The way to the coal mines lies along
Cedar river—a small stream clear as
crystal, its bottom paved with pebble‘——
which the track frequently crosses. An
occasional small farm, composed chieﬂy
of potato and hop ﬁelds, is seen, but
nearly all the way is timber, heavy and
and large, some maple and elder but
mostly cedar and ﬁr. The view is al
ways ﬁne, marred only by the marks of
ﬁre which everywhere precedes the work
of man. Many of the forest giants—
stand in their strength, their heads
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assistance of fog bells.

Occasionally

a

unable to ﬁnd its way ran
ashore but fortunately without serious
we were told by a captain that
results.
the smoke extended about thirty miles

trees, the snow-white range of mountains

for the ﬁrst time in eight weeks.
\Ve
could now see whole ﬂeets of ﬁshemien’s
boats and Indian canoes, some with trol
ling lines, others with nets, for
was
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sound steamer,
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nearly as

dense as on

the sound.

smoke, and we

!

it

On the eighth of September
rained
The clouds cleared away, likewise the

again saw the water, the

of the salmon season.
the beginning
These SlllllOll exhibit a strong penchant
for gymnastic feats, throwing themselves
into the air, and in descending often
strike the water sidewise, causing

a

out to sea, and was
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sharp report much like that of a pistol.
By this means they are enabled to go
difficulty—which
up stream without
they do in inﬁnite numbers, literally ﬁll
ing the rivers and their tributaries—
clearing falls or rapids with incredible
There is a ﬂash in the air,
accuracy.
a gleam of white, and the fish has cleared
the obstruction which barred his way.
A photograph of “ a run of salmon” was
secured and sent to the ﬁsh-commis
sioners of Europe, who returned it with
no other comment than that it was a
ﬁction, such numbers being utterly im
possible; however it is not only possible
The already
but a frequent occurrence.
goodly number of Indians was augment
ed at hop-picking
time by others from
Cape Flattery, who came the entire dis
tance in their canoes.
Finding the hops
still unripe they turned their attention
to salmon ﬁshing for the canneries and
for drying.
They usually select a camp
ing place at the edge of the water and
almost live in their boats which are
hewed out from solid logs. They sell
ﬁsh, baskets, mats made of the cattail
plant, bows and arrows, the latter tipped
with bone, shells and curiosities, or ex»
change them for cast-off clothing.
They
dress almost entirely in the superan
nuatcd garb of their white brothers (ex
cept the little folks who are either clothed
in natural epidermis, or a single shirt
like garment remarkable only for its
brevity) and beautify themselves by
wearing earrings made of shells; many
of both sexes go so far as to insert them
in their noses. The only outgrowths of
they have adopted so
civilization—that
far as we were able to observe—was
cigarette smoking and chewing gum,
and to these must of course be added,
whiskey drinking. They are careless
and improvident, giving no thought to
the morrow, and so badly are they
housed, clothed and fed that their num
bers are rapidly decreasing, and they
will doubtless become extinct in a few
generations.
There are but two pleasant drives out
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of the city, as everyroad has to be hewed
out of the forest at an enormous expense.
One of these leads to Lake Union, a pic
turesque little lake just out of town; the
other, a broad, well-graded avenue, to

Lake Washington, much

larger

and

more beautiful.
Our ﬁrst view of it was
in the soft, mellow twilight, just fading
into a softer moonlight.
A picture of
more transcendant loveliness can hardly
be imagined—lying below us in placid
serenity, walled in on all sides by the
tall sombre pines, and nota mark to indi
cate that man had ever desecrated its
quiet ‘sanctity. The lake is twenty-ﬁve
miles long and from three to seven miles
wide, and quite as beautiful and pictur~
esque by sunlight as by moonlight.
To
the right Mt. Rainier lifts its pure white
dome abcve its mantle of clouds, with
out which it is seldom seen, and the
nearer landscape is parted at its feet as
though nature intended it to look its
best even from this distance.
Many
artists select this view of it to transfer
to canvass, deeming it one of the ﬁnmt.
In front of the observer, or to the east,
is an island which prevents a full view
of the lake, and above and beyond its
fringe of pines is a low range of moun
tains—the Cascades.
Deer hunting on
this lake is a favorite pastime, although,
for that matter, they are found any
where, the markets being well supplied
with-venison.
The largest saw-mill in that part of
the country is located on Bainbridge
island, ten miles distant from Seattle,
and is one of many from which lumber
is carried to all parts of the world.
We
saw them getting out timbers twelve by
fourteen, ninety feet long, and were told
by the men that they had just filled an
order for some eight by sixteen, one
hundred and thirty feet long.
They are
too large for ordinary handling and are
loaded on to the ships by steam. The
capacity of the mill is two hundred and
ﬁfty thousand feet per day.
There is also some ship building done,
and masts and spars, like the lumber, g0
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The yellow
to all parts of the world.
pine, used for the latter, often reaches a
height of 300 feet.
Boating here takes the place of driving
in other cities, and, in connection with
fishing, constitutes the pastime of the
place. It was when whiling away an idle
hour in this fashion that our last, best
view of Rainier was seen; never had
it seemed so near.
Great ﬁeecy clouds
ﬂoating softly about
been
afternoon. snowy-white in the
sunlight but silvery-grey in the shade,
now hovered over the mountain top, one
side of which was sombre and white. like
a majestic iceberg, and the other tipped
with gold from the descending sun.
As
the sunlight slowly faded from forest
and sound it seemed to concentrate all
its powers on the distant view, turning
the clouds, which were slowly settling,
to rose and crimson and gold, ﬁlling the
heavens
with an indescribable glory
which gradually softened and faded un
til. with the last faint rays, the clouds
lowered like a benediction, shutting from
which

all

had

the
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our enraptured

gaze the last glimpse of
The curtain had fallen,
had vanished and night had

the mountain.

the vision
come.
The showers, which had for some time
been frequent now became chronic ; the
most on the roofs evidently vying with
the lawns and growing quite luxuriantly.
It even grew on the corrugated iron roofs
of the mills.
There was scarcely a. day
without its weeping skies ; consequently
we longed for other scenes, and, board
ing a steamer bade a reluctant farewell
to Seattle and its environs.
As we sail
up the sound wooded point succeeds
wooded point on either side, the waters
ramifying into numerous bays and inlets,
nearly all of which afford safe harbors
for the largest vessels. There are many
beautiful islands, and for two hundred
miles the surroundings are picturesque
in the extreme. We make a few short
stops, pass through the strait of Juan de
Fuca and are again in the broad ocean,
carrying with us many pleasant memo
ries of our summer on the sound.
M. C. II‘.
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term block'book is used todeﬁne
printed entirely from en
graved blocks, the earliest form of print
ed books.
Their invention has been as
cribed by some bibliographer to Koster,
warden of the Cathedral Church at Har
lem, who, one day, walking in the woods,
amused himself by cutting letters in the
bark of a tree and taking impressions
from them for his children,
obtained
his ﬁrst suggestion of printing.
Faust
and Gutenberg are said by some authori
tim to have made their discoveries by
being employed as assistants by Koster.
SO great is the obscurity about the origin
of the first printed books, it has not been
determined with certainty, as to whom
the credit rightfully belongs.
The Ger
mans claim Gutenberg. the Dutch reject
him, charging him with stealing the in
We need
vention, and claim Koster.
a book

BLOCK-BOOKS.
not take sides with either, but simply
gather from various writers that which
is adapted to our present use.
To De
Vinne‘s elaborate work we are chieﬂy
indebted.
The ﬁrst block-book of which we have
any history, can not be traced back far
ther than the fourteenth century.
At
ﬁrst they were books of pictures only,
with a few words descriptive of the illus
tration at the foot of the page, or in car
touches proceeding from the principal
Next, they were made with full
ﬁgures.
pages of text which was usually printed
on the page opposite the picture, and in
Latin. In the ﬁfteenth century, block
books were very numerous.
Lotheby, in
1858, described in the Principia Typog
raphica, twenty~one block-books of dis
tinct works, and several of them went
through four, six and eight editions; but

of the number published in an edition,
there is no knowledge.

bling a farmer’s hay wagon.

Slouched

hats, puffed doublets, tight-legged

breech~

and pointed shoes are seen in the ap—
Some houses
parel of the Israelites.
have Italian towers, and some Moorish
The old Dutch stairlike gable
minarets.
often delineated, as
also the round
arch and latticed window of the Flemish
house of the fourteenth century.
It is
not to that rude period alone we may
look for anachronisms as ludicrous as
those.
More gifted artists at a later pe
riod have adopted fashions for their per
sonages quite as modern and inappro
priate.
Referring to the original blocks of the
“Bible of the Poor,” De Vinne says:
“We do not certainly know when and
where these blocks were engraved, but
we do know when they were destroyed.
Two books published by Peter Van Os, of
Zwoll, Holland, in 1488—89,
contain
seventy-seven engravings on wood which
were certainly cut from the blocks that
had been used to print the original edi
tion of the ‘Bible of the Poor.’ To get
the little cuts he needed to illustrate texts
of movable type, Van Os must have
partly destroyed the original blocks. In
this act of destruction we have a fact
and
date which give a clue to the
origin of the book. Copies of the ﬁrst
edition in folio form must have been
At this date, and
printed before 1488.
perhaps for some time before, the blocks
in folio form had no mercantile value;
there was no longer a demand for the
book in the neighborhood in which
had been made.
That the country in
which this ﬁrst edition was printed and
sold was Holland, seems probable when
we ﬁnd that the blocks were used for the
last time. and in a mutilated form, in a.
town of Holland."
Some German antiquaries say that
the book, in its original form, was
designed and explained by a. monk
named Wernher, who was living in
and was famous as a poet and
1180,
painter. Others put the date as far back
as the ninth century.
Copi
written

is,

One was sold in France in 1460 for 500
crowns of gold.
Four distinct xylographic editions of
" have been discov
the “ Bible Pauperum
cred—two in Latin, and two in German.
The edition acknowledged at the ﬁrst and
supposed to have been printed before the
invention of types, is in Latin without
It contains forty
date, name or place.
wood,
on
printed only on
engravings
one side of the leaf. Two pages of illus
trations facing each other are followed
by two pages of blank paper. Cracks in
the wood block, and even the ﬁbres are
sometimes
shown in the impression.
The ink is of a dull, rusty color, rarely
ever uniform in tint on the same page,
evidencing an imperfect method of ink
ing the block. The shining appearance
of the cracks of the prints, where the
raised lines of the woodwut have in
dented the paper, has been a sufficient
evidence that the impressions were not
taken by a press, but by a frotton, or by
De Vinne
rubbing in some form.
however, of the-opinion that the block
books were really printed under a rude
press, and refers to two of the four copies
“
of the Bible of the Poor“ in the British
Museum as showing evidence of this.
Some of the ﬂagrant anachronisms
Gideon arrayed in
are thus described:
plate armor with medioeval helmet and
visor, and Turkish scimetar; David and
Solomon in rakish, wide-brimmed hats,
having conical crowns The translation
of Elijah in a. four-wheeled vehicle resem

it

or

is

es

This is the best specimen of block
Its authorship and date
books extant.
of issue are unknown. Some have ob
jected to the title on the ground that the
So much the
poor were unable to read.
A Bible
more need of a pictorial Bible.
proper, as made in those days, in two or
three folio volumes on vellum, was the
Bible for the rich and cost a large sum.

;
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“ THE BIBLE PAUPERUM oa BIBLE
THE rock.”
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before the ﬁfteenth

century, have been
found in many old monasteries.
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ALPHABET.”

curious block-book of twenty-four
“THE APOCALYPSE OF ST. JOHN
pages; of the original not one perfect
copy is known.
Several leaves are
This is the name of an early block~
found
in
the
British
Museum.
Another
book of pictures, rudely cut and badly
Basle,
is
which
at
bears
the date
copy
not
so
famous as the former one,
printed,
but by some supposed
to belong to an 1464; another at Dresden has the same
“ hey were
date. Chatto says of them :
earlier period, but the date is unknown.
neither designed nor engraved by the
German bibliographers say it was print
artists who designed and engraved the
ed in Southern Germany ; Dutch bibliog
raphers
say it was printed in the cuts in the Apocalypse, the History of
Netherlands,
probably by Coster, of the Virgin and the Poor Man's Bible. . . .
‘With respect to drawing, engraving and
Haarlem.
Some copies are interleaved
the cuts of the Alphabet are
expression,
with
manuscript explanations, some
decidedly superior to those of every other
times in the Dutch and sometimes in the
German language.
The greater part of block-book and generally to all wood-en
gravings executed before the year 1500,
the copies have, however, been found in
with the exception of such as are by
Germany, and the most eminent bibliog
Durer, and those contained in the
Albert
raphers agree in the opinion that the
Hypnerotomachia,
printed by Aldus, at
ﬁrst and most of the editions were print
Venice,
He
in
1499.”
ascribes them to
ed in that country.
The
real
origin.
object of the
French
-A copy of the book known as the
book
is
not
apparent.
Spencer copy is bound up with a copy
of the “Bible of the Poor," and has on the
“ THE APOS'I‘LES CREED."
“ Bound in the
binding this inscription :
A block-book of which only seven
year of our Lord, 1467, by me, John‘
leaves remain.
The fly-leaf has a writ
Reichenbach, in Gyllingen."
This is
ten memorandum, V. \V., 1471.
A fac
believed to be authentic.
simile illustration from it represents the
“ms CANTICLES"
Resurrection
at the last day.
Four
is a block-book of sixteen pages, small
angels are blowing trumpets around a,
folio size, and conceded to be of Dutch
circle within which the dead are rising.
The illustrations are engraved Two ﬁgures in the lower corners repre
origin.
with more care, and there is less of the sent Zacharias and Judas.
ludicrous bordering on the profane than
“THE s'ronY or Tm: BLESSED vmom.”
in the previous block-books described;
This is a block-book intended to show
but the oriental love story is presented
with Dutch accessories.
"The bride of the reasonableness of the story of the
Incarnation and to defend the dogma of
the Song of Solomon, wanders about the
streets of a city, supposed
to be erusa
Lotheby
the Immaculate Conception.
law, but the dwellings have high-peaked
mentioned four editions of the work.
mots,
Dutch
gables and overhanging
One edition contains an imprint in al
she is assaulted by an most unreadable characters which bibli
upper stories;
armed and helmeted cavalier who carries
ographers interpret as the letters F. W.,
on his shield the heraldic black eagle of
The initials are supposed to stand
1470.
some unknown German potentate; the
for Frederick Walther, -of Nordlinger.
and a bishop, with
pope, two cardinals
The edition from which the illustra
drawn swords in their hands and shields
tions are taken was roughly printed on
on their arms, look with great compos
one side of the paper, but in very black
ure over Gothic battlements on the as
ink. There were four pictures on a
Sault below.”
page, with explanations, below each in
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The engravings are exceedingly
crude, and the explanations which are
translated, highly stupid. The ﬁrst one
represents a temple of Venus, with a
man gazing at a lamp. Second, a man
gazing at a reﬂection of the moon in the

Latin.

tJuly
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water; the crescent has a well-deﬁned
Third,
face of the man in the moon.
Fourth,
two human ﬁgures and a statue.
two men sawing a stone on which appear
two human heads.
M. D. WELUCOME.
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THE

VICTORIAN

is termed the Jubilee of the
reign of Queen Victoria, because
on the 28th of June she completed the
Long
ﬁftieth year since her coronation.
and
II.
George
of
those
reigns were
Victoria
like
representatives
George III.
of the House of Hanover. George
and,
sat on the throne nearly sixty years
in
and
as the Queen is not yet seventy
it
is
proba
the possession of good health,
ble that she will live ten years longer.
Victoria has been a sovereign of whom
the English people may well be proud,
and the celebrations, in all departments
of government, and by all classes of so

HIS year

III.

JUBILEE.
“But

from
character
be asked by
the reader. In answer we may refer to
a sketch published but a few years ago,
by Prof. L. N. Fowler, who has made
England his home for upward of twen
what

of her

your point of View?” will

ty-five years, and can speak from per\
sonal observation and therefore to the
Quoting from his delineation as
point.

follows:
“The head of Her Majesty

fully

is

of full

developed in
all its parts. Her brain, moreover, is
well sustained by a strong, vital organi
zation, indicating a strong hold on life.
has strong digestive powers, and can
ciety in honor of her, are a notable fea ‘She
the goods things of the table. yet
the
enjoy
Day
ture of the year. On Coronation
simple and nourishing kinds
prefer
may
church
festivities culminated in a grand
of a more elaborate and
to
those
in
food
of
Abbey,
ceremonial at Westminister
There is aharmoni
kind.
her
concentrated
of
members
and
which the Queen
between
her natural ap
relationship
ous
of
govern
departments
all
family and
her digestive powers, for both
and
atten
petite
were
there
and
ment participated,
Her
appear to be distinctly developed.
dant rejoicings throughout the country,
the
to
be
and
large
lungs
ample,
appear
the
people
disposition of
the general
is
and
the
arterial
oc
is
system
large,
an
heart
rare
so
of
being to make the most
her
muscular
;
sys
condi
represented
serious
amply
the
For the time
casion.
and is only kept
tion of national aﬂ’airs, as indicated by tem is not predominant,
much
by
Irish
condition
change and
good
in
a
over
struggle
bitter
and
the long
home-rule, appears to be lost sight of by exercise. This natural deﬁciency is he
and leaves the mind without
the English masses, in the excitements reditary,
Her mus
that support that is necessary.
and diversions of the Jubilee.
force,
of
acts
with
but
irregu
cular
system
Victoria,
Queen
Our engraving of
India,”
is
is
true
with
The
same
her
nerv
larly.
of
England, and “Empress
mind.
and
Her
repre
nervous
ous
system
and
from a recent photograph,
usually worn on force is not a predominating power, and,
sents her in the ' attire
in this pic
although vigorous at times, yet there is
appears
She
state occasions.
well-pre
not a superabundance in stock. The
robust,
of
lady
a
ture to be
in vital organization is superior, and has
condition,
expressing
served, physical
the ascendancy, and will add length to
the typical Anglo
face and form much of
the her days.
Saxon of our era, and especially
“ The shape of the
family.
brain_is elliptical,
temperament of her Hanoverian
size, and the brain is
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being

well-rounded out and Indicating

general culture.
The base of the brain
is Specially developed.
All the faculties
connected

with physical existence, with

21

the breadth of the head at the bzise be
tween the ears.
The head continues
wide upward, indicating great industry,
economy, reticence, cautiousness, guard

h

.r-

_ ‘l 1
.»

non‘ 1' »~qt"?

Qvm Vlmnu.
the capacity to enjoy and protect life.
and toprovide for its wants are “ell rep
resented.
She has a. strong,- energetic
disposition, much force of character,
Strong likes and dislikes, as indicated by

edncss and forethought.
She is well-or
ganized to acquire, save and take care of
property, whether she have much or lit
She naturally conﬁdes in but few,
tle.
but not in them until they have been
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tried and proved to be true. The domes
tic brain is strongly marked, and has a
powerful inﬂuence on her whole charac
Her head being large and broad in
ter.
the occipital portion indicates strong love
The development
as a wife and parent.
of her brain in the affections is in per
fect harmony with what all know to be
As a
true in her life and character.
attached,
she
was
devotedly
companion
and few with the strong, impulsive love
nature that she has, have lived so dis
creet a life, thus, setting a most noble
example of virtue and ﬁdelity to all the
women of her realm. She manifests
great interest in children, both as a par
ent and toward the young generally.
“She isfully developed in the crown of
the head, giving dignity, sense of char
acter and ambition. Her position greatly
facilitates the action of Self-esteem and
Approbativeness, and their action with
Cautiousness and Secretiveness may
render her more distant and reserved
Her imperativeness
than necessary.
would be called out by her position and
her relation to others even if she had but
a moderate tendency that way. The un
certainty of her position as the world
now goes would be a sufficient cause to
stimulate her to economy and reticence.
“ The moral brain islarge. The head
is full in the coronal portion, and it
rounds out into the climax organ, Ven
That being the largest moral
eration.
strongest moral feeling is the
her
organ,
consciousness of a Supreme power giving
her religious emotion, tendency to wor
ship and regard for the ceremonies of

Spirituality is also large; she
religion.
is disposed to think much about spirit
life and inﬂuences. Hope is not so
large or inﬂuential; more of it would
have been a decided advantage to her.
Benevolence in connection with Friend
ship is strongly manifested and has a
marked inﬂuence, yet it is well-balanced
by her conservative qualities.
“The organ of Firmness is large and
active. What she has determined in her
mind to do, that she will do, and does
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not know why there should be any su
perior obstacle in the way to prevent.
Energy, determination and self—interest
combined, form a very strong power in
her character.
So also her affections
and family ties, joined to her integrity
and sense of virtue, form another strong
element in her character.
Her head is
broad in the temples, indicating versa
tility of talent, ingenuity, taste, love of
art and sense of perfection.
“The forehead is rounded out and full
in the center, which indicates good pow—
ers of observation, general memory and
consciousness of what is going on. Her
three strongest qualities of the intellect,
are Language, Order and Comparison.
She has a full command of Language,
and is equal to the occasion when neces
sary to express
herself.
Comparison
being large gives her great power of crit
icism and in association of ideas, and she
is quick to see the ﬁtness and application
of ideas and principles.
She is sharp in
discerning character and the motives of
strangers, and is suﬁiciently suspicious
to be guarded about committing herself.
Her talents are of tin. practical, avail
able, intuitive kind, rather than of the
theoretical,
inventive, or speculative
kind.
Order being large has a powerful
inﬂuence when combined with the ex
ecutive brain, rendering her very exact,
prompt and particular in all her house—
hold and business arrangements.
Being
thus particular, she would as far as pos
sible, take much of the arrangement of
affairs into her own hands, and super
intend their execution even into the de
tails; and with her large Time, Con
scientiousness and Firmness, would be
inclined to see to it that each one of her
servants or agents discharged his or her
duty accurately and punctually.”
The story of her life is so familiar to
the world that to refer to it more than in
mere outline would be to occupy space
In the current histories,
unnecessarily.
in the current ketches that have been
from time to time published by English
litterateurs, and in her own memoirs
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and diaries, the Queen’s career in pub
lic and in private life has been made fa
miliar. How she succeeded to the throne
of England through default of an heir to
William IV. is scarcely worth repeating.
Born May 24, 1819, she was the only
child of Edward, Duke of Kent, the
fourth son of George III. Her mother
was the Princess Victoria Mary Louisa,

23
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on the 20th of uneI 1837, the youthful
princess was recognized as the lawful
successor in the Hanover line, and one
year and eight days later she was crown—
ed in Westminster Abbey.
The example of Elizabeth Tudor does
not appear to have excited Victoria's
emulation, since she not long after as
suming the dignity of queenship entered

Pnmcn Annam- AT Tnm'rv.

The Duke of
Kent died within the year following his
daughter's birth ; but the Duchess lived
until March 16, 1861. George IV. died
without leaving an heir to the crown,
and so did the two brothers who by vir
tue of their elder birth had the priority
of succession. So when William died
of Saxe-Coburg-Saalfeld.

the sphere of wifchood by marrying a
cousin, Prince Albert, of Saxe-Coburg—
Gotha.
This marriage, which appears
to have been an affair of the heart as
well as sanctioned by the ministry, was
a very happy one.
Prince Albert was a
gentleman of unusual reﬁnement and
amiability, and his early death, Decenr.
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ber

14, 1861, was

lamented by the whole

while the Queen‘s grief
from that time on has led her to live in
English

people,

comparative seclusion, rarely appearing
to take part personally in the public cere
monials of State or in social affairs.
The Queen has had nine children, ﬁve
daughters and four sons ; of these, seven
are living, the Princess Alice and Prince
Leopold having died, the latter in 1886.
All are married, and with the exception
only of the Princess Louise, who is the
wife of the Marquis of Lorne, son‘of the
Duke of Argyle, have one or more chil
dren. The Prince of Wales, heir pre
sumptive to the throne, has ﬁve chil
dren, so that the probability of an early
extinguishment of the heirs of Victoria
in the near future is a matter of great

A

E

find
tossed

the following odd

GIRL’S
paper

ignominiously in Mar

crum
garet Mackensie's waste-basket,
pled, scratched and blotted by a pen evi
dently dashed down in impatience and
disgust; and we smooth out the rum
pled pages, cross the wild t’s, straighten
the mad pot-hooks, and take the liberty
to send to press the problem of a girl’s
life, in the hope that it may come back
to her suﬁiciently criticised to relieve
somewhat her perplexities :
What shall I do with you, Magaret

Mackensie i
The more think of it the more feel
that I shall never be able to pick out the
tangles in this puzzle of life until I sit
down and coolly spread out on paper the
sum of my untold grievances and per

I

I

plexities.
If I make an equation of their known
and unknown quantities—if I touch and
measure them by square and rule, may
shall succeed in ﬁnding out their
be
meaning and where on earth they will
land me at last.
I hate this stumbling about in a maze
of doubts, stubbing my toes against

I
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Her deep interest in her
improbability.
family has always been a subject of ad
miring comment, as she thus shows that
the sentiments of true womanhood may
not be subordinate to or inconsistent with
the duties and dignities of royalty. In
the regulation of her household she has
maintained a system well known for its
admirable order and economy.
While
the Prince of Wales has found himself
unable to maintain the style which he
considers becoming to his state without
exceeding the liberal allowance given by
the nation and the returns from his es
tates, the Queen has accumulated year
by year a very large private fortune in
money and landed property from the
savings of her revenues.
D.

PROBLEM.
“ ifs,” and “buts "
craggy
and
”
and “ may be sos."
hapses

“per

It seems to me, after these million
years of experience in bringing girls into
the world, it is time to know what they
are here for.
We were born, it strikes ‘me, in a ter
ribly hap-hazald fashion.
There is no
plan or purpose about the business. It
is done, like everything
that women
undertake, in a sort of “ inevitable,"
slip-shod, hit-or-miss way, with no clear
comprehension, calculation or determin
ation respecting results. And then the
whole botch and bungle of the affair is
shuﬁled off on Providence, who has to
stand sponsor for all human mistakes,
and be besieged to correct them in some
miraculous
way without the slightmt
proffer of mortal assistance.
If it is the mission of women to become
mothers, I really think they ought to
study their Heaven appointed work with
more earnest and enthusiastic purpose.
am sure they should not just meekly
submit themselves, as it were, to a sor
rowful election, and take no thought or
provident care for the life evolved from

I
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their own, beyond the ﬁnancial elabora
devoted to the
beautify ourselves,
tion of small clothes for the poor little comfort and gratiﬁcation of this prime
body that is only a shell for the soul, to factor of our household, this unit to
which is given no conscious motion at all.
which we girls stand as ciphers, useful
Of course the whole rank and file of chiefly in multiplying his value. He
motherhood would rise up and give me seems the motive'power in our domestic
the signal of silence if I opened this sub
machinery, and when he comes home
ject, and would politely inform me that we rush zealously to his service with easy
talked of a matter of which I knew chair, slippers, newspaper, favorite dish
should modestly es, the latest bit of pleasant gossip, the
nothing, and that
farthest fetched
mind my own business—a thing
and most flattering
would
do
if
compliment, and the tenderest subservi
could
find
out
what
it
is.
gladly
But one thing do know, if amever ence to his opinions—all of which he ac
called to be the mother of girls,
will cepts with the royal condescension of the
not turn them out on the world without
superior being to whom these things be
long.
a distinct notion of their place and part
Sometimes Ishould like to talk
with him about the matters that occupy
in
and without. some purpose of char
acter to reach the aims with which they his thoughts outside our own narrow
limits of the house, whose atmosphere
shall be inspired.
Now,
trust this
not
reproach to needs now and then the expansion of a
current from the great breezy world of
the mother of Magaret Mackensie—God
thought and deed, justto save
bless her
from
no more.
She has done what she thought she utter stagnation,
But Tom—good fellow—always stares
could accordingto her light, and the re
sult
in the four girls revolving in a in an amused, contemptuous way when
we question or express an opinion on
dazed circle about their central luminary,
the sole son and brother, the gift of grace
public affairs, and shrugs his shoulders,
resumes his reading without response, or
and crown of glory in the feminine
life.
It
seems
to
me
the
sun
of
some
indifferent
gives
answer, and
family
in the young changes the subject to one within range
the mother's existence
man, and the girls are only absorbents of our feminine comprehension.
I'm
not blowing Tom.
of his scatteredpaya, and shine by re
It only that just
ﬂected light.
simply long sometimes for a breath of
At any rate, Tom has purpose, which bracing, stimulating air, beyond the con
ﬁnes of domestic expediency, neighbor
more than can be said of the rest of us.
aiming at and can hood gossip, and the perplexing “phil
He knows what he
give himself heart and soul to the accom
osophy of clothes," which
the absorb
plishmentot' his object, with every favor
ing study of a girl's brief day.
\Vhy
the art of dress such a vital
ing inﬂuence to push him to his ,work.
will not admit principle with women
Beyond this purpose
Of course
a
that he
he
superior to his sisters, and
privilege to present as attractive exter
had to live the vague, aimlesslife
they nals as good sense and due consideration
are expected to live, he would be just as
of other obligations will admit; but
soft, silly, shiftless, and namby-pamby,
can not see why
any more incum
and a thousand times more contemptible,
bent on me than on Tom to devote the
as
man without a sound, sensible pur
energies of life to the attainment of a
fair, fascinating exterior.
suit always is.
He
our
But we are proud of him.
Truly, now, would
not be curious to
see Tom expending his leisure hours in
representative of family character, talent,
compounding and testing the virtues of
accomplishment, and such superﬂuous
energy as remains, after our .effort to cosmetics for his ruddy complexion, and
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bandolines for his straight, blonde hair,
which, like mine, will not run in pretty
waves and tendrils without labored effort
and constant attention? And when
would the dear boy have found time for
his protracted law studies, letting alone
the working-up of a successful practice,
if his mind had been tossed and torn
with the next question of fashion in the
cut of pantaloons, the perplexing matter
of choice in style and trimming for his
four-and-twenty dress coats, all of which
must be matched by the still more dis
tracting problem of hats, mantles, gloves,
shoes, lingerie and the whole bewilder
ing paraphernalia of the toilets designed
to enhance his charms?
A thousand times more charming is
Tom in his plain honest cloth which has
no “shams" at all, and costs him little
thought—his form erect with manly pur
pose, his face aglow and athrill with
warm, eager interest in the living issues
of his day 1
And is it because we girls are so shal

low, false and utterly lacking in

the pos

sibilities of brighter development that
unremitting
we make such desperate
the
adornment—
win
through
to
effort
physical beauty
not the cultivation—of
alone? Might not a reversal of the
order, and the adoption of Tom's policy,
result more certainly and effectually in
the attractiveness desired ?
But then, what have we to inspire us
with a love of beauty not self-seeking
and absorbed in petty ambitions and
We each have our
small triumphs?
little hobbies, to be sure, which give us
blessed, soul-saving intervals of self-for
getfulness, in which there may be a limit
ed expansion of thought and feeling be
yond our narrow sphere of personal in
terest and vanities.
Grace is devoted to the manufacture

of divers sorts of fancy work; Clara
revels in the elaboration of toilets
founded on principles of art, as she
affirms ; Moll delights in the concoction
of dainty, delicate dishes, and recreates
once a week in the study of cook-books ;
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I—Margaret—ﬁnd the keenest
pleasure in the construction of original
articles of household use and ornament,
though unable to carry out the concep
tions of grace and beauty that haunt me
night and day.
With knowledge of mechanical laws
and trained skill in the use of tools, I
might realize in a degree my ideal of
work; but
should never be satisﬁed
until I became an earnest, practical
student in the art of architecture, which
has for me greater fascination than all
It
the arts, liberal, polite, and ﬁne.
seems not enough that
may botch and
bungle in a private way at house fur
nishing, and walk the streets of my
village with every sense strained and
pained by the ugly lines and angles and
projections of buildings that might as
well have been planned with some refer
ence to the laws of harmony and pro
while'

I

I

portion.
Once or twice in my life
have had
the pleasure of visiting a city where
saw neither the splendid outlay of dry
good palaces, nor the glory of brilliant
thoroughfares and gorgeous exhibition
halls—but I went staring and stopping
along the way, gaping delightedly like a
verdant countryman at every marvel of
architecture, and seeking persistently
every locality where there was any work
in the line of my admiration.
And
staring, studying, staying unmindful of
the press and hurry of the throng clos
ing on every side, there came to me
thrilling inspirations and suggestions of
beauty that I might design if
had the
courage to seek training and opportun
ity. Might this inner consciousness of
power he simply an illusion?
For I
have remarked that there is very little
mechanical genius or talent even among
women. Their futile efforts in the use
of tools are standing jokes with men.
account for my exceptional taste and
skill in mechanics to constant association
in childhood with my father‘s carpenter
bench, where I was permitted the use of
lighter tools and given waste bits of

I

I

I

I
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I have snc
wood with hints of their capabilities,
a solution of my troubles.
which it was the delight of my busy ceeded only in an incoherent statement
of them.
hands to prove.
There are so many to advise and di
think my father was rarely gifted in
rect girls what to do that perhaps some
his trade and under more favorable aus
prophet in the multitude can forcast my
pices might have left to the world beau
tiful mementoes of his art; but he was
proper course. Doubtless the hidden
drift of the counsel would be to patiently
considered too fanciful, too much de
voted to ﬁne work and exquisite finish to bide my time in faithful attention to
be appreciated by country patrons whme
feminine duties until I am called to my
needs did not compass his highest pos
queensliip in the domestic kingdom, my
sibilities.
been born a. only true place and power.
Perhaps, had
But even here isan aggravating uncer
boy, I might have taken up my inherit
.
ance and carried out my father's unful
tainty, tool
may not be called by any king whom
ﬁlled ambitions and desires.
I could serve! Am I to wait and dally
But a girl !—
Why may she not have a hand in the along without any clearly deﬁned pur
pose—without any choice, even, in the
construction of homes in which women
At all events, only legitimate business of a girl—that
are to spend their lives?
nothing shall tempt me to wish I had of getting married 7
Am I to sit and suck my ﬁngers, and
not been born a girl. I wish only that
simper till the elect man magnanimously
had been born with a purpose !—
A. L. M.
After all seem to be getting no nearer appears to direct me?

I

I

I

I

I

RECOIPENSE.
A gardener

as they saw the peonia
Spreading her crimson bloom,
Oh, how lovely yon rich ﬂower is,

Who exclaimed

planted a hyacinth
In a corner of his ground ;
But a peonia grew before it
And spread her foliage round ;
Ascending higher and higher,
Ambitious to prove her strength,
"Fill the modest little hyacinth
From view was hidden at length.

And what exquisite perfume 1"
Then the hyacinth sighed in silence,
Breathing her heart on the air,
Strange that her one little honor
Her thrice blest rival must wearl

But looking up from her prison,
Straight up from the walls of green,
A bit of the azure above her

But not altogether forgotten
Was that little corner of ground,
Where the hyacinth bloomed so sweetly

By her wistful eye is seen;
And straightway into her garments
She weaves the beautiful hue,
And matches her bright corolla
With Heaven's imperial blue.
Then patiently in her bower there
She waited the crowning day,
When some one, seeing her beauty,

Should bear her in triumph away ;
But weary at last grew her spirit,
And she breathed out an odorous sigh,
Filling the air with the fragrance,
Enchanting the posters by;

“

Shedding

her fragrance ’ronnd.

The gardener who planted the treasure
Remembered

And gazed with

the spot where she grew,
a

hnd admiration

On her blossoms so tender and blue.

And up from her narrow prison,
Out into the world so wide,
He bore her away on her mission
0! decking the brow of a bride;
An honor reserved for the sweetest
And purest of all the ﬂowers.
And thus was the modest blossom
Repaid for her lonely hours.
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There are ﬂowers in God's great garden

To

Shut in from the world's rudc gaze,
Eucoinpussed by walls uncongenial.

Which ever before tlum looms,
And hasten to catch the color
Of Heaven's imperial blooms.
And ‘though for the world's recognition
In vain they may secretly sigh,
The Gardener who planted the treasures
Will remember them by and by.

While another receivetll their praise.
But these lives that are hid from the world,
Are nearer to Heaven's sweet clime,
_And having no other to guide them
Are led by a spirit divine—

copy the faultless pattern

ALMBDA COSTELLO

-——W—.__-,--._

Well, father died—mother had gone
three years before—and left the farm to
me with a mortgage on it for $2.000.
said to Mollie, my wife :
“‘Mollie, look here. Here father’s
had this farm in its ﬁrst strength of soil,
with all its magniﬁcent timber and his
six boys, as they grew up, equal to so
many men, to help, and he worked hard
-—worked hard—worked early and late—
and yet, look at it i A mortgage of two
thousand dollars ! What can I do?
“ And
went to that jug—it had a

I

‘

I

:

I

it,

‘

:

a

was

a

it

a

me

I

to

‘

And

been married three years.

it

mine.

I had

I

be

I

should
willed.

eyes—says she
“ Charles
you must promise me this,
and promise me most solemnly and
sacredly
promise me that you will
never bring home for the purpose of
drinking as a beverage, at any time, any
more spirits than you can bring in that
jug—the jug your father has used ever
since
knew him, and which you have
used since he has done with it.’
“Well,
knew father used once in
while, especially in haying time and in
winter when we were at work in the
woods, to get an old gallon jug ﬁlled;
so thought that she meant that
should
never buy more than two quarts at
time.
thought
over. and after
little while told her
would agree to it.
“ ‘Now, mind,’ said
she,
you are
never, never to bring home any more
spirits than you can bring in that iden
tical jug.’ And gave her my promise.
“And before went to bed that night
I

I

I

father, as you are probably
aware, owned this farm before me. He
lived to a good old age, worked hard all
his life, never sq'uandered money, was a
cautious trader and a good calculator;
and, as men were accounted in his day
and generation, he was a temperate
was the youngest boy, and
man.
when the old gentlemen was ready to
go—and he knew it—the others agreed
that, since I had stayed at home and
taken care 01 the old folks, the farm

;

it.

;

I’ll tell
“My

I

I

“I

noticed the curious look on the
face of my wife just then, and asked her
what she thought of
for supposed she
was thinking of what I’d been talking
about. And so she was. for she said
“ ‘Charles, I've
thought of this a great
deal, and I’ve thought of a way in which
believe you can clear this mortgage off
before five years are ended.‘
“Says
Molly, tell me how you'll
do it.’
“She thought for awhile, and then
said, with a funny twinkle in her blue

I

County,
Maine—a
bottomless
jug! The host saw that the curious
thing caught my eye and smiled.
“ You are wondering what that jug is
hanging up there for, with its bottom
“My wife per
knocked out,” he said.
haps, can tell you the story better than
can ; but she is bashful and I ain't, so
Oxford

bottom in it then—and took a good, stiff
drink of old Medford rum from it.

‘

hanging in the kitchen of a

thrifty, healthy. sturdy farmer in

'I

SAW it

JUG.

BO’I'I‘OMLESS
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do when we'd been drinking to good
luck, and says she
“
‘Here‘s to the old brown jug
“Sakes alive
thought to myself
that poor Molly had been drinking more
rum than was good for her, and
tell
kinder cut me to the heart.
you
forgot all about how many times she’d
seen me when my tongue was thicker
than
ought to be and my legs not so
said
steady as good legs should be; but
drank the sentiment:
nothing.
‘The
old brown jug,’ and let
go.
“
Well went out after that and done
my chores and then went to bed, and the
last thing
said before leaving the
kitchen, this very room where we are
now, was: ‘We'll have the old brown
jug ﬁlled to-morrow.’
“And then
went off to bed. And
have remembered ever since that
went
to bed that night as
had done hundreds
of times before, with buzzing in my head
thata healthy man ought not to have.
then, nor had
Ididn‘t think of
ever
before,
but
have thought
thought of
of
good many times since, and have
with wonder and awe.
thought of
“Well, got up the next morning and
did my work at the barn and then came
and ate my breakfast, but with no
such appetite as a farmer ought to have,
and
could not think then that my ap~
However,
to fail.
petite had begun
ate my breakfast, and
went out and

a skill that might have done credit to
master workman, she had clipped the
bottom clean off the jug without even
looked
cracking the edges of the sides.
at the jug and then she burst out. She
had never heard anything
spoke—oh,
like it. She said
“ Charles, that's where the mortgage
on this farm came from
It was brought
home within that jug—two quarts at a
time
And that‘s where your white,
clear skin and clear pretty eyes are go
And in that jug, my husband,
ing
your appetite
Oh, let the
going also
bottom stay out forever
Let
be as
dear heart.
And remember your
promise to me.’
“ And then she threw her arms around
me and burst into tears.
She could
speak no more.
“ And there was no need. My
eyes
were opened as though by magic.
In a
single minute the whole scene passed be
fore me.
saw all the mortagages on
the farms in our neighborhood
and
thought where the money had gone.
The very last mortgage father had ever
made was to pay a bill held against him
by the man who had ﬁlled his jug for,
saw
as
years. Yes,
passed before
me; a ﬁittering picture of rum! ruml
rum
debt! debt! debt! and in the
end, death
And returned my Mollie’s
kiss, and said
“ ‘Mollie, my own, I’ll
keep the prom
will, so help me heaven
isel
“ And
have kept it. In less than

I

as she'd seen us boys

1

mine, just

1

against

I

it
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it,
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hitched the old mare, for to tell the plain
was feeling in need of
truth,
glass of
hadn't a drop in the house
spirits and
was in a hurry to get to the village.
hitched up and came in for the jug.
in the old cupboard and took
went for
out, and—
“Did you ever breakfthrough thin ice
on a snapping cold day, and ﬁnd your
self in an instant overhead in freezing
water?
Because that was the way
felt
at that moment. The jug was there but
the bottom was gone. Mollie had taken
a sharp chisel and a hammer, and with

‘

pull at the jug. As I was
turning it out fora sort of night cap,
Mollie looked up and says she :
“
‘Charley have you got a drop left?’
“There was just about a drop left.
We'd have to get it on the morrow.
Then she said, if
had no objections,
she would drink that last drop with me.
I shall never forget how she said
However,
‘that last drop
tipped the
old jug bottom up and got about a great
spoonful and that was enough, Molly
said.
She took a tumbler and poured a
few drops of hot water into
and a bit
of sugar, and then she tinkled her glass

1

I took the last
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ﬁve years, as Mollie had said, the mort
gage was cleared off ; my appetite came
back to me; and now we’ve got a few
There
thousand dollars at interest.
hangs the old jug; just as we hung it
on that day ; and from that time there
hasn’t been a drop of spirits brought into
the house for a beverage, which that bot
tomless jug wouldn’t hold.

[July

“ Dear old jug!

We mean to keep it
and hand it down toour children for the
lesson it can give to them ; a lesson of
life; of a happy life, peaceful, prosper
ous and blessed I”
And as he ceased speaking his wife
with her arm drawn tenderly around the
neck of her youngest boy, murmured a
fervent amen.
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HERE’S

the very man!" ejaculated
Mr. Thoms, as he sprang to his
feet and left the Broadway ear with such
haste as to attract the notice of every
other passenger. Involuntarily we two,
who had sat nearest to him and overheard
the exclamation,turned and followed him
with our eyes. He dodged between the
and fairly collared a pale-faced
young man who was walking slowly
and in apparent weakness along the
sidewalk.
Then we lost sight of them as the car
passed the postotfice building and car
ried us along toward the pier where we
were to take the boat for Bath Beach and

teams

LIFE.
ly friendly for a chat on the lantern lighted verandah.
“
Sampson is a treasure,” said one of
the ladies.
“ I knew that he would be.
saw him
on Broadway one hot day in August,
when
was at my wit’s end for reliable

I

I

help."
_

“ We saw you collar him,” interrupted

my chum.
“ Did you t”
“ We were in the car with you, heard
what you said and saw what you did.
But Sampson looked very different then
from what he does now.”
“ He had been sick ﬁve months in St.

Luke’s Hospital, ﬁrst pneumonia,

then a
His place had
relapse, then neuralgia.
been ﬁlled, his money was all gone, his
clothes had been stolen from his board
ing-house and he had no friends."
“A rough outlook for a sick man.”
found that our nervous, eager neighbor
had been studying
saw him and
of the Broadway car was our Boniface,
‘
Heads and Faces,‘ a book published by
and in the yard we soon discovered the
was measur
the Fowler 8L Wells 00.
pale-faced young man raking up the lit
measured
ter which some busy children and their ing everybody by that book.
‘
There's
Sampson, and said to myself,
not oveieneat mammas had made.
” “ Not to you rself
for
exactly.
seemed
man.’
my
Sampson
and
The days went by
which
we
all
of
at
you,”
laughed.
heard
we
major-dome
the
becoming
to be fast
“ You must own that saw correctly,
took on color,
_ the place; his pale cheeks
his thin hands collected ﬂesh, his step and used my book to good advantage,"
The boarders all pursued Mr. Thoms.
became more vigorous.
“\Ve will all begin the study if it will
liked him; the children followed him
us how to make similar good selec
the
most
teach
of
about with the consent
tions,”
whistled,
suggested a gentleman who was
the
mamma;
pets
ﬁdgety
the mistakes into which his
for
him.
noted
after
and
tagged
neighed, chattered
was
ever leading him.
rather
kindness
our
and
had
passed
month
A
“ Head lore has been brought to a
eccentric landlord had become sufficient

our summer “outing.”

Safely arrived, after a pleasant :hour
on the water, a study of Liberty, then a
mere skeleton with only the trail of her
robe attached to the giant frame, we

“I
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he
to have entire charge of the prop
erty at Bath Beach during the season.
It was one of those happy instances in
which a good man found
place where
he could be useful and at the same time
a

said Mr. Thoms, “ and the man
who undertakes to run his business on a
basis which excludes Phrenology and
physlognomy makes a mistake."
Months have passed, and recently we
learned that Sampson Lowry has proven
himself so valuable to Mr. Thoms that
science,
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HAT a blessed thing is a cheerful
spirit; and how cheap! Anyone

‘

MRS. A. ELHORE.
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They seemed to be a ﬁxture in the vil
lage for, although, with characteristic
blooming as consistency, they were always complain
and keep
may possess
bright as the ﬂowers that we may see at ing in regard to their little “freehold,”
affirming that the site would have been
all times and in all seasons, beautifying
rich
and
for,
somuch
of
poor
more to their taste
alike
had been
the windows
somewhere else complaining of the dis
like them, it only needs a little cultiva
tance from town, of the character of the
tion in order to be kept green and fra
ground, and ﬁnding all manner of fault
grant all the year round.
with the house, inside and out, yet,
good every way, and
Cheerfulness
for everything; good for the health, for whenever there appeared the remotest
the place immedi
thedigestion, for all the ills, emergencies, prospect of selling
“ ups and downs " that flesh ately assumed a value in
and genera
their eyes that
It will supply the place of a far outran any bid that was likely to be
heir to.
made for it. The consequence was that
bright day, a full purse, a new bonnet
the entire sisterhood was in a continu
or dress, and even a good dinner, mak
ally
welcome,
spasmodic state of being just about
not
at
opposites,
their
ing
Not but what all these to sell their house, and just about to
least endurable.
move; and during my twelve months‘
things are very attractive and desirable
residence in the place
failed to meet
but, after all, the possession of them goes
with a single person to whom the reali
very little way, and yields but a small
zation of those expectations on the part
modicum of satisfaction, without the ac
of the sisters was not a consummation
a.
cheerful
spirit.
of
companiment
devoutl
to he wished.
next
door
to
summer
one
lived
But
so
far
as any satisfactory progress
Crooker—which,
of
name
family by the
or definite result was concerned, they
however, in consequence of their well
seemed fated to remain in the position
hnown dispositions, and by sort of gen
of the Irishman, who, when trying to
eral agreement in regard to its peculiar
“ the
shoot a woodchuck, remarked,
appropriateness, was usually interpreted
ﬁrst time
hit him
missed him; and
as “Crook-er."
the second time
hit him in the same
The family comprised seven sisters.
place."
None of them had ever been married,
So
was in regard to everything.
No
likely they ever would be.‘
nor was
matter
which
member
of
the
days,
of
these
but
die,
some
sisterhood
might
They
might be addressed or what might be the
even that did not seem very probable.
subject of conversation, the response was
They were nearly alike in looks, and ex
always sure to be a shade out of tune.
actly alike in the one characteristic of
" A pleasant day, Miss Crooker,”
never being quite satisﬁed with any
would
be remarked by a neighbor
could learn, they
and
thing; and, so far as
the
answer
would be:
never had been.
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“ Oh, the little thing yells sol

It al
It never seems to
most deafens me.
know when to sing or how long,” was
the characteristic answer, after which
Miss Martha stalked solemnly away, as
though afraid she might be entrapped
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I

I
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is

a
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I

I
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I

it
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a

hers.
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I

I
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it

I

it
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a
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“Ye-es !” with the stereotyped drawl
and deprecatory curl of the lip.
“Some
presume; but
people would like
wish they had chosen another style of
music and played with more expression.
am very peculiar in my likes and dis
likes, and
did not exactly suit my
taste.”
“ What a handsome bouquet you have
said, stopping one
there, Miss Sally,”
afternoon on my way home to admire a.
very tastefully arranged bouquet that the
half disdainful
lady was carrying with
air.
Some of the ﬂowers might do, but they
are not grouped together in
way that
pleases me," was the inevitable rejoinder.
for
“Mrs. Jones’ little girl gathered
me while
stopped to speak to her mo
ther, and of course had to take
just
was. There are too many glaring
as
to suit me.
would have
colors in
larger proportion of brown and green.
will have to do.” And
But suppose
she passed on, her long, thin nose de
scribing a higher angle than before.
“That linnet sings very sweetly, Miss
Martha,” observed a. friend with whom
was holding ashort conversation down
by my gate, addressing one of the sisters
who was standing like a. grim sentinel at

pleasant, for my
friend on that occasion was one of those
happy creatures whose unbounded good
humor was almost inevitably contagious.
“ That
a very interesting
book you
are reading, Miss Tabitha,”
remarked
on one occasion, stepping ink) the Crook‘
er domicile for a few moments to return
some little article
had borrowed, and
observing one of the sisters apparently
very much absorbed in the pages of
novel, the title of which read over her
shoulder.
“Ra-ether,” she replied, looking up
with languid air. “The type
poor,
however, for one thing, and the binding
also;
has a red cover, whereas
pre
for green. Besides,
don’t admire the
way the plot
worked out altogether.
If had been writing the book would
have made some of the characters act
quite differently."
handed in the borrowed article and
beat a. retreat as quickly as posible.
Returning from church on one occa
sion,
heard a. measured step behind
me, and turned to see another of the sis
ters coming after me.
The sisterhood
attended service with commendable reg
ularity; but they never went together,
or at exactly the same time, although
they did manage to occupy the same
My ﬁrst impulse was to
pew at church.
put my ﬁngers in my ears to shut out
the disparaging remark that
knew
would be certain to greet them, inspired
by whatever subject happened to come
most readily to hand; then reﬂecting
that
would not be a neighborly pro
ceeding, slackened my pace so that. she
might overtake me, and as she reached
my side, remarked pleasantly
“How did you like the sermon this
‘morning, Miss Keziah?
thought
rather better than usual.
And what a
full attendance we had.”
“The sermon might have been well
the minister had spoken loud
enough
er, and chosen his similes more appro
priately,” replied Miss Keziah, with
deprecating droop of her thin lips.

I

of grumbling about.
“Delightful music, Miss Jane,” I heard
a neighbor remark to another of the sis
ters at a public celebration which our lit
tle village had attended en masse, and
where a. brass band had just ﬁnished
rendering some very ﬁne selections.

into saying something

I

not so very unpleas
be sure
to discover that it was a little too cold,
or too hot, too wet or too dry, too cloudy
or too breezy, or too something else that
nobody but a croaker would ever think
ye-s-s;

But Miss Crooker would

I

“Well,

ant."
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I

could have given him some
And as for the congre
valuable hints.
fully one-half were looking
gation,
around at the others to see what new
bonnets they had and who was the best
doubt if two out of ten could
dressed.
have repeated the text."
“Let me see," said suggestively. "It
was somewhere in—"
“Well, can’t just recollect myself,"
off her
said Mia Keziah, momentarily
“ At any rate, didn't consider it
guard.
believe

I

I

I

I

all appropriate to the occasion. That
minister isn't solemn enough. I'm afraid
he does not realize the importance of the
It
responsibilities that rest upon him.
must be a dreadful thing to be an un
faithful shepherd."
Under pretence of wishing to speak to
a friend whom
fortunately spied alittle
hurried on, leaving
distance ahead,
Miss Keziah to impart any further criti
cisms in which she might be disposed to
indulge to the unresponsive breeze.
It took me some little time to make
the entire round of the “Croaker Sis
lens," for they rather prided themselves
in fact, there
upon their exclusiveness;
was no one in the place whom they con
sidered quite good enough to receive as
an intimate friend.
The youngest of the
however, who rejoiced in the
sisters,
name of Hannah, Appeared to be a very
little less grouty and forbidding in ex
pression and demeanor than the others ;
and I cherished, for awhile, a faint ho
of being able to extract a slight ripple of
friendliness or good nature from her. Ac
eordingly one day, after having made
several unsuccessful attempts to get with
inspeaking distance of her, I took ad
vantage of the opportunity afforded by
observing her bending over a bed of very,
ﬁne pumpkins situated near the fence
that divided my
little garden from
at

I

I

hers.

“You have a fine lot of pumpkins
Hannah," I remarked approv

there, Miss

“Enough almost to make pies
for the whole village,"
added hastily,
with a heroic attempt at humor, which,
ingly.

I
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however, quickly faded before Miss Han
nah's forbidding and disdainful expres
aion.

“They haven't done very well," she
“ But we'll
replied without looking up.

have to use them, I suppose—can’t afford
believe we were
to throw them away.
I don’t sup
cheated in buying the seed.
pose they'll amount to anything, and
never did care about pumpkin pies, any

I

I

how.” And drawing her garden hat still
further over her sharp face she retreated
to the house, rendering my last attempt
to be sociable and neighborly as fruitless
as

it

predecessors.

I

Oh, how glad
was when the day
was to bid good-bye to
came on which
I did not draw
that lugubrious locality.
a really free, enjoyable breath until the
last load of my household goods had ac
tually started on its way from that neigh
borhood, and toward what I devoutly

I

hoped would prove more congenial sur
have since oc
Although
roundings.
casionally been in that vicinity
have
never visited the spot where that year
was spent, nor made any inquiry in re
The very atmo
gard to those sisters.
sphere immediately around them was of
such a dismal tint that
did not care to
risk any further inhalation of it by re
viving any old reminiscences. So, “for
know, they live there still.”
aught
Oh, my dear sisters—and brothers, too,
for that matter—if you wish to invest in
stock that pays good dividends and never
depreciates, invest in cheerfulness.
Of
course we can not always be mirthful or
life has its sorrows, its disap
merry.
pointments, its grievous trials, but one
of the deepest and darkest of them all,
like the bow breaking forth from the
cloud that erewhile was lowering omin
ously over our heads, we may catch the
steady gleam of a subdued and chastened
but contented and cheerful spirit.
Your tears may ﬂow sometimes ; you
may be sober, sad or pensive, but, oh. as
you love yourself and pity your neigh
bors, don't, don’t be a croaker!
EMILY H. HOUGB.

I

I

I

I

atmospheric pressure, and the perturba
tions of the planets. The heavens, the
earth, and all the space between them,
seem sometimes insigniﬁcant when com
pared to that one spot called home, in
which center his deepest interests, his
best affections.

There is no social problem harder to
deal with than the regulation of the
wages and the hours of labor of the great
For
working population of the world.

years in our own country, as through
out Europe, this great question, of such
vital interest to the workingman and of
such enormous signiﬁcance to the na
tion, has been under discussion and ex
In strikes and lock outs be
periment.
tween obstinate employers and ignorant
in mass-meetings and con
employees,
of enthusiastic reformers—
ventions
everywhere and incessantly this matter
has been agitated, discussed, fought about
It is humanity’s
and legislated upon.
great comfort and encouragement that

”
the long run truth and justice tri
“ run"
though the
umph gloriously,
may be a very long one, while falsehood
and injustice aro swift of foot and quick
in action. The martyrs of yesterday are
the heroes of to-day. Abuse and ridi

“in

cule change surely, if slowly, to praise
and applause. It is true that “there’s a
good time coming, boys,” even if for
“
most of us it is necessary to wait a lit

adage :
“ Man works till set of sun,
W oman‘s work is never done "

ment. Woman’s
in most cases in
tion's progress in
she still stands at

advancement has been
proportion to the na

civilization. If to-day
any disadvantage it is
ignorance is not fully dis

only because
sipated and justice is not therefore fully
done. Woman herself has so far made
little effort to help herself.
She has been
content to wait—or at least has waited—
till manshould open for her wider gates
Not
and set her feet in broader paths.
until then has she faith to believe that
she can walk alone.
In the broadest sense the life of a man
The woman
is in the world outside.
spends nearly all her days indoors. He,
with muscular arm or busy brain, makes
the money which furnishes food and rai
ment. She, as custodian, supplies from
it the wants of the family.
This appears,
theoretically at any rate, an equal and
rational division of labor.
Does it prove
so practically?
In the average household of the aver
age workingman where the woman, as
“does her own work,“ the
we express
"
work continues from “ early morn till

long past “dewy eve"—sometimes
the midnight

?

If this saying is a correctone—though
its age alone does not necessarily prove

into

hours, and even then,

“ Labor with what skill

she may,

Something yet remains undone—
Waits the dawning of each day."

another singular and
There
self'evident fact—that of the
number of little cares and labors,
in addition to the bulk of the

equally
inﬁnite
which,

regular
work, enormously increase the friction
of a household, not one
supposed to fall
to the share of the “ men-folks." In the
majority of families
settled by tacit
consent that no burden or shadow of
care of any sort shall rest for an instant
on masculineshoulders.
Beyond andin
it

tle longer.”
But is it for the “ boys ” alone that this
‘Vill the
cheering prophecy stands?
kindred
all
its
ameli
law
and
eight-hour
true
that
bitter
old
leave
still
orations

there is something radi
this special phase of the
in
wrong
cally
All error is
question.
labor
perplexing
the direct and legitimate result of igno
rance. Justice is the perfect ﬂower of
social, as truth is of spiritual, develop
its truth—then

is

science has done grand
work for the nineteenth century,
but domestic and social science has not
It has not been suffi
been far behind.
cient for man to understand tidal waves,
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is

is

is

is

ens," a tumbled condition of bureau
a disgrace, and the necessity
drawers
“ setting to rights " and
for a continual
"putting in order" becomes the ever
present consciousness of the feminine
element of the family. The small broth
a synonym for all confusion,
er‘s room
dirt and disorder, laughingly alluded to
and quoted with an implication that the
greater the chaos the greater the com
“Just like a
pliment to its occupant.
vouchsafed
remark
by
only
the
boy"
the tired mother, always apologizing for
the masculine members of the family.
absorb about one-third
School-duties
of the day for both boy and girl, but
what
the occupation of the remaining
For the boy, the freedom
two-thirds?
of out-doors or in-doors, but freedom in
either case to amuse himself as seemeth
For the girl, the never
unto him good.
the
setting and clearing
ending sewing,
of the table, the washing of the omni
prment dishes, and perhaps the addi
tional washing and undressing of still

“

to help mother.”
younger children—all
School-life ended, the boy in shop or
'Ofﬁce, the girl in the dressmaker’s rooms
or the fancy goods store—still the same

a

is

is

is

a.

is

it

if

in order and

it,

ther is

is

for

father, husband or bro
is properly expected
to be accepted simply as a matter of
course. In the home, therefore, as in
“ from the cradle to the
the world, man
is
conceded to be the autocrat of
grave"
creation.
The little girl must give up even her
doll to the small brother who expresses
even
he takes
with
adesire for
the deliberate intention of dashing out
The little girl must wipe
its tiny brains.
the dishes and dust the furniture, while
the equally small brother plays marbles
faithfully
out of doors. The little girl
instructed in all domestic law and order
which requires her to pick up the hat
which the small brother habitually ﬂings
upon the floor. The little girl‘s room
must never be found “at sixes and sev
can be made

freedom for one and the same bondage
for the other—the young man devoting
his evenings, chieﬂy away from home,
to his chosen companions and favorite
pursuits; the young woman to the fa.
miliar dish-towel or the needle, which
the busy mother—nurse, laundress, cook
and chambermaid all in one—has not
found sufficient time to ply.
In the homes that these young people
are in their turn to form, the same tacit
It the logi
understanding will exist.
cal outcome of their domestic experience.
The tree will incline as the twig was bent,
and neither twig nor tree will be con
scious that there should be, or could be,
any other bent or inclination. But
there not a more excellent, because
more just and equal way, and
not wo
man responsible for the direction?
In the primitive form of civilized life
the conditions of the family were of the
simplest sort; a plain house. plainly fur
nished, consisting perhaps of but one
room the man with gun, axe 0r plough
finding enough occupation out of doors.
for every waking hour the woman with
boiling pot and helpless baby quite as
completely absorbed indoors.
Such di
vision of labor was both necessary and
But have not circumstances
ﬁtting.
changed, and do not circumstances alter
The average domestic life of to
cases
day in our towns and cities
vastly
more complicated afl'air than formerly.
Even sct'tubs and gas fixtures, sewing
machines and carpet-sweepers do not
prolong the lives of the women who do
their own work to the age attained by
their grandmothers.
Yet while the in
tricacies and consequently the cares of
the average household have so largely
increased, has there been a proportionate
division of the labor necessary to main
tain it.
The shortening of the hours of labor,
for which all who love humanity should
rejoice, gives even more time to read the
so un
evening paper, to smoke a. pipe,
fortunately disposed, to frolic with the
little ones, to stroll around the corner to

if

negative assumption the

that every sacrifice which

;

positive one is
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the grocery or the

liquor shop for

a

so

cial chat, and too often a social glass.
How has the change ati'ected woman and
Not in the slight
her hours of labor?
est degree, except in some cases to in
crease her anxiety as to the place and the
way in which her husband, son, father
or brother may be spending his extra
Yet is it not a desira
time and money.
blething for her and her daughters to
have a little more leisure in which to
share the play of the children, the news
paper or book, or possibly to stroll out
of doors with husband or brother not in
the direction of the grocery or groggery ?
It is an easy way to laugh down a
proposition that can not be met with
logic. What ashout of merriment would
be caused by the promulgation
of the
doctrine that boys as well as girls should
be taught to wash dishes, darn stockings,
sew on buttons and rock the cradle l
And some women would laugh loudest
of all. Could they tell why? Is it by
divine ordination that all women are to
be household drudges and all men house
hold do-nothings ? Is there "any sound
reason to be rendered " why boy and man
should be forever excused from the thou
sand and one little services necessary for
all, yet rendered only by one side of the
house i
The case is again altered by circum
stances if servants are hired for all do
Yet there is a sensible
mestic labor.
theory prevailing that it is well for a wo
man to understanding cooking and all
domestic requirements, even with plenty
of servants.
They may leave her. She
may experience ﬁnancial reverses and be
In that
obliged to dismiss them. True.
case why should not father and sons, as
well as mother and daughters, adapt
themselves to the changed conditions
and share the added burdens i’ It is only
“ hoary-headed custom ” which in its
shocked surprise gives the name of “Miss
Nancy ” to the boy who ties on an apron
and goes to the dish-pan, while it shrieks
at the sight of a girl taking hold of law
or medical books. But is it true that

JOURNAL

“ what is
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sauce for the goose is sauce for

“

it is a poor rule
that won’t work both ways ”? No boy
or man was ever worse off for knowing
how to sew on a button, make a bed,
sweep a room or broil a steak. while thou
sands of helpless “lords of creation ” in
boarding-houses, in camp, on the trail.
the gander," and that

at sea, or in a wife's sick-room have suf
fered for lack of just such knowledge.
The education of public sentiment in
is essentially
this direction
woman's
work, and the only schoolroom for it is
the actual home itself. Why not, ﬁrst
of all, secure in this vital and central
spot the “equality” which is so eagerly
claimed, so bravely fought for, so logi
cally argued by the advocates of “wo
"
man’s rights '! Only the mother can so
order the home and train the children
that they shall be truly equals, and this
result will be obtained_ only when the
man is as well able to make a bowl of
gruel for the wife as she is to take his
place, if necessary, in the counting-room
or on the deck of a ship.
0. B. LE Row.

Me—

LONELY.

A SONG mon 'rns 021mm.
As the clouds that darkly creep, upon the
sunlit day.
Or the wind that ﬁercely drives the gentle
breeze away,

When it ﬁlls the ﬁr-tree tops with low and
pleasant tones,
So my life is clouded o'er; my spirit ﬁlled
with moans—
So my life is clouded

o'er; my spirit ﬁlled.

my spirit ﬁlled with moans.
O'er my way so lone
ging feet,

I

pass with weary, lag

to wait for me, none will
come to greet.
Alas! that skies should be so bright, the
world so wondrous fair,

None

are there

Best for me the wildest storms,
with none to share;
Better for the wildest storms
none

than

than sun with

’l‘han sun with none to share.
'

MRS.

sun

A.
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0 thinking

person can deny the
freedom and responsibility of hu
Man is a moral agent. sub
man action.
ject to those laws by which the moral
world is governed, and by which his
highest interests would be affected, both
But not
in this life and the lifeto come.
alone in the domain of spirituality are
the conditions of man's well-being to be
found ; the physical man, deeply-rooted
in the earth and breathing ethereal airs
whose signifi
sustains responsibilities
in
the
robust phy
cance is proclaimed
and
brilliant
cheek
rosy
the
in
sique,
eyes, in the vigor of manhood and in
The
the pains and agonies of disease.
human organism is certainly the most
complex and the most perfect of all ter
The ﬁrst condition of
restial existence.
life, where the life forces begin, is the
inhalation of oxygen. that universally
distributed agent for which the lungsare
capacitated, and which gives vitality to
the blood and tone to the system.
So
important is this relation that were oxy
gen excluded from the lungs life would
bean impossibility.
By involuntary ex
pansion of the lungs oxygen insinuates
itself into the air-cells as the ﬁrst condi
tion of animal life, and then as an instru
mental cause intensiﬁes all the forces
Now if this ﬁrst condi
put into action.
tion be counteracted by any means what
ever, such as unventilated rooms, tight

.L
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LAW.

lacing or an unnatural posture of the
body. health is correspondingly impaired
at the starting-point of the life forces.
The demands of this age necessitates
a discussion of those conditions of health
and longevity that a wise Creator has
made so obligatory upon us as intelli
genees in a world of conﬂicting elements
where only the ﬁttest survive.
Nature
is swift to inflict the penalty of her laws
upon those who disregard her admoni
tions, and if punishment does not come
immediately it will come none the less
Ig
surely with its train of evils behind.
norance is reaping an abundant harvest
and blighting the fairest hopes of life,
and it is time to speak out and sound the
\Vhat our people
key note of alarm.
need is less medicine and more informa
tion about the laws of life and more
common-sense.
There are many per
sons living miserable lives wholly inca
pacitated both in body and mind for this
world‘s activities and whose sands of life
are continually leaking out, and mean‘
while they hold the possibilities of recov
cry to perfect health and mental activity
in their own hands.
Nature, with all
the agencies of hygiene at her command,
is prepared for a perfect work in build
ing up a perfect organization and main
taining a perfect standard of health. All
that she demands is that her laws be
obeyed and that no encroachments be
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This implies pure
air, nutritious food taken at proper times,
and in suﬂicient quantity to supply the
demands of the system ; pure water, rest
and exercise alternating with each other
at proper times, sleep and the regulation
of the passions and states of the mind.
Everywhere and in all things we are
impressed with the idea of activity. The
very existence of some things denotes
action, and depends on their action, and
the organization of all bodies is a se
quence of action and is necessary to ac
Organs imply function and func
tion.
tion means a living process and all ac
tion is governed by law. All laws hold
out the hope of reward and the fear of

thrown in her way.

punishment, as incentives to obedience,
and as restraints from crime, and these
ideas are most prominently set forth in
the primitive laws of nations both sacred
“ Whoso sheddeth man‘s
and profane.
his blood be shed,”
shall
man
blood by
it shall sure
sinneth
that
soul
“The
and
ly die, " are the declarations of Holy
Writ, in which are embodied the germi
nal principles of law
There is no such thing as the occur
rence of events outside of law and order;
there is a tendency in the human mind
under certain conditions to consider
events as happening without a legitimate
A certain passage in the Book
cause.
of

Job

is

in point.

“My

wound is in

JOURNAL
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curable and that without transgression.”
But it will relieve us of much embarrass
ment to know that there isa cause for
all events and that there is a remedy for
every evil under the sun and that ac
cording to well-established laws.
All those terms that carry with them
so much mysticism, such as animal mag
netism, clairvoyance, electrical psychol
ogy and modern spiritualism (if there is
such a thing) are only branches of natu
ral science, governed by certain occult
laws which may be investigated by their
modus‘ operandi, the same as the laws
of chemical action and the laws that
govern organized bodies; and whatever
phenomena have been realized under the
government of those laws in any age of
the world may, under the same condi>
tions, be repeated, for law implies force,
and all forces as well as all matter and
principles are persistent and will ever
remain so.
And thus there are awakened in us
vivid dreams of the golden ages of the
past when men knew something of the
profoundest import of life and realized
Man in the
some of its possibilities.
to
attained
longev
great
ages
primitive
ity as a result of natural causes, and this
condition might have continued but for
the artiﬁcial modes of life that civilization
brings, and the abuses of things intend
D. N. CURTIS.
ed for our good.

__—M———
DYSENTE RY.
not arrested, the rectum becomes invol
ved. With its progress the mucous mem
disease that when fully developed
brane becomes more and more altered,
name
The
warrant grave apprehensions.
“ bad in producing an excessive exudation of mor
is from the Greek and signiﬁes
and breaking down of the
testines" ; the common term by which bid matters
The follicles become
substance.
normal
sig
in
itself
ﬂux,”
"bloody
known,
it is
ulceration
may ensue with
and
swollen
func
the
of
degeneration
niﬁes a. serious
of putrid blood and broken
discharges
in
is
an
Dysentery
bowels.
of
the
tion
masses of the mucous
tissue.
ﬂammation of the mucous coat of the down
run
disease
into
the
severest
the
at
Should
lower intestines, usually beginning
the junction of the small intestine with form its destructive changes may result
of
the colon and spreading in that until, if in extensive ulceration, perforation

HIS

is one of the forms of intestinal
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the bowels, enlargement of the lympha
tic glands, peritonitis and so end fatally.
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As soon as fmcal matter makes its ap
pearance in the stools the disease may be
Causes—A weakened, anaemic or ex regarded as giving way, and will soon
cited state of the digestive system may pass off, if properly treated.
Pain in
be presumed as a condition precedent, a
the bowels and tcncsmus are the charac
condition that has been produced by un
teristics of this disease.
The pain is cut
wholesome food or drink ; the use of al
ting, colicky and drawing before and
coholic liquors; a rich, stimulating diet after, and during the stools.
There is
—or, on the other hand, by a want of frequently a burning in the
rectlnn and
suﬁicient food. Dysentery prevails most anus at each evacuation.
Tenesmus
in the season of cold and dampness, in (straining) is very intense,
so much so,
the fall and beginning of winter.
80 to in some cases, that it causes prolapsus of
avoid an attack it is well to avoid expo
the rectum, and even fainting or con
sures to cold and dampness, especially
vulsions.
At the commencement there
when these accompany sudden changes may be violent
vomiting and constant
of the weather from hot and dry to cool nausea.
This disease is frequently ac
and,rainy.
What will occasion other companied with very high
fever, dry
troubles of the bowels may develop this; skin. thirst and
loss of ﬂesh and bodily
for instance, unripe or stale fruit and strength."
vegetables, breathing impure air, eman
It’ the disease is not arrested the mor
ations from marshes, sewers, etc. When bid symptoms
become more and more
it prevails epidemically the air of the intense,
the abdomen swells, the extrem
place is pervaded with miasmatic gases.
ities become cold, a clammy perspiration
This is the case often in camps and hos
is noticed, the patient grows weaker and
pitals.
In warm weather the disease at length collapse occurs.
maybe associated with the free use of
Dysentery may run its course in a few
ﬂesh food.
days, or it may last several weeks, de
of the acute pending upon the previous state
Symptoms.—Dysentery
of the
type commences usually
with a diar
patient and the treatment.
If the stools
rhcea; there is nausea, a coated tongue,
diminish in frequency, and the pain and
loss of appetite.
Severe griping pains straining at stool
disappear, with a re
accompany the stools and much bearing
duction in the fever, these symptoms
down and heat in the rectum.
"At may be deemed favorable, and advant
ﬁrst,” says Dr. Goes, “there is more or age should be
taken of them for the im
less ftncal matter mixed with the mucus,
provement of the sick onc‘s condition.
but soon the fuses] matter ceases to be
Treatment—The ﬁrst rule to be ob
discharged.
Sometimes this bloody mu
served, as in all bowel disorders, is to in
cus changes into an opaque, dirty-whit
sist upon the patient remaining
quiet.
ish or reddish-gray substance, like the The
second rule is to remove the cause
scrapings of flesh, which is seen swim
of irritation, if the trouble be due to im
ming in a thin, bloody, or watery ﬂuid.
proper eating, or to endeavor to neutral
In this ﬂuid also may be seen, in some ize as soon as
possible the destructive
cases, pieces of the slough from the lin
elements that have found lmlgoment in
mg membrane of the intestines; and the intestinal coats.
“'ith tepid water,
sometimes
the discharge
assumes a injections should be given, which
will
brownish, chocolate-like color, and have usually have the effect
not only of clear
8 peculiar cadaverous odor, which an
ing the bowels of the morbid products of
nouices the fact that the ulcers within inﬂammation
hut subduing that in a
the bowels have become ichorous, and
greater or less degree and retarding the
that the mucous membrane is rapidly de~
evacuations.
If there is much sore
cayirg, and soon to terminate fatally.
ness care must be exercised in this treat
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cases

for this purpose.

When

is

the attack has been suffered to reach an
aggravated stage before thorough treat
ment has been undertaken, and the pain
obstinate, recourse to anodynes
proper but only with the advice of a
physician or a person conversant with

their effects.
The diet in all morbid conditions of
the digesth system should be spare and
taken
Vt'hatever
carefully selected.
mild,
easily
be
should
stomach
the
into
Milk, well
converted‘ and nutritious.
prepared, wheatmeal, oatmeal, rice are
is

the abdomen. The object of this treat
to reduce the heat in the in
ment
should have
testines, and the attendant
to note
hand
at
thermometer
a clinical
has
temperature
the
When
its effect.

in most

e

is

is

it

is

if

the patient be a child.
ment, especially
this
subdued, as
be
The fever must
the
de
of
development
the
in
which aids
of
ma
a
fevers
all
in
as
structive germs,
For this purpose the
lignant nature.
If a tub spe
excellent.
cold-hip-bath
not at
cially made for the purpose
hand, a good-sized wash-tub will serve.
The patient should be placed in the tub
Well over
so that the water will come up

[J uly
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At ﬁrst in convalescence
appropriate.
attack fresh milk alone
a
severe
from
fallen sufficiently the pain will cease.
sutlicieut, as its digestion leaves very lit
obtaining the de
Another method for
tle refuse in the lower bowel, and time
the pouring of water over
sired result
needed for the restoration of the parts
the abdomen while the patient lies in his
The
have been the seat of disease.
that
This suitable when absolute rest
bed.
show much appetite and de
may
patient
necessary. But
on the part of the sick
sire for many vditl’erent things that he
bed clothing,
the
proper disposition-of
was accustomed to eat in health, but
a large sheet of rubber cloth, and appa
instead of ministering to his instincts in
ratus for drainage of the water into a
this respect the nurse should be govern
receptacle on the ﬂoor are essential to
ed by an intelligent sense of his feeble
the success of this. Water can be ap
suﬂicient for
ness, and give food that
plied thus directly to the seat of disease,
proper to add that the
the time. It
while the extremities are covered warm
stools and soiled clothing of the sick
ly and the patient makes no effort what should be disinfected promptly, and other
ever. Wet cloths can be applied to the
precautions taken, as in other infectious
abdomen, and in mild attacks may be all
H. s. n.
diseases.
required to reduce the fever and
that
Goon RULES CONCERNING Elias—1.
subdue the other symptoms. For the
experienced in the Never put anything into the ear for the
intense thirst that
fully developed attack, cold water may relief of toothache.
if

2.

it

3.

from

pus.

'

is

advised by most physicians
Opium
of the old practice, and some consider
“ Administer
calomel a valuable agent.
to the
opium early and persistently. and
intes
the
quieting
absolutely
of
extent
tines,“ says Dr. Austin Flint; but hygi
enists ﬁnd water applications sufficient

Never strike or box achild‘s car;
this has been known to rupture the
drum-head, and cause incurable deaf
ness.

you have any
Never wet the hair
tendency to deafness; wear an oil-silk cap

if

it

if

tress.

Never wear cotton in the ears they
are discharging purulent matter.
Never attempt to apply a poultice
inside the ear.
4. Never drop anything into the ear
has been previously warmed,
unless
and then only under intelligent direction.
Never use anything buta syringe
and warm water for cleaning the earn
5.

it

is

not pouring

6.

freely, the patient sipping
down by the glassfull, as
tencsmus
sometimes permitted. The
,is
rectum
of
the
or severe contraction
or
water,
cold
in
wet
cloths
by
relieved
cloth
pounded ice may be folded in a soft
can
and applied. The cold hip-bath,
dis
be taken. will usually subdue such

be given

7.

it,

is

is
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inaction
and
gravitation
combined the tissues are soon loaded
with noxious matter; which condition,
prolonged, results in textural disin
tegrations.
The visible product of blood
stasis in superﬁcial parts indicates that
the evil wrought in hidden tissues will
be in proportion
to their vascularity
and non-resistance.
The erect or active and the horizontal
or passive positions of the body are com
mon to all mankind.
Wearinees com
pels us to seek rest, and we recline.
In
the cattle resting in the ﬁelds or the
savage sleeping on the plains we have

is

examples of correct posture in recum
bency. An infant, also, lies prone until
taught to lie on its back. The posterior
walls of the abdominal cavity present
two antero-posterior curves; the lower
one begins to recede about the lumbar
vertebra, and when reaching the sacral
prominence dips abruptly backward,
forming the solid dome sheltering the
deep recess in which are situated the
pelvic organs.
As this pelvic alcove
situated wholly behind the plane of the
dorsal ﬂoor,
evident that
becomes
a receptacle for the gravitnting ﬂuids of
the body when the dorsal horizontal
position
occupied;
the couch be
it

posture.
If the muscles are in a state of con
traction and relaxation, an upright or
sitting posture may be maintained for
without a sense of fatigue.
hours

Through

if

;

is

is

posture of the body has a wide
range of applicability, and as a
factor in the modiﬁcations of physical
conditions
unsurpassed by any other
silent force.
Long experience, unlim
ited opportunities. and great attainments
are confronted by the fact that pelvic
disorders still resist the most approved
therapeutic measures. Many reasons are
“High
cited, for the lack of success.
” seem to be most
heeled shoes
inveighed
quite probable that not
against, yet
one woman in a thousand has a deﬁnite
ideaof the manner in which the wearing
of them militates against thegood health
she professes to desire
nor can give an
of
the
harmfulness
of habit
explanation
ual half reclining.
The law of hypostasis holds good, as
to our bodies. The speedy gravitation of
the vital ﬂuids to the most pendant part
may be demonstrated by holding the
head or hands below the level of the
The discomforts of sitting or
heart.
motionless soon become so
standing
unbearable as to compel a change of

BODY.
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POSTURES

it

it,

We"

else.

if

anything

if

nature.
9. Never let the feet become cold and
damp, or sit with the back toward the
window, as these things tend to aggra
vate any existing hardness of hearing.
10. Never put milk, fat or any oily
substance into the ear for the relief of
pain, for they become rancid and tend to
produce inﬂammation.
Simple warm
water will answer the purpose better than

11. Never be alarmed if a living insect
enters the ear.
Pouring warm water
into the canal will drown
when
will generally come to the surface, and
can be easily removed by the ﬁngers.
A
few puffs of tobacco smoke or the smoke
of burning paper blown into the ear will
stupef the insect.
12. Never meddle with the ear
a
foreign body, such as a bead, button or
seed enters it; but have
physician, or
person who knows just what to do, treat
it. More damage has been done by injudi
cious attempts at the extraction of a for
eign body than could ever come from its
mere presence in the ear.
a

when bathing and refrain from diving.
8. Never scratch the ears with any
thing but the ﬁnger. if they itch. Do
not use the head of a pin, hair-pins, pen
cil tips, toothpicks or anything of that

41
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yielding, the pelvic sinks still lower,
thereby increasing the hyposlasis, the
weight pressing upon so large a blood
vessel as the vena cava adds to the ac
cumulation of blood within the pelvic by
impeding its egress.
All this evil is remedied by placing
the body in the prone or semi-prone
position; when this is done, the blood

FIG. 1.

Connor Posrnos-FLAT

Farr.

ﬂows out of the pelvic basin as naturally
vessel; the
as ﬂuids leave an inverted
healthful activity of all the organs is
largely secured by correct posture in
sleeping. How unsightly is a heavy
sleeper lying on his back, compared
with one who sleeps on one side and
thus more naturally.
To sit correctly, the body should be
erect and ﬁrmly poised without the aid
of any artiﬁcial, lateral or dorsal sup
port; with proper equipoise of the trunk
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the muscles are in a state of compen
sating tensions, the graceful curves of
the Wy' are preserved, the axis of the
A backless stool
body is perpendicular.
of proper height is best for the adoption
If a back must be
of this position.
added let it be nearly perpendicular, as

of our grandmothers werefthe
evil-working habit of lolling is so uni
those

F10. 2. Ass-own.

Pos'wnn—Hion

Hams.

versal, that if one is seen to besitting
correctly he excites ridicule and surprise.
In standing, the graceful poise of the
body requires a symmetrical play of the
muscles. If undue demands are con
tinually made on the muscles of one
side of the body, while, the co-relative
muscles are inert, the result is not only
a. loss of graceful outlines, but a deeper
wrong is wrought on the hidden struc
ture. An erect, vigorously active body
is everywhere an object of admiration;

[
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within preasin to one side and producing
sensations of weariness.
High-heeled
shoes
destroy the normal
poise and
axial relations of the entire structure of
the body, and inevitably entail disas
trous consequences on a delicately or
ganized woman.
The faulty habits of sitting, especially
among school children. frequently re
sults in chronic constipation; when, in
stead of correcting
the cause by incul
cating proper habits, still further harm
done by the use of medicines.
While
the suggestions and illustrations
here
offered point most to women, as being
not only the greatest sufferers
from
wrong postures, but the most wilful
and persistant infringers of nature’s laws.
the whole human family
included in
the study;
not so much women's
backs and aches. asit
the back and
the ache of each individual human being,
and the cause and cure thereof which
we wish to have more fully understood.
it

while, on the other hand, the slaveling
instinctively arouses aversion.
This feeling does not emanate from our
innate love of the beautiful, nor from
the common belief that phy sical perfec
rather,
tion suggests moral worth ; it
the
sensibililty
subtle
by
prompted
which accepts the correctly poised body
as an index of‘a sound, happily condi
tioned, physical organization.
Among
the lower animals a slouching, cringing
indicative of physical degra
position
dation or sutfering.
A well-defined co-ordination of. de
maintained between the several
gree
spinal curves: consequently, the ﬂatten
ning of the lumbar arch incurs acor
mponding eﬂ‘acement of all the others.
“’hen the lumbar vertebrm recede from
the truncal axis the more remote dorsal
vertebrm advance and there
propor
tionate straightening of the ﬁgure, char
acterized by astraight back, round shou
ders and protruding chin, the organs

attitude
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PERSONAL EXPERIENCE.
“
consulted all the medical works at
Cancer,"
by H. S.
HE article on
command
and felt convinced that
read
with
my
the
issue
April
D.. in
was
what
of
corro
scientifically
interest,
and
can
deal
termed “fun
agreat
gus haematodes," or rose cancer. Not
borate the writer's quotation from Hel
“ instancw have occurred in wishing to alarm the family, said
muth that
noth
ing of my fears, but determined to con
which well-authenticated‘ cases of cancer

sult the best physician the city afforded,
which did two weeks after the ﬁrst ap
pearance of the spot.
He felt the face
about the growth and said, “It had bet
ter be cut out pretty soon." He did not
tell me what
was, and as he was
stranger to me
did not have much tzﬂk
with him, but in my own mind resolved
to go to Boston where my family physi
cian resided.
At. this time the growth
was about the size of a common boot-but
ton and of a bluish, dark-red, soft to the
touch and discharging a thin brownish
liquid.

a

it

I

Early in July,
it

I

him

if

I

consulted Dr. K., and
was not a cancer. He re
“ It
plied,
something of that nature."
From that time received treatment and

asked

is

it

I

a

it

it

I,

homosopathic remedy.”
Let me give a personal experience.
one day, observed
About two years ago,
while looking in a hand-ghiss, a tiny
bright red dot on the right side of my
face on the jaw.
The only peculiarity
The
was the brilliant color.
about
A
point of a pin would have covered it.
day or two later the spot seemed a trifle
puffed.
In the course of week com
menced to bleed, the blood running
down and dropping from the chin.
It
was stopped from ﬂowing by repeated
applications of an egg; but each time
washed my face or touched
at that
All the time
spot the blood would flow.
the growth was increasing in size.

I

have been cured by the properly selected
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for

while

the growth seemed to persist
increase in size, then it stopped
growing and discharged less frequently.
Finally, it commenced to shrink at the
base, as though a string had been tied
a

ent-ly
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nection with my business and family,
during the summer and fall.

I

It is over a year now since considered
have not had
myself cured, and so far
the least soreness or pain in my faceand
am often asked
the scar is so slight.
around it.
In November it became worse, highly where the place was. Dr. K., is a young
physician and does not make a specialty
inﬂamed at the base and discharged flee
ly. This continued until the latter part of such diseases, and ‘his treatment
which consisted mainly in the adminis—
of December, when it began to improve
tration of a preparation of nitric acid, a
of
Dr.
K.
At the urgent request
slowly.
to
the
care,
going
remedy to which he was guided by the
and
every
home
left
indication of the disorder.
Mv improvement
city and boarding.
I might add here that have never
from that time was marked and rapid. I
in Boston four weeks and re been what might be called healthy, but
stopped
never was troubled before by any skin
turned with my face nearly well, greatly
eruption. and having never known a
to the surprise of everyone who knew
Many persons would hardly be case of cancerous disease in the family of
me.
either of my parents.
convinced that I had not been to a hos
It is impossible for me to say decidedly
re
the
tumor
pital, that I had not had
what
induced the growth.
It might,
not
knife,
had
put
that
with
the
moved
anything on it. “Why, what did you however, have been brought about by
“ Oh, nothing,”
the poison from bee stings of which I
re
do '4'” said some.
had received a number. which always
plied, “except take little sugar pills.”
must have been an object of great produced violent swelling, great physi
curiosity or interest, for everyone who cal prostration and nervous excitement;
overheated from
had the slightest acquaintance would ask becoming frequently
exercise
in
the
violent
hot sunshine;
telling
my
of
until
I
tired
me about it
got
meanwhile,
a
sufferer
from ner
being,
over
and
again.
experience
In justice to Dr. K.. it should be said vous dyspepsia, may have also contrib
that the cure was greatly retarded by the uted to the disease.
Bath, Me.
MRS. J. F. U.
was obliged to do, in con
hard work

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I
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KISSING.
“

HAT

woman
an affectionate
Mrs. Slosson is: always kisses
me, as she did just now, when I call and
as I leave, and she’s just so with all her
friends ; and did you ever see a mother
who caressed her children as much?
Why, I can't get the time, what with
making, mending, etc., with mine. Can
you '3”
Mrs. Mason turned to her companion,
Mrs. Easton, for the reply that seemed
“ No," she replied,
slow in coming.
“and I don’t know as I wish to. Do
you consider kissing the highest and
best expression of aifection ?"

Mrs. Mason looking a little mystified,
and after a moment's thought said, “
don’t know; most people consider it a
very proper way, don’t they ?"
“ Yes, too many I
fear: setting aside
the danger physically of such promiscu
ous kissing, it has always seemed to me
to place human beings on alevel with
brutes, who express their fondnem in
very much the same form.
There’s an
instance now in that barnyard yonder,.
two cows rubbing noses.”
“Laura Easton, I believe you never’
want for a text to emphasize your opin
ions," and the round, rosy face of Mrs.

I
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Mason laughingly turned in the direc
“ Such new
tion of the barn-yard.
ideas! I never thought of such a thing;
How is
and then the danger physically.
s
that i"
“ You remember
poor Margaret May,
who died of that malignant pustule of
the lip? What do you think Dr. Dean's
wife hinted, in conﬁdence, to me the day
can trust you,
of the funeral ? I feelthat
Jessie. that it shall go no farther—that
the Doctor has little doubt it was given in
a kim by that depraved lover, Roberts,
with whom the poor child was so infatu

I

ated."

l‘Is it possible! Poor Margaret, she
would never believe a word to his dis
I hope her parents
credit, I remember.
will never know it; it would kill them."
“If it might only kill him, and assure
the safety of other girls his fascinatious
may be tried upon," sighed her compan
ion, who went on to say,
have al
ways admired the wisdom of the physi
cian I read of lately, who upon leaving
'home for a journey said to his wife,
“Now, don't let anybody who comes
while I am gone kiss little ‘Tot"‘—-a
darling girl and only child.
His wife
promised obedience, well-knowing his
views in regard to the danger of promis
cuous kiming.
For myself I was never
given to much kissing, except with clean
children, and
have come to respect
their rights enough to suppose they don't
care to he kissed by every one, and when
their parents insist upon their kissing
“ Let
me, I protest against it and say,
them choose whom they will kiss, and
should, were they mine, make that num
her very few."
never believed it the
highest
expression of affection, but
chieﬂy an animal instinct, at least it
seems to obtain largely with all animals,
Now, there's Mrs.
does it not, Jessie?
Slosson, a good, warm-hearted, warm
natured woman,
who never seems to
think she can express affection for any
one but by smothering them with kisses.
As to her children, if their teachers tell
the truth, with all their caressing, their

“I

I

I

I
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clothes, health and morals seem sadly
neglected, as I have noticed too many
of these easy-going, caressing, animal
Now, it is not a deadly sin,
mothers do.
Jessie, to kim one’s own," and a bright
smile was darted at Jessie, “bat there
are higher and infinitely better ways of
showing love. What amount of kissing
can compare with long nights of sleep
less watching by a sick child, or the giv
ing up willingly of much desired intel
lectual culture that a son may enter col
lege, ora daughter become a proﬁcient
in music? It is what one will sacriﬁce
for the beloved that settles the question
for me. Shall I ever forget the look dear
father gave me “—and the ﬁne eyes ﬂll
ed—-“ two weeks before he died when
read the note from our teacher in which
she commended my interest in my stud
ice and what she was pleased to term
’
‘
It was worth
my proﬁciency in them.
all the kisses in the world.
Let me tell
essie, that if all husbands
you, too,
beamed on their wives with such proud
affection as George Maynard did when
told of his wife‘s devotion to that poor
family of Tracys, and how she had de
nied herself a new cloak that they might
have blankets, kisses would not be need
1 know one wife who would value
ed.
such a. beaming far beyond them. I
happened to be calling at the Maynards
when her sister Lucy divulged the secret
of the cloak, and of her sister's devotion
to the poor family, and so saw that there
was one genuine and loving husband at
least."
“ But do you never kiss husband or
children, Margaret ?"
“ Rarely, very rarely, and then it is
not, I trust, with a blind animal instinct,
but as a reward of merit for self-denial,
obedience, honor. A kiss should be given
seldom enough to be a rarity ; never as
a surfeit.
Now do you care half as
much for a kiss from Charles as approv
ing looks and commendations to see that
he appreciates your eﬁ'orts in managing
your children and home i"
“No. Really, though, do like a kiss

I

J

I
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thrown in occasionally, as well as chil
dren like tatfy. But there comes Susan.
Susan‘s an inveterate kisser. How will
you escape?“
“ By dropping into Willis's. I‘m com
mission‘ed by Belle to get some new mu

THE

HYGIENE

N a short article published not very

long ago in the Western Rural a
writer recites the practical use of bath
ing, and does it in the emphatic lan
guage of the experienced physician, who
knows from observation the effect of
health. A few
water in promoting
changes adapts it to these columns:
Among all the appliances for health
and comfort to mankind, we may safely
say there is nothing so well-known, so
useful and so comforting, and yet so
carelessly performed or thoughtlessly
The skin of the
neglected, as bathing.
human body, from head to foot, is a net
work of pores. One can not put a ﬁnger
on a single place without covering sev
little openings, which
eral hundred
to
be kept clear of obstruc
ought always
tions. As evidence of the truth of this
statement we need only call to mind the
great drops of sweat so often seen gather
ing on one‘s face and other parts of the
body in warm weather—especially dur
ing the time of severe exertion. These
pores lead into minute tubes or channels,
that meander through the skin.
The dust which comes in contact with
animals covered with hair is mostly kept
out, and the perspiration is conducted
away from the pores of the skin by those
hairs ; hence, bathing is not so essential
with them as with mankind, whose bod
ies are practically denuded of such pro
tection. The glutinous mass of perspira
tion, dust and ﬁlth, which in time gath
ers on the surface of the unwashed or
cleansed body, covers and clogs the pores,
Frequent
and often poisons the system.
ablutions and an occasional immersion in
water are thus desirable and often indis—
pensable to health and comfort; conse
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sic,” and with a pleasant bow and smile
she slid inside just in time to escape the
demonstrative young lady. who made up
for the loss of her kiss to one by giving
two to the other friend.
OOUSIN

OF

CONSTANCE.

BATIIING.

quently, every family should have a con
venient bath of some kind, not only for
general neatness of person, but asa means
of preserving health, and in many cases
employed under the advice of a good
physician.
In the long catalogue of diseases to
which ﬂesh is heir, scarcely one can be
named in the treatment of which a bath
is useless.
To those blessed with good
health, a bath, as a common-sense appli
ance, gives thrift and growth to healthy
functions, a brightness and delightful se
renity, a clearness of mind and buoyancy
of spirit.
It is certainly a blessing to
both mind and body.
For the mental
worker, it is a nerve tonic.
A thorough
application of water of proper tempera
ture will calm and give strength and
tone to his whole system. The indoor
laborer, who gets but a scanty supply of
fresh air, needs a bath to obtain the
skin invigorating elements of the open
air.
The outdoor laborer—especially
the
farmer—who works with heroic energy
all day long, unavoidably gathers on the
entire surface of his body a complete
prison-wall of dust and viscid perspira
tion; and when his day’s work is done
he needs then,more than any other thing,
not only a wash, but a good bath to ﬁt
him for home society, his clean bed and
refreshing sleep.
Every one needs a bath at times, and
every human habitation should contain
something for a complete immersion in
water, and, since convenient and eﬁicient
portable baths at comparatively low fig
ures are now extensively advertised for
sale, there is little excuse for most people
to be without this priceless beneﬁt.
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How a Feather Grows—In

the

skin of a fowl, where a feather is to appear,
there is to be seen a little pit, and at the bot

this rises a tiny mound or pyramid.
Around this pyramid certain little grooves
tom of

extend deeper at the base, seeming to radi
from one large groove at one side, all

ate

growing shallower. and ﬁnally disappearing
at the top.
This whole pyramid is covered
with a skin composed of the same scales, or
ﬂattened cells, as

ilhll

SCl_E.\'_CE

which cover the
In the ordinary process of
whole body.
growth the new formations on the surface of
the body tbrow 05 as effetc matter, the
older portions of the skin, but here they are
to
retained, and become so closely united
each other as to form a sort of honey-coat,
more or less strong (according to its age)
As new
over the surface of the pyramid.
those

at the base, they push up this lit
protuberance till it breaks at its
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potatoes give an excess of vines and produce
excess of small potatoes. which no

an

amount of fertilizers could

overcome.

Be

sides being a waste of seed it would take
twenty or twenty-live bushels of large pota
toes to plant an acre, whereas eight to ten is
suﬂicient.
Last year my large potatoes be
coming exhausted, I picked out a bushel of
small ones to ﬁnish my land.
The result
was about half the land was vacant and
what did grew came to n ithing.
My prac
tice is to cut a medium size potato into four
pieces, being careful to cut from the sprout
This will give about two
end to the butt.
eyes on a piece dropped fourteen inches
apart in the drill, while three feet apart will
cover the ground with vines.
For two years

I have sent to Aroostook county for seed.
This high Northern latitude, where the snow

thinnest

lies deep on the ground when lam plant
ing, 450 miles by rail almost duo North,
grows the best and earliest seed potatoes in

groove.

the world.

cells grow
tle honey

point, which is opposite the large
Then, as new growths till push it
onward and ﬂatten it, it assumes the form of
a feather, the ridge in the main furrow or
being the shaft, while the side
groove
grooves form the separate barbs of the vein.
When all this web of the feather is formed,

acre of ground. and actually sold to farmers
around here that had none ﬁt to dig.
Thus

loses its grooves and becomes
parts are of equal thickness,

by sending North for seed we claim to ad
vance the crop two weeks and double the

the pyramid

All

Smooth.

and 50 hard as

to break

easily, but remain

form the quill, which is attached
The ﬁn
what remains to the pyramid.

tubular and
to

even single hairs, are devel
oped and formed in the same way, and every
one, who has injured a nail and lost it,’
three or
knows how long a process—some
ger nails, and

four

months—is

required

missing ﬁnish to his

A

to reproduce the
Mascot.

digit.-Poultry

late Word on Potatoes—A

Blaine correspondent

A

of the Country

(hm/e

professor from Mas
sachnsetts, recently in a lecture at a Grange
meeting in the potato belt of Penobscot and
" Never cut pota
Aroostook counties, said:
man writes;

leamed

plant large whole potatoes,
small potatoes in preference to
Planting the potatoes
cutting large ones.
whole would advance the crop ten or twelve
Ines for seed;

but

plant

days."

This is pernicious doctrine.

Whole

Last year we put into market [50 bushels
on the 8th to 10th of July on a bare market
at $1.25 per bushel from less than one-half

yield.

The Derivation of the Austra

lIllIIﬂ.—-The

inhabitants

of the continent of

Australia. have long been a puzzle to eth
()f Ncgroid complexion. features
nologists.
character, yet without the
and skeletal
characteristic frizzly hair, their position has
been one of great difiiculty to determine.
They have, in fact. been a stumbling-block
in the way of every system proposed.
The
solution. supported by many considerations
too lengthy to enter into here. appears to lie
in the supposition
that they are not adia
tinct race at all. that is, not a homogeneous

group formed by the gradual modiﬁcation
of one of the primitive stocks. but rather a
cross between two already fonned branches
of these stocks.
According to this view,
Australia was originally peopled with frizzly.
haired Melanesians, such as those which still
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the secret of their construction
ordered a pair for himself. and found them
so useful that he cheerfully and promptly
According to an
made the invention public.

do, or did till the recent European invasion,
dwell in the smaller islands which surround
the north, east and southern portions of the
continent, but that a strong infusion of some

communicate

race. probably a low form of Cauca
sian Melanochroi, such as that which still
inhabits the interior of the southern parts of
India, has spread throughout the land from
the northwest, and produced a modification
of the physical characters, especially of the

Italian antiquary, the person to whom Spins
was indebted for his information was Salvi
no, who died in the year 1318, and he quotes
from a manuscript in his possession an epi
records
the
circumstance :
taph which
‘“ Here lies Salvino Armoto d‘Arrnati, of
Florence, the inventor of spectacles.
May
The year 1318.“—
God pardon his sins.

other

did not extend across
where, as just
Tasmania,
into
strait
Bass's
said, the Melanesian element remained in its
purity. It is more strongly marked in the
northern and central parts of Australia than
hair.

This inﬂuence

on many portions of the southern and west
ern coasts, where the lowness of type and
more curly hair, sometimes closely approach
ing to frizzly, show a stronger retention of

If the evidence
element.
the Melanesian
should prove sufficiently strong to establish
this view of the origin of the Australian na
tives. it will no longer be correct to speak of
a primitive Australian, or even Australoid.
race or type. or look for traces of the former

existence of such a race anywhere out of
Science Monthly.
their own land—Popular

The Discoverer of Spectacles.

—Fewer inventions have conferred

a greater

blessing on the human race than that which
It is impossible to
assists impaired vision.
say how many there are at the present day
whose lives would be almost valueless were
Indeed, Dr.
it not for the use of spectacles.

Johnson rightly expressed his surprise, that
such a benefactor as the discoverer of spec
tacles should have been regarded with in
difference. and found no worthy biographer

Unfortunately,
to celebrate his ingenuity.
of much an.
matter
a
is
name
his
however.
certainty ; and, hence, a grateful posterity
his
have been prevented bestowing upon
so
richly
has
it
which
honor
that
memory

But it may be noted that popular
of
opinion has long ago pronounced in favor
the
as
monk.
rightful
Bpina, a Florentine
claimant, although some are in favor of Reg
“ Re
Monsieur Spoon, in his
er Bacon.
the
fixes
d'Antiquité.”
searches Curieuses

merited.

between
date of the invention of spectacles
that Alex
says
and
and
1311.
1280
the years
a pair made by
andr-r de Spina, having seen
unwilling to
was
who
person
some other

London

Standard.

Chrome Steel—Chrome

steel

is not,

supposed, a brand of carbon
" is the
steel of which the word “chrome
It is an alloy of chromium and
trade-mark.
as

is often

iron, the proportions of which are accurate
ly weighed and scrupulously exact in every
grade, both metals uniting perfectly in alloy
become integral in their unity, thereby pro
ducing a uniform steel that will not deteri
the continued application of great
orate by
steel, can be
heat, and, unlike carbon
worked with perfect reliability in large
masses, a quality of vital importance in the
general uses of steel. The authorities at the
U. B. navy yard, Washington, D. (1., after
having subjected it to a thorough test, re
ported as follows: "It is of a uniform texv
ture in large or small masses; it is exceed
ingly tough when hardened; it will do from
three to four times more work in all the
various kinds of tools than carbon steel
will; it can be welded and worked at the
can, and
that wrought-iron
same ease
can be made into all the various forms re
for machinery without danger of
quired
being destroyed by overheating.”
An important feature of chrome steel over
common steel is, that it can not be cut or
broken by the finest steel saws, drills, or
chisels, as it is much harder than such tools
On this account it is partic
can be made.
ularly adapted for window-guards. gratings,
doors, and other constructions previously
referred to. Its cost. above the common
iron used for such purposes, is triﬂing com
pared with the increased security—Build
mg.

Driving Horses “'lthout Shoa.

—Mr. P. H. Fagan. furniture and piano
mover at Maldcn, Mnss, has driven two
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pounds each, and
one 1,800 pounds, without shoes since Janu
ary, 1885, with the following satisfactory
results, reported by the Boston Tramrript:
horses, weighing

1.100

The large horse had always been lame
since he bought him fourteen years ago, un
til he took his shoes 011’, but has not gone
He has driven on hard ﬂint
lame since.
and of course on pavements in
roads,
Boston.
The horses travel better than be
They are
fore their shoes were taken 0!].
not afraid on slippery pavements. as they
were with shoes on. and there is no trouble
in getting round on any kind of going in
the city.
Mr. Fagan drove to Shrcwsbury,
thirty-ﬁve miles from Malden, after two
days’ rain in February. 1885, when it was so
icy that a boy could skate all the way, and
He left home at 7 A. M.,
had no trouble.
The hoof is
and the horses did not slip.
hard and broad, and the frog is full and
They have driven
plump and on a level.
two winters on ice and snow altogether
Their
better than when they were shod.
they can
feet are better for all purposes,
travel faster, pull as much and go more
miles in the same time than they could
when
This is altogether in accord
hod.
ance with what Dr. Page advances in his
horses‘ feed and feet, published a
year or so ago, and which has done much
toward instructing horsemen in the right
book on

treatment

of their animals.

scouring Action of‘ Water—The
or transporting power of water in.
creases as the sixth power of the velocity—
: prodigious rate of increase, as may be in
(erred from the fact that a stream having a
a velocity six times as great as another will
be able
material
weighing
to transport
46.656 times as much

stream.

as that carried
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miles per hour, or
of speed of a
rate
the
about two-thirds
moderate walk) will sweep along fragments
is

(which

about

two

the size of an egg.

The (‘hemtcal Composition

by the

The data from which

a

we consider the Cllelillﬂll composition of
a man of the average weight of 154 pounds,
we will tlnd that he is composed in large
part of mygen, which is in a state of extreme

If

In fact. a man weighing 154
compression.
pounds of
ninety-seven
pounds contains
oxygen, the volume of which, at ordinary
temperature, would exceed 980 cubic feet.
The llgtlrogen is much less in quantity, there

being less than ﬁfteen pounds, but which.
in a free state, would occupy a volume of
2,800 cubic foot. The three other gases are
four pounds; cit/brim,
nearly
nl'lrogln,
about twenty-six ounces, and ﬂuorine, three
Of the solids. carbon
and a quarter ounces.
stands at the head of the metalloids, there
being forty-eight pounds. Next comes phos
ounces, and sulphur,
phorus. twenty-six
three

ounces.
The most
a quarter
metal is mlcium. more than three
next potassium, two and a half

and

abundant

pounds;

sodium, two and a quarter ounces ;
and, lastly, iron, one and a quarter ounces.
It is needless to say that the various combi

ounces;

M

en

almost innumerable—Le

elements are

I’raetiaen.

BEFORE AND AFTER.
VERY ILL.
Name, oh, doctor! name your feet
, I’ll pay whate‘er it be!
Ask
Skill like yours, 1 know comes high,
Only do not let me die;
Get me out of this, and I
Cash will oﬂ'er—instantlyl

CONVALESCENT.
calculate the effect of a.
oh,
doctor!
cut that fee;
Cut.
scour on a river bottom are about as fol
Cut, or not a dime from me;
lows: A stream ﬂowing with a velocity of
I am not a millionaire,
three inches per second barely produces an
.
But I‘ll do whatcver's square;
etiect on ﬁne clay; six inches per second
Oult‘ make a bill that's fair,
And I'll settle presently.
will raise
inches
per
fine sand; eight
WELL 2
second will raise sand of the coarseness of
linseed;
inches per second will Book, oh, doctor! book your fee!
twelve
, I’ll pay it futurely,
Charge
swtep along ﬁne gravel; twenty-four inches
When the crops all by are laid,
per second tor one and one-third
miles per
'When every other bill is paid,
hour) will carry pebbles of about one inch
Or when of death a sin afraid
b2.
in Mad.
1] pay it—grudging y.
diameter;
thirty-six inches per second
glneers

commonly

of

chemical point of view,
man is Composed of thirteen elements. of
which ﬁve are gases and eight are solids.

MuIL—From

nations made by these thirteen

Carrying

slower

OF HEALTH.
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ment are incidental to sexhood, and are
not evidences of inferiority, there are
others that may be taken to show inferior

This mental incapac
ity, Miss Gardener rightly attributes to
mental capacity.
the

lack of opportunity

for mental

de

velopment, that has been the lot of wo
men in civilization, while Dr. Hammond
Fowuzn

appears to hold, that the lower range of

& \VELLS COMPANY, Publishers.

H. S. DRAYTON, A.M., M.D., Editor.

NE W Y 0 R K ,
JULY,

1887.

the

June

number of the

Science Monthly

mass.

is speciﬁc

gravity, which Dr. H. alleges is shown
by his own observations to be

Popular

letter appears signed

9.

in brain

One item of this difference

THE SEX 0F BRAIN.
IN

mental power in women is due to a na
tive incapacity, an unalterable diiference

Helen H. Gardener, in which the writer
W. A. Hammond rather sharp

takes Dr.

in man than in woman.”
physiologist

“

greater

Now, as every

knows that speciﬁc gravity

is a matter of much

variability in the
solid and ﬂuid substance of the body, the

ly

to task for certain statements of his,

for

the soft

in

a recent article, relative to the quality - viscus of the encephalou appears

tons a

and weight of the female brain as com
pared

with the male.

One of these state

ments is to the effect that an average
male brain is so different in many par
ticulars from an average female brain
that buta little experience in their ob
servation‘ would

be suﬂicient

He says: “The

one to distinguish them.
male brain

is

larger,

to enable

its

vertical

and

claim of an absolute standard
going

beyond our present data.

W's

wonder that close observers like Sappey,
VVundt, Voit, Brown Sequard, Quain,

Luys, Bastian, Dalton, YVagner, etc . ,
have not determined this and provided
a datum for the proving of brain-sex.

In infancy and

childhood the inherent

marks of difference are certainly few,
and we frankly admit that we should not

transverse diameters are greater propor

approach a test of our capability of selec

tionally,

the

tion without

the

might be submitted for examination

the shape is quite different,

convolutions

are

more

intricate,

sulci deeper, the secondary ﬁssures more
numerous, the gray matter of the corres
ponding

parts of the

brain

decidedly

thicker.”
Should

misgiving,

when

all that
were

a bare brain on a platter. In adult life,
however, there are organic indications
in structure and form that supply a clue
the use of the experienced.
Yet,

for
we compare the brain of the

there are men, who

are so much like

adult woman as she averages in Ameri

their mothers, that their

can society, with

would be insufficient

that of the

average

adult man, several of these particulars

ment.

will

vous organization

be found

tain diﬂierences

to be true, and while cer

in

the

cerebral develop

brains alone

material for judg

So there are women whose ner

from head to feet is
more like their fathers than their moth

AND wIENCE
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Who

ers.

does not

more boyish than

know girls who are

girlish—girls in whom
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larger at sixteen.

The boy of ten who

OF

has a head twenty-one inches in circum

thementality is so salientl y masculine that

ference, will as a rule have

the common

two or twentv-two and a half inch head

expression is that nature

in their sexhood. We
such,brains
know that
would offer a

made a mistake

to any anatomist, whatever

severe trial

his experience, to determine their place.

evidently

Dr. Hammond

appreciates

evidences furnished

the

analogous

by

size,

form and appearance of the head as
but goes too far in his attribu

a whole,

tion to the

brain alone

as a test of sex

at twenty-ﬁve.

Dr. H. had

references just before writing his article,

Ma correspondent

is the assertion

P.

S.

“ that

of a boy or girl does not grow

Sir

the seventh

years ago,

and

Hamilton,

Gordon,

ﬁfty

of

incautiously

their passé opinions

permitted

to escape

at

the

Or perhaps it was in a
semi-jocose vein the error was permitted
point of his pen.

see whether

inclined to impugn this as a mis
take of the lady-critic in quoting from
Dr. Hfs article, but a reference to our

-—M————

THE MISTAKES OF LIFE.

were

number which at ﬁrst glance most of us
would

the seventh year; so that

worn at that

that
just as well at thirty.”
is

age can be

Setting

pecting

member

world;

Neurological

Society of

New

York, in this era of brain advancement.
Gray, Dalton,

Flint, Quain, and other

authorities easily

accessible,

the brain may grow

assure us,
up to even

Judging

of
peo

the en

of others by our own;

Ex

uniformity of opinion in this
Looking for judgment and

experience in youth

Endeavoring to

mould all dispositions alike;

Yielding

tritles;
Looking for
in our own actions;
Wor

to immaterial
perfection

rying ourselves and others with what
can not be remedied;

that the child of seven or eight may ex

lies in our power;

inch

standard

Measuring

forty years. Our own observations of
young and old warrant us in saying
pect to have a head at least an

These

heads.

up our own

right and wrong; and,
joyment

by this assertion of a prominent

respective

ple accordingly;

We confess ourselves rather staggered
the

their

fourteen mistakes are enumerated thus:

4.

in size after
the hat

under

7.

of a boy or girl does not grow

important ones, which

9.

is somewhat aston

there

array the great majority of the others

2.

A fact which

ishing to those not aware of it is that

are but fourteen

6.

to its body than is that of the

estimate by the thousand

8.

:

“The brain of a child is larger in pro

the head

in

surprising a manner

that we quote his words more fully

adult.

the errors and mistakes made

common life, and ﬁnds that of all the

in so emphatic and

portion

lyzing

S. M. decided the doubt

3.

P.

person has been ana

SOME thoughtful

1.

of the

would swallow

dignant surprise.

We

year.”

his readers

or come to the support of truth in in

;

in size after

that

William

5.

the head

of

John

possibly such an author as

or

it,

Another point referred to by the

worn

\Ve half suspect that
looking over some old

to take verbal form that its writer might

hood.

ﬁle

been

twenty

a.

ing all

that needs

lowances

10.

Not alleviat

alleviation
11.

as

far

as

Not making al
of others;

for the inﬁrmities

Considering

12.

Believing

13.

only what our ﬁnite minds can grasp;
Expecting

to be able to understand

arbitrary,

puffed up with an overweening
their own importance

sense

and a bull'dog-like
won

of

and capacityare

In

not competent judges of character.
dustry

everything.

[July

exacting,

are

who

impossible people

everything

that we can not perform;

14.
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pertinacity
success in

pecuniary

A general inspection
mistakes, so common in human experi
ence, leads to the conclusion that they

may have

are due to one great want in the mental
economy, and that is harmonious cul

side of character has been neglected, and

great

of these

ture.

It

would be altogether

unlikely

for the man who has made himself con
versant with the constitution of mind,
and seriously views the world from the
vantage ground that such knowledge
furnishes, to make any of these mistakes
Perceiving, as every stu
deliberately.
dent of mind does in the early part of
his observations, that the diti’erin g types
of intellect and moral character are

some

line of trade, but in their eager

pursuit of gain the noble and generous
with the getting of money they have lost
that wisdom
wisdom
mind.

of

which

all,

is above

developed,

a

the

enlightened

_——0.-o-04—

WAY TO HELP REFORM.
IN England the movement in behalf

ONE

of temperance reform appears to be gath
ering

strength, and those who deal in
beverages or derive beneﬁt

intoxicating

(indirectly) from

It

their sale are

greatly

is said that wine and dram

primarily dependent upon organization,
he could not expect to make his own

alarmed.

measure a standard of universal refer
He might censure men on whom
ence.

ty, bringing often at public auction ex

nature had bestowed

more than average

shops, once the most valuable of proper
travagant prices, are now regarded with
uncertainity.

If

we look

beneath

the

gifts of intellect or sentiment, and who
were found indiiferent to their oppor
tunities and privileges, degrading by

surface of temperance matters over there

for their own

ﬁnd that there is a progressive spirit of

abuse what was designed

elevation and the betterment of their
He might point out the fact
fellows.
that as a rule we do not exercise our fac
ulties to their

full

extent, and conse

with our English cousins, the reason for
this change will be evident.
organization

that pervades the

gent classes.

There is a large

selves against liquor drinking.
a strong

tion a true knowledge of mind exhibits a
significant superiority over false or fan

treatment of diseases.

the

in

to help

ﬁrmities of others, but disposed
the
the weak toward a better exercise of
understanding;

a better use of the facul

ties, imperfect though they may be.

The

associa

There is

body of medical men, among

them some

ciful notions of character.
only is kind and considerate of

intelli

tion of ministers who have arrayed them

quentl y fail to achieve all that we should.
On the side of allowance and tolera

for it not

We will

of the most distinguished.

who urge the non-use of alcohol in the
Great dinners are

given at which there is no wine, and
temperance

restaurants

and hotels

on

the \Vaverly pattern are becoming more

\Vhen we were on
“big pond,” sev
eral years ago, we found it difficult to

and more popular.

the other side of the

AND ISCENCE OF HEALTH.
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for ourself at a

accommodation

obtain

Waverly in either London
upon their facilities—and
the

beer

conveniences, were offering

of empty rooms

In Edinburgh

guests.

to

a lib

inf rcquent
present

we were

dinner by invitation where nearly

an

“There

This of

a

simply

clothed,

merely

was

to the table.

Whatacontrast with the habits of the
travelers of America

commercial

when

Coffee restaurants are increasing to the
Suppression

If

of old and once favorite gin
work

of temperance re

form is to go on vigorously here

imitate

and organize

clergyman,

on a wide

our

our peo

their English cousins,

Let our

ecution.

scale

for its pros

medical

lawyers

men,

our

and merchants

organize associations declaring

for absti

let them sustain cordially the
hotel and temperance restaurant,

nence. and
barless

fitted her rather square,

in every crowded neigh
cheerful evening resorts for the

had no “Jersey
no overskirt

old who lack the comfort

of home and family life.

Or

ganized, steady action on the part of men
and women

trol

in

the higher walks of city

in such practical

directions

indicated, would in time so

the

room for move
She

headed

deﬁciences, and

and puckered and

Her hat

one, with a ﬂower or

two just relieving its monotone of color;
up in a simple knot, offered no sharp
contrast to attract special attention

drinking

as

con~

habits of the masses

to

the homely features of her broad face.

We did not

see

of genius from

anything akin to the flash
“glorious eyes” as she

modestly glanced at us in passing, per
haps wonde ring what there could be in
'her

that would

;

draw

the

look

"
She had no “ style

stranger.
gait

we have

heart and

with its kid-glove ex

wasa low-crowned

borhood

societr.

"

posures of anatomical

notice,

and ease

and robust form

that arms, lungs.

ment as she walked briskly along.

and keep open

young and

dull

and her hair smoothly combed and tied

palaces.

the good

ple must

She was

plain,

tied-back in the latest style.

convivial!

and beer

a

plaid of some kind of woolen stuﬂ’ which

lower extremities had

ordered or brought

hundreds

sex who met us on the way.

from different

parts of the country, and

an

youthful specimen of the

so loosely

company it was, but no liquor

said

1"

are

like her."

allthe company were “commercial men"
a pleasant

girl

ordinary

acquaintance.

ordinary sort, with their gin and

eral choice

at a

“JUST

demands

it was during

dull season of the year when hotels

of the

THE ORDINARY GIRL.

or Glasgow

of the constant

on account

53

just

a

of

a

to attract

straightforward,

easy

there was no twitching or swaying

of skirts, no nervous

simper or spas‘

modic jerk of hands or feet, no looking
this way and that,
pessers-by.

nor any ogling of

She was evidently

but an

average girl, with no special ambitions,

no “lofty aim " in life; simply disposed
to pursue the course of action that be

that

High License laws would not
necessary, and disgrace would not

be
be

Our companion‘s remark had in it

heaped upon the official who should

re

shade of disdain, and after completing

sist the

enforcement

illicit sale of whisky.

of a penalty for the

longed to the day or the hour.
a

our short review of its object we turned

to

him and said: “Bless her!

What
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would the world do without the ordinary

He

girl?”

stopped on his heel a moment,

[July

it is the ordinary. girl, loyal t0_home,

faithful to duty, unpretending,

willing
the midst

to do and to suffer, cheerful

in

of :our sincerity, and with a. glance of
enthusiasm, exclaimed : “ You are right

of the commonest service,

that makes

5.

or paste the sheets
4. Never roll your manuscript
together. Sheets about " Commercial note" size are
the most satisfactory to editor and compositor.
Be brief.

People don‘t like to read long stories.
'

A two‘column article is read by four times as many
people as one of double that length.
6. Always write your full name and address plain
ly at the end of your letter. If you use a pseudonym
or initials, write your full name and address also.
We CAN NOT tmnnn'nxn TO RETURN UNAVAILABLE
contributions unless the necessary postage is pro
IN ALL GASES, persons who
vided by the writers.
communicate with us through the post-office should,
they expect a reply inclose the return postage, or
what is better, a prepaid envelope, with their full
address.
Personal and private matters addressed
to the Editor personally will receive his early at
tention
this is done.

It

that

pump

llninr‘s Fuscrioit—J. W. S.—The
Cicnt notions of the heart, as having

an

to do

raises

the

for irrigating the plants has to do
with the vegetables and fruits that grow on
the plots.
The water ministers to the
growth of plants; so the blood ministers to
the growth and health of the brain, which is
the true organ of the mental entity.
We do
not say that the brain originates mind or
no one who understands the phil
thought
osophy of modern Phi-ecology (the Phrenol
We do not
ogy of Combe) will say that.
know what the essence of mind is, but are
satisﬁed that
isaforce or power of itself and
operates through matter, the brain in man
being its special instrument of human expres
sion.
All modern research of substantial
value concurs in this physiological fact.
Wns'r SHALL Do ?——G. B.—You are right
in thinking that
phrenological examination
made by
competent 'person will help you

toward deciding.
But you are scarcely
“ prelude. “ an
right. in thinking that such
the Rev. Joseph Cook would say, will guar
As
nntee success.
to success,
requisite
mental adaptation to the pursuit chosen. is
ﬁrst; but there are other considerations
that
are very important.
One
the taking hold
of the chosen vocation
with thorough.
going earnestness. and mastering its details
is

if

if

the gardener’s

water

a

it

8.

Don't write in a small hand, or in pencil, as the
across the case, a distance
compositor has to read
of over two feet, and the editor often wishes to make
changes or addition:

than

a

2. l‘l'rite clearly and distinctly, being particularly
in the matter of proper names and quota

careful
tions.

tain the circulation of the blood by its
has nothing
to do
pumping action.
with the production of thought, no more

it

1.

ll'rite on one side of the sheet only. It is often
"
necessary to cut the page into “ takes for compo»~
itors, and this can not be done when both sides are
written upon.

anatomy and physiology of the organ. The
an important machine in the lites
heart
processes, inasmuch as its duty is to main

I

:

if

To Ova CONTRIBUTORS. it will greatly aid the
editor, and facilitate the work of the printer,
our
contributors generally should observe the following
rules when writing articles or communications in
tended for publication

with certain faculties of the mind, especially
the warm sentiments of aﬁection, benevo.
lance, etc.,were ﬂgments of the imagine‘
tion, and due chieﬂy to ignorance of the

a

if

" GENERAL Is'rnnnsr,“ on“ WILL
QUESTIONS or
But one question
be answered in this department.
at a time, and that clearly stated, must be pro
oounded,
a correspondent shall ea'pecl us to give
him the beneﬁt of an early consideration.

1"

is

orrrspundcnis.

Blessings on her

;

u

life tolerable.

a

@ur

looked sharply in our face, as if doubtful
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all about it.

and learning

Patient

training

is absolutely necessary to success. no matter
what

one’s

talents

are.

Although fitness

easy and gives a degree
of facility in practice that the man unﬁt for
his pursuit can not acquire.
You speak of
“ inclination " to this or that. Inclination is
not by any means a sign of adaptation.
renders

the training

Wh n the circus is in town, every boy
thinks that he would like to be nn athlete
or a clown, and is found practicing the
tumbling or the tricks in thebirn or back
yard. But very few boys would be likely
to succeed in such grotesque ﬁelds of action.
When inclination is more than a passing
caprice, and is associated with a conscious
ness of ﬁtness,
the probability of good
attainment in the desired direction is strong.
A time of waiting occurs. however, to the
most

industrious before rewards come.

Momma—F. C.—The genuine fabric hear
is of Asiatic production, and
is a cuarsc cloth made of the hairiof the An
In Europe and America the em!
gem goat.
ing this name

sold under
the name is almost entirely an
imitation cloth composed of wool and cotton
An inquiry of an experienced
drygoods
dealer should furnish more extended infor
mation.
\Vool is certainly better for under
clothing. and outer too, in all seasons, than
silk ﬁber.

M.—The trouble your
friend complains of would disappear if she
modiﬁed her living; eating simple food, re
training from the ﬂesh sorts and all stimu
lnnts; clothing herself in light, easy-ﬁtting
garments; bathing often, and sleeping in a
cool bed.
R~ad “Natural Cure.” "Diges
"
tion and
"Household
Dyspepsia.
Slim DlBBASlL—w.

Remedies

" for

and
other suggestions.

@ as

are invited on any topic 0/ infer
Communications
ut ,' the writer's personal views, and facfl from In‘;
eqwn’encc bearing on our subjects being preferred.

Denominational (Jranlology.
This is the way a correspondent of the 00‘
Review, Ohio, analyzes some of the
leading Christian sects :

tographt'c

I

have lately been listening to some of the
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most distinguished
clergymen of the city
it is
Baptist, Methodist and Presbyterian.
remarkable how phrenologically
these par
ties are distinguishable.
In looking over
the congregations
you will see marked
cranial peculiarities,
and adaptions
to the
several classes of belief. For instance among
the Baptists you will observe a tolerable
smooth, equalized development, with. per.
hope a preponderance of Ideality, Individu
elity, Hope, Firmncss and Self-esteem, and a
deficiency in (‘ausulit_v. Mirthfulncss and
Vent-ration. In a general way the Methodists
are weltdcveloped in Hope. Mirthfulness,
Cautiousncss

and Approbativeness,
strong
in Vcncruiion. but (ll‘llcli'lli ‘in Construc,
tivcncss. Causality. Comparison and Locali
ty. The Presbyterian shows large Develop
ment in Secretivcnese.

(‘.sutiousness

Appro

is
bation and Self-esteem.
Acquisitiveness
large. and Idcality excessive, with strong
Dcstructiveness.
These prevailing
senti
ments incline the subjects to become relig
ous specialists, controlled by their peculiar
temp-ramente.
Among the apostles, had
such

considerations

prevailed.

the sedate

John would have been the Baptist. the ardent
Peter the Methodist and the critical Paul
the Presbyterian.
But being governed by
faith and not sentiment they were not
cialists. but whole Christians.

spe

“'Im “'11: Right

‘P—At one of the
gave during the past win
ter I examined a head in the dark, and pro
nounci-d its owner of a low moral nature,
lectures which

I

and said that he would be governed by pas
sion, and destitute of reﬁnement, and also
that he lacked the finer feelings necessary
in making up a man.

All this was doubled by some, denied by
many, and believed by a very few.
But the
result.
A short time ago his wife (who had re_
cently received a legacy) gave him a check
on a bank in Washington for forty dollars,
with which to buy a cow.
Instead of buying the cow he went on a
“ spree." and turned
two
big

up
weeks later
in Indiana.
Being without money he was
“
obliged to tramp" it home,where he arrived

last very much used up as the result of
his irregularities.
Now, who was right?
5. A. LAYMAN.

at
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PERSONAL.
A. WHEELER,

WrLLuM

Ex. Vice-Presi

dent, died after a prolonged illness, June
4th last. Thus closed the career of a really
worthy and eminent man, who gave the

He should not be surprised by such petty
In the East we should regard the
doings.
Lick matter beneath notice, as witness the

Hoyt, Carpenter and other estate contests.

—M———

best years of his life to the public service.
He sat in both branches of the New York
Legislature ; he presided over the Constitu
tional Convention of 1867; he was a con
gressmen for a number of years, and held
the Vice-Presidency of the United States for
a term.
These were all positions of grave
and he met the highest re
It used to be said
quirements of them all.
of him when he was a member of Congress
that he possessed more inﬂuence than any
responsibility,

other member of the New York delegation;
that his fellows when in doubt as to what
ought to be done on any puzzling measure
were

to look to Wheeler for
They had discovered that his

accustomed

guidance.

judgment was sound, that he kept himself
in regard to everything of
well-informed
moment on the calendar of the House, and

In his
that he was never an axe-grinder.
other public positions he inspired the same
Not a man of brilliant, showy
conﬁdence.
parts, his'was the leadership which results
from the union of great natural sagacity,
with unswerving
common-sense,
sturdy
Who will take the place
moral rectitude.
thus left vacant in statesmanship and citi
zenship?

Manama—Rev. Wm. K. Scott and Mis~
Etta M. Chamberlain, recently from Chicago,
April 20th, 1887, at the home of the bride's
sister, Mrs. Chas. S. Poor, Omaha, Neb.
Mr. Scott, was formerly pastor of the Re
union Presbyterian Church of Chicago, but
is now pastor of the Presbyterian Church
of Burrton. Kansas.
While a student in the Union Theological
Seminary of New York. Mr. Scott attended
the session of the Phrenological Institute, in
the fall of 1883.
died in San Francisco ten
years ago,leaving in the hands of trustees an
estate of about $3.000 000. to be divided
among various charitable and scientiﬁc so

James

cities.

L101:

The estate is yet unsettled. but the

trustees have drawn

over $100000 in sal
aries and have paid out nearly $200,000 in
tells us.
lawyers’ fees. So acontemporary

[July

WISDOM.
“ Thou must be true thyself,
If thou the truth would teach.“

Let no man value

A

virtuous

at a

little price,

woman's counsel.
Chapman.

Nothing is more beautiful than virtue;
nothing fairer, nothing more lovely.
Ol'cero.

There are few who conceive how instru.
mental the tongue is to salvation or condem
nation. — Quesnel.

He who shall introduce into public

aﬂfairs

the principles of primitive Christianity will
revolutionize the world. —Ben_7'a.min
Frank

lin.

“The

massive gates of circumstance
Are turned upon the smallest hinge,
And thus some seeming petty chance,
0ft gives our life its after-tinge."

It is well-known to all experienced minds
that our earnest convictions are often depen
dent on subtle impressions for which words
are too coarse a medium.
Tna OATH or
years, B. 0.

HIPPOOBATES.—Dﬂle

“My life shallbe

pure

400

and

Into whatever house I enter, I will go
holy.
for the good of the patient.
I will abstain
ftom inﬂicting any voluntary injury. and
from leading away any, whether man or
woman, bond oriree "

_____M__
MIRTH.

“A llttle nonsense now and then,
Is relished by the wisest men."
A man who had a scolding wife, being
asked what he did for a living, replied that
he “ kept a hot-house."
For all of us the question is not at all to
ascertain how much or how little corruption
there is in human nature, but to ascertain
whether out of all the mass of that nature
we are

of the sheep or goat breed.
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A tailor-made
public.

A

woman should never faint in

recent case of exhaustion

certain disclosures that greatly weaken
faith in the female form divine.

made

our

Mistress (to servant): “ Did you tell those
ladies at the door that I was not at home?"
Servant:

Mistress: " What
Servant : “ How fortinit."

“ Yis mum."

did they say ?"

German (yawning) : How you vas, Hans?
You don't know me no more, ain't it ?"
Hans: “Mine frent, if you vas shut your
mouth so I can your face see, den mebbe I
tell you who you vas."
“ I beg a thousand pardons for coming so

" My
late." said a gentleman to his h' stess.
“ no
dear sir," replied the lady. graciously,
You can never come
pardons are needed.
too late.“

That wonderful little darkey of Jackson
ville,

Fla.,

has

asked the other

turned

When
up again.
day how he lived, he gave
answer: " In de summer,
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Full

oft the wretched thought of her
‘Mid winter gales and snows;
Her warmest blankets covered them,
Her linsey-woolsey clothes.

She lived the placid life of one

If

Whom no dismay disturbs;
sick, she shunned the doctors, and
Got well on roots and herbs.

Her vision, clear, despite her age,
Required no aided sight '.
She rose at dawn and went to bed

At " early candle-light."

So all her happy days were spent
In works of faith and cheer;

Iicr

income. half the homestead rent,

For taxes every year.
Long have I known her work of grace,
And long enjoyed her smile,
And welcomed oft her kindly face,
" Dropt in to
stay_a while.”
0

well-known
we lives oﬂ'en d-- ﬁshes, and in de win
tah we lives cﬂen de sick Yankees."
the

~.

ssh.

Bagley : “Going to Newport this sum
" Il‘m, well. I dunno. Maria
mer‘r'" Stubb:
inclines to Cape May: Tom wants to take in
the Yellowstone;
Hortense thinks there is
nothing like Saratoga. and Mrs. Sluhb has
" And where do
a hankering aftcr Europe."
" Me? Oh. I'll take my
you want to go 1'"
outing on the street cars riding to the office
Just the same as last summer;
every day.
just the same."

- O- -—~
'

My Aunt Bethlah.
Indeed, ‘tis not a lovely name.
Though lovely was her life;

But she was such a comely dame—
Old Uncle Abel's wife!

ttlunti

stllliltﬂ .

In this department ire give short reviews of suds
Nnw Books mt publishers sec/it to send us. In these
reviews ll‘t' seek to treat author and publisher sail’.
fm‘hn'ill/ mu! justly, and also fufurm'sh our readers
with such information (In .whnll enable them to form
an opinion of Hm drximln'lify of any particular“)!
unu- forpm-sonnl use. I! isom‘vrish
to ‘notice the
better riuxs of books ismiiug from the press, and we
invite publishers to favor Ilie Editor with recall
puhiicntiom, especially those related in any way to
mental and phyxinlogicul science. We can usually
apply any of (hose noticed.

Homes .‘IANN:

She felt a sorrow keenly, but
Was still nlive to fun;

College

And often made a dinner on
Two apples and a bun.

Springs,

Her genial face and sunny smile
Kept oﬁ'a load of sin ;—~
She owned a little basket that
She kept the goodies in.

There dwclt a happy heart within—
A spirit kind and warm :
She early made her ﬂannels up
To shield her from the storm.

View or llis Lira

AND

no

Msislxo.
A few years
grounds
Mann.

ago the friends of Antioch
on
erected
a monument
the
institution,
at
of that
Yellow

Ohio. to
\\ ho

the

memory

of Horace

was the ﬁrst president of that

institution. and whose life and character are
remembered and cherished by many a grad
uate.
On the occasion of the unveiling of
that monument. the Rev. J. B. Weston,

D. D., now president
of the Christian
Biblical Institute, in Duchess Co., N. Y.,
delivered an address which received the
of all who
commendation
appreciative
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heard it, and now, in response to the request
It is for the most
of many, appears in print.
part a review of the character of the emi
nent educator, whose name it bears, and
signalizes a few of the acts in his public life
that show how zealous and untiring his ef

forts were in behalf of public education and
The American public is com
true liberty.
ing to a better knowledge of the work of
Horace Mann to-day in the agitation of the
pro and can of mixed schools and the criti
cisrn of methods in vogueI and the more it
knows of that work the deeper its respect
for his wisdom and labors.
Dr. ‘Veston‘s
pamphlet is a material help toward such an
understanding. and can be commended for
its appreciative
Price. 10 cents.
spirit.
For sale at the office of the PHRENOLOGIOAL
oumur. AND Somnoa OF HEALTH.

J

Tm: PROPAGATION or PLANTS; giving the
principles which govern the development
and growth of plants, their botanical
propertirs; also
affinities and peculiar
descriptions of the process by which vari
eties and species are crossed or hybrid
ized, and the many different

methods by

which cultivated plants may be propagated
and multiplied.
By Andrew S. Fuller,
author of “Grape Culture," etc.
Illus
trated with numerous Engrnvings; 349
0. Judd (70.. New York.
pp. : $1.25.
The publishers, on the title page copied
above, have given a very good summary of
the contents of the book.
It only remains
for us to say that the subjects named are
treated in so plain. intelligible a style as to
be easily comprehended

by the merest tyro
are
concise and little is left to be ever guessed
at. We are inclined to think that there are

in horticultural work.

The directions

some statements made and posi'ions taken
that will \wakcn criticism, but the author
seems to write from what he knows—9r at
least thinks he knows.
We heartily commend the book to the
notice of all who are in any degree intirested
In the growth. cultur~ and propagation of
The larlv who enjoys her few
plants.
plants in the garden or house. and tlr- ﬂor
ist and nurseryman * who raise ﬂowers and
trees by the acre—will alike ﬁnd it interest
ing and useful. An index of thirleen double
column pages is a valuable appendix to the
hook.
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HrsronY.—-An account of in
in all ages, lOgUlhU' with a
history of the various »methods employed
for its removal. By Richard Eddy, D. D.;
l2mo.; pp. 481.
New
Price. $1.50.
York: National Temperance Society, J.
IN

temperance

N.

Steams, agent.

This new volume

is Part

II.

of

a

series

of the
by the management
National Temperance Society. in which the
whole subject of alcohol and alcoholism in

contemplated

American society
ﬁtly follows Part

will

be considered.
It
or Dr. Hargreaves ad
mirable “ Alcohol in Science.“
It maybe
said that this new volume, like the one just

I.,

mentioned. had been subject
tion of a committee before

to the inspec

it was put to
That committee is composed of A.
press.
M. Powell, James Black, R. C. Pitman,
Rev. A. A. Miner. Neal Dow. and was ap
pointed by the Seventh National Temper
ance Convention

at Saratoga,
and much
time was spent over the M88. presented.
“Alcohol in History ” is positively a valu
able addition‘ to temperance literature. and

of great use to students who are looking
into the merits of this question.
It should
be mentioned particularly that the writer
has introduced
data from the
important
legislation of- States, north, south and for
eign countries, relating to the prohibition or
licensing of traﬂic in alcoholic liquors. and
statistics
comparative
showing results of
State interference.
It embraces the historic
al, statistical economical. and political phas

es of the temperance reform.
It contains
many rare documents otherwise inaccessible
except in the largest public and college
libraries, and has numerous marginal and

reference notes. representing a vast amount
of careful research and painstaking labor

The work has a good general index, making
it of easy reference.
For: Bore—A special physiology. By Mrs.
E. R. Shepherd, author of “For Girls.“
Illustrated. 12mo., cloth.
Price $2.00.
It may be questioned by some whether an
author, who has shown ability in writing
for one sex on a special topic. can do as
well in writing for the other.
In her “ For
Girls " Mrs. Shepherd succeeded in making a
treatise of high value in relation to the sex’
ual nature of woman ; in “For Boys," how
ever, she g-ives a more extended account of

AND SCIENCE OF HEALTH.

go hand-in-hand with ig
and that boys are thus "cruelly
handicapped by lack of knowledge in regard
to sexual matters, " is a leading thought in
the preparation of the volume.
An appreciative
mention of the White
moral degeneracy

norance,”

Cross movement
is very properly made—a
work among and by young men that will
accomplish a world of good.

Naw Tanarxas'r of the affections of the
Respiratory Organs, and of blood poison by
rectal injections of gases, is the title of a
lately published by James W.
Co., of Phi-adeiphia, in which the
method of Dr. Bergeon, of Lyons, France, is
The rationale
described and commended.
of this treatment
is the destruction of the
toxic germs of disease by antiseptic vapor,
pamphlet

J:

with views that have

in this magazine by the edi
tor.
Whether or not. the method of proced
tire is one of the best that can be devised
for the purpose in view is yet to be shown,
been expressed

but it is claimed

by good authority

to have

in several cases of phthisis or
The apparatus is
pulmonary consumption.
Simple. and. in careful hands, the treatment
candolittle or no harm
not successful.
it’

been remedial

Eulns'rs or

Costumes
cnn.

'ro

M.D.

)ionsas

Same author;

Published by
York.

Monaau MEDlOlhI.
12mo;

By

pp. 377.

DOMESTIC Mem

pp. 86.

Charles T. Hurlburt,

New

CURRENT EXCHANGES.
The Medical

York.

Via'tor: Boericke & Tafel. New
is

17:: Esoteric.
a new candidate for the no
tiee of those who read in the lines of mod

ern mysticism.

Monthly.

Monthly.

Expanded somewhat in
well printed
as ever.

New York.

Magazine: London. Posi
tively growing in interest. and creditable
to the publishers. L. N. Fowler, London,
England.

The Phrenulogical

Harper's Magazine, in the June issue, gives
the results of recent excavation at
usa,
with illustrations.
Mr. Warner’! Mexican
Notes 111., follow, and The Kentucky
Pioneers,
The Growth of Corporations,
Birds, The Route of the
On Keeping
Wild Irishman, Great amt-rice" Industries
or
Sheet of Paper, American Railroad
Legislation, in which some unpleasant
facts are stated, should please the great
constituency of the magazine.
Harper &

Bros., New York.

for June. has for its leading
novel entitled, “The Whistling
" and
considerable variety of to ic
uoy
as follows:
“Some Records of Phii
Rourke Marston,"
poet of some em nenee. The Exchnuged Crusader
witty
sketch, and rather extravagant however.
A Physician's View of Exercise and Ath
letics contains several excellent su ges
tions. Social Life at Cornell, The
erm
Theory of Ideas. are also interesting, each
in its way.
Philadelphia, Pa.

Lippt'nwtt'a,
iece

The Century, for June, has
portrait of the
rugged features of the benevolent and in
dustrious novelist Count 'l‘olstoi; besides
sketches and admirable
illustrations
of
Cathedral, College Boat—
Petcrborou
racing and 10 New London Re atta.Abra
ham Lincoln-a history
cont nued with
reminiscences of ante-bellnm
da
in the
Senate of the U. 8., How Food
ourishes
the
From the Wilderness to Cold
Body. iemoranda of the War, and other
Harbor,
reminescences, The “
martial
en let
ters" on Church Union from
Uiiitarian
point of view, will be read by many with
care. and somebody asks the
of mixe
pertinent question II! this day seemingly
“ Shall young men
go to Vas
education,
sar
s

Tns

Henry G. Hanchett,

Penman’! Journal
scope, and as

Boston.

0

and it is in accordance

Worker: For architects,
Ber
Hodgson

a

Queen

Wood-

etc.
cabinet-makers.
trand.
New York.

&

that lead

The idea that " physical and

to self-injury.

Builder and

a

points out the errors and mistakes

is

of children

a

man. the
; and

matured

is

boy and

a

well-balanced

duties of parents. the rights

rn Rural and American Stockﬂum. Well
known granger.
Weekly, Independent.
Chicago.

Went.

:

physical and mental growth are related to
education,eating,exercise,
sleeping, etc.; deﬁnes the constitution of the
habits in conduct,

The Epoch:
Weekly. Discusses moving
uestions of the hour concisely.
New
ork.

a

child-mind, and how

h

considers the mo

being;

tives that inﬂuence the

Public/ters‘ Weekly: Book-trade‘journal.
One
of the oldest in the trade.
New York.

t

and plant

animal

The Western Plowman, andLSouth and ‘Vest
Monthly. Maline and St. Louis.

a

orate work

59

a

physiology, and makes a more elab
than most boys require.
She
begins by a review of the nature of life, and
compares its origin in the different orders of
human

?’
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for June, contains sev
eral excellent papers and sustains its well
lace among religious monthlies.
earned

Christian Thought,
W. B.

etc-hum,

New York.

The American Magazine, for June, comes
with a good list, and some claim to be re
garded as competitor for the ﬁrst rank
Its devel
among American magazines.
opment has certainly challen ed our ad
miration.
Capital and goo
judgment
are not always successful in magazine
making, but in the American the ap ear
olden lead.
he
sat
to have strucka
Remnant of Frontier, A Woman's Ex eri
ence in the War, Mother Ann's Chil ren,
The Nation's Lawmakers—would there
were more honest. men among theml—The

AMERICAN

[J “11'

Universal Lan uage, and the items in
“American Pu pit" are inviting. New
York.
Scribner’: Magazine, for June, contains sev
eral portraits of Napoleon, and a com
mentary on them; another instalment of

INSTITUTE

letters, which
Thakeray’s
unpublished
seem to us to be the most interesting thus
far roduced; A Sketch of Guatemala,
entit ed An Uncommercial
Republic. with
a variety of views of notable prints; The
Ethics of Democracy, in which the writer
endeavors to present the essential ideas
that pervade or lie at the basis of legisla'
tion aﬁecting such matters as marriage.
divorce,
socialism,
and
intemprance.
The story department is Well sustained.

New York.
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THE ANNUAL SESSION WILL OPEN ON THE FIRST TUESDAY
_ SEPTEMBER, 1887, AT 775 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

OF

The time arranged for this purpose has been chosen with a. view to the accom
modation of teachers, especially those out of the large cities, who begin their fall and
winter duties about the middle or last of October. No class of thinkers is likely to
more beneﬁt from the course of instruction in the study of Mind and Character
than teachers, unless it may be lawyer-sand ministers.
Business men who are
obliged to come into daily contact and mental conﬂict with customers, and whose
success depends upon the accuracy of their judgment of talent and character, can—
not afford to be without the knowledge which this course of instruction imparts.
A letter just received from a. student and graduate of 1875, says : “ remember in
course at the Institute with a great deal of pleasure. For the past eight years
have had charge of men in railway service, and there is never a month thatl
do not see that the time
spent with you is of great and lasting valueto me."
Teachers, ministers and physicians, also often testify to the fact that instruction
in Phrenology and Temperament broadens and enriches their lives and doubles
One minister in the State of Ohio, at
their power to make their work effective.
tended a course of instruction and went back to his little parish, when the whole
community discovered that some new power seemed to have been added to him
a pertinent and inﬂuential preacher.
His own congregation increased until they
in order to accommodate the increasing numbers,
were obliged to use
wigs-stools
until it reached one of the largest cities of the State. from
and his reputation spre
which he received an invitation to preach, and then a call to a permanent settle
ment at a salary twice as
eat as he had ever before been able to command.
He
understood perfectly, an
acknowledged to us, that his knowledge of human
character,- acquired in the Institute, had given him his increased facility in reach
ing the human mind, and arousing it to a new line of life and conduct. A lady
student of a. recent class, said :
“No amount of money would be suﬁicient to tern tme to go back tomy limited
sphere. and be deprived of the knowledge which the Thstitute showered upon me.”
Persons who desire to understand Human N atnre, and would learn more
about the Institute, and its methods of instruction, may send for circular, entitled
“Institute Extra,” and it will be at; once forwarded.
Please address,
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Fowler

&

“'clls 00., Publishers.
Agents

American Institute. of Phrenology,
775 Broadway.

New

York.
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In this new serial will he published comprehen
sive papers on varloua subjects relating tothe
STUDY of HUMAN-NATUREand the development
of character. Each number is complete inltself
and devoted to a single subject.
Number
is devoted to SELF-RELIANCE or
SELF-ESTEEM, its uses and Culture in Human
Character. By Prof. Nelson Sizer. The subject
of Selfesteem as an element of character is con
sidered in all its bearings,
therlght and wrong
use of the faculty, how to determine its inﬂuence
in character, how to cultivate or restrain it in
children. in ourselves and others; how to deal
with people, including servants and others who
have this faculty either strong or weak in a. mark
cd degree.
We commend this book to all think
ing and observing readers.
It is illustrated with
more than one dozen portraits and sketches of
well-known men and women.
Captain Samuels of
the Dauntless is selected as a. typical exponent of
the theory herein advanced.
Early numbers will contain papers on CHOICE
OF OCCUPATION‘ CONSCIEN'I‘XOUSNESS. or
APPROBATIVENI'SS,
love of justice
or
love of praise, and other topics of equal im
portauce in which every student of HUMAN
NATURE will be interested.
Pcausnnn quar
terly at the low price of 10 cents a number,
or 3) cents for four consecutive numbers.
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by the variety of feature they exhibited.
comes to America with
authority to treat on state atfairs with
the chief officers of the nation is no com
mon fellow, no mere product of average
culture and experience, but usually a
man of superior advantages in education;
who has studied and observed in various
ﬁelds diplomatic and social, and had
training ﬁtting him for the peculiar
In the transition
duties of his position.
a1 era which is ours, emergencies of an
international
sort occur that demand
poise of mind, keenness of perception, tact

The man who

ERNEST,

CHEVALIER

VON TAVERA.

in
with knowledge of diplo
manwent,
matic
his ry.
Thus the honor and the credit of a
nation may sometimes be in the hands
of its ambassador. The importance of
the ministerial relation in Washington
'3 well understood by foreign courts, so
that care is taken to have superior men
there. We think this fact is manifest to
the eyes more or less phrenologically
trained that glance over the heads and
faces of the gentlemen that embellish this
article. From the representative of our
“sister Republic” to the grave dignitary
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all the way from China, their appearance
is that which

we should

associate with

high mental capability.
The Chevalier Von Tavera, who is re
ponsible to Austria for the preservation
of the entente cordiale between the
United States and that power, is possessed
of that feature which Bonaparte deemed
essential to good mental acumen, partic
ularly as concerned military affairs, 3.
In the Chevalier‘s case it
large nose.
is a nose that indicates, we think, Firm
ness, courage, Acquisitiveness,
Sagacity
and ready intelligence.
The head ap
pears to be prominent in the perceptive
range, not very broad in the forehead,
but expanding backward, with its greater
width high above the ears at Cautious
ness, Approbativeness
and Combative
ness. In the crown it rises well, showing
decision, and self-reliance.
The aesthetic
qualities are not lacking as appears in
the fullness of the upper temporal re
gion, which would impress us that he
is refined in his tastes and polished in
manner.
According to the published accounts
of his life, he is about forty-eight years
old; was educated at the University of
Berlin, graduating
in law. Finding
diplomatic service to his taste, he found
opportunity to enter it in 1862, and was
Secretary of Legation to Mexico at the
time of the unfortunate
Maximilian
tragedy. From Mexico Herr Tavera was
sent to various other legations up to
1875, when he was gazetted
to “*ash
ington, where he served until 1879,
when he was transferred to Rome, and
afterward to the Foreign Oﬁice in Ber
lin, from which he was accredited to
Washington as Minister.
In personal appearance Chevalier Tav
era is a well~proportioned man of ﬁve
feet nine inches in height, with dark
hair and full whiskers, of a deep-brown
hue, and clear-cut features.
He is gen
ial and affable in conversation; a. good
musician, and fond of the society of
musical people.
He is a bachelor, and apparently con

1887.]
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The
tent with the celibate condition.
Voh Al
Baron
German Minister,
vensleben, has a different nose, fuller
eyes, a head more nearly of the round
type and a temperament more susceptible
and active than the Austrian envoy. He
is a man of quick mental impressions,
and rather earnest and intense in feel
ing. The reﬂective faculties are evident
1y strong and his view of subjects com
He is a
prehensive and philosophical.
in
we
should
skilful
say,
good organizer,
plan and expedient, ready in suggestion
and capable of expressing clearly and
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transferred to Darmstadt, a minor posi
tion, as Minister to the Grand Duchy of
Hesse. Afterward he went as Minister
to the Hague, in the Netherlands, from
whence he came as Envoy and Minister
to the United States.
He has been in the diplomatic service
for many years, and is said to be in high
favor with Kaiser W'illiam, having been
appointed Chamberlain to the Emperor
few years ago.
In personal ap
pearance he is tall, and of average build;
has light thin hair, and a full beard.
Don Emilio de Muruago appears a

some

fully his opinions.
We think that the development of the
head in the crown as shown by the por
assurance,
trait,
indicates steadiness,
His temper
earnestness and integrity.
to excitability
and
ament contributes
but
has
the
guarded
he
thoroughness,
ness that is given by large Cautiousness
and the prudence of experience and re
He is not the man to hold
sponsibility.
a trust lightly, but appreciates its full
value, and holds in much respect the
He re
dignity of office and authority.
spects station and expects to be treated
with consideration both because of his
station and his personal merit.
Baron H. Von Alvensleben, the En~
of
voy and Minister
Plenipotentiary
Germany to the United States, is about
The
ﬁfty years of age, and unmarried.
name Alvensleben is an old one in Prim
sia. the branch from which the present
Minister springs is of comparatively re
cent creation.
For two years Herr Von
Alvensleben was Secretary of Legation
at Washington, from 1869 to 1871, under
when the latter was
Gerlot,
Baron
After Baron
Minister to this country.
Von Alvensleben left Washington in
1871, he was appointed to a subordinate
position in the Foreign Oﬁice at Berlin
where he remained a short time.
Then
he was sent to St. Petersburg, where he
was First Secretary to the German Em
Subsequently he was the otﬁcial
bassy.
representative of the German Empire at
Bucharest, in Romania.
He was next

BARON

VON

A l .VENSLEHEN.

gentleman of ditferent traits from those
just sketched. His features are clearly
deﬁned and show the force supplied by a
rather strong motive temperament.
He

is a spirited, prompt man; his eyes and
ears are open and his large organs of
perception catch whatever relates to the
interests of his otlice. He is ambitious
to succeed in every undertaking, push
ing and alert he can not tolerate any in
dignity real or apparent. His full tem
ples and generally
broad head show
practical talent in art, construction sci
ence and business.
His Language is ex
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ceedingly well-shown, and in association
with his active intellect and good memo
ry should make him a superior talker
He has more force, spirit
and linguist.
tact, or conversation ;
than
and ambition
open
an
ﬁeld and a pitched
in
believes
strategy behind
in
than
rather
battle
skirmishing.
breastworks or outpost
de Muruago y Vil de Sola,

Don Emilio

States,
Minister from Spain to the United
Biscay,
of
was born in Bilboa, province
in 1831, and at the early age of four
His father,
years became an orphan.
oﬂi
distinguished
and
a prominent
/~~ '—

-.
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Envoy Ex
Plenipotentiary
Minister
traordinary and
to the United States.
Mr. Muruaga is a widower, having

In

1886, he was appointed

a Russian
married while [in Russia
lady, who died in Mexico where she was
buried.
Turning our attention next to the rep
resentative of the Court of St. James at
Washington, we note a face that is
marked by a nose having a decidedly
aristocratic outline, as shown by an en
graving that is far from satisfactory as
Sir Sackville West isa high
a portrait.
toned

gentlemen.

England

usually

sends men who are distinguished by ﬁne
manners and a courtly presence to rep

resent her at foreign capitals, and her
minister Plenipotentiary and Envoy Ex
traordinary at Washington is no excep
Experience, taste, ur
tion to the rule.

cer in the Spanish army, was kidnapped
He was
and murdered by the Carlists.
which
war
civil
the
of
victim
the ﬁrst
the
Span
by
Pensioned
out.
broke
soon
his
soon
left
Muruago
Corts,
young
ish
mother country for foreign lands. Grad

uating from Georgetown College, he
completed his studies in College Henri
IV, in Paris. Senor Muruaga began
his’career as attache to the Spanish

Embassy in Paris, in 1848. In 1849, he
In 1853, he
was transferred to Madrid.
Montevideo,
in
Legation
of
Secretary
was
and the same in Washington in 1857.
He has also served his country inRussia.

banity, kindness, relf-respect, indepen
dence and courage belong to this char
acter. He has a practical mind, with a
disposition to inquire profoundly into
anything that interests him deeply.
His knowledge of affairs is greatly
helped by a ready intuition that guides
to clear and just conclusions in almost
all cases. His impressions of character
are accurate, particularly so, hence in
his intercourse with the world or in the
negotiations that belong to his official
sphere he shouldbe remarkable for the
way in which he measures talent and
disposition, and can adopt his treatment
of people to their individualities with
He is sensitive,
uncommon success.
easily annoyed but has good command
of his feelings and is disposed to treat
those who arouse his indignation with
kindly tolerance, that may veil in ag
a
sense
of com
gravated cases
miseration or contempt for their con
duct. The backhead is well-developed
we think, which would render him
friendly, affable and genial as a com
panion and considerate and faithful in
the domestic relation.
In 1845 when the late Earl of Aber
deen :was Secretary of Foreign affairs

1887.]
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Mr. West was his assistant. In 1847 he
was in the British Foreign Oﬁice, and
the same year was appointed
the

attache to

Legation at Lisbon and was trans

in 1849. In 1853 we
ﬁnd him at Stuttgardt, and the next year
at Berlin. On May 10, 1858, he was ap
pointed Secretary of Legation at Turin
and was part of the time there charge
He was transferred as See
d‘aﬁ'aries.
retary of Legation to Madrid June 10I
Here too he was charge d’aﬂ'a
1864.
ires. He was promoted to be Secretary
of the Embassy at Berlin in November,
1867, and transferred to Paris in 1879.
from this time until 1872 he acted at
times as charge d‘archices and charge
d'ajfaires and during the absence of
fer-red to Naples

_

the Embassador was accredited Minister
Plenipotentiary to the Argentine Repub
lic in 1872 and to Madrid in 1877.
Such long service ﬁtted him for high
er promotion, and, on the return of the
late Sir Edward Morton from the port
at
so long held for his government
Washington, Sir Sackville was sent to
be that eminent diplomatist’s successor.
Mexico's envoy is a superior example
of Mexican citizenship and encourages
the hope that the time is not far distant
when that close neighbor of ours will
cease from popular agitations and fac
tions strifes and become the peaceful and
prosperous nation she should be. Mr.
Romero has won the respect of those
who have otﬁcial dealings with him.
He is highly intellectual and “'(‘ll-HlllCll
ted. The prevailing idea of the Mexi
can character among Americans is that
founded on what is heard in a more or
that semi
less indirect way concerning
vagabond of the Rio Grande country,
A very different sort of
the “Greaser."
a man looks at us from this portrait of
We discern qual
the Mexican minister.
He is
ities that constitute the true man.
to be sure, a very cautious tactician,
strong-willed and resolute, and somewhat
distrustful of others, yet as a diploma
tist acting for a rather uncertain gov
ernment, the exhibition of such qualities

65

may be accepted as entirely appropriate.
When he feels that his confidence is de
served it is given with heartiness and a.
full return expected. \‘Vhatever belongs
to the domain of beauty and taste, Mr.
Romero enjoys in a very unusual de
He could have made a high rep
gree.
utation in almost any occupation that
employs the aesthetic faculties.
Matais Romero was born in the city of
Oajaca (called Antigaura by the Span
iards), the capitol of the State in the
Mexican Republic of the same name, on
February, 1837.
His par
the 24th of

BIR LIONEL 8. SACKV'ILLE WEST.

ents sent him at an early age to a prim
ary school.
At the age of eight he en
tered the seminary college of Oajaca to
study Latin. He remained there three
years and then entered the Instituteof
Arts and Sciences of Oajaca, a civil col
lege, where for three years longer
be
pursued the study of philosophy.

Philosophy, according to the curri
culum of the time, comprised logic, met

aphysics, ethics, simple mathematics,
physics, astronomy, chronology, geog
raphy and political economy.
Having finished his education bv a
course of law, he went, about the
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than a line or two of remark on an en
graver's production of a photographic
view of a face, as a careful examination
was recently made of his Excellency’s
head by Prof. Sizer personally,
and we
can quote directly from the stenog'raph
er‘s notes as follows :

“This gentleman’s head is broad from
side to side measuring six and one-quar

ter inches, and that indicates courage,
force and the power that projects itself
work.
The faculty
on the world’s
which we call Combativeness,
which
lies at the foundation of assault and ag
gression, is not so strong in him as we
but the faculty which
sometimes ﬁnd
we call Destructiveness
more strongly
marked, and that gives severity, thor
oughness, and the power to punish
when necessary, and we think that
aChinese peculiarity.
They are not a

is

it

quarrelsome people, they refrain from
noisy opposition until they get wound
up, and then, when the conﬂict comes
means something.
If this
ﬁnally,
gentleman were a warrior he would not

t. -;-..l‘ : tLlil

n

MA TA 18 ROMERO.

pliance with his own desire he was for a
time given military duties. In 1863 he
was appointed Minister to the United
States and remained until 1868.
From
1868 until 1872 he was in charge of the
Treasury department of his country.
In 1882 he was again appointed Minister
to W'ashingion.
He is very popular at
Washington and has shown energy and
skill in the negotiation of important
treaties between Mexico and the United
States.

Of the representative of the “Flowery
Kingdom“ we have something better

is

a

always be making attacks; he would
retain his ﬁve, would wait until the
enemy got near enough so that every
shot would tell.
“He would make
good ﬁnancier;
would study proﬁt and loss and the ju
dicious
administration
of
ﬁnancial
means; he would understand political
economy, what would be best for the
nation, and see that frugality was ob
served in the ruling of the people.
He
has the policy of diplomacy, does not
always tell how much he will do, but
waits to ﬁnd out how he can manage to
do, and concedes as little as he can get
the other party to accept.
“ He has Caution enough to be watch
ful about every condition that might
harm himself, his friends, or his cause,
and he does not hurriedly consent to
anything; he waits to see one side. and
all sides, so as to be safe. He has hon
esty, integrity, the spirit of uprightnan
and duty and moral obligation,
and
he
particularly careful to see that no

-

is

it,

There he
1857, to the city of Mexico.
soon after entered the civil service, tak
ing-a position in thedepartment of for
eign aﬁ'airs.
After an experience of two years in
this relation, young Romero. at the age
of twenty years, was admitted. on Oct.
12. 1857, to practice as an attorney at
law. A detailed narrative,of the events of
Mr. Romero‘s life, would occupy more
Suﬁice
space than we can give him.
itto say that all his life has been in the
service of his native country, most of it in
responsibleclerical positions, but in com

JOURNAL
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injustice is done to anybody through
oversight or carelessness on his part,
and if the poorest servant has injustice
at his hands he will see that it is made
right; he wants his very dog to think
he means right by him.
“ His love of praise will always
keep
him on the alert for respectability, de
corum, and polite regard for the just
claims of other people. If he had censure
toadminister, or punishmentto inﬂict,
he would treat the offender justly but
tenderly, and would rectify the error
with as little grief on the part of the cul
He is ﬁrm and de
prit as he could.
termined, strong in purpose and thor
ough in the carrying out of his plans;
he expects favorable results but does not
magnify the probabilities, and is more
likely to calculate within the possibili
ties than to transcend them.
“ He is a first-rate reader of strangers,
and when a person comes to him and
talks. he looks straight at him and reads
He is a. great critic of liter
his motive.
ary, scientiﬁc and other topics, because
he has the power of logic with which to
weigh statements and propositions, and
he is pretty well-laden with facts that
may strengthen or repress new ideas.
He has very strong Order, and likes to
have everything systematizui and done
He argues and plans for him
by rule.
self, so thatas a scholar he is inclined
to gather his own facts, and would trust '
to his own memory of the past in a prac
tical way, judging of the present and
predicting the future by his own knowl
edge and experience.
“He is social, loving, aifectionate ;
fond of children and friends, and his
friends stand by him; a friend of his
schooldays will remember him and be
ready to serve him whenever he gets an
opportunity, because he never, as they
‘
say,
goes back on a friend.‘
“The upper section of the head, meas
uring from the opening of the ear, is
high and massive, which indicates pow
er in the higher character of power and
will. Heisstrong also in the base of
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and, therefore, strong in all
of this life and the interests
of the body, the things secular and phy
sical and that belong to sociability ; heis
also strong in the higher entities and
the brain

the faculties

sentiments which ally us to the higher
order of thought and life, so that he
should be, with that head, strongin sen
timent as well as in the economics and
things that belong to daily life.
“ It
will astonish people sometimes to
find him so closely observant.
Some
times servants are surprised to find that
he notices things that they did not sup

~r_ -

n. I

-
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were important enough for him to
notice. In the historical ﬁeld which
presents the knowledge of the past and
spreads it out for our instruction, he
seems to be at home; when it comes to
invention in mechanism, in combining
to get desired results, he seems to be
successful in that; when it comes to
commerce and financial ability, he takes
that in, and when it comes to personal
matters between man and man, he has
the power to make people respect him.
pose
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“In the higher culture, the realm of
logic, of wit and poetry and reﬁnement,
and in the enthusiasms of life he appears
to be at home there, and when it comes
to the spiritual and immortal, that which
relates us to the great Creator of us all,
he is not a stranger there.

“ He has the signs of excellent consti

vigor, and when we apply
tutional
what we call the lifeline to his head, it
shows that he belongs to a long-lived
stock, and is likely to live to great age.”
While the features of our engraving
are distinctively Mongolian in type, it
would be difficult to predicate of them
but the most general impressions, while
the living head supplies all that is needed
for an extended study.

J4)
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the dress and adopting the manners of
the people with whom they dwell, while

the old exclusiveness or national pride of
the Chinese restricts the liberty of their
envoys, with regard to assuming the
manners and costume of foreign people.
The emissary of the Tycoon appears to
be a bright, clear-witted man, easy, self
poised in manner, and competent to deal
with the matters that come within his
He is a native of Tamba, a
province.
city some ﬁfty miles distant from the
famous Kioto, where so much of the
dainty china and porcelain that Ameri

Chang Yen Hoon, His Imperial Chi
Majesty’s Envoy Extraordinary
and Minister Plenipotentiary to the Uni
ted States, Spain and Peru, was born in
For
Canton City January 26, 1836.
repeated gallantry in subduing the rebels
in the provinces of Shun-tung and Chili,
he was promoted to the rank of Tao-tai
nese

Expetant, and entitled to wear the red
button of the second rank decorated
with peacock feather. He has held the
oﬁices of Tao-tai (intendant of circuit
with special supervision over customs)
of Cheejoo, Tao-tai of W'uhn, Tao-tai of
Tai Ming, Commissioner of salt revenue
of Shun-tung, grand judge of the prov
ince of Ngau Hwny, minister of the
foreign oiﬁce in Pekin, minister elevé 0f
the fourth rank in the Council of the
Inner Court, and in July, 1885. after
being promoted to the minister elevé of
the third rank in the Council of the
Inner Court, he was appointed to his
present position.
The Japanese minister contrasts strong
iy with the Chinese oﬂicial. Of allied
race yet there seems to be an impression
of western civilization on the man that
imparts a peculiar phase of mentality.
The Japanese nation has shown itself
receptive of progressive ideas and will
ing to adopt its policy to that of Europe
Its officials are seen in
an civilization.

mus. KUKI.

cans admire is manufactured, and which
was the former capitol of the empire.
After studying law and philosophy for
several years under private tutors in
Japan, he made in 1872, an extensive
tour in America and Europe, to study
the political systems and governments of
the ‘Vestern countries, and upon his re
turn was made Assistant Minister of Ed
ucation.
During the greater part of his
term of service in this important position
he acted as minister, and was created, at
the same time, a Counseiller d’Etat, and
Senator of the Empire.
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to Paris as Com
from Japan to the French
Exposition. In 1884, he was appointed
to his present responsible post.
He is
_

1878, he was sent

missioner

one of the youngest ministers plenipo
tentiary ever accredited to this govern—
ment, being but thirty-ﬁve years of age.
Mr. Kuki is a skilful connoisseur of
Japanese art, and the beautiful collect
ion of porcelain, bronzes, lacquered
ware, screens, and paintings
which
adorn his drawing-rooms, help to make
the Japanese legation one of the most
attractive places in Washington.
But
these attractions are deemed by Wash
ington society to be greatly reinforced
by the presence of his most estimable
lady, Madame Kuki.
Our engraving is rather defective in
many respects, but is the best we could
procure, of that exceedingly rare visitor
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to America, a Japanese woman of rank.
Ijke the most of her country-women,
Madam Kuki is petite in ﬁgure, and en
dowed in a very high degree with those
gentle and winning manners which are
the subject of admiring comment by
European and American visitors and re
sidents in Japan. Soon after her arrival
in Washington, Madam Kuki was taken
ill, and for several months suﬂ'ered
severely from the effects of the long
voyage she had made and the change of
Now, however, she appears to
climate.
be entirely restored to health, and to
take part in the movements of society.
Her skill in painting and embroidery as
well as her exmptional taste in drew
have never failed to excite the admira
tion of every lady, who is privileged to
visit the house of the Japanese min—
ister.
D.
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higher level, to teach appreciation of the
most beautiful aspects of nature,
the
ﬁnest products of genius.
All persons
are not endowed with skill to produce
beautiful paintings, statuary poetry or
music, but all may be trained to a greater
or less appreciation of the ﬁne works of
the masters.
The study of the beautiful is the sole
aim of the aesthetics.
Many old Ger
man and English authors have taught
that beauty in object was not inherent,
but was simply an idea of the mind,
which made things agreeable, appear
more desirable and hence cause them
to be termed beautiful.
The prevailing
theory now,
that beauty
a imple
quality of objects, primary and ,unde
rived
and that the true foundation of
beauty in all things
expression.
Works of art are judged by the
amount and quality of thought they ex
Every noble work must have a
press.
high, pure thought as its motive.
Rus
kin wisely says “Greatnew of style con
sists in the habitual thoughts of objects,
is

landscape gardening.
The principles and laws upon which
these arts are founded is the province
of the science of aesthetics.
There are many reasons for cultiva
ting art, and for studying the history
of art. We may thus learn to under
stand our own powers, and capacities,
and ﬁnd increased profit and pleasure
The love of the
in beautiful objects.
beautiful is a. great aid to high thoughts
True art can never
and noble living.
sole aim of art
The
soul.
degrade any
raise,
elevate
and reﬁne
to
should be
to
to a
humanity
bring
nature,
human

AESTHETICS.

is

HE name, Aesthetics, was the
thought of aGerman writer, Baum
garten, who wrote upon this science in
the eighteenth century. Since that date,
many French, German, English and
American authors have formulated the
best views of their predecessors and
their own opinions into a well-deﬁned
and orderly Science of the Beautiful,
which includes architecture, painting,
and
sculpture, music, poetry, oratory
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wide interests and pro
" Taking this statement
found passions
as an axiom, we may say that style in
art is less, or greater, in proportion to the
grandness or nobleness of the passions
feelings and interests which the subject
Any work of art which pro
involves.

which involve

duces a profound, powerful impression
upon a wide number of diverse minds
and nationalities must have a grand
idea as its basis, well-wrought out by
the hand of genius. Heart as well
as intellect must unite in forming any
master-piece in any of the ﬁne arts.
It is generally conceded that art arose

among the Egyptians and Phoenecians.
If we judge by the testimony of the old
est book in the world, we should ascribe
The Bible
its origin to the Hebrews.
have of
we
gives the earliest accounts
embroid
carving,
coloring,
architecture,
ery, brass-working and musical instru—
ments, and furnishes the models of early
poetry and oratory.
When we examine the great Egyptian
monolith in Central Park, we note the
symbolical character of Egyptian art
work. Towering upward in one grand
unbroken column, it seems to symbolize
the aspirations of the human soul for
something higher, something unattained
The
towards which it ever reaches.

Sphynx was asymbol of the ever-strug
gling effort of humanity to comprehend

itself, to understand the combination of
soul and sense which comprises man.
The art of Egypt impresses by its mag
nitude, its mystery, its calm serenity;
itis never beautiful, even when most
It is interesting only from
impressive.

its remoteness from all our ideas, and
ideals. Because it is almost all that is
left of the mind of those distant ages
which saw its birth.
In nature expression is shown by the
form. proportions, order and color of
the various objects which serve to mark
what we calla scene, or what is termed
scenery. When the form, proportions,
order and color of objects seen as a
whole, or landscape, are harmonious and
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joy, rapture,
and unfold and em
trance the beholder, then we rightlycall
And it will thus
the view beautiful.
with
impress every person endowed
those faculties, which we name order,
proportion, size, color etc., and which
are primary elements of mind.
True art in imitating, nature, must
make ex pression its central motive.
All
art may be righteously judged by the
quality and amount of emotion which
its study rouses in the mind of the
spectator of average powers and culture.
Any work of art that shows vigorous in
tellect, easy position and action, pure
and sweet color, correct proportions, and
is pervaded by the
of high
feeling
and noble purpose ought to be, must be,
beautiful.
In the world of nature any object,
plant or animal that shows deformity,
deﬁciency, injury, or lack of vigor,
gives an unpleasant impression and is
deemed ugly.
And the same word may
be applied to all those works of art
~which depict anything, or inspire thought
which is coarse, vulgar, unchaste, mon
strous, hideous, or anyway repulsive.
Under this term ugly we may class all
all realistic pictures of
battle-scenes,
vulgar debauchery, and such sculp
tures as the Laocoon and the dragons,
and monstrous creations of wild, un
cultured imaginations which have from
time
time been created by the hands
of many men of genius.
The work that
is not noble is not beautiful ; everything
degraded, perverted or misplaced is ugly.
Every really beautiful work of art must
be truthful in itself, and in its relations.
For next after expression comes unity
as a necessary element of beauty. Unity
of parts and proportions produces a har
mony of emotions.
Objects that have no relations, as a
single tint or color, or an isolated curve
convey little thought ; only when com
bined in the outline and color of real
scenes can lines and tints really express
cause feelings of delight,
to rise in the mind

ideas.
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Variety must be joined with expres
sion and unity in forming the beautiful ;
and truthfulness
is also necessary.
Though nature is the source and foun
tain of all beauty in works of art, yet
an exact, faithful copy of any face, or
ﬂower. or scene in its everyday aspect
isnevera truly beautiful work of art.
There must be something of the ideal,
alight from the mind of the artist, such
as “never was on land or sea,” shining
through, pervading the whole, giving it
an impress of individuality, before it
may be termed a work of high art, a
really beautiful production.
We thus
see that beauty comes not from one but
from many means of expression, in the
product of form, light, color, shade,
sound, motion, etc.
There must not be
great precision of form, yet there must
be regularity, balance of parts.
Then
the varying light and shade upon colors
and forms
is a vital
element of the
beautiful, and requires most careful
study by the artist.
The varying color
of water and vegetation in sunlight and
shadow can only be appreciated by one
who has given much study and observa
tion to the subject.
In art as in nature motion is an ele
ment of the beautiful; the free curves of
the wild birds ﬂight, the meanderings
0f the meadow brooks. the rise and fall
of the waves upon the shore, the sway
ing of the branches of the forest trees,
the graceful leaping of the deer and ante
lope, all these serve to heighten the
beauty of landscape, and the suggestion
of these motions are pleasing in works

1

of art.

HE

late phases of Phrenology in
England are peculiarily interest
\Vhile in Edinburgh, which so
ing.
long enjoyed the premier position in re
gard to Phrenology, the science has de
clined in public esteem, despite the fact
that there is a trust, with
to watch

There is no perfect, absolute standard
of taste, from which there is no appeaL
The customs, usages and opinions of the
most highly cultured members of any
community is the only standard.
A standard of taste that is higher than
our own is of little value to us, save as it
serves as something to work towards, a
goal in the distance. Ornamentappeals
to the fancy,the taste, rather than to any
other faculty, and propriety must be
studied in regard to its quality, quan
Too much ornament
tity and position.
gives an impression of overloading, too
little, an idea of bareness, or poverty.
Yet there must be great caution used in
adding beauty to beauty, ornament to
the ornamented, until the object is
The dress,
swamped in its accessories.
or house, or apartments should not be
so ﬁne and profuse as to make the
owner seem puny and insigniﬁcant in
True art is lost
the midst of profusion.
when ornamentation becomes unduly
prominent.
The beautiful must always preserve a
High art must never
certain dignity.
unworthy material,
upon
be displayed
or be applied to low or unworthy pur
Anything that we would have
poses.
hold its power'of impressing us deeply
must not be made too common, must
The beauty of
not become too familar.
some young girls is more charming be
cause it is not uni\ ersal. The beautiful
must hold its own province royally,
never stooping from its high position,
never descending from the steps of its

own proud throne.
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over

its

ample funds,
interests, in London
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with no such public trust it

is coming
more resolutely to the front.
This is not
as it should be, and does not bearout the
traditional character of the Scotch for
life and vigor.
It is a disgrace to the
Scottish capital that, with the Henderson
Trust to dispose of, it is unable to keep
The
open the Phrenological ‘Museum.
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collection is unique and should be re
garded as one of the treasures of the
Scotch nation and a monument to her
Yet this collection if not
brightest sons.
to be actually dispersed, is at least to be
merged in the new general museum.
The museum, through the supineness of
the trustees and the sleepiness of the cur
ator, had long been one of the almost
forgotten sights of Edinburgh, except to
the disciple of Gall, who would often
travel from the end of the world to :see
and examine its wealth of skulls and
busts; but with ‘.the transfer of the col
lection to the proposed new home and
the stowing of it away in some back
room, mingled, perhaps, with the bones
of prehistoric beasts, the priceless labors
of Combe and his colleagues will run the
Efforts have been
risk of being wasted.
Scottish
press to the
rouse
the
made to
imminency of this peril and disgrace,
The papers are
but so far in vain.
dumb on the subject, and the trustees of
the Henderson Trust Fund are allowed to
wallow on in their sleep of untrust
worthiness.
Let us turn from this to a brighter pic
ture. In London a small band of earn
est believers in Phrenology have awak
ened to a sense of the urgent need there
isfor union, in order that Phrenology
may ﬂourish, and have founded a phi-e
nological society under the style and
title of the British Phrenological Associ
ation. It seems to be modelled a good
deal on the plan of the New York In
stitute, as it aspires to grant diplomas,
send out lecturers, etc. The association,
was formally constituted in September,
and up to the present time it has shown
signs of undoubted life and earnestness.
The doyen of Phrenology in England,
Prof. L. N. Fowler, has been very worth
ily chosen as the ﬁrst president, while
his youngest daughter Jessie A. Fowler
This young lady has
acts as treasurer.
in society
experience
already gained
work in connection with the VVomen’s
Temperance Society, and it is greatly to
the credit of the new association, that
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they have discovered the qualities of so
a disciple of Phrenology.
promising
There are two secretaries. Mr. A. '1‘.
Story is the organizing and correspond
ing secretary, a somewhat ambitious
title, but one which may indicate good
work to come. We shall see. The se
cond secretary—the recording ditto—is a

Mr. Warren, a gentleman not hitherto
known in phrenological ranks ; but I

hear an earnest student.
The Council is comprised of a number
of gentlemen of more or less note in con
nection with Phrenology; but there is
more of the less than the more.
There
are some names one would have liked to
see included ; but possibly they will come
in time. The monthly meetings of the
Society are held in a very central hall,
and one identiﬁed with good wholesome
work, religious, social and political—the
Memorial Hall, almost within a stone’s
throw of Dr. Parker’s Temple.
By the
way, could not the new Association get
the Doctor to join them, and make him
their next president?
The Association
needs to be as ambitious as its name.
No particular exception can be taken
to the “ Articles and By-laws.” They
are much to the purpose; although it is
difficult to see how they can eﬂiciently
work the Association on so small a sub—
scription : ten shillings for gentlemen
and ﬁve shillings for ladies, per annum.
But much is to bedone by a careful man
agement, as all good housewives know.
It is a good idea to have a reduced sub
scription for ladies ; it is an inducement
for them to join, especially in this coun
try where the rule is to let the fair sex go
in half price or free, so highly is their
I take it that a society
presence prized.
has a double, nay, quadruple chance of
multiplying when the feminine ele
ment is present.
At the last meeting some very sensible
remarks were made by the Hon. Sec.
as to the advisability of taking means to
disseminate a knowledge of Phrenology
other than by the usual monthly meet
ings. He suggested, that outside propa
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to be hoped
adopted, and which
will act upon. The young Association
believe already numbers over sixty mem
here.
'rnso. sT. MARTIN

it

I

ganda meetings should beheld, lectures
delivered and the talent of the society,
latent or otherwise, brought out, a most
valuable suggestion, which the meeting
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called the

North America,

natives

“Indians,”

of

for

the reason

that on ﬁrst reaching the
he thought he
had discovered
the extreme Eastern
coast of India.
The name by common
consent has been allowed to stand,for al
though speculations as to the origin of

of the New World

AMERICA.

interior of the Continent they encoun
tered tribes and nations of Indians at
every point from the Atlantic to the
Paciﬁc. and from the extreme Northern
Coast to the Gulf of Mexico.
Authors
differ widely as to the probable number
of these people when first discovered by
the whites.
Some estimates are as high
as 5,000,000; others as low as 300.000.
It probable that the ﬁrst estimate
more nearly correct than the latter. In
dian traditions add but little to the his
tory which the white man has written
during the past three centuries.
Span
ish adventurers have made incursions
into Florida and Louisiana, and estab
lished military posts and missionary sta
tions, prior to the settlement of ames—
town in "iginia in 1607, but reliable his
tory of the aboriginal peoples of the ter
ritory now occupied by the United States,
begins with that ﬁrst English settlement.
Captain John Smith found Virginiain
confederation of Indian
habited by
a

J

is

is

shores

NORTH
1.

THE

WOMAN.

have been rife for al
years, the matter re
Some hold that they
and others that they
are
distinct race, having their origin
on the Continent they now inhabit.
They are, as a rule, tall, straight, mus
Their
cular, active, athletic and brave.
their eyes small,
color
a. dark bronze
deep-set, with black iris, and their hair
They are
straight and very dark.
without beard, for the reason that men
pull out their heard as soon as appears,
5nd ‘persist in this during life.
emigrants to
European
The ﬁrst
America found Indians everywhere on
the Atlantic Coast, and on exploring the
;

a

is

it

is

tribes, ruled by an able Chief,Powhatan,
who as the representative of his people
welcomed his pale visitors as brothers and
offered to share the country with them.
A few years later when Smith threaten
the
ed to make war upon Powhatan,
“ Why should
you
Chief said to him
take by force from us that which you
can obtain by love." This plea for peace
failed, and war between the colonists
Asmall rem
and the Indians followed.
nant of Powhatan’s people, the Tuscar
oras, now live on a reservation in the
:

A SIOUX

Indian tribes,
most four hundred
mains unsettled.
sprang from Asia,
the

In 1620 the ship
State of New York.
Mayﬂower landed on the coast of Massa
a. small colony of English set
chusetts,
Massasoit,
king of Massachusetts,
tlers,
and through the
kindly,
them
received
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hospitality of his people the colonists
were saved from starvation during the
ﬁrst winter of their residence in the
These Pilgrims, re
new,wild country.
garding the Indians as pagans, had- no
respect for their rights, and when strong
enough to do so with hope of success,
they made war upon them, and after
years of conﬂict practically extermina
Massasoit‘s people, the Pequod
nated
Massasoit and his son, and
Indians.
successor, King Philip, now hold honor

murmurs}:
able place in New England history, and
are regarded by the descendants of the
early colonists as great and good men.
A marble monument to the memory of
King Philip was erected at Bristol, Rhode
Island, a. few years ago, by descendants
of the men who assassinated him. Mon
uments to Massasoit, in the form of hotels
and factories bearing his name, are found

in various

places

in Lbssachusetts.

In
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VVillian Penn sent a colony of
from
England to America, with
Quakers
a letter tothe Leni Lenapi, or Delaware
Indians who occupied the tract of land
comprised in the grant he had pur
chased of Charles II.
In this letter he
assured the Indians that they should be
treated justly and kindly,
A year later,
Penn arrived in America, and made a
He told the
treaty with these Indians.
Indians that although he had bought
the land of the King,_he recognized them
1681,

; on. man CLOUD.

of it. and that he de
sired topurchase of them enough land
for his people, and that the whites and
Indians should live together as brothers.
This treaty secured perfect peace in
so long as the Quakers
Pennsylvania,
controlled the colony, a period of seven~
ty years. The Delawares then numbered
over seventy thousand souls.
At the
close of the American Revolution, 1782,
as the real owners

'
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They
they numbered fifty thousand.
now number but a few hundreds and
these have become citizens of the Chem
Penn
Indian Territory.
kee Nation,
the
Indians
were
descen
that
believed

__..
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occupied the territory now comprised in
State 'if New York.
Of this con
federation the Seneca Nation was the
largest and most influential.
The other
four were the M‘ohawks, Cayugas, Onei
the

l

APACHE CHIEF.
dents of the ten lost tribes of Israel, for
reasons which he gave at great length.

New York was colonized by the Dutch
Holland, who, pursued a policy of
conquest, disregarding the rights of the
Indians.
The ﬁve nations, known as
the Iroquois confederation.
owned and
from

das, Onondagas, and afterwards the’I‘us
caroras, and of the Chiefs, Red Jackd
was the greatest, not the greatest war
rior, for Corn-Planter ranked him as a

military leader, but as astateman and
orator, Red Jacket has had few equals
on the Amcrir'n._ "ontinent.
He was a
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The Iri
distinguished Council Chief.
quois were allies of the British during
the war of Independence, but at the
close a treaty was made with them
by the United States, to which they
I
t
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was the most distinguished Chief, a once
powerful nation of Indians, originally
lived immediately west of the Allegheny
They defended their homes
Mountains.
until nearly all of their Warriors: were

\\

,
\ \\\,
Q? \ r

Y’

Q_

APACHE WOMAN.

have been loyal.
A remnant of this
once powerful confederation, number
ing less than ﬁve thousand, or one
tenth of the former population, now
live upona small reservation in West
eru New York.
The Shawnees,

of whom

Tecumseh

slain, when they moved further west by
white invaders extended
their settlements, until they crossed the
Missouri River, and by treaty in 1865,
took homesteads in severalty, and be
came citizens of the United States.
A
few years suﬁiced for the people of Kan
stages as the
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sas to get possession of their lands and
they were removed to Indian Territory
and absorbed into the Cherokee Nation.
The Ottawas were a powerful tribe who
resided on Lake .\Iichigan, and under
the lead of the great Chief Pontiac. suc

cessfully

defended

their

country

for

many years against the aggressions of
the whites.
Pontiac was a great friend
of the French, but hated the English
and after the French and English war
of 1755, he besieged Detroit, then in
possession of the English and captured
itin 1763. He was killed in battle in
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sippi. These Indians paid more atten
tion to agriculture than any others, ex~
cept the Pueblos of New Mexico and
California.
They raised considerable
quantities of Indian corn, beans, pump
kins, etc., which they generously shared
with the pioneer whites. Some ﬁfty
years ago they were removed to the In
dian Territory where they now live.
They have a republican form of govern
ment, schools, church, etc., and are as
civilized and prosperous as their white
neighbors in the States.
The principal Indian Nations and

ABAPAHOE—FRIDAY.

and with him the hope of his peo
The Ottawas are now
ple perished.
The Miamis, once a
nearly extinct.
large tribe, occupying a portion of coun
try now comprised in the State of Ohio,
are now represented by a few hundreds
who live in Northern Indiana and
Southern Michigan. The Cherokees,

1869,

Muskogees,

(Creeks)

and

Chocktaws,

originally owned and occupied the coun
try now comprised in the States of North
Carolina, Alabama, Georgia and Missis

tribes of the great American prairies are
the Dakotas, Sioux, Pawnees, Poncas,
Crows, Cheyennes, Arapahoes, Kiowas,
Comanches, Wichitas, Caddos and Oma
has.
These numbering now perhaps
sixty thousand, are sometimes styled the
American
Bedouins
being more dis
tinctly nomadic than other Indians, and
because they raised immense herds of
horses, and in their native State lived
exclusively
by the chase, which they
pursued almost wholly on horseback.
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They defended their country for years
with great courage and skill; some of
their Chiefs are men of just renown, for
wisdom in council and skilland courage
in war. The names of \Vanata, Peskele
Moketavate, Mah
choco, Wapashaw,
peahlutah,
(Red Cloud), Spotted Tail,
Sitting Bull, Standing Bear, and other

distinguished men of these tribes are in
delibly engraved upon the heroic annals
of America.
Of the Indians of the Rocky Moun
tains, the Utes, Blackfeet and Flatheads
are the most prominent ; these like those
named above have been decimated by
War, and conquered, and now live on
small reservations where they subsist in
part by stock-raising and farming, and
in part by rations and annuities furnish
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ed by

the United States Government,
under treaty agreements.
The mam
maths, Sh0shones,Un1atillas,
Nes Per
ces, Yackamas and Piutes, are the chief
tribes of Indians on the Paciﬁc Coast,
South of Alaska and North of Califor
nia. These had possession of and roamed
at will over the well-stocked hunting

grounds of Idaho, Washington, Nevada
and Oregon, until the discovery of gold
in 1849, turned the tide of white emigra
tion to that far western coast.
A con
ﬂict of races began at once and continu
ed until half the Indians were killed,
and the remainder made prisoners, and
coralled upon reservations
Smoholler,
Joseph, Howlish \Vampo, Kient P008
and Moses are the most celebrated chiefs
of the Paciﬁc Coast Indians. Kient
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as Captain
Poos, known in history
Jack, Chief of the Modocs, (a tribe of the
Klammath Nation) was the most skil
ful and intrepid warrior among those
During the last Modoc war,
people.
1872-3. Captain Jack had but ﬁfty-three
men, yet with this small force he de
who attacked
feated General Wheaton,
him with an army of four hundred men.
The battle lasted from six o'clock in the
morning until fouro’clockin the after
noon, when Wheaton retreated, leaving
over one-fourth of his men on the ﬁeld
The Modocs claimed
dead or wounded.
This was the
notto have lost a man.
battle of the Lava Beds, November, 1872.

Indians hadthe advantage of being
entrenched behind strong natural forti

The

ﬁcations.

In

the spring of 1873 the President
a Peace Commission to Captain
Jack. The chairman of this Commis
sion, Hon. A. B. Meacham, established
a truce with Jack, which was violated
by General Canby, Commander of the
Army of the Columbia, who captured a
herd of horses belonging to the Modocs,
and surrounded
the Indians with a
thousand soldiers. The Commission and
General Canby met the Chief and his
Aids in council under a ﬂag of truce, on
'
the 11th of April.
Captain Jack sub
mitted his ultimatum
that his horses be
returned, the army removed to the posi
tion it occupied when the truce was en‘
sent
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tered into and the Modocs be allowed
Can
to remain in thair own country.
by refused, and demanded that the Mo
docs surrender to him, and be escorted
as prisoners of war to the Klammath
The Chief appealed to
reservation.
Meacham, who said: "General Canby
is in command of the army.
can
make no treaty without his consent.” On

I

to him, Jack
this being interpreted
drew a revolver from his bosom and
shot Canby in the face.
Another In
dian, (Boston Charley) killed Rev. Dr.
Thomas amember of the Commission,
and Chief Schonchin ﬁred on Meacham,
but at that moment Winemah, a cousin
of Captain Jack, and acting interpreter,
struck the pistol aside, and the ball
Two other Indians,
missed its mark.
joined Schonschin in the attack on Mea
cham, but through the heroic efforts of
Twenty
Winemah his life was saved.
one shots were ﬁred at him, seven of
He fell and from
which took effect.
unconscious, and
blood
became
loss of
the Indians thought him dead, but he
survived to tell the true story of this ter
rible tragedy, on the lecture platform of
the chief cities of America, and write a
Captain
book on the Modoc War.
Jack, Schonschin, Boston Charley and
Black Jim, were hung for participation
'1‘. A. BLAND.
in this assassination.
Cor. Sec'y.
National Indian Defence
Association.

M

“

CHARITY.

UT

the greatest

of these is char
utterance of that
great man among men, the apostle Paul,
eighteen hundred
years ago. and the
come sounding
sentence has
down
through the ages in clear ringing tones
to the present time.
Its truth is echoing
in our hearts to-day; but, alas, how
little of its beauty and greatness do we

ity" was

see

exempliﬁed.

the

If our

enemy hunger

it may be an easy enough matter to feed

him with a few hard crusts that fall from

our table, or on some holiday when bub
bling over with good will we might
vouchsafe him a slice of cake or plum
But of the charity “that
pudding.
thinketh no evil,” that allows to every
one his own right to think and the
expression of his thought seems to be a
harder matter.
We do not quarrel with one another
because our noses are not all of the same
length and our eyes of the same color,
yet, in as reasonable 9. way, there is a
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he comes to dislike and despise them.
But once let the stronger tenderly care
for the weaker, and work for that one‘s
good even to the denying of self and he
aquires a love that will make itself felt
as the charity that “thinketh no evil.”

readiness to pounce upon one of diﬂ'er
ing opinions with a savage willingness
to have him burned at the stake, if it
were only the custom to do such things.
That there are such numberless differ
state
ences of opinion is a truly blessed
thought,
all
persons
if
for
of affairs,
be an
acted and looked alike this would
extremely dull, commonplace sort of a

Our heartsaswell as our minds grow
with what they feed upon.
Often after years of vigorous. unsatis
of
fying struggle for the attainment

world.
The golden rule has not its coinage in
the instincts of human nature and it is
a hard thing for us always to allow others
to do unto us as we do toward them. It
is so easy, and sel-fsatisfying, too, to see
wherein others are wrong. and to con
demn all faults and foibles not our own.
The dishonest man condemns his

empty bubbles," when,
perhaps, careworn and misunderstood
by our fellowmen we ﬁnd there issome
one whose touch of sympathetic kindli
ness causes our hearts to throb with a
joy that reviviﬁes and
quickened
strengthens us and we exclaim. “Of the
good things of life the greatest of all is

some of “life‘s

drunken brother, and the hard-hearted
man who never did a thoroughly good
act in his life looks askance at a weak, un
principled brother while his whole man
ner says because thy sin is not my sin,
therefore it is deserving of the severest

penalty.
In one of Charles Dickens’ stories he
tells of the inoﬁ’ensive, good little boy,
David Copperﬁeld, who ‘was very ill
treated by his step-father, 'and the more
cruel the treatment the greater became
this dislike until a mere sight of the boy
would throw the step-father into a rage.
So it appears to be a principle of human
nature that when the strong and master
ful person misuses those who are weak

charity."
There is a sublime beauty expressed in
those precious words “Father forgive
them for they know not what they do,"
While all other voices would be raised
to condemn, he, whose alone was {the
sinless life, could look with unbounded
charity, not upon sin, but upon the doer

If we all can enter the heaven—
of evil.
ly school and, sitting at the feet of the
great Master, learn to love our neighbor
as ourself and then shall we grow up tall
and strong- in “the wisdom that is from
above ; which is ﬁrst pure, then peace‘
able, gentle and

easy

to be

entreated,

full of mercy and good fruits, without
hypocrisy."

B.

B.

———-W—'_‘
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TIMOTHY
non

and body indicate
positiveness and power.
the eyebrows shows
across
The fullness
to gather and
ability
talent,
practical
intuitively
; it in
knowledge
understand
that
mind
dicates a critical and a sharp
appreciates
views,
and
takes objective
the faces and historical activities of life
in relation to scholarship, business, and
of
especially the qualities and uses

HIS

head,

health,

face

COOP.

rm; PHOTOGRAPHIConlonnu. or ‘IR!

mam.)

He was a natural manufactur—
hings.
er; could work by the eye as to form,
He held in so
magnitude and method.
lution the experiences of life in sucha
way that he could awaken inter-at by
conversation in all that he had learned
and known. He seems to have been an
analyst of character : would know what
to say and how to act in association with
different kind of men.

1
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He inherited his mother's intellectual
We think that
keenness and intuition.
he could talk to children, and bring his
subject to the comprehension of those
who are not trained to consider method
and abstract thought.
ical discourse
His head was broad indicating force;
it was mathematical rather than logical.
He was ﬁrm, self-poised, independ
The face be
ent, energetic and brave,
tween the eyes and mouth is a ﬁne indi
cation of vital power, especially of lung

practical issue in all matters that inter
ested him: he would take an abstract
subject and somehow ﬁlter it through
his practical judgment, and it would
then go to the thought of others in such
a simple and new form as to be no
longer dry and wanting in interest to
In other words he was a natural
them.
teacher, able to bring truth out in simple
forms, and with deﬁnite fullness, so

power and digestion. The face indicates
wholesomeness of thought, purpose and
feeling.
It is a face to awaken the con
ﬁdence of strangers.
No man could
look at that face and think of its owner
as a bad man.
He looks benevolent,
generous, sincere, faithful, true, and yet
strong.
He had the power to inﬂuence men,
and to become even the master of per
sons who were, perhaps,
endowed in

that people who convened with him
were disposed to think that they had
and
the whole of
they were suscep
tible of being so constituted they would
usually get the whole of it.
Timothy Coop was born in England,
in 1817, May 28, in the parish of VVest
houghton. county of Lancaster: he died
at Wichita, Kansas, on the 15th of May
few days
last, having reached within
the ripe age of seventy.

respects more highly than him
was the talent to ﬁnd the

His

a

if

self.

it,

some
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He began as an apprentice, in a weav
ing establishment, and was employed in
the early part of his life in the clothing
What estimation
business, at Bolton.
his employers had of his business abili
ties and his trustworthiness, is shown by
the fact that he was sent to open a
branch clothing house at Wigan, a place
of large industrial activity, midway be
Some
tween Manchester and Liverpool.
years afterward he became a partner of
the house, which then took the name of

[August

British Islands, but tothe Continents.
Mr. Coop was evidently an able and
far-seeing man in industrial enterprises.
The ﬁrm, besides the extensive manufac
ture of clothing at VVig-an, and the
branch selling houses in various parts of
England, has also for years been en
gaged in coal mining and cotton-spin
If we mistake not, the ﬁrm had
ning.
to endure a vigorously contested lawsuit
against a member of the nobility in the
matter of their coal mines, but the sturdy
tradesmen came out victorious in the

Ackroyd & Coop.
By the death of his partner in 1854, the
entire business came into Timothy Coop’s
hands. His enterprising spirit, hence

in the Wesleyan, or Methodist faith, and

forth sought to enlarge his ﬁeld of indus
trial activity, until in 1864, he entered
upon the manufacture of clothing forthe
wholesale trade, which ﬁnally became
one of the largest and most lucrative in
England. His operations of buying and
selling extended not only over the

received a deeply earnest religious train
ing, which, doubtless had much to do in
giving him that fervency, which charac
terized his life in after years. About the
year 1841, he became interested in the
Church of the Disciples, and joined its
membership.
M. C. T.

contest.

Timothy Coop was reared in childhood

W—

WOMEN

SHOULD

N a paper by Emily Blackwell, M. D.
the necessity of combination
on
among women, for self-protection the
following points with regard to the ef
fect of conventionalism on the status of
working women in society is simply pre
sented

:

'

No man can fully appreciate the indus
trial misery of women upon whom de
volves the neccessity of earningasupport
for themselves or others. As work in all
its forms is still considered derogatory to
women, the necessity they are under to
work removes them at once, more or less
completely, from the only class to which
full social respect, esteem, and protection
are accorded. At the same time they are
regarded as interlopers in the world of
It is somewhat discreditable
industry.
be there; they are unwelcome
to
for them
intruders in spheres properly belonging
Hard work, miserable pay, a
to men.
monotonous life, and more or less social
stigma, is the general lot. They them

COMBINE.

selve have imbibed the popular ideas of
what is desirable for women, fand regard
it as the great object in life to be supported
by some one else. to escape from the nec
cessity of work,and they do not fully res
pect either themselves or their fellow
workers.
They have no leaders among them
selves.
In work they are under the
direction of, and dependent upon, the
pleasure of men who do not respect
them as they do masculine workers,
or regard them as entitled to the con
sideration due to non-working women.
They are outside the pale of both socil
ly and industrially, and are fair prey
in both capacities. They are separated
by an impassable gulf from the richer
women, who should naturally be their
leaders; they have no habit or power
of
combination
among
themselvm.
Each one, ignorant and inexperienced,
struggles along unaided, and has no ex
pectation of aid or support, unlms it

1887.]
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come to her from some man.

working-girl soon learns that

Every

has a
higher immediate value as an article of
merchandise than as a worker, and that
the men who are insolent taskmasters to
her in that capacity have fair words and
money for her in another direction.
For there is one profession for women
never full ; one occupation
which
which has its agents, with bribes and
temptations, always at hand. Nor does
virtue bring the same reward to the poor
It does not save
that it does to the rich.
them from contumel y, from the sense of
being socially at a disadvantage. There
may be discredit in want of purity, but
there is no especial merit in it. To win
the approbation and admiration of men
is the more or less avowed object of the
The immense im
education of girls.
portance attached to dress and personal
appearance, to manner and etiquette,
teaches them that social attraction is the
great object, and all that is inculcated in
the way of womanly character tends to
unﬁt them for self- protection. Obedience,
tact, self-devotion, are
self-repression,
drilled into them early and endlessly.
Moral courage, self-respect, independ
ence are indirectly discouraged.
There is work to be done among
women parallel to that done by the
White Crom Society among men. As
to these we preach the duties of purity,
and
self-restraint
consideration
for
others, so we need to arouse women to
the value of courage, self-respect and a
sense of responsibility to their common
womanhood.
They must recognize that
work is honorable to women as to men ;
that it is a social crime to allow any girl
to reach
maturity
unﬁtted
for self~
support, or unprovided with the train
ing which would make it possible for
her to stand upon her own feet when it
is neccessary. They should feel that the
interests of women are one and insepar
able, from the very highest to the very
lowest.
Combination and united action are, if
essential to women than
possible, more
she
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strength

of

woman

is

purely moral force. So long as brute
strength is the controlling force in socie
ty, women have no place nor chance in it.
They are simply sacriﬁced to the phy
sical needs of the race.
But civilization
means the predominance of moral over
physical force, and the more complete
this ascendency the better opportunity
is there for the development of women
to their full perfection.
But to reach
this end, they must develop and exert
their own moral force. This must be
done not. only by individual but by col
lective action.
The highest must re
alize that she is outraged by the degra
dation of the lowest. and that her own
status is rendered insecure by the indus
trial misery and isolation of the work
ers below her. Every woman must learn
that her position depends upon the gen
eral idea which society entertains
of
the nature, the powers, the qualities of
womanhood, and that every class and
rank of women contributes its quota w
ward forming the general estimate
which decides the standing of each indi
vidual.
Every woman should feel that
it is incumbant on her to do her part to
ward raising this estimate, not only by
her personal work and conduct, but by
the strength which comes through union,
and should lend her aid to organized ef
forts for self-help and self-protection.
-— ‘*—
*
The Dead of 1882.
We walk will: gods, nor know that thus

DM!

we do—

All undiscerning of

the face divine;
and our ﬁngers

We breathe ambrosia,
twine

With them immortal blooms: yet bitter run
We
and herbs of grace we drink, in
press},mu

0!

that sweet cup
whose nectar-tints
combine
And shimmer on the zoddistilled wine.
Oh, cold,dull sense ! too late discern the few.
How they have converse held ; though
glowed the heart,
And inspirations grandly came and went.
They did not see the foot-prints, nor dis
cemed
The aspect of the gods; their win
depart;
Too late! too late! the mystic vai is rent-Q
The ashes dead—the altar ﬁre out-burned.

auznx'ra oaxas sums.
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pan of bread-dough came down from
the shelf turning a complete somerset.
\Vhen Mrs. Morse tried to make her
“
bed
the clothes did ﬂy off many times
of themselves.”
But they were not even allowed to
perform their devotions undist rbed.
Mr. Morse says,
being at prayer, my
head covered with a cloth, a. chair did
oftentimes bow to me and then strike
me on the side,” and when his wife
came out of another room a wedge of
iron was thrown at her, and a stone
which hurt her much, and a shoe came
down the chimney and struck her hus
band a blow on the head.
At last hint appears which modern
detective of ordinary skill would hardly
fail to follow up, for Mr. Morse says, “A
mate of
ship who came often to see
me, said he was much grieved for me,
and that
would let him have the boy
but for one day, he would warrant me
no more trouble, and the boy was with
him until night, and
had not any
trouble since.”
But with the boy the trouble returned.
Some friends were in the house and de
clared that the ashes in the chimney
corner moved and scattered on them
and "somewhat ” hit William Morse a
great blow, but
was so swift that they
could not tell what
was. A Mr. Rich
ardson testified that a board ﬂew againm
his chair, and he heard a noise in anoth
er room which he supposed in all rea
son to be diabolical
Many “ very
dreadful noises” were heard both out
side the house and in.
It
really touchingto think of poor
old Mr. Morse trying to write an account
of these astonishing occurrences, and
having the “inkhorne” disappear, and
his pen vanish when he stopped to dry
what he had written, and his spectacles
ﬂy into the ﬁre, while the good wife has
the cat thrown at her by some unseen
power. As this manuscript was intend
ed for preservation, the writer laid
be
a

a

a.

“I

1

it

it

I

I

it

a

a

it,

back, two centuries ago,
among the early records of the
Massachu
old town of Newburyport,
setts, may be found the history of the
pranks of a roguish lad, who set the
whole community wild with excitement
and superstitious fear, and hardly es
caped causing the death of his worthy
grandmother as a witch.
From our present point of view, without
local agitation to
the accompanying
warp our judgment, we can calmly dis
tinguish what may easily be ascribed to
human agency, and that which belongs
to the overheated imagination.
It is related that strange and weird
things happened in the little home of
Goodman and Goody Morse down by
the frog-pond to the great disturbance of
its occupants. Violent and unaccount
able noises were heard at unseemly
hours. One night while the good couple
were in bed they heard a noise as of
sticks and stones thrown violently upon
the roof.v They got up and searched but
found nobody, but when they lay down
again the same sounds were repeated.
During the day various household
utensils disappeared mysteriously from
their places and came tumbling down
the chimney.
For several nights a large hog was
was found in the house, though the
door had been locked when the family
retired. The cattle in the barn were un
tied and the boy was sent out to see what
was the matter when a large frame of
When
some kind fell down on him.
the old people returned to the house
after helping him. they found a spinning
wheel upset and many things set upon
and the pots hanging over the ﬁre
were dashing again one another, so they
had to be taken down.
Again, an andiron danced up and
pot over
down and ﬁnally went into
the ﬁre, the pot jumped up on the table
and turned itself over, spilling the con
tents; then
tub turned over, and a

if

WAY
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remained
disappeared

family Bible lest
for one night it

unmolested, but the next it
and sometime afterward

in a box.
A friend of the family, one Caleb
Powell, evidently suspected what might
account for the peculiar state of affairs,
and to verify his supposition he stated
if he could have with him for a time the
grandson and another person whom he
named. he could discover the cause of the
annoyances,
intending to prove that in
the absence of the boy and his confeder
ate the tricks ceased.
But his benevolent
intention to clear up the mystery only
brought him into danger, for he was ar
“ black art."
rested for dealing in the
One point of testimony against him
was that Sarah Hale and Joseph Mirick
declared that Joseph Morse had often
said in their hearing that if there were
any wizards, Caleb Powell was one i
And still further Mary Tucker aﬂirmed
that Caleb Powell said, that one day he
was found

to William Morse's house, and as
found the old man was at prayer, he
thought best not to go in, but looking in
at the window, he broke the enchant
ment, for he saw the boy play tricks, and
among the rest ﬂing the shoe at the old
went

he

man‘s head.

It

strange

seems

enough that there

should have been no straightforward
vestigation

of the

in

causes of the trouble.

fell in with the idea
must be diablerie in it.
The charge against Powell, that of
“working by the devil to the molesting
of William Morse and his family” could
not be substantiated, but the Court de
cided that there was just enough suspici
On against him to oblige him to “ bear
his own shame and the costs of prosecu
tion," and with this judgment he had to
The people at once

that

there

be contented.

us of the suit brought
B. for breaking a borrowed
kettle.
The defence was, first, we never
had the kettle, secondly, it was broken
when we borrowed
and thirdly,
This reminds

it

it,

by A. against

was quite whole when we returned it.
The individual who was next suspected
was Goody Morse herself, as there must
witch connected with the aﬂ'air.
be,~
Not only the poor people and ignorant
people believed in witchcraft as a possi
ble crime, but the better educated classes
and the clergy encouraged the belief.
Persons upon whom suspicion lay were
avoided as
infected, and by thus being
left to the the uneasy workings of their
overwrought
imaginations at last came
to believe themselves guilty of some
thing they knew not what.
The evidence agains Goody Morse was
no more sound than that against her
predecessor.
Incidents were brought
forward
that had taken place many
years before. One man reported that
at a certain time in the past he had for
gotten repeatedly to perform a promised
commission for her, and was told by
Mrs. Morse that she wondered that his
memory should be so bad, and when he
went home one of the calves in his barn
“fella dancing and a roaring" and
was in a very strange condition.
To be
sure all these symptoms changcdas soon
as the mother-cow came in at night, but
still the witness had no doubt the calf
was bewitched by Elizabeth Morse.
At another time the supposed witch
visited a neighbor‘s family where there
there was a sick child, and expressed a
fear that the child would die, and as
did die she was charged with having
brought about the result. By means of
such testimony the woman was convicted
and sentenced to death.
Her husband did not desert her, but
petitioned the General Court in her be
half, showing the unsatisfactory nature
of the so-called evidence, and denying
in the names of them both any fellow
ship in the works of darkness, and ac
knowledging God's sovereignty
over
them. After another hearing of the
case Mrs. Morse was reprieved and al
lowed to return home,
where some
years later she died peacefully in the
Christian faith.
MARY wmcussrsa.

it

it be spirited away, and
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“ FIFTY YEARS.”
Fifty

If

“ It seems so long,” “ It seems so brief,"
As we count smiles, or live through grief
Since that girl-queen was crowned.
It seems so grand, so high, so wide,
The march of progress since a bride
The queen—new honors found.

how long it seems

years!

by glamour

of our dreams

The distance far we trace.
But if those passed and fateful years
Are measured by our sighs and tears
How brief will seem the space.
‘I’

i

i

i

I

It seems so sad, the war and strife
That in the world have been so rife
Since ﬁrst her rule began.
What tomes of history have accrued,
What obstacles have been subdued,
By hand and brain of man.

In early years I loved full well,
The tales my mother used to tell,
Of England's Maiden Queen.
Her gentle, tender, winning face,
Her woman’s heart and girlish grace,
Outshining royal sheen—

It

seems so great, the march of truth,
Since she in bloom of care-free youth
Reluctant sate the throne.

Of purple robe with ermine hem,
And jewelled, priceless diarlem
She wore—but not in pride.
And how the royal wooing sped,
And how the prince the young queen le
From Abbey porch—a bride.

Stern duties waked regretful tears,
Perturbed her heart with maiden fears

Of ens—beyond stone.
The queen has lived to

In

And how the royal babies came.
That each in age, and some in name
Matched mother’s babies well.

see, and share
noble deeds that brave men dare,
And joyed in them I ween.

So wide a realm has ne‘er been known
As now is ruled by England's throne
And her most gracious queen.
June 20, 1887.
was. A. ELMOBE.

royal wedding bells,
And their slow-tolling, parting knells
—By ours—the dates we tell.
Since then—some

———M—

THE

CALIFORNIA

GREBE

AND

N the lower forms of animal life we
are constantly meeting with habits
and peculiarities that have their ana
logues in the life of man. How many
things that we have learned of ants and
bees, for instance, are like what men do

A
of self‘protection.
curious water bird, the grebe, has a
It is a
habit that is very remarkable.
boat—builder of a sort, and asailor, so to
speak ; as the illustration drawn from
life certainly shows—
This bird is described in “ Birds of the
He says that
Northwest," by Dr. Coes.
American,
eared grebe
ﬁrst
saw
the
he
or Podiceps Califo'rmcus in Southern
California, where it is very common on
the waters of the bay of San Pedro, and
in the marshes back of the coast. He
found the birds breeding in the pools
in the economy

ITS

FLOATING

NEST.

about Turtle Mountain,
and became
much interested in their habits.
“Vis.ting this locality in July, I was
too late for eggs, for the young were al
ready swimming, and, in most cases,
The birds were very common.
ﬂedged.
rather more so than the horned grebe,
with which they were associated. Many
specimens were secured in their full
The change begins in
nuptial dress.
August, but it is not completed until
well into the following month. as traces
of the breeding plumage persist several
weeks after it has grown faded and ob
scure.
On the breeding grounds, as
just said, the eared grebes were more
plentiful than the horned, since a major
ity of the latter breed farther north ; but
upon the migration, when these come
south, the proportion is reversed.
Both

AND SCIENCE OF HEALTH.
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species

were

to be seen together upon

all the water courses of northern Dakota
when I left the country in the middle of

I

October.
saw nothing notably differ
ent in their general habits.”
Other observers have found the eared

8?

parents, completely covered over and
concealed by recdy material, so that
they were discovered by mere accident.
The following is his article in the

American Naturalist.
“In a series of alkali lakes

about

51"“:q {iN I

v
i__'\"'l""\_r- .

THE GREBE AND ITS NEST.

full dress, and nesting, in vari
our Western Territories, demon
strating a very general breeding range.
Mr. Henshaw has lately taken the eggs
in southern Colorado.
He informs us
that he found them, in the absence of

grebe in

thirty miles northwest of Fort Garland,

ous of

southern Colorado,
found this species
common and breeding. A colony of
perhaps a dozen pairs had established
themselves in a small pond four or ﬁve
In the middle of this,
acres in extent.

I
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in a bed of reeds, were found upward of
These, in each case,
a dozen nests.
merely consisted of a slightly hollowed
pile of decaying weeds and rushes, four
or ﬁve inches in diameter, and scarcely
raised above the surface of the water
upon which they ﬂoated. In a number of
instances, they were but a few feet dis
tant from the nests of the coot (Fulica
amem'cana), which abouuded.
Every
grebe’s nest discovered contained three
eggs, which, in most instances, were
fresh, but in some nests were consider
ably advanced. These vary but little in
shape, are considerably elongated, one
end being slightly more pointed than
the other. The color is a faint yellow
ish white, usually much stained from
contract with the nest.
The texture is
generally quite smooth ; in some instan
by a chalky deposit.
ces. roughened
The eggs were wholly concealed from
view by a pile of weeds and other veget
able material laid across.
That they
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were thus carefully covered merely for
concealment
can not think, since, in
the isolated position in which these nests
are usually found, the bird has no ene
my against which such precaution would
avail. On ﬁrst approaching the locality,
the grebes all congregated at the farther
end of the pond, and shortly betook
themselves through an opening to the
neighboring slough; nor, so far as
could ascertain, did they again approach
the nests during my stay of three days.
Is it not, then, possible that they are
more or less dependent for the hatching
of their eggs upon the artiﬁcial heat in
duced by the the decaying vegetable
substance of which the nests are wholly
composed i”
This bird launches its nest upon the
water, and is said to practice the art of a
boatman when danger threatens, by
thrusting its nest out into the water,
and thus placing a liquid barrier be
tween it and the shore.

I
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T has
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INSTITUTE

been nearly two years since the

class of 1885, assembled in New
City, for the purpose of studying
the greatest and most useful of all the
sciences, and of receiving instruction
from
some of the Old Masters.
'
We came
We met as strangers.
from all parts of the earth. None of us,
perhaps, had ever seen any of the others
before. Yet, how soon we formed ties
of friendship which will never be bro
ken, though we may never see one
another’s'faces again. \Ve all had simi
lar aims—to acquire a thorough knowl
edge of human nature, to learn how to
make the most of our own talents, and
increase our capability of doing good.
And that we receive beneﬁts inestim
think each one will be ready to
able,
admit. Prof. Sizer told us in his ad
dress, at the opening of the Institute,
that the course of instruction
upon
which we were entering would change

York

I
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the whole current of our lives ; that we
could never go away the same as we
were when we came together.
We
could not realize in how great a measure
his words would be veriﬁed.
We were
taught nature‘s laws as epitomized in
of man.
the constitution
We were
taught how to live in accordance with
those laws, and how to secure ourselves
the purest and most exalted degree of
earthly happiness. This knowledge is a
priceless treasure, and inﬁnitely to be
preferred to material wealth.
Well
might Dr. Oliver say inhis address at
the commencement, “ We are doing for
ourselves and for society a work which
can never pass away.”
Those who have never been permitted
to enjoy the pleasures which this knowl
edge atfords, can not appreciate its bless
ings.
But who is there among us that
would be willing to exchange it for the
wealth of all America.
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In view of the glorious privileges
which we enjoyed at the Institute, are
we contributing all that we can toward
the advancement of our noble science?
Are we keeping up the interest and en
thusiasm which we manifested in our
student
days’! Though separated by
many

hundreds, some of us thousands

of miles, we are, or at least ought to be
Can we not perpetu
together in spirit.
ate the memories of those days when we
were together. and especially of the day
when we met in Cooper Institute to hear
the voices of our beloved instructors for
the last time, to listen to one another's
parting address, when, after the last
word was spoken, the class joined with
Cady in singing, “Auld Lang Syne,” and
the very walls seemed to echo the words :
“ Should auld acquaintance be
forgot,
And never be brought to mind i"
In what way can we better express our
gratitude toward our teachers, our friend
ship to one another, and our interest in
science than by commu-»
phrenological
nicating through the columns of the
OCRNAL whatever would be of interest
to lovers of Phrenology.
Some incident
which would have a direct bearing on
the subject might be related; some ec
centric or otherwise interesting character
might be described ; some personal rem
iniscences might be given; or some senti
ment might be expressed which could be
treasured up as a memento of our class.

J
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There is Parker. who, to use his own
words, "drank thrice at this fountain of
truth,” and who is now engaged in
spreading the light of Phrenology among
the people of his own State.
He might
relate some of his experiences in the ﬁeld
which would be of interest to all the
Dornbrach, in
readers of the JOURNAL.
far-oﬂ’ South America, might tell us
something about the people there and his
life among them. Cady, andReam, rep
resentative teachers. might tell us how
P'Jrenology has aided them in the school
room. Fitzgerald, located as he is in our
Nation's capital, might give us sketches
of the leading characters in Washington.
the metaphysician of the
Thackston.
class, could give us something worth
“
reading, and the Daughter of the Reg
iment" would surely be ready to employ
her pen in the interest of human science.
A few words from Giles, of the Lone
Star State, would certainly be appreci
ated, even though he never could mus
ter courage to make a speech before the
class.
Of the others I may speak collec
tively, as it would require too much
But let all
space to mention each one.
the “brethren " be heard from whenever
they can say anything that may help to
increase the interest in our science, to
cheer one another along life‘s journey
or to demonstrate the value of our course
'
of instruction at the Institute.

_M__

H. B. BARTHOLOMEW.

THE LIGHT OF HOME.
My son, thou wilt dream the world is fair,
And thy spirit will sigh to roam,
And then must go; but never, when there,
Forget the light of home !
Though pleasures may smile with
bright,

It
Like

dazzles to lead astary ;
ﬂash, 'twill
a meteor‘s

a

my more

deepen

the

night,
When treading thy lonely way.
But the hearth of home has a constant ﬂame,
And pure as a vestal ﬁre;

‘Twill

burn, ‘twill burn forever the same,
For nature feeds the pyrc.

The sea. of ambition is tempest~tossed,
And thy hopes may vanish like foam;
When sails arc shivered and compass lost,
Then look to the light of home.
And there, like

a

star

through midnight

cloud,

Thou‘lt

For

see the beacon

bright;

never, till shining on thy shroud,

Can be quenched its holy light.

small

.1.

am.
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have striven to stance of things designed for man ; that
theory of life. such inﬁuxes or impressions are formu
lated or conditioned by man‘s faculties
Materialists refer all phenomena to mat
universe.
ter and motion of whose mechanical ac— and constitute his sensuous
the unfold
then
is
life
of
Of
The
process
tion life and mind are the product.
consciousness,
from with
of
human
not
ing
does
phenomena which their theory
and not by
unfolds,
life
in
outward
as
all
who
Those
explain they are agnostic.
continuous,
is
The
process
mat
accretion.
and
of
spirit
theory
maintain the dual
entities and subjective like thought and feeling, and no two in
ter, objective
stants are alike. Man is as eternalas his
ideas, can not explain or even imagine,
how matter can act upon mind, through Father; begotten before all worlds and
the process of unfolding has been and
the senses, and thus create ideas, nor can
will be eternal. \Vhat are called birth and
universe
they conceive how the material
death
are the entrance and the exit to and
power.
by
spiritual
is created and upheld
from
won. Both are transitions.
theories,
have
this
unsatisfactory
These
Man dies daily, and is renewed every in~
driven many to inﬁdelity and agnosti
stant. Death so called 18 only a more
cism. Hence, it is desirable to formulate
Life is a constant
marked transition.
a theory, that shall harmonize and ex
plain the phenomena of life, and dispel ﬂux of phenomena, continually shifting.
Nothing sensuous is permanent and at
the chilling mists of unbelief.
so called, all disappears like the
death,
assume
may
we
Reasoning thereupon,
wins
fabric of a dream, and a. new
baseless
;
and
thinks
feels,
an Ego, that
and
heaven
a new earth are created.
and
itself,
persists
of
is
conscious
which
Matter and things then are but concep
in its personality, that this ego, entity or
soul, is robed with a body, or congeries of tions of the soul conditioned in time and
organs with various functions ; that space, and the body, or the temple of the
spirit a bundle of organs used by the di
knowledge consists in states of conscious
vine soul, in conditioning impulses and
declare,
ness as all mental' philosophers
Man may have had less fac
impressions.
think
feeling,
as
classiﬁed
be
which may
ing and willing; it is agreed also that ulties than now, and may have more in
another aeon. His universe will be ever, as
there is a Power, not of ourselves, as
sumed to be an entity called God, a unit in as now, created through them by the di
vine inﬂux and be accordingto his facul
action and infinite in our apprehension.
ties.
The Magic lantern illustrates im
these
Christian philosophy supplements
the spiritual modus opera ndi :
perfectly
theory
the
maintains
assumptions and
the
object
his
glass and lenses, representing
of
God
offspring
is
the
that man
Father, begotten in his image and as the soul and its faculties. In the camera
like him as the ﬁnite can resemble the in are things whose images are borne by the
ﬁnite,living,moving and having being in light to the object glass through which
him, and drawing sustenance from him they are thrown conditioned on the can
vas.
The realities. the things them
as the branch from the vine; that God
are behind the glass. So the
selves,
in
whom
being
is an inﬁnite, self-acting
conceive,
of God borne by the divine
things
can
man
that
are all things
of
the spirit are projected through
fu~
or
light
time,
no
is
past
there
whom
with
ture but one eternal now ; and that the soul, by whose faculties they are
through his divine spirit, the expression conditioned in time and space upon the
of God (shall we call it the mother side of canvas of life and known in conscious—
ness.
The objective is the reﬂection of
God i) all things are created by pouring
the
subjective.
the
soul,
in
the
into or quickening
‘sub

HILOSOPHERS

formulate a rational
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Thus, God Ithe Father, day by day, en
dows man, his son, with the universe,
by pouring through the soul and body,
the temple of the Holy Ghost, the vari
ous phenomena. of life—the substance of
earth and sky, mountains, oceans, hill
and valley, beast, bird, ﬁsh, insect; the
vegetable and the mineral kingdoms and
of nature so called.
the phenomena
They are thus created every instant by
we live and
the: divine power in which
our
being. They are
move, and have
phenomena, appearances as the term in?
dicates. shadowsthe substance of which
is in God and the soul.
Many things are probably in the soul
of which he may not beconscious, and he
is conscious of many that his soul does not
Such are love,
condition sensuously.

affinity of
gravity, chemical
im
powerful
nevertheless
has
which he

hope,

pressions.

The story of Eden represents the hu
in which God has planted all
knowledges, and waters them by the
four rivers of willing, thinking, feeling
There he
discernment.
and spiritual
and is
his
spirit
walks now as of old by
whose
heart
in
the
pure
recognized by
soul is his kingdom. He is thus the sub
stance of all existence, the base of all
Conscious
being, the light of all life.
ness of this presence is to know God and
man soul

life eternal.

and can only be spirit
Dally discerned. and all his works are
Man‘s soul is
spiritual manifestations.
in so far
and
substance
in
spirit-like
The
the Father and the son are one.
Father reveals himself to the son ashas
been explained in the facts and truths
of human feeling, thinking and willing
God is in heaven or in inﬁnite love, wis
dom and power, and the son is in
heaven or heaven in him so far as he
advances in love, wisdom and power.
Thus the kingdom of heaven is at hand
even in the soul. The Father endows the
Son with the universe, and all things
that the Father hath the Son may enjoy
God

as

isspirit

hissoul unfolds.
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Jesus Christ strove to reveal this di
vine philosophy to human understand
ing (as may be inferred from fragments
of his teaching) and thus bring the true
life and immortality into life, declaring
that the kingdom of heaven is within
man and not afar off above the sky or
in the realm of phenomena; that every
good gift is from the ‘Father; that out
of the soul life issuw, and not in through
the senses ; that the spirit quickeneth all
things and the ﬂesh proﬁteth nothing,
that man must be born again of the spirit,
see things from a spiritual point of view,
overcome the world of sense as he did to
enter that kingdom, feed on heavenly
manna and have within him a well,
springing up into everlasting life, that
God is a spirit to be worshiped in spirit
with the door of the senses shut.
The way into the kingdom of heaven
is narrow and few there be who find it.
They seek in things phenomenal and
temporal, what can only be found in
things spiritual and eternal. They grasp
shadows with backs to the substance.
With minds ﬁlled with the rubbish of
sense, the things of this world, the love of
riches, the lust of the eyes and the pride
of life, with ears and eyes ever turned
toward the outer world they heed not
the voiees and visions within. Only by
becoming like little children, abandon
ing ﬁne conceived notions and sensu
ous delight, emptying the heart of the
world so that it is clean and pure, turn
ing the eyes and ears inward with faith
in God, the Holy Ghost and the spiritu
ality of man and the unity and interac
tion of this trinity, can one enter cons
ciously into the kingdom of heaven.
By faith we may lay hold of this and
a still higher life, and our spiritual vis
ion become so unfolded, that we may see
angels ascending and descending.

" T'is

faith whereof our lives are scant,
faith in God, for which we pant,
More faith and fuller that we want.”

0

Yes, loving faith in the active presence
of the divine spirit in all phenomena.
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Itis

that the atonement (at-one
and the Father and the
ment)-—is
Son become one.
By this philosophy we may account
for the power of faith, inspiration, pro—
phecy, miracles, telepathy and spiritual
believe in my
As
manifestations.
heart so am I. By faith I am now what
am; by faith I am healed, for as the soul
It is the soul that
is so is the body.
doth the body make. Faith can remove
thus

made,

I

I
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man's imperfections and, groan and tra
as man does to be redeemed and
raised to a higher life. There will be im
perfections in phenomena while there is
imperfection in the faculties or man's
mind through which or by which they
are projected or conditioned.
As the de
fective eye or glass deforms the subjects
so the defective
projected through

vail

it,

92

faculties

deform

phenomena

projected

is

I

I

I

I

share the vices
through them. Hence
mountains for as I believe so it is. Jesus or sins of humanity and nature because
Christ revealed its character and power ‘they exist as far as know them through
me.
Thus
bear the sins of the world
in his miracles.
All things are potentially in the human which will not be redeemed until am
soul, as in the divine spirit. Some perfected.
The divine Father might have made
things are latent and others premoni
my faculties less faulty, but such was
tional in consciousness, as visions or im
not his good pleasure in this aeon. He
pressions before they are sensuously
might pour into my soul the joys which
or revealed in phenomena,
expressed
his love prompts, but such
not his
and their expression in words is prophe
He makes me realize light
cy. A highly :sensitive soul may have wise order.
premonitions of events years before they by ,darkness, pleasure by pain, joy by
sorrow.
He might have satisﬁed all my
are conditioned in phenomena.
As all existence of which I can be desires without toil, as he has many.
conscious is centered in me, my soul No skill of mine could have perfected
permeates all things, and there is thus in light, air, gravity and chemical affinity.
me a basis of universal life. An impulse It may be that the soul at a former period

the soul.

As all phenomena ﬂow through the
soul into

consciousness they partake of

Jordan.
This divine philosophy digniﬁes hu
manity.
Man seems no longer a worm
creeping with reptiles among things, but
lord of the world through whom all
things are created of which he
con
scious.' He
fast subduing all things
to his will, animals, plants, minerals
and the forpes of nature so-called; they
all wait on him as their master.

How highly may man be esteemed
beneath whom are suns and stars, and
the universe of consciousness
There

is

impressions and impulses the phenomena
called spiritual manifestations may bere
viviﬁed impressions, memories, or pre
monitions of phenomena in the mind.
Unless reviviﬁed bv the divine spirit they
have not real life in them, but are a
species of unwholesome phantasms like
and to be
dreams and hallucinations,
the
divine
spirit
life
by
avoided. Real
has in it a power not to be mistaken.
Its phenomena are conditioned so as to
be tested by the senses and faculties of

is

As all phenomena are conditioned soul

i

mon.

or degree of development aspired and
prayed for them as we do now for fur
ther spiritual
light and consolation.
Our faculties may have been less numer
ous than now and may yet become more
in this or another aeon.
We may have
had feeling without thought.
Further
evolution will come by faith, aspiration
and obedience, so that here may be the
sweet ﬁelds of Eden
on this side of

is

at one point may be felt by a common
sympathy, though not recognized at all
I assume
points. Such is telepathy.
that each person revealed to me has his
universe as I have mine. We can only
sympathize in what we have in com
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within him springing up unto
everlasting life, a divine spark that sin
can not entirely obscure. All men are
branches of the same vine, and humani
a well

ty is a brotherhood essentially
Of souls with but a:common thought,
And hearts that beat as one.

I judge I shall

be judged, as
to me.
measured
it
be
mete so shall
as
myself;
wrong
I
another
wrong
As I
I forgive am forgiven. The objective

I

Hence as
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man to conceive what shall yet be re
vealed to him.” As the soul increases in
purity, delicacy and power dull subjects
will be transﬁgured and take on a higher
spiritual character. The rocks may break
forth into singing, the ﬂoods lift up
their voices and all the works of God
mav indeed praise him and magnify
The dullness and blind
him forever.

are in our minds. They being
quickened by his spirit, all things will
be quickened to higher life and beauty.
is ever the echo of the subjective.
Christian philosophy teaches then in
It. has been man’s high privilege to m
brief that God is the Father of man
of
phe
terpret the spiritual signiﬁcance
whom he begot in his image before all
nomena as they have been revealed to
worlds and who holds the same relation
As mountains and the sky have
him.
to
him as the branch to the vine; that
been uplifted in his soul, he has felt
things are in God and given by the
all
their majesty ; the sunrise and sunset
divine
spirit to the human soul, con
have taught him splendor: the lily and
consciousness, conditioned by
in
ceived
the rose have inspired the sentiment of
faculties in time and space
the
human
beauty ; from the tiger he has learned
known : that the soul’s fac
thus
are
and
ﬁerceness, from the dove gentlenem, from
ulties are feeling, thinking, willing and
the dewdrop purity, from rocks ﬁrmness.
that the soul is
spiritual discernment;
Children have inspired love, misery pity.
a
and
body
with
organs to aid in
clothed
All sentiments, knowledge and ideas are
or
the facts and
realizing
projecting
the essence of phenomena, extracted as
soul
which
is
of
the
immortal and
truths
they have passed through his soul. Ex
mon may have other facul
in
another
ercising the faculties of intellect, sensi
ties, but in any case a universe will be
bility, will and spiritual discernment, it
of evolved [by the inﬂux of divine impres
has secreted from the facts and truths
sions into the soul to be conditioned by
consciousness, the vast world of thought
the, then faculties:
that sin consists
and feeling, constituting the humanities.
in
or denying the
unbelieving
primarily
Poets, seer-s, persons of delicate sensibili
and the action of his Holy
of
God
being
ty or acute conceptive powers have pene
him outside of our
revealed Spirit, or believing
trated the divine arcanum and
regarding
phenomena as sub
and
souls
wealth of
its treasures which are the
verities
and
not as spiritual
stantial
humanity, embalmed by poets, and ar
rooted in God and the
manifestations
tists in language, literature, painting,
soul. To believe him as ever present in
architecture,
poetry, music
sculpture.
our souls and revealing himself by his
and the sciences. Not a line of light
divine spirit constantly in all the phe
nor shade of joy or pain could be spared nomena of consciousness, to know and
without marring the symmetry of the
feel that we are thus brought near to
How different would man
humanities.
through God our loving Father and live in him
have been had God revealed
is indeed life eternal here and here
him a different world with no night, sun
after.
nor sky, no mountain nor ocean, no ﬂow
This rationale of life is indeed gospel—
0 Father divine 1 how
on nor animals.
tidings—a pearl of great price, that
glad
inﬁnite are thy wisdom, love and power I
should dispel the mists of materialism
aeons can not exhaust them !
and establish Christianity
“ Eye hath not seen nor the ear heard and inﬁdelity
J. 0. w.
Ontology.
true
the
as
nor hath it entered into the mind of

I
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Practition

is

it

They
ers will not open their eyes.
give purgatives day by day, a very easy
practice, and one for which there are
fraught
plenty of precedents; but
with the most violent consequences.”

I.

page 176.
“Materia Medica" Vol.
Prof. Charles A. Lee, (Notes to Cope

(See

land’s Medical

Directory;

pages

175

8:

is

very prevalent
176.) says, “Another
country the
in
this
indigestion
of
cause
excessive use of cathartic medicines in
Were we to give the
the form of pills.

is

amount of the latter anually swallowed
in the United States, the statement would
* * ‘ Much of this
not be believed.
to physicians who
owing
doubtless
evil

is

i1

*

is

acts of quackery?

have been too much in the habit of pour
ing down drugs empirically in every
case of illness, slight or severe, in order
to humor a popular notion that the mate
ria medica must furnish a remedy for
every disease, and a popular predjudice
want of success
that
asureindication
of poverty of resources on the part of the
practitioner.”
Prof. S. G. Armor, late Dean of the
Long Island College Hospital, writes:
“Drugs are adminstered, patients recov
er, and we suppose we have cured them,
whereas our remedies may have had lit
tle or nothing to do with their recovery.
took place in spite of our
Very likely
drugs. We have no distinct instructions
in the natural history of disease—I
mean uninﬂuenced
by
drugs—and
hence can not tell what belongs to nature
and what belongs to art” (New York
Medical Journal, Jan. 1873.)
He might
safely have added that we are pretty cer
tain to claim all that
good for art,
while we set down all that
bad to the
credit of nature.
Prof. N. Chapman, of the Universitv of
Pennsylvania,—who stood at the head of
the medical profession in America,
says: (Materia Medica, Vol 1., page 8.)
“ Medical conclusions
differ very widely
from every other species of evidence.
We cheat ourselves witha thousand
lusions and have imposed upon us still
more deceptions.
is

I

it

ly

t‘s

the testimony of the doctors
Well, yes.
against you."
Men of all trades and professions usual
go along in the‘ old ruts doing just
what they have been taught to do, and
thinkingas they have been trained to
think. If they have doubts about the
correctness of their theories or the relia
bility of their methods, they do not sound
from the house
a trumpet and proclaim
But some of them have spoken.
tops.
Sir Robley Dunglison quotes from the
eminent Dr. Stokes of London in refer
ence to a practice prevalent among phy~
of purgatives—
sicians—adminstration
will
ask you can
Now
words
:—“
these
anything so barbarous as this, be exceed
ed in folly or mischief by the grossest

’

UT

5

a

“
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I

It is not neccwary that shall enforce disease greater than the original which
this remark by the enumeration of any it seeks to cure.”
The good Dr. Abernethy, is repre—
No one who is more conver-‘
examples.
sented as saying ;—“There has been a
sant with the practice of the physician
great increase of medical men of late,
need be told how often our deductions
and upon my word, diseases have in
have proved erroneous and how little con
fidence is to be reposed in those pompous creased accordingly."
Stmnlel facetiously remarks :—“You
recommendations with which medicines
take the stomach to be an express
are daily promulgated."
Sir Astley Cooper, one of the most re‘ charged with carrying forward to the
nowned English physicians of the present correct place all packages, pills, pow
ders, and mixtures entrusted to its care,
century, says: “The Science of medi
cine is founded upon oonjecture and but which, from excess of business,
seldom performs its work satisfactorily.”
improved by murder.”
Hecker, quoted by Koepke, in “ Diet
ohnstone, editor of the
Sir James
Medico— Chemical
Journal Review, etic Healing,” (page 47), speaks thus :—
Our methods and our medicines must
London, conﬁrms Dr. Cooper's opinion
in the following language:
“I declare be considered as very common causes of
the diseases they are designed to cure.”
it as my conscientious conviction, found
These quotations, which might be
ed upon long observation
and experi
greatly extended, aﬂ’ord matter for re
ence, that if there was not a single phy
Many of the brightest lights of
sician, surgeon, man-midwife, chemist, ﬂection.
apothecary, druggist or drug on the face the medical profession, in Europe and
America, seem to place a very low esti
of the earth, there would be less sickness
mate on the art curative in common
and less mortality than now prevails.”
practice. The wonder is that seeing its
Dr. John Mason Good, the noted med
icalauthonisguoted thus: “The science defects so clearly, they are still too
is barbarous jargon and the effects of much in the fog to understand that the
our medicines in the highest degree un
radical error is in their theorie‘s and not
satisfactory, except indeed that they have in the application of them. Clinging to
old ideas because they have grown ven
destroyed more lives than any war, pes
erable by age, and hoping to reform
tilence and famine combined."
Oliver Wendell Holmes is reported to them and thus to secure the best results
“ It were better for man—
have said,
they overlook the importance of substi
kind, but bad for the fishes, if all our tuting better, because more natural as
well as more rational, methods. Health
drugs were cast into the sea."
Martin Payne, M. D., L. L. D., (see; and disease bear adeﬁnite relation toa
sound philosophy. The practitioner who
his “Institutes of Medicine," page 541),
himself thus :—-“ The most fails to recognize this may be esteemed
expresses
violent poisons are among our best rem
learned and honorable in his profession.
edies.
They operate upon the same He may be a good neighbor and a good
citizen. In every relation in life he may
principle as the remote causes of disease.
We do but substitute one morbid action sustain the best reputation.
But all this
for another.”
can not compensate for results follow~
ing an unphysiological and irrational
Dr. \V.',W. Hall, late of Hall’s Jour
nal of Health, in (“ Health by Good mode of medical practice.
Medical lore
Living,” page 35,) uses this expression ; may make men seem profoundly learned,
"Medicine, even the mildest, is asenti
but they are valuable only so far as
they
ally a poison and effects a desired result aid in correcting our theories
harmony
in proportion to its poisonous quantities
with natural laws.
It cures by setting up a
and qualities.
'1'. s. GALLOWAY,

J

-
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TRAINING.

R. Hitchcock, of Amherst College,
has been carrying on for the last six
years, a careful study into the physical
measurements of the students under his
charge, and has obtained results that dif
fer materially from the popular impres
physical development.
sion regarding
He has taken the measurements of 1,258
students, including fortysseven athletic
men belonging to the base-ball and foot
ball teams, and men who have taken
He makes
prizes at athletic exhibitions.
a separate group of these athletic men,
and ﬁnds that their average height is
greater than that of the average student

“Of
by only four-tenths of an inch!
the ﬁfteen men,” says Dr. Hitchcock,
“ who took ﬁrst prizes in 1886, four were
above and eleven below the average
height of the college; and of the nine
ﬁrst prize men at the gymnastic exhibi
tion three were above and six below the
That which is true re
average height.”
specting height is also true respecting all
the bone measurements. The bones of

the athletic men are usually but a small
fraction of one per cent. ,larger than those
of the average man. Even in the muscu

lar measurements the difference in favor
of the athletic man is only 3.3 per cent.
In the tests of strength the difference is
but 7.2 percent. Dr. Hitchcock draws
from these statistics the deduction that
in making athletes “ physical gifts count
for less than the energy of will, which is
put upon the muscles. ' It is the intelli
gent training, and not the big measures,
which determine the standards of excel
lence in our athletic feats and sports."
All this is certainly encouraging to
small men, and accords with our own ob
servation of the development resulting
from special exercise of the muscles.
It shows very clearly that the differ
ence between the athletic and the un
trained
man lies more in the fact
that the athlete has learned how to
use his muscles to the best advantage
rather than in the possession of greater
natural strength.

-—+.-o-.4_
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A CANDID DOCTOR.

NE

of our exchanges has a letter
from one of its subscribers in
which he states certain plain things
with regard to the “doctoring” needed
for common ailments. For instance he
says:
Some years ago the writer was laid
up by a very badly injured footv He
even got so low that there was a slim
chance of his ever being any better.
People would come in and say, “Why
don’t you try this or that? The doctor
isn’t doing anything for you.”
So
asked him one morning if there wasn’t
something known to science that would
help my foot to heal up? He replied,
am sorry to say that there is not.
We can only keep it wet with dilute
acid, and let nature work.”
knew he
told the truth, and was satisﬁed.
With
some natures, perhaps, a harmless sub

I

“I

I

put on with strong assurance
that it would surely cure, would have
been best, so strong an influence has the
mind on the body; hence our often won
derful so-called
“faith cures.“
My
doctor knew me, and knew that the exact
truth was what
wanted, although it
was a sad admission for science to make,
in view of all the healing (?) salves and
ointments that our mothers used to
I
have.
stance,

I

I

once had a very hard cold, and wife
sent for the same physician.
He came
and looked me over
7 d said,
“Keep
covered up warm in
, so warm as to
be rather uncomfortable, and you will
be all
right in a day or two." Not
much medicine for two dollars surely;
but it proved to be all
needed.
some

places,

given ‘some

I

I

15,

presume, he wouldihh've
bread pills or sweetened
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water,

“a

every

teaspoonful

Now, this
and
up to
posted,
does he do when
hour.”

man‘, is

other

thoroughly

times; and what
he feels “billions?”
Take medicine 7 Yes, the very best kind.
He gets out his horse and buggy and
drives down to my place. Then he puts
on an old suit of clothes, and, with dog
and gun takes a long, rapid tramp
through the woods and fields, until the
sweat runs from every pore of his body.
When tired out he comes back, puts on
his dry clothes, and after a few doses of
this “medicine, ” goes home all right.
This has been his practice for many
years.
How foolish, then, for us to dose our
selves
most

the

with injurious things, which the
intelligent physicians who know

all that science has yet taught, on this
point, wouldn't think of touching! And
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how much more foolish, and even
wicked, to stutf the same down the
throats of the little innocents, every
time they cry or are fretfull
There
isn’t a single drop of medicine in our
house of any kind.
We have always
let nature take care of all little ailments,
doing what we could to assist her by
good care, and for larger ones called an

intelligent physician.
I know it is hard to sit idly by and

see

loved ones suffer, hence we try to pre
vent it by giving them pure air, sun
shine, feeding them properly, and seeing
that they take plenty of exercise.
Sick
neas usually comes as the result of vio
lating the plain laws of health. It is
nature's protest against ill treatment,
and nature is the greatest physician on
earth, and seldom loses a patient if given
a fair chance.

-_-—»o-.e——-—
FIFTY-TWO

ROFESSOR Humphrey,

CENTENARIANS.

of Cam
bridge .University, England, has
prepared a series of tables, in the course
of which he gives many curious facts re
garding the lives and habits of ﬁfty-two
persons said to be one hundred years
old.
Of these at least eleven, two males
and nine females, actually attained the
age of 100 or more, a fact confirmed in
their cases by baptismal certiﬁcates and
other records. Others of Dr. Humphrey‘s
cases must have attained very nearly the
hundred years. One of his cases reached
108 years, while one died at the alleged
Not one case was reported
age of 106.
Yet
as having attained the age of 110.
have
instances
several popularly reputed
been given ‘in which that age is men
“There
tioned as the period of ‘death.
which
is a natural pride about longevity
tends to invest its subjects with a halo of
romance, and to obscure the actual dura
Humphrey,
tion
of :life.” Professor
while making this remark, maintains,
with reason, that there is no fact of med
icine more fully established than the by
no-means infrequent attainment of the

centenarian age. The case of M. Chev
reuil, the distinguished Parisian chemist,
whose centenary was recently celebrated
in France, may be quoted to show that
the advanced age in question is com
patible with a fair degree of active intelli
It might seem that the hack
gence.
neyed phrase about man’s “ second child
hood," is not to be taken as invariably
implying mental weakness or decrepi~
tude; but may occasionally mean an ap
parent revival of the powers which in
early life are budding fort-h toward their
more perfect developement. La/l y Smith,
at the age of 103, was a brisk and lively
person, took an intelligent interest in
the world’s doings, and showed none of
the emptiness of ideas and general wear
iness of mind which one is accustomed
to associate with very aged people.
Miss
Hastings, 0f Leamington, at the age of
103, was accustomed to remark cheerily
to her friends, on bidding them good-bye
“ Pay me a visit when‘ you next come to
Leamington.
shall like to see you and
hear how you are going on.” The fact
that women preponderate over men in

I
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the lists of centenarians is again shown.
In Professor Humphrey's cases the pro
portion was thirty-six women to sixteen
men. He tells us that the comparative
immunity of the gentler sex from the
exposure and risks to which men are

subjected, and the greater temperance in
eating and drinking exhibited by women,
are the chief points in determining their
Of the
higher chances of longevity.

thirty-six women, twenty-six had been
married, and eleven had borne large,
families.
Of the twenty-six who had
before
been wives, eight had married
they were twenty—one at sixteen, and
two at seventeen years of age. Twelve of
the ﬁfty-two centenarians were discov
ered to have been the eldest children of
their parents. This fact, adds Professor
Humphrey, does not by any means agree
with popular notions that first children
inherit a feebleness of constitution, nor
with the opinion of racing stables, which
“ ﬁrst
is decidedly against the idea that
lings" are to be depended on for good
performances on the course. The frames
of the ﬁfty-two centenarians, generally
regarded, were of the spare build of hu
man architecture.
Gout and rheuma
“ It seems,"
tism were, as a rule, absent.
“ that the
says Professor Humphrey,
frame which is destined for great age
needs no such prophylactics, and engen
ders none of the peccant humors for
which the ﬁnger-joints ,as in gout) may
ﬁnd a vent.” One of some eight centen
arians in which the ﬁnger-joints were
still‘ and deformed, gave alucid explana—
tion of the cause, when he remarked
that he “had always drunk as much as
he could, and always would do." The
toothless condition of old age is natural
enough, and certain advanced philoso
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phers predict a time when highly evolved
mankind will have no teeth at all, and
when their food ,will be largely of ﬂuid
Yet out of the ﬁfty-two aged
nature.
people, twenty-four only had no teeth,
the average number of teeth remaining
being four or ﬁve. Artiﬁcial teeth were
used in only a few cases, but Dr. Hum
phrey is of opinion that the art of the
dentist is a decided aid to the mainten
ance of health, and to the prolongation
of life. The upper teeth, it is interest
ing to observe, had disappeared at a
greater rate than their lower neighbors.
This, it appears, is a constant occurence
in advanced age. Long hours of sleep
were notable among these old people,
the period of repose averaging nine
hours; while out~of-door exercise in
plenty and early-rising are to be noted
among the factors of a prolonged life.
Not the least important of the facts elic
ited in this study, are those relating to
the temperate habits of these particular
centenarians.
Number eight on his list “drank toex
-Another was
cess on festive occasions.”
“ free beer drinker," and number thir
a
ty-ﬁve “drank like a ﬁsh during his

whole life." It somewhat moliﬁes the
eﬂ’ect of this startling statement, how
ever, when it is discovered that he could
never get very much todrink, and proba
bly only exhibited the ﬁsh-like tendency
Twelve of the
as opportunity served.
ﬁfty-two old people had been total ab
stainers for life, or nearly so; and most
all were “ small meat eaters.” There is
nothing, after all, very novel in Dr.
Humphrey’s conclusions, that modera—
tionin all things, added to a sound frame
and a reasonable care of health, are the
prime conditions of old age.

_-—wo-4a
AN

"' EMERGENCY

every house, especially where the
is large, there should be
some provision for accidents, and sudden
attacks of painful disease.
A contem
perary describes such an “emergency”

IN family

” CABINET.

cabinet, as a box or closet arranged to
hold a variety of articles, such as wide
and narrow bandages of muslin neatly
rolled and ready for use, the former for
cuts or hurts on the body or limbs, and
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the latter for wounded hands or ﬁngers.
There should also be a packet of court
plaster, a roll of diachylon or adhesive
plaster, pieces of old linen, lint, cotton,
a small bottle of collodion for cuts, old
muslin for mustard plasters, pins, scis—
sors. and other necessaries that will sug
gest themselves, and are known togood
housekeepers.
Among useful things to beadded to
the above are such following simple
remedies, as essence of peppermint,
spirits of camphor, some ﬁrst-rate olive
oil, aromatic spirits of ammonia, water of
ammonia, a little alcohol, common salt
in ﬁne powder, bicarbonate of soda, and

camphor should be kept in every house
where there are aged persons, as they are
subject to sudden attacks of faintness,
and both these agents afford relief and
help torestore impeded circulation of the
blood.
Mustard isa valuable nauseant, in cases
of suspected or accidental poisoning.
It may here be added that copious
draughts of tepid water taken until
vomiting ensues, and thereafter repeat
edly until the poison is supposed to be
thrown off, is a good remedy to use un
til the help of a physician can be pro
cured. If pains are felt in the bowels,
give copious injections of tepid water
also, and rid the system in both ways of

of mustard.
The aromatic spirits of ammonia and the poison
—— ——M*

a box
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as speedily as posssble.

ECZEMA.

it,

Local irritation,
eczematous affection.
friction,
poultices, chemical stimu
heat,
lants, exposures to the sun or a pungent
the exciting
atmosphere are among
nerve condi
appearance;
its
for
causes
by producing dis
tions may lead to
turbance of the circulation and conse
quently impairing the nutrition of the
nerve; distressing phases of eczema, such
as the erythematous and vesicular are
due to disturbed nerve functions.

The deep causes of an eczematous dis
of the blood.
ease lie in the condition
that tend to
habits
and
Amode of life

it

They have their acute and chronic stages
and may in the majority of cases be
traced to hereditary inﬂuences and there
fore indicate constitutional degeneration.
Anything that produces swelling or
hyperaemia will be likely to cause an

is

common of cutaneous

is

disorders,
intance as salt-rheum, tetter,
80c.
milk-crust, scald head, shingle,
infant,
middle
the
These occur at all ages,
aged and old being subject to them.
most

such for

impair the blood, and embarrass the gen
eral circulation may be expected to in
terfere at length with tissue changes
An ex
and the cutaneous excretions.
amination of the structure of the skin
and its apparatus for the elimination of
waste matter shows the importance of
maintaining in an active state, other
wise the glands and ducts must become
loaded and clogged, and in time produce
smelling and eruption.
The skin
a great excretory organ
besides servingas the complete invest
ment of the hard and soft structures of
the body. Its discharge of waste in the
perspiration
constantly going on in
health, through the pores, or openingsI
have named.
While these little sweat
tubcsare rarely more than one-four hun
redth of an inch in diameter yet their
so great, 700 or more to the
number
square inch, that the grand total of their
work in the course of a day, done as
quietly and without consciousness on our
part, amounts often to more than two
pints of ﬂuid.
By this the blood
freed from ex
cess of water, particles of waste matter,
the dead, used-up substance of the tissues

it

a

is

from

to double up,

is

word
Greek
to
applies
signifying
aclass of skin eruptions rather than to
one simple form, a class including the
term

is

HIS
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are expelled and the heat of the body is
Hence if the ducts and pores
regulated.
are choked and the skin can not act the
system will suffer, fever of some kind
result, if the obstruction persists, or erup
tions occur by which nature will secure
an abnormal and troublesome outlet for
the effete matters.
of the many forms of
_ Symptoms—Each
eczema has its peculiar indications, from
the simple redness of the skin to the
encrusted, pustulous variety of impetigo
The
that makes life almost intolerable
as
we
ﬁnd
of
eczema
common expression
it among old and young is an eruption
of numerous small vesicles on a swollen
and reddened base, which is succeeded
by amoist inﬂamed surface, upon which
crusts are frequently formed. This is
considered the acute stage of the affec
tion. In its chronic form it is usually dry,
and may bear a resemblence to that oh
stinate malady known as psoriasis or dry
tetter, although it lacks the thick, white
scales with abrupt margins which are met
with in the latter disease. A burning or
itching sensation is usually a. symptom,
and often a distressing one. In infants
eruptions appear by preference upon the
face and about the ears, and assume a
moist form.

In some cases pustules develop, and
their contents dry into thick, unsight
This eruption in
ly crusts (milk-crusts).
if
ever
rarely
any connection
infants has
by many;
is
teething,
supposed
as
with
and it is an error that any harm can
possibly result from its speedy cure.
When the prevailing symptom is red
nessthe affection is called erythematous ;
if swelling and pimples form it is pap~
The eruption may be pustulous ;
ulous.
in which case it indicates that the excre
tion has apoisonous character incident
to an extreme alteration of the cutaneous
A
tissue where the disease is located.
severe exudation of the icherous type is
sometimes met with and indicates much
The variety known
systemic debility.
very
annoying, appear
is
as salt-rheum
ing anywhere on the body, the hands or
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legs especially being invaded by it. It
frequently makes its appearance on the
legs of old people, and is then sympto
matic of an enfeebled circulation due
to inactivity or a want of general sys
temic tone.
Treatment — Skin
affections
are
'“blesssed” with multitudes of remedies;
one‘ can not take up a medical magazine
and not ﬁnd a communication from some
one describing a new way to treat a case
of psoriasis or scald-head or impetigo or
It must be
something else cutaneous.
admitted that the indications of eczema,
however simple the attacks, differ very
much in diﬁerent persons and it would
appear therefore that the variety of rem
edies suggested was well-founded.
But
in tracing functional or constitutional
causes we shall usually ﬁnd that laws
and principles of a comparatively simple
nature have been broken by the patient,
and he may be persisting in irregularities
with a knowledge of their troublesome
consequences. There may be a predis
position to disease of the skin, but a dis
creet regard to hygienic habits ofsets its
manifestation, and in such a case the
person may be warranted in thinking
that a persistent obedience to law and
propriety in his everyday life will in time
rid him of theunpleasant association.
In the acute form of eczema the em
ployment of directly healing applications
is useless and better avoided.
“To do
nothing," says Rayer, “is the best treat
ment of acute eczema." All irritants are
especially detrimental.
A careful diet
and the rest of the affected part, which
includes, of course, the avoidance of ir
ritation of all kinds, will in time operate
favorably.
Scratching with the nails is
a most fruitful source of aggravation
and must be stopped by all means.
In the chronic stage of eczema the 10
cal treatment includes such a procedure
as this : 1, to detach the. scales and crusts
which surround the affected parts; 2, to
dry up such parts as are still moist; 3, to
remove the inﬁltration, swelling and
desquamation of the skin.
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applications of warm
water with soda soap, that made with
vegetable oil being preferred; castile or
palm soap is good for the purpose. A
bland oil is serviceable also, and is found
to be less unpleasant in some cases than
For the
water for cleansing the skin.
second an impalpable powder, such as
starch ﬂour or ﬁne fuller‘s earth when
For the
soft, dry cloths are irritating.
third, a wash or lotion of the oxide of
zinc or boraic acid, or sweating the part
Sulphur
with a waterproof covering.
and tar are among the articles highly
commended by specialists in the treat
ment of skin diseases and their applica
tion externally is often followed by re
lief, but in chronic cases no permanent
beneﬁt is to be expected unless the patient
adopts a diet that is nutritious and non
irritating and avoids all exposures that
may have an aggravating tendency.
I was asked on one occasion to pre
scribe for a boy who had been a sufferer
for three or four years with an aggrav
The most ap.
ated form of pityriasis.
proved treatment of the schools, includ
ing arsenic, sulphur and mercury had

For the ﬁrst,

I ad
without improvement.
with
the
skin
of
cleansing
daily
the

been tried
vised

the purest soap and warm water, keeping
the limbs so wrapped with light dressings

to prevent irritation, and feeding the
with the simplest food—~no ﬂesh
meat, sugar or salt, or stimulating bev
erages being allowed, but ripe fuit in the
natural state or stewed being given with
In a few months
his bread or porridge.
the boy‘s condition had greatly improved
and his father wrote me that he had
much hope of a complete recovery.
In all skin affections it isof the ﬁrst
importance that the habits should be reg
ulated in strict accordance with the prin
ciples of hygiene, otherwise no perman
ent improvement can be expected from
the local or internal treatment, whatever
a. s. n.
it may be.
as

boy

M—

WHY SHE REFUsEn—You

say you

went to the party last night, and you saw
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Mrs. Smith, an old friend, whom you
had not seen since she and your sister
were at school together. You had a very
pleasant talk until supper, when you
gave her your arm and took her in to
supper. \Vhen some one came along
with a few glasses of wine on a waiter
and offered her a glass, you saw her
shudder as she said, "No!” and you
wonder why Mrs. Smith, who didn't use
to be so particular about such things-—
not only refused but shuddered when
“ No !" You can not tell why?
she said
I can-tell you. You went on with
your talk, and a little ﬂirtation, did you!
wont say you didn't.
She was very
gay, and she seemed very glad to forget
herself, did she? Very well.
am very
glad you gave her that one hour of the
can tell you where she went
evening.
after the party was over. She went
home, the latest person from the party.
She was glad it was late; for her hus
band had not come home. She sat and
read an hour, and her husband did not
come. She wrote for an hour, and her
husband did not come. She sat at the
piano for an hour, but he did not come.
At length between three and four o’clock
there was a noise at the door, and two
policeman held him in their arms. She
knows them well by this time.
It hap
pens so frequently, that she kuows every
policeman on the beat. They bade her
She had looked her child’s
goodnight.
room, that he mightnot abuse him. She
dragged off his neck-cloth and coat, and
sat there until he should fall into astupid

I

I

I

sleep.

She is the woman who refused the
glass of wine with a shudder.
You
thought she was gay and bright.
know her story, because
am her minis
ter.
They have a sort of a skeleton in
the closet, which we are permitted to see
and you are not. And, when we see
that skeleton, do you wonder that we
sometimes say pretty sharp things about
moderate drinking, and the temptations
oﬂered at parties t
REV. E. E. HALE.

I

I
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INDUSTRY.

The American Science Associ

seen that all the resistance which this balloon
to that part
its meeting for 1887, in offers to the wind is conﬁned
New York City, beginning on the 10th of ' where the cone ends—a small point of its
Two balloons of like diameter will
August and continuing for one week. From surface.
therefore offer an equal resistance
to the
the interest exhibited by the local committee

ation, will

hold

and by many leading citizens of New York,
this promises to be one of the most notable
gatherings of scientiﬁc men and will have its
inﬂuence on the summer life of the city.

The sessions of the different sections into
which the Association is necessarily divided,
will be held at Columbia College, the use of
which has been kindlyr tendered by the
Trustees.
The president of the Local Com
mittee of Arrangements is Dr. F. A. P. Bar
nard, the local treasurer is General

Thomas

L. James and the local secretary is Professor
H. L. Fairchild. The vice-presidents are
M. Depew, Mayor Abram B.
Hewitt, George William Curtis, Vice-Chan
cellor Henry M. MacCracken of the New
York University, Professor J. S. New berry,
Morris K. essup and Judge Charles P. Daly.
The whole committee numbers nearly ﬁve
hundred.
There is a large Ladies’ Commit
tee, of which Mrs. A._S. Hewitt is chairman,
Mrs. Nicholas Fish, ﬁrst member; Miss
Winifred Edgerton, secretary ; and Mrs.
A number of re
Sylvanus Reed, treasurer.
Chauncey

J

ceptions and excursions

have been projected

for the entertainment and instruction of the
hundreds of members who come from a dis
tance.

A New Air Shlp.-To

the Editor of
JOURNAL—Deal‘ Sir:
Having, as I believe. thoroughly studied the
problem of aerial navigation, the logical con
the

PHRENOLOGICAL

clusions I have arrived at seem to me so ev.
ident and simple, that when explained, a
common understanding
can grasp them.
Let me occupy a little space in your useful

with a description of my idea. In
the accompanying
drawing, A is the longi
tudinal balloon always held in a horizontal
position, by the attachments
beneath.
B
represents a lightly constructed frame to
which is attached a stationary sail D, which
has for its object to keep the point of the bal
loon at A straight to the wind.
It is thus
columns

though one be amile longer
than the other.
Fastened to the netting of
this balloon are the cords destined to sup
same current,

port the passenger car.
The outer cords
are of such length as to form two sides of an
equilateral triangle, at whose apex a swivel
F, from which the passenger car is sus
pended, enables the latter to swing freely in
any direction of the compass, independently
of the direction of the balloon overhead. The

H in this instance is in front, and by
its simple revolution sucks in the air. The
rudder
enables the helmsman to steerin
any direction by the action of the wheel H
screw

J

If

just the same

as on any steamer.
instead of
having the wheel in front, it is placed at the
back and either above or below the rudder
J, its mechanical action will be the same.
This action being of a very positive kind

will

give movement to both the pasengers
car and also to the passive balloon overhead.
It of course goes without saying that this

wheel will have to be driven at a very great
velocity to enable the craft to steer against
the very formidable air currents frequently
encountered.
But as this is a matter of a
few horsepower-s more or less, and as the
lifting medium can by my method be great
ly increased without increasing the ballom‘s
resistance to the wind. the question of veloc
ity requiring any amount of power, is ade
quately solved and only a matter of auxili
ary experiment.

Now as to fuel to drive the propellor. A
surplus of the gas in the balloon is forced
down to the engine L through pipe K.
This
is effected by pumping ordinary air into a
smaller balloon
N, inside of balloon A,
through

the pipe M.

“ But,"

says one 0b
you pump in so much air, you
may burst your balloon, and come down
quicker than you went up ?" Not so! My
pump is provided with an automatic safety
valve which can be set so as to act under

jector.

“’
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Another asks : “ If you consume your gas
for fuel, how can you keep up in the air?”

to this objection is that I can
hundred or thousand cubic
yards of gas in excess of that needed for lift
As Professor Morse demons
ing purposes
trated telegraphy, or Fulton steam naviga
the answer

ship

several

tion, so

I

believe this

simple

contrivance

will practically demonstrate the principles
in which the air will yet serve as a highway
for all nations, and the coming “ ship." be as
much faster than the locomotive, as the latter
is faster than the obsolete stage coach.
With an enterprising syndicate I am will

ing to make a test experiment of my inven
tion, and to share both the ducats and laur
els. (especially

the laurels) resulting from it.
to be

Believing my mechanical propositions
self-evident and in strict accordance
natural
lenged.

principles

their reputation

Respectfully

with

is chal

yours,
N.

names,

Give The Horses Time To Eat.

—When spring work begins, there is such a
hurry that the temptation is great to get the
horses to the ﬁeld as soon as they have swal
lowed their grain ration and a few mouthfuls

of hay. Nothing is gained by so doing. It
is when the horses are ﬁrst put to hard work
—severe exercise takes from the digestive
orgaiis the energy needed for the digestion

of large quantities of :food—and put on full
feed. that indigestion most often begins.
And indigestion at this time means loss of
appetite. colic, rough hide, loss of ﬂesh and

weakness later on. If the horses are given
their grain, mixed with stover, cut, and all
moistened, and are allowed time to :eat it.

for rest and di
gestion, they will work enough, faster and
harder to make up the time, will not suffer
from indigestion. and will keep in good con
dition.
The horse should be given full
and a half an hour afterward

ninety minutes for its noonday meal.
It
needs this time for both rest and digestion;
and in the end time is gained by giving it the
ninety minutes.
very severe work.

If

the horse has been at
it is well to 'let it rest ﬁf
teen minutes before giving it any food.
The
stomach is in no condition to receive food
immediately after severe exertion.
It must
be borne in mind that what is severe labor
to the horse, the ﬁrst two weeks at the

JOURNAL
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At
plough or harrow,'will not be so later.
the beginning, its muscles are soft, and labor
is more severe upon it :than may be sup
Observance of this and care in wa
posed.
tering and feeding, with time given it to eat
and partly digest its food before being put
to work, will avoid the use of “ condition"
powders and other nostrums,
better generally.

and are much

The Convention of Experts in
Insanity at Detrolts—The Association
of Medical Superintendents of American In
stitutions for the Insane, held its forty-ﬁrst
annual meeting in Detroit on the 14th, 15th,
16th and 17th of June.
A large attendance
and 'much interest signalized the session.
Dr. H. A. Buttolph, of New Jersey, the re
tiring president, opened the exercises, and
delivered an address on “ Insanity or Mental
in which he reviewed the
Derangement,"
nature of insanity and speciﬁed many of its
causes, and indicated the prime factors of a
This address was
system of classiﬁcation.
replete with :data drawn from a. very long
professional
experience, and pointed
to
special organic centers of mental faculty, as
the key to a clear understanding of mind in
both the normal and pathological states.
At
a late session, Dr. Buttolph presented views
on the organization and management of hos
pitals and asylums for the insane.
Among those members whose papers also
lively discussion,
prompted
were Drs.
Richard Dewey, of Kankakee, Ill., Edward
Cowles of Somerville, Mass, J. Draper of
Brattleborro, Vt.,'H. P. Stearns of Hartford,
Ct., W. B. Goldsmith, Providence. R. I.,
and O. Evarts of Cincinnati, 0.
Dr. Drap
er‘s paper on “ Etiology in the Classiﬁca
tion of Insanity," was a spirited and vigor
ous presentation of views that obtained close
attention on account of their original and in
dependent thought that pervaded them.
Receptions and excursions
ﬁlled up the
time of the association very pleasantly when
not on duty in the chamber of conference,
and the members
the good people

hospitality

have reason to remember

of Detroit. because of their

and courtesy.

Thin Plates—Though

the ordinary
pursued by gold beaters will pro
duce leaves of that metal so thin that more
than 4000 are required to make a pile one

method
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considering

that
(abo

each

layer

of molecules

one-twenty-ﬂfth

of

an

millemetre
inch, in thickness). vastly thinner gold leaves
By elec
may be obtained in another way.
troplating a known weight of gold upon one
side of a sheet of copper foil of given dimen
sions. a gold coating may be secured upon the
copper whose thickness is readily ascertain
able by a simple calculation; then, by using
a suitable solvent. the copper may be re
moved when the leaf of gold will remain

intact.

Experiments have shown that in this way
sheets of gold
may be obtained
on glass plates which are not
mounted
there

more than

the

one-forty-thousandth

of a

of an inch) in
(one-one-million
thickness, some specimens, indeed. being
estimated at not more than the one four
millimetre

hundred

thousandth

of

a

millimetre—a

thickness or thinness that is about one two
hundredth part of the length of a wave of
light.

Taking

Sir William Thomson's esti

105

mate of the size of the ﬁnale molecule

and
to one page of a book, the
of these gold ﬁlms would mnkca

corresponds
thinnest
pamphlet

more

having

than

a

hundred

pages.

Armenian ‘Walls

In the Desert.—

Rcspecting the plan of Colonel Landas for
fertilizing the African desert by means of
wells, Sir R. Lambert Playfair, in the course
of a consular tour in Tunis, has visited the
ground where the first well was sunk, and
reports most favorably as to the success of

A space of 735 acres has been
the project.
cleared, and sown with cereals and income,
a vegetable garden been made, and a nur
Two other
sery of young trees planted.
wells are being sunk, which on completion
will irrigate 7500 acres of land. The Bey of
Tunis has conceded to the company 25,000
acres of land, which they can select them
selves from districts which are at present of
no value.

fest in some

when dealing

respect,

with

topics of psychology.
The
study

habit,

dialectical

which

of philosophy tends

to

much
impress

to

a.

constitution

mental

inclines him to carry his criti

in 'one of our leading luniversitics, has
published a large book in which the re
sults of the later observations of experi

in nerve function are collated
as

evident endeavor to avoid the bias, that

likely to mani

the extent of

at too great length
and diﬂiculties

dwelling

on the uncertainties

of reaching

deﬁnite

re

it

;

habit

cismat times to

the metaphysical mind is

of

this author’s work_ the inﬂuence of :this

1887.

with evident care, and

functions

and

We notice here and there in

faculty.

INDEFIXITE, YET QUITE LIKELY.
A TEACHER of intellectual philosophy,

and reviewed

prejudicial

perfectly candid dealing with those phy
questions that bear upon the

NE W Y 0 ri'K ,

menters

is

a.

collegiate institution,
siological

Fownan 8; Wsua Conpn'v. Publisher-l.
H S. Drums, A.M., lti.D., Editor.

AUGUST,

occupies the chair of metaphysics

‘in

upon the intellect, especially of one who

sults by experiment, and now and then
rather capt-iously assume, as demonstrat
ed, inferences that accord with metaphysi

cal doctrine.

He appears to be inclined
of functional localiza

to accept the idea

tion in the brain, yet solieitously sets the
observers in array one against another

THE PHRENOLOGICAL JO URNAL.

so that the reader, while he is disposed

to

elaborate opinion
that immediately

with

it,

thank the author for his industry in ac
cumulating in one book the opinions of

viz: “

I‘ .

LAugust
;

and

the

follows
So-called

statement

is in
‘
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keeping

centers,’

so‘many authorities on localization, ﬁnds

‘areas,’ or ‘ﬁelds’ of the cerebrum

himself in doubt, as to whether

in no

anything

or not

has been established by the ex

:case, however, to be

This author, who

is professor Ladd of

as

off by ﬁxed lines for the con
deﬁnite functions within

of

ﬁnement

Yale, has devoted most of his attention

rigid limits,

to the work of the German

different for different brains

observers,

are

regarded

portions of its nervous substance that can
be marked

perimentalist.

or

These areas are somewhat

of the

same

species; they widen when a heightened
energy

data for

reasoning

toward a negative conclusion

almost as

in

itself, supplies

much as toward an affirmative.
vey of the experimental

"A sur

ﬁeld, however,

appears to lead him to conclude among
other Lthings
functions

that

:

“ Inasmuch

different

of the

as the

elementary

is

particularly Exner, whose special colla
tion of pathological cases, while of value

demanded of them; their cen

ters are neither mathematical

points nor
very minute collections of cells. They
are not composed of

elements

which

have, each one, a ﬁxed and unchangea'
ble value, and a deﬁnite function, as
though the number of mental operations
assigned to a locality needed to be pre
matched by the separate

parts necessarily depend upon the man

cisely

ner in which they are combined and con

ﬁbres and nerve-cells

:the composite parts or organs
thus formed must also have certain nor

Nor are

these areas perfectly

calities;

on the contrary, they obviously

cality

; hence,

the functions

ous mechanism

of the nerv

must be more or less

deﬁnitely localized.
ple be suspected

deﬁnite lo

a.

Nor can

the

princi

of a disposition to stop

short 0E and abd icate its authority, when
we reach the region of the cerebral 'cor
tex.

There is nothing

in

the structure

of the cortex, to show why the general
law of differentiation of function should
be inapplicable there.

On the contrary,

everything in both its anatomy and phy
siology indicates that the principle of lo
calized functions does apply in some sort
to the cerebral hemispheres.”

It must

be confessed

that a vast amount

“ provings,”
of experimental

has

been

necessary [to the utterance of such an

over-lap each other in certain cases.
According to the true statement of Luci
ani, ‘the single centers in the sensory
motor zone are so completely l_bound up

with, and soto speak, let into one an
other, that

not possible to divide
them with a clear and deﬁnite line, such
as
the case when the cortex is incised
and removed;

so that

center one necessarily
tion of the neighboring

in destroying a
eliminates

a por

Nev
no doubt that the cere
bral functions connected with the differ

ertheless,

there

centers.’

is

or organs have, of course,

10

it
is

But such composite parts

mal functions.

isolated

is

nected

nerve

of the locality.

ent sensations and motions of the peri
pheral parts of the body are not all
alike exercised by all parts of the cere
brum.
They are assigned speciﬁcally to
those regions which alone have the proper
structure and stand on the proper rela

AND SI'ENCE OF HEAL TH.
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slam

tions.” Prof. Ladd, is considering
ter

functions of the brain when

he makes

the above admission; the psychical

tions as indicated by experiment

func

he does

not think worthy of more than passing

They are not to

comment.

be revealed

and deﬁned by such a method, and fany

manifestation

incidental

side-light,

or

that intimates a psychic quality

is to be

viewed with caution and doubt.

who have looked

metaphysicians,

other

Inlthis

he does not differ much from

particular,

107

before, and discoveries

with astounding rapidity.

have been forced to the wall, and facts
that had been given places of honor

tion of new truths
been

especially

and principles

has

active in biology,

the

naturalist, the physiologist, the physici
toward our information.

times that
ena alleged

we could not accept phenom
of the

The
with knife.and galvanism.
wounded, comatose, unnatural condition
of the subject preclude the obtaining of
brain

deﬁnite

If

and isolated mental expressions_

in the experiments

kies the
so

complex, interrelated
the experimenters

as to set

other

in opinion, what

from

experiments
psychical

procure

results are

and indeﬁnite
against each

is to be expected

that are designed to
data?

No, we insist

of Gall and Spurzheim
for observing the functions of mind is far

that the method

better,

and

eminent

metaphysicians

physiologists

are beginning

ceive the fact, that the
of mind expression

to

IN TRANSITION.

Scientiﬁc

are

themselves

unable

“More light.

to

resolve

light"

More

them.

is the cry,

and the new light but furnishes

a fresh

It

is in the

complication

to the puzzle.

surfeit of intelligence

that our trouble

until the mind has had time to

become expanded

and cultivated up to
the grade of power that is necessary to
a comprehensive grasp of the vast store

of data that is accumulating, and can
discriminate clearly with respect to the
place and bearing of each

fact, doubts

must perplm us.

But we

need not dospond as to the re—

This period of transition with its

per

-

to man the spirit of inquiry that has led
to such richness of discovery will give
him the capability to understand the

meaning of every new fact, and to set it
transi

of doubt.

research has been carried toan

extent greater than ever the world

settled,

renewed. and the most learned confess

thick cloud of uncertainties will be dis
pelled. The same providence that gave

have been obtained

a period

origin and function, that were

sult.

by that method.

tion, and therefore

contributing

Those important

and

trustworthy data

THIS is a period of intellectual

his sphere,

questions relating to differences of spe
cies, to

lies, and

on dogs and mon

motor or muscular

each in

once regarded as definitely

to be of a psychical type

that proceeded from manipulations

The evolu

comparison with later data.

an;

For our part we agree with this view

in

the foundation of this or that department
of science by former observers, have
been found to be of secondary value, in

physiological

in the main, and have stated at different

Old theories

that had been for ages regarded as sacred

into the matter of brain function on the
side.

have multiplied

knew

in

its proper place.

The light will come

and doubt will vanish.

A SIDE CommN'r—If such lawless
doings as those of the liquor faction in
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San Antonio, Texas, in their mad efforts

need of the masses

to break up a meeting held by some of

rible curse.

the best people of the town in the inter

the

est

temperance, and

of

evidence

the

given in the Hamilton shooting affair at
Jackson, Miss, do not open the eyes of

orderly

citizens

reﬂecting

and

more

widely to the evils that drink is bringing
upon

us, we surely

cernment

misjudge

the

Every brutal out

contest,

assured

that

_—-—.~o.-—

pathos

We were shown a long
books,
of
array
papers, tracts and leaf
lets in which the subject of alcoholic
were employed.

scientiﬁcally

treated

logically, in which

and

argument and the
truth declared in clear. and forcible lan
duty

BEGINNING AT THE RIGHT END.

a ter

something

more substantial than rhetoric and

no

We were assured that it was

the

of the Literature Department

to

guage.

lation to the rum-business.

attended a little entertainment

and

facts were added

rage of late appears to have a close re

WE

for relief from

We were shown some of
weapons that were now used in the

drinks and alcoholic habits was

the dis

morally and mentally of

reflecting American.

[August

teach the young of both sexes, through
a

books expressly prepared by competent

few weeks ago that was given by the of

writers, and also by simple experiments

ﬁcers of the Literature Department of the

in chemistry, the physiology of the sub

\Vomen’s Christian Temperance Union,

ject, and thus to impress upon the minds

and use this opportunity

to express our

satisfaction with the statements heard

of the future men and women of Amer
ica healthful convictions

of the true na

while there, concerning the work of that ture of alcohol
“Ah," we responded to the earnest
We were told
growing organization.
that the National Society enrolls the woman who gave us the points that have
“
names of over 150,000 women pledged to been brieﬂy outlined, you are beginning
do what they can to restrict or suppress at the right end ; only get the minds of
the liquor traflic, and as each of these

inﬂuential

women is more or less

as a

member of some church it was to be ex
pected that they would accomplish some
thing of positive beneﬁt in the sphere of

their

personal

and in time,

relations,

public

sentiment

told that this widespread
so much

important results proceed from it at no

undertaking

energy a few years

little sporadic activity
sneers of the liquor
the
expired amid
dealers and liquor drinkers, but a deep

ago, and after a

toned, solid, purposeful
tematically

founded

and social order."

upon

was no woman's crusade, such as burst

forth with

revolution with respect to the drink evil,
and that, without a crisis threateuin g civil

We were

inﬂuence

at large.

the way will be clear to a great popular

this grand
organization of the Women's Christian
Temperance Union, and expect to see

with increasing numbers and experience,
exercise an irresistible

the children interested in this matter and

Yes, we heartily

distant day.
ing

the

approve

Calmly and ﬁrmly pursu

even tenor of its chosen way,

without giving

heed to the strife

ties and factions,

of par

it can proffer strong

help to whatever is good for the people,
and in correcting the drinking

habits of

movement, sys

the masses most of the elements of social

the urgent

disorder that now erect their Hydra-like

upon

AND SCIENCE OF HEAL TH.
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heads

and cause serious

safety

of the community

fears for the

will

be sup

‘

iguana.
memorial
K
I

4.

it

3.

Don't write in a small hmut, or in pencil. as the
across the case, a distance
wmpositor has to read
of Over two feet, and the editor Often wishes to make
changesor additions.
Never roll your mamucrl'pt or paste the sheets
“ Commercial note“ size are
together. Sheets about
the most satisfactory to editor and compositor.

A

5.

Be brief. People don't like to read long stories.
two-column article in read by [our time: as many
people as one ofdoubte that length.
ly

6.

Always write your-full name and addreuplain
at the end of your letter. Uyou use a pseudonym
or initials, write yourfult name and address also.
We can now umnn'nll. ‘to annex uxuvnunnl
contributions
unless the necessary postage to pro
1!! ALL'CAQIS. persons who
vided by the writers.
communicate with In through the poet-oﬂlce should
they expect a reply, indose the return postage. or
what is better, a prepaid envelope, with their full
address. Personal and private matters addressed
tothe Editor personally will receive his early at

if

WWW
this is done.

H.—Thc portrait
interesting from two lead
that you send
ﬁrst, with regard to the
mg points of view
:

is

Ix'rsnxsnxo HEAIL—J.

i.

a

if

is

a

it

if

whole

so active and excitable
tive disease he should

that

there be posi

be removed

trom

a

2.

Write clearly and distinctly, being particularly
careful in the matter of propernamea and quota
tions.

intimates either disease or
latter might be dependent
The
precocity.
so be
upon the former in great part, and
condition.
an expression of an unfortunate
The developments appear to be in some re
possible
specta decidedly unnatural, but
[or his friends to order his life and habits in
condition
way as to obtain in time
such
will
meet
that
vital
and
organs
the
body
of
the demands of mental activity that such an
Great care and intel
organization implies.
but the result
ligence would be necessary;
would be worth the 011011. If however dis
ease like hydrocephalus or rachitis be at
the bottom of the apparent deformity, many
years must pass before he could be brought
into a normal state. The temperament is

tion as

place when: he may be exposed to inﬂuen
ces that lend to irritate and disturb him.
EAR-TBUMPBTS AND EAR8.—I. S.—It you
or have
or long-sighted
are short-sighted
any other detect which compels you to use
glasses to see well, and you get from the

optican glasses that ﬁt your eyes, they will
not injure those organs but mther help to
with
good car
So
preserve them.
will not render you more deaf
trumpetv

it

if

:

1.

written upon.

the relations 0t his immediate parents at
least, and what
any were their peculiari
'l‘he organiza
ties, and stronger leanings.

A
but be likely to improve your hearlng.
specialist in ear-diseases claims as much.
He says that the passive motion induced by
well-made ear-trumpet, in the
the use of
a

if

To Ot'n commas-mas. It wlll greatly sld the
our
editor, and facilitate the work of theprinter.
tmltn'butura generally should observe the following
rules when writing articles or communication. in
tended for publication
“'rite on one side of the sheet only. It “often
“
necessary to cut the page into takes"for compou
l'ton, and this can not be done when both tides are

I

*

boy's parentage. and second, with regard to
In
what the organization itself indicates.
order to make an intelligent study of it, we
e.
history of his family;
should require

a

Qvm'iosa or “GINBKAL ls'rrus'r." on“ wxu.
But one question
in this department.
and that clearly stated, must be pro
a correspondent shall expect us to give
pounded,
him the benefit of an early consideration.
beunrrered
at a time,

the mil

it

ilnrrtspondenis.

although

lions.

a

‘Dar

met or expressed in dollars
the ﬁgures went high into

if

{ljur

in measures for promoting

I;

an

an example

a

is but

inspire all Christian people

to co-operate

if

such beneﬁt to the nation at large that

is

W. C. T. U.

that should

tention

prove inevitably of

a reform that would

could not be measured by line and plum

pressed.

The
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auditory apparatus, tends to overcome and
conditions
that exist
remedy abnormal
there, and which may have been caused
by disease. People have gradually quite
recovered

their hearing while using an ear
-

trumpet.

E.--Tobacco,
Tossooo A SEDATIViL—M.
You may think that
like wine, is a mocker.
it has a good effect upon your nerves, be
cause when you are restless and excited it
seems to quiet them and helps you to sleep.
Its narcotic poisonous effect is thus shown.
It benumbs the nerves, in other words is a
paralyzaut, and though you may experience
relief from such benumbing for a time, the
reaction is sure to come in an increased
The systemic effect of
nervous irritability.
tobacco contributes

to fasten the habit on a

One may be a very moderate user
of cigars, smoke only two a day, yet the
power of tobacco will be illustrated in his
case if he sttenmts to stop the habit. Should

person.

he not smoke cigars for three or four days
he will ﬁnd himself in a very disturbed, un
strung condition, perhaps unable to attend
I have known men
properly to his business.

who were very moderate smokers try re
peatedly to give up the habit, at the cost of
of body and mind that
so much discomfort
they ﬁnally concluded to keep on in the old
way, solacing themselves with the vain pre
tence that it would not hurt them much.
No. Give it up like a true man and you will
be the gainer.

N. W.—
MILLINER on DREBSMAKElL—E.
who attain to eminence in these
branches of woman's work possess as a rule
a good development of the organs that are
Those

of the qualities of taste, har
appreciative
One with large Form,
mony and beauty.
will
Size, &c., and fair Constructiveness
dress,
of
articles
fashion
cut
and
how
to
learn
and by following patterns do passably good
work. But if she have large Ideality she
is greatly helped in designing garments and
giving them the graceful lines and turns and
in adapting the trimmings that heighten ef

fects and gratify customers. A skilful milliner
with the natural, ready taste of Ideality can
make a cheap bonnet look stylish and well.
And so a skilful, tasteful dressmaker will
turn plain goods into garments that are be
coming.

With Ideality

superadded

the

work of
otherwise

JOURNAL.
a

mechanic

[August

that would

be plain

becomes artistic.

J.

S.—Yes, a per
in study and
knowledge by applying himself steadily and
The study of nature, of
systematically.
man, being included in whatever is taken
up as the life work, will greatly help in the
and maturing of the mind.
development
Good text-books in every department of
science and art are easily obtained, and oc
casional advice from persons of experience
To be sure a
maybe had for the asking.
course at a good school. be it for a year ora
term, helps a young man; but solid inform
ation and positive ability come mostly from
personal application, from seeing and know
A young man who has
ing for one’s self.
made his way in great part from ﬁfteen to
twenty, and who then goes to school for a
year or so, has a great advantage over the
student, because his
merely school-taught
knowledge of the world and stronger mental
faculties enable him to comprehend the
meaning and application of the principles of
book learning.
sELF-IMPROYEMENT.——J.

son can make good

Tm: " Foaaaxm

progress

Fsmcvﬂ—J. P.—You

the articles in the
read. perhaps,
PHRENOLOGIOAL on the attempts of such men
as the author of the Gbbe article and should

have

find in.them a suﬁlcient

answer.

Looking

at the reasoning
and illustrations of the
Globe article from the point of view of gen
uine scientiﬁc knowledge, it would appear
a very much garbled affair.
The illustra
tions defeat their own purpose, being in sev
eral cases distortions
and misrepresenta
tions, and those that are proffered as ex

of a “noble forehead” occurring
in low organization and idiocy do not im
as in point.
press the reﬂective reader
We can not see how, by such resorts and ad
caqnandum methods, true Phrenology is to
be ignored, except in the opinion of people
who do not know what it is. The wretched
and Darwin
caricatures of Lafayette
are
the article, as they
enough to condemn
would be rejected at once by any one con
versant with good portraits of them.
We
half suspect, from some statements of the
writer of that article, that he is more intent
than in
on trying to injure Phrenology

amples
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knowing what the views of scientific phren
ologists are with regard to the development
of the anterior lobes of the brain.

_"*.

fourteen

%

m

apert'emz hearing on our subject: being preferred.

The Public School System—A
Needed Relorrm—Om- system of pub
lic schools

is very expensive, costing not
less than one hundred and ﬁfty million dol
lars per annum.
But this expenditure
is
warranted,
get

state

the people and the
provided
True, many
value
received.

pupils graduate every year; but
do they come forth with practical
knowl
and with sound minds
in sound
edge,
In general it may be said with
bodies?
thousand

truth that

the graduates come out of school
only theories and oftentimes
with

with

shattered constitutions.

The great struggle in this life is to get
bread and butter, and one’s education to a
large extent naturally lies in preparing him
The laborer needs a knowl
for this work.
edge

of the rudiments/of an English educa
with instruction in manual

tion, coupled
work.
The

man

professional

needs

a

thorough and extended education. an edu
cation which he must pay for out of his
own money
The duty of the state ought

of

years

and

commodations

age.

After

fourteen,

them to work to support
ofttimes
their younger

necessity compels
themselves
and
brothers

@111” gill‘!
Communications an invited on (my topic of inter
uf; the miler'lpemnnl vie rs, and facts from MI
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Hence,

sisters.
should

lower grades, and if
cut down it should

suitable

ac‘

be provided for the
any of the grades are
be

the higher.
The
be to furnish

great aim of the state should

facilities for acquiring an elementary knowl
edge, and if more can be accomplished
let
it bcin the direction of giving instruction
in manual trades and the handling of tools
to all those that desire to labor.

It would seem that the state is now im
posing as large a tax as the people can well
bear.
It does not seem feasible to tax more
and
all

provide suitable accommodations
for
the children.
What is the remedy?

There is none unless it be to cut off from
the top, that the body and roots may be
come strong and hardy; the fruit will be
much better.

The legitimate office of the high school is
to ﬁt for the college and the university, and
those who attend the highs chool should
pay for tuition. That is to say, the state
should not pay for more than an elementary
education.
Let the preparatory schools do
the rest, and their pupils pay for their in
struction.

If the public high schools were called
academics and scminarics, the people would
wake up and proclaim against supporting

them by taxation.

But they come in as
the public-school system and the
people do not know that they are support
ing academies.
part

of

performed when she has provided,
the people with facilities that
supply of an English education and the
Many of the States have passed compul
ﬁrst lessons in polytechnics.
sory laws requiring children to attend
The public schools as new conducted
schools a certain number of months each
furnish in polytechnics no instruction, but
year. How pupils are to attend school when
courses in the sciences and languages, hav
there are not sufiicient accommodations pro_
ing a curriculum exceeding even that of the vided is a question not easily settled.
These
college in which Daniel Webster graduated,
laws are dead, and must remain so until ac—
excepting in Greek and Latin.
commodations
are provided for all chil
to

be

the essentials

The

great

object

elementary education
Such
nothing more.
present.

should

be

for the
is

Many thousand

to provide

not

masses. if
the fact at

of

children are

excluded from our public schools for want
of accommodation.
The higher grades
suitable
accommodations,
but the
lower grades have not the privilege.
Most
pupils can attend school only from six to
have

dren.

It is a thankless task for one to suggest
reform in our public school system, for the
instant he speaks for improvement
in this
direction

he is called

schools, and

even

an enemy of the free
denounced as an evilly

disposed agitator with intent of overthrow.
ing free schools.
This denunciation
does
not, however,

provide

for the thousands

of
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children that are shut out of school for want
of accommodations.
If our advancement requires the education
of the masses, then we shall cease to pro
gress as rapidly as heretofore, for thousands
are practically denied the beneﬁts of schools.

If

our system of economics would permit
the education of every member of society in
the public schools, and then in colleges, it

might redound to the beneﬁt of our civiliza
tion. Education will not make a man worse
Neither does an
or destroy his manhood.
extended education make him better in
Our people, as a whole, are better
morals.
educated than those of England or of France.
But within the last twenty years two of our
Presidents

have been assassinated;

out of

every ten thousand deaths in England seven
have been murders; in France, eight have
been murders; in the United States, twenty
one have been murders.

The newspapers

are ﬁlled with crimes and misdemeanors.
This goes to show that the morals of the
people must be controlled by other forces
than the public schools.
The States are supporting a vast system of
academics and seminaries by taxation.
The
cry of “educate up " has run away with us.
Let us now “ educate down” among the
masses and provide them with accommoda
tions for acquiring an elementary education
and the use of tools.
The hand should be
A reform is
educated as well as the head.
D. n. rmonnv.
needed.

From a. Boston Source—In a n0
tice of the June number of the PHRENOLOGI
OAI. the Boston Times comments thus:
“ It is generally conceded that to make

a

journal which is devoted to a specialty at‘
tractive to the general public is a. diﬁicult
task; but the editors and publishers of the
PHRENOLOGlOAL JOURNAL do not as yet fail
in that task.”

What he Thinks of it Now—An

old student of the Institute, now
progressive

Dakota,

writes

a banker

in

an interesting

letter in which he says:
There is no study that can be more practi
cal, as your subjects are constantly before
you, when dealing with your fcllowmen, and

I can recall to mind very many instances,
when it has been a great beneﬁt to me in
In this wes
my business, that of banking.

[August

tern country where nearly all are compara
tively strangers to each other; having come
from many and nearly all of the eastern
states, the former history of your man is un
known, and Phrenology, and a scientiﬁc
knowledge of human nature, lends a great
assistance in determining what is best to do

with your customer.
In making loans of
money. a prudent banker must necessarily
consider the natural integrity of the man as
well as the security; and in order to judge
of his veracity he must have personal 1e!‘
qunintauce for many years with business in
tercourse.
When this can not be had, it is
very necessary to judge the honor of your
mun by some other means.
Many people.
who are naturally good at reading the char
acter of people by intuition, rely much upon
But, yet
ﬁrst impressions of a face.

their

they have little conﬁdence in their opinions,
from the fact that they are unable to tell

why they form such conclusions. Such per
sons invariably are greatly asisted by study
ing Phrenology. and make shrewder and
keener business men to deal with the gene
ral public.
The beneﬁts which
have derived from
Phreuology in my business are numerous,
and can only be realized by the many little
incidents, where it has been brought into
practical use. I have not time to write you
more on this subject now, but
fully appre'
ciate the advantage 3. practical business man
can derive from being well-posted on this
grand and growing subject of Phrcnology.

I

I

W. R- GREEN.

—+.-o-.4_
PERSONAL.‘

A YOUNG SWELL—The king of Spain has,
or was about to have, at last accounts, a new
uniform and a new sword, richly jewelled.
The fact is particularly

interwting because
the king is only one year old.
His Majesty
occupies a high rank in the army notwith
standing his youth, and it was a question in
the minds of his tailors whether the sleeve of
his military coat would be big enough to bear
all the insignia which belong to him. It may
be added that this promising young gentle
man is paid a salary of $1,500,000, for the

prospect of becoming old enough some day
to sign the documents his ministers
may
prepare for his royal pen. I
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ex-president of Williams
College, one of the most distinguished edu~
cators of this century, died at Williams

Minx Hornnss,

Mass, June

town,

17th last,.in

his 86th

Professor A. P. Peabody, of Raw
year.
ard, designated him as “the ﬁrst of living

is no probability of

be

a

university

Mark

MIRTH.

a

keen

and

powerful teacher,

whose inﬂuence and personality have greatly
helped to make Williams College what it is
today; a writer of simple, luminous Eng
lish; a speaker, vigorous and eloquent; an
ardent lover of truth and a despiser ot' sham,

quick of thought and
earnest in action, singular in purity, notable

a man,

many-sided.

for breadth

and liberalism.

In the impress he made upon large num
ber of young men educated under his direc
writings,
tion, and through his published
he

leaves

in

value

"A little nonserTs-efnow and then,
In relished by the wisest men."

as

Good at a pinch—the crab.

its president.”

He was

Hopkins

to the country a legacy equalled
few
by very
importance

and

Americans of his day.

Whiteﬁeld

—_H———

and President Garﬁeld once said,
log cabin with blue benches would

with

convincing.-

Extraordinary aﬂlictions are not always
of extraordinary sins, but
the punishment
sometimes the trials of extraordinary graces.
—Jlallhow Henry.

educators,"

“A
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—the

stovepipe.

As broad

A joint affair
as it is

long—a

square.

—A tinsmith in the country has a sign
which reads, " Quart measures of all shapes
and sizes sold here."

“ Do you notice
(to young man) :
the blush upon those roses, sir?" Young
“ Yes.
man (feeling for his pocketbook) :
they are probably blushing at the price."
——Florist

Sam Johnsing--“ Miss Snowball, will yer
participate in some moah ice-cream ?"
Miss Snowball—-“ N0 moah, Mister John
I likes ice-cream once in a while, but
sing.
Please 'scuse me."
not as :\ beve'age.

Doxa Isanona Cosmo, of (,‘hili, is the
richest woman in South Amcricm—At her
husband's death he gave her absolute control
of his immense wealth, and she has proved
She
herself a veritable queen of ﬁnance.
has a trained superintendent
These she
ate department.

for each separ_
has the tact

to

thus binding them to her interests.
On one farm of vast extent she has four
Every house in avillage of
hundred men.
six thousand or seven thousand is hers, and
t0 the people of this village, and one adjoin
ing, she pays out monthly from $100,000 to
‘120,000.
She owns the only large coal
pay well,

In this deparhnenl wegive short reviews of such
Bools ("publishers see ﬁt to send me. In these
reviews we seek to treat author and publisher autis
factor-fly and justly, and also to furnish our waders
with such information as shall enable them to form
an opinion of the desirability of any particular vol
umefor personal use. It is our wish to notice the
better class of books issuing from the press, and we
invite publishers to favor the Editor with recent
pnblirutions, especially those related in (my way to
mutnlmvi physiological science. We can usually
supply any of those noticed.

N“

From them she re

Enousu

She has copper
eeives $80,000 each month.
and silver smelting works of great value, and

swers

mines

a ﬂeet

in South America.

of eight iron steamships.

WISDOM.
“ Thou must be true
thyself,
d teach.“
I! thou the truth wou

Mortiﬁcations are often more painful than
real calamities.

Great trials seem to be the necessary pre
paration for great duties.
_E'dward Thompson.
1 think

it best not to dispute where there

as Sun 18

Tamar—Genuine An

to Examination Questions in our
Public Schools.
Collected by Caroline B.
Pp. 108. Cassell & Company,
LeRow.

New York.
This is a conscientious

performance bv an
experienced school teacher who has had in
view rather more than her monthly earnings
while pursuing the routine of the school
Doubtless the many who have read
room.
It assumed, and the many who will yet scan
odd, curious and often fantastic deﬁni
the
tions that are mingled with the list of juven
ile answers to examination
questions, will
that they are more the ﬂzments of a
assume
fertile invention than real cleanings from
classroom experience.
That modern school

114
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methods are responsible for such exhibitions
of muddled precocity, and the ambitious
memorizing of treatises much beyond the
of the average girl and b0 ,
capacity
scarce y
herein included, will
as are
be realized, we fear, by the great majority
Yet such is the case, and we
of its readers.
very cordially reiterate what has been said
frequently in the columns of this magazine,
that the pushing, forcing system so much in
vogue in our common schools, to keep up to
“grade" and et over a rescribed course
of study within a certain imit of time, is a
serious mistake and fraught with in'ury to
We hope t rat the
the minds of our youth.
book will have a very wide circulation. It
is honest. Its humor -is irresistible, and at
the same time a warning which the reﬂective
will appreciate.
Tna ELEMENTS or Momma DOMESTIC Mann
ems—A Plain and Practical Ilandbook,
describing Simple Diseases, Their Causes,

often disturbed by calls for which there is no
necessity, the author has written what should
be known by every one about the causes of
disease, what is most likely, without harm
ing the patient, to relieve those troubles
which
safely be treated at home, and
may e ﬁrst signs that things are tak
what aret
ing an unfavorable or dangerous turn and
the attendance of a professional
require
medical adviser." Thus we have the motive
of the book and a brief outline of its con
tents. The author makes no show of pro
fessional erudition by a thick distribution of
technical terms, or going into details of
physiolo y that presume u on the ignor
ance of t e lay reader; he oes not occupy
pages with the utterance of opinions that the
people who are to use his book do not care
about; but he oes carefully and
anythin
om this and that
diligent y along, culling
authority. and from personal experience, the
facts with regard to symptoms and the treat
His descriptions are com
ment indicated.
act and clear, his advice explicit, yet the
anguage used has a vigor and directness that
invites conﬁdence.
The hygienic suggestions are to us the
most valuable part of the book. and show a
much better acquaintance with the principles
and practice of hy iene than is possessed by
n fact the space given to
most physicians.
advice on bathing, food, rest, exercise, dress,
&c., is rather unusual in a work by a phy
A very full index
sician of a drug school.
completes the volume, and is a ﬁtting con
clusion to a book that will compare most
favorably with fhe works, large and small,
of its class now in circulation.

the reviewer to say, whose space is limited.
We are accustomed to ﬁnd such large claims
made in behalf of a publication that is de
to the
signed to furnish medical information
“
ublic that we can not take n a Domestic
“ or " Cyclopaadia 0 Family Medi
rantice
cine” without a stron prejudice against it,
but in this new candigate for public atten
tion in a similar line we ﬁnd statements in
the Preface that disarm prejudice and in
Dr. Hanchett says, for
vite our interest.
instance, that he “is not a believer in the
wisdom of attempts by those uneducated in
medicine to cure diseases occurrin in them
selves, their families or their frien s. Such
of time,
attempts usually result in waste
often in waste of money and not infrequent
A little fur
] in still worse consequences.”
" Advice, instruction,
ther on he says:
and
warning, help, can be given by the
y, prac
to give them simply. directly, plain pen.
tically and safely is the ob'ect of the present
It does not preten to cover the sub
book.
ject of medicine; it does not attempt to
make doctors of its readers, or to save them
Re
the necessity of employing physicians.
cognizing the facts that most diseases tend
toward recovery. that there is an inborn
tendency in the human family to help itself
out of any difficulty, and that the doctor is

SEXUAL HEALTH-—COIIIP8HIOH
to “ Modern
Domestic Medicine.” By Henry G. Han
12mo, pp. 86.
ehett, M. D.
Charles T.

Prevention and Safe Home Treatment;
the Earliest signs that a physician is needed
and the Procedure until the Doctor ar
By Henry G.
rives, in all emergencies.
Hanchett, M. D. , member of the New York
County Medical Society, late physician to
the New York Homoeopathic College Dis
pensary, &c. 12mo, pp. 377. New York:
Charles 'I‘. Hurlburt.
The clear and precise description given
in the above title of this new vol
“ home
although
treatment."
of
ume
but few words, leaves little for
employing

+

Hurlburt, New York.
This chapter on matters of sexuality is a
ractical discussion of what should be clear
y known by men and women, and is a tit
to the larger work.
In it the
tmgladdendum
ant or makes some original statements that
His references to
are well-worth attention.

the inﬂuence of heredity. and to tempera
ment as affecting the relation of mania
are sound, and so. too, are_his unmistakab e
of criminality to persons who
imputations
marry with such diseases as consumption
and scrofula gnawing at and corrupting the
sources of their vitality. The suggestions to
parents with regard to the instruction of
children on sexual matters are to be approved.
As a whole the pamphlet is judiciously pre
and suitable for the purpose intimated
pared
y its title.

“——_

PUBLICATIONS

RECEIVED.

Tun WATSEKA Won‘nsa. a narrative of
startling phenomena occurring in the case
of Mary L. Vennum. By E. W. Stevens.

THE PHRENOLOGICAL
Manx Rsn'oms, a case of double con—
By Rev. W. S. Plummer, D.D.
sciousness.
Chicago: Religio—Philo
(a republication).
sophical Pub. House.
Ssvax'rn INAtGURAL Address of Clark Bell
Esq., as President of the Medcio-Legal So
ciety of New York.
This contains a survey of the important.
work that the Medico-Legal Society has as
sumed to do, and indicates what it has done
We infer from a remark
in certain lines.
ventured there in that this society, like most
of those in our city that have a serious aim
in literature or science, is dependent upon a
a few men

for its activity.

A Raroasnrn Amman or ‘ﬁll Esousn
By

LANGUAGE.

J.

P.

Grewell,

M.

D.,

Brighton. Ia.
Tm: Jormivar.
Ringos.

N.

J.

ov Axxnwax

OB'rnoaPr:

INBASITY mm was Cans or 'm: Ixssxs, by
Clark Bell. Esq. A paper read before the
MedicmLegal Society of New York, March
An interesting discussion of a com
9. 1887.
plex subject, in which the author
observers
the opinions of learned

reviews

for ﬁfty
years or more past, and endeavors to form
ulate a. trustworthy deﬁnition
of insanity.
He points to the improved methods of
treating the insane that have come into use
latterly as indicating a better understanding
of mental derangements.
on Srnln Dunoonas with
Elphick. , In these jottings and
sketches the California octogenarian
and
hygienist tells of his experience in eating
CONVERSATIONS

Father

and utters his faith in the simple
diet of the vegetarian. and illustrates
him

and livingr

as a proper example of what such food
will do for a man.
His talk is frequently
touched with a quaint humor that makes it

self

Father Elphick has
decidedly interesting.
a feature in San Francisco Life.
We notice that Mr. Allen Haddock has

become
edited

the “Conversations " and Bancroft

& 00., published them.

Is ‘rm: Goo or ISRAEL the true God? The
Narrative of the Five Books of Moses,
Joshua, Judges and the New Testament.
By Israel W. Groh.

In this small pamphlets Mr. Groh endea—
vors to cover a very broad ﬁeld of theologi
cal inquiry, and we think rather belies his
Hebrew name by his manner of
Published
dealing with Bible statement.
by the Truth Seeker Company, New York.
excellent

CANON WILBERI-‘ORCE'S RECEPTION.
The
Society has published

National Temperance

form a report of the address of
Basil Wilberforce at the reception
tendered him by the National
recently
The pamphlet also
Temperance
Society.
contains the addresses of Rev. Dr. T. L.
Cuyler and General Clinton B. Fisk on that
in pamphlet

Canon

occasion.
document
tion.

is merit in each of these plans for
simplying the spelling of our English, but
we should like to see these gentlemen and
all who are aiming at the same worthy ob
ject, unite in effort and not waste their
strength in so many diﬂerent systems.
There

JOURNAL

It is a strong total abstinence
and should have a wide circula

Address

J.

A. Stearns. Pub. Agent,

New York.
Paommn‘s BUSINESS Cosmos, so long
Broadway, has been removed to the
corner of Fourth Avenue and Twenty-third
street, over the way from the Natural Acad
emy of Design, and the Y. M. C. A. build
on

ing.

Here new and excellent

appointments

will make Prof. Packard's institution more
useful and valuable than ever, as a training
school for young men and young women
who would enter life prepared for its practi
cal work.
The fall session will open on the
5th of September.

TRADI “ Sloan-rs,” AND Pruvs'rn RECIPES.
This, says the editor in the title. is a col
lection of recipes, processes and formulas
that have been offered for sale at prices
varying from 25 cents to $500. With notes‘
corrections, additions and special. hints for
It is not a clap-trap book,
improvements.
but brings into their true light many things
that are ofthe clap-trap,

deceptive character,

infor
of value to useful. handy people.
As John Phin, Ph. D., is the editor, the
Price
book is given a scientiﬁc complexion.
cts. Industrial Publishing 00.. New
60
and contains

in a small space much

mation

York
CURRENT EXCHANGES.
The Publishers Bulletin: Fresh and direct in
Monthly. New York.
opinion.

York.

Harper's, for July, opens with an elaborate
description of the method pursued in the
making of books, from the composing
Then there are,
room to the bindery.
Cadet Life at West Point, A Central Sou~
dan Town. Here and There in the South,
all these articles being illustrated. A pleas
ant variety is afforded by such sketches as
Bayou L'Combe, Mexican notes and Aunt
Rardy. Harper & Brothers, New York.
Monthly, shows en
disposition to favor what
terprise and
of substantial progress shorthand writing
is making. The notes and corres ondence
contain suggestive and valuabe points
reporters.
often from our bestrknown
The tendency toward an improved system
in which vowel sounds will be incorpor
ated with the verbal outlines we heartily
a

Bmlme’s Phmwg'raphic

approve.

New York.

The Popular Science Monthly, for July, dis
since
cusses The Economic Disturbance
1888, Variation in Human Stature, The
Canal, Among the Thousand
Panama

Islands, Human Brain Weights, Earth

a

a

of Men and
uakes, Mental Difference
ortrait. etc.,
omen, Isaac Lea with
rain Weights
etc. The article on Human
variety of data that possess
contains
some interest but lead to no conclusion.
D. Appleton & Company, New York.
a

atriotic way
July Century, opens in
ohn Adams.
capital portrait of
with
The illustrated articles are Among the
Wild Flowers. Todhunter‘s Heart, Animal
Locomotion in the Muybridge Photo
Lincoln, History con
graphs, Abraham
Ford,
tinued, The Potential Eulogy of
for
The Sportsman's Music, The Struggle
er, in
Atlanta, Memoranda in the Civil
“Topics of the Mine," and “Open Let
ters” we have some spirited talk. Cen
tury Company, New York.
a

The

:

Laws of Life: literary representative
Dansville, N. Y. Sanitarium.
Illustrated
American Bookseller:
Bulletin of books for summer
New York.

of the
Annual
reading.

The Alpha, deserves support from those who
love a pure domestic life. Washington,
is

of
The Medioo-Legal Journal late number.
ecial interest. with considerations of the
ruse (Jase, Classiﬁcations of mental dis
eases, Penal aspects of suicide, Reports of
learned socities, etc. New York.
The Homiletic Review, draws from promi
nent sermonizers. seven or eight of its
features in the July issue, and isss
leadingl ed as usual with items of sugges
well-ti
.tion to clergymen who are disposed to be
more scholastic than original. Funk

6:

TheIVoioe, monthly, relates to the physiology
and culture of the vocal organs, and its
columns are usually charged with practi
cal information directly in keeping with
E. 8. Werner. New
its professed. line.

Massachusetts PlougI-man, clings tenaciously
Boston.
to the old sod of New England.

Wagnalls.

New York.

Dress
A new candidate for consideration.
and earnest for reform in the costume of
We suppose that the classic lady
women.
does not quite represent
on the title
rs. Miller in the matter of
the ideal of piaige
woman's dress, but rather the ideal form
to which she would have dress adapted.
women freedom of
As the aim is to
as graceful attire. we
movement as we lgive
the enterprise
commend
New York.
begun.

so vigorously

com
Limn'rwott’a Monthly, “for July. has
At Anchor." besides
plete novel entitled
nine other titles relating to current and
The
For instance:
opular
subjects.
istress of the White House. The Unpop
ular Kitchen. West Point, the Army and
Militia; Our Monthly Gossi covers some
plain talking from writers in the state of
periodical literature, from the point of
Phila
views of contributor and editor.
delphia.

The Pulpit Treamry for uly. has ﬁne por
trait of the venerable Dr. Moreen, rector
of St. Thomas's Church, New aYork, and
sermon of his.
St. Thomas‘s
also
famed for its ﬁne interior, which
per—
haps the best specimen of gothic architec
ture in the United States, and also for its
ﬁne music, other features of the number
are the sermons by the Rev. Drs. Tinker
and Stevens, and Leading Thoughts by
Hall, Eaton and Brown. E. B. Treat,
New York.
is

Cultivator and Dixie Farmer: A
voiumihous gazette of agricultural mat
ters, Atlanta, Ga.

artistic

a

York.

Southern

American Inventor Industrial and
Cincinnati, 0.
matters.

a

li'

Medical Journal .' E. Youn
The American
and
Independent
kin, M. D. Editor.
St. Louis, Mo.
liberal.
American Book-maker: Ente rising and ex
New
onthly.
cellent in typography.

A. Thack

is

S.

J

alifax, N.

'

F. Avery,

J.

:

J.

The Cincinnati Medical News
Editor.
er, M. D.

a

matory.
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s

Monthly, rigid yet pro
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AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF Pnanltonoiii,"
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The Annual Session

Opens the

First Tuesday of Septem'..

Trns is the only institution in the world where a course of thorough and
instruction in Plirenology is given, or where can be found such facilities as are
by ‘the American Institute of _Phrenology, gonsisting of skulls, busts, casts,

t

anatomical preparations, skeletons, plates, models, etc.
Tun Connsx or Ins'muo'rion consists of more than a hundred lectures and ~
covering a term of eight weeks; one. lesson being given each morning, mid-day and
noon during the term.
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of Qccnpations, an *
ht
w-w
’I1renology and Mar
ut “the right man in the

-

I

Choice

of the sexes; whatJmentnl
ted to
and temperamental qualities are a
and
happy union and healthy oiI
.
wh .
v,

right relation

_

Temperaments,_as indicating quality

and giving peculiarity to mental manifesta
tion, also as aﬁecting the choice of occupa
tion; the law of harmony and [heredity as
connected
with the :marriage relation ;
proper temperaments for health, long life,
talent, virtue and vice.
Phrenology. — Mental development
explained; the true mode of estimating char
acter; comparative
phrcnology and its
meaniu .

to

ri

ophy of the organic constitution,
in mind, character and motive.

philos
its relation

a

General Prineiples.—The

ﬁatural Language of the

cult

ties,

and how to read character theteby.
Exnlllilltlﬂon of heads explained;
heads examined by each of the students,
who will be thoroughly trained 'how to
make examinations privately and publicly.
Hygiene.-How to take caminr the
Pllrenology
body as to dress, rest, creation, food, diet,
llisgorg
rope
an America, and its enriching
ht and wrong habits.
inﬂuence on education, literature, domestic
syehology.—Under this hend. mes
life, overnment, morality and religion.
merism and clairvoyance will be
nlology.—~The races and tribes of and the laws discussed on which
_.y
/
men, and how to judge of nativity of race;
to depend.
especially how to detect infallibly the skulls supposed
eredity.-The law of inb
.
of the several colored races.
general and in particular; how to
_'
Anatomy and Physiology.—The which parent person resembles.
brain and nervous system; reei rocal inﬂu
Insanity, its laws and pee
ence of brain and body; dissection of brain.
the faculties in which different pe . »'
objections to.
h e n o‘ ogy, most likely to be insane.
whether
anatomical,
physiologica , prac
Idlocy, its causes and how t0_
tical or religious; loss or injury of the brain; them; pro er treatment of the
thickness of skull ; Ifatalism, materialism,
Elocn ion. —- How to cultivate; ‘ v ‘
moral responsibility, etc.
voice
eloquence, how to attain the IriHow to Lectnre.—'l‘he best methotb
renology and BellgIom-The
of presenting Phrenology and Physiology
moral bearings of Phrenology; its relation
—r
the public, and how to secure success.
~_-,
0 religion, education and virtue.
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Finally, it is the aim of the instructors to transfer to students all the
has em ,
Anthropology which a long experience in the practice of their profession knowledﬁ:
them to acquire—in a word, to qualify students to take their places in this man-improm
ﬁeld of usefulness.

Lg

the works most useful to be studied by those
TEXT-BO0KS.—Among
wish to master Phrenolo y, we recommend the following “ SrunaNT’s Sn'r,” whiehvz':
U
be sent by express for $1 , when all are ordered at one time:
Wells,
R.
S.
By
Brain and Mind; 9. TexLBook,
$1.50 New Physiognomy.
Forty Years in Phreuologv. By N. Sizer, 1.50 Choice of Pursuits. By N. Sizer,
How to Read Character. B y S. R. Wells 1.25 Popular Physiognom '. By R. '1‘. Trail, 1,!
’1.50 Phrenological Bust. ﬁy Fowler &. Wells, tot
Constitution of Man.
By G. Combe,

The opening exercises will be held at 2 o’clock an. the ﬁrst Tuesday of Septem
..
and it is desirable that all students be present at that time.
is
for
for
full
course
gcntl
including
the
Terms.——The cost of tuition
diploma,
udin g board, need
and also for ladies, $50. Incidental expenses in New York, inc
cost more than $35.
For any additional information, address
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TOLSTOI,
is

ONE of the greatest living novelists
It
is the Russian Count, Tolstoi.
not until within a few years that the
American reading public heard of him,

THE

RUSSIAN

WRITER.

and but a short acquaintance with his
to impress us of
the western {world
that the nobleman
of lowly life and self-sacriﬁcing habits

writings was necessary
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His head iatory. He has ambition and believes in
was a prince in literature.
of
culture
and accomplishment, and would be likely to
and face have the stamp
growth intellectually and morally that resent sternly the attempt of others to
cramp and restrain his eﬂ’orts in any
the
brings into‘ close approximation
Turanian, the Teuton and Slav, and chosen direction.
The facts of Lyof N. Tolstoi’s life as
renders it difficult for the ethnologist to
distinguish
positively between them. brieﬂy told are that he was born at
We note the relations of race in this Yusnaya Polyana, a village near Tula,
portrait more in the features below the in the government of Tula, on the 28th
of August 1828. He studied oriental
eyes than in the well-deﬁned brows and
languages, and the law at the Univers
temples of the forehead.
Evidently Count Tolstoi possessw the ity of Kazan; then entered the army,
served in the Crimean war, and resigned
force and impulse of the Russian tem
at its close.
He then gave himself upto
perament; there is a searching intensity
in the expression of mouth and eyes, society and literature in St. Petersburg;
and ﬁnally left the capital for his family
a signiﬁcant look of settled conviction,
As we estates, where he has since lived the life
even of fanaticism.
9. gleam
of lowly usefulness which he believes to
consider it we may imagine him to ask,
“Can you have any doubt with re be the true Christian life. The man whose
career was in camps, in courts, and in
spect to my sincerity? Could you by any
The salons even now makes shoes for peas
possibility impugn my motives?"
intellect shows clearness and breadth of ants, and humbly seeks to instruct them
and guide them by the little tales he
observation, and much capacity for re
He is not a talker in the usual writes‘ for them in the intervals of his
ﬂection.
great work of newly translating the
meaning of that term, but rather dis
He married the daughter of a
gospels.
posed to quiet and reserved cont-empla
tion. WVe should take him, from the German physician of Moscow, and his
wife and children share his toils and
portrait, to be a man of few words,
ideals.
Not much more is known of the
speaking in acoinpact, sententious man
ner. He should write far better than he retirement of this really great man; but
can speak, for writing gives him time to it is said that an American traveller who
marshal the words ﬁtting idea and sug
lately passed a day with him found him
gestion, and permits the inter-play of steadfast in the conviction that with
fancy and taste. That broad and full drew him from society—the conviction
temple shows the man of many devices, that Jesus Christ came into the world to
the constructive element is large, and teach men how to live in
and that he
the aesthetic elements are powerful.
He meant literally what he said when he
is a poet in more ways than one;
forbade us luxury, war, litigation, un
susceptible to inﬂuences that chastity, and hypocrisy.
deeply
The writing of such stories as Peace
awaken a lively, practical interest in the
ideal and beautiful.
and War, Anna Karenima, My Reli
His is a practical nature withal, an en gion, Childhood, Boyhood and Youth,
Scenes at the biege of Sebastopol, The
ergetic, industrious, workful disposition
that should be indicated sharply; he Cossacks, The Death of Ivan Illitch,
would take hold and do with his own Katia, and Polilcouchka show his ex
hands what men allied to him in social ceptional ability to depict the inner life
station would, as a class, order others to of men, and the elevation that pervades
do.
He has independence, and yet a them all, although the plot and scene
dislike to be thought at all arrogant or may be at times commonplace enough,
assuming, for his sympathies are inﬂu
striking.
Mr. Howells in a brief re’
ential and his conduct frank and concil
view of Tolstoi's work says
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“He teaches such of us as will hear
him that the Right is the sum of all
men's poor little personal effort to do
right, and that the success of this effort
means daily, hourly self-renunciation,
self-abasement, the sinking of one’s
pride in absolute squalor before duty.
This is not pleasant ; the heroic ideal of
righteousness is more picturesque, more
attractive: but is this not the truth’!
Let any one try, and see!
can not
think of any service which imaginative
literature has done the race so great as
that which Tolstoi has done in his con—
ception of Karenima at that crucial mo
ment when the cruelly outraged man
sees that he can not be good with dignity.
This leaves all tricks of fancy, all effects
of art, immeasurably behind.
In fact,
Tolsloi brings us back in his fiction, as
‘
Except
in his life, to the Christ ideal.
ye become as little children ’—that is
what he says in every part of his work ;
and this work, so incomparably good
aasthetically, to my thinking, is still
You will not find its
greater ethically.
lessons put at you, any more than you
will those of life. No little traps are
sprung for your surprise; no calcium
light is thrown upon this climax or
that; no virtue or vice is posed for you;

I
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but if you have ears to hear or eyes
listen and look, and you will
have the sense of inexhaustible signiﬁ
'
cance.
“ happened to begin with The Cos
,
sacks—the
epic of nature, and of a
young man‘s sorrowful, wandering de
sire to get into harmony with the divine
scheme of beneﬁcence;
then
read
I
Anna Karenima—that most tragical
history of loss and ruin to brilliancy
am’. loveliness, out of which the good
can alone save itself: then
came to
Peace and War-~that great assertion of
the sufficiency of common men in all
crises, and the insufficiency of heroes;
I found some chapters of the Scenes of
the Siege of Sebastopol,
and
read
them with a yet keener sense of this
truth ; Childhood,Boyhood and Youth
made me acquainted for the first time in
literature with the real heart of the
young of our species; The Death of
Ivan Hlitch expressed the horror and
the stress of mortality,
with its ﬁnal
bliss, and made it a part of nature as I
never had realized it before; Poli
kouchka, slight, broken, almost uncon
clnded, was perfect and powerful and
inﬁnite in its scope of mercy and sym
to see,

I

I

I

I
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“ KNOW THYSELF.”
EVV of

us are so happily constituted

that we are
“ Creatures without re reach or blot,
Who do God's will an know it not,"

for most of us are weak ; earth-children,
who lean upon others; taxing the for
bearance of all around us ; fretful, cry
ing children, who take the best life of
others and return nothing; or what is
worse, we are black spots upon the sun
shine, depraved, sensual, drunken, dev—
ilish. What shall we do, and how shall
we square our lives is the great question
We must have a
that concerns us.
scheme, a system, an aim in life, or we
have no security that we shall not make
it an entire wreck. We must start with

a something that will be to us what bal
last is to the ship, and the magnet to the
pilot, and this must be faith in a
supreme, beneﬁcent
and benevolent
power resulting in law; faith in the
supremacy of the soul, and faith in our
selves, or, in other words, a sense of duty
growing out of these relations.
There is something which man is to'do
himself.
He is not the victim of arbi
trary law, nor the victim of an over
whelming fate.
Within himself is the
law, and it is his place to study it out
and learn the end and aim of life.
There is no such thing as misfortune-—
the struggle of a good man against envy,
hatred and malice, persecution
and
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have no right to indulge in maudlin
complaints, and declare the world
only we who have
against us, when
been against ourselves.
We all have burdens to bear, but
we are accounted worthy to suffer, our
to our
trials will be proportioned
strength a life of all sunshine and pros
mean life, most
intrinsically
perity
likely compounded of entire selﬁshness;
but we have most of us a habit of lean
ing upon each other, and thus compel
ling others, not only to bear their own
burdens, but ours also. \Ve spread out
before them our aches and pains, our
trials and disappointments, our regrets,
lost hopes, petty cares, and weaknesses,
all these were not the common
just as
lot, and thus we weaken ourselves and
distress others, and the common stock of
\Ve
impoverished.
magnanimity
challenge sympathy on triﬁes; we de
fraud our friends out of most sacred sen
sibilities _by this inibecility.
V'Ve must,
we would be true to what
best in
our manhood, learn to stand alone—
this everlasting cry for sympathy, and
the ultimate of selﬁshnss
appreciation
and infirmity, to say nothing of vanity.
When we stand thus alone in the com
pleteness of our moral sense, and the
fulness of our faith in the divine spiritu
al, we begin to live, and are worthy of
conﬁdence, and can go among our fel—
lows imparting a glow and kingliness,
sunshine in a shady spot, clearness,
hopefulness, all the armory of the spirit
ual life, and this does not require great
does require manhness in
gifts, but
the use of them.
\Ve Americans, as a people, are vain
and ostentatious—this
the abuse of our
real idealism; we like completeness in
\Ve dress better, build
everything.
better, row and swim, and eat better
than other peoples, and in all this
we are in danger of losing the spiritual
side of our being. We are proud of our
selves as a handsome people, proud of
-our country, so vast, so majestic
proud
of our institutions, the best in the world
is

is

it

:

if

if

it,

death, which the ancients declared was
a sight ‘pleasing to the gods, deserves a
nobler name than misfortune, which
implies only the mishaps pertaining to
worldly relations of success or defeat,
and which are subject to worldly'
wisdom.
If the light that is in you'be darkness,
how great is that darkness.
In the soul
of every man is placed the vice-regent
of God, the conscience, which is the in
terpreter of law; the perpetual voice
uttered within us, that says, do right.
This is the voice that stays the hand on
the verge of crime; the voice that
whispers through the darkness, and peo
ples it with images of dread wherever
man is concocting measures destructive
to his own peace or the good of others.
This is the light within the soul pene
trating to all its recesses; showing up
its dark spots, and indicating the possi
bility that it may become at some time a
scorpion whip to punish, a burning
ﬂame of retribution, bringing slowly
but surely its penalty for evil doing.
This conscience is the light of the soul,
and our great Teacher has implied that
this light may be extinguished, this
ray coming down from the
blessed
Father of light may sink down into
darkness, as the Shekinah that illum
ined the ancient temple of Jerusalem,
shining over the holy of holies, went
out at the desecrating touch, and a low
wail, a melancholy cry, “Let us de
part,“ was the last sound that preceded
destruction.
Our life, each one, is a little kingdom,
the administration of which is left to its
evil Will spring
owner. If he neglect
up in every department, sensuality and
passion will prevail, and license and
corruption bring about a state of moral
anarchy that will end in total eclipse of,
or subversion of all good. In this sense
we are our own keepers,'_and
we fail
to avail ourselves of such helps and
conditions as are a part of our moral
we rush on blindly with a
safety,
headlong disregard to consequences, we
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holding out unlimited promises, afford
ing inﬁnite possibilities to the race ; but
it behooves us on these very grounds to
be the more circumspect, and not con
tent ourselves with any superﬁcial good
which we may have attained, lest the
national light become darkness.
Our
our habits of
system of education,
thought are such that our old men are
young, and our young men old. Let us
beware lest by a neglect of moral train
ing we become unworthy of our beauti
ful heritage, and incur the woe of the
Persian sage upon that nation, “ in
which the young have the vices of old
and the old retain the follies of
age,
youth."
Some will not incur the responsibili
ties of marriage and paternity from this
cause alone, and they impoverish their
own souls by this means; others will not
commit themselves to measures of public
interest, for fear of being called upon to
perform some onerous duty; and in
many ways resyxmsibiliti°s are shirked
which it is better to meet manfully.
In
accepting anything outside of ourselves
we run the hazard of encountering dis
appointment, what then? shall we live
like a snail in its shell lest we ﬁnd our‘
eating bitter herbs of grace?
selves
Shall we refuse to do good to our kind
lest we be met with obloquy? shall we
.
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the living lamp of the soul, be
have mistaken the way?
shall we fear to entertain angels because
devil’s have sometimes appeared like
Better, ten thousand
angels of light?
times better, seize upon some beneficent
good even at the risk of all suffering.
than live an irresponsible, selfish life,
with only self for its centre. The old
myth of Prometheus, who snatched a
coal from the gods by which he ani
mated his clay man, and for this godlike
act was condemned to ages of suffering,
has its counterpart in every heart that
will go out of self into benign endeavors
Our lot in this world is a mingled web
of joy and sorrow, but if we square it by
the laws of immutable truth and justice,
which the conscience within us is for
ever calling upon us to do, we shall at
least ﬁnd peace, and safety; but if we
would find joy as well as peace we must
make our faith a living vital faith, cove
tous of good works, but eovetous also of
heavenly manifestitions; so full of in
ternal light, so glowing with the Sheki
nah of the holy of holies that we shall
feel and know that heaven is within us,
and even grief and trial, and the cruelty
or sordidneq of others will not disturb
our perfect faith that to live, to be, is of
quench
cause

some

itself a blessedness.
ELIZABETH CAKES SMITH.

M
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AMERICA.—PART

2.

RELIGION OF THE INDIANS.

HE Indians

are a very religious
The belief in the super
people.
natural is universal among them. The
medicine men are their prophets and
They profess to hold commun
priests.
ion with spirits, and to possess prophetic
gifts and magical powers, and the people
believe that they do. They rely chieﬂy
upon fmagic as a remedy for disease,
though they sometimes use roots, herbs,
A belief in a Great
and other means.
Spirit or Supreme Mystery, and numer
ous inferior spirits, is general, if not uni

versa‘ among the Indians. Some tribes
believe in two Great Spirits, good and
bad, while others believe that there is
but one Great Spirit, who is sometimes
in a benevolent mood and at other times
The ﬁrst, credit all the good
angry.
things they receive to the good Great
Spirit, and the evils which come upon
them are charged to the account of the
evil Great Spirit.
The last, when 'mis
fortune comes to them, accept it as proof
that the Great Spirit is angry, and when
they are successful, prosperous and
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happy, they :are sure that the [Great
They all
Spirit is in abenevolent mood.
believe in a future life, not only for men
but for animals.
In asense the Indians
The happy hunting
are all spiritualists.
grounds are not very far away, and spir
its of the dead are believed to be able to
return and influence affairs in this World.
“
can
Red Cloud said to the writer :
friend
that
my
but
know
not see him,
Spotted Tail is with me often, and that he

I

I
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bad go to a country which corresponds
to their moral condition.”
The writer
has interviewed representative Indians of
a majority of the tribes and found that
nearly all of them hold substantially the
belief expressed by Red Cloud.
Some
tribes believe thatbad Indians can re
form after death and be permitted to
leave the bad lands, and thereafter live
in the happy hunting-grounds, and
some, among whom are the Apaches,
believe in metenipsychosis.
“ The earth
my mother,
and will repose upon her
bosom," said Tecumseh,
when
General
Harrison
offered him a chair to sit
In this sentence Te
upon.
cumseh expressed the belief
of all Indians that the race
sprang from the earth. The
traditions of different tribes
are at variance on minor
points as to their genesis,
The Pimas say
however.
that the Great Spirit made
the ﬁrst man and woman,
by mixing clay with sweat
from his body, and put life
into them by blowing his
breath upon them.
Many
other tribes have substan
tially the same legend. The
traditions of a large major
ity of the tribes teach that
the animals sprang from the
earth, and men from ani
mals. The Chippewas be
lieve that they sprang from
a dog, the Nes Perces and some other
tribes of the Paciﬁc Coast, the Dakotas
and many other Indians of the interior,
and the leading tribes of the East, are
taught by their sacred traditions that the
different tribes came from different ani
mals,
birds and
reptiles,
as
the
bear, the wolf, the elk, the eagle, the
tortoise, &c., &/c.
Nearly all Indians worship a Great
Those who believe in two Great
Spirit.
Spirits worship the bad one, thinking it

I
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in the welfare of
our people as before he went to the
spirit world, and that he is able to in
fluence me and other men in their be
He said, “ The Dakotas (Sioux)
half.”
believe that very good Indians when they
die go to a very beautiful country, where
all their wants are supplied and where
they are very happy. Very bad Indians
go to the bad lands of the spirit world,
where they suffer all sorts of privations,
and those who are not very good or very

is as deeply interested
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Beds in making medicine, and they
believe that Kamo-Kumchucks
(the Great Spirit) heard their prayers and
gave them the victory over their foes.
Smoholler, a great medicine Chief or
prophet of the Walla-Wallas, predicts
that the Great Spirit will avenge the

ﬁrmly
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necessary to placate him and secure his
good ,will; while the good Great Spirit
will not harm them, but do them all the
The wor
good he can without asking.
ship of these people consists in prayers,
fasts, feasts, penances,
burnt‘olferings,
&c., &c. Religious worship is termed

OF HEALTH’.

wrongs of the Indians by making the
ground open and swallow up all the
whites, after which all dead Indians will
be resurrected, and the race will there
after occupy the Continent undisturbed.
large following, Chief
He has quite
Moses and his people being among his
a

a

it

is

“medicine-making,” and no enterprise,
whether of war or peace,
undertaken
until those who are to engage in
have
made medicine for
longer or shorter
Colonel
Captain Jack told
period.
Meacham that his people spent the en
tire night before the battle of the Lava
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disciples. The Klammaths, Modocs and
This
kindred tribes cremate their dead.
custom is based on a tradition that a
long time ago a. great medicine man ap
peared among their people who could
cure all diseases, and even raise the dead
by a touch of his hand or by his breath.
When his mission was ﬁnished he called
all the Indians to witness his departure
for the upper world. He stood upon a
rock, which is still pointed out and held

A PAWNEE CHIEF.

aloud voice he told the
people that he was about to leave them,‘
and he desired that they should love
each other and live in harmony with all
other people.
As he spake smoke began
to issue from beneath the rock on which
he stood, and as he closed his speech a
ﬂame of fire burst up and enveloped his
form, when, to the astonishment of all,
the ﬂame of fire arose into the air carry
ing him with it. After rising to a great
height he took a northerly direction and
ﬁnally disappeared. ,These Indians be

sacred, and in
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lieve that the aurora boreal is is a reﬂec
tion from the sacred ﬁre of Isees, their
great medicine man, and it is to them
proof that he has not forgotten them.
GOVERNMENTAL POLITY.
The political system of the American
Indians is a compound of Democracy
and Monarchy
The Chiefs are, as a
rule, hereditary sovereigns, but their
functions are advisory and executive
only.
They preside over all public
councils, but the will of the council is
the supreme law. Ordinarily councils
are composed of the head men of the
various bands or clans of the tribe, but
when a subject of great importance is
to be discussed and determined,a coun
cil of the whole tribe is called, and the
question, after full discussion, is de—
termined by vote, and from the deci
sion of the majority there is no ap
The Chief can call the people
peal.
together to reconsider their action,
however.
A war chief is not necces
sarily' of royal blood. He is selected
from among the braves on account of
his recognized ﬁtness for the position,
and may be reduced to the ranks at any
time by a majority vote.
The hered
itary or head chief often takes com
mand of the warriors, but his past rec
cord as a wise and brave warrior can
alone give him the right to do so. Dur
ing the ﬁrst two years of the Sioux \Var
of 1864-’7, Chief Red Cloud did not
take up arms. He was in full accord
with his people. but he hoped to secure
a treaty with the United States which
would be honorable and just.
He met
the Government Commissioners and laid
the grievances of his people before them,
and told them on what terms a lasting
In council at Fort
peace could be had.
Larimie, held early in the year 1867, at
the close of a long talk, the Chief said:
“ am now fully
convinced that you do
not intend to deal justly by my people,
and from this day
shall appeal for jus
tice to the Great Spirit, and rely upon
him and my trusty riﬂe.” He took com
mand of his braves and entered upon a

I
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Within a year the
vigorous campaign.
Government was very willing to make
peace with him, and a treaty was signed
at Fort Larimie early in 1868 by General
and Chief Red Cloud.
This
Sherman
substantially
treaty gave Red Cloud
what he had demanded in former coun
cils.
This treaty bound both parties to
perpetual peace thereafter.

OF HEALTH.

is divided by certain natural boundaries,
rivers, mountainsv &c. Various tribes
occupy their portion of the country in
common.
They strenuously object to
adopting the white man‘s mode of di
viding the land in severalty. The In
dians are by nature Communists.
They
hold it a religious duty to share their
food, clothing and whatever they may

AN INDIAN VILLAGE.

The Sitting Bull war was caused by a
violation of this treaty by the United
States, but Red Cloud refused to join
Sitting Bull, saying,
will keep the
treaty whether the Government does so
or not." All Indians are governed by
traditional laws in regard to property,
and these traditions are substantially the
same among all the tribes.
The country

“I

possess with needy members of the tribe,
and even with strangers who may be
thrown upon their hospitality in a con
dition of want. 011 the death of an In
dian brave his property is divided among
the people of the tribe. The members of
the tribe then make presents to the fam
ily of the deceased, in accordance with
their several ability.
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Women are, as a rule, held to be in
ferior to men and are therefore required
to do the most menial labor. Some tribes
admit women to their councils, but this
is the exception. The Navajoe women
are consulted by the men on all questions
of importance and their views have great
The Cheyennes invite their
weight.
wisest women to join in the councils of
the tribe. Winemah was recognized as
a war chief, and was admitted to the
councils of her people, the Modocs. She

JO URNAL.
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take a wife from another tribe.
He is
also forbidden to marry a woman of his
own gens or clan.
Exceptions are
known, but they have been rare. A
young man is expected to make presents
to the family of his bride, and the more
generous he is in this regard the higher
he stands in the esteem of the girl and
her people. Usually the presents he re
ceives after the wedding from his wife‘s
people fully compensate for all he gave
them. This custom has given rise to the
impression that Indian parents
sell their daughters.
Polygamy
is practised by many tribes, but
not by all.
On the death of an
Omaha brave his eldest brother
must marry his widow and
if he had
adopt his children,
wife and childrenIn case the
deceased has no brother, then
his nearest male relative must
take the widow and children
into his family, no matter how
many wivesand children he may
already have. This law is in
force in other tribes with which
the writer is acquainted.
Sex
ual vice is rare among ndjans.

I
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won this distinction and dignity by her
wisdom and courage. On one occasion
she raised a volunteer company and led
them to victory, in a battle with a mar
auding band of Snake River Indians,
who had captured some horses belong
ing to the Modocs, including her favor
ite pony.
SOCIAL CUSTOMS.
The Indians have very complex laws
of marriage, based on traditions which
must be respected.
A brave must not

The women are modest. and
virtuous, and the men respect
ful and chivalrous.
Seduction
and adultery are rare among
them until they are demoralized
by intercourse with the whites.
The laws of some tribes punish
such crimes 'with death.
In
dians are ardent in their friend
intense
in their
ships and
hatreds. They enjoy visiting and enter
taining friends, and make common
cause with each other against foes. They
have many festivals, and dancing and
ball-playing are popular amusements
with the youth.
Ethnologically con
sidered the American Indian is some
He is in physical
thing of an anomaly.
development not only, but in mental
capacity, the equal of any race on the
globe, yet he has made no progress in
the development of science or literature,
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and manifests a strong aversion to the
abandonment of his crude mode of life
and the adoption of the more complex
civilization of the white man. He is the
typical conservative of the human race.
He is content with his state, and even
proud of it. Red Jacket spoke for his
race when he said, “The Great Spirit
made us Indians.
If he had wanted us
to be white men he would have made us
white men.
He gave us a religion
suited to us, and to the white men a re
ligion which suits him.
think Jesus
Christ was a good man, and the white
men deserve to be sent to hell for killing
him.
But the Indians had no part in
that matter.
Christ was not sent to
them, and we have no use for the white
man's
religion. Our religion is good
enough for us. The Great Spirit taught
the white man to talk on paper because
he knew he could not remember things.
The Indian never forgets. He don‘t
need books.
He keeps everything in his
heart."
Oratory and diplomacy are cultivated

I
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by the Indians to a degree of perfection
rarely attained by civilized politicians.
Speeches of King Philip, Logan, Tame
nund, Tecumseh, Joseph, Moketavetah,
Osceola, Black Hawk, Red Cloud and
other renowned Indian orators are pre
served among the gems of American
classics, and these red men rank among
the ﬁrst in the diplomatic history of the
New World.
The present population of
the Indian tribes of the United States is
265,000, not counting the Indians of Al
aska, whose numbers are unknown.
These reside on reservations, chieﬂy in
the \Vest, in charge of 65 United States
Indian Agents. A few tribes are self
supporting, having become versed in the
arts of agriculture, stock-raising, &c.,
but the majority subsist mainly upon
rations and annuities distributed among
them annually by the Government of the
United States in payment for lands they
have surrendered from time to time.
T. A. BLAND,

Cor. Secretary
Association.

National Indian Defense
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NOBLE

ENGLISH HOME—HATFIELD
HOUSE.
the 22d of July, 1661, Mr. Samuel
park and the vineyard, which he styled
Pepys, direct from London, rode
‘.‘a place of great delight."
to Hatﬁeld, where he arrived “before
Two hundred years denotes age to us,
twelve o'clock," which was very good but Hatﬁeld is nearly the same to-day as
it was in those far-away days of the sev
riding for that portly, worthy gentleman.

ON

There he was fortunate enough to meet
with “ Mr. Looker, my lord’s gardener,"
who courteously showed him the house,
the chapel “with brave pictures,“ and
also the gardens, which especially pleased
the curious visitor, who made the note in
his diary that he “never saw such in all
hislife ; nor so good ﬂowers, nor so great
gooseberries, as bigas nutmegs."
Sev
eral seasons later, this time it was in
August, 1667, good Mr. Pepys and his
excellent wife, with “our coach and
four," paid another visit to the old
“
market‘town.
They stopped at the inn
next my Lord Salisbury’s house,” where
they dined and "were mighty merry,"
after which they walked out into the

enteenth century, when the gossippy
Pepys visited its halls and walked under
the grand old trees.
The gardens are
still as beautiful, the noble palace as
stately, asgraciousas ever; still “mighty
ﬁne” to look at. There still stands the
tower from the window of which, ac
cording totradition, the Princess Eliza
beth envied the lot of the humble milk
maid, and in the park still towers the
great oak under which she received the
news of her accession to the throne.
In
fact, it is said that no home in the king
dom, erected at so early a date, remains
so entire as Hatﬁeld; none other is so
little changed, all the additions and re
erections having been made aecordant
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with the original style. In spite of the
passage of years, in spite of the depreda
tions of a great ﬁre, much of the original
house, all of its foundations, and many
a real and enduring relic which Pepys
saw, remain unaltered today.
As the ancestral home of the accom

plished Salisbury, present Premier of the
British Empire, Hatﬁeld House naturally
possesses interest not only to English
men, butto those claiming English de
scent, and when to this living interest is
added the historic vista of centuries in

[SepL

St. Ethelred, at Ely ; and upon theerec
tion of that abbey into a Bishopric, in the
reign of Henry I., 1108, it is supposed
of
to have acquired the designation
One of the warlike
Bishop’s Hatﬁeld.
and luxurious bishops built a feudal
structure here in the twelfth century,
and more than one English king was en
William of
tertained within its walls.
Hatﬁeld, second son of Edward 111., was

;“

it,

Bluff King Hal took posses
born here.
sion of it in 1628, and after that monarch
the castle was successively the residence
of Edward VI. immediately before his
of
the transition from the hill fortress
accession, of Queen Elizabeth during the
the Norman period to the picturesque
reign of her sister Mary, and of James I.
much
age,
mansion of the Elizabethan
Robert, the first earl of Salisbury, built
of
story
olden
the
from
may be expected
the present mansion, 1608-1611, and the
associa
eventful
its
and
such an abode
next year, dying, left it to his son Wil
tions, as well as from the instant inter
liam, the second earl. The present
est which attaches to the present distin
bearer of the family honors is the eighth
guished owner.
earl of the line and the third marquis,
“ Castle of the ancient time,
having inherited the title upon the death
Glory, splendor, all are thine;
of his father in 1868.
And, as in a ﬂowing rhyme,
We saw Hatﬁeld on a beautiful sum
All thy beauties richly shine."
mer day, the reality of Inngfellow‘s
“perfect day," a day
Hatﬁeld, the home of the Salisburys
“On which shall no man work, but play."
ancestor,
Robert
their
from the time that
but
no one has thought of
Perhaps
Lord
illustrious
the
of
son
Cecil, second
Burleigh, exchanged Theobalds with the the old castles and manor houses need
summer sunshine for “beauty’s height
arbitrary, pedantic James I., though
“
they are too stern and grim at
House,” is really a castle or a. ening
called a
\Ve saw this one in June,
times.
other
It
at
that.
palace, and a splendid one
of umbrageous oaks
in
the
atmosphere
outbuildings
and
covers with its courts
ﬁelds,
and
the place could
and
green
four
acres
and
three
between
somewhere
have
looked
never
lovelier.
The dull,
rising
towers
stately
its
and
of ground,
above the noble trees can be seen miles red bricks and ﬁne gardens were rich
It is built of brick, in with warmth and color imparted by the
and miles away.
The eighteen miles’ ride from
sunlight.
the form of a half H, after the most ap
had
been passed in some two
London
architecture.
proved style of Elizabethan
half,
and
a
and we stood at last
arches,
hours
nine
of
a
portico
is
In the center
shadow
of the great tower
the
under
of
which
front
the
on
tower,
lofty
a.
and
is the date 1611; and each of the two which has looked down on many a grand
wings has two turrets with cupola roofs. pageant and will probably look down on
The story of Hatfield House goes back many more. The Marquis had not re
eight hundred years or more. It has turned from his London house in A!"
lington Street, and so the palace was
seen fetes and revels galore, and wel
even
open to visitors, at which, as Pepys
more
puissant
proprietors
comed
than the noble Cecils. The manor of would have said, we were mightily
Hetfelle, as it is called in Doomsday, was pleased.
The brick entrance to the park and
granted by King Edgar to the Abbey of
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grounds are of a date earlier than the
reign of Henry VIIL; and the Tudor
carvings and ornamentations are alike
quaint and picturesque. After entering,
all that remains of the old palace inhab
ited by Edward VI. and Queen Elizabeth
meets the eye.
A large portion of this
is used as stabling and other oﬂlces. The
chamber which Queen Elizabeth occu
pied is situated on the north side of this
building; the exterior, of darkened brick
work still, is partly overgrown with ivy.
The stable has a wooden roof springing
from grotesque corbel heads and is
lighted from windows partly ﬁlled with
This apart
stained glass on each side.
ment is very lofty and of great size, and
was the banquetting hall of the old pal
ace.
Here were kept the Christmas
merrymakings : and at Shrovetide, 1556,
Sir Thomas Pope, the governor of the
castle, made for the "Ladie Elizabeth,
alle at his own costes, a great and rich
maskinge, in the great hall at Hatﬁelde,
where the pageants were marvellously
At night the cupboard of
furnished.”
the hall was richly garnished with gold
and a “banket of
and silver vessels,
sweete dishes, and after a voide of spices
and a suttletie in thirty spyce, all at the
On the
charges of Sir Thomas Pope.”
next day was the play of Holaphernes.
Queen Mary, however, did not approve
of these “ folliries." and intimated in let
ters to Sir Thomas that those “disguis
ings” must cease.
The principal entrance to the mansion
is at the northern front ; both here and
at the south front three pairs of metal
gates were placed in October, 1846, when
the Marquis of Salisbury, the premier's
father, was honored by a visit of Her
By
Majesty and the Prince Consort.
the north entrance you are admitted into
a spacious hall, which leads to a gallery
of great length, open on one side by a
This
sort of trellis work to the lawn.
hall is in itself astorehouse of curiosities.
Arms that men captured from the Span
ish Armada, Queen Elizabeth‘s saddle
cloth that she rode on at Tilbury, wea
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pons taken in the Crimean War, models,
etc, enough to interest the visitors at
tention for hours, are shown in this
noble hall. It was in this wing that the
ﬁre broke out in November, 1835, when
the Dowager Marchioness of Salisbury,
the grandmother of the present marquis,
perished in the ﬂames
The building
has been well restored ; and in the carved
wood-work of a mantelpiece in one of the
chambers an oval frame has been intro
duced, containing a well-painted portrait
of the deceased marchioness when she
was a young girl.
In the chapel at the other end is a
stained-glass
window of considerable
brilliancy. It is of Flemish work, and
contains, in compartments, scenes from
The light streams in from
bible history.
the numerous windows on the dark, oak
ﬂoor, and lights up cabinets and furni~
ture of curious workmanship.
Here is
a state chair once used by Queen Eliza
beth, and the hat which, we are told, she
wore when she received the messenger
in the park. There are several famous
pictures in this room, among them a
head of Henry VIII., by Holbein ; heads
of Henry’s queens; a characteristic por
trait of Elizabeth and other historic per
The room can have changed
sonages.
but little through many a long year. As
it looks now so it must have looked, one
fancies, to Pepys, and pretty much so to
King James I. when he was entertained
there two hundred and seventy odd
years ago. The bedroom in which James
lodged has the ﬁttings, it is said, exactly
as when the king last used them.
The grand staircase is one of the most
magnificent features of this palace home.
It is ascended by a flight of ﬁve landings,
and occupies a space of thirty~ﬁvc feet
by twenty-one in dimension. The balus
ters are massive and boldly carved in
the Italian form ; above thehand-rail are
represented grifiins, armorial lions and
other devices ; and there is a carved
hatch-gate, probably to keep the favorite
dogs from ascending to the drawing
rooms. The wall is hung with choice
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blazoned the arms.
The room is
panelled with oak and the walls lined
with splendid tapestry brought from
Spain.
A gallery one hundred and sixty feet
long, hung with valuable paintings and
decorated with statues and suits of are
mor, leads to the library, which is one of
the grandest rooms in the mansion.
Pepys does not speak of
but as he saw
and as others saw long before Pepys,
so we see
It contains one of
to-day.
the most valuable.collections of art,
books and MSS. in the kingdom.
Here
are relics also, and we are shown the oak
cradle of Elizabeth, the pair of silk stock
ings presented to her by Sir Thomas
Gresham, and the purse of James
The picturesque park and gardens
have manv interesting objects, besides
charming prospects, the richly-colored
it,

are

it

I.

it

brick-work harmonizing with the vari
of verdure.
They are the
crowning glory, the eye of Hatﬁeld.
The garden facing the east frontis in
ous shades

it

is

the ancient geometrical style of the sev
enteenth century, and below
a maze
which belongs to the same period of
taste.

We did

not notice the gooseberries,
assuredly
Pepys
would feel at
home could he once more visit the scene.
The vineyard
entered through an av
enue of yew trees cut in singular shapes
straight and solid as a wall, with arches
formed by the branches and imitating a
fortress, with towers, loop-holes and bat
tlements; and from the center turfed
the River Lea. No
steps descendingto
one can imagine the bewitching beauty
and quietness of these Armada gardens,
whispering of the last enchantment of
the middle ages.
Here, in this lovely
place, in the midst of the June sunlight,
but

is

with

the

bright river gleaming through

the trees, we may well bid goodbye to
Hatﬁeld, while old Pepys’s words still

in our

echoes
else

be

:not,

ears,

for this, whatever

assuredly

is

portraits of the Cecils by Lely, Vandyke,
Kneller, Reynolds, etc. Some of these
Pepys could never have seen, but the
stairway itself he must have passed over
How
on that memorable visit of his.
many noble, how many graceful feet
must have walked up and down these
stately stairs since his day l
At the foot of the staircase is the door
of the dining parlor, and over it a white
This
marble bust of Lord Burleigh.
room is panelled throughout with oak
and has an enriched chimney-piece and
Over the mantel, in gilded let
ceiling.
ters, is the family motto of the Cccils :
“Sero sed serio—Late, but seriously."
I could not help thinking that most of
the family had caught the inspiration
of it.
They have all been hard workers;
the ﬁrst earl worked himself to death in
the service of King James, and the pre
sent marquis is a tremendous toiler. Ad
joining the dining parlor are the sum
mer, breakfast and drawing rooms.
These apartments are in the east front,
and the remainder of the Wing on the
ground ﬂoor is occupied by spacious
in the
private apartments, furnished
olden taste.
On ascending the staircase the ﬁrst
apartment entered is the great chamber,
called King James’ Room, nearly sixty
feet long and twenty-seven wide, and
lighted by three immense oriel windows.
The vast apartment has the ceiling elab
orately decorated in the Florentine style.
The whole of the furniture is heavily
gilt.
The grand staircase also commun
icates with the upper end of the great
hall, or, as it is called, the Marble Hall,
ﬁfty feet by thirty. It is lighted by three
bay windows on the side and an oriel at
the upper end, near which the lord’s
“ golden days” of our
table stood in the
ancestors. There is an open gallery at
one side enriched with carving, amidst
which are introduced lions, forming part
of the insignia of the family, bearing
shields of the cartouche form, on which
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“mighty

ﬁne.”
FRED MYRON COLBY.
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RECIPBOCALT INFLUENCE

E

have spoken in a previous arti
cle of the mind‘s inﬂuence upon
the body, and now wish to say a few
words about the inﬂuence of the body
God made man in his
upon the mind.
This applies to the body as well
image.
as to the mind.
“So God created man
in his own image, in the image of God
created he him; male and female created
he them, (Gen.
27). There is nothing
else in the universe so much like God as
man is.
Christ did not take the nature
of angels, but he became a descendant of
The time will come when
Abraham.
The body
the saints will judge angels.
of man was made out of material previ
Nearly every nation has
ously created.
its first inhabitants
a tradition that
sprang from the soil. The Greeks called
themselves autochthones, from a belief
that they were born'on the soil of the
land they inhabited.
In Gen. II., which is an ampliﬁcation
of the ﬁrst chapter, we learn that man is
a compound
being, consisting of body
and spirit, (Gen.
From analy
7).
sis, we learn that the body is composed
of sixteen material elements, eight of
which are metallic, and eight non-me
The metallic are aluminum, cal
tallic.
cium, copper, magnesium, manganese,
sodium and iron; and the
potassium,
non-metallic are carbon, nitrogen, oxy
chlorine,
gen, hydrogen,
phosphorus,
Traces of a few
sulphur, and silicium.
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THE

BODY.

necessarily leave it. Any injury to the‘
house will for a time affect its dweller.
It is not difficult to understand why a
vigorous mind requires for its home
a strong body. The mind intimately
sympathizes with every change in the
body. The condition of the stomach
and the action of the heart affect the at
tention, the comprehension,
and the
memory.
A change in the structure
and functions of the brain induces in
sanity, which, indeed, is a. very helpless
and deplorable condition.
From the wonderful inﬂuence of the
body upon the mind, the following argu
ments have been deduced in favor of
materialism.
1. That we know the mind only as
connected with a material organism.
The activities and phenomena. of the
mind are exerted through the body, and
we only know the mind as connected
with a material structure.
2. The power and capacities of the
mind are developed along with those of
the body, As the lower organs of the
body are the first developed, so the
lower powers of the mind are the ﬁrst
unfolded.

3. All our knowledge chronologically
comes from sensation; so the mind is
dependent upon the body for much of its
knowledge and many of its enjoyments.
4. Our ﬁrst acquired ideas all have
reference to sensible objects.
From
others have lately been discovered. This these facts the materialist concludes that
was the most perfect machinery
ever’ the mind is only a culmination of a ser'
made.
It was not, however, until God ies of material existenees.
To the above we must add the follow
breathed into it the breath of life that
man became a living being.
The He ing facts, and then think we can safely
brew word for life, in (Gen. II. : 7), is reach a conclusion :
The phenomena of the mind are
hayyiym, from the verb hayay, to live;
1.
it is in the plural number, and should be in kind unlike the phenomena of the
and impenetrability
translated “lives” instead of life. This body. Extension
takes a prop from under the ediﬁce of are the essential properties of matter;
while thought, feeling, and volition are
materialism.
The body is the house in which the the essential attributes and characteris
mind dwells.
When the house wears tics of the mind.
out, or is destroyed, the inhabitant must
While our knowledge is chrono
2.

I
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logically developed by sensation, these
are primary principles which logically
exist in the mind previous to this devel
opment.
The maxim Nihil in intellectu, quod
‘non prius in serum, is not strictly cor
There are some things in the in
rect.
tellect not in sensation; for there are
ideas and emotions derived from man's
moral nature.
3. The mind is self-active.
The brain
this instru
is its organ and through
ment it communicates itself to the world.
Every mental action uses up some brain
tissue, and there has to bee. new supply.
While the brain is the organ of the
mind, the brain is material, and matter
can not move itself. The mind must
therefore be impelled to action by its
own energy.
4. The mind distinguishes itself from
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There were some ancient
philosophers who claimed that the world
created God instead of having been cre
ated by him.
Analogous to this is the
doctrine of modern materialism, which
teaches that the brain is not the instru
ment of the mind, but a machine which
The most eminent
produces the mind.
of Greek philosophers
clearly distin
guished between the mind and the organ
through which it acts; and we by self
consciousness can certainly do the same
The artist is conscious that he
thing.
forms in his mind a picture before he
There is a great
places it upon canvas.
a distinction between the musician and
the instrument upon which he plays.
Not even a Beethoven could play well
upon a poor organ ; nor can the mind
act well when it has a poor brain upon
which to play.
J. w. LOWBER, PH. 1).

the brain.
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CENTENNIAL

OF

THE

will be
in Philadelphia the ﬁrst
Centennial of the Framing and Promul
gation of the Constitution of the United
This celebration comes in as a
States.
N

the 17th of September there

celebrated

ﬁtting close of the great series of events
in the formative period of our nation
that may be said to have begun with the
protest in 1774 of the ﬁrst Continental
Congress, against the tyranny of the
Stamp Act, the Tea Act, the Boston Port
Bill and the other vexative restrictions,
placed by England on the trade and in
dustry of the then American Colonies.
It will be of interest to our readers, we
are sure to know the character of the
celebration as outlined by the Commit
tee having it in charge, and also to take
a glimpse backward at the ﬁrst celebra
tion in 1.788, of the passage of the Con
stitution by the representatives of the
states.

The Legislature of New Jersey on the
June, 1886, passed resolutions
inviting the Governor and Representa
tives of the thirteen original States to as

2d day of

NATIONAL

CONSTITUTION.

semble in Philadelphia, to ,consider the
propriety of a national celebration of the
centennial anniversary of the framing
and promulgation of the Constitution of
In accordance with
the United States.
this invitation, a convention of the Gov
ernors and Representatives of the thir
teen Colonial States and of citizens, was
held at Philadelphia, September 17, 1886
in the hall of the Carpenters‘ Company.
There were present, the Governors of
Delaware,
Maryland,
Georgia,
New
York,
Rhode
Pennsylvania,
Island,
l
South Carolina and Virginia.
In consequence of resolutions adopted
at this meeting, letters were addressed by
the Hon. Fitzhugh Lee, Governor of
Virginia, as chairman of the Committee
of Governors of the Colonial States, to
the Governors of all the States and Ter
ritories of the Union, inviting them to
appoint commissioners to be present at a
convention to be held at Philadelphia,
December 2, 1886.
In response to this request commis
sioners were appointed by the Governors

sary.

us, also, to recall the
characteristics of the change in the gov
ernment of states effected by the tranquil
adoption of a. system of checks to the
heated impulses which political strife has
always aroused. The barrier to hasty
legislation effected by an organic law,
unchangeable except by processes in
volving delay, and so securing an inter
val in which reﬂection might resume its
sway _over passion, was to all practical
purposes a novelty a century ago.
“The success of the great experiment

of

a

President, and Hampton L.Carson, Esq.,
A sub-00m
of Philadelphia, Secretary.
mission was selected, of which Amos R.
Little, Esq., was made Chairman, the
President and Secretary of the Conven
tion being added as ex-ojﬁcio members.
A committee of citizens was also formed,
of which Thomas Cochran, Esq., was se
lected as chairman.
The name of “The
Constitutional Centennial Commission,”
was adopted as the name of the Commis
sion, and a certain plan of exercises was
resolved upon.
The chairman of the committee ap
pointed by the convention to prepare an
addrea to the people of the United States
made a stirring and patriotic report,
which was adopted, as follows :
“ The Convention of
Delegates ap
pointed by the several states and territo
ries to take steps towards the celebration
of the signature of the Constitution, feel
it their just duty to call the attention of
the country, and of both press and public
to the approach of this great anniver

is

This Convention of December 2, 1886,
Hon. John A. Kasson of Iowa,

elected

it,

ming.

with which men might

a

"ir

eventually upon the reverence
be brought to re
gard the fundamental and supreme law,
and upon the determination to consider
in the nature of things, inviolable,
exceptby the surrender of every respect
able attribute of an upright people.
“ Upon the existence of this reverence
the statesmen of 1787 relied, and ‘to its
existence and preservation their descen
dants owe whatever
valuable in the in
stitutions they inherit. To strengthen and
quicken the sense of the sacredness of
this principle and the paramount duty of
and to admonish our coun
observing
trymen that only by intelligent percep
tion of its transcendent importance can
be assured a continuance of the blessings
which make us the admiration of the
world, seem a prominent duty of this
commission.
“ The successful formation of the
Con
stitutlon was the most momentous event
in the history of the American people
and marks an epoch in the history
the
civilized world.
Under the Constitution
this great nation has grown up and pros
pered, and on the continued success of
our system of constitutional government
depend, in large measure, the future
welfare and happiness, not only of our
own people, but of mankind.
We be
lieve that the people appreciate, in sol
emn and grateful spirit, the character of
this celebration, and that they will give
that hearty support throughout the
length and breadth of the land, which
will make
in all ways worthy of the
occasion and the event.”
THE EVENT OF A CENTURY AGO.
On July 4th, 1788, the citizens of
Philadelphia celebrated both the Dec
laration of Independence and the establishment of the Constitution, proposed
by the late general convention of the
States, then solemnly adopted and rati
ﬁed by ten of those States.
The celebra
tion began by
salute to the rising sun
by a full peal from Christ Church steeple
and a discharge of cannon from the ship
“ Rising Sun,” anchored off
Market
depended

it

States and Territories,
viz : Connecticut, Delaware, Florida, Il
linois, Indiana, Iowa, Maryland, Mas
sachussetts, Michigan, Mississippi, Mis—
souri, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New
York, North Carolina, Ohio, Oregon,
Pennsylvania. Rhode Island, South Car
olina, Tennnesee, Virginia, West
ginia, Dakota, Idaho, Montana, Wyo
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At

the same time ten vessels,
named in honor of the ten adopting
States and superbly decorated, could be
seen arranged the whole length of the
harbor, in the following order: New
Hampshire opposite to the Northern
Liberties; Massachusetts opposite to Vine
Street; Connecticut to Race Street;
New Jersey, to Arch Street; Pennsyl
vania. to Market Street; Delaware, to
Chesnut Street; Maryland to Walnut
Street ; Virginia, to Spruce Street; South
Carolina, to Pine Street and Georgia to
Street.

South Street.
The several divisions which were to
compose the grand procession, began to
assemble at 8 o’clock in the morning at
and near the intersection of Third and
At this point the line‘ of
South Streets.
march commenced, and continued along
Third to Callowhill Street, thence up
Callowhill Street to Fourth Street,
thence along Fourth Street to Market
Street, and thence to Union Green, in

front of Bush Hill, William Hamilton,
Esq., having kindly offered the spacious
lawn before his house, at Bush Hill, for
the purpose of the day. About 9.30 the
grand procession began to move inthe
following order :
First. Twelve axe-men, dressed in
white frocks with white girdles round
and wearing ornamented
by Philip Pancake.
headed
caps, and
Second. The First City Troop, com
manded by Captain Miles
Independence, represented by
'1 hird.
John Nixon, on Horseback, bearing the
staff and cap of Liberty; under the cap
a white silk ﬂag, with these words,
“Fourth of July, 1776,” in large gold
their

waists,

letters.

Fourth.

Artillery,

commanded

by

Captain Moreland Fisher.
Fifth. French Alliance, represented
by Thomas Fitzsimmons, on horseback,
carrying a ﬂag of white silk, bearing
three ﬂeur-de-lys and thirteen stars in
“ Sixth of Febru
union over the words,
The
ary, 1778,” in gold characters.
horse on which he rode was the same on
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which Count Rochambeau rode at the
siege of Yorktown.
Sixth. Corps of Light Infantry, com~
manded by Captain A. G. Claypoole,
with standard of the First Regiment.
Seventh. Deﬁnite Treaty of Peace,
Clymer, on
represented by George
horseback, carrying a. ﬂag adorned with
olive and laurel; the words, “Third of
September, I783,” in gold letters, pend
ant from the staﬁ.
Eighth. Col. John Shee, on‘ horse
back, carrying a ﬂag, blue ﬁeld. bearing
an olive and laurel wreath, over the
words, “Washington, the friend of his
country,” in silver letters.
Ninth. The City Troop of Light
Dragoons, Captain W‘. Bing-ham, com
manded by Major W. Jackson.
Tenth. Richard Bache, on horseback,
as a herald, attended by a trumpeter,
proclaiming, “A New Era," the words
“New Era” in gold letters, pendant
from the herald‘s staff, with an appro
.
priate verse.
Eleventh.
Convention of the States,
represented by Peter Muhlenberg, on
horseback, carrying a blue ﬂag, with
the words “Seventeenth of September,
1787,” in silver letters.
Twelfth. Band of Music.
The Constitution, repre
Thirteenth.
sented by Chief Justice McKean and
Judges Atlee and Bush, in their robes of
ofﬁce, seated in a lofty ornamented car,
in the form of a large eagle drawn by
six white horses, the Chief Justice sup
ported a tall staff, on the top of which
was the cap of liberty, under the cap the
new Constitution,
framed and orna
mented, and immediately
under the
Constitution the words, “The People,"
in large gold letters affixed to the staif.
Fourteenth. Corps of Light Infantry,
commanded by Captain Heysham, with
the standard of the Third Regiment.
Fifteenth. The gentlemen represent
ing the States that had ratiﬁed the Fed
eral Constitution, each carrying a small
ﬂag, bearing the name of the State he
represented in gold letters. viz. : Duncan

'
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New Hammi- ' '
ona
Ingraham,
than Williams, J12, Massacmmuis; Jared
Ingersoll, Connecticut; Samuel Stock
ton,

New Jersey

;

James Wilson, Penn

sylvania ; Colonel Thomas Robinson,
Delaware; Hon. I. E. Howard, Mary
land; Colonel Febiger, Virginia; \V.
Ward Burrows, South Carolina ; George
Meade, Georgia.
Sixteenth. Colonel William Williams,
on horseback, in complete armor, bear
ing on his arm a shield emblazoned with
the arms of the United States.
Seventeenth.
The Montgomery Troop
of Light Horse, commanded by Captain
James Morris.
Eighteenth. Consuls and Represen
tatives of Foreign States in alliance with
America.
Nineteenth.
Hon. Francis Hopkin
son, Judge of the Admiralty, wearing
in his hat a gold anchor, pendant on a
He was preceded by the
green riband.
register’s clerk, carrying a green bag,
filled with rolls of parchment, the word
ADMIRALTY in large letters on the front
of the bag.
James Read, Register of Admiralty
Court, wearing a silver pen in his hat.
Clement Biddle, Marshal of the Ad
miralty, carrying a silver oar.
Twentieth.
Wardens of the Port and
Tonnage Officer.
Twenty-ﬁrst. Collector of Customs
and Naval Officer.
Peter Baynton, as a
Twenty-second.
citizen, and Colonel Isaac Melcher,
dressed as an Indian chief, in a carriage,
smoking the calumet of peace together.
The Berks County
Twenty-third.
by Captain Ph.
Troop, commanded
Strubing.

Twenty-fourth. The New Roof, or
Grand Federal Ediﬁce, on a carriage,
drawn by ten white horses. This build
ing, thirty-six feet high, was in the form
of a dome, supported by thirteen Corin
thian columns, raised on pedestals, the
frieze decorated with thirteen stars. Ten
of the columns were complete, but three
left unﬁnished.
On the pedestals of the
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columns were inscribed, in ornamented
letters, the initials of the thirteen Amer
Round the pedestal of the
ican States.
ediﬁce these words: “In union the

fabric standsﬁrm."

The Grand Ediﬁce was followed by a
corps of over 450 carpenters, saw-makers,
ﬁle-cutters, &c.
The Pennsylvania So
Twenty-ﬁfth.
ciety of Cincinnati and militia oﬂEicers.
Zl'wenty-sixth.
Corps of Light Infan
try, commanded by Captain Rose.
The Agricultural
Twenty-seventh.
Society, headed by their president, Sam
uel I’owel, and Major Hodgdon, hear
ing a banner representing industry.
Farmers headed by
Twenty-eighth.
Messrs. Richard Peters, Richard Wil
ling, Samuel Meredith, Isaac Warner,
George Gray,
Charles Willing,
and
others. One of the plows in this depart
ment, drawn by four oxen, was directed
by Richard Willing, in the dress and
character of a farmer.
The Manufacturing
Twenty-ninth.
Society, with spinning and carding
machines, looms, &c.
The carding
machine, worked by two men, carding
cotton at the rate of ﬁfty pound weight
per day, was placed on a carriage thirty
feet long, eighteen feet wide, thirteen
feet high, drawn by ten horses.
Also
several other machines in full opera
tion. The carriage was followed by a
large number of weavers.
Thirticth. Corps of Light Infantry,
commanded by Captain Robinson.
The Marine
Thirty-ﬁrst.
Society.
Ten captains, ﬁve abreast, followed by
the members of the society, six abreast.
The Federal Ship
Thirty-second.
Union, mounting twenty guns, com
manded by John Green, three lieuten
The
ants and four boys in uniform.
crew, including officers, consisted of
twenty-ﬁve men.
feet in
The ship was thirty-three
length, width and rigging in proportion.
Her hull was the barge of the ship Alli—
ance, the same which formerly belonged
to the Serapis, and was taken in the
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The Al lne Rose.
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From mossy heart on mountain high
Unfolds the lovely Alpine rose,
Though veiled with snow its tender eye,

It

solitude's pure poem glows.

When through the heavens so cold and calm
The glooming glaciers grand arise,
breathes its balm,
Like silent joy
Though all unseen its beauty lies.

:

it

a

it

It

No zepliyrs kiss its blushing leaves,
blooms alone in dreary space,
Yet with smile of bliss
wreathes
The lonely mountain's frowning face.

;

is

it,

Delaware, $2000; Massachusetts, $40,000.
New Jersey has authorized the Governor
to send its militia at the cost of the State.
Maryland, Virginia and South Carolina
have arranged to send troops.
Up to
July 1st the Governors of these States,
as well as those of Maine, New Hamp
shire, New York, North Carolina, Ore
gon, Nebraska and Texas, had accepted
the invitation of the Commission to come
to Philadelphia.
The great family of States should,
every reason to hope, will
and there
appear at the gathering on this his
toric occasion, without the absence of
single member.
President Cleveland
will preside at
the ceremonies, and General Sheridan
will be designated by the President to
command the combined forces of State
and United States Troops which will
take part in the grand parade.
The
Civic and Industrial display will be
marshalled by A. London Snowdon,
Esq.
Mr. Justice Miller, of the Supreme
Court of the United States, will deliver an
oration, and
poem will be delivered
by a prominent writer
The great success of the celebration
is, of course, the wish of every loyal
American .

it,

it

memorable engagement of Captain Paul
Jones, in the Bon Honime Richard,
with the Serapis. She was mounted on
a carriage drawn by ten horses.
Boat-builders in a boat-builders‘ shop,
eighteen feet long, eight wide, thirteen
feet high, drawn by four horses.
Seven
hands were at work building a boat
thirteen feet long, which was actually
set up and nearly completed during the
procession. Then followed large depu
tations of the different trades—sail
makers,
ship-joiners,
ship~carpenters,
rope-makers, and ship-chandlers, mer
chants and traders, and others.
Thirty-third.
The trades formed an
important feature of the procession, and
were followed by oﬂicers of Congress,
Supreme Executive Council of Pennsyl
vania, Justices of the Court of Common
Pleas, Sheriff and Coroner, Board City
Warden, City Treasurer, etc., members
of the bar, the clergy, physicians, the
county troop of horse, commanded by
Major W. McPherson, bringing up the
rear. The length of the line was a
mile and a half, the distance marched
about three‘ miles, and time consumed
over three hours.
Francis Hopkinson, who himself par
ticipated in this proceion, wrote that it
was “ an exhibition which for novelty,
splendor and decorum justly merited
universal admiration and applause. If,
beside the magniﬁcence of the thing it
self, we take into consideration the im
must
portant occasion that induced
be acknowledged to have been an object
most interesting and truly sublime."
It
of course but natural to expect
that the celebration of 1887 will surpass
that of 1788 in respect to grandeur and
magniﬁcence in every detail. To sur
however, in the joy and enthusi
pass
of
the participants will not be such
asm
an easy task. The State of Pennsyl
vania has appropriated $75,000 citizens
of Philadelphia have subscribed over
$20,000.
The following sums have been
appropriated by other States, viz.
Con
necticut, $18000; Rhode Island, $25,000;
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Thrice blest the hearts where love’s sweet
rose
Can through the frosts of sorrow bloom,
‘Till over all their Alpine woes

Its tender smile enwreathes the gloom.
L- A.

man.
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New You: paper this subject,

which has latterly become one of
particular interest, is considered plea
santly by a writer who has been talking
with lawyers and actors :

“There is one fact perfectly well es
tablished about the memory now, and
that is that more than any other faculty
of the mind it may be cultivated,
It stands
strengthened and improved.
The
absolutely alone in this respect.
imaginative faculty, the reasoning pow
ers, indeed all the natural operations of
the mind, may be developed; but the
memory, properly trained, accomplishes
marvels, and. like Jack's beanstalk,
grows to the skies in a single night, or
at least within a short period of timev
Indeed you may plant theseed and raise
stand on record
the ﬂower.
Cases
where men and women have started
with no memory at all, with positive in
ability to recall past events, names,
ﬁgures, dates, etc, and have educated
themselves to do all this with prompt
And this much can
nms and certainty.
not be said for any other of our mental
possessions.‘

As an illustration of the closeness with
which lawyers study the human mem
ory, the writer remembers being very
much impressed one day, several years
ago, with some comments made by the
late Francis Bangs on the testimony of
a witness whom he had examined the
previous day in the course of a well
known case which was then pending.
Mr. Bangs was a marvelously keen and
rapid questioner on cross-examinations

'
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MEMORY.

and he had tripped up the witness refer
red to so that he had contradicted him
self ﬂatly. The point had no particular
bearing on the case, but the unexpected
withdrawal by the witness of a statement
which he had previously made and re
iterated with peculiar positiveness tend
ed to affect his credibility.
"And yet,“ said the lawyer, speaking
of the circumstance, “the man was all
think. Bad as the thing look
right,
ed, and his whole testimony was un

I

doubtedly clouded by the contradiction,
believe he was honest in his ﬁrst mis
statement.
I have been absolutely
more
than once by the persis
amazed
tency with which witnemes often declare
that they have done things which they
have never done, and they do not get
the thing straight until questions under
cross-examination call up some associa
tion of ideas or actually demonstrate to
them that what they say is impossible.
And then they take it all back. If a
witness of this kind is on the other side
don‘t mind, but if the witness belongs to
me it-makes me feel pretty ugly.”

I

I

It

QUTIONING A

WITNESS.

is the readiness of memory in a
lawyer which makes him an adept at
cross-examination.
It is his skill in this
direction which enables him to yoke the
answer just given with the answer of an
hour before and probe the witness as to
And it behooves the
its inconsistency.
man of law, therefore, to cultivate his
memory, justas it would appear to be
the wisest move on the part of the
modern aldermanic witness to cultivate

It should beremembered by the reader that memory is a property of the faculties respectively
and not a special faculty itself. Therefore a faculty that is strong in a person will exhibit more
power to retain impressions than one that ls weak. By the exercise of faculties their capacity of reten
tion is increased. it in attention or the continued activity of the intellectual faculties in any one di
rection that. contributes to special activity in recalling afterward what has been the subject of that
activity. The writer somewhat over states the elfect of concentrated exerciseof the mind, but it is
true, nevertheless, that when one‘s whole interest is given tosome important matter, the memory
becomes greatly increased, yet it is usually a temporary aﬂ’air;when the organic excitement abates
The specialization of
there will be but little dillerence shown in the general power to recall events.
memory is shown by people in their capacity to retain occurrences that concern their vocation or
business, while matters that. relate to other caiiings they forget as soon as interest in them has
ceased. This proves the relation of memory to the faculties“ a quality—[Barron Ynnnxouxncm
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very early in my career. Take, for in
the case of a player in a stock
company in St. Louis or Pittsburg, when
it was the custom of the star to travel
and ﬁnd adiﬂ’erent supporting company
waiting for him in each different city he
tell you the supporting com
visited.
pany had to do some tall memorizing.
It was no unusual thing for Forrest to
soon tripped up.
The actor would seem to have more change his bill every night. Those were
the times that a man had to have a
use for his memory than the men and
quick study or he was not much use in
women of other professions. He is com
pelled not only to remember ideas but the profession. Twenty lengths were
exact words, and when his task on a nothing to him.”
“ How much is a length 7'’
single production is multiplied by the
“A length is forty lines. It is the
number in which he takes part during
his career, the results which he achieves measure by which the theatrical copyist
was paid, and is still paid, because the
appear almost incredible, and it is obvi
is not tolerated in any good
type-writer
ous that no such task is made on the
The copying of plays and
theatre.
stock
in
these
of
days
now
actor’s memory
combination and indeﬁnite repetition of parts is one of the perquisites of the
The copying of a play by an
parts, as was made in the days of stock prompt/er.
companies, when programmes were in a old copyist is a matter of twenty-ﬁve dol
lars. But then the book was perfectly
constant condition of rearrangement
and the bringing forward of a. new play marked, so that if a stage manager took
it up he could rehearse from it at once
Then
was almosta, nightly occurrence.
without having to devise exits and en
or
at
the
over
night,
were
studied
parts
And two or trances and stage business as he pro
best within a few days.
These type written copies of
ceeded.
three rehearsals were considered sufﬁci
Under plays, costing eight or ten dollars, are
ent in the way of preparation.
VVhen
such circumstances the actor was oon-' mere transcripts of the dialogue.
they are ﬁnished and tied with blue rib
stantly called upon for feats of memory.
bons they are only half done.
But
A THOUSAND PARTS.
outside of the desire among old mana
have no doubt," said.an old actor gers to cherish good, old theatrical cus
toms, the copying of plays is left to the
the other day to the writer, “that many
or
forty years theatre, because under such arrange
of the players of thirty
their life ment no copy of a valuable manuscript
the
profession
who
made
ago,
work, learned during their career as can possibly get into the hands of pirates.
many as 2,000 parts. I have learned It has been since the iutrod notion of the
became identi
type writer that stolen and printed ver
1.000 parts myself, and
sions of plays have been so plenty.”
ﬁed with runs, as they are called now,

But this is only an
his forgetfulness.
appearance. It is only the witness who
remembers well and is able to recall the
circumstances vividly about which he is
questioned, and can adjust their relative
importance, who can forget with any
The non mi ricordo man, who
success.
forgets everything, or clumsily talks, is

stance,

I

“I

I
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HE Rev. Dr. McLeod tells a story
of a Scotch boy who had obtained
a, place in an English business otﬁce,
seemed pleasant and
and everything
hopeful until his moral courage was
severely tested in a very unexpected way:

HIMSELF.

It was part of the business of that
oﬂice to have ships coming and going ;
and it was the rule that when a ship
came into port, its captain sent word to
the office that he had arrived, and was
now awaiting instructions as to when
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he should discharge the cargo.

was

duty of the manager of the ofﬁee to
to the captain
send back instructions
where and when this was to be done.
A few months after this little lad from
the North came to the oﬂice, a ship
laden with coal came in, and the usual
the

from the captain came; but
message
somehow or other no answer was sent
back to him.
The captain waited a
week, and still no word came back.
Now, that was very hard on the captain.
Until the ship got free of its cargo, it
had tolie idle in the dock ; and all who
belonged to the ship were kept idle, too.

At the end of a week the captain sent
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with those instructions to discharge the
coal.”
“ But,
assure you,
can not remem
ber your doing 50,” said the lad.
“ Oh, yes, but did.
You have for
gotten." said the manager.
It was a great trouble to the lad. He
had never been sent to the dock. He
could not say he had been sent ; and he
fore-saw that he would have to say be
fore the judges what would certainly
offend the manager, and would proba
bly lead to the loss of his excellent

I

I

I

place.

On the morning of the trial,

he went
to the court. The manager came up to
him and said, “Now, our case depends
Remember,
entirely on you.
sent
you to the dock with instructions where
to discharge the coal. Now, if you tell
the judges that you were not sent to the
dock,
shall lose the suit.”
The poor lad once more tried to assure
the manager that he was mistaken ; but
he would not listen.
“It is all right,” he said, hastily.
sent you on such a day, and you have
got to bear witness that I did ; and you
see it clearly l"
In a little while he was called into
the witness-box, and almost the ﬁrst
question put to him was whether he re
membered the day when Capt. Smith’s
ship came in. Then came this question:
“Do you remember during that day
being sent by the manager of the oﬂlce
to the dock with a letter for the captain
of the ship 7"
“ No, sir.“
“ Don’t you remember taking instruc
tions to Capt. Smith to discharge his
coal 7"

word to the otﬁce that his ship had been
kept so long waiting for instructions
where to discharge its cargo that it had
mixed a good offer of a new cargo, and
the otﬁce would have to pay him for the
loss.
This payment is called “demur
rage."
‘When the manager of the ofﬁce got
this message from the captain, he was
He thought he had sent
very angry.
instructions where todischarge the cargo,
or he had made himself believe he had
sent them.
At any rate, he sent for the
lad from the North, and said to him,
“ Didn’t send you down to
Capt. Smith
with instructions when and where to
discharge his cargo of coal '1”
The little lad said “ No, sir;
don’t
remember being sent down.”
“Oh, butI did,” answered the man
“ You have forgotten."
ager.
And there, for a time, so far as the
office was concerned. the matter was al
lowed to rest.
But the captain did not intend to let
it rest there.
He applied for his de
“No, sir."
murrage; and when that was refused,
“ Where you not sent by the manager
and his word that he had received no
instructions was disbelieved, he took of the oﬁlce to the coal-ship on that
the master of the office to law, and by
day 7"
“ was not, sir.”
his complaint came before the judges
“
in the court of law.
Nor next day 7”
“ No, sir.”
The day before the trial, the manager
“ Nor any other day
came to the little Northern led, and said
“
“
to him,
Mind,
No, sir."
sent you to the dock

I

I

“I

I

I

I

'l”

I
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The gentleman who put the questions
He had been engaged
was a barrister.
to win the case for them. But when he
heard the little lad’s replies, he saw that
the manager was in the wrong ; and he
turned to the judge, and said, “My lord,
give up this case. I. had instructions
that this witness would prove that a
message to discharge had been sent to
Capt. Smith, and it is plain no such
proof is to be got from him."
So the case ended in the captain’s
favor, and against the office in which
the little lad had found so excellent a.

I

place.

He went to his lodgings with a sor
rowful heart, and wrote to his father
and mother that he was sure to be dis
Then he packed his trunk to
be ready to go home next day; and in
the morning, expecting to get his dis
The
missal. he went early to the ofﬁce.
ﬁrst to come in after him was the master.
He stopped for a moment at the little
lad‘s desk, and said, “We lost our case
missed.

yesterday."
“Yrs, sir,“ answered the led; “and
was very sorry I had tosay what I did."
By and by the manager came in ; and
after a little time he was sent for to the

I
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master's room. It was a long while be
fore he came out. Then the little lad
was sent for.
am going to be dismissed," he
thought to himself.
But he was not dismissed. The master
“ I was angry
said to him, naming him,
yesterday, but not with you.
You did
right to speak the truth; and to mark
my approval of what you did,
am
going to put you in charge of all the
workings and sales of our Glenfardle
mine.”
Then he sent for the manager, and
told him what he had said, and added:
“And the young man will make his re
ports direct to me." Six months after
the manager left the office, and, young
though he was, the little lad was ap
pointed to his place; and before as
many years had passed, he was admitted
as junior partner in the ﬁrm.
He is
now at the head of the entire business—
the managing partner.
In this case the truth was the best.
But I want to say that if things had
turned out otherwise than they did, and
he had been dismissed, it would still
have been the best for him to speak the
truth.

“I

I

We
RENEWAL.
What of the day. trav’ler, what of the day?
How, from thine outlook, dost then read
'
the signs?
Cold is the day, and clouds

um

in frowning

Cover the dome of blue; no cheering ray ;
so dark it ﬁlls me with dismay.

‘Tis dark,

Nay, trav'ler,

look again.

Too quickly

sped

Thine eye from

West to East across the

sky,
The far-arched prospect earnestly descry
With vision keen, and mark each cloudlct
red.

Darker ’tis grown and colder than before;
The vault pitch-black forebodes impending
storm,

Hark, yon thunder-peel ! it rolls and growls
on—
And see that horrid blaze—vast see of
g_ore"'_

The llshmmg's work—my soul faints with
alarm.

Nay, trnv’ler,

be assured
the storm will
pass;
’Tis in thy low’ring soul the terror lies;
Those sordid bands cast 01!’, that veil thine
eyes;

Sunder the tight’ning cril whose foul em
brace

Thy heritage of peace and liberty denies.
Now look again, with ﬁrm, undaunted gaze.
Beyond the pull of cloud. beyond the light
ning's blaze.
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O fateful lot!
What
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Truth my support. and Faith once more my

sink with chill aﬁright;

for one whose every passing

hope

OF HEAL TH.

guide;
H0. in the East a hroatl’ning

hour,
But madly

spent

the gifts

that

were

his

And

see you

rift of blue—

fringe pf gold.

with magic

spell.

(lower ?

The fnries wait their prey—for me no
light.
Nay, trav‘ler. worn. thy journey is not
done;
Here turns thy road. the furies leave he
l)l!1(l,

me

Give

thy

and

hand.

troubled mind

calm

that

;

Soon will the storm he o'er. and bright
the sun,
No backward

glance;

to evil lend not

ear

In Heaven's

name

I oﬂer

thee good
.

cheer

I mu

2‘)

on; my w‘lrdsmy Strength renew;

The frowning steeps
stride,

.

The curtain glm my from the vault dispel

I'll

brave with earnest

The day gm ws bright; joy, joy, my soul!
alps

we“
n. s. nnu'rux.

I
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a

a

hundred miles
for
ran
locomotive attached to a train of pas
senger cars. It was a solemn, awful ex
Realizing the trust of a thou‘
perience.
to
sand lives committed, unconsciously,
felt face to face with God,
my hand,
and alone with him, as leaped chasms,
shot
spanned rivers, circled mountains,
through tunnels, and rounded curves
knew not what colliding
that hid,
should
force, for the wreck of which

I

I

I

have held myself forever responsible.
Not a word was spoken through those
strange, eternal hours, but at the termi
nating point of our course, the engineer,
had
under whose stern, watchful eye
sat with blanched check, but unfalter
ing nerve, rose to his feet, and gravely
He had known
offered me his hand.
my ambition, was aware of my long,
earnest study, was satisﬁed by severe
examination
of my understanding of
the laws with which
aspired to deal,
in secret,
and had that day tested,
my courage and power for practical

I

quite likely to be overcome.
Now am resolved upon a work less
for a woman, perhaps,
conventional
than the art of building houses. I mean
to run an engine.
tell you what
The reason that
of
doing it without
to
do—instead
mean
am only six
because
preteusion,-—is
teen, and can not yet assume so grave
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I

DEAR MARGARET MCKENZIE:
ET me stretch out a greeting hand
and wish you a god-speed in the
way of your choice.
Is there any reason under the sun
why you should not make it also your
way in fact, if you have the ability to meet
its requirements? There maybe impedi
ments, to be sure, but these only quicken
desire, and strengthen determination, if
you do not yield to a morbid dread of
them, in which case you know you are

I

-
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I

I

I

it

I

is

I

it

it

I

I

I

it,

I

I

I

I

is

is

I

I

I

is

I

I

I

is

it,

But
and important a responsibility.
am training soberly and earnestly for
It not
and have no idea of failing.
been
have
suppose;
a girl’s work,
none work.
can not help that. It
told so.
can not think about
“You have done nobly," he said in
of my business.
“We
do not understand what they say simple, honest, manly fashion.
it.
It seems to me they can trust you. Study, work, and wait,
of such things.
talk a great deal of stuff about a matter as we all must do, until the opportunity
ripe for action."
which could be much more easily judged
no concern
My heart thrilled with a feeling of ex
of by experiment. Butthis
only know that shall run ultation worth years of struggle to attain,
of mine.
an engine. From childhood the simple as, wrapped in my woman’s cloak and
veil,
stepped unrecognized, among the
vsight of that grand power has thrilled me
had brought safely to
people whom
with desire. and ﬁred me with a pur
and its their destination.
pose to understand and rule
"We can trust you,” sounded the
wild cry sounding through the air seems
must obey.
words of the blunt engineer in my ears,
always a summons that
have studied its wonderful mechan
and was strengthened to face the yet
unseen dangers which
know must
ism so thoroughly that Icould take
meet me in my chosen career.
in pieces and put
together again, and
If the
suggestions of way
have incommunicable
rough all the greater must be its
believe
could triumph.
shall shirk no duty that
improvements that
work out in a lifetime of devotion to its justly belongs to my profession, andI
interests and progress.
shall strive diligently to come up to its
Once — let me tell you — once — highest standard of excellence.
was the marked day of my life
Do we expect gallant acceptance of
\

‘See July Pamowoxeu, Jomuuz. for ﬁrst article.
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is

it

it

is

is,

it

is

our stammered apologies {for failure of natural and legitimate duties, and vol
untarily assume those belonging to an
accomplishment in what we undertake,
other order of talents, without suffering
because we are women ? Not you, Mar
‘justly, not only from the loss of her own
garet MacKenzie, and not I.
‘rights, but from the disappointment and
RUTH CARLYLE.
mortiﬁcation of failure in her attempted
MY DEAR Yooso LADY:
usurpation of privileges which she has
I
I have read with absolute pain the not the capacity to grasp.
It very true, certainly, that women
your unknown friend
paper which
thrust maliciously upon the attention of do ﬁll, in a fashion, some of the positions
a class of readers to whom it can not
of men, but when
done with any de
fail to work incalculable mischief , unless
gree of success there are exceptional op
abilities,
the weakness and fallacy of its specious
portunities, or extraordinary
which the majority of aspirants can not
argument be, at once, exposed.
Iam not, of course, casting any re~ rely upon, and though these shining
ﬁection on you for the publicah'on of a lights are upheld as examples of woman
ly power, they are simply ignes fatm',
matter that was purely a morbid, private
speculation. tossed carelessly and justly luring the dazzled and bewildered fol
lower into mire and pitfall, and often to
in your waste-basket; but the indiscreet
In point of fact, this lauded
and meddlesome person who dragged it moral ruin.
success
frequently failure of the sad
to the light, and
no doubt, this mo
est sort, for
is acquired at the cost of
ment, smiling slyly over the effect, may
the truest and holiest attributes of wom
take as much of the reproof here offered
anhood, and by so much
deteriorates
as he or she feels inclined.
Ilook upon your whole trouble, my the ﬁnest quality, and lowers the stand
Worse than this,
dear girl, as the direct influence
of a ard of the whole sex.

is

even,
corrupts the purest principles,
and detracts from the noblest virtues of
manhood by repelling the tender spirit
of protection, and weakening the sense
of responsibility and guardianship which
constitutes the highest and most God-like
elements of the masculine character.
One may feel already, indeed, the warn
ing of that reverent, courteous, chivah-ic
bearing, which distinguishes the high
bred gentleman in all relations and as
a
sociations with woman, and there
perceptible lessening of the watchful care
so far a necessity
and attention, which
to the truer type of our sex, that we can
not regard the cause of its decline with
any degree of complacency or respect.
Really and truly, my dear girl, there
can be no doubt, that
the utterly false
conceptions of woman’s rights and duties

if

is

is

it

is

disturbing element which
working
balefully to overturn every established
law and relation in domestic life, and
inaugurate a reign of anarchy and con
fusion in which there will be experienced
on all sides, a feeling of dissatisfaction,
discomfort, and misery unknown in the
previous natural and normal condition
of society, however that may be exe
crated by the mad radicals of the day.
All the vaunting in the world, by dis
“ reformers,"
contented,
self-imagined
will not make one crooked thing straight,
nor result in anything but inharmony
and unhappiness to those who listen,
and are ruled by it. You ﬁnd in your
present perplexity,
Maggie MacKenzie,
only the foreshadowing
of diﬂiculties
that will besiege you perpetually in the
way to which you vainly fancy yourself
attracted, but which
too utterly un
congenial, and even repulsive, to the
true instincts of feminine nature to be
entered with any prospect of success.
No woman can deliberately set aside her

continue to be urged and to exert such
deplorable inﬂuence upon the opening
minds of coming generations, the result
must inevitably be a complete inversion
and demoralization of the race.
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contemplate the
reason,
eager, restless, unsatisﬁed questioning of
your letter with keenest regret and pain,
recognizing in the spirit of strife and re

For

this

bellion which you exhibit the pernicious
effect of the baneful doctrines that are
working insidiously to undermine and

disorganize society, and which Ishudder
to think, may cast their upas shadow
over my own young daughter, whom I
have earnestly and prayerfully endeav
ored to train to clear perceptions and a
just feeling in the matter of social rights
And I would say to you,
and relations.
Miss Maggie, as I say to her, strive to
cultivate and develop, to their utmost ca
pacity, the natural and womanly gifts

which you inherit, and exercise in your
own heaven-appointed sphere of life and

the charms and graces that make
to
you, in the eyes of men, second only
It is
the angels in power and influence.
the height of folly to suppose, as some
ill-balanced and irrational people do,
that greater good may be accomplished
by women in the bold assumption of of
ﬁces for which they are not ﬁtted, than
in the modest fulﬁllment of conditions,
essentially and irreversibly their own,
and which may be gloriﬁed and exalted
to the full measure of their aspiration
duty

and ambition.
It is with ourselves, my dear girl, and
not with the world that we have a work
to do. To make our persons beautiful
and attractive, and to grow so lovely,
gracious, winning, sweet and irresistible
in manner, so as to control, absolutely,
the rougher, stronger forces of society,
is better than to strive, with rebellious
and impatient spirit, to perform imper
fectly the labors which belong to men.
And let me caution you against the
weakness of under- estimating the value
of dress, and of making scornful con
trast between woman‘s natural love and
man’s habitual neglect of it. Indeed,
there is no study more important to fem
inine interests than the exhaustless re
sources of the toilet, which offers always
some fresh charm and grace to her,

JOURNAL
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who, with trained eye and skilled hand,
intelligently seeks its favor. To under
stand perfectly the laws of adaptation in
costume, and to harmonize with style
of face and ﬁgure the tasteful and bean

tiful varieties of fashion in apparel, isa
much higher, ﬁner art, than to carve a
statue, or to paint a picture, which is
dealing simply with dead, inert matter
having no vital issues.
dress
on
comment
All this sneering
detestable,
long
the
with
originates
haired masculine reformers, and with
the so-called strong-minded class of wo—

men, who are themselves ridiculous ex
amples of the eﬁ'ect of an utter disregard
of the propi-ieties and decencies of per
sonal attire. And from the same source
comes the bitter and sarcastic reﬂections
on marriage, and the advancement of
idea that women
the very erroneous
would behappier if they had occupations
which rendered them independent of the
As a
support and protection of men.
set
be
may
rule, this sort of reasoning
morbid,
outgrowth
diseased
aside as the
in making a
either of disappointment
alliance, or of a
suitable matrimonial
failure to make any at all. In your own
heart, my child, you ‘have a feeling, un
confessed perhaps yet strong and vital
is the one
as your life, that marriage

beautiful and delightful possibility of
the future, and the lover for whom you
is
expectation
wait with unconscious
all
thoughts
which
your
about
the focus
gather in a rapture, that no other inter

This is right and
natural, and
pray you do not let the
corrupt inﬂuence of false teaching shat
ter your faith in the one immutable good
of woman’s life, nor shame you in the
exercise of those innocent, maidenlv am
Be true to
by which the good is won.
your instincts,and shun the poison breed
ing breath of counsels that would un
settle your reason and leave you in sad
der confusion and perplexity than your
privately studied problem already shows.
Perhaps, after all, the printing of your
paper may result in partial good by giv

est could ever inspire.

I
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ing opportunity to combat the evils
which are the unrecognized source of it.

I

hope we shall have no new revelations
of disorderly ambitions which may never,
in the nature of things, be satisfactorily
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realized. I shall be very glad to know
have helped you to clearer light
in your diﬂlculties.
Your friend,
Mas. CHARLES EDWARD ANDERSON.

thatI
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HANDWRITING

AND

CHARACTER.

ANY

gre would be the productions of great
minds, should they sit down determined
to write in elegant penmanshipl
And
even in the work of an ordinary para
graphist, how much would it suffer in
sense by reason of his impeding the
thought in striving to make his chiro
graphy elegant l Again, were he labor
iouslyto copy “in a big round hand,"
after the example of the traditional Ad
miral in Pinafore, how much labor
would be wasted in copying, which
would better be used in original compo
sition! Paragraphists often have too
little leisure to do this work, and hardly
sufﬁcient time to dictate slowly to an
amanuensis—a
copyist is out of the
question : for if a copyist could read his
MS, a compositor ought to be able to
do so.
And this is all that can be said in the
way of so-called argument.
My own
conclusion on the matter
that composi
literary,
Again, a slovenly man will write a tors or typesetters should strive to be
man a come familiar with all sorts of M38.
slovenly hand ; a punctilious
and so endeavor to learn the sense of
precise hand, a slow man a labored
the
writers from a hastily written word;
hand,
a
ﬁtful
a
man
hand: a hasty
that they can read all kinds with toler
ponderous man a heavy hand.
able ease, and falling into the mood of
But other circumstances than charac
ter oftenest
inﬂuence the quality of a the author they interpret—so to speak,
or translate the author to the reader. For
person's chirography: haste renders even
what
type but a translation from man
the nice hand of the nice person referred
uscript'l
to different in most of its qualities from
This ability
its natural character.
It becomes ramb
possessed by a. good
many compositors on papers,
whose
ling, straggling, sprawling; while care
work consists of contributions
from
fulness in even a slovenly penman pro
duces somewhat of beauty, even if it
various writers: so that a. manuscript
hardly legible to a person unaccustomed
will not result in elegance.
What really affects a handwriting to reading writing would be as clear as
a printed page to their apprehension.
more than any other circumstance is the
The habit of looking at a. word, rather
necessity of the writer. Almost any one,
by taking pains, could write a tolerably
than a letter, in deciphering an obstinate
good band, yet how few and how mea
manuscript has often furnished
clew
are the characteristics of
men, but methinks they are not
more varied than their chirography.
Were one suﬁiciently skilled, why could
he not read character as well from pen
What can
manship as from conduct?
be done by the old-fashioned
way of
investigation—an argument from con
jecture? Let us make an argument as
well as we can : (logmatically.
Imprimis, a man of nice tastes and
nice notions will write a nice hand—I
know an eminent writer of youth’s liter
ature whose hand is as nice as his taste :
every line formed on principles almost
mathematical—every letter exactly its
proper height, the page as handsome as
a page of print, and much more inter
esting to read than the same matter set
He is nice in another sense
up in type.
than the colloquial sense—with nice—or
ﬁnical—notions of things social and
I

a

is

is

is,

.L
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to a matter which puzzles more than it
\Ve read print by looking at the
need.
form of the word, which we recognize—
not by spelling out the letters.
But compositors can not be expected

[Sept

to know everything, even how to read
wish they knew
and spell by instinct.
half as much as people think they know:
mean to say
and could know what
HENRY CLARK.
without my saying it.

I

I

——_O.-O-.O——'
NOTES

FROM

TEACHER’S

A

DIARY.

(com-mosh.)

the ﬁrst class, she could not have entered
it otherwise.
She is but twelve years
HEN I came in from school old, while a. majority of the class are
fourteen or ﬁfteen. To expect her to
to night and was hurrying up
is a great
to my room with an armfull of books, equal them in scholarship
thing, but to excell them all is utterly
heard my name called from the sitting
left the books at the top stair impossible with all the help we can
room.
render. There is but little doubt that
and ran down to see what was wanted,
presuming a letter awaited me ; but, no, she will go up to the Grammar Depart
ment honorably, and ‘that, were she my
a very disagreeable charge came up in
let Kittie come own daughter, would be enough at her
“Why didn‘t
stead.
up to my desk at recess as well as other age. But now that you have brought
"Why?
permit no one to up a charge against me for partiality, I
girls 'l”
the hand and will say that Kittie has had a habit of
raising
ﬁrst
without
come
receiving a reply to that effect,” was my running up to my desk at recess unbid
den, while the others have followed my
answer.
“Well,
learn that you are very rule and raised the hand.
had a talk
with her about it yesterday, and re
partial about this thing.”
“Not in the least. If any one has quested her not to do so any more, as
occasion to feel jealous, certainly it others would do so too if she persisted
but she came up twice to-day just
should not be the dear children of this in
house who have more of my help than the same.
forgave the ﬁrst offence,
all the rest in school, because they have thinking she had forgotten, and re
minded her not to do
it out of school hours."
again, but this
“ don't know when you help them
afternoon she did the same thing and
am sure," the mother went on, “now sent her back.”
“Well, what harm was
here's Kittie, she wants to stand ﬁrst at
that she
the end of the term, but she can't unless came
can’t
“What, my friend,
she has more help from you,
one hundred
help her, I never had much chance to and forty children all came
“ think you are
learn; we lived two miles from school in
perfectly unreason
my youth, and I only attended when
able,” said the mother peevishly," “and
lived with my uncle a part of the year. as to helping her, why don’t think you
You must help her more.”
have hurt yourself, and
think Kittie
“ It would be a great wrong to Kittie,”
smart enough to get along without
said I, “to press her on faster than she your grudged help.”
will naturally go. She is studious and
A new neighbor opened the door and
needs rest from nearly all thought of
invited me out to tea and to spend the
books out of school, and if we are not evening.
gladly accepted and hast
very careful she will break down and ened my toilet to rid myself of the dis
lose, rather than gain.
As it is the ex agreeable face that could wear a mask and
tra help Kittie gets that has placed her in bebland enough now. The friend whoin

Monday.—
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vited me had just heard what was up
through her servant who had heard a. few
words and had been chatting with ours at
the gate, and well knowing my undesira
ble relation in the house thought tore
lieve me in this way. She called for mea
half-hour afterward saying her husband
had returned from hisofﬁce tired out,and
wanted me to entertain him, and that
“ She will comeback
tea was all ready.
at ten o’clock," to my hostess she said,
as shecloscd the door.
When
learned that she had done
this for my comfort,
could scarcely
Who else would
refrain from weeping.
have thought to act as promptly and
This may seem but a very
eﬁiciently?
triﬂing thing on paper, but one never
writes the tones of a voice or the expres
sion of angry faces so that they can be
fully understood, and I was worn by the
many cares and the earnest work of a
large village school.

I

I

Malay.—

An old lady once told me that “if
something unusual occurred on Monday
it would do so all the week," so
am
going to write down the events that fol
lowed Monday's error and see how they
run. This morning the Superintendent
called to invite me to his houseto tea
I asked no
and to spend the night.
questions why, and did not think he had
been informed of a little trouble that I
should feel proper to pass over without
But my friend‘s husband
comment.
had met him early on the street and in
answer as to "the news” he had told
him what
should not have mentioned,
and so he had turned his steps towards
the school, remarking,
shall see if
our best teachers must be insulted."
visit proved one of
Comment—This
the most delightful ones of my experi
ence. His beautiful home offered great
inducements for one to spend the month
he desired of me, but the long distance,
a full mile, appalled me.
Poor Kittie
failed in school right along in spite of
her pride and her father's help.
They

I

I
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saw at last what I had done and began
to appreciate its full value.
W’ed nesday.——

I

As soon as
entered the schoolyard
this morning, a group of lads accosted
me, “Niles has got to leave school to
help support his mother, she's feeble."—
“Yes, and Hansome has got a place ina
store, he thinks.”
shall carry my
books home to night," the boy said,
"no doubt
shall get it. Mr. — is a
great friend of father's, he knows what
a splendid business manfalher is.’_ "Do
you expect to make a fine business
man i"
asked.
“0 yes, I'm just like
father, all business, business.
I don't
care for books one bit !" “One needs
to cultivate great care and accuracy in
numbers, and exactness in everything
to be a successful merchant—I fear you
are a little too careless, Ned.”
“Oh,
shall get all over that, you
see, when I get to work:
it is'nt like
studying, you know.”
“ He that is faithful in
present duties
will be the more likely to he in future
ones," 1 said, as I turned away.
Just as I was about to commence a
recitation the monitor
informed me
that a gentleman wished to see me at
the door. He was a stranger in search
of a clerk, and asked if I could recom
mend him one from my school.
He it
was whom Hansome had depended up
on for 'a place because he was his fath
er’s friend.
could not speak of the
lad as desired to do, for he had been a
great trial to me in the lesson business,
though he was strong. energetic and
kind of heart.
concluded that to ad
vance him now by words
wished were
true would only help to ruin a bright
boy, whose vanity and conceit needed
wounding to make him a better scholar,
and consequently the right kind of a
business man.
The matter was talked over between
us and though the merchant feared he
might lose the father‘s friendship by the
refusal to take the son, he would by no
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means yield the point when the case
And then I‘ recalled
was understood.
the words about Niles, and said,
can give you a good boy.
think that
He is certainly an excellent pupil; one
who is never late, always ready to recite
when the bell strikes, perfect in deport
ment, neat, accurate in numbers, very
observing and clearheaded. If you want

“I

I

clerk to hear and obey, take Johnny
I have only to catch his eye, if
Niles.
I need ablind closed, and to look up,
and a noiseless step quickly shuts the
sun out. If drop my pencil upon the
carpeted platform it is soon placed upon
my desk. A multitude of little favors
are received from his hand in the course
of a week. He has no father, and they
am told. He has stud
are very poor
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FRUITS 0F THEN.

Man must die and go to dust,
Laurelled hcro’s sabrcs rust,
Palaces decay and fall.
Kings and princes great and small
Play their parts and exit make ;
80 their graves their glories take,
M vnumeuts their vigils keep
O'er their dread and dreamless

sleep;

Or unknown grave will contain
Pulseless heart and lifeless brain—
But their thoughts, their hopes, their fears,
Animating all their years,
Deeds of valor and of love,
Flowing from a Life above,
Down the corridors of time,
Grateful cadences of rhyme.
Thus the songs the Ages sing
Come and with them ages bring.
Thus the golden thread of thought,
ithis
ied_hard and as if he considered
“I‘ll In one plastic Webb is wrought ;
said,
The
gentleman
last chance.”
Thus is now the fruit of then
was a fatherless boy once,
take him ;
In the life and soul of men;
and if he answers at all to your descrip
Garnercd in the mind, the art—
Handing me And the present will impart
tion I’ll do well by him."
his address he requested that the lad To the ages yet to live
might be sent at onceto his oﬁice. There All that then and now can give.
0. 0. counts.
were tears in the merchant‘s eyes as he‘
turned away. What sad memories were
may never
awakened by ohnny’s case
THE BASIS or INDUSTRIAL EQUALITY.
know beyond the feet, that, as he said,
“life had gone hard at times with him -——Seventy-ﬁve thousand women in New
York city earn their livings by decent
when homeless."
went in and spoke to Johnny a occupations apart from domestic service.
few low words; he gathered his books This is a striking fact, and a close stu
quietly together and stepped out with dent of the situation has come to the
gave the conclusion that “woman can be kept
the hall where
me into
innocent by making her independent of
deemed best.
card and such advice as
He threw his loving arms about my the necessity in every case of getting her
had been his living by the aid of the other sex." But
neck and kissed me as if
mother, and showered his thanks upon what of the means of securing women
An indepen
returned the caress and this necessary freedom?
me freely.
heart,
and
a
full
dent
must
be
a
free
and equal
from
class
blessing
added a
ever
remember
class.
would
he
that
begged
\Vomen are not free, nor are they reeogh
that all our prosperity was from God
They will never be
and that He bestowed it often as a reward nized as equals.
“\vVhen
am a man above the “necessity of having the aid
for faithfulness.
and other poor boys want places shall of the other sex" until they are the
A dis
remember them ﬁrst,” he said, as he equals of men in political rights.
down
the
busy
franchised
class
can
not
be
otherwise
graceful
with
step
started
than dependent upon
the class in
street.
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the

POST-FOURTH

N “ Independence day," thousands
of orators “ mated " throughout
country upon the great and glorious

results that have accrued to us from the

and the signing of
of Independence, which
The chief of these
was its sign-manual.
results, is the illimitable national freedom
we enjoy.
And yet many of these ora
tors and the audience to which they
spoke are not free, and they will doubt
when
less be surprised,
denominate
“
much
of their talk as
gush" and
"
“
blarney.
Far be it from me to utter one unpatri
otic thought or word, or to decry a cus
tom which all true Americans delight to
I yield to no one in my love
observe.
for this, my adopted honuL—yet I do wish
to sincerely and earnestly
urge both
‘*orator“ and “delighted listener,“ in
future. to view this subject of liberty
from the following,
as well as all its
other bearings.
Liberty is of four kinds: National,
Personal, Social, Professional.
Revolution

of

1776,

the Declaration

I

NATIONAL LIBERTY.
Of National liberty, little need be said.
For over 100 years this theme has been
dwelt upon yearly by thousands of Amer
ica's most eloquent and gifted speakers.
Yet, until the proclamation of Abraham
Lincoln that emancipated all; the slaves
on these shores, it could not honestly

01-‘
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and truthfully be said that we were a free
Now, however, it is impossible,
nation.
generally speaking, for a man who obeys
the law, to be anything but free in~ the
U. S. of America.
Nationally, our free
dom is perfect and ahwlute.
The fath
erhood of God and brotherhood of man,
are two prime bases in the American
constitution, and as faras National legis
lation can make it so, every man in this
country is equal to every other man.
He has the same rights—personal, politi
cal and national, that all others have.
Hence, we stand upon a platform of per~
fect national freedom.
PERSONAL LIBERTY.

But when the question

is examined
from a personal standpoint, many men
and alas ! women also, are found 0 be
slaves of the worst type; slaves that of
all of those who are in bondage, are the
most difficult to set free.
They are tied
down by personal habits that have long
since gained almost a complete ascend
ancy over them.
let me illustrate. A friend of mine
has delivered an oration every fourth of
July for a number of years, and yet he
is bound hand and foot by the tobacco
habit ; he chews from morning to night,
year in and out. Take his tobacco from
him and he is wretched beyond measure.
He has over and over again, tried to quit
the habit, but the body is master of the
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man, and he can not give up what he
acknowledges to be a dirty, and injuri
ous habit.
So with many smokers. They are in
Equally so are there
a similar bondage.
thousands of wretched slaves to alcohol,
A short
morphine, opium and chloral.
in
one of
a
chemist
time ago I questioned
our largest summer watering places, and
he informed me of a surprising number
of painful cases, where women of high
social position were slaves to their appe
tite. for morphine, opium and chloral.
“Good women in other respects," said
“ will lie like troopers to obtain
he,
these pernicious'drugs," so potent and
powerful are they, when once they have
“ The servant
gained the ascendancy.
upset the bottle, and I must have more.
You can’t refuse me under such circum
stances.” Such pleas as this are com
mon when the craving is unusually
great.
Gambling also has its thousands of
slaves, and in my official capacity as
have once
chaplain of a county gaol
to death
sentenced
man
a
had to visit
under a charge of murder, committed to
He was a slave
relieve his lost fortune.
A murder and a lynching
to gambling.
occurred in Austin, Nevada, some ﬁve
years ago, where both victims were slaves
Two other
to alcohol and gambling.
murder,
of
the
one
attempted
cases;
other of successful homicide occurred in
my own county last year owing to this
same sad slavery to gambling.
Other men are slaves to their sensual
Lust controlS them. The spell
passions.
of the harlot is over them, and although
they loathe themselves and her; al
though they know that when they fol
“ as an ox goeth to the
low her, they go
slaughter, or as a fool to the correction
of the stocks," yet they “let their hearts
decline to her ways,” they “go astray in
her paths."
Then there are those who are slaves to
the inordinate cravings of a gluttonous
They know that heaviness of
appetite.
body and mind, a dyspeptic and bilious

I
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condition, are the results of an uncon
trolled appetite, but they refuse to curb
it. Knowing they ought not to eat cer
tain foods, they allow the appetite to
control the will, and by thus yielding be
come slaves to that most imperious of
masters “ the stomach.”
And yet these very men, gamblers,
murderers, lustful and gluttonous, have
doubtless often stood among the fourth
of July throngs celebrating
the day
which gave them “ freedom ;" then going
out and proving the fact of its possession
by giving themselves up body and soul
'to the ﬁrst vice that cared to enslave
them.
To all such as these I would say.
master these evil propensities ere you
boast of your freedom.
Stand in the
might of your intellectual manhood, and
in the strength of God fully settle the
question of your own personal freedom.
Determine that no vice, no evil habit
shall longer enslave you and then with
greater truth will you be able to declare
yourself a “free " citizen of this great
and glorious republic.
SOCIAL LIBERTY.

By this

I

mean the liberty we posses
beings, or, in other words, as
members of organized society.
We are
privileged to visit our friends, to travel
wherever we will, to take recreation
and holidays, to eat, drink and sleep
whenever we choose: we can assemble
ourselves together in any number under
ordinary circumstances for amusement.
pleasure or instruction, and in all these
things the government protects us. Still,
many people are far from being socially
free.
Men dare not do right, often, for
fear of what society will say.
Society
has its code of unwritten
law, which
few dare to violate, although in many
cases it is wrong.
Society allows a
Christian lady to say to her servant,
“ Not at home,”
when an unwelcome or
ill-timed visitor arrives.
Society thus
permits and require a lie to be uttered
in its name. That person is not socially
as social
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free

who

feels

bound

to

follow this

Some society requires the wine to be
placed upon the sideboard for visitors,
and many temperance ladies and gentle
men obey this written law, although
they do not believe in the use of the
Such persons are not socially
wine.
free.

Men who do not smoke, and who are
conscientiously opposed to smoking, are
often expected to present cigars to those
who do, and also to permit smoking in
their own homes. If they yield I am
compelled to the conclusion that they

socially

free.

Ladies are oftentimes bound down by
foolish, and sometimes by immoral fash
If they dare not refuse
ions of dress.
laws of fashion they are
these
to disobey
certainly not socially free.
Society ex
Young couples marry.
instances, to
them. in many
pects
occupy a. certain position. They obey
the dictates of society, live and dress as
they are expected to do, although they
know, or ought to know, that such a
of conduct ultimately means
course
Such couples
social and financial ruin.
are not

and only such can be socially

free.

custom.

are not

liberty,
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socially

free.

Religious society in many circles re—
quires you to partake of an alcoholic
If you
Wine at the table of our Lord.
believe the use of this wine to be wrong,
and ,yet yield to the dictates of society
you are assuredly not socially free.
In all these things, where the con
to their observance,
science is opposed
Obedience to society means social slav
cry—not social freedom, and the list of
be largely in
such servitudes might
Let me, therefore, urge you,
creased.
if you ever feel condemned by such
yielding. to become a solecist and wil
break those
fully and determinately
can
conscience
laws of society that your
is,
that
socially,
free
Be
not approve.
do right even though all society should
ﬁnd fault with, condemn, and even os
It requires the true man
tracise you.
and woman to stand firm for social

PROFESSIONAL LIBERTY.
There is a. class of men who are linked
together by professional ties. This class
comprises ministers, editors or literary
men, physicians, lawyers and the mil
itary.
The ﬁrst of these, says Mr. Ingersoll
in effect—are not allowed to be mentally
free.
They are told what they must be
lieve and what they must not believe,
and they are compelled to receive with
out question all that which is presented
to them.
Now in no case is this statement true.
All that the minister is taught must
connnend itself to his judgment or he
There are no laws
need not believe it.
that demand that he shall believe any
thing. There is a requirement, however,
“ So long
and that is in effect as follows
as you remain in this church we expect
you to preach what we as a church
honestly and sincerely believe to be the
true doctrine, and should you wish to
preach other doctrines, you are at per
fect liberty to do so, provided you sever
For
your connection with our church.
we can not allow you to remain under
our name, sanctioned and authorized by
us, when you are preaching and teach
ing that which we believe to be errone
ous and injurious.”
Now this is a perfectly natural restric
tion that any honest and free man can
consistently subscribe his name to. At
the same time there is a professional
servitude and bondage that the minister
Some ministers
should be free from.
do not wish to wear the usual clerical
hat, or white he, or this or that cut of
coat and vest, or they would prefer a
colored suit of clothes to the conven—
tional black, but custom will not willing
ly allow them freedom in these matters.
Now those men who dare not brave
such custom are not professionally free.
In some societies a minister is expected
to preach in that peculiar tone, com
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monly spoken of as the “holy drawl."
He knows that such a tone is vocally
pernicious, and contrary to the dictates
of common sense in speech, yet such is
the pressure of professional prejudice
that he dare not assert his freedom. He
is a professional slave, until at last out
raged nature demands rest,and laid by—
with ‘ ‘ min ister’s sore throat,”——he wishes
he had dared to assert his vocal liberty.
Now in all these things there is no
principle at stake, or would not thus
speak of them. There is no question of
morality or of religion involved in a
white tie, or in any particular tone of
voice.
Hence
say to my ministerial friends,
“Be men! and assert your freedom.”

I

I

Let “outraged professional taste,” be
outraged until it awakes to a sense of its
own folly.
In the medical world there are also
unwritten laws which make many phy
sicians and surgeons professional slaves.
It is
Take the question of Phrenology.
deemed unprofessional to believe in this
science, because no scalpel or microscope
has revealed physical divisions in the
to the
brain structure corresponding
control
which
we
assert
mental faculties
Many
certain localities of that organ.
medical men have themselves confessed
to me that the arguments in favor of
yet
were incontrovertible,
Phrenology
they dared not publicly avow their be

lief in it. Such are professional slaves.
So with describing alcoholic liquors.
They know that there are millions of
gallons of impure, adulterated wines
and spirits upon the market, and also,
that even were all these drinks “pure,”
—-using the term to distinguish from the
quantity of alcohol
adultevated—the
contained therein varies so much as to
make a prescription absolutely danger
ous because of this uncertainty.
The
alcohol is that for which these drinks
are given; then why not prescribe the
pure, unadulterated, genuine spirit, in
stead of these often impure and uncer
But 1101 It is unpro
tain beverages.

[Sept

God, however,
that
fessional—thank
time is passing away—to be in any way
in accord with those “fanatical teetotal
“ the profession,"
lers." The custom of
is to prescribe the wines and spirits of
commerce. and although all physicians
know, or ought to know, the facts that
have stated, they are slaves to profes

I

sional prejudice and custom, from which
many of them have not manliness
enough to break free.
Editors and lawyers 816 also accused
things
of doing so many prolessional
dare not
against their consciences that
begin to speak of them, for fear of an
unwieldly and tremendous list. They,
however, can speak for themselves.
They have the public car, and can thus
defend and argue their own case
I
would, however, like to urge them, if
what “ they say ” be at all true, to assert
their professional freedom, and dare to
of
be
free regardless
of
charges
“mugwumpism,” “fence straddling“ or
“ blatherskiting.”
In some regiments of the army it is
for an oﬂicer—or a
unprofessional
soldier either—to be sober or religious,
and many a man under such pressure
has violated his conscience in order that
he might not appear unprofessional.
Indeed there are but few men and
women—if any at all—who are wholly
free.
There can be no freedom in its
highest and truest sense where any sin
dominates the mind or soul. Then, con
scious of our own weakness, let us
appeal to God for the strength
to
overcome that within us that is wrong,
and when society or profession or any
thing else opposes us on account of our
standing out for a noble principle, let us
remember that one greater than "the
bird of liberty," hovers around us; the
messengers of the great and holy God
are witnessing our struggle ; the spirit of
just men made perfect are cheering us ;
the angels of our own loved ones are
guiding us ; and our God himself in the
midst of the direst conﬂict gives new life
and vigorto our souls by those gracious

I
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words—“ Be
most encouraging
5 rong and of good courage.
Have not
I commanded thee 7” “ will never fail
and

I

PALPITATIOX

O

NE of

thee nor forsake thee."

“ They that
trust

in the Lord shall never be confounded.”
GEO. H.

0!‘ THE

the common symptoms of a
disordered system, and one that
usually excites apprehension of serious
In
disease, is palpitation of the heart.
the vast majority of cases it is indicative
of functional disorder in the organs of
Dyspepsia,
digestion and assimilation.
therefore, may be said to be a prime fac
tor in its production, although the im
mediate cause may be diagnosed as nerv
ous—the sympathetic system being that
is not
chieﬂy involved.
Palpitution
easily deﬁned, because its sensations are
variable in different persons, from a mere
uneasiness to a powerful irregular action
that rapidly exhausts one. One calls it a
ﬂuttering in the chest ; another an irreg
ular and rapid beating of the heart;
another a strange thrilling that seems to
interfere with the breathing and makes
The term is
him anxious and fearful.
commonly used in relation to the etfects
of sudden emot-ion— fear or joy—but
then the heart‘s action may be but the
natural response to mental conditions
that come and go with the ordinary ex~
periences of life. These are but the rapid
movement of the heart induced by rctlcx
inﬂuences that are usually derived from
external impressions, the nerve vibra
tions being carried through the senses to
the organic centres supplying the heart,
and transmitted by them to the pulsating
organ itself.
The palpitation of disease seems to be
produced also by an excitation of these
centres, either by an undue degree of ex
citability in them, or from some excess
of vibration, direct or reﬂex, conveyed
to them.
It is well-ascertained that there is no
necesity for any organic disease in the
heart structure itself in order that the
phenomena of palpitation may be devel
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HEART.

The palpitating heart may be a.
oped.
diseusﬂl heart, but it need not be so: and,
on the other hand, bm-ause the heart is
organically diseased there is no reason
why it should be all'ecled with palpita
tion more than if it were healthy.
It
may be observed, generally, that the sub
jects of palpitation are, as a rule, of the
nervous or mental temperament, are
“
impiessionable," excitable persons, and
from childhood have exhibited a ready
susceptibility to emotional disturbances.
It is wise, however, for those who are
annoyed often with an undue activity of
the heart to take decided steps toward
knowing the cause of the trouble, and
this should be done by consultingr a phy
sician of experience, especially one who
has studied diseases of the chest and is
thoroughly acquainted with the instru
ments used in the diagnosis of heart and
lung diseases.
I have little conﬁdence
in the medical man who disparages the
use of tho stethoscope, the plcximeler or
the sphygmograph,
alleging that his
fingers and ears are good enough instru
ments, and that he has no occasion to
resort to such inventions.
The most
skillful and experienced physician will
confirm me when I say that mere ques
tioning a patient and a brief applica
tion of the ear to the chest wall will not
determine whether the heart is diseased
organically or there is merely a func
tional derangement.
In the course of his remarks on the
diagnosis of heart diseases the late Prof.
Flint says : “The occurrence of the dis
turbance in paroxysms, the action at
other timts hein g regular, the paroxysms
occurring at night rather than in the
daytime, and frequently not being occa‘
sioned by obvious cause, such as muscu
lar exertion or mental excitement; the
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other alcoholic drinks, indulgence in
strong tea or coffee, tobacco using, sex
ual excesses, too much exercise soon
after a hearty meal, these all tend to
bring on the irregular action and the
disquiet of this troublesome
sleepless

is

it,

malady.
as
Some amusements even lead to
or
of
cards
exciting
games
instance,
for
or
sport. Reading
other competitive
study late in the night, and reading or
speaking aloud late are especially mis
The worst mischief of all
chievous.
the practice of carrying to bed the anxie
ties and annoyances of the labors of the

is

is

continuance in bed in the
quisite, and
recumbent position for eight hours out
of the twenty-four at the least. During
the day moderate out-door exercise with
avoidance of rapidity and of over-action

in climbing

steep ascents,

should

be ob

served.

To this moderate open-air exercise
should be added daily bathing in water,
ﬁrst suﬂiciently warm not to create
shock, or to leave a sense of chilliness of
Brisk friction with the hands
the skin.
rough towel or hair glove,
and use of
may follow the bath with advantage.
Turkish or Roman baths are not good for
persons subject to severe palpitations, be
cause of the effect of their high tempera
ture upon the general circulation.
Meals should be taken at regular
hours; at no time shou‘d a heavy meal
be indulged in, and the simpler the food
Light and easily digested ar
the better.
ticles in moderate quantities, and fresh
Tea, coffee and
fruits are always good.
alcohol in every shape are very unfav
The quan
orable in cases of palpitation.
tity of ﬂuid taken should be limited in

a

the diagnosis."
Some persons have a natural disposi
have said that
tion to palpitation.
nervous, excitable persons are those
more subject to such disturbance, but
there are people with the bilious or mo
tive temperament who show a marked
It is remarkable
cardiac irritability.
how small a matter will excite a parox
ysm in the latter part of the day, and
particularly at night. A sudden noise
while they are lying in bed awake, or if
they be aroused when asleep, will pro
Indigestion
throbbings.
duce severe
contributes greatly to palpitation ; over
eating of meat, high-seasonings, wine or

day. Probably more than half the cases
of palpitation of the heart occur from
this one mistaken and foolish practice.
In young women social worries and ex~
citements have much to do with causing
the trouble; chlorosis or hysteria,
often found a prime agent.
Treatment—Well, the advice to those
who suffer from this form of heart disor
der must relate to the causes that have
In the begin~
been brieﬂy mentioned.
ning attention must be given to the re
moval of all possible causes of excite
ment, worry and exhaustion, mental or
The daily habits must be cor
physical.
important and un
rected in whatever
Early hours for bed are re
hygienic.
a

ability of the patient to take active exer
or difficulty of
cise without palpitation,
breathing, when not suffering from the
disorder, and the intensity of mental
anxiety and apprehension are points
which render it probable that the diﬂi
These points,
culty is purely functional.
A positive
conclusive.
not
however, are
exclusion
the
on
based
be
to
is
diagnosis
of lesions of structure by the absence of
the physical signs of the latter. If, in a
careful examination of the chest, the
heart be not found to be enlarged; if
there be no murmur present, or if an
existing murmur be inorganic and the
heart sounds be normal the affection
may be conﬁdently pronounced func
Without the negative proof af
tional.
forded by physical exploration the mind
of the practitioner must be in doubt as to
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amount.
Readings, amusements and pastimes
which keenly affect the emotional fac
ulties, are to be avoided as much as any
more vigorous forms of physical excite
ment. Whatever mental food keeps the
mind awake, whatever makes the suf
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ferer hold his breath with wonder or
Exciting novels,
anxiety, is bad for him.
chance, should
exercises,
of
games
plays,
be'put aside. But plain, steady, useful,
mental work is useful; it employs the

mind in a calm, purposeful manner and
prevents it from brooding over bodily
incapacity, from indulging in nameless
fears, and so becomes an element of cure.

#9....—

HEALTH

PAPERS—N0.

what now i—
points
gives but a meagre expression to our
surprise that any one should think of
remedies."
treating the sick without
A double trio is
Without remedies?
scarcely suﬂlcient to show our astonish
ment that any intelligent being should
be so devoted to drugs, as to give place
for a moment to the thought that they
alone are remedies and all things else
It is pre
are valueless as curatives.
suming a great deal to claim that drugs
are in any proper sense curatives at all.
It is still worse to assume that they, and
they alone, to the exclusion of all things
else, are so. What is a remedy 7 What
is a curative? It is “that which cures
diseasch-any application which puts an
end to disease and restores health."
Curatives do not act upon dead or dis
Really, they do not
organised matter.
act upon matter at all except as chemical
reagents. They are valuable only as
vital force can use them for aids in its
Food does not nourish
speciﬁc work.
the tissues of a dead body, or of a living
one in which the vitality of the organs
of nutrition is, from any cause, sus
If the digestive and assimila
pended.
tive processes are inoperative, it is not
for the want of tonics or stomachics.
If the liver is torpid it is not from its
I

l” Well,

“ A trio of exclamation
“WELL!

of cholagogues.

Constipation is
that aperients or cathartics
are in demand.
A malarial fever does
not point to the absence of antiperiodics
as its cause, pleurisy and pneumonia
never justify the conclusion that cherry
pectoral or cough lozenges, have not
Irri
met with their merited patronage.
table nerves are often caused by the use,
need

no indication
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but never by the want of opium and kin
Not one of the diseases
dred narcotics.
enumerated by the nosologists of any
age, or of any school of medicine, is or
ever can be traced to the want of drugs
Is any one starving t The
as its cause.
symptoms are to befound in craving for
food, accompanied by shrunken tissues,
unsteady nerves and increasing debility.
The cure is not found at the druggists,
but at the grocers.
The dryness of the mucous surfaces,
the inspissated secretions, the raging
thirst, the delirium of fever following
privation of water, do not call for febri
fugcs but for drink. These are simple
Every one sees their force
illustrations.
at a single glance.
But the same principle applies equally
to all disturbances in the economy of life.
If a dozen, or a score of causes are oper
ative, the case will of necessity, be more
complicated and correspondingly more
difficult.
Each distinct cause is attended
by symptoms peculiar to it. When an
alyzed, the most difficult diagnosis re
solves itself into a cotcrie of simple ones.
Let us suppose a case.
Our subject
shall be of sound constitution and good
health.
Such a person as no sane man
would say needs medication.
Let us fol
low and closely observe the decline, and
see when, if ever, the resources of nature
cease to be reliable and those of art be
come a necessity.
1. A good appetite, over-indulged
be
cause it is good. gradually brings on im
paired digestion and assimilation with
morbid cravings, not for wholesome food
only, but also for things unwholesome
and injurious.
2. Congestion or inﬂammation of the
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if

if

We’

s

aided by atmospheric changes, give rise
to typhoid or malarial fever complicated
with pneumonia, or with grave affec
tions of the liver, the kidneys or other
organs.
Feeble, sen
5. Almosttothe bottom!
sitive and miserable, watching for new
changes and new developments which

do not long delay their coming, hoping
for better, but anticipating worse things;
realizing all the evil and little of the
good that day-dreams and nightdmms
cause to ﬂit across the dismal pathway
as the last sands of life run out, we pro
nounce our sad farewell and the su tl‘erer
is gone. But our lesson
not yet fully
learned.
‘We have watched a steady de
Each step has been taken as the
cline.
result of a cause or a combination of
causes.
In most,
not in all cases, these
causes might, and ought to have been
avoided. This being done what more
would have been required,
every di
vergence from the standard of healthful
living, followed by adecline in health?
Surely, each faithful observance would,
to the extent of its inﬂuence over vital
action, secure us from such decline.
How many causes must bein opera
tion and how sick must any one be before
. natural resources are to be considered
unreliable and the necessity for artiﬁcial
ones becomes apparent?
If one, two or
ten disturbing
influences are operative,
then, one, two or ten should be deteded
and removed. But whether removed or
not, the introduction of additional ones
seems strangely at variance with nature’s
indications.
GALLOWAY, n. n.
.1

mucous surfaces, in patches at ﬁrst, but
widely diffused afterward, gives rise to
irritation of the nerves that control all the
nutritive processes.
3. Weight and pain in the epigastrium,
acidity and nausea, with longings, or ex
treme disgust, for certain kinds of food
or drink; functional disorder of the
liver, kidneys, bowels and skin; confu
sion of thought, forgetfulness and mel
suspicions, bad
ancholy,
groundless
dreams and uneasy sleep, cold and clam‘
my hands and feet, nervous or sick head
aches and like troubles of variable in
tensity, make life wretched and ﬁll the
mind with forebodings of things still
more dreadful.
4. Vital resistance is enfeebled and it
now affords little security against the en
A foul and neg
croachments of disease.
water
cellar, a contaminated
lected
a
marsh
or
disin
an
undrained
supply,
fected cesspool or slaughter pen, may,
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SLEEPLESSNESS.

is

is

is

is

of the most distressing
some cases,
as truly normal,
painful character,
considering the present. physical state of
the sufferer’s brain, as is pain following
a cut.”
The question then, for one who
sleep
not so much, how can
less. to ask
get
sleep? My sleep
sleep. but why don’t
lessness shows that there
something
wrong either with my habits or in my
What
bodily condition.
this?7 To
quote Dr. Page again: “Thinking all
the while that
sleep only that he
needs, his sleeplessness distresses him.
causes him to be more and more alarmed
and consequently has the effect to post

I

is

is

I

it
is

is

is

:

The Christian Advo
cate, reviews the treatment ad
vised for Insomnia or sleeplessness, by
several authorities, and concludes that
hygienic methods are best. He says
The very common error of regarding
the sleeplessness as a disease to be over
come,
apparently entertained by the
We are reminded at once‘ of
inquirer.
the vigorous protest against this idea of
“ To attack insomnia as a
Dr. Page.
sure to
disease, instead of a symptom,
result in discomﬁture in the great major
in every instance un
ity of cases, and
The wakefulness, of
sound in principle.
and which, in
complain,
which so many

is

WRITER in
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pone the oblivion sodevoutly prayed for,
but so little earned. To deserve sleep is
to have it.
Let him go to bed at about the
same hour every night, if possible, or at
any rate, when he does lie down to sleep

it should be after a quiet hour or half
hour devoted to peaceful and thought
steadying occupations, never exciting
mental exercise, whether amusing or in
structive; and when he draws the blank
ets
around him, let it be with a
sublime indifference, as to whether he
shall or shall not go to sleep prompt
An'endeavor to go to sleep is a
1y.
mistake.“
Not long since the Rev. Dr. Ormiston
of New York City published in The
Hmniletical Review an account of a life
long struggle on his part against sleep
leasness.
He was evidently born with
a peculiar cerebral organimtion,
that
This was greatly
craved but little sleep.
aggravated, however, by the most ﬂag
rant abuse of himself in the way of over
According to his statement, dur
work.
ing his life he had tried every imagina
ble form of narcotic and hygienic device
for his relief, but without ﬁnding any
that were desirable for more than tran
sient use.
He sums up the whole of his
experience in the following brief recom
mendations in efforts toovercome wake‘
“Early retiring and rising ; the
fullness:
performance of all hard mental work in
the early part of the day ; the avoidance
of all excitement late in the evening, and
the practice of taking exercise of some
kind in the open air, in all weathers, un
less very stormy, and, whenever practi
cable; this exercise to consist of a ride on
horseback of not less than two hours
every morning.”
Another phase of the circumstances
that favor sleep is dwelt upon forcibly
by Dr. Mortimer Granville, namely, the
“ The periodic
He says:
power of habit.
ecurrence of slee p is normally a matter
of habit ; and, therefore, the act of ‘go
ingto sleep,’ ought also to be a habit.
The cultivation of a habit of going to
sleep in a particular way, at a particular
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time, will do more to procure regular
and healthy sleep than any other artiﬁce.
It is not very important what a person
does with the intention of going tosleep;
but he should do precisely the same thing
in the same way, at the same time, and
under as nearly as possible the same con
ditions, night after night, for a consider
able period, say, three or four weeks at
least.
The result will amply reward the
effort.”
A few hygienic suggestions may be
added to tlwse general principles.
The
sleeping apartment should be well ven
tilnted, and excess of heat and cold
should be avoided. Bedrooms should be
warmed in winter and cooled in sum
beds, and
mer, and feather
heavy
spreads and comforters should be es
chewed. If the person has been using
the mind actively during the day or
evening, a long and brisk walk before
retiring, so as to create muscular fatigue,
will promote subsequent sleep.
A meal of good, easily digested food,
just before going to bed, will in many
cases, be a great assistance in overcom
ing a tendency to wakefulness.
The
withdrawal of blood from the brain to
satisfy the demands of the digestive
apparatus in the work
of digestion,
produces brain conditions that favor
sleep.

M—

IllIPURl’l‘Y

IN

ICE.

The idea is widely prevalent that ice is
free from impurities; although the pond
from which it may be taken may be no
toriously dirty, yet that does not make
the ice impure, because,
“they say,” in
freezing the impurities are rejected, and
the ice comes out clean and fit for use.
We have heard people of good judgment
Now it is
generally argue in this way.
soon established, by a little examination
into the facts, that its conversion into
ice does not purify impure water.
In a
report made by the State Board of
Health, of New York, on the purity of
ice from Onondaga Lake, this is con
shown.
Into this lake is
clusively
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discharged the sewage of the City of
to ﬁve million
amounting
Syracuse,
the inspec
the
time
At
day.
a
gallons
tion of this lake was made there was a
margin from one to four feet wide of
black, putrefying organic matter along
The analyses of the ice
the shores.
from this lake showed that it contained
probably from 10 to 12 per cent of the

sewage impurities dissolved in the same
quantity of unfrozen water of the lake.
This ice also showed the presence of bac
teria in great abundance, retarded some
what in their growth by the ice, but not
destroyed by it. It is, perhaps, need
less to say that this ice was pronounced
totally unﬁt for any purpose where it is
liable to come in contact with food or
drink. The report, valuable for what has
already been mentioned, is still more so
by reason of the numerous references to
instances in which the impure ice has
been the cause of dysentery and other
The earliest of these was that
diseases.
at Rye Beach, N. 11., reported by Dr. A.
H. Nichols, of Boston, in 1875, in which
there broke out among the guests of a
large hotel at that place an epidemic of
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from it in a refrigerator or other cool
ing apparatus.
The way in which ice is collected and
handled, from the water to the consum
er's table, is not the cleanest in the world,
and it is likely to carry the germs of
disease in warm weather, because of its

a‘?—

exposure to contamination.
ALCOHOL

Where men

1s

Exrosuas

'ro

D.

Com.—

are subject to great and pro

longed exposure to cold, experience has
taught them the danger of taking spirits
My
while the exposure continues.
friend Dr. Fayer told me that when
crawling through the wet heather in
pursuit of deer on a. cold day he otfered
the keeper who accompanied him a pull
from his flask. The old man declined,
“ No, thank you, it is too cold."
saying,
The lumberers in Canada who are en
gaged in felling timber in the pine
forests, living there all winter, sleeping
in holes dug in the snow and lying on
spruce branches covered with buffalo
robes, allow no spirits in their camp,
and destroy any that may be found
there. The experience of Arctic travel
ers on this subject is nearly unanimous;
caused by impure ice
gastroenteritis,
owe to my friend Dr. Milner
Another instance and
from a ﬁlthy pond.
an anecdote which illustrates
Fothergill
of sickness caused by impure ice, re
A party of
in
a. very striking way.
it
ferred to in the report, is that of an epi
crossing the Sierra Nevada
Americans
demic of dysentery which occurred in
encamped at aspot above the snow line,
1879 at Washington, Conn., investigated
Some of
and in an exposed situation.
by Dr. Brown, of that place, and by Dr.
of
before
deal
spirits
a
good
them took
Raymond, of Brooklyn. The ice had
down
they
and
lay
to
sleep,
going
been gathered from a pond which had
and happy; some took a moder
warm
been used as a wallowing ground by the
ate quantity, and they lay down some
Other instances are quoted of the
pigs.
what but not very cold; others took
in juriuus effects of impure ice upon the
none at all, and they lay down very cold
public health, and sufficient evidence and miserable.
Next morning, how
ever, those who had taken no spirits got
given to show that, in process of freez
ing water does not purify itself. The u feeling quite well, those who had
taken a little got up feeling cold and
report, taken as a whole, is a very valu
wretched, and those who had taken a
able contribution to this subject, and a
od deal did not get up at all; they
complete refutation of the old idea. that Eiid perished from cold during the night.
Those who took no alcohol kept their
all ice must of necessity be pure.
warm at the expense of their skin,
Our advice to people who must have heart
well’ those who
and they remained
the water they drink quite cold is that took too much warmed their skin at the
they do not allow ice to be put into the expense of their heart, and they died.
LAUDER BRUNTOH.
water, but to be kept entirely separate

I
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NOTES

IN SCIENCE AND INDUSTRY.

Fire and Waterproof Paper.—

L'lndustrie .lloda-ne gives Mr. Ladewig‘s
process of manufacturing from asbestos ﬁber
a pulp and a paper that resist the action of
ﬁre and water, that absorb no moisture, and
the former of which (the pulp) may be used
asa stutiingnnd for the joints of engines.
The process of manufacture consists in mix
ing about twenty-ﬁve per cent. of asbestos
ﬁber with about from twenty-ﬁve to thirty
ﬁve per cent. of powdered sulphate of alum
ina
This mixture is moistened with an
The
aqueous solution of chloride of zinc.
mixture is washed with water and then
treated with a solution composed of one
part of resin soap and eight or ten parts of
water mixed with an equal bulk of sulphate
of alumina, which should be as pure as pos
sible.
The mixture thus obtained should
Finally,
have a slightly pulpy consistency.
there is added to it thirty-ﬁve per cent. of
powdered asbestos and ﬁve to eight per cent.
of white barytes.
This pulp is treated with
water in an ordinary paper machine and
In order to
worked just like paper pulp.
from it a solid cardboard.
manufacture
proof against ﬁre and water, and capable of
serving as a rooﬁng material for light struc
tarred
tures. sheets of common cardboard,
prepared, are covered with the
pulp. The application is made ina paptr
machine, the pulp being allowed to ﬂow

or otherwise

over the

cardboard.

How to Determine the Quality
0fSllk.—Take ten ﬁbres of the ﬁlling in
silk, and if on breaking they show a
feathery, dry and lack-lustre condition. dis.
coloring the ﬁngers in handling. you may at
once he sure of the presence of dye and arti
any

ﬁcial weighting.
Or take a small portion of
the fibers between the thumb and foreﬁnger.
and roll them over and over very gently. and
you
and
‘

will soon detect the gum. mineral. soap
other ingredients of the one, and the ab

sence of them in

the other.

A

simple

but

of purity is to burn a small
Pure silk will instantly
quantity of ﬁbers.
crisp. leaving only a pure charcoal; heavily
dyed silk will smoulder, leaving a yellow.
If. on the contrary. you can
greasy ssh.
effective

test
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not break the ten strands, and they are of a
natural luster and brilliancy. and fail to dis
color the ﬁngers at the point of contract,
may be well assured that you have a
pure silk that is honest in its make and dur
~
able in its wear.
you

A

Simple

Scientiﬁc

Caught Ilium—In

Trick

a large factory, one
of the workmen‘ carelessly allowed his ham
mcr to slip from his hand.
It ﬂew half way
across the room, and struck a fellow work
man in his left eye.
his eye was blinded

The man averred that

by the blow. although
acareful examination failed to reveal an in
a scratch visible.
He
brought suits iii the courts for compensation
for the loss of half of his eyesight. and re
The day of
fused all offers of compromise.

jury. there being not

the trial arrived, and in open court, an emi.
nent oculist. retained by the defense, exam
ined the alleged injured member, and gave
opinion that it was as good as the

as his

right eye, and proved it. Knowing thatthe
colors green and red combined make black,
he prepared a black card on which a few
Then
words were written with green ink.
the plaintiff was ordered to put on a pair of
spectacles with two different glasses. the one
for the right eye being red and the one for
the left

eye consisting

of

ordinary

glass.

Then the card was handed him and he was
This he
ordered to read the writing on it.
did without hesitation, and the cheat was at
The sound right eye, fitted
once exposed.
with the red glma. was unable to distinguish
the green writing on the black surface of the
card, while the left eye, which he pretended
was sightlcss, was the one with which the
reading had to be done.

The Sugar and Molasses Trade.

-The

Bureau of Statistics has issued a
quarterly report, which contains tables in
regard to sugar and molasses, showing the
imports and exports of these articles since

productions in the United States
countries for a series of years,
present tariﬂ rates in leading commercial
1789, their

and foreign
countries,
various

and the export duties imposed by
The value of
on sugar.

countries
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and other countries, and of the origin and
growth of the industry in Louisiana. The
latter had its most prosperous period just
prior to the civil war, since when it has not

During the period just
fully recovered.
prior to the war, we produced about one
fourth of the sugar consumed in this coun
During the last calender year, however
try.
The state
we produced only one-tenth.
of sugar
consumption
mcnt of the estimated

per capita fer a number of years shows:
Great Britain. 74.1 pounds: United States.
53.3; Switzerland, 31.3; Franco. 24.5, and

a

it

engraving
thin
with

the

clean board and cover
layer of common salt, ﬁnely
a

on

is

it

pulverized, then squeeze lemon-juice upon
considerable portion of
the salt until
After every part of the picture
dissolved.
has been subjected to this treatment, elevate
will form an
one end of the board so that
angle of about forty-five degrees with the
From teapkettle or other suitable
horizon.
vessel pour on the engraving boiling water
until the salt and lemon-juice are entirely
The engraving will then be
washed off.
perfectly clean and free from stain.
must be dried on the board or on some
smooth surface gradually. not by the ﬁre or

It

The foreign prices for
was 27 per pound.
since
downward
tending
sugar have been
world's
in
the
by
caused
1881. largely
data are
Interesting
creased production.
in this
given in regard to the sugar product

To Clean Engravlngs.—Put

it

lowest in 1861
highest annual
The
pound.
per
cent
at}
average of the foreign cost of sugar per
pound, was in 1836, when it was 6.17 cents
per pound. and the lowest in 1885, when it

saturated ones are reversed.

sun.

Immerse the print for an hour or so (or
lye made by adding
necessary) in
to the strongest mnriatic acid its own weight
‘in water, and to three parts of this mixture
longer

a

it amounted to

entirely

a

highest annual
duty collected

is, some of the staves appear to be
saturated. while others are appar
This also arises from the
ently quite dry.
viz.,
the dry staves are in the
cause,
same
position in which the tree grew, while the

—that

a

ing nextat 14 per cent. The
average of the speciﬁc rate of
on Sugar, was in 1828. when
38 cents per pound, and the

that the pores invite the ascent of the mois
The
while they repel its descent.
familiar case of wooden bucket is in point

‘

A table is given, showing the leading
1885.
in the order
_sources of our customs revenue
Sugar
of
years.
a
series
for
of magnitude
and molasses comprise our leading source of
revenue, being 27 per cent. of the total col
lected in 1886. manufacturers of wool stand

[Sept

ture.

a

imports of sugar has ranged from 4.18 per
cent. of value of dutiable imports in 1825 to
1875, and the
19 per cent. of such imports in
duty collected thereon, has ﬂuctuated from
4.16 per cent., of all customs duties on duti
able merchandise in 1625, to 28.6 per cent.

if

160

ln
adding one of red oxide of manganese.
dian ink stains should in the ﬁrst instance
be assisted out with hot water, and pencil
marks should be taken out with indiaprubber
If the print has been
very carefully.

writer, has inter
problem. says a scientiﬁc
wood, sawn
ested many why two pieces of
tree,
should
possess
of
from the same section
in
when
used
characteristics
very varied

the paste on the back should be
warm water.
with
removed
Another recipe is: Lay the engraving
clean sheet
smooth board, with
down on
a
with
clean
and
sponge
underneath.
of paper
and water wet the picture on both sides. and
well with a soft sponge with
then saturate
quarter of a pound
mixture
following
the
chloride of lime, two ounces oxalic acid and
one quart of soft water, and apply.

of the atmosphere will permeate the pores of
the wood much more rapidly the way the
would in the opposite
tree grew than
direction. Microscopical examination proves

black varnish for ironwork take pounds
in an iron kettle, then
asphaltum and fuse
pound
add
gallons of boiled linseed oil,
of litharge, half pound of sulphate of zinc
will boil over), and
(add these slowly or
Then add
hours.
three
for
about
them
boil
half of dark gum amber and
pound and

it.

a

a

make a good

1

it

8

of

:

it

a

Varnish for Iron.—-To

it

different positions, as. for example, a gate
post being found to decay much faster if the
butt end of the tree is uppermost than would
he the case if the top were placed in this
position, the reason being that the moisture

a

A Point for Fence Makers—The

2

17 pounds.

a

Germany.

mounted
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boil for two hours longer, or until the mass
will become quite thick when cool. After
this it should be thinned with turpentine
the

to

proper consistency.

Strange Facts About the Congo.
—At its mouth the Congo River is of enor
mous depth, but only one hundred miles or
so nbove Stanley Pool, Captain
Braconnier

said that “ steam launches drawing barely
two and three feet of water have to be

H H. John
dragged along by our men."
ston mentions the same facts in his descrip

“ Our boat is
tion of the Congo.
constantly
" he wrote.
running aground on sand-banks
" It has
extraordinary eﬂect to see men
walking hall‘ way over a great branch of a
river, with water only up to their ankles,
tracing the course of some sand-bank."
Stanley, Johnston, and others attributed the
remarkable shallowness of the river to great
breadth in this part of its course;
but none
of them knew how wide the river really was
above the Kassai River.
We now have
somenew light on this question. which is a
very

interesting

one, because the Congo is
river in the world, and
in regard to it are apt to be

next to the greatest
new discoveries

Captain Rouvier has been
surveying this part of the river, and he ﬁnds
that for a distance of about ﬁfty miles the
on a large scale.

wider than was supposed. Its
fact. is from ﬁfteen to twenty
miles, a circumstance
which has not been
river is much
width.

in

discovered before on account of the many
long islands, some of which have always
been taken for the shore of the river.
It
follows, therefore. that there is an expanse
in the Upper Congo similar to and very much
larger than Stanley Pool.
Stenmhoats have

in this enlargement of the
knowing of each other‘s prox
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Lake Shore & Michigan Southern engine No.
411, and a view, reproduced

from a photo
at night, showing its effect,
says: It will be s~en that 23 telegraph poles
are visible, but under more favorable condi
graph

taken

tions 45 poles have been counted, which is
equal to a distance of about one and a half
miles.
A newspaper has been read by the
light four miles away, and the time of night
has been seen on a watch face nine miles
distant.

The reﬂection

of the light in the

clouds has been noticed

twelve miles away.
is the invention of Mr. How

The headlight
ard L. Pyle, and has been in operation be.
tween Cleveland
and Erie nearly a year,
giving entire satisfaction.
it is noticed
the instant

In snow-storms

that the snow and sleet melt
they touch the glass. which is
by the light. The locomotive

kept warm
runners say that targets, switch-lights, and
semaphores can be distinctly seen. and the
colors are as readily discernible as by day

A man can be seen three-fourths of a
light.
mile away.
The illumination on the track
for

a mile ahead is so noticeable that it gives
good warning to wayfarers of the approach
of the train, thus in a measure obviating the
Mr.
neccessity of using the be I or whistle.
Pyle is said to have overcome the various

obstacles

heretofore

ments of

this

kind.

in experi
He uses for motive

encountered

power a Bailey rotary engine.

Temperament in Cattle—In
tle as in horses

and

cat

other

animals. every
variation of temperament appears, and in no
other class of animals is it so distinct or
of characteristics
such a variety
making it a study of practical importance
to the farmer and a pleasing study to the
shows

passed each other

naturalist.

river without

One half of the average term paper is spent
in consideration of stock embracing the dif
ferent breeds, their charactwistics and their
food, care and breeding.
A little study of

It

is easy to understand, therefore,
how it happens that the Congo is in this
place very shallow, while in narrow portions
of the lower river no plummet line has ever
imity.

yet touched bottom.
Of the Congo

Navigation in this part

would be almost

impossible
here and there soundings
channels deep and wide enough

were it not that

are revealing
for all the requirements

An
Master
scription

Electric

of steamboat

trat’ﬁc.

Headlight. —The

Mechanic, in connection with a de
of an electric headlight used on

human temperament,

applied

in connection

of animal temperament
would greatly simplify and practicalize the

with the

study

subject.

In commencing the study it will be ob
served that the milk and butter breeds of
cattle, have the mental temperament that
the beef breeds have the vital temperament
and what are termed hardy or ranch cattle
have the motive

temperament,

and in all
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breeds temperament may be traced to clim
action, modified
by food, care and

atic

education.
In the mental

temperament great varia
tion occurs in the amount and quality of the
milk given by different cows, and this vari

of the
conforms to the variations
Cattle with the men
mental temperament.
tal-motive temperament, such as Jerseys,
do not give a large quantity of _milk, but it
ation

is very rich. giving them the leading place
as a dairy breed where butter rather than
milk is dtsired' The following is taken

from

a

Review.

size stock synopsis in the Farmers
“Jerseys sometimes called Alder

neys, are a small and comparatively delicate
but celebrated for yielding milk very

beet-d.

rich in cream and of a deep yellow tint.
They are fawn or silver grey color, with
sleek short hair, deerlike heads and slender
frames.
Natives of the channel isles. but
now largely bred on this side of the Atlant
ic, where they have become famous."
The mental-vital temperaments produce
less quantities of milk, but it has not the
quality of the mental-motive yet their com
qualities for butter and beef give
them great value where (general purposes)
cow is desired for, probably as a breed, the
white and black Holstein or Dutch cattle
are the nearest representatives of this. The
bined

dairy papers of the country have for
time been having spirited discussions
whether a cow can be valuable for
dairy and btef, as what is called the

some
as to

both

dairy
form in cattle is more or less wedge shape
with thin sharp shoulders and a high back
bone, while the beef form is as square as
possible. A cow may not be perfect in both
forms, yet she may be excellent in both.

It

has been found that the feed of dairy
cattle to obtain the best results must con
sist of oats, bran and other brain and nerve

producing foods and they must have a care
ful education, for like the thorcughbred
race-horse they are made or spoiled in the
They are not considered hardy
handling.
cattle.

In the vital temperament cattle show
They are large with a
their beef qualities.
small bony frame in proportion to their size,
To the
and are smooth, plump and meaty.
lovers of beef it is a pleasure to see this class
of animals as they appear at the stock fairs.

[Se-PL

The nearest representatives are the Aber
a black
hornless breed of
deem-Angus,
of cattle, but usually a secondary tempera
ment appears making a vital-mental or vital

In the ﬁrst may be
the most popular and
widest disseminated
breed
in the west.
They are colored red. white and roan, never
black. and have small neat horns not tipped
motive temperament.
classed the shorthorns,

with black.

They are fair milkers but are
The Herefords have the vital
motive temperament.
They are a red and
white cattle with medium
to large-sized
horns, are very hardy and in great demand
for western ranch purposes.
In the motive temperament we ﬁnd only
one quality, hardiness.
They have a bony
frame without meat, and very large horns.
It would seem that cattle good for neither
beef or butter would be of little use yet
their great hardiness their power to gain a
living where other cattle would starve give
them a use on the ranch, and in the newly
settled western states where food and shelt
er are of the ruder kinds. There are both
the sanguine and billions forms, the latter
showing more hardiness than the former.
The Texan with his small body, all bones
and horns, has the bilions temperament,
and makes a laughing-stock wherever seen.
As a general rule the size of the horns in
proportions to the size of the body indicates
best for beef.

the amount of motive temperament.
anoma- n; GALLUP

—.M.

TREATMENT

adviser of the

or Rmosoxm—The

Prairie Farmrr

medical

says of a case :
“ The animal should be kept in a
comforta
ble stall with earthen ﬂoor. and the diseased

limb should

be continuously bathed for a
day or two, with cold water.
Standing in
shallow, running water, under shade from
the sun, would be preferable.
Then the

covering the enlargement
should be
short, a blister applied, and the
clipped
horse tied, so as not to be able to reach the
hairs

The day after apply
part with the mouth.
ing the blister, and once daily during the
ten days, apply a coat of pure lard, without

It may be necessary to
washing the place.
repeat the blistering a few times, with about
three weeks between each blistering;
but
between each blistering, the animal may be
given liberty on pasturage.
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which by producing

sets of muscles,

wrinkles give

folds and

a

permanent

cast to the features and speak a language
all can understand,

which

which

and

rarely misleads."
Can it be that the source of all this
that

energy

in contour

affected

Fomn

AJL,

Editor.

M.D.,

tion?

NE W ‘i’ 0 11K ,
SEPTEMBER,
In

excellent

that

Surgical,"

In

and practical little
and

which an English surgeon

published a few years ago, it is said that
has a sound

physiognomy

base in

to the

that functional

ac—

to growth

of its tissue.

Pll RENOLOGY.
Medical

the brain an exception

and appreciable change in the quality

1887.

"Landmarks,

treatise

and physiognomy

tivity in any part contributes

_

PH YSIOGNOMY AND

Is

rule of physiology

__ -____:

_._

face is un

itself, by its own modes or habits of ac

&: Wanna Coinunv, Publishers.

H. S. Dan-ms,

toward

much

so

does

the tissues of the

fashioning

his

based

consideration

of

physiognomical

well

these

indications

and account its contours as of

the head,

little moment?

\Ve should like to

him, or any other physiognomist

phy

siology, which is lacking in Phrenology,

ignores the relation of

Dr. Holden tells us in another
that the cranium u certainly indi

of

throw aside

character does Dr. Holden

character,

the.

see

who

brain-outline

read a dozen

and yet

to

place

were exposed only below the eyebrows,

cates the dimensions

of the great cere

and offer his reading as a test of his

bral masses," and in anotherafew pages
removed from that, that
of observing

"a

person fond

can not fail to have arrived

conclusion that a man's daily
Place a
calling moulds his features.

at the

soldier,

a sailor,

a compositor

clergyman side by
not immediately
ence

side.

and

and who

a

will

detect a marked differ

in their physiognomies

words, but it may be inferred

that

that he

the brain is the instrument

of the mind,

and from

that thinking

center proceeds the impulses that affect
the

tissues

habitual

of

the

recurrence

thoughts, the indulgence
modes of

“The

features.
of

good

system.

If

physiognomy

physiology,

long since

is so well-founded

why has not

in

its principles

been formulated and given to

the public, that all may learn and apply

them in the affairs

of

life?

everyday

There are books on the subject, but when
examined

they are found

to be little

more than speculations on what are the

T’

This author does not say it in so many
believes

that

faces

or

evil

in particular

life, call into play correspond

probable meaning of common
forms.

From Lavater

featural

to Redﬁeld, au

thors show no allegiance to certain deﬁ
nite principles

allied to anatomy

physiology because

and

there are none out

of Phrenology that have been laid down.
and each author exploits
pressions

his own

as to the significance

im

of big

and little noses, broad and narrow chins,
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short and long ears, thick and thin lips,
etc., etc.

There is something

in physiognomy.

and classiﬁcation of such data as obser
'

Yea, there is a great deal in physiogno
my, and we believe that it has

a.

solid

Phrenology
physiologlcal
is dependent upon physiognomy for its
expression. so far as the head is con
foundation.

cerned, and as the development of the
brain, has a most intimate relation to all

mental side.
lation,

which

R. Wells, in his compi

S.

is

very

a

tempt at classifying
more prominent

creditable at

the views of the

writers on physiogno

general

a

system of practical efﬁcacy, comprehend

ing the whole man, have been the out
come.
Phrenology and physiognomy
have in fact a common basis in cerebro
function,

spinal

properly go

and

to

gether, and the attempt to keep them apart
much uncertainty and
controversy, and therefore unwise.

is the source of

—--—+>o<<_—
THE POOR

may be

taken with conﬁdence, as aids to their
interpretation on the physiological, or

and

vers could agree upon,

the features of face and body, the funda
mental principles of Phrenology

[SepL

INDIAN.

THE interesting article on the natives
of North America,

in

space

that occupies

some

the August and present num

bers, suggests

a few reﬂections on the

1e

lations of our government to the former
occupants of the country.

The fact

has

my, recognizes this fact, and is there

gone into the imperishable record of his

fore the more successful in his explana

tory

tion of what passes for accepted

opinion

is often a matter of wonder

that scientiﬁc men
show so much

their

very

beginning,

from almost
not

have

with us

like Dr. Holden will

partiality

nite, unconditioned

for an indeﬁ

topic like physiog

nomy, and somuch prejudice toward a
system that has been organized upon
facts that have become axioms in modern
science ; a system that has engaged the
best attention of some of the ablest

men

regard

to honor

strong, ambitious
has

been

that are beﬁtting
nation.

driven

from

The
his

hunting

grounds and corn-ﬁelds by force, and in
most cases the terms of treaties have
the dictations of a conqueror.

The

the better maxims of old-world polity,
has prevailed in the growth of the white

and a system that has been in practical
use with most valuable results to society.

been compelled to retire westward

for its gen

eral acceptance had Dr. Spurzheim
the

name

his earnest desire

would

not

“Phrenology," in
to ﬁnda term that

best indicate the scope

and pur

pose of the new doctrine.

If

perhaps

after year before its selﬁsh

has

year

and persist

Men may argue
that what has been suffered by the ln
dians is but in accordance with the laws

ent encroachments.

of progress and civilization

; that the
weaker elements must yield, and the ﬁt

will inevitably survive.
We mav
grant the inﬂuence of law in human af
fairs as well as in physics; but the meth

est

it had remained the physiognomy

of the brain,

been
bar

barous principle of might, imported with

population, and the poor aborigine

Perhaps it had been better

a

Indian

of the last sevent “ﬁve or eighty years,

invented

been

marked with the dignity and scrupulous

among people.

It

that such relations,

it would

have

served as a guide for the arrangement

ods mlonh-d in" men

individually and

as a

AND MIENCE OF HEALTH.
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political

body,’ in carrying into effect
as the

measures that may be interpreted

long lose his national character and

That was a grand salutation of the old

public address

Chief ltlassasoit, when the ﬁrst Pilgrims

is gone.

landed on the

ted

shore
is

room

live togethers

as brothers."

:

“The day of the Indian

Our hunting-gmundsare blot

out, our path is fenced up, there is

no longer any room in this country for

;

the Indian.

But

man or die.

enough in this country for you and us
let us

:

He mustlbecome a white
Our ancestors once owned

what was the sentiment voiced in return

this whole country.

of those Pilgrims,

proud people.

after receiving

the

ago, said in a

Cloud, not long

Red

every canon of kindness and equity.

England
"Welcome, white men; there

be

or lost in the great mesh

come absorbed

of white industry and white socialism.

outcome of progress, need not transgrcss

New

165

They were then a

Now the country belongs

hospitality lof Massasoit and his tribe 7 to people who came from across the sea.
Itis ﬁtly expressed in the reply of Miles They have blotted out the Indian trail
at a later day, the new

Standish, when

colony had grown strong, and the ques

and in its place they have made a new
road; we must travel

with them in this

“ What is to be done
tion was asked,
“ Ex
about these Indians 1" and he said,

white man's road for many years.

terminate them."

my people to follow me."

American legislation

in Indian aﬁ’airs

followed the example of

has apparently

William Penn, in recognizing

In

the

I

new road.

have been

walking in

the

I ask

This pathetic utterance comes from a
wise chief, and its admonition will be
by hundrcdsof his people.

heeded

The

dian as owner of the land, and acquiring

school and the church are rapidly bring

it from him by treaty, but the fact is no

ingto

torious that the terms of scarcely a single

impossible,

treatv have been enforced in favor of an

tribes of Indians

Indian tribe,

and their

encroachments
been
ﬂicts,

for

retaliation

by settlers has usually

followed by severe and bloody con
in which United States soldiers

were employed
”

subordinate

to crush down the

“in

powerful people are restricted to a com
territory

what was once regarded as

civilization of

the
;

and

his

whole

not necessary

or expedient that any coercive measure
should be applied now.

Its effect would

not be to hasten the conversion

Indian into

of the

a citizen, but rather to offset

and neutralize much of the good work
already done, because it would rc-awak

native.

Now that the poor remnants of a once
paratively

pass

insigniﬁcant

part of the vast

that was once theirs, it is, we

en his sense of [injustice and destroy his
faith, what is left, in the integrity of the
white man.
Have we not had enough of petty quib

think, the _only humane course for our

bling in Congress over land grants and

government to insist that they shall be

specious claims, the manifest purpose of

permitted

to live in peace and saved from

the persecutions and robbery of unscrup

ulous persons.

By the pressure of our

civilization, in its best phases and under
Christian guidance

the

Indian must

ere

which, in spite of the suave and plausi
ble assurances of their advocates, is to
deprive
remnant

the poor red man of his last
_

of

great nation

not

our

afford to be tolerant

and

territory?

Can

/4

not,
forbearing toward a dying race? If
fur
can it afford to besrnirch its record

M

is
ther, by repetitions oﬂinjustice i There
set
certainly land enough for honest
there
if
tlers for the next ﬁfty years, and
the
were not, honor should not permit

toward the pernicious effects of the gen
eral use of alcoholic beverages will give
place to measures for their restriction.
Nations of commanding inﬂuence can
not afford to disregard the vices of their
people.

robbed.

is

that the oﬂicer to whom application
of
made shall ascertain the character
mar
of
both the parties who are desirous
other is
rying as to whether one or the
is a great step

for a German pro

“Ruth Carlyle"

the letter of

may appear

to many
‘as

readers as a bold piece of writing on the
part of the contributor, a challenge
were that should

ridicule,

especially

altogether
herself

merit little besides

from men.

likely that
to

expects

It

the contributor

receive

but

scant

courtesy for the assumption that R- C.
“is made so earnestly and frankly to
voice.”

But

the idea of being a locomo

not so very preposterous

tive engineer

for a woman,

because

“ pro
the trade or

fession“ has had one or more represent
atives of her sex.

Only a short

time

and intelligent
ﬁnely-formed
office of the
the
visited
woman
young
course of
the
PHRENOLOGICAL, and in
a

exceedingly cred
vince to make,and it is
and people of
itable to the government
May we and all who are in

ago

the beginning
reform regard this as but
over all
extend
will
that
of a movement
and
moral
The
Germany and further.
of whole communi
physical degeneracy
to their drink
ties is so directly traceable
that would
ing habits that governments
be strong and permanently prosperous
competi
in this era of extreme national
the causes of
tion must strike at once
It is beginning to
popular weakness.
and econo
statesmen
be understood by
individual
the
of
mists that the health
to the integ
bears an important relation
affairs, and the
rity and vigor of civil
manifested
blindness and apathy so long

chinist,

the interview

said that she was a ma

and made handsome wages.
was her skill she was sent by
such
That
her employers to ditferent parts of the
country to set up machinery and to do
or superintend the work of an engineer.
She had been led to adopt the calling
because she liked to see machinery in
operation and was fond of using tools.
The only drawback or unpleasant part
of the business was that
in contact with so many

it

Waldeck.
matter of drinking
terested in this vital

A Girl’s Problem”

is

to marry will
proclaimed that a license
who
not be granted to any individual
if
drunk,
and
has the habit of getting
for
one who has been adrunkard applies
suﬁicient
such license, he must produce
warrant his re
proof of reformation to
it is required
Furthermore,
ceiving it.

IN “

it

are told that in Waldeck, a little
has been
German principality, a decree

This

-——N—_—
A WOMAN ENGINEER,

A SIGN IN GERMANY.

addicted to drinking.

[Sept

is

Indian to be

WE
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brought her
men of low

capacity and rude conduct, although so
-far as she personally was concerned
their treatment was usually kind and
In her opinion there
accommodating.
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was abundant

room in the manufactur

that respect,

167

otherwise there would

be

less

ambitious men, and these did not suﬂici

places that do not pay as well or help to

ently appreciate the need of society in

make so much of a man.

ly

6.

Always write yourfull name and address plain
at the end of your letter. Uyou use a pseudonym
or initials, write yourjull name and address also.

is

if

WI: can so'r UPI'DIRTARI ‘m RI'I'URN U‘savaiunu:
contributions unless the necessary postage is pro
vidcd by the writers. IN ALL caste, persons who
communicate with us through the post-onion should
they expect a reply, inclose the return postage, or
what
better, a prepaid envelope, with their full
address. Personal and private matters addressed
tothe Editor-personally will receive his early at

I

a

is

is

mittcd to use such quasi scientiﬁc language.
are more marked in persons of the motive
temperament than in those of the vital or
mental, and this may be accounted for, we

think, on the score of the slower circulation
of 1he motive.
See “ Jacques on Tempera
full discussion.
ment “ tor

Hnnaosl—l—The
headache

that

ordinary form

of

manifested

by pains over
in the temples,
due to

the eyes and
stomach or intestinal irritation that has been
caused by eating or drinking improper things,

Overloading the stomach with food that

hard to digest, or eating such things as hot
biscuit, newly baked bakcr‘s bread, cake,
pastry, etc., will be likely to produce
systemic protest through the sympathetic
few indiscretions
and cerebral nerves after
the person have 0 weak
of the kind, and

if

this is done.

of the
portant factor in the determination
bilious tone, whereas in the motive temper
amcut the mechanical apparatus-the sysi ems
of bone and muscle~is chieﬂy taken into
we may be per
Bilious states.
account.

is

A

5.

People don‘t like to read long stories.
Be brief.
tun-column article is read by four times as many
peopleas one of double that length.

conditions aﬂ’ecting the
by physiognomical
visceral organs as well as by the general
an im
Complexion
contour ot the body.

a

4.

or paste the sheets
Never roll your manuscript
together. Sheets about “ Commercial note“ size are
the most satisfactory to editor and compositor.

mate relation to nonnal physical conditions
indicated
than the bilious. because that

is

3.

Don‘! write in a lmall hand, or in pencil, as the
wmpos-itor has to read it across the case, a distance
ofncer twofeet, and the editor often wishes to make
thanges or additions.

Answer.—The motive temperament of the
new classiﬁcation
may be said to represent
more legiti
the bilious of the old. but has

it

Write clearly and distinctly, being particularly
careful in the matter of proper names and quota
tions.

to

a

‘3.

l.

“'rite on one side of the sheet only. It is often
“ takes “
necessary to cut the page into
for comp0s~
be
when both midi-sare
not
done
iton, and this can
written upon.

to refer the question

venture

have become greatly interested
you, tor
J. n. o.
in the study of temperament.

is

.'

if

It will greatly old the
To Our. coxrmumons.
our
editor, and/(militate the work of the printer,
mtn'butors generally should observe the/allowing
in
rules when writing articles or communications

I

matter

if

if

counter,

have supposed the bilious was more identi
tied with the bony structure than the san
guine, but having nothing deﬁnite 0n the

" Gasman INTIRE-R‘I‘," ox“ wru.
Qnns-rioss or
But one question
beanswered in this department.
at a time, and that clearly stated. must be pro
a correspondent shall expect Iu to give
pounded,
him the beneﬁt of an early consideration.

tention

and

menu.

intllltll'illl

(Iurrvspondcnts.

tended for publication

at desk

crowding

a

go

(Bur

(Dar

ing of machinery for well-educated and

naturally the protest may be ex
to be very prompt.
The habit of
using strong tea or coffee, or alcoholic bev
likely to produce head
erages at meals
stomach
pectcd

is

I

Related—
Morn’: TBMPBRAMBNT—HOW
Qlmtiom—Is the motive temperament more
closely allied with the bilious than the san
guine or others ot the old classiﬁcation.
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The stomach irritation excites
ache also.
the centers at the base of the brain, occa
at ﬁrst, and
sioning a slight inﬂammation
later a decided and lasting congestion is set
Stopping the improprieties of diet will
up.
bring the desired immunity from headache

JOURNAL

[Sept

statement as furnished by the correspondent
we can say but this, that the centers on the
inner anterior margin of the hemispheres or
the inner angles of the eyes
neighboring
appear to be impaired in function, that re—
lating to forms especially being aﬂ’ected, as

in most cases. An enema of tepid water by
the bowels will usually stop the
pain, and greatly reduce the general distress,
and if this be followed by a hot foot and a
leg bath continued for thirty minutes, while

a consequence of internal headache or cere—
bral inﬂammation;
it may not prove more

know of nothing

cleansing

than a temporary
tive powers.
PRETEN'l‘lON.—R.

disturbance

of the percep

A. and

Others—We

the head is manipulated

by the hand of an
attendant frequently dipped in cold water,
the relief will be all the more thorough and

that is safe.
The many
things advised by quasi medical authority
are each and all, not only untrustworthy.

grateful.
We have known simple magnetizing the
head to allay most of the disagreeable symp

but in the majority of cases productive of
harm.
The health of hundreds of women is

tons

of headache

time.

but when

in a remarkably
short
the headache was due to

trouble the relief could not be ex
In the
pected to be more than temporary.
headache of nervousness or weariness, mag
netism is very eﬁt‘ective, and coupled with
rest ministers to restoration.

gastric

There are a great many simple causes for
headache that we have not space to consider
here, and must advise those who are sub
ject to it to consider their habits and man
ner of life carefully, and endeavor to correct
whatever is wrong in them.
PARALYBIS or Cameras or Msnoar—The
case of Miss Houghtaling. to which a cor
respondent refers and asks for an explana

ruined yearly by the trial of improper de
vices.
We would say here to the many whn
ask advice on this topic:
Your only wise
and safe course—a course at once honorable
to yourself, and considerate
your wife—is continence.

ﬁght

and dutiful

to

glam

Communications are invited on any topic of inter‘
est : the un'ifer's personal views, and fact: from hi:
experience bearing on our subjects being prefernd,

()lrservatlons on Proportion.—

The Science of Man stands in the foreground
of all sciences and arts as much as Lord Ba
tion. belongs to a class of cerebral diseases con, Shakespeare, Michael Angelo, stand in
To perfect our own
the front rank of men.
It is par
that is generally named Aphasia.
selfhood is the watch-word of every true man
ticularly interesting, because of the very un
or woman, and to perfect Phrenology is to
of
usual phenomenon of loss of memory
improve the key to our onward progress.
of
of
the
others.
identity
forms and in part
Of what good is education to you if the cup
Miss H. is reported “ in excellent health
and with the exception of her inability to you are drinking is as bitter as gall? and of
recognize any of her former friends is the what practical usefulness is Phrenology if it
is possible for an ingenious rensoner or ob
same as ever.
* r * The strangest part of the affair server to subvert any one of its doctrines or
is that the memory as concerns faces only teachings, or if the works on this blessed
The ability to read science sometimes contain "errors of omis
seems to be affected.
and write still exists, and also recollection of sion or commission .9” Phrenological authors
“ Mr.
has“
places and dates. No other portion of the usually say or a subject.
all
even,
and
that
head."
well-proportioned
in
the
afiected.”
is
slightest degree
mind
Prof.
We should be glad to have a deﬁnite state, his organs are equally developed.
" Proportion is a law of uni
ment of this case from a physician or careful Fowler states:
is the law of men
;
proportion
nature
familiar
it,
versal
who
is
with
a
observer,
as
mere
newspaper report is likely to be wanting in tal perfection; man needs a perfect model;
it, but does not;
that scientiﬁc accuracy, which is our only
education should furnish
Phrenol
ditto
imagination;
for
an
religion;
true warrant
opinion.
From the ditto

that they make some
phrenologists.
failed to see any
always
have
hits
good
thing remarkable about it. They simply go
nature and make reasonable deductions
to

I

about

remember when
what they ﬁnd.
Prof. L. N. Fowler ﬁrst came to my native
was in the year
place in York, England,
After the lecture we sent up
1863 or 64.
two well-known persons for examination.
stout, well-built

man,

with

a

was

One

a

it

I

from

head and good organic quality; he
was
successful architect and builder; had
barrister, and was
good
son who was
lawyer himself. The Professor after eye
a

a

a

a

large

seemingly to me only just
stroking his hair. spoke as follows:
"This gentleman ought to be an architect
ing his man and

a

a

a

a

a

is

is

a

I

a

I

I

I

a

it

it

it

had

" My
(Great Laughter).
wife called me big fool. and think some
little soft."
times I'm
became an
was on this oc vision that
conv- rt to Phrenology. Ten
enthusiasllc
was giving an address at a
years later
gentleman was
distant town, after which
He of was very
sent up for examination.
light build, had white.tapering ﬁngers,
pyriform face. jet black eyes that were
rather small, and dark curly hair. with im
mense Ideality, Imitation and Constructive
ness. Form. Size and Order, Color, Lung
unge and Memorv, very large Hope and
come

out of,"

I

I

a

Panes.

remarked

house again and into the same hole

Causality.
described him as artistic, full of imag
and various notions, rather poetic,
impulsive, ex
sprightly, quick-tempered,
ination

particular. and rather dudish in
In answer to the question
said
what calling in life he was ﬁtted for.
would have as
that had he been alady,
signed him to the millinery department
turned out that he was the leading milliner
of the town and everything as described.
tremely

dress. etc.. etc.

It

often

eat. but

I

is

JOURNALz—It

to Noah Talbot's
me to give
opened the house door with the
trap in my hand tolet the poor thing have
ran into the
its liberty in the street. when

wife wanted

a

is

a

Phrenologlcal Hlts.--Editor
DLOGICAL

changing my trade. l)l'('1lll>'t'. can not stand
believe Mr.
sitting.’ As to killingu mouse
Fowler saw me this morning in my shirt;
mouse in the trap. and my
we caught

I

a

of

experience. acquires the tact of recognizing
abnormally large
certain organ
whether
or small. and so, too, the practical phrenolo
gist can attain skill with respect to his pro
o. w. aoa'rrolm.
fession.

witty cobbler, who on
The other was
all and every occasion could set a company
in roars of laughter; but he was
very in
offensive and generous soul. The Professor
said—
full of humor and
“This gentleman
fun; pokes fun at everything; he
inof
mouse."
fensive withal, and could not kill
In answer to question from the audience
what trade he was ﬁt for. Mr. Fowler said
shoemaker or tailor would do.
The witty cobbler replied as follows:
“Well,
think of
am
cobbler. but

a

in general from the embarass
mistaken exposition
sometimes. of
proportional size among the organs. The
practical anatomist. however. by reason of
phrenologists

ment,

(Great Applause).
then the subject had led the corpor
diﬁiculty that had puzzled
ation out of
everybody. hence the applause.

Just

I

Ilthink

through."

a

distance between the ears. be
half the
cause there is an organ of Destruetiveness,
like all the others. on each side of the head.
that their notice of this fact may save

nut to crack
or builder. If your town has
or you are beset with diﬂiculties, take this
advice; he may pull you
gentleman’s

I

it.

phrenologist that we should take only

every
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a

with respect to cerebral organs?
brain organs differ from each
various
The
other with regard to absolute size and shape
as truly as the stomach, liver and pancreas
diﬁer from the lungs and the heart. Des
tructiveness, for example, which is situated
over the cars, it is said, renders the head
wide between the ears in proportion to its
size; and to estimate organic development
we are told to take the opening of the ears as
our starting point and draw imaginary lines
to the various parts of the skull. as enabling
us to see whether Acquisitiveuess is larger
than Benevolence.Veneration or Conscience.
In order to compare it and Acquisitiveness
and a number of other or
and Secretivness
faculties or moral
intellectual
the
with
gans
must be borne in mind by
sentiments,
proportion

HEALTH.

It

gy alone does ; two paramount self-perfect
ing conditions, normality and proportion."
But what, then, is normality and what is

01*

I
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I only

But

mention

these circumstances

as

The life
impressions.
phrenological
of a phrenologist is brimful of such episodes.
No other science can so account for the ac
tions of men, or so unravel human nature as
early

Phrenology, and none but a phrenologist
can make such “ hits.”
ALLEN

HADDOOK.

-——W———
PERSONAL.
MARY On'rwa'raa Wnr'rs, wife of Andrew

put of upward of 1,000 tons of steel per day.
12,000 men, for
these were employed
whom were builtcomfortable homes, besides
having 8,000 in mines of the company.

In

Miss J. A. Fowum, who is associated
with her father, Prof. L. N. Fowler, in Lon
don, England, announces the formation of
a class for the study of Phrenological
Miss Fowler is
Science during the fall.
well-titted to conduct such study, and we
hope that the London School of Phrenology

will

D. White, ex-president of Cornell Univer
sity, died suddenly at her home upon the
1887,
8,
June
Campus,
Wednesday,
She was a woman of rare
aged 51 years.
charm and grace, and greatly beloved and
widely esteemed.
IN MEMORIAM.
Dear

mother

earth

tenders

Two gifts to all, the gift of love, the gift
Of life ; all magic forms the first may take
This friend had worn within her heart, and

So weep no more, dear friends,
love-smiles

but

Every man should have his own level in
society, and rejoice in the happiness of all.
—Barnu.
Bodily enjoyment

last, long,
kisses,

and

lovely
Dead the radiant roses of

spread

upon

—

health,

Thales.

Learn to live, and live to learn,
Ignorance like a fire doth burn,
Little tasks make large return.

It

with

depends

and health depends upon temperance.

matters not how much

may claim,

if

intelligence one
he does not show it he will

pass for a nobody.—n.

I have learned to seek my happiness by
limiting my desires, rather than in attempt
ing to satisfy them."—John Stuart Mill.
“ Deeds are powerful, mere words are weak,
Batt’ring at high heaven's door.
Let thy love by actions speak ;
Wipe the tears from sorrow‘s cheek
Clothe the poor.”
“

Kiss hands and brow and lips with your
Lingeringr

——_.0->—_

" Thou must be true thyself,
If thou the truth would teach."

now

The gift of life is hers, and she has gone
To join the choir invisible, who chant
Love's praise within the halls of life.

be a success.

WISDOM.

from out her

store

[Sept.

above

the

J une’s ﬁrst hours,

The wax of lilies exquisite, and those
Wondrous balls of snow that shimmer in the
Glow of this fair day; and thus a ﬂower
’Mid ﬂowers, while the bells slow chime,

.0
MI RTH.

that love-song
“ Home, home, sweet, sweet

“ A little nonsense now and
them
the wisest men."

Of our souls,

Is relished by

home,”

Kind hands of loving friends shall gently lay
This one beloved within a bower of bloom
To sleep a little while.
AMELIA v. PETIT.
Faan‘x KRUPP, the famous German iron
founder of Essen. Rhenish Prussia, (lied July
He was the ﬁrst to cast steel in
14, aged 75.
large masses, and was the inventor of the 80
to 100 ton guns bearing his name.
He re
cently made 125-ton guns for the Italian gov
ernment.
The works of the Krupp com
pany cover 600 acres of land, with an out

What word may be pronounced
by adding a syllable

quicker

to it.—Quick.

“ How are. you feeling ?" said the cucum
ber to the strawberry.
“I‘ru ripe enough
for anything," replied
“ How are
you feeling?"

the

strawberry.

“ Rather seedy."
Medical student to charity patient: “ l—
I think you must have a—a—some kind of
a—fever; but our class has only gone as far
as

convulsions.

week.”

I'll

come

again

in a

1887.]
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In this department we give short reviews of such
NEW B0053 as publishers are fit to send us. In these
reviews we seek to treat author and publisher satia
lacfori'ly andjurtly, and also to furnish. our readers
with such information as shall enable them to form
an (pinion of the desirability of any particular m1
ume/orpersonal use. It is our Irish (0 notice the
better ciao-t of books issuing from "repress, and we
invite publishers
to favor the Editor with recent
publications, especially those related in any way to
mental and physiological
lVe can usually
science.
supply any of Him» noticed.
Tm; STRAYBACKS m CAMP: Ten Summers
under Canvas.
By Samuel J. Barrows
and Isabel C. Barrows.
161110., p . 806.
Price, $1.00. Boston and1 New
Cloth.
York: Houghton, Miﬂiin and Company.
A pleasant. recital of genuine adventures
in summer quarters by cool streams and
under foliage pristine, Mr. and Mrs. Bar
rows give the reader. For those who would
make the best of summer leisure. in refresh
ing brain and body after toil
rolonged at
the desk or counter, in the stu y or narrow
office, this volume comes to supply many
It is not only an outline of
suggestions.
how a family or a party may enjoy nature in
her quiet recesses, away from the dust and
heat of the city, but much more; its details
are full of the manners and economies of a
camping out, and of incidents that came in
to break the current of what might become
The success of
tedious by its monotony.
a summer camp depends, as the writer of
the Preface says, on knowing how to do it,
and that theb‘trnybacks
were masters of the
situation and secured rich results in enjoy
ment at small expense the sketches abund
The camping-outs we chiefly
antly prove.
hear of are affairs of men, and probably most
people think that women are necessarily
debarrcd from tin-m. but we ﬁnd that our
friends the Straybacks
deem wives and
“ great part“ of their tent life,
daughters a
and that the women element contributes es
sentially to its success.
Tux Nnw Cnmsriamrm—An Appeal to the
clergy and to all men, in behalf a of Life
of Charity; Pertaining to Diseases, their
Origin and Cure; The use of Intoxicants as
Beverages and for Sacramental Purposes;
The use of Tobacco and Opium; The per
nicious and destructive Habits of Women,
and the Abuse of Children; and the pre
of Girls and
vuiling Cruel Treatment

Young Women. By John Ellis, M. D.
Author of “ Avoidable Causes of Disease "
etc., 12mo, pp. 511.
Price 50 cents.
New York : Published by the author.
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This title discloses the general scope of
It is an appeal, with evidence!
this volume.
of the reason for it. in behalf of a better con_
Taking his stand
dition of public morality.
on the hygienic principles set forth by the
Christian's Bible he challenges Christians, es
pccially ministers. those who claim to be
the guardians of Bible truth, by virtue of
their office, to be true to their profession
and live in accordance with the commands
of that truth. Dr. Ellis has been in the fore~
front of those medical men who urge preven
tion as the grand solution of the thousand
moral and physical evils that torment and
assaults every
destroy the people. He
not y whomsoever
form of vice ; it matters boldly
A profoundly
and howsoever supported.
religious man he neverthelcss goes into the
church and tears aside the marks and semb
lanccs of sanctity that. exist there; and at
fashion that hides vice. every
tacks evc
habit that as in it the seeds of moral harm.
This is a strong book. It tells the truth, and
hits hard in many places whore society is ac
Until
customed to expect only goodness.
the better class of men cease to teinporizq
with wrong we must expect mlXed councils
Let ever one wh
and vain contentions.
lbs in th
hopes for better things join Dr.
war a uinst the common evils of social hub
it an
the community will ere many days
rejoice in a new-found freedom.

-O.'0'.‘———

PUBLICATIONS

RECEIVED.

and
Tm: Twlu'rr-six'ru. Twenty-seventh
Twenty-eighth Annual Reports of the Trus
tecs of the Cooper Union, for the Advance
mcnt of Science and Art, May 28. ltlh'l.

This document relates to the educational
work of this admirable gift to the people,
Over 3000
and it is as usual, full of interest.
received
have
women
men
and
young
young
free instruction in the different departments
during each winter term, and hundreds have
in
gone out with certificates of proﬁciency
their hands, and taken good places by reason
of their added capabilities.
Tm; Twns'rr-Ssvaxru ANNUAL Armouuoa
mm'r of the New York Eclectic Medical Col
lege comes to us with intimations of advanc
are unmistakable.
ment and vigor that
With a good board of oﬂicers and so strong
a faculty, the institution appears to have

An
reached a desirable plane of usefulness.
institution formed on such broad principles
of humanity and scholarship deserves, we.
think, the support its increasing student
list shows.

G. W. Boskowitz, M.D., Dean,

New York City.
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CURRENT

EXCHANGES.

Manufacturer and Builder:
New York.
lustrated.

Monthly.

11

The Western Rural and American Stockman.
Milton George.
Chicago.
The

Open

Court,

a bi-weekly

thought in science and religion.

Georgia Elastic

liberal

Chicago.

[Sept

Literary World. Readings and notices. etc.,
of the publication world; weekly. Boston.
The Eclectic Magazinep 1 Foreign Literature,
August numbergat hand. E. Pelton, New

York.

The Cultivator
and Country Gentleman,
Good authority on farming and
weekly.
stock matters.
Albany, N. Y.

A progressive
many features.

The Theosophz'st, monthly.
H. P. Blavatsky.
editor.
We wonder who knows the age
Madras. India.
{not this venerable editor.

Medical Journal. Dr.
a staunch organ of

Vick’s Illustrated Monthly, devoted to the
garden, and keeps fully abreast with hor
Rochester,
New
ticultural progress.

The Inter Ocean: Weekly.
newspaper, that combines
Chicago.
The

of

JO URNAL

Adolphus, editor, is
its particular school.

Atlanta.

Journal of Reconstruction: Discusses

food
in its relations to old and young, and kin
John Carnrick, N’ew York.
dred topics.

Practical in
Scientiﬁc American : weekly.
formation in matters of industry of the
Munn & Co.
New
more popular types.
'ork.

Record of
Archives of Dentistry: Monthly.
and
matters ‘,inviting to the tooth-pulling
J. H. Chambers
toothmaking fraternity.
& Co., St Louis, Mo.
Le Prom'es Medical : a medical and surgica
journal of importance; quite indepen
dent in opinion, and liberal to new theo
ries.
Bourneville. Paris.

In the August number
Home? 'a Magazine.
we note, as inviting the general reader, a
semi historical account of the old Buc
cancers of the Spanish Main. The neigh
borhood of the International Park ; Hunt
ing the Grizzly Bear; A Fisherman’s
Mate; The Natives of Siberia; Ravenna
and Its Mosaics ; Here and There, in the
South, all of which are illustrated.
The
Irish party is a deﬁnitive article on the
arliamentary crises in Great Britain, and
ypuotic Moralization, a mere glimpse of
a subject that will yet appal the unthink
New York.
ing.
The Popular Science Monthly : Those who
receive the August number of this ple
thoric publication, will rend, we think,
with care Dr. White’s New Chapters in
the Warfare of Science, and also ﬁnd
themselves interested by The Economic
Disturbances since 1873, wherein some un
expected lessons are given to those who
complain of industrial distress.
Other
topics are The Falls of the Mississippi,
Manual Training in School Education,
Progress of Science from 1836 to 1886,
Sketch of Paul
Educational Endowments,
We like the points
Gervais, with portrait.
made in Educational Endowments, they
are sharp and true to the core.
D. Apple
ton 8:. Co., New York.

The New England ‘Magazine, has a varied
ﬁeld, old and modern interests, historical
and problematical, all of which are put in
excellent type.
Boston.
World Travel Gazette: Monthly.
An inex
pensive bulletin of information for the
traveler and tourist.
‘Vorld Travel Com
pany. New York.
Our Little Ones and the Nursery: an ad
mirable
well illustrated, and
monthly.
really suitable for children. Russell Pub
lishing 00. Boston.
The Christian Advocate; principal organ of
the Methodist
Episcopal Church. Dr.
Buckley is working with much earnest
ness for the missionary interest; weekly.

New York.

In

Lippincott’s
Monthly,
ﬁnd : A Land of Love;

for August, we
The Truth about
Ouida; Life for Life ; the Sorrow of the
Sea (a poem); Social Life at Yale; the
Keely Motor Secret; Is the Base-Ball
Player :1 Chattel ?

C'hn'stian Thought for Au ust has, The Con
orce, A Liters
servation of Spiritual
Genesis. in the Li ht of Present Know of
edge, Law and ltiracle, Anticipation
Scientiﬁc Truth in Scripture, among its
specials, besides
regardinv the
"Summer-schoo particulars
"at Key East.
B
Ketcham.
Pub. New York.
The Century: Late number opens with a
ﬁne portrait, that of Count 'l‘olstoi, the
Russian writer. Then follows Pelerbor
ough Cathedral with illustrations of the
ediﬁce and the old town: College Boat
is very Hawthorneish.
racing
brahaui
Lincoln, a History,keeps up its interest.
How Food nourishes the body; From the
Wilderness to Cold Harbor; The Fighting
at Spotsylvania; Memoranda on the Civil
\Var; Lord Wolseley‘s Estimate of General
Lee; Church Union, a Little Symposium;
Applause as a s ur to Pegasus, etc. Cen

tury 00., New

ork.

Presented by the Proprietors of

FEARS’

Soap.

Strobic Circles invented by Profc'sor Silvanus P. Thompson. D.Sc., HA.

HOLD

this Diagram by the right-hand bottom

each circle

will

give it a slight but

Cogged wheel

separately

corner and

rapid circular twist-ing motion, when
revolve on its own axis.

The inner

will be seen to revolve in an opposite direction.

Protected lgainlt infringement and solely controlled by The Leldenhall

Press, E.C.

,

6)

Complete Manual of Phrenology
and Physiog'nomy for the People, by
Prof. Nelson Sizer, the Phrenological
Examiner at the office of Fowler &
Wells 00., and Dr. H. S. Drayton, the
Editor of the Phrenological Journal,
covering comprehensively the whole
subject of character-reading so simpli
ﬁed as to be of great interest. easily
ractical value
understood, and of
to all. It will aid in choosin' and
governing servants, training 0 dren,
and deciding whom to trust in all the
affairs of life. In less than 18 months
30,000 were published. It is a large
200 pp., and 200
8v0 vol., containin
illus. Price: aper 00.; ex. ed. clougl.
.1
Wells (.0..l’uhl.islwrs, 7 7:, Broadway.
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PHYSICAL CULTURE
Face

_

{0715. AJVQ SCHOOL.

SCIENTIFIC AND PRACTICAL.
BY

ID- L- DOW-D,
PROFESSOR
322

12mo.

Pagls.

I

800

OF

PHYSICAL CULTURE.

Illustraticns.

Fine

I

Binding.

CONTENTS
‘HAP'I‘ER

ll.

IAI'TER III.

Physical

Culture,

Scientiﬁc

Price,

81.50.

_

and Practical, for ‘the Home

and

Pure Air and Foul Air.

Questions Constantly Being Askedi”
Does massage treatment strengthen muscular
Question No.
tissue
Question N0.
Are boat-racing and horseback-riding good
exercises?
Are athletic sports conducive to health
Question No.
Why do you object to developing with heavy weights‘
Question No.
How long a time will
Question No.
take to reach the limit of develop
ment
Is there a limit to muscular development, and
Question N0.
possible to
gain an abnormal development
_ a
No.
Question
\Vhat meant by being muscle bound’?
Why are some small men stronger than others of
Question No.
nearly
double their size?
No.
Question
Why
person taller with less weight in the-morning than
in the evening?
‘
_
Question No. 10. How should a perlon breathe while racing or
walking up
stairs or up-hill
‘
Question No. 11. Is there any advantage gained by weighting the
shoes of
sprinters and horses
Question No. .19. \Vhat kind of food
best for us to eat?
Question No. 13. \Vhat form of bathing
best?
How can bestreduce my weight, or how increase it‘?
Question No. 14
Can you determine the size of one‘s lungs
Question No. 15.
by blowing in
spirometer

CIIA PTER IV.

?
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5 4 5. 2. 1

(
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~ b'o um _
CHAP'I‘EI}

I

*

Personal Experience of the Author in Physical
Training.
(‘,HAPTE‘H. V. Physical Culture for the
Voice.
CHAPTER
Practice of Deep Breathing.
CHAPTER VII.
:icial and Neck Development.
CHAPTER VIII. A few Hints for the Complexion.
CHAPTER IX. The Graceful and Ungraceful Figure, ‘and Im rovement of De
formities, such as Bow-Leg, Knock-Knee, VVry-Neck,
0und_ Shoulders,
Lateral Curvature of the Spine, etc.
CI-IAI’P l‘llt X. A few Brief Rules. The Normal Man.
CHAPTER
XI. Speciﬁc Exercises for the Development of Every Set of Muscles
'
of the Body. Arms and Legs, also Exercises for
Deepening and Broadening
the Chi-st and Strengthening the Lungs.
34
Speciﬁc
[These
Exercises are each illustrated by full length ﬁgure (taken from
life)
the set of muscles in contraction, which can be
developed
each shmlving
of leuL]
CHAPTER XII. Dumb Bell Exercises.
Ton Appendices showing the relative gain of pupils from
years of age to
All who value Health. Strength and Happiness should procure
and read this
work
will be found by far the best work ever written on this important
subject.
‘
Sent by mail, postpaid. on receipt of price.
$1.50.
Address‘ Fowler A‘ Wells Co.. Publishers. 775 Broadway, New York
;
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VERMONThas experienced an important loss by the death of Luke P. Poland.

He

had been for many years one of her

{WHOLE No.

1 8 8 7.

LUKE P. POLAND,

0F

Y.

586

VERMONT.

most prominent citizens; both in pri
vate and public life his character was
distinguished for uprightness, zeal and
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ﬁdelity.
He had occupied positions of
trust and honor, and was regarded one
of the most useful men of the state.
In a summary of the portrait the ex~
aminer says :
This head and face would command
respect anywhere ; they express intelli
gence, integrity, courage, and stability,
and they also express reﬁnement and
susceptibility, power of acquiring im

[Och

friendship or separate him from good
thinkers and men of moral purpose of
any sect or party.
The back head is out of sight, but the
con
face indicates cordial friendship,
stancy of love and a good deal of ardor
and emotion in the manifestation of his

social impulses.
One may look long and anxiously to
ﬁnd a better top head than that, a higher
sense of justice and moral obligation,
pressions and becoming correctly in
formed in regard to one’s surroundings.
reverence for what was sacred, sym
His perceptive organs were well rep pathy for those who suffered, a better
resented in the lower part of the fore
knowledge of men and ability to inﬂu
ence them in sucha wayas to lead to
head, consequently he became cognizant
action and opinion; as a
of truth in whatever form it may have co-ordinate
been presented. The upper part of the jury advocate he might have found now
forehead was massive as well as high and then three quarters of the jury pre
indicating power to gather and compre
judiced against his cause, but before he
hend knowledge and to push facts to got through with his argument they
were induced to take a different view of
their legitimate conclusions.
That was a judicious mind, forming it and a more correct view.
It is not of such men that the public is
judgments soundly on logic and integ~
rity as embodied in facts ; it was natural suspicious in regard to the merit of their
for him to seek facts patiently until he purpose and the drift of their spirit ; oc
felt himself in possession and then to casionally a man is said to be better
reach forward to the conclusions which than his party, higher than his creed,
would stand the test of time.
that he lives above the rule, climbs
As a lawyer he would be clear-headed higher than the trellis, and such an
and sound, not necessarily showy, but organization is a blessing to the family
every step he took and every word he and the community where it is located
uttered would be like a nail in a sure and wields its inﬂuence.
We are informed by Mr. L. P. Page,
place, and clinched at that; he would
build up an argument until it would of Burlington, who knew Mr. Poland,
seem to be impregnable and stand on a that the distinguished career of the late
ﬁrm foundation; but his power as a ex-Senator was in part predicted by a
man, as an advocate, as a thinker, was Phrenological lecturer in this way. The
in the fact that he was true to the logic lecturer, one of the Fowler brothers it
of affairs and true as well as to the is supposed, was traveling in New
Hampshire, and had stopped at a hotel
moral outcome of them.
His head, from the opening of the where a large number of lawyers were
staying during the session of court. Be
ear to the top was very high, showing
uncommon Firmness, a good degree of ing in company with several of them he
was invited to make an examination of
Self-esteem and very large Conscienti
their heads, and in the course of the in
ousness; he would command the re
terview was asked by one who would be
spect of his opponents ; they would be
He replied, “ do not
lieve in his integrity whatever they the next judge.
his
will
but Ican tell you
drift
of
be,
opinion
who
of
the
know
think
;
might
“Very well," said
and as a lawyer or a magistrate, people who ought to be."
The examiner
a lawyer, “who is it
would respect his opinions, and partiz
anship would not be likely to mar his turned directly around, and pointing to
‘i"

I
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man who was sitting a little
said: “ That young man in that

a young
apart,

chair.”
At ﬁrst they laughed, and said they
guessed he had made a misstatement,
and asked him why he thought so.
"\Vell,” replied he, “ the combina
tion of his faculties, his keen, sharp wit,
and casuality, large
large comparison
and powerful frame to support his brain,
his education and excellent health, etc.,
all prove beyond controversy, that he
is the best man present, and is in every
way adapted to be a judge.”
From that time forward the young
lawyer grew, not in stature wholly, but
in the knowledge and hearts of the peo
ple, and was the ﬁrst and only judge
elected from that company.
This young
man. so well described by the phrenolo
gist, was Luke Potter Poland.
Mr. Poland was the son of Deacon
Luther and Nancy (Potter) Poland, and
born in the town of Westford, Nov. 1,
1815.
When he was six years old his par
ents removed toCoit’s Gore, now part of
the town of Waterville, Lamoille county.
He there acquired his early education in
the common schools, adding two terms
in the academy. At the ageof eighteen he
commenced the study of law, and at the
age of twenty-one was admitted to the
He commenced
bar of Inmoille county.
the practice of the law in Morrisville in
1838 ; was appointed register of probate
in 1839; represented the town in the
State constitutional convention of 1843,
and was State's attorney
in 1844 and
He rapidly acquired prominence
1845.
and reputation asa lawyer ; in 1848 was
elected to the bench, having been elect
ed ﬁfth associate justice of the Supreme
Court. Upon the establishment of the
(ﬁrcuit Court of Vermont, in 1850, he
was elected one of the judges, and held
that position until the re-establishment
of the Supreme Court, in 1857, when he
was elected second associate justice, and
in 1860 succeeded to the chief-justice
ship.

In

1865,

having had eighteen succes
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sive elections as judge, he was appointed
United States senator by Governor Dil
lingham, to fill the vacancy caused by
the death of Jacob Collamer.
At the
session of the Legislature in 1866 he was
elected to serve the remainder of that
term, Mr. Morrill being at the same
time elected senator for the full term,
commencing the following March. While
in the Senate he served on the Judiciary
Committee and the Committee on Pa
tents and the Patent Office.
He was a
“ Loyalist"
delegate to the Philadelphia
convention of 1866. He was sent to the
40th Congress in 1866 as representative
of the Second District, to succeed Hon.
Justin S. Morrill who had been pro
moted to the United States Senate and
was successively re-eleeted to the 41st,
42d and 43d Congresses.
During this
period of his public service he served on
the committee on elections; as chairman
of the committee on the revision of the
United States laws, as chairman of the
committee on unﬁnished business, as
chairman of the select committee on the
Credit Mobilier, and chairman
of the
special committee on the affairs of Ar
kansas.
He made speeches on Reconstruction,
on Louisiana afi'ars, on the Ku Klux,
on the Credit Mobilier, and on the
Geneva Award, all of which attracted
wide
attention
during that critical
period, as wise, statesmanlike and patri
otic utterances.
He added to his na
tional fame by the speech made by him
in support thereof in March, 1875. He
was a candidate for re-election to the
44th Congress in the fall of 1874, but
was defeated by Dudley C. Denison. He
then resumed the practice of his profes~
sion, being engaged in many of the
heaviest railroad and other cases, and
in his duties as president of the First
National Bank of St. ohnsbury, which
office he held for twenty-two years.
In 1878 he was elected to the State
Legislature as representative of the town
of St. ohnsbury, and was the acknowl
edged leader on the floor of the House.

J
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In

1883 he was elected

in

gress,

a

triangular

to the 48th Con
contest over

Fletcher, democrat, andﬂGrout, republi
can. In this Congress he served again
on the Judiciary committee.
He de
clined a renomination to Congress and
again retired to private life. In 1886,
however, he again accepted an election
to the Legislature as representative of
the town of Water-ville, and was con
nected with almost all of the most im~
portant legislation of that session.
This
was his last service as a legislator.
He
was prominent in the organization of
the National Bar Association in 1878,
.and held thereafter the chairmanship of
the general council and executive com
;mittee
of that association.
He was
.elected a. trustee of the University of
Vermont and State Agricultural Col
‘lege in 1878, and re—elected in 1884.
In
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that capacity he rendered faithful and
able service to the University and to the
State.
He founded a scholarship in the
University for the beneﬁt of his na—
tive town of Westl'ord; took a strong
and genuine interest in the welfare of
the institution and his death is a serious
loss to his brother trustees and to the
University.
He received the degree of
Doctor of Laws from the Universityin
1861.

As lawyer, jurist, State and national
legislator, ﬁnancier, and friend of edu—
tion Judge Poland was truly and justly
eminent. He was earnest in his political
career from the ﬁrst, but he was not a
He was a man of
machine politician.
striking personal appearance and mark—
ed dignity,
yet genial in social inter
course and esteemed most highly by all
who had any dealings with him.

--—..0-..—
A

VISION.

MY little sister, night before the last
I dreamt I heard thee utter sweet ‘ ‘ farewell,"
And turning to the spot on which thine eyes
Were gazing, fondly, yet with sadness, 1
Beheld a little girl with features cast

In

classic mould,

Betokened

youth.

although her face as yet
A sad, sweet longing

dwelt
About her quiv'ring lips, as if too loth
To give an utterance to parting sobs
That swelled within her breast; and yet

I

saw

With look unswcrving, and as true and ﬁrm
As the eternal gods themselves.
Upon its
side

I traced

with anxious look the letters bold
And bright as noon-day’s sun, reﬂecting
naught

To dim its lustre—shedding halos bright
Upon her face of faces—on which
The sun-god rays of Love and Purpose
shone—

The talismanic name by which it sailed,—
The one word, “ Hope,” bound for the

The heavenly delight that lurked
" good
Behind her grief—that bade a sweet
night"
To transient youth, and welcomed in the
mom
Of earnest womanhood.

quarantine
heaven, laden with the brightness, cares
And faded reck’niugs which Eternity

The vision passed ;
Another turn of life's kaleidoscope
Revealed to me again this little child,
Embarking on a craft of magnitude
Almost momentous as the world itself,
And manned by Virtue. Truth stood at its

prayer,
Invoking safety from Contention's storms.
Until thy ship shall safely anchor in that

*

helm,

5

&

i

0f

Hath given for its cargo.
Again I found thee gone.
The craft had glided from
And in my heart’s low

world

Turning once
The vision past;
my sight—
depths

arose a

.

Whose atmosphere is pure-eyed chastity,
And language, sweet-voiced charity!
JOHN RAZELRIGG.
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it,

as we were. But
while
was mesmerising a
bov he came into the room and seated
himself on an old nut-block and kept

fully disappointed

I

was as

one evening

I

I

I

I

a

I
if

our performance.
Instead of the practice then in vogue of
putting the subject into the trance by the
imposition of hands our method was to
stand behind him and place some small,
bright object before his eyes, and about
twelve inches from them, and then grad
ually decrease the distance until within
two inches or so of his face, where it
was kept until he succumbed to the in
ﬂuenee. A gentleman‘s breast-pin was
what we commonly used ; but we some
times tried other articles with success.
On one occasion a young man named
Troy, who had come to us oﬂ’ and on
for weeks for the purpose of being mes
merised, got caught at last.
Each of us
had tried our very best to put him
into the sleep, but all our efforts were in
vain, although he was most anxious
for
and at each failure on our part he

it it

The Bailys were the proprietors of a
large hat store in a populous town in the
South of Ireland, but resided in another
street, so that the upper rooms of the
store building were at our disposal. We
selected a large room in the second story
W'e kept our pro
for our experiments.
ceedings quite secret until such time as
show our
we could, without failure,
friends what we were able to do in the
mesmeric line, and we certainly aston
ished them the ﬁrst time they witnessed

l.

I

tered ignorance.

AGO.—-NO_

He
watching the proceedings intently.
kept his eyes fixed on the back of the
was using.
By and by no
breast-pin
ticing that his eyelids began to droop
made signs to one of the Bailys’ and he
took my place at the boy‘s head while
went quickly to the back of young Troy,
and having nothing else at hand took
my penknife from my pocket and placed
its back before his eyes. He was instantly
attracted by the brightness of the spring,
the knife beinga new one, and in less
than three minutes he was in the trance.
Troy was not over and above fond of
work he preferred strolling around with
his in hands his pockets.
This caused
many scenes between him and his father,
who was a hard working man. Mr. Troy,
senior, had seen us mesmerise several
persons but could not understand any
“ was double
and said
thing about
puzzle” to him; and
happened that
just as his son Edward went oil’ into the
sleep he entered the room in quest of
him.
Immediately on seeing him
awoke the organ of Veneration and Ed.
instantly fell on his knees and prayed
aloud most fervently, to the great sur
prise of his father who was well aware
that he was not addicted to praying
either aloud or silently.
While he was
still at his devotions
excited Comba
tiveness and instantly he was on his
feet calling on some imaginary
foe to
come on and “ he’d let him see who was
best man
at the same time he assumed
a variety of pugilistic attitudes.‘ Next
called Self-esteem into action, and then
came innumerable orders to his valet,
woachman, jeweler, tailor, etc, while he
strutted about with an arrogant gait that
would put Beau Brummel to the blush.
The old man looked on for a while as
in a dream and walked away muttering
something that we could not understand.
We had two ways of awakening a
patient one was by fanning his face for
a few minutes
the other was by having
him promise, when being put into the
it,

Baily, myself and a medical man, a
Doctor Mahoney, tried our hand at
mesmerism. \Ve were very successful
in our amateur endeavors, and were
able to prove by mesmerism, beyond all
doubt, that Phrenology was not a mere
theory. but an established fact—one of
the facts that could not be denied exis
tence unless by learned fools or unlet

YEARS

FORTY

;

T is now more than forty years since
three young men, brothers, named

17?

;”
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it,

I

it

I

I

if

if

if

it

if

it

was evident that the skep
Although
tics, who were principally medical men,
were in their own minds fully convinced
that our seances were conducted with
they would never ac
out trickery,
but continued to class
knowledge
themselves among the doubters.
Danny Cummins, a youth of fourteen
years or so, was our stock patient; he
was an errand boy in the hat store, and

—

if

succession.

never to put himself in the sleep again.
promise he faithfully kept ever after.
never knew
Strange as
may seem
a patient that did not, after he was
awakened, perform what he had prom
ised while in the mesmeric state. We
also made a point of naming the time in
odd minutes to see
he would be exact
as to time.
We also asked him
he
were willing to do whatever we wished
him to do. The answer was generally
in the aﬂirmative, but
he said no or
made some excuse for not doing as re
quested, we never tried to persuade him
to do it. We proceeded somewhat thus
——“ Danny, will you do as
request you
when you are awake T’
“Yes, sir."
“Well, then, at thirty—three minutes past
o’clock, go to such a place and do
such or such a thing, or tell Mr. -——s0
and so." The moment the time men
tioned had arrived, no matter what he
had been doing
at the time,
was
thrown aside, away ﬂew Danny and
performed his errand.
When that was
done he returned and without the least
mention of what he had been doing re
sumed his work as
nothing unusual
had happened.
We noticed that when the time to start
was drawing near he always looked as
gazing at some unusual object, and he
appeared also as
listening to some
strange voice then, without paying the
least attention to any of those present.
rushed out of doors and fulﬁlled his

if

a

it,

At

it

lads

eyes opened immediately.
ﬁrst when we wished to awaken a
particular organ we used to name it
aloud, but the skeptics would not be per
suaded but that the patient and mesmer
iser were in collusion. The patient, they
said, was taught to respond to each
organ knowing that when music for in
stance was the one‘named he was to
when it was Veneration
sing or dance
he was to pray, and so on, with all the
others. But we took a very easy way of
convincing them of their error.
We wrote out the names of such
organs as would show off best and when
a patient was in the sleep requested the
doubter to point out the faculty he
wished to have awakened, then, instead
of naming it aloud the mesmeriser
aroused it by mere volition, or just
and in every case
merely wishing
there was a sure response. We also al
lowed the skeptic to choose as many as
half-dozen organs, which were quickly
awakened, one after the other in quick
the

whenever his employers could spare him
we claimed him, and as he liked to be
mesmerised he always came to us when
opportunity offered.
will
As he was our very best subject,
conﬁne myself to his various perform
ances, although we had several others of
It
whom we needed not to be ashamed.
took Danny but a few minutes to fall in.
to the sleep, and after awhile he became
so used to
that he got into the habit of
mesmerising himself by staring at one
of the counter gas-lights.
He became so
addicted to practicing this trick that we
made him promise, while in the trance,

;

would awaken himself at
a certain denoted time. Neither method
When he promised to
ever failed.
awaken himself he commenced, at the
exact time, to inﬂate his nostrils. not
stopping, unless to take breath, until he
succeeded in accomplishing the task.
Mr. Henry Baily was once much
A young lad he had mes
frightened.
merised had just awakened himself, but
could not open his eyes, and cried. out
that he was blind! Baily_was shocked,
but had nerve enough to commence fan
ning him, but with no effect. At last
he tried volition and to his great relief
sleep, that he
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by himself or anyone

SOME

NOTABLE

HEN we scan

else.

The

.__—M—
CHARACTERS

the foreign news in

our morning newspaper we are
likely to meet with the name of \V. H.
Smith in connection with English par
liamentary affairs, for Mr. Smith occupies
an important

time spent in the sleep was a complete
blank.
Those who had been mesmerised
several times grew fond of it and event’
and often an
ually hankered after
noyed us by persisting in being put into
the trance when we had neither time
nor inclination to attend to them.
WILLIAM o’oosmss.

place in the present minis

THE

DAL—N0.

1.

parallel in the United States or in any
the renting, as
European country,
were, of the principal railway depots
throughout the country for their pur
They lease the walls of the sta
poses.
tions to exhibit advertisement placards,
and they have a book and newspaper
stand on every platform.
\f“_\‘\ ‘F,

is

it

;

is

is

try, being the Secretary of \Var, and
questions are constantly rising that de
Mr. Smith posses
mand his attention.
ses a good stock of vitality, or the portrait
misleading, the tissues of the lower
He
part of his face are well nourished.
has a large brain, and the indications
are that early in life the mental temper
while now the
ament predominated,
about a balance
make
vital has come to
at the crown,
high
head
with it. His
and
authority
for
him
character
giving
also rather wide,
s‘aunchness
showing energy, executive capacity, tact
and shrewdness in the management of

OF

it

said
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it,

promise whatever that was. \Ve always
allowed several hours to elapse between
his promise and its performance.
I may here remark that not one of our
could recollect what had oc
patients
curred to him while in a trance, nor
could he recollect one word of what was

is
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affairs.

is

&

a

is

is

a successful business
Mr. Smith
man, and well known in the publishing
circle of Great Britain. For many years
he has been at the head of a great con
cern known by the name of “Smith 8:
to England what the
Sons," which
American News Company of New York
City, is to the United States. He derives
princely income from his house on
the Strand, which has been built up by
degrees, advancing with the progress of
journalism, and being administered to
Smith
day with remarkable efficiency.
of all
distributors
chief
Sons are the
business
advertising
Their
publications.
the greatest in the Kingdom. A feat
ure of their management, which has no

Mr. Smith‘s business ability and wealth
have given him importance in society
and advanced his participation in polit
He, in fact, was known
ical affairs.
prominently in the latter years ago,
having served in the Disraeli minis
try, as First Lord of the Admiralty.
When the new French ministry was
under the leadership of M,

formed
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Rouvier, the appointment of a successor
to Gen. Boulanger, whose anti-German
spirit, it will be remembered, had awak
ened no little feeling on both sides of the
Rhine, fell on Gen. Ferron, an old and
tried soldier, who was born in 1830, and
early turned his attention to the study of
military science. He was a pupil of the
Polytechnic School, became an engineer,
and a veritable trooper. \Vith the com
mand of a Lieutenant in the Crimea he
won his Cross of the Legion of Honor
in the trenches at Sebastopol.
For
twenty years he served in Algeria, in
He was on service in New
Kabylie.

He has a fine physical constitution.
and the marks of an energetic and
spirited man. His head is very broad
but not very high, giving him traits that
belong to the practical, matter-of-fact,
and to every-day life, more than to senti
We judge that he
ment or spirituality.
is fond of applause and ambitions to
succeed in large enterprises, but not a
venturesome, rash man. The portrait
breadth between the
shows unusual
eyes, and if this be true he should be
remarkable for his memory and appreci
As an en
ation of form and contour.
gineer he should show more than ordin
ary ability in draughting, and in his
He is a
knowledge of topography.
natural geographer, and his courage
and nerve should be" unquestionable.
The type of face appears to us to ap
proach that of the German, as the feat
ures possess more of the stolid and
matter-of-fact character
belonging to
that race than of the excitable and ca
pricious humor that is attributed to the

__

French.
A “ possible candidate"

GIN. FERVRON.

'

Caledonia when the war of 1870 broke
out, and arrived in France in time to
take part in the second siege of Paris
against the Communards, when he was
Subsequently he was
Chef-de-bataillon.
Chief of Staff of the Ninth Corps at
Tours, under the orders of General de
Gallit'et, and Sub-chef of the General
Staff of the Ministers of War Thibaudin
General Ferron has a
and Campenon.
in the army as an
reputation
high
very
officer of great practical experience, and
is regarded as capable of carrying out the
great military reforms now under way.

{Oct

for the Presi
dency of the United States is suggested
by the next name that is given, Joseph
R. Hawley, senator from Connecticut
He is a gentleman whose reputation is
very high for intellectual ability and for
The portrait is that of
moral integrity.
The
a well-balanced head and face.
perceptive organs as shown by the mas
sive brow are very large and intimate a
man of ready observation, and of broad
The
and discriminating judgement.
temples are very full, and taken into
the account of his character signify that
he has more than average power to plan
and organize measures. He is a natural
constructor ; if he had studied engineer
ing and the practical methods of the
builder he would have become eminent,
almost as a matter of course, as the pro
jector of large enterprises like bridges,
trunk-lines of railway, and public ediﬁ
With such an organization Mr.
ces.
Hawley should be known for earnest
at the same
ness, force, emphasis—~and

1887.]
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for good-nature,
the wish to please others and
to do his duty toward friends and the
He is a gentleman of un
community.
spirit and pluck, yet by no
doubted
means arrogant or overbearing.
Mr. Hawley was born at Stewards
ville, Richmond county, N. C., on the
time, on the social side,

kindness,

He was prepared
31st of October, 1826.
for college and entered in due time at
Hamilton, N. Y., where he was gradu
Having chosen law as his
ated in 1847vocation he studied and was admitted to
the bar at Hartford, Conn., in 1850. He
has since resided there and for six and a
half years practiced his profession, with
drawing from it to become editor of the
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As a platform speaker General Hawley
is one of the most impressive of the po
litical orators of the country. ~His man
ner is energetic, his voice full and reson
ant, and his matter well arranged and
forcibly put.
The next in order of our subjects is a
man who has become within the past
year, one of the most widely known
of Americans, the Rev. Dr. Edward
McGlynn. For many years he occupied
a post in the Roman Catholic ministry
that was second to none in inﬂuence.
As priest of St. Stephen's church, New
York, he was the beloved of an immense

Evening Press, 1857, which
was consolidated with the Cow-ant in
1867.
He enlistened in the army in
April. 1861, and served during the re
mainder of the war, becoming after a
brigadier-general
series of promotions
Hartford

and then brevet major-general.

Returning from the war in 1865 his
of Connecticut
elected
fellow-citizens
him governor in the following year, as
the successor of Governor Buckingham.
His election to Congress for several
terms was from a district exceedingly
close in its partisan
divisions.
His
record in the lower house was honorable
The published
in the highest degree.
debates of the time show that he had de
cided opinions upon all debatable ques
tions of national interest. 80 his servi
see in the Senate of the United States,
add to a record that is clean and hon
orable.

His executive capacity was strikingly
displayed during his service as president
of the Centennial Commission in 1876.
The great exposition in Philadelphia
was a grand triumph, not by the skill
and direction of any one man, but the
country felt that it was in safe hands
with General Hawley at its head, and,
while his associates deserved their full
measure of public conﬁdence, his admin
istrative ability in that honorable posi
tion was most creditable.

JOSEPH R. HAWLIY

congregation, and probably had the best
of opportunities
for ecclesiastical ad
vancement.
But he saw ﬁt to sacriﬁce
place and ambitions for opinions that
relate to matters of social and civil econ
omy, and to devote himself to what he
considers his duty,trying tohelp the poor
and the working - classes
to obtain
alarger share of the world’s good things.
We may not agree with him in his
views of the way in which the “ eternal
equities,” that are the heritage of man,
are to be received, and we may not re
gard his separation from the church, in
which for so many years he had been
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and stimulate the faculties that relate
to kindness and humanity.
Edward
McGlynn is a New Yorker by birth,
and about ﬁfty-one years of age.
He
was educated
at the public schools
until at the age of seventeen he was
sent to the College of the Propa
ganda at Rome, and there remained
about seven years. ReturningtoAmer
ica he was assigned by Archbishop
Hughes to a positionas military chaplain.
In 1866 he was appointed pastor of St.
Stephen's church, New York, succeed
ing the widely known Dr. Cummings.
There in a short time his eloquence and
quick sympathy and consideration
for
the trials and cares of others won the
warm affection of a very large congre—
He was drawn to take part in
gation.
politics especially on their humanitarian
side, and to participate in popular re
formatory
movements, but exhibited,
until his recent advocacy of the doc
trines of Henry George, a spirit entire
ly independent.
Another New Yorker of prominence
deserves mention, because of his relation
to several important interests that atfect
the social and civil movements of his
city. Abram S. Hewitt, as mayor of
New York, has shown a spirit above
party, and the endeavor of a man who
appreciates the great need of reform in
the administration
of the different
DB. EDWARD ICGLYNN.
branches of municipal government.
He
Take away Dr. McGlynn’s sympathies
and you despoil the man of his essential has laboredto bring about changes for
nature; for it is the heart in him that the better in the excise department, in
actuates intellect and body. His intui' the sanitary and other departments,
tive perceptions are rapid and keen; he and won the esteem of good citizens who
understand
the diﬂiculties that beset
leaps to his conclusions, and has a deep
His every attempt to purify and improve
consciousness of their validity.
the working of the civil affairs of a
broad, full forehead and heavy brows
show power of memory and ability to great city where factions strifes and
official greed for party and personal
criticise and analyze. His sense of pro
ends have been the common order for
portion, harmony and beauty is marked,
many
years.
on
and
a
gesture
language
impressing
The portrait in itself shows a man of
As a
natural and winning grace.
That is a very
speaker he is fervid, when his emotions superior organization.
are awakened, and whatever interests high head, the head of an observer and
He
the sympathetic side of his nature is student, of a keen, judicial mind.
should be remarkable for his power to
sure to draw the warm blood tohis brain

doing valuable service for God and man,
as a wise step altogether, but certain it
is that in most respects he has been true
His
to the impulses of organization.
head shows warmth of feeling, tender
ness, sympathy, with something of ex
He is a social, friendly man
citability.
with nothing of the austere that is usu
ally regarded as indispensable in some
degree to the true priestly character. He
and quick
possesses the sprightliness
ness of the Irishman, and all the emo
tion, and these qualities are controlling.
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understand and organize aﬁ'airs that in
volve
much consequence; small mat
embarrass
him more than large; he is
ters
at home where the interests are many and
In a retail store he would
important.
out of place;

at the journeyman‘s
in the
great mercantile establishment, and in the
manufactory with its dozen departments
he would be at his ease and efficient.
Consider the length of a line drawn from
It is not
the eyebrows up to the hair.
of the ordinary, and indicates very re
markable power in recognizing the m0
tives of others, in measuring at sight
their mental calibre. Mr. Hewitt appears
also to be a sharp critic, a rather severe
where mistakes that involve
one too,
He
moral responsibility are concerned.
in
honor,
and
is very sensitive about
to
a
account
others
rigid
hold
clined to
for any wilful crookedness in conduct.
Yet we must regard his benevolence as
very marked, rendering him kind and
willing to do service when it is needed,
but he must be satisﬁed of the merits of the
case.
He is a man of individual views;
A strong
and nothing of the imitator.
will should be one of his special traits,
that sometimes goes so much against the
conventional notions of people that he
But
may be called eccentric or cranky.
he rarely makes a mistake of judgment,
and those who know him best feel that
how
his opinion is worthy of respect,
ever out of consistence it may be with
what seems to be in accordance with facts.
Abram S. Hewitt was born at Haver
straw, New York, July 31, 1822. His
early education was obtained in the pub
lic schools of New York city, where he
gained a prize scholarship for Columbia
From nere he was graduated
College.
at the head of his class in 1842. He then
studied law and was admitted to prac—
tice in October, 1845.
be

bench he

might

be a bungler, but

\Veakness of the eyes led to his aban
doning the profession, and he then engag
ed in the iron business with his father-in
law, the late Peter Cooper, under the
ﬁrm name of Cooper & Hewitt.
They
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established extensive iron-works in New
In 1867 he
Jersey and Pennsylvania.
was appointed one of the ten U. S. Com
mimioners to visit the French “Expo
sition Universelle" and made a report
on "Iron and Steel,” which was pub
lished by order of Congress, and has
since been translated into many foreign
languages. He was prominent in the or
ganization of the well known “Cooper
Union,” designed for the especial beneﬁt
of the working-classes, and is still an asso
ciate manager of the institution.

ABRAI B. KIWI".

In

the politics of his city and State,
Hewitt has taken much interest
and given much official service as a
member of the Democratic party.
For
several terms in Congress he has been
elected, and now he occupies the respon
sible place of Mayor of New York,
where he ﬁnds his duties far from a
"flowery bed of ease.”
He was ad
vanced by his party asa candidate in the
interests of reform, and he is evidently
in earnest on that line whether or not
the shrewd party managers who sup
ported him made the cry of “reform ” a
mere pretence.

Mr.
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it,
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:

2.

4.

3.

5.

the emancipation of mind and the estab
lishment of freedom of thought—they
did not always use the same means.
Both were men of strong will, excessive
ﬁrmness and indomitable perseverance,
but they sometimes used these powers in
Calvin was the
different directions.
Luther had more ima
more practical.
gination; Calvin strenuously opposed the
shows and ceremonies of the Roman
church, while Luther considered many
of them as useful means, and even saw
in images an aid to true worship. Luther
made much of the value of character
and purity of conscience, holding that a
desire to do right is better than a strict
observance of forms, and believing fully
in justiﬁcation by faith, while Calvin
held good works of little avail and
taught most seriously the doctrines of
fore-ordination, predestination and elec
The immorality of the church
tion.
was the great horror of Luther; its idola
tory that of Calvin. Calvin lived among
people who were to a great extent their
own rulers, and his system became in
fused with the democracy in which it
Luther gave his alle
had its growth.
giance to temporal princes and powers,
and was from education and surround
Cal
ings more inclined to aristocracy.
vin was an awakener of thought. leav
ing the thinkers to themselves; Luther
more of an organizer massing for greater
power those whose opinions agreed with
Both taught the right of indi
his own.
vidual judgment, but were not always
and while they loudly
ready to grant
inveighed against the intolerance of the

a

out consultation or acquaintance they
both saw errors in the Roman church
and determined to combat them. None
are constituted intellectually alike, and
although working for the same ends—

Pope, they were not entirely free from
the same fault. Calvin burned Servetus,
and Luther recognized the right of gov~
ernment to interfere in religious matters.
But the point of greatest difference
between the teachings of these two re
formers was on the question of the Eu
The Lutheran church while
charist.
denying the assertion of the Catholic
church that the bread and wine of the
sacrament are changed into the veritable
body of Christ, (transubstantiation) held
that while the bread and wine suffered
no change in their component
parts,
that in some mysterious way there was
a corporeal as well as a spiritual pres
ence “ in with and under” them, while
the Calvinists believed ‘that the worthy
receivers “ not after a. corporeal and
carnal manner, but by faith were made
partakers of the body and blood of Christ
with all his beneﬁts to their spiritual
nourishment and growth in grace."
Several attempts were made to bar
monize the views of all on this question,
but without avail, and many withdrew
from their connection with the Luther
ans and formed churches by themselves
that were known as Reformed churches,
or very generally as Calvinistic churches.
These Reformed churches soon spread
not only over Continental Europe, but
ﬁrmly established in Great
became
Britain.
While agreeing in general
principles. they had no real union and
diﬂ'erent creeds and confessions of faith
became abundant.
The American con—
troversy led to the calling of the Synod
of Dort in 1618, where the doctrines
the church were announced and the five
points of Calvinism clearly deﬁned, viz.
Unconditional election.
Particu
lar redemption.
Total depravity.
Irresistable grace.
The perseverance
of the saints.
Notwithstanding this agreement there
continued to be
growing individuality
1.

MONG the leaders of the Reforma
tion of the 16th century Calvin
With
and Luther stand preeminent.
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among the churches, and many came to
known by different names, as the

be

Presbyterian in Scotland, the Anglican
in England, etc, etc, which while hold
ing mainly to the doctrines and practi
ces of the Reformed church differed suf
ﬁciently as to be considered as denomi
The Puritan fac
nationally distinct.
tion in England rose from a determi—
nation on the part of some to adhere
strictlyto Calvinism, and with the Puri—
tans Calvinism came to New England
where afterward were some of its ablest
and nearly all of the so
supporters,
ﬁnd
called Evangelical denominations
their fountain—head in the church at
Geneva.

While the Reformed church spread
in European countries, it was

widely

parts obliged to succumb to
of Rome, aided by the civil
governments.
In the Netherlands, however, the peo
ple under the lead of William, Prince of
Orange, stood up bravely for both civil
and religious liberty; threw off the au~
thority of Spain and secured their inde
By this means that portion
pendence.
of the Reformed church, known as the
Dutch, was ﬁxed on a ﬁrm foundation,
and went with emigrants to various
parts of the world.
The Reformed Dutch church agreed
with the Roman Catholics as to the doc
trine of the Trinity, and in the everlast
ing punishment of the wicked, but de
nied the state or condition of purgatory.
It recognizes but two sacraments, that of
and
Baptism and the Lord‘s Supper,
held as to these views diﬂ'ering from the
Roman church. The general points of
its belief or system of faith are set forth
in the Heidelberg catechism, adopted
by the Dutch and German Reformed
churches in 1563, and in the Westmin
ster catechism, that gives thebest expres
sion of the doctrines as they were re
oeived by Calvinists in Scotland, Eng
land and America.
The government of this church is in
the main Presbyterian, but. differs some
in most

the power
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what in different countries, being in
some less
demonstrative
than
in
others. It admits of greater latitude of
belief than the Roman Catholic or Lu
theran, and while generally adhering
strictly to its views does not refuse to
co-Operate with others in good works.
Immigrants to the United
States
from Holland brought with them their
religion, and claim to have established
here the ﬁrst Protestant Church organi
zation, the ﬁrst day school and the ﬁrst
theological seminary on the continent.
The Dutch formed an agricultural settle
ment at New Netherlands, now New
York, as early as 1623. They brought
with them no minister, but soon after
two Krank-beswckere or consolers of
the sick were appointed, on whom also
devolved the duty of reading the script
ures and the creeds to the people on
Sundays. In 1628, came the Rev. Jonas
Michaelius who organized a church and
consistory with ﬁfty communicants, now
known as the Collegiate
Reformed
Church in New York City. With him
came Adam Roelandson, a schoolmaster
who founded what is now known as the
Collegiate Church Parochial School.
Other churches were afterward estab
lished, and when the Dutch surrendered
their province of New Netherlands to
the English, there was on it ﬁve church
es and six ministers.
From this time the growth of the
churches was slow.
The immigration
from Holland almost entirely ceased,
and the English brought'with
them
Episcopacy, and the many advantages
their government could confer.
As the
services in the Reformed church were
until 1763 entirely in the Dutch lan
guage, it did not receive accessions from
the English, and more to its disadvant
age perhaps than all other causes, was
unfortunate dissensions of two parties
known as the Coetus and the Confer
entii. The former, which was organ
ized as an advisory body, demanded to
be changed into a regular classis with
educational institutions wherein their
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about 1771, but the war of the Revolu
tion occurring soon after interfered with
the prosperity of the church for a time.

[Oct

The peacemaker who united these two
parties, was Rev. John H. Livingston,
who fortunately conceived a plan of
reconciliation acceptable to the classes at
Amsterdam, and both parties of the

youth could be instructed and proposed
to for the ministry; the latter prepared
to keep up the relations with Holland
and to depend on ministers to be sent
from there. This contention was healed
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church in America.
This resulted in
healing dissensions and in establishing
an independent church in America with
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power to organize superior governments
and the establishment of a professorship

of theology.
This last was made a con
dition by the church in Holland and re
sulted in the establishment of the insti
tution now known as Rutgers College
at New Brunswick, N. J.
A general synod was formed and a
constitution. prepared by Drs. Living
ston and Romeyer, was adopted.
This
was founded on the canons of the Synod
of Dort, and recognizes as judiciary,
consistories, classis, the particular Synod
and the general Synod.
The oonsistory
of each church is composed of the minis
ter, deacons and elders who are usually
sole trustees of the church
property.
The classis that meets twice a year is
composed of not less than three minis
ters and three elders from at least three
This body presides
over
churches.
churches, has supreme government over
ministers. examines the doings of con
sistors, and hears cases of appeal there
from.

The particular Synod, is superior to
It IS composed of four min
isters and four elders from each classis
within its district, and meets annually.
The General Synod meets every June.
It has the supervision of the whole
church, is composed of three ministers
and three elders from each classis, and
matters
has all the power in church
consistent with the constitution, but it
can not change that except by consent
of a majority of the classis.
In government the church is strictly
A liturgy is prepared but
Presbyterian.
is only partly used; in most of the
churches many of the forms of service
the classis.

being optional.
The services of the church have for
many years been in English except in
localities where the majority of the con
gregation are Dutch, as in the case in
some of the western states, and recently
Dutch has been omitted
the word
from the title of many of the churches,
they being known merely as Reformed
churches.

HEAL TH.
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Members of the Reformed church in
Germany, driven from their homes by
persecution, settled in the United States,
at ﬁrst mostly in Pennsylvania, whither
they were attracted by grants of land
made them by William Penn.
Thither
came early in the 18th century 400
Palatines.
Their ﬁrst congregation was
formed, and church built in Montgomery
County, Rev. Geo. M. Weissner, pastor.
In 1746 Rev. Michael Schlatter was
sent from Germany to visit the various
German settlements in America for the
purpose of organizing churches, estab
lishing schools, etc. He organized the
first synod in 1747, but the growth of
the denomination was slow.
In 1793,
the synod declared itself independent of
the churches in Europe and asserted the
right to govern itself and the German
churches in America.
The want of an
educated clergy had been among the
principal ‘hindrances to the progress of
the church which the establishment in
1825 of a theological seminary served in
a measure to cover, as since that time it
has increased in numbers,aided doubtless
A system of
by German immigration.
theology, known as the Mercersburgh
was promulgated by Dr. Nevins, a pro
feesor of the theological seminary located
there and adopted by the Reformed
German Church in America.
It teach
es that Christ had not two natures, a
human and a divine, separate and dis
tinct, but that his incarnation, gloriﬁca
tion and divinity, were but the natural
outgrowth and inevitable result of his
perfect humanity. God, known to Prof.
Nevins as the Universal life principle,
is manifested in all the various forms of
existence and imperfectly on the human
race as a whole, but in Christ perfectly
and through him ultimately in all his
people, and he causes the soul on which
he acts to grow into his very nature.
The race was comprehended in Adam
and his sin, therefore is the sin of the
Christ, who had risen to the
race.
divine life took into union with himself
our humanity with its sin and descended
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to the depths of sorrow and pain. This
was the atonement, and our humanity
freed from Adam’s sin was restored, ele
vated and made capable of growth to
The church is the organ or
perfection.
instrument through which the divine
human nature as it exists in Christ
passes over to his people. While union
with Christ is regeneration, regeneration
is through the church.
At the Lord’s
supper he is present in a peculiar way.
Unbelievers who partake, receive but
the outward sign, because they have not

{Oct

the organ for reception of the inward
grace, but believers receive both, and
when the way is open for it to take
effect this sacrament serves to convey
the life of Christ into the person of
the believer.
This system of theology excited much
comment and considerable opposition.
keeping the church in a state of unquie
tude until 1879, when it was put aside
and a declaration of faith founded on
the Heidelberg catechism was prepared
and generally adopted.
L. A. B.

PROBLEMS.

EVOLUTIONARY
MAN.

OW

man originated may well be
claimed as the most important
In the ﬁrst chapter
subject in evolution.
of “The Descent of Man ” Darwin sug
gests, as subjects of inquiry, the resem
blances of man to vertebrate animals,
such as the monkey, bat and seal in bod
ily structure, to wit, the bones, muscles,
blood vessels and viscera.
These suggestions are true and simply
prove that man, as to his physical organ
ization, belongs to the vertebrate animal
But it by no means follows
kingdom.
that he is the descendant by “natural
selection ” either of the monkey species
now in existence, or of any, as he alleges,
long since extinct.
In his eﬂ’orts to trace human descent
from the monkey this great observer has
made some statements and drawn some
conclusions which, to the common read
er, appear to be inconsistent and not rec
oncilableto known facts. The monkey
from which he claims human descent did
not, as he states, belong to any existing
species, but to a variety long since ex
tinct, and differing radically from any
new existing.
A reference to his work
on “ The Descent of Man" will exhibit
the subject in its proper light.
He says : “ To form a judgment in
reference to man, we must glance at the
classiﬁcation of the Simiadae. This fam

ily is divided by almost all naturalists
into the Catarrhine group or Old World
monkeys.” (T. D. M., 188.) The reasons
given for this claim are “the peculiar
structure of the nostrils and four pre
molars in each jaw.” From the reasons
thus given he alleges that “there can
consequently hardly be a doubt that man
is an otfshootbfmm the Old World Sim
ian stem, and that under a geological
point of view he must be classed with the
Catarrhine division." (Id., 188—9.) But
he cautions his readers not to suppose
that the early progenitor of man was
identical with, or even closely resembled,
any existing ape or monkey.
(Id., 191.)
In reference to this fancied mode of
human descent Haeckel, with that pecu
liar kind of selfoassurance for which he
is distinguished, alleges that “ not one of
the so-called man-like apes can be pro
genitors of the human race, but that
such distinction belongs to a small branch
of the Catarrhini long since extinct."
(II. His Creation, 174.)
The inference from the foregoing
would be, that early man descending by
natural selection from the tailless Cat
arrhine monkey of the Eocene period was
without a tail. Yet, strange to say, Dar
win subsequently states as follows : "The
early progenitors of man were, no doubt,
once covered with hair, both sexes hav
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This
the merest guesswork imagin
able, and has not the slightest evidence
in its support. How came any one Cat
arrhine monkey todesire to be more man
like than the restof its species?

Its hab
founded upon its instincts, were to
walk upon all fours and climb trees and
for these purposes
was provided with
limbs terminating in claws, and there
neither evidence nor probability that
had the least desire beyond it. It had
before
no specimen of the so-called
“ape-like man" to stimulate its efforts
and there no reason,
in that direction
founded upon any known fact, to sup
had the slightest desire to
pose that
improve its present condition.
In addition to this we are treated with
the [supposition that there was such a
different action of the larynx as to intro
duce articulate speech, and this, too,
without having heard a word uttered by
a human voice; and to cap the climax,
this upright walk and distinct articula
tion are assumed to have produced an
enlargement of the brain.
Another point in this connection
If there be
worthy of consideration.
any truth in the natural selection theory,
just as operative now as in the
\Ve know that a well
Eocene age.
deﬁned species of the Catarrhine monkey
now in existence and has been for
Yet there
not a single in
ages past.
stance known of the least indication of
a new species evolving from that well
detined member of the animal kingdom.
From the premises the conclusion
certainly fair that the origin of man can
not be accounted for by natural selec
his primeval existence
tion. How then
to be accounted for? On this point
Darwin appears to have exhibited some
its,

it is
is

it

;

is

it

is

is

is

‘had been hairy it would be extremely
improbable that any desire in man or
woman could arise to get rid of it.
In'his anxious desire to prove the de
scent of man from the supposed Catar~
rhine monkey Haeckel makes the follow
“ The
ing singular statement :
process of
development which led to the origin of
the most ape-like man out of the most
man-like ape mustbe looked for in the
adaptional changes which, above all
others, are distinctive of man, namely,
upright walk and articulate speech.
These two physical functions necessarily
originated together, with two correspond
ing morphological transmutations with
which they stand in the closest corela
tion, namely, the differentiation of the
larynx. The important perfection of
must
these organs and their functions

is

answer.
who had never seen a specimen of human
nakedness,
become desirous of getting
rid of her hairy covering?
Suppose a
woman of a distant pre-historic period to
have become desirous of nakednem, what
process did she adopttoetfect the change
except that raorted to by some men of
modern times in temporarily getting rid
of their beards?
The result would have
been the same, in the new growth of
The most natural conclu
coarse hair.
sion is that if primeval human beings

it

queries in regard to
which it may be diﬁicult to
How could a hairy woman,

are some

this matter

is

There

299.)

it

143-4.)

have necessarily and powerfully reacted
upon the differentiation of the brain and
the mental activities dependent upon
and thus pave the way for the endless
career in which man progressively de
veloped, in which he has far outstripped
his animal ancestors. (II. His. Man,

;

ing beards; their ears were pointed and
of movement. and their bodies
were provided with a tail having the
proper muscles."
(II. D. M., 198.)
Having thus reinvested man with a
tail, the next step would be to show how
he became
divested of that interesting
organ. But he leaves this very much in
doubt, with the statement that "as those
apes which come nearestto man are des
titute of this organ its disappearance does
not especially concern us.“
As to hair
he inclines
to believe “that man, or
primarily woman, became divested of
hair for ornamental
(Id.,
purposes.”
capable
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In his “Descent of
inconsistencies.
he admits that he had probably
attributed too much to the action of
natural selection, in consequence of
which he made some change in his
"Origin of Species," in reference to
changes of structure, but that if he
erred in giving to natural selection great
power, he had at least done great service
in aiding to overthrow the dogma of
(II., D. M., 147-8.)
separate creations.
If this had been the principal object he
has certainly defeated it by the change
“ It
referred to, which reads as follows :
does not seem utterly incredible that by
some such intermediate production both
animals and plants might probably have
Therefore
should
been developed.
infer that probably all the organic
beings which have ever lived upon the
earth should have descended from some
one primeval form into which life was
(Origin of
breathed by the Creator."
Man”

_

I

1870, supplement, 431.)
That is to say, assuming the Amoeba
to have been the lowest organic form,
the life was breathed by the Creator
into organic matter to produce it. Ac
cording to this the Amtsba would be a
special creation ; and the logical conclu
sion would be, that the next organic
form of life was produced by a similar
infusion into the Amoeba, and so on by
similar infusions into ascending organic
forms up to and including man; and
each new species in the ascending series
would be a special creation.
\Vhat were the supposed characteris
tics of man in his assumed, early de
parture from apehood, under this theory,
appear to have been matters of specula
tion in Darwin’s mind. Hence he says :
u\Vith respect to the origin of the pa
rental and ﬁlial affections, which appear
to be at the basis of the social affections,
it is hopeless to speculate; but we may
safely infer that they have been to a
certain extent through natural selection.
(11., D. M., 77.) The substance of this,
for example, would appear to be, that
the love of the child for the parent is
Species,

[00L

due to natural selection.
This presup
poses a period in animal life where such
affection did not exist. Suppose, at the
present time, human mothers, giving
birth to children, should be wholly des
titute of any affection for them,—the
result would be the speedy death of such
children, and ultimately the entire ex
tinction of the human race.
It follows
that if the ﬁrst human mother had been
destitute of maternal love, the human
race would have perished in its infancy.
Subsequently, however, he makes ma
ternal love a matter of instinct.
It is a. well-known fact that there are
about twelve radically different races of
man, such as the African Negro, the
American Indian, the white races of
Europe, etc. How are these differences
to be accounted for if they are the de
scendants of the Catarrhine monkey? The
differences between the Negro, the Ary
an, the American Indian, etc., are very
marked, yet because there are mental
traits possessed in common, though in
different degrees, they are claimed to be

of

the same

original monkey origin

by

natural selection. He says: “Although
the existing races of man differ in many
respects, as in color, hair, shape of the
skull, proportions of the body, etc., yet

if their whole organization be taken into
consideration they are found to resemble
each other closely in a multitude of

'
(II., D. M., 223.)
“
Again: The American aborigines, Ne
groes and Europeans differ as much
from each other in mind as any three

points.”

races that can be named.
“Yet
was incessantly struck, while
living with the Fuegians on board the
Beagle, with the many little traits of
character showing how similar their
minds were to ours ; and so it was with
hap
a full-blooded negro with whom
(II., D. M., 223.)
pened to be intimate."
He also cites Mr. Taylor and Sr John
Lubbock, to the effect that there is a
certain similarity between the men of all
races in tastes. dispositions and habits.
It may be admitted that there is, to a

I

I
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extent, a similarity in “habits,
tastes, and disposition,” between the dif
races, but it does not
ferent human
necessarily follow that they have a com
mon monkey origin. The most rational
certain

conclusion is, that the different races of
men were created at diiferent periods, by
the inﬂow of life from the Creator, and
the lowest in the scale was the ﬁrst to
appear and so on in succession to the
highest.

It is true, there can scarcely be found
among the higher races men of inferior
brain structure and mental powers. But
aside from the fact that are no two
things exactly alike, it must be taken
into the account that sexual connections
between members of the different races
have, to a certain extent, been going on
for ages past. As familiar examples we
may refer the Mulattoes

in the United

States, and to the progeny of those west
ern

adventurers,

polygamous

who have indulged in
with the In

marriages

dians.

The fact that the different races of men
somany things in common, such
as similar customs in burying the dead,
producing fire, shooting with bows and
arrows, learning to count, etc. (II., D.
M. 225), does not necessarily prove a
They do these
community of ape origin.
things because they are men, and there
un
fore_in possession of an improving
derstanding, free from the limitations of
have

instinct.

If the variety of the human races are
from the common origin claimed by
Darwin, there should be but one lan
guage in common, whereas there are as
In reference
many languages as races.
he quotes Bishop Whately
effect that man is not the only
animal that can make use of language
to express what is passing in his mind,
adds—“In Paraguay the
and himself
when excited, utters at
Cebus~azara,
sounds
which
different
least
six
excites in other monkeys similar emo
“With the domestic dog we
tions.”
have the bark of eagerness in the chase,
to language,

to the
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that of anger, the yelping or howling
bark of despair, as when shut up, and of
joy when starting on a walk with his
master; and the very distinct one of
demand or supplication when wishing
for a door or window to be opened."
(I., D. M., 52.) But these cries are
emotional only, and are not in any way
connected with articulate speech.
This is no doubt a fair exhibition of
the brute language extended or improved
But when we come
by domestication.
to man, in addition to a. few emotional
expressions, we ﬁnd articulate speech
capable to a high degree of expressing
the thoughts of the understanding.
Articulate speech is peculiar to man,
and there appear to be as many lan
It
guages as there are different races.
is not an instinct, but is formed by each
race to express its ideas in articulate
sounds;
and each separate tribe or
nation may learn to speak the language
of every other tribe or nation.
According to Darwin, each language
has been slowly and unconsciously de
veloped by many steps.“ (II., D. M., 53.)
Such being the case it would be the fair
inference that, if all the human races
are from a common ape ancestry, the
language should be, to a'certain extent,
uniform. Taking the Aryan race as a
sample, English, French, German, Ital
ian, etc., their languages possess a re
markable degree of grammatical simil
arity.
Compare the languages of this
race with those of the Negroes, American
Indians, etc, and the differences will
appear wide and radical, and lead to the
conclusion that these races are from the
inﬂux of life into monkey ancestry at
widely ditferent periods : and producing
first the inferior human races.
Darwin candidly admits being baﬁled
to account for the differences between
the human races, but resorts to sexual
selection which he says appears to have
acted as powerfully on man as any
other animals. But he qualiﬁes this by
saying that he does not mean to assert
that sexual selection will account for all
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is probable that dreams
D. M., 240.)
may ﬁrst have given rise to the notion
of spirits, for savages do not readily dis
One of the broad distinctions between
men and animals is that the brain sur
tinguish between subjective and objec
When a savage
face of the lowest man is largely in tive impressions.
dreams, the figures appear before him
excess of that of the highest monkey.
Prof. Fiske says that the “gulf by are believed to have come from a dis
tance, and to stand over him, or the soul
which the lowest known man is sepa
rated from the ape consists in the great of the dreamer goes out on its travels and
increase of his cerebral surface with the comes home with a remembrance
of
accompanying intelligence in the very what it has seen." (I. D., 126.)
But how is it possible that an idea can
long duration of his infancy.” (Des. of
Man, 54.) If this were so, the longer enter the mind in dreams without some
term of the infant man might furnish basis of truth ? Undoubtedly dreams
some evidence for the conclusion here are various in their character.
Some
have a deeper ground than the mere re
stated.
But the human infant starts with a production more or less transfigured, of
brain more highly convoluted, and the daily experiences. Yet if man has
vtherefore with a larger surface ; and his life, soul, or spirit distinct from, though
longer term of maturing would give connected with his material body, then
there would be nothing strange that the
him a much increased brain surface:
and it is matter worthy of consideration spirit should sometimes appear while
the body was in sleep.
The body alone
how by natural selection the human in
is the material clothing or receptacle of
fant could have obtained so highly con
the soul or life, and has of itself no vis
voluted a brain.
ion external or internal.
It is the soul
Could the imagined, long-ago monkey
or spirit which sees, and hence the fact
ancestor have got into such a profound
fit of mental cogitation as to multiply that the spirit does not appear to the ex
In this connection it ternal vision, is evidence that it does not
its brain surface!
die with the material body.
The con
is worthy of consideration how natural
selection could have produced from the ception of a spirit could never be formed
monkey a descendant, which required a if it had no existence, any more than a
period of twenty-one years to come to stream could rise above its fountain.
full maturity, while the supposed monkey The fair inference would be that a belief
in spirits would be equivalent to a belief
progenitor matured in a. single year 1
Another marked distinction between in a future state of existence.
Darwin quotes Tyler as showing
men and animals is religion arising
from a belief in God and a future state clearly that dreams may have ﬁrst given
rise to these ideas. 'VVe learn from Sir
of existence.
“ The belief in a
On this subject Darwin says: “There John Lubbock that
if
future
state
less
elevated
than ours is
is no evidence that man was aboriginally
vivid
some
singularly
among
barbarian
in
belief
the
endowed with the ennobling
races.
The
believe
Deryeans
that
as we
God.
On
Omnipotent
existence of an
be
our
die
will
condition
such
in
another
evidence,
is
ample
there
contrary
the
not derived from hasty travelers, but world.” The North American Indians,
from men who have long resided with as Schoolcraft tells us, have little dread
of death. He does not fear to go to a
savages, that numerous races have ex
land which all his life long he has
isted and still exist, who have no idea of
one or more gods, and who have no heard abounds in rewards without pun_
(Origin Civ., 248-50.) In
words in their language to express such ishment.”
fact it is difficult to ﬁnd a race destitute
an idea." (11., D. M., 62.)
the differences

(11.,
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of some idea of a future state, and hence
religion.
One of the broadest distinctions be

the, assumed, Catarrhine
monkey, and
the brain, arms and hands of man would
be literally immense.
Yet with all the
tween the monkey and man is that the research in support of the theory of
forelegs and feet of the former are the natural selection, not a single link has
arms and hands of the latter. That been found 1
Darwin was sensible of the importance
Darwin appears to have been sensible of
of this very radical difference is evident this objection and attempted todiminish
from the following : “ Man alone has the force of it when he says: “ In order
that an ape-like creature should have
become a biped, and we can, I think,
partly see how he has come to assume his been transformed into man, it is neces
erect attitude, which forms one of his
sary that his early form as well asmany
most conspicuous differences between
successive links should all have varied
him and his nearest allies. Man could not in mind and body.”
If natural selection under which
have attained his present dominant posi
tion in the world without the use of his there is a survival of the ﬁttest has
produced man without any other modus
hands which are so admirably adapted
(I., D. operandi of creation, the fair inference
to act in obedience to his will."
M, 185.) The fact here stated is a strong would be, that the continuance of the
illustration of creative design in the cre same cause would produce a being
ation of man through the female mon
superior to man. That he is a subject of
natural selection we are assured by Dar
without
an
enlarged
But
man
key.
brain—the seat of the operations of his win, as follows: “Man tends to multi
will and understanding—would have had plv at so rapid a rate that his offspring
no use for the human hand, inasmuch as are necessarily exposed to a struggle for
existence and consequently to natural
the material body is an external expres
(1., D. M., 178.)
selection."
We may,
sion of the life ; and hence this enlarge
however, safely draw the conclusion
ment could not have been produced by
As that natural selection,_without the inter
natural selection from the monkey.
vention of intelligent creative design,
suming the theory to be true, and regard
ing the vast and almost inﬁnite distance could never produce man of the lowest
B. G. FERRIS.
between the brain, forelegs and claws of order from the monkey.

M

OLD-TIME

Ir

There's nothing in the world like eti uette
In kingly chambers or imperial hal s."

OT long ago two ladies were talking
in an animated manner in the
horse cars, when one of them said to the
other, as though closing a discussion,

I

“ No,l still say do not think there are
many real gentlemen now-a-days. When
we can describe one without using the
expression, “a gentleman of the old
school,"
will modify my assertions,
and endorse your views on the subject.”
The words recalled to us a conversa
tion we had heard with reference to an

I

COURTESY.
Byron.

incident which occurred ina horse car in
the same city.
One evening in coming home from a
concert a pleasant company were seated
in the cars, and for a short time chatted
merrily of the evening entertainment.
Evidently they were two couple of young
married people thoroughly acquainted
with each other. After a while one of
the gentlemen said to his friend, “.Oome,
Harry, let us go to the platform and have
a smoke,” whereupon both arose without
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even so much as asking leave of the ladies,
took out their cigars, lighted them, went
tothe front platform, smoked for half an
hour, then met the ladies as they
stepped from the car and escorted them
home. One of the spectators who dis
cussed the occurrence with her husband,
insisted that those ladies in her opinion
were treated discourteously, while her
husband argued that no disrespect was
intended, that the escorts certainly ap
peared like gentlemen and probably
would not have taken the liberty they
did with any other ladies than their
wives. He said the gentlemen had no
doubt been driven with work that day,
and had not had time for a good smoke,
and he really saw nothing out of the way
in their conduct.
But his wife remarked that their hav
ing no time to smoke had nothing to do
with the question, and added that she
liked to see ladies treated with old-time
courtesy, and she did not believe that
gentlemen of the old school could or
would have allowed themselves that
freedom and indulgence even when es
corting their wives.
These two incidents set us to thinking
and (aside from the physiological issues
involved in smoking) questioning our
selves with reference to the courtesy
manifested by the ladies and gentlemen
of to-day when compared with that of
the days of which we hear so much, and
the truth must he confessed that in our
opinion there is not in these days the
deference to and courtesy toward ladies
shown as was manifested in olden times,
and yet we can not feel that the lack of
it is evidence that they are held in less
esteem than formerly.
In older towns and cities where people
take life slowly and pleasantly, we still
ﬁnd all the courtesy and punctilious
manners of their ancestry observed by
and well-bred classes;
the intelligent
but, influenced perhaps by the larger
freedom of our great cities, and the
more informal manner of living, people
generally are not so punctilious, and re
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gard as mere form and‘ unnecessary, at
tentions which to many are not only
agreeable, but the lack of which are in
compatible with their ideas of true
courtesy.
As there certainly is an innate quality
in many persons as discernible as unas—
them as
suming, which distinguishes
those who have been trained from child
hood to courteous manners, how im
portant it is that all our young people
should be taught to be thoughtful and
courteous in what they consider little
things, and that mothers should require
their children to be as polite at home as
among strangers, and in general society.
It is painful to notice in many fami
lies a lack of courtesy and politeness on
the part of husband and wife in their
manner toward each other, and on the
other hand, most delightful to see each
member of the family circle treating
every other member with true polite~
ness, and the parents evincing at all
times, in manner and speech, the love
and esteem in which each holds the
other.
On this point it has been truly said
that children almost invariably follow
as their parents lead.
Their good breed
ing, their politeness, courtesy, respect
and affection are largely patterned after
the example of their parents.
If the
mother shows by her daily life that she
looks up to the father with loving def
erence as the head of the family, and
manifesting unmistakable
pleasure in
seeking his comfort and assisting to
carry out lns wishes, the children will,
in a large degree, follow her example.
If the father invariably treats the
mother with respect and courtesy quite
as noticeable as he shows to his most es
teemed guests, listening to any remarks
or wishes of hers with deference, be sure
the children will follow his lead.
On the other hand, if they habitually
notice that she meets him with impa
tience and repression, heedless of any of
his wishes, or that he meets her with in
difference, near allied to rudeness or dis
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free and easy women, so entirely that
they are forgetting what they owe to
women who are worthy of their respect.
The true gentleman at heart may from
want of instruction, omit to lift his hat
when he passes ladies to whom he has
not been introduced, on the staircase of
the hotel, in a corridor, and in like
places, but he will not be wanting in
this mark of respect to those whom he
does know, nor will he lift his “stick”
to his hat in passing.
We are conﬁdent that the thoughtful
and courteous manners of gentlemen
are far more agreeable and really ﬂatter
ing to ladies than the most lavish words
of praise ; and if gentlemen appreciated
the truth of that assertion we should
soon see a change for the better in this
regard.
The “ Easy Chair ” in Harper’s Maga
zine discussed the subject recently, and,
on the matter of smoking in the society
of ladies, expressed our own thoughts in
the following extract. The editor thinks
the practice "might well be cited as a
striking illustration of the decay of man
ners."
He writes:
“There are preux chevaliers who
would be honestly amazed if they were
told they did not behave like gentlemen,
who, sitting with a lady on a hotel piaz
za, or strolling on a public park, whip
out a cigarette, light
and puff as
tranquill as
they were alone in their
own rooms. Or
young man comes
alone upon the deck of a steamer, where
throngs of ladies are sitting, and blows
clouds of tobacco smoke in their faces,
without even remarking that tobacco is
disagreeable to some people. This
not,
indeed, one of the seven deadly sins, but
man who unconcernedly sings false
betrays that he has no car for music,
and the man who smokes in this way
shows that he
not quite a gentleman."
Would
not be well for us all to be
more thoughtful with reference to our
conduct and inﬂuence, so that we may
bear testimony to modern as well as
old-time courtesy of manners?
EX.
is

whips.
The critics says, nothing in the way
of a salutation can be more "free and
" than lifting the whipto the hat;
easy
but we are free to acknowledge that men
are having things their own way, with
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courtesy, ridicules or sneers at her re—
marks, or passes them by as if not
worthy of notice, does any one imagine
that the children, even the youngest,
will not see this, and from such daily
examples soon practice what they ﬁnd is
so common?
An elegant Englishman writing on the
subject, after insisting that all should be
treated with every mark of civility and
“ It is much more
good breeding, adds,
so with regard to women, who, of what
ever rank they are, are entitled, in con
sideration of their sex, not only to an
attention, but an oﬂicious good breeding
‘from men. Their little wants, prefer
ences, antipathies and fancies must be
ofﬁciously attended to, and if possible,
guessed at and anticipated, by a well
bred man.
“ It is astonishing to me that anybody
who has good sense and good nature,
can essentially fail in good breeding.
Good manners are to particular societies,
what good mortals are to society in
general—their cement and their security.
Mutual complaisances, attentions, and
sacriﬁces of little conveniences, are as
natural an implied compact between
civilized people as protection and obedi
kings and subjects.
ence are between
own
really think that,
part
For my
next to the consciousness of doing a
good action, that of doing a civil one is
most pleasing, and the epithet which I
should covet the most, next to that of
Aristides, would be that of well~bred."
Several instances have of late been
[cited to prove the assertion that ladies
are not treated now-a-days with the
manifested toward
civility formerly
them, and that they themselves are to
some extent responsible for it. One
instance was the custom of gentlemen
when riding of saluting ladies with their

to
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ENSENADA.

HIS rapidly growing town of Lower
California evidently possesses many
attractions, not the least of which is the
phenomenon of the declining sun, if we
must believe all our correspondent, W.
H. H. Russell, Esq., who has been trav
eling in that country, tells us. He thus
describes a sunset that it was his privilege
to behold :
“We stood upon a mighty boulder,
which capped one of the prominent
points back of Ensenada; the majestic
mountains were silent and ominous ; the
restless old ocean was foaming and roar
ing along its rugged shore as if angry with
itself because the lofty peaks would not
bow to its mighty pulsations. The pelicans
and sea-gulls gracefully sailed through
the air like some peaceful messengers
from the regions above ; the curlews and
snipes twittered along the white sands of
the beautiful bay as if suddenly sum
moned to the mystical retreats of a fairy
land. The face of Nature put on a som
ber look as if to frown upon the trans
itory efforts of old Sol to quit the scenes
and turmoils of the day for the solemn
quietude of night.
The full-faced moon peeping over the

distant mountain seemed to whisper a
soft farewell to its golden rival ; the sil
very stars from their imperial heights,
twinkling in the boundless realms of
the
space. sang out with one accord
harmony, beauty and grandeur of the
scene.

The lovely bay of Todos Santos in her
silvery sheen of murmuring wavelets,
lay like a queen of beauty in a land
locked and mountain-ribbed
casket.
Across and beyond her tremulous bosom
old Punta Banda, lifting his sun-kised
brow, looked like a sentinel of the pre
historic past, and away to the right the
islands of ‘the great Paciﬁc, with their
craggy forms, rose out of the water like
some monsters of the deep, as natural
guardians of the peaceful harbor. And
now the panoramic
view begins to
change ; softly the golden tints fade fromv
the valleys and the summits; the man
tle of twilight enfolds
their barren
slopes.

The crimson glow in the western horizon
ﬂushes the lingering clouds with beams
of gold, and the mirrored reﬂector of the
world‘s great heat sinks in the bosom of.
the ocean.

___M——

ORSON

S.

N the morning of August 18th,
Prof. O. S. Fowler, to whose early
endeavors American progress in the
sciences relating to human nature owes
much, was summoned to join that innu
merable throng that has passed beyond
the conﬁnes of earth.
In early life he showed a strong incli
nation to the profession of the ministry,
but when the gospel of Phrenology,
preached by Spurzheim, found its way to
the institution where he was pursuing his
studies, at once his soul thrilled with a
sense of the great and beneﬁcent truths
it announced, and ere long he threw
of a
himself with all the earnestness
into
the
nature
and
susceptible
frank

FOWLER.
new ﬁeld that was so suddenly opened,
and in a few years he had overcome a
thousand obstacles_and won an eminent
name.
He was born at Cohocton, Steuben
County, N. Y., on the 11th of October,
1809, by which it is seen that he was
nearly seventy-eight years old at his
death.
It is interesting to note that he was
the ﬁrst child born in the township, and
that peculiarity of his birth may be said
to be typical of his career, for pioneer
like he was to continue for many years
at the head of the advancing muse that
he advocated with such enthusiasm.
His parents were prominent among the;

1
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residents
possessed
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of his native town, but not
in a large measure of this

world‘s goods, so that Orson was com
pelled to work his own way in a great
measure.
He paid for his course in Am
herst College mostly by what employ
ment he could obtain while there, and
from that time to the close of his life his
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Caldwell, Woodward, Brigham, John
Pierpont, Rockwell, S. G. Howe, Horace
Mann, and other eminent men, early
gave in their adherence to the doctrine
of Phrenology, and each in his sphere
employed its edifying principles, but O.
S. Fowler, fresh from college, and his
brother Lorenzo, with their youthful

\JIBON B. FOWLER.

career was marked with a rare indepen
dence. and the spirit of a ready, thor
ough-going worker. With the approach
of age and threatening inﬁrmities he did
not relax his work but seemed to feel
greater need for diligence. preferring “ to
die in the traces” rather than to retire
from acourse of life that had become
habitual

ardor enlisted in what they believed to
be a special message from the Divine,
gave themselves entirely to its dissemin
ation. The time was propitious, the seed
already sown by Drs. Caldwell and
Spurzheim had taken root, and the peo
ple who had heard from them, or of the
work accomplished across sea by teachers
of the “new philosophy,“ were eager to
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hear men who dealt with its principles
in that practical manner that appealed to
their individual experience, and enlight
ened them as to the sources of mental
improvement.
The theories that George Combe pre
sented, with his wonderful power as a
logician, Prof. Fowler brought down to
of the ordinary,
the comprehension
every-day intellect, and gave them point
and application by well chosen exam
ples from any company that was assem
bled to hear him. Thus he became a pi
oneer American phrenologist, and for
years his appearance in any city was
hailed with pleasure by a throng of
seekers of self-knowledge.
He was not only alecturer, but in his
seasons of retirement from the platform
he was almost constantly employed in
writing. In 1888, in connection with his
Lorenzo, he commenced the
brother
publication of the Phrenological Jour
nal, which proved a very important ally
in the dissemination of the new science
It should bementioned
of the mind.

that the venerable Dr. Nathan Allen,
of Lowell, Mass, was associated-in the
editorial management of the Phreno
logical Journal at its start. Besides his
work on the Journal, which continued
until his separation from the publishing
house of Fowler 8: Wells in 1855, which,
even at that early time had acquired a
wide-spread reputation, Prof. Fowler
published a goodly number of volumes
and social
to his specialty
relating
physiology, most of which have had an
Among those that have
extensive sale.
good claim for more than passing mention
are: “Memory and Intellectual Improve
ment,” “ Self-Culture and Perfection
“Physiology, Animal
of Character,”
“
and Mental,” “ Matrimony,” Heredita
“
"
Phrenology Proved,Illus
ry Descent,
“ The Self-In
trated and Applied,” and
structor in Phrenology.” Of these it is
no exaggeration to say that millions of
copies have been sold.
It was in 1843 that Samuel R. Wells
united with the brothers Fowler and the
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following year the ﬁrm of “Fowler 8:
Wells ” was formed, which remained in
tact until 1855, when Prof. Fowler retired
the ﬁrm and devoted himself to the lec
on his own account, in
ture ﬁeld
which he spent about ten months of
traveling widely, espe
each year,
cially in the West and South, and he
had just ﬁnished an extended tour when
death closed his career at his homein
Duchess, N. Y., after a brief illnas.
The immediate cause of Prof. Fowler's
death appears tohave been a severe chill
or cold. Heehad been working in his
garden at Sharon, one warm afternoon,
and became heated, and then sat down
to rest in the shade without putting on
his coat, and it is thought that exposure
to a current of air while perspiring free
ly set up so severe a. congestion that his
system could oppose its progrws. The
same energy that characterized his men
tal life was pronounced in his physical
to the last, as this interest in his sur
roundings manifested.

-—-—M_

THE VISION

THE SKULL

01"

a dream I looked upon my skull
Fleshless and white—I marvelled why
‘twas so—
Leaving quite plain its convex, high or

Within

low,
with nerve tissue
full.

Once

Some

day shall

Seeing

time

The

I

past,
the whys and

-

causes

thought

ﬁbre

thus look upon my
wherefores

predisposing

rhyme—
Toward imagery

I

and

mind

of that
toward

immortal, grand and

vast ?

there see the shackles of the mind,
Shall
These skull-chains, which the brain has
on the soul,
Those birth-gifts,
control,

which do keep it in

Which limit work and aspirations bind?
Ah, shall I learn that, be we quick or
slow,
To knowledge by an effort must we
xnwaan car-muss.
grow?
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READ IN THE SEPTEMBER NUMBER,
COMMENTARIES 0N WHAT
It seems easy to believe that Mrs. A
DITOR 0URNAL.-I feel impelled to

?
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a

it

it
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it

a

it
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if

world
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a

a
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is,

Basis of Industrial
Equality,” every word of which is true,
this in particular seems to agree with quo
"An
tations from the other articles:
independent class must be a free and
Now how these quota
equal class."
tions seem to cut up by the roots what
Mrs. Charles Edward Anderson speciﬁes
“ natural and legitimate duties,”
88 the
of which an important one
"to make
our persons beautiful and attractive,” and
“to understand perfectly the laws of
Ah, me, has
in costume."
adaptation
Mrs.
ever been thrown upon her
own resources for subsistence, with never
moment‘s time to give to the beautify
ing of the person, and the frivolities
of dress, that she thus advises a young
girl to spend the time given her to make
herself useful and
blessing to the

is

“y.”
In the article “ The

I

I

it

“Better, ten thousand times better, seize
upon some beneficent good, even at the
risk of all suffering, than live an irre
sponsible, selﬁsh life, with only sell for
its centre.”
Quoting next from Mr. James‘ article,
so replete with the best of instructions,
and which
wish could be copied into
every paper of the land, he says: “Be
free socially, that is do right, even
though all society should ﬁnd fault with,
.
condemn and even ostracise you
Still many people are far from
being socially free. Men dare not do
right often for fear of what society will

a

I

has always had a. good, easy lot, so ex
ceptional in its freedom from care that
her mind has seldom been turned to the
She says
higher interests of woman.
she
has “prayerfully” endeavored to
train her young daughter, and we must
therefore conclude she
believer in
the Bible.
Has she ever pondered the
words of our Savior in reply to the
question of the Sadducees in Luke, XX
chapter? Has she pondered the fact
that he never married; that his chosen
and dearest friends
were the single
sisters and brother of Bethany
since she
so insists upon the "right and natural,"
and that women should be governed by
their “instincts.” The Scriptures tell
us that men go astray as soon as born,
and speak lies.
This may be an “in
to be followed the same as
stinct"—is
their instinct for marriage, or to be put
down and conquered?
Is
not barely
possible that we all have “erred not
knowing the Scripture” where we in
sist upon marriage for all women, and
men? Nowhere does
exalt marriage
to
sacrament. Christ says a man shall
forsake all for his wife, “ and they twain
shall be one flesh" not spirit
evidently
only an institution for this mortal
life, ceasing at death. As such regarded,
why advise all young women to look
upon
as so much better than a useful
occupation, masculine though that may
be, and pursued in
single life? \Vhy
insist that a woman can only be happy
by conﬁning her sympathies to one, in
stead of letting them ﬂow out to all who
need help
To do this, to be sure, she has to count
the cost.
It requires sacriﬁce and acut
ting loose from “society” laws. But
believe as Mrs. Anderson
admits,
“that there
a disturbing element”
that will work too, until all this matter
It may be easier to
rightly adjusted.
continue on in the old way of the “ vine
and oak," shirking our responsibilities
but, Maggie and Ruth,
these desires
is

J

make some remarks on certain of
the articles in your last number. Written
as they are by diﬁ'erent persons of dif
am nevertheless struck
ferent minds,
with the seeming agreement in most of
Mrs. E. O.
them, in one particular.
Smith, for instance, says:
“We must, if we would be true to
what is best in our manhood, learn to
This everlasting cry for
stand alone.
sympathy and appreciation is the ulti
*
"
"'
mate of selﬁshness.
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edge and strength of will, will be want—
ing, but never, as Mrs. Anderson says,

“ acquired at the cost of the truest and

holiest attributes of womanhood.”
Many thanks to the editor for his con
tribution to this subject in his article,
“ A Woman Engineer."
We recall
some of his words on this subject of wo—
men being forced into these occupations
for a livelihood, and how he deplored
that they ever should be so. Now, who
can say these things are not ordered to
That
bring another order of living.
slowly the women are becomingstronger,
less dependent, the
more self—reliant,
men taking on more of gentleness, pa
feminine traits, if you please,
tience,
so that two sexes may come in this life
to be helpful as brothers and sisters, and

am that “the

fashion of this world passeth away,”
that sometime women will be emanci
What might
pated from its thraldom.
they not have achieved if good and
great things had a tenth of the time
spent in elaborating dress been other
wise improved.

THE

COUSIN

MISSION

OF

CONBTANCE.

BEAUTY.

a a

it;

The Lord loves beauty, he divinely made
For all his children ’tis benediction;
sore aﬁliction.
And yet its loss is not
I! like fragrant ﬂower blast may fade it,
Or like the bow in heaven, a cloud may
shade it,
no interdiction
Its brief existence
mem'ry sweeps away re
To its charm
striction,
still as nature ﬁrst arrayed it—
We see
The soul-lit eyes the cheeks of radiant roses
The smiling lips make all the world seem
brighter
When sorrow with its shadow interposes;
Sweet pity, shown on faces fair, makes
a

I

All the same
clearest explanations.
do
whatever she
believe a woman may
moreover,
and,
well,
doing
of
is capable
should receive the same remuneration as
a man; and when that time shall come,
as come it will at last, she will no longer
throw herself away in a marriage to be
No doubt, too, if
supported merely.
occupations there
these
women take up
self-reliant
strong,
certain
be
a
will
The softness of a dependent
manner.
creature, sweet because only ministered
unto instead of ministering out of knowl—

I

How glad

fashion!

is

I

been
have
There must
man, too.
strength of intellect as well as strength
of body to meet what was required of
Small time
woman in those days.
surely then for attention to dress and

;

they married a healthy body would be
a better gift to their husbands than the
whitest hands, the loveliest face and a
fashionable ﬁgure.
Oh, Ruth, how could you manage that
look with positive awe
engine 1 Why
upon the man who moves them at his
will, and to me all machinery is a sealed
book, not comprehendingit all, after the

I

lighter
The crosses borne on ﬁinty roads by duty;
burden gives the bearer beauty.
And such
a

attractive the person,

for the life where
they “neither marry, or are given in
marriage.“
suppose Mrs. Anderson would say
we were going back to the dark ages
should the time come when a woman,
like Deborah, should jndgea great na—
tion, and more wonderful still a man
when sent to war, should refuse to go
except she go with him, a married wo

so be more prepared

a

dress and making

only insisting on the dress being health
ful and ministering to health of body,
and rightly, I think, concluding that if

[Oct

it

something besides dolls and play
things have been given you, believe it is
for something, that you are to be of use in
the world and a noble example to others.
I, too, have prayerfully sought to edu
cate daughters; but never in the arts of

be

enonor.

w. BUNGAY.

Men who have by their own exertions
acquired fame, have stretched out their
hands and touched; the public heart.
Men who win love do their own wooing.
and never knew one to fail so signally
as one who had induced his affectionate
to speak a good word for

I
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HEBEDITY.
“ Strive to understand
oethe says :
thyself and to understand all

things besides.” A good thought; at
least the man who understands the laws
that govern his being is better equipped
for the battle of life, which must end in
Among the
the survival of the ﬁttest.
most important of these laws is that of
heredity, a law by which all things en
dowed with life tend to repeat themselves
in their descendents.
Both in animal and vegetable life
we ﬁnd this law of transmission extend
ing over all the elements and functions
of organism, to its external and internal
structure, its grades. its special charac—
teristics, and all its modiﬁcations.
This
subject pertaining to animal life may be
considered
under two divisions r the
physiological and the psychological.
Physiological heredity determines the
size of bones and organs, qualities of
nerve tissue, and proportions
of the
nervous system, general dimensions of
the brain, and development of its local
ized organs.
Man is regarded as an organism, and
physiology teaches us that every body is
an aggregation of multitudes of cells,
each of which has a vitality of its own,
possessing the essential properties of life.
Mr. Darwin’s theory is that each cell re
produce itself.
Then, by a force exist
ing in each nerve-cell, these cells repro

ducing themselves, impart their own
special characteristics to the progeny,
and thus gives mental heredity.
The physical exerts a permanent in
ﬂuence upon the moral and mental by
means of inﬁnitesimal but constantly re
newing acts ; there is a necwsary co
relation between body and soul, and
thus a permanent physiological state im
a correspondent
plies
psychological
state.
Hence it follows that the moral
and the intellectual qualities of a person
are as much dependent on physiological
as are the vital instincts.
For the body
and the mind are in such close relation
ship that congenial habits of the body
are sure to be connected with congenial
habits of the mind.
The philosophy of the law of psycho
logical transmission is found in the fact
that the mental states depend upon the
organic conditions of the brain. Scien
tiﬁc experiments with drugs lead us to
anticipate such a truth.
For example, we can suspend the ac
tion of the mind for a time by choral or
chloroform ; can prevent them produc
ing artiﬁcial delirium by administra
tion of large enough doses of belladonna
and Indian hemp. The mind being sub
ject to such physical conditions it seems
but reasonable to suppose that the con
dition of nativity should be likewise op
erative in modifying its developments he
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display the same mannerism noticeable
reditarily. “ We must consider each hu
man being as a microcosm, made up of ‘in their parents ; or, if left orphans, will
astonish the friends of the family by
multitudes of organisms, capable of self
manifesting
little peculiarities of habit of
of
minuteness,
inconceivable
production,
either parent.
and as numerous as the stars in heaven."
Cases very remarkable attract our at
By the force and life of these cells is
transmitted mental constitution as well tention almost daily, and we at once
as vital dynamics, which accounts for recognize ideas as innate, which are so
obviously determined by the forces of
acquired habits as well as original con
Observe that a
hereditary transmission.
stitution being hereditary.
In no place can the ills of life be child has ancestors on both sides, for
three successive generations, noted for
avoided more than in the proper selec
tion and right adaptation of conjugal heartlessness, and you may risk a thou
We can not overestimate the sand dollars to one that no possible
mates.
training will develop delicate sympa~
importance of proper selection in tem
difference in thetic sensibilities in him. For, it is
perament, the existing
quality of constitution, mental and phy~ just as certain that mental powers, hon
Emerson says: “We are not orable or dishonorable, mental idiosyn
sical.
crasies and peculiarities are part of our
very much to blame for our marriages;
But, when inheritances as the color of our skin.
we live in hallucinations.”
we remember that the laws of heredity
Physical environments and education
produce modiﬁcations of hereditary tend
are changed with the destinies of man
kind, it becomes of the highest moment encies, in the course of time, we admit.
Leibnitz
that the contracting parties to marriage
said: “Intrust us with the
should be possessed of that physical and education of the people, and in less than
a century we will change the face of
mental health which promises the well
The
of
the
offspring.
precocious
Europe,” but the influence of education
being
is variable.
and unbalanced development of brain
Carlyle says “civilization is only a
substance and nerve force in the over
beneath which the savage
covering
educated children of the present genera
nature of man burns like the infernal
tion suggests a question of painful in
ﬁre.”
Education is often simply a
concerning
terest to the philanthropist
veneer, which may break out on the
the probable evolution of nervo-cerebral
types of humanity, which will be affected slightest shock.
We have heard it said, it requires
with the disease and pain already more
three generations to develop a natural,
than foreshadowed in the terrible neu
successful glassblower.
rasthenia of the present.
‘Why not a
mason, a doctor, or a lawyer?
It does,
Resemblance at once betrays parent
and has been observed so for the highest
age; it may be manifested in physical
The father and grand
proportions, and color of the eyes and attainment.
hair, and in the countenances;
but father of Beethoven were musicians, as
well also Mozart’s father, brother and
more especially in innate characteristics.
How often do we recognize the tone, sister.
Erasmus Darwin, a physician and au
character and very manner of friends
in the conversation and conduct of their thor of “Zoonomia,” had two sons,
children ; the same tendencies to look at Charles and Robert, who were physi
things from certain point of view, and cians of note, and his grandson Charles,
“
make the same mental combination; in wrote the Origin of Species." The Bach
for
the
family
200 years produced artists of
to
entertain
me
ideas.
short
This is apparent where children are rank, among them twenty-nine musi
They will cians.
educated away from home.
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Length of life is a result of a principle
of vitality received at birth, and life in
surance companies take advantage of
this principle, and inquire of the long
evity of the ancestors of their candidates.
Physicians in determining the cause of
disease always give preponderance to
and our
hereditary
predispositions;
criminal lawyers bring forward the his
tory of the accused's ancestry to prove
him responsible.
We all know how al
coholism is transmitted, and how many
who have that weakness in the blood
strive against it in vain.
So also with
insanity, gluttony, avarice, gambling,
suicidal and homicidal mania,_and all
criminal characteristics, cerebral inﬁrm
ities produce psychic anomalies leading
to crime.
People must be educated to
this.
They should know that mankind
are not what they are trained to be half
so much as what they are born to be;
that a good education amounts to very

HEAL TB’.
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little for such as have not inherited
something good to educate.
That person is not well informed who
does not know all are not born equally
feeble or equally depraved, and if he
will give attention to the subject and is
not too prejudiced for fair investigation,
he will soon become
convinced that
furnish all or
hereditary inﬂuences
nearly all the difference. In these days
of agencies, and measurements of force
with utilitarian ends in view, this is one
of the questions which demand consid
eration by all.
Certain it is that the
highest possibilities of moral, mental,
and physical culture do not exist in the
supernatural regeneration alone, import
ant as that
but rather in the organised
cons itutional uplifting of the elements
within humanity, upon which grace
works, and out of which must be shaped
the best specimens of redeemed men.
DR. L. L. Yos'l‘.
is,
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;
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I
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I

I

I

a
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is

Y”

a

And what has put my Brownie into
brown study that she has neither
eyes nor ears for things of time and
sense
inquired Mr. Smith after stand
ing in the doorway for about two min
utes watching his wife.
“0, Ned,” exclaimed Mrs. Smith,
never
starting up from her reverie,
“ Well,
could be
missionary, never."
am glad to hear you say so," said Mr.
Ned Smith, seating himself beside his
wife while a broad smile shone over his
“ would be sorry to have
countenance,
you leave me here alone,
assure you,

such

is

“

I

is

entered.

and
have no intention, myself, of
going off to some distant clime to work
among the heathen.”
“Ned, you may laugh at me
you
will you know didn't think of heathen
in foreign lands at all; but
do feel
sorry for the people about us who are
daily killing themselves.”
“Dear me
ejaculated Mr. Smith,
“ who
committing suicide now ?”
“Our neighbor Mrs. Wilkins, and
many others beside,” soberly responded
Mrs. Smith.
“ Now
you speak in riddles,” said her
husband, “ do not fathom the depth of
your meaning.”
“It only this, Ned
am saddened
at the thought of people working and
worrying so over triﬂes.”
“Why, Brownie, do you not think
trifles make perfection! and perfection
no triﬂe.”
“Ned,
wish you would be serious
for once and listen to what say."
1"

;

when Mr. Smith came
home from work, he found his
Wife sitting alone in their cozy parlor
that always presented the same neat and
work had
some
tasteful appearance
fallen idly in her lap while her chin
rested on her hand and she had become
so absorbed in thought, that she heard
not the opening of the door when he

I

NE evening

WAY.

;

MRS.
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fortunate in having a kind, considerate
husband like Mrs. Brownie Smith."
“Of course not,” was the emphatic
answer, “ and neither has Mr. Wilkins
a wife so awfullv wise as Ned Smith has.
own,” was the saucy retort. The mis
esteem ourselves highly enough to be
chievous expression came again to Mr.
“
self satisﬁed, but that isn't doing
mind
is
very
My
as
he
Smith‘s eyes
replied,
yours and you are mine; therefore my good to any one else.”
“Oh, you want to be out performing
mind is my own.
Now, Brownie. am
going to be as sober as a judge and some great public work, ambitions to be
listen most obediently while you relate a home missionary or something of the
kind.
am becoming enlightened now,"
the cause of your sudden attack of pro
and the smile spread itself over his face
found meditation”
“Well, this afternoon,” began Mrs. again.
had no thought of missioning at
Smith,
was out calling on our neigh
”
replied Brownie
bors, and went, ﬁrst, across the street to home or anywhere else,
Mrs. Wilkins, and found that personage with some spirit, "but my afternoon‘s
lying down completely exhausted from experience made me think what a diffi
cult work missionarim had to do, and
overwork.
She does all her own work,
and with their large family that is no never could have faith and patience to
light task at the best. She is by nature work a reform among people‘s prejudi
It does seem to me that good,
ces.
a strong woman, energetic and industri
ous, priding herself on how much work practical sense is one of the great needs
of the times.
am not so strong as
she can do in a day.
That, you know,
Mrs. Wilkins, yet you have never seen
is vdifferent from me, for
try to ac
complish a good deal by doing just as me day after day exhausted by over
work.
manage my work while Mrs.
little as can.”
understand just what a sensibly Wilkins’ work manages her; that is the
have,” said Mr. Smith, with difference.
lazy wife
his face long drawn.
told her that when
had a large
Brownie continued,
did not try to iron all in
had conceit ironing to do,
one day; and then such articlm as
enough to think myself able to instruct
her in my way of doing, and to convince
sheets, tea towels and the coarse under
were
her of the truth that ‘ whoever might be garments
only put smoothly
better employed is idle.’
Yesterday she through the clothes wringer, when
put a large washing out on the line, washed, then thoroughly dried, folded
and when
went over today she had and put away for use.
think they
just [finished ironing a great pile of have a fresh, sweet, clean smell, that
clothes, and was lying down from sheer they lose
by being
dampened and
exhaustion.”
ironed.
But Mrs.
Wilkins looked
“And what was extraordinary
in shocked at such proceedings and said
that '3" asked Mr. Smith,
have seen her conscience wouldn't rest easy if she
my Brownie’s white hands moving
left so much as a rag without every
swiftly over the ironing board.”
wrinkle ironed out of
and then she
“ But my hands are not all hard
and couldn’t feel comfortable until her work
roughened by drudgery.
think my was all done up and out of the way.
hands and head are the more easily kept wanted to say that
too, would have a
clean by wearing gloves and cap when troublesome conscience
daily injured
doing sweeping and such kinds of my health by unnecessary work, but
work.”
she looked so tired and careworn that
"And perhaps Mrs. Wilkins isn’t so hadn‘t the heart to be cross with her,

Mr. Smith drew on a long face and
“Now I am all serious attention
with a mind wholly yours.”
“A man should have a mind of his
said,

I

I

I

“I

“I

I

I

I

I

I

I

“I

“I

I

I

I

I

it,

“I

I

I

I

I

if

I,

“I

one needs; and what pleasure there

I

in such a life don’t know.”
We shouldn‘t live for pleasure alone,
“ And good
Brownie," said Mr. Smith.
there
in
none, I’m sure,” was the
“ She was
reply.
worrying over the ap
it

is

house-cleaning time.
told
economized in that by not
having the whole house covered with
liked best to have the
carpets; that
upstairs bed-room ﬂoors either painted
or oiled, with a rug or two in each
room;
was a saving of much heavy
work and
much better way to main~
tain cleanliness.
liked to feel that the
rooms were always pure, clean and
Mrs. Gray merely replied
comfortable.
that she supposed
had my way and
she had hers.
don't seem to have a
knack of convincing people of the better
way; and
can not understand why,
they will spend their time in uselem
labor, like stepping on
perpetual
treadmill, always going but never get
ting to any real good that
tobe en
joyed and done in the world.
So few
seems to me, economize their
persons,
time and strength, so as to get the most
out of their short lives and attain to the
full extent of their capabilities of enjoy
ment and usefulness that
would think
could but persuade a
myself happy
few individuals to adopt our beautifully
simple way of living.”
Mr. Smith looked kindly upon his
wife and said, “Reforms move slowly,
Brownie, and some, having seen our
good works, may in time, be led to see
and accept the beauty and good that
to be found in our way, and ﬁnd in life
healthful, useful, and all
more that
the year round live in the enjoyment of
At
more jolly genial-heartedness.
said to be stronger
any rate, example
than precept, and we need not make
ourselves the less happy because our
neighbors may happen to persist in their
way of enjoying all the disoomforts they
can ﬁnd in life, while we take pleasure
in all its comforts secured to us by our
LISSA B.
way of doing.”

I

proaching
her how

“0, well, Brownie,

the public has no

how you starve your family with
your ideas of plain living," put in Mr.
idea

I

look like so many puffed poppin
jays; she gives so much time and
thought to dress, her chief interest in
life is fashion. When she enters heaven
think, will be to
her ﬁrst inquiry,
don't
know how the angels dress.
believe she has read a single book
through since she was married; she
ﬁnds no time for recreation that every

they

I

I

a

is

I

I

if

is

“I

is

I

is

‘Deserted Village ;' —— “And
still the wonder grew that one small
head could carry all he knew,"-—and
ever since our wedding day there has
been no limit to my pride and wonder
think of being the possessor of
when
the wondrous one small head of my wife."
Without heeding this remark Brownie
afterwards went to Mrs.
continued,
Gray's, and she, as usual, was busy
felt inclined to break out
sewing, and
against the fashions,
tirade
in a general
of hers must be
girls
little
for those
ruﬂled and tucked and ﬂounced until
smith‘s

it

with dyspepsia or other disease."
“
“Brownie,“ said her husband, when
I look at. you I am reminded of the
in Oliver Gold
village schoolmaster

a

said Brownie, “we are starved
into good, sound health by eating plenty
Our table
of plain, wholesome food.
doesn't groan under loads of indigestible
pastries, nor are we groaning around

“Yes,"

I

I

Smith.

I

I

other.’-’

a

and there is a perpetual howl~
ing in that family with some ailment or

dyspepsia,

it

"Mrs. Deanboastsofhergood cooking,
and has her table spread with dainty,
delicious dishes, rich and unwholesome,
that tempt the daily eater on to sure

I

I

mixing wonderful concoctions.
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I

talked cheery nonsense until
so
she
was glad that I had come
said
she
in, for it had livened her up a bit.
l‘I next went across to Mrs. Dean’s
and there found another tired, worn
looking woman, all ﬂurried and ﬂushed
over the cook-stove, baking cake and
and
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POSITION

TAKEN

very large numbcrof adults form
the habit of sleeping in one partic
ular position, such as lying upon their
right or left side. A smaller number sleep
upon the back. Some people sleep with
the head greatly extended ; more often it
is ﬂexed considerably upon the trunk.
Many must have the head greatly ele
vated; others can only sleep with the
Some observations made
‘head very low.
by Dr. G. Nosovitch (Wratsch) upon 235
soldiers showed that 37.5 per cent. slept
upon the right side, 23 per cent. on the
left, and 6.5 per cent. on the back.
It has yet to be determined whether
any particular harm can come .from
sleeping in a certain position which the
A
individual unconsciously assumes.
popular belief exists to the etfect that the
liver, being a heavy organ, tends to press
upon the other abdominal viscera when
At any
a person lies on the left side.
rate, more persons, probably, sleep on
the right side than on the left, as experi
ence and Nosovitcli‘s statistics show.
The author in question believes, also, that
the posture in sleep inﬂuences the exten
He found, for ex
sion of a bronchitis.
ample, that in the 235 cases referred to,
all of whom had this disorder, in 97 it
was left-sided, in 72 right-sided, and in
He thinks that the
66 on both sides.
the
bronchitis on the
of
preponderance
left side was due to the fact that there
was a greater expansion of this side dur

DURING

[Oct.

SLEEP.

ing sleep, and, consequently, a greater
ingress of cold air or of the morbiﬁc par
ticles causing the disease.
Some writers have thought that the
position in sleeping has an inﬂuence
upon the passage of feces through the
colon, the position on the right side be
ing especially unfavorable to emptying
the colon.
Repose on the left side, on
the other hand, favors the gravitation of
feces from the transverse into the de
scending colon, and is, therefore, to be
preferred by those suffering from habit
ual constipation, so Dr.
S. Jewell

J.

says.

A recent writer has argued strongly
for the view that the head should be
lower than the feet during sleep, and he
claims that more perfect health and
greater longevity will result from such
approximate topsy-turviness.
The con—
trary position, with the head and trunk
considerably raised, sometimes relieves
cramps in the legs.~ It is well known
that some chronic nervous aﬂ’ections.
more particularly nocturnal epilepsy and
some forms of insomnia, are sometimes
beneﬁted by sleeping in a partially erect
posture.
It appears, therefore, that the posture
during sleep is a matter deserving of
some attention from physicians, and that
some actual therapeutic results may be
obtained by looking after its details.—
Med. Record.

-___M_

INDICATIONS

OF

DISEASE

following are some of the more
marked symptoms by which the in
telligent and watchful parent or nurse
may obtain a fair idea of the condition of
a sick infant, as to diseases that are com
mon with children.
1. Deep redness or congestion of the
cheeks, except in cases of morbid weak
ness and chronic diseases, indicate a fe
brile condition.
2. Congestion of the face,ears and fore
he

IN INFANTS.

head, of short duration, crossed eyes

with

febrile reaction, oscillation of the iris, ir
regularity of the pupil, with falling of the
upper lip, indicate cerebral disturbance.
3. A marked
degree of emaciation

which

progresses

gradually, indicates

a

sub-acute or chronic affection of a grave
character.

4. Bulbar enlargement of the
ﬁngers
and curving of the nails, are signs
of
cyanosis, or a defective heart.

AND SCIENCE OF
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death.

gests spasmodic croup.

is,

is

a

tion of the larynx.
16 Scratching or of pinching the nose
in children, usually indicates the pres
ence of worms or some intestinal trouble.
child turns his head con
17. \Vhen
stantly from one side to another, there
asuggestion of some obstruction in the

larynx or diaphragm.

A

is

hoarse and indistinct voice
suggestive of laryngitis.
19. A feeble and plaintive voice indi
cates trouble in the abdominal organs.
20. A slow and intermittent respira
18.

is

it

is

is

is

it

MESH AND MILK.

0!

the simple farmer tare

;

Oh, the ﬂavor, sweet and rare,

l

Mush and milk, the wholesome diet
0! the life so pure and quiet
Clear the realm of table show
Get thee hence Delmonicol
Out, ye modern viands ﬂat,

Alathis andalathst!

Give me now table bright
With its bowls so clean and white.
Glitt'ring spoons in hands so msnful,
Milk so luscious, by the panfull
Oh, the ﬁelds of golden maize!
Oh, the halcyon autumn daysl,

Nibblers, pale in rustling silk,
What know ye of mush-and-milk

?

or St. Vitus‘ dance.
13. The contraction of the eyebrows,
together with turning of the head and
eyes toavoid the light, itasign of inﬂam
mation of the brain.
I
the child holds his hand
14. When
upon his head, or strives to rest the head
upon the bosom of his mother or nurse,
he may be suffering from an ear disease.
15. When the ﬁngers are carried tothe
mouth, and there is also, much agitation
there
probablyfsomc abnormal _condi

—-_M

I

ally of the respiratory organs.
of tears in children
10. The absence
four months old or more suggests a form
of disease which is usually fatal.
11. Piercing- and acute cries indicate
severe cerebro-spinal trouble.
movements
muscular
12. Irregular
of the
the
control
under
are
which
partly
will during the hours when the child is
awake, indicate the existence of chorea,

24. A hoarse and rough cough
an
indication of true croup.
25. ‘Vhen the cough
clear and dis
tinct, there
bronchitis.
26. \Vhen
issuppressed and painful,
there
pneumonia and pleurisy.
convulsive,
27. If the cough
indi
cates whooping cough.
is

lividity produced by emotion and excite
ment, the respiration continuing normal
are indices of a fault in the formation of
the heart or the great vessels.
9. A temporary lividity indicates the
existence of grave acutc disease, especi

Once again in foreign lands,
clasp my hands,
O‘er my bowl,
Giving thanks that as of yore,
Mush-and-milk can taste once more»

I

as

gave!
Oh, the rosy cheeks
Oh, the arms so strong and brave!
Mush-and-milk has raised the latest
it

as well

it is

lividity

a

Long-continued

Of the nation and the greatest.

——M_-—

Tns Psscsr'rron or Sonnn. As tie~
scribed by a writer in the Medical and
Surgical Reporter :—

a sensation caused by rapidly
Sound
succeeding to-and-fro motions of the air,
is

8.

is

of the bones, indicates rickets.
6. The presence between the eyelids of
a thick and purulent secretion from the

is

Hypertrophy of the spongy portion

is

glands may indicate great prostration of
the general powers.
7. Passive congestion of
the vessels
of the conjunctiva indicates approaching

tion, accompanied with sighs, suggests
the presence of cerebral disease.
21. If the respiration
intermittent,
but rapid, there
capillary bronchitis.
22. If
superﬁcial and accelerated,
there
some inﬂammatory trouble of the
larynx and trachea.
23. A strong and sonorous cough sug

5.
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which touch points in

the auricle, are
reﬂected, touch the canal of the ear, and
are then concentrated on the drum or
membrana tympani.
Back and within
this membrane is a delicate portion of
bone, termed the handle of the malleus,
or hammer.
Fitting into the upper
end or head of the hammer is the incus,
or anvil, united by a cog—like joint. A
third bone is termed the stapes, or stir
rup. This last bone, which is the most
delicate, and also the most important
in its relations to every other bone, may
be lost, and the drum-membrane gone,
It is attached
yet hearing will remain.
to an oval membrane, which covers a
depression in the bone, termed the oval
window. being very movable; the mem—
brane is larger than the foot of the
stirrup.
The oval cavity is termed the vesti—
bule, and from it proceed three small
openings called the semi-circular canals.
Forming a part of this complex yet
beautiful apparatus there is a cavity to
which has been given the name of the
cochlea, from its resemblance toa snail’s
shell.
The cavity of the inner ear is
ﬁlled with a liquid, in which are spread
out the delicate ﬁbers of the auditory
nerve, or nerve of hearing.
TlllS nerve
isvery soft and impressible, and also lia
ble to injury from many causes.
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Sound is conducted to the drum-mem
brane, touching it with a delicate or
powerful touch, and is transferred to the
chain of bones or ossicles. These mov
able, semi-solid bodies vibrate, and carry
the sound-waves to the ﬂuid of the in
ternal ear by means of the foot plate of
the stirrup, where they touch the ﬁbers
of the auditory nerve, being conveyed
to the center of hearing in the brain.
The differences in vibration make
sounds higher or lower in pitch, loud or
soft, simple or compound.
Inﬁnitely
more complex are the vibrations pro
duced by an orchestra with a chorus of
human voices and solo singers associat
ed. The mind fails in the effort to grasp
the wave form of the ﬂood of complex
vibrations that pours into the ear at
every moment. The highest and lowmt
tones are heard ; the qualities of the
notes produced by the strings and wind
instruments and the _voice are all dis
cernjble.
Scientists explain this wonderful prop
erty of the sense of hearing by the
theory that the terminations of the
nerves in our cars can analyze complex
vibrations, every audible tone throwing
into sympathetic vibration one or more
of the nerve terminations,
different
nerve terminations being affected accord
ing to the frequency of the vibrations.

~—-Q.OI~_I

VS.

INJURIOUS

Under this caption a writer in the
London Lancet makes certain discrimi
nations with regard to the method of
nature in supplying the needs of the
body, that we think it well to call atten
tion to his views.
There is such a thing as mind-strength
In truth it is, every phy
ening work.
siologist knows, only by work minds
or, more correctly speaking, brains can
and
be strengthened in their growth
The exercise of
naturally developed.
those centers of the nervous system with
whose functions what we call conscious
moss and intellect are associated,
is as

BRAIN

WORK.

essential to their nutrition as activity is to
the healthy growth of any other part of
the organism, whether nervous or mus
cular.
Every part of the living body is
developed, and enjoys vitality, by the
law which makes the appropriation of
food dependent upon, and commensu
rate with, the amount of work it does.
It feeds in proportion as it works, as
it works in proportion as it feeds. This
canon of organic life is the foundation
of those estimates which physiologists
form when they compute the value of
food in measures of weight lifting
It
however, nwwsary to
power.
is,

HEALTHY
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recognize that, although these proposi
tions are true in the abstract, they need
the introduction of a new integer or
combining power before any sum of re
sults can be worked out.
We know that food is practically just
as truly outside the body after it has
and even taken
been eaten, digested,
into the blood current, as it is when it
Nutrition is a tissue
lies on the table.
function, and its performance depends
on the appetite and feeding power—
which is something different from the
organic need—of the tissue with which

ness of the sort

in inability
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which seems to consist
thinking either of a

to cease

particular subject or things in general ;
next, the mental unrestfulness or uncon
trollable thought gets the better of the
will, even during the ordinary hours of
wakefulness and activity, which is a step
further toward the verge of sanity than
the mere persistence of thought at the
hour of sleep—this way lies madness;
and, ﬁnally, the thinking faculty, or, as
we say, the imagination, gets the better
of the will, and asserts supremacy for
its phantoms, those of sight or of hear
the nutrient ﬂuid is brought into con
ing being the most turbulent and domi
tact.
Again, any particular part of the nant, which happen to be most com
organism may be so exhausted by work monly used in intellectual work, and
that it has not power enough left tofeed.
therefore most developed by the individ
It is a matter of the highest practical ual cerebrum ; this is madness. Such is
the story of overwork of the brain or
moment that this fact should be recog
There is undoubtedly a point at mind; and it is easy to see that at any
nized.
ceases to be strengthen
which work
stage of the progress from bad to worse
the will may be overpowered, and the
and
becomeﬂ
exhausting—self
ing
exhausting and selfdestructive as far as judgment perverted, in such manner as
to impel the victim of this mind trouble
the particular issue in activity is con
to seek refuge in death, or to so dis
earned.
Work may be carried too far, in fact order his consciousness that he sup
poses himself to be acting in obedience
to such a point that not only the lastre
to some just and worthy behest when he
serve of power faction, but the ultimate
unit, soto say, of the force of nutrition, commits an act of self-destruction or
does something in the doing of which
which is, as we now believe, identical
Such, in the main,
of
general
activity, may he accidentally dies.
with the force
is the story of suicide from overwork.
be expended in work and the organism
What, then, can be the excuse plead
left so utter‘y powerlesss that its ex
able by those who heap on the brains of
hausted tissues can no longer appropriate
the young or adolescent such burdens of
the food supplied or placed within their
\Ve have said that it is mind labor and worry as exhaust their
normal reach.
It very faculties of self-help and leave
necessary this should be understood.
has a. special hearing on the question of them a prey to the vagaries of a starved
brain? We pity the suffering of those
and adole
brain work in childhood
shipwrecked sailors, who after exposure
scenee.
in an open boat, perhaps without food,
Just as extreme weakness and faint
for hours or days, “ go mad ” and, rav
new of the body as a whole produce
ing of feast and pleasures, the antitheses
restlessness and loss of control, so ex
of their actual experience, fall on each
treme exhaustion of the brain produces
other, or throw themselves overboard.
mental agitation and loss of healthy self
This is how and why Have we no pity for brains dying of
conscionsness.
“ overworked" become deranged.
lack of food because we have com
the
One of the earliest indications, or pelled them to expend their very last
unit of force in work, and how they are
eymptoms, of brain exhaustion is com
distraught in the act of dying?
monly irritability ; then comes sleepless
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AGAINST THE USE OF HEAT.

a

it,

if

forests. The earth brought forth no
very edible fruits, we had no imple
we had would
ments of labor, and
have been ignorant of the art of using
them.
While we hungered
harvest
never came for which nothing had been
sown.
In the winter season moss and
the bark of trees were our ordinary
food. The green roots of dog’s-grass
and heather were a feast, and when
we could ﬁnd beechnuts, walnuts and
acorns we would dance around an oak
or beech tree to the sound of some rustic
songs in which we would call the earth
our mother and nurse.
It was our only
feast, our only joy.
The rest of human
life was sadness, pain and misery. Fin
ally, when the dismantled earth and sky
offered us nothing, forced to outrage
nature to maintain ourselves, we ate the
companions of our misery rather than
perish with them. But you cruel people
of this day, what forced you to the shed
\Vhat plenty surrounds
ding of blood
opulence
you, what
gives you the
ﬁelds and the vineyards, what animals
offer you their milk to nourish you and
their ﬂeece to clothe you! What more
What madnem , in
can you askl
duces you to commit such murder?
Why do you lie against your mother
earth in accusing her of not being able to
nourish you? Why do you sin against
Ceres, author of
holy decrees. and
against Bacchus, oonsoler of mankind,
asif their prodigal gifts were not suffi
cient for the preservation of mankind?
How can you mix with their sweet
meats the bones of the slain beast, and
mingle with the milk the blood of the
animal that furnished it? Such animals
as the panther and lion, which you call
ferocious, follow their natural instincts
and kill and devour others in order to
live.
But you, a hundred times more
ferocious than they, slaughter the beast
for your own cruel delight, and not be
is necessary to your existence.
cause
The animals that you eat are not thwe
?

ask me why Pythagoras ab
stained from the use of meat?
On the other hand allow me to ask you
what courage must have possessed the
man who ﬁrst brought to his mouth the
bruised ﬂesh, who broke the expiring
beast between his teeth, who made the
dead body serve his Wants, and took
Within his stomach members which a
moment before had breathed, lowed,
walked and had the power of sight?
How could he thrust a knife into the
heart of a sensible being, how bear to
witness the murder, how to bleed, skin,
dismember the defenceless animal, how
endure the sight of the panting ﬂesh,
how could its odor but stir his heart,
how could he but be disgusted, repelled,
seized with a feeling of horror when he
attempts to touch the ﬁlth of the wounds,
in removing the black, congealed blood
which they contain ? Conjecture, if you
can, the feeling that must have possessed
him the ﬁrst time that he overcame
nature to make this horrible repast, the
ﬁrst time that he had hungered for a
living beast, that he had a desire to feed
Hear him tell
upon a grazing animal.
how he could kill, dismember and roast
the lamb that had licked his hands. We
marvel not so much at those who quit
the use of meat as at those who com
but these last mentioned
menced
could justify their barbarity by excuses
that would bring disrespect upon us and
prove us hundred times more barbar
ous than they.
These people of the
early ages might say to us who seem
indeed to have all the benedictions of the
gods—“ compare the times in which you
are happy to those in which we were
miserable. The earth newly formed
and the atmosphere charged with vapors
were both untractable to the order of
the seasons.
The uncertain course of
the rivers displaced their banks.
The
waters covered three-fourths
of the
earth's surface, while the remaining
fourth was overgrown
with sterile

it
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yet warm, drink his very life with
the blood. Thou shudderest, thou canst
not tolerate the thought of a. living be
in palpitating beneath thy breath. Piti
able man, thou commencest by killing
the animal and eat
afterward as
you would cause
to die
second time.
This
not enough to deaden thy feel~
ings for thy repast.
It must be trans
formed by the ﬁre, boiled, roasted and
is

; you do not eat the
others, you imitate
You hunger for those wild and in
nocent animals that do no harm to any
one but attach themselves to mankind,
and you devour them for the price of’
their services to you.
murderer
against nature,if thou wilt render thyself
obstinate in refusing what she has provid
ed for thy support, and cravest beings of
ﬂesh and blood, as sensibleto pain and
full of life and being as thou, then sup
press the horror with which the slaugh
ter inspires you and kill the beast thy
self.
With thy own hands, without in
strument or cutlass, tear them with thy
nails as do the lion and the bear, bite in.
to the flesh, sink thy claws into the car
cass, eat the young lamb greedily while

that are carnivorous

beast that devours
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with ingredients that disguise
You are made the butcher, cook

seasoned
it.

and caterer, although some one does re
lieve you of the horror of the killing.
“'hen the sense of taste has been de
ceived by these disguises you eat of the
mutilated body without witnessing the
slaughter.-—Fr0m the French, by R00
eeau.
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qualities which are required in
a good physician are many and
Intellectual ability
presup
various.
posed in the case of every one entering
the profession.
But intellect alone
insufficient. It may make one acquainted
with the nature and cause of disease and
master of the science of medicine
may
take the highest mark in the class-room
and ‘win the honors at graduation, yet
utterly fail of success in practice. A
completely equipped physician must be
intellectually fit and intellectually pre
pared for his work, but he must be

PROFESSION?

his calling. Courage, fortitude, enthusi
asm, studiousness, may be set down as.
the general qualiﬁcations, added to intel
lectual ability, necessary in
good phy
sician.
a

T0

But the peculiar and delicate relation
existing between the physician and the
patient call for particular qualiﬁcations
quite as important to his success.
It has

long been known that many diseases,
especially those of
chronic character,
have their root in the mental condition
of the patient, either present or past, and
that often the sick person
languishing
is

WOMEN

a

OUGIIT

positive nature.
Often, when
abso
lutely necessary that the mind should
be unburdened before the bodily ailment
can be reached, the physician
entrusted
with the most private affairs of the
The most secret and sacred
patient.
of
life
history are laid bare before
pages
him.
At another time the sufferer needs
to be brought from a condition of doubt.
and despair into an atmosphere of hope‘
These demands of the sick
and faith.
call fora fine tact on the part of the
physician to adapt himself to the pecu
keen perception.
liarities of his patient,

strong,
is

it

some

is

a

it

a
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for sympathetic contact with

readily seen that courage and for
courage to face danger
titude are needed
in its most subtile forms, fortitude to look
upon suffering unmoved, and to inﬂict
pain without shrinking whenever pain
merciful
with
necessity.
becomes
fine enthusiasm
these must be blended
which will make the physician's work
the grandest of all work, and any sacri
fioe for
small in comparison; an en
thusiasm which will carry the habits of
the student through life, thus keeping
him abreast of the world's progress in
knowledge and equal to the demands of

It

great deal more.
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to detect his mental needs, the highest
moral character to win and be worthy of
conﬁdence, and a positive optimism to
meet the evils and mistakes in human
The greater the reﬁnement and
life.
sensitiveness of the patient the greater
need of purity and delicacy on the part
of the physician; the greater the moral
depression, the larger need of the oppo
site qualities to restore the unfortunate
to perfect health.
This isabrief outline of the leading
qualiﬁcations necessary for a successful
Intellectual acumen, cour
physician.
age, fortitude, enthusiasm, a spirit of
self-sacriﬁce, sympathy, perception, ad
Is there a
aptability, moral character.
single requirement here that a woman
can not meet ? Her sympathy, self-sacri
ﬁce, fortitude, have won acknowledg
ment long ago in the domestic circle;
her perception, adaptability, tact, have
the same recognition in social life; her
intellectual ability, courage, enthusiasm,
are conquering the greatest difficulties in
her pursuit of freedom and knowledge
that the zeal of man can invent; her
moral fitness for any work is pre-eminent
It is still surmised
and unquestioned.
by the timid conservative that she lacks
“nerve,” as it is commonly expressed,
but that this fear has no foundation in
fact has been proven by those women
who have already achieved a high place
in medicine and surgery and are serving
in hospitals and treating the most diffi
cult cases with consummate skill. She
may fail in hardihood and indifference
to suffering, but she carries in her breast
a moral heroism which bears her through
the most trying scenes.
Competent women ought, therefore, to
remain in the medical profession; not be
cause they are women, but because they
have a native taste and ﬁtness for the
work, and the same may be said of men.
For the necessary qualiﬁcations are mon
opolized by neither man nor woman. We
are coming to see that it is not sex that
makes the dividing line between the ro
fession and the laity, but ualiﬁcatlon.
But are we not preps
to go still
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further than this in maintaining our
In so great an innovation as
claim?
the admission of women to the medical
profession, it was natural that her ﬁrst
sphere of practice should be bounded by
Even now, it is common
her own sex.
am
to hear a woman student say,
preparing to treat women and children"
and to see on the business card of wo
men physicians the announcement that
they are specialists in diseases of their
sex.
This is right, and what a great
number of women have long hoped for.
But we are yet in a transition period
as regards this subject, and the status
is not yet
of the woman physician
ﬁxed.
A greater change in opinion
and practice is imminent, indicated by
the few women who frankly acknowl
they prefer
edge that for themselves
men physicians and the few men who as
freely declare they prefer women physi
cians. That the opposite sex should
many times be chosen is the natural
outcome of the relation existing between
the physician and the patient.
The con
ﬁdence, sympathy and personal helpful
ness demanded by this relation ﬂow
more readily from man to woman and
from woman to man, when all the quali
ﬁcations for the oﬁice herein indicated
are furnished.
If any one wishes to ob
ject to this view, he must ﬁnd fault with
the Creator, who made man and woman
dependent on each other, for each other,
the complement of each other.
As we
achieve
a better
understanding of
social needs and a greater purity of
social life, the beauty and helpfulness of
man‘s relation to woman and woman‘s
to man will be more apparent.
To the question “ Ought women to re
main in the medical profession i" there
can be none but an aﬂirmative answer.
It is quite possible that some persons of
both sexes, who are unworthy to bear its
high responsibilities, will ﬁnd their way
into the profession, but considering the
interests of a better medical practice of
woman, and of the rofession, any other
answer would be ca amitous.
Toronto, Ont.
s. E. BURTON.
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CHILDREN.
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brain having no fruit but
the annoyance
of all neighbors.
The
questioning which brings knowledge
should always be fostered to a reasonable
extent in the home, but it does not take
much training to bring achild of fair
mental caliber into an understanding‘ of
an unguided

i"

point,

is

interrogation

and whose questions are the offspring

I

Promptitude in attending to his actual
will do much toward preventing
future “ troublesomeness " of an annoy.
ing character.
So soon as a child begins to ask ques
tions, there arises need for judicious
To a traveler
guidance and discipline.
there can occur nothing more patience
trying than to be seated near a child
needs

who is a perpetual

is

a

good health.

it

with which the first out-cropping's
of mischief for fun. or mischief for ma
Even
levolence is met by the parents.
at three months of age a babe can be
made to understand that itmust not pull
and that discipline
certain things;
should be unswerving, not enforced one
Baby can
day and permitted the next.
five
months
that
before
also be taught
there are times when he must amuse
himself, and can not be held or amused
by mamma or any other member of the
family, provided of course that he is in
ience

when and where it is proper to ask ques
tions, and the class of questions which are
never proper for a little child to ask.
Personalities should not be permitted
even in a child of two years, the dis
couragement of not answering the ques
tion of “\Vhy does Mrs. Brown wear
such a funny hat ?" or “What makes
Mr. White walk that way 2” or, “Hasu’t
Mrs. Black a big nose ?" will generally
put master Johnny and miss Kitty in
their proper pl see on the line of person
alities.
Another phase of the “troublesome “
child,
when
possessed of achronic
inclination to “ gra " every thing with
in range of its vision and ﬁngers. The
of the chronic grabber
mother
anything
prompt‘y on the defense
refused to the darling. Recently in
railway station, we saw child of two
years who wanted and wasgiven every
thing which could be held by his small
hands near by sat
lady with
pretty
fan. The child tried to clutch it; the
fan was swayed with the same steady
motion.
“Poor baby wants the lady's
pretty fan,” said the mother, and with
war whoop that would have done credit
to an embryo brave of the wild west, baby
tried again, the fan was held out of its
way and the motion resumed.
“Ma
dame,“ said the mother, “will you put
“ Certainly not.” “ Then
up your fan
must move my seat." “ have no ob
have baby and my bag
jections."
and basket. and my husband
not here,
bound to have your fan."
and baby
“ Don't distress yourself he will not get
is,

HAT there is a vast difference in the
amount of trouble which children
give to their attendants and other mem
bers of the household, is a generally con
ceded fact.
The causes for those differ
ences are doubtless as manifold as the dif
ferences. One undoubted cause is the len
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it." “Oh, dear," sighed the mother, as
baby made another lurch for the fan and
got a smart rap on his knuckles, upon
which he set up a screaming that
brought every mother and father in the
The
depot to see what was the matter.
lady with the fan sat unmoved still en
joying the gentle breeze she could create
with it.
“ bhe struck my baby.” “ Oh, how
dare she T’ “He wanted to destroy my
fan and
protected it; he will receive
harder blows than that if he is allowed
“ The crusty old
to have his own way.”
“
No,” said the lady with a smile,
maid.”
“ I am a mother and a grandmother, but

I
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no child related to me is allowed to be
a public nuisance.”
Half an hour later
we saw the lady with the fan take a little
blossom of a girl from her pale-faced
mother and cuddling her in arms show
her the wonderful Italian skies, gay dan
cers, and ﬁne, rich landscape painted
upon it; soon the little eyes closed and
the little one forgot that she was tired as
she was gently laid on a seat to await the
train her mother must take.
“Your
dear little girl is so gentle and ladylike,
hope she will live to reward you for
your motherlinesss,” and the fan was
furled and went with its owner on a
western bound train.
MRS. A. moss.

I
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CHILDREN’S

F

you wish to keep children out of
temptation, keep them out of the
It has been estimated by eminent
dark.
authorities that the electric lights of the
great cities have in eﬂ’ect nearly doubled
the police forces. Crime can not exist
“ Seeking darkness
in broad day light.
rather than light, because their deeds
were evil” is a physical fact as well as a
When the twilight falls see
moral one.
to it that your children, old and young,
are within your own home. \Vhen the
sun sets the chickens have already be
gun to think of a rest for the night, and
when the sun is out of sight make it a
rule that your children come home. If
you have the moral courage to do so,
they should come into the house at sun
set and not leave it again until daylight,
and until they have had aomething to
eat.

Satan stalks abroad in the darkness.
the night shadows fall the ch11
dren on the street begin to use language
which they would suppress in daylight.
Stories are told, adventures discussed,
plans for mischief are laid and carried
out as they never are in the daylight.
It was in the night that the Eastern
legends made the ghouls go forth to

When
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EVEXINGS.
their unholy work. As darkness comes
down the childish imagination lights its
lurid ﬁres and ghost stories and others
which are even worse are invented and
repeated.

In

the cities and towns the children
bad company on the streets to
increase the evil tendency of the dark
ness.
In the dark they will accept as
sociates which they would shun in day
light.
Screened from observation and
relieved to a corresponding degree from
responsibility,
they will act as they
would not under other circumstances.
These remarks are as true of girls as
of boys and apply as forcibly to those of
twelve or sixteen as to those of ﬁve or
six. If a parent would shield hischil
dren as far as he possibly can, he must
have them in his own house as soon as
it becomes dark.
This rule has no ex
ceptions until the child has reached the
It must be under
age of twenty-one.
stood that this does not mean that par
ents must not take their children out to
church or to evening entertainments,
but it applies only to their going alone
or in the company of those of their own
ages. It‘ you can not remember your own
adventures when a. child, go out some

will ﬁnd
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evening, about dusk, and
walk from home along some street where
the young people or the boys and girls
carefully and
Observe
congregate.
ﬁne summer

listen to such scraps of conversation

as

Then mentally put one of
you may.
your own children in the places of some
of those about you. Even in the smaller
towns and villages it will be found that
the children on the streets would not
have a good inﬂuence upon the manners
at least.

In the cities and large towns the long
evenings are a bugbear. and the street,
the concert, theater, rink or concert
And
garden are the refuges from it.
because children have their thoughts
upon such amusements we ﬁnd that few
great, or wise or notable men come from
the great cities.

Home amusements, home study, read
ing. music, games and conversation be
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come the foundation of an education.
Make the home enjoyments of such a
kind to suit the tastes of your children
as far as possible. There will be little
difficulty in the enforcement of the rule
that brings them home at night.
In some parts of the country children
are in the habit of going out to spend
the evening and then staying all night
with their friends. The general tenden
cy of this is bad and had better be dis
couraged. The gossip after going to bed
is bad, even if it is harmless in itself it
prevents sleep and so becomes objection
able. At such times children are prone
to become story tellers and much harm
may be done to those of very tender age
by some story told in the dark by an
older child.
In a word gather your chickens at
night when the hen gathers her.
W. E. PARTRIDGE.
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6.

OBEDIENCE.

BEDIENCE,

the submission of the
to the wise, the un
learned to the experienced, the ﬁnite to
the inﬁnite, is the ﬁrst moral law, the

ignorant

foundation upon which all training,
both religious and secular, is built, and
without which education would be rend
The principle of obe
ered impossible.
dieuce is the earliest lesson the infant
mind is capable of receiving; it is the
Alpha of all virtues, and it is absolutely
indispensable.

Every young mother starts with the
and probably sincere intention
her child to obey; but my
observation leads me to conclude that
not more than one in ten thoroughly
carries that intention out, and my object
now is to try and offer a few hints as to
various causes which may possibly con
tribute to this failure.
First then, I think a great deal isdue
to the mother not deﬁnitely settling in
her own mind what is permissible and

avowed

of teaching

what is not; what her child must do, or
submit to, and what may be excused;
an absolutely clear idea on this subject,
ﬁrmly adhered to, is essential. The un
certainty of some parents, their weak
ness and vacillation. must be very try
ing to the tempers of their poor children,
as well as highly injurious morally.
If Tommy finds that he may do that one
day with impunity for which he gets
punished the next, he naturally becomes
confused and callous, and if really de
sirous of being good, sorely disheartened.
Again, the children are, perhaps, told to
keep out of the parlor, but their mother
is not certain whether she really cares
about them going in or not; conse
quently she sees them, one by one, steal
ing towards that forbidden paradise, and
takes no notice. By-and-by an orna
ment is broken, or the curtains soiled,
then out they are all bundled, pell-mell,
with severe rcproof for their disobedi
ence; whereas if no disaster had oc_
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children the wherefore of an injunction
whenever possible, as it is likely to en
courage their faith in one’s reasonable
ness, and make them ready to obey
blindly when necessary.
I ﬁnd, moreover, from observation,
that no one will secure obedience for any
length of time who does not expect
and show that she expects it; and she
who feebly laments in the hearing of
those over whom she desires to obtain
control, that she “ can not get them to
mind ” her, makes a humiliating con
fession of weaknem, and
doing much
to ensure her own defeat; as does also
she, who to satisfy her conscience, tells
her children, time after time, to do that
which she
aware they ought to do, or
to abstain from something she knows they
should not do—for instance, to let alone
any article which they ought not to
touch—and
then ﬁnding, as she ex
“ no use to
that
presses
speak to
them,” gives up in despair, and leaves
them masters of the ﬁeld.
Concerning
that same tiresome habit of meddling,
one of the commonest of childish faults.
to which alluded to in my last paper,
would say again that
seems to me
more foolish than the prac
nothing
tice of leading little folks to suppose, by
putting anything which they are not to
have out of their way, that they are ex
with
pected to handle everything that
in their reach. That mother who suc
ceeds by ﬁrmness and perseverance in
“ eyes on,
enforcing the good old rule of
hands oﬂ’,”
surely strengthening her
child’s character, and inculcating self
control, while she saves herself an im
mense deal of future
vexation
and
trouble, not only as regards the juve—
nile‘s conduct while small and young,
but also in after years.
once knew
mother whose daughter had as a child
been allowed to meddle with and pry
into everything, and who, in conse
quence, when the girl was in her teens,
was compelled to lock up all her own
private drawers and boxes, and hide the
keys, lest her ﬁrst temporary absence
is

I
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curred, they might have remained un
disturbed, knowing full well that their
mother was aware of their disregard of
her injunction, as long as they pleased.
A few rules, strictly carried out, will
ensure obedience, where a multitude of
commands and prohibitions, needlessly
uttered, and perhaps, as soon as forgot
ten, are certain to be despised.
It is but natural that when children
see that the person in authority over
them does not actually care whether
they obey or not, they will suit them
selves about observing her orders. She
should take pains to see that every com
mand she issues is obeyed, and let no
act of disobedience pass unnoticed and
This will make
uncommented upon.
her very careful as to what rules are
laid down; and brings me to another
possible cause of disobedience—namely
parental unreasonableness.
Some people would be as much sur
prised, not to say alarmed, if their chil
dren obeyed them implicitly, as the old
folks in the tale who were granted their
know from experi
three wishes; and
ence that the consciousness that one will
be unquestioningly obeyed impels one to
bring the number of commands issued
down to their smallest possible limit.
Often when a child has been playing
have
round me at some noisy game,
felt inclined to exclaim, “You must
But
leave off, now, and be quiet I”
“ Have
a good
there came the thought
Is it
reason for such a prohibition?
needful and right that I should stop the
dear boy‘s merry play, and bring a cloud
If the time, place, and
over his spirit?"
manner of game were, all things con
sidered, otherwise unobjectionable, and
no actual indisposition of any one with
in hearing rendered a lesson in consider
could not
ation for others desirable,
conclude that to stop the play would be
Was not this better than to
tyrannical.
say, without reﬂection "You must be
still!" and then either arbitrarily en
force quietude, or countenance disobedi
once?
also believe in explaining to
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the child ﬁnds that resistance

produces

it,

not the slightest effect,
he will soon
to expend his strength upon
su
and learn to respect the will that
perior to his own.
Knowing, however, that in many
cases “moral suasion” alone
insuﬂl
cient to ensure obedience,
will next
offer a few suggestions as to my idea of
rewards and punishments.
1mm CHAPPELL.
cease

is

of a
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house should be the occasion
general “turn out !"
Lastly, no parent will gain obedience
who allows herself to be prevailed upon
by any amount of fretting and fears to
permit that which, after due delibera
tion, she has decided to be wrong, or to
overlook the omission of any duty which
she feels convinced is essential; and if
from the

OF HEALTH.
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ORDER.

action.

Rough
;

ligencea horse possessesinto confusion
im
patient master.
So with the average child; his sus
mind
quickly
wptible, unregulated
affected by the mental conditions of the
parent or teacher, and the excited facul
ties in one arouse
corresponding ex
citement in the other.
a

is

he reﬂects the temper of his angry,

it

a

is

it

is

it

habit of proper

and severe treatment throws what intel

it

a

a

is

is

a

get

it,

a

is

Let us think for moment of what
in any kind of good training
or education.
If man has young
desirous to correct certain
horse, and
be wise to
faults in hisgait, would
jeer and yell at him, and to whip and
No, the judicious
cut! him severelyt
kind and patient in his treat
master
ment of the dumb, ignorant beast and
endeavors to show him how he should
walk or trot, or canter. Pains are taken
to educate the animal's legs, and to be
necessary

is

).

I

is

order.

Is suﬁlciently appreciated by those
who have young people in charge, that
to attain the object of any special train
essential that the instruction
ing
given should involve the nature and
functions of the faculties themselves that
are sought to be developed?
If little
fellow shows a marked disposition to
quarrel and ﬁght, we could not expect
to subdue his combativeness by teasing
and provoking him, but by mild and
gentle conduct, patient and ﬁrm discip
line, instruction being given meanwhile
with respect to the proper exercise of the
combative element.
Thus led he would
in time show marked improvement in
his disposition.
The fundamental principle of the com
bative faculty
courage, boldness in
the defense or assertion of personal
right and duty, and this being kept in
view constantly by the teacher, and
his
instruction
being
made accor
dant with
must in time be effec
tive ina normal regulation of the faculty.
Applying the principle to the Order sense,
readily seen that we should not at
tempt to correct the faults of others, and
especially to develop the sense when
weak and immature as in children, un
less we illustrate
in our method.
We
must be precise, systematic. well'poised
and forbearing ourselves.
The ecclesiastic who
admonished
his people to do as he said and not
as he did, was more humorous
than
wise, besides being confessedly unﬁt

it

N

attempts to correctachild in whom
and disorder are marked,
we must take into account the process
This conclusion
of mental evolution.
have
readily deduced from what
said in the brief consideration
of the
philosophv of the subject.
(See August
No. C. C.
To make such a child neat
and systematic by scoldings and blows
will be impossible; the tendency of that
kind of “training" will be to stimulate the
development of certain passional quali
ties that seriously interfere with mental
heedlessness
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for the station

because
he occupied,
the masses
the common sense of
knows the bald inconsistency of such
advice, coming from any one. Exam
ple is far more effective than precept at
all ages; with children it is the sine
qua non of edifying instruction.
know a family that is at once reputable
for its hospitality and disorder. Every
one who is invited tovisit there is received
with a cordial welcome and treated gen
erously, but if his sense of neatness
and regularity is keen he escapes as soon
as possible from the medley of furni
ture and the confusion of the house
keeping as soon as he can. The young
people of that family have been fairly
educated; their conversation in society
shows intellectual training, and their
conduct reﬁnement, but in their rooms
at home disorder and negligence abound.
There is no lack of parental talk on the
importance of keeping things in place,
of punctuality and system, but the par
ental example is shockingly lacking in
those virtues, and there being no heri—

I
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tage of a sensitive and active faculty of
Order to prompt them todiﬁt'erent habits
they have very naturally dropped into
the same careless and slovenly ways.
Here it may be said the disorderly
practice relates more to exteriors and
physical concerns than to the mental life
itself. \Ve, however, see many instan
ces of the culture of Order on its physical
side; people who are scrupulous and
exact with regard to dress and sur—
roundings, annoyed if their personal
affairs are disturbed, their house or
business appointments deranged, and
yet in their mental and moral life show
ing a surprising lack of taste. harmony
In the current of our
and decency.
thought, in the exercise .of the will,
in the appreciation of duty, in the ex
and sentiment
feeling
pression of
Order must enter and perform a con—
those acts
trolling part, to render
that are the highest
of mind-function,
known to man. properly effective and
conducive to his true growth and best
usefulness.
a. s. D.
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TEACHING

HOME

BEFORE

getting sick of so much talk
about the necessity for better schools,"
said an old teacher to me the other day.
shall soon come
don't know but
out with a little paper to prove that the
schools are already much too good.”
“My dear," said I, “do you contem
plate shirking your duties in the future?"
“ No,
mean to go on as have done
for years, and as hundreds of teachers
are daily doing; trying to punch ideas
into brains that would otherwise never
suppose it is better such
contain one.
brains should contain a few ideas, even
if they never know enough to make use
of them, but it is very discouraging to a
teacher who wants to see some good re
was thinking of
sult from her toil.
Their father is a col
the Blakley boys.
lege graduate, and the mother also re
ceived a good education, but the boys

“I'M

I

“I

I

I

I

I

SCHOOL

TEACHING.

know nothing but malicious mischief."
“ How do you account for it ‘2" I
asked.

“ As I accou nt for much of the same
lack of mental powers in the children of
a good many of our smart people. They
don’t take the trouble to teach their
children to think for themselves, and to
think intelligently. They are so well
ﬁtted themselves to do the thinking for

the whole family, and can do it so
easily, that it never occurs to than that
they are usurping the rights of others.
by so doing. It is very different in fam
ilies where the parents often feel the
need of a better education, and have a
It is always a
real love for knowledge.
pleasure to teach their children, for the
teacher feels as if she were sowing seed
in very fertile soil. A practiced observer
can nearly always tell the families where

AND SCIENCE OF HEALTH.
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ting done. Money
wasted'_which
very
spent in diffusing it. And yet,
said before, to put
hard, as
think
ideas into the brain whichs years of neg
is

it

is

While the other boy who was not a
bit smarter at the age of three years,
whose advantages were no better, whose
were no more intelligent. is a
parents
man of
fair ability and a medium
amount of intelligence, has a home of

And
he
old enough to attend school.
parents who neglect that branch of
home training, rob their children of
much of the success in life which might
otherwise have been theirs.
" know girls,‘ here in town, who have
gone through with the high
nearly
school course, and who are not so intelli—
gent assome others who have not ﬁn
ished the ﬁfth grade. They have learned
know
their lessons without thought.
ﬁnd
who
would
hard
to
of
them
some
which
would
enable
a
certificate
get
school, six
country
them to teach
months after they had left off study. Be
cause of lack of thought their lessons
have left no impression, but their teach
ers are not to blame; the parents are.
too much of that kind of educar
There

I

to do so.

but do you believe she can compare the
two boys now and regret it‘? No mat
ter how naturally intelligent a child
believe he willbe improved
m'iy be,
taught to think for himself, and before

I

given to the dumb brute that performs
inside the circus tent.
“I knew two women,each of whom had
The boys were nearly of the
one son.
same age, not very strong physically,
At the
and decidedly weak mentally.
age of three years they were about as
smart as a child of one. Ask one of
them a simple question; if he was feel
ing well, for instance, and his mother
would look at him nen ously and say,
‘Tell the lady quite well, thank you,‘
and the boy would repeat it as a parrot
would. They began before he could
speak intelligibly, to teach him his letters
and after two years trying he knew most
of them. He was sent toschool until he
became too large to go any more, and
refused to remain in the classes with
He will never
boys of seven and eight.
know enough to be able to read a 'para
graph in a newspaper and will never care

answer it without help, and if his answer
were incorrect, she helped him to think
and then give a better one. He
about
was never allowed to learn things by
rote. His physical condition was built
up as fast as possible, and, by means of
object lessons he was made to under
stand what she wished to teach him.
She never helped him to an answer un
til he had flrst given one, and she never
failed to explain to himjust how his was
It was task no teacher could
wrong.
It required un
have accomplished.
limited patience and years of hard work,

is

I

ing which they received.
“Jamie, the last one mentioned was
If a question were
taught to think.
asked him, his mother obliged him to

I

education that will do them some good,
and they can receive such a training no
know
where else as they can at home.
lots of parents who decline to “fuss”
with their children, because teachers are
And they do
paid for educating them.
educate them to the best of their ability,
but with most children of such parents,
it’is very like the education which is

his own, and is quite capable of earning
a comfortable living for a family.
“What caused the difference between
the two boys 'I All who know them be~
lieve it to be the difference in the train

is

reading aloud is practiced, and followed
bya discussion of that which has been
read, in which the children are encour
aged to take a part; and the reading
where, if any views are given of the
subject, they are always the fathers or
mother 5, while the children listen indif
ferently if they listen at all.
‘
Books and papers do no real good,
without the children are encouraged to
read them, and taught to form intelli
gent ideas of what they read. Then
their minds become ﬁtted to receive an
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A BEAUTIFUL PICTURE.

OSEPHINE

walked along the sea'
walls and came to willows and dike,
and looked into Richard Cable’s garden.
Thence she heard children’s voices. She
went to the bridge, crossed the water and
entered the garden.
She saw a ladder
set against the side of the house, a short
ladder, for the house was but one story
high, and Richard Cable was above the
ladder on the roof pruning the vine. As
he chopped off a young shoot with leaves
and tendrils he stooped with it to his lit
tle Mary, who sat just below her father's
foot on a lower bar ; and she stooped and
handed the cluster of leaves to Eﬂie, who
sat a stage lower ; Efﬁe handed it to her
twin sister, and Jane to Martha and she
to Lettice, and she to Susie, and at the
bottom sat Mrs. Cable with the baby, and
insisted on the tiny hands receiving the
cool, beautiful leaves from the little sis
The pretty children were thus on
ter.
steps of the ladder one above the other,
with the evening sun on their golden
heads and their white ‘aprons and their
smiling faces and dancing blue eyes.
Presently Cable called for some string
and the baby was made to hand it to
Susie, who received and raised her arms
over her head, when Lettice bowed and
took the string and passed it in like man
ner above her head to Martha, who in
similar style delivered the string to Jane,
and so to Effie, and Eﬂie to Mary, and
Mary to her father.
Josephine stood
where she had crossed, looking at the
picture of peaceful happiness. Soon she
drew back thinking she was unobserved
and sat thinking and contrasting her life
with that of these children.
She was
startled to hear a step behind her. She
looked round—Richard Cable was there.

ing your vine.”
“I was giving my pets a. lesson," he
said.
“A lesson! Of what sort T’ “ A
double lesson—to take their several seats
and sit there content ; and to form a
part of the great chain of life, each as
and assisted
sisting
by the other."
“What! Delivering a moral lecture to
the infants ?"
“ No,” he
answered, “
said nothing
to them ; they take in these ideas natur
Did you see how they were all of
ally.
them, mites on the ladder and me at
the top, ‘passing things up and down.
It is not necessary for one to give a lec‘
ture on it. They would not understand
it now if
did; but afterwards, when
each takes her place in the social scale
she’ll, may be, remember how she sat on
the ladder, and will pass good things
down to those below, and will also hand
up what is due to those above.
It is a
picture of life, Miss.”
“You are a moralist," Mr. Cable.
“ I don’t know that, but
have time to
think. In Autumn, when the grapes are
ripe shall be on the trellis again and all
children on the ladder. Then I shall the
pass down the bunches and they will go
down untested.
need not give a word
of teaching about
they learn of them
selves, that the strong and older, and
those high up, must stoop to help the
weak, and the young and the lowly. "—

I

I

I

I

I

Christian Herald.

KINDERGARTEN

THOUGHTS

Little Children, to whom regular school
life would be
hindrance to growth, need
scientiﬁc, garden-like culture and training;
they need the best conditions, the best ap
pliances for starting mental activity pro
perlv.

The Kindergartner, in an especial man
ner, guides and superintends the formation
of the mind’s p0 were and activities, and for
this she needs rare ability,
profound in
a

J

I
I

“As you did not come to us, have come
to you.” “ 0, Mr. Cable !
did not like
to interrupt you while you were prun

it,

lect have allowed to become too dense to
give them a proper reception.”
Just
here, my friend who is an old maid,
saw ack coming and beat a hearty re
treat without stopping to ﬁnish the lec
ture in which
was becoming interested.
—-The American.
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sight into the nature and movement
mind in its earliest years.

of the
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NOTES

IN SCIENCE AND INDUSTRY.

Editor Phrenologlcal Journal.
on page 160,
“A
there is reference, under the caption of
statement
point for Fence-makers," to the

—In your September

number,

of a scientiﬁc writer, that water will perme
ate the pores of wood more rapidly the way
the tree grew than in the opposite direction.
it is added,
examination,
Microscopical

that the pores invite the ascent of
This is
moisture but repels its descent.
doubtless true; and the principle is oper
ative both in the living tree and in lumber
proves

manufactured from the tree. But the appli
cations of the principle, as there made, are,
I think, erroneous and contradictory of the
principle itself.
The ﬁrst application is to the case of
fence-posts, which are stated to decay
much faster if the butt end of the tree is
uppermost than in the reverse, or natural

This would be true, and in ac.
with the principle, if the destruc
tive saturation entered chieﬂy from the air
into the tops of the posts, instead of into
their bottoms from the ground as it really
does.
Its entrance from the ground is so
position.

cordance

fence
that careful
generally understood,
makers who are posted in the science of the
matter. take pains to set their posts with

of the tree uppermost.
Fifteen or twenty years ago the Knox
park fence, at Galesburg, 111., was
College
About half of the posts (oak)
renewed.
were so rotten that their strength was gone;
while the remainder, found indiscriminately
strong,
along the line, were comparatively
and would have served many years longer.
the butt

They were examined by the learned, and
the less learned, with a view to the principle
in question,

and
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pronounced conﬁrmatory
being such as_had stood

upper end, which is little exposed to wet.
But if saturation entered the pores of the
lower end, which is most exposed to moist
ure. the principle would require the position
of the soaked staves, instead of the dry
ones, to be that in which the tree grew.
The fact is, however, that the wet staveo
imbibe their water through neither end,
but into the surface in contact with the
contents of the bucket—the saturated ones
being made of the most sappy or open-pored
J. n. SHERMAN, Ithaca, N. Y.
wood.

"est Button Pholography.—The
proccss

of instantaneous

rapidly becoming an evil.

is
photographing
We hear already

in photography
for in
specialists
stantaneous pictures since the “Detective
Camera,” as it is called, was put upon the

about

The box is so small that it can be
anywhere without the slightest in
convenience, and as the little lens at the
bottom is always ready for use, an instan
market.

carried

taneous picture can be taken at any desired
There was some misgiving at

moment.

ﬁrst entertained

about

the value

of these

but we have recently seen some
wonderful work produced by them. In the
camera is a gelatine plate which can be
cameras,

six times, so that six photographs
can be taken one after the other, and these
pictures are so sharply deﬁned that they
turned

can be enlarged tenfold.
The inventor, Mr.
Stirn, of New York, is a German by birth,
and his brother, Mr. R. Stirn, of Bremen,
sells the apparatus for about seven dollars
(thirty marks), with a complete outﬁt. No
operator is required to ﬁt the camera and
lens correctly in position for the party to be
All that is requisite is to
photographed.
pull a string and the photograph is at once

is to the case

taken.
With another pull the plate is made
We are told
ready for another picture.
that the most prominent artists carry this
detective camera with them at all times.

whose

became entirely saturated
staves
while others are apparently quite dry;—the
dry ones being, it is said, in the position in

This they do from a strictly professional
point of view, and not as amateurs or dilet
tanti.
In Germany, Herr Stirn recently

which the tree grew, while the others are
This would be correct if the

produced

of it—the soundest

treebutts upward.
Another application, claimed as in point,
of a wooden bucket, some of

reversed.

saturating water entered the stavea at their

before a photographic
society en
largements to a size of forty centimeters
from such pictures, and all were remarkably
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These plates can
distinct and well deﬁned.
and
also be taken at different distances
take
men
Young
outlined.
always sharply
to be un
their lady friends on promenade
young
People,
photographed.
consciously
artist's
an
entered
never
have
and old, who
gallery will be
studio or a photographic
circu
astonished to see their pictures freely
that
feared
be
is
to
it
all
of
Most
lated.
of
the
photographer
business
the legitimate
will be injured by these cameras. Any
or desire for photos can
possible mania
and after
soon be gratiﬁed at triﬂing expense
this in
of
means
a short term of practice by
so
multi
be
soon
can
Photographs
vention.
nuisance, and
a
positive
become
to
as
plied
enter
from the various considerations that
so very
seem
not
matter,
does
it
into the
next ?"-—
easy to answer our query—“ What
American Lithographer.

Hints on Threshing “Tent.—

After wheat is stacked it should not be
sweat
threshed until it has gone through the

which generally takes about six weeks, de
the con
pending somewhat of course upon
is
mistake
A
stacked.
when
in
was
dition it
time, simply
often made in threshing at this
this
because it is convenient, for threshing at

more
time not only takes longer, entailing
to thresh out
fails
machine
the
but
expense,
must be
as clean, and the wheat being damp
spread
or
be
price
a
lower
either marketed at
the
Besides,
thoroughly.
dry
to
as
out so
into
straw being damp and large will break

of
small pieces, and will not be blown out
di
market
if
you
loss
a
wheat,
causing
the

Of course while it
rect from the machine.
trouble to get a
more
may cause you a little
machine, it will always pay you to wait until
the wheat is thoroughly dried out before
threshing.

While threshing see that the machine
threshes the grain out of the straw Iclean.
Many machines thresh so fast that a consid
Then
erabie percentage is left in the straw.
the sieves want to be kept clear and atten

tion paid to the fan so that the wheat will be
cleaned properly and yet none blown away.
The machine runner should be obliged to
furnish two good sheets, one for the forward
and
part of the machine under the cylinder
the
under
one
back
table,
and
cutter
band

I

prefer to have
sieve and measuring box.
wheat can all
the
that
so
a good sized box
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be measured inside of it, and whatever is
Outside of
spilled can be readily secured.
time saved
is
considerable
lost,
there
what is
Threshing extra
by having good sheets.

fast and then resting is always a loss ; good
steady work is What you should insist on.
N. J. snnrrmxn.

When toTransplant Trees—The

question, when to plant, is an important
Some will not plant any thing in the
one.
fall, others prefer the fall to all other sea
sons; the majority of planters will, perhaps,
claim that spring is the best season, for the
largest amount of planting is done at _that
time, and failure is not attributed so much
Fall planting, however. has
to the season.
strong advocates among experienced tree
planters, and where a planter has given that
season a fair trial, his favorable testimony is,
However, there is a
as a rule, secured.
prejudice against fall planting, and a single

failure at that season counts more against it
Trees and
than a dozen in the spring.
shrubs planted early in autumn will push
roots before winter, for it is not necessary
that the top grow to force rooLgrowth; all
Take up a
can prove this by observation.
was
that
planted
tree or shrub in November
in August or September, and you will be
surprised to see the amount of new and
growing roots. Afall-nlanted tree becomes
established by this means, and naturally is
in a better condition to grow the coming

I

believe-if careful and systematic
spring.
experiments were carried on in tree planting
the fall would be found a better season to
plant than in spring ; the ground is warm

and moist, in the best condition for the for
mation of roots, the air is moist and there is

not the ﬁerce, drying winds of early spring,
or the liability of a June or July drouth soon
Magazine.
after the tree is planted—Vick’:

Grease

Sp0tS.——Wbat

will

remove

grease spots from clothing in the best man
There is proba
ner, is a frequent inquiry.
bly nothing better than equal parts of strong
Pass a
ammonia water, ether and alcohol.
the
under
grease
paper
blotting
of
piece

spot, moisten a sponge ﬁrst with water to
“ greedy,” then with the mixture,
render it
it the spot. In a moment it is
with
rub
and
dissolved, saponified and absorbed by the
sponge and blotter.
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is

is

dian.

O'Neil
side of

simi
of

sits the custodian

dies, rolls, and other

property.

is

a

a

is

if

is

it

it

it

wood,

and other

inﬂam
a

salt which he states has never hitherto been
made by
employed for the purpose.
hot solution of
dissolving boracic acid in
Objects
impregnated
tungstate of soda.
with this solution are rendered incombusti
ble. The solution gives off no deleterious
gas, while ammoniacal salts, phosphate of
render
ammonia, and salts of phosphorous
of soda
the air irrespirable.
Borotungstate
in solution
also said to possess valuable
and has been used
antiseptic properties,
with success in diphtheria, for dressing
wounds, and as
wash in cases where an
needed.
The solution has no
antiseptic
odor, but its taste
bitter.

Gralntng Colors for 0ak.—For
light wainscot oak take white lead and yel
low ochre mixed to the required tint for
darker wainscot oak, mix white lead, middle
chrome and yellow ochre; for dark oak mix
white lead, Venetian red and yellow ochre;
still darker hue
wanted mix white
or,
lead, raw sienna. burnt umber and Vene
tian red or burnt and raw sienna, white
lead and burnt umber.

a

is

fabrics,

writer in La Na
mable objects ﬁreproof,
ture recommends ~borotungstate of soda,

a

is

a

is

a

it

a

chief engraver comes in the
requisition upon the
morning he makes
custodian for such of these precious bits of
steel as he wants.
Each piece has its name
or designation, whether
bit of lathe
work,
vignette, or entire plate, and when
they are surrendered to the chief engraver
made on the
upon requisition, an entry
The bookkeeper or
books of the custodian.
custodian of Mr. O'Neil makes an entry on
his books also, to show what he has receiv
Then, as the engravers want the differ
ed.
ent pieces of work,
similar account
kept with them. and no man can leave the
room until the books show that every piece

A Fireprooﬁng Solution—For
rendering

;

the plates,
When the

where

banks,

thing was missing, even ifit were the small
est fragment of engraving, no one would be
was found.
A
permitted to leave until
thus kept of every piece,
complete record
was at any
so that you can tell just where
was in any one's custody,
time, how long
for.
and what he had

is

lar enclosure,

custo

railing

a

the chief engraver. and the
On one side of the room
and wire screen, such as are seen in
behind which are the desks of Mr.
On the other
and his bookkeeper.
the room, at the door of the vault,
O'Neil,

no
todian from whom he got them, and
returned to
missing his requisition
piece
him and the property locked in the vault for
Should ever happen that any
the night.

is

These plates are surrounded with impene
The large room, nearly
trable safeguards.
the full length of the building, is occupied
by only the engravers at the windows, Mr.

each has returned all the work placed in his
The rolls and dies and plates are
custody.
returned by the chief engraver to the cus

It

amount

and
that

a

it,

who ever laid

between the chief engraver
are balanced, to show

accounts

his subordinates

a

giving the name of every man
and how and
hands on
If any of
it.
when and why he touched
these plates should be stolen, there might
from them notes or bonds
be printed
to an
incalculable
money
representing
conceived,

go to

lunch, but outside the building.
over for the day the
\Vhen the work

is

sury note, and every other form of security
has ever been issued by authority of
And they can give you
the Government.
the history of each from the day it was first
that

When

the engravers

it

printed treasury notes, silver and gold cer
and
tiﬁcates, and bills of all denominations,
In the vaults there
the Government bonds.
are kept the plates for every bank note, trea

at noon

it

Even the great vaults of the treasury,over
ﬂowing with surplus, contain nothing of as
great value as some of the bits of steel upon
which have been traced rare works of art.
These are the steel plates from which are

building without this.

sounds

a

shops.

bell

a

all

out of the

is

The Bureau of Engraving and Printing
of the most interesting to visitors of
and work
omces
Government
the

is one

;

ing.

or engraving that he had in his possession
note from
has been returned and he has
the
the chief engraver to show that such
case. The watchman would not let them

is

BoOnL—A description of the department
as given in the Washington Star is interest

is

Engraving

Government

if

The

22s"
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portraits of eminent men
be

will

generally

found to show a marked connection

between the temperament and the char
acter of the work that has led to fame;
that the face tapering to the chin from

a

broad or _high forehead, small features
and along neck—the nervous tempera
ment—characterize
Fowum 8'. Watts COMPANY, Publishers.
H. S. Drums, A.M., M.D., Editor.

which imagination
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of the

neck, the physical characteristics
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three other pure temperaments, the San
guine,

the Bilious and the

characterize, more or less,

immediate, physical, instrument

'of mind is the brain and nervous-system,
and the analysis of this is made in terms
Now, many

reigns; and

square face, broad features and a short

PHYSIOGN OMY.

of temperament.

the greater number

of those whose fame rests on works in

writers

Lymphatic
the greater

number of those famous works are of
more material or physical charac

It

a

."

matters not whether we adopt this

old classiﬁcation, that has generally

re

appear to think that character may be

ceived the sanction of medical

largely read in the form and consistency

wherever reference to any distinction in

of the features as imparted by tempera

temperamental

ment.
pedia

Dr. Pritchard in the “Cyclo
of Practical Medicine” says:

“States

of the mind are so connected

with affections of

the body that it is im

treatises,

types is made

or the later and

classiﬁcation

writers,

I

in their

think

better

of the American phreno

logical writers with

its three divisions of,

Mental, Motive and Vital, the expression

possible for any one, who considers the

of the type singly and in combination

facts which presents themselves,

seen

to doubt

that with every temperament particular
mental qualities must be associated, al
though it is manifest that many writ
ers have indulged

their

fancy on this

subject and have gone into more full and
minute

details than experience will

es

tablish.”

“
Dr. Henry Maudsley, in his Pathol~

“
ogy of the Mind," says:
to reﬂect,

when weighing

It

is not amiss

beliefs, that

is

in the mould of the featum, in the
bony outline, in the manner and con
duct.
of a

Let us take asimple description
case in which the Mental is very

dominant, and in which, therefore,

as

Dr. Jacques would say, we have the
“ nervous type " of the Mental, a slight
frame of stature rarely above the medium,
a high and broad forehead with a marked
disproportion

between

the

cranium

and the face, the features being small

belief is very much a matter of tempera

and tapering

downward to

ment;" and Dr. Alexander

pointed chin.

The skin and hair are fine

Stewart, who

has published a work recently

on the

subject, concludes with many of the au
thors from

whom he quotes that “the

a

rather

and soft, the eyes gray or blue, and usu

ally brilliant

: the

complexion

is pale or

light, or it may be sallow; the

expres—

lively and intelligent, and the

is

sion

this era of great mental effort it is
occurrence to meet

not an extraordinary

with a person in whom these

marks of

are aisociated, and varia—

constitution

225

and whose terms areterse, forcible, but we
are surprised by their gentleness in man

movements quick and vivacious.

In
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ner and tone,

by the fulness and polish

of their conversation,

and by the quiet

dignity of their hearing.

ease and

cation, the reﬁning inﬂuences

Edu

of good

tions of them that occasion no uncer—

society, and long continued

tainty in the mind of the observer as to

the purposes of self-improvement

their typical distinction,

time subdued the rude expression of their

enough.

are

common

Such expressive marks become

inherited

type of physical

study for
have in

constitution,

their

and now it appears in a form that imparts

bearing on character, and the intelligent

a positive ease and strength to manner

member of society acquires a prompt,

and language.

off-hand facility in reading the general
nature mentally and physically of per—

their “impressions"

sons so constituted.

are

to estimate with respect

easy

Thus it

is also

there

with the other types of

when sharply

temperament;
ed,

to

pronounc

is little difficulty about form
but in proportion,

ing the judgment,

an

they approach
combination,

as

even, symmetrical

more and more study and

experience are necessary for their ana
lysis.

The great majority of men and

The character-reading
dependent

of the masses,

of this one or that

chietly upon form and

feature, upon complexion

and manner,

it is the temperament that is

therefore

taken into account intelligently or igno

rautly.

Temperament is the basis of phy

siognomy,

and

he

who claims to

be a

"physiognomist purely” is but an in
terpreter of the indications
ment.

The author

of

of tempera

“New Physiog

women exhibit one of the temperaments

nomy ” lays down this law asone of the

in distinct

fundamental

810055,

and that with the aver

is the key to the bent of

age observer

This view

character.

correct, but the careful

is

substantially

student of hu

man nature knows that culture, associa

tion,

the impress

of

acquired

habits

velopment

:

in human

principles

“The action proper to any

particular physiognomical development,
as well as the development itself is modi

If this

ﬁed by temperament."

tice, we should be enabled

judgment.

a system of physiognomy

life peo
striking an

the walks of fashionable

ple are seen who possess so

endowment

of the motive temperament

that we term it bilious, according
old definition;

they are swarthy

to the
in con

plexion. of large frame, strong features,
powerful muscles, broad heads,

and in

movement impress us with a sense of em
phasis and strength.
'acoarse,

“'0

expect to hear

strident voice, and language,

fact were

fairly understood and applied in prac

must be taken into account beforeiiual

In

de

foundation,

to construct
upon a valid

and the objection

that is

heard so frequently that physiognomy

is

only speculation, guessing or shrewd,
would be overcome.

The basis of physi

ology is regarded as essential to all nor
mal argument with respect to the quali
ties and properties

of man, and a

gory of principles

can

cate

be constructed

upon physiology that will give to physi
ognomy the deﬁnitions

of science.

No
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ditions, as they appear in the face and

irritation of this region of the cerebrum,
there was a considerable increase in _the

form, and expect to describe successfully

quantity of nitrogen

con

phrenologist could ignore physical

the mental characteristics
he would thus associate

his examination
mate,

of

a‘

person;

in

physiognomy

of the data of his esti

butit is clear that such physiogno—

myis quite free from the criticism of
guess-work, as its connection with the

“—

solid parts of organization

is palpable.

ine, indicating an acceleration of the or
ganic combustions

;

and this was accom
emaeiation

panied by notable

Girard considers the thermo

animal.

median portion

of the striate

the base of the brain.

been con

of the

genetic centers as including not only this
body on

both sides, but all the subjacent

THE HEAT CENTER.
THE observations that have

excreted in the ur

parts to

There is

here an

apparatus whose excitation increases the
production of animal heat, and which

ducted by physiologists, especially those

probably

of Europe, with regard to the location of

conditions to regulate heat productions."

centers in the brain, occasionally develop
features that remind one who is familiar

of Phrenology of

with the literature

opinions that have been expressed

by ex

aminers and writers from time to time in

It is

that sphere of scientiﬁc activity.

re

concurs

under physiological

Whatever this is worth, as a contribu
tion from a high scientiﬁc

source it will

encourage some of our friends who are
disposed to believe that

an organ for

heat

or temperature exists in the base of the
brain.

It

is not long since one of the

ported that at the recent session of the

students of the Institute wrote to us

Helvetian Society of Natural Sciences at

cerning

Geneva one of the members, Professor

respect

Girard,

to be well satisﬁed of its existence and

oﬂ’ered an interesting account of

some late experiments of his

in Schiﬁ‘s

laboratory to ascertain the location of the
heat center.

" These

experiments, which were made

on hares, have led him to conclude,” we
are told, “that the cerebral
thermogensis

the

is

center of

corpus

striatum.

Every lesion affecting this body in its
middle part produces a pronounced hy
perthermia, which does not result from
spasm of the verso-constrictor nerves of
the

skin, but from an augmentation

Electric excitation

caloric production.
of this region,

of

which

marked augmentation

is followed

of

heat,

by a

justiﬁes

the assertion that the hyperthermia is
phenomenon
alysis.

a.

of excitation and not par

Moreover,

after puncture

and

some

experiments

con—

of his with

to such an organ, and appeared

approximate

location.

But

if

Professor

Girard

is right the locality he marks
would preclude attempts to estimate the
inﬂuence of such an organ from cranial

_M_

indications.

SELF-RESTRAINT.
A quick temper is
an unfortunate inheritance, but not an
irremediable one. Let our young friends
understand this as a fact and cease to
bewail their weakness.
Let them take
matters seriously in hand and strive to
modify the disposition
by keeping a
close watch upon themselves, by avoid
ing occasions of irritation, and those old
associates whose temper is known to be
readily excitable, like their own.
G0,
my hot-headed, explosive friend, with
kind, good-natured people and cultivate
their manner.

Jﬂanturial lﬁurmu.

8.

Don‘t write in a small hand. or in pencil, as the
compositor has to read it across the case, a distance
wishes to make
ofover rmofeet, and the editor often
changes or additions.

A

5.

4.

Never roll your manuscript or paste the sheets
“ Commercial note" size are
together. Sheets about
and compositor.
to
editor
satisfactory
the most
Be brief. People don't like to read long stories.
two-column article is read by four times as many

people as one of double that length.
6. Always write your full name and address plain
you use a pseudonym
at the end of your letter.
also.
or initials, write your full name and address
UNAVAILABLI
m
nrrunu
usnnn'nlu
no'r
WI: can
contributions unless the necessary postage is pro
In ALL CASE. persons who
rided by the writers.
should,
‘communicate with us through the post-oﬂlce
they expect a reply, inclose the return postage, or

if

ly

If

if

what is better, a prepaid envelope, with their full
Personal and private matters addressed
address
to the Editorpersmtally will receive his early at
'
this is done.
tention

Swsuowmo s

P. W.—No, such

FLY.——S.

a

is

no more likely to be injurious
grape seed. A
than the swallowing of
timid, hysterical person might imagine all

an accident

it

if

‘sorts of fearful things and worry himself or
birds can swallow
herself into illness; but
on them.
thrive
and
large insects alive
a

a

little thing
should not be expected that
In fact, at
man.
like a ﬂy would hurt
their tables, people eat and drink things
that are more poisonous than house ﬂies.

a

:

1.

2.

tions.

is

publication
Write on one side of the sheet only. It is often
“ takes
"for compos
necessary to cut the page into
itors, and this can not be done when both sides are
writtenupon.
Write clearly and distinctly, being particularly
names and quota
careful in the matter of proper
tended/or

improper things or overeating, or
drinking too much cold water soon after
violent exertion, we should advise as nearly
possible to give, and
similar treatment as
for an outline of that must refer you to the
June number of the Phrenological. Of the
considered
good
drugs nux-vomica
the result of eating
the
attack
when
remedy
indigestible food, or of overeating or consti
Dr. W. O. Lord, D. V. M., advises
potion.
the mixture of nux-vomica alternating with
tincture aconitum, and also enemas or in
jections of warm water, with fomentations
He
of hot water applied to the abdomen.
of
this
procedure.
favorably
very
speaks
We should regard the enemas and {omen
tution as very important in severe cases.
Perhaps some of our readers who are famil
iar with stock can supply more information.
You speak of the water of Nebraska being
strongly impregnated with alkali. If this be
eatin

is

on commas.

it

It will greatly aid the
‘to
editor, and facilitate the work of the printer, if our
contributors generally should observe the following
in
rules when writing articles or communioatimu

are among the
and hyoscyamus
As
remedies used by veterinary surgeons.
the causes of the trouble in horses are not
unlike those in the case of man, for instance
to cold. dampness, draughts,
—exposure

ﬂowers,

I

if’

“ Gzsimsi. ls'rrnns'r " on“ wru.
Qum'riosa or
But one question
be answered in this department.
at a time, and that clearly stated, must be pro
a correspondent shall erpect us to give
pounded,
him the benefit of an early consideration.

is

{Enrrcspnndenta

Couo 1N Ilonsza—R. H.—We do not
know any antidote for this common aﬁec
tion in horses and cattle, but we think that
sulphur, chamomile
ammonia, belladonna,

the case, we should

to produce
stomach

a

mo

@ur

%

HEALTH.

and

expect

its constant

chronic inﬂammation
intestinal

alkali were neutralized

canal,

use

of the

unless

the

by proper agents.

Pnnnsonoov IN 1'11: Souoous.—Mrs. B.—
We are pleased to hear of the movement in
your section of Ohio, to introduce the study
of mental science into the schools. We think
that the better way for its successful study
to have teachers learn the
by the young
principles and methods of observation, and
to present them orally in school, with illus
trations from the living head. When taught
in this way, children very quickly pick up
the practical truths of the science, and are
is

(Du?
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For the moral education
deeply interested.
of the young—n matter of most conspicuous
importance now—there is nothing superior
to the method of Phrenology.
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LooioAL Am) DEMONBTRATIVE.—T. O. .—
an introduction to the study or reading

If for

of Phrenology, one takes up the small treat
ise entitled “ Indications of Character," and

.

“ 'I‘rue Basis of
follows that with Hyde's
the Science of Mind,” and then reads “Brain
and Mind," or Combe’s "Systcm.” he will
obtain a very complete view of the scope
of the science.
For:

A

Buox-Era—T.

B.-If

apply a wet compress immediately

you can
after the

and keep it freshened by occa
sionally rinsing in water, the tendency to
accident,

congestion

will

be

reduced.

much

An

authority advises painting the bruised sur
face with the tincture or a strong infusion
of capsicum mmuum mixed with an equal
bulk of mucilage of gum-arabic and the
This
addition of a few drops of glyccrine.
should be put on with a soft or camel's-hair
brush and allowed to dry on, and then a
second and third coat. If this be done soon
after the injury has been received, it will
prevent in great part the bruised surface
from turning black, because it is on account
of the oxidation of the blood in the injured
tissue that it shows the dark, livid color.
GRAHAM CBAO‘KEBS.—SUB.—-ID the Phren
were
one of
published on home cracker-making,

ological of a few years ago recipes

which is the following as advised by “ Mira
Eaton.”—Ingredients.—One pint of cold
water, and graham ﬂour enough to knead
very stiff. Stir the ﬂour and water as stiff
as you can with a spoon, then ﬂour the
well and turn the dough
kneading-board
upon it;sknead graham ﬂour in until the
dough does not stick to the hands—then
roll out very thin, out in any desired shape,
prick the forms with a fork to prevent
blistering, and bake in a very hot oven
twenty minutes to keep crisp; put the
crackers in a box, in a dry closet.

so %

@ at” the

Communications are invited on any topic of in ter
est ,' the writer's personal views and facts from his
experience bearing on our subjects being preferred.

My AnsWeln—Emron
—-In answer

or

to the question,

'rrm JOURNAL.
on the margin
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of PHBBNOLOGIOLL JOURNAL, f0!’ Augusb
can
pertaining to “Hams AND FAoas,"
say that I have a copy of it, and have read
have nearly
it carefully and studiously.
all the principal Textbooks on the Science.

I

I

I began to study it about seven years ago,
and the little application have been able to

I

give it in my every-day
mechanic,
has tended

life, being

to

a poor

interest

every
As an in
power and faculty of my being.
stance. one among the many that are likely
to occur in the every-day life of any ordinary

I

submit ‘the following, which
with me about two years ago.
I was working in the shop one morning,
when a man, wholly unknown to me, came
in to get the loan of a saw for a short time.
In the space of about a year previous, two
saws had been borrowed from employee in
this shop, and were never returned.
As a
matter of course, these circumstances
oc
curred to my mind, and at ﬁrst disposed me
to refuse the man’s request—but for a
moment only. The teachings of Phrenology
came to my aid and whispered; “measure
your man." I did so, and concluded. in less
time than it takes me to tell it, that the
stranger was honest and that my saw would
not “turn up missing" as the other two
had done, and so I let him have it. Where
upon the foreman, who had witnessed
the transaction,
called to me: "do you
know that man ?" I answered, “No,
never saw him before.” He then remarked :
“two other saws were taken away from
here, and never brought back,” and rather
insisted on my following the stranger to
ﬁnd out where he was going, and this I did,
simply to satisfy the foreman. The stranger
had told me that he wanted to do some
work on —— street. But. before starting
out on my espionage. I told‘the foreman I
knew my saw was in good hands. and would
be returned, but if it was not returned in
due time, I would not have anything more
to do with Phrenology.
But the borrower
person,

occurred

I

returned the saw as soon as he was through
with it; thereby vindicating the teachings
of the science of Phrenology, and sustaining
my faith.

This, Mr. Editor, is one of fullya dozen
or more incidents that have occurred with
in the range of my observation in the past
ﬁve or six years.

AND SCENCE
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You are virtually “ casting bread on the
waters that" not only “shall be" but is
" now as well as “ many
being "gathered
I think it is as little as we,
days hence."
who are so vastly beneﬁted by and through
labors of those who “have borne the
burden in the heat of the day," can do to
the

osoaos MARKLEY.

tell it you.

our

present

notice

of the

PHRESOLOGICAL JOURNAL has peculiar inter
est in view of the recent death of Dr.
Fowler, whose name will always be associ

prominently with the science to the
exposition of which this Journal is devoted.
From month to month it is ﬁlled with the
ated

very best matter

on this and cognate

to
anywhere
Uhnhtzhn Advocate.

jects

sub

be found—Pittsburgh

-——N__
PERSONAL.
IN XIMORIAH.

To the memory of William E. Scott, who
died in Austin City, Nevada, July 23d, 1864,
lines, written by his widow, are
these
dedicated.

HEALTH.
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burgh, Ontario, Canada, 5th inst., by the
Rev. Samuel McCauley. Alex. H. Ander
only daughter of
son to Alma Blanche,
Elkanah Babbit, Esq.
Mr. Anderson is a student of the American
Phrenological Institute. having attended the
session of 1884, and has since that time been
to frame his life according to
endcavoring
the teachings of his favorite science.
He
looks upon Phrcnology as the only science
that will enable mankind to make the best
of this life, and at the same time to secure
the blessings of the life which is to come.
Ms. A. Baossox Atco'rr has kept a
journal ever since he was a boy, and as he
was born in 1797, and has known intimately
nearly every man of distinction in New Eng
land, from that time to the present, it ought
This journal ﬁlls sixty vol
to be interesting.
umes of neatly written manuscript, which
will probably be given to the world after his
death.
Mr. Alcott is a helpless invalid, and
spends the most of his time on a couch,
asleep or looking over his books.
Mus.

Cnms'rms

Nnssox, now Countess

Casa Miranda, was informed years ago by
an astrologer that she would have trouble

I kneel

by the side of a loved one‘s grave,
And tears from my eyes are falling,
press to my lips the last token he gave,
“'hen the angel of death was calling.

This
from two causes—tire and lunatics.
prediction has been veriﬁed, for during the

The world is dreary and dark to me now,
There is not a gleam of gladness,

Boston was burned her loss was said to be
In New York, a crazy man
$200,000.
followed her for a week, believing that the

I

Chicago

Shadows of sorrow have clouded my brow,
And my heart is breaking with sadness.

I

weep that the one Ilove should sleep here,
With the lonely winds to sigh o'er him,
But memory, sweet memory will ever be
dear,

In

the hour that
him.

my heart

will

deplore

The winds may chant a funeral dirge,
In mnrmurings low o'er his head,
And sweet song birds their notes may change,
As they ﬂy o'er his lonely bed.

grave in the boundless

west.
ALICE soo'rr.

Maamsn—Axnaasos—Basarr.
of the bride's father,

residence

At

the

Amelias

she lost

$20,000,

and

when

words addressed by Marguerite to Faust
In Chicago a
intended for himself.
poor deluded student wanted to many her,

were

One day he
passionate letters.
came in a superb sleigh drawn by four
horses, to take his as he supposed afﬁanced
and wrote

Mr. Jarrett quieted him
bride to church.
byaaying: “You are late; Mlle. Nilsson has
gone there to wait for you." The third
insane person she had to do with was her
former husband, M. Rouzeaud, who died in
an asylum.

He sleeps afar from his native land,
By his side no kindred rest,
While those who loved him mny never be
bold

His

ﬁre

WISDOM.
" 'l‘hou must be true
thyself,
d tench.“
it’ than the truth wou
book has helped you most in life i”,
my friend, as home we took our
way one day, and he replied, “My pocket
book."— Vow Popula'.

I

"What
asked
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never was a good war, or a bad

There

;

peace.
i

He that banquets every day never makes
a good mesh—Proverbs.

To be thrown upon one's own resources
is to be cast in the very lap of fortune; for
our faculties then undergo a development
and display an energy of which they were
previously unsusceptible.
The Chinese have a thoughtful proverb:
prison is shut night and day, yet it is

“ The

In this department we give short reviews of such
NEW Booxs “publishers see ﬁt to send us. In these
reviews we seek to treat author and publisher satis
factorily and justly, and also to furnish our reader:
with such information as shall enable them to form
an opinion of the desirability of any particular vol
ume for personal use. It is our wish to notice the
better class of books issuing from the press, and we
invite publishers to fawr the Editor with recent
especially those related in any may to
publications,
Weean usually
science.
mental and physiological

always full; the temples are always open,
and yet you ﬁnd no one in them."

supply any of those noticed.

“Friendship, to natures large and com
prehensive in sympathy, at once noble and
tender, means attachment as warm and
strong as life itself, enthusiasm of personal
interest, trust unshaken through all things,

Norman THIRTY-NINE or OeILvm‘s Porous.
Rsanmos, contains nearly four hundred
choice recitations and readings. Price, in
paper, 30 cents. J. S. Ogilvie & Company,
New York.

faithfulness

unto death.

How to gain and re
PHYSICAL CULTURE.
By Jessie A. Fowler.
tain Health.
PHRENOLOGY Ihl Tun Hours. A Lecture by

————.-0.—
MI RTH.

“ A little

nonsense now and then,

In relished by the wisest men.“

I

like to believe all men honest, but I
take the same patent medicine fur

nebber

liver complaint an’ de toofache, no matter
how the label reads.

“What

do you grow on this land ?” he
inquired of the farmer who was leaning
over a fence inspecting a particularly barren
“Grow lazy,” was the
piece of ground.
satisfactory

reply.

A lady was lamenting the ill-fortune which
attended her affairs, when a friend, wishing
to console her, bade her look upon the bright
side.

“ Oh,"

she

sighed,

bright side."
“ Then polish

“ there

seems

to be no

up the dark one," was the

quick reply.

At

a

seventh

in Twenty
private
christening
street, the other day, there were

two babies
old brother

subjects, and a three-year
After the cere
spectator.
minister kindly took notice of
as

as

mony. the
the little chap,

and asked:
washing

when

"Have

‘em ?"

the latter
you

got

PUBLICATIONS

4\—

RECEIVED.

spoke

up

all through

Jessie A. Fowler.
These brochures, published by L. N.
Fowler of London, are thoroughly practical
Miss Fowler is
expositions of their topics.
well known as a teacher of physical culture,
and her little book is not only an argument
for systematic habits of exercise. but is
manual for home and
also a convenient
school use.
The lecture on Phrenology is designed

to

answer certain pointed questions—for in
stance, this: How can Phrenology be made
of practical and scientific use in our homes?
In the presentation of her views the author
shows much careful study of scientiﬁc data
and proceeds in a logical order from begin
On one point she is properly
the necessity\of knowing on what
is founded before attempting to

ning to end.
emphatic:
character

discipline or develop it.
Trm MAVERICK

July

NATIONAL

BANK NIAXFAL

1st, 1887.

This convenient and useful volume has
a wide application, as a few titles from its
Historical Sketch of
chapters will show.
the National Debt, Credits of Foreign Na
tions. Water-works Bonds. Savings~Banks
Securities, Banks and Banking, Coinage and

Land and Agriculture, Coal and
Iron in the U. S. Designed to meet ques
tions that occur to men in the sphere of ﬁn
Currency.

AND SCIENCE OF HEALTH.

1887.]

it is useful to all classes, giving
plain series of statements with
or less of tabulated detail drawn

ance mainly,
as it does a
more

It is not an
from oﬂicial and other sources.
of the
existence
the
continued
for
argument
national bank system, but certainly shows
how large the volume of monetary
under the control of that system is.

affairs

Tm: HUMAN Nnnas Lreaanr. Number for
July, is devoted to the Principles, Proofs,
etc., of Phrenology—a lecture
Tracey.
It is a clear

statement

J.

by

in concise

F.
and

pleasant style of the leading facts accepted
by the advocates of Phrenological science,
and by the majority of physiologists who
believe in brain localization. Price 10 cts.

Ham;

on, rm: Tour
By John R. Musiek, is a re
" series of
cent number of the “Fireside
stories issued by J. S. Ogilvie and Com
pany of New York.
It has an assumed connection with the
late war, and that ‘permits an occasional
mention of some incident that occurred in
the course of military operations, but a love
story of a rather intense character is the
moving motive of the book, and the clash
ing of sabres and the rattle of musketry
come in to help the passion of it.
Baormm AGAINST
KISS Mrs-mar.

Tn: Wonum's Cnms'rum Tnlrimasoa

Urnozs

is growing rapidly in volume and import
If any one doubt this let him or
ance.
her go to the New York headquarters, or

to that department of the Union’s work,
by Miss Colman, whose
superintended
ofﬁce is in the Bible House, and make

some inquiry.
The numerous publications of note issued
by the literary branch of the Union are a

proof in themselves that the cause is grow
These are leaﬂets. touching questions
ing.
asked, Readings on many
most commonly
topics, AWhite Cross Series, Manuals for
Periodicals like The
Local Organizations.
Union Signal, The Young Crusader, and
The Journal of Heredity Lesson Manuals,
Song-books, etc. Nearly all these are writ
ten. edited or arranged by members of the
Union, and they reﬂect the high intelligence,
energy and capability of the earnest women
engaged in the great contest with alcohol.

Tin Pos'r Games-rs,

is the Journal of the
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New York Post Graduate Medical School
and Hospital—and illustrates
its work in
the training of medical graduates and help
ing practitioners who are desirous to know
more about their business.
The July num
ber is an interesting fasciculus of clinical
notes.

$1.00 a year.

Rnroa'r on Inrnovxn Mx'rnons or SEWAGE
DISPOSAL arm Warn Snrruss. By C.
W. Chancellor, M. D., Secretary State
Board of Health for Md.
An interesting document, for which we
are indebted to Mr. A. Le Marquand.
It
manifests what should be the agreeable fact
to hygienists north and south: an active
in matters affecting public health,
that of centres of population.
A
review of methods recently adopted in
Europe is given; that of Le Marquand,
now in operation in Paris, being printed at
some length, as it merits, and in discussing
water supply valuable information is given
on tests of purity and causes of pollution.
interest

especially

Mimomsi.

m

Nxw Yonx Lanrns
Assoorsrros. To the
Hon. Abraham S. Hewitt, Mayor of New
York, on the subject of Street Cleaning.
The ladies state the case in a business-like
manner, and show how great are the short
comings of the department in which rests
the duty of keeping our big city's streets
clean.
We think that New York has a
Mayor now who would reform the civil
service of the metropolis, if he could; but
ﬁnds that he has an Augean task.
New
York with all its great advantages of situa
tion and drainage is notoriously unclean,
of decency and health
and considerations
should unite the better class of her citizens
in this one step toward a general improve—
ment.
We hope that the ladies will not
give up their good work. Eliza J. Sparks is
President and Margaret J. Hebert Secretary
of this Association.

Hnurn

or

Pno'rso'rrvn

Tm: AMERICAN BooxsaLum's ILLUSTRATED
ANNUAL Bunun‘m of Books for Summer
Reading—contains of course titles that
relate chieﬂy to the amusements and rec
of summer time. It
reative diversities

is neatly illustrated with portraits of sev
eral of the later favorites, and designs
popular books.

The Independent,

New York Observer,

New,York.

Illustrated Graphic
Review,

News, Cincinnati, Ohio.
September,

Princeton,

MgsIsioJnary

Men and Women,
charming number.

September.

The Medical Advance, monthly,

H. C. Allen.

Our Little

Building, New York. Architectural weekly.
Excellently gotten up.
Magazine for August, L. N.
Fowler, London, England.

Phrenological

The Western Medical Reporter, weekly,
cago, apparently holds its own.

Chi.

Canadian Pharmaceutical JournaLHamilton,
Comprehensive and well edited.
Canada.
Magazine, September, E. R.
Pelton, New York. A rich edition; one of
“ Contemporary life
its striking articles is
and thought in China."

The Eclectic

New
Review, September,
York. “ The Labor Problem," and “The
Preacher’s Voice," are important papers.
Also a criticism of Phillips Brooks doesn't
Homiletic

mince matters.

Harper's Monthly, September, Harper Bros.,
New York. A rare number of this maga
“ The South American Yankee" is
zine.
pleasant as well as informative reading;
”
while the “ Sons of the Steppes :give
and
scenery.
one a tair idea of the people
The Christian at Work continues much in
The editorial on
the same line as of old.
“ Expose of
Committee's
the Scybert
with
marked
us
to
seem
spiritualism,"
ea; parte sentiment;
J. N. Hallock. New

York.

Classi
the American Akademe;
cism and Christianity, as related, com
in late
mand a good deal of attention
numbers of this representation of Platonic
A. Wilder, editor. Orange,
ighollarship.

Journal of

Civics; the ﬁrst numbers of a specialty hav
ing reference to-civil and political matters,
and the organ of the growing society
called the American Institute of Civics.
The ﬁeld is a broad one, and we wish suc
cess to the enterprise ; monthly. American
Institute of Civics. New York.
New England Magazine. July, Boston.
The sketch and portrait of Moses Brown,

The

naker philanthropist,
the
patriarchal
niversity, renders this
founder of Brown
number noteworthy.

weekly, New York.

Health Record, M. S. Purdy, M. D., Corn
ing, N. Y.
St. Louis Photogpaplwr, August, Mrs. Fitz
gibbons-Clark, St. Louis.
The

Ann Arbor, Michigan.

The

[Oct

The Current, weekly, Chicago.

EXCHANGES.

CURRENT

A

JOURNAL
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monthly, E.

Voice,

York.

monthly,

Table Talk,
delphia.

S. Werner,
September,

New
Phila

Harper's Young People. Harper Bros., New
York, Illustrated, weekly.
Continues to sus
tain New England husbandry, Boston.
Cincinnati Medical News. Dr. Thacker, Edi
tor, Cincinnati. Up to the times and
liberal.
Concise re
uue, New York.
Book Chat,
view of latest books and notes on current.
publications.

Massachusetts Ploughman.

J

Public

York.

Washington and New
Paragraphs from all sources on

Opinion,

all topics.

The Banitarian, July,
cation of the water
thorough review of
the pen

iignDfrom

Puriﬁ
New York.
supply of cities is a
that important ques
of Albert R. Leeds,

The Century for September tells of Jeﬁer
son’s home at Monticello. The instalment
of the Lincoln Biography relates to the
important era of his nomination for the
A Canaller's Life in New
Presidency.
Jersey is picturesquely sketched. and

Amateur Photography well illustrated.

Journal of Inebrietg/ for
Quarterly
number, as it
is an interesting
contains a good report of the recent Con
in London, where its editor, Dr. T.
gess
. Crothers, was in person to take notes,
and represent the leading part American
Science is enacting in this important ﬁeld
of humanitarian service.

17w
’

August

Popular Science Monthly for September has
Sleep and its Counterfeits, a good descrip
phases of hypnotism;
tion of certain
of Freez
Physiolog
Social Sustenance;
ing; A Sketch and Portrait 0' Audubon
We no\ice a
among its readable papers.
rejoinder of Miss Gardener to Dr. Harn
mond which contains certain spicy allu
sions and is as keen as a razor in its criti
cism. Dr. H. ,we think, was a little careless
“
in his statements a while ago, and rock
oned not on the sort of foe he had to deal
with. The liberality of the editor in admit,
but a reasonable
ting Miss G., although
courtesy,

is creditable.
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A “balm for

the Skin.”
The most economical it wears to thinness of a wafer.
Pears’ Soap is sold in every City at the World.

for

the Complexion.
;

17w best

v

Fowler & Wells

’Go.’s~

New Publications.

Physical Culture. For

Home and School.‘ Scientiﬁc and Practical. By 1)..
Down, Professor of Physical
Culture. 12mo., 322 pages. 80 illusts, ﬁne binding.,
The best work on the bu hling up of Health and Strength by systematic exercise '
will be culled for by professional and all sedentary people1 and all one
published.
not have the n'ecesshry and proper exercise in their dnilyoccupution;
also tells
'
—
work for health and strength.

1

'

I:

it

It.

8!“

"The

Comprising:

*

The’ ruvcller,” " The Hermit," "The

5. .1

Rime of the Ancient, Mni'ineri‘ by C01.‘ .~
Deserted Village," by GOLDSMITH, “The
mus,” by lull/ION, Peru's Essay, on Man, and "AEsop‘s Fables," Eiiclyill
-1
‘
121x10, ﬁne paper. extru clothyﬁslﬁo.
.
y
4
These Gems. always popular, will be especially acceptable in this form.
.u _
>
volume suitable for the holidays.
V 1‘

Masterpieces.
“

‘

A Bractical Plan oflnst-ruction in shorthand.

By BATES Toner. "Q
Consisting of a. series of twenty lessons, in the form of Lesson leaves.
Every teach
shorthand will prize thisI and those attempting self-instruction should use it.

Ncrvousness: list Nature, Causes, Symptoms. and TreaimenL
Dmrrox, M.l)., Editor Phrenoklgical Journal.

treatise on this rapidly increasing malady.

The Sympathetic Neﬂ'e.

the best plate of the

‘description;

A new

con',
plum, 18x36. showing this nerve, m'lh
ever produced. $5.00, mounted 0T1 rollers, $6.

‘

A pructienl

By

50 cents.

a

S.

.

'_

'

'

'7

a

_

_
_,

Pope's Essay on Man.

rapher or Typewriter, should lJL' in iheh
of every shorthand writer and stn ent, containing quiet hints and gentle ndvice by
>~
ﬂllll 5n
who “ Has Been There." A handbook of miscellaneousinformation
for the young lnw reporter; the shorthand Student; the Typewriter ()pyrglof;
rules for the proper use of capital letters and punctuation. Also some plnctical m w
tions for ‘the formation of general'Alnericnn Associulion of Slenogmphers, 25c. _

Andrews’ Chart. of Comparative Phonograplry. ‘Showing
0

systems
inches.

.

and com;
'
of Phonogrnphy
of interest or .,
Price 25c. Mounted, on muslin. l. 3'
1

principle features in the Jeadin
15 x;
shorthand writers and students.
the

l‘

n

How to Succeed as a Sten

-

.

-

i

.

"

With responding Essay, Man Seen in the
Dawn, By_l)r. U. b‘. Weeks. Paper, 25 cents.
a
A unique and interesting volume giving Pope’s Essay, and on the opposite pages " _ " .v,
All admirers
lel lines also parallel to and responding to the sentiments of Pope.
-‘— "
Essay on Man will enjoy this.
7-

Horace Mall

it;

:

A view of his life and its meaning; a memorial address. By fin-,1.<
Paper, 10 cents.
B. Was-run. D.D.
A worthy tribute to this great man, will prove to be of interest to every imclllg

I‘

l

coder.

1.

fully
Phrenol

a

as an elemenl of eharacleryvery
Srznn. President of the American Institute of
Paper, 10 cents.
Human Nature Library, No.

traled, By Prof. Nsnson

ﬂ

Self-Reliance or Self-Esteem,

.

The reading of this will help to the proper undersignding of ourselves 5nd others,

Phrenology:

l

l'ts Principles, Proofs, Applienlionpetc.~ A Lecture by PmfvJillustrated. Human Nature Library, No.
Paper, 10 cents.
The location _
Showing the basis on which Phrenology claims public attention.
shown, and the inﬂuence of heredity and collar‘: .‘x
organs and their grouping;
.

_l

. w

¢

is

I

2.

TRAOEY.

of

Physical Factors in Character:

or the Inﬂuence
Temperament
in
By H. S. DRAYTON, M. D. Editor iPlu-enologt'crrt Journal,
Paper, 10 cents.
Nature Library, No.
7
p
_
illuslruted with nrl‘uy portraits oi‘ famous men of the past and present,
This
Sent by ninilposlpnid on receipt of price.
Address,
be rend with interest.

.,.“

Fowler & Wells C9,. Publisher-95,775 Broadway. New
B.——Our

X-xw Illustrated and Descriptive Catalogue

soul on

:lpplk-mium

'
ail
\E

Y“:
f

N.

i.\’_‘

v

is

3.

mun’s desliny.

:

considered.

012! Series. Vol. 85.

NOV.

1887.

A

Monthly devoted to the study of
mm in his mental and physical
relaions.

TERMS: For

1 year,$2;
81 : Single Numbers

F

6 months,

20 cts

the
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IV.

of

.

Mesmerlsm Forty Years Ago.
V. The Wealth of Southern Pines.

Si

'1.

.

.

.
.
Illustrated. .
.
The llumnn Organization and
.
.
.
.
.
.
Religion.
.
VII. “Going to John."
VIII. Girl‘s Problem. Further.
1X. Comic Side of Animal Life.
X. Julius Caesar’s Temperament.
.
.
.
.
Portrait. .
XI. Health Experience of an Aged
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
Man.
XII. Pulmonary Consumption.

8;

Emma

;

‘Iages‘IN—

Editorial Iten|s.-Quite Pointless; A
New School of Medicine.

Not; Twilight.

2:3

Poetry.—1§1urn1ur

261

Mirth.
Correspondence.
Wisdom.
Personals. Library. Publishers’
Department.

on

.

.

.

.

A

VI.

‘I

Patent Medicines.
Physiology and Temperance. .
Child - Culture. — (Ionsciontiousness
Amusing Children An Auntic’s
Notions; Pleasant Surprises; The
Beginnings of Beauty.
Notes on Science
and Industry.—
How to make
Cheap Horse
Cart; A Grand Avenue through
Mount Vernon The first Light
ning-rod; Ownership of Inven
tions; 110w Monkeys Est Oysters.
;

Notable Characters
Day. Illustrated.

FOWLER

XIII.
XlV.

;

Whlchl.

Some

Portrait.

l’hrcnology,

a

111.

or

.

Metaphysics

.

Pundits Ramabni.

II.
"

'7

.

I.

'--

C()NTi-LNT>\=

‘.385

WELLS 00., Publishers.

7'75

Broadway,

New York.

L. N. Fowler, Imperial Buildings, London, England.
41‘ 'rrls

Pour-onus

AT Nuw

You

LB Sroono-cuss

Mn'rn.

n-.-u-o.o.---...-..._..-,..\-t._.i..-.~~.--.v.-..----4...._..-.--\.

We prenent below a List of Arttcla offered as Premium: for Club. to Tm: Pnmmowcicu. JoUmuL ‘um
Gunmen or Hum-u, and would all lpeclad attention to the very liberal oﬂ'erl and conditions given The
'
are all now and useful; the very best oi’ their kind.
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50nd in names as _fn<t as received, stating they are on premium account, and all will be
Send 10 cents for
complete.
placed to your credit, and premium sent when the number
Names may be 80m {mm din-Cum
Specimens, Prospectuses, Blanks. ctc., used in canvassing.
desired.
Remit I’. O. Orders, or in Rcgistcrcd Letters.
postoﬁlces
Stamps received.
Address.
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RAMABAI.

(THE FOLLOWING SKETCH [8 FROM A PER-‘JOSAL CONSULTATION.)

;

a

have
great deal of active
by that we mean the ability
tq set on ﬁre your thoughts without
waiting long. One will notice that your
cheek bones are wide that means excel

lent breathing power and the ability to
oxidize the carbon and make a frame
for thought and earnestness. There are
people who are rich in digestive power;
they have
great deal of unused consti
a

YOU
power;
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is

;

you incline to become habituated
you call them the best
ways of doingwhat you have occasion

to repeat.

is

;

it

You have strong sympathy, are quick
to feel sorry or to rejoice with others,
and you are prompt in taking in the sit
one of pathos and
nation where
emotion.
Your face belongs to your father from
the eye down
to the corners of the
belongs to the
the forehead
mouth
mother you catch knowledge as natur
ally as photographic instrument catch
es pictures, and your first thought
womanly; but as soon
your best; that
as we get back toward the middle sec
tion of your head, where character comes
in, then you resemble the masculine,

is

is

it
is

is it

if

and you are plucky, proud, peisevering,
headstrong, earnest, and you have cour
age todo or try todo that which many
shrink back from.
a woman would
You are all the time trying to get more
elbow room in the ﬁeld of executiveness.
For instance,
you were a teacher you
would be excellent in transferring what
you know to the minds of the pupils,
but your power would not end there,
would just commence; your power
in your character more than
in your
talents. Your talents are feminine and
intuitive; but your disposition gives
you more strength, more positiveness,
more push and executiveness
than
women generally have.
The boy who
fortunate enough to inherit from
his mother her intellect, gets the sagacity
and tact which we attribute to you, and
by inheriting his mother’s sympathetic
and affectionate nature and artistic and
aesthetic dispositions, he gets what
es
pecially valuable in woman, and by
virtue of being a man he holds on to
enough that
strong; now you step
across the line and inherit your disposi
tion from your father, and your talents
from your mother, and that gives you
the feminine quickness with the mascu
line self-reliance?
Now, there are very few women of
is

is

a_.

is

a

is

is

it

is

it

is

it,

give a very weak result.
You are liable to work too hard, to
burn yourself out too early, and your
study should be how to nourish the sys
tem, not how to getfresh air; you are
half_crazy for that anyway, but how to
get something for the fresh air to burn
as fuel, so as not to burn yourself out.
Your perceptives are large, you gather
Few persons see
knowledge rapidly.
as much with the same opportunity as
you do, and you remember the facts,
the phenomena, the history of your life
and your surroundings; consequently
you have the talents for literary and
scientiﬁc culture, and you have especi
ally power to teach others that which
you have found out yourself. There are
hundreds of people who are very wise,
but they have no power of utterance
and expression; if you will understand
like beeswax in a
their knowledge
jug, solid as a rock but very rich, and
takes a good deal of warming up to pour
more
Now what you know
out.
like kerosene in a pitcher, ready to be
'
poured out on the instant.
You have artistic talent, you could
learn to sketch, and draw, and- make
The faculty of
portraits
especially.
Form
large, the eyes are wide apart,
and you remember faces, outlines, con
figuration, can reproduce to your thought
the looks of some person who
at dis
tance, or some structure; you can think
just how certain rooms look when you
are thousands of miles away, because
mental photograph of them
you took
at the time and all you have to do
to
think enough to recall it.
large; you use
Your language
words freely and readily and with un
common ﬁtness and facility.
You are
orderly in the line of thinking and act

ing;

to certain ways

a ;

tutional vigor, but they can’t set it on
fire and make it do something; now if
you get an ounce of vitality you can
burn it all up, as riﬂe powder properly
adjusted is all burnt, and the full
strength secured. Some kinds of powd
er don’t more than half burn, and so

[Non
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is

;“

Ind

a

it

it

is

it

;

is a

I

is

is

if

;

Lord, but send thou not by me
that
not your plea
wants you to
the
“ what there
of
do anything you say,
me
here and
will work."
You enjoy music, you see the funny
side of things
high temper
you have
aroused, and
when
indorsed by
reason and justice.
There are some
things that we ought to be angry at and
show indignation, and
does not take

it

is

it

is

a

a

is

it

is

feeling

I,

am

it

is

it

people

Your

Lord, send me.” Some
say “Send by whom thou wilt,

“Here

N. s.

The subject of the above sketch is, as
at once inferred from the name, of Hin
doo birth.
According to the account
in
her very interesting vol
published
ume, “ The High-Caste Hindoo Woman,”
in which she lays before the reader with
much power of relation the social us
ages so powerfully affecting that class of
women, she was born on
remote
plateau of the Western Ghauts, and liter
ally in the jungle, in April, 1858. Her
father was man somewhat advanced in
young woman who
age, her mother
had been educated in the lore of the
Vedas, but her husband, much older, a
teacher by profession, gave very consid
erable attention to the training of the
little Ramabai. Perhaps the life of her
not altogether typical
early childhood
of that naturally belonging to Hindoo
children, but, as related by herself,
She recalls with
certainly interesting.
emotion lessons given in the morning
twilight before the toilsome day had
“ the little maiden, heavy with
dawned
sleep, was tenderly lifted from her bed
upon the earth and awakened with
many endearments and sweet mother
words, while the birds about them in the
forest chirped their morning songs, the
no other book
lessons were repeated,
than the mother‘s lips being used.”
When the girl was but nine years old
the family were compelled to sell their
little property to discharge debts that
had been contracted, in accordance with
rigid Hindoo custom, and then, almost
penniless as well as homeless. they set
is

is

is

it

it

is
a

is

have hid away from duty.

great while for you to get your righteous
indignation harnessed when
ought to
be, and then
counts.
You have force, pride, positiveness
and integrity enough for a head that
measures an inch and a half more than
yours does, so that that part of your
character
pretty strongly marked.
Your capacity for loving also strong,
and those who enjoy your friendship
ﬁnd that
amounts to something, and
tells.
whenever your love
centered

it

and unmanageable
girls that you might have under your
control.
There are few women of your
strength that could be such a master of
a horse as you would
be; the horse
would make up his mind somehow that
he had
got to do what you wanted
done; it is not so much by muscular
strength as it is by a sort of interior
If
spirit that is masterful in its action.
you were teaching a school of boys and
ugirls, and there were some big boys that
might be strong enough to pick you up
and carry you out of the'schoolhouse,
you would look at one and call his
name, and he would wilt, because he is
in the wrong, and he would not know
what you were going to do about
but
was best for him to re
would think
treat from his line of disobedience and
bad conduct.
There
a certain govern
ing force in you and in human character.
wherever
may be found, that
not
measured by avoirdupoisor mathematics.
There
certain kind of command in
the word and look that
recognized by
retreats, obeys,
superior power, and
conforms, gives up.
You love justice because
right,
are ambitious to be approved, are sensi
which good
tive about the opinions
about
You have
entertain
you.
people
dignity, you believe in yourself, stand
on your own foundation, and are willing
to take responsibilities or duties which
belong to you; you never in your life
it,

men, and contrary

‘

is

boys,

it

as you can from

respect

235

a

your weight and size that can command
as much

;
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Young Ramabai
out upon Pilgrimages.
was a very earnest student from her
earliest years; she loved books, acquired‘
a. knowledge of several Hindoo dialects
while traveling about. Her parents did
not do with her as other Hiudoos were
in the habit of doing with their daughters
—“throw me into the well of ignorance
by giving me in marriage in my in
fancy”—but instructed her in what is
deemed useful knowledge, and after the
death of her parents, Ramabai, with a
brother, traveled in different parts of the
great continent of India, giving atten
tion to the earnest advocacy of female
Their caste compelled a
education.
certain exclusiveness which could be
scarcely comprehended by the American
they advocated
reader, nevertheless
female education, and especially that,

JOURNAL
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known to the English-speaking world
National Association for supply
ing female medical aid to the women of
India, a movement that has received
the very earnest support of the Countess
as the

of Duﬂ’erin, who acts as its President.
Her association with English-speaking
people appears to have awakened a sense
of want of practical training for the
work to which she had devoted herself ;
so she concluded to go to England and
studying the language. acquire a knowl
edge of European methods of education.
In the Ladies’ College at Cheltenham she
was given a position as Professor of
Sanskrit, and there her unoccupied time
was spent as a student in the college.
She made rapid progress, and when two
years later she heard of the success of a
country woman and kinsman in Amer
Hindoo
girls
ica, who had studied medicine and who
marriage,
high-caste
before
should be instructed in Sanskrit and in was about to receive her degree, she felt
their own vernacular according to the inspired with an irresistible desire to
visit “the holy land,” called America,
ancient Shastras.
In Calcutta the young Sanskrit and witness the success of her friend.
This Hindoo Lady, Dr. oshee, returned
scholar and lecturer created a. real sen
sation by her advanced views and her to India for the purpose of serving her
scholarship; the learned Pundits of the sex at home. She was young, enthusi
city interviewed her and examined into astic, highly educated, and altogether
capable in the sphere which she had
her claims and conferred the distin
guished title of “Sarasvata" publicly chosen, but, after her arrival in India.v
a few months passed before she was
upon her. Shortly after this agreeable in
numbered among the dead, a victim to
cident her brother died, and six months
constitutional disease, consumption.
later she married a gentleman of Bengal
Ramabai‘s enthusiasm was enlisted in
who was a graduate of the Calcutta Uni
two
years
system of Frcebel, and she spent
the
Scarcely,hcwever,had
versity.
taken
was
time in acquiring a-knowledge of
husband
some
her
before
passed
his principles and methods, intending to
away by cholera.
The widow Ramabai now returned to introduce Kindergarten‘ in India, where
her former occupation as a lecturer ; she now she is. Pundits Ramabai, high-caste
Brahmin woman, courageous daughter
had won friends among the British resi
dents of India, and through their advice of the forest, educated, reﬁned, byprefer
appealed with much success to English ence retaining the Hindoo mode of life as
audiences, and then re-entered upon the regards a vegetable diet. peculiarities of
pilgrimage career. She went from city dress and so on, yet solemnly consecrated
self-help
to city establishing societies, having the to the work of developing
among the women of India, is doing
general name of Arya Mahila Somaj,
what she can in that most useful and
the object being to promote education
honorable ﬁeld, and the hopes of all who
among native women and to discourage
Out of realize the state of social life in India
the custom of child marriage.
are enlisted in her mission.
D.
his effort has grown what has become

J

AND SCIENCE OF HEALTH.
PHRESOLOGY—WHICH!

faculty a mode of action which is com
mon to the intellectual faculties. If this
theory

be accepted

there is no way to

account for the fact that some persons
perceive certain qualities of objects very
easily while it is with extreme ditllculty
that they perceive certain other qualities.
A person may perceive the form of an
object readily, yet know nothing of its
color; or he may perceive its size with
out taking note of its form. Were per
ception a single faculty, it is reasonable
to infer that a person would be able to
perceive one quality as readily as an
other. And so, if memory were a single
faculty, there would be no such thing

having ‘a good memory of
events and a poor memory of dates, or a
good memory of dates and a poor mem
But Phrenology clears
ory of names.
It teaches that
up all these difficulties.
there is one faculty which relates to
form, another to size, another to color,
another to order, another to events, etc.,
and that perception, conception and
memory are modes of action common to
all of them. The same faculty which
as a person

is

it

is,

a

metaphysics. Yet, toany one acquainted
with Phrenology, it would be far from
satisfactory.
She spoke of perception, conception,
judgment. memory, as faculties of the
mind, thus falling into the error of all
the old philosophers in mistaking for a

is

of the JOURNAL.
The subject of mental science occu
pied a prominent place on the program.
It was presented by a lady of rare culture
and high professional standing—in fact,
she is considered one of the leading
teachers of Indiana. Consequently, we
may regard her instruction as an ex
ample of the best that can be given by
those who represent the old school of

readers

perceives form remembers form, and the
faculty which perceives color also
remembers color.
Each one of these
faculties acts through a certain portion
of the brain which is called its organ.
The ability of each faculty both to per
other condi
ceive and to remember
tions being equal, in proportion to the
size of its organ in the brain. By study
ing mind from this pointof view
not
difficult to understand the mental natures
of those whom we wish to instruct; but,
we take up the study of mind in the
old way and speculate on "Intellect,
Sensibility, and Will,” we are unable to
reach any deﬁnite conclusions, and soon
ﬁnd ourselves “ in wandering
mazes
lost."
The speaker alluded brieﬂy to dreams.
to the great question of insanity, and to
other forms of mental aberration.
She
remarked that these were phenomena
which can not be accounted for. The
metaphysician, perhaps, can not account
clearly for them. But Phrenology fur
nishes a clear solution of them, and
they afford almost incontrovertible proof
of its truth.
She recommended that the teacher
acquire
knowledge of each pupil‘s in
dividual traits. But how
this to be
done? Metaphysics would perhaps say:
By being for a long time in contact with
the'pupil and learning to understand
him through experience.
Yet, while
the experience
being gained, many
golden opportunities and much valuable
time might be lost.
Phrenology says
study his organic development.
His
character, his disposition, his intellectual
capacity, his strength and weakness, his
excesses and deﬁciences, are written on
his organization.
It takes but short
time for
phrenologist to ascertain the
leading traits of each pupil’s character,
to pick out the bright ones and the dull
ones, the sly ones and the frank ones,
the mischievous ones and the studious
ones. He will know what kind of train

same

is

was my privilege, not long ago, to
visit a Teachers‘ Institute; and a
few things which came under my obser
vation, ‘and the thoughts which they
may be of interest to the
suggested,

a
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needs, and will be able to
secure the greatest good to all. He will
judge correctly in what branch of study
each pupil will excel and in what one
he will fail.
Knowing how to educate
all the faculties harmoniously, he will
be able to adapt his training to the end
which he wishes to accomplish.
As long as philosophers engaged in
dreamy speculations concerning matter
and force and their various phases, very
little progress was made in natural
science.
But as soon as they began to
observe the phenomena of nature, and
to base their theories on a knowledge of
facts, the whole circle of the sciences
were rapidly developed. In like man
ner the expounders of Phrenology have
based their teachings on observed facts,
and, consequently, they appeal to nature
as the strongest argument in favor of
the truth of their science.

ing each
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Which, then.

[Non
rational sys
for teachers to

is the most

tern of mental philosophy

adopt? Is it that which is based on the
speculations of the scholars of the past,
or that which has been gained through
the direct study of nature? To those
who are acquainted with both systems
this is not a diﬁicult question to answer.
The time is coming when teachers
will have to decide which of these two
systems they will adopt. They must
either follow in the footsteps of the old
theorists and speculate for an indeﬁnite
period upon abstruse questions which
bear but little relation to the real science
of mind, or they must accept as truth
the teachings of nature,
no matter
whether they harmonize with former
theories or not. Mental science is com
ing to the front. Is it to be Metaphysics
or Phrenology—which?
H. B. BARTHQLOMEW.

-_—M———

SOME NOTABLE CHARAUTERS OF THE DAY.~.\'0.

PENCER F. BAIRD

was born in
on the
Reading, Pennsylvania,
1823.
of
Being
February,
of
third day
he
was
sent
to
a
parentage,
Quaker
school of his class in Maryland, and
later entered Dickerson College, Penn
sylvania, where he was graduated when
about _17 years old. He was inclined to
the study of nature and very fond of
making pedestrian excursions for the
purpose of collecting plants and observ
On one of
ing the habits of animals.
these, he tramped 400 miles in 21 days,
“l

2.

He was appointed Professor of Natural
History in Dickerson College, and later
Professor of Chemistry.
He seems to
have exercised rather broad functions
in his lectures to the students, as they
included
ology.

physiology,

geometry and zo

In July, 1850, he was appointed As
sistant Secretary of the Smithsonian
Institution, and remained with that im~
portant establishment until his death.
When Joseph Henry died in 1878, Prof.
Baird was promoted to be oﬂicial head
making60 miles on thelast day between of the Institution ; there his duties were
The specimens no sinecure, involvingconsiderable men
day-break and night.
The fine organ
which he collected in this way largely tal labor and activity.
ization of it as now appears, was due to
for his own cabinet, became later the
foundation of the Museum connected his executive ability. From 1850 to 1860
he devoted much time to Government
with the Smithsonian Institution.
interest of
Meanwhile, he studied medicine, but expeditions, securing the
did not graduate, the knowledge thus others in them and furnishing the appli
obtained being considered of value in his' ances for collecting material; in this way
special pursuits; the Medical College of the-valuable collections of the Institute
were largely increased.
Philadelphia gave him in 1848 the de
Besides the usual routine work inci
causa.
honoris
D.,
of
M.
gree
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what measures were expedient to pre
ventsuch diminution. if any were found.
the undertaking expanded until at the
time of his death it was tenfold more
extensive and useful.
At the request of the United States
Government he was present as advisory
counsel at the Halifax Fishery Commis
sion held in 1877, and the essay on Fish
Culture which grew out of that service,

the Fish Commission ; he was appointed
by President Grant in 1871 Commis
sioner. and from the simple beginning
of an investigation to ascertain whether’
or not any diminution in the number of
the food ﬁshes of the coast and lakes of
the United States had taken place, and

and which 1s deemed of very high
value, is now in course of preparation
for publication.
Prof. Baird’s relation to science gen
erally has been conspicuous, both on
account of his personal interest in
as
well as on account of his position in the
it,

as Assistant Secre
Baird organized the system of
international exchanges which has be
come one of the leading features of the
Smithsonian, and to which the editor of
the PHRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL is indebted
for many valuable scientiﬁc works pub
lished abroad.
One of the most valuable features of
Prof. Baird's scientiﬁc work relates to

tary,Prof.
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but has been disposed to look for the
solid facts and realities of nature and art
and deal with them systematically and
He is a deﬁnite, precise man,
critically.
and far from credulous; ambitious and
rather sensitive to praise or detraction,
and well-poised: at
but strong-willed
seventy-eight preserving an admirable
the
balance of mind on both sides of
aﬁ’ectional and intellectual natures.
Mr. Winthrop was born in Boston
1809, and finished his early education at

in

His literary
Institute.
Smithsonian
work is something phenomenal; notes
and papers and reports, contributions to
periodicals and works of permanent
value, forming a long list.
From the portrait, we infer that Prof.
Baird possessed a very large and active
brain ; the faculties relating to observa
tion were particularly large. He was a
collector and a master of details. His
was a mind that was ever hungry for
information, one fact but added to his
impulse, to his desire to learn more
with regard to the subject in interest.
He appears to have had a good vital or
ganization, an earnest cast of sentiment,
much force and impulse and sensitive
ness.
The breadth of his head indicates
he
was a thorough worker and also
that
keenly alive to esthetic impressions, and
his temperament, in association with the
coronal organs, shows a high degree of
sensitiveness with regard to matters
touching 'his personal reputation and

J 0 UR.
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capabilities.
ROBERT C. \Vm'rnnor is suggested

by
of
the hundredth anniversary of the Fed
eral Constitution, because of his relation
to later events of national importance.
He comes to us as a. link that connects
us with the early and great characters
He shows in the portrait
of our nation.
an organization of much vigor and ten
acity, the physical bottom and mental
resolution that contribute to longevity.
Nose, chin and mouth indicate vital
capacity, and a character with conspicu
ous elements of force and steadfastness.
The intellect is marked by the prominent
brow, the faculties of perception being
especially strong, rendering him ever
alert for facts, and appreciative of their
His head
is broad and
meaning.
rounded in the region above and for
ward of the ear, showing him to be nice
and reﬁned in his tastes, and a natural
He
organizer and adjuster of ati'airs.
has not dwelt in the atmosphere of
theories and assumptions as a thinker,
the recent celebration in Philadelphia

C

'R.

\‘v'lNTﬂROP.

Harvard College in 1828, with much
credit. Entering upon the study of law.

;

a profession at that time more highly
estimated than now, as becoming to
a young man of spirit, ambition and
scrupulous principle. He was fortunate
in having the tntorship of Daniel \Veb
ster. and being associated with him for
three years.
From his father and grandfather he
inherited leanings toward politics; they
. and earlier ancestors occupy a creditable
place in New England history and he
followed such
almost unconsciously
His name and professional
leanings.

AXD SCIENCE
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associations gave him prestige in the
community, and his participation in the
political movements and agitations of
the second quarter of our era gave him
rapid preferlnent.

In 1834 he was elected to the Mas
sachusetts Legislature, being at the time
He served
but twenty-ﬁve years of age.
in that body for six years, the latter
three of which he was Speaker of the
He early identiﬁed himself with
House.
“'hig party, and ﬁrst became
the
nationally prominent when he visited
New York, in 1840, to attend a general
This same year he was
\Vhig meeting.
\Yhen he had
elected to Congress.
served in that body for seven years, he
was elected Speaker.
Later on he was
elected to succeed W'ebster in the Senate,
and still later was a candidate for gov
ernor of his native State but failed of
election.
Mr. \Vlnthrop‘s speeches and addresses
ﬁll several volumes. They were power
ful or delicate as the occasion demanded.
They are the best exponent of the
of the man, showing
character
his
correct judgment,
his clearness
of
thought, his adherence to the principles
of freedom and practice, his interest in
the
progress of education, and his
anxiety for the maintaining of public
and private virtue.
He has been president of the His
torical Society of Massachusetts, since
1855.
He is a member of long standing
in the Society of Arts and Sciences, the
American
Antiquarian Society and
many others.
He was selected to be the orator of the
day at the celebration of the completion
of the \Vashington Monument,
which
the reader remembers ; a proper honor,
because ﬁfty years before. when
the
corner stone was laid, his was the voice
that rang out in expression of popular
feeling.
The CZARINA of Russia has a stronger
face

than her sister, the Princess of
and evidently a stronger physi

Wales.
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cal organization.
She hasa good ex~
pression of the motive temperament,
with, apparently, a good basis of the
vital, and this
combination
imparts
tenacity and vigor both to body and
brain.
The head appears
to
rise
very high in the crown and to be rather
prominent in the forehead over the eyes,
and if such be the case, in life this wo
man, witha place so eminent, should
be known for a disposition to inquire
into affairs for herself and to be ﬁrm of
purpose and practical in judgment; to
have, indeed, a rather masculine type of
intellect, and less susceptibility to the
inﬂuences of mere sentiment than is

CZARINA OF Rl'SSlA.

shown by women generally. She should
have a remarkable appreciation of form.
or outline, and be orderly, neat and meth
odical in her taste.
There is a kind
lends
softness and
expression that
attraction to the strong features and
does not impress one with the idea of
aﬁ'ectation.
Most of the pictures of
ladies nowadays are so touched and
retouched by the photographer
and
artist. that they bear the marks of
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artiliciality, and most of the life and
character of the original are lost, so
‘‘
that while the counterfeit presentment”
The
‘it is not a portrait.
‘
Czariua, according to this representation
is not a pretty woman, her features are
for that.
too coarse and pronounced
She resembles her handsome sister, the
Princess of Wales, enough to enable us
to see readily the family likeness, but
her face lacks the delicacy and symmetry
of the Queen expectant of England.
Yet there is a kind and winning look, a
freedom from arrogance or hauteur,
that we like, and we are disposed to
credit her with elements of true woman
hood.
Her strength and vigor and
positiveness are fitting to her relations
in the imperial court of Russia, we
dare say. Such are the relations of the
Czar, such the dangers and trials he is
required to face in this day of agitation.
that he needs a wife who can stand up
and co-operate with him, and afford
him sympathy and support.
is pretty

JO URNAL
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in the history of her nation and the
hearts of mankind, as "the Czarina of
Peace," who lulled to rest the Russian
bear, and disturbed not the repose of the
British lion.
With this face before us we may credit
the wife of Alexander with such a
benevolent motive,
such a noble am
bition.
DR. DWIGHT, the President of Yale
College, has the head of a scholar and
thinker.
The quality is high, the brain
massive in its proportions, and accord
ing to the portrait well-developed in the
superior regions.
Evidently he is a man
of much culture, naturally inclined to

The Czarina is the daughter of Chris
She was
tian VIII., of Denmark.
married to Alexander, of Russia, in
Petersburg, and becanu
1866, at St.
Czarina at the time he was crowned, at
the death of his father, Alexander ll.
Her Danish title was Princess Dagmar.
She has taken some prominent part in
of Russia, and sought
the
affairs
earnestly to avoid the breaking out of a
war between
England and her own
country, which at times within a few
years past seemed very imminent.

Unlike most traditions,

that attribute
certain great wars to woman‘sinfluence,
from Helen of Troy, who called both
men and gods to war for her sweet sake,
down to the Ex-Empress Eugenie, who
it is said used her inﬂuence and voice in
favor of that fatal
step taken
by
Napoleon III., which led to war with
and to the overthrow
Germany,
of
in Dance, to death for
monarchy
Napoleon and exile for Eugenie. Unlike
these, the Czarina's name will go down

RSV. TIMOTHY D\\'XKZHTv
D. Di

the side of subjects

involving thought,
especially on the side of theory and
philosophy ; the classics, metaphysics and
language would have special fascination
in such a brain. Evidently he is a good
executive, capable of planning and
organizing forces well, and prudent in
his management; he has more discretion,
more wisdom, sotospeak, than boldness
or audacity.
He believes in gradual
progression, not sudden, lofty and ex
tended flights ; he is not a man of brilliant

1887.]
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or sudden dashes.
He would not take
the fort by a sudden onset, but deliber
ately prepare his enginery and when
everything was ready the grand assault,
although it might be a surprise to the
enemy, would bebut anatural outcome.
He has dignity and reﬁnement in a high
degree.

Timothy Dwight, D. D., is a grandson
of the Dr. Timothy Dwight who was
President of Yale from 1795 to 1817, his
own father
being James Dwight, a
merchant of Norwich. Conn.
He en
tered Yale College at the age of seven
teen, and was graduated in 1849.
Two
years later he became a tutor in the
College while pursuing a course of study
in the theological seminary.
In 1855 he
resigned his tutorship, and the next
spring went to Europe, where he studied
at Bonn and Berlin, returning to this
country in 1858. He was then made
Buckingham Professor of Sacred Litera
ture in the Theological School, and con
tinued in that relation until his election
to the Presidency, now. He wasa mem
Committee for the
ber of the American
Revision of the English Version of the
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when we consider the wide differences
of opinion that, after Dr. Porter's retire
ment,
had been
developed among
graduates in public discussions upon the
future policy of the College, was a
marked compliment to the new Presi
dent. Those, too, who had sought in the
retirement of the greatly esteemed and
respected ext-President an opportunity for
cutting loose from the custom which
selects the President of the College from
among Congregational clergymen will
nevertheless be glad to see in Dr. Dwight
of the
so excellent a representative
traditional
ernors.

class of Yale College

gov

LEW WALLACE, the autlior of that

rather popular book, “Ben Hur," appears
by the portrait to be possessed of astrong
and a rather
physical organization,

Bible.

Coming of good Connecticut stock,
thoroughly identiﬁed with Yale through
ancestral ties and through his own life
from boyhood, an experienced and very
popular instructor, a careful student of
the theory and practice of education,
especially as formulated through the
modern discussions as to means and
methods, a man of sound and varied
and
learning,
holding an entirely
adequate social prominence, we think
that President Dwight has set out on his
new course with bright auspices, and the
prospect of making his administration
both prosperous and useful.
That his
triumph
selection was a conservative
there is no doubt, but it is quite possible
that the progressive school will ﬁnd less
to fear too much of holding
reason
back than they had anticipated when
the choice was still in doubt.
The harmony shown in his choice,

The fulness of the mid
robust mind.
dle part of the face. the prominence of
the cheekbones, and plumpness of the
nose, show superior vital capacity; at
the same time the bony framework is
emphasized well in the face. and indi
catcs that he possessesa strong disposition
to activity.
From very early life his
tendency would be toward travel, explor
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Politics had its attraction for him, and
\Vith a strong will
ation, pioneering.
of his participation was
and a good deal of insistence he would the result
of
election
to
into
ell’ect
the Legislature of his State.
purposes
be likely to carry
At the outset of the late war, being at
The de
whose value he was convinced.
velopment of the crown and upper part the time Adjutant-General of Indiana,
of the forehead impresses us that he is a he volunteered for three months’ service,
man of original inquiry with regard to and on the expiration of that period, he
moral and religious matters, not one to re-entered the army and rapidly rose to
be controlled or lezl by convention
or positions of importance, ﬁnally being
He has the appointed Major-General.
mere sympathetic learnings.
He seems to have shown little or no
organization that would adapt one to be
a soldier, to follow that department of interest in aﬂ’airs for many years after
engineering that leads a man into new the close of the war, but the appearance
ﬁelds, new countries.
The expression of a romance having Mexico for its
generally of the face is that of force, theatre, attracted considerable attention.
In 1878 President Hayes appointed him
spirit and positiveness.
Lew Wallace is now about 60 years of Governor of New Mexico, and while
In early life he was related to the there he wrote “ Ben Hur,” which came
age.
This is a story
bar,
having studied law under the from the press in 1880.
direction of his father, who was at that of Jewish life in the time of Christ, and
time Governor of
Indiana. He was is for the most part devotional in
active in his profession but didn’t character.
conﬁne himself to it particularly ; there
Personally he is a man of large and
were literary leanings
which were robust physique, with rather small,
indicated by occasional contributions to piercing eyes, a carriage that is erect
the press; he was also interested in art,
and impressive, and a manner that
and became something of a painter.
inclines one to regard him as very
When the war with Mexico opened,
During a three
years’
observant.
he enlisted and rose to be second Lieu
where he
residence in Constantinople,
tenant.
In Mexico he became interested served as United States Minister to
in the history of the country and made Turkey, he gave considerable attention to
personal investigations which are incor
literary and archaeological matters, and
porated with some of his later writings.
made himself acceptable to the natives.

-—M—-——
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was under the inﬂuence one
day and we were trying to ﬁnd a
task for him. He was under the care of
Henry Baily at the time, and a friend, Mr.
John Casey, said to him in a low voice,
“Did not my father buy a new hat from
“ Yes,” answered Baily.
you yesterday ?"
“ sold him an eighteen
shilling tile.”
“ Then make Danny gofor
it to-night
at thirty-one minutes past seven.
You
can make some excuse to Pap for send
ing for it.” To this Baily agreed, and the
usual question being put to him as tohis
willingness to do as requested when out

I

YEARS

AGO.—l\'0.

2

of the trance and being answered in the
affirmative, he was told he was to go to
the house of Mr. Casey, Sr., and tell
him that he, Baily, had sent for the new
hat he had bought and not to come with
out it. “Youare to go at thirty-one min
“ And," add
utes past seven to-night.”
“
it
ed Casey,
Kick
before you all the
way home.” “Yes, sir," answered Dan
“ Now, John Casey,” said Baily,
ny.
“ he will do this as sure as light is light,
and you will have to pay for a new one
“ All right,” said Casey.
to replace it."
“ If he does as told you I‘ll pay for

I

it,
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weeks, when one day while he
held the wrist of a young man in the
usual way, he suddenly, to our great sur
prise, commenced to describe his state of
health.
When asked how he knew any
he said he “ could see his
thing about
”
‘innards,’ meaning his lungs, stomach,
etc.
We could not get a. more satisfac
tory answer from him.
Doctors ques
tioned him as to the relative position of
those organs, but his answers were more
ridiculous than correct.
To this accom
plishment he added another—that of for
tune-teller.
Of course we had nothing
to do with his pretensions to prophecy,
but he got into the habit somehow and
on with all the ease and assur
carried
ance of any “son of a seventh son.”
do not know
any of his prophecies
were ever fulﬁlled, but
well recollect a
case in which one of them at least came
to pass as nearly as he had foretold.
It
was this: he was holding the wrist of
young fellow one day, when among sev
eral things of little account he told him
that“ tobacco would be hisruin.” Those
present at the time laughed, and think
ing that he only took that way of inform
ing the young man that he used too.
“ weed " for his own
much of the
good,
they advised him to join an anti-smoking
society and burn his meerschamn. About
two years after Danny‘s prophecy this
very man rented a house and lot on the
outskirts of the town, where he dwelt
and raised tobacco in the garden, which,
as
reached maturity, was seized by the
British government as contraband and'
destroyed. The duty on imported tobac
so great that the home growth of
co
strictly prohibited, the grow
the article
er being liable to one year’s imprison
ment and forfeiture of crop. The young
man escaped to the United States, where
a

I

if

I

it

is

he now lives.
While we were thus employed there
came to the town an American named
Barnum,—not the great showman—who
“ Professor of
advertised himself as
” and issued bills in which he
Mesmerism
promised great things to every one who
a

but you mustn't tell Pap that I had any
thing to do with it.”
Exactly as the clock hands pointed to
the indicated time Danny dashed out of
doors and down the street, without once
looking at the clock or taking the least
notice of any of us who were watching
his movements for some time. In all
such cases we were most particular not
to give a patient the least hint as to what
he had promised to do, nor at what time,
and took good care that none of the wit
nesses did so either.
He reached Mr.
Casey's house alinost breathless, and
having received the hat, the ﬁrst thing
he did with it was to toss it up and as it
came down he gave it a vicious kick that
divided the crown ; then he kept kicking
it before him until he reached the hat
store, followed by one of the old-fashion
ed “guardians of the night,” known as
“Charlies,” and Mr. Casey, Sn, who in
their turn were followed by a mob of
men, women and boys who had congre
“ see de fun.”
gated to
The night guardian wanted to carry
“
Danny to the Watchus,” but on a Brit
ish shilling being slipped into his not
unwilling hand it had the power of
making him change his mind. The whole
affair was explained to Mr. Casey, who,
when assured that a new hat was at his
service, enjoyed the joke as well as any
of us. The mob finding nothing further
to engage its attention, sneaked away,
not, however, before one old lady gave
it as her sincere opinion that “ musmur
ism” was a. pure invention of the devil,
and she advised as very strongly to give
up its practice “ or it would surely con‘
vey us all down to a certain hot place in
double quick time."
Danny could recognize any person
Whom he had ever known, not by the
voice but by merely holding the wrist,
doctor fashion, between his ﬁnger and
thumb. That he had no chance of doing
80 by sight was certain, as a
piece of
t'ummed paper was pasted over each eye
and a handkerchief tied over them. This
Wehad been practicing for about three
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attended his seances at the ballroom of
the admission being
the Courthouse,

only one shilling

(24 cents).

Mr. Barnum

took rooms in the very next house to the
hat store, where he had not been long
ensconced before he heard of our ama
teur performances, and paid us an infor
mal visit and called frequently to see us
Whether he meant it or not,
at work.
can not say, but he told us that we knew
more about mesmerism than he did. He
requested us to bring Danny some even
ing to his lodgings as his wife would like
We did so and
to see him in the trance.
the boy behaved right well. he even sur
After going through a
passed himself.
variety of performances, he was request
ed to tell whom he held by the wrist.
\Vhen it came to Mrs. Barnum’s turn he

I

said

:

“I

know who you are, but I don't
“ Shall I tell you ?"
know your name.”
“Yes, sir, if you
inquired Barnum.
“ It's Ellenor Barnum." “ No,
please."
“ Why, her given name is
it ain't.”
Ellenor, and she is my wife!“ “She
I” This
ain‘t your wife, she’s your
we afterward learned was really the

-—

The boy had spoken so plainly
and with such emphasis that we were
recollect that I felt
all dumbfounded.
my face ﬂushing all over, but I made
my escape from that room in double
The Bailys and Doc Ma
quick time.
hony waited only while awakening
Danny, when they too beat a hasty
retreat. Mr. Barnum ﬂed the second
day following to escape being mobbed.
It seems he was a mere charlatan, and,
like a great many others, was ignorant
He employed three boys
of the science.
He
to help him carry on his chicanery.
either would not or could not pay them
what he agreed to do, so they gave him
away. The newspapers took it up and
spread the history of the cheat, which
not only kept Barnum from again fool
ing the people of that county, but
prevented other pretenders from taking
his place.
It was such charlatans that disgusted
fact.

I
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They were
the people with mesmerism.
so often humbugged by them that they
eventually came to the belief that there
was nothing in it but a scheme to make
money and nothing more.
Doctors Paisley and Fairﬁeld dropped
They had a
in to see us one evening.
They were aware
reason for doing so.
that Danny was able to describe things
that were severai streets away from
where he was, and wished to test his
abilities to the utmost in that respect.
They were not satisﬁed that he was able
to do so unless some person or persons
were in collusion with him, and they
resolved to change the position of the
movable articles in their drawing-rooms
and add other things that did not belong
to such places.
Neither of the doctors
were to tell each other or any one else
what the changes were. and they even
went so far in their plans for secrecy as
to lock the doors and pocket the keys.
They were also aware that Danny had
never been in the houses and could not
We
therefore call memory to his aid.
agreed to this test case and appointed
the following Monday night as the time.
They were on hand in season. and we
were ready too.
\Vhen asked if he
would go to Dr. Paisley's house and up
to the drawing-room
and describe what
he saw there, he instantly answered.
“Yes, sir," and in a few seconds he
said, “I’m there."
“ What do you see T’ “ I see that all
the pictures have their faces turned to
the wall."
“Can you describe any of
them T’ “Yes, sir.”
_He did dmcribe
each of them in his own way, sons to
leave no doubt of his being able tosee
their fronts, although to other eyes the
backs alone were visible.
One was a
picture of Napoleon the First on his
he
white horse “Marengo," which
immediately recognized, as there were
thousands of them at that time scattered
throughout the south of Ireland. An~
other was the portrait in oil of the doctor
himself.
“;Do you see anything else i"
see an ould skeleton : it looks like

"I
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the chain placed his hand in his, and all
was complete and ready.
The two
medical men were then informed that
they were at liberty to whisper anything
they chose into the left hand of the last
person forming the chain, and in so low
a whisper that even he should scarcely
hear
and
would be answered or
repeated
by Danny, who was up inthe
room two ﬂights of stairs above, and
could not possibly hear what was so
whispered.
Each physician in his turn
whispered such words or short sentences
themselves," smiled and merely said,
“They were not prepared to say just as he saw ﬁt. When questions were
asked,
then,“-—-and they never did say.
they were correctly answered;
Before they left we invited them to and when a repetition of words was
required they came almost instantly.
call on us on the following Monday
evening, and We would show them One of the doctors used some medical
term, and was quickly told “ that
was
something that would really surprise
them.
This was what we called the ‘pothecary‘s Latin, and he didn’t know
general
They came at the that lingo," which created
human chain.
The
stood
the
for
laugh.
test
more
were
time,
prepared
we
and
boy
appointed
for the test. We had got together about than an hour, and no doubt he gave the
twelve young girls and as many young sceptics plenty of food for thought in
men.
These we placed one on each step regard to mesmerism.
could relate many more instances of
of two ﬂights -of stairs, alternating the
sexes (we chose boys and girls as we the powers of Danny and other patients,
but they would read too much like
knew they would attend more willingly
“ for the fun of it at least“).
repetitions of those already given to be
than adults,
pleasing to the general reader, and
Any amateur can easily try this experi
would not add any more information on
caused
then
ment; he can not fail. “*0
the subject.
hands
of
their
them to link the thumbs
not dead by any means;
Mesmerism
a
forming
stood,
thus
together, as they
reviving, and the new
from the in fact
human chain that reached
taking
in hand, and will
patient to the lowest room of the house, generation
where
belongs—among
the
place
and several other
Where the doctors
\Vhen acknowledged sciences.
were assembled.
spectators
wm. o‘ooamAN.
Danny was mesmerized the ﬁrst man of

girl, but you can't frighten me
“ Where is it i" “ Sitting on
with it."
a sofa and has a book in its hand."
Doctor Fairﬁeld then took his turn,
but Danny came out conqueror.
They
seemed convinced that after all there
was something more in mesmerism than
they had previously believed, but to our
great chagrin they would not acknowl
When the question was put to
edge it.
them relative to what they now thought
of the science, they _“ retired within

is

it

it

it

is

it

is

I

a

it

it

it,

that of a

___..I.I.§——
MURMUB NOT.

pain and sorrow,

it

Throughday by day;
Toiling onwar
seems but useless—
Striving—though
Seeking for the perfect way.
Murmur not—
Oh, gentle reader,

At the changes time hath made,

All

things die—but live forever—
Thus our waitings are repaid.
Murmur not—
,
For endless ages
Will, sometime, our loved ones bring
Let our hearts and faces pleading,
Lead us to the eternal spring.
Murmur not—
The still voice answers;
For the path our fathers trod
If, with love and truth be followed,

;

Murmur not—
At nature's actions,
(‘hanging all our thoughts and plans,
Marring now our joyous households,
As the ﬂoods devast the lands.
Murmurnot—

Leads us on to rest—and
AN

mamas

God.
'rnsosorms'r.
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THE WEALTH OF THE SOUTHERN PINES.

HE

beauty of the pines and their
green is not the only
dower with which they came upon the
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have fulﬁlled their mission is suggestive
of unwritten poems too grand for
utterance
in any known language.
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if

is

There
a stately grandeur
earth.
climate
belonging to the entire family,
and accident have not defrauded them

“The
well

have
breathed .pines”
healing to wounded hearts as

sweet

brought

as to feeble

bodies.

They

have

Fro. 2.-“ mrmsa.”
of their inheritance.
The music of their brought inspiration to pencil and brush,
rustling differs from that of other forest which in turn have brought fame to the
trees.
And the fall of the needles that artists.
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Aside from the poetic, artistic and
health-giving associations of the pines
their commercial
value is of great
moment, especially that branch of the
family from which is obtained the
turpentine, resin and tar.
The long-leaved pine of the Southern
furnishes the chief source of
of turpentine, resin, tar and
This tree grows from the north
eastern boundary of North Carolina,
along the Atlantic coast, to Florida,
across that State to the Gulf of Mexico,
and thencetoLouisiana, in a beltaverag
ing one hundred miles in width.
States

supply
pitch.

Fm.
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piece at each end of the half moon. This
is the commencement of the regular
season, and the boxes are now all tasked
off. A “task” is usually ten thousand
boxes, but we have known hands to
tend eighteen thousand.
These must be
cornered once, and “hacked " about six
times, from the ﬁrst of spring until into
The dipping (shown in Fig.
November.
2) is done by task work, too, so many
barrels or boxes per day beinga task.
This is accomplished with aspoon-shaped
instrument and a peculiar twist of the
wrist, only well-done by long practice.
Two dippers generally attend one hacker.

lid—GATHERING ‘rm: "BCRAPI."

The ﬁrst step is to obtain the crude
This is the natural juice of
turpentine.
the pine tree, and it is sometimes called
white turpentine and gum turpentine:
It is a mixture of the eaential oil known
as spirits of turpentine and of resin.
A half-moon-shaped box is cut in the
tree, as near as possible to the surface of
the ground.
The shape of this "box"
will be seen in
The
1, 2, 3 and 4.
box cutting commences about the ﬁrst
of December and continues till March—
perhaps a. few weeks longer if the spring
is late.
After cutting, the boxes are
“cornered " by taking out a triangular

Hacking is the making a groove-shaped
cut on each side, downward to the center
The grooves can be
of the half moon.
seen in all the cuts.
The “hacker” is used with a down
ward stroke, and has at the lower end of
the handle a. weight of lead or iron, to
give great impetus to the blow. The
barrels for ﬁlling are placed at intervals
through the woods; the dipper gathers
his gum in a rude bucket, and empties
it into the barrels, which, when ﬁlled,
A frequent mode of
are hauled off.
haulingis seen in Fig. 1 ; the same cut
shows a primitive but cheap mode of.
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“rolling” tar to market. Both articles
are frequently rafted toaseaport between
sticks of hewn timber.
The ﬁrst year‘s operation produces
“virgin dip,” the second “ yellow dip,”

Fm.

Nov

It yields about
window-glass resins.
gallons of spirits, and not quite
three-fourths of a barrel of resin to the
barrel (two hundred and eighty pounds).
Yellow dip yields over three-fourths of
seven

4.—DISTILLI.\'G THE 'rcarzn'rmm.

‘the third some common

yellow dip and
then the further product of the
The virgin dip is.
etreesis all “scrape.”
scrape

JO URNAL

;

F10. 5.—'ms

resin, and about six gallons of spirits to
the two hundred and eighty pounds of
gum.
Scrape yields about the same.

msTiLLERY

when carefully gathered. a honey-like
From it
gum, of whitish appearance.
are produced No. 1, pale, extra. and

“

YARD.

"

Scrape is the gum which gathers on
the face of the tree or box when worked
up three, four or more feet higher. It

1887.]
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is a white and cheesy like substance.
The operation of chipping the box face
and gathering the scrape is seen in Fig.
3.
With care a very light resin can
be made from it.
The operation of distilling the gum is
carried on in turnip-shaped copper stills
of a capacity from ten barrels up to sixty
—the ordinary size being twenty and
thirty barrels.
They are bricked up at
the sides, and the fire strikes directly on
the bottom.
The top has a large hole
for the “ cap,” which connects with the
worm for condensing the spirits, and a
small hole through which the “stiller “
examines the state of his charge, and lets
in water as it may be deemed necessary.
The resin, being a residuum, is let off on
one side into vats, through strainers,
from which it is dipped into barrels to
cool.
Many attempts have been made
to use steam as a heating agent, but not
yet with sitcom.
If the resin is not
entirely free of either spirits or water it
is opaque and loses value.
The rear of the stills and the resin vats
are shown in Fig. 5.
the
Probably
largest distillery in the country is at
Wilmington, N. C.
In trees deadened by ﬁre, stumps of
trees cut down when the sap is up, and
old box trees left standing, a peculiar
transformation of the wood takes place;
all its pores become ﬁlled with pitchy
matter, it increases greatly in weight,

and will take ﬁre almost as readily as
In this state it is called
gunpowder.
“light wood," because it is used for
kindling, and with the poor as a substi
tute for candles or other light.
The
smothered burning of this wood is the
source of tar. The wood is split into
billets three or four feet long and about
three inches in diameter. To form a tar
kiln the operation is commenced by
scooping -out of the ground a saucer
shaped foundation, making a holein its
middle, and thence running a wooden
spout outside the rim of the foundation
Billets of wood are then placed radiating
to this center hole and piled upward,
each upper and outer stick lapping a
little over, so that when ﬁnished, the
pile resembles a cone with the point cut
oil", small end down ; logs of wood and
green twigs are then piled around, and
the kiln thus made is covered with dirt,
The ﬁre is then
the top as well as sides.
lighted at the top caves of the kiln, and
the tar trickles down to the center hole,
whence it runs out through the spout.
A kiln yields ﬁfty, one hundred or more
barrels of tar, according to its size.
Large iron. retorts have been used, but
the project is not sufficiently greater or
more cleanly to pay for increased cost.
In the process of distillation tar and
Pitch is tar boiled
pitch are obtained.
down until all its volatile matter is

M

driven

oﬁ’.

'

THE HUMAN ORGANIZATION AND
is now one of the accepted
that the
doctrines of physiology
of
brain is the organ or instrument
It is not the cause of intellect,
mind.
emotion and will, but the instrument
through which they act on other minds,
and reveal their presence to our senses
In other words the living
and reason.
brain and nervous system conditions
of thought, feeling and
the exercise
The body
volition in men and animals.
of action on
is the soul's instrument
_
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Through the senses
external nature.
the soul receives impressions from the
universe,
material
and
objective,
the nervous and mechanical
through
systems of the body, takes hold of, uses,
controls and appropriates the material
The brain,
things and forces of nature.
mechanical
systems
and
are
nervous
parts of the human organism and con
dition the action of the human soul,
in this life and this world, in all direc
tions, at all times, on all questions, and

‘
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The universal testi
religious organs.
will
mony of practical phrenologists
this statement.
sustain
or conﬁrm
This shows the relation of organic
structure to religious life and character.
Insanity isa brain disease—a disease of

statement.
The organism conditions all life and
experience, all development, history and
institutions, and as there is religious life,
religious experience, religious develop
character,
religious
ment,
religious
it
history and religious institutions,
in
the
forms
which
all
the
conditions
religious nature of man manifests its
presence and power.
The doctrine of the localization of
organs in the brain, which was ﬁrst
taught by the science of Phrenology, is
now received by the most advanced
writers on physiology in Europe and
Though there is controversy
America.
in regard to where the diﬁ'erent organs
are located in the brain, the fact of
localization is conceded. The science of
which ﬁrst revealed this
Phrenology,
fact in brain physiology, has located the
moral and religious organs in the crown
or top head; and the history of the
physiology of the brain shows its truth.
have examined hundreds of living
and the correct drawings of
heads,
hundreds of men and women with
whom I had no personal acquaintance,

I

the organ or instrument of mind, and
How could we
not of the mind itself.
have the different forms of religious
insanity, if the religious life and char
acter were not aﬁ’ected by the organism?
This would be impossible, unless the
religious nature made use of the brain
as its organ and instrument.
Religion as it grows out of man's
and
conscious
sense of dependence
weakness must have organic relations,
as the condition of the organism materi
ally aﬂ’ects our conscious strength or
weakness.
Commercial
panics and
of
are
seasons
business
depression
generally followed by seasons of general
Why is this? Evi—
religious revival.
'dently because they convince man of
his dependence,
and lower the tone of
his nervous organism.
He feels the
need of divine help and seeks it.
The criticism of religious revivals as
being attended with so much animal
excitement is not justified by the facts.
The excitement exists, but presents no

just ground for unfavorable criticism.
History shows there is no great forward
movement
without excitement, and
science shows that all excitement has its
animal side and organic relations, for
the reason that man is in part an
animal organism.

GOING TO

OING

WM. TUCKER, D.D.

J OHN.
know. I was never on the
I’m waiting for the train to go to

“I didn't

north, madam?"

“ No, ma’am."

“Going south, then?”
“ I don't know, ma‘am.”
“ Why, there are only two ways

{Now

and I have never met a man or woman
of fine moral and religious character
well-developed
who
did
not have

in reference to all interests. The intellect,
emotions and will are all engaged in
religious thought. feeling and action,
and as these are all conditioned in their
activities by the organism, it follows
that it conditions and inﬂuences the
Whole religious life and character.
There is no religion without thought,
emotion and action, and as these are all
conditioned by the organism, it must
condition all forms of religion. These are self-evident propositions,
and their truth is revealed in their very

“

JOURNAL

cars.

John."
to go.

”

“ John? There is no town called John.
Where is it?"

OF

AND wIENC'E
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my son. He‘s out in
Kansas on a claim.”
“I’m going right to Kansas myself.
You
intend to visit?“
'
“ No, ma‘am."
She said it with a sigh so heart-bur
Hened the stranger was touched.
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“Oh! John’s

cheeks. The ticket agent came out
softly. stirred the fire, and went back.
After a pause she continued :
“I went to Martha‘s—went with a
never felt before.
pain in my heart
was willing to do anything so as not to
But that wasn't it.
be a burden.
found they were ashamed of my bent
“John sick?"
A.
‘
old body and my withered face—ashamed
No.”
in
of
of my rough, wrinkled hands—made so
look
pain
The evasive tone, the
'the furrowed face, were noticed by the toiling for them—”
The tears came thick and fast now.
stylish lady as the gray head bowed up
on the toil-marked hand. She wanted The stranger’s hand rested carelessly on
the gray head.
to hear her story: to help her.
“ Excuse me—John in trouble?"
“At last they told me must live at a
“No. no—I’m in trouble. Trouble boarding house, and they’d keep me
there. I couldn’t say anything back.
my old heart never thought to see."
My heart was too full of pain. I wrote
some
“The train does not come for
to John what they were going to do.
my
Here,
time.
rest your head upon
He wrote right back, a long, kind letter
cloak."
“You are kind. If my own wereso I for me to come right to him. I always
had a home while he had a roof, he said.
shouldn’t be in trouble to-night."
“ What is your trouble 9 May be I can To come right there and stay as long as
I lived. That his mother should never
help you."
“It's hard to tell it to strangers, but go outtostrangers. So I'm going to
my old heart is too full to keep it back. John. He's got only his rough hands
When I was left a widow with the three and his great warm heart—but there’s
room for his old mother—God bless
children, I thought it was more than
him——”
bad
this—"
wasn’t
as
;
but
it
bear
Icould
The stranger brushed a tear from her
The stranger waited till she recovered
cheek and awaited the conclusion.
fair
on.
to
go
voice
Bier
“ I had only the cottage and my will
“Some day when I am gone where I’ll
toiled early and late all never trouble them again, Mary and
ing hands.
the years till John could help me. Then Martha will think of it all. Some day
we kept the girls at school, John and when the hands that toiled for them are
They were married not long ago. folded and still; when the eyes that
'me.
Married rich, too, as the world goes. John watched over them through many a
sold the cottage, sent me to the city to weary night are-closed forever; when
live with them and he went ‘Vest to the little old body, bent with the burdens
it bore for them, is put away where itcan
He said he had pro
begin for himself.
never shame them——”
vided for the girls, and they would pro
The agent drew his hand quickly be
ivide for me now."
his eyes, and went out as if to look
fore
The
Her voice choked with emotion.
train.
for
the
The stranger‘s jeweled
silence.
stranger waited in
stroked
the
ﬁngers
gray locks, while the
went
I
city.
in
the
to
them
went
the tears of sympathy
of
sorrow
and
tears
in
a
great
lived
first.
She
Mary's
to
weary heart was un
fell
The
her;
together.
on
a
wait
to
servants
with
house
Soothed by a touch of sym
house many times larger than the little burdened.
pathy the troubled soul yielded to the
cottage—but I soon found there wasn't
longing for rest, and she fell asleep. The
room enough for me——"
agent went noiselessly about his duties
lines
of
her
in
the
The tears stood

I

I

I

I

I

I

“I
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She was dreaming of the days in the
little cottage—of the fond hopes which
inspired her, long before she learned,
with a broken heart, that some day she
would turn, homeless in the world, togo
to John.

that he might not wake her. As the fair
stranger watched she saw a smile on the
The lips moved. She
careworn face.
bent down to hear.
“ I'm doing it for Mary and Martha.
They’ll take care of me sometime.”

‘QM——
TWILIGHT.

the brow of the

are veiling

The shadows

Where numberless ages all silently sleep,
Aurora
from
cycles unborn,
emerges
With twilight to hail the glad tidings of

hills,

And

vapors

are

soothing

the

rills.
While twilight, the daughter
and shade,
Is queen of the evening,

murmuring

morn.

of sunshine
.

in glory arrayed.
'

She gracefully mantles the waning of day,
And welcomes the evening in golden nrray,
Yet softens the glimmering curtain of light
With shadows that melt on the bosom of
night.

parade!
coursers
run,

Whose footsteps
Sun:

unheeded,

undaunted

ah follow the path

they

of the

When softly unfolding her curtain of blue,
All spauglcd with silver, she waves her
adieu.

Thus

onward

forever-with

banners

un

furled.
Her halo of glory enraptures the world;
While sentinel stars on the borders of night,
Now herald the vast constellations of light.

In silence its millions of systems revolved;
silence its problems are ever unsolved;

In
In

silence we
mains,

gaze on the boundless

do

Where inﬁnite order and harmony reigns.
When,

10!

While earth, in response to the language of
ﬂowers,

Triumphant she rides on the billows of ﬁre,
With chaplet of jewels in queenly attire;
In gold-tilted armor she ﬂashes her blade,
And marshals the stars in their nightly

With

United they mingle in loving embrace.
Expanding their pinions new _regions to
grace;
Dissolving the shadows with orient light.
And melting the stars from the bosom ‘of
night;

In rapture arouses from star-lighted bow. is;
Unveiling her features she wendeth her way
To the radiant realms of the monarch of day.
The birds sweetly carol their matinal lays,
And nature responds with her chorus of
praise;

While dewdrops that fell by invisible showers
Are jewels aﬂame on the bosom of ﬂowers.
Thus oft in our pathway from darkness for
lorn
The teardrops of night are the jewels of
morn;
And hopes that are buried and shrouded in
gloom,

Like seeds are weTl-planted

Every sigh that is hushed on the bosom of
night
Is a song as it wakens, and welcomes the
light;
While hope, brightly dawning, illumines the
way

From twilight of morningr to inﬁnite day.

from the verge of the measure

less deep,

in fragrance to

bloom.

Paterson,

N.

J.

WARREN

SUMNER BABTOX
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“A GIRL’S PBOBLEM.”—Further.
SHOULDN‘T

besurprised, Margaret

if you felt that the
friend who pillaged your waste basket,
and cast its whirling ﬂakes of storm
MacKensie,

upon the world, is a somewhat oﬂicious
But
assure
and impertineiit party.
you I have found no study of late so
curious and interesting as the ﬁgures
of this same girl‘s problem, upon which
she has tried to do a little earnest,
private ciphering, with results appar
ently not very satisfactory to herself,
giving to the speculative
though
em
observer exceedingly clear and
of
indices
character.
phatic
There is no doubt, Miss Margaret
MacKensie, that you are a young lady
and
strong convictions
of extremely
very resolute, determined action, and it
will depend altogether on your choice
whether
of interests and occupations
you develop into a tediously fussy,
bustling woman, driving with tremen
dous force at the triﬂing details of life.
or whether you round to the generous
of a free, untrammeled
proportions
nature, with broad, full comprehension,
serene, fair judgment, and every power
strengthened and expanded by exercise
in the work best adapted to your ca

I

pacities,

and

closest to your sympathy

and love.

There are multitudes of men and
women who fall into the ﬁrst class of
disagreeably energetic drivellers from
pure lack of any adequate aim to lift
to
and enlarge
their thought. and
determine their position, place and use
in the world.
Probably the majority of these are
quite unconscious of their latent facul
ties. and attribute their discontent and
Wasted power entirely to some external
circumstances over which, it is believed,

no control.
And, indeed, it is the most difficult of
things to choose deliberately a pursuit
in life, where there is not so absolute a
force of talent that there can be no

they had

possibility of mistake, however contrary
to its election the genius may be pushed
by unfavoring inﬂuences.
The saddest
of failures is a life warped and shrunken
by an occupation utterly uncongenial,
and ill adapted to the individual powers,
but the world is full of such wrecks.
For the ignorance and inexperience of
youth make it an easy victim to the
whims and prejudices of advisers who
rarely take the character of the subject
into consideration, and the necessity of
earning the means of livelihood is a.
compelling force, dragging thousands
into
wholly distasteful
employments
and unendurable except for the rewards.
Frequently and almost inevitably, in
the country,
there is a restriction of
choice which wider acquaintance with
the world and its diversity of uses is
liable to reveal, too late, very often, for
the expansion of cramped and fettered
faculties in directions that would have
been earlier sought had there been given
any clue to their existence.
The grand social scheme of co-opera
will, without
doubt,
tive industries
correct such evils by bringing to bear
upon the development of its young
factors the inﬂuence of all grades of
each highest and most
employment,
ennobling to him, or to her, who can
But this educative
perform it.
_best
power is yet, perhaps, a long way off,
and what may be done under present
is left us to
conditions is all that
consider.

Really, the

case being so perplexing

it would seem that
any woman who could be content in the
sphere of domestic life, which is acknowl<
wholly hers, might avoid the
edged
bewildernients,
embarrassments
and
mistakes that attend the seeking of an
in

the view of men,

outside profession.
Yet, I assure you, I am the last to
gainsay her right to free choice in any
ﬁeld which attracts her, and would give
every favoring word and influence to
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the fulﬁllment of her aspirations, how
ever lofty and far-reaching, or eccentric
and peculiar they might be. Neverthe
less, the elements of conquest are part
and parcel of herself, and the chances
of success are based on her own interior
force of character rather than on the
cir
aid of advantageous
external
cumstances.
must say, then, as I might have
said to your brother, Tom, my dear,
young lady: Be honestly and earnestly
sure of the thing you want to do, and
are capable of doing, and strike out
your own way to the accomplishment
of what you feel to be a rational, well
You will go more
detined purpose.
unerringly to your work, and encounter
fewer impediments in fearlessly taking
your own course, than in striving
timidly to follow the confusing and
conﬂicting counsels of the multitude of
advisers who will rush to your assist
and
ance, with words of warning
exhortation,
at the ﬁrst suggestion of
Not, indeed, that you
your choice.
shun
obstacles in any case,
to
may hope
or escape cutting disappointments and
blighting discouragements that would
crush the ambition of a nature less
than
strongly fortiﬁed by resolution
yours, my friend, but as long as you
keep faith in yourself, and press steadilyr
forward you will not be overcome,
however you may shake and tremble
sometimes at the roaring of the lions in
your way.
In saying this I abrogate my privilege
not? Yet,
of offering advice, do
may express my earnest, cordial sym
pathy with your desire to test, by
practical experiment, a woman’s ideas
of home architecture in which she, of all
others, is most deeply interested.
In
feel fre
my own building schemes
quently the need of suggestions, that
would lend some reﬁning grace and
softness to a work which rarely satisﬁes
me. As a rule, men are too much given
to utilitarian principles, and mathemat
ical precision to conceive any plan of

I

I

I

I
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which these are not the controlling
element. and a delicate and harmonious
blending of beauty with use comes of
chance rather than of purpose in their
architectural designs. Often there is a
haunting perception of a good that is
not grasped, or a sense, at least, of the
need which there seems no faculty to
supply, but the conventional model is
approved, and the feminine ideal re
mains a beautiful phantom, awaiting a
woman brave and strong enough to give
it form and expression, when all the
world will hail it with glad recognition.
I can but hope, Miss Margaret, that
you will work out faithfully your own
ideas of the subject you take in hand,
unbiased by the canons of custom, and
unhampered by any arbitrary rule of
art beyond the foundation laws which
command your earliest attention, and
which you ignore at the cost of all that
you aim to accomplish.
You will study, of course, the various
orders of architecture,
ancient and
modern, not so much with a view to
copy as to receive suggestive aids to the
development of original plans, which
are, after all, my friend,
only new
modiﬁcations
and im
combinations.
provements of the old.
There is a vast
ﬁeld for more delicate and less formal
workers, who may give to unsatisﬁed
seekers an occasional
fulﬁlment of
possibilities which they have vaguely
imagined, and you need have no fear
that any honest eﬂ'ort of yoursin this
direction will fail of respectful recogni
tion and appreciation, if deserved.
Were in your place—not presuming
to counsel in the least, understand—I
hould
seek a practical
training in
mechanical principles by apprenticeship
to the best workman
could con
venientl y ﬁnd, leaving the acquirements
and ﬁnish of schools until had justified
my faith by demonstration of the pos
session of a talent
and
deserving
demanding the broadest cultivation and
widest exercise.
If there is any help which
can

I

I

I
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render you, I shall be very happy, at
any time, to respond to your call.
W'hatever message you may feel inclined
toaddress to me, in care of the editors

TIIE

COMIC SIDE OF

writers have endeavored to
show on the authority of that fa
mous philosopher, Hobbes, that man is
" that can laugh—but
the only “animal
be
a
difference of opinion
to
there seems
on that subject—and in the following
quotation
give the reader the beneﬁt of
the doubt. “There are animals that both
There are, on the
laugh and weep.
contrary, races of men, like the Ameri
"eddas,
Indians and Cingalese
can

I

which do not laugh.
Two essentials are needed in order to
produce the physical phenomenon of
laughter in man—first, facial, vocal, or
other muscles including the diaphragm,
and second, the emotions or ideas which
Certain animals
give rise to laughter.
possess both these essentials.

who have given your letter to the
public, will be promptly and cheerfully
answered. Very truly, your friend,
JOHN HAMILTON, aRCHlTEc'r.

“—

BIRD

OME

The gorilla
Darwin

possesses the facial muscles, and

claims that various monkeys have them.
All the mammalia, in common with man,
have the diaphragm, which is capable of
rapid relaxation and contraction as well
spasmodic action. The chimpanzee is
smile. The smile of the titi
The dog can
monkey is a playful one.
both smile and grin, whether affection or
pleasure, hypocrisy, or cunning dictate.
Dogs distinguish the different kinds of

as

said to

laughter, they note the distinction be
tween that which is good humored
and that which is sarcastic
They are
yet not unfre
sensitive
to ridicule,
quently try to producelaughter in man,
and deep is their mortification
if they
fail.
Romanes tells us of a Skye terrier
that tried to amuse his master and pro
voke his laughter by certain tricks it had
taught itself, and was sulky if its efforts
proved fruitless.
An orang-outaug in
the London Zoological Gardens showed
every sign of pleasure when its practical
jokes excited meu‘s laughter, and Rev.
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Dr. \fs'ood records the instance of atame
jackdaw who enjoyed the fun of boys‘
games like leapfrog and tag as much as
the boys did themselves.
The statement that there are races of
men that do not laugh lacks conﬁrma
tion and throws a shadow upon what
the writer has to say about the “ laugh
ing birds and beasts."
The parrot is a capital laugher.
He
laughs at his own practical jokes.
\Vhite. of Selbourne, speaks of the
heartiness of laughter in the wood
A pet magpie of Jesse's, he
pecker.
“ History of
says in that incomparable
Selbourne," had a laugh that was so
hearty, joyous and natural that no one
who heard it could help joining in it.
There are tales of certain swallows who
on the successful issue of a practical
joke played by them onacat, seemed
eachtoset upalaugh at the disappointed
enemy very like the laugh of a young
child when tickled.
Miss Cobbe says
the goose has, perhaps, the keenest
appreciation of humor of any animal,
unless it be her own arch enemy, the
fox ? And she illustrates this assertion
by the narrative of a practical joke
played on a number of pigs by a ﬂock of
The poor porkers were caused
geese.
to run the gauntlet down a lane of geese
biting at them with their bills, simply to
frighten them, and that the geese might
enjoy the terror and squealing of the
pigs.

“ ne of my horses," says Baker
Pasha, “out of pure amusement, kicks
at the men as they pass, and having
succeeded several times in kicking them
into the river, he perseveres in the fun,
believe, for lack of other enjoyment.”
There is a certain hyena which, from
the peculiarity of its cry, is styled the

I
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laughing hyenu, and in Australia there
is a bird—~a.

kingfisher—which
similar reason
the

is called

laughing
for a
Its notes strongly resemble a
jackass.
rude, powerful
The
great
laugh.
African traveler, Livingstone, speaks of
the African brown Ibis, whose cry is a
loud ha-ha-ha l
As it is true that certain aiiimals
for
possess the physical qualiﬁcations
is
correct
that
they
also
it
laughter, so
possess all the apparatus for shedding
tears.
The dog, horse, elephant, bear,
cat, donkey, mule, various deer, soko,
titi, or other
mandril,
chimpanzee,
monkeys or apes, cattle, camel, giraffe,
shed tears under emotions of grief and
sorrow.
The parrot does not shed tears,
but possesses the kindred
power of
sobbing.
Chimpanzees will weep at
dread of punishment,
monkeys and
elephants on account of disappointment
or mortiﬁcation, the Cingalese elephant
on account of captivity and conﬁnement,
the titi from fear, terror or fright, the
stag at bay and caged rat from despair,
certain monkeys because they are pitied,
and the young soko, says Dr. Living
stone, out of mere pettishness or non
compliance with his whims.
Mrs. Burton says she has seen in the
Syrian desert “ tears roll down camels’
cheeks with thirst." Some one speaking
of a mule crippled by a two-inch nail in
his foot: “His face was the picture of
pain and despair.
Tears streamed out
of his eyes.”
Dr. Livingstone records
the instance of a young soko, which, if
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not taken up in the arms likeachild,
when it desired and appealed to beso
carried, ‘engaged in the most bitter
human-like weeping.
Dr. Boerlage
shot a female (mother) ape in Java that
fell ‘mortally
wounded from a tree
clasping the young one in her arms,
and she died weeping.
A giraffe, wounded by a riﬂe shot,
was also found to have tearstrickling
from the lashes of his dark, humid eyes.
Gordon Cumming, the African traveler,
speaks of large tears trickling from the
eyes of a dying elephant.
Some old
rats,
ﬁnding a young one dead by
drowning, wiped the tears from their
eyes with their
forepaws,
says the
Animal World. Instances might be
enumerated without limit toshow that
certain animals have both the physical
requirements for grins and tear-sand
are susceptible to the same emotions
that cause tears and laughter in man.
It may be said with certainty that the
animal kingdo
easily distinguishes
friends from foes.
Cruelty to animals
is forbidden by the laws of God and by
the laws of man.
All living things
shrink from physical pain.
Birds and
beasts show great affection for their
offspring, and will run dangerous risks
to protect them from the assaults of their
enemies, but whether or not they have
that sense and sensitiveness which will
cause them to laugh when pleased and
weep when disappointed and hurt is a
shall not assume the province
question
of determining.
GEORGE w. BUNGAY.

I
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JULIUS CESAR’S TEMPERAMENT.

F Julius

Caesar we have tolerably

full descriptions,

so that we are

enabled to determine with a good deal
of exactness the nature of his physiology.
“ He was a tall, well-made man, rather
slender than stout, with a high, but not
broad forehead, long, pale face, with a
large mouth, and dark sparkling eyes.
His nose was a well-proportioned one

and of the true Roman type, though not
strongly marked as in some of his co—
He was considered one of
temporaries.
the handsomest men of his time.“
His
vanity seems to have been marked, as
was evident not only in his ordinary
dealings with men, but in his dress and
manner; becoming bald early in life, he
showed a rather marked sensitivenem~
so
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about
and tried as far as possible to
conceal
by bringing forward the hair
from the back part of his head.
With

all the
him by

honors that were conferred upon
the Senate. that which seems to
have given him the most delight was
the privilege of wearing the laurel wreath
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his mouth was regular. the lips rather
full, giving to the lower part of the face
an expression of kindliness, while his
breadth of forehead indicated full devel
opment of his intellectual faculties. His
face was full, at least in youth, but in
the busts which were made toward the

J

i'ui's (‘lBAR

constantly. that helping muchto cover

is

his bare poll.
In Louis Napoleon‘s life of Caesar the
following description
given of him.
“His eyes were dark, his glance pene—
trating' and his complexion colorless;
his nose straight and somewhat thick.

close of his life his features are thinner
and bear the traces of fatigue. His voice
was sonorous and vibrating. his gestures
noble and an air of dignity pervaded his
His constitution which
whole person.
at ﬁrst was delicate grew robust by sober
living and by his habit of exposing him
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self to the inclemency of the seasons.
Accustomed from his youth to manly ex
ercises he was a bold horseman and he
supported with ease privations and fa—
tigues. Habitually abstemious, hishealth
was not weakened by excessive labor,
nor by excessive pleasure.”
Such was great Caesar's physical con
stitution, such the blending of its quali
ties.‘ He had been well educated, and
practice enabled him to wield a rather
ready pen, so that he could indicate the
part of a historian with respect to his
own military operations, but the direct
ness and strength of the man are seen in
his Writing, as with little attempt at dis
play he describes his marches and battles
and the characteristics of the people
against whom he had operated.
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The bilious or strongly evolved phases
imparted
temperament
activity and power tothonght and more
ment; he was ambitious and his mental
to his becoming a
power contributed
leader of the Roman people.
Thegreat
ness of the warrior was consistent with
the eminence of the politician.
Proba
bly he has no equal, taking him altogeth
er, in Roman history, and as a soldier
probably no modern captain is up to his
level with the exception of Napoleon.
“ the man of hu
Michelet calls Caesar,
manity,” as he loved the people, next to
his own advancement, and even the de—
spised Jews counted him as a friend and
mourned his death.
F-rom “ The Physical Factors in Character."
No. 3, Hum Nucnn LIBRARY.

of the motive
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HE

and whereas the study of mind by reﬂection
late session of the American
Institute of Phrenology was one on consciousness must result in a multi
plicity of doctrines, each bearing the impress
of the most successful in the history of of the mental state and capability of its
Forty students received author, and whereas Phrenology is a menu-l
the Institute.
the Certiﬁcate from the hand of the Philosophy founded on the anatomy and
physiology of the brain. we recognize in
President at the exercises that closed this Science the system, b which alone we
and
etermine mental
the course of lectures. Among these can understand
students were ladies and gentlemen of manifestations.
education and standing in their respec
2d. That we recognize in the American
Institute of
ti ve spheres of life.
As usual the most educated andPhrenology. with its stat! of
experienced
professors, an
distant sections of the country were institution of great value and importance.
One student came from and we most heartily commend it to all
represented.
of Anthropology in its varied and
Spain, while Canada sent two, who students
interesting aspects.
would be a credit to any community.
8d. That we can not suﬂlciently express
The interest in the lectures delivered by our obligation and gratitude
to our eﬂicient
the professors in the different depart
and devoted Teachers
for their uniform
ments continued from ﬁrst to last, in courtesy and kindness, and the zeal with
which they have sought to make us masters
fact rose with the progress of the course, of the important subjects embraced in
the
and frequently displayed itself by a course of instruction.
positive enthusiasm.
4th. Resolved: That we commend to the
ublic the PHBENOLOGICAL
The sentiment of the students with
Jonas“. ‘so
‘01BX01; or HEALTH
as an instructive and
regard to the objects of the Institute and
interesting
Magazine.
believing that its
their consideration of the manner in perusal would do much to im rove the
which its work is conducted is well mental growth and physical h th of the
people.
shown in the following.
RESOLUTIONS

or 'rm; cuss or

1887.

let.
That whereas the study of the
human mind has in all a es enga ed the
attention of the thoughtfn
and e ucated,

Dated Oct. 14, ’87.

H. F. ORVIS.
J. HUNTER.
F. A. FARLKQ.
( ‘om mitten.
W.

HEALTH EXPERIENCE OF AN AGED MAN.

and

drinking strong

tea, suffered much
Somehow
spells of headache.
getting the idea that tea was certainly
the occasion,
not the cause of these

if

under

I

if

I

I

if,

I

if

I

if

I

it,

regularly in out-door air at some
light hoeing in the garden, or with a
light saw and ax at your wood pile, and
health and
your stomach, general
strength will recover. This tried quite
to do; and after taking
imperfectly
and

I

a

I

a

I

seveuty-six—given in the simplest, tru
est words, may beof some value to the
readers of this journal.
As early as in 1836 settled and com
menced the practice of law in Illinois.
Born and reared in Kentucky, with
scarcely
ray of pure hygienic light,
knew of no hygienic living.
My good
mother, having
large volume of brain,

pains, feeling them at times myself,
quit the use of that beverage nor ever
contracted the use of coffee, which soon
began to take its place.
This negative
hygiene was about all
knew for the
ﬁrst ﬁfteen years of my professional life.
By this timeI became feeble and con
sulted an eminent physician for relief.
He told me that my stomach was im
paired, and unable to digest the food
was putting in it.
asked him
he
had any way of curing it. He said,
indeed, drugs could cure any diseases,
they surely had not as yet cured a case
of dyspepsia. Then
Wished to know
what was to be done. He asked
had
ever made
horse's back sore, and
so, which was the better way to heal it.
Replying that the worst case ever had
was cured by taking and keeping the
saddle oil‘, the wound cleaned with soft
water, and the animal in a shaded piece
of blue-grass Kentucky pasture.
Said
be, you have the cure of dyspepsia.
Unsaddle your stomach, put nothing
more but the pure graham crackers, a
little rice and fruit in
keep your skin
from head to foot clean, exercise gently

I

if

is is

to

is

is,

experience isthe dearest, it
well-made, the surest teacher. In
deed, after all our theories and splendid
achievements in science, experience
Hence the
their only sure foundation.
importance of apparatus in our colleges
demonstrate the facts constituting the
different branches of a scientiﬁc course.
However much readers may differ in
opinions about health, disease, and its
cure, in one proposition there can be
Of
little room for doubt or diversity.
all sciences, the laws of health are of
the ﬁrst importance.
A sound body,
the treas
maintaining a sound mind,
in gospel
are above all others—it
of great price.”
phrase, “the pearl
Gaining all else and losing this, we are
poor, and worrying ina life scarcely
worth living.
The experience of an aged man—near

a

F
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or perish, from
have stood entirely
that day to this
aloof from it.
Believing that the eye was made for
only the single purpose of seeing, that
the car was for hearing, and the stomach
for digesting pure food, putting that into
chyme and chyile with which to supply
have
the natural waste of the system,
tried so to use it. Indigestible articles,
have
including all condiments,

I

I

tepid

I

a

sage at New

York for Fernandina. Fla,

I

and suffered much with seasickness for
three days. My remedy was a total fast,
and had the trip and the intolerable sick
ness lasted Dr. Tanner's forty days.
may have gotten up a second edition to
it

was
As
his wonderful experience.
recovered more than a day before the
end of our voyage, and thenceforth
endured the rolling of the ship with

impunity.
Spending over three months in the
cool northern clime—mostly in Maine-—
and returning to Florida in the midst
keep my health
,of our hottest weather,
even better than those who have re
mained through the summer, and live
in the common fashion of the times.
can walk
My age near seventy-six,
write,
read,
and
day,
a
miles
twenty
thread needles, without glasses. As my
appetite is keener, and food purer than
isenjoyed the bet
in my earlier days,
“3 Pmma
ten

I

y—Mﬁ

3.,

is

is

expended in keep
energy, however,
ing the body warm and its functions ac
tive. About one-tenth can be spent in
our bodily movements or in work. The
about ten
proﬁt, then, on the process
enough toraise 340 tons
per cent. This
one foot high each day.
is

a

FOOD AND Woes—A calculation re
hard working per
veals the fact that
pounds of food and
son uses about
drink daily on the average. The proﬁt
which the bod gets on the transaction
The energy stored
has been calculated.
up in 85 pounds of food ought to raise
Most of this
400 tons one foot high.
89

~

I

sink or swim, survive

then drank

water to cleanse out my stomach, bathed,
put a compress on my back where the
pain was severe, and was nearly restored
the next morning.
A few months ago, failing to prepare
took pas
my stomach for sea voyage,

I

it

before breakfast.
Tobacco I've never touched but once,
made me sick, nor
when, of course,
.alcoholic liquor in any form since my
eighteenth year. Then a good Presby
terian preacher’s sermon convinced me
that the vile stuff was evil, only evil,
Sick or well,
and that continually.

Jacksonville, Fla.,

I

,

I

it

I

‘it,

'

I

I

I

I

used as seldom and in as small quan
At home on our
tities as possible.
can wholly avoid these
home table,
unnatural excitants. Exoepting on two
occasions, after traveling and overeating
have not
at very unhygienic tables,
had an hour’s illness for twenty years.
abstained on the first occasion from
food for three days, walked through the
lovely park at Albany, and lectured
the fourth day. The second spell wasat

I

J

[Now

it

River to
more
effectu
home
to
Maine, returned
In
doctor’s
prescription.
my
follow
ally
was much assisted by one of Dr.
this
ennings’ books on hygiene.
Every week‘s experience in my simple
fare and morning bath, in my garden,
at my wood pile, conﬁrmed the hygienic
read
learned, especially as
theory.
that
the
cure
writings,
Dr. R. T. Trall‘s
was not in the drugs, that they did not
but
act on the system or any part of
the vitality of the body acted on the
learned, moreover, that nature
drug.
comes by
never caused sickness, but
violating her laws of health, and the way
to get well was by ceasing to do evil,
and learning to do well. Cease the
Invari
cause and we cease the effect.
bly found the cure came from the vis
medicatrix natures.
My habits were “early to bed and
early to rise,” enjoying the fresh morn
ing air, breathing deeply and exercising
journey from the Mississippi

a
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of our young monthlies publish

ed recently the lamentations of an

English woman over the formal“ Draw
ing Rooms” in which our British society
cousins occasionally indulge.
By very
contrast, in all except the utter stupidity
of the affair, it reminds us of a time-hon
ored American custom, equally lament
able, viewed either from a hygienic or an
intellectual point of view.
This is the
“
visiting " practice of our rural districts,
where eating beyond measure and gossip
without limit are the order of the day.
It begins in the fall after the farmer
has husked his corn and killed his pigs,
and his wife has made and stuffed her
her headcheese
sausage,
and
pressed
pickled her “souse.“
There is now nothing pressing to be
done, though all can find plenty to do,
especially the wife. But having worked
hard all the year they feel entitled to a lit
tle recreation, and so some ﬁne cold morn
ing Mrs. Oldtown says to her husband‘:
“ Come, Samuel, hitch up the team
visiting today."
care if we do," Samuel
responds, wiping the last drop of syrup
from his plate with the remains of a pan
“ But where‘ll we go i"
cake,
" Well, there is Ran Jones‘s folks, we
and let's go

“ Well,

owe them

I don't

a visit.

They

was here last

February and Mrs. Jones asks me every
time she sees me when I‘m going to pay
And there's Uncle Si's
back her visit.
folks. It's a shame we haint been there.
Mercy! we've got places enough to go.
This always stayin‘ to home and workin’
like a slave I don't think much of."
“ I was thinkin' I'd like to go and see
Lev Smalley.
new cattle and
‘em before

“Well,

He's been

gettin‘ some
a look at

I‘d like to take

I buy this spring.“
I don‘t owe Lev's wife

a visit,
me to come.
One thing,
spose we might as well go.
she always has lots of good things to
but she’s always askin'

I

eat."

“'e will

suppose that this happens on

288

VISITING.
as it often-does, for
then the lpreparations are more numer
ous and interesting.
a very cold morning,

The buffalo robes have to be brought

in and placed on chairs around the stove
to warm. ‘Two or three bricks are put
in the oven to keep the feet warm during
the ride. And even the horses’ head
stalls have to come from the barn to the
kitchen stove~ to have the frost drawn
out of the “ bits," else the horses’ mouths
would stick to them like a damp ﬁnger
to a frosty doorlatch.
From pegs in the spare room are
brought out the best greatcoat, the broad
cloth suit, the black silk dress, the blan
ket shawl and heavy cloak.
From
various snug corners: come Mr. O.'s fur
tippet, or long knit comforter, Mrs. O.'sy
“ cloud " and huge pairs of thick woolen
mittens lined with canton ﬂannel.
Now comes the time of dressing, which,
owing to infrequent practice, is sorely
trying to their tempers. This is espec
ially the case with Mr. O. The “dratted"
collar is too much for his stiff ﬁngers and
Mrs. O. has to stop in the midst of her
hair-dressing, tuck the end of the unfill
ished coil in her mouth and take the col
lar in hand.
Then the master of the house struggles
into his overcoat, winds several yards of
comforter about his neck and departs for
the barn.
Mrs. O. proceeds to envelope
herself in cloak, shawl, nubia, etc., and
by the time the horses prance up to the
door is helpless and uncomfortable as
were the fat Hansers in King Valdemar‘s
banquet room.
The warm bricks and robes are now
hustled into the sleigh, the animated
bundles roll in upon them and are tuck
ed up by the hired man. Then off go the
horses and the children are left with
chattering teeth watching the fast disap
pearing forms of their parents.
Meanwhile at another farm-house, ﬁve
or six miles away, Mrs. Smalley is ex
claiming, “There! W'e‘re going to have
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company today, sure. I‘ve dropped the
dish cloth.”
“Better bake up another batch of
mince pies, hadn't you ? Them you made
last week must be most gone,” suggests
Mr. 8., whose “ staff of life ” is that great
indigestible—pie.
“Oh, there's seven left yet, and two
But
might make some
custard pies
pound cake."
"Ma 1 somebody‘s drivin’ in," announ
ces a young Smalley an hour or so after
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Before much progress has been made
in this direction, however, Mrs. S. must
leave to see about dinner, for notwith
standing the fact that there are three or
four kinds of cake in the cellar, besides
cookies and doughnuts, two kinds of pie
and no end of cold meats, preserves and
pickles, she must spend three hours or
more in boiling,
baking and slewing
before there is anything “ ﬁt to eat.”
In vain Mrs. O. begs her not to make a
fuss. Her reputation
as a cook is at
stake, and can not be sacriﬁced even to
ward.
“Why, it‘s Sam Oldtown’s folks as the solicitations of a friend.
"
And now the duty of entertaining the
true as live i exclaims Mr. S., and he
company devolves upon Mr. 3., but it
dives into his coat and cap.
“ “Tell 1 well I “ exclaims Mrs. S. from can not be truthfully said that he is
equal to its performance.
He can talk
the doorway as the sleigh drives up. “So
told Lev this with Mr. 0. about the crops and the
you’ve come at last.
markets, but can not handle household
morning we were going to have com
economy and other subjects of interest
dropped the dish cloth.”
pany, for
So she knits or sews and
Mrs. 0., assisted by the husband, now to Mrs. 0.
rolls out of the sleigh, pulls up her listens when she feels disposed.
“ cloud ” and meets the hearty smack of
At last the event of the day is at hand.
In sober expec
her hostess with one equally hearty. The Dinner is announced.
men shake hands with a “Well, how tancy the company march out to the
'
"
table.
goes it ? and then the visiting begins.
Ah, ye gods! here are sights to tempt
In the house the women relate to each
other all their personal experiences since an anchorite, or a hygienic philosopher!
last they met—what aches and pains To enumerate all the dishes on that table
they have suffered, how many times the would take a column, and then some
children have had colds, how many thing savory would be left out. But for
” last the comfort of hungry boarders, and for
cans of preserves they “done up
the solace of doctors who begin to fear
fall, how many pickles they “laid
down," where they bought their last that people are learning to live without
new calico dresses, how much they pills, we will name a few.
There are mashed potatoes, garnished
paid a yard, and whether they fade or
with
lumps of butter and clouds of black
are
the
men
barn
the
At
don‘t fade.
There is squash, stewed corn,
pepper.
kind
that
drives
the
stock,
not
discussing
Wall street into panics, but the fat, and cabbage.
'I‘here are baked ribs
sausage, sliced smoked
sleek cattle and frolicsome colts that stuffed with
“ head-cheese.”
beef and
There are
grace the barnyard.
By the time they reach the house a warm biscuit and honey and jelly :
“ mangoes,” cucumbers
and
ﬁre has been started in the parlor, a dish pickled
The very table would groan if
of apples has been brought from the peaches.
cellar, as a prelude to the business of it could, and the visitors would groan if
they dared before the dinner is done. If
the day, and the women, having ﬁn
ished with their own personal matters one were allowed to take his choice, if
“Rib, sausage, beef or
he were asked,
are ready to take up those of their
head-cheese ?” in true
waiter style it
neighbors.

I

I

I

I
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would not be so bad.

But no,

he must

take and eat a generous portion of every
dish, else he shows want of conﬁdence

skill of thecook.
His plate is not
only heaped with meats, potatoes and
squash till there is not a vacant corner,
in the

but it is surrounded

with little dishes of
jelly, etc., until,
when his cotl'ee cup arrives, there is no
room to lay down so much as his knife.
stewed corn,

On top

cabbage,

of the dinner, with perhaps the

plates removed,

comes the dessert,

two

kinds of pie and pudding.

It is a wonder that one of them is able
toleave the table, but at last they manage
to stagger away and endeavor to sit
down comfortably in the parlor.
It is well that no after-dinner speeches
are expected.
The brain of a \Vebster
could not work after that meal.
But
the discussion of Sally Bang‘s new beau,
or the shortcomings
of the school
teacher is not a very severe mental
strain.
Scarcely have their buttons
ceased to be in jeopardy, when in come
heaping plates of cracked walnuts. and,
if

the temperance people have
vicinity, a pitcher
of cider.
This helps in dissecting the
minister and the deacons.
As the empty shells are taken out
there begins to be heard the clatter of
the diningroom
table
dishes
upon
The visitors start up in alarm,
again.
perhaps,

not been busy in that
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and say they must be going.
But they
are forbidden to think of going without
their tea.
“ But
ain‘t the least bit hungry I"
says Mrs. 0.
“VVe‘ve been eating ever since we
been here," says Mr. 0.
“Oh, well, you can drink a cup of
tea.
It‘ll be ready in a few minutes,
and it's early yet.”
There is nothing to do but to stay, to
go out to the diningroom again and
face that table loaded now with ﬁve or
six kinds of cake, two or three kinds of
preserves, with more pickles and cheese
and honey and biscuit.
This meal comes to an end sooner
than the other in spite of Mrs. S.’s
entreaties to “take hold and eat," and
then the visitors declare they must be
The wraps are brought out, the
going.
bundling-up process is repeated, while
the women keep reiterating a score of
“Now come again.”
times at least,
“Yes, will, but now you come and
see me."
Then the bells come merrily jingling
up to the door, and the two huge, almost
inanimate bodies, far more swollen and
unbendable than when they came, are
whisked oi! homeward to digest their
enormous meals, and reﬂect over the
valuable information they have received.
0. L. BENEDICT.

I

I

——M——

PULMONARY CONSUMPTION.
ONSUMPTION,

as it is commonly
called, or the phthisis of the
medical writers, has always been one of
of the diseases of
the most formidable
It is of so common occur
civilization.
rence that society appears to regard it as
one of the inevitable evils that beset hu
man life, and accepts the great mortality
that is attached to it as a matter of
course. Yet I am convinced that people
at large do not realize the broad sweep
of this malady. and its astounding de
If
Structiveness is far from considered.

any one of the so-called epidemic dis
eases, diphtheria,
measles,
etc., caused
half the number of deaths annually
among us that must be put to the credit
of consumption, there would be excited
a profound sensation and vigorous meas
ures be set on foot for its suppression.
Small-pox is a disease that the commu
nity has a wholesome dread of, but the
victims of consumption fairly outnum
ber those of small-pox at least twenty to
one.
In crowded cities like Boston,
New York, Philadelphia, the proportion
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of deaths by consumption to that of
the entire mortality during a year, from
all classes of diseases, is said to average

,

[Now

but in general it becomes more or less
impervious to air, and before the patient
dies it is supposed that on an average
one to ﬁve, and in certain districts where three-fourths of the whole texture of the
climatic conditions or the absence of lungs are rendered incapable of carrying
on
the function of respiration."
sanitary precautions favor the develop
‘
designate
ment of the disease, the mortality is pro
The old writers
several
varieties of consumption,
which are
gressive from year to year.
Phthisis, from a Greek word meaning
respectively related to certain causes or
to destroy or consume, and pulmonalis
dominant symptoms; but all cases may
from pulmo, a lung, taken together form beincluded under three general types
the scientiﬁc name of pulmonary con
or classes, viz., catarrhal, ﬁbrous and
sumption, and very accurately express tubercular. Of these the last, which
the nature of the malady.
The study of has been described brieﬂy above. is re
the expectorations and of the lung tissue
garded by most of the medical authori
when affected has shown that the cause
ties in Europe and America as incurable.
of the disease is a microscopic germ or The tuberculous constitution is deemed
bacillus, the growth of which is at the akin to that of the scrofulous, and being
cost of the destruction of the lung sub
usually an inheritance
from diseased
parents may exist in the system for
stance. The eﬂ’ect is the phthisis tubercu
losis, that in its early stages appears like many years unnoticed, but at length
a scattered deposit of small granules, or appear and defy the best medicalskill.
tubercles, white or yellowish in color,
Habits of eating, breathing, exercise.
and of rather dense consistency.
The occupation and society have much to do
upper lobe of the left lung is the part with the development of the tuberculous
usually attacked ﬁrst, and from that state, and therefore it is my belief that
if it be suspected, and precautions taken
they extend downward. As time passes,
unless there have been such active in early life against its development in
measures taken that the progress of the any of the organs, there IS a good chance
for preventing the destructive parasite
tuberculous development has been ar
from becoming active, if not destroying
rested, the deposits increase in number
and size, until uniting here and there it altogether.
Dr.'Shew, before the days
thick masses of altered and destroyed of antiseptics, but from the point of
lung tissue are formed, which discharge view of an extensive hygienic experience
purulent matter, of the yellow, gummy —-which has much to do with what we
know now of the scientiﬁc treatment of
character so well known.
Openings
and cavities are then formed, whose morbiﬁc germs—wrote the following:
borders are lung substance that still
“The world generally has poor notions
holds together although softened and of what is possible to do by a combina
destined to complete destruction by the tion of good, general circumstances in
the curing of these worst forms of
dread parasite.
The excavations thus produced vary disease.
If we take a number of dirty
much in size, from that of apeato a children—those of the lowest and most
lemon ; they may be situated deeply in unhealthy and miserable class in any of
our great cities, and remove them to a
the substance of the lung or at the sur
face, and as their walls are constantly
good air, keep them clean, give them
secreting matter, a considerable quantity
good food. and in short, bring them up
of the purulent ﬂuid may accumulate in in accordance with the principles of
the surrounding physiological science. we
“Sometimes
them.
ﬁnd that most
of them will get along remarkably well,
substance of the lungs remains sound,
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origin of
may be defined as a
consumption
state of the constitution,
debilitated
which is marked by fever, excessive
perspiration, wasting of ﬂesh, bilious or
digestive disturbances, frequent purg
causes, may be
traced to inheritance, intermarriage, a
damp and variable climate, impure air
and unclean surroundings.
improper
food and drink, the ignorant use of
medical compounds, overwork,especially
of a kind that precludes sufficient

is

a

ing, etc.
But the remote, yet true

.0—

(To

be

Continued.)

MEDICINES.

:

it

is

is
a

a

“ As general thing they are prescrip~
tions having been used with great success

Thou
by old and well-read Physicians.
sands of invalids have been unex ctedly
cured by their use. and they met 1e won
der and dread of Physicians and Medical
Colleges in the U. 8., so much so, that

Physicians graduating

at Medical Col
required to discountenance
Proprietary Medicines. as through them
the country doctor loses his most proﬁta
blc practice. As a manufacturer of Pro
of -——,
prietary Medicines, Dr.
advocates most cordially.—iu order to
prevent the risk that the sick and aﬁiict
ed are liable to, almost daily by the use
of Patent Medicines put out by inexper
ienced persons for aggrandizement only,
and the
of inexperienced and
employing
octors by which almost
incompetent
every village and town
cursed: and
men claiming to be doctors who had bet
ter be undertakers, experimentin
with
their patients and robbin them 0 their
money and liealth,—for ie good of the
nlllicted that our government protect its
people by making laws to regulate the
practice of medicine by better experienc
ed and more thoroughly educated Phy—
sicians, and thereby keep up the honor
and credit of the profession, also form
laws for the recording of recipes of Pro—
prietary Medicines, under examination
and decision of experienced Chemists
and Physicians appointed for that pur—
pose by the government, before they are
licensed for general use. He would most
Syrup
freely place the recipe of
under such laws, had he the proper pro
tection, and thereby save the prejudice
of the people, and avoid the competition
and imitation of worthless medicines."
are

,

leges

is

is

unquestionable that patent, pro~
prietary, commercial
compounds,
called medicines, and sold under names
that show great fertility of invention,
\Ve are told that
are increasing yearly.
over ten thousand ditferent preparations
in every conceivable form of liquid, pow
der and pill are on sale over the counters
confectioners,
of druggists, grocers,
\Vhat are
and even of dry-goods stores.
the reputable physicians doing about it?
Here
Substantially nothing.
para
graph taken from the Chicago .llail of
August 3d, last, and printed with all its
wealth of capitals, vacuity and ﬂourish
of personal egotism. The writer most
probably one of those mixture sellers'and
wields a Donnybrook cudgel in behalf of
his fraternity. He says the people "de
" and they get
mand protection
from
patent medicines—and in reply to the
“ \Vhat are they " goes on thus
query,

t

PA'I‘ENT

i

is

is

over again.”
Causes: The immediate

exercise of the muscles, and taxes the
spinal nerves, and sexual abuses. From
this enumeration
plain enough that
the disease
peculiar to no class of
society, that while among the poor of
the city we may expect to ﬁnd the
larger proportion of cases, just as we
ﬁnd among them the larger proportion
of most diseases that have a relation to
the circumstances
that rule in their
households and occupations,
survey
of that part of our population that
regarded as living in comfort, or well to
do, reveals a startling prevalence of it.
\Vhile certain causes exist among the
poor, other causes of equal potency exist
among the rich.
B. S. D.
it.

better than children ordinarily do whose
parents are in good circumstances.
Such things have been done over and
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“ When I settled here
(Rexford Flats,
N. Y.) forty years ago, I put in my

these

promiscuously sold remedies are doing a
great harm to the ignorant or indiscreet
people who purchase them the rank and
ﬁle of physicians look on without ven
turing a step in behalf of their own in—
terests and of the health of the commun
There are laws relating to these
ity.
things that should be enforced, and our
public officials, those specially elected to
care for the public health, should do their
duty in the matter of suppressing the
evil.
Can it be that the writer of the above
is right in his indictment of the average
physician and in the character he has
imputed to him is to be found the reason
for his passive attitude while this gigan
tic medicine “ racket” is being played by
covetous schemersi
Decided] y a propos to what has been
said above by H. is the following extract
from a letter that we ﬁnd in the late
August number of the Albany Medical
Annals :

ofﬁce a stock of drugs, expecting to
derive some income from them, but I
soon found that the store and grocery
had the best of me, and
quit.
At the
present day the stores and groceries are
supplied with a full line of proprietary
medicines and also a stock of staple
They have cath
drugs and medicines.
artic pills, cough mixtures, diarrhoea
mixtures, ointments, plasters, etc, and
they not only sell them when called for,
but they examine
the
patient and
Twenty years ago I
prescribe for him.
had quite a business on the canal, now
scarcely any. The ﬁrst man the boatman
meets is the grocer, and if he ﬁnds out
that any of his family are sick, he at
From a
once prescribes for them.
careful observation over a long period,
think it is safe to say that in the
country the stores and groceries do
about one-third of the business that
legitimately belongs to the physician.”

I

I

W—

PHYSIOLOGY
N Vermont

AND

as well as in other states
laws have been passed requiring in
struction to be given in the public schools
with respect to the physiological effects
The text
of stimulants and narcotics.
books adopted by the authorities have
called out a good deal of severe criticism
and a letter published in the Rural
Vermont recently clearly shows that re~
sults justiﬁed it. The writer says: In
Vermont, a new subject has been added
to language and geography, from which
illustrative examples may be taken. It
is a common practice, in all the larger
schools, at least, to give written ex
aminations once a term, or even more
frequently, on all important subjects.
Asstate law now calls for temperance
instruction on an equal footing with any
other study, it naturally follows that
written tests have also been had and will
It is from a batch of
be had on this.

TEMPERANCE.

I

wish to draw
papers on this topic that
specimens, not so much for the
ediﬁcation as for the amusement of your
readers. Who will interpret this bona
“The is all the time
ﬁde quotation?
sinang miches on the nevers and is the
of you body thinks.” This reply was
made to the question: What is the brain]?
The teacher will readily see that the boy
meant this : “ It is all the time sending
messages over the nerves, and is the part
of your body that thinks.” This idea of
the brain being a. telegraph oﬁ‘ice is
gained from the books, and is set forth
in the following, taken from another
paper : “The brain is like the telegraph
oﬁice, and the nerves are the wars
which goes from the brain all around
your body." He meant wires. Here is
still another on the same subject, by a
boy who is doubtless familiar with the
shingle: “The brain is a bony cage
some
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not remember his lessons so

say, that the time had better be put into
spelling instead of temperance. This is
a free country, and you are welcome to
A very small young lady
your opinion.
will
earnestly protests that “topacto
make the bones weak and it will stun: p
the grotiu" and another evidently little
pupil struggled ineﬁ'ectually with a long
word, and ﬁnally submitted that “ Tobac
ko is an emerinne (enemy) to the bones.”
Here is a reply from an older pupil to

is,

it

is

A

does

well." You, whoread this, will probably

a

and

is

He says
more deeply into consideration
"It hearts the bones and
of tobacco:
the boy who chewes it is not so, that is
not so plite as if he had not chewed attoll

is

however,
than his school-mate who
wrote about "The Bawl and saucket and
hinge joints." Possibly their teachers
know what these little scholars are after
in the wanderings of their pure, young
Of course the question was
thoughts.
asked .'concerning the effect of using
tobacco upon the growth of the body.
The teacher, a lady, by the way, read the
answer: “You hadent ought to chue
tobacco becaus it criples you in every
It was
way and stonts the groth."
possibly the same urchin whom the
writer subsequently found smoking. The
boy did not include “smoking," how
ever, in his advice. The writer of the
following took the subject of tobacco

is

Argus and Patriot, ﬁnding fault with
of the ball and socket joint,
One of our
as given in the Pathﬁnders.
"There is the boll sockets
boys says:
joints and the hinge joint one moves up
and down and the other around and
The spelling “boll," in these
around.”
days of base-ball, is inexcusable, even in
the case of the very little fellow, who
wrote it. He deserves greater credit,
the deﬁnition

a question on distillation.
This descrip
tion of the experiment corresponds very
nearly to that on page 27 of Pathﬁnder
No. 2: “Alcohol is made by distillation.
The following is an experiment:
Fill
a teapot with a fermented liquid and
place in its spout a piece of rubber tub
ing about two feet long, and put the
other end of the rubber in the neck of a
bottle which stands on ice or in water.
Place a lamp under the teapot and light
it.
[The lamp, of course] Before the
liquid comes to a boil, nearly all the al
cohol in it will have passed as vapor in
to the tubing and dropped as water [in
aqueous form is meant] into the bottle,
because of the coldness of the ice or water.
On a much larger scale, regular dis
tillerics are carried on .” This is a good
specimen of average work.
Several pupils write: “ It is a licked
“
poisson ; “alcoall is liquid poisins";
“ alachol is a liquid poisoun “; “
alcoholl
makes the muscle; grow fat" ; alocholl is
a liquid posisin".
Numerous such mistakes of spelling
might be quoted to show how uncertain
a child‘s hold on bits of disconnected
and to argue the impor
knowledge
tance of drill and time for practice. This
subject can only be simply dealt with,
and its ultimate influence upon the
education'of the child can not now be
estimated. It
no uncommon thing to
find pupils “ dropping" words here and
there; these ellipses sometimes produce
ludicrous replies: “You can remove
the animal from the bone by putting
He meant animal matter.
into the ﬁre.“
It may be said that this whole subject
made so simple and plain in “The
Man Wonderful in the House Beautiful,”
now used in many of the
a work that
best schools, that such mistakes and
statements would be impossible.
child
at once interested in the topics that are
treated by the author of the book, because
the style
adapted to his ways of think
ing and experience—and
not techni
cal pescription in the ordinary scientiﬁc
manner of treatises on physiology.
is

It has the most work to do of
The nerves are small white
anything.
cords which run all over you if you had
no nerves you could not have the tooth
ache or burn you but you could not feel
your mother's warm hand.”
Something has been printed in the
(case).
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Child-Culture.
“

_

CONSCIENTIOUSNESS.

HE

great need of the age," said
“ is con
And conscience is that ﬁne
science."
“
spiritual faculty,endowed by the Light
that lighteth every man that cometh into
the world," which accurately discrimi—
nates between right and wrong, and
renders us uneasy when we do wrong.
\Vithout it we morally sink to the level
of the soulless brute; if its more delicate
powers are blunted by ill-usage. it be
comes insensible to what we choose to
call the smaller sins ; and when warped,
or in a measure paralyzed by being al—
lowed but partial action, itin time ceases
to indicate to us any errors but those we
have aarustomed ourselves to acknowl
edge, while to all others we remain
And such
pleasantly but fatally blind.
injuries, contracted often in early child
hood, are, as experience sadly teaches
us, rarely remedied in after life even by
what is known as “a saving change."
“ Seared with a hot iron" is St. Paul‘s
graphic description of such irreparable
damage; and what can restore life, sap,
and sensation to anything that has Once
been scared?
It mustbe acknowledged that some
children are born with a much more
highly developed organ of conscienti
ousness than others; in these‘it needs
only to be cherished, while in those it
As an
requires painstaking cultivation.
example of the former, and we trust
may quote an
more numerous class,
anecdote of a little girl of four or ﬁve
years old, who, when out walking with
a grown person one day, greatly coveted
a spray of ﬂowering lilac from a tree in
a lady the other day,

I

a garden they passed by. The blossom
laden boughs drooped telnptingly over
the pavement, and her adult companion
thought it no wrong to raise her hand
and pluck a tiny cluster to satisfy the
But, oh, the burden that
child’s wish.
little ﬂower was to the possessor!
The
houses, gates and walls, the very air
seemed full of eyes that saw the deed
and knew it was a theft.
She stuffed
the spray into the pocket of her little
jacket, but the fabric instantly, to her
imagination, became transparent ; every
body would see the ﬂower there and be
aware that it was stolen; nor was her
mind easy until that once longed-for
treasure was thrown away.
Even then
the incident was not at an end.
At the
place of worship the child‘s parents at
tended,
the reading of the Command
ments was alternated with the Litany
on successive Sunday mornings, and
thenceforth, for months afterward, the
hearing of the former was dreaded be
of the consciousness
cause
of guilt
awakened by the words “ Thou shalt not
steal ;" which, so delicate and true in
this instance was the working of con
science, the fact that the actual perpe
tration of the deed was by anotlier‘s
hand no way weakened‘ or annulled.
The above is doubtless by no meansa
unique case, yet how early in some
characters do we see this ﬁne suscepti
bility impaired or wholly destroyed!
The petty theft, the “sc-amped" task.
the mean advantages taken of another‘s
disability, the abuse of conﬁdence, the
wanton injury of other people‘s prop
the "eye
erty, the cheating at play,
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service

"

of parent or teacher, and last,

but not least, the ready lie to conceal it
all, without

or thought

one after pang, or blush.
of the deﬁlement and dis

How soon shall we begin so to
our children shall believe that
todo a wrong thing- is horrible, and
to hide it is an aggravation of the origi
grace.

act that

nal sin?

It

in vain to expect them to
this truth so long as such con
have just mentioned is regard
duct as
ed by parents with the easy carelessness
which so many of them display, so long
as the glibly uttered falsehood and the
shammed illness to obtain a holiday are
looked upon as weaknesses incidental to
childhood; while the father assists his
son in the production of an essay which
is supposed to be the latter's unaided
is surely

OF
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are, they appear; what they feel, they
look; what they think, they say. In
too many cases, however, is this frank
ness of mind as early as posible checked,
and that dreadful double-facedness, to
which the majority of us, alas l must in
greater or less degree plead guilty, takes

“ Don’t do that 1 There‘s Mr.
A. looking at you ;" “You had better
not let auntie hear you say naughty
its place.

words, or she won’t have you at her
house ;” “You must mind how you be
have when Mrs. B. is here, or you won’t
get invited to her little girl’s party."
Why not teach them at once that rude
ness and disobedience and ill-temper are
wrong, and as such quite as shameful
when alone with mother and juvenile
play-fellows as when the eyes of a dozen
Mr. A.'s or Mrs. B.‘s are ﬁxed critically
upon them i‘ That to help themselves to
composition, and it is an unacknowl
the largest apple or last slice of cake is
edged fact that the daughter's drawings,
proudly exhibited to admiring friends as selﬁsh, not that it “looks so bad ;" and
work, have been carefully that to strike or tease a little sister is un
her own
kind in itself, setting aside what the vis
up, and all their best effects
touched
” them.
produced by the master's hand ; while a itor may happen to “think of
amusement
be
unalloyed
Athing
may
that
is
in
its
of
right,
laugh
right time
and in its right place should never need
raised in the family circle by the recital
to be hidden or checked, whoeverlnay be
of some clever deception, or description
looking on. A thing that is wrong, is
of a practical joke that caused annoy
wrong, and not a whit more so with
ance or suffering to man or beast ; while
the clergyman as spectator than the
the overreaching bargain with an inex
Too numerous to mention
perienced companion is commended as milk-boy.
are the ways in which conscience is
“sharp," and the innocent simplicity
that allowed itself thus to be defrauded
blunted and hypocrisy
inculcated by
is spoken of with half-contemptuous
people who have the charge of children.
“ If the man at the ticketoﬁlce asks
pity as an evidence of mental deﬁciency.
how_
old you are, say, ‘ Eleven ;’ so you are,
W'hile such things as these are common
your
in the children’s world it is vain to hope you know, and the rest!”
aunt wants to know how much your new
for them to develop that all-through
suit cost, say
never told you; for
alike sincerity of heart, that ﬁne sense
didn't, I only showed you the bill.”
of honor and justice, which are indis
pensable for the formation of a noble
Conscientiousness
(to depart, some
what in conclusion, from the subJect of
character.
The popular practice, moreover, of early childhood) is not, one can not but.
teachin g young people to seem instead of think, suﬂieiently
urged upon those
to be, and of cultivating that miserable
young persons in our Sabbath schools,
falsity, "company manners,” must have who have been induced to make an open
every deadening effect upon the con
profession of Christianity,a point on
science.
Most little children are by na
which most teachers are far too lax, and
ture transparently candid; what they with disastrous consequences. No ver
realize

I
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I
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bal assurances or emotional displays and demonstrative
is of
description,
should be considered satisfactory unless small value unless itleads to the faithful
a ﬁrm determination is seen to make an performance of duty.
enlightened conscience the rule of life in
Love is indeed the greatest motive
all things.
power in the world, but until acting in
It is common, as we know, for connection with a sensitive conscience it
who, with inspires the will, it is of no more practi
the rosy-lipped cherub,
clinging arms, has just declared to —us cal use than the steam force issuing in
his love; to pout and twist when asked
volumes from an uncoupled engine.
To
to prove that love by the performance of the young and undisciplined, this lesson
some triﬂing service; but the same dis
is hard to learn, but to its neglect, may,
position is not unfrequently exhibited in
think, be traced much of that deplora
a modiﬁed form by lasses and lads, who ble inconsistency among adults, with
are ready to confess their love to Christ.
which the records of every Christian
Each alike, needs to be wisely and gently church are more or less stained.
shown that love, even of the most ardent
WAVEBLIE PENN
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AMUSING

HETHER

a child can be easily
amused, depends somewhat upon
the amount of imagination which it pos
sesses.
\Vithout this, very many sources
of enjoyment are cut off from it. Where
it is strong, we have seen a child per
fectly happy riding on a camel with a
cane for a spear ; the camel being made
from a small rocker, inverted in a high
chair and a hat or something of the kind
used for a head, while a rope answeredall
the purposes of harness, saddle and trap
pings. The novelty of so high a position
with the unusual arrangement of the
furniture were the actualities around
which the imagination of the little one
built up the whole Eastern superstruc
ture.
The same child used a wooden chop
ping bowl or tray for a boat and with
two canes for oars would row on the
ﬂoor for an hour at a time, perfectly con
tented with the imitation,
Another
child had for years a pet bear that he
kept chained in one corner of the parlor,
and which he was fond of bringing out
and showing to visitors.
He also played
with it when alone. This was pure im
agination, for there was neither bear nor
chain.
He always acted as though it
was real, stroking the imaginary back

CHILDREN.
and hugging as though he had an ani
mal about two feet high.
The realistic child, however, needs
something actual, and the making of
dolls often furnishes the desired employ
ment for the little ones. Two rolls of
cloth tied together cross wise will form
body and arms, while the legs ma'y be ig
nored in most cases.
A piece of cloth
with a “puckel-ing" string in one edge
and two holes for the arms, answers for
a dress.
Boys and girls can often be set
at such work as this, and get no small
amount of pleasure from the numbers of
“ children ”
which they have.
Boats thatcan be sailed on the ﬂoor are
an endless source of amusement to chil
dren who live near the water or who
have any interest in shipping or steam

If boats are planned in a simple
way, the child can make them himself.
and have the pleasure of numbers added
to his interest in his own workmanship.
This element of number is an important
one, and at times adds greatly to the zest
of the play or the toys.
As far as possible, the child should be
encouraged to make his own toys. Plan
ning with the head to make with the
hands brings out some of the most im
portant powers of the child and at the
ers.
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any event they can have their playhouses
the natural instincts.
Cutting out pictures and pasting them on large enough to entail some labor.
But there are children who were not
screens is an endlem indoor amuse
to born to make. Their parents do not in
ment which is full of instruction
Making paper vent, do not Whittle, have no mechanical
both eye and hand.
talents. They are, perhaps, merchants,
boxes is amusing but not always satis
the boxes are not al
business people, professional men. In
factory, because
ways square and the covers do not fit. That case there is an opportunity to make
More to the point is the decoration of the brain play with the body by simulating
theendless variety of boxeswhich come the play to the profession and making it
These and the tin out~door work. The child may imitate
into the household.
be decorated with colored
cans may
the active part of the parent's work and
The can thus get play for body as well as mind,
paper or with scrap pictures.
of paper even in the case of playing at doctor.
must
have a foundation
put all the way around and pasted,
In whatever way the child is amused
it is well to remember that play is strictly
paper on paper.
Out of doors the making of houses educational.
The puppy, in running
and barns, putting yards around them,
around after his tail, or the kitten jump
making of fences, the setting out of ing at the shadow of a leaf, is perform
trees and the carrying out of home ing purely educational work.
Recog
life in miniature can often be made the niziug this fact. teachers and parents
But in make a mistake which is fatal tothe very
source
of endless pleasure.
some cases the planning must be done
They attempt
object which they seek.
for the children, in others an interest to make the educational part amusing
must be taken in their work if only so and amusement instructive.
The two
much as is shown by going and look
are so rarely united that it may be ac
ing on at intervals, or giving a word
cepted as an axiom that they can not be
of neighborly advice in regard to the joined.
When a child plays let the play be the
“crops” or some sick animal. etc, etc.
Plays of this kind may be graduated one and only object which they seek.
Let the teacher select beforehand the
to the strength and age of the child. For
the little ones a house of three inches play which gives the greatest advantages,
high with palings no larger than matches but then let the fun and pleasure be the
chief and only object, remembering al
will be quite as much as they can man
that only sound bodies can contain
ways
The older ones, when they are
age.
sound
minds.
interested,
as
actu
really
may go so far
w. E. PARTRIDGE.
ally to build, perhaps, a playhouse. In
same time satisﬁes
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8.

AND PUNISHMENTS.

the best and highest
motive which can impel either
child or adult to obedience is a sense of
and love to the person whose
duty
But experi
wishes are to be respected.
ence teaches us that, owing to the frailty
of human nature, these noblest feelings
are often not suﬂiciently developed, and
lack the necessary power to effect the

; in which case we have the
for adopting a system
authority
Divine
of rewards and punishments for the en

desired end

forcement of beneﬁcent laws.
It has seemed to me that the chief
evil to be guarded against in giving re
wards is their tendency to degenerate
into bribery. A child is told to do a
thing which in itself is simple enough.
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Doeth grievous wrong.”

And the parent whose sole notion of

self in the providing of a similar brib.
upon all future occasions, but worse
still, has committed the grave error
to the child a premi
of offering
disobedience '; for had the
um

for

.

The one took all necessary medicine
and nourishment without objection, and
received no prize; his brother made a
point of refusing unless offered some
substantial inducement to obedience,
and consequently grew rich upon the
bribes he thus obtained. \Vas not this
Some people get their children in the
habit of never going to bed without a
sweetmeat or biscuit as an incentive to
willingness; and if at any time the ac
customed goodie is not forthcoming, the
wailing that follows is both loud and
knew had also
long.
One mother
brought up her little son to always ex
pect pennies for the smallest service he
performed on her behalf, and as a result
have often heard the most unseemly
bargaining when he has been asked to
do anything, as to how much she would
pay him for it 1 Thus one can not help
seeing the fallacy of giving rewards as a
and
regular thing, to be expected,
as
an
than
rather
taken as a right,
a
and
proof
encouragement
occasional
that an effort to be good is not unnoticed.
Of course any special arrangement for
enabling a child by industry to earn a
little pocket money comes under a dif
ferent head; as does also a particular
prize for some unusual effort—the mast
task, or the
ery of an extraordinary
conquering of an objectionable habit.

I

I

discipline is to hold the rod, ﬁguratively
speaking, perpetually over his children‘s
heads, is certainly unﬁt for his responsi
bilities.
do not now intend to dwell
upon the question of whether corporal
punishment/as a rule, is or is not, advis
able; but it is undeniable that the form
of punishment must vary with the dif
'
ferent dispositions of the children on
whom it is to be inﬂicted, and the char
acter of the offence which called it forth.
Therefore
am inclined to think that
for boys of coarse, heavy, material na
ture, and for the commission of such
wrong-doing as wanton cruelty to ani
mals or smaller children, physical suf
fering is the most suitable penalty.
Others may be deterred from evil by the
prospect of being deprived of some
much-prized pleasure, or expected dainty;
while for those of ﬁne and sensitive
mind, and who have been well brought
up, the withdrawal for a time of the
parent’s approval will be all-sufficient.
But no mother should upon any account
hold forth a threat which she is not
ﬁrmly resolved, if necessary, to carry
out to the utter-most.
Concerning this subject, however, the
thought that presses one most strongly
is that the correction should be adminis
tered from a right motive, and be abso~
lutely just. The only ground on which
punishment should be imposed upon
any child is the hope that the penalty
To punish from
may prove a deterrent.
a feeling of personal annoyance is simple
revenge, and fatal to justice; besides
which it shows a very bad example.
Charlie inadvertently knocks the table
at which we are writing, and spills the
ink; in sudden anger we box his ears.
Presently Charlie‘s little brother as un
intentionally
upsets the blocks with
which he is building, and is sent away
crving with a hearty slap. \Ve condemn

I

child promptly and unmurmuringly
done as he was told, he would have had
I once knew two little boys
no reward.
who were suffering from the same ill

unjust and demoralizing?

[.\'ov.

But now to speak of punishments.
Our poet Laureate says :
" He that only rules by terror

such as, Go to bed, or come and be
washed, and he objects. “Do, and I’ll
give you so-and-so,” says the weak
minded mother or nurse, and if the
juvenile complies, prides herself, pos
sibly, upon her tact; whereas she has
not only in all probability involved her

ness.
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Charlie‘s

behavior as unkind

;

but from

whom did he copy it? Again, when ad
ministering correction in the heat of ir
ritation, how are we to guard against
being inﬂuenced by mood i—a precau-_
An inoffensive
tion which is essential.
be
action can not become punishable
cause the mother has had a bad night

cross, any more
can be made excus
able because she happens to be in an
unusual good temper. Yet how many
children are made to suffer, and often
wrongfully, in consequence of tempor
ary peevishness in the parent, or merely
from a spirit of retaliation 1
Furthermore, in order to judge fairly
of the merits of a case, one must take
time to weigh thoroughly the probable
motives of the child’s conduct, to con
sider whether it arose from ignorance or
wilfulness, from mere thoughtlessness or
from a wish to annoy; for the feeling
the action. and not the
underlying
with

baby,

and

feels

than a wrong- deed

H E A L TH.

2275

amount of damage or trouble resulting
should be the guage of the penalty.
Throwing stones, if forbidden, is equally
wrong, whether or not a broken window
is the consequence ; and the latter disas
ter, though causing vexation and ex
pense, does not actually aggravate the
fault.
A pure accident should never
be visited with severer reproof than an
admonition to greater carefulness in
future.
A penalty for any offence
should,moreover, never be inﬂicted if
there is a chance that verbal remon
strance may be suﬁicient; and in no case
without first hearing impartially the
culprit‘s own statement as to the reason
for his conduct; it may easily be seen
whether he is offering empty excuses, or
any real palliation of his fault.
But in order that this plan may work
well, and unerring justice be done, the
child must from his earliest years be
trained to absolute candor and truth

M—

PLEASANT

HERE

is one element of success in

child culture that may not have
entered into the young mother's creed. I

fulnes.

Jazmin CHAPPELL.

SUBPBISES.
in a different element he is chirk as a
lark." In the ﬁrst place his attention is

arristed in the proceeding, and by the
It may time he ﬁnds himself the principal actor
allude to the pleasant surprise.
emphatically be said in its favor that it his petulance has tied.
Grandma's pocket is a storehouse of
possesses the essence of a tonic for simple
physical ailments, and will maintain its surprises.
Many a child will toss away
a fine French toy to play with grandma’s
reputation for temperamental troubles.
Children seldom forget the brightest spectacle case.
have heard a mother
and saddest moments.
The former may say,
will put you to bed if you do not
often serve as a beautifler to the latter. stop beingso cross.” Then in the quiet
turning the teanlimmed face to one of of his little crib Johnny reasons thus:
“ Mamma is cross
sparkling pleasure.
too. Why don't some
For petulance a pleasant surprise may one put mamma to bed f” When achild
is cross, that is the moment when'mother
be termed a speciﬁc, when it is not, as is
should be calm—her example is so pow
often the case in nursery parlance, a pre
lude to serious illness. Even then it acts erful in the realm of babydom.
like a charm and prevents the toddler
“Yes," but hear you say, “ have
from wasting the forces that it will need reason to be cross.” When the storm rises
to contend with disease.
a steady hand is needed to guide the ship.
“When Johnny," said a sweet-eyed Why not line the cloud with the glow of
mother, "is cross fetch out the bath-tub, calm decision 8 Who knows but what the
and after the little fellow has rollicked child had a right to be cross? Even the

I

"I

I

I

I
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antagonism in the little one, like the
beautiful writer once harsh word and severe manner.
A beautiful girl of sixteen once said to
said .- “ Oh, say not that childish tears are
were
more
me
in speaking of her deceased father:
at
that
time
;
they
nothing
-“ do not remember any feeling but the
than the young heart well could bear.”
When little Mamie is pettish, surprise one of fear in connection with him.”
Parental love not nec
her with a calmness looking out from This
wrong.
W should
your own eyes, and she will unconscious- - essarily allied to weakness;
l y reason your placidity into hers, tear
be very careful that our mode of disci
dimmed and drooping, thus: “Mamma pline does not destroy, or even mar the
love plant in a child.
isn’t cross, there is no one cross but Ma
Sweet little one
does not love you because you are its
mie." Now this is in the nature of a sur
When she mother; loves you before is old enough
prise. Mamma is her world.
smiles, every thing is lovely, and her to know the relation of mother and child.
A young father once asked me, “~How
frown is reﬂected In a. troop of little faces.
can begin
We all need these pleasant surprises, old must my babe be before
to correct it?” equivalent
to saying,
and the waxen nature of childhood par
commence to beat
i"
ticularly receives the beautiful impress “ \Vhen can
Now, the thought of government never
sometimes ineﬂ’acibly.
During my childhood, our home was enters the tender-hearted mother‘s mind,
so full of love for baby that
twice bereft, and the children had two her soul
It she forgets that a time will ever come
stepmothers. I was the youngest.
had a bad cough, and when she can play the tyrant to her dar
was winter.
during one of the paroxysms incident to ling offspring.
There are so many resources to which
my step-mother said coldly as the
“ Go out a thoughtful mother can resort in the
snow on the hills without
doors and raise the phlegm.”
(These claiming of obedience. Such little things
make
wee toddler happy.
were not the exact words, but as the orig
Only this
inal were still more frosty
decline to morning in my summer retreat there was
give them.) The chilly manner in which an illustration of this fact.
A three-year-old was pressing his chub
the rebuke was administered was never
She died.
Her by ﬁngers into a bon-bon box, and from
efl’aced from my mind.
way down in its depths he brought up
place was ﬁlled by another who greeted
You should have seen his
my return after period of absence by a gum-drop.
Oh, face light up with happiness. He did not
warm embrace and a loving kiss.
what a ‘benediction lay in that kiss of speak, his joy was too great for words,
welcome,
stirred all the good in my so he held up his pink treasure for meto
too would rejoice with
see, expecting
rallied in her favor.
child-nature till
Had at the moment possessed the wealth him. 'Oh, we had a happy time together.
Now,
was not the candy so much as
would have laid
at the
of the Indies
feet of the stranger. It made me a. better the fact that he thought they were all
Her sweet memory has lived ever gone, and lo! and behold there was still
girl.
another.
This surprise gave him unex
since in my heart. Now here was a pleas
had given him the box
ant surprise. The magic lay more in this pected pleasure.
did not expect such ﬁlled two days before, and with the little
than in the kiss.
‘
show that sweetmeats usually have with
a greeting.
was natural to conclude they
Father, forgive me that oftentothis children,
late day feel like praying that that hushed had all long since vanished.
The little
in that same things that make up this life are often
note might be repeated
Kindness
sweet strain.
potent factor surcharged with simple beauty, just
It does not arouse adapted to our need. mas. A. 5. names.
for good training.
loss of a marble is invested with the keen
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Nature
in all things exacting
uttermost farthing, and whoever
beaten at the
attempts to defraud her
She never intended any face or
game.
form to be other than beautiful,
by
and through the abuses heaped upon our
bodies and our children‘s bodies that we
are compelled tosee in the large majority
of cases plainness when we should only
is

friend.

see beauty.

If

is

it

is

to the

you look back you will
mouth

it

was, her photograph

shows

I

it

I

A

probably remember that Alice’s
was pretty in her infancy.”

“Yes,

?

I

I

it

that

I

worst grimaces and facial contortions
I ever saw, and has done so since
she was two years old.”
“And you never checked her i”
“\Vell, I did not forbid it and yet she
knows that
do not approve of
and
her papa scolds about it.
He thinks as
you do, that
will disﬂgure her face."
“And he thinks quite right, my dear
the

if

away.”
“Oh, nonsense, that bit of childish
would not so disﬁgure Alice's
ugliness
mouth, although, I know she does make
tened

it

J

"If

it

I

is

asked.

“Not the faintest," was the honest reply.
"Let me tell you then what is doubt
As came up the garden
less the cause.
walk, Alice and Jessie had been disput
ing, and as Alice turned to leave the
scene of her discomﬁture, she made up a
horrible grime, and not satisﬁed with
that, placed her hands so that she pulled
down her under eyelids, and stretched
the corners of her mouth,
essie imitated
my ‘steps they has
her, then hearing

it

I

7"

has such large, loosely hanging
that it does not seem as though she
belonged to the family, it annoys her now
that she is old enough to notice the diff
"
erence between her mouth and mine
“Have you truly no idea of the cause?”
Alice

lips,

that plainly, and
remember remarks
that were made about it."
“ Then do you not see that
am right
Itis the foolish habit of distorting her
face which has resulted in a perman
‘ently disﬁgured mouth and
also think
disﬁgured eyelids "
“Is too late to remedy the wrong,
do you think
“
Quite too late to make her face what
would have been, but not too late to
prevent further mischief in her case and
wholly prevent its recurrence
with
Jessie.”
“So many of the children about us
are addicted to the same habit that
will be a difllcult matter for me to pre
vent my children l'rom at least occasional
lapses into the practice."
they are impressed with the fact
that the practice will certainly disﬁgure
the face they will pay more heed than
to any other point you can make, for
children enjoy and desire beauty.
had
with me at one time a little niece who
had formed the habit of pinching her
she were thinking, or an
own lips,
The lips were already losing
noyed.
their graceful curves when she was
taught not to treat them so harshly;
then she transferred her pinchings to
her cheeks, and was so tenacious of the
habit, that on being talked to about
can
a pity
she said
think
does not
not pinch my own cheeks;
hurt anybody but me, and itdoesn't hurt
Probably in that case the
me much.’
pinchings and pullings took the place of
the passionate stampings and screams in
which many children indulge. A child
will
mustbe constantly watched, or
habit
which
disagreeable
form some
must be regretted in all after—life.”
“ But a busy mother can not be at all
times free to note everything that her
children do," urged Alice's mamma.

if

noted for

5.

I

plain mouth, all my people have been
having pretty mouths, and her
father's people are similarly favored, but

a
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it

CAN not imagine," said a mother to
“ why Alice should have such
me,
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How’ to Make a Cheap Horse
Curt—A cartfor one horse, or mule; should
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timber three inches square. taken from one
side of the heart of the tree, will be suﬁic
iently large and strong for any one-horse
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not be made heavy enough to be a good load'
For ordinary use about the farm.
of itself, neither need it be strong enough to cart.
carry a load suﬂiciently heavy for two spans wooden axle-arms, without any iron skeins.
will wear many years, if they are kept well
of hor scs to draw. We frequently see horse
lubricated with a decent lubricator.
Many
carts having wheelslarge and strong enough
A neat little cart will often people who do not appear to know the dif
ful‘ an ox cart.
ference between old dirty grease or pine tar
be far more convenient, for many purposes,
But, a new cart will cost so and an excellent lubricator, often damage
than a wagon.
the axle-arms of their vehicles by lubricat
much, ordinarily, that but few farmers will
entertain the purpose of procuring such a ing with a material that has salt and grit in
I have in mind a convenient one
which will corrode and cut the iron and
vehicle.
horse cart that was extemporized by a young wood away faster than the actual wear
farmer, and which he used for many years, the parts when in use.
and which subserved all the purposes of a
Ordinarily, one can make his own “ wag
cart that would cost one hundred dollars or
on-wheel grease " much cheaper and far
He took the wheels from his grain
more.
better than the common wheel grease
drill and ﬁtted them to an axletree dressed commerce. Purchase a half pound of plum
out of a small oak; and the thills, or shafts,
bago or black lead, in powder_ (not lum bsgo.
A the back-ache). and mingle a pound of clean
were made of two small, round poles.
tallow and pound of lard together by best
drygoods box was secured to the axletree by
a light pair of gate hinges, so that a load of
ing the mass; then remove the kettle from
pint of clean machine
the stove and stir in
manure or dirt could be readily dumped.
oil and the plumbago, and mingle the diﬂer
The entire vehicle weighed about one hun
be
drcd and ﬁfty pounds ; and it would carry a ent parts in
Let
thorough manner.
kept in
vessel having
cover to exclude
ton of stone or dirt on any road. Whenever
dirt and grit. Should the mass be too stiffv
the grain-drill was to be used, the wheels
warm and add more oil. If too soft or
were returned to the axlearms of the drill.
The wheels of some horse~rakes would make thin, put in more clean tallow. The object
an excellent cart for ordinary purposes. The of the plumbago
to hold the oil in the place
body of a one-horse cart need not have sills where
needed. and to keep the lubricat
or from ﬂowing away and dropping off the
large enough and heavy enough for the sills
axle-arms.
Good machine oil
the right
of a railroad car. I have frequently seen
kind. Never use linseed oil, or any of the
the body of a horse cart made of hard and
drying oils for lubricating purposes.
heavy timber three by four inches square.
As two-wheeled pleasure vehicles are now
It is exceedingly unwise to require a horse
to lug several hundred pounds of useless so fashionable. one can take the hind wheels
Such
of some carriage orsulk horse rake and have
lumber wherever he may be driven.
an axle and body made to ﬁt the wheels.
a practice is like carrying water in_heavy
and thus cxtemporize a vehicle as nice and
iron kettles.
An ingenious
An axletrec made of a small tree is objec
shiny as fancy may desire.
tionable, us sticks of timber having the
worker in wood could construct
neat and
heart of the tree at the interior will usually inexpensive rustic cart (besides the wheels"
crack, more or less, during the process of at
triﬂing expense. provided he has access
few small trees and some brush which
to
and sometimes, a stick will
seasoning;
crack from the heart, to the surface, so as to can be obtained where farmers are clearing
A piece of good land.
ass. a. ‘ran.
spoil it for most purposes.
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A Grand Avenue
veI'IlolL—It is proposed

to Mount
to construct

a

grand avenue from the tomb of \Vashington
to the Federal Capital. a work of interestIlo
This enter
every citizen of the Republic
The National
was suggested by
prise
which thus speaks of it: "It is
Republican
that the avenue shall be one
proposed

hundred

and

ﬁfty feet v'ide—twenty~ﬁve

feet on each side for parking—and that each
State and Territory shall have apportioned

to it four hundred yards—or nearly a quarter
of a mile—whore it will plant as shade-trees
specimens of native growth. erect a marble
tablet with the name of the State. its coat
of arms. and in the case of the original
thirteen the names of the signers of the
Declaration of Independence, together with
such statuary in bronze or marble asthe
State shall choose to erect.
It is further
proposed that the original thirteen States
shall have choice of the ground. com
mencing at the tomb of the great leader,
who. both in peace and war, is ranked as
‘ﬁrst in the hearts of his countrymen,’ and
that the other States and Territories secure
the next plats in the order of their creation
as Slatcs and erection into Territories. For
a little over two miles from the aqueduct
bridge the avenue will pass through ground
belonging to the United States. the Arling
ton grounds. which will always be used as
a national cemetery. military depot and
park; and it is assumed that the Government
will not hesitate to make and beautify its
portion of Mount Vernon avenue in the
very best style and place the parking. care,
and maintenance of the trees furnished by
under control
of the
it and the States
Department of Agriculture, providing and
locating on its part of the avenue, as it
undoubtedly would. the bronze or marble
statue of every President or Vice-President
of the United States—the product of the
genius and skill of the very best artists.
Every State will take pride in seeing that its
is handsomely
avenue
portion of the
provided, ﬁrst, with its best trees. and then
with the bronze or marble statues of its most
notable citizens,

so that the fourteen

miles

from the Capital to ‘the tomb will be one
grand highway lined with the monuments

of

the great men of the nation. embowered

279

originals rested under
The route over which the
avenue will pass is historic ground.
From
the mansion that was the home of Washing

in shades such as the
when

in life.

ton the traveler

will

pass

over the route

which heso often traversed to the church
whcrc he worshiped in Alexandria, the home
of his stepson, and the city which he
founded.
Every foot of the route will not
only be historic, but will teach the history
of the States and the great men who helped
to make them.“

First

Lightning R0d.—If we
The
are to believe an Austrian paper, says La
Lumiere Electrique. the ﬁrst lightning rod
was not constructed by Franklin. but by a
monk of Seuftenberg, in Bohemia, named
Prohop Diwisch, who installed an apparatus
the 15th of June, 1754. in the garden of the
curate of Prenditz (Moravia). The appara
tus was composed of a pole surmounted by
an iron rod supporting twelve curved up
branches. and terminating

in as many metal

lic boxes. ﬁlled with iron ore and closed by
a boxwood cover, traversed by 27 sharp iron
points, which plunged at their base in the
ore.
All the system was united to the earth
The enemies of Diwisch.
by a large chain.
jealous of his success at the court of Vienna,
excited the peasants of the locality against
him, and under the pretext that his lightning
rod was the cause of the great drought.
they made him take down the lightning rod
which he had utilized for six years. \Vhat
is most curious is the form of this ﬁrst light
ning rod. which was of multiple paints like
the one which M. Melscu afterward invented.

Ownership of an Invention.

The general rule is, according to a decision
in the Illinois Supreme Court, that when
a mechanic
is laboring for an employer in
the construction of a machine, and invents
a

valuable

the property

the invention is
improvement,
of the inventor, and not of the
It may be that when an em

employer.
ployer hires n man of supposed inventive
mind to invent for the employer animprove

ment in a given machine, under a special
contract, that the employer shall own the
invention when made, the invention. if so
mnde. would in equity become the property

of the employer.

1
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How Monkeys Eat Oysters.—

in Nature gives the following
of the monkey’s method of
description
taking and eating oysters :
In the islands of Meigue archipelago, the
rocks left bars at low tide are covered with
A monkey,
of different sizes.
oysters

A writer

probably the Macao/rs cynomolgua, which
inhabits these quarters, prowls along shore
when the sea is low, and opens the oysters
attached to the rocks by striking the upper
shell with a stone until he has broken it.
Then he extracts the mollusk with his

swallows it directly from the
Upon frightening these epicures
away, the observer found that the stones
that they left behind had been selected with
by the
grasped
a view to being easily
to
with
regard
not
and
animal's ﬁngers,
The fact is the more curious in
heaviness.
that the rocks to which the oysters are
ﬁngers
shell.

or

attached emerge from mud, and the monkeys
are obliged to procure the stones on the
Instinct
shore at some distance off.

singularly guides them in the operation, for
they begin by breaking the hinge, and then
the shell above its point of attachment.
The gibbom that inhabit these islands do
not eat oysters.

The Falls of‘ the Orange River.

-—Mr. G. A. Farini, who has recently made
the Kalahari Desert in
a journey across
succeeded in seeing and
South Africa,
falls of the Orange
the
photographing
River, which he was told could not be done.

had," he says, " to swim rapids,
climb rocks, and descend precipices by
The river
ropes in order to take the views.

"We

is broken up into many streams by huge
rocks and bowlders. some of them rejoining
and others
to form the main waterfall,
cutting out separate channels to the great
gorge, some four hundred feet deep and
sixteen miles long, worn in the solid granite.
These streams form many rapids, and, when
the river is half full. rise and form over a
hundred separate cascades, unsurpassed for
When
beauty and picturesque grandeur.
the river is full, many of them join to make
one mighty sheet of water, rivaling the
great Niagara, as it pours into the abyss
At low
nearly four hundred feet below.
‘water, the only time it can be approached,

[Now

the Hercules Fall is one hundred and sixty
ﬁve feet high. with several smaller falls at
the sides, which are three hundred and ﬁfty
feet high, and are caused by the same water
before it reaches the main fall."

Buttons of BlomL—Making

buttons

of blood is ‘one of the many ways known of
utilizing waste. There is a large factory in
near Chicago. employing about
Bridgeport,
100 men, boys and girls, in which waste
into buttons.
is converted
animal blood
The same ﬁrm has another large factory

A man named Hirsh was the
elsewhere.
the business into this
ﬁrst to introduce
He lost $16,000
country, some years ago.
the ﬁrst six months, but he stuck to it and

There are a
in England.
From 8,000 to 10,000 gallons of blood are
used in the Bridgeport factory every day.
Nothing but fresh beef blood is used. It is
said that pigs‘ blood is just as good, but it is
too much trouble to collect and save it. Con
siderable of the blood evaporates during the
process of drying, but what remains is pure
Some of it is light in color and
albumen.
some dark, according to the chemical treat
ment given it. These thin sheets of dried
blood are then broken up, and are ready to
be worked into various shapes and sizes.
Large quantities of the blood sheets are used
for “ setting" the
by cloth manufacturers
Not
only are buttons
color in calico goods.
made from blood in this way. but tons of
earrings, breastpins, beltclasps, combs and
trinkets are made annually there from blood.
is now

number

wealthy.
immensely
of similar factories

is a poisonous
Trnoroxroon.-—J.—This
element that sometimes develops in milk—a
minute fungus derived from unclean dairy
surroundings or careless handling while the
milk is on the way from the farm to the con
sumer. Freezing does not destroy it as shown
by the cases of poisoning by ice cream. that

Milk is whole
came to light last summer.
some that comes from healthy cows if kept
clean and pure and away from the air.
Milk that has been much exposed to the at
mosphere is not ﬁt for the human stomach,
no matter how carefully the farmer who sup
plied it feeds his cows and watches over their
The growip practice of market
condition.
ottles is a great im
ing milk in self-sealing
for health’s sake on the old
provement
from
method of supplying city households
large cans.
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men ; that as for its
being thrown aside as “ pseudo-science,”

cepted by scientilic

its leading

:

Fowuzn

&

day; that more men and women

ting its facts and principles, and that the

\sw

Wnu; (‘our/l“,

MD,

November,

contribute real growth and prosperity to
Publishers.

QUITE

Editor.

more to the phrenological
since Spurzheim

Fowler, and it

is stated

in

with such announcement,
was “ quite extensively
Phrenology
that
believed in thirty years ago," but that it

connection

has

“ long

been

thrown

aside as a pseu'

The editor of

day

;

would say that

they certainly indicate a want of famili
arity with the nature of Phrenology and
its uses.

If

the editor of The

Univer

ment the phrenologists have given.
is said that the same editor

complains, through

the

It

occasionally

columns of his

paper, with regard to the unjust treat
receives

from the Or

churches, representing that the

latter condemn without giving the sub
ject a fair hearing, and before making a
proper investigation of its claims, jump
to conclusions with regard to their sig
niﬁcance.

It

seems to us that his treat

of

ment of Phrenology is much in the same

have ascertained

line as that which he makes a matter of

had made some examination

the subject, he would

to the

science to

an impulse to observation in that depart

tried to build up."

Without attemptinga formal criticism

with regard

otherwise he would perceive what

thodox

salist

country

Univeraalist can

The

not be well-informed

ment Universalism

we

writers and

came to this

movements in physiological

that the
(lo-science ;" and, further,
“
Fowlers out-lived the science they

of such statements,

I

with his mission of benevolence.
clipping

Universalist, of Chicago, in
S.

have

teachers than to any other class of men

which mention is made of the death of

Prof. O.

modern civilization

owed their acceptance and dissemination

1887.

sends us a

in our

man

POINTLESS.

CORRPO‘NDENT

truths which

great moral and physical

NE‘V' YOT{I{,

from The

than

ever before are interested in dissemina

mlv'mvs:

H. S. DRAYTON, A..\l.,

A

most

believed in to

more extensively

part,

f-

are, for the

principles

that his views are not well-founded

would have learned that

: he

its principles

have been, for the most part, incorpor~
ated with the substantial

teachings of

reproach,

and we suggest that he take

counsel from such experiences and act
more becomingly in future.
a

a _

a

modern anatomy and physiology ; that
the main facts concerning the structure

of the celebrated reviewer, Francis

of the brain and its relation to the mind,

fery, who wrote an elaborate criticism on

as developed

phrenologists,

and taught by the
are

now

early

generally

ac

The above reminds us of the statement

the doctrines

of

J ef

Gall and Spurzheim,

about sixty years ago, which

was pub

THE PHRENOLOGIC'AL
in

lished

which

J eifery,
states,

Edinburgh Review,

the

periodical

was

he

the editor.

in the opening of his

“

of

essay,

we do not hear that Phrenology

makes much way in London or Paris

;

”
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then the most widely circulated medical
magazine in Europe, and the Lancet, of

London, also

an important organ of
British medicine, published reports of
the former, shortly before

been at ﬁrst rather taken

essay appeared, a review

trines" were making

the most

rapid

headway, and that, too, among the most

Dr. Spurzheim’s

vlearnedand scientiﬁc.
lectures were

attended by

large audi

ences wherever he appeared,

sometimes

of a thousand being present, a

upward

very uncommon thing in the history of
science at that period.
nological
of

the

societies

There were phre~

in many of the cities
and

continent

Great

Britain.

Paris had a ﬂourishing ociety of which
the distinguished Broussais and Vimont
were active ‘members.
London had a
society with a hundred members, includ

ing members of parliament, lawyers,
physicians, etc. Among them such as
Dr. John Elliafson, Henry Lyford,
John Barlow, James Kendrick, and Dr.
Edinburgh had also a ﬂour
ishing society, with the brothers George
and Andrew Combe, Sir George S. Mac
Simpson.

kenzie,William Scott, Lawrence Macdon
ald, the sculptor, as prominent members,
and Dr. Chalmers as a correspondent.
The medical

and other current

lications were constantly
proceedingsof

reporting

pub
the

this or that phrenologi

cal meeting or society, and giving ex
tended

accounts

demonstrations
tives.

of
of

the lectures and

leading representa~

The Medico-Chirurgical Review,

time that we feel

impelled by the pure
force of multifarious and unquestionable
evidence, to regard this as the most intel
ligible
mental

and

self-consistent

philosophy

that

been presented to the

inquisitive

“We

system

has ever yet

contemplation

And also this

men."

of

might have expatiated

of

:

at great

length on the utility of this science in its
application to the purposes of education,
legislation, political

economy,

history, legal

jurisprudence,

logical elocution.

and above

criminal
and theo

all,

to

the

true philosophy of medicine; but we
have abstained from this indulgence in
the belief that the foretaste of an intel
lectual luxury we have provided for our
readers

will

enjoyment

stimulate them to desire the
a

full

repast."

These declarations from an authori
tative source such: as the leading organ
of British medicine and surgery, were
properly quoted as a complete answer

_H—

to the invidious and carping statements
of the essayist.

“NEW SCHOOL” OF MEDICINE.

NOT long ago we took occasion to
venture certain remarks with regard to
the treatment of disease
stating that in

our opinion the time was not far distant
when disease would be looked upon

by

The truth of the matter was

‘that at that very time the “new doc

was given place, in
which this passage appeared :
“ We must
acknowledge at the same

;

tion, been thoroughly convinced of their

fallacy.”

of the work of

the phrenologists

of_

doctrines, had, by more careful observa

A

with the new

In
Mr. Jeifery‘s

Broussais‘ and Spurzheim’s lectures.

and also that “ several persons who had

physicians generally

as the result of

a
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poison existing in the body, and affecting,

with animal functions, lead

according to its nature, certain localities

tion of

or the general organism,and

poisonous. and, therefore, factors of dis

that the true

method of treatment would include

as the

two

,special nature of the symptoms

that are

compounds

deﬁnite

ease.

A

administrations

points—such antiseptic

to the forma

writer in the New York Times rea
infers

sonably

from the statements of

indicated,

and nourishment tosupply the

men like Roscoe, and Prof. Errera, who

necessary

tissue compensations for waste

read a paper before the Berlin Anthropo
logical

and loss occasioned by the disease.

Very recent
part of eminent

pronouncements

on the

signify a

physiologists

strong leaning toward the side of the
that tissue changes, or cellular

chemists,

Society reeently, on the nature

of sleep, alleging

that it was an effect

simply of chemical changes induced by
functional activity, thata new diagnosis
and a new treatment are suggested

activity in health or disease, develop sub

such declarations, since “ the disease

stances of

neither the symptoms

be

a chemical

nature

that may

healthful or poisonous. For instance,

improper articles of food taken into the
may there undergo changes re

stomach

by
is

nor the microbe

which produces the symptoms, but the
process of forming within the organism
certain chemical compounds.

The treat

sulting in the production of deadly alka

ment would consist, not in drugging the

or ptomaines, which, if not neu
tralized in some way, develop malignant

body into weakness or coma, but in stop

loids,

disease

of some form.

And further, the

normal functions of the different organs,
from the brain

to the skin, develop a

variety of ptomaines that are not prim
arily poisonous, but may become so. Sir

Henry Roscoe,
the

at the late meeting

British Association,

governed
forces.

by

chemical

said,

"Life

these

would devote himself to synthetic chem

is

istry, and would study how

tend

continue or end existence, depends
upon their nature and amount."

to

An issue involving important

conse

quences appears to have been made here
between the advocates

Thus the doctor of the new school would
be wise in foods rather than in drugs. He

of

and physical

\Vhether

ping such unhealthful chemical activity,

or in turning it into new directions by
supplying other elements for the opera
tion of healthful chemical processes.

of the germ theory

natural

chemical

to produce

artiﬁ

combinations

cially."
\Ve accept this writer’s last
if it

statement,

be interpreted that the physician

of

the new school will devote himself to the
study of the laws,

chemical and other

wise, of food and sanitation, and seek to

of disease and the chemists, as the latter

make of general practice in the commu

claim that microbes or bacteria are not

nity

more responsible for the production

cles of diet as contribute

disease

duction

than the yeast cell
of alcoholic

is

of

for the pro

intoxication,

but

that those inﬁnitely small beings, by rea
son of a certain activity

in connection

the

habit of select-ing

such

arti

to the healthful

operation of the organs of digestion, ab
sorption, etc., and of keeping

of

abode,

as

well

the place

as the person, clean,

orderly and comfortable.
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WHO)! T0 ADMIRE.
sideration of a man’s private character,
he

some

shown

have

great

in

ability

one direction, from the estimate

One is wedded to theories
practice;

and- despises

another with executive

power

seems all theory as vaporous and im
One man engrossed

practicable.

with

scientiﬁc research neglects to control his
money matters, and involves himself and

J

us Caesar, his proﬂigacy, wanton immor

and

[.‘HV

merely on

the average level of men !

tality

URNAL

Who thin ks of
the extravagant vices of uli

We put on one who has lived

pointing to

O

two can not be separated with impunity.‘

How great the difference in our con
if

J

the claims of

disregard of

others in trouble
economical,

;

another

vigilant

and.

cares not a straw for the

most wonderful message

that science ever

of

brought.

His fame

as a soldier, a

in lofty

diplomatist, a. statesman,

a writer, absorb

to take proper care of their physical wel

and

friendship
patriotism?

of

and so

attention

_

the

obligation

dazzle

the

material

eye that the true man in Caesar is not
So with Napoleon, the brilliancy
seen.

of his martial

career appears

to over

Some are too much absorbed
ideas

or venturesome

fare, others too much

engaged with the

claims of the body to take thought

While

these

illustrations of the

one

faculty are

com

sided activity of human

prompted many startling achievements.
It may be proper for us to forget the

a presumption

have done great

for

any thing beyond."

power common reﬁection on his personal
morality and the selﬁsh motives that

weakness of men who

schemes

mon enough they by no means sustain
that mind normally

hibits itself in that way.
said that a state of

It

ex>

can not

unbalance is

be

one of

things
but the reﬂective, scrupulous reader can
not help comparing the admirable per

health, and that is certainly the state of

formances of an eminent man with his
moral character, and if that be worthy

scribes.

for humanity

and

civilization,

of esteem his reputation is regarded as
more worthy of honor than that of a
man whose private life was marred by
excesses of appetite and passion.

A

writer fairly describes

the various

play of human character in three terms :
“ It is perhaps as natural for-some people
to forget common claims and duties as it is

for others

to become absorbed

in them.

One man dwells in thought and shrinks
from action, another is always acting
without
tells us,

thinking, but, as Ruskin well
‘

It

is

only by labor that thought

can be made healthy, and only by thought
that labor can be made happy, and the

the mental faculties that is productive of
such one-sided activity as the writer

de

There is a necessary loss to the

character, aside from loss of a material
sort, in such cases, and in the end

a sad

awakening to a realization of the loss.

We are not endowed with the many
that constitute mind for the

faculties

purpose of developing

and using a few

of them only and allowing the others to
lapse into weakness and decay

; no, the

design, witnessed in our being, is to ex
ercise and employ

all our faculties

powers, and so develop the mind

and
as

a

symmetrical, balanced whole.
“ It is not a question with most of us
whether we shall add to some special
greatness other and more general virtues
and excellencies,

but only whether we
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shall endeavor to maintain

our individ

or womanhood

ual manhood

as a bal~

anced whole, rather than become
sided,

warped,

and

pitiful

a one

fraction.

Every one who suffers himself to be so
carried away by the love of gain,

or the

pursuit of fame, or the desire for pleas
ure, or any other single object. as to ne

OF~

HEALTH’.
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for a neglected family; no amount of
social esteem and popularity

for a reckless

use of money ; no amount

pleasure can compen

of self-indulgent
sate

can atone

for broken health or a disturbed

conscience.”

The great men whom we should set
up for our admiration are those who

glect the

were not careless of personal duty and

fall to

plain and regular duties which
his lot, or the rightful claims

obligation; who viewed life on

which

family and friends make upon

him, sacriﬁces by so much

his personal

character, his social value, and his per
manent happiness.
ness enterprise

in

mm

or

No amount of busi
success

can make up

(lorrrspundrnts.

“time

" as“ wru
But one question
be answered in (hit department.
at a time, and that clearly stated, must be pm
pounded, if a cm-relpondeni shall (.rprci us to give

Qrzsrioss

or

ls'rsnss-r

him the beneﬁt of an early oonoideralion.

To own con'alnv'rons. It will greatly aid the
editor, and facilitate the work of the printer. if our
(onlrihulonl generally should observe the/allowing
rule. when writing articles or communicalimu in
tended for publication .'

It in often
1. Write on one tide of the sheet only.
"
necessary to cut the page into takes "for compou
"hrs, and this can not be done when both sides on!
ln'itlen upon.
2. Write clearly and distinctly, being particularly
our/u! in the matter' of proper nomen and quolw
tions.
8. Don‘! write in a small hand, or in pencil, as the
compositor has to read it ucrou the car, a dictum
of over two feet. and the editor often wishes to make
change: or additions.

or paste the sheets
4. Never roll your manuscript
together. Sheets about " Commercial note" size are
Hie most satisfactory to editor and compositor.
5. Be brie]. People don‘! like toread long stories.
A two-column article is read hy/our time: on many
people as one of double that li’nyfh.

of light and joy, recognizing
of their fellows,

its side

the rights

and the mutual inter—

dependence of society;

and in their

forts to advance themselves

aimed

ef—

to

carry others upward too.

6. Alimys write your-full name and uddrwplain
ly at the end of your letter. lfyou use a pseudonym
or initials, write your-full name and address also.
WI can N01‘ UNDIRTAII 'ro anus! Uruvnuau
contribution: unless the necessary postage is pro

Ix ALL CASES, persons who
vided by the writers.
communion le with in through the pou‘oﬂlce should,
if they expect a reply, indoae the return postage, or
who! is better, a prepaid envelope, with their full
Prrlonal and private matters addressed
address
to the Editor personally will receive his early at
teniion if this is done.
S'rovxs Asn Hana—W. L.—A large stove
the same amount of coal as one
of smaller size will radiate more heat, and is
The reason
therefore the more economical.

consuming

for this is that the larger stove has more sur

face, and hence when hot its effect is greater
upon the surrounding air. Of course the fac
tor of intelligent management must be taken
into account with this comparison.
LOOKS Oman THAN nu is.—C. R.

S.-Gen

boys of dark complexion look older
than boys of light, but if their habits are
good they change little from ﬁfteen or six
Boys
teen to twenty besides getting taller.
who resemble their mother keep their youth
ful appearance longer than those who are
erally
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like their father.

Of course a good consti
tution underlies the matter of appearance,
imparting to the physical functions buoy.

ed the tenants to petty humiliations and an
noyances until they became angry and ap
pealed to Lord Erne to dismiss him. Lord

ancy, elasticity and vigor, which must ex
press itself in the physiognomy.

Erne refused, and then the tenants combined
against him so that no one dared to work
for him, no tradesmen to serve him with
goods. He was isolated by order of the Land
Leaguers, and was compelled to accept the
services of constabulary to protect the lives
of himself and family. His case is a typical
one, and for some time attracted little atten
tion, although he and his wife and daughters
were left to get in the crops as best they
could.
His family in other respects were
treated with consideration, but Capt. Boycott
was hooted and cursed wherever and when

FINGER-NAILS AND Tsnraasnsun—J. P.
C.—Yes, the ﬁnger-nails like every other
part of the physical organization
possess
evidences.
Their length,
temperamental
breadth, thickness. toughness, consistency,
color, etc, co-ordinate with the constitution
al properties. The coarse type of the motive

irregular creased or
ridgy nails. With the vital temperament are

has strong, somewhat

associated rather broad,

rounded nails that
are of soft consistency. The mental temper
ament has thin, rather long and angular
nails. yet symmetrical. A combination of the

mental

and vital

has the ﬁnest showing

of

these digital endings.

Minn—Mr. J. V. M., of
Adrian, Mich., writes: “ lam well pleased
Tns om

Mn'ruon

with ‘ Brain and Mind‘ and ﬁnd that every
day‘s work in psychologydzere shows that the
old system is not well understood by college

All
professors.
sorts of splits are found in the old school."
This is the general verdict of all thinking
students

and even college

students who compare the old psychological
with the system of Phrenology.

doctrine’
The indeﬁniteness and lack of practical
adaptation of the former contrast sharply
with the clearness and general adaptiveucss
of the latter. Assuming that its organology
is not in all respects completely demonstra
ble

its classiﬁcation

and

deﬁnitions,

true

readings of character in the vast majority of
cases and moral teaching entitle it to univer
sal respect.

“ BoYooT'r."—J. ltL—Although this term
is now a part of our common vocabulary, it
is probable,‘ as you say. that very few per
Our sources of
sons can explain its origin.
information say that it is derived from an
incident that occurred in Ireland soon after
the organization of the Land League, and in
that part of the County of Connaught where
the ﬁrst meeting of the young society was
held.
Capt. Boycott, the owner of a farm
there, was also the agent or superintendent
of the estate of Lord Erne, and being some
what irritable and domineering had Bubjectq

ever he appeared.

as“

size

223a-

at

are invited on any topic of inter
Communications
est ,' the wriler‘speraomil views and facts from In’:
experience bearing on our subjects being preferred.

Love and Marriage. — Love has
been the theme of poets and writers in all
ages. and they have soared through all the
realms of heaven and earth to get ﬁgures to
illustrate its power and endurance.
with
scarce an exception
they have reveled in.
imagery when describing its delights; and
yet the poets have been, with a few excep
tions, the greatest sinners

faithful, practical love.

I

in the matter of
am satisﬁed from

long observation, that through ignorance it
has caused more misery than all other
things put together.

And the fact should
upon the house-tops in order,
not to prevent people from loving, for that
would be impossible, but to incite them to
use their intelligence and judgment in doing
so. It seems to be a law in nature that the
sweetest things, when changed in character,
become the most bitter, and love is no
where the
exception to this rule; and
parties have no
knowledge of human
character and use very little judgment the
result is most disastrous.
The old, old
story of two who meet. exchange glances,
fall in love, sigh, think, dream about each
be proclaimed

other,

are uneasy

when

together;

when apart. and happy
treat each other with the
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with each
tenderness;
comply
greatest
to hurt
nothing
and
wish
say
other‘s every
each other's feelings, need not be repeated
Not being able to live apart they
at length.
must

get married.

There

is

a

splendid

For
wedding, and everybody is delighted.
a short time life with them is a bed of roses;
by and by a little disagreement occurs, then
a

quirrel;

they begin

to cultivate

the old

Adam that had been kept so carefully out
Now every imperfection of the
of sight.
other begins to be magniﬁed by a powerful
telescope, whereas before the big end of the
telescope had been turned to look at the
and they could
loved one's imperfections.
This is, in
What a change!
not be seen.
too
unfortunately
is
that
brief. a picture
true of what is common, and has been going
on more or less since the world began, with

It
additions and modiﬁcations.
the
that
All-Wise
mind
to
my
evident
is very
for man, and that
intended happiness
ignorance and stupidity bring the misery.

alterations,

The remedy is a knowledge of mind and
chiractpr, and a willingness to obey its
It is very evident that religious
teachings.
in this respect (and I
teachers havet‘ailed
for religion). For
respect
the
greatest
have
you will ﬁnd this matrimonial skeleton in

John
most eminent.
the homes of the
Children must be
Wesley’s. for example.
taught the principles of Phrenolozy ; it is of
more importance to them for their future

happiness and success than all other studies.
It’
in this respect.
but more especially
honestly used there can be happy marriages.
They will not then only marry for a pretty
face or a handsome ﬁgure and live to curse

they saw it; but will understand
their own character and how to improve it
A knowledge
as well as their loved one's.
of
the greatest
be
also
would
of Phrenology
service to some who are living in matri
The following is a casein
monial misery
point : Some years ago a man called at my
the day

I told him so
oﬂlce for an examination.
many home truths that he was constrained
to tell me that he was seriously Tthinlting of
separiting from his wife. as they could not
When he told his wife
get along together.
what I had said she decided to come and
when
see me also; they came together,
l

at once

saw where

the trouble

was.

I
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told them the source of their quarrels, and
showed them there was no real necessity
for their unhappiness, and advised them to
study Phrenology, which they did, and now
the woman is an enthusiastic convert, and
says she never was so happy before.
The diﬁlculty in this case was this: He
was_large in Combativeness, Destructiveness,

Firmness. Amativeness, and rather small in
Conjugality and Friendship, and small in
and Mirthfuineas. but had a
Agrecsbleness
good degree of intelligence and rather large
She was of rather ﬁne
religious faculties.

organization, with large Ap
Combativeness,
Destructive
ness,Mirthfulness. Friendship and Conjugal
ity, Comparison and Causality, moral and
As soon as they
religious faculties active.
understood each other's nature they could
WALLACE uasox.
get along very well.
and

sensitive

probativeness,

New and 01d Ways.—'l‘here

is a

strong inclination in most teachers to subject
all their pupils to the same method of in

This tendency is probably caused
struction.
by the necessity of economy of time ; but its
effect is to retard those whose faculties are
not adapted to such training. and to dwarf

or warp the natural bent of their minds. If
of pupils is subjected to the same
system of instruction exclusively, ‘some will
be beneﬁted and advanced satisfactorily,
while others seem to make very little pro
gress and are sometimes actually injured by
Although it involves a great
the process.
deal of extra time and labor. it is the duty of
every teacher. so far as he is able, to modify
or change his regular methods so as to give
each pupil whose mind is not capable of re
ceiving instruction to the best advantage in
the ordinary way an opportunity to acquire
knowledge according to the peculiar con
ditions of his own iutellectuality.
An instance occurred in the writer's ex
perleuce a few years ago which will serve as
an illustration. One of my pupils wasa boy
a class

who certainly showed average intelligence
not succeedrd,
out of school but had
under the training he had received, in ad
I
vancing higher than the primary reader.
tried the latest approved method, but. though
the results with the rest of the class were
highly gratifying he seemed utterly unable to
make any satisfactory progress, though to all

JOURNAL
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appearances he was doing his very be~2t to
I
learn and to keep his place in the class.
could not make up my mind that he was too

agree with

gether

—M-_

periment

attainments, and it also demonstrated that
new methods do not suit
the much-lauded
n. o. 1..
all minds.

‘N

E. W. Bowen,

d

a

;

hearts by the qualities we
we retain them by the qualities we
possess.
Suard.
is

The ﬁnest and noblest ground on which
people can live
truth: the real with the
real
ground on which nothingis assumed.
Emerson.

It

the rule of life to forget the kindness
es our neighbors
have done us and to
remember only those we have done for them
‘If the rule could be reversed, what happy

world

would be!

a colored

Method
ist minister, lately submitted his thesis to the

The superiority of man to nature
con
tinually illustrated.
Nature
an
needs
immense quantity of quills to make a genes
with, but
man can make
goose of him
self with one.

faculty of Boston University, and received
the degree of Doctor of Philosophy, the ﬁrst
ever conferred upon a negro.

MIRTH.

MLLE. MARIE Psooi, the niece of Pope Leo,
was married quite lately to Count Moroni.

The Pope is said
one of the Noble Guards.
to have shown great interest in the young
He asked his secretary to
lady’s attire.

N'—

a

J.

We attract

display

is

PERSONAL.
Rev.

sanguine dreams.

a

of the class.
It was only an ex
on my part. but it gave him the
opportunity of opening the door to higher

remainder

Thrift of time will repay you in after-life
with
usury of proﬁt beyond your most

;
a

and in all probability would have continued
to be so under the training received by the

Thou must be true tb 'self,
lt' thou the truth wou
teach.“

is

close of the term was nearly up to them.
This boy was the “ dull boy " of the school,

WISDOM.

it

master his ﬁrst reader under this antiquated
process with such avidity that he gained
rapidly on his former classmates and at the

her conclusions, they
her the maximum

awarded
unanimously
mark of merit.

dull to learn if the proper methods were
used, so resolved to leave no stone unturned.
Coming to the conclusion that the systems of
instruction might not be an infallible test of
his mental powenl tried the old way of
teaching the letters thoroughly ﬁrst, then
forming words of two and three letters. and
so on. Imagine my surprise to see him

[Nov.

a
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“ A little nonsense now and then,
ls relished by the wisest men.“

SAMUEL AnAMs Tonnes, familiarly known
as ’Squire Sam, is living in South Scituate,

The Major, who has just popped: "I'm
not very old, Miss Daisy.
King Solomon
was over
hundred, you know, when he

98.

died

He remembers

the ﬁrst year
aged 107 years, and who

of this century,
had talked with the children of those who
came over in the Mayﬂower.
Evens “ con
link”
day
at
this
with
the Pilgrim
necting
Fathers.

Miss BRADLEY, of New York, carried off
high honors in Paris at her recent examina
tion at the Ecole de Medicine.
Her thesis
on “ Iodism," was carefully considered by
the professors and while they did not alto.

a

and I'm sure he made a good hus
Daisy: “Yes; but he had 50 many
wives at
time that the—er—care of him
was nicelyLdistributed.
don't you know I"
“What about the Monroe doctrine?" was
married,

band."

asked

of

village

candidate.

"

Oh, well,

now," said he. “when
comes to that.
thar’s just as good doctors now asthere ever
was.
All this talk about Bright’s disease
and Monroe's

doctorin'

Buck standin‘ thar,
any uv them."

nonsense.
Dr.
as good
doctor as
a

of

who

it

age

is

Cobb,

is

Ebenezer

in_

Mass, at the

a

that they must be white,

black.

a

stipulated

is

blue or

It ain't whut er man
dat makes him
happy in dis yere worl’. It's whut he thinks
he is.

look after the bride's dresses, and expressly
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and in all civilized countries to the impor
tance of prom )t and vigorous action.
Price
10 cents.
J. '. Steams.

By Thomas

PRACTICAL CARVING:
In this department

wegive short reviews of such
Nzw Boon aspublishers seeﬁt tosend us. In "use
‘reviews we seek to treat author and publisher salu
farlm-ily andjwitly, and also to fut-rush our readers
with such information as shall enable Mom to form
an opinn ﬂ 0] the desirability of any particular rm’.
umefnr personal use. It is our trials to notice the
better class of books issuing from (Impress, and we
invite publishers
to furor the Editor Il‘llh ri-cr'nl
publications, especially those related in any may to
We can
nwntnl and physiological science.
supply any of More noticed.

will’

PUBLICATIONS

RECEIVED.

Noswoon; By Henry Ward Beecher. 12mo.
Fords, lloward
Price $1.25.
pp. 549.
& llurlburt. New York.
This story of New England villagelife was
at the time of its ﬁrst
exceedingly
he re-issue since thedeath 0!
publication. popular
the author has been a successful venture.
As stones go it does not properly belong to

that category.
It is an ingeniously con
structed
vehicle for the promulgation of
many charming thoughts, winning truths,
No one
and wisdom of the highest order.
can read it without a growing desire to be
better, truer and wiser.

Tn:

or

Pnoxoonsrnr:

By
B. Howard.
Benn Pitmsn and Jennie
12mo.,pp. 144.clotb. Cincinnati Pho~
nographic Institute.
This is well-named the "Jubilee Edition,"
ear of the old
as it is issued in the ﬁftieth
Pilmsn style of phonograp ic shorthand.
im
Of course, since then changes and
MANUAL

have been made that greatly
provements
add to the practical value of the art, but
Mr. Benn Pitmsn has adhered to the old
basic principles in his American editions.
The extent to which the sale of this simple
textbook has been carried is shown by the
fact that this is the two-hundredth thousand.

Armos

AND

m:

Dmmt-Tmmo.

The

National Temperance Society has published
in pamphlet form an article by Archdeacon
Fnrrsr, contributed to the Contemporary
Review. upon the demorslizstion of the
native races of Africa by the drink-traﬂlc.
The pamphlet also contains W. T. llorn—
stliking letter to the New York
blower‘s
Tribune,
entitled “Rum ou the Congo."
The appalling facts given in this pamphlet,
concerning the terrible havoc caused by
strong drink among the natives on the
Congo and elsewhere in Africa, should
suﬁlce to arouse men and women inour own

“ 50 Soups."
rey, author of

J.

Mur

etc.; Paper,

50 cts.

Tns Tuxour
GAME

or

or 'rnr: Mommy SCIENTIFIC
Wlns'r.
By William Pole,

F. R. S. Paper,

50 cts.

Tun Gun: or Encnns:
Keller. Paper. 50 cts.

By

John W.

These recent issues of the printer and
binder come to us from Mr. Frederick A.
Stokes, the successor to Wl1ite.b‘tokes
&
Allen, New York, and are made up in the
trim and pleasing style characteristic of the
ublications bearing the old imprint of
bite, Stokes & Allen.
Mr. Murrey deals
with sl'smilinr subject and begins at the
what a cnrvin
by describing
beginning
knife is or should be. and how one shoul
hold it. when he sets about the task of
serving a joint.
As we rarely meet with a
good carver this little mentor is an appro
priate contribution to the equipment of the

dlningroom.
in their
People will have amusement
hours ofleisure. and if it is not found at
home will seek it abroad.
Cards furnish a
means of combining intellectual
exercise
with social enjoyment. and within certain
limits can not be said to be more objection

able on moral rrounds than other diversions.
In the two htt e treatises entitled as above,
their authors
have
treated Whist
and
Euchre as games involving much of mental
discipline, and therefore as possessing a
scientiﬁc character.
We doubt not that
their study will help one to make a better
hand at the games.

omumsr nxcnssoss.
The Standard
Home

; weekly.

Journal;

weekly.

Chicago.

New York.

The Home Guardian ,' October.
Good Health ; October.

Battle Creek, Mich.

Popular Educator; October.
The Law; of Life;
New York.

York.

oanadbm

Mass.

Dnnsville,

Illustrated. New

September.

Pharmaceutical

Toronto.

Boston,

October.

Christian Herald;weekly.
1% Theooophist;
lndia.

Boston.

Journal;

National Educator; Semi-monthly.
town, Pa.

Madras.
October.

Allen
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Harper’s Young People;
Bros. New York.

weekly.

Art Journal.
The American
New York.
Thorns.

Harper
Wm.

H.

M.
Thomas
Plat/mist; September.
Johnson. New York.
A
New York.
Th’ Office: September.
practical journal for business men.
Philadelphia. A
The American ; weekly.
well edited journal of current events.
Bankwx' Magazine; October. New York. A
The

stativtical
affairs.

Journal of

September.

register

of

banks

and

bank

and
O'rthoepy; July
practical advocate of re

American

A

form in spelling.

New York.
weekly.
One of our best agriculturals for suburban
.
and country homes.

Rural New-Yorker;

Germantmcn Telegraph; weekly. Philadel_
An old and reliable as well as
phia.
entertaining family paper.

Pmnsylvania School Journal; October.
Lancaster, Pa. Contains
Iligbee.
many excellent contributions.

New York.
Herald of Health ; October.
“ Habits that Tendto Produce Insanity" is
one of the interesting articles of this num
ber.

La Progre: Mzdical ,' September. Bourne
Paris, France. A repertoire
ville, editor.
of current events in French medicine and
surgery.

New York. The
Dental Cosmos: October.
progress of dentistry makes such a maga
zine as this useful _'to every dental prac
titioner.
Building; an Architectural weekly. New
York. This weekly furnishes designs for
homes from the modest cottage in shingles
to the stately mansion in stone.

Journal of Recanamwtioee ;

October. New
Discusses Dietetics and Alimenta
tion, Discoveries. Theories and Arguments
chemists and
interesting to physicians,
others.

York.

The Temperance Caterer; weekly. England.
This magazine contains hints, recipes. etc.,
for the use of temperance hotels, coffee
houses and families—a powerful organ of
the reformers.
Chat ,' September.
Brentano Bros.,
New York. A valuable referencelist of the
new books, magazine topics, etc.. kept on
ﬁle and bound; the value of the publica
tions will increase with years.

Book

nought: Rev. Charles F. Deems,
editor; Bi-monthly. New York.

Christian

“ Paul’s Pa
Hopkins,

[Non

By Prof. Isaac S,
wlogy.“
D.. is a remarkable study of
that eminent apostle. and all to whom the
writings of St. Paul are as precious epis
tles from one endeared to them will enjoy
a careful reading of this article.
La Gazette Mcdicalc;September. Montreal.
This new candidate for the patronage of
the profession has reached No. eight. The
for Diphtheria are
Studies of Treatment
well worth translation into English.
.

The Popular!‘ Science Monthly gives us for
October something on Evolution. Strange
Medicines, Color
lindness. Fetich Faith
in Western Africa. The Langu e of the

Emotions,

The Theory

of Titt

ebats,

a

sketch of Carl W. Schiele. and a variet
D. Appleton
of miscellaneous items.
Company.

The Eclectic for October 0 us with a dread
of The 0min Anarchy,
announcement
and follows it with ﬁfteen otier foreign
selections. of which Ireland's Alternatives.
The English and the American Press.
Wealth and the Working Classes, The
Roman Matron and the Roman Icdv,
The Island of Terk. are noteworthy. E

R. Pelton.

New York.

The Cosmopolitan has a strong list for Oc_
tober for a new magazine, and indicates
enterprise backed with capital. The kind
of matter offered its readers is mainly
We note
literary and that may take.
these titles: The Passing of the Buffalo.
A Lear of New England. A Remedy for
Poverty, The Pigmy Kingdom of a De
bauchee, A Backboard Trip among the
Indians,
Shakespeare-Bacon's
Cipher.
Charles Sumner.
Schlicht & Field Co.

New York.

The Goldm Era, of San Diego. California.
literary venture. an
is an
ambitious
Eastern Yankee might think, if he saw it.
and he would probably wonder how on
earth it could have survived till vol. 36.
But it has in its combination the elements
that adapt it to live and to grow in that
far Paciﬁc land. Bright. plastic and clear,
it reﬂects the life of California. and is
therefore evidently administered
b
one
who knows his clientele.
Herr “uglier
is editor.

for October is more than
usually rich in illustrations, and given up
mainly to contributions of the imaginative
class
“The Smallest of Amerimn Re

Harper's Magazine

” is a
pleasant description of Costa
ptublics
ion, with historical incidents woven in.
“A Dead Portuguese City m India" is
from the travel life of a well-known
“Here and There in the
clergyman.
South" has itsattraction, becauseit deals
with Louisiana scenes ‘mainly.
Good
names are under the titles
and in the
editorial departments.

‘
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The best for the Complexion. A “balm for the Skin.”
1he most economical; it wears to Minn ess of a wafer

Fowler & Wells Cofs New Publications.

~

‘

Physical Culture. PM
Down, Professor of

Home and School.
Scientiﬁc and Practical. By
Physical Culture. 121110., 322 pages. 80 illusts, ﬁne binding.,
The best work _on the building up of Health and Strength by systematic exercise
published. It Wlll be called for by professional and all sedentary people, and all who
not have the necessary and proper exercise
in their daily occupation; it also tells 11071
'
“
work for health and strength.
,
._ ‘7

Comprising; , " The Rime of theyAncient Mariner," b'y Corga'mdh.
“ The Traveller," "
'l‘he Hermit,” “The Deserted Village," by Gomsnrrn, 7" The Cos- r
mus," by Mnxrox, Pors’s Essay on Man, and " :Esop's Fables," ﬁnely illustrated.
~
‘ »
_
‘ 12mo, ﬁne paper, extra cloth, $1.540.
‘
These Gems. always
will be especially acceptable
in
this fornua handsome
‘
popular,
volume suitable for the ho
idays.

Masterpieces.

A Practical Plan ol‘lnstruetion in shorthand;

By Barn-i Toner. 81.00.
Consisting of a series of twenty lessons, in the form of Lesson leaves. Every teacher 0i
shorthandlwill prize this, and those attempting self-instruction should use it.

Nervousness: lts Nature, Causes, Symptoms, and Treatment.
~
50 cents.
S. Dear-r021, MD, Editor Phrmwlogical Journal.
A

By

B’.

practical treatise on this rapidly increasing malady.

The Sympathetic Nerve.

A new plate, 18x36, showing this nerve, with a concise
description; the best plate of the kind ever produced. $5.00, mounted on rollers, $6.00.

I

Pope’s Essay on Man.

With responding Essay, Man Seen in the Deepening
Paper, 25 cents.
.Dawn, By Dr. C. S. Wnrzxs.
.A unique and interesting volume giving Pope’s Essay; and on the opposite pages parah'
lel lines also parallel to and responding to the sentiments of Pope. All admirers of the
'
Essay on Man will enjoy this.

How to Succeed as a Steuogra-pller or Typewriter--9

M

a

'_

=‘~

should be in the . i j‘
of ever shorthand writer and student, containing quiet hints and gentle advice by
*
who “ {ins Been There.” A handbook of ,miseellaneous information and suggestion‘!
dent;
the
Operator;
Typewriter
b‘tfor the young law reporter; the Shorthnncl
;.\~rules for the proper use of capital letters and punctuation. Also some practical
tions for the formation of general American Association of Stenographers, 250.

Andrews’ Chart of Comparative Phouography.

Showinv and
eompam‘rﬁ
to‘,
of Phonogra by
interest
Price 25c.
canted-on muslin, 50¢.
17

systems
inches.

'

features in the _lcadin
15 x .
shorthand writers and students.
the principle

By Rev. J.
view of his life and its meaning; a memorial address.
B. Wns'rox, D.D. Paper, 10 cents.
A worthy tribute to this great man, will prove to be of interest to every intelligent
it

Horace Manual
rreader.

iSelf-Reliance or Self-Esteem,

as an element of character, very fully illus
By Prof. NELSON Slzen, President of the American Institute of Phrenology.
.
Paper, 10 cents.
Human Nature ‘Library, No.
ourselves
and others.
of
understanding
to
the
proper
help
will
of
this
The reading
1.

trated.

is

:

Its Principles, Proofs, Application, etc. A Lecture by Prof. J. H'
ﬁliu'strartl. Human Nature Library, No. 2. Paper, 10 cents.
Tnaonr.
the
Showing the'basls on which Phrenology claims public attention._ The location of
fully
and
heredity
of
inﬂuence
shown,
the
culture
and
their
grouping
organs and

Phrenolo"
considered.

slcal Factors in Character"
Dxuron,

I

is

or the Inﬂuence of Temperament in shaping
Human
D. Editor Phrenologtcal Journal.
Pggn’s destiny.
By H. S.
Nature Library, No. 3. Paper, 10 cents.
I
illustrated with many portraits of famous men of the past and present, and will
This
Address,
Sent by mail postpaid on receipt of price.
be read with interest.
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H. C. POTTER. D.
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ONE of the men who have shown an
only in the
not.
activity
earnest
ﬁeld of their vocation, but also in move-

ment;

that relate to community

welfare,
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BISHOP OF NEW YORK.
is the present Bishop of New York.
Potter comes of a family that is
tiugulshed for its connection with
religious interests of New York

Dr.
dis
the

and

292
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Pennsylvania, and he is the third bishop
of that name who has occupied a promi
nent and inﬂuential place in the Episco
pal Church. His recent proposition for
the building of a cathedral to represent
worthily that church in the United
States, and which has found a cordial
response in the minds of leading New
Yorkers of all denominations, may be
said to be in keeping with the spirit of
the man.
The engraving is a good likeness of
Dr. Potter, and represents a fairly bal
anced temperament, with indications of
superior vital powers. The organic de
velopment is marked in several particu
lars, in the crown, in the forehead, and
in the temples.
We should say, there—
fore, that he is a man of spirit and aspir
ation, well-poised, and clear in his con—
victions, of delicate taste, clear percep
tion, excellent and practical judgment,
and systematic, a good
methodical
The face
organizer, and agood talker.
shows culture, and a bias toward dealing
with people who are reﬁned and of good
quality, a high appreciation of the eleL
ments that make character noble and
He is by nature suave
digniﬁed.
and digniﬁed, and quick to recognize
true gentility in others. We could not
think of Dr. Potter’s descending to con
duct at all trivial or mean. Yet he is
nota stiff formalist, a respecter of cus
toms for mere custom‘s sake. With
such a conformation of the upper region
of the head in combination with the side
organs, he should be known for much
independence of opinion and originality
of views. His reverence is strong for
the great, sacred, and true, and if there
be associated with such reverence much
delicacy of sentiment and breadth of
view it is because of his large Ideality,
Constructiveness, and extended practical
There is large Language,
experience.
but not the language that is shown by
mere wealth of words; he talks ﬂuently
but for a purpose, and usually is less
extended than the majority of writers,
or talkers, in discussing a subject of im

J0 URNAL
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He is evidently quick in
.portance.
grasping the witty side of things, and
enjoys a good joke, else the engraver
has misled us by the lines he has put in
W'e can imagine Dr.
the forehead.
Potter as a. boy to have been bright and
merry, catching the ludicrous features
of life on the instant, and enjoying them
The man of the church with
keenly.
his important and grave cares has much
of the boy’s relish for the grotesque al
though he now views it from a higher
plane, and understands its signiﬁcance
in connection with the moral life of
men.
Henry Codman Potter is a son of the
third Bishop of
late Alonzo Potter,
Pennsylvania, and of whom, after along
lapse of years, Mr. Robert Graham says,
“ have never heard any one in his dio
cese speak otherwise than with admira
tion for his judgment and respect for his
He is credited with saying
memory.
that he had thirty-six feet of sons ; and
if all the other ﬁve male members of
the family possessed as fair a share of
physical and mental vigor as the Bishop
of New York, the father of so stalwarta
body of men need not be ashamed to
meet his enemy in the gate.”
After an early training in business
pursuits, young Potter studied for the
ministry at the Episcopal Seminary,
Alexandria, Va.; took deacon’s orders
in 1857; was successively rector at
Greensburg, Pa.; of St. John‘s, Troy;
was Assistant Minister of Holy Trinity,
Boston ; and, in 1868, was called to the
rectorship of Grace Church, New York,
succeeding the venerable Taylor, who
had been so many years identiﬁed with
the life of that well-known parish.
For
ﬁfteen years Dr. Potter labored with
great activity in this important ﬁeld of
pastoral duty, during which he infused
a new spirit into the aristocratic
mem
bers of Grace Church, and greatly en
larged the area of its parish work. Very
few diocesan or general objects failed to
receive some care or consideration from
his congregation.
Grace Chapel, Four

I
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teenth Street;

Grace House by the Sea

;

Grace Home for children ; and missions
in German, French, and Italian attest the
fact that Grace Church, occupying the
dividing line between up and down
town, has sought to do its duty to that
vast native and foreign population mak

ing New York their home.
Dr. Huntington, the present rector of
the church, has followed up the work
organized by Dr. Potter so broadly, and
to-day Grace Church is recognized as a.
energetic and beneﬁceut
only to Trinity Parish in
the volume and steadiness of its mission
ary activity and general munificence.
When the Diocesan Convention of
1883 with a singular unanimity elected
him to succeed his uncle in the bishop
ric, it was felt that New York had got
what was wanted—not a man who had
vegetated in Sleepy Hollow, but a man
who was tolerant, vigorous, and awake
I
to the changing problems of the times.
As Alonzo Potter was the ﬁrst bishop
of the church to utter a stern word of
warning respecting the dangers of in
temperance, it was fitting that his son
should be among the ﬁrst to organize
the Church Temperance Society for stem
battle against the foe, and he has been
a prominent memberof the executive
committee of the society ever since its
commencement.
Here the independence of Dr. Potter
has been signally shown, perhaps to the
surprise of many of the conservative
“
pillars” of the Episcopal Church. He
has shown
no narrow,
half-hearted
spirit, but earnestly and vigorously ad
well-ordered.

church,

second
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dressed himself to the performance of
his part in carrying on the Temperance
work of the society as soon as he became
a member. In one of his utterances on
the nature of the church's duty as a re
forming factor in the community he
points to the Church of England as a
ﬁtting example of the American Church,
thus :
“It is no exaggeration to say that
nothing that has occurred during this
century has done so much to restoie to
the Church of England the sympathy of
the common people, and the friendship
and respect of the multitudes who are
not of her fold, as the organization and
work of the Church of England Temper
Founded in no narrow
ance Society.
spirit of intolerant proscription, it has
welcomed men to its fellowship whether
they were total abstainers or non-ab
It has been content topoint
stainers.
men to the admitted evils of national in
temperance, and then to associate them
in practical measures for their diminu—

tion.“
As Bishop, Dr. Potter evidently has
made no change in his views of the
character of the service that a minister
occupying an inﬂuential place should
render. If he as rector of Grace Church
stimulated the minds of his parishioners
toazealous regard for the moral and
material needs of the masses in New
York, as bishop he shows even a wider
view of the duty of churchmen, and in
his Cathedral project evidently means
to strengthen the hold of Episcopacy on
our general population, and extend the
D.
scope of its ministrations.

—* "07*—

SHAKESPEARE
of character reappear in
every generation, but at certain
only do they culminate into
Periods
prominence. We have the Shakespearian
temperament in our own day, but it is
not displaved in dramatic composition
01‘, perhaps, even in literature at all, as

YPES

AND

BYRON.

the phrase “ a Napoleon of ﬁnance” IS
common in the commercial world, and
never applied to a military leader. ‘Who
would think of using such a word in con
nection with Grant, Sheridan or Von
Moltke t
It is temperament (using the word in a.

-
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psychological
sense) that determines a to the morality or immorality of his
A writer may or may not career are vain. If he did not himself
man‘s career.
have intellectual capacity, but if he is compose the plays and poems ascribed
interested in inﬂuencing the opinions of to him, Bacon was assuredly not the au
others by words, he will turn to literature. thor.
were wide
The two temperaments
If he cares for monetary power, or judi
A poet cares nothing for a
cial, he will be led to choose business or asunder.
as an
law, independent of any real capacity. It fact as a fact. He merely uses
Shake
is when the capacity, and the ambition, illustration of a moral truth.
and the circumstances of his life, and the speare never stopped to inquire whether
the toad could possibly bear a jewel in
age are combined that we have a signiﬁ
as a current belief,
Taking
cant ﬁgure of greatness. And of these its head.
for
as
he rises to a poetical attitude, using
combinations perhaps capacity
Fifty years ago a. simile. But Bacon would have inves—
time, the less important.
a reputation for literary talent was far tigated the matter, and- perhaps have
easier acquired than now, and in this met his death thus, instead of by the ex
periment of preserving fowls by stuﬁing
‘day, activity in trade passes current with
their crops with snow which engrossed
most people for energy and ﬁnancial
him later.
acumen.
The remarkable
When one compares the judgments
quality of Shake
of
hu
work
the
of expression.
diversity
felicity
Shakespeare,
speare‘s
upon
‘When he cares to exert himself he puts
man criticism strongly appears. In Wil
“ Judith Shakespeare” what he has to say into a form which
liam Black’s
there
a suggestion of the man that the not only shames the attempts of contem
author undoubtedly believed to be some
poraries, but holds its power to this day.
In many respects
do not rate his knowledge of human
what near the truth.
nature as inferior to theirs, or even to
corresponds with Grant White’s esti
mate, who ascribes to the dramatist a that of modern writers
Thackeray,
dual nature, on one side excessively Hardy, even Black or Haggard, not to
or Browning. If
sympathetic and poetical, and on the mention Tennyson
We Browning were able to express himself
other matter-of-fact and harsh.
have in Dickens a somewhat similar with half of Shakespeare's brevity, he
mixture of antagonism; the man and would out-rank any poet‘
the world has
'
his‘ work being seemingly of opposite known.
think in Dickens‘ case
nature. But
was only an
Possibly Shakespeare
He outgrew a editor, using the materials on hand or
only apparent.
this
working over the plays brought him by
youthful sentimentality and acquired
business-like style of writing, and lived ambitious scribes. This might explain
an artiﬁcial or theatrical life in general. a certain obscurity of life, for a business
of all things secretive, whilea
All his life Dickens seems to have been man
alover of amateur acting, and wrote and litterateur must tell the world his trials
lived for eﬂ’ect.
From all we can gather and his disappointments.
of Shakespeare, he despised his profes
Lowell calls poetry an overheard so
and escaped from
as liloquy, and Byron
sion, ignored
the type of that
order of mind as Shakespeare
soon as possible.
of the
It depends very much upon a man’s other. It common to speak of such
bodily form what manner of life he leads. man as weak, but there
nothing weak
We do not know whether Shakespeare in yielding to a temperamental impulse.
was tall or short, fat or slim, in good All poets have been gossips and babbles.
from Homer down.
health or dyspeptic, and lacking infor
If you can not dis~
mation upon this point, all surmises as tinguish their real utterances from those
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This re
they put into the mouths of their editor of a great city daily.
characters, this is oftener the result of quires ability, administrative as well as
it is a position entailing a
consummate artthan of real reserve. He literary,
thinks you will understand and sympa great deal of ceaseless hard work, and
thize with him. The great Goethe was think Shakespeare was a lazy man. Sup
He made posing him to have been mainly editor,
not above this self-expression.
judge that he could have
it the groundwork of almost of all his compiler,
He said it was the basis written all his plays in a year. Scat
shorter poems.
tered through a dozen years this allowed
of true occasional poetry. 1And Schiller,
him a good many months of loaﬁng
his
great
dearer to most Germans than
about.
Grant was a tremendous loafer.
mouth
their
himself
made
associate,
a
So
was
Thackeray.
of
So are a good many
the
despotism
piece by opposing
other men of exceptional brain power.
military order.
Curiously enough, Shakespeare and Descartes said he owed all his reputation
Byron. and almost all the leading Eng. in making discoveries to the possession
of sufficient money, enabling him to lie
lish poets, are strongly conservative.
They are on the side of the nobility and a~bed all the forenoon and meditate.
Except Shelley, we Edison invents in a comatose state of
against radicals.
such intense abstraction that he forgets
have not a single first-class revolutionary
Russia
to
Italy,
and
eat.
Your hard-working, time-en
New France
poet.
and
Ger
of colleges, editors of
Poland,
grossed
even
Spain
professors
and
and
It is not that newspapers, business managers, don‘t
many have a thousand.
England is freer, or that the English de invent anything, write poems or dis

I

I

It is not in their
spise poetry and art, and would as soon cover new relations.
think of being inﬂuenced by what a temperament, but they have not the time.
One thing is certain; there are no
wiiter should write, as to follow a fash
I mean that there is no law
ion set by a. mountebank or a beggar. ﬁxed laws.
for
this
that
it is not at some time
poets
contempt
so absolute
Byron expresses
Gravity
no
he
had
of another.
though
in
favor
as
abrogated
quite as strongly
birds
but
it
lifts
He
seat
on
Parnassus.
is
tremendous
power,
for
a
a
aspirations
wishes us distinctly to understand that he into the air and light and heat are its
Reality is a terrible truth,
hopes to escape the disgrace of winning superiors.
but poetry shows its heavenly shining.
fame by writing poetry by reason of be
Perhaps it does no harm to condemn
ing a lord and an aristocrat.
poetry, and Shakespeare may have
Something of this is shown by How
meant what he said when he describes
ells in his stories. Though he is a news
he
writer,
art as the truest when most feigned, but
paper man and a magazine
he
casts
slurs,
which
I have no doubt he was talking for
makes the indirect
It was as if
for
others and not for himself.
implied
an
covering
a
upon this class,
for
one more
room
is
to
the
"There
is
said:
he
superior
himself
he
belief that
like
I
would
and
world,
in
be
to
the
in
ought
and
idle
man
class,
the
of
failings
cluded in the ranks of the Napoleons to be that idle man. To do so safely, I
must forget my personality and call no
of finance or law, or gentlemen of lei
what
attention tomyself.” This he did. But
sure, because he sees so plainly to
Byron had not a knowledge of this
bare uses pencraft leads at last.
He perceived dimly that
truth.
higher
asked,
The question is not unfrequently
a man distinction, if also
gave
literature
to what would Shakespeare have applied
worked hard, like any
he
lord,
and
a
All
himself if he had lived in this day.
literary
aspirations, having the
of
not
man
would
literature
agree that dramatic

Some have thought
the managing
become
have

have attracted him.
he would

literary organization and its ambitions.
C. A. SHAW.
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It
object of admiration and worship.
procures the thousand things that make
for comfort, and the ten thousand things
that caprice and appetite, luxury and
pomp desire. It seems to the worldly

a

grade exemplify the dignity and strength
of true men.
It does not follow, however, that
necessarily a mean and sel
rich man
ﬁsh person. No. Society rejoices in the

good fortune of possessing noble spirited,
magnanimous souls to whom wealth
arlght to
a blessing because they use
bless others.
One of the most extraordinary in
stances of fortune-making in the history
that of John ‘V. Mac
of our country
kay, who, from Working as a hired
laborer in the mines of California, rose to
of so many millions that
the possession
one of the three or four richest men
he
is

wise as the sine qua non of happiness,
that must
the grand instrumentality
secure one’s end whatsoever it be, if

DAY.——3.

is

The possession
it
an aureola of
with
of wealth carries
may,
moralist
the
it
as
Treat
power.
“ ﬁlthy lucre,” call it a mere
it
as
stamp
creature of selﬁshness and greed, yet
money to the world at large will be an

THE

it

OHN W. MACKAY.

OF

is

NOTABLE

[Dec.

is
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a

in the United States.
His head and face are invested with
the force and emphasis of a. strong and
with
positive character associated
That mus
vigorous and powerful body.
cular neck, with the peculiarly poised
head, intimates pluck, audacity and de
is written all
Strength
termination.
over the face. We should consider Mr.
Mackay

one

of

the last to cringe or

knuckle to any man, and rather slow on
any occasion to say, “By your leave,

is

is

sir.” It may be that the possession of
so many millions has added much stif
ness to a naturally strong backbone.
a thoroughly practical busi
The head
skill,
ness head; economy, mechanical
executiveness are striking elements in
its organic composition.
John W. Mackay an Irishman, hav
ing been born in Dublin in November
1835, but while a youth came to the
United States and was for some time em
ployed by Webb, the ship-builder of New

JOHN w. MACKAY.

is
a

is

it,

employed with skill and freedom. The
man of the world says, money is all
powerful, the lever that moves society
and makes subordinate even the noblest
intellect.
One who considers the uses to which
money is applied, and the character of
might feel per
hundreds who hold
suaded that the worlding
right, but we
are thankful to say that there
grade
of manhood that stands above the plane
of money, and they who belong to that

York.

While the California. gold fever
raged throughout the East young Mac
kay ﬁnally yielded to the excitement: and
in the autumn of 1852 we ﬁnd him sailing
around the Horn in one of Webb's
vessels.

On his arrival in California he went
immediately to Sierra county, and com
menced placer mining on a small scale.
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but among his familiars sympathetic,
The nervous
cordial and conﬁdential.
element seems to be much more marked
in his composition than the vital, and
that condition may be a source of more
or less disturbance in his life.
Like many of the British nobility
dition of Messrs. Flood and O‘Brien, and Lord Lansdowne is heavily burdened
all worked in harmony to good proﬁt, with names, for he is designated in full
for four years, when Mr. Walker with
drew and his place was taken by Mr.
James C. Fair.
On the 25th of November he married
the daughter of Col. Hungerford. Mrs.

He worked hard and was able to accu

mulate a small sum above his expenses :
His first really fortunate hit was made
in the “Kentuck" mine. In 1863 he
formed a business arrangement with
M. \Valker, of Virginia. The next year
the partnership was enlarged by the ad

J.

resided several years in
Europe, where her children are being
Mr. Mackay has a permanent
educated.
home in Virginia city, Nevada, and
crosses to Europe two or three times a
Personally he is
year to see his family.
and strength.
form
of
herculean
a man
Mackay
Mr.
accepted
1883
in August
the Presidency of the Postal Telegraph
(30., whose object was to rival the

Mackay has

Western Union, and later he and Mr.
Bennet of the Herald newspaper formed
a company to lay a cable across the
Atlantic, which is now in full operation.
The competition made by this cable has
greatly reduced the prices for cablegrams
and promoted international commerce.
Mascots or Lassnowsn.

A

LANSDOWN?»

thus: Henry Charles Keith Petty Fitz
Maurice, Marquis of Lansdowne, and
was born in 1845 and educated at Ox
He succeeded his father to the
ford.
In 1869 he was
Marquisate in 1866.
married to Lady Maud Evelyn Hamil
ton, youngest daughter of the ﬁrst duke
The Marquis of Lans
of Abercorn.
lineage, trac
has
an
illustrious
degree
a
good
without
downe
not
perhaps, yet
of Kerry
through
He
the
Earls
ing
origin
his
self'appreciation.
and
of dignity
likes place and admiration, believes in to Walter Fitz-Otho, Castellan of VVind
His grand
sor in the eleventh century.
class distinctions and class privileges,
yet has his own views concerning men father was an enlightened statesman and
and measures. That nose is a strong one, eloquent public speaker, and was Chan
cellor of the Exchequer and Lord Presi
and if backed with large Firmness, Com
not
dent of the Council. His father was a
bativeness and Acquisitiveness he is
Lord of the Treasury and Under Sec~
on
any ques
the man to yield ground
for Foreign Affairs, and be
He
is
retary
struggle.
tion without a hard
therefore, is no stranger to
talker;
naturally,
probably
a
than
more a thinker
After the retirement of the
life.
strangers,
public
toward
distant
and
reserved

Tan

large, globular head appears to be that of
the present Governor-General of Canada.
we
intellectually,
The organization,
should take to be of the reﬂective type,
while the emotive faculties are active and
strong. He is a man of very positive opin
ion, conservative and guarded, excitable,
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Marquis of Lorne he was appointed
Governor-General of Canada, and inau
gurated October 22, 1883.
The
FRANCES Honoson BURNE'I'I‘.
well~known author who next claims
attention has a clearly cut face, with the
expression of sharpness, readiness and
She has, we should infer, much
spirit.
of her father in the intellectual cast of
her mind, a disposition to inquire and
observe for herself and to form her own
The head ap
opinions independently.
pears to be large, and well-developed in
the crown and back part, giving her

the

[Dem

following particulars of her career

were obtained.
Frances Hodgson Burnett was born
in the manufacturing city of Manches
Her
ter, England, about the year 1848.
father died wheushe was a child, leav
ing but little for the support of the
widowed mother and ﬁve children—so
that her early years were marked by
Soon after the death
poverty and want.
of her father, her mother came to this
Cillllltl'y and settled in Tennessee.
Frances developed a passion for books
at an early age and was a dreamer from
For a long time she
early girlhood.
had to be kept entirely from books, and
under the spur of this punishment, she
created romances of her own.
When
yet a mere girl she used to write ﬁctional
sketches of a very precocious nature.
The ﬁrst story she wrote with a view to
publication was “sketched out in Eng—
land,” but completed in her Tennmsce
home. She was teaching at the time.
and as most of her pay was received in
the shape of vegetables, ﬂour, bacon.
etc., she found it dillicult to buy the
postage stamps necessary in forwarding
her manuscript to a publisher.
But by
picking a. lot of blackberries early one
morning and carrying them to market,
she obtained sutﬁcient money to buy the
and the story was
stamps,
sent to

Ballou‘s Magazine.

FRANCE! HODGSONBURNETT.

more than ordinary powers as a woman,
on the side of individual eifort and as
and also imparting
piration,
strong
social feelings.
In personal appearance Mrs. Burnett
is decidedly of the English type, being of
light complexion, with gray eyes and a
to
tendency
plumpness.
The
vital
organism is excellent, giving health and
ample support to the sprightly and
susceptible mental faculties.
From a sketch that appeared not long
ago in the Southern Woman's World,

The editor replied
that he would publish the story but not
pay for it. The independentlittle woman
thought if it was worth publishing it
was worth paying for, and so she had it
returned.
It was next sent to Godey‘s

Lady‘s Book, which at once accepted it.
From this magazine, Frances Hodgson
received her ﬁrst remuneration for
literary work.
After her ﬁrst stories had found a
place in a magazine, other
publishers.
Ballou‘s, Peterson’s, Harper's, Scrib—
ner’s and The Century
magazine;
took and paid for her literary workv

“Dolly” was the that to appear in
book form, it having been issued as a
serial in the Ladies’ Friend, in 1872.
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Mrs. Burnett industriuusly plies her pen
in order to keep up with her many
magazine engagements.
CLINTON B. FISK.
There are thou
sands of people who rejoice in the belief
that the cause of Temperance reform is
gaining in some of our states, and when
held by Prohibitionists
aconvention
and measures of a political bearing are
instituted,
would appear that their in’
ﬂuence
growing in public sentiment.
At Syracuse, ‘New York. aconvention of
Temperance men and women was held

CLINTON B. F151.

notlong since which,

by its large at
tendance and the distinguished charac
ter of many of its participants, com
manded the respect of the community at
large. People who “drink" are begin
ning to realize that the Temperance
movement
has become
a power in
the land, and the old political parties
recognize the importance of its inﬂuence
on the result of the election.
Its co
or
no
longer
a
operation
antagonism
is

is

is

a

is

is

it,

I

band have resided since their return
from Europe several years ago.
Dr.
Burnett has
position in one of the
Hospitals as opthahnic surgeon while

it

Mr. Charles J. Peterson, of Philadel
phia, was the ﬁrst publisher to encourage
Mrs. Burnett in her literary aspirations.
To him, more than to any other, she
attributes her early success, and possibly,
without his timely aid, she might have
given up literature altogether.
For sev
eral years she wrote for his magazine,
and from time to time he would advance
her pay without a single request from
“ I know," said
the modest author.
Mr. Peterson, “that Mrs. Burnett will
rapidly advance in popularity, and
may not be able to pay her such prices
as she can command.
\Vhen that time
comes I want her to write for others,
and not feel that she is under obligation
I am more her friend than her
to me.
Mr. Peterson even ad
publisher.”
vanced money to Mrs. Burnett and her
husband when they went to Europe a
few years later toenable Mr. Burnett to
complete his medical studies in Paris.
In “ That Lass o' Lowrie‘s," Mrs. Bur
“ hit.” It ﬁrst appeared
nett made her
as a serial and then in book form, and
wherever read, has been immensely popu lar. The book contains more than many
trivial readers see.
The manner in
which she uses the broken dialect of the
which,
miners shows her control over
to say the least.
remarkable.
The
poor parson
stronger character than
heappears ata casual glance, and the
same may be said of Anice, exclusive of
the more powerful character.
The de
cription of Laurie‘s brutal assault upon
Joan at the door of the cottage on the
Knoll Road, while the rain was dripping
a strong one—and
piteonsly down,
pretty—very pretty, indeed, and artistic
the garden scene on the last page,
where she rested her face on her arms,
leaning against the tree, while her “ hand
clung among the ivy leaves and crushed
them." The character of How( " Sammy
Craddock gives to the story its just
amount of pleasant relief in the line of
quaint and picturesque humor.
Mrs. Burnett has a pleasant home in
Washington, where she and her hus
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matter of indifference to Republican or
Democrat, for with its favor one of these
parties may be sure of success at the
ballot box.
In New Jersey the Temperance people
have voiced their opinion of the state of
society over there by holding a formal
meeting and nominating candidates for
state offices,
Clinton B. Fisk being
named for the governorship.
This gen
tleman is well—known for his interest in
moral, educational and church progress,
and would be as likely, we think, as al
most any other man of the reformatory
type to be successful in asharp political
contest.
As the portrait shows he is well
balanced, a ﬁne physique furnishing
ample support to the large brain.
The
expression is kind, the features formed
on that liberal plan that indicates the man
of broad views and generous motives.
He has the intellect for management and
oversight; can understand and master
the details of business that is conducted
on a large scale.
He is a natural
superintendent where men and affairs
are to be controlled and made co-oper
ative for the securing of a given end.
He would make a good governor with
out doubt.
Clinton B. Fisk was born at York,
Livingston county, N. Y. In his early
childhood his father emigrated to Michi

JOURNAL
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gan. He studied closely, paying in part
his own expenses during his preparatory
of
course, to enter the University
but bad health forced him
Michigan,
from his studies into commercial pur
suits. After a successful career as mer‘
chant, miller and banker in Michigan, he
Early in
removed to St. Louis in 1859.
the late war he was appointed Colonel
of the Thirty-second Missouri Infantry
in the Union army and served with much
ﬁdelity; was promoted to Brigadier
General in 1862; and in 1865 to Brevet

Major-General of Volunteers. After the
end of the war he was given the place of
under General
Assistant Commissioner
of the
Howard in the management
Freedmen’s Bureau in Kentucky and
Tennessee.

Gen. Fisk is President of the Board of
Trustees of Fisk University, for colored
a trustee
students, at Nashville,
of
Penn., of Drew
Dickinson
College,
Theological Seminary, also of other in
stitutions, including the American Mis
sionary Association ; he is alsoa member
of the Book Committee of the Methodist
Episcopal Church, and has done that
Church conspicuous service in his work
toward the reunion of the Northern and
Southern branches.
As a speaker he is
one of the happiest for a general audi
ence, being animated and humorous.
EDITOR.

_—M—-—

MATHEMATICS

HAVE

IN

DELINEATING

endeavored to
frequently
ﬁnd a system of calculation adapted
to the more ready delineation of charac
ter from the size of organs, as marked
on charts, and by classing of groups, of
which I send explanations that can be eas
ily comprehended by those who have but
little knowledge of the science of Phre
By adding together the groups
nology.
which have a similar tendency three
great divisions are formed, the Restrain
ing, the Selﬁsh, and the Subservient ;
the Restraining group contains the Moral

CHARACTER.

sentiments, and the Rational and Per
fective organs; the Selﬁsh group contains
the Domestic and Selﬁsh propensities,
and the Selﬁsh sentiments ; and the
Subservient group consists of the Ob
serving, Literary and Continuing facul
ties; Firmness and Continuity, however,
situated in the same regions as the domes
tic propensities and selﬁsh sentiments,
properly belong neither to one nor the
other, so
have added them to the Sub
servient group (the function of Firmness
being to sustain, and that of Continuity

I
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mind

is justice,

and the desire to act

justly is the leading, trait of character.
If we wish to ascertain how far the
whole man has developed, or should de
velop, this is the formula : As the maxi
mum indice of the head is to the sum of
the maximum indices of the ‘,Organs,
Temperaments and Qualiﬁcations, so is
the indice of the head (as marked on the
chart for delineation) to the Harmonious
development of the whole man.
Or
otherwise, supposing the marked chart
to show the number of head to be 6.—
Thenas7: 836::6: 288. 288wouldbe
the harmonious development for a number
six head.

If the sum total of the markings on the
chart is less than the number obtained
by the above formula, it indicates that
the mind has not been sufficiently de
on the other hand, the chart
veloped;
markings are in excess of the harmo
nious number,
shows considerable de
velopment of the mind.
If we wish to ﬁnd how far each divis
ional group coincides with harmonious
the formula:
Sub
development, this
tract the sum of each divisional group
in succession from the harmonious sum
of that divisional group, the difference
will show the excess or deﬁciency of
Then divide the difference
each group.
by the number of organs in the group,
will give the average excess or
and
deﬁciency.
is

a

it

if,

to continue the action of other faculties),
which equalizes the three groups, each
containing fourteen organs.
The character will be balanced be
tween the Selﬁsh
and Restraining
groups, the Subservient acting under or
serving the predominant.
The scale of faculties in marking
charts ranges from 1 to 7.
The .maxi
mum indice is 7.
Taking 1 as the indice of each faculty,
we find that the sum of the whole num
ber of faculties multiplied by_the maxi
mum indice gives 294, the temperaments
2], and the qualiﬁcations 21, the total
being 336, the highest possible develop
ment.
Having found the larger of the two
groups we next proceed to ﬁnd the larg
est of the divisional groups of which it
is composed; this is done by adding up
the indices of each divisional group by
itself and dividing the sum by the num
ber of organs in the group, which will
give the average. The divisional group
with the greatest average will be the
leading division in the greater group,
the largest organ in the division will be
the leading organ in that division and
the leading organ of the group.
For
instance, if the Restraining group is the
largest and the Moral faculties show the
greatest average and Conscientiousness
is the largest organ in the Moral facul
ties, then the "uliug sentiment of the
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THE TEMPERAMENTS AND QUALIFICATIONS.

.‘

Temperaments

X

=

21.

If the sum of

.

.

.

.

is

The sum of the Qualiﬁcations
21.
Excitability.
Organic Quality. Activity.

7

21.

Mental.

3

Vital.

is

The sum of the indices of the Temperaments
Motive.

.

.

.

.

.

s><7=21.

Vital.
Quality.

Mental}

Excitability.

3

Motive.

Organic

OF HEAD

Activity.

it,

'i‘emperamentsX7=21
}

Qualiﬁcations

{

Temperaments

(

NUMBER

being

7.

here give at length the ideal standard, the indice throughout
7.

I

is

is

is

it

if

is

it

is

indicates
greater than the qualiﬁcations,
the
that the individual
not manifesting his full powers. On the other hand,
indicates
greater than the sum of the temperaments.
sum of the qualiﬁcations
that there
suffering by
too great'a strain on the mind. and that the body
and the power manifested will be greater than we have any right to expect.
the temperaments

3X7=21
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Conju ality. Paternal
nhabitiveness.
Friendship.
Love}

(Amativeness.

I

Selﬁsh

Combativeness.
Destructive-l
Secretiveness.
uess. Alimentiveness.
} 7X7=49
Acquisitiveness.
Cautiousness.

(Vitativeness.
L

IPropensities.
L l

Seﬁflgsnlti
Moral

( Couscientiousness.

Organs.

1

.

\Itleallty.

Rational

subservient

i

-

Observmg'

Human
Comparison.
Agreeableness.

{Causality

Organs.

_

.

5X7_35%98

Natural

4K7I28}

Weight.
Size.
Form.
Individuality.
Color. Order.
Calculation. Locality.

__

i

Gm“ p.

_

5X7 '_

Subhnnty.)
Mirthfulness.

Constructiveness.

Imitation.

1

P

erfcctive
Organs.

2><T=14j

Spirituality. l
Hope.
Be nevolence.
5'

Vencration.

.

[

Restraining

Self-Esteem.

Approbativeness.

{

‘98
{
i

‘35]

(

Group.

5X7I35]

I

|

-

iDec.

j

Selﬁsh

Domestic
Propensitics.

.

(

AL

.
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8X7—56]

'.

,

Tune.

{Time

Language.

Eventuality-i,

4X7=28

98

I

Group.

Literary.

2X7=14J

%

Continuity.

Firmness.

{

LContinuing.

Maximum total .......... ..

836

5

5

5

5

5

Human Nature

Eventuality
Agrecablenegs

5

Language

Weight
Locality

6

Calculation

5

Size 5;

5} 5

5}

6

Tune

Comparison

Form

5g Order

5

6

5%

icoior

Ideality
Sublimity 5*
Mirthfulness
_

53;

Individuality
Facumes """" " ________

Venerauon

5i 5

Constructiveness

{Imitation

Faculties; Causality

5‘5i

B.-nevolence

Literary Faculties .............. ..<Time
Reﬂective

5;4_

Splm‘ml‘ty

-

-

Obsemng

Hope

COP§CiﬂlllOllSD€SB

5}

.

5Q

Firmness

4%

4'}

Acquisitiveness
Cautiousucss

5

Moral and Religious Sentiments...
Self Perfectmg Group'“

54
5i

Self Esteem
Appmbmiveuess

55

Selﬁsh Sentiments ......... ..

%

.

Combativeness

5

Vitativeness
Destructiveness
Secretiveness

6 6

Propensities ....... ..

{

Selﬁsh

'Excitability

6.

APPROXIMATE SIZE OF BRAIN NUMBER

ual.

54

iInhabitiveness

Conjugality
Friendship.
Continuity.

}

_

(Amativeness
Paternal Love

Propensities ....

Acﬁmyq

5 5§~6

Domestic

"nuiviml
Mental

Or \nic

_

............ “Qualiﬁcations ............ ..

5.
5} 5;

Motive
Temperamems_

5 5 5

:

I

To show how the foregoing rules are applied to the delineation of character,
will give as an illustration the following chart marked from life
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T0 37 YEARS.

35

Above or below proper standard for fully using the powers healthfully.
Vit. Mot. Ment.
4;}

of head

number

:

0

7
:

836 :2

:
:

16
14}
1}

Working under ................. ..
DEVELOPMENT.

HARMONIOUB

As

5

.......................................................................... ..5 + 5; + 5§
+
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of joys illimitable; will have part in
the grand Alleluia chorus with which
the angels celebrate the Nativity. Their
voices will swell with a fulness of har—
mony and rapture never dreamed of on

The care. the grief, the pain,
which forever put minor strains and

HEARTS.

unwilling discords into the highest an
thems of praise which the children of
earth can offer, mar not the glorious
voices of those who “ walk in white”
singing

the

“new song” of “blessing

and glory and power, unto
Him that sitteth upon the throne, and
unto the Lord forever and ever.”
Shall we not allow this symphony of
Heaven to find a true rhythmic response
in our hearts, sorely wounded though
Shall we not at least be happy
they be
in knowing that they are happy .And,
further, shall not the consciousness that
at some future day, we too, with them
“ forever with the Lord" soothe
shall be
our hearts like balm from Gilead?
He who has exalted our dear ones to
be with Him and has thus made them
“most blessed forever," has not left us
and honor,

?

we but open our hearts
to the true source of comfort, while with
“
our hands we bravely take up the next
" of love and duty.
things
HELEN L. MANNING.
comfortless,

if

many homes, the merrvmaking
and festivity of the holiday season
still
touches with a jar heartstrings
vibrating with the keen pain of recent
bereavement.
There are
and heavy
are moist
with
those whose eyes
wars, whose hearts are swelling with
sweet memories, as they con
sad,
template the vacant seat at the ﬁreside,
and listen vainly for the cherry, loving
greeting of a dear voice which never
before failed to add to Christmas cheer.
My message to such is the one which
stills my own grieving, and shamea re
bellious thoughts—the blessed assurances
that those dear ones who no longer
walk with us the paths of earth, will,
this precious Christmas-tide, be partakers

SORRUWING

?
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N
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PLEASANT

WINTER

ERE,

at the north, suggestions,
and those not of the gentlest type
either, are already being made by his
advance guard of the near approach of
winter.
To many of us there is no al
ternative but to brave the rigors and
dismal moods of that boisterous season,
meanwhile endeavor-ing to summon the
{trite—2:?’-

[Dee

QUARTERS.

hind; possibly they may even feel some
of compassion for the friends who
are going about with blue noses, ting
ling eeu's, tearful eyes and chilblains.
But the migratories are not likely to
Waste much time in sympathy while they
are reveling in glories that transcend
the northern summer-time by reason of
degree

game-'4

l

HONTEREY.

necessary resolution to “make the best
of it.”
Others, happily for them and for the
needy ones where the ﬂight ends, can
hie away to sunnier climes, where
theymaylaugh at the thought of the
shivering fellow-mortals who are prison
ers in the ice-bound regions left far be

of gorgeously
luxuriant foliage, and

the added glories

plum—

aged birds,

some

times mines of unmeasured
wealth
awaiting the developing genius of the
featherless immigrants
from the far
north.
It is nottobe wondered at that one
should feel like spreading
wings and

when the north wind comes prowling
around, wrenching the leaves from the
trees, withering the ﬂowers, browning
the "erdure,
sending the currents of
vegetative life to an underground sleep;
‘chilled
to the marrow, and with a
creeping of the ﬂesh that will tenaciously
cling to the poor victim until June cries
“Enough. begone,n the owner of the

ancient history, and containing matters
of wide interest.
into
divided
Politically, Mexico
twenty-seven States, one Federal Dis
Many of the
trict and one territory.
of
ideas embodied in the government
Mexico are copied from that of the
United States
To the genius, enterprise, and capital
of citizens of our own Republic, Mexico
indebted for the recent rapid develop
ment of her amazing mineral resources.

Fortunately for all concerned, through
which
the central

the patriotic spirit,

is

enduring

the noise and discomforts of railways

i),

peace and quietness instead of
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is

joining the southward ﬂight of the birds
(How long shall we need to wait for
veritable wings to waft us about in

OF HEALTH.
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CITY OI‘ IKXIOO.

motive of the government of Mexico, all
the elements of progress, ideas of utility,
and public-spirited endeavor are warmly
and promptly seconded.
The prosperity which seems to be near
at hand for that land of historical ro
mance, the one-time home of the Monte
zumas, interests the capitalists of all na
tions. Enterprising merchants are lay
ing their plans to secure a share in
that “good time a-coming" to Mexico.
And so chances that with the capi
talist and the merchant, the artist and the
it

is

it

is

is

currents of mortal life quakes at the
of breasting the storms and
thought
winds which are in store and daily near
ing the explosive point.
The southward ﬂights lead to many
interesting and pleasant lands. Among
them, and by no means least of them,
Mexico.
We are coming to be so vain-glorious
over the greatness of our own land that
a matter of surprise to many to
learn that Mexico
a vast country,
of
wonderful resources, strongly allied to
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naturalist, already singing the praises
of Mexico, the tourist and winter-time
their faces
migratories have turned
thitherward, and have reaped a grand
harvest of pleasure, bric-a-brac, and dc
lightful memory stores in so doing. As
those who have traversed the ways and
by-ways return with words of praise the
tide of pilgrimage increases, and not to
have wintered in Mexico will soon mean
as much as not to have seen the Yose
mite, the Bermudas, or Europe.
The old route to Mexico by steamer
from New Orleans to Vera Cruz, and
thence by rail to the City of Mexico, had
in it the disadvantages of a poor harbor
at Vera Cruz, the menace of yellow
fever in the city and the danger from
“ norther," which will often
the dreaded
reach such a stage of violence that all
“ put to sea.” There
vessels must needs
are now, however, two overland routes
which are much to be preferred to that
One leads out from Laredo,
by sea.
Texas, the other from El Paso, LTexas.
either of which is reached from St.
Mo., via the Missouri Paciﬁc
Louis,
Southwest System of Railroads.
Going by the way of Laredo, the
traveler crosses the Rio Grande, and
after a comfortable and pleasing ride en
ters the most thriving city of Northern
Mexico, Monterey, capital of the State of
One of the most celebrat
Nuevo Leon.
ed of the historical cities of the Republic,
Monterey, is also one of the most'charm
Lying in a picturesque valley be
ing.
tween lofty mountains, the approach is
a panorama of delightful surprises to the
artistic eye.
Saltillo, capital of Coahuila, is the
next point of interest. In contrast with
Monterey, Saltillo hangs airily on the
brow of a hill, surrounded by mountains
of grand height. In Saltillo the tourist
ﬁnds a typical Mexican town; as yet the
foreigners have not inﬂuenced the peo
ple tothe adoption of American customs
and English words. Only a few miles
further south lies Buena Vista, where
‘on the 23d of February, 1847, a small

J0 URNAL
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army of Americans repulsed a superior
force of Mexicans.
It was until recently necessary for the
tourist to make 250 miles of his journey
between Saltillo and the City of Mexico
“ diligence,” but the gap in the rail
by
way aecommodations is now closed.
The completion of the Mexican Cen
tral Railway brings the City of Mexico
into direct communication
with the
United States.
What a grand achieve
ment!
These two great Republics di
rectly connected by this useful and long
needed commercial thoroughfare.
The
Mexican Central passes along the vast
table lands of the Cordilleras, from
which terraced slopes descend to the
ocean on the east and west, beginning .it
El Paso, passing the old city of Chihua
hua, capital of Chihuahua, and reaching
by easy grades the capital of the Repub
lic, the justly-famed City of Mexico, the
objective point of all the great trunk
lines.
Situated on the site of the ancient city
of Tinochtitlan, nearly 7,500 feet above
the sea level, in the basin of the ancient
Lake Tezcuco, the City of Mexico holds
her 240,000 inhabitants in comparative
safety from the danger that often men
aces the grand capitals of great countries.
The city is surrounded by mountains; in
the center is a grand squareifz om which
all the principal streets radiate; the streets
are broad, well-graded, well-paved, well
lighted, and clean.
The housw are low
in comparison with those of our cities,
and are not imposing, with the excep
tion of the cathedral in the Plaza Major.
The City of Mexico is a good point
from which tomake short tours.
The
scenery is in most part magnificent.
Lofty mountainsl broad table lands, and
wide valleys, evoke in the breast of the
beholder a deeper reverence
for the
Creator of such a wonderful domain.
The curious, antiquated modes of life,
the gaudy costumes, the lumbering dili
gences, the primitive methods of indus
try, the inexhaustible deposits of valu
able minerals, the commercial
woods,

AND SCIENCE
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and varied ﬂora will keep the true tour
ist in an unﬂagging state of interest.
Castle, built on a mound
high, lies two miles
southwest of the city; this castle was
captured by General Scott on the 12th of
September, 1847; the capture of the city
was effected on the following day.
Mexican mines that have been worked
for centuries seem to be still as rich as
Chapultepec

of rock

200

feet
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America can be successfully grown there.
Standing on one of the cathedral tow
ers and gazing over the green plains
that surround the city and unite in the
dim distance with mountains on every
side, the eye instinctively stops its wan
derings a few moments as it encounters
a picturesque hill which rises abruptly
from the grassy level about a league dis
Nestled at its base
tant to the north.

CLSTLE OI‘ (‘BAPl' LTRPEC.

is

is

is

a

and partly surrounding
small
town whose lofty domes and white
houses glisten in the sun. This
the
interesting suburb of Guadalupe where
the famous treaty of Guadalupe Hidal
g0 was signed February 2d, 1848, at the
close of the war between the United
States and Mexico.
But the village
most remarkable for its cathedral and
chapel.
it,

at their ﬁrst Opening; with recent ap
pliances for testing ore, the fact has
been established that within her borders
are to be found twenty-eight commercial
minerals. The production of silveralone
had reached thesum of {4,200,000,000
in 1870. The soil products are unequal
ed in quality and variety by any country
of the same area.
Everv fruit, vege
table, and cereal known to England and
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Descending from the tower and tak
a stroll through the tropical gardens
of the Plaza, ere one is aware, the pro
Entering the one
per car has arrived.
“ Gua
‘whose sign-board bears the word
one
arrive
at
that
interest
may
dalupe,"
ing town in a ride of half an hour. As
the car glides rapidly over one of the
old Aztec causeways and along a beauti
ful road shaded by the graceful peru, 0r
pepper tree, a communicative passenger
may relate the following interesting leg
end :
“ Many years ago, a poor Indian
named Juan Diego worked in the vicin

ing

J

O

URNAL_

[Dec

give him an account of the vision, and
make known to him her desire.
The Indian did as he was commanded,
but the incredulous bishop ridiculed his
to convince
Determined
statements.
the bishop, the Virgin again appeared to
Juan, and commanded him to gather
ﬂowers from the barren rocks of the hill
He
side, and take them to the bishop.
accordingly plucked the most beautiful
ﬂowers from the rocks where they had
grown instantaneously for the occasion,
and ﬁlling his zarape—a kind of a shawl
-——he took them as a testimony to the un
believing dignitary. He emptied them out

TAJO DE 30631510300.

ity of Guadalupe, and having occasion
one day to cross over the hill just be‘
hind the town, he was startled at the
sudden appearance of a heavenly vision.
Before him he saw a bright rainbow, in
the middle of which was a beautiful
woman encompassed
bya white cloud.
She declared herself to be the mother of
God, and told the Indian that she desired
a temple built on that spot, and promised
aid and blessings to all believers who
sought her protection.
She also com
manded him to go to Zumarraga, who
was at that time Bishop of Mexico, and

before the bishop, who suddenly fell on
his knees at the sight of a beautiful
image of the Virgin that miraculously
appeared painted on the inside of the
He was convinced, and at
zarape.
once set to work to comply with the di~
vine command, and the cathedral is the
result.”
The visitor generally takes a look at a
small chapel erected
over a mineral
spring that bubbles up near the foot of
the hill. There is also a wonderful leg~
end attached to this spot.
The skill and taste of the Mexicans in

\
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the growth of ﬂowers and shrubbery is
in their ceme
tery just outside of the city.
A short ride out from the city on the
Mexican Central brings the traveler to
the famous Tajo de Nochistongo,
one
of the oldest and most celebrated pieces
of engineering in this part of the Repub
lic. This Tajo, or cut, was commenced
in 1607, as a huge tunnel through the
mountains, designed to divert the sur
the
plus waters of Lake Zumpango,
chief and most dreaded feeder of Lake
Tearcoco, the body which at that time
surrounded
the City of Mexico, and
whose waters were often so augmented
as to cause dangerous and destructive
ﬂoods in the capital.
That the reader may better understand
the reasons for this great work, it may
be well to state that the Valley Of Mexico,
near the center and lowest point of
which stands the capital. contains six
Their aggregate area is about
lakes
square leagues, and Tex
twenty-two
coco, a lake without an outlet, being the
seen to the best advantage

lowest, received the overﬂow of the
others, hence the frequent inundations
of the city.
Iake Zumpango was the highest and
most easily drained, besides being the
basin into which ﬂowed some of the
largest streams of the valley, and it was
thought if its waters could be diverted,
evaporation would keep the rest of the
lakes at a safe level. Accordingly 1,500
men were set to work, and within one
year completed the tunnel, its total
length being 21,650 feet.
Many years later it was converted into
a canal which varies in depth from 30 to
160 feet, the width at the top being in
Riding along the road
proportion.
built on the bank of the Tajo, the
traveler involuntarily thinks of the mil
lions of tons of rock and dirt, loosened
by primitive tools and carried upon the
backs of poor Indians up those steep
banks.
The magnitude of the under
taking, and the muscle that was expend
ed here, must amaze the appreciative
observer.
A. E.

-_——M———
DECEMBER.
THE NORTH.
Oh, drear December,
That cometh on space,
With marrow-chills in every breath,
And browning leaves, and ﬂower death,
And dread to those no longer young
And those with nerves by ails unstrung ;
Who shivering sit beside the hearth,
And view, through windows closed, gray-man
tled earth
And sigh, “ Oh, drear December,
With storm-gloomcd face."
Oh, wild December—
That bringeth ﬁercest gales,
From out the white—robed, ice—bound land,
To strcw with wrecks the South sea strand,

To hide with down from their wide wings

All

bloom, and grass, and summer things;
the beasts of wold and ﬁeld
Seek from that wrath a barring shield;
0h, ﬁerce, oh, wild December,
How cruel are thy gales 1

To make

Oh, loved December,
Our wee ones welcome thee,
When doors " go to ” and shutters close
And house-pets on the hearth rug doze:
And ruddy ﬂames, and coals that glow,
Send shadows dancing to and fro ;
And nuts are cracked with joke and laugh,
And sweet content the elders quaff,
And say, "Oh, loved December,
—Thy evens speed joyfully. ”

THE SOUTH.
Oh, bland December.
A welcome waits on thee.
For thou shalt sweet the woodland air
With orange-bloom and fruit so fair
And all the garden walks shall green

311

With lily blades in satin sheen;
And from their midst a host will raise
Of snowy bloom for Easter praise,
Welcome,

0h, bland December.
Glad welcomes wait on thee

J 0 URNAL
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Oh, gay December,
When song birds hither ﬂy,
From northward summer-nesting-place,
And bring their late-ﬂedged broods to grace
Our hills and every woodland dell,

(Dec.

And mingle notes with those who dwell,
Alway with us, throughout the year,
Welcome, all singing pilgrims here.
And welcome gay December,
With milder sun and bluer sky.

ALL THE WORLD.
Thou bringest with thy stormy reign
That crown of days—that day of gain,
Oh, dear December,
Dearer for His sake.
MRS.

—-__W_-_

it,

a

it

y

I

is

it

that, single, they can lead pleasant,
useful lives and even hope for Heaven
at last, then a higher order of marriage
Women will not marry
will obtain.
because they have been trained to it, or
of them, or
because society expects
because they can not take care of them
The
selves, but for far better reasons.
woman who
walking contentedly in
some path of her own choosing, or per
not going to turn aside
haps, making,
from
without a very genuine, un
selfish affection for the man who woos
her; so whether she says, yes, gladly,
is

That order of things
has passed away, never to return.
‘Woman has begun to realize that before
she was created wife and mother, she
was created an individual soul, with in
work prevailed.

dividual opportunities and responsibili
ties, which may or may not include
marriage; and since this is uncertain,
she sets herself bravely to making the
most of her individual life.
If she
ﬁnds herself possessed of any special
talent, she knows that God makes no
mistakes, and since he has given the
talent, she is under obligation to use
and
its use leads her into new and
strange paths, that need not alarm her.
Only let her be quite sure that
genuine talent, and not dissatisfaction
with the old ways or a desire to be singu
lar. But
submit that Margaret Mc
Kensie, pushing the carpenter's plane, or
Ruth Carlyle, with her hand on the
lever, are more attractive than the ideal
of Mrs. Anderson's fancy, fresh from her
mirror and with all her “ maiden] arts "’
focussed on that possible husband.
When women fully realize that mar
not an essential or an obligation,
riage
if

is a certain book, quite out of
fashion at the present day, which
gives as answer to'the ﬁrst question con
tained in itthis: “The chief end of man is
to glorify God and enjoy him forever,”
and this statement has commonly been
But a
considered to include woman.
of
the
issue
September
in
the
writer
to
a
access,
apparently,
has
JOURNAL
later catechism, a sort of revised version,
“ The
which reads something like this :
chief end of woman is to adorn her
person and secure a husband.”
If it were possible, or even probable,
that the majority of women would
achieve this result, it might be worth
while to make the effort; but since,
from the large excess of women in some
parts of our country, many of them
must necessarily lead single lives, it
seems like misdirected energy for all
women to shape their lives to one goal.
Look back a few years at the condition
of these surplus women, once called,
“ the anxious and aimless.”
not inaptly,
Having grown up in the orthodox be
lief that marriage was their proper lot,
and having missed that lot, they earned
scanty wages at the few trades open to
them, or drifted about from relative to
relative, always dependent, and rarely
welcome, except where sickness or over

INTERESTED.

is

HERE

AND THE OTHERS

it

CONCERNING

MARGARET McKENSIE

A. ELMORE.

is

Oh, dear December,
Remembrance thou dost wake
Of him who once within a manger lay;
Whose birth was herald of the jovful day
When he would lift the waiting world
From depths of sin that round it swirled.
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be well

for all con

The husband of such a woman
cerned.
will never wake up to the knowledge
that he was taken as a last resort. The
writer once heard a very suggestive
remark on this topic. A circle of rela
tives were discussing, with the amiable
frankness peculiar to relatives, an absent
and inefficient -member of the clan,
when the grandmother said, earnestly.
do wish some good man would
marry Jane, for she'll never be lit
\Vhetlier this
for anything else."
wholly fair to
was
case
of
the
view
I leave others to
the “good man,"

“I

decide.
Mrs. Anderson deprecates the assump
“ belonging to
tion by women of duties
Simply
order of talents.“
another
quoting Charles Suinner‘s grand utter
ance, “W'hat right has one mortal to
would
limit the sphere of another?"
separates
she
how
Anderson
ask Mrs.
these ditferent orders of talents. On
Set—
the ground of physical strength?
ting aside those engaged wholly in brain

I

work, there yet remains a great army
who expend little physical strength in
their daily labor, as salesmen, draughts
men, watchmakers, engravers, etc. On
‘the ground of mental power? Compare

the brain force required by truckmen,
bartenders and street laborers with that
daily exercised by the average school
teacher. Perhaps it is on the ground of
ﬁtness; but that ground is hardly tena
is while there exist men milliners,
In fact the
dress-makers and cooks.

lilies seem more imaginary
than real, and men, so far as they are
at liberty to choose, generally select
work suited to their individual powers ;
and that is all that women ask the privi
lege of doing.
As regards the value of their work it
is an indisputable fact that women are
doing satisfactorily many kinds of work
once delegated to men, and the writer
has personal knowledge of more than
one important public office, where men
have been superseded by women be

dividing
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cause of the greater eﬁiciency and
reliability of the latter.
But to quote again from Mrs. Ander
“There is no study more impor
son.
the
tant to feminine interests than

We
exhaustless resources of the toilet."
might go back to an older and higher
authority who said, "Take no thought
for your body what ye shall put on.
Is not the body more than raiment'i”
“ Therefore, take no thought, saying
—-—wherewithal shall we be clothed.”
But the testimony of our own observa

If, by “feminine
interests,” Mrs. Anderson means exciting
envy in other women, or attracting the
admiration of men, her statement may
doubt if
be true in a limited sense, but
the permanent nti'ection of any intelli
gent man was ever secured by a display
of ﬁne toilettes. It seems to me that the
highest feminine interests demand that
a woman be something besides a clothes
They demand that she adorn
horse.
tion is enough.

I

her head and heart as well as her person,
and that in a world where there is so
much to do she make herself useful.
Without drawing upon history for those
women who, with little thought of their
personal appearance, did God service in
homes and hospitals and prisons,
would ask Mrs. Anderson to look about
her and see if the most helpful wives,

I

the wisest mothers and the most sympa
thetic neighbors are the women whose
most important study is the toilet.
A self-respecting woman will see to it
that she is neatly and suitably dressed for
all occasions, without thinking it neces
“ study ” of the subject,
sary to make a
but is any sight more dreary than the
woman who has lived to dress ; whose

“maidenly arts” have ceased to be
alluring and become ridiculous, and
whose natural charms require constant
reinforcement ‘I
But it is the “detestable reformers”
upon whom the vials of wrath are
What is a reformer?
poured out.
“ Reformer, one who
\Vorcester says,
reforms ;" and the same authority says,
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“ Reform, to change from worse to

bet

to amend ; to restore; to reclaim.”
Just what the PHRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL
It fell to my
aims to do—and does.
lot, not long since, to attenda conven
tion of these same detestable reformers,
gathered from all parts of the country
to discuss questions of far-reaching im
There were old and young,
portance.
married and single, rich and poor. I
saw no “long haired men" or “short
haired women." but the heads looked
very much like the heads of any audi~
ence, except that there was an unusu
The
ally good brain development.
principal speaker was a gray-haired
motherly woman, accompanied by her
husband whom she yet
white-haired
fondly called “Dear.” This gathering
of reformers behaved with apparent
propriety, and their dress, far from
ter

;

“outraging decency,” compared

very
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favorably on that score with the average
They talked soberly and
evening dress.
earnestly of ways to make the world
more just and honest and helpful, and
I was proud even to sit in the same hall
with them, and came away with more
enthusiasm for what is right and less for
what is custom.
So go your way, Margaret McKensie,
and if you really must be a carpenter,
be a good one; and when
am richer
you shall build me a house, which will
stand ﬁrm and honest because you will
put your conscience into it ; and if
nothing less than a locomotive will sat
isfy you, Ruth Carlyle, master it thor
will trust my life
oughly, and then
what,
in
Mrs.
Anderson‘s'judgment,
(and
is dearer still, my trunks) to your keep
ing, with good hopes of arriving safely
at my journey’s end.
HEs'rER STUART.

I

I
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“A GIRL’S PROBLEM”
WAS

a little startled to find in the
for July, that
PHRENOLOGICAL
will try
some one whose personality
not to betray, had been stealing my
private thunder, and makings statement
of my small problem upon the public
Since seeing the Septem
blackboard.
ber number. however, I am reconciled
by the very kind efforts at solution of my
difﬁculty, presented by Mrs. Anderson
and Ruth Carlyle. The simple, serene,
of the prospective
assured ciphering
engineer, it strikes me, comes very near
clearing up the mental perplexities of
any woman who feels herself called, or
rather drawn to an unusual vocation.
The ﬁrst question of all is ; have the
ability, with necessary training, to do
the thing to which I aspire? And the
the indomitable
next question is ; have
and
perseverance, the slow, every
pluck
day purpose and courage that is essen
tial to success in any peculiar under

I

I

I

taking?

If we are able to give. an open, un
assent to these inquiries,
equivocal

AGAIN.

which are the leading factors in our
problem,
why! we hold the key to
the whole process of solution. To this
conclusion I am helped by the simple,
unaffected, ﬂowerless argument-of Ruth
Carlyle who, in a way, seems to interpret,
my own unconscious and voiceless con
ception of duty regarding the work I wish
to do.
\Ve don‘t need to talk further
about it. We know—Ruth Carlyle and
I—that it will be our own fault, and
not the fault of our own opponents, if
we fail to accomplish what we under
take. We will let arguments rest, will
wenot?
We can not well afford to
spend our time and strength in labored
efforts to convince people of truths they
do not want to believe. We will stand
or fall by our deeds.
Now, am certainly grateful for the
kindly interest taken in my welfare by
Mrs. Charles Edward Anderson, and
know her advice is fine for girls who
see things from a so-called feminine
stand-point; but it seems to me that so
much of her reasoning
is based on

I

I
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the conventional
and profound reﬂection?
idea, rather than on
There is no
can escape from this insatiate God that per
the
living principle of right,
petually demands the sacriﬁce of every
not make up my mind to entirelyfollow
good which we are weak enough to lay
her guidance.
It may be true enough that marriage upon the idolatrous altar. Fashion is
the Juggernaut to whose wheels we are
is the one beautiful possibility of a girl's
future life and a lover the focus about bound, adoring and helpless victims,
which all her thoughts gather with an feeling that we can only break our
intensity of interest which nothing else chains by adeﬁance of ridicule that'cuts
could inspire; but, if this be really a our sensitive pride like a knife.
fact, the less said about it the more
\Vhy am I—Margaret McKensie—
going about in this free and enlightened
agreeable will become the delightful sub
era with an execrable wirecagestrapped
our inward contemplation.
ject of
Some things are more sacred to nail‘ not to my back, except that
dare not, sin
dragged into conspicuous notice and gle-handed, stand up and let the folds
madea kind of stock in trade in the of my gown follow the natural outline
Itis our own of my ﬁgure? Why am
social amenities of life.
“cribbed,
individual affair, and nature will attend cabined and conﬁned" in adress body of
to that, my dear Mrs. Anderson.
inelastic quality, molded by the skill'of
Yet, if a girl doesn't believe that the a modisfe, with the closeness of an
sole aim and end of life is a lover and outer skin to my form, while acumber
a husband it is no fault of hers or her some weight of fussy, bunched drapery
instructors, since the idea is nearly hampers the free movement of my limbs,
always impressed upon her infantile except that I have not grace to meet the
should ven
mind by sly innuendoes and meaning stare of astonishment if
glances that carry more force than the ture to appear in anything less atrocious
bear aloft a
dead tones in which she is instructed in and inartistic 7 Why do
hideous head-gear looking, in its stiff,
the moral law.
‘Vhat does Mrs. Anderson think, I standing uprightness of quills and wired
wonder, about a girl devoting her whole ribbons, like the helmet of an Indian
have not courage to
thought, giving her whole being, in chief, save that
fact, to preparation for the husband in wear on other occasions my simple,
delightful old tennis and boating hat.
future, while nothing at all is expected
of him who is expected to take this that gives me freedom from all thought
angelic young woman to wife? If I of itself 7
What is the use of talking about inde
should like to ask
might be so bold,
the dear madam if she would not be pendence after such a confession as
It is horrid to be called “odd,"
this?
kind enough to address a letter of ad
vice and instruction to the prospective and to go around with what appears to
our fashionable friends a malicious pur
husbands of the waiting girls.
But I am running wide of the sub pose to mortify them by a senseless
ject about which I really sat down to eccentricity.
But if Mrs. Anderson would kindly
It appears to me a work of
write.
us
set
forth the possibility of a later liberty
girls
to
to
counsel
supererogation
cultivate alove of dress, the study of to dress according to our individual
which Mrs. Anderson makes so “im standards of use and beauty, what a
Is strength and encouragement she would
interests."
to feminine
portant
there anything in the heavens above. the prove to us poor imitative, lamb-like
creatures with a fatal tendencyto plunge
earth beneath, or in the waters under

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

the earth, that racks our thoughts with
such incessant appeals for consideration

headlong over any break-neck wall that
abelle leader pleases to take in the wav.
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Think what a development of the
artistic quality of the feminine tempera—
ment might result from an absolute
freedom to adjust our attire to our vary
ing needs and tastes in the multiform
relations and conditions of life! For
the beauty of costume, it seems to me,
lies in an inﬁnite and fascinating variety
adapted to the individual and the occa
sion, rather than in a rigid and monoto—
nous conformity which in one era shows
up the grand panorama of civilized
womanhood
revolving en masse in
inﬂated skirts suggestive, certainly, of
nothing in the image and likeness of
God; and by asudden collapse, reveals
again a melancholy procession in cling
ing draperies distorted, perhaps, by a.
dorsal bunch of uniform size and hide—
ousness in both the woman petite and
magniﬁc.
bless
The Dress Reformers—Heaven
them—are doing something toward in
structing us in the principles of common
sense, but their danger also consists in a
rigid conformity to fashion of another
sort which they strive to make the
Procrustean measure of all women.
So far as this, however, their rule is a
If we are
bold, strong, forward step.
to study to make ourselves enchanting,
as Mrs. Anderson declares it our duty to
do, through the art of dress, we want
ﬁrst of all a total emancipation from the
bondage of an apparel which restricts
the free exercise of our muscles, irritates
and demoralizes our whole nervous
destroys our
system and eventually
claim to any beauty worthy of the name
in the estimation of the Prince we are
It seems to me, there’
urged to please.
fore, the brave example of a girl’s coun
sellor like Mrs. Anderson, is needed to
inaugurate and establish this reign of
moral freedom, individual responsibility
and independence in the matter of dress,
which a girl with ambition to captivate
a lover sees to be rather imperative, since
the lover does not want her to do any
thing “unconventional,” even to pre
serve her beauty. Does not Mrs. Ander

J 0 URNAL
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me

son perceive that it is her duty to
common sense fashionable?
Does she
not see that she would mist me in the
cultivation of those charms, which she
if she
urges me to make irresistible,
would bekind enough to found a Fashion
Magazine in which the models of stylx,
presented for me to copy, did not appear
like heathenish monstrositiw with wood.
en waists, apparently whittled down to
a sharp point by an unskilful jack-knife
and thrust into apyramid of confound
ing and confounded convolutions, ele
gantly
styled draperies,
which
we
amiable creatures partially analyse, and
complacently adjust to ourselves going
out on our daily parade as airily as
though we had not each, in effect, a ten
pound cannon ball dragging tortuously
from our waist.
For Margaret
McKensie knoweth
whereof she talks.
Is she not sitting
this moment with her Wisp of hair (all
her own, thank God) snatched up to
the top of her head ; her body cut in two
by the villainous bands of “ draperies“
a la mode ; her back exasperated by the
pressure of the aforesaid wire extension,
and her feet thrust in shallow French
heeled slippers which give her when
she rises that touchingly weak, helpless
dependent gait appealing to the support
of the man power?
Is she not charming?
MARGARET MCKESSIE.

__—».-.4_
HIGH CULTIVATION OF THE ORGAK or
Msmosvn—A couple of decades or so
ago, I was spending some time in the
old city of Brindisi, Italy, and in com
pany there one evening I met a gentle
man from Naples, who had, he toldus,
devoted fourteen years of his life to the
cultivation of the faculty of memory,
and so far as one could judge by his
conversation, he had not done this to
the prejudice of any other of his facul
ties.
In a number of ways he exercised
this faculty very much to our astonish
ment, but perhaps the following, which
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most distinctly remember, will illus
trate as well as any other, the wonderful
degree to which he had cultivated it.
He would take any octavo or larger
book in any language, and after reading
a page once hand the book toone of the
company with a request that this person
should call for every third, fourth. ﬁfth,
or tenth word as he pleased, counting
either forward or backward, and when
this was done he would promptly and
correctly call every such word. He did

317
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this repeatedly.
regret that my mem
does not enable me to give other
equally as marvelous illustrations.
He
was also an adept at translating ciphers.
Several gentlemen in the company were
using ciphers which they submittedto
him, and he, with only afew minutes
study, translated every one of them cor
The Italian government used to
rectly.
employ him to decipher the ciphers
which were taken from the brigands.

ory

-—_W——
PACE

TO

sire
,
the brave town where wit and wisdom meet
Daily—for human freedom to conspire—

In

Nay more: these faces typify besides
The powers of progress and conservatism.
That make the nations rise and fall in tides
Forward
and backward on time's
dark
abysm.

clty,
dark devices of rare spices dried,
Science identiﬁed the other day.

“'ith

free,

And raised to civic rank an alien race,
Dark heritors of a centuried slavery.
Lincoln and Pharaoh ! Was it chance alone,
Or some design behind the shopman’s
hand,
By which these lithographs were quaintly
thrown
Together, for a contest strangely grand ?

FACE.

goal.

My vagrant glance within a bookstore spied
Two portraits—one of him whose mummied

The other portrait was the homely face
Of him whose pen-stroke made a nation

But of the men themselves. what may we say,
Since l’entaur’s verse on Luxor's pictured
wall
Sutﬁceth Ram'ses fame, and Lowell's lay
Of Lincoln's greatness hath so well said all—
Save this One reared an altar unto tame,
Cemented by the sweat and blood of men'
The other to earth's highest ofﬁce came
To widen all men's liberty—and then

To fall
Just

a victim to a madman’s hate,
as his country rose again sublime,

Beautiful, though ensanguined!
oh! strange
fate!
Oh. most pathetic mystery of all time!

H.

__—N____

HOW

SHE

SOLD

OW did you come to buy those
shoes i" asked one New York
lady of another. “ They are handsome,
“ \Vell,
but not at all your usual style."
I‘ve been pretending to everybody that
C‘

I

changed my mind about square toes,
but I'll confess to you that it was no
such thing ; I bought them because the
salesworuau was clever enough to make

A. n.

For these two faces typify indeed
Two forces ever within the soul
Of man—that earthworm of material greed,
That glorious moth who dreams a starry

Idling not long ago upon the street
They named for him who was our country's

Rameses, Pharaoh—many names had he,
And many slaves toiled hard to rear his
tomb
Pyramidal 'twixt the Nlle’s fertility
And the sad, blllowy desert's silvery gloom.

G.

THE

W. Auntie—The

Century.

SHOES.

“ She must have been clever
me do it.”
“ Yes. I don‘t wonder you
indeed.”
say so;
generally take pleasure in de
clam-ing my independence of the usual
saleswomau’s dictum, but the woman
who sold me these shoes was an artist in
whose hands I was but a. helpless in
fant. To begin with, she was a bright,
cherry little thing, and struck me dumb

I
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Hons IMrRovEMEN'n—The following
hints are certainly from a person of
good judgment:
Never hang a picture so that it will be
necessary to mount a step-ladder to view
it. Hang it so that the center will be
about ﬁve feet and a half from the floor,

it.

is

it

is

is

it

a

it

is

a

I

is

I

it

I

is

I
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a little below the line of vision of a per
son of average height.
Never select furniture whose “ means
of support”
do not appear adequate.
Chairs with spindle legs inclined too far
inward or outward have an apparent
tendency toward disruption, and are
constant terrors to callers. Straight, sub
stantial legs suggest strength and inspire
conﬁdence.
Never treat a hallway as though
were a dooryard and no part of the
house proper.
A hall should be inviting
and hold out to the visitor a promise of
the beauty of the inner rooms.
Never put a piece of furniture in a.
room merely because
pretty and will
ﬁll up.
Every article should have its
real or apparent use; as a- general thing
the necessary pieces will occupy all the
space that should be allotted to furniture.
Never permit a white mantel to dis
ﬁgure
an otherwise
tasteful
room.
with a draped mantel board.
Cover
White marble has
suggestion of ceme
teries about it;
always looks crude in
a drawing room, even in the form of the
ﬁnest sculpture.
Never forget that an open ﬁre and
judiciously selected picture: will make
any room cheerful.
Never put paper on the walls of a
nursery,
better either to paint or
colcimine.
There
always danger of
poisoning in the coloring of the paper or
of the paste becoming sour.
Never have
drawing room so ﬁlled
with frail and delicate bric-a-brac that
the least movement
fraught with
danger of costly and wholesale break
This does not conduce to ease.
age.
Never have dark carpet and walls in
room that
deﬁcient in light.
Only
apartments open to outer light willstand
gloomy tones in decoration.
\Ve would add that dark staining or
paint
not healthfulto mind or body:
and
better for the comfort of the
housekeeper, and for the pocket in the
long run, to have stained or hardwood
ﬂoors.

it

with amazement from the ﬁrst by waiting
on me as if it were a pleasure for her to
do it. Then she brought out these shoes
with the remark that she was so glad she
had this one pair of this kind, for she
knew they would ﬁt me as they had been
made to order, so much better than the
‘Of course.’ she went
regular stock.
on, ‘you never could wear a, cheap
shoe; they never make cheap shoes
with that high arched instep. Look at
Oh, yes, certainly,’ and she
others?
came back as pleasantly as possible with
several pairs.
But for them she had
nothing in particular to say, and she
had by this time, by her adroit flattery
of my feet, inspired me with such respect
for her judgment that quite hung my
decision on her approval.
The ﬂattery
was of the most artistic kind.
I sur
rendered and bought a shoe such as
never expected to wear.
Of course,
the fact is that they were ordered, and
when they were thrown back on their
hands they were too narrow tobe gener
ally salable. That queen of saleswomen
knew that they were the ones above all
others to get rid of, and willy nilly, so
far as I was concerned, she sold them
to me. But I ﬂatter myself there are
not three others in New York who could
have done it: and
am willing to put
up with a purchase
don't altogether
like in consideration of having found
an agreeable woman.
It would pay
proprietors to seek such people as she is
and pay them well when found.
I am
so tired being bullied or patronized in
shops that if I -could get that girl
to- wait on me all over the place I‘d
go to the house she is in for every
thing.

is

‘

a
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OOXPARID

MULATTO.

the color of each type appeals
powerfully to the eye.
The negro blood by mixture with
white, or in certain not distinguished
cases with Indian blood (see note

’),

since

produces

result which

may be sum

marily treated in a quasi scientific man
ner as an exercise on the subject, not
too formidable, while attractive from
its marked characteristics.
This long preface shall serve its pur
pose of defining matters for further de
velopment.
If the mean height of about 2,000 full
blacks and rather less than 900 inu
be 66.237 inches for
lattoes (see note
full-blacks and 66 235 inches for mu
lattos, of umen in usual vigor,” as
of
deduced from Gould,—a variation
only two thousandths of an inch appears
so small that the average statue of both
may be assumed alike for comparison,
and may beso assumed with safety.
The black has a larger girth of neck-—
.082 inches—than
the mulatto; he
broader between the shoulders—.05 of
an inch, while his "breadth of neck”
and his distance (see note
between
acromia
not so great. Contemplating
these factors, we see that herein the
black has larger neck, circular meas
ure, a broader back, full measure while
his
“distance between
subtracting

is

a)

;

a

;

if

is

it‘

‘).

mensions are nationality, race, fam
ily and abilities or propensities of the sub—
ject. And since the ditt'erentiation of
mixed and pure or presumably pure
races is quite asapparent as any, a com
parison between them when an oppor
tunity occurs for making one, is assatis
factory as any elementary study in that
region.
Prof. B. Apthorp Gould’s well—known
statistics form a very accessible ﬁeld of
They concern people of
investigation.
our own country and of our own period
A somewhat earnest quest
(see note
of the writer into that extensive territory
has resulted in conclusions as meagre as
they are tantalizing, when the object of
search was to discover some means of
such a. thing
possible, what
judging
are the conditions of vigor among men.
In the midst of such queries as these-—
which, by the way, have yielded in every
region the most gratifying results, these
results have been both unexpected and
unwelcome, statistics have been com
pared extensively, which relate to two
well-marked variations of men, as com
mon and as apparent as those of the
negro, called by way of distinction full
black
and the colored man, called
mulatto.
between them
Distinctions
are perhaps as well-marked
as any,

Till

9)

MONG many deductions from di

WITH

a
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less

145.76

1.69

than

that of the mulatto,

renal

The

lbs.

lifting

is

;

is

I

is

also less—323.51 lbs. to 348.90
strength
in
lbs. How much can be attributed
either case to activity of nerve-force or
to the use of this set of muscles more
do not know.
frequently,
found
The pulsation of full blacks
to be 74.02; and of mulattos, 76.97 that
of full blacks being nearly three beats
The capacity
slower than of mulattos.
of lungs for the black being reckoned
163.455 to the mulatto’s
capacity of
lungs, 158.870, shows some excess in
favor of full blacks in this dimension in
men born in the slave states. A com
parison of these values with soldiers and
sailors, 72.082 deg, and students, 73.874
deg., shows marked variation.
Some random notes may be interest
ing in regard to cranial dimensions.
The full black exhibits a little less cir
cumference around forehead and occiput
than the mulatto in the slave states, but
almost exactly a uniform circumference
in the free states. The facial angle for
68.736 deg., and mulat-tos
full black
69.104 deg.

is

I

In order to make this paper more in
telligible to the hasty reader,
sum
up some of my deductions.
The full—black
judged a better
man than the mulatto in the nearer ap
proach to normal pulsation; which is
yet too rapid for the best indications.
He approximates the most desirable
ﬁguration of men—the round chested—
hence
a more compact man than the
niulatto.
His bony structure, taking
what we have contemplated as a sign,
also more compact, as shown by a nar
rower bony structure at both shoulders
and pelvis, at the same time having a
thicker deltoid and
larger presumable
girth in the pelvic regions. So far as
“
the item
play of chest”
of value, we
judge its narrow limit rather favorable
toa vigorous pectoral region; since in
“
good examples, a. play of chest"
apt
to be less, proportionably, after develop
ment of pectoral abilites, than before.

is

is

is

a

is

is

is

it

I

is,

I
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acromia ” from “ breadth of shoulders"
gives him an excess of deltoid muscle,
a result very
interesting, showing a
possible employment of lifting energy
to a greater extent than the mulatto
and, too, a greater build of muscle in
this region from inheritance.
In the
black, furthermore, the “ circumference
around hips" ‘is greater, while the
of pelvis” is less;
“breadth
this
“ breadth of
pelvis” representing the en
tire extent laterally of the pelvis
measure.
This would show a more
decided volume of muscle in the black,
in the pelvis region, but a less decided
breadth over the muscles laterally.
The
“play of chest” is the value resulting
from subtracting the girth of chest ex
hausted from the girth expanded, meas
urement being made laterally upon the
nipples. The “play of chest" is less,
while the “circumference
of chest is
This value (a
greater in the black.
have latterly been
matter to which
attracted on account of its extreme in
terest, people who talk upon the subject
having occasionally given much too
am
great credit to this dimension)
assured, of far less signiﬁcance than
deemed to be, since several excellent
men, after considerable gymnastic train
ing and under favorable development,
show precisely the same differentiation
from an earlier measurement that the
black shows in comparison with the
mulatto (see note ‘)
The increase of
the pectoral muscles
accompanied not
only with no increase, but an actual
diminution of “play of chest.” This
seen in quite a number of good examples.
The subject either loses the elasticity of
the pectoral or substitutes “abdominal
breathing" and consequent abdominal
expansion for pectoral expansion.
One
case, of a man in very good condition,
under the measurement of an accom
plished trainer of men, showed actually
no “play of chest” whatever, when
comparing “ natural” with “ expanded
chest."
The weight of the full~black—143.83
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The neck measurement is very signi— as we make in this little quest is to
Some of the muscles having answer them in this way: The black is
their origin near this locality represent the more vigorous, the mulatto the more
the comparative
vigor of the whole animated and susceptible to unfavorable
of
the
region
body. So that a forces. And the value of such a con
upper
large neck is a pretty good indication, in jecture, based upon such data as we
the absence of other knowledge as We can have been able to assemble, consists in
have of the vigor of the muscles of the its application to one’s own development
If a certain
back, and if the slerno-cleido mastoid and the training of others.
be considered an accessory muscle to the
ﬁgure is favorable to health and vigor,
arm and chest muscles; also of the possibly the attainment of that ﬁgure
muscles of the anterior superior region. approximately would secure such a habit
That is a large girth of neck indicates of endurance and symmetry of form as
strong chest, arm and back muscles, so would be conducive to desired results in
far as a conjecture can be made from health and usefulness. HENRY CLARK.
this measurement.
' " Distance between acromia " means 0. lateral
the acromia processes across the
2.
The tendency of all such inquiries
ﬁcant.

l“lnvestlgations
in the Military and Anthro
statistics of American Soldiers.
By

Eloglcal
njnmin Apthorp Gould.
I52,02) lull blacks and

amined.

1869.

803 mulattos

were

ex

ﬁgekbctween
C .
‘ That is, when commencing
training,
the man has a certain “play of physical
0 eat," assumed
in good men to be am lc—from 1.25 to ‘.50 inches,
it may be: when a ter a period of training,
although the girth of chest is greater—in some
cases much greater than at ﬁrst—the “play of
chest " is less.
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DINNEBS

is now some years since the idea ﬁrst
occurred to various persons inter
ested in the young. that the scholars at
many of the Board Schools in English
towns were seriously underfed; that, in
fact, the efforts of the teachers were in a
number of cases but labor in vain, be
cause, through habitual insufficiency of
food, the children possessed scarcely any
brain~power with which to respond to
instruction. These schools, be it under
stood, are supposed to consist exclusively
of the_very poorest class of children, and
the latter certainly are, as a rule, great‘
ly in the majority. Investigations were

IN ENGLAND.

tributable in most instances to one of
three causes, viz :—unavoidable misfor
tune,—the bread—winner of a family be
ing sick, dead, or out of work; careless
ness,—as when the house or room is
locked up when the parents leave for
their daily labor in the morning, and
the children, having been sent off to
school, are supposed to play about in the
dinner~hour, and wait for their next
meal till they go home at night ; or, per
haps, most frequently, the vice or thrift
lessness of those to whom the little ones
have to look for support.
Feeling that, benevolence aside, it is
but common prudence to endeavor to
made which proved the melancholy sup
position to be only too correct; the re raise a healthy and robust generation of
coming men and women, and believing
port of one of the metropolitan inspec
tors, conﬁrmed by others, being that in that something to this end might and
many London Board Schools, in bad ought to be done, a number of those who
were most impressed with the weight of
times, fully one third of the children
the above evil, formed themselves into a.
not
school,
breakfastless
to
and
came
Council for promoting Self-supporting
more than one in four enjoyed the lux
Penny Dinners, and invited teachers,
ury of a regular mid ~day meal.
This unhappy state of things is at managers, and all others who had prac
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tical experience in dealing with this class
oﬂ’er suggestions on the
best method of coping with it.
In course of time, numerous experi
ments proved that dinners both satisfy
ing and palatable, can be provided for
children at an actual cost of less than
one penny per head, being cooked and
served, generally, in the nearest Sunday
school house which possesses the need
ful copper and stove.
As specimens of
the kind of food found most successful,
and the average price, I may quote from
the carefully prepared report of a country
rector, concerning the dinners provided
for 100 children in the National Schools
in his parish. According to his experi
ence 85 lbs. of beef pudding can be made
for 122 pence; 67 lbs. of apple pudding
for 94 pence ; 40 lbs. of currant pudding
for 86 pence ; or 62 lbs. of materials for
meat soup for 83 pence.
Other dinners
were boiled rice with jam, rhubarb or
sugar; bread puddings,rhubarb puddings
and suet puddings with treaele; a total
of 1,300 hot dinners, averaging, before
cooked, 8 013. of food for each child,

of children, to

having

cost 1,107 pence.

In

some

Lon

don schools a much smaller variety of
dinners has been found successful, in
volving consequently less trouble to the
cooks. Throughout the greater part of
the year (the summer vacation only be
ing excepted) a succession of hot boiled
bacon and potatoes ; cold boiled ditto, as
a sandwich, supplemented by a slice of
bread and jam ; currant roley—poley ;
and peasoup also followed by bread and
jam, has been given regularly four days
in the week and greatly appreciated. It
is generally supposed that even the poor
est children get a dinner on Sunday. and
enough leavings of the same to satisfy
them on Monday, and that Saturday be.
ing a holiday, many are able to earn
pennies or food by rendering small ser
vices to neighbors or shop-keepers.
But what about the many little ones
whose parents can not or will not atford
even one penny for the child’s mid-day
meal? They have been a source of

J
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much discussion on the part of the Dim
ner Council. There is always a danger,
in distributing charity, of encouraging
the very evils one wishes to suppress
Funds, however, were readily raised in
subscriptions and donations from the be
nevolent for providing Free Dinner
tickets for the absolutely destitute; but
the greatest care and discrimination have
been necessary in giving them away.
The teachers themselves have usually
greater facilities for judging of the act
ual condition of their charges than any
one else; but it is advised that even they
do not supply free dinners without enter
ing full particulars of each case on a
form provided for the purpose, and to be
handed in to the Central Council every
week. A lady who has been one of the
most active and judicious workers in the
movement from its commencement, not
ing the growing tendency of the poorest
children to whine and beg for tickets.
and fearing that these gratuituous meals
were liable to prove pauperizing in their
effects, started a center on her own ac~
count, at which all dinners were charged
at id. each, and none given free, the
fractional deﬁcit on each meal being
willingly made up by the kindness 0.
friends.
The scheme has worked ad
mirably; about 170 children having
been fed daily, and none have begged.
could instance many interesting
cases in which the regular feeding of
previously half-starved children has pro
duced the most remarkable and gratify
ing results; dull, apathetic scholars

I

rapidly

fun;

intelligent and full of

become

pleasant looks dawn upon the
countenances of the sullen and almost dc.»
humanized; and impediments in speech so
common _among the underfed, gradually
have overstepped
disappear. But fear
my allotted space, and will only add that
the results, on the whole, of this Eng
lish Penny Dinner system have been
and encouraging in the
satisfactory
extreme.

I

I

JENME CHAPPELL.
London, England.
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the mucous membrane of the larynx,
occurring, for the most part, on rising in
the morning, and so slight as to be but
After a time it becomes
little noticed.
more or less troublesome and is increas
ed by exertion in speaking or exercise.
A slight difficulty in breathing is then
experienced, which ordinary muscular
going up stairs, in
etl'ort, especially
The patient feels languid, tires
creases.
easily, and loses ﬂesh. There are disorders
of the stomach and bowels that are more
the ailment
or less like dyspepsia—and
may be considered of that nature. Mun y
persons, in fact, have been treated for
consumption when the disease was dys
Headache is usually frequent,
pepsia.
but not always, although a small, quick
pulse indicates the presence of fever and

is

is

ic

a

it

is

is,

debility.
Cough may be associated with many
as a rule, when
forms of disease, and
in an ir
membrane
the mucous
In most
ritable state from any cause.
cases of organic disorders, aside from
ailments that affect the breathing appar
a reﬂex nervous effect.
It
atus,
symptom always of some trouble
that has either a direct or sympathet
the lungs or
to
relation
air

and therefore an effort of
nature to remove some exciting con
dition, or to relieve the system of some
thing that has set up an irritation. Cough,
therefore,
not a disease, but a symptom
of disease, and
this fact were under
stood by people the sale of the thousand
“cough mixturts" that ﬂood the country
would be largely reduced.
Using the language of careful writer
in describing this disease.
“After these
symptoms have continued for a variable
a

if

is

passages,

period of several weeks, months, or
even years, in consequence of a cold or
some trivial exciting cause, the cough
becomes more habitual and
particu
larly troublesome at night; the dyspep
sia increases; there are shooting pains in
the chest, expectoration takes place at
first of a frothy mucous, which after
ward becomes more viscid and opaque
and
often mixed with small round
particles of tubercular matter, with pus
or with streaks of blood; or hemoptysis
(bleeding from the lungs)occurs in a more
marked form and to a greater extent."
The emaciation increases, there are
periods of chilliness and shivering, fol
lowed by heat and ﬁushings; the pulse
quickens, running up as high as 120
beats in the niinute,.and a feverish ex
citement follows any effort, the counte
nance assuming a peculiar depressed
and hollow expression, with its hectic
ﬂush at night.
With the second stage
there
a marked change in the appear
ance of the expectoration, owing to the
softening of the tubercles; the matter
ejected “is seen in detached portions of
a round form with irregular indented
edges, and ﬂoating in the thin trans
by the lining
parent liquid secreted
membrane of the air-passages.”
In the third stage all the symptoms
are aggravated.
The cough
more fre
in
quent, the difficulty experienced
breathing greater; the chills and rigors
with the intervals of fever and heat are
more severe, and the morning perspira
The expectoration
tion more copious.
now more profuse, of a yellow color
and nauseous odor. Frequent looseness
of the bowels may annoy the patient,
the ankles swell toward night, and tend
The
to become permanently swollen.
mouth and throat may become sore and
acute pains be experienced in the chest
and shoulders.
All cases do not suffer
alike, however; some, especially those of
advanced life, wasting away gradually
is

The symptoms of this
malady may show a wide variation
in persons of different temperament, but
in the outset there is much similarity,
being indicated by a
the ﬁrst stage
dry in its nature, a
and
short
cough,
result apparently of a slight irritation of

is
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;
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in the last

stage

until death

ensues.
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In children and in aged persons the
disease may progress in a latent form,
scarcely any fever or cough being mani
fested, until the substance of the lungs
have become thoroughly pervaded with
the destructive deposit, and then its de
velopment is followed in a short time by
In other cases the
a fatal termination.
disease may be established by a very
severe cold, or follow a fever, or an
eruptive disease and declare itself ab
ruptly; “the fever and prostratiou are
sometimes so intense and the emaciation
so rapid that the patient sinks in the
course of afew months. This form of the
complaint is known to the public as "gal

loping consumption.”
Treatment.
Merely having a persist
ent cough should not be an occasion for
alarm lest one should have been attacked
by phthisis, but he should be the subject
of careful examination by a competent
The cough may be but an
physician.
effect of indigestion or a slight bronchial
trouble, yet that should be removed by
If there is reason
proper attention.
for thinking that the lungs are affected,
treatment should be at once insti
tuted.
Consumption is a constitutional dis
we can
ease; this being understood,
readily see that the means required to
stem its progress and perhaps cure the
patient are not to be found in drugs.
As Dr. Beard frankly says, “No speciﬁc
has yet been found for this disease.
may advertise,
charlatans
Whatever
who
those
profess and who
whatever
that
have been cured
they
believe
really
of consumption by some particular nos
trum may assert, the people should un
derstand that no speciﬁc has yet been
To
found for this terrible disease.”
to
nature,
to hygienic
procedures,
and
surround
change of air, occupation
ings must the consumptive look for his
Gargles, inhalations, expec
remedies.
torants may obtain temporary relief for
the irritable membrane; aspirators and
setons may evacuate pus cavities; soda,
acids, strychnine, bismuth, etc.,
may

J
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apparently produce improvement in the
stomachic condition; cod-liver oil, pure
or saponaceous, may add to the adipose
secretion; the injection of sulphuretted
gas or liquid may beguile patient and
physician for a while with the thought
that a panacea has been found for tuber
cle, but ere long the malady will declare
itself in the aggravated symptoms as
master of the situation.
Good air is the first requisite, out-of
door life and exposure to the sunshine.
in an elevated region, will do most to
and so are the
prevent consumption,
best elements in the treatment.
Next is
nutritious food, that which contributes
to form healthful blood at the least ex
penditure of nervous strength in its di
No excitants
gestion and assimilation.
or artiﬁcial stimulants should be used to
aggravate the feverishness and disturb
the nerves. Life among the hills where
some muscular effort is necessary
in
walking, is deemed by most authoritis
very helpful in the early stage.
aecond
in his work on “ Pulmonary Phthisis,"
says:
“Walking is not the only form
of exercise which should be taken; if the
character of the country is suitable, con
stant ascents, proportionate
to the age
and strength of the patient, should be
These ascents should be
prescribed.
made with slow and measured steps, so
as to occasion no fatigue to the respira
tory organs, and there should be occa
sional rests on the way." And an Amer
ican writer in the New York Medical
Journal, says:
“The best inhalation apparatus, baths
and medicaments, etc., are of button!
porary value if no compensation is made
for the loss of vitality and of muscular
tone, especially that of the heart and
vessels; if the blood-stasis in the glands
and other organs does not yield to an
increased ﬂow of blood in the arteries
and veins; if the thinned blood does not
become thicker and more rich in albu
men; if the accumulating carbonic acid
is not expelled by a more plentiful sup
ply of oxygen; if the fat deposited in the

J
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oxidized; and
if the kidneys are not made to act
But all these effects
more eﬂlciently.
are produced more certainly and more
generally by mountain climbing than in
Those who have had
any other way.
opportunities for observation must know
that after several weeks spent in moun—
tain excursions the condition of the pa‘
for the
tient is changed, and radically,
body is not more rapidly

better—mentall y and physically.”
exercises that
Moderate gymnastic
have for their chief object the expansion
of the chest may be practiced with bene—
ﬁt at home.

The locality chosen for the residence
of the consumptive should be dry, and
while going out in all weather may be
practicable, every precaution should be
taken against excesses of exposure. the
body should be comfortably dressed and
sharp changes of temperature avoided.
A cold, dry climate is well adapted to
those who have strength enough to main
tain a good circulation and the normal
bodily temperature, while for patients
whose circulation is weak, especially
women of this class, a warm and dry re
gion is best. Elevation is important, and
with a mild, equable temperature a hill
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country is suitable to the great majority
of consumptives, because it supplies the

prime factor of prevention or cure, living
'
in the open air.
Dr. Andrew Combe, who was himself
a sutferer with pulmonary disease for
many years, gives strong testimony with
reference to the value of out-of-door
Two or three winters that
exercise.
were spent by him in the south of Europe
were largely devoted to horse-back rid
ing with great beneﬁt.
Regular bathing is an important part
of the treatment, almost any form from
the simple towel application to the full
tub-bath being an aid to tone up the sys
tem.
It is to be enjoined that in the be
ginning care should be taken against
shock; then warm water is appropriate
and the temperature may be gradually
reduced_until a bath with cold water can
be borne comfortably.
The morning is
the time for this, and it should befollow
ed by brisk rubbing with a dry towel
The shower bath is ad
and the hand.
vised by some physicians.
Its tunic
etfect is indisputable, but in most cases
I think the shock is too severe, and in
all cases great care should be exercised
in administering it.
B. S. D.

‘co——
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HE following

extract

ACID

from a letter

written to the Brooklyn, N. Y..
Health department by a chemist, dis
closes a fact in food adulteration that
the community should heed.
After al
luding to the use of this disinfecting
agent in beer, he says:
I have for some time been aware of
thisuseof salicylic acid, as well as its
addition to wines, canned fruits, cider,
milk, and other goods for the purpose of
In
preserving them from fermentation.
fact, this acid is coming into such general
use in foods that it is becoming an im
portant sanitary question as to its effect
upon health when used in small quan
tities for a long time. There can be no
doubt that in large quantities it acts

IN

FOOD.

very injuriously both upon the digestive
In its eli
processes and the kidneys.
mination the kidneys not rarely become
acutely congested or even inﬂamed, giv
ing rise to acute Bright's disease.
Al
though a potent remedy in the treatment
of acute rheumatism, it is not suitable for
long administration, owing to the above
injurious action. It requires the addi
tion of from eight to ten grains of free
salicylic acid to one gallon of beer in
order to prevent the growth of ferments.
If bicarbonate of soda has also been
added the quantity of acid necessary to
be added is much more.
Three grains
have recently been found to each pint of
wine.
Assuming that the smallest
eﬂective proportion of the acid is used,
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viz., ten grains to the gallon, there are
many persons in this city who take no
inconsiderable amount of this drug every
day of their adult lives: The salicylic
acid of the market is prepared from car
bolic acid, and is frequently contaminat
ed with a small proportion of this very
This is a well-known
poisonous agent.
fact to all pharmacists.
The sanitary
question, then, rests upon the question
of the action of small and long-continued
doses of salicylic acid, possibly contami
nated with carbolic acid.
Upon this point think it necessary to
quote here but one of many authorities.
In 1881 and again in 1883, upon the rec
ommendation of the Central Committee
the French Government
of Hygiene,
prohibited the sale of articles of food
As protests
containing salicylic acid.
were made against this legislation, and
as these protests had led to contradictory
judicial decisions, the above committee
the opinion of the French
requested
A commission
Academy of Medicine.
created by that body of savants has

I
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recently made a report (Bulletin de l‘
Acad. de Med., Paris, 1886, T. XVL,
pp. 583 et seq.), from which the follow
“ W’hile in persons
ing is an extract:
of good health the prolonged use of such
small quantities of salicylic acid as would
be contained in articles of food or drink
treated with this substance is probably
not injurious to health, it may neverthe
less produce very decided disorders 0!
health in certain persons, and especially
in the aged and in those who have a
tendency to diseased kidneys or dyspep
sia.
Salicylic acid and its salts are
eliminated by the kidneys.
They tend
somewhat to check the action of the
digestive ferments contained in the sal
iva, enteric juice, and pancreatic ﬂuid,
and hencetodelay
digestion; hence, it
is easy to understand that they may ag
gravate digestive or renal troubles." The
report closes with the recommendation
that the addition of salicylic acid or its
compounds, even in small amounts, to ar
ticles of food or drink shall be absolutely
prohibited by law.

M-»
MALARIAL

EXPOSURE

N all old fever stricken countries the
inhabitants have learned, by long
experience, what must be done to avoid
malarial attacks, and they have formed
habits which have become almost intui
tive. In Rome and generally in Italy
the Italians avoid walking in the sun ;
they have a saying which runs thus:
“Only Englishmen and dogs walk in
A difference from thirty to
the sun.”
ﬁfty degrees occurs in the middle of the
Going
day between sun and shade.
out at an early hour in the morning
before eating, or continuing from an
early breakfast until a late dinner with
outa lunch, is condemned where there
is any possible exposure. In Rome,
Americans are much more subject to
fever than the English, as the former
trust to their habit of an ample break
fast to carry them through to a six
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o’clock dinner, whereas, an Englishman
have his lunch at midday.
The fever germs taken into an empty
stomach, just atnight-fall ﬁnd a road
open to enter into the circulation. It
has been too well established to be ques
tioned that fever germs may be taken
into the stomach of a healthy person
with impunity, because when proper
food has been taken at regular times
the digestive process will kill the germs.
In Central America the natives do not
eat fruit after ten in the morning; up
to that time the condition of the stomach
is at its best for the proper digestion of
fruit.
Generally speaking,
uncooked
food is difﬁcult of digestion, and the
passage out of the stomach of a portion
not digested may take with it some of
the malarial poison.
Breathing through the nose is im~

will
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portant with respect to fever prevention.
upon the land has more or less
impurities and germ life. If the pur
pose of the nose and its membranes is
not to strain and collect these poisons,
then certainly the Creator might have
omitted the nose and allowed us to
breathe through the mouth.
Taking
air into the lungs, partly through the
month, only tends tomnke the nose an
unhealthy organ, a very breeding place
for disease. A very liberal use of hand
kerchiefs may be suggested as an effec
tual aid to keep poisons out of the
Parents should teach children
system.
to breathe through the nose ; at night it
should beseen that they are so placed
that the tendency is to natural breath

All air

ing.
Another important point with respect
to fevers is the§prevention of colds; this,
after the consideration of good general
health,
is of the utmost importance.
When the pores of the skin are closed
malarial poisons are likely to accumu
late rapidly in the system. The effort of
nature to throw off this accumulation
is the well-known ague or “shakes,”
followed by fever and thesweating. A re
turn of this takes place when there is
again a large increase of the malarial
poison, making thus the periodical
returns.
One of the surest means to prevent
colds is the wearing of wool next to the
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body. The English Government made
experiments running through a series
of years. clothing soldiers and sailors
in the several fabrics, cotton, linen and
woolen, the results of these investigations
was to clothe their soldiers and sailors
in wool the year round. The wearing
of wool garments has received quite an
impetus in Germany through the in
ﬂuence of a man who has gone so far
as to insist that no one article on the
body should be of other material, he
maintaining that wool only can carry
off and_dissipate the poisonous eﬂluences
of the body, while other materials re
tainthem.
It is believed that the malaria germ
rises on the heavy air at night and falls
again at or after sunrise. Itis found that
no malarial fever exists in the region of
sulphur works. The Abyssinians, when
preparing to hunt the elephant in mala
rious districts,
thoroughly fumigate
themselves with sulphur. Sulphurous
acid has been adopted by the health
board of the general government as the
disinfectant to be used in case of an
invasion by the cholera germ. In any
district where malaria is localized it
would seem to be a very simple :and
effective way to kill the fever germs by
burning the sulphur just at nightfall.
Sulphur is so very inexpensive that it
would cost only a few dollars to try
the experiment.
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client was a notice for him to call at his office
received a note from his lawyer which he between three and four the follow
The Medical Age well says,
was unable to decipher. On his way to his ing day.
office he met a friend, at the door of a with reference to this incident, that “ It
drug store. The friend, after vainly at is a pretty difﬁcult matter to ‘ stick ’ the
tempting to read the note, suggested regulation drugg-ist."
"Q.—
that they step inside and hand it to the
VITATIVENESS.
druggist without comment. The drug
To me the thought of death is terrible,
gist, after studying it in silence for a few
Having such hold on life. To then it is not
minutes, stepped behind the prescrip
So much even an the lifting of a latch;
tion case, and in a short time re
Only a strp into the open air
turned
with
a
bottle
of
medi
Out of a tent already luminous
cine, 'duly labeled and bearing direc
\Vith light that shines through its trans
When the gentleman saw his
tions.
parent walls !
lawyer, he was informed that the note
LONGFELLOW.
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inﬂuence of climate upon veg
etation, and even the inhabitants
Climatic in
of our earth, is evident.
ﬂuences acting through long periods of
time have had much to do with the
existing
among the
great diversity
We see how the hot,
various races.
humid climate of the torrid zone dwarfs
the intellect and enfeebles the physical
powers of its people ; we are told of the
stunted growth of the inhabitants of
the frigid zones, and can mark how the
mean between the extremes, the rightly
tempered climate of our own portion of
the earth, has conduced to produce
strength both of mind and body.
Realizing these facts, a great German
writer has said, “The persons by whom
one is surrounded are his climate,” a
very striking expression of the fact that
association is a powerful factor in the
formation of mind and character.
Tennyson expresses the thought in
“ We are a part of what
another way.
we meet” he says, meaning that all

with which we may be associated does
in some way leave its impress and be
come a part of us.
A still stronger expression and one
which treats also of ﬁnal results, is the
words of the wise man when he says,
“A companion of fools shall be de
stroyed.” Doubtless this was an exclama
tion wrung from him when in sadness
of heart he had witnessed the ruin
occasioned by vicious association.
Everywhere we ﬁnd this fact to be
intuitively recognized that as we are
so
so we associate, and as we associate
we are.

There issomething curious in regard
It has its
to this law of association.
Take
analogy in the physical world.
two elements perfectly harmless in them
selves,
put them together and they
or the
become the powerful explosive,
So itis sometimes in
deadly poison.
The school teacher
human association.
is obliged to plan in regard to teach
inghis pupils, for it is often the case
that those who if widely separated will
be the most studious and tractable of his
pupils, will, if closely associated, bid
deﬁance to law and order.
“ There’s so many of them,
what mis
chief one can't think of another can,"
we have heard worried mothers declare.
And one cynical observer of human
nature has gone so far as to say, “ If
you see three boys together whip them :
for they either have done, are doing, or
are about to do some mischief."
And it istrue that in aggregation of
farces, in concerted action,
there is
strength, whether it be for good or evil.
The. resultant in such cases being nearly
alwa'ys greater than the sum of the
forces if acting alone.
There is one phase of this subject of
association to which we would like to
This is thewhat
call special attention.
seems to me mistaken notion that asso
ciation which would prove ruinous to
the daughters of the family will not
injure the sons.
“ You can not go there, it is no
place
for a girl," is often said in reganl to
places of amusement; or, “He, or she,
is not a suitable friend for a young
lady," while no exception is taken in
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regard to such companionship for her
Of the two
brothers.
This is wrong.
characters, the masculine and feminine,
one is as easily sullied as the other.
And as in the one the passions are
stronger and not so readily controlled as
in the other, so should even greater
safeguardsbe thrown about it. To sully
the purity of the feminine character has
been likened to soiling snow which can
not again be whitened.
But it isequally
as hopeless a task to restore that man
hood that has fallen from its high estate
—it is even more hopeless.
I know this
view is not held among young people
The uwild oats" sown by
generally.
the young men is lightly spoken of and
society gladly welcomes the returning
prodigal; but the repentant Magdalena
are not treated in this way, and this
very laxity in regard to masculine de
linquencies is no doubt the cause of
much proﬂigacy.
The pledge of the White Shield in its
promise of the recognition of acommon
standard of morals for men and women,
will prove a wonderful corrective in
time of this popular society error.
But
true reform in this respect must begin
in the family, and a code of ~morals
there instituted which shall be as bind
ing upon the sons as the daughters.
But from the wider, freer life led by the
boys of the family, they are necessarily
_ brought more in contact with whatever
elements in society may surround their
homes. One may do much for his own
family in raising the tone of the com
munity.
A laboring man who had given a large
sum, apparently beyond his means, for
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the establishment of a high school in
his vicinity, said in explanation, “I can
afford to give that much to procure good
association for my children." This was
the highest philosophy.
But labor carefully as one may, there
will be perils daily in association for his
will be sown
The tares
children.
amongst the wheat. What, thén, shall
be done i The farmer who ﬁnds a cer
tain ﬁeld overrun with weeds does not
go to work to pull them all up. That
would be an impossible task. No, he
plants some other crop that will kill
If one does not wish his
them out.
bad books, let him cul
read
children to
If
tivate in them a love for good ones.
they are not to engage in the mischief
which the old adage says Satan always
ﬁnds for idle hands, they should be fur
nished congenial employment.
Let the boys and girls have their hob
bies.
Let them be encouraged in them
whether they be poultry raising, tinker
ing with tools, painting or gardening,
as they choose.
No matter about the addled eggs, or the
cut ﬁngers, or soiled garments which
may be the only "isible results of such
Lct their observing facul
employment.
ties be cultivated so that they may ﬁnd
in plants and trees and animals, in
nature. animate and inanimate, satisfy
If a child can be
ing companionship.
made to care more for a good book than
for agame of cards with some idle play
mate, if he can only have some interest
ing subject for research, for the employ
ment of his faculties, he has a strong
safeguard against the evils of associa
tion.
M. A. .1. K.

——M—
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remarks unuer the above head
ing which appeared in the depart
ment of Child-Culture, remind me of
the wedding wine at Cana.
The best of
the wine came at the last of that memo—
rable feast.
Now the writer gives us a

CHILDREN.
very poor specimen of baby-treatment
at the beginning, and ends with the ﬁner
material.
Everybody knows that babydom is
peopled with innocence, and colored by
its surroundings.
A child is correctly
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she forgot to provide his rattle or toy to
amuse him on that tedious journey.
If the rap had been given the mother
it would have put the thing in better
shape, for she could have rapped back,
but baby could not defend itself.’ It is
probable this woman had exhausted all
the resources incident to the situation
for quieting the child; now she was in a
dilemma.
This fellow-traveler could
have aided that embarrassed mother by
laying aside her fan, or if she had a cake
to have given it. Perhaps the best thing
she could have done by way of a good deed
all around would have been to caught
the babe’s eye and snook her head in a
ﬁrm, yet quiet, gentle way, as much as
to say: “No, no, you can not have it."
I think that passenger would have felt
happier in the review of her journey if
she had by some stratagem quieted the
restless little one, thus scattering seeds
of kindness. There is fear of over-doing
the matter in child-training, in advice
and practice; often the true secret of
proper development consists in letting
them alone.
The little mind opens like the bud.
slowly.
God does not send a ﬂood tide.
but gently dropping showers.
have
seen so much of this telling what to do.
and what not to do, that between mother
and nurse-maid the child has no correct
idea what course is right; it is over-taxed.

I

Like our scliool‘girl's grammar.
The
pupil studies
learns
recites
and
yet she does not know what
means,
nor how she is to ﬁt
in daily practice.
So with child-teaching,
they are over
it,

it

especially to a babe.
The fact that that child had not been
taught “hands OH,” and “no admit
tance,” was not the little ones fault.
Who could be unkind to a tired and
I can fancy the
overworked mother?
passenger under discussion making her
How busy
preparations for a journey.
oh,
many
how
morning,
she was that
of,
husband
think
to
were
there
things
must be left with things comfortable for
him, and then after baby was dressed
soil his
she was so afraid he would
then there
frock before they started,
were the basket and bag to pack, and
really it may be that in her excitement

[De-c.

it,
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likened to a glass reﬂecting whatever
If gentle discipline has
been enforced, the little fellow will re
tain the impress even in a railroad car.
To rap another person‘s infant on the
knuckles in public, is a rudeness of
which few would like to be guilty.
It
seems that this mother had a variety of
luggage besidea healthy, active baby.
Her husband was not with her; oh, how
natural it was for her thoughts to ﬂy to
him in her weariness.
Perhaps, had he
been there, he could have easily quieted
that little restless creature, that chaﬁ’ed
under close conﬁnement, and did not
know enough to know what it really
wanted, perhaps an old shoe would
have been as attractive as the fan, had
such an article been within sight of
those tired eyes.
Babies are always at
their worst when away from home.
really think they get homesick.
Myex
perience has been that from the moment
the child left home it was uneasy until
it returned to its own cradle, then it was
There are plenty of
as quiet as a lamb.
this sort of grown up babies.
know a
gentleman who can not be coaxed to
visit any one‘s house. If it should so
happen that he is surprised in one, he
immediately becomes as restless as a
leaf in autumn, until the
ﬂuttering
walls of his own house inclose him
round.
\Ve do not approve of unkind
treatment when it can be avoided, and
passes before it.

J

loaded and sometimes need to be let
alone, and to think for themselves, in
stead of thinking and breathing almost
through the white-capped nurse-maid,
and mammals orders.
The writer of this article was once
riding in a horse-car, and sat opposite a
sweet baby creature. It was cloaked, not
hooded, but capped.
The babe felt un
with that stiff bordered thing
easy
around its tender face—-they are horrid
things,
only wish the mothers had to

I
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wear one every time the child does.
This little pet would put up its hand to
counteract, I presume, the scratchy feel
ing against its cheek.
Every time it did
instinctively, of course, or even touch
the starched border, the mother would
The child's
slap that innocent hand.
look of astonishment at the cruel deed,
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embraced more wisdom than the whole
countenance of that young and silly
mother.
The babe (it was about 12
months old) sat on the wliite-aproned
lap of the nurse, and I wondered what
that child must have thought, or whether
it thought at all. These scenes, it is to
be hoped, do not often occur.

“STAKES IN EDUCATION.
it be said that a great
made in educating chil
dren.
They are sent_to school to study
spelling, reading, writing, arithmetic,
etc., but allowed to grow up in ignor
ance as to the laws controlling their
health and happiness.
The consideration of this error has of
late induced tlve states of the Union,
Vermont,
New
Michigan,
namely,
New York, and Rhode
Hampshire,
Island, to pass a law requiring the teach
ing“ in all schools supported by public
money, or under state control," of
"Physiology and Hygiene, with special
reference to the effect upon the human
system of alcohol and other narcotics.“
“ By it not only the effects of narcotics
on the human system, but the truths
concerning ventilation, cleanliness and
food, the laws of heredity and much
more are taught."
I
Undoubtedly other states will soon do
likewise.
Does a child know the full value of
a knowledge of matehmatics before it has
obtained it? No. Just so with Physiol
Many walk this world blind in re
ogy.
gard to the laws of life and happiness;
they do not understand how to live so as
to avoid the avoidable causes of disease,
which are many, and when taken sick,
charge our Heavenly Father as being the
cause of their disease, for some myster
ious purpose, regardless of any violations
on their part, of the laws which He has
instituted from the beginning to pre
serve our health and happiness.
Surely we are free moral agents, a
truth of which we too often take advan
mistake is
SADLYImust

tagc; set up for ourselvesjnd do as we
to
please, and that too often contrary
God's will, forgetting that God asks us
to get true wisdom, which is a knowl
edge of the unseen, the true and the
spiritual, and with wisdom to get under
standing of that which is seen, natural
science, physiology, etc.
Solomon says: “Wisdom, true wis'
dom is the principal thing; therefore
get wisdom; and with all thy getting get
understanding," which will enable us to
see the follies of life and avoid them.
The curse of sickness and sorrow in
ﬂicted upon man is not without cause.
The Bible says: “The curse causeless
shall not come."
Man dies ere his allotted time to live
has expired, not because the Lord takes
without cause, but that he takes accord
ing to the divine laws of nature, which
laws he has instituted from the begin
ning to control the universe and all con
“ Blessed be the name of
ained therein.
the Lord.“
Many are the cries and lamentations
from the suffering world on account of
parents not having done their duty in
teaching their children even the sim
plest laws of health and happiness.
Can man drink when he pleases,
what he pleases, and as much as pleases
without
receiving
harm therefrom?
Certainly not.
Can man eat when he pleases, what
he pleases, and as much as he pleases
and keep well? The Physiologist says
No! for he realizes that digestion can
only be performed according to the laws

which control it.

Surely it

is very im~
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portant to know how to live right, so as
to avoid disease and misery.
Parents teach your children in the
days of their youth how to keep the
temple puriﬁed in which the soul has its
earthly home. Make them a present of
“The Man Wonderful in the House

Beautiful.” (Pub. by Fowler, Wells &
Co., N. Y.) Read and study it with
your children. It will do you good as
well as your children.

“ The

book is more wonderful than a
fairy tale, more intensely interesting
than a romance, and more replete with
valuable truths than any book of the pres
. To pick up the book and
out day.
read a chapter at random, is to excite an
interest that can not be satisﬁed until
every chapter has been read, and the
critic will not then be content, for he
will wish to reread in order to admire
the beauty and simplicity of the style, as
well as the ingenuity with which the dif
ferent subjects are handled, and the skill

with
made

[Dee

which the important points are
A few dollars spent
prominent.”

‘on health, may cause your
to
prove a blessing to the world
children
and to yourself, whereas, without such
knowledge, life is a lottery, and sad ex
perience too often the result.

for books

Too often, oh, too often,
The child so bright and fair,
Sinks ‘neath a blow of sorrow,
Or struggles in despair.

'Tis true, I say, dear mother,
Your child you need to teach
While young in years, and happy,
And yet within youi'reach.
To you that life so precious
May cling for words of truth,
Reject it not dear mother,
The time to learn is youth.
So sweet, like buds of roses

The souls of many bloom.
But 'ere life fairly opens,
Disease doth blight and doom.

-—M———

EDWIN E. MARTIN.

MIMETIC DISPOSITION OF CHILDREN.
in
all its various phases to walk with a stout cane. \Ve have
HILDHOOD
is a matter of interest to parents, noticed that our anomalous condition
for a predisposition tocertain traits of attracts the attention of children and
character when unduly engaged may lead not unfrequently, casting our eye over
our shoulder we have seen very ludicrous
to forbidden paths where thorns and this
How often
tles abound, instead of the peaceful and attempts to imitate our gait.
delicate ﬂowers which shed their frag mothers must have observed their young
rance on the legitimate evolutions of children after having visitors with pe
Among the culiarities mimicking them and often
mind in the aggregate.
faculties of early development is that of with striking success. scarcely a fam
This in itself considered is ily who attends church or lectures, when
mimicry.
right and adds pleasure to the budding the children get home but will ﬁnd a
mind, but where there is a disposition to four year old darling mounted on a
carry it to an extreme it detracts from chair or the kitchen table and mimicking
the proper development of other organs the speaker to the best of his ability in
voice and gesture. Little children are
and thus presents a jug handled educa
often‘ sent to Sunday school, but their
tion out of all harmony with true intel
lectual culture and thus exposing to knowledge of the lessons learned with
evils which a true development of all all the explanations given are of no
the faculties would serveIto obviate. The more use to them than the cackle of a
early use of this faculty in children is goose, but they do learn to imitate their
Children of ﬁve or six years
very striking and often amusing. We teachers.
are a cripple with one short leg pieced old are quick to learn from example but
out to facilitate locomotion and we have are not far enough advanced to take in
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it

it
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when held within their natural limits
are necessary to full development of
character—the trouble
in their getting
out of their proper bounds before the
moral faculties are sufﬁciently educated
to control them. An intimate knowl
edge of physiology and the constitution
of mind in the aggregate are essential
to parents in the education and training
of young children.
The fact is, educa
tion as to time, manner and matters of
fact
not generally on a very solid
basis.
There
ample room for im
provement and the present stage of
civilization loudly calls for a reforma
tion in the practical duties of life.
Hot
tears are rolling down the pallid cheeks
of theology, politics and law, bemoan—
ing the extreme sinfulness of man, but
selﬁshness with his golden god receives
nearly all the worship, and will, till the
down-trodden break the chains that bind,
and accept the wisdom taught by the
Pharaoh was
great educator, evil.
crushed because he refused the lessons
Jerusalem though warned by
taught.
Jesus Christ that not one stone should
remain,upon another, was inﬁdel to the
last, and sank in the mire of her sins.
The worldly people of the United States
take no heed to the lessons ringingin
their ears, and
permitted will sink the
nation as deep as the fabled Atlantis.
R. K. SLOSSON.
-—‘Western Rural.
is

if
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Tnn BALANCE SnEE'a—In every busi
ness house in this land, in all lands in
being pre
truth, the “balance sheet”
pared for the year 1887. Anxious men
is

is

it,

the meaning of what they are taught or
be beneﬁted by the precepts so carefully
given. A lecturer had the habit when
enforcing an argument of bringing the
foreﬁnger of the right hand down into
the palm of the left. A little tive-year
old when he got home amused the other
children by a well-copied action of the
‘Ve well remember our own
lecturer.
little boys after seeing us pull teeth
would come to us and want to try their
They would go
hand on our teeth.
through all the maneuvers even to run
ning the turn keys into our mouth, and
all with an earnestness of an actual
This is all well but the child
operator.
has certain passions blind in themselves
that must be handled with care or we
may mourn the consequences of our
The passion of anger must be
neglect.
If
mainly ruled by loving kindness.
you exhibit passion when the child is
angered, you must surely add oil to the
ﬂame, increase the evil in the child to
such a degree that after teaching fails to
eradicate or hold within reasonable
bounds.
Lying and thieving are easily
taught and many a child has been made
such by honest parents whose duties are
selﬁshness
peifunctorily performed.
beyond its true merits is so generally
taught by example that the world is
and its effects are
overcrowded with
to-day blighting the peace and happiness
Children can notbe too
of millions.
cautiously handled, but evils do accu
mulate until their lessons are heeded,
an 'upheaving of the
and then there
masses, and the lessons of evil culminate
of no earthly use to at
in good. It
tempt to cram into children what they
only irritates the
can not understand
desire for the
the
weakens
and
child
kind of knowledge you wish him to
have. As the worst or blind faculties
are the ﬁrst in the order of cultivation,
becomes a matter of vast importance
to the child and community to know
how to guide the child mind so that
may escape the rocks of evil thickly
All the passions
strewn in its path.
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are bending over columns of figures and
striving to make the sheet give a fair
Mothers, too, are looking
showing.
over the events of the year and making
up a mental balance sheet as to their
success in the training of their little ones.
Sincerely we hope there will be more
smiles than tears over the showing, and
courage will be given to begin the com
ing year with higher resolves and
A. E.
stronger faith.

TROUBLESOME

it

place.

a

I

is

is

is

is

it

Then came the fan episode and the rap
on the knuckles, which was not vindic
tively given, but rather permitted to
was
occur in the vibrations of the fan,
with astonishment that the “roar” of
the little savage was burdened, not with
pain from the blow.
The child was a subject of commisera
It a cruelty, beyond our compu
tion
tation as to extent, that a. child should
to inﬂict upon
be left so undisciplined,
the world his bad conduct, and reap in
himself the penalties that by right belong
For the world will not
to his parents.
pander tosuch creatures; there is no more
humorings after childhood‘s
senseless
doors are shut and manhood‘s estate
entered upon.
It rarely the case that a tired, fret
ful child in the arms of a weary mother
or nurse, fails to attract kindly attentions
from one whose magnetism
not all out
of tune.
have seen a baby laugh
through its tears because of a droll look
on
neighbor's face, and one, when all
efforts of the tired mother failed, con~
tentedly cut an oﬁ'ending tooth on a bit of
leather which had broken from a com
mercial traveler’s suspenders.
well remember a rainy day when
was a prisoner in the sitting-room,
and
“ as cross as two sticks,” my mother ill,
the baby asleep, and all toys were dis
tasteful.
looked out'of the window at the-pass.
ing stagecoach, -my ill-humor as ap
A
parent to the passer-s by as to myself.
good-natured young man in the coach,
smiled, nodded, and winked at me in
smiled
such contagious fashion that
back at the stranger and forgot the rain
and gloom in wondering why he did it.
and resolving to marry just such “a.
was old enough.
nice man" when
The world would be brighter to little
we were not so chary
people and big,
of kind looks, and helpful hands, and so
regardf'il of convcutionalities.
MR3. A. ELMORE.
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correspondence evoked by the
“Troublesome
Chil
article on
dren,” which appeared in the Child-Cul
ture department of the October Journal,
given
interesting; one of the letters
place in this number.
Possibly
may not lack instruction
to parents to pursue this particular case
It was one of the sour
a little further.
from an ill-assorted
fruits resulting
on and before the
marriage, and
reception of the marriage ring, and the
exchange of marriage vows, that Child
culture really begins.
The father who accompanied the wife
and child, and was only temporarily ab
sent from the room, was about 60 years
of
old, tall, slender, poorly-nourished,
delicate feature, reﬁned, well—bred, and
The mother, a
a conﬁrmed invalid.
vigorous, angular, coarse-featured, vul
gar creature, who had, doubtless as
servant, bestowed such charities of care
on the miserable old bachelor, as had
secured her a husband, home and baby,
himself
nurse and heir.
of the proud
The over-indulgence
father,
in judicious
and the equally
humoring of the ignorant mother, had
made the child a tyrant, he was literally
His toys were
to be refused in nothing.
there in abundance, his clothing, probab
ordered by his father, was soft, loose,
and neat, with wraps for exigencies. A
drink of water being offered the child,
crash
he grasped the glass and threw
ing to the ﬂoor where
the
spattered
muslin gown of a rustic bride and the
polished boots of the hour-old husband;
a bottle of milk barely escaped the same
fate through the expert catching of the
mother, who had doubtless daily ex—
perience of the same class. The mother’s
ring was necessary to the baby‘s happi—
deceit which
ness, and she practiced
would not long deceive those sharp eyes,
pulling at the ring, while the thumb of
ﬁrmly in
the ring-wearing hand held
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SCOLDIIG.
minded, forcibly enough, no doubt, but
are they more thoughtful next time’!
ly makes matters worse than they were And does this way of doing increase
It serves to call forth opposing their love for us? On the contrary, it
before.
evils in the one berated, which in turn will in time eradicate every particle of
Constant
brings out still more hard words from natural
affection.
fretting
the ﬁrst speaker. until what should have renders us very unlovely, and in order
been but a passing cloud, develops into a to be loved we must be lovable.
As dreadful as this result may be, it is
disastrous storm.
Webster says that a scold is “A rude, not all that may be expected from such
Per a course long indulged in. The children
clamorou's, foul-mouthed woman."
haps we have not realized that it meant soon learn to take on the same tone, and
quite as much as this, when we allowed scolding and fault-ﬁnding soon fall as
ourselves to express what we felt in naturally from their pretty lips, as did
before the innocent prattle of childhood.
words neither wise nor elegant.
Is there excuse for tired, overworked They will, of course, grow up a copy of
mothers who never know the luxury of their scolding mothers, and thus our
rest i
There are such, and without every-day words become as far-reaching
doubt many of them, who never, for one as Eternity. We can not think too much
moment, year in and year out, know of this matter, or be too seriously im
This may not pressed with its importance.
It is of vi
what it is to feel rested.
lal import, not only to our own happi
be owing entirely to the amount of work
that of ness, but to that of every member of the
they haveto perform, though
family.
course was the original cause, but, hav
But is it possible with these tired bod
ing once gotten into such a state, it
would require a very long holiday to re ies and strained nerves, to possess at all
times an equable temper and a mild de
store the body to its normal condition.
Is it any wonder that we often feel irrit meauor?
know of but one way.
nerves
able, and that the overwrought
“ Thou canst walk
and weary not,
protest against every incivility i
If in my strength thou trustest well."
Perhaps husband and children are not
That is what He means when He says,
“ My
always as considerate of our feelings as
grace is suﬂlclent for thee."
they ought to be, and to remind them of
I38- BUBII B. RSNNBDY
neglected duty, we scold.
They are re

T

is a fact beyond dispute. that scold
does any good, and usual

ing never

I
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A

BOY

OF

You may sing of the heroes of yore,
You may speak of the deeds they have
done,

Of the foes they have slain by the score,
()f the glorious battles they've won ;
You may seek to cternizc thcir fame,
And it may be with goodly success;
But it is not the warrior’s name
That my heart and my spirit would bless.
Though oft at their mention my soul hath
been stirred,
Yet dearer to me is the boy of his word.

HIS

WORD.

You may speak of the great ones of earth,
Of prclates, of princes, and ‘tings ;
I doubt not there's something of worth
In the bosom of all human things;
But dearer to me than the whole
Pagcantry, splendor, and pride,
Is the boy with a frank, honest soul,
Who never his word hath belied.
Yes, prized above all that this earth can
afford,
Though
lowly and poor, is the boy of his
word.
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Counter-felt JeWclS.—-Artiﬁcial pre
cious stones have become an important ar
The products of some of the
ticle of trade.
shops would almost deceive an expert, but

The
imi
which
from
"French
paste,"
beautiful
tation diamonds are made, is a kind of glass
with a mixture of oxide of lead. The more
of the latter the brighter the stone, but also
the softer, and this is a serious defect. The
the test of hardness is still infallible.

stones are now so perfectly made,
and are so satisfactory to those who are not
very particular, that their inﬂuence begins
imitation

By
to be felt in the market for real stones.
careful selection of the ingredients, and skill
and manipulation, the luster, colorI ﬁre, and
water of the choicet stones are to the eyes
There are
of the layman fully reproduced.
few delicacies of color that can not be per
fectly given, for they depend on some un
discoverable peculiarities of molecular ar
a

rangement, and not on chemical composi
tion; but the persons who buy the stones
chemist, has nearly

Yet

Sidot. a French
reproduced these pecu
the dichroism of the

know nothing of that

AND
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liarities, including
of which the
sapphire, with a composition
of lime. Two other
base is phosphate
French chemists, Fremy and Fell, have
produced rubies and sapphires having the
same composition with the genuine stones
and nearly equal hardness—Popular Science
Monthly.

of

the Plum.-—In thc nurs
Culture
ery we select the most fertile soil, and
manure it freely for plums, a correspondent
Should we neglect
of Fruit G'rower writes.
this the trees would grow so slowly they

But
would be crooked and unmarketable.
with rich soil and good culture the plum
pushes up rapidly, often ﬁve to seven feet
in one season, making marketable trees the
second year from bud, the yearling tree
being headed back to the point where the
head is desired, usually about four feet
In the plum orchard we
from the ground.
for rich soil and good
necessity
same
the
ﬁnd

LDec.

INDUSTRY.

I

would rather neglect any other
culture.
tree than the plum, but none should be neg
lected. With good soil and culture the plum
grows vigorously, the bark is smooth and

With neglect
bright and usually healthy.
the trunks are rough and gnarly, sprouts
shoot out from the trunks, the tops are un
even, with dead branches, and often affected

I

do not
with black knot, but still fruitful.
often ﬁnd plum trees with any life left that
do not attempt to give

a

harvest.

Lowish

will produce plums if well drained.
No fruit should be planted on low, wet, un

lands

land.
Soil inclined to clay is
best,
the
and uplands as well or better than
low lands. 1 am not in favor of low lands
for fruits.
Yet they often give excellent
derdrained

results.

Dellcacy of the Sense of Smell

ln

Harm—The extreme delicacy of the
sense of smell in man has been shown by a.
In an
experiments.
series of interesting
empty room of some two hundred and thirty
cubic metres capacity and tightly closed. a
small quantity of the particular substance
to be detected was thoroughly mixed with
the

air,

and the observer

then

admitted.

Among the different substances which were
tested in this manner, it was found that the
very smallest amount recognizable was 0.1
This quantity
of a milligram of mercaptan.
diffused through the room snﬁlced to make
its distinctive character appreciable in the
small volume of air coming in contact with
the nerves of the nose, from which it was
part of a
estimated that the 1—460,000,000
milligram of this substance was recognizable
—an inﬁnitesimal quantity, passing concep
tion, but which science declares to be a
fact.

Popular Medicine

l—According to
Druggisl these are some of
the requests made of druggists:
Send me some of your essence to put
people to sleep with when they cut their ﬁn
The National

gers oﬂf.

AND WHENCE
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I want something
my mouth.

to take

tobacco

out

of

he to a

large
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degree redeemed and cured.
a more cheerful view of this

Dr. Mann takes

Send me a baby's top to a nursing bottle.
An ounce of the smelling stut! that goes
through your brain.
Something for a sore baby's eyes.
Enough ipecac to throw up a girl

(our

subject than most observers as concerns the
probability of a pronounced inebriate over
coming his destructive habit, and recover
ing much of his previous mental power and
health.
Remarks were made on the points
oﬂered

years old.
a

OF HEALTH.

Enough anise seed to take the twist out of
dose of senna.
Plaster for a man kilt with stitches.
Something for a caustic woman.
Something to knock a cold out of an

old woman.

Something for a woman with

a bad cough

and can not cough.

Something. I forgot the name, but it is
for a cure for a swelled woman's toot.
For a man with a dry spit on him.

For a woman whose appetite

is loose on

her.

The Academy ol'Antlu-opology.

by

the

President

by

Professors

Thoring and Drayton, after which the meet
ing adjourned.

Norway is supposed to be a country oi’
intelligent people, but it certainly has great
need to husband its scanty resources. \Vhile
it isnot in great danger of invasion from
any quarter, yet the annual budget shows
that the expenditure
on the army is three
times as great as that on the schools of the
We might suggest a problem in
country.
arithmetic for the Norwegians: It 20.000
men are army enough for 50,000,000 people
how many are needed by a country which
has less than two millions?

What We Know About Meteors.
—At the November meeting of the N. Y.
-1. The luminous meteor tracks are in the
Academy of Anthropology the newly elect
Dr. Edward C. Mann. address
upper part of the earth's atmosphere.
Few,
ed President,
ed those present on the objects and work of i! any, appear at a height greater than 100
miles and few are seen below a height thirty
anthropologists and reviewed in a very in
manner what is being done by miles from the earth's surface,
teresting
except in
them in diﬂerent parts of the world, es rare cases where stones and irons fall to the
All these meteor tracks are caused
pecially in France, where the sciences ground.
relating specially to man appear to have by bodies which come into the air from
received most attention.
This inaugural without.
2. The velocities
of the meteors in the
was followed by a paper on the “ Relation
of Alcoholic Inebriety to Diseases of the air are comparable with that of the earth in
'
It is not easy to
Mind and Nervous system," in which Dr. its orbit about the sun.
Mann

takes the strongest ground against
the use of alcoholic beverages on account of
their eﬂects upon the brain and nerve struct
ures generally.
Reasoning from both the

M

as of alcohol
physiological eﬁect
and
from the data of cerebral pathology,
as in
dicated by the reports of physicians to the
insane, Dr. Mann decries the drinking habits

determine the exact values of these veloci
ties, yet they may be roughly stated as from
50 to 250 times the velocity of sound in
the air, or of a cannon ball.

It

is a necessary consequence of these
that the meteors move about the
sun, and not about the earth as the controll
8.

velocities

in g body.

4.
There are four comets related to four
periodic star showers that come on the dates
April 27, August 10. November 14, and No
vember 27.
The meteoroids which have
liquors, and the organization of asylums or given us any one of these star showers con
stitute a group, each individual of which
retreats for the restraint and care of inebri
ates.
He believes that inebriety is a disease moves in a path which is like that of the
of a determinate character, and although its corresponding comet. The bodies are, how
ever, now too far from one another to in
etfect is subversive of the mental economy
yet under proper treatment its victim may ﬂuence appreciably each other’s motions.

of society as conducive

to the most marked

phenomena of physical and moral degenera
tion, and urges the establishment by law of
measures for the repression of the traﬂlc in
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The ordinary shooting

appearance

essentially

stars

in

their

phenomena do not diﬁer
from the individuals in star
and

N o vowel language can take pre
tongues.
cedence of the English, or as it now really
That with its
is, the American language.
hard consonants

showers.

[Dec

and few soft vowels is the

of Christendom and
Examples of Volapuk are
given which show that as a vowelizcd tongue
it would be just the thing for lovers who
can not speak the aﬂections of the heart in
The German would doubtless be
gutturals.
set aside for the song-like words of Volapuk.
The name is not very musical.
It is a
word of three syllables having the accent on
the last syllable, and that lends a key to the
meteorites.
new language, for all of its words are ac,
These propositions have practically uni
versal acceptance among scientiﬁc men.— cented on the last syllable, which showsthat
to be the end.
This prevents a jumble of
Nature.
words which make sentences run into each
Talleyrand’s Bralm—Victor Hugo
other as railroad cars telescope.
Volapuk
tells this story concerning its fate:
“The
is a compound word from val, world. and
doctors cmbalmed the corpse.
After the
puk, speech, connected by the vowel a. and
manner of the ancient Egyptians, they re
to show its vowel character here are ex_
moved the bowels and brains. After having
“Kim esedom peni?"—Who has
amples:
transformed Prince Talleyrand into amnm
sent the letter?
“Flea esedom omi."—A
my and having nailed it up in a coﬂln, lined
friend has sent it. “Kimaﬂen esedom orm'!"
with white satin, they went away, leaving
-—Whosc friend has sent it?
“Flen tillelah
on the table that brain which had thought
-—-The teacher’s friend.
The inventor of the
so much, inspired so many men,
construct
new international tongue may live to see it
ed so many ambitious ediﬁces, managed two
used by hundreds of thousands of persons
revolutions,
deceived twenty
kings,
and
who emigrate to foreign lands. It is already
The doctors gone,
held the world in check.
spoken and written by a considerable num
the servant entered and saw what they had
ber of people in Germany, and as its intro_
left.
Not knowing that it was wanted, and
duction into the United States is now to be
regarding it as a. loathsome object, he
made it will soon be seen whether it will live
gathered it together and threw it into the
or die-Ex.
sewn in front of the house."
The meteorites of different falls differ
from one another in their chemical composi
tion, in their mineral forms, and in their
Yet through all these differences
tenacity.
they have peculiar common properties which
distinguish them entirely from all terrestrial
rocks.
7. The most
delicate
researches
have
‘failed to detect any trace of organic life in
6.

Volapuk, the New ‘Internation

.al Language—There

have been efforts

to introduce a tongue which could be

uni

versally used in diplomacy, commerce
social life, but they were unsuccessful.

and

In

Holland, Germany, Denmark and
Italy “Volspuk, the World's Speech,” or
"The Language of the \Vorld," has made
considerable progress by means of periodi
cals which are devoted to it.
It is a vowel
France,

language and easily learned, and was invent
ed by John Martin Schleyer, a poet and
linguist and pastor of a small parish on the
German side of Lake Constance.
The new
language is intended to enable any one to
communicate
his ideas to another in any
It is not designed to
part of the globe.
supersede English or the other numerous

all-conquering
heathendom.

tongue

Splder’s Web as a Barometer.

—Nature (French) says: One of the simplest,
most cﬂicient of barometers
is a spider‘:
When there is a prospect of rain or
web.
wind, the spider shortens the ﬁlaments from
which its web is suspended
and leaves
things in this state as long as the weather is
variable.
If the insect elongates its threads,
it is a sign of ﬁne, calm weather, the dura
tion of which ‘may be judged of by the
length to which the threads are let out.
If
the spider remains inactive, it is a sign of
rain, but if it keep at work during a rain,
the latter will soon be followed by ﬁne

weather.
Other observations
have taught
that the spider makes changes in its web
every twenty-four hours. if such changes are
made just before sunset, the night will be
clear and beautiful.
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endowments

of intellect and sentiment

and morality

in them are naturally ex

for the

they have studied

cellent;

velopment.

and culture

ments

as

they

what

means

de

of these endow

could,

perhaps,

were

at

with

command,

but they have

been

even

by circumstances that to

oppressed

restricted

so

and

act and work in lines that would secure

Wm Column. Publulwrn.
H. S. Dan-res, A..‘\l., MD, Editor.

Fowm &

K,

December,

heart,

*—=—_=

'

friends who es

for their qualities of

teem them

THE world judges men by what they

for their counsel and

need

Their worth

aid.

head and

and defer to them on occasion

when there

WHAT HAS HE DON!"

has

These men usually

have a small circle of

1887.

i

the commonplace

in this way recog
rewards for the oc

is

1’ O R

out of

impossible.

been

is

N E \V

results

nized although the

that substantial kind that

may for

than a large bank account or a roll of
obtained

“How
?"
In

has the
this

wealth been

age

of

shrewd.

it

ademand for more

lifts a man

place of ease and independence.

“What

The question,

degree of obsequious—

ness, but soon there

bonds.

into

must be admitted

to one‘s material

than

great invention

new

some

opened

has he done i"

has more relation

accomplishment

If

to his moral.

a

time show some

“\Vhat has he

rich,

a

the man

it

If

is

7"

a

its tribunal the question
done

is,

casional service rendered may not be of

is

do or have done. \Vhen one comes before

field

of

has

industrial

of cunning manipu

enterprise, or some discovery in physics

lations in politics,

finances

has

and

the

plaudits.

Change but be despised by plain, honest

come

men.

averaize

its application

does

a strictly just
the

subject.

not always secure

conclusion
There

accomplishments

itself. but
as

regards

are many

whose

are by no means com

mensurate with their capabilities.

Not

the

he

be

such

a substantial

performances

out

man the

statistician can judge, and

entered on the inventory of the

world's

gains;

a solid

increment.

represents, therefore,

On

the

other

moral performance, unless
perial inﬂuence,

hand

the

be of im

of
community and leading to some
important development of
practical
exciting

the wonder

a whole

a

one in

a faulty

There

of

it

referred

is

a man's caliber

is

judgment to which

when

comes known, may receive the world’s

possessor'of millions may be mighty on

\Ve will not say that the standard of

of scientific principles,

or discoverer,

it
is

observer,

conscientious

inventor

important

nature in civil or social affairs,

is

the

application

of

and

it

of

fortune rarely invites the approval

novel

is

corporate, the sudden acquirement

to

led

a

and affairs

a

sharp bargaining,

not

that they have been negligent or careless,

determinable by the methods of the ac

but they have lacked opportunity.

countant,

The

and

can

be

understood

by
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only

those

who

to the doer to

are

near
his

gather

and

spirit

The world

knows and

man whose intelligence and vigor pushed
successful

a

the project

conclusion

(Dec.

undertaking of Dr. Dodd and

THE
others

applauds the

L

HYGIENIC MEDICINE.

enough

motive.

to

J0 URNA

appears

to

have

reached

point of success, in itself very encourag

The St. Louis

ing, of making a start.

Hygienic College

now under way,
that if the
management continues to exhibit the
is

of laying an electric telegraph between
But the world
Europe and America.

and there is but little doubt

knows little and has yet to applaud the

enterprise that characterized

man whose genius and patience demon

taken toward organization,

of training feeble

strated the possibility

of

and imbecile minds to degrees

The name of Cyrus W. Field

fulness.
rises

use—

promptly

the lips when

to

" cablegram,”
a.

speaks of

one

but who out of

the small home circle that have reason

thankful for beneﬁts received

to be

his

through
the

bers

remem

instrumentality

name

of

B.

James

Rich

lege

will

expand

The city of New Orleans recently did

stitution

is,

This in

of course, an outcome of

thought

liberal

steps

into an important

and

independence

medicine, and in many respects
looked upon as a necessity

of

in

to be

the time,

but we can not help thinking that

if our

large colleges supported a well equipped
Department of Hygiene the necessity for

organization would not

have appeared.

How

thing that reflects credit upon its citi
zens in erecting a beautiful memorial of

name, can be regarded

a woman who had spent most of her life

out

a

the

the new Col~

feature of St. Louis’ progress.

an independent

ards‘i

that

a

medical

school,

whatever

complete

its

with

in earnest charitable work among the

having professorships of hygienic
and sanitary science, we can not under

poor and unfortunate.

stand, such is the pronounced

Such a testimo

nial does more to raise moral sentiment
among the masses

private

with the trophies

should

of battle, and we welcome it as asign of
regard for moral work and

We know that people must live more
their moral

intellectual

and

nature

than

physical

to

by their
estimate

moral accomplishments at anything near
their true value.

Yet, until they do so

live, it can not be expected

that society

will have risen to that degree of mental
evolution that will make it possible to
answer
done

7"

merit.

these

interests.

Every

be expected to

import

to public and

subjects

physician

possess a good

knowledge of the principles that should
govern in the preparation and use of food
both for the well and the sick; should

worth.
by

of

than all the proud

statues of men decorated

a growing

ance

the question,

“What

has

he

on the solid ground of essential

understand the best methods of ventila
tion

and sewage disposal, and also
know something with regard to health
ful dress and the proper building and
arrangement of dwellings.

No demonstration

is required

to show

in this place that it is at least, as import
ant to prevent disease as to cure it, and
prevention belongs to the department of
Hygiene.

Those

modern medicine,

leading
Gross,

minds

in

Flint, Rich
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Fothergill,

ardson,

spoken and

have

on the future triumphs

speak strongly
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Their work was
or mental kind. For in

ance with sanitation.
of a moral

physicianas a guardian
public health, not by his mixtures or his
powders, but by his knowledge of sani

stance, there are the great temperance

tary law and the methods of hygiene.

profession

of the

of the

If

established medical schools do not

the

movements,

in

organized

connection

with. the churches, with the medical
There

and independently.

are the extensive systems of public and

make a prominent feature of hygiene in private benevolence that provide for the
their curriculum, ere long, we think sick and destitute, for women and chil
that new institutions will be founded in dren, for the care of those who are in

will

science

sanitary

which

the

be

Enlightened sentiment

leading study.

jured by accidents.
ing knowledge of

There is the grow

of liv

the physiology

ing, that is ministered to by extensively

will demand them.

_———H——

circulated tracts and periodicals

on the

nature of food, and the relation of per

PUBLIC HEALTH IMPROVEMENT.

sonal

AT a Congress of Sanitarians,

and observers of eminence, like Fother—

of the body

the
1870 the death

that since

of Great Britain had diminished to

rate
the

held in

President

England. it was stated by

extent of one-seventh, and he claim
this certainly very marked im

(‘(1 that

habits to health.

Physiologists

gill, Gnlton, Maudsley and Richardson,
have published for the general
books

and pamphlets

advice on these topics.

giving valuable
Thus a higher

state of public intelligence

provement in the public health was due
This statement
to sanitary
legislation.

quired, a mental elevation

had reference to the effect of legislation

inﬂuences.

on the

habits of the masses

as

regards

cleanliness and order, and was true to a
degree, but

ground.

by no means
of

surroundings
the waste

mestic

covered

the

has to do with the

Sanitation

man, the disposal of

and refuse products of his do

and industrial
and

tion of public

life, the preven

private

people must

breathe, in

has been ac
that carries

a greater power to resist

By maintaining

morbid

these mental prophy

lactics in connection

with the physical

measures of sanitation, the health of the

will continue to improve and the

masses

next

ﬁfteen years show a decided ad

vance on the high ratio of the past im
provement.

‘We need in this

country

as

that

well organized efforts in behalf of public

air that

moral health as Great Britain possesses.

abuses,

have a morbid inﬂuence on the

with it

public

the water they

must

drink, and in the food they must

eat.

The ﬁeld of sanitation

is a most

Our

people are

awaking

more and

more to the necessity of a national
tem

of

material sanitation,

in many

sys

and much

important one, but its sphere is external

has been done

and material.

and suppress diseases of the germ class.

There were other inﬂuences

work

They

have but to understand

to offset
the

im<

toward

portance of associating moral effort with

diminution of the death

sanitary measures to secure results most

in British society that did much
the remarkable

at

States

rate, and they possess an equal

import

beneﬁoent.
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who

and there may be some

are hesitating about a renewal of their
To these the editor would

subscription.

in the kindest

few words

of

of useful information

;

your parental sentiment says,
my children seem to be impressed and
beneﬁted by some of the things they
from

it;

your social feelings
up
who have taken
therea
here
and
have appeared to catch
thought that has helped them to under
have seen in

you think, friends, that it is a Wise

will

that you

course,

not be.losers per

it

say, my friends

feeling.

If

sonally in any way by ceasing to scan
the pages of this magazine, if you think

stand the world better

that your wife

economical points in

practical

have been

says, there

it

judgment

your

some

that have had

no instruction

on their

certain bearing upon my own

no culture

on their

although how valuable they have proved

if

sides,

sides;

receive no

or children

your candid judgment

is

it,

beneﬁt from
intellectual
moral

feeling

good many pieces, and drawn now

if

a

of

and then a bit

;

say

your conjugal

says, my wife has enjoyed the reading

a

another,

if

J

to dispense

with its further visits for one reason or
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readers who have decided
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be some
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relations.

hard to tell—then what you should do

in the matter needs no suggestion of
ephemeral things that may interest for ours. Your name and money willbe in
our hands at an early day.
a moment and afterward are easily for
among those

unnecessary and

gotten, then you are right in withhold

Do not actllastily, readers; such action

in your

may keep two dollars

year‘s numbers.

to be spent on something that

But

if

ing your name and money for the next
your intelligence says to your

I

considerate ear,

have gathered some

things of real value last year from

substantial

good.

This

will

been said of the. PHRENOLOGICAL

NAL AND SCIENCE

bring

has never

orn

or HEALTH.
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W’rite on one side of the sheet only. It is often
necessary to cut the page into “taken "for compo‘
ﬂora, and this can not be done when both sides are

Eu

(put

1.

@ur

’

the

no

pocket——

J

it

places

(Iurrrsspnndcnis.

if

" ONLY wxu.
Quas'rloss or “GENERAL Immune-r
But one question
be answered in. this department.
at a time, and that clearly stated, must be pro
a correspondent shall expect us to give
pounded,
him the beneﬁt of an early consideration.

if

To own commo'mns. It will greatly aid the
our
editor, and facilitate the.work of the printer,
contributors generally should observe the following
in
rules when writing articles or communication:

for publication

:

fended

writtenupon.
2. Write clearly and distinctly, being particularly
careful in the matter of proper ‘names and quota
tions.
8. Don‘t write in a small hand, or in pencil, a: the
compositor has to read it across the mac, n durum-e
of over two feet, and the editor often wishes to make

dwngesoradditdons.

4. Never roll your manuocript or paste the sheets
“ Commercial note“
on
together. Sheets about
the moat satisfactory to editor and compositor.

“a
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5. Be brief.
People don‘! like to read long ltorirn
A tlmolumn article is read byfour linen (1: many
people In one of double that length.
6. Always write your/all muncand midreuplanv
you \un- apaaudonym
ly at the end of your letter.
u?‘initials, urn'fe your/ull name and addreu also.
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percentage of phosphates and gluten than
the Graham loaf or unbolted ﬂour," is not
acquainted wlth the composition of wheat,

Pos
and the distribution of the elements.
sibly he may be familiar with the common
"
WI cart 2101'UNDIBTAKI ‘to mull! UIA'AILAILI client of Graham bread," sold by the aver
“ bread" that is made of
contribution: unlru the nrrrsnury ponfuye is pro
age city baker, n
vided by the writers.
1:! ALL (mm, pvrsons who
poor white ﬂour into which a few ﬂakes of
communicate with us through the puaf-oﬂlce should,
bran is mixed, and a triﬂe of molasses is
if they expect a reply, inc-lose the relumpodnqe, or
Such
added to give the desired color.
who! in better, a prepaid envelope, with their full
broad, we own, is not as nutritious as that
Iddrru
Per-Iona! and private matters addrvuml
k) the Editor personally will receive hil early at
made of new-process wheat ﬂour of good
Amh'on if thin is done.
quality. Dr. Bellows in his “ Philosophy of
" says: “ It is estimated that ninety
Eating
CAN A lIl'SBAND Oran His Wln‘s Lml-Zlul?
flve per cent. of bread used in Boston is
to the United States Postal
-—According
out of which has
made of wheat-ﬂour,
Laws and the United States Revised Statutes,
been taken, by the process of grinding and
neither a husband nor a wife has any right
bolting, all but about ﬁve per cent. of its
to open the other's letters, and the one that
muscle-making and life-supporting elements,
does it may
be prosecuted. under Section
so that ﬁfteen barrels are required to furnish
3,892 of the Revised Statutes for so doing.
as many of these elements as one barrel of
N0 Stole law can override a law of the
In making
unboltcd wheat meal. . .
United States.
superﬁne ﬁour, twenty-ﬁve per cent. of the
DIBCOVIRIR or m: Punzxonooiou. Srs
meal goes OH in the sittings of which ﬁfteen
‘rhL—J. T. P. -To Francis Joseph Gall, a per cent. is of the nitrates and phosphates,
German, born in Swabia in 1757, died in and ten per cent. of the carbonates."
\Vhat
Paris 1828. the honor of discovering
this is left then in the nice white ﬂour that peo
He ﬁrst announced it by ple so much admirc is carbonaceous mutter,
system is due.
public lectures in Vienna, where he was a mostly starch.
Sec Cleveland,
Pavy and
practicing physician, about 1797. After 1807 other writers on dletetics.
he lived in Paris and ﬁlled out a distinguish
ed career.
The experience of Phrenology
Tn: Soon—R. A. H.—If by the “ Soul "
has been that of all great discoveries
in you mean the spiritual part of human nature,
science and morals. the opposition of the we frankly answer that we do not know. The
prejudiced and skeptical, with more or less philosophers of ages have been trying their
of bitter persecution when its practical ap
best to unravel the mystery. but in spite of
plications were found subversive of old their immense tomes of discussion, they have
views and systems.
People do not genomi
not reached a deﬁnite and satisfactory con
l y disbelieve it. The large sale of books on clusion, as you will see by consulting any
the topics related to it; the many persons
work on intellectual
philoso
standard
who practice Phrenology as a calling, show phy or moral science.
One of the stu
that there is a wide and growing interest in dents at the recent session of thc Insti
the community at large, a realization of the tute, Mr. N. N.
Riddell, after listen
uses of phrenological counsel and instruc
ing to the writer‘s lecture on the relation
tion.
“'e are directly in the way to know of moral faculties to the physical powers,
that. the press is more favorable
than hos
wrote out the following opinion, which is
tile to it, and the recent publications of the about as near to the truth as any of us usual
Fowler & Wells Company, as a rule, are ly get when we attempt to explain the es
cordially approved by the great majority of sence of the psychical attributes:
book reviewers.
Soul is the eternal,
all-pervading force

I/

Win-rs Bnnn vs. Bnows.—Snn.—Tl1e
you inclose declares an error. The
physician who makes the statement that the
white loaf of bread " contains a much larger

item

from God himself.

Life—Soul

acting

in connection

with or

ganized matter.

Mind—That

which is evolved

from an
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brain by the action of soul on the

organization.
These three qualities, soul. life, and mind,
constitute the immaterial man.
One of the
of soul with
objects of this combination
matter, is to develop and (so far as possible)
If the or
perfect an individualty, an (go.
ganization becomes unbalanced in any of the
several parts, its manifestations become ab
normal or diseased, and, if this disturbance
be in the brain, improper manifestations of

mind are the result, because brain is the or
gan through which the life principle mani
fests mind.
And when the disturbance be
suﬂicient to destroy the connection or com
bination between the vital spark or soul and
the organized body, the phenomena known
as life ceases; and as mind is but the result

of the co-working of soul with an organized
brain, it follows that when they cease action,
mind, as it is known here, ceases also. Now,
this individuality, this ago, that has been de
veloped by and through the action of soul in
connection with the highly organized brain,
when released from its material habitation,
severed from matter, still retains its indi

viduality, and this released individuality
call spirit.

I

Dsvsnormm'r or was Moan. Ramon—J.
E. P. C.—In estimating the size and inﬂu
ence of the moral organism, it is necessary
to take into account not only the elevation
above the opening of the ear, but nlso its
mass, which involves superﬁcial length and
breadth, and the details of f ulness at particu
lar organic centers. It is possible that great
relative development of the basilar organs

[Dem

tual traits.
The cases you have supposed
are a little obscure from‘ the data given. but
we

should expect

@

@1231

higher moral expression

a

glam gea

Communication: are invited on any topic of in f'r
cst ,' the wn‘ tcr‘s personal views and facts from H:
experience bearing on our subjects being prr'fmcd.

The Placable and the Implac

tabla—Every

one

has noticed

the differ

ence in people concerning their resentments.
There are few or none who do not grow
angry at times under provocation. or as the
result of injury, and many do so very fre
This is not
quently on small provocations.
the question—but why are some people's
so lasting, and why in others
are they only transient? To what organs.
or combination '_of mental faculties. is this
difference due? With some, an injury is
resentmcnts

never forgotten; their anger is lasting.

In

fact. the lapse of time serves rathertoin
crease the sense of injury, or the desire for

In many barbarous tribes this
revenge.
spirit is seen, and in none is it more charac

teristic than in the American Indian.
We
all know the stories of how he avcnges his
wrongs; how patiently he will watch for
and pursue his foe, braving privation, hun
ger, peril and death to gratify his revenge—
and all in retaliation for some slight, inﬂicted
In his case we can
perhaps years before.
see the workings of large Destructivencss,
may impart an apparent elevation to the top Secretivencss, Approbativeness, and Even
head, but careful observation of the situation
tuality, acting perhaps along with Conscien
of the ear in respect to‘the plane of the eye
tiousness and Firmness—the latter giving a
brows, and the parietal eminences will give persistent sense of the wrong done to him
safe data 'as to the comparative size of the self.
80 in history, we read of eminent gen
As a rule, when the opening
erals, potentates and commanders who subon
two regions.
of the ear is much below a plane formed on dinated everything else for a series of years
the line drawn from the outer angle of the in order to gratify revenge.
The old and
brows to the occipital spine, the temporal enduring feuds among the clans of the Scotch
lobes are large, and if the head is broad, cer
Highlanders are examples of this spirit. as
well as the family feuds in many of our
tainly they are very inﬂuential in the charac
ter.
50 a head that rises centrally high Southern States, which are entailed from
above such a line, and is broad and full in generation to generation,
causing so much
rancor and bloodshed.
the upper section, contains large moral or
The Germans, in a
gans, and if their quality is good, and the more quiet way, are noted for holding
person’s culture fair, their inﬂuence must be grudges and spites for along time. Perhap;
the ancient Jews were much given to this
important upon his disposition and intellec
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inﬁrmity,

as the sacred

writers frequently

inveigh against this spirit.
Of course, all this is directly opposed to
Christian precepts. The Scriptural command,
is {not that we should never be angry, so
much as to not to let the sun go down on
Now, two persons may be
our wrath.
equally given to temper, but with the one it
will be over quickly, seemingly forgotten in

minutes; if the offender ceases to of
fend and wishes to be friendly again, the ag
In
grieved party is placabfe and forgiving.
"
the other case there is never any "let up ;
a few

the insult, the wrong never
They can
to rankle in their bosoms.
times
"seventy
once,
let
alone
not forgive
seven."
It may besaid that in the latter
the

injury,

ceases

the person has strong aggressive
and selﬁsh organs, and weak countervailing
moral organs.
Not always so; my own

case,

that

personal observations have led me to notice
persons possessing this unforgiving spirit,
who were otherwise most estimable people,

Spirituality, Veneration,
They were good.
etc.
kind, honest and religious people, and yet it
seemed almost impossible for them to for.
Their implacability was
give an injury.
Now
passive, at least, if not aggressive.
what combination of faculties led to this?
It may be said that it was owing to their
large Continuity, working along with large

who had large
Conscientiousness,

Destructiveness,

Combativeness

and the sel

On the contrary, I have seen
ﬁsh organs.
this spirit exhibited by persons whose lack
could
of (‘ontinuity was notorious—who
never stick to one pursuit for any length of
Phrcnological charts were

time, and whose

Inw
marked with moderate Continuity.
much as in none of the writings of Fowler,
Combe, and other Phrenological authorities
have

I

seen this

subject

elucidated.

OF HEALTH
of all.
Hear ye, Hear ye, all women
have aspirations for legal renown!
GLADSTONE as!) Sausar'inv

—H-——
PERSONAL.

Miss Lelia J. Robinson, who practices in
the courts of Suﬁolk 00., Mass., thinks the
West offers better opportunities
than the
East to a woman lawyer, and that the
farther West one goes, the more favorable
the conditions become.
Oregon and Wash
ington Territory she thinks the best ﬁeld

Walnuts.—

It should be remembered that Gladstone
ten years or more older than the owner
Hatfield House.

Jlzmr

is

of

Lmn-Gomsormm-r died from paral

ysis in London on Wednesday, Nov. 2. aged
The Lind furor both in Europe
67 years.
and America during the comparatively short
time she sang in public was not surpassed
by that attending any musical celebrity from
Malibranito Gottschalk, and more has been

“ the Swedish Nightingale"
than any other prima donna of the century.
She came to America in 1850 under contract
with Mr. P. T. Barnum, and gave about a
written upon

meeting en
coneerts. everywhere
welcome.
No public singer has
ever been considered with so much respect

hundred

thusiastic

by all classes as Mme. Lind-Goldschmidt.
After her marriage in 1852 she continued to

for pay but retired
Her contributions to charitable
objects were always large.

sing before audiences
about 1865.

N

WISDOM.

I

I.

as

who

The difference between Gladstone and Lord
Salisbury is as marked in their walk as in
their mental character. Like Lord Beacons
tleld, the latter can not walk, but he can
saunter.
Mr. Gladstone walks, and there is
He passes everybody
no mistake about it.
as he goes down Regent st., and by exercise
keeps himself strong. Lord Salisbury passes
from the Foreign Office to the House of
Lords, when he does not use his carriage,
at the rate of about a mile an hour; and that
is frequently all the exercise he has, for he
does not always walk from Arlington st.

write for information, hoping some contribu—
will furnish more light.

tor to the JOURNAL
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“ Thou must be true th self,
If thou the truth won (1 teach."
One may live a conqueror, a king, a mag
istrate, but he must die as a mam—Daniel
Webster.

The innocence of the intention abates
nothing of the mischief of the example.—
Bobert

Hall.

Every spirit makes its house, and we can
give a shrewd guess from the house to the
inhabitant.

If

'tis perfection

makes the perfect brain,

To some degree, all people are insane.
This being true, it is a deed divine
To learn to place the plus, or minus sign.
Truth lies in character.
Christ did not
simply speak truth ; He was truth; truth
through and through; for truth is a thing
not of words, but of life and being.
—Rubcrtson.

-_.._W

MIRTH.

" A little nonsense now and then,
15 relished

“You girls
father,

by the wisest men.“

want the earth,"
one of his

when

advances have been made
during the past few

science

Eminent physician:
Wife:
“So
wonderful."
many new names to old diseases l”
The chief of the Bureau of Engraving at
When
Washington is something of a joker.
asked what would probably be the design of
the tax stamp for oleomargarine
he replied
that a “ stutfed goat” would be most appro
That would best represent a " bogus
priate.
dear?”

my

"Wonderful,

butter.”

They visitc oft his cosie nouk
With savorie potte and panne;
And Oh, that eche his neibor lake
An equal thought of marine !
HENRY CLARK.
Armo Dorm, I 88/7.

In this department we give short reviews of such
NEW BOOKS aspublishcrs see ﬁt to send us. In these
reviews we seek to treat author and publisher satis
factorily and justly, and also to furnish our reader:
with such information as shaa enable them toform
an opinion of the desirability of any particular rol
umeforperstmal use. It isour wish to notice the
better class of books issuing from the press, and er:
invite publishers to furor the Editor with recent
publications, especially those related in any way to
mental and physiological
We we; usually
supply any of those noticed.

PUBLICATIONS

sea captain

was

lady.

Wife-I

wonder

the birds don't
mine here any more; I used to throw them
bits of cake I made, and—

Young Husband—That accounts for it.
AN

ANTlCK TALE:
WITH A MORAL.

I know a man of gentle skille,
Who fromme a pigge his tayle
Did make a whistel att his wylle
Emit a shrilly waile.

And thus that brntish beeste—in life
Obscure and lowlie hee—
Attained by crewcl butcher-knife
To notorietie:

REOEIVEIS."

MAs'raRs OF 'riia SITUATION; on. sum; Seem
or Suooass AND Powan. By William James
Tilley, B. D. 12mo., 346pages. Chicago.
S. C.

complaining
chief
that he could not get a satisfactory
oﬂlcer, when a young lady remarked that
she should like a situation as a ﬁrst mate.
The captain took the hint and the young
bachelor

Young

Some love the pigge — his chubby chokes,
His eeres and eke his feete
( But fals the sage Egyptian spekes
Ii pigges were made to etc ).

asked

Wife (to husband, an eminent physician).

years,

Who, save for gentle skille of manner,
W olde never have been knowne;
Had not the breath of artizan
The pigge his whistcl blowne.

a new jacket.

“ What wonderful
in medical

[De-c.

said a fond

daughters

“ No, papa,”
said the ingenious child of twenty, “not the
earth—only a new Jersey."

him for $6 for

A

JOURNAL
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Griggs & Company.

So many books have been written in the
line of this one that the author might well

say in his preface, apologetically. “ So much
has been written, we are told, that it is no
longer possible to appear original.
Yet all
will agree that the manner of presenting old

Mr. Til
packed his
essays with gleunings from biography and
history in such wise that his points are em
phasized while they are at the same time
rendered interestingly clear.
His "Masters
of the Situation" are not so much original
gifts of intellect and disposition as they are
modes of using faculty and will, and there
fore to a great degree might ﬁnd some ex
in the life and work of every
empliﬂcation
man.
For instance, Promptness, Individ—
uality. Application, The Single Eye. Habit,
Health, Enthusiasm. Manners. “Wait," 0p
portunity, Genius, are these “masters,“and
truths is of the ﬁrst importance."

ley has his own

style and

has

AND wIENCE OF HEALTH.
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he treats of them in separate chapters, indi
eating their relation to successful achieve
ment.
The young man who reads atten_
tively in these pages obtains impressions of

much

less exciting order

than those

that

come from his perusal of a Haggard novel,
but they are impressions that are likely to
linger in his moral nature, and may at sud
den opportunity lighten up into an inspira
tion that will change the current of his life
and open the way to happy results that he
did not expect.

This is the claim made on behalf of the
Scovil system. and to the expert user it may
Further than
be but a fair representation.
this the publishers allege that experience
warrants the author in claiming that "his
short‘hand

is simpler,

more easily acquired,

Of
and more legible than any now in use."
course the thousands who write the phonetic
systems will not accept this. and think that
the

fact of Scovil's not being phonetic

is

to relegate it to a secondary place.
One feature 0! this method'that is decidedly
in its favor in writing the vowels in with the
snﬁlcient

consonants. an advantage of such importance
in itself that the press is threatened with
several

new plans of short-hand in which
or outlines of words will be

the expression

analagons to the common way of writing
them.
Mr. Scovil insists that the stenog
who
uses his method can read his
rapher
the phonographic
shorthand writer, and glves some reasons
for the opinion, two being that the vowel
signs are joined to the consonants and that
notes more

easily

than

Nothing
there is much less complication.
but a somewhat extensive comparison in
practice with other systems would settle th’s
claim.

We have no doubt,

however,

that

is a good one. and that to some
minds it comes more readily than the acqui
sition of the phonetic systems.
the method

'l‘na Llvas

ing world of America another volume, this‘
time including a trio of famous men, the
coming last.
The important
events in the life of each are sketched with

most famous

the bold, free hand peculiar to Mr. Stoddard,
and while he does not dwell much on any
one, he furnishes the reader with a suffici—
ently full account for one's general informa
tion.
“'e notice a singular impartiality in
measuring the space allotted to these three
presidents
about

A Snonr-mxn.
Legible as the plainest
writing and requiring no teacher but the
book; with a simpliﬁed system of Verba
tim reporting, by Rev. W. E. Scovil, M. A.

or 'rna

Pnasmsnrs.

-J

Mass

)lamsox, June Mormon,
AND Joint
By William O. Stoddard,
Qma'or Ansus.
12 mo., pp. 381. Cloth, price $1.25. New
York, Frederick A. Stokes.
This writer of biographies gives the read—

347

the

of our nation,
same number

each occupying
of pages.
The

young man whose leisure is restricted to a
few evening hours can obtain from these
volumes of the lives of the representatives
of the Nation, if he follow them in the order
of their production, a good knowledge of
American history, and gradually accumulate
a neat and inexpensive library of our great
men.

Tm: Ftas'r COIXANDIBNT. A sermon preach
ed by Theo. Gesteﬁeld in the interest of
“ Christian Science."
The sum of this, as stated in one of the
concluding paragraphs, is—“obedience to
the ﬁrst commandment means life, health
and happiness;
are the rewards

death, disease and misery
the stnses inﬂict when we

follow

their allurements
away from the
simple truth that love, and love alone, is the
principle of life.” This “ ﬁrst command
be it understood, is not that of the
Decalogue, but that annonnct d by Christ as
one of the two great ordinances of human
life, and expressed by Him in the well
ment,“

ltnown “ Love the Lord thy God with all
thy heart, with all thy soul," etc. There is.
more in this sort of “Christian Science," we
think. than in that commonly preached by
its advocates.

Oar Huanrum Cnotcn SELECTIONS for Read
No. 27.
Publish
ings and Recitations,
ed by P. Garrett & 00.. of Philadelphia,
Pa. Price in paper, 25 cts.
A carefully arranged collection of fresh
poems and prose pieces representing Eng—
lish authors of prominence
in the day's
literature.
Mo'mxn Goosa Fon Taxranaxos Ntmssa
of the old rhymes and

uts. isn new adaptation

jingles that delight the little folks, with the
of pencil sketches, thirty-one in all,

sort
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Price
that are suitable to the text.
National Temperance Soc., New York.

cts.

Psasrso'nvs. Explained and
ELEMENTARY
For the
Applied to Familiar Objects.
use of Schools and Beginners in the Art of
Drawing. By M. J. Keller, School of
Design, University of Cincinnati. 8vo.,
cloth, pp. 47. Cincinnati. R. Clark& Co.
A neatly printed and well arranged
manual, this.
The lessons are given ﬁrst in
the form of a catechism, in which the
principles of perspective drawing are ex
Then follow several chapters in
plained.
which examples are given of their applica
The book has been found
tion in practice.
of important service as a textbook in the
institution where Miss Keller is a teacher,
to
and is commended for its excellence
teachers of elementary drawing.
CURRENT

sxonmoas.

The Dental Cosmos, November,

New

Y

01-h Observer.

New York.

Presbyterian.

Weekly.

American Inventor, October,

Cincinnati, 0.

Building,
York.

weekly.

New

St. Louis Photoynzpher, November.
Fitzgibbon-Clark, St. Louis.

Mrs.

an Architectural

Journal of

Recmwtmlioea,
October,
New
be commended for its indepen

To

York.

dent tone.

October, St. Louis.
Dentistry,
record of dental
monthly
news, inventions, and progress.

Arahioes

of

Acondensed

World

Travel

Gazette,

July

and

Au

st.

New
World Travel Company,
ork.
Contains valuable hints on touring in this
and other countries.

The Hahnemamiian, Monthly,0ctober. Phil
A long established medium for
adel his.
the issemination of the medical theory to
which it owes its name.
The American Magazine certainly improves
and is consistent in presenting American
subjects for the reader's consideration.
The list for November is long and richly
New York.
illustrated.
Magazine, the December num
Lippincott’c
ber, contains From the Banks, a complete
novel. My First Appearance. With Gauge
& Swallow. Earthworms and Society.

The Drum.
Jenny Lind-Goldschmidt.
Major. Dinah Maria Mulock-Craik.

contains choice
The Eclectic, November.
leanin s from such foreign sources as the
‘ortnig tly Review, Jla/mil/a-n’s, Black
wood‘s. the Genllemcn‘a, Cornhill Ma azinc.
atwral
Temple Bar, Spcctam, Academy,
Review, and is more than usually interest—
ing.
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[ Dec.

Herald of Health for November. The policy
of the editor in discussing a variety of
sanitary topics in brief, pithy items is to be
commended.
Herald of Health Company,
New York.
Thc Popular Science Monthly, November. him
in its always full list of topics, these which
are likely to invite an attentive reading.
Science and
Agassiz and Evolution,
Revelation, About the Wedding Ring. A
Kitchen College, The Unhealthfulness of
Basements, Sketch of Chester S. Lyman.
Popular Miscellany has a good varietv of
items.
D. Appleton & 00., New

l¥ief
ork.

Harper‘: Magazine, November. is charm
ingly illustrated; the titles, especial]
A
Santa Barbara Holiday, Chantilly, The
Chateau and the Collections, The other
End of The Hemisphere, and Here and
There in the South covering the best work
of the artists.
The literary features of the
number are more varied than usual. Taken
a
altogether
very satisfactory
issue.
Harper & Brothers, New York.
The School, vol. 1, No. 1, is received from
Sprin ﬁeld, Mass.
Especially designed
for 0 core and teachers.
This ﬁrst num
bet is neat, an! as unostentatious in all
departments as its ﬁrst editorial.
If it is
to be the med inm for original contributions
from live teachers, We wish it success. If
it is to be a mere clipping machine itsrnce
will be short, for there have been many
launchings of that sort followed by wreck.
The Quarterly Journal of Imbriay, Dr. T.
D. Crothers, Editor.
A careful analysis
of the pathological effects of inebriety. by
Dr. E. C. Mann, is the ﬁrst article of this
number. and its terms are strongly supple
mented by the articles that follow.
Brief
notes on tea drinking and tobacco amblyo
pia point to the nerve degeneration caused
by such common habits. This publication
is worthy extensive reading as a scientiﬁc
instrumentality of social and political re—
form. Hartford, Conn.
The Century, November, opens pstriotimlly
with The Home and Haunts of Washing
ton, followed by Mount Vernonas it is.
Other distinctively American topics are
Saint Gaudens Lincoln, The President
Elect at Springﬁeld—in
the Abraham
Lincoln series, Sugar making in Louisiana,
Grant's Last Campaign.
In the editorial
and other departments, Sanitary Legisla
tion in American Cities, The Incompetence
of Legislative Bodies. The Powel Por
traits of Washington will claim a read
Com osite portraits shows much
ing.
photograph c industry on the part of some
observers, with not very satisfactory re
sults for the theorists who have zealously
supported the idea.
New York.

'

C. F. Wanna,

Niusos slZlB,

President.

H. S. Dsn'rou,

Vice- Presiden t.

Annam- TURNER,

Secretary.

FOWLER

&’

Treaa. and 8m. Manager.

WELLS

C0.

On February 29, 1884, the FOWLER & WELLS
CO. was incorporated un
der the laws of the State of New York as a Joint Stock
Company, for the prose
cution of the business heretofore carried on by the rm
F0

ﬁ

WLER (£- WELLS.

of

The change of name involves no change in
the nature and object
of the
business, or in its general management.
All remittances should be made pay
able to the order of
FOWLER & WELLS CO.
The Sublrcipllon Price of the Pnnlmonoolcu.
Jocmun Axn Scncscc or Hun-m in $1.00 a year,

payable in ndl‘onl‘r,
{cred

or $2.15 trhcn prrmiunu

are sent in mbscribvrn.

of

CmLn-Ci'LTuss is

published (ll ‘1.00 a yrm-(rr 10 ten" per number.
clubbed with the JOURNAL a! $2.50per year.

Money, when m! by mail. Mould be in the
form
of Monry Ortlrra, Postal Notes, Frprrn Money
Orders.

Dru/fa on New York. or Registered Letters.

All Ponfmlulera

are required

whenever requutr-d

Pontago-Ntampl
par-fa of a dollar.

letter:

to do 00.

Silver or olhr'r coin
cu it is nlmmt lure to
and be loaf.

to Register

should

not be sent by mail,

wear a hole in the envelope

will be received for fractional
The larger damp: are preferred,‘

they ohmild never be stuck to the leffrrs,

and should
always be sent in Meets,‘ "in! in, not torn apart.
Change of postoﬂce address can be made by
giving (he old M 1:21!(u the new addrru, hul not
without Mil information. Notice should be re
coined the ﬁrst 0/ the preceding

monih.

Letters of inquiry requeafing an answer
ﬂould inclooc “amp for return pollugr, and be
rare and give name and full address every time you
write.

All

Lettcrn should be addressed to Fowler <2
Well: Co., and no! to any person rmlncr‘lwl with
the oﬂlcc. In this troy only run prompt and
careful
attention be secured.

Any Book. Periodical],

Chart,

ordered from this oﬂlce a! Publishers‘

etc"

My

be

prices.

Agents WnntﬂL/or the PHIIINOLOOICAL Jomuuz.
and our Hook Publication‘, to whom liberal term‘
will be given.
Our Premium Lint, giving complete ducrip
tion: of the Premium; ojcred lo tuba-ribs", cent
on application.
Our Descriptive Catalogues or our new List
0/“ Books for Women " will be sent to any address
on receipt of slumps for postage.

Fowler & Wells 00., Publishers,
775

Broadway, New York.

0!!!‘ New Hula—For several year:
we have been offering premiums to subscrib
ers to the PBRINOLOGIOAL JOURNAL, whether
new or old, alike.

Of course our object in

Ulli'l‘lng

premiums

is to increase

scription

list. and it has been decided that a

our sub

change of plan will be better; therefore, our
new rule will be as follows:
subscribers

only,

we

bust or chart premium,
are who

offer

either

the

and to old subscrib

send us one new name with their

own. we will give
mlums

will

To new yearly

offered

either

of the book pre

on another

In order
page.
to be entitled to one of the book
premiums,
the name sent must be that of a new
sub
scriber. and the person sending it must be a
subscriber to the JOURNAL.
The pn-miums
offered to new subscribers are the most at
tractive that could be presented, while the

oﬂ’ers we make to persons sending new
names arc vcry libcrul, and include a selec
tion from many choice volumes.
“'c are

conﬁdent this plan will meet the approval
of our friends. and we invite their co-opera
tlon in (‘Xli nding the circulation of
the
JOURNAL.
For each new name sent by an
old subscriber,
we will give one of the
books.
In this way quite an addition can

to onc's library without expense.
The price of the JUI'RNAL will remain the
same. $2.15 with the premium.
Our Newcnlendnr for “ISL—We have
Issued
be made

for 1887one of the most attractive
Calendars ever
published.
It Ool‘llluta of our new Phrenological
Chart reduced one half in nlzeprlntcd in
beautiful
lithographic colors on fine card bourd, cut out
to
the shape of the head, with a.
Calendar for each
month of the your and an explanation of
the fac
ultles, etc. As a wall or
mnntclornamcnt. it will
prove very attractive, as well as
useful.
Will 5.
sent by mill for 10 centoi

P UBLISHERS" DEPARTMENT.
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You Want to Know Men and Women

when you meet them, that is, you want to know
who they are, not what their names are, or where
they came from, but are they inclined to be good.
upright, honest, true, kind, charitable, loving,
joyous, happy and trustworthy people, such as
you and yours would like to know, and to be in

timately associated with, or are they by nature
untrustworthy, treacherous and cruel,
fault-ﬁnding,
uncharitable and hardlhearted,

dishonest,

domineering
people, and those whom
jealous,
it is impossible to associate with pleasantly and
happily, people whom you would not want to have
intimate with yourself or yours. A knowledge of
Human-Nature will enable you to judge of all this
at sight, and to choose for yourselve and children
such companions as will tend to make you and

yours better, purer. more noble and ambitions to
do and to be right. If you would know people
without waiting to become acquainted with them,
read Hines and FACES and How to Study Them.
This is the most comprehensive and popular work
ever published for the price, 25,000 copies having
Contains 200 pages, 200
been sold the ﬁrst year.
illustrations. We will send it by niial postpaid
on receipt of price, torty cents in paper, or $1.00

in cloth binding.

Address

Kind W0rds.—A

Home Guardian, says :

this oﬂlce.

Corespondent

of

the

Field N0tes.——Protessor Levi Hummel is
continuing his phreuological work in Pennsylva
nia during the summer and is meeting with en
couraging success. We have just printed (or
him; large quantities of circulars and advertis
ing mattenamong which is an important circular ol
testimonials from clergyman, teachers and otha's
in which we have been much interested. This
is certainly strong evidence of the favor with
which he is received.
Professor Morris continues to ﬁnd Oregon 3.
good field in which to work, and he has reaped a
harvest of golden coins and golden opinions. He
has attracted the favorable attention of those
western goahead people.
H. E. Swain is at work in N. E., selling many
" a speciality.
books, making " Heads and Faces
G. M. Robinson is working in Schools, Collegm,
Teachers Institutes, etc., attracting the attention
of teachers to the subject.
F. H. Austin is doing Phrenological work In
Pennsylvania.
SpeciaL—We would call the attention of
in our columns
Louis; and also
toa particular feature in this school which we
think is calculated to increase its usefulness. It

our readers to the announcement
of the new Hygienic College in St.

will be seen that opportunity is offered to such
students as desire it, to take a special or limited
to Diete
course of study in matters pertaining
tics, Sanitation and genera} Hygiene.
This, it seems to us, is a capital idea, and par
ticularly for women. There are many women
who, while they might not wish to become phy
sicians, would very much like to acquire some
general knowledge on these important subjects,
and whatever relates to the care of health. Cer
tainly, a more extensive acquaintance with thee
practical themes would be a most valuable addi
tion to the stock of knowledge ordinarily acquire!
by either men or women.

“I have mentioned in your colums my delight
in the PHRENOLOGICAL JoUmuL and CHILD-CUL
roan, published by Fowler Wells 00. Some of
their books are of great value, and all, of interest.
One I have recently enjoyed reading is, ‘Heads
Many peo
and Faces, and How to Study Them.‘
ple, who do not at all understand Phrenology or
Physiognomy, and hardly the meaning oi’ the
terms, believe they can read character by the
face, form. attitudes, movements, etc., as indeed
they can. The ability to read character is greater
with some than with lothers, but this book is to
Victor llugo’s Portrait—The
life-size
aid one to successfully read their associates.
oil portrait of Victor Hugo, which is now on exhi
The principles of the science are given, then in
bition in one of our windows, is a faithful copy 0‘
teresting chapters on the various organs, with
the remarkable portrait, of the venerable author,
numerous ﬂne illustrations.
executed by Bonnet.
“ References are given to authorities, and those
Miss Lockwood, the artist
to whom we are indebted for the loan 0! this copy,
who are interested in it enough to continue the
is an American For the past three years the lady
study will be able to procure books from the com
has been studying in Paris under the best masters.
Aside from the interest and curiosity of
pany.
Recently Miss Lockwood returned to her native
the thing, it is a valuable aid in almost any busi
land, and has openeda gallery at Long Branch. At
A teacher who understands
ness or occupation.
the close 01'the season. she will open a permanent
‘Heads and Faces‘ is better able to govern her
gaLery in New York City. Portrait work is Miss
A lady will know how to meet the pecu
scholars.
specialitv, she is peculiarly and
Lockwood‘s
liarities oi’ society in her parlors and of her "help“
strongly gifted in thnthighest point of portraiture
in her kitchen. A business man, a. lawyer, a cler
art. the ability to catch the life oi’ the face in its
gyman, each and all are successful according to
truest expression.
the ability to read people nnk meet them right.“
I known. minister who is a rare Bible‘student >
have received
the an
Hygienlar—iges
o t e t. Louis Hy ienic 01
nouncement
and a pleasing speaker, but he is not a good
thegﬂrst
golilggatg
and
Sur
eons
for
Physicians
pastor; he has no natural tact and has never
year, glving a list 0 oiiicers and faculty. with par
thought it worth while to study people." This
ticulars in regard to the course of instruction
other information that students would be likely
value
of
a
oi’
the
knowledge
writer understands
to require.
This Prospectus will be sent to any of
this subject, and when others do it will make a
our readers who will address the Dean. Susanna
great change in the relations men bear to each
Dodds, M. D., 8886 Washington Ave., St. Louis.
other.
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How to Teach Vocal )liisic.-The author
of this work has received the following letters
which we publish as showing what is thought of
the book by those whose opinions are authority
in such matters.

IJE/ Elli 7'.i1E.\"1'.
Strongly

(Yommcmlcdr Josiah

Gailey.

First District. Cayum
Commissioner.
ijounty. who has examined the Science of the
Mind. says; I like the work very much. and accept
the author‘s ideas of the relations between the
mental and physical natures of man as being at
once very interesting. and as they are more close,
ly investigated. as being almost entirely. if not
School

Nxw Yosa. June 25th. 1857.
Pilot. ALI'RID ANDxzwi- .—
" How
Dem' Sir : Having examined your manual
entirely tenable. while the methods of instruction
to Teach
Vocal Music."l desire to saw that I are as good as any I have
examined. and l sincere~
consider it a very valuable guide for teachers.
ly wish you success. and that our teachers may
and a revelation to the learner.
havean offer at least of the good things contained
If ' : * teacher adheres faithfully to the course of in it. I enclosea list of their names and
post
stu.._ as laid out. the learner will have revealed
ollices.
stages. the
to him. in positive and progressive
A year ago I examined an excellent work pub
system of stat! notation and an excellent method
i ishcd by your House u'l'he Man Wonderful in the
the training and development of the
concerning
House Beautiful." which lvery much wish could
voice.
be in the library of every teacher. at least even‘;
The section on vocal practice is w my mind
one cabable of appreciating illustrative teaching
particularly interesting. and if careiuily and per
or of giving object lessons.
sistently carried out can not but prove of the
Being in the form of an allegory. it is very inter
the
beneﬁt
to
pupil.
greatest
esting. and 1 know of no other work of equal value
I refer to this section of your book in particular as a suplement to the regular science of physiol
as being a branch of vocal training. but meagerly
ogy. and in fact no other book in the school line
treated in other works of the kind. and yet its im
can at all take its place. and no other in the
portance is beyond question.
hands of an iutelligeni teacher can create an
new
and
other
splendid
points
many
are
There
equal interest in the science named. especially in
embraced in the book that deserve the profound
the minds of the young."
est attention of those interested in this art.
In short. lam very glad to tell you that! think
For Girls—The Home Guardian in a let
your manual one of the very ber-t books of the
ter from Mrs. F. A. Reynolds. says: “It ought
kind that has been brought to my notice.
to be read by every girl of common sense. of
lshall be glad to recommend and use it as far twelve years old and all the way up to twenty. or
as it is in my power.
until marriage.
Truly yours.
It is emphatically “for girls." telling just what
Faun: I). Asniuws.
they need to know. It is only lately that common
Teacher of Vocal )lusic in New York City Public physiology
has found a place in the common
Alumnus of the Leipzig Conservatory school course. and good effects are already appar
Schools.
of Music.
to
ent. but there are facts of great importance
the lives and health of girls that are liol taught
SCHOOL No. 1'2.
in mixed schools. and not often in ladies seminar.
ALBANY. N. Y" June ‘29.1887.
ies. While “ For Girls" is an admirable text-book
Ms. A. Annama—
for
a class of girls. it is so written that girls can
Dear Sir: After having thoroughly famlliarlzed
“ llow to take it at home for private reading and readily
myself with the contents of your book
the plain facts stated in plain lan
comprehend
fetch Vocal Music." which has just been put lll
gnagc.
to
express
my
hearty
ap
print. I am prepared
Many girls are lameutablv ignorant of their sex
proval of the same.
of perma
ual structure. and lay the foundation
In the method you employ. and in the aid you
of nature's law.
ill~health by transgression
furnish to those teachers who do not feel fully nent
Mrs. Shepherd has produced work which ought
competent to give instruction in the rudiments of
to
earn the gratitude of mothers and thinkers.
myjudginent.
in
your
by
far
book.
vocal music.
This grand little book is doing a great work and
surpasses any or all of the publications on this
that can be given.
is worthy of all commendation
subject which have come under my notice.
Agents wanted to
by mail postpaid.
Should teachers generally become acquainted ' Price. $1.00
sell this and to whom liberal terms will be given.
with the value and merits of your manual. I have

no doubt they would hasten to avail themselves
of the help which it is designed to furnish.

Yours very truly.

Wauted.—Wc want teachers to sell our
“The Science of the Mind Applied to

new work.

Teaching ; also. The Man Wonderful in the House
Only $1.50 each.
Beautiful. Sample postpaid.
Hundreds of teachers and superintendents are in
troducing these books in all parts of the country.
'“he books are the best of their kind ever oll'cred.
Send at once
This work the only one of the kind is likely to I and make the most- liberal terms.
for circular and terms to teachers for the intro'
become a standard and llllll‘.\i4'il\lhl" “Hi'k to all
Fowler 1
duction of these books.
Address.
Price in paper. 50 cents. cloth. 75 cents.
teachers.
Wells Co. 775 Brixidway. New York.
Address this oiiice.
E. E. Plicxnn.
Principal Grammar Schiml \‘o. 1'3.Albany. N. Y.
.‘lr. Packer has been a teacher of Vocal Music
in schools for twenty years or more

Gate City Stone
Works.

SALESROOMS AT
46 MURRAY ST., New York City.
Dmi’t

Drink Impnre

Cheap ones
the Kitchen.

MJL,

l

EJQO

other
used.

Absorb,

with

SPECIAL NOTICE—Readers will

oblige the Pub
Ushers if they will state. when writing to any of our
advertisers, that the advertisement was seen in the

Pnnnsotooicu. Jonas“,

Foul

n. C

01'

H A

COAL HAS NO
CHEMICAL EF
FECT ON WA
TER.

:1 NATURAL
ﬁltering medium
STONE, and 159.5 easily cleaned as a water
pail.
Our Ice—Chamber does not allow the melt—
ed ice to mingle with the ﬁltered water.

is

The

‘Peelec'i

wH EAT
CRAGKERS.
‘\I

[1

'

The only perfect Cracker made.
A plaimwhoh
wheat llour,water cracker made liuht. tender and
crisp by manipulation only. I-‘ar better in every
respect for ever
one than any Graham Cracker
ever made.
(‘hi dren thrive on them and dyspep
tics are cured by using them.
The best Breakfast dish
,
in the world. Cooked
perfectly in two minutes.
These and other pro
ducts are manufactured from wheat from which
the outer hull has been removed.
Our complete
circulars and price lists sent on application.
Address. Health Food 00.. 74 4th Ave, New York.
'

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Living

ganisms.

and )Iary Dodds,

135 E. 104th St... City

They all
Retain,

and become

l\I.D..Hy_:icnic Phvsicians. 2826Washington A ve.,
St. Louis, Mo. All diseases, acute and chronic
treated without medicine.
Send for circular.

Annie Smith, M.D.,

CHAR

Sand, 01’
Compound

R

COAL,

(7A BIDS.

The New York Medical College and Hospital
son Wow-m. and Homeo athic Dispensary
for
Women and Children.
21 West 54th Street, New
York.

Common
Generate
when in
with Wa

contact
ter.

a Family Hotel. with Turkish
Si and it‘!Columbia Heights, Brooklyn, N.
Three minutes’ walk from Fulton Ferry.

_.7

A

POISON

Hammam,

Susanna \V. Dodds,

a lifetime

Metals

J

J

.

Y.

lasts

without change.
No Metal Used

Baths,

__

Porcelain,

Ice-Cham
bers. for Dining
Rooms and Oﬂices

F
l

The

for

_Fine

with

Appreciative: The Rev. John F. Chad
wick of Bro Iklyn, in a recent letter says:
“I take this opportunity of thanking- you for
the pleasure I had in your Journal. the ﬁrst lever
took as a boy of twelve or thirteen, in 1853and
1854. To get one from the office was a great event
in my mind's eye. Ican see the pictures of the
acht America. and the steamer Atlantic (was
it?) of the Collins line as clearly as if they were
before me. If the Journal is doing now for other
boys what it has done for me, it is doing a heap of
Wishing you all success, I am,
good."
yours trul '
Jorm . CHADWICK.

R US] N ESS

Water.

The Best Filter Ever
nvented.

terested.
Teachers in Council is of interest to all rimary
he fam
teachers from the first to the last line.
iliar name of Miss E. E. Kenyon. appears with
in
the schoolroom.
some of her original methods
The SUPPLEMENT will delight every child who sees
it. This number closes the ﬁrst “year of Cmu)
CULTURE. The publishers oll'cr no
C(tlZCll-pellll§"
subscri premium to induce renewals and new
ers, but they give of excellent matter more in
value than any other magazine published at the
price. which is only $1.00 per year, ten cents per
number.
Fowler & Wells 00., Publishers, 775
Broadway, New York.

Words of this kind are very highly appreciated
by us. and we can assure Dr. Chadwick that we
are receiving evidence that the JOURNAL is contin
uing todo good. to bea source of inspiration to
many boys and girls, young,r men and women,
showing them their possibilities and putting them
on the right track for life. Address,
Fowler 8:
“'Glls Co., 77:3Broadway. New York.

Gmnpoinl.

i’.

Union Porcelain

AND DEPOT AT
N.

MANUFACTORY

Filter

1

Child-Culture for August, is an excep
tionally brilliant number. The hot weather has
not dampened the zeal of the contributorl to, and
editors of this excellent periodical.
Prof. Partridge gives the readers a timely
article on “Toys." Prof. Drayton follows up his
“ Order. No.
1." with a ﬁne exposition of the sub
ject in "No. 2." Jennie Chappell, a notedlEnglish
author, continues her “Auntie‘s Notions “ with
Mrs. May E.
“Amiable Children" for a text.
Statl’ord the popular “Clarico" of several other
stirring
on
“Homes “ as
paper
periodicals has a
well as some real mother talk in Mothers in
The charge that the Kindergarten de
Council.
partment was exclusively devoted to the Ameri
can system is evidently unfounded, as Frtebel,
his work and theories is the subject of that de
artment for this month. A Lady Physician is on
land with her practical hints on making children
beautiful, a question in which all mothers are in

00.

AD VER TISE .l[ EN TS.

4

Wxm,

C. F.

NELSON Siznz,

Preeident.

H. 8.

Drama,

Vibe-President.

ALBERT TURNER,
Treas. and Bus. Manager.

Secretary.

FOWLER

WELLS

65*’

CO.

FOWLER

(f: WELLS CO. was incorporated un
as a Joint Stock Company, for the prose
cution of the business heretofore carried on by the ﬁrm of FY) WLERd’: WELLS.
The change of name involves no change in the nature and object of the
All remittances should be made pay
business. or in its general management.
able to the order of
FOVVLER 8c \VELLS CO.

of

29,

1884, the

of New York

the State

Price 0/ the Pumwowolcn.
SCIIICI or limu'n is $2.00 a year,

The s‘ubsrciptlon
Asp

JOURNAL

in advance, or $213 when premiums of
ClilLD-CL'LTUII is
fered are sent to eubseribers.
published at ‘Lilla yearor in cents per number.
payable

Clubbed with the

Jotmul. at

$2.50per year.

Money. when sent by mail, should I)!‘ in the form

of

Money

Orders.

Postal Notes, Express

Orders. Drafts rw' \‘eur York, or Registered

All

Postmusters

Money
Letters.

to Register

are required

letters

whenever requested to do so.

Silver or

other coin should

not be sent by mail.

as it is utmost sure to wear a hole in the envelope

and be lost.

Foliage-Mumps will
parts of a Ilollur.

be received

for fractional

The larger stamps are preferred,‘

they should never be stuck to the letters. and should

always be sent in sheets: that is, not torn apart.
Chung!‘ of post-oﬂlce address can be made by
giving the old as well as the new address, but not
without

this information.

. 'otice should

ceived the ﬁrst of the preceding

be re

month.

of inquiry requesting an answer
should int-lose stamp for return postage, and be
sure and give name and full address every time you
Lcttern

write.

All

Letters

should

be addreucd to Fowler

ct

Wells Cu. and not to any person rrmnerted with
the oﬂlrr. In this way only run prompt and careful
attention be secured.
Any Book, Periodical, Chart, etc.‘ may be
ordered from th is oﬂlce at Publishers‘ prices.
Agentn WnntedJor the l’nm-zsonooiml. .lorRsAL
and our Book Publications, to whom liberal terms

Irill be given,
Our Premium Lint, giving

complete descrip.

Fowler

775

6':

tions of the lh‘emiums oﬂrrml to subscribers, sent
on application.
Our Doicriptlvo (‘atnlnguou orour new List
“
"
of Rnnl't for ii’omen will be sent to any address
on ‘receipt u/ )tampa for postage.

Wells 00., Publishers.

Broadway, New

York.

_
Latest Announcement—On

6th of SeptemberI

TuL'bdJy the

the annual session of the Amer

icnn institute of Phrenology will be opened in the
Cooper Union building, two blocks from our oillco.

From the number oi’ letters coming

the

intent manifested

earnest

the prospect

for a. large

seems very bright.

in making in

of instruction, and

quiry relative to the course

writers

by the

and

class

promising

Our lecture room is airy and

roomy, and furnishes ample

preparation for the

comfort of students, and for the presentation of
apparatus for illustration.

Students need feel no

anxiety about obtaining eligible rooms
without board, and at reasonable

with or

prices.

Students on arrival should report at 775 Broad

way.

———M—

Mr. 0. S. Fowler Dead!

Just

goingto

as the JOURNAL was

press

this 18th of August, we were informed
by telegram that Mr. O.
this morning

at

Duchess County,

his

S.

February

01:

der the laws

Fowler died

country

New York.

seat

in

Having

been born Oct. 11th, 1809, he lacked one

month and twenty-three
78 years old.

In

days of being

the October

number

an extended sketch of his life, labor and
success

may be expected.

P UBLLSHERS’ DEPARTMENT.
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Three Months Free.—We desire to make

a special effort to increase the circulation of the
PHRENOLOGIL‘AL Jounsiu. during the coming year.
As a first step in this direction, we offer the last
three months of this year free to new subscribers
for 1888. In this way giving what is equivalent
to a reduction of twenty per cent, making a year
of ﬁfteen months instead of twelve. To make this
offer effective present readers, those who see this
number, must make it known to those who are
not now subscribers. You who have read the
others,
JOURNAL can commend it most tellingly to
show some of your back numbers and call atten
tion to this offer.

How To Teach Vocal Music—This is the

most practical work on this subject yet published
teachers, it will
and should be in the hands of all
to give instruc
sing
not
can
who
teachers
enable
Price, paper ﬁfty
tion in this important branch.
Either of these
cents.
cents, cloth seventy-five
of price.
will be sent by mail postpaid on receipt
cloth for three
One copy of each will be sent in
'
dollars. Address this oilice.

Books for Teachers—Now

that teach—

call their
ers are resuming their work, we wish to
be
attention to the books we publish that will
their every
found of especial value to them in
day work.

The

Science

of the

Mind. — Let no

teacher suppose that he can do as well without
this work as with it, and now in the very start

practi
send for it and so be beneﬁted by it. The
of hu
cal knowledge it gives of the peculiarities
schoolroom, and
man nature asmanifested in the
them, should be in
how to meet and to manage
There is hardly
the possession of every teacher.
price of
one who would not give more than the
this book for a knowledge of the best means of
Not only does it
dealing with a single scholar.
with
treatoi' this phase of the subject, but it deals
govern
courses of study, school management and
is
ment, and meets nearly every question that
likely to arise in a teacher‘s work, and so will be

Help Wanted.—We

want and need

some

increase
good efficient help at all times. Help to
Jot'iuoLL.
the circulation of the Pnnssonomciu.
and it is believed this help can be obtained among
the readers of the Journal, better than from any
other source, as is seen, we offer the last three

months of this year free to all new subscribers
for 1888,whose names are sent in before December
ist, and we shall continue to give either the bust
To those
or chart premium as may be preferred.
who will make especial effort to make up good
lists of names, we will make especial and liberal
terms which will be. sent on application, and we
would ask all who can not make a business of this
to do what they can by way of introducingr and
Will not
it to new subscribers.
recommending
every present reader send at least one new name,
and in this way help to sustain the work.

It

Sells Quickly—Agents who want to

take an agency for H mos
money should
AND Fiioss, the most popular book now before the
It sells at sight wherever introduced.
public.
Agents do well with it at Fairs, Teacher's Insti
tutes, Conventions‘, and at all places where people
We make to agents for this especi
are gathered.
ally liberal terms, sent on application.
make

Can you‘!

will

you 2—We have printed

in colors a very handsome poster of the Panaso
LOGICAL JOURNAL and SCIENCE of HEALTH, one or
more of which we would like to have put up in every
in the poswflice, a mill, the black
neighborhood,
smith shop or other conspicuous place, we will be
glad to send these to such of our subscribers as
can and will attend to this for us, can you and
will you 7 If so, how many may we send ? Let us
hear from all who can.

A Trial Trip—There are various methods
which can be resorted to as a means of extending
the circulation of periodicals, advertising in the
newspapers, the distribution of circulars and pos
of agents, etc. We have
ters, the employment
found from experience that the old saying that
the “ proof of the pudding," ctc., holds good, and
therefore, the best means of securing subscribers
to the Pnnssonooiciit Jormur. is to have it ex.
amincd and read. To accomplish this, we offer it
for the last three months of this year on trial at
worth many times the price—only $1.50.
one-half the usual subscription price, making it
only 25 cents for a three months‘ subscription,
The Man Wonderful in the House Beau
this will certainly enable all to try the JOL'RSAL;
tiful.-—Every teacher who is called upon to and it will also result in our receiving many yearly
subscriptions. \Vc would earnestly ask our present
give instruction in Physiology should have this
undoubtedly the
readers and subscribers to call the attention of
book as a basis of instruction, it is
it is
their friends and neighbors to this opportunity.
best textbook for ‘,classes ever published, and
there can be but few intelligent, think
Certainly
both
pllbiﬂd
schools
many
in
such
as
being used
ing people who would not be willing to pay 25
and private. Teachers should secure its adop
no‘; bu, cents for three numbers of a magazine which sell
tion wherever it is possible. When this can
81.00 will pay for four 3.
at 20 cents a number.
done, it will be found valuable as a work of re
Man,
months‘ subscriptions, and we trust the present
ference and the basis for oral instruction.
readers will make effort to each send at least this
on account
teachers prefer to use it in this way
Here is an opportunity of doing‘ a little
amount.
it
suggests.
instruction
of
missionary work.
methods
of the novel
There is no other work like it. The price is $1.50.
Self—Instructor in Phrenolog-y. — An
To teachers wishing to examine it with a view of
other cdition of this book has been issued. We
be
have now filled our accumulated orders, and are
instruction as a class textbook, 0. copy will
prepared to ﬁll all orders promptly.
sent by mail, postpaid, for $1.10.
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Hygienic Home Cook-Book.-Aumng
for
Heads and Faces. — The demand
the
this book has been a remarkable instance in the new editions of our old, and always popular books,
1
history of publications. Several times we have is that o! the Hygienic Home Cook-book.
Send on
l
had such large editions made that we felt. sure of your orders,
we are now prepared to ﬁll them
promptly.
being fully prepared to meet all demands, and be
fore we could get some other publications ot! the
press, we would be entirely out of Hans AND
(‘A I! IDS.
In the edition ol'which weare now receiv
Faces.
int,ycopies from the bindery, we have made ample ' The Hamlnnm, a Family Hotel,
with Turkish
It is not strange that:
provision for your orders.
Baths. Fl and 83 Columbia Heights, Brooklyn, N.
Y.
Three
minutes‘
walk
from
Ferry.
Fulton
the book has proved interesting, but that any
thing, except a novel, should interest so many
Susanna
I)odds, llrLl)" and Mary “odds,
thousands of people is indecd strange, and a very
h‘LDqlIygtemc Physicians, 2&2!)Washington Ave.,
large straw in the wind which shows that ieople
bt. Louis. No. All diseases. acute and chronic
are lil'lli" of mere recreation and dcmant good i treated
without medicine.
Semi for circular.
reading. (‘Ye referour readers to the story “ From Life," in theJuly Jot'nwin, as illustrative of the
The New York Medical (‘ollcge and Hospital
benefits to be derived from a study of lIlAna AND
llometnathic Ilistwnsary for
Foil \\'o.\n:\'._u|ul
Fact-Ls While our agents everywhereare doing
omen and Children.
21‘ West 54th Street, New
Well, we want more Aoss'rs. active, earnest men
{K
'ork.
and women, who (lo-sire to earn money and further
a good cause. Address, Fowler 8'. Wells Co., 775
Brtuulway, New York.
A I) \' l‘llt'l‘lﬁl'lfili EN'I‘S.
._4__.
Making Amends—Some one sends ﬁfty SPECIAL Nil-1'1"‘: —I.’rmlrrs will oblige’ Nu I’ub
“
lichen: if flu-y N'I/l shite, il‘ho'lt writing to any of our
cents to us, with the simple label of Conscience
Odtwfim’rx, Um! Hm advertisement
was seen in. the
Money." We are of course unable to enter tlu PBBINOUKHCAL
Jot'RNAL
payment on our boo‘ts in connection with a specia
Advertisements must be sent in by the ﬁrst of
name, but will cotwratulate the person who“
the month, to be in time for the month following.
scruplcs have become delicate. with regard t
No extra charge for inserting cuts.
No medical
sonic indebtedness to us, for thus discharging it.
or objectionable advertisements inserted at any
price.
A 'l'l'i'tll ill Storm—The interest Shin‘.
by readers of thc I‘HRENoLMHcAL and also by it.
Press, in the article on “ Some Foreign Minister»
Autumn institute of Phreuotugy.
at Washington,“ that was published in theAu.;u~1
number, has induced the editor toarranze for the ‘
The Annual Session
for 1887
appearance of a series of articles to be entitled
“Notable people of the day,“ in each of which
mm. BE ormnw,
several persons will be sketched biographically
AND CONTINUE SIX WEEKS,
and phreuologically from the best materials
available.

BI'SI ‘ESQ

-;

0n TUESDAY, the 6th day of Sept.

How to Magnetize.—In

compliance with
It is desirable that all students who con
the request of many of our patrons, we have is
template takingr the course be in their seats
sued a new edition of this little book which bids
fair to be a standard work on the subject, and at 2 o'clock p. m. , on that day, sharp. The
are now prepared to ﬁll all orders.
All who are loss of a single lecture is like losingr a front
tooth, andespeciully is this true of the early
interested in the subject of magnetism should
part of the session.
send for this, the price puts it within the reach of
There will be gent-rally 'rnnnn Licc'rrnns
every student.
Address
all orders to Fowler
a day; one at 9 n. m.. another at 1 p. m.,
3: “'ells Co., 775 Iiniadway, N. Y.
and the third between 4 and six o’clock
.
Human~Nature Library for sly—The m., and the promise now appears to be for
second number of this new quarterly is like its a full class.
The names of a greater number of women
predecessor, a complete number, although called
The subject treated of is: Phrenology ; I making inquiries have bt-cn received this
a serial
Hundreds of
its Principles, Proofs, etc.; alecture by B. F.| year than in any year before.
Tracey, a graduate of the American Institute off women in the United States have the talent
to
make
themselves eminently
useful in
Phrcnology. If this is a sample of the
lectures‘ practical PHRENOLOGY, and in it they can
prepared and delivered by the graduates of that .
Institute, every right-minded man and woman‘ be more successful than they ever-dared
to be in anything they have thought
s tudcnt and Institute t‘ good lhope
bid both
must
It is more than readable; there is a of doing before.
speed.“
‘(Voman is a natural teacher, and those
charm about it which is irresistibl: to the reader.
who are apt to teach can succeed well in
Very appropriately the President of the Institute,
Phrt-nology.
Prof. Nelson Sizer, at the end of the. number irives
For the Circular called “ The Institute
the reasons for the cstablishmcutol' the Institute, i
"
which soon opens its annual session.
lluman- I Extra
please address,
by Fowler & Wells L‘o., 77.‘)
Nature is
Broadway, published
Fowucn & WELLS Co., 775 Broadway. “1'
few York, at 10 eta. a number.
.Q I Y
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Its superiority to soap for
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Founded on an analysis of the Human Constitution
considered in its three-fold
Nature. Mental~ I’liv
siological and Expresslonal.
By'l‘homas A. Hyde
and Wm. Hyde. Illustrated.
12mo., extra. cloth,
Lib.
price $2.00.
Ed. $2.50.
The best Elocutiouary work ever published and
different from all others. Professional men are
delighted with it. Order by mail.
Fowler (it Wells,Co..Publishers,775
Broadway'h’. Y.
AGENTS WANTED for this and other special
works.
Send for terms.

New York.
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CALIGRAPHS

America-n Writ’
HARTFOR

lished

a

only (louble‘case Writing Machine
that produces each letter by asingle ﬁnger
stroke, and thus fully economizes time and
labor.
are in daily
15,000
use, and are becoming immensely popular for
their Durability. Speed and Manl
folding ability.
We publish 400 letters, from prominent
men and ﬁrms, which are convincing.
For_hook of references, and specimen of
work, address,

an estab.

ing purposes

it,
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SLOAN’S SHIRTS,
6

for $9.00. Guaranteed to ‘be the Best Shirts Made for the Price.
Catalogue, Self~Measurement Blank, also samples of material used. mailed free.

Made to Measure,

SLoAN MANUFACTURING (30., 775 Broadway, N. Y.

C. F. Wnurs,

H.

Nnnson SIZER,
Vice-President.

[President

FOWLLR

ALBERT TURNER,

S. DRAYTON,

Treas. and Bus. Manager.

Secretary.

6?

WELLS

CO.

On February 29, 1884, the FUWLER & WELLS CO. was incorporated un
der the laws of the State of New York as a Joint Stock Company, for the prose
cution of the business heretofore carried on by the ﬁrm of F0 WLER & WELLS.
The change of name involves no change in the nature and object of the
All remittances should be made pay
business, or in its general management.
FOWLER & WELLS CO.
able to the order of

Consolidated—A year

The Subscription Price of the Punexouoolcn.
Jovnxu. um Scrum: or Hum-u is $2M a year,

took the publication ot the American

payable in advance,

ergarten;

or ‘2.15 when premiums

0]

fered are sent to subscribers.

lousy,
of

when sent by mail, should be in the form

Money

Orders,‘})rafts

All

Postal Notes, Fxpress Money
on New York, or Registered Letters.

Orders,

Postmasters

are required to Register

letters

Silver or other coin should
it isalmost sure to wear a

command
view

Change of post-oﬂ'lcejaddress can be made by
giving the old as well as the new address, but not
Notice

should

be re

of the preceding month.
an answer
Lettern of Inquiry requesting
should inclose stamp for return postage, and be
sure and give name and full address every time you
ceived the ﬁrst

to put it on a paying basis, and in

had necessarily and always advocated CHILD
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PHI-BIOLOGICAL

Our premium List, giving complete descrip
tions of the Premiums oﬂered to subscribers, sent

family can be made better in body.

human

mind and morals, it is deemed best to con
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fore, in this number,
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“CHILD-CULTURE."
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Wells 00., and not to any person connected with
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Our New Publications—On another page
of the JOURNAL will be i’ound a. list of our new
books and announcements for the coming season.
H
PHYSICAL CULTURE “ is already before the

public and is considered the best work on this
subject yet published.
Every page of it is practi
cal and useful.

“ MASTERPIECES " is the title of a volume which
we are bringing out, containing, the Rims of thia
Ancient Mariner, by Coleridige, The Traveler,
The Deserted Village and The Hermit, by Gold
smith; Pope‘s "Essay on Man," “Comus," by
Milton, and “Esop‘s Fables,“ all illustrated.
printed on fine paper, and handsomely bound in
extra cloth and sold at $1.50. No library should
be without each of these gems, and to get them in
single
volumes
would cost many times this
amount.
“

THE SYMPATHETIC NERVE."'-This is a new
plate, showing this nerve, with a concise descrip
tion. It is pronounced by those who have seen it
to be the best plate of the kind ever issued, both
in the matter of accuracy and artistic ﬁnish.
Price 55, mounted on rollers, 80. A complete de
scriptive circular will be sent on application.
A “PRACTICAL PLAN OF INSTRUCTION IN
SHORTHAND " is the title given to a series of
Lesson Papers prepared by Bates Torrey, a suc
cessi'ul Phonographer
and teacher.
This is de
signed for the use of teachers and classes and
also for self-instruction. The papers are unique
in style, and very attractive to the learner. Price
$1.00.

“HOW TO SUCCEED AS A STENOGRAPHER
AND TYPEWRITER“ has been prepared by
Arthur M. Baker, the author of "How to Learn
It isa handbook of miscellaneous
shorthand.“
information and suggestions for the young law
reporter, shorthand student, and typewriter oper
ator, with reierence to a proper use of capitals
and punctuation ; with many hints and points of
No shorthand writer or student can at
advice.
ford to be without this, which costs only 25
cents.

“NERVOUSNESS,“ its nature, causes, symp
toms and treatment, by Dr. Drayton, Editor oi’ the
PBRENODOGXCAL Jounssn, is a practical treatise
on this rapidly increasing malady.
It would
be well if the entire public would read this.
Many a man and woman would in this way be en
abled to steer clear of this trouble.
It is fully
|llustrated and in every way practical. Price 60
cents.

“PHYSICAL FACTORS IN CHARACTER, OR
THE INFLUENCE OF TEMPERAMENT“ is an

other treatise by the Editor of the JOURNAL in
which will be found an analysis of many of the
well-known characters of the past and present; it
is fully illustrated with many portraits and con
stitutes number 8 of “ Human-Nature Library.“
Price 10 cents.
“POPE'S ESSAY ON MAN," \VITH RESPOND
lGN ESSAY “MAN SEEN IN THE DEEPENING

DEPAR TMEN
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DAWN,“ by Dr. C. W. Weeks, is a unique and in~
teresting book. The old and well-known Essay is
printed on every other page, and the responding
Essay on the pages opposite, running parallel in
lines, and in sentiment to Pope. Many oi’ the re
spouses are very telling. Price 25 cents.
“SELF-RELIANCE OR. SELF-ESTEEM AS AN
ELEMENT OF HUMAN CHARACTER” by Prot.
Sizer,
is number 1 o! the “Human Nature
Library." This has already had a large sale and
awakens a. new line of thought in the mindset.’
many readers.

“PHRENOLOGY, :ITS

PRINCIPLE,

Proofs
“Human Na
ture Library," is a lecture by J. F. Tracey, a
graduate of the American Institute of Phrenology.
The principles of Phrenology are carefully laid
down, with illustrations of the brain ; the location
of the organs and their grouping is considered
with the inﬂuence of heredity and culture, con
taining20 illustrations. Price 10 cents.
“HORACE MANN, a. view of his life and its
meaning," a memorial address by Rev. J. B. Wes
ton, D.D.
Every reader of the PHRENOLOGICAL
JOURNAL should read this tribute to that grand
man. A personal
friend of Dr. Spurzheim, and
George Combo, and the man who had the courage,
in his day, to say “ I look upon Phrenology as the
guide to Philosophy, and the handmaid of Chris
tianity." There is much in the address about
other men with whom Mr. Mann was associated.
Price 10 cents.
"HOW TO TEACH VOCAL MUSIC.“ This is
a new departure in this line, and a work by a
successful teacher, which is adapted to the
wants
of all other teachers, no matter what textbooks
or classbooks are used, and simpliﬁes to
a. very
great degree this branch of instruction.
Price 50
cents in paper, and 75 cents in cloth.
COMPARATH’E
PHONOGRAPH Y. We have
now in press and ready for very early
publication,
“Andrews‘ Chart oi’ Comparative Phonography.“
This is a Chartshowing and comparing the
principle
features in the leading systems of Phonograpby,
and as such it will be of special
interest to all
shorthand writers and students. It shows at one
view the vowel scales, the consonant stems, and
a
condensation
of about one dozen systems of Pho
nography, so that agreements and
diﬂ’erences can
be seen and compared.
Much useful information
is given in explanations that will assist the
learn
ing and teaching of shorthand. It is a
handsome
sheet and suitable for framing, size 15 by 20
inches.
Price 25 cents, or mounted in muslin {or special
handling for class use at50 cents. Fowler & Wells
(30., Publishers, 775 Broadway, New
York.
OH!‘ New Catalogue.—We have in prep
amtion a new illustrated and descriptive cam
logos of our publications. This will contain, in ad
dition to full letters and prices, portraits oi‘ lead
ing authors in Gall, Spurzheim, Combo, 0. b.
Fowler, L. E. Fowler. S. R. Wells. Nelson Sizer.
etc, with special illustrative
sample
as
Notices of the press, and many facts relating to
the study oi’ Human Nature, will be sent when
ready on race: pt of six cents in stain p8 . A ddral
this oﬂlce.
and Application," number 2 oi’ the

P UBLLSHERS
A Special Request —We wish
the readers of the JOI’RNAL a special
that is, that they will take pains

’

to make of
request,

and

to tell their
friends and neighbors that we are offering the
Jorsssl. for the balance of the year, including this
This, of
number on trial, for twenty-five cents.
course, is done with a view of introducing it to
new readers, and it is believed
that if every
present reader will makes little effort in tliisdi
rection by speaking of it, and when convenient by
asking for the name and amount, and sending it
to us, that it would certainly result in a very
large list of trial trip subscribers.
Of course no
great premium can be offered for a service of
this kind, but any increase in the circulation of
the Jotsssi. will tend to enable the publishers to
make it better, and in this wayali will receive the
benefit, besidcs the consciousness
of placing in
the hands of others that in which they will be in
terested

and profited.

Pope’s " Essay on Man,” with responding

"Man Seen in the Deepening Dawn," by
(hleb 8. Weeks, a i2mo paper, 91 pages, price
25 cents.
Fowler & Wells 00., 775 Broadway, New
York.
This isa unique publication and will prove at
tractive to the thoughtful and curious. On the
the regular
pages is published
even numbered
standard edition of Popo‘s “ Essay.“ On the pages
essay, which runs
opposite is the responding
parallel to the other, in lines, metro and senti
ment.
Each epistle has the same number of
paragraphs, and each paragraph the same number
of lines as are contained in the poem responded
to. it is the author's purpose, as stated in his in
troduction, to answer, amplify and bring out some
truths that the clearer
of the counter-porting
light of our day aﬂords. The following shows the
manner:
essay,

Pope.

“ Know then thyself, presume not God to scan,
The proper study of mankind is man."

Weeks.
“ In knowing self thou much of God dost soon,
For God resides, is centered most in man,“
As this contains the original Essay together
with the now one, in a well printed volume, at so
low a price sstwenty-ﬂve cents, it is likely to have
a wide sale.

Anti-Slsvery.—Parker

Pillsbury, one of
Antislavery apos

the few remaining old school
ties, manifests his continued interest in Anti
Blavery in a letter recently received, ordering a
copy of "The Diet Question,” by Mrs. Dodds: He
says. “ I wish to know the price, because I would
like toadvertlso the work as far as possible. I
wish it could be sold and read by the million
To my mind the work is most valuable.
copies.
So long as we kill and eat our remote relations—
the animals—we shall murder in war, by the gal
lows and individual assassination, our brother
P. 9.
men.'

DEPAR TMEN T.
Field Notes—W.

3
G. ALEXANDER

has re

sumed work in Wyomingm'here
he expects to visit
a few towns,and will then go into Colorado for the
season. Psos. Ann/moss is a, successful lecturer,

and doing a good work for the subject.
Da. B. F. Pan-r is in Nebraska and will spend
theseason in that State and Kansas.
He is also
accomplishing goodamong the people, in teaching
them not only Phrenology, but the laws of Health

and Hygiene.
Ds. Di'scss McDos-snnis in the field, and has
just ordered a Phonograph to use in connection
with his Phrenologioal Lectures.
Psor. L. C. Bs'rzuss will be in the field early
and do good work.
H. R. Fos'rsnis still located at Louisville, Ky.,
and is interesting the people.
Ins Guru-can is just opening the season in Mich.

Phrenologlcsl

Frauds—As

the interest

in this subject increases, and as successful men go
outand occupy the field, counterfeiters and frauds
are put in circulation, and we are frequently in

—

—

receipt of letters asking if Dr.
or Prof.
is a graduate of the American Institute of Phren
ologyf In reply to such inquiries would simply
say, ask for their credentials. Fach graduate has
a. diploma to show, and a list of graduates is pub
lished in our institute Announcements.
If they
can not substantiate their claim, do not believe it.
We continue to hwr damaging statements in re
gard to Dr. Picket. He is disgracing the subject,
and simply making it a means for the accomplish
ment of his purposes.
it will be perfectly safe to
steer clear of him, giving him the cold shoulder.

0ur Club Premlllms.—-In the next number
of the Jousrun willbe published our new premium

llstfor the

coming year.

Agent-sunny begin to make

up clubs at once, depending upon it that offers
will be made which will be liberal and attractive
Names will be placed to the credit of agents as
fast as received.

Three Months Free—We would call at
tention again to our offer of the Jonas“. for the
last three months of this year, free toall new sub
scribers for the coming year, making in reality a
year of fifteen months, or equivalent to a discount
of twenty-five per cent. It is hoped that our
present readers will make this offer known, and
that our club agents will take advantage of it in
pushing for new subscribers.
Temperance Books—On another page
in this number of the Jonas“. will be found the
advertisement of the “ National Temperance
Society,“of this city, referring to a number of
their recent and standard publications.
This
Society has battled steadily and strongly for the
Temperance cause for many years, and now pub
lishes a. large list of important works covering the
whole subject. J. N. St/earns, the publishiugagent,
lsan indefatigable worker, always wide-awake and
active in every measure to promote the cause to
which he is devoted.
We should be very glad to
fill orders for these books which our readers may

send us.
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Physical

Culture. -—“ For

Home and

By D. L. Dowd,
School, Scientiﬁc and Practical."
Professor of Vocal and Physical Culture. 80 illus
trations. 800pp.,12 mo. extra clo., price $1.50,
775
New York: Fowler 8: Wells (30., publishers,
Broadway.

This valuable and much needed treatise em
braces scientiﬁc physical culture in its entirety,
with the undisputed fact that the
commencing
human mechanism is without question the most
perfect, the most beautiful of all animal creation,
and then acquainting the reader step by step
with the knowledge of how to care for and pro
mote longevity. and to prevent early decline, em
bracing the following subjects : The value of and
necessity for breathing pure air, and the fatal
and deadly,eﬁ’ects of inhaling foul air. The good

and the bad results to be gained from participat
ing in various exercises, suchasrowing, horse
etc., the injurious eﬁects
back riding, walking,
from the use of heavy Weights, beneﬁts to be de
rived from the use of light weights, and athletic
sports in general. Answering a great many ques—
tions that are constantly being asked, such as,
“ Does massage develop and strengthen the mus
cles?" “Is there a limit to muscular develop
" is it possible to gain an abnormal
ment l” And,
" How long a time will it take to
development 1"’
reach the limit of development 7" “What is
meant by being muscle-bound 7“ “How should
“ What kind of
a person breathe while racing 7"
“
food is best for us to:eat ?“ What form of bathing
is best i“ “ How can I best reduce my weight, or
7“ with many other similar ques
how increase
A chapter on the personal experience of
tions.
the author in Physical training. Physical Culture
for the voice with exercises for improving it;
with engravings showing the right and wrong
positions of the throat, and special exercises for

it

Excellent advice
the practice of deep breathing.
for the care of the complexion, also exercises for
developing the muscles of the face and neck, with
illustrations. Exercises for improving the body
in grace and beauty, how to walk gracefully, etc.
Exercises for improving certain deformities, such
as Lateral curvature of the spine, round shoul

knock-knee,
bow-legs pigeon
ders, wry-neck,
toe, etc., with the illustrations. Speciﬁc exer
cises for the systematic development of every set
of muscles of the entire body, also exercises for
deepening and broadening the chest and strength
ening the lungs. The scientiﬁc use of dumb-bells,
in this treatise are
etc. The: methods contained
thoroughly scientiﬁc. They are the resultoi' many
years of practical study and application by the

author.
Prof. Davidson remarks (in his review of an ad
vance copy, in the New York World) :
“ This is one of the most sensible books we have
met on the subject of physical culture. It is
written with directness and simplicity, and the
are such as can be per
exercises it prescribes
formed by any one in his own house. It aims at
symmetry of development, beauty. health and
longevity, not at giadiatoriai perversion of mus

ugliness and
cle,
which tends to brutality,
Prof. Dowd‘s system extends to
destruction.
every part of the body, not excluding even the
vocal organs and the muscles of the face. We
doubt not that any person, not organically im
follow the
perfect or diseased, who should
directions given in this book, would attain perfect
health and never require the aid of a physician.
One of the greatest needs in American education
todayis physical culture, and just the kind of
physical culture that Prof. Dowd recommends,
teaches and exempliﬁes,
A system like his ought
to be introduced into every school, public and
private, and taught in connection with element
ary physiology. In this way young persons would
not only be rendered healthy, but they would
come to respect their bodies and refrain from
abusing them by diet, dissipation or laziness.
How much vice is due to the want of physical
culture 1“

“Light

on the Way

sal of the PHRENOIDGICAL

”

says: " A peru
Joims'u. will at once

arrest the interest and attention of the intelligent
reader and
student. We ﬁnd every article
strongly written and pregnant with vital princi
ples and needs of the day. The tone of this publi
cation is high, and its aim is to enlighten and
beneﬁt humanity in its mental and physical con
You will ﬁnd it a valuable additicnto
ditions.
your reading table."

Who Knows l~An inquiry comes from

a

distant State on a postal card in the following
language : “Can you inform me where I can ﬁnd
the book entitled, ‘ Harry Staddler,‘ or written by
him on Nature?"
We have puzzled a good deal
over this, and ﬁnally conclude
that the writer
had in view: some book alleged to have been writ
ten by Aristotle.
Perhaps a reader may know of
Harry Staddler on Nature.

For the Ladies—Mrs.

V.

M.

George,

whose card has appeared in our Jon'nxu. for the
past year, has taken a new departure in that she
now devotes her entire time to the treatment of
ladies and children.
This move will doubtless
meet with the approval of many ladies who dis
like going to a bath where gentlemen are treated.

0ur Journal Posters—In

response to our

quest to have our JonsinL Posters put up in con
spicuous places by our subscribers, we have re
ceived a good many replies, and to such an extent
that we are encouraged torefer to it again. These

Posters are very attractive, being illustrated
with a Phrenological Head and portraits, and
serve well the purpose of calling attention to the
subject. Toas many as will make known their
willingness and opportunity for putting up ten or
a dozen of these, we will send posters, and a sam
ple copy of the Human-Nature
Library which
will prove of interest. Send a postal-card stat
ing how many you can use and they will be
for
worded at once.

C. F. WELLS,

H.

NEISON SizER,

V'ce-President.

President.

FOl/VLER

ALBERT TURNER,

S. DRAYTON,

Treas. and Bus. Manager,

Secretary.
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PVELLS

CO.

On February 29, 1884, the FOIVLER d’: IVELLS CO. was incorporated un
der the la we of the State of New York as a Joint Stock Company, for the prose
cut ion of the business heretofore carried on by theﬁ rm of F0 ll'LEIt (fr ll'ELLS.
The change of name in rolres no change in the nature and object of the
All remittances should be made pay
business, or in its general management.
FOXVLICR & \VELLS (Tl ).
able to the order of
The Subncription
AND Scrzsclt

JOURNAL

Price of the PHRRNOUOGICAL
or "mum is $2.00 a year,

payable in advance, or

“.15 when premiums

0]

fcred are sent to subscribers.
Orders,

Money

Postal Notes, Express

Money

Orders. Drafts on New York, or Registered Letters.

All

Postmasters

are required

to Register

letters

whenever requested to do so.

Silver or

‘I\

Our Premiuma—Ou

another page of this

number will be found our revised tabloof premium
offers to those who make up clubs for the Pnmsx

for the coming

OIDGICAL JOURNAL

.‘lloney, when sent by mail, should be in the form

of

.~_-

year, to which

we wish to call especial attention. The articles we
are practical, useful and the best

have sclcctod

of

their kind, and the otters we make are such as
will enable any one who will make a. little well
effort, to make it pay.
In addition to

directed

other coin should not be sent by mail,

to our AGENT FRIBKDS we make

these premiums

as it is almost sure to wear a hole in the envelope

liberal offers for subscribers

and be lost.

we offer the last three numbers

Postage-Stamps will be received for fractional
parts of a dollar. The larger stamps are preferred ,'

to all new subscribers
before

they should never be stuck to the letters, and should

choice of either the Bra-r

always be sent in sheets,‘ that is, not torn apart.
Change of post-oﬂlec address can be made by

already received these premiums, which are found'

giving the old as well as the new address, but not

quite essential,

without th is information.

Notice

ceived the ﬁrst of the preceding

Letters
should

of Inquiry

inclose

should

be re

month.

requesting

an

answer

for return postage, and be
and full address every time you

stamp

sure and give name

write.

All Lettcrs should be addressed to Fowler 4.“
lVells Co., and not to any person connected with
the oﬂiee. In this way only can prompt and careful
attention be secured.
Anv Book, Periodical Chart, ctc., may be
order-rd from this oﬂlce at I‘ublishers’ prices.
Wanted
.\gents
for the Pnnnxouoolcst.
and our Book Publications, to whom
JOURNAL
liberal terms trill be given.
our premium List, giving complete descrip
tions of the Premiums
on application.

oﬂered to subscribers,

sent

Our Descriptive Catalogues or our new List
“
“
of Books for ll'omen will be sent to any address
on receipt of stamps for postage.

the

In the first place
of this year free‘

names are received

whose

first of January, and we also offer a.
or the Guitar Pmcmrm.

to all new subscribers,

or to those who have not

almost necessary, to a proper‘

of the location and the function of'
Tm; Bt's'r is nearly
the Phrenological faculties.
life-size, so numbered and battered to show the
understanding

location of the organs, made in plaster of Paris,.
carefully boxed. and sent by express at the ex
pcnsc of the

subscriber,

sent for packing.

We

when
also

15 cents

have

extra is»

a. smaller

size

that we can send by mail, Postpaid, where the dis
tance in so great as to render

it

too expensive

to

send the large one.

The PHREXULOGICAL CHART is a beautiful litho
graphic Symbollcal Head about 19 by 24 inches,
properly mounted with rings for hanging, or it may
be framed, and is very attractive wherever
Rcmcmbcr

the

JOURNAL

year or $2.15 with premium,mnl
(‘o-operation
lation.

seen.

at $2.00 a.
we ask the hearty

is published

of our friends in extending its circu
to agents
copies and posters

Sample

furnished free.

Address

all orders to this oillcc.

P UBLISHERS’ DEPARTMENT.
OUR FIELD.
The PHRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL and SCIENCE

or
ing,

HEALTH commends itself to every truth-lov
improvement-desiring person. Science, his

tory, literature, social life and the industries of
the world are drawn upon to supply appropriate
reading for its four leading departments—viz.’
THE PHRENOLOGICAL,
SciENcE or HEALTH,
CHILD CULTURE,
‘SCIENCE AND INDUSTRY.
In the ﬁrst a wide range of topic permits

The func
varied discussion and illustration.
relation
their
and
tions of the mental faculties

In the department of SCIENCE or HEALTH,
the human body is the chief topic; its structure
and growth, its ills and diseases, are considered
in the light of hygiene and modem sanitation.

help received from this
source; manygcases of serious organic affections
have been cured or greatly relieved by follow
ing the plainly given advice.

CHILD CULTURE explains itself, as a depart
ment that represents the fruits of experience
Here

young.

mothers and teachers meet on

a ground of common

parent at ﬁrst sight

history,

in some

value

In

respect.

in special

biography,

in

modes of activity

of faculties, on

effects of physical

one side, and the

Organiza
_

tion on mental operation on the other.
application of these facts

in a rational

The

way to

every day life is at the foundation of educa
and elevation of

tion, or of the true progress
and society.

individuals

phrenological

science

and to enlighten

the

it

is the

sphere of

to discuss these

facts

with regard to

masses

their meaning and their usefulness .

Dr. Oliver Wendell Holmes not long ago,
that are

in place here, viz., “ It

has melted the world’s conscience in its cruci
ble and cast

of this ﬁeld

importance

it in a new mold, with features

is ap—

and needs no word of

in SCIENCE AND INDUSTRY

a survey

‘5 given

of the world's onward march in the production
of

convenient.

and

useful

things

matters of value in household
well as

as
and

The reader who

may

manufacture are noted.

be far away from the crowded

and can

Here

economy

in the bustling centers of trade

only

know

of what

haunts of men,
is going on in

centers of scientiﬁc and industrial

activity from

the reports given in this department,

In those accessory features, the
Library notices. current

ﬁnds them

information.

a rich source of instructive

Editorials.

Communications,

Answers to Correspondents,

said two things with regard to the work bf
Phrenologv

The

sympathy, and talk and
of the “ rising genera

proof.

types or

degrees of development, as shown by in
dividual character, facts are sought with refer
ence to the

tion."

nurture of the

and intellectual

in the moral

that results from their study

practical

have

testified to important

advise for the good

has a

and subscribers

readers

of

Hundreds

to the body occupy the study of many emi
nent savants in Europe and in America, and
every new fact

0

matters, questionsof

personal and general interest, and new books,
are thoughtfully

considered.

The editor com

ments on occurrences that have a vital relation
to human welfare, and the inquirer who would

done

topic made clear receivs
In “ What They Say ” com
munications that contain a point or suggestion

more to make men charitable and soften legal

of value to the reader ﬁnd place, and often a

less like those of Moloch and more like
of humanity."
doctrine

" It

has brought out that great

of moral insanity

and theological

those

barbarism

which has

than any one doc

trine I can think of since the message of peace
and good

have a perplexing
direct attention.

little

In

will to men."

item appears there that is worth more

than a year's subscription.
the

unworthy,

the most interesting subjects that can employ

however

tongue and pen, and it is the large subject for

tioned.

explanation and
the

illustration

on the pages

PHRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL.

of

book columns it is the constant aim

of the editor to admit nothing meretrieious or

What men are, and why they are known for
this or that peculiar.ty of character, is one of

and

brief,

a fair account.
publications men

to furnish
of

the
_

OUR TERMS remain the same, $2.00 a yearol'
$2.15 with premium.

P UBLISH ERS' DEPAR

Prof. Morris and his wife are still lecturing in
Oregon.

Howell B. Parker is teaching in (la. Prof. John
is making his ﬁrst start in Mass.

J. lfcKim

Dr. and Mrs. Patty arciii Southern California.

Phrenology in Canada—In the Evening
Star, of St. Catherines, Ontario, of recent datc, we
ﬁnd reports of two lectures on Phrenology given
by Rev. Dr. Hunter, of the last Phrenoiogical
class. The Star says, " The attendance at St.
Plnl‘s street Church last night was larger than
has been the ruleon any subject in St. Cather
loos."
Quite full reports of these lectures are given,
showing how comprehensive
they were, and the
great ability on the part of our friend, Dr. Hunter,
to whom we wish God-speed in this addition which
he has made to his clerical and ministerial duties,
which he does not propose to give up.
Typewriter

Operator

Is

the
name of a monthly paper devoted to the interests
of a large class of people who work on type
writcrs of various kinds. it is very handsomely
golten up, nicely printed, and full of interest to
Those who are interested should
the profession.
the Rand.
addressing
write to the publishers,
Avery Building, Boston, Mass.
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Prof. DeVore is at present in Carbon (‘ounty,Pa.,
and Dr. Emery is also in l’a., and Dr. Boettger
hasgone to Ohio. Mr. Orvis is also in Ohio.

2 4 1 2

Mr. Perry Nicols is working his way West where
he is familiar with the habits and characteristics
of the people.

The

.

over his old stamping

.

Dr. Campbell is going
ground in (hnsda.

Clubbing for 1888.—For the accommo
dation of our readers and friends vie have made
arrangements for the combining of other publiw
t'ions with our popular and useful magazine as
follows : The Subscription price of the Pniin'o
DOOICAL Joi'iuui. AID Sctsscs or Hntrn is $2.00;
and any of the i ollowing may be included at the
prices given.
Names sent for the Jocss'si. with eitiieroi' these
will countm Premium List. and w Agents the
same as though sent singly.
Eclectic Magazine.“ 25 The Pansy .. . . . . . . ..
85
Atlantic Monthly.. 8 40 Baby Land ....... ..
Lippineutt's Mag... 2 so Peterson‘s Mag. .. i 60
8 10 North Am. Review. 4 10
liarper‘sMonthly..
W sekiy . ..
65 Tribune, Weekly...
10
.‘
“
Bazar.....385
....225
" YoungPeopie 70 Times, SemiWeekly .... ..
no
“
The (kntury Mag..
60 Sun,
. . . . . ..
1!)
00 World “ & Prom.
St. Nicholas . . . . ..
W
Popular Sci. Mo
20 CountryGentleman
85
Godey‘sLady'sBoo
I)
70; Herald, Weekly...
60 " Woman“ . . . . . . ..
Arthur‘silomsMag.
[0
Rural New Yorker.
ii!» Illus. Chrls‘n W‘kly
so
Seribner‘a lilag...__
50 Weekly “'itness....
i!)
. . ..
50 Pt uitry World .... ..
Cosmopolitan
no
Deinorest‘s Mag. . ..
60 Gardeners‘ Mont‘ly
50
Home Journal.
ML Herald of Health“
00
10
N.
icuiturist..
E.
Journal
of
Ed
Am.
Wide wake. . . . .. 210
ucailon . . . . . . .. 215
The School-Journal
60
00!: Little Man and
“on en . . . . . . .. 85 Pop. Educator..... I75
Our Little Unsl. . ..
60
Christin: Union. ..
Critic
. . . . . . . ..
50 Christian at Work.
60
Ame ricsn Mag.....
85
60 Laws of Life . . . . . ..
The
60 American Mag“...
50
(hsseil‘s
Indeﬁndentu
10
m. Mag.
25 Goodllousekeeping
Baby Hood...
10 Chic. inter-Ocean,
Scientiﬁc Am
00
Week] . . . . . . . . . ..
I'honographlc Mag.
10 Chic. lnter~0cesn,
The Forum . . . . . . . ..
10
10
Semi Weekly.....
Observer, new sub.
$6 Mag. Am. History.
so
.
.
.

Prof. V. P. English has gum! West and joined
and they are pushing work in the
direction of Arkansas.

)lr. Vaught

3

‘

Field Notcs.—Prof. Alexander is now in
“ The
Colorado attracting increased attention.
Bill Nye‘s paper, said when he was
Boomerang,“
in Wyoming:
"Prof. Alexander lectured again to a crowded
house last night. His subject “Good and Bad
Heads,“ was one of the best which has yet been
praented to his constantly increasing audicnces.
It is pleasant to note that the general population
of uremic are of an inquiring mind, and are will
ing to be instructed where a chance is presented
of the
to them, which is especially noticeable
sturdy mechanics who are nightly crowding the
hall with their wives and children. if we had
instead of the
more of this kind of l‘lllA'l‘ULillllit'Ill
trashy niinstrel and other shows, when-so many
give their money and receive nothing in return,
there would be less sickness and unhappiness in
our community. Those who have followed l‘rof.
Alesandcr‘s able and instructive course of lec
tures must have learned something of benellt to
their moral and physical health.

TMEN T.

The onlyfcondition for obtaining the above re
duction is that the person ordering shall sub
scribe for, or be a subscriber to the Pnssnoncoi
CAL JOURNAL um SClENCI o- Hnixrn, then any
number of the above publications maybe ordered.
(‘hart and Bust Premiums are oifered to new sub
scribsrs to the JOURNAL as above. Make up your
list and send on the amount, saving time, money,
risk and trouble.
Agents can often oiier the
above combination to advantage.
Address all
orders to Fowum & Wstui (‘0., Publishers, 775
Broadway, N. Y.

Announcement.—We have just completed

with Miss Helen Potter, the cele
arrangements
brated Elocutionist and Impersonator. to furnish
us a series or papers for the PHRINOIDGICAL
Jona
s“. for the coming year, under the title of “ Some
Observations hya Woman in Public Life."
Miss
Potter is a keen observer, and our readers may
that will prove of interest,
depend on something
and well worth reading. She is better prepared to
write for our readers, from the fact of her having
just completed a course of instruction at the
American Institute of Phrenology, where she was
also tmcher of Eioention. The ﬁrst of these pa
pers will appear in the January number.

Our Advertisers—We take great pleasure
in calling attention to our advertising
pages,
which we hope our subscriberswili read carefully,

and when writing to advertisers

The PBIIIOLOOICAL.

always mention

P UBL ISHERS‘ DEPAR TMEN T.

“

What

be

can

than to ‘know thyself’

In addressing strangers

in a business way

one-half the battle to

is

it

of greater importance
and thy fellow men.”

know 11010to adapt yourself to their particular
" In short," she says, " in
moods and tenses.
unlocks

is

all the'walks of life Phrenology

fellow

what you are and what your

viz.,

born of an ignorance that

lude to bliss.

Just

is.

man

but his opin

nonsense,

is

is

The skeptic may cry
ion

the key that

of the hardest problems,

one

not a pre—

so long as man refuses to
men, just

know himself or his fellow

so long

must he go blundering through the world.

I

believe that

it

to apply them would avert many a calamity;
there would be less rebellion in the kitchen,
less civil war in the family.

it
it

for

continuance were entirely exhausted,

yet in

some way
voice

in the

of every

upholder

the Almighty

of

its

The hand of
work, the

was sustained.

Providence appeared to be

good effort seemed to encourage its publishers
success

was passed

and editor, and the crisis

fullv
This magazine has no personal interests to
promote except those of its readers.

It

war with no system or practice

helpful

that

to man in any way; on the contrary,

at

oﬂers

all such, whatever their names. a sympathetic
But to all

greeting and cordial aid.

practices

and usages, no matter how sanctioned,
or openly

sidiously

in any degree,

"An understanding of its principles and how

inevitable

were

a suspension

when the material resources necessary

is

wonder were expressed by

others at this, she would say,

as

seemed

is

If

she

PHRENOLOGI

would choose as the second the
cAL _]0URNAL.

need,"

and greatest

human

impair
a declared

lower but to raise

;

meet man's highest

been

when

it

of the world, “ that would

all the libraries

There have

has kept on year after year.

times in its career of half acentury

is

from

if

thus:

but three books."

it

New England correspondent writes
hidden to select

the want

of money, criticism and sneers could erect.

it

A

"If

malice,

such as prejudice, jealousy,

ESTIMATE.

I-l

BIG

A

that in
integrity

enemy.

Not to

but to en

notlto prevent

noble,must be the objects thatjthe PHRENOLOG~
icAL JOURNAL will command.
American society needs such a magazine as

should be taught in every school; in fact, form

this.

the foundation of all education, for what could

alone in opinion

prove a more solid basis for all the after struc

thousands have expressed a similar judgment

of that which

deﬁcient, a restraining

excessive—the blending of all parts into a

well-balanced, harmonious whole.”

who has

known

that

is

but

the decla
Every

experience.

the power

the light of asystem
a

It

not unjust.

ration of intelligent

is

is

the ascription

JOURNAL,

one

simple

that

child of twelve can understand its princi

is

is

God's appointment,

on to do service for

live

believed to be a way of
because scientiﬁc and be

To the reader who believes
doing good, may we not say, Help,

ﬁeld

of its usefulness.

brother

men,

he

of P'nrenological

science.

of

As

is

it

1ine with a set object or mission

a maga

has

never

swerved from the line of its duty as a teacher

In spite of

a thousand obstacles,

principles

the

agita~

dissatisiac

tion everywhere, in church as well as civil life
the

illuminating,

pacific

teaching

and

counsel that fill the pages of the PHRENOLOG
lCAL JOURNAL. What an opportunity
"new crusade," for humanity’s sake.

for

a

Reader, will you not aid in carrying on this

of the great truths in mental and physical de
velopment.

the

The social

need

growth, progress and happiness.

sister

Never in our history was the time more ap
propriate for the diffusion

or

in behalf of human

your

of

thoughtful

women.

tions, the labor controversies,

published

the

Be mindful of your

ples, must acknowledge its beneﬁcent effects.
The PHRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL AND SCIENCE
HEALTH

to extend

according to your opportunity,

of self-study by
so

It mist

cause so eﬁective.

that

The correspondent ascribesa lofty sphere of
action to the PHRENOLOGICAL

in writing.

humanity in what

“

new crusade," this new appeal

?

is

of that

cultivation

the

is

is

which

is

It

fellow mortals.

our

it

of ourselves and

ture than aknowledge

not
The New England correspondent
of its value to the public;

P UBL ISHERS' DEPAR
Books as Holiday

Presents.—There

is

no more appropriate holiday gift than a good
we wish to call the
book. and in this connection
attention of our readers tosome of our publii'a
tions.
A book to be acceptable sh )Uld be appro
priate,_a.nd it is made especially so by being use
ful. There are few who would not be interested
that great album of pur
in New Physiognomy,
it
traits and biographies and character reading.
is found that wherever this book is accessible, the
it is a much
family library or drawing-room,
thumbed book, showing evidence of having been

handled freely. It contains more than MID illus
trations; price, cloth binding. ‘MD; fiill gilt.
$6.00: calf. $8.“), or full morocco. mono.

For clergyman, lawyers and other profcs~
sioiiul men who are called upoli to speak in public,
"The Natural System of Elocutlon and Uratory"
can be safely commended. This is found of great
interest tpali reading and thinking people, contain
ing large numbers of choice selections and bits of
Cloth, $2.“) library sprinkled edges,
literature.
i
$2.50; hair Turkey morocco, $8.26.
The Enpliatlc Diaglott, a New Testament
in Greek and English, with word for word
translstion, is attracting more attention than
ever. Bible studentsare making it the basisof study
an investigation with most satisfactory result.

if a present is sought for to give to
Teachers, no mistake will be made in taking “The
Science of the Mind Applied to Teaching,“ or’
"The .dan Wonderful,“ two books which should be
found on the desk of every teacher; price $1.50
each.

Health in the Household will enable any
lady in whose hands it is placed to prepare her
table in such a way as it will not only be palatable
but hmlthful.
To young people give “ Life at Home,"

“ Choice of Pursuits." "Weaver‘s Works" for the
young, and other good books that will suggest
themselves by looking over our catalogue.

TMENT.

5

Free Next Yeah—To

those who would

like the Joi‘itsan, but who do not for any reason
feel able to subscribe for it, we would say it will
be sent to you free for 1888 if you will send the
name of three new subscribers at 82.00 aycar.
Certainly there is not a post-oﬂice in the country
at which there could not be made up sevcralsmail
clubs, if those interested would give the matier
We offer the Phrenological Bust or
attention.

Chart as a premium to the subscriber, and would
simply say, go to work now, and the names can
certainly be obtained.
the
introduce
to
Now is the time
PHBIJIOLI oicAtJoJiisAi. and to make up clubs for
it. Do not wait until your friends have made up
their lists for the coming year, but present the
claims of the PBRINOIDGICAL Jot'iuui. to them at
once.
Let them have a chance to include this in
their list before their money which has been set

it
aside for reading purposes has been exhausted.
will be found that a large proportion of the read
ing people would like to have the JOURNAL; ii is
onlya question of cost, and if our agent friends
will take advantage of the opportunity, they will
certainly receive good orders.
C. E.
Mass,
and that best
“ How to Feed
cently that is
Dr.

Boston,

Page,

now

of 47 Rutiund at,

the author of “The Natural Cure,"
of all books on infant Dietetics,
the Baby,"had an experience re
interesting. He received a tele

gram from a member of a large banking house of
this city, that his little five year old son was
alarmingly iii, that two physicians in cliargeof
it true typhoid fever
the case had pronounced
“
and it must have the regular "three weeks‘ run
at least; this was on the ninth day and his tempera
ture was 101 Fahrenheit, with a promisoof at least
two weeks more of snl‘feriiig.evcii if thellttle fellow
was spared. The doctor telegraphedinstructions,
and Vigorous measures were used, the temperature
rapidly reduced and maintained atnearly anor
inai point. and in four days the little fellow was
convalescent, free from fever and playing with his
toys. The gentleman had become impressed with
the doctor‘s ability by reading some of his publi
cations.

We have in press to be ready in time for
the Holiday trade, “Mama-Pilots." a. book un
der this title comprising the “ Rinie of the Ancient
Mariner,“ by Coleridge; the "Traveler,"
the
Hot Water Applicatlons.—Our readers
" Hermit," and "The Deserted Village.“ by Gold
without argument, the
are likely to appreciate
smith: “Oosmos,“ by Milton: Pope's Essay on value of heat as a remedial measure, especially
Man, and “Esop‘s Fables," all fully illustrated
in the reduction of inﬂammation and congestion,
and handsomely bound in one volume, price $1.50. however caused. This can be done by hot band
This will be appreciated by every lover of good aps, bot compresses, and bottles of hot water,
literature.
but our attention has been called to a contriv.
“ Physical Culture," by Prof. Dowd, once which greatly facilitates this, and which
we wishto commend to our readers, ended the
will do good when read even by the strong and
Hot \Vatcl‘ Face Bags and Throat Bags. These
well, and will be especially useful to the sedentary
are made of rubber, and in such shape as to be
and to those who lack health and strength. This
applied to the fa :o and other parts of the
easily
useful
is a book which will prove acceptable and
body, while the Throat Bag is so constructed as
to your friends.
to fltaronnd the neck in a proper way. So impress
Our Complete Catalogue will be sent to ed are we with the value of this. that we havear
ranged tosiippiy it to our readers. The price of the
any address on application, and from this other
Face Bag is $1.00: the Throat 13.1‘;31.50.
and appropriate selsctmns can be made.

P UBLISHERS‘ DEPARTMENT.
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The Ideal Fountain Pom—For the past

year we have been offering to our readers the
Ideal Fountain Pen, and so far as we know there
has not been a single case of disappointment or
dissatisfaction, and we have sent them to all
parts of the country, even to England and Austrar
liel and to India, and the selling of one makes a
For special terms and con
demand (or anotherditions we would refer you to the announcement
on our advertising pages.
Heads

and Faces—We have just receiv

ed from the bindery a newedition, the fortieth
it is in some respects a
thousand, of this book.
remarkable sale, in others, not. The book has 200
illustrations,
pages, and contains 200 fine spirited
and written on thehnost interesting of subjects
pmsible—tne study of ourselves and others. if you
have notalready read it, we certainly commend it
to you strongly.

“ How to Succeed as a Stenographer and
Typewriter," with quiet hints and gentle ad
“ has been there," a handbook of
vice by one who
miscellaneous information and suggestions for the
young law reporter; the shorthand student; the
typewriter operator; with rules for the proper
use of capital letters and punctuation, also some
practical suggestions for the formation of a gen
eral American Association of Stenographers. by
" How to Learn
Arthur M. Baker, the author of
shorthand," 72 pages, 12 mo., paper, price 25 cents.
New York, Fowler 8: Wells, Publishers, 775 Broad
way.
This practical Manual for the shortaand stu
dent and writer, considers among other things
the advisability of learning shorthand, the time
and practice required; the percentage of failures;
the choice of system; the :average of speed re
quired, and the advantages to be derived from its
study ; also where to seek a situation; the report.
ing of evidence; the rates charged, etc. ; the re
porting of meetings, lectures, etc, with a great
deal of informatim of interest In every shorthand
writer and student; also a department on type
writing, the qualiﬁcations necessary; speed,
rules for the useof capital letters and punctua
etc. ; a
tion, how to get business, salaries,
chapter on newspaper reporting will be found es
pecially interesting. It is well worth the price,
25 cents, even to a man who does no shorthand
work.

Postal Laws.—-There have been new ruL

department which are very
important. We occasionally receive books sent
us by our customers sealed up, on which we are
They are sometimes so
charged letter postage.
indiscreet as to put a letter of instructions in the
book, we then have to pay letter postage, and now
among the special rulings, we learn that no marks
except the address of the person to whom the
package is sent, and the word from. and the ad
dress of the sender can be used.
Do not mark the
package"books postpaid by mail " or in any other
way, but simply follow instructions given above.
We hope our readers will take note of this.
ings in the post-oiﬂce

“ The Sympathetic Nerve." — We have
just published a new plate 18 x 36, showing this
Nerve and its connections, by Ludovic Hirschﬁeid.
It is the best Plate of the kind ever published, and
will be an ornament t) any physician‘s oﬂice (1‘
st udy, and will be sent by mall, postpaid, on receipt
of price, $3.00.
Recltntlons for Christmas, is the title of
a collection of Christmas pieces published by
Charles A. Bates, Indianapolis, ind., and sold at 2.5
it contains acarefuliy compiled select-ion
cents.
speaking arranged by Margaret Holrnm, and will
be just the thing for those who are seeking for
something for Sunday-schools and family gather
ings.

The “ Techno-Chemical

Receipt Book."

--This is the till: of abook containing a great.
deal of information invaluable tothe psrtim for
whom it is written, which has just been published
by Henry-Carey Baird 8: 00., 810 Walnut street.
Philadelphia, Pa... who will send a circular giving
a full table of contents to any of our readers who
will send to the address as above.

Woman.~'l‘his is the title of a. Monthly
Magazine, the ﬂrstnumber of which has just been
by the Woman
published
Publishing Co. L22
Nassau street. On another page will be found
their Prospectus. There is certainly a ﬁeld fora
publication of this class, and the publishers of
this propose to ﬁll the gap. They have our good
wishes.

The

St

Louis

Hygienic

College.—

A

letter from the Dean of the St. Louis Hygienic
College of Physicians and Surgeons, contains the
gratifying information that this young institution
is fully and fairly under way.
For years this college has been talked of among
new Electro-Medi
Itis now in actualexistence, as an or
its friends.
Electro-MedicaL—A
cal Machine has ‘just been introduced, which we ganized and corporate body; and both students
" ﬁrst class"
consider the most compact, and so far the best and professors are hard at work. The
it is only 6% though not large in numbers is excellent in qual
cheap Apparatus ever introduced.
lty, and the outlook for another year is good.
inches square, gives three currents, is very sim
Is it not about time that we had a similar school
ple, easily understood, ec Jnomicai and durable,
containing many of the latest improvements, and east of the Aileghanies!
sells for only $6.00. It is called the “Science,“
promptly for another
RenHL—Renew
and we have arranged for oﬂ'ering it for only six
subscriptions to the JOURNAL, and will be sent by year as it will save us trouble to receive your sub
express on receipt of price, $6.00, or on receipt of scription before your names are crossed on’ from
our list of subscribers.
names with the subscription price.

AD VER TISEMENTS.

Susanna
M.D.,H
St. Lou a, Mo. All (llmst‘ti, acute nud chronic
Scnd for circular.
treated without medicine.
The New York Medical College and Hocpltlll
thlc Diapenanry for
Ion Wolnr. and Homoo
21. West Nth Street, New
Women nnd Children.
York.

Annie swim, at. D.,

was E.

with so, City.

it,

more for the

moncy, and in the form of

powder for

Takes, as

onc hand, the dirt

the fabric in

Othcr,

and lays thcm

tively

speaking,

apart—compara
with
little

saves the worst of

saves the worst of

oblige the Pub
SPECIAL NOTICE—Reader!
HIM. if . will stale, vrhcn writing to any of our
mu an» m the
hat the advertisement
odmtn‘aen.

PIWICAL Jam“,

Advertisement: must be sent in by the ﬁrst of
the month, to be in time for the month following.
)lo extrn chnrge for inserting cuts. N0 medlcll
or objectlonnblo advertisement. inserted at any
price.

Peeled
..w H EAT

NATURAL

a'

II!

CRAGKERS.

The only perfect (‘rocker made. A pinlmwhole
wheat "U\|r.“'ll'('l' c rnckcr mule light. tender and
cl‘llp by rrnnipulntion only. F‘nr better in every
one than any Graham Cracker
resin-ct for
ever mlde. ever?’
Chi dren thrive on them and dyspep
tlcu are cured by uning them.
_
The boat Brmlrfnst tl hill
world.
,
in
the
'(‘ooked
1
perfcctly in two minutes‘ These and other pro
ducts are manufactured from wheat from which
Our complete
the outer hull hnn been removed.
lists sent on application.
circulars and
Address, Hell price
h Food 00.. 74 4th Ave.. New York

the work,

It

the wear.

makes

so

isn‘t

them old

time;
rubbing and
straining, getting the dirt out by main
their

it

before

strength.

For scrubbing, house-cleaning, wash
ing dishes, windows and glass-ware,
Pearline has no equal.
H

WlLLWlND

Y

[-3
~.( ANVWATCH

m AND NOT

WEAR our.

Jewelers.
uy mail 25c. Circulars
Birch & 00.484 Lewis Street, N. Y.

J.S.

PLAYS

Spenkerl. for
Dlnlogue
'hhlenux.
and Parlor. Bent out-Cot
SchooLClu
nlogne tree. T. B. Denlrou. Chicago.

cii'c'ii'5°i§"°cu=r

A

trill

the

washing

work.

As

were,

it

convenience.

your

the use of clothes that

ADVERTISEMENTS.

handler, ﬁner,

soap;
more effective, more of

in

W. Doddl, MJL, and Mary Dodda,
gionic l‘hvsicimm. ml Washington Ave...

\Vashmg Compound
is better than any

a

’l'he Hnmmmn, a. Family Hotel. with Turkisl.
81 and Ki (‘olumhin Ilclghtn. Brooklyn. .‘1.
Bath
minutes‘ walk from Fulton Ferry.
Y. T

Poarlino

‘

BUSIX B88 CARI)!

James Pyle’s

l

is

Nursery for

it

and the

Ones

it

Our Little

December gives its usual quota of good things,
ond something more in happy gllmpeeaof holidnys
to which the little people are lookiugtorvmrd with
great expectations. These stories and pictures
will go straight to tho uvenile heart, and net
young oarnllstenlng for t 0 ﬁrst tiuldo of bells
of beloved Santa Claus.
clenotint.r the approach
This beautiful monthl
has its corps of special
vrritersnnd artists: on all it contninnia freshly
gotten up with care to plonsennd cultivate the
class for whom it is designed.
[usual by the Bus
sell Publishing 00.. Boston.

For i’uwr, Pnrenl, Teacher, Child, or
nnd usefulness will be found
Frlend,bothclegnuce
combined in
copy of Webster‘! Unabridged.

I

w

A

Dictionary

A

Gazetteer

.

of the World

locating and describing

Blographlcal

‘:qpm-Plnces,

Dlctlonary

All

in

of hourly 10,000Noted Persons,

GRATEFUL—OOMFORTING.

One Book.

G.

3000more words and nenrly 2000 more illustra
tions than lny other American Dictionary.
Sold by nil Booksellers.
Pamphlet free.
G. C. IBERIA.
CO., Pub'rs, Springfield, Mull.

A

COCOA

i‘erea, it contain.

(#118,000Words, 3000 Engrnvings.

A

EPPQS

Besides many other valuable

ADVERTISEMENTS.

e

F. Wilson Hurd’s Highland Hygiean Home.
THE WESLEY WATEEBRég‘Il’IRE,
~

Dr.

AT DELAWARE

WAT

I

Address EXPERIMERT HILLS P. 0., Pa.
Situated in a most beautiful and healthful locality, no 'malaria; consumption rare. We receive
cases ever month in the year.
“Rectal diseases a, s . lty._ Treatment very successful ‘by
Dr.
Brinkerho s new method, with little or no pain or delay rom business.
ho cutting or incision. ‘

For Ladies

.A.IWEVV

and Children Only

‘VAJPOE!

ILATEI

qualities. without the defects, of both Russian and Turkish, with eommod i
the ‘
new y-invented cabinet.
tient derives in using my “(hbine t
The advantages the
(constructed under my immediate direction), are readily ac nowledged by many who have used
appliances of this nature, both in this country and throughout Europe. Superior massage with or
without the baths. Superior manipulators
to patients who prefer treatment at their homa.
Chronic cases of Catarrh a. specialty. sulPplled
arms on a piication.
M. GEORGE, 316 . 85th St" New York.
MRS.
Inciudin

one plunge an

H. 0. CANDICE,
ELECTROPATHIC PHYSICIAN FORMERLY VICE-PRESI
DENT AND AC'TUARY OF THE ELECTRIC AND VITAPATHIC
ms'rrrumxgr
WASHINGTON D. 0.. GRADUATE OF THE VITAPATBJC MEDICAL
E
00
OF ClNCiNNA'l‘l. 0.. RESIDENCE AND RECEPTION PABLO
N .
34TH STREET, BETWEEN BROADWAY AND 7TH AVENUE. NE
YORK CITY.
GALVANIC AND FARAIIIC BATHS. &C. No medicines areuued.
Rhetricityis
used atm ELECTRICAL iNSTITUTE where all Acute and Chronic
successfu iy treated with Electricity.
By this ALL-powerful agent we are en
abled toremove Rheumatism.
Malaria, Catarrh. Dys psia. Paraly'lh, Sclatim,

mm

Dim m

,
Premalfilge
IDeaﬂisrsa,
i neyDecliinioji
um ago. whugs-SUteil-ll,
an
var
i cuties,
Insalnit
we
opsy,
S inal Diseases, Cancers,
Bgonchitls. Noise in the Head, HysterimNervousness,Sleeplessness. etc. Also Blood
eradicated from the system.
whatever name or naturo or how lon standin
Call or ten for 0 2tlmroughlé
Milan
onsuitation free.

Scrotum

Tamra
lien-e.

SLOAN’S SHIRTS,

me to loam,

6 for ‘9.00.
Guaranteed to ‘be the Belt Shirts Inde for the Price.
Catalogue, Self-Measurement Blank, also samples of material used, mailed free,

SLOAN MANUFACTURING 00-, 775 Broadway, N. Y

LHWLE

BUR
_'1‘he

ONES

ANDTHE

Prince 0! Juveniles.

NURSERY.

Eatablilhod. in

1867.

The most beautiful magazine in mat
far and illustrations for the
children ever published.

A specimen copy and Premium
sent to any address on receipt

Russell Publishing 00.,

36 Bromﬂeld

List

of a two cent stamp.

St.

Boston, Mass.

JUST PUBLISHED.

Do you want to interest

-

your children in their The Sympathetlc
self- Improvement
lfyou

"‘

_‘

do you

P

wlllsubscrlbefor
‘

36 pngel, beautifully iliun , Monthly. $1. a year.

INTERESTING, INSTRUCTIVE, PUBEllltlll'oﬂ I}:i: )4)".
TBEASUBE-TBOVE co . 25 Clinton max.
Send/‘ar- :a mp1: mp).

Nerve‘

A new and beautiful Plate and De~
scription of the SYMPATHETIC NERVE,
from
the great work of
Lvnovrc
HIRSCHFIELD, Senior Professor of An
atomy and Surgery
to the Medical
Faculty of PARIS.
Figure life size:
size of plate 18 x 38 inches.
Price‘ $5,
7
mo unted on rollers.
F0
,
& V‘
‘ Pub] ‘Shel-S‘
775 Broadway, New York.

m

“

AD VER TISEMENTS.

PLANTSMB
pop‘. ulllnl

thsn our, snd should be in Lin hands
plating buy"!!!

r was is

SEEDS.

rsnn 00"”!!!
hstsr "0
l! com'linnp'a Colored Pines. ihonnndl of munitions, snd
riZBs.
uv, and when to M ii, snd naming lowest prices for honest goods. Price of

ml
Ill"
VICK.

whsi in
nssrl 160
GUI I! only 10cents, lncludin‘ sOerumir

for 10cents worth of Sixth.

SIZEDSIAK, Iochootor. N- Y

First Lady,

.

a

it,

To the

is

the
The St. Louis Photogrs her
in
pu lication
leading photographic
Over 10 years established.
America.
Send for
av. mch posi'omce, who will send us the mines of
$3 a year, 80 cents
50 or more lllwilltﬂlil reading women who would
Sample copy free wall inter
number.
be likely in uppri-ciuie our llsi. of Books for “'0
ested in Photo
p11
mon, including Works on Healih and H giene.
ihlrs,
Msternit '. lion-(lily. ffwkcrv, Household
Mrs. Fitz ibml—Cfﬂl'k, Publisher,
0
(hrs of c ildren, can. we will send free a
live street, St. Louis, Mo.
2334
copy in
our Hygiene Home‘ Cook Book, a book of roce
SPECIALLY ms was nonssnow.
for preparing food in a. healthful and point; lo

rive 25c. Address
msnner Without condiments.
st once,
Fowler X: Wells ,0.. Publishers.
775 Broadway. New York.

A semi-monthly Journal of [Pure Foul. the Sup
presslon of Adultemtlon. and everyday advice to
a. Year. Sample Copies Free.
the Physiclsn.
OFFICE. 19 Park Place. New York.

But it must be mnsg
ed right to be proﬁtable.
"you harp only s dozen,
or s thou-sud Hens, to
know how to can/or than
in Health, 01" Dimuu,

‘I

—

.mlrwliﬁ

Chicks, Budd Chops,

lined Pine Bi'rdl, do, etc.
you wsnt

'l'olnirodusourSeeds
Fume"
. union.
snd Osmium-rswe srs (his. swsy s
lugs collectionIR I. Includingspsck
TB] 'OIDIRIUL FLOi'B CORN that yields u InuI‘. 0!ﬂourpersen
n4 soresofwhest. OI! bslﬂlhl (it!
Dobro boﬂls
004
shill hon-04 by all I'm-won
~ Hrdﬁcedl. Other-locum
~
MI'ri'm “a.
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1

h
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FLORAL

COSMOPOLITAN

.

“1*

I‘

“BESS STAYS
Pillllltllilllmlmﬂ.

Cloth. lad Bails Oovmd.
or silver
atom

CENTS

SONGS mul STORIES FREE to all who
send 100. for our peerless (no. monthly.
me. on trial. The Rural Call. Columbus. 0,

THE

‘.

:

M

this PIIWI'.

I

IIB
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THE POULTRY BULLETIN.
Nlw You Cm.

l

_7

r

I

M

Ihhbllshod in 1869. The 01mm snd Bus-r Mun»
I-ins devoted to Poultry. Pigﬂms snd Pets. 82 mos,
hrgmﬁuiy ilhulraled, snrl rosin only 0113 DOLLAR
forons Your. 'l‘ryitsyesrsnd see if it is not. 5
each
To mrlvo it prompt]
dollar well rpmll
to
month let one you. send your sddress As

in.

for nlo norywhm.
will secure TBR

STRUCTOR
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8U LLE'I'IN,

A
i

THE POU LTRY

AND

PRACTICAL COOK AND HOUSEKEEPER.

Poultry Pays !
Rear

THE AMERICAN ANALYST

months

on

A beautiful monthly magazine ex
for amateur ﬂorisisand gardeners.
nrossl
TNDUS
[AL PUB. 00.. Alnsworih. Iowa.
trial.

SHORTHANDER,

;

;

b

;

;

Toronto, Ont., Canada,
Thos. Bengouzh (Oﬂlciul Reporter York Co. Courts). Canadian Editor
W. E. Hickox, no Tremont
Street, Boston. Mass, American Editor: Chas. ll. Brooks. Toronto, Canada. Business Manager.
the latest. shorthand news irorn
Contains in every issue specimens of susndsrd and new systems
all
rts oi’ the world opinions on pl'nfessinnal topics
representative sten grnphers: articles on
is
illustrations of new rypowrliing and reporting appi’is noes; portraits and sketches of leading
Annual subscription onlv $1 Sinzle copies 10 cents. Semi for Sample. Addr man,
sbenographers.

osmopolilan Shorthandor. Toronto.

AD VER TISEMENTS.
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Techno-Chemical

Receipt

Bonk

NOW' BEAD'YZ.

THE TECHNO-Gunmen. RECEIPT Boox,
Containing Several Thousand Receipts, covering
rtant, and most Useful Dir
the Latest, most. In:
and their Prac
coveriesin Chemica
Technoloa'
tical
in the
Arts an industries. Edit
Afgflicaliﬂll
from the German oi’ Drs. Winckler, Els—
ed chic
ner. Heintzq Mierzinski, Jacobsen. Koller, and
Helnzerilng with additions by William T. Brannl,
Graduateo the Royal Agricultural College of El
dena, Prussia‘ and William H. WnhLPlLD. (Herd),
Secretary of the Franklin Institute, Philadel bin.
llus
nuthor oi’ “Galvanonlastic Manipulntious.“
trnted by 78 engravings, in one volume. over 500
pages, 12mo. closely printed, containing an im
mense amount and a. great variety of matter. El
egnntly boundin scarletcloth. gilt. Price $2, free
of poslage 10 any address in the W'orld.

Extr

y

Black. Writing,
and Copying Fluid,
0F SUPEHIOR QUALITY.

PENUER
Those fun-munSteel Pens oom
hmu the essential qualities of
Elasticity, Durability and real
\‘wnn Quill notion, and are
uitcd to ull Riylvs of writing.
For sale everywhere.

FA
fr“

circularnfaz ﬁlig'llﬂ5‘k0‘lliiﬂg thr/ul] T4151!
oft/u‘: Important Book, :(It by Mail.
of/uslagl'. In any nm' in any part a/tb: ""0714
who ruillfurm'r/z Ill: address.

0

HENRY CAREY BAIRD &' C0.,
Industrial Publishers. Booksellers. and Importer‘.

lnless Parturltlon Possible.

[1R

Tokology, by Alice 1!.StockhnmJlLD.v in“ noble
hook forunoblo pu
no. Sample
60-000mm. lor. $2.1.»- ullunv wi'i‘gﬁ
SH’URTHANI]

Cnnlentr

810 Walnntlslreet' Philadelphia,

no
We publish many w o
ial interest as
School Books, of
Teachers’ Aids.
list of these and

k

r

r

CLABK’S STENCILS

P...

MAGAZINE.

(new), with a. back number of the
PHRKNOLOGICALJOUBNAL,
sent
Send Address on postal card to

fm.

F°1%%1i.'i.‘..."¥§‘h%§££a, 3. Y.

Jerome B. Howard, Editor.

Our Healthful Home
Mild
15 located on Reading Heights. W'ith
Climate. Dry invigorating sir. pure, soft
ring Water, and great home comforts. Jud
place to take treatment during the fnii.
We lead with
winter and spring months.
Send for our cir
our methods of treatment.
culars. Address, Dr. A. Smith, Reading. Pu.

2003000th 0W 1W?

t};

a

0

,

containing eight
go! of
A M go monthl
Phonetic Shorthun in every
beouti ully engrav
number.
The authentic exponentol' lho Benn.
Pittman System of Phonography; $1.50 per un
num, in advance.
Specimen copy sent free. Ad
dress, Tun Pnonoomrnlc Issrrrw‘ra, Cincinnati,

n

PHUNUGRAPHIC

AIDS.

SGHUULBOUM

sipnons

Wanted to send usWiggins
a dresses on
note. cards. we
will
free something in w ich you will be
semljou Address
interest
Fowum 8: Wxnm 00., 775 Broadway. N. Y.

THE

Pa., U.b. A.

t

& 00., N. Y.

s
‘

Ivison, (Blakemun

WWI—DY

no! of
by Bonn Pitmnn
Phonoirnphz.
and Jerome E. Howard.
A per eci Self-Inat-ructor
Phonetic Short-hand. Sold by booksellers, or
The PIOIOII'IIIHO lnnlnuc. Cinclnnnl, 0.
In

— his;

5561....

Potter.

THE READER AND IMPEBSONATOR,

School

of

Taken plea-sure in announcing

that the ﬁrst Course of Instruction in the

Ethics

and

Oratory

Will Commence the Second Tueadsy in January, and will continue Six Consecutive “'eeks.
Able Lecturers will discourse upon MORAL and MENTAL PHILOSOPHY. and that
such instruction in

MUSIC, DRAMA, GENERAL LITERATURE, PHYSICAL
DRESS, LANGUAGES, ETC,
necessary to a PROFESSIONAL
For further particulars address,

0.8 shall be deemed

Miss S. M. GORHAM, Care Fowler

8:

Will be provldod

Wells 00..

‘775

EXPRESSION,
CAREER.

Broadway. N.

Y.

AD VER TISEMEN TS.
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The Illustrated [lhristian Waeklu
'

OUNDED in

in thousands
1871, has proved itselfa favorite, indeed an essential
of families.
Every number contains something for each member of a house
hold. Hundreds of elegant engravings are presented in its pages every year,
covering a wide variety of subjects.
It is Christian, but not sectarian, interested in
every movement aiming to advance the kingdom of Christ. It knows no party in
politics, or school in literature. It aims to promote the good everywhere.
To signalize the new era in its history upon which it has recently entered,

R GRRND PREMIUM.
or

A SPLl-LNDH) OLEOGRAPH

MUNKACSY'S

GREAT

PAINTING,

“GHRIST BEFORE PILRTE,”
will be presented to every subscriber, old and new. The plate for this splendid picture
will be 28:: 40 inches, and it will be a genuine work of art.

Subscription Price $2.50
Send all orders

to the Publisher,

Per Year, In Advance.

W. J. CAN FIELD,
95

JUST PUBLISHED.

DEOORATIOII.
Alma W. Batman! and T80!“ TIYON,
IIQIYTERIOR
\llrto

Architects.

volume, cloth. Price, ‘8.
Contain ng, besides Introductory Remarks,
Chapters on
The Hall. the Staircase, the Library, the Parlor,
Dining-room, the Study, the Bedroom.
One

PRETTY

Gift

Books_

White.
CHILDHOOD SONGS.
LOVE SONGS.
Rose tinted.
MOTHER SONGS Cream tinted.
SONGS OF THE NIGHT. Gray tinted.
These dainty little books are made up of choice
try and rinted on very ﬁne heavy
and
edge card-boar super,
wit
un
ra
007611.
Moan
Each book in lllua rated with one fullese 80
You will find one or more of
Series toexactly fill your needs this season.
t

e

he

Chambers Street, New York.

our bookseller does not. keep them send direct. to
he Publishers.
reader:
Journal
'

00., Brnttleburo, Vt.
(

,

ll

of Mt. ﬁrroll Seminar
Conservatory of Music
00., Ill.), tells
ow students of small means
by help of “ Pecuniary Aid System.“ gain a
msl, Collegiate, Musical, or Art education.
Send for one—Freev

ll

.

Cents.
E. HOUBII

d’.

for
FRANK

-—€;f7|“’

1;‘

in)

8

Thep;

do! 0 er to Phrenologl'oal

:

Cents Each.

26

INVENTORS.

and

rroll

can,

Nor

will find in the Canadian Magazine of Science and
Patent. Office Record a complete list, with dia
and descriptions of all the patents of inven~
gram.
drawings
This bookls full illustrated with 65
The
ofl|iterlors,:detal a, furniture, etc. It contains tions issued in the Dominion of Canada.
for the treatment. of both city and Magazine is issued monthly, and will be found in
suggestions
for
alter
methods
houses,
and indicates
oountr
valuable to any one interested in patented pro
ing an lm roving old work. It. is written witha
readers, and oesscs or machines.
view of inset-sting non-professional
all who care to beautify their homes, as well as
Sample copies sent on application.
.rchlbects and decorators.
Address Canadian Magazine of Science,
COMSTOUK,
Publishers,
WM- '1‘,
Montreal, Canada.
23 Warren Street, New York.
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$3

250.,

“ THE FOUNTAIN”
Is

magazine widely used for

a.

SUPPLE

MENTARY READLNG IN SCHOOLS.
5

The best testimonials of its successful
10
use are daily
received.
Prices:
months, 50 cents; single
months, $1;
Y
copy 10 cents.

Year.

DIB'IINC'HVILY BnBESlNll-‘Am 0!‘

with Illustrated Premium List

THE FOUNTAIN SONG
BOOK ”

;

'l‘

Contains 46 pages of original music,
copyrighted and published in he Foun
tam during the past years also pages
of Sacred son
The book is especially
use of institutes and day
designed fort
schools. Prices: Single co y, paper, 15
single
1.50;
cents; 12 co ies, paper,
cents; 12 copies,
board,
5

IN CASH 0R VALU
AND SPECIAL INDUCEMENTS
ABLE PREMIUMS TO CLUB RAISERS
Illustrated circulnr of Premium: and Lint ot Contribu
tors sent on receipt 0! postoi.

“

e

%

AMERICAN THOUGHT AND PROGRESS.
It is acknowledged by the press and public to be the
popular and i'ntel'taining or the high-clam month
e
ﬁlo-st
THE AMERICAN MAGAZINE'is decidedly an
exponent of American Institutions.
Tun AMERICAN MAoAznm und
SPECIAL OFFER. THEJPHBENOIDGICAL Jouiuun,
Both one year, for 331%.
Postage Free.
Send 150. for Specimen Number,
Ill

Publicitions.

l

\

l

“

Responsible and energetic persons wanted to solicit
subscriptions. Liberal Terms Given.
Address THE AMERICAN MAGAZINE 00.,
740 Broadway, New York.

1

Illustrated.

‘

Fountain

AMERICAN
MAGAZINE
Baniifully

TS.

2

.12

_1

wonns ”

From Fountain Song Book. This little
book,
pamphlet accompanies the son
and its cheapness will contri ute to‘
make singing practical and general in
cents ' each;
the schools. Single copies,
address, $2.25.
one
to
50
copies
wish,
mat
no
you
any
on
book
our
price
Send for
LEAFLETS containing any piece of
lerb whom ublished, or whereadvertised. The
REC RD contains portrait of a. noted music of the Fountain Song Book will
BOO
author in every issue, and valuable matter or
be supplied at the rate of $1 per hundred,
Send (or sample
intcrestto every book buyer.
.
co
or $6 per thousand.

BOOKS

,

u

.
nts wanted for our new holiday books. Sand
for deescri tive circulars. Liberal
lisher,
ILBUR B. KETCHAM.
71 Bible House, New York.

I

y

5

l

BOOKS!

S.

L.

C.

COURSE OF READING
ron 1887-88.

Required Readings.‘
BOUSD

PICTURE AIDS TO COMPO
SITION.”

A

book containing sixty-four leaves of
good book
er. with EXCELLENT

INTED ON ONE SIDE
PICTURES
OF EACH LEAF; the other side blank.

25 cents;
copies to one
$1; 12 copies to one addrem, $2.

Single copy,

address,

5

'C.

.“

IN CLOTH
.

SAMPLE COPY

.

.

,

.

.

.
.
.

.

SHELLEY,

8:

.
.
.

.

Hismry oi’ the United States. By Edward
ONE
Everett Hale, D. D . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .1 00
Literature, By Prof. H. A. Beers,
60 Of all the above publications
Americlizn
A. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
will be
By Dr. M. P.
and Hygiene,
Phyniognomy
on
of
..
1.00
addrws
receipt
mailed
to
any
.................................
Hatﬁeld
oi the Plan of Salvation, By J.
invite-a
trial
We
CENTS.
FORTY
60
Phiiosrwh
B. a. ker, LL.D., lﬂmo .................. ..
40
16mo.....
Readings irom Washington Irvin
order from all progressive teachers.
Classical German Course in Eng sh, By Dr.
.
.
.
.
1.00
.
.
.
.
W. C. Wilkinson . . . . . . . . . _ . . . . . . .
Address
History of the Modiaavai Church, By F.
40
Hurst, D.D., LL.D.,16mo ............... ..
W. H.
Any oi’ the above sent not id on receipt of
PHILLIPS
l'ilIN'rPublishers.
price.
York,
805 Broadway, New York.

PL
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Series of Five Charts

CHARLES K. MILLS, M.D.,

ISSUED WEEKLY
At

PUBLISHED.

0 UR BODIES.

THE OLDI-ZST JOURNAL IN THE “'ORLD DEVOTED l
TO THE

SPIRITUAL PHILOSOPHY.

lif

TS.

Street (formerly Montgomery Place), Cor. Providence Street,
Boston. Mass.

9 Bosworth

l

AND

A. H. P.

LEUF, M.D.,

Publishers and Proprietors.

for teaching Physiology, Anatomy, and Hygiene,
and showing’the
eﬂecta of Alcohol on the Mus
cit-s, Lun ,lbrain, Eye, Nerves, Stomach, Liver,
Kidneymﬁgtc.

Aided by a Large Corps of Able lVn'terr.

For schools that are already supplied
with
Physiological Charts, but want a chart, showing
the Effects of Alcohol, we have issued one larger
chart,
printed in colors and mounted
hnndsomeelg
on rollers,
entitl

RICH

Spiritual, Progressive,_lieformatory
and Miscellaneous Books.
the authors are Andrew Jackson Davis,
Am
913m Dale Owen Dr. James M. Peeblen,
Henry 0. Wright one. a. Stebbins, D. D. Home,
1‘. R. nmrd, William Denton, Rev. M. B. Cra
ven, Judge J. W. Edmonds, Prof. S. B. Brittan.
Allen Putnam, E
F. Evans, Kersey
Graven, A. B. Ch id, Surﬁng.
P.
.
ndol h, Warren S.
Barlow, J. O. Barrett. Mrs. Emma
nrdlnge Brit‘
ten, Miss Lizzie Doten, Mrs. Maria M. King, Mrs.
Richmond,
etc.
Corn R. V.
Any book published in England or America, not
out of print, will be sent by mail or express.
Hon.

Catalogues of‘ Books Published
and for Sale by Colby & Rich

.

Sent Free.

_.
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~
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a
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|

L

n

it rs ry
Flu", POP", ueh
nnmbnreonnlnlnn
l6 large par"
leg
columns.
with charming80
rlnl and anon,
Shit-hon
o In
.
.
,_
howled", Bonn»
e—
hold Hints, Road»
in‘ lor theYoung Wit and Humor,eta, Qto. Everybodyindo
lilhtod with it. ‘l'hepope!‘has beenestnhllnbedit your‘, and
ha: verylargecirculation,butwe areanxiousto doubleit and
thereforewe male the following extremelyliberalodor:
neat a] on! Twp"! .ﬂyu Cent‘, we will and
by
Orin ct on
lien
for Three lentil. and to our’
ulcer-liar unmullmuad
Ohrintmoo Bo winnings“ ‘MM-ing
cur-#31“
nobleIndoor
holiday
Mand
[Ipofkd
Bamako, holes,a
instrumentandoneupon which it ll my to learnto play;
"no Mala‘ Luther hiru with steelel
and trlmrninll,
[nod anddurablearticle; ﬁnale“ hat
uogropb All“,
nonndIn Illlhoreile, with gilt lumping;
Album, containing greatvarietyoflppropriato
fbrl
lolcetlonl
Doe-lemma Album, eontainlnl obontbobonnti
M
aleonunlopictures,rully transferredtnnlllwct any our‘
and HM Auiwlml
locally“ [Wed L‘briltltu
,whieh or. aloneworth bl price of this
moor,wl lend lhoohriltniu Box, entirecombiner
on.‘
eontnlnlnl all the
nbovqllhwho our paperthan mnnthl,for only
it an“ Ive
II
ions and the Christmas Bonn will In uni for ‘1....
This
time loinlrodneolhe pp" inio new homes.
n
Macy nhmdrd. We referto any nb
{aelin
ilhorin ll. I’. one reliability. Donot mi- lhll chancel
I. ll.
& 00>, or I’
l'lnoo. New York,

l

0m

I

A

"

I

Fm

M am

mud
r‘
.00“
"k
THE SCHOOL VISITOR,
A

8r

some

a

COLBY

Publish and keep for sale at Wholesale and Retail
5 complete assortment of

,
-

:

cent
ADVEBTIBEMEN'I‘B published at
per i no for
per line for the first, and fifteen centstwenty
uent insertion.
each sub
at the expiration of
Subscriptions discontinued
the time paid for.
[I'Bpecinmn Copia Bent Free.

_\

80X FREE!

. .

t
9

POSTAGE FREE.
In remitting by mail, a Pout-Office Money Order
on Boston, or a raft on a Bank or Banking House
ynbie to the order
in Boston or New York City,
of (Jouiv & Rica, is preferab e to Bank Notes,
Our patron: can remit in file fracfl'onnlpart of
a dollar in postage Itampa—onu and two: pre

.

i
I A

7b

BRISMAS

n

Three Montbn

Descriptive Circulars of the above-named
charts will be sent on uppiicntion to
ELDREDGE & BBQ, Philadelphia, Pa.

a

Term- 02 Subscription, in Advance.
Per Year . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $8.00
Six Month...
.. L50

THE EFFECTS OF ALCOHOL.

l

r
is a. first-class Famil Newupn
P GEB—containin FORT COLD) NB
INC AND IN TRUCTIVE READ
OF INTER
ING—embracin
EPARTMENT
A LITERARY
REPORTS OF SPIRITUAL LECTURES,
Spiritual, Philosophi
ORIGINAL ESS
cal and
tgct'ar
Sciegggig$l~
‘\YS-Urun
.
3.‘
EDITORIAL
srmrr-umsAoE DEPARTMENT. 5nd
CONTRIBUTIONS by the most talented writers in
the World, etc., etc.
THE BANNER

of EIGHT

a

ISAAC RICH. Business Manager.
LUTHER. COLBY, Editor.
JOHN W. DAY, Assistant Editor.

I‘

COLBY & RICH,

Published by John 8. Royer, Principal of Schools,
Gettysburgh, Ohio, should be in every family hav_
ing children to educate.
It gives model solutions
of practical problems in Arithmetic, Geometry,
etc. Makes difficulties in Grammar plain, and an_
sworslfuily many curious questions.
It is pro
nounced the best journal of its kind in this
country. Send for free sample copy, if interested
in its line.

‘When you
always mention

write to Advertisers

the

Phrenolcgical Journal.
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.

*wg$%%?ilsf9
Tn.

EEDSFELLJ To,

Hill

Tisouunuiirn rnin.sunts|mru_

KASSASCITY.

Per Year. 256.

I

'j_

1.—.

coon cnouihlinuaauusnrm

Six Months. 15:.

Mu. U. S. A.

Till: CﬁRJIéTIAN INDEX LIVE-STOCK
HARRISON, Publishers.
ATLANTA, GA..
&

LAWTON

1821.

Year.

Price $2 Per

KING

no YOU WANT

to read

the great

live-stock Organ of

the

great West?
Subscribe for the weekly Cultivator-Journal.

DO YOU WANT

to reach the richest farming and stock-grow
ing territory on earth
Advertise in the weekly Cultlvator-JuurnnL
?

Btablished

,

CITY. MO.

KA

I‘. FARMER'

SOUTHERN BAPTIST.

H

@

3

&

‘I’

_w

t

EVER¥

1s

-

%

m

- _ \ AWEAR

i

\ \

5

ti

I

’-)-3

It has eight
world.
The Missouri! AND KANSAS I-‘Arunm is the cheapest paper in the whole wide
conizilns a large
large, clean-printed pages, with six columns oi’ matter on each page. Every number
showing
locatein;
the
map, showing the best portions at Missouri, Kansas and Arkansas for settlers to
remaining open to homestead, pre-cmp
counties and giving the number of acres or Government Land
privnlo entry in each
and
n, soldiers’ clai
the Govern
contains
cgunty. Every niijmhcr
{'9
contains descriptions
Every
number
Lands.
Government
enter
ment Land Laws. telling all about how to
inﬂuences. etc
or the counties, towns and townships, telling all about the soil. water, minerals. climatic raising. Every
stock
the prairlennd timber lands, and their adaptation for farming, fruit growing and
it.
Send i‘ori NOW—d0 not delay.
number will be worth more to you than the price for a whole year.
to any address
will be mailed
States,
Cnnadss
in the United
send the amount
or Mexico for the triﬂing sum oi’ 25 cents per year. it more convenient for you. you can towmcounly and
write your name plainly, and give your
in l-cent or 2-cent American postage stamps.
Address.
when
lrom.
got
this advertisement
[Always leii what paper you
.staw.
“
yotkvvrite.
GA
P- 0. BOX B."
M.
reference. as it
it
for
save
and
It you do not send at once. he sure you cut this advertisement out
will not appear in thlslournal again. Do not put it elf-delays are Mama-attend to a N0 ‘938

The leading religious paper in the South and one
Circulation in
-01 the best advertising mediums.
every county in Georgia and largely in neighbor
ing territory. Splendid crops harvested in 1887,
and many new Manufacturing, Mining, and Build
IT WILL PAY TO ADVERTISE
ing enterprises.
IN IT. Write for rates.

A PAPER

that goes into the Best Rural Homes
of America each week.
620,000 circulated in 1887.
5,200 advertisements printed

its columns.
columns
1,976
matter.

pure

in

reading
it

Try for 1388.
Success of 1887 unparalellcd.
Subscription $1. 50 per ymr in U. S.
122

S

*

a YCBL]
[16-psgeWeekly—81-00
weekly
Cheapest
and
Largest
the Oldest.
boo-paper in the World. Sample free.
"i

j’;

iii“

Hull ‘in

i“

/

923 & .325 West Madison Bt.. CHICAGO.

ILL

Address CULTIVATOR-JOURNAL,
West 7th St..
Kansas City. Mo.

THE BEST ADVERTISER IN
THE SOUTHWEST.

The Rural and W'orkman, an agri
cultural ‘and industrial journal. Pub
lished at Little Rock, Arkansas. at $1.59
per year.
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THE

New England. Farmer,
Agricultural and Family newspaper north of Maryland”
has within two years absorbed the Vermont Farmer, Our Grange
Homes, and Dirigo Rural, and passed into the control of a. prac

The oldest

tical journalist who has ENLARGED rr,

INTRODUCED
NEW
FEATURES AND MODERNIZED I'm MAKE-UP, changing it to
It therefore combines
the popular 8-page form.

The Conservative reliability of 66 years’ experience and the
l'reshness, push and enterprise of youth. a combination found in
no other agricultural paper.
Geo. M. Whitaker
—New York Tribune.

is imparting

i'resh life in that old favorite

family newspaper

There is no more honestly or intelligently edited farm journal in America.—
Vermonter.

Rural

$2.00 per your.

“

T—HE

Boston, Mass

Samples Free.

CHUEEH PRESS.”—

THE BEST WEEKLY PUBLISHED IN THE PROTESTANT‘
EPISOOPAL cannon.
Oﬂicial Medium of the Egypt Exploration
‘

Ably Edited! Rich in Church News! Often Illustrated

PRACTICAL! HELPFUL!
TERMS
I

Society.

$1.00

!.

ENTERTAINING!

PER YEAR, STRICTLY, IN ADVANCE.

Send for Sample Copies, free.
Ammnsav

The Church Press,
20

Lafayette Place, New York..

"

_

I‘ I

_4

' _
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A. G.HULBER'1‘,

old,

has 16 pages, is

published Every Week in the year,
contains 14 Departments, treating of
every phase
of Farm Work and
Farm Life, by Practical Farmers
and the Best Writers in the country.
Reports.
lIas the best Market
30,000 Subscribers pronounce it
the Best Weekly Agricultural
Journal in the country.
Only

$1 Per Year Postage Paid.
'
,

subscribe
If you 1888,

before

Jaw

you will get the
remaining numbers of this year
Free. Address

u-ary

1,

THE FAR MEIR 00..

1420 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

“ THREE-MEAL

If Mothers want to know what

1.0.14.

German Simpliiieg;
I

PRACTICAL FARMER?
years

mmtsr.

, .

-'
Arlmirable for its very simplicity and 1013781868.!
Joperson with an earnest, intelligent purpose (‘:1 fail cf
A’Ilaining the moat satisfactory
results."-Winonn Bo
publican.

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE

Is 33

BUY FENCINQ

Until you get my prices. I will
save you moneyon Fsrm and City
Fences, or Fence Materials. The
molt double and lilndsum. Gate:
and Fence! let "not fronts, grave
lots and cemeteries. Iron Posts.
Steel Wire Matting‘, Tree Guards.
WireWindow Guards,Visible Tablet
Wire,Bavbedand Plain Fence Wire,
Staples, Machinu. Tool‘ and every
kindat (ence andwire good‘. Send
stump for lOth Annull Catalogue
with pricesand 50 engravings.

BABIES.”
has been done and

what can be done in the way of reducing the care
of their Children, and increasing their health and
happiness, by reducing the number of daily feed
lugs, let them send 50 cents for
uHOW to FEED the BABY.“ by DB. (3. E. PAGE.
Said by authority to be the best work on Infant
Address
Sent by mail.
Dietetics published.
Fowler & Wells 00.. Pub. 775 Broadway. N. Y.

An eminently successful method for noq
and practical knowledge of the German 1
rows of real use in business. reading. or trnveL

ill
m It.thisa wul»

oo‘ti.
Dismisses-‘s ":r"-'.“i;msrr:.i”m

a
I.
m
eenseac.(i
(without keys), Sound in cloth, .15.
"
ready,
by
Now
the author of German Simpliﬁed," and on
the same plan,

Spanish Simpliﬁed.
m

To consist of 10 numbers. Nos. 1 In!!!
bilahod
October 15 1881. A new number will appear on $2 am of
every month, until completed.
Both works are for sale b allbook ll . ;
t
.
paid on receipt of price. by Piaf. A. KNSF‘LTT'L', T‘XY'E‘:
-“..h'ew York. Prospectus tree.

I! you want something to read that. will interest
you more thoroughly than any book you ever
read. send for a copy of Hanna A210 FAcs-u s new
It
manual 0!.’ character reading (or the people.
will show you how to read people as you would a
to
good,
if
are
inclined
be
they
to
see
and
book.
upright, honest, true. kind. charitable, loving.
ple. such as
and trustworthy
joyous.
hapgy
i e toknow; or are t ey by nature
you would
untrustworthy. treacherous and cruel, unchar
, jealous.
ltable and hard-hearted, fault-ﬂndl
‘an woul
not want
domineering
people whom
to haveintimate with yourse van or your families?
A knowledge of Human Nature would save many
diss. polntments in social and business life.
Th sis the most comprehensive and popular work
ever published for the price. 251110copies having
been sold the ﬁrst year. Contains 200 largo octave
and 200 portraits.
pages
on
\ ewili send it carefully by mail,
receipt
40 cents, in paper. or postpaid.
$1 n cloth
binding. ofgrice,
ddress
Fownsa &1 Wins 00. Publishers.
775 liroadway, New York.

THE NATIONAL NORMAL

UNIVERSITY ut

fers the widest range of facilities at llie least ox
pense as a school for adults who wish to review or
or any of tho
prepare for teaching. or business.
Entire expense $2.60 to $3 n. wcek.
Egofesslons.
tnlogue Free. Address Prest. 'l‘. H. l.. CRDOR.
Lebanon. Ohio.
[Mention this paper.]

,
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AMERICAN AGRIGULTURIST FOR

A

Having

Ii‘armz

Garden,
A Village Lot.z
A.

A Home in the (L‘itzz

or Villa-age, or Country,
or expecting

to have one.

PAY
IT WILL

YOU WELL.

to secure the Invsiusbie Help, the Best in
iormntlon, the Thoussnds of Plain, Prscticui.
Useful Hints and Suggestions,
given
in the

American Agriculturist
all prepared by thorougniy experienced,
intelli
gent men, who know well what they talk sud
write about.
I
Twelve Hundred Engrsvings in the current
volume (1&7) bring clearly to the understsnding s.
grout variety oi’ labor-saving, Lubenhelping plans
and Oontrivsnces, Illustrations of Animals, Plants,
Buildings, Household Helps and Conveniences,
Planing Pictures for Old and Young, etc, etc.

[1‘ I8 IMNSSIBLE for Any
one to consult these
with
out gatherin many
nts and
Suggestions. ACH one of which
is worth many times the small
cost of this Periodical for a
whole yeor—onl $1.50, or four
co ies for $5.— ingle numbers
1

cents.

Valuable

1888.

Portfolio

of

ENGLISH
OB
GEBM AN,

hgnviogs

For Every Subscriber.
For yesrs the American Agriculturist has spent
thoussnds oi’ dollars in supplying its subscribers
with the very best works of Art at no expense,
beyond the cost of mailing, whose
possession
would otherwise require a. considerable
cxpendi~
ture of money. We now offer to every
subscriber
for was who sends us $1.50 for his
subscription.
plus ﬁfty cents, making
$2.11)in all, the following
engravings gotten up expressly [or this periodi
cal and worthy of s plsce in any household in
the
lsud. All the engravings are on heavy paper,
18
by 24 inches in size, for portfolios or for
framing,
forwsrded in tubes prepared for the purpose.

Number 1.

Jeil’ersou’s Home, Monticello,
Virginis. Embracing 1st, Front view oi’
resi
8nd. R“! view of residence,
8rd,View
oors‘s Creek 4th, Csrtsr‘s Mount, 5th,
Jeﬂwson‘s Mill, 6th, Jeﬂsrson‘s Tomb, to
ether with accompanying deseriptim
by
smes Psrton.
den

J

h umber 2. ackson‘s Home, the
Hermita
,
near Nashville, Tenn. Embracinglst, the
or
mits. e, 2nd, Original Home, 8rd,
The Tomb.
toget icr with accompanying description
by
Jsmes Psrton.

Number 8.

Washington's Home nesr Mt.

Vernon. Enibrucin ist, Mount Vernon, 2nd,
His Librsry, 8rd B thplsce, 4th, lieadqusr
ters st Tappsn, k. Y. 5th, The Tomb, together
description by Donald G.
hvii:.:hs.°oil(:<:impsnying
i
.

Number

Mentor
Hirsm,

4.

Garﬁeld's

Home,

near

Ohio.Embracin
1st,Ls.wnﬁelcl,
2nd.
Birth lace. 45:, On the Towpath,
5th, Ass ions;
on st the Plow, son, In the
ﬁeld with his sons just before his
nomination.
7th monumsntst Cleveland,
Ohio, together
with description by J. M. Bundy.

Number 5.

General Grant's Farm Life.

Embrscing 1st, Grunt‘s fsthrr‘s landing in
Ohio on s, list-boat, 2nd, Grant's birthplace.
3rd,
Hidei. 4th. The Dent Farm
houseDreﬂlilllg
5th,
srdscrsbble, Grant's farm-house
nesr t. Louis. 6th, Hsuiinz t‘mber for his
house, 7th, Running s. Burk Mill, 8th,
rider, 9th, Grsnt‘s tomb at Riverside. A hsrd

Number 6.
Magniﬁcent Engraving oi’
six cents
for Insiling you Premium
Geners‘i Grant from his last sitting, executed
American Aqriculturisl, just out, con
expressly for our subscribers.
taining four hundred
Editorial, Contributed
Number 7.
A perfect reproduction of
and Premium Descriptive Articles, written byhb
Munkscsy‘s great pointing,
‘Christ belon
diilerent contributors, representing 28 States and
Pilate."
Territories, and the Provinces and Europe, and
OUR OFFER.
miliustrstions by 2) different Artists, such us
1. The Amer-icon Agricuiturlst for 1888......
..$1.50
"Forbes, Cory, Bennett, Mueller, Payne,
Thompson,
2. Withsbove engrsvings, sll post-psid..... .. 2.00
Fsunce, Fiohr, and Lyons, etc, whose work
was
8. The American Agricuiturist, Engravings
done expressly for this number.
and Phrenologicsl Journal . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . 3.50
FREE TO ALL. Send your address
on a postal curd, for our elegant eigh ty-pagc
immedintcly,
Illustrated Catalogue of am Rural Books, and it
will he sent you, FREE.
Send
number

0.

JUDD C0., DAVID W. JUDD, President.

Publishers and Importers of all works
pertaining to rural life.

751 Broadway. N. Y.
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THE BEST TOY OF THE AGE
“ Educate your Children,
you Amuse them. ”

while

Architectural
Composition

ifsmui
:

BLUBKS.

Real Stone in Time 001m.

Tm

“

ANCHOR." um

Dr. Richter’. Patel“.

The “Russian Chapel,” herewith represented, is built with the con
“ Anchor Stone Building Blocks; Dr. Richter‘s
Patent.” This construction attains the height of 22 inches, and shows
what beautiful buildings can be erected with these famous Stone
Blocks. The immense value of these instructive and amusing Blocks
has been generally acknowledged and appreciated, not only by the
public at large, but also most eminent pedagogues have, without re
“ THE VERY BEST CHRISTMAS
serve, pronounced these boxes to be
PRESENT?’ parents could give to their children. Beyond the splendid
books of models contained in every box, second books of architectural
models in color-print have been issued, and any box can besystemat
ically enlarged by the corresponding supplement-box, with which
magniﬁcent buildings can be erected.
The “ Anchor Building Blocks” are to be had from most toy-dealers,
Stationers and Educational Depots of the United States.
For full
particulars and illustrated price list apply to

tents of one box of the

F- Ad-

RICHTER

82;

0C)-,

Sole Manufacturers and Patentees,
310 Broadway,

New York.

W.v">

"i'
.4

FOR CHILDREN.

AFTERNOON

TEA

PAINTING
BOOK.
A Collection of Outline Engravlngs for Wale!
Color l’aintlng.

By E. H. Emmemn

and.

I.

G. Sowerby.

l-h'

A Charmlng book for Children. Ono whlch never fails to please them. It contalna One Hundred
Plctures for Painting‘ accompanied with Stories and Rh mas, and samples of Colored \Vorkns pat,
tience
terns.
Send for it for your children. 1!. will cultivate in them a. reﬁned taste ancl eklll. with
It. ism Large Quin-Lo, wlth lllumluated cover. and sent by
or 500.
and perseverancemlllg'ioﬂpuld
ork,
Broadway,
New
Address Fowler & Wells Co.,Publinhen, 175

THE
Rembrandt Box

OF MOIST

METER
COLGRS.
This elegant box contains

12

moist colors, as recommended by the Department

of Science and Art of London, Brushes and Palette, and full directions for
hints for a great variety of work.
to either adults or children.

They are put up handsomely and will

Price by mail, post-paid,

FOWLER & WELLS

(10., Publishers,

500.

Address

775 Broadway,

use and

be useful

r

New York.

'
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HEALTH IS WEALTH.
Novelty.

An Ingenious

Mala
One great cause of disease, especially
and
rial Fevers,etc., in winter when the doors the
from
air
is
impure
closed,
windows are
comes up thewaste
escape of sewer gas which
put the plug
people
Many
pipe of wash bowls.
is
then closed,
which
bowl,
the
of
in the bottom
but the pipe that connects with the overﬂow
is not so easily closed. r[he overﬂow consists
and near the top of the Bowl.
of about a dozen small holes on the side of
SHELL has been
A rubber cap called \VILLIS’ SANITARY
a hook that goes
has
cap
The
holes.
invented to cover these overﬂow
the back of the
on
is caught
through one of the overﬂow holes and
edge of the cap
the
it
draws
short,
bowl, and as the hook is a little
joint so that no
an
making
air-tight
bowl,
of
the
tightly against the sides
cap on, and
this
wlth
room,
into the
sewer gas or foul air can esca e
bowl.
the
0
with the plug in the bottom
has a wooden ball that ﬁts in an
The nice part of the cap is that it
a seat one-quarter of an inch
on
the
cap,
of
openinv in the bottom
reach it so the
enough
bowl
ﬁlls the
thick, t at will ﬂoat if the water
the overﬂow
overﬂow
holes,
water will escape through the
thusopenin€l
as the Ball
,
18
1t
other times
close
when it needs to be open, and at all
running'
stops
water
the
as
drops back into its seat as soon
cents, and they will be sent, post
The price of these shells is 50Address,
paid, by mail, on receipt of price.
New York.
Wcl ls (30.. Publishers, 775 Broadway,

Fowler &

Ow

'

1

.

'
.

,

1160

=

FREE!

elegant
can
im
poritﬂly shown in
our small illnnrr
iion, in nude oi
Thll

wh{Qrl
: is
who‘

‘

Mao nnd slim. In
la construction
'7 "
I-holollowinghnnl
in inc-lo work (Marry.
somewoodsaremostlrtlliicnlly joined
cant,
Black Walnut,Butternut,min? and Bouuood,nnd the nae
in it. ﬁnishedstale, fox-mloneof the mootlilncllvonnd
haveever
ma:
dressingcue
or
burr-en
lmly'l
for n
ornaments
bond on:
seen. Wislilnu lo iniroanco into lhounondl of newpaper,
The
largonnd usinrilvo 10- ago,“column illusirllcd
L-ﬂlop'
m-ld, wlilc in over briminl 0! ill: moot interultin‘
being devotedto
and instructive reading nutter for ladies,
iublonl,
poems,hncy work, home decoration,
stories,sketches,
nilqnctto, rendln‘ for the young,ek- "a
hygiene,housekeeping,
now nuke the following c-ﬂrmordl'nc oler: (‘pan race‘ of
only Thirty can! we will nnd 'rl'ho Lille.’ “'0 615'
will at» and Free
ThrooMonthl, an to our, “burr-lbw”
dumbed,
and post-paid,the beautiful Jewel Cooke; above will
v-Alcli can ﬁnial
:ogaur with Majolica-ingJewelryh aﬂxucllacz,
emulatingof a
Pearl
min n handaomoimporied
a pair of
largenumbern/bmutlfullhell: nMliIjoiMd to other; durable.‘
and
handsomeRubber Mice-work limcckn, 9005 hand-now.
all
a pair of Orly!Lever SleeveButtons, neat and and ‘Inactive.
a Comtuition Floral Brunt Pin, very neat
you
Jewelry,
mu
all
this
with
Cosh-l,
leather
the
r,
Irmem
rublt‘ripilnn in ourporn’
nothing;
iillnuglvonfrxulwlih
aimofjowelry will besent [or ‘1.5;
xcu iii-manila’
onean
tiix suhlcr
in missthis (re-l Chnncol Take adv-noun oi
You cannotoii'Iﬂrd
value of none; uni. Al in
il ni onral Weguaranteetodouble
an pulvlllhrr in N. 1'. Aﬂdﬂl'
our rolinhllll we reier
Park Plano. New York
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EDWARD L. YOUIHANS.

by

Established

POPU LAR SCIENCE

MONTHLY,
EDITED BY W. J. YOUMANS,

Is ﬁlled with scientiﬁc articles by well-known writers on subjects of
popular and practical interest. Its range of topics, which is widen_
ing with the advance of science, comprises:
DOMESTIC AND SOCIAL ECONOMY.

POLITICAL SCIENCE. OR TIIE FUNCTIONS OF GOVERNMENT.
PSYCHOLOGY AND EDUCATION.
RELATIONS OF SCIENCE AND RELIGION.
CONDITIONS OF HEALTH AND PREVENTION OF DISEASE.
ART AND ARCHITECTURE IN PRACTICAL LIFE.
RACE DEVELOPMENT.
AGRICULTURE AND FOOD PRODUCTS.
NATURAL IIISTORY; EXPLORATION; DISCOVERY, E'ro.
In Volume

XXXII,

which begins with

number for Novem
ber, 1887, Professor Joseph Le Conte will discuss the Relations of
Evolution and Religion, and the Hon. David A. Wells will continue
his valuable

papers on Recent Economic

the

Disturbances.

The vol

ume will also contain illustrated articles on Astronomy, Geography,
Anthropology, Natural History, and the Applications of Science;
contributions
by Professors J, S. New
berry, F. \V. Clarke, N. S. Shaler, Mr. Grant Allen, Mr. Appleton
Morgan, and other distinguished writers,

and will be enriched

with

It contains Illustrated

Articles,

Portraits,

Biographical

Sketches,

records the advance made in every branch of science; it is not tech
nical; and is intended for non-scientiﬁc as well as scientiﬁc readers.

No magazine in

the world contains papers

and at the same time of a more interesting

NEW YORK :
1,

3.

D.

APPLETON

8c 5

Single Number, 50 cents.

of a more instructive
character,

6,»

COMP/41V

V,

BOND STREET.

Yearly Subscription,

$5.00.

A D VER T1 SEMENTS.

Young Men Who Hope to Succeed
will ﬁnd by readiui,r the lives of the world's greatest merchants, that a thorough knowledge of human
nature was the characteristic to which could be traced the greater portion of their success.
It is not an occult science, this ability to read charac
ter, but something with which every one may become famil
iar. It is a most interesting study and csn be carried on in
your everyday life at all times and in all places.
All claim to know something of How To Bean Camc
TER, but very few understand all the Sums or Camera: as
shown in the IIEAD AND FACE.
The subject is one of great
interest and importance. and in this work the authors, Prof
Nelson Sizer, the phrenological examiner at the rooms of
Fowler & Wells '00., New York, and Dr. H. s. Drayton, the
Editor of the Pnnsnotoolclu. JOURNAL, have considered it
from a practical standpoint, and it is so simpliﬁed as to be
easily understood.
MERCHANTS should be especially interested in this sub
ject. A knowledge of character will be found important
daily in buying and selling goods, and in employing and con
trolinz men. You should be able to know all that; is possible
about the tastes, capacity and the integrity of men wiﬂi

able you to know your customers,
and how to please them.

whom you deal.
YOUNG Man will add to their chances of success by their
ability to read the character oi’ men at a glance. It will on
to properly choose your associates, and understand your employers

“ HEADS AND FACES—HOW TO STUDY Task,“ a Manual of Phrenology and Physiognomy for the
work ever published at such a low price. Contains as much as
people, is the most comprehensive
Sent by mail, postpaid, for 40 cents.
most books at four times its cost; 200 pages, 200 portraits.
Heavy paper Edition, bound in extra cloth, only $1.00. Address,

Fowler & Wells 00., Publishers and Phrenologists, 775 Broadway,
to the Pointbest
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THE YANKEE BLADE

Is now in its forty-seventh year, and is unquestionably the Largest, Brightest. Ilandsomest and Cheapest Weekly

1

h

Family Story Paper in Ame ca.
Funny column edited by S. \V. FOSS, regular
contributor to the leading American Humorous
Papers: Children‘s Corner; Household Depart
Trebor Obi; Fancy Work Depart
ment edited
ANKEE
mcnt edited by Eva M. Niles: ‘ashions. etc., etc. THE
each week. Its publishers are
readers
BLADE has already 150,000
aiming for

_FOB_

_

The Largest Circulation in America.

5

aubrcribers.
‘Vith this object in view they make a.special offer to new pa
)er to or

"6"“ o"

For locts.

Send a trial subscription, and be repnred to know what
who subscribe at once w
der tor the coming year.

THE

i

m m BLADE
WA

receive

'3

"8"“ M

For 25cts.

or

5

i

FREE FOR EVERY CLUB
the torwcents' one car. 81' two ears, $1.75. A SUBSCRIPTION
Tu]; Ynxxgg
g‘dt'inigliqnw SUBSCRI’BERSV. Don't’misugderstand our offer. The regular subscription price 0!
during the continuance of this
I‘RIAL
will
be
sent
ON
it
paper
everywhere
our
introduce
to
S‘),but
BLADE is
.;
through
any
newadealcr
Tm;
procured
can
be
YANKEE BLADE
other for the special rices named above.
Orders, Express Orders. 01'Registered Letter M 0m- ﬂak,
cents a copy. Rcmi tancea should be made in Money
Yum-gm
convenient.
more
All
when
preferred)
cent
Postal Notes are no safer than bills. Stamps taken (one
are .required to register letters when re
quested‘
Address‘
Great Variety.
I»
Q
.':It:r.y.‘.vord Pure.
POTTER
Pubs
‘Spirited Tales of Stirring Lia
P911193‘
Stories of hi Kinds for all mom-e
srnxx'r,
9
in the New and old
Boston,
Mass.
4.3MILK
bers of the Family to Read
“'orldl.
by the Fireside.
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MOTHERS

FOR

BOOKS

Studies.

WELLS

We commend to mothers
following books

of young

CO.
children the

:

Bible

&

FOR SALE BY

FOWLER

IN

OLD TESTAMENT STUDENT.
Vol.

Vii.

Beginning Sept.

1.

1887.

Mothers’ Hygienic Handbook—121110.
ciotli. $1.00.
This book has for its aim the normal develop
ment and training oi’ women and children through
Hygienic agencies.
Management of lnfancy.-By Dr. Combe.

bj'

r

of Yale. Am
Bible Committees of the Y. ML‘. A.‘s
institutions,
herst. Brown. Oberlin and other
Willis
(Yale).
Professors W. R. liar
Burroughs
S.
G.
Beecher (Auburn). an
(Amherstl.

l‘ZmO. Sill).
This book is an able yet simple teacher of the
best methods of teaching the mothers of little ones
how to secure to them good. sound bodies.

A

PREPARED AT THE REQUEST OF THE

Lucky WaiL—By Miss E. E. Kenyon.

l2ino, $i.00.
A simple. straightforward story of real life. in
and in
which mothers will ﬁnd encouragement

structlon.
covering
Education of the Feelings and Aii’ections.
the history of the period from Samuel to
Bray. l‘lmo. pp.283. $1.50.
‘#8)
e Destruction of Jerusalem.
ByI'ECharies
very library should contains. copy of this ex
(b) the literature of the period in its connection
book.
cellent
with the history.
other nations
(0) the history and literature of
How to Feed the Balm—By Dr. Page.
Paper. 50 cents; cloth.
on far as they shed light upon Bible iiistory an
Revised edition. l2nio.
Literature.
75 cents.
the times.
(d) the manners and customs oi’
That Alice's history for the ﬁrst three months
of textual and of her life is interesting is shown by the fact
(e) the more important principles
that the book has gone through many editions
literary criticism. and of inter retation whic
1! you have a new baby buy
and is still selling.
may be suggested by the materia considered.
and feed yours as Dr. Page led his little
Study occupying two or more Atliisice.
_2.—Each
careful directions for work. suggestions as
Mother and ClilliL—A uide to the young
methods. and reierenccs as to the best authori
the hea th of her children.
mother in
amatord. M. D. 12mm).pp. 256. Price.
by J. H. gromoting

l.—Porty Outline Studies

8.—Arranged for

of Biblical
(a) College classes in the study
used as
Literature and History; it will thus be
inductive
of
principls
illustratlve'oi the general
University and
Bible Study. by classes in Yale
Amherst College.
with the Y. M.
(b) College students connected
on a courseot Bible
C. A. who desire to carry college
work.
study outside their regular
normal classes.
(0) Sunday-school
to undertake
(d) Ministers who desire
study of the Bible.
classes.
(e) Bible students of all

special

4.—Intended

independent investigation.
(a) To encourage
great (acts of Bible
0))’1‘0 make prominent the
‘History in their relation to each other and to the
_
history of contemporaneous nations.
true conception of
(d) To lead the student to a
Israeiitish
with
lsraelitish literature as connected

history.
principles
(d) To emphasize correct
.ism and interpretation.

5.—Treatment.

of criti

strictly conservative.

and not the negative

A sensible. poetical book relating to the health
oi’ the body. and as a healthy. Well-iormed body is
essential to sound morals the sound intellect. it is
that the young mother es
of vital importance
cially should be systematically instructed in the
of the bodies of her lit
care
intelligent
oi
details
tle ones.

Mothers in CounciL—i2mo, pp. 90.discus
This book is the ournal of the meetings.
oi’ Abingdon, Va.
sions. etc., of the iothers‘ Club.
on the
That this particular Abingdon is seldom
for it is emi
the
book.
a
not.
maps is
polntagainst
nently sensib e. well-written and desirable as a
The mother who reads it will be bene
session.
tited and entertained.

Christian Cradle-liood.—Rev.ii.

Small

i2mo.

Abbey.

Price. 75 cents.

in this little volume
Thereis
appropriated by the true iar
which will iood
' excellent is the chapter on “li‘he
Pgladly
ent. Notab
Rig its of Children.“ and its near neigh
Natural
“ Whipping Children.“ Wegladly recommend
bor.
this excellent work to our readers.
common-sense

Pray for Your Chlldren.—By Rev. Wm.

e

b

cents.
Scribner. itinio. Price.
ﬁt for
This thoughtfully-written book is a gem appro
element.
is especially
library.
and
to
every
in
setting
special terms
Subscription. one dollar a year:
every
of
containing besides priate to the private library of the parent
number.
September
clubs.
An ap ndix gives the interesting
College Presidents station in life.
Symposium
matter.
usual
by Cotton Mather
Study in College."
and suggestive rules aid down
and leading Editors on “Bib
To follow
sent up
for the government of the household.
and the first four inductive Bible Studies
would greatly
rules
wholesome
these simple.
out
Address.
aupiication.
on
harmon
enhance the usefulness. happiness and
New Haven,
William R. Harper. P. 0. Drawer 15.
working of a household.

emphasizing the positive

ious
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FOR GIRLS

DO YOU KNOW
That the

COL UMB U5 B UGGY 00.,

of
such 11reputa

Columbus, Ohio, have established
tion for their vehicles thutanumber of msnuiuc
turerl throughout the _country huve adopted the
plan of furnishing their dealers with

TS.

A SUPPLEMENT

SCHOOL

TO

PHYSIOLOGY.
BY

NAME PLATE$

MRS. E. R.

SHEPHERD.

POSTPAID, $1.00.

to put on their vehicles that will up BIB-513111011
00L UHB S BUG r‘
like the
00. name plate as they can at without us ng This Valuable Work Should be Bead
their exact plate. and the di erence is so Iver
Every Girl.
slight that the purchaser can beenstly deceive .
examine the following cuts oi name
For example
on
the
Functions
of “'omen. Menstrua
It
treats
.
p
tion. Cause nnd Prevention of Disease. Relatun
to Young Men, Marriage and Motherhood. Tnis
needed knowledge is, for proper reasons. omitted
from sl'hool books. Eminent men and ‘women
have spoken strong words of endorsement. We
quote it few:

GENUINE

The only diﬂ’erence in the above plates is:
The 967ml“ reads l‘COLUMBUS BUGGV CO.
COLUMBUS. O." "
coLumgug Buggy.
The countnjfcil reads

CoLuMlus. O."

The counterfeit omits the "comma:
Always Examine the lame Plate Belem Buying,

And do not be deceived by name plates like the
above Fig. "2." (which is counterfeit.) or other
name plates which may rend as follows.

COLUMBUS BUGGY 00. Columbia, 0.
COL UMB US BUGGY CO. Columbus
COL [7MB US 0. BUGGY 00. Columbus.
All of which are counterieits.
them exactly like the genuine
“ 1."
shown in Fig.
ASK YOURSELF

and not one of
name plate. as

“A difficult task executed with judgment and
discretion ; the Word in time which mothers ﬁnd
it difficult to say to their dau'rhters, and often
une.
fatally procrastinate."—Jemu'e
“ ‘ For Girls’ is a. book of unusual ﬁtness for its
mission.“—Dr. M. Augusta Fairchild.
" Mothers should get this book : they need have
no fear of its harming their children."—Dr. C. E.
Page.

"I give it in ' hearty sanction. While treatin
of questions 0 the most. vital interest, it is nuts.
ble for purity of thought and dictiull."—Clrmence
S. Lozier. M. D.
" Here is the book I have long been looking for :
a. book. too. which covers theground ﬁrmly. clear
E. lVillarci.
ly. and in chaste inngunge."—F“rances
" I most heartil ' and unreservedly recommend
it to
rents an guardians.“—Caroline B. W1»
siow. - . D.

FOR BUYS

A SPECIAL PHYSIOLOGY.

rue rouewme:

Do lmltators Counterfeit Inferior Articles?

BY
MRS. E. R.

SHEPHERD,

Author of “For Girls.“

COLUMIUS BUGGY

Contains scientiﬁc knovledge
iven in chaste
language.
inculcatint: the highest principles
work
meets the demand. Earnest and
Noother
OHIO.
judicious parents and instructors will rejoice to
put it into the hands of the young.
Firestone.
C.
D.
O. G. Pete.
Peters.
M.
600.
"We especially need to become familiar with
the great truths of nature as illustrated
in our
own organism. to subjugnte our appetites w n
sense of moruhtv. and to cultivates
quickened
regard for the rights of our fellows.
In trying to
conceal from children all knowledge
of reproduc
A MUSICAL MONTHLY MAGAZINE.
any
reason
for
we
whatsoever.
not only
tion.
jeeps-rd their physical and moral welfare.
but we
'
Direc
intclligence.“—F.
in
the
interests
of
Org‘B-nisbs
insult
their
H. G
D.
Published
.
tors of Singing Societies and the musical public
“I recommend FOR BOYS as being useful to
generally.
the mature and married man as well as to the
Each number contains ten (10) pages of music. youth.“—Alice B. Stockham. M. D.
(including one Anthem, one Male voice. and one
FOR BOYS his book of mo pages. printed in
Mixed voice Part Song besides an Organ Volun
of prominent clear type on ilrshclnss papenand handsomely
sketches
tary) and biographies.
musicians of the past and present. notes and bound in Levant cloth.
and interesting musical literature gen

CO.

COLUIIUS,

“ 'I'I—IE

y.
lettlelars
era.

GLEFJT

Subscription price $1.00. Single copies 10 cts.
Send it) cents for u sample copy to

POSTPAID, $2.00.

Sent by mail postpaid
.
dress

on receipt of price.

Ad~

Geo. Molineux. Publisher,
Fowler & Wells 00., Publishers,
‘
775 Broadway, New York.
819 Broadway, New York.

Al) VER TLSEMENTS.

cAPn-AL, $150,000.

J.
17

B.

I N c S DEPARTMENT
wmms [AND "will: on.

Years’ Experience.

and

SURPLUS, $349,307.

$6,450,681 ot‘Intorest
a dollar lost.

$10,363,800 Loaned.

Principal returned to Inveswrs. N0 delay. Not

with
To encourage savings, the obligltions of this Company are given in amounts of $6 and upwards, Real
5 7 interest coupon! lHAChQd. These obligations can_ It any time, be exchn-nga‘ for 6 ‘SFirst Murmurs
with,
ind
Esau; DebenturvsBands of thll Cumpany. in nmounta of 8300 and upwards, securities deposited
bund: certiﬁed by, THE FARJH-ZRB" LOAN AND 'i‘R l'Pi'l‘ (1).. of Now’ York.
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Do not wilt from perspiration

of common sense to adjust, clean, and keep
in order their own clocks. It teaches you
how to ﬁnd what stops the clock and teaches
Clock ﬁxing is much
you the remedy.

It

DO not require laundering,

A little book of ﬁfty pages by a practical
clock ﬁxer, that positively teaches any one
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TOPICAL SCRAP-BOOK SYSTEM

Tiiit Nzzo or H‘.
Articles of great value are constantly appearing in the
secular and religious periodicals, and any one who does not
save valuable newspaper matter is losing a great deal. The
words of One wiser than Solomon are
rtinenthere—
up the fragments that remain t at nothing be
Lgzait'her
t
But all the methods for preserving newspaper
clippings
time
previously in use, have .rrrmu: defertr—takc too muc
toﬁnd Hunt, to fald, rz-fald and rep/an than, and are not
y for rapid reference. Now the
TOPICAL SCRAP-BOOK Svs'reit
does away with all these difficulties.
With this library any:
literary person secures. in handsome form and at his ﬁngers
of
all
valuable newspaper
alystematic
classiﬁcation
ends.
matter. It is not one or two scrap-books ﬁlled with all
eons of matter, but

A “ Sauna-rs" Scan BOOK
for each important subject, made
with the title lettered on the bark.

txfrnrly for ﬂu or)“: ‘
(See cut above!

l'rs ADVANTAGIS.
"t.
mafhr upon any {from :ubjnt i: callxhd
leather, and can be found in a moment.
time. There is no hunting to be done,or
ad. I!
lolding, refolding or replacing.
A laurlt of murila or
flu “pa-d bntlum of an article, and it is in its place.
his
permits them to be removed when no longer desired, or
parts of them to be cut out for platform or other use.
3d. If i: handy/0r uqgurian, as well as for reference.
A feature possessed by no other system. A book on any
subject may be taken down and glanced over at will.
no larger than an
4th. I! is convenient in .riu,
inc es, yet‘large enough
ordinary hand volume.6% by io being
to preserve any amount of material, containing lac pages.
51h. A kana'romr addition Ia rlir book .rlulvu, ﬁlling
them with a ﬁne set of leather-backed books, looking like a
ﬁnely bound Encyclopmdia, and they are nothing less than
that when ﬁlled with choice cuttings.
A big point, for it
6111. And Cktaf hyand example.
enablesa man to have a Library of such books, instead of
the usual one or two, and at a small outlay.
Tm: TITLES.
We put upon the books ANV 'ri'rLes YOU MAY Wm. The
following titles are suggested:

All“:

no"

2. Temperance.
1. Illustrations.
3. Mis
cellaneous. 4. Social Questions. 5. Politics.
6. Education. . 7. Christian Work.
8. Ser
10. Missions.
mons.
9. The Bible.
11. The
13. Personal.
14.
Church. 12. Christianity.
16. Isms.
17. Es
God. 15. Book Reviews.
.
18. Sunday School, The Youn .
ehatolo
hrist. 20. Sin and Atonement. 2 .
19. The
23. Devotional.
Holy Spirit. 22. Exegetical.
25. Social Questions.
24. Homiletic Notes.
27. Preachers
26. Duties and Graces.
and
28. Biographical.
Preaching.
29. Revivols.
30. Health.

VIEWS or Euinmrr

PERSONS WHO HAVE Usm 'ri-m

Hon. Andrew D. White.
President of the Cornell University, lthaca, N. Y.
It seems to me that you have hit upon an admirable
My only wonder is that of Columbus companies
thing.
in the setting up of the egg—namely, that no one haddoi:

so good and simple a thing before.

Rev.

w. M. Taylor, D.

1).,

LL.

D.

Pastor Broadway Tabernacle, N. Y.
lreeeived your specimen copy, and have been somuch
pleased with it, and with your whole plan. that l beg now
to enclose check that on may send me twelve volumes with
the titles indicated be ow.
I have lost a great deal for lack
of such aseries of books.

Rev. George Dana. Boardman. D. D.

Pastor First Baptist Church, Philadelphia, Pa.
You have reduced the idea of a Scrap-Book too perfect
system. Ido not see how anything in this line could be
simpler, more complete, cheaper, or more valuable.

Rev. George I‘. Pentecost, D. D.

Pastor Thompkins Ave. Congregational Church, Brooklyn
Please send me ten volumes of your Scrap-Books, with
titles as l have selected. 1 have used many scrap-hooksys
tems, but have abandoned all in turn. because they were all
complicated, or else without system.
I believe your: to be
the best extant.

From the

" Examiner," New York.

We have received a s cirnen of the “ Scrap-rBoolr Li
" for inspection.
t is the cheapest, most convenient
brar
and host contrived plan for permanently
reserving news
n its special ﬁeld
paper clippin s that we have ever seen.
Its
is
a
without peer.
this series of

Piucz.
The volumes

are put at the marvelously
of 75 ‘cents each.

101v price

lst. \Ve will send ramp]: volume, with any title
you may choose to put upon the back in gilt, ﬂlldé‘f
if you are
prepaid by :41, upon receipt of 75 cents.
not satisﬁed with the book, it may be returned and
we will refund the amount paid for it less the
postage.
2d.

If you order a half dozen, after you obtain
your sample, we will, upon receipt of the price,
$4.50, make you a discount of 5 per cent. from the
price.
3d. It‘ you order twelve volumes we will give
you a discount of 10 per cent., and pay express
charges to your nearest express station.
C.

VENTON PATTERSON & 00.,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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It

occupies a position unique among Periodicals of the day.
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stamps for postage.
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Agents Wanted in every Town and Village in the United States.
LIBERAl, INDUCEMENTS TO CLUBS AND AGENTS.
Several copies sent to one Address at Reduced

Rates.

65,000 Circulatihni Guaranteed.
Advertising Rates on Application direct or through any Reputable Agency.
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ELECTRO-MEDICAL MACHINE.
DIMENSIONS,
v

WEIGHT

6i

lSCl‘lES

sor/inn.

WHEN READY FOR USE,

and Easy to Operate.
BATTERY IS ACID-PROOF. AND WAR

THE

RANTED TO LAST FOR YEARS.

Gives Three Currents, The
r

LBS.

Light and Portable, Simple in Construction

PRIMARY,

SECONDARY, and PRIMARY
& SECONDARY Combined.

Finished in Highly Polished Cases of Cher
ry. Stained Cherry or Black Walnut.
ALL rm; METAL PARTS

ARE

FINELY

NlCKLE-PLATBD.

PRICE, SIX DOLLARS.

reliable and
In making this Machine, the aim has been to produce a
and a so upon a design
eﬂicieut Electro-Medical Battery, at the lowest possible cost,thoroughly
it for his own use at his office, also
that would warrant the Physician in
it to iis patients, with every conﬁdence in
when visiting; and in recommendingadopting
.
its simplicity and eﬁiciency.
‘‘
of
of
possessed by the
superiority
are
some
the
points
The following
SCIENCE : ”
It is so simple that a child can easily operate it by following the
1st, Simplicity.
directions that go with each Machine.
2d, Cleanliness. The battery cell bein acid-ti ht, there is no danger of spilling
poured in and out of the battery
the contents, and the ﬂuid does not aveto
every time it is used.
One ﬁlling of the battery cell will last over three months, allow
30', Economy.
ing ﬁfteen minutes use each day.
4th, Current. The currents are smooth, ﬂexible and pleasing, and can be grad
uated from one thatis hardly perceptible to one that can not be borne, the gradu
ations being uniform and even.
5th, Durability. It is thoroughly made from the best material, and with proper
care it will last for years.
6th, Portability. Owing to the cell being acid-tight, ‘the machine can be carried
anywhere without danger of spilling the contents, and it is always ready for instant

I

use.

We would call especial attention to our improved battery cell. It is so con
atructed that with fair usage it will last indeﬁnitely. It is a well known fact
that with all the batteries of this description the carbon connection is very often
eaten oﬂr‘ by the acid.

In

that it is almost impossible for
Free of Charge, every cell returned to us

these batteries the carbons are so arranged

them to break, and we will replace,
with broken carbon plates.

Believing this to be the best, in fact the only good low-priced battery made, we
will send it to any address on receipt of price, $6.00, or we will send it as a premi
um for only six subscribers to the PHRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL and SCIENCE on
Address all orders to
HEALTH.

Fowler & Wells

(30.,

Publishers, 775 Broadway, New York.
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'
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"e

PAGES:

:lrls/z'

lull isiuiw

A Complete Manual of

w

Tum.

Phrenology and Physiognomy for the People.
All claim to know something of How to Read Character, but very few understand
The subject is one at
all the Signs of Character as shown in the Head and Face.
great importance, and in this work the authors. Prof. Nelson Sizer, the phrenologica] examiner
the editor of the Pbrmolagiml
at the rooms of Fowler & \Vells Co. and Dr. H. S. Drayton,
journal, have considered it from a practical standpoint, and the .ubject is so simpliﬁed as to
.be of great interest and easily understood.
The book is cheaper than any of the popular libraries,
with more reading than in
with 200 illustrations,
containing 200 large octavo pages,
two ordinary volumes that sell at $1. 50.
Price, popular edition, 40 cts. in paper covers; extra
on heavy paper, extra cloth, $1.00

NEW PHYSIOGNOMY;
OR SIGNS OF CHARACTER

As manifested in Temperament, and External Forms, and
especially in the Human Face Divine.
By SAMUEL R. WELLS.
Large Izmo, 768 pp. With more than 1,000 Engravings, Heavy Clo., Price 85.00.
comprehensive, thorough, and practical work, in which all that is known on the subject
treated is systematized, explained, illustrated and applied.
Physiognomy is here shown to be
no mere fanciful speculation, but a consistent and well considered system of Character-reading,
based on the established truths of Physiology and Phrenology, and conﬁrmed by Ethnology, as
well as by the peculiarities of individuals.
It is no abstraction, but something to be made use
ful ; something to be practiced by everybody and in all places, and make an eﬂicient he]
in
It is readily understood and as readily app 'ed.
that noblest of all studies—the study of man.

A

HOW TO READ CHARACTER:

An Illustrated Hand-Book of Phrenology and Physiognomy, for the
use of Students and Examiners; with a descriptive chart
for marking, and upwards of 170 Engravings,
Price, post-paid, in muslin $1.25 ; in paper, $Loo.
One who wishes to get a practical knowledge of Phrenology and Physiognomy in the short~
est possible time, and without burdening his mind with theoretical speculations, will ﬁnd this
just the work he needs.
Sent by mail on receipt of price.

FOWLER & WELLS C0.. Publishers,
775 Broadway. New York.
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and best preparatmri for

Fragrant Lathenwhich

SOAP

SHAVING'.
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PEARS’ T0] LET 80A!‘ is also universally known to be the inost
durable. hence llll' host and ohcapost in the world for all Toilol. uses. It
produces lloalllll'ul skin, good comple’xion and soft. white. beautiful
hand“.
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Fowler & Wells 00. s New Pubhea’uons.

‘

Physical Culture. For

Home and School.
Scientiﬁc and Practical.
Byrur,
Down, Professor of Physical Culture. 12mo., 322 pages. 80 illusts, tine binding, $135;
The best work’ou the building up of Health and Strength by systematic exercise err-r
published. It will be called for by professional and all sedentary people, ‘and alLwho do.
not have the necessary and proper exercise in their daily occupation; it also tells how to
7
work for health and strength.
.

Haste

’

'

leccs.

'‘

~\- -

.

is;

Comprising: "The Rime o! the Ancient-Mariner," by Com
'
"The raveller,” “ Thev Hermit," “The Deserted Village," b Gomsm'rn, ‘ZThr Cosz
mus,” by MILTON, _PoPa‘s Essay on Man, and “Esop’s
ables," ﬁnely illustrated.
12mo, ﬁne paper, extra cloth, $51.50.
.
These Gems, always popular, will be especially. acceptable in’ this form, a handsome
volume suitable for the holidays.

A Practical Plan oflnstruction in shorthand.

Its Nature, Causes, Symptoms. and. Treatment

By B‘

:

M.D., Editor

S. DBAYTON,

A practical

of twenty lessons, in the form of Lesson leaves.
Every teacher
this, and those attempting selI-instruption should use it.

a series

will prize

N crvousness

I

$1.00

Phrenological

Journal.

50 cents.

oi.

Consisting of

shorthand

.

By Bs'ras Tonar.

treatise on this rapidly increasing malady.

'l‘he Sympathetic Nerve.

a~

A new plate, 18x36, showing this nerve, with conch;l
description; the best plate of the kind ever produced. $5.00, mounted on rollers, $6.00.

Pope's Essay on Man.

With responding Essay, Man Seen in the Deepening
Paper, 25 cents.
_
A unique and interesting volume giving Pope's Essay and on the opposite pages paral.
lel lines also parallel to and responding to the sentimeiits of Pope.
All admirers of the
Essay on Man will enjoy this.
A

pher or Typewriter,

.
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How to Succeed asa teno

u

_

Dawn, By Dr. C. S. Wnnxs.

a

,

should be in the hands
of ever shorthand writer and stu en containing quiet bins and gentle advice by one
who " as Been There.” A handbook of miscellaneous information and suggestions
for the young law reporter; the Shorthand St' dent; the Typewriterq-Operator; with
rules for the proper use of capital letters and punctuation. Also some practical sugges
tions for the formation of
general American Association of Stenogruphers, 250.

the principle features in the ‘leadinw
15
shorthand writers and students.

50

Andrews’ Chart of Comparative Phonography.
systems
inches.

:Showin and comparing
of Phonogra by
0 interest to all
Price 250.
canted on muslin, 50c.

memorial address
view of his life and its meaning;
By Rev, J,
B. Was'rox, D.D.
Paper, 10 cents.
worthy tribute to this great man,
will prove to be of interest to every intelligent
it

std

1'0
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Horace ManhzA
81‘.

\

Self-Reliance or Self-Esteem,

as an- element of character, very fully illus
By Prof. Ninson SIZER. President of-the American Institute of Phrenologv.
Human Nature Library, No.
Paper, 10 cents.
The reading of this will help to the proper understanding of ourselves and others.
1.

trated.

etc.
A lecture by Prof. J. H’
Human Nature Library, No. 2. Paper. 10 cents.
ublic attention._ The location of the
Showing the basis on which Phrenology claims
shown, and the in uence of heredity and culture fully
organs and their grouping

Its Principles, Proofs, Application,
is

Phrenololﬁy:
Tamar.
ustrated.
considered.

Physical Factors in Character;

or the Inﬂuence of Temperament in shaping
llumuu
By E. S. Dasr'rou', M. D. Editor Phrenological Journal.
Nature Library, No.
Paper, 10 cents.
This
illustrated with many portraits of famous men of the past and present, and will
Sent by mail postpaid on receipt of price.‘ Address,
be read with interest.
is

8.

man's destiny.

dz Wells 00.. Publishers, 775 Broadway. New
New illustrated and Descriptive Catalogue sent on application‘.
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